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iiKKlern captain of industry

achieved another triumph
undertaking" to make cities

The creation of a city in
the ancient world involved the problem of conquering' and defending" a
pivotal site; the location and de
to order.

velopment of a metropolis in tlui
days of our revolutionary forefathers
was the combination of possibilities
and circumstances; but the past fifteen years have been -signalized by

making of cities to order either
to gratify the pride of an autocrat,
or to meet the necessities of modern
the

business.
It is a trite truism of histor}- that
mankind tends to follow the watercourses of the earth.
The ocean
afforded the first open sea, inviting
the adventuresome traders of all nations then the rivers led men along
definite routes of exploration, tem]5ting them far into the interior of unknown continents because the voyagers were confident that they could
return home by the same route; and
the inland lakes became the basis
for operations designed to secure
vast tracts of the new continent for
the exclusive dominion of the white
race. During the days of A'enetian
commercial supremacy, the trade
which flowed to that centre of life
followed the ^Mediterranean Sea; the
;

o

1

Making

the

in

N

CAWCROFT
Bookkeeper

ancient world boasted of no great
city like Rome unless a river Tibei
afforded a means of influx and
egress; without the lliames London
would not have become more than a
thri\ing" A'illage, rather than the distributive centre of the earth.
The
Hudson River flowing into the sea
furnished the basis for the commer-

supremacy

cial

of

New York

city

the Great Lakes became the basin
for the rich wealth of the west in
the early days of the republic and
when the people of New York state
showed their sagacious sense by
connecting the Hudson with the
Lakes through the construction of
the Erie canal, they simply multiplied the number of advantageous
locations open to the settling" sons
of men. r^Fankind followed this artificial waterway and a chain of cities
resulted.
The Merrimac furnished
;

water power and Lawrence and
Lowell became the textile centres of
Duluth became the
the nation
famed city of the unsalted seas because it was located at the head of
;

Lake Superior. The number of cities
which aft'ord illustration of this histruism may be multiplied
torical
without limitation. The racial principle still prevails in shaping the
commercial destinies of the continent
but it has been supplemented
;
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TEMIOKAKY BUSINESS STKEET AT
or modified by the power which
steam placed in the hands of the railroad magnate to promote the arbi
trary location and development of
cities to meet the demands of particular business enterprises.
The cities of the seaboard are destined to retain their commercial supremacy. 1^he ocean invites the competition of all men there can be no
monopoly of routes and the existing
cities of the sea reap the benefits of
that fact. But in the growth of existing cities and in the location of
newer communities on the shores of
the Atlantic and the Pacific, the railroads of the continent are to be the
;

determining factors. The complaints
with the Interstate Commerce
Commission by the commercial

filed

bodies of rival cities relative to differentials are an evidence of the fact
that the future growth of existing
cities is in the sole hands of the railroads subiect only to government
regulation. Rut the self interests of
20
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ri\al
the citizens of these
cities
assures an adjustment of this situ-

ation

;

and hence

decided

it

becomes

of

witness

more

the
to select this or that location out of many available sites
as the terminus of pending railroad
or waterway projects.
The nations are racing to the
open, warm water ports of both
oceans.
Fort Churchill on Hudson's Bay. nearer to the wheat fields
of the north than an}'- other seaboard point on the continent would
be the metropolis of the New \\'orld.
were there no ice floes in the bay
during seven months of the year:
New Orleans and Galveston are becoming the export centres for
western grain because the warm
water of the (lulf of Mexico affords
points of export open to ships of the
world for twelve months of every
year. The needs of the people of
Russia, similar in cflFect to those of
the inhabitants of the
American
interest

movement

to

;
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THE

FIRST

DOCK AT PRINCE RUPERT

impelled the Czar into
Prompted by the
political will of Peter the Great, the
Russians have ever sought
the
warm water ports of the south,
whether on the yellow seas by force
or along the Black Sea by skill in
diplomacy. This racial tendency re
suited in the making to order of
Dalny, that wonderful city of the
Russian littoral in Asia, just as the
needs of the United States Steel
Corporation led to the upbuilding
of Gary on the Indiana shores of
Lake Michigan. Colon has been
modernized because it was needed
as a canal terminus, and La Boca
will be of commercial and strategic
importance when it becomes the Pacific terminus of the Panama water
way. Thus it is evident that in every
part of the world the hand of the
magnate may be seen modifying or
north-land,

war with Japan.

supplementing the racial tendency
to follow the water courses of the
earth.

MAKLXG

Once man located at a given point
because he reached that spot in his
sailboat, because the drinking water
was wholesome, or the firewood
available in quantities. To-day he is

moved by somewhat

similar

con-

siderations, but to a larger degree
but this mastery of his necessities

enlarged through the developof land transportation facilities.
In other words, the railroads*
enable him to select the best of man\
sites on ocean, river and lake, which
appeal to him as wholesome places
to live and work from an economic
is

ment

and scenic standpoint.
The truth of this argument finds
support through the location of a
Simpson
Port
city
at
railroad
on the Pacific Coast. Prince Rupert

name given to this
being made to order.
It is planned to create a commercial
pivot, through the meeting of the
Grand Trunk Pacific with the waters
of the Pacific, which will be a fitting

is

the appropriate

city

which

is
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to Prince Rmpert and his
gentlemanly adventurers,

who took title to the soil of the
western provinces in the name of
their king and in the interests of
their Hudson's Bay Company. The
success of other cities on the Pacific
coast, which have been made to
order through the concrete a])plication of the plans of the vigorous
railroad magnates, assures the rapid
completion of the work now undei
way in the upbuilding of Prince
Rupert.

Every railroad must have

a start-

ing point and a terminus. The start
ing point in the past was and is today determined by the pivotal location of lake and ocean harbors.
In
the early days of railroad construction, the railroads followed the population which had located along tho
waterways before steam was applied
to transportation to-day the people
f(.llow the transcontinentals. rapidly filling the virgin lands opened to
settlement through the laying of the
:

highways. The former fact is
by the existence of the
Grand Trunk connecting in the east
with Montreal and Quebec on the St.
Lawrence and with Halifax on the
steel

illustrated

-Atlantic seaboard.
These ])ivotal
connections enabled the railroad to
import European immigrants and in
turn to export grain to the hungrv
cities of Europe.
But once the starting point is predetermined, the terminus ma}- be one of many available

particularly in view of the
day willingness of population
to follow the railroads and to inhabit
sites,

latter

the made-to-order cities of the transportation magnates.
To-day the Grand Trunk is work
ing in conjunction with the Dominion Government for the ])urposc
of constructing a transcontinental
which will traverse the rich lands
of the western provinces and connect with advantageous eastern ter
minals.
It was clear to statesmen
and railroad engineers alike, that

MAGAZINE

quasi-governmental line must
connect with the eastern depots of
the Grand Trunk, thence tap Fort
A\'illiam and Port Arthur as the
this

grain centres of the Dominion at the
head of Lake Superior, and pass per
force through such strategic distri-

Winnipeg and Edwhen the survey
reached Edmonton and when the

butive centres as

monton.

But

engineers were no longer led westb}' the course of the waters of
the fertile Saskatchewan valley, the
matter of routes became a subject

ward

of interesting study.
It is true that
far beyond Edmonton the Indian
hunters have continued to find valuable furs and that Hudson Bay missionaries continue to tell of the min-

ing and agricultural possibilities of
the Peace river country.

But the engineers and statesmen
were confronted by the triple problem of selecting one of the several
routes which complied with certain
test condi/'ons.

In the

fiist

place,

had to find a pass
through tl't Canadian Rockies, just
;is
the surveyors of the Canadian
Pacific Wire compelled to spend two
years in l^ndiiig and working their
way through the now famous
Rogers Pass: then in taking the line
through the country and over the
the

engineers

grades of the Rockies, it was necessary to strike a deep and warm

water port on the British Columbia
shores of the Pacific.

The engineers

were checked on the other hand bv
the necessary demand of the statesmen that the railroad pass through
fertile land, whose climate and summer sunlight invited the cultivation
of the ambitious and adventuresome
sons of both continents. Two years
of work enabled a thousand young
surveyors to combine their brains

and brawn

in

meeting

this

demand.

The Grand Trunk Pacific lea\es
monton and the heailwaters of
Saskatchewan to traverse the
of the Peace ri\er region, the
tory adjacent to the famous

V.d

the

lake:
terri-

.\tha-

Kixn-: ui

T

I.\

nil'.

MAKIXC

TEMPORARY RAILROAD HOTEL AT PRINCE RUPERT

basca Landing, through the picturesque White Horse Pass, affording"
a lower grade over the Rockies than
any other road in the United States
or Canada, and thence down through
the thickly timbered lands of British
Columbia sloping to the waters of
the Pacific Ocean.
And in approaching the waters of
the Pacific the surveyors sought a
harbor which combined depth of
channel with surrounding hills to
protect the promised city from the
storms of the Pacific and from the
guns of a possible Asiatic enemy.
There at Port Simpson they found a
bay of the Pacific which conforms

A

glance at the
to these conditions.
map of British Columbia shows that

Port Simpson is five hundred miles
north of Vancouver, the city which
Avas created twenty-two years ago
as the terminus of the Canadian

and that the desirupon which Prince

Pacific railroad,

able harbor
Rupert is located

is

nearer the Asi-

mainland than any other point
which juts into the Pacific from the
continent of North America. Situated on an estuary which to a deatic

similar to the formation of
in Scotland, surrounded
bv forest-covered hills between
which a navigable river flows and
rendered defensible as a commercial
and naval base because of the adjacent position of the Queen Charlotte
Islands, the site of Prince Rupert as
the terminus of a new transcontinental will inevitably impel the development of a metropolis of the

gree
the

is

Clyde

Dominion.

The completion of the Grand
Trunk Pacific along the route described means that a steel avenue for
the timber and grain of the north
will be provided between the Atlantic

and Pacific. The lumber of
Columbia will be removed

Brit-

eastto the cities of the Atlantic,
while the grain will be distributed
in both directions along this route
ish

ward
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to the bread centres of the continent.
The arrival of the Canadian
Pacific at the forest-skirted site

now

known

as Vancouver signalized the
creation of a commercial city within the following decade, and in the

same sense the coming of the Grand
Trunk Pacific to Prince Rupert imthat preliminary preparations
must be made for accommodating
the commerce and the passengers
moving from the Occident to the
Orient. The pivotal fact should not
be overlooked that the Grand Trunk
Pacific w^ill afford the quickest route
plies

for

mail

London

and passengers between
and Tokio. And wli}-?

Simply because the railroad moves
faster than the steamship the trains
will meet the European ships on the
eastern point of land extending into

Atlantic, while the harbor of
Prince Rupert is nearer to Asia thai
any other site on the continent. The
long rail haul is an assurance of
speed and thus it is evident that this
new raihvay and the commerce destined to pass through Prince Rupert
are to play a distinctive part in cementing anew^ the ties of the British

the

Empire.

Trade is headed for Prince Rupert
same sense that it inevitably
flows to Seattle, Tacoma and Vanin the

couver. The city
in the convenient

to be placed just
way of a commerThe transportatioi
is

movement.
no less than the people of
northern British Columbia, have not

cial

leaders,

overlooked this essential fact. Today preparations are being made fothe export and import commerce

which will follow in the wake of thf
completed Grand Trunk Pacific tw-o
years hence.
In other words, this
day Prince Rupert becomes a ciiv
in the making.
Nor is Prince Rupert to be founded on ordinary village lines in the
hope that the years will provide
the
spirit
and characteristics
of a metropolis. The town
is
not
going to be permitted

grow

to

a

from a village
into
This made-to-order
to start life upon a metropoli-

metropolis.

city

is

tan basis.
The exigencies of railroad development assure this happy

consummation.

And

are not the reasons for this

clear to the thinking mind?
the Grand Trunk arrives

Wher
on

th'

Prince
must have freight and
Tourists canpassenger business.
not be led this way to the Orient
without an assurance that the accommodations at the point of departure are excellent: and freight
cannot be handled at a profit unless
the point of export or import is supplied with every mechanical device
to facilitate the cheap and expeditious discharge of large cargoes.
Thus the railroad men responsible
for the location and development of

shores of
Rupert, it

the

Pacific

at

Prince Rupert have made it clear
town will be laid out on a
metropolitan basis. This means that

that the

first-class

hotels and paved streets

will be provided for the prospective

while cranes, large
docks and every mechanical appliance will be afforded to promote the
movement of cargoes from the cars
globe-trotters

;

to the ships of the Pacific.

To-day the +rave'er in visiting
Prince Rupert by means of the
steamships plying between the cities
of Puget Sound and Alaska is impressed by the evidences of induswhich characterize the
coming metropolis. Two years ago
only a saw mill and the tents of the

trial activity

surveyors indicated the
city

now making

site of the
to order.
To-day
are
being ex-

the docks which
tended to line each side of the deep
narrow harbor: the ships and government schooners which pass in
and out of the harbor: the more substantial buildings in course of construction under the direction of tht

representatives of the Grand Trunk
Pacific, are the forerunners of the
bustle
and metropolitan energy

;

PRINCE RUPERT
will mark the town when the
transcontinental moves throiij;'
White Horse Pass and down to the
Pacific two years hence.
The construction of this city-i i-be
the
attention
has
attracted
of
the
real esthe
globe trotter,
tate speculator and the adventuresome from many lands. Hut while
those types of humanity serve to
give color and zest to the ra;)i(l]y
growing community, they are not
being allowed to exploit the city
at the expense of the future interests
of the region.
There are to be no
narrow
lanes
running
through
Prince Rupert because a few* speculators are not willing to undertake

l.\

IE

11

M.\KIXG

many similar munibecause a wholesome
will be tapped by the rail-

which

as in the case of

first

cii)al

adequate

and

surveys

scientific

there are to be no shacks which will
remain as a vested interest to menace the town by fire and mar the
architecture of the place
and the
epidemics arising through faulty
sewerage and bad w^ater will not
;

arise

in

connection with this citv

sites,

sui)]ily

road at the outset.

A

city

which

is

to be the export centre of a transcontinental railroad and the point

to which the steamships of the Orient will converge will reap a decided
commercial impetus because of the
existence of a sanitary ])ort from
the beginning of municipal life.
The architectural defects of the
cities of the republics of the world
are w^ell known.
Only a Czar can
plan and build
a Dalny; only a
United States Steel Corporation is
able to lay out a Gary on a plain of
land with streets running at right
angles and every municipal device
designed to aid in the upbuilding of
the place as an industrial centre;
and no successor of the autocratic
Napoleon has dared to make the
marked changes in the street lines
which the First Consul made in his
capital in the interests of the archi-

THE HILLS SURROUNDING THE HARBOR
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tectural beauty of L'aris but at the
expense of tlie vested property

rights of the citizens. The problem
therefore, confronting the friends of

(lc\elopment, in a dav'
the courts afford every ];ro
the,
of
rights
to
tlie
tection
owner, is to
pro])erty
al)uttiug
oui and promote the growth
la\-

municipal

when

of

a

hues.

cause

cii\-

1)11

Ila])pily.
tlie

retained

l)road.

this

])f)ssiblc

be-

(Irand 1'runk Pacific has
the title to the site of

Prince Pupert which
the

is

expansive

Dominion

it

gained from

(jovernment

;

and

wheu the

available city sites are
])laced ou the market next Sej^tember. the broad streets of the city will
ha\e been marked, the sewers will,

have been placed and those safe,
guards will have been established
which ai'c ])reliminary to the ex])ansion of the ccnnmunity along metro])olitan lines without a few indixidu
als profiting at the expense of the

Hence the student
government may look

general welfare.
of municii)al

forward to the completed Prince
Rupert as a type of communit}growth along deliberate and sound
lines.

There is history to be made during
the next twenty years with Prince
Rui)ert as the pi\ot of human activiLittle did the men who first
ty.
reached \'ancouver on the Canadian
Pacific realize that the path which
they trod down to the sea woidd be
come the Hastings street of brick
and pavements within ten years
thereafter. X'ancouver had to divide
the glory of rapid growth with
the other cities of the Puget Sound
region, and it is in that sense that
Prince Pupert will enjoy a distincThe .'omtion altogether uniipie.
])letion of the (Irand Trunk I'acific

of
Prince
force the growth
Rujjert and the existence of the
in turn
railroad and the city will
force the establishment of another
line of steamers plying between the
will

Orient and North America and in
the ])roject is already anfact
nounced no less will the extent of
;

the

international

and

coast

com-

merce, which will centre arouncl this
harbor under the shadow of Alaska.
make the ])lace of strategic naval importance. .\ glance at the map, with
particular attention devoted to the
location of Queen Charlotte Islands,
Prince
will show the reader that
Rupert has the advantages of the
seaboard without being deprived of
those natural sources of defense
from attack, which are an unconscious factor in the development of
every metropolis.

To Hawaii by way of the Panama Canal and to Japan by way of
the Peace river and Prince Rupert,
will be the next call made to those
whose feet are moved by the spirit
of the wanderlust.
The rapid construction and near-by completion of
waterways and transcontinentals
foretell the growth of commercial
|>ivots along the whole Pacific Coast
from La ]^)Oca at the mouth of the
Panama Canal to the frost-bitten
harbors of Alaska. The geogra])hical location, the warm ja])anese current, the inexitable

musi

commerce which

avenues of
and the tendency of mankind
to move aU)ng the lines of least resistance, in this age in Pullmans but
in a previous century in ri\er boats
indicate that Prince Rupert will become one of the most important
fiilKiw

the

steel

trade,

links in this
cial

new chain

emnoriums.

(A

commer-

SAILING AT SUNSET

A

Canadian Photographic Genius
By
Illustrated

G.

W.

from Photographs by the Subject of the Article

GENIUS

is a great gift.
Its possessor should not be
proud,
but grateful.
To 'be arrogant
over an attractive face, a splendid
figure, a rugged constitution or genreveals
weakness rather than
ius
strength.
The majority of people,
who use a natural talent wisely and

well, are thankful

for such a special

endowment, particularly

manifests itself early in life, and they have
the means of cultivating and developing it. Inborn powers, that fructify in
the

morning of one's

much

if

it

career,

mean

Opportunities open and genius marches along
life's highway to the attainment of
success, the realization of ambition
or the gratification of an ideal. Thus
brilliant men and women, owing to
to

the

possessor.

BROCK

a favorable start, created by faculty
facilities, have gained a considera'ble lead on their competitors in the
literary, business, scientific or
professional world.
Near the end they
have now and then discovered that

and

with some one
was not thought
to be a dangerous opponent
whose
powers and prowess had not been prothey have to reckon

who,

at

claimed.

unknown

the outset,

In

— the

the

political

—

arena

—

the

newly awakened contestant is termed a dark horse. Not
onlv have men of latent talent and
signal ability been discovered in midlife, but they have often passed the
meridian of their allotted days before
thev have discovered themselves or
learned what is in them. They have,
perhaps, just begun to comprehend

—
Till'

lU'SV
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THE GREAT TEMPTATION
that "a man's best things are nearest
him, He close about his feet," or, with
Benjamin Disraeh, beheve "the secret of success in Hfe is for a man to
be ready for his opportunity when it
comes."
All victories do not belong to youth

;

neither do the greatest achievements
come to the aged. IJcnjamin l^^-anklin did not beg'in his pliilosophical cx])erinieins until after mid-life, and the
great Lincoln himself did not crown,
his matchless career until he was fiftythree years of age, when he emancipated the slave, Cromwell, Cialvani,
Milton, Goethe, Angelo, Palmerston,

Bismarck, Longfellow, Bryant, Whitand many others accomplished

licr

most in and after mid-life. Some had
no knowledge of talent they had fail;

other lines.
It is not necessary to go outside of
om- own country or province to find
examples of men, eminent in their
profession, wlio, a few
years ag(\
were not aware that they had ai'jtitude or fitness for anv special line.
ed

in

28

Less than a dozen years ago in the
seaport town of Goderich, Ontario,
there was a photographer with no
mightier mission than making a living and giving his customers satisfactory service.
He never dreamed of
anything beyond a local reputation
was not cognizant that he could do

anything more.

To tell the ])lain truth, he started
the study of photography by accident
as a means of making a living. He

—

might,

have

if an opening had come along,
been a carpenter, a druggist, or a

machinist.

Leaving

his father's

farm

LIuron couiuv. one summer morning nearly 30 years ago, he walked
into town, determined to get work of
some kind. It mattered not what the
emj)loyment was. so long as he seSeeing a sign in a
cured a job.
studio window "l>oy Wanted." he
sauntered in and asked for a chance
in

to learn the business

which happened

to be ])hotographv.

.\fter serving the

usual

R. R.
the youtli
for himself

aiiiirenticeshi]-).

Sallows

— becaii

business

—

A CANADIAN PHOTOGRAPHIC GENIUS
and tor eighteen years lie ploddetl
along, sometimes doing more and at
other times less than in the previous
year.
He was sim])ly a rural "artist"
the term frequently heard
and

—

—

there are

dozens

Canadian county.

of

them

One

every
afternoon Mr.
in

Sallows took a sroll out on one of the
many country roads leading to God-

He had no definite object in
view any more than has the hunter,
who, going to
the
w o o d s,
erich.

carries

a

the kind desired, but the latent talent in him
the ability to do special
work of the highest character,

—

.

which

— was

until

now had been dormant

aroused. The Goderich gentleman had discovered himself and
incidentally been discovered.
He
now entered a new avenue a vista

—

of
many viewpoints.
scenes, pictures of rural
liest

hunting, fishing,
boating,

rifle

that

may

run

he

camping

and
outdoor
pastimes general-

across
something
shooting. Mr.

ly

.

worth

his camera.

—a

received
commissi o n s

from

object
snap-

mand

Chicago,
more out of
curiosity^ than
it

was

published

and

a credit line
inserted under
the
half-tone
picture, he was

new
such

for

that
able

up
dehis

product ions.
Recently
h e

f

When

the

and
world to
an extent
he is not
to
keep
with the

scene. He sent
a proof to the
Inland Printei

else.

art

houses of
old

he
pretty

anything

periodi-

and

cals

domestic

o

He

has

worth
ping and
did

came with-

in the focus of

Sallows had
h i s
camera.
H e thought
he might see

some

views
and lovemoods,

life,

of nature in her wildest

on the general
principle

Domestic

made a trip to
a lumber camp
150 miles west
of North Bay,
in the vicinity
of
Nairn, to

SALLOWS

made

from
the
amazed.
For the
first time in his life he had permitted himself to w^ander from straight
portrait work.
Beyond the natural
pleasure occasioned by seeing his
production in the Chicago periodical, he thought nothing more of it
at the time; but he does to-day. A
few days after there flowed in from
publishing and advertising houses
all over America requests for sampies.
He practically had none of

procure views of

life in the shanty for
leading London publications. He
still conducts the studio in his native
town, but leaves portrait problems to
others, while he devotes all his time
to special work.
The foremost Am-

magazines

and
illustrated
and various other
corporations have always been glad
erican

m'onthlies, railways
to accept his

work

at

very high prices,

Mr. Sallows has so far wandered from

knows instinctively
what publishers desire and what will

the usual that he

29
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around which they can

tlial

or

the hc-l tiL^urc. .\n\- scene
allDrds a re\-el;ui(in of certain
phases of nuMl life, peculiar tendencies or practices on the part of setllers. the develdjiincnt of hnman nature, the peacelul and piclures([ue in
the g'reat world alx)ut us
all lind in
him the means of wide and faithful
portrayal.
"What the puhlishers
want." he remarked, "is somethint;"

—

30

tell

a tale of the life

l)uild

a story

and doings of

the people. Anything out of the ordinary is always acceptable and the call
constantly conies for more."

The
persons

ability of

Mr. Sallows

unawares,

in

their

to take

natural

moods, at their common callings, or
amid familiar environs, has resulted

A CAXADI.W IMIOTOCRAIMII C CF.XirS

A BARNYARD TRICK

THE OUTDOOR OVEN
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A FRIEND IN NEED

in

imparting to his work, wonderful-

ly natural

and

life-like qualities.

There

is an entire absence of that restraint,
posing or stififness frequently found
in the photographs of persons, their
pursuits and jilcasuros. Mr. Sallows

32

never takes a picture of an animated
scene when the persons are conscious
that they are being photographed. To
this fact he attributes much of the
success that has attended his labors in
tlioir realism and viviilncss.

;

Why

Americans Fail
By

Printer's Ink.

number
ask me why
YOU
American advertisers who have
a

of

been successful in their own
country have not met with a corresponding degree of good fortune in
England.
I would point out that, as a matthere are a number of
American businesses that are exA business
tremely prosperous.
once established in England may
ter of fact,

be considered more permanent than
else

settled fact.

that, we think,
The English are
;

is

a

less

changeable than any other people
but, on the other hand, they are not
so

easily

captured.

Many of your business people
who wish to establish themselves in
England do not

sufficiently

survey

and, as a rule, do not send
their best men.
People have come to me with letters of introduction, who have been
sent over to open business in Engthe

field,

though they have never been
out of the United States before, and
have no idea of English customs,
spelling or business habits.
I have
land,

known them

to

come

to

London

to

introduce goods which are already

over-produced in England. I have
seen them send over tons of printed
matter that, from lack of knowledge,

was

absolutely
than worthless.

England

LORD NORTHCLIFFE
From

anywhere

in

worthless,

or less

England. No one could understand
what they were after. A "shoe"
with us means a low shoe; with you
it means, I believe, what we call a
boot. This is only one of many mistakes that I have seen made.
It is absolutely essential before
entering the English market to have
preliminary investigations made by

who

understands British deThe naBritish ways.
ture of the competition that will
have to be faced should also be

one

mands and

carefully ascertained.

A

new-comer must also remember
that the habits of the people in different parts of England vary much
more greatly than do the habits of
people in different parts of the UnScotland is in many
ited States.
ways entirely different to the North
of England, and the North of England is again quite unlike the South.
The hours and habits of business

men vary

considerably in

parts of the United

various

Kingdom.

A common

complaint made by the
is that the heads
of our business concerns are inacThey are not inaccessible
cessible.
when the time comes for the discussion of business, but they very
wisely avoid unnecessary business

American

visiting

interviews, a principle that I notice
the United
in
is being followed

States

much more than when

I first

remember one concern spending a great sum of money in adver-

made

tising the fact that they were about
to introduce American "shoes" to

Our interviews are much shorter.
The Englishman is said to be blunt

I

B

its

acquaintance, fifteen years

ago.

"="
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He

does not mean to
at business he
gets through as much as he possibly
can.
English business letters are
much shorter than yours; you do
not think yourselves courteously
used if a business reply seems brief.
I do not think you can expect an
American with less than a year's

and brusque.
be,

but while he

knowledge

of

is

England

make

to

very accurate survey of the

a

field.

In regard to advertising, the situations are quite dissimilar; with you
it is the evening papers that have
great circulation with us the morning journals, save in one or two
parts of the North of England,
where, as with you, the evening
journal looks as though it may pre;

dominate.

We

tioned

signal for laughter.
that the Curate
in the "Private Secretary" carried
round with him a pair of goloshes
and a bottle of milk. I do not see
why the habit of wearing rubbers

You

We

An American friend came to me
eight years ago with regard to the
introduction of his business
into
England, and asked my advice in
handling a domestic commodity and
necessity. It had been his intention
to put the matter in charge of a
gentleman in London who handled
a considerable number of other specialties.
I said to him
You would
not dream of handing your Chicago
business over to a middle man, and
here you propose to do so with ?
population of 40,000,000 people. He
thought it over, and, after adjusting
his affairs, came to England himself, made a general survey of the
country, and then selected one of the
smaller towns for his experiment. I
gather that he has made a large fortune, for he is now coming to England to embark on another venture,
which I have no doubt will be as
successful as his first.
Every country has its prejudices,
its natural likes
and dislikes, for
many of which it is difficult to
ascribe any reason. Many American
:

it

will

is

a

remember

should not be

where

land,

made general in Engwe have more damp

days than you, and are just as fond
of catching cold.

have not your array

of
monthly magazines.
have
practically no mail order journals,
but we have hundreds of weekly
newspapers and periodicals, each in
their way valuable to the advertisers.
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have failed in England for
need of a little adjustment. In such
small matters as the wearing of
boots, for example. You wear light
boots and in wet and cold weather
put on "rubbers," or, as we say,
"goloshes." Rubbers with us are regarded as something for old maids
and curates; when they are menarticles

It

is

useless,

however, to try to

some things on people. The
Pullman car, for instance, was a

force

hopeless failure in England. I cannot tell you why, but the people did
not like them. There are only one
or two now running.
But a modification of the Pullman car would,
in

my

judgment, have been very suc-

cessful.

Some years ago a man came to me
with a letter of introduction, asking
for advice as to whether he should
open some "shoe-shining saloons."
He had been through London once
on his way to Paris, and had noticed
that there were no "shoe parlors,"
as he called them. Here was a city,
he said, with a population taken on
a Chicago or Philadelphia basis of
ten or twelve millions, where there
must be a magnificent opportunity
for such an enterprise. I pointed out
to him that in England that kind of
thing was done at home, and that if
a person should appear on the streets
with unbrushed boots, he would be
respectable.
regarded as far from
However, my advice was disregardshoe
the
that
ed.
I understand
saloon was opened, and the proprietor gathered in about twenty customers a week.

Exercise That Rests
By

WOODS HUTCHINSON,

M.D.

From Cosmopolitan

ONE

of the oldest and truest of
the GaUic gibes at the English
was that they "took their pleas-

Matamus caelum non
imum ("We change our skies but
ures sadly."

annot
our temper"), and if old Froissart
could comment on this hybrid AngloSaxon civilization of ours he would
need to change only one word we
"take our pleasures
strenuously,"
What else could be expected of a nation, one dominant influence in the
founding of which had for its motto,
"Satan finds some mischief still for
idle hands to do?" In such an atmosphere idleness has come to be regarded not merely as a negative fault, but
as a positive crime.
Not even the
rich dare to be idle, but are driven
by public opinion to a perpetual round
of busy foolishness, to make themselves believe they are doing something.
Play must always be apologized for.
have eagerly accepted and
practised the Gospel of Work, but
ignored the Gospel of Rest save by
postponing it to a future life. Indeed,

—

We

—

any attempt to promulgate it in this
world would have to reckon with the
feeling that it was something almost
immoral, and certainly against good
public policy.
Work, whether bodily
or mental, is inherently virtuous and
danprofitable, though occasionally
gerous in extremes. Rest, or to put
it

ly

more

frankly, idleness,

is

inherent-

immoral and injurious, though

to

be tolerated at times.
One of our
latest would-be philosophers has even
lamented the irksome and humiliating
necessity of wasting one-third of our
time in sleep; and our "chew-chew"

friends propose to save half the time
which we now waste in the coarse
and unspiritual task of devouring our
food.
have no time to live nowadays, only to work.

We

A

howgrudge
not only from an

decided reaction has set

in,

ever, against this "strive, never

the strain" attitude,

and hedonistic point of view,
more emphatically from a physical

esthetic

but

and practical one. On the one hand,
we are learning from stern practical
experience that it does not pay to

work

ourselves or others

either

too

hard or too incessantly, if we want
a high quality of product.
On the
other hand, our laboratory workers
are piling up proof upon proof that
all

life,

activity,

all

—

is

emphatically

rhythmic a phase of activity alternating with a phase of rest, both
phases being absolutely necessary to
its

continuance.

The

intenser the ac-

tivity of the positive stage the

longer

and profounder the calm of the
ing stage.

They

tell

rest-

us emphatically

not a mere breathing-space
from action, a mere negative interval, but on the contrary
a most positive one, during which are
built up the energies which are to be
expended in the next bout of work.
In short, intelligent idleness is not
only an important factor in success,
but is as necessary as well-directed
that rest

is

for recovery

industry.

Take, for instance, such a classic
and unremit-

illustration of incessant

ting activity as the heart. The "muffled drum" of its ceaseless beat has
been one of the favorite metaphors
for never-tiring, never-ceasing activ35
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ity, work
comes to

that cannot stop until dentli

Never

its relief.

will

it

rest

save in the grave, we are dramatically
assured.
It is sad to destroy such
poetic illusions, but to hold the stop-

busy
matter of
fact, it is resting about thirteen hours
Even this
out of each twenty-four.
eleven-hour day would, of course, disqualify it for joining any self-respcc:-ing labor union, but that is very different from, its popular reputation of
working twenty-four hours a dav.

watch on

bee

this physiological little

to discover that, as a

is

The

beat of the heart is a series of
like that of a gas-engine
or ati automobile-motor, and the period of rest (diastole) is a period in
explosion"!;,

which

fuel

is

accumulated and pre-

as gasoline-vapor and air are drawn into the
cylitnlei of an automobile, to be us;d
Plere, as elsein the next explosion.
where, periods of rest are really periods of concealed activity, and in one
sense as much "work," and as important work, is done in our resting phases
as in our working phases.

pared

in its m\iscle-wall, just

This is beautifully illustrated, in the
case of the heart, in that as long as
an abundant supply of fresh food-energy is brought to it by the blood, increasing the rapidity of its beat, it will,
up to a certain limit, increase the
work done. But this period has very
definite limitations, and as soon as the
rapid Seating has continued for a
moderate length of time, or the supply of fresh blood-fuel is interfered
with, the rapidlv beating heart begins
to do less work than the slow one.
The pulse of exhaustion and of weakness, for instance, is nearlv always
rapid, and the few drugs which will
increase the work done bv the heart
are chieflv those which slow the beat
and enable it to accumulate a reasonable amount of explosive force between its contractions.

Broadly speaking, the y.^un<:;er, the
and the weaker individuals

smaller,

the

are.

pulses;

more rapid
while

more vigorous,
tain

limits.
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the

will

be

stronger and

their

the

the slower, within cer-

Though

other influences

are concerned in minor degree, it is
significant, in this connection, that the
child has a pulse of one hundred or
more, the woman a pulse of eightyfive, and the grown man one of seventy.

Our forefathers stumbled upon a
remarkably apt and significant word
to express rest, or restful change of

—"re-creation."

activity
erally
ers

what

is

For this is lithappening to our pow-

during apparent

rest.

The

other so-called incessant, or unceasing, activity of living bodies,
breathing, is even more clearly and
obviously rhythmic and alternating in character.
breathe about
i8 or 20 times a minute, and of the
three or more seconds consumed in
taking each breath a little more than
forty-five per cent, suffices for the
active work of expanding the chest

We

and producing the partial vacuum into which the air rushes.
The remaining time is taken up by the falling back
of the chest-walls under the influence
of gravity, in driving out the inspired
air, and in resting before the next
inspiration.

Of course, all the open activities of
the body, muscular and mental, undergo an eclipse of sleep for at least eight
hours of the twenty-four. But even
this is no longer regarded as merely a negative process, an interval for
from exhaustion.
simple
recovery
There are a score of physiologic facts
to show that sleep is a positive process, a time of rebuilding, of rechargInstead of
ing of the body-batterv.
its being analagous to death, it is during sleep that our bodies are more
constructively and profitably alive
accumulating
energy,
building up
capital to be spent recklessly during
save during
our waking hours.
sleep and spend when we are awake,

We

it is the latter which will bring
us to bodily bankruptcy, not the form-

and
er.

Another important, almost revoluchange in the scientific attitude toward work has come from the
tionary,

study of the nature of fatigue. Formcrlv it was, not unnaturallv. regarded

EXERCISE THAT RESTS
as a literal exhaustion of strength, a
burning or using up of all the store
of energy or fuel in our muscles Now,
however, we know that fatigue is
simply the result of a form of selfpoisoning.
We are being suffocated
and paralyzed by our waste products.
To take a very simple illustration, if
the leg-muscle of an anesthetized frog
is stimulated by an electric current,
after contracting rapidly and vigor-

ously for some minutes, its responses
will gradually become
slower and
slower until they cease altogether.
The muscle, we say, is tired out. It,
however, a current of normal saline
solution (simple salt water) is driven
through the muscle so as to wash it
thoroughly,
and the electric
out
stimulus is again applied, it will
promptly begin contracting again.
can
be
reAnd this process
peated several times without any
supplied
food-energy being
fresh
although the permuscle,
to
the
become shorter
iods of work will
and shorter. In short, fatigue is due
to the clogging of the body-engine
by its own ashes and clinkers. A
practical proof of this in the human
body is the restful and invigorating
effect of skilful massaging after violent and prolonged exercise. Scarcely
a football team will take the field for
an important game without being accompanied by one or more masseurs

whose duty it is to thoroughly knead
and rub and stretch every muscle in
the players' bodies at

its

close.

This

be found to make all the difference between waking next morning
as
stiff and sore and rising almost
will

The exfresh and supple as ever.
planation of the process is simply that
bv vigorous kneading, rubbing, and
shampooing, the muscles are assisted
to empty themselves of the fatigueand circulation being at the
same time stimulated these are carried away, to be burned up in the
poisons,

lungs,

exhaled through the skin, or

washed out through the kidneys. The
well-known effects of a very hot bath
in

preventing soreness and

after unusual or

stiffness

unaccustomed exer-

cise or

exposure are another case

in

Here

the heat stimulates both
the waste-iburning changes and the activity of the circulation through the
muscles, and washes them clean of
their self-poisons.
point.

It is

even being suggested by phy-

siologists of repute that this process

of fatigue-prevention may be carried
a step farther, that by burning up or
neutralizing these waste-poisons not
merely after, but during, work itself,
endurance may be greatly increased.
The plan is simply to improve upon
nature's great method of neutralizing
these poisons by administering her
own antidote, oxygen, in more concentrated form than it is contained in
the air.
Already Dr. Leonard Hill,
a well-known English physiologist,
has reported some remarkable improvements of endurance in long-distance running and other athletic feats,
by allowing athletes to inhale pure
oxygen at certain intervals from a
This is cerflask carried with them.
tainly much safer and much less objectionable than the prevailing method
which is far too common of administering stimulants and narcotics
in the last stages of endurance runs.
As an ex-champion bicycle-racer remarked to me recently, "the first two
days of a six-day race are run on
your training and on food; the next
two on your nerve and the last two
on champagne, cocaine, and othe.
"

—

—

;

'dopes.'

This habit, bv the way, is another
of the nature of fatigue.
A drink of whisky or a small dose
of cocaine or morphine will promptly
remove "that tired feeling," not by
adding any new strength whatever,
but simply by dulling our nerves to
the sense of discomfort produced by
the fatigue-poisons and enabling us to
stagger blindly on and use up more
This is the
of our reserve energy.
chief secret of the danger of dependillustration

ing upon stimulants, so called.
But why does nature allow

the

bod3'-engine to be clogged and "hothoxed," as it were, in this apparently
short-sighted and irrational way, long
37
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before

it

has

really

exhausted

its

A

moment's reflection will show us; and this brings us
to the most important and practical
steaming power?

our new conception of fawhich is that it is a protective
reaction on the part of nature, one of
her greatest and most important danIn other words, when
ger-signals.
you are tired it is physically time to
point

in

tigue,

quit

;

tle.

To

that

is

nature's five-o'clock whisphysically as
it is

disregard

irrational as to crowd on all steam
and forge ahead when there is a hot

bearing or a screeching axle.
But, it will be objected at once, this
be all very well as a matter of
pure theory, but it is impossible, almost absurd, in practice. Here, how-

may

another important new
regard to fatigue which
makes the problem simpler and brings
reach of practical solution.
it within
This is that each particular organ or

ever,

comes

discovery

in

in

makes its own fatigue-poison,
and that this, while disabling to the
particular organ or tissue which produces it, is very much less so, and in
some instances scarcely at all, to the
This is why, within
rest of the body.
certain limits, change of activity rests

tissue

us.

All life

is,

of course, chemical ac-

and every change which takes
place in our tissues involves the formation of chemical waste products
which for the most part are poisonous.
unusual
instance,
for
Whenever,
strain has
been thrown upon the
brain and the 'nervous system there
tivity,

an unusual accumulation of their
kind of waste-poison in the
nerve-cells, and we become conscious
of "brain-fag." Meanwhile, however,
our hearts, our lungs, and the great
mass of our muscles have been comparativelv inactive, and their fatiguepoisons have consequently been formed no faster than they could be burned or washed away by the blood. Now
if we shut up our books, or pull down
our desk-tops, and go for a brisk
walk, or to attend to some out-door
business appointments, not only are
our brain-cells given a rest and an
is

special
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opportunity to recharge themselves,
but by increasing both the rate and
the vigor of our heart-beats large supplies of blood are
driven to and
through the brain-cells, thus burning
up and neutralizing the brain fatiguepoisons or washing them away at a
more rapid rate.

On

the other hand, it must be rethat this process is also
self-limited, though not quite so sharply so.
The muscle-cells are now loading themselves with waste-poisons,
which will soon be poured into the
blood faster than they can be burned up, so that instead of pure, nourishing blood being sent to the exhausted brain, another poison is simply being added to its embarrassments.
Practically, if the exercise be too violent for the enfeebled muscles of the
brain-worker, or too long continued,
or if by prolonged confinement in a
badly ventilated room all the tissues
of the body have become clogged by
waste, produced faster than it could
be eliminated, then muscular exercise
will often simply pile
fresh waste-

membered

poisons upon an already smoldering
and increase one's exhaustion instead of relieving it.
Many a fatigued and exhausted business man or
overworked house-mother or teacher
would be much more benefitted by
an hour's rest or sleep in a well-ven-

fire

tilated

air

room

— than

—

if

possible in the open

by a brisk two-mile

walk.

The

best possible short vacation is often to sleep late, take one's breakfast
ir bed. and loaf industriously all

afternoon.

This self-poisoning and

specific nafatigue explains, of course,
why we so quickly become tired by doing exactly the same thing over and
over and over again. The particular
group of muscles, and the brain and

ture

of

nerve cells which direct their action,
become swamped with their own fatigue-poisons.
No matter how perfect our circulation may be, or how
deep and full our breathing, we can-

not

pump enough

blood through the

artery supplying the muscle and the
nerve involved to wash out and burn

EXERCISE THAT RESTS
up these poisons as

fast as

they are

This is pecuHarly true in
children and accounts for what we
frequently hear lamented by parents
formed.

and teachers as their "restlessness"
In our
and "lack of persistence."
planned
best and most intelligently
schools now, the study period for any
one subject has been cut down in a
most surprising manner, until the
maximum for children under twelve
years of age is in the neighborhood of
This is precisely
fifteen minutes.
parallel with the method now adopted by trainers in the gymnasium for
building up general vigor and a symmetrically developed set of muscles.
Light dum'b-'bells and rapid movements
have taken the place of heavy weights
and slow "heaving" exercises. No one
set of muscles is exercised for more
than a few minutes, indeed often a
few seconds, at a time, and every
practice period must stop just short
of a sensation of fatigue.

But, objects

some one

at

once, a

ten-minute recitation period and a
three-minute dumb-bell exercise are
not like work at all, they are merely
play.

the chief virfor when we play we

Precisely, that

is

tue of them
are imitating nature and following her
All
great method of development.
exercise, to do us good, must be play.
;

But this is equivalent to making
mere enjoyment, pleasure, one of our
That is
chief guides in conduct
precisely what it is intended for and
should he used as such, within rea!

Pleasure is nature's
sonable limits.
Like any other
stamp of approval.
instinct or impulse, it may, if followed too blindly, lead to dangerous and
harmful extremes, but within reasonable limits it is a legitimate and safe
guide.
No better illustration of both
its value and its limitations can be
given than the case of muscular exercise.
When we come out into the
glorious sunlight of a brisk October
morning in the mountains, fresh from
our night's rest and the bath, every
sort of movement and exercise is a
delight and an exhilaration to us.

We

are eager to run, jump, climb, wrestle,

even shuut and sing for the
sheer joy of living.
But follow any
une of these delightful impulses for
half or three-quarters
of an hour
steadily at the top of our pitch, and
it quickly becomes, first monotonous,
then fatiguing, and finally positively
Pleasure, or the play instinct,
])ainful.
has done its work and fulfilled its
mission and now gives place to fatigue
and the rest instinct. Both are wholesome and life-protecting in their proper time and place. Indeed, curiously
enough even the pure abstract philosophers have come to the conclusion
that pleasure is at the bottom merely
the sensation connected with those
actions which are done easily, without friction, and with a sense of reserve power behind them while pain
is
the sensation accompanying those
that are done with a sense of effort,
of strain and drag and an overtaxing
of the resources of the organism.
Tasks which are easily within our
strength are pleasant or at least tolerable; those beyond our strength are
tlance,

;

punishment.

So whatever we may hold

in the
of morals, in the field of exercise and physical training it is safe
gives
us
to say that if an action
pleasure, and so long as it gives us
field

When it
pleasure, it does us good.
begins to give us pain, to produce fatigue, in fact, it is usually doing us
Though

harm.

this sensation

in the

world of work

must often be disregard-

ed for the sternest of reasons, yet in
the world of play and of physical
upbuilding its sway is absolute and
its demands everywhere to be obeyed.

Now that we have grasped the underlying principles that control good
exercise and helpful sport, their practical applications need not long deFirst and most fundamentalno exercise of any sort, whether
bodily or mental, whether work or
play, should be persisted in to an extreme or marked degree of fatigue.
In the case of work this may be necestain us.
ly,

sary,

indeed

times, but

it

is

sadly

inevitable

should be done only
39
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emergency, and

regular
not as a
practice does not pay in
the long run, either to employer or
to employe.
In the first place, it is
the quality of the work rather than
the quantity of it that counts. In the
second, it is a fact as firmly established as the law of gravitation, thai
the shorter the hours of labor in a
factory or industry the larger the output per workman. Men w^ho are well
rested, well fed, and clear headed will
do more work in all ranks of life in
eight hours than they will in ten,
and in ten than in twelve. The secret
of successful work, of real efficiency,
is to keep oneself at the highest pitch
of vigor and in the highest condition
of efficiency during w^orking hours, by
recreation
beintelligent rest and

The

habit.

tween.

Every man, for instance, who is engaged in a sedentary indoor occupation ought to spend at least two hours
a day in the open air in some light but
enjoyable form of exercise not mere-

—

a concession to his laziness, as
an act of self-indulgence of his lower
nature, but as a means of increasing
ly as

his efficiency

during office-hours.

If,

however, one has worked and overis no play
spirit left, then what is needed in the
strained oneself until there

way

of
culture

Much

—

as

—yes,

of physical
exercise,
but rest.

recreation-

not

is

we may

of vicarious

deplore our system

athletic

exercise

—raken

by simply going and watching two
hired teams pull off a match instead

—

of playing the game ourselves
it may
often happen that for the brain-weary

and slack-muscled business or professional

man

or clerk, his tissues,

satur-

ated with nerve-poisons and the lungpoisons of foul indoor air, it is more

wholesome

go out and sit for three
open air in storm or in
sunshine, upon a hard bench, with no
exercise save for his lungs and his
arms in the congenial occupation of
"rooting," than it would be to tire
hours

in

to

the

himself out by a long country walk,
by an hour's heavy work in a gymnasium, or even by exercise with an
40

axe or a buck-saw, so often recommended by rural philosophers.
Let everyone begin with the form
of exercise in the open air which is
most agreeable and most attractive to
him, and let him always stop short of
real fatigue, at least the degree that
is accompanied by any marked discomfort. A mild sensation of fatigue,
especially toward bedtime or toward
the end of the day, is rather agreeable
than otherwise and is no sign that
exercise has done any harm. It makes
no difference how light and apparently trifling the exercise may be; so
long as it keeps you pleasantly occupied out in the open air it is doing
you good. It will, of course, usually

be found that the appetite for exergrows by what it feeds on. and
that while you may begin w-ith the
lightest and laziest forms of outdoor
sports, it will not be long before you
your
begin insensibly to increase
cise

range and your endurance.

But don't

try to force the process.
are after is not championship records, but health; not muscle-

What you

development,

heart-power

but

and

appetite
not specialization, but balance. Let your strength grow natu;

rally,

unconsciously,

else in nature,

and

like
in

everything

a few

months

be surprised at your own
increase in vigor and endurance, not
only in the open air but in the office

you

as

will

If

well.

the

outdoor sport that

you follow, the exercise

that

you take

does not increase the clearness of
your head, the keenness of your appe-

and your zest for your life-work,
something WTong with it.
is
Either there is not enough of it, or
you are taking it too strenuously.
All sports and exercise, to be of real
benefit, should be in the open air. This
tite,

there

obvious when we remember that
chief value to the sedentarv man
or woman is in burning up the old
is

its

from
fatigue-poisons
accumulated
nerves and lungs, as well as the new
ones from muscular effort. Gymnas-

ium work
for

tute

and

a

is

real

at

best

only

a

substi-

exercise, nature's kind,

poor one at

that, often little bet-

EXERCISE THAT RESTS
ter than a fraud.

It is of

surprising-

ly little practical value for real health-

building, first, because it has to be
carried on indoors, in an atmosphere
loaded with the vapor of perspiration and overheated breaths and de-

cayed

teeth.

Most

city

gymnasia

smell to the nostrils of the mountainborn or the desert-trained like a livery-stable or a Turkish bath-house.
Then the work is so utterly uninteresting and unattractive that it will usually be carried on only from a sense
of duty and in violent spurts for a
few weeks at a stretch, which often do
nearly as much harm as good. Again,
exercise, to be really useful, must be
of the nature of play in its attractiveness. The chief value of the gymnas-

;

and the snowshoe. For the dominant decades after forty-five, golf, the
fishing-rod, the farm, the garden, and
the collecting craze. Golf is the ideal
sport for sedentary men and women
of any age, for it combines the maxiof interest with the minimum
of effort.
dle,

ium is in balancing up unsymmetrical
muscular development in the young,
under school or military discipline and
skilled instructors (and even this can
be done much better in the open air),
and in enabling the athlete to get into that unnatural state of muscular
hypertrophy known at
"training."
Even school gymnasia, while admir-

many

mum

Above

in

your play, go
as shamelessly lazy
like for the first two to five

slowly at
as

are a mere
apology for abuses instead of a reform an attempt to correct our present outrageous over-confinement indoors of school children by another
kind of confinement mitigated by
muscular exercise and music.
Let everyone play and exercise according to his or her age and humor,
so long as it is done in the open air.
able

For the young, nothing better could
be imagined than the hundred and one
running, racing, catching, and fighting games already invented by the
wise mother- wit of the race.
Let
them play everything that comes with
bat, with ball, with racket, hoop, top,
marble then they will be provided
with resources for every state of the
weather.
There are not fifteen days
out of each year in our North American climate in which some outdoor
sport cannot be played by those who
have once got the open-air habit. For
manhood and womanhood, the great
battle-like team and "side" games, the
rod and the rifle, the racket, the pad-

respects,

you

all,

in starting

first.

Be

Be sure to
days of your vacation.
get all the nerve-poisons and lungpoisons and germ-laden dust of the
city out of your lungs and system be-

—

fore you beg'in to take any real exercise.

Time

so "wasted" will often

save you from coming back to town

with the feeling

that

has not done you

much

your vacation
good.

Our Journey Godward
The

may seem

to deny it, is journeying
sometime, somewhere, ultimately come into perfect harmony with his highest aspirations. His hearthunger will be satisfied, his noblest longings will be realized.
The Creator will not be foiled in his plans for bringing every created being into ultimate harmony, into that blessedness which satisfies
all yearnings, all high ambitions, all legitimate desires.
This is the God we worship, instead of the god of revenge, the god
Perfect lo^ve only loves.
of punishment. Perfect love punishes nobody.
Love always loves. There is no shadow of hate or revenge, nc
thought of punishment, no suggestion of pain or evil in it. Success
Magazine.

^Godward

race as a whole,
;

however

and every human being

it

will

—

The

Progress of
By

CLARKE NUTTALL

G.

From

the Lady's

«<p\INNER was

served to their
Majesties at nine o'clock,"
reported the daily papers respecting His Majesty's arrangements on His Majesty's last official
birthday in the year of grace 1908.
So we may take it that nine o'clock
is the last M^ord as to the time of
fashionable dining at the present moment. What would Pope have said
had he received a command to dine
at Sandringham at nine that evening?
can almost hear his gasp
of incredulous horror echoing down
the centuries at the mere suggestion.
How he grumbled because Lady
Suffolk invited him to dine with her
as late as four o'clock in the after-

Ly

We

noon

!

"Young

people," he urged, "might
to such things, but
as for himself, i^ she would adopt

become inured

such unreasonable practices, he must
absent himself from Marble Hill."
This was in the early part of the
eighteenth century, when
a
four
o'clock dinner-hour was undoubtedly a dangerous innovation of late
hours.
It is

an extraordinary and curious

fact that the dinner hour,

from Ihc
our English civilization, has tended, century by ccnturv.
to always move in one direction,
namely; to get pushed later and
later in the day. There seems to be
a common
intuitive consensus
of
opinion that a late dinner hour is a
sign of fashion and grandeur, so thut
earliest times of

42

Hour

the Dinner

Realm

The gentleman who dines the
Is in our street

latest

esteemed the greatest,

and an unconscious acting upon this
instinct
has caused the curious

movement.
But, unless we
night into day, it
the extreme limit
reached, and one

very

literally turn

would appear that
has at length beer

wonders what can
happen next, for we have practically
now gone completely round the
clock in choice of the hour.
In the early Norman days dinner
was at nine in the morning, a cus-

tom maintained longer

in France
soon established itself here at ten in the noble
houses and at Court, though the
monasteries still kept to the earlier

than

in

England, for

it

hour.
Lever a cinq, diner a neuf,
Souper a cinq, coucher a neuf.
Fait vivre d'ans nonante et neuf.

rhyme of the period.
From Edward II. 's reign, which

says an old

began early in the fourteenth cenup to the reign of Henry \'III.
at the beginning of the sixteenth
the Court dined at eleven. Matters
were more conservative in those
days, and fashions more stable, so
that for these two hundred years
The great
there was no change.
writer, Froissart, who was a contemporary of Richard II.. and described manners from about 1.^50 to
1400. speaks of dinner as being at
tury,

eleven, while among the rules laid
for the due governance of the

down

household of the Princess Cecill

—

:
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—

Edward IV. we find
"Upon eatynge days at
dynner by ii of the clocke, Upon

the mother of
this

one:

fastinge days by 12 of the clocke."
This lady was of a very pious nature, and saw wisely to the ways of

We

her household.

are futther told
"She used to arise at 7 of the clocke,
and hath ready the chapleyne to say
with her mattins of the day, and

mattins of Our Lady, and when she
is full readye she hath a lowe masse
from thence to dynner, during the
time whereof she hath a lecture of
After dynner giveth
holy matter.
audience for one hour."

But though through these centhe Court and fashionable

turies

folk dined at eleven, yet this houi
was felt to be a trifle late for ordinary folk, so provincial people, in

many
hour

cases,

kept the ancestral

still

Even great houses

of ten.

in

the more remote parts of the counin
try did so; thus we read
the
Northumberland Home Book that
even up to 1512 dinner was still
served at ten o'clock in the morning in the halls of the Percys.

When the gay and fashionablyminded Henry VIII. ascended the
throne, the Court moved on the dinner hour to twelve, and many of the
Court nobles followed suit in their

own homes
Thomas Alore,
;

dining at

home.

we

thus
later

twelve

in

in

find

the

his

Sir

reign,

Chelsea

The

Universities, however,
felt twelve to be a somewhat flighty
innovation, and they kept up the
practice of dining at eleven until at
least 1570, when the prevailing pushing-on tendency seized them also.
With the Universities we must link
the Church, and even great dignitaries did their dining at eleven until
much later in the century.

Twelve

o'clock continued to be
dinner hour for a long time.
Pepys, writing in his famous Diary
about 1660, speaks of dinner at noon
over and over again. "At noon find
the Bishop of London come to dine

the

with us," he tells us in one place.
"T'p and put things in order against
dinner.
I
out and bought
some
things,
among others a dozen
of
silver
salts,
and
at
noon

comes

my

other,

"At

nobly,

company,"
noon dined

ourselves

alone,"

Whether he dined

in

in

at the

an-

mighty
a

third.

houses of

his grander acquaintances, or in a
^tavern with some of his City friends,
or at home quietly with his wifq
alone, he always seems to have dined at noon. But the Court had already begun to dine at a later hour,
the alteration to one o'clock having
arisen solemnly in Cromwell's Protectorate
and
the
Restoration,
though it restored many things and
customs, did not restore the old time
of dining.
In fact, throughout the
;

whole course
of the

of this slow progress
dinner hour, the Court ap-

pears to have been consistently
about an hour in advance of that
of the ordinary gentlefolk.

One

o'clock lasted as the correct

Court dinner hour for some sixty
years or so, but by the time William
and Mary had retired from this mortal scene, and Queen Anne ruled
the destinies of England, it was not
felt "modish" to dine so early, and
two o'clock established itself. This
was Addison's dinner hour, though
in 171 1 he makes his ultra-fashionlady, Clarinda, describe heras dining from three to four
daily, after which she went out paying visits. At six o'clock she would

able

self

go to the Opera when occasion served, and at eleven or twelve she went
It was just a little later on
to bed.
in the century that Pope made his
historic protest to Lady Suffolk on
her invitation to dine at four. But
three, passing on to four, was the
characteristic dinner
hour of the
eighteenth century, a most inconvenient time to modern ways of
thinking, involving, as it
seems

mostly to have done, setting out to
or pay calls, or even to trans-

visit,
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act business directly the meal was
over. \Vhcn Dr. Johnson and Boswell ventured on their "curious ex-

pedition" to the Highlands, in 1773,
find that the great houses at
which they visited had their dinner
and naturally, it
hour at three,
would be earlier there than in the
more quickly moving London. "We
invitation
to
polite
received
a
Slains Castle," recounts Boswell.
"We arrived there at three o'clock,
as the bell for dinner was ringing."
Slains^Castle was the seat of Lord

wc

Lord High Constable of Scotand Dr. Johnson on this occasion thought its position the finest
he had ever seen. Its windows looked upon the main ocean and the
King of Denmark was Lord Errol's
nearest neighbor on the northeast.
Again, when Johnson and Boswell
had got a little further on their
travels, they were invited to dine
with Sir Eyre Coote at the Governor's House in Fort George, and
here again, "At three the drum beat

usual, but

I

generally confine

my-

one simple dish of meat; at
At eight tea,
six we have coffee.
when we have sometimes a dowager
or two of quality. At ten we have
salad and fruits." A few years later
Hannah More took to much mon
fashionable ways, for on one occaself to

we

sion

find her saying,

"We

dine

and going on to describe
a new "folly" of the winter of 1800,
which consisted of having a substantial meal of muffins, bread and
butter, with tea or cofTee to follow
six,"

at

Errol,

at 8 o'clock.

land,

In Wellington's day dinner was
usually served at six in the world
of society, but such folk as City
merchants and the well-to-do people
generally, who \vere not "in society,"
kept up the practice of dining at five
o'clock until well into the nineteenth
century.
In "Vanity Fair," that
inimitable
picture of middle-class
life when the last century was in its
teens, w^e have a graphic portrayal
of the home life of a rich City merchant and of dinner in particular.
"When the chronometer, which was
surmounted by a cheerful brass
group of the sacrifice of Iphigenia,

for dinner."

But down south the progress of
dinner-hour towards evening
was being accelerated, for, by the
end of the eighteenth century, five
or even six was the hour fixed in
the

fashionable circles. The four o'clock
hour was not likely to hold its place
long, as it is manifestly a bad division of time; the morning is far
too long, the afternoon hopelessly
spoilt.

I

lannah

!Morc,

however,

tolled five in a

up.

"'Dinner!' roared Mr. Osborne.'
And the obedient bell in the lower
regions began ringing the announcement of the meal.

when

acting, in 1779, as companion
to her friend INlrs. Garrick, widow

the celebrated actor, speaks of
that time being their accustomed
iKuir of dining, and thus describes

<>i'

Hampton.

"After breakapartments
for several hours, where
I
read
write, and w'ork, very seldom letting
her

life at

fast,

I

go to

anybody

my own

though

have a roon?
for separate visitors, but I almost
look on a morning visit as an immorality.

have
44

the

in,

I

At four we dine. We
same elegant table, as

heavy cathedral tone,

Osborne pulled the bell at his righthand violently and the butler rushed

Five o'clock, too, was the dinnei

hour of the French Court about this
time French hours always seem to
have been a little earlier than English.
\\nien the Bourbons, in the
person of Louis X\'"III., returned

—

to

power

general,"

in

we

1814,

"The King

in

arc told, "took his dail\

excursions from one to five, and on
his return dinner was served."
the memory of many now
the dinner hour has progressed during the last sixty years.
Six o'clock gave place to six-thirty
It is in

alive

how

THE PROGRESS OF THE DINNER HOUR
by the middle

of last century; seven
soon followed as the approved hour
but has long been superseded by all
people with any pretensions to beint:^
"fashionable," and who "dine" at all.
(Apparently only a meal taken towards evening can now be truly
called "dinner," though few would

De Ouincey in his argument
"Of the rabid animal who is
caught dining at noonday and who
alTronts the meridian sun by his infollow
that,

human

meals, we are entitled to say
has a maw but nothing resembling
stomach.")
a
Among the
"diners," then, probably half-past
seven is the most generally accepted
time with ordinary folk.
Eight
o'clock spells a degree higher in the
fashionable scale. Eight-thirty is a
still further advance social!}', while
h(

nine, as
last

we began by

word

stating,

in the matter.

ig

the

interesting at this point to
"what is the ideal dinner
hour?" Of course, that largely depends on the ordering and customs
of the day, but the hygienist usually
asserts that six is the best hour for
the principal and heaviest meal of
the day. This is, however, really
too early to be convenient for most
people, and half-past six or a quarter
to seven would more nearly combine
the ideal and the practical.
Seven
It

is

inquire,

late probably as any
worker ought to think
of dining, if he would follow the dictates of common sense and his internal economy.
But the q.uestion still remains unanswered "What will Society do

o'clock

one

as

is

who

is

a

:

next with
at last

dining hour, or has

its

come

it

to a blank wall in the

dinner-hour procession?"

PICTURESQUE BEND OX THE MURRAY

;

The Waste

of

By ISAAC

Life in College
THOMAS

From Education

ALL

along the

tional

line in our educasystem, from the prim-

ary grades to

the

university,

an immense waste of human
life, a discouraging defeat of human
endeavor, a dreadful dropping out by
the way.
in the lower grades this
dropping out is scarcely heeded, for
there

is

little and so many;
but in the high school and the college the loss becomes noticeable, atintracts attention, because of its
creased ratio to the survivors, to the

the victims are so

undefeated remnant.

The

losses

from the high school,

first
year of the
course, were thought by the Secondary Department of the National Educational Association to be of sufficient importance to form the principal

especially

in

the

subject for discussion at a recent session of the x\ssociation. Various ways
of preventing or remedying those
losses were suggested, but, running
through all of them was the thought
that they would never be permanently

nor effectively stopped except by such
measures as would permanently and
increase the efficiency of
the teachers, i.e., that in some way,
before a better and more humane condition of things in the high school in
regard to the waste in human life
that goes on there could be hoped
for, the teachers must have a new
and 'better conception of the value of
the individual lives under their care
must have better opportunities and
conditions secured to them for realizing that conception and must have
the demands made upon them in the
various preparations of their pupils
effectively

;
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modified in kind so as to bring
work more nearly in touch with
real life. (2) lessened in quantity that
they may be better within the capacity of the pupil, the principal element
in the problem, and
(3; raised in
quality, in order that doing things
well may not become one of the lost
arts in the high school.
With the high school problem I am
not now concerned.
It is not likely
to be allowed to lest, and if it suffers
at all will probably suffer from a surfeit of attention rather than otherwise.
The college is beginning to feel that
it,
too, has a problem in the waste
of life that comes to it, in the dropping out by the way of so many of
its students.
This feeling has manifested itself, within
the past three
or four years, in various ways, cropping out in public addresses and reports by men connected with college
work, and sometimes openly declared, as in the annual report a year
ago, of the president of one of our
(

I )

their

larger New England colleges, where
he said
"The college is losing too
many men, particularly from its freshman classes," and no doubt the prePrinceton
ceptorial experiment
at
owes something to the same feeling.
It is inteiesting to note the change
of feeling that has come about in the
college, in respect to this thing, withAny
in the past twenty-five years.
one of us. of that time, can easily remember that to drop out from a third
:

t..

two-fifths

of

the

freshman

was considered an evidence of
standard of requirement

bv the

collesfe.

Now

class

a high

maintained

some

effort, at

THE WASTE OF LIFE
least, is made to retain as many men
as possible by bringing them to see,
not only that anything worth doing
is worth doing well, but also that it
is worth while for one to put his best
effort into those things that go to
make up a college course.
to
maintain the standard was the important question then now it is how
to bring men up to the standard, or
better still, how to bring men in college to their best.
This change of
feeling in the college is particularly
interesting to those of us who are, at
the same time, school men and ardent
college men.
Interesting, too, it is
to see how tenaciously
there clings
to the colleges a certain haunting fear
lest the new way of looking at things
should lower the standard of scholarship, a remnant of the worn-out tradition that men were made for colleges and not colleges for men. I believe the fear to be entirely unwarranted, because I believe that a standard
of scholarship consists not in making
the work so difificult or so utterly dependent upon self-initiative that only
a few can succeed in doing it well and
the many slip along witb it half done,
but in building up and establishing
a tradition of accuracy and exactness in everything done, no matter
how small in amount, and in bringing
men to see, even imperfectly, that
anything less than their best is not
worthy of themselves nor of the college they represent.

How

;

This awakening in the colleges, this
of looking at things, is not
only interesting 'o school men who
have been working for some time at
the same sort of problem, but gratifying and encouraging as well
and,
very likely, the same means the secondary schools are using in the solution of their problem
the colleges
in
will find useful, even necessary,
theirs, adapting them, of course,
to
their more advanced
grade of stu-

new way

;

dents.

The means

the

schools

are

using are: (i) a more careful study
of the needs of the pupils and a betteaching to
of the
ter adaptation
those needs, particularly when the pu-

pils

(2)

IN
first

COLLEGE
come up from

directing

the grades;
better kind of
an effort to connect

this

teaching toward
the school work more and more closely with life; (3) a greater regard for
the well-being and improvement of
the individual; and (4) a growing
determination to sacrifice quantity of
work to quality. Of these I should
suggest (i), (3) and (4) as applicable to the solution of the college
problem.

How

many living graduates, ancient or recent, can recall any serious
attempt on the part
structors to adapt
to his new needs
a little, into those

of their beloved intheir
instruction
or to reach, even
needs.
many
of us recall much instruction given
to us at all ? And within the past few
years I have heard professors in college say, not once nor twice, that it
wasn't their business to give instruction to their students, nor explanation even, except
when asked for.

These men claim
college

How

that

student

a

who cannot work

his

and on alone ought not

way

to

in

out

have a

the purpose of
which is fulfilled by bringing, not the
many, but the few, to their best. Yet
these are the men who most wonder
why so many of their students fail
college

education,

to keep up their work in college and
ceaselessly deplore the ill preparation
given by the schools. One feels like
reminding such of Stevenson's prayer* on seeing one's own faults and
suggesting that they give themselves
a refreshing surprise, occasionally, by
turning the light inward.

To such men, and there are
many of them, there needs to come

too
not

only
searching of
the
heart,
a
vision
of
the
value
but
a new
of individual human life and a clearer realization of the fact that waste
in it consists not only in the opportunities

which men

lose

by dropping

out of college, but much more in the
failure to use opportunities to their
full, to appreciate them at their best.

They need

also

to

realize

the blame for this failure

upon them and

both that
lies

largely

that they, themselves,
47
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in-

while. All agree upon this, doubtless,
but quite surely do not agree upon
what we mean by quality. As I have
used it in this article I mean by quality (i) not some arbitrary standard
of excellence set up by others w'hich
only the most gifted can hope to
reach, nor a standard for the average
man that the more gifted can easily

stantly by both, without comparison
or hesitation, each naming the same
professor. After the question, "Who?"
had been answered, the questions,

For the first is a total discouragement to all endeavor, except
by the few, and the secound cuts off all
but the average man from perform-

"Why?" and "Why

ing his best the first takes the heart
out of honest and faithful purpose,
the second prohibits the best men from
their best endeavor both are unchristian.
By quality of work I mean (2)
the very best that one can do at a
given time, under the stimulus of the
thought that to do less than one's best
is to do unworthily, and that the best
to-day not only does, but must, lead
to the better of to-morrow, and on
unceasingly until each reaches his

are missing a great opporiunity with
their students.

Two of us, classmates, graduates of
twenty-five years' standing, happened
to meet one day last summer, and the
talk falling upon the instructors we
had in college the question as to
which of them influenced us most
profoundly was answered almost

not?" were disand judgments upon them
Curiously enough these
compared.
cussed,

almost exactly coincided and, stripped
down to the fundamentals, were to
the

efifect

that

some professors

influ-

enced us profoundly, impressed themselves upon us, chiefly because there
lay in them, at the core of their be-

profound conviction that the
was seriously worth
And this conviction gave to
while.
all their thinking and speech for us
and to us great care in preparation
and force and weight in delivery. And
as we looked back over the quarter
ing, the

life

of each of us

of a century's battle of life they stood
forth as the men to whorri it was always safe to anchor.
But if life is seriously worth while
for the individual then the quality of
his work, that which alone makes it
valuable, must also be seriously worth

surpass.

;

;

limit

of further improvement.

a spirit

of

excellence,

It

according

is

to

every man's several ability, and not
an attainment to be reached.

The remedy

for the waste of life

must come from the colleges themselves, from a vital reform
of methods of instruction, and, most
of all, from a new conception of the
in

colleges

value of

human

life.

Squandering Ability
Doing the lower
greatest tragedies of

when the higher
human life.

is

possible constitutes one of the

The squandering

of money seems a wicked thing when we think
good that might be done with it; but what about the wicked
waste of ability, the deliberate throwing away of fifty, seventy-five, perhaps ninety per cent, of one's success possibility just because he never
trained himself to use it, to grasp it with such vigor and power that he
of the

can fling his life into his career with its maximum effectiveness?
Most people take hold of life with the tips of their fingers. They
never get hold of the life proposition with that grip and tenacity of
purpose and vigor of determination which does things worth while. They
just hang on the outskirts of things, playing upon the surface of their
possibilities without ever getting down into the marrow of their being
where efficiency and power dwell. Success Magazine.

—

;
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MEN AND EVENT5
IN run PUBLIC EYE
By

R. P.

TTVT

CHESTER
Toronto was to postulate

see of

McCann

Father

Through

late.

the
the

for

of a premedium of the
title

rector of the Canadian College at
Rome, the Pope cheerfully acceded
to the wish. While it is not necessary that a priest who is raised to
the rank of a domestic prelate
should go to Rome for the cereas a mark of honor thf
was bestowed on Father McCann by the Pope himself, during
Rome.
The
visit
to
recent
a
event took place on March 25

mony, yet

title

Mgr. Kennedy, rector of the American College at Rome introducing the
vicar
the
Hereafter
recipient.
general will be styled Monsignoi;
McCann he will as well have the
;

to

right

VICAR-GENERAL
The Toronto

priest

J. J.

McCANN

who has been

sit
raised to

the dignity of a Domestic Prelate
by Pope Pius X.

The latest Canadian to be honored by the bestowal of a title by
His Holiness Pope Pius X. is Rev,
Father J. J. McCann, rector of St.
Father
Mary's church, Toronto.
McCann is also vicar-general of Torpresent
the
arch-diocese,
onto
bishop being the third who has
appointed him as his administrator.

One of the first acts
McEvay after being

of Archbishop
raised to the

wear the

prelate's

color,

and

will also be entitled tc
in the highest ecclesiastical as

purple

;

Mgr. McCann has many
semblies.
friends all over North America. He
has been in the priesthood 42 years
and in Toronto arch-diocese has filled

many important

places.

of

ing

vicar-general

cese,

Mgr. McCann

is

Besides bethe arch-dioChairman of

the Toronto Separate School Board.

The present strenuous political situNewfoundland
new election
a
necessitate
which will
as its two
has
deadlock,
the
break
to
most interesting figures Sir Robert
ation in the island of
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farms on the Island, situated at
Whitbourne, about 55 miles from
St.

John's.

Sir

Edward

was born

SIR

ROBERT nOND

Late Premier of Newfoundland

Bond,

who was premier

of the election last

at the

time

November, and

Sid Edward P. Morris, the present
premier, each of whom has seventeen supporters in the house. The
former is the son of a Devonshire

man, formerly a prominent merchant
of the colony.
Born at Portugal

Cove

in 1857, he was educited in
England, eventually taking up the
study of law. In 1884, he entered
the political arena in Newfoundland,
under the leadership of Sir William
Whiteway, being returned to th(

,

at

P. Morris, D.C.L., Kt.,

John's,

St.

in

1859.

After being educated at St. Bonaventure's College he studied law and
was admitted to the bar in 1884.
That same year he entered politics,
contesting the district of St. John's
West on behalf of the Liberal Government, then led by Sir William
A\niiteway. He has been the representative for St. John's West in the
House of Assembly ever since. He
was knighted November 19. 1904.
arduous
in consideration
of
the
v/ork he had done for the colony as
Minister
of Justice in connection
with the settlement of the French
Shore question. In 1907 he resigned from the Bond administration,
giving as his reason for so doing. Sir
Robert Bond's refusal to grant an
increase of 2^ cents per day to laborers road-building in
his constituer.cy.
In 1908. at the request of
several prominent Opposition members, he accepted the leadership of
the party and on the resignation of

Legislature for the District of Fortune Bay.
Under the Whiteway
Government he held the post of
Colonial Secretary for eight years.

Then came the defeat of the Government and the brief tenure of power
by Sir James Winter. Owing to dissensions

in

Sir James'

ranks,

the

Governor called on Sir Robert Bond
to form a government and the subsequent election gave him a majoritv
of 28.
Sir
Robert received his
knighthood on the occasion of the
visit to the Island of H.R.H. the
Duke of York, now Prince of Wales,
in 1901.
He is an enthusiastic model
farmer and owns one of the prettiest)
50
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Sir Robert Bond a few weeks ago,
he was called by Governor Sir William McGregor to form a government.

One

THE PUBLIC EYE

world but the baby does not always
stay in 'the cradle; it goes into the
office and the factory.
Labor needs
humanizing for the women as well

of the important events of the

month

past

IN

was

the

suffragette

demonstration at the Parliament
Buildings, Toronto, on March 24,

when

a petition, said to contain
100,000 names of Canadians favoring the granting to women of the
right to vote on the same terms as

men, was presented to Premier
•Whitney by a delegation numbering
nearly 1,000, mostly women. At th'
head of the deputation was Dr.
Augusta Stowe Gullen, president of
the Canadian Suffrage Association,
and the first Canadian woman to
take a medical degree from a Canadian university. Back about 1867
Dr. Emily Stowe, a Canadian woman, took her medical degree in a
New York university and began
practising in Toronto. Sixteen years
later, in 1883, her daughter, Augusta

Stowe, completed her schooling and
made application for enrollment in
Toronto University as a student,
only to be refused by the Senate of
that institution because of her sex
Trinity College, however, accepted
her as a student in medicine, and
for four

years she suffered
indignities
and horseplay

the
that a

all

body of male medical students could
impose upon one whom they considered as an intruder.
Memorie^)
of those years must have crowded
themselves into Dr. Stowe Gullen's
mind when she stepped forward to
address Sir James Whitney and present the suffrage petition. "Taxation
without representation," she said
after a few words of introduction
"is tyranny.
I never like to use
the word tyranny, but I learned it

STOWE GULLEN

President of the Canadian Suffrage Association

—

gentlemen. The home is not
only woman's sphere but man's alsc
and because he has been neglecting
it, w^e women feel the need of the
ballot.
It has been stated that the
hand that rocks the cradle rules the

from

DR. AUGUSTA

as for the men," said the doctor in
concluding her argument. A dozen
Dr.
speakers
supported
Stowe
Gullen and Sir James Whitney in
his reply stated that

it

was too

late
61
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charge of important work for the
Canadian Pacific Railway. Then he

went to Minnesota and the Middle

West
some

for a number of years, doing
of the biggest and most im-

portant work in that country in the
l)Oom time. During the panic of '93
he was ofifered and accepted the office of assistant architect in the Federal

Government

service.

Washington,

Removing

inaugurated
many reforms in government consliuction and designed and carried
In
out its most important w'ork.
1904 he resigned from the service
to

!••

Who is

W. IITZPATRICK

mailing a strenuous fight against
the

''

Red Plague"

in the session to

introduce legisla-

tion dealing- with such a

momentous

question and he asked the ladies to
"call again" another year.

he

and went into exclusive consultation
])ractice and his advice is sought by
architects and owners of buildings
all over the United States and Mexico and Canada and even Australia.
Twenty years ago he inaugurated
the movement towards fire-prevention in cities and has worked steadiLike all
ly at it and at great odds.
reformers his early efforts were depreciated and received scant attention, but by persistence and inspired
with the highest motives of benefiting his fellows, he has succeeded in
awaking a most general interest and
making the movement very popular.
A few years ago he organized the
International Society of Building
Commissioners. At first but thir-

"The National Firefighter" is
what they call F. W. Fitzpatrick in
the United States, and well does he
deserve the name, for he has pracdevoted many years to the
cause of fire prevention. By speech,
writing and example he has persistently led a campaign which has for
itc object a lessening of the ravages
of the "red plague."
Not the least
noteworthy thing about Mr. Fitzpatrick, is that he was born and lived for a good many years in Canada.
He is a native of Montreal, the son
of an old and distinguished IrishFrench family. He studied architecture and engineering there and
abroad and at the age of 21 was in
tically

£2

MR. SELFRIDGE
Proprietor of SclfriJgo's store,

American methods

who

into old

is

iiitroducinj

London

MEN AND EVENTS

IN

THE PUBTTC EYE

teen cities were represented, four of
which, by the way, were Canadian
To-day virtually every imcities.

portant city in the world is represented in the society. Mr. Fitzpat
rick is its executive officer and City
Architect McCallum, of Toronto, is

one of

its

vice-presidents.

tration of the
society's work
detail. It

An

eflfectiveness

illus-

of

the

shown in just one
has revamped and revised
is

the building ordinances of 120 cities
within the past year. Mr. Fitzpatrick is a man of wonderful energy,
and there seems to be no limit to his
The "City Beautiful," is
activities.
another of his hobbies. lie has gotten very many cities into the notion
of cleaning up and systematizing
It was largely
their improvements.
through his efTorts that a group plan

established in Washington. He
is acknowledged to be the foremost
authority in the world on fireproof
construction, is a designer of high
ability, has few superiors as a watercolor artist, writes most entertainingly on matters of art, economics
and philosophy, and even occasionally wanders off as a pastime into

SHACKLETON
Who has set up a new record in South

LIEUT. ERNEST H.

was

Polar Exploratkn

railroads to obstruct the view. Now,
to this British Navy
officer with the inquiring turn of

however thanks

a continent in the Antarctic regions.

The
mind, all will be changed.
schoolboy of the future will have to
draw maps of a seventh continent
properly equipped with boundaries
and mountain ranges. Because of
Lieutenant Shackleton's expedition
the white part of the map of the
world has become decidedly smaller.
The latest Antarctic expedition has
really been a great contribution to
Shackleton and his party
science.
discovered eight mountain ranges
and surveyed one hundred mounThey ascended a volcano
tains.
They brought
13,120 feet high.
back with them a remarkable geological collection and valuable noter.
and photographs. And they stood
almost as close to the south polo

The geographers have always

as

sented

is

fiction.

Lieutenant Shackleton, who returned recently from a remarkably
successful expedition to the Antartic
regions may be hailed as a new^
Columbus. It is true he did not
reach the South Pole, having gotten
off at a side station one hundred and
eleven miles north of it. But he did
what was perhaps even more important,
as a writer in Success
Magazine points out he discovered

—

a

new

continent.

Of

course,

it

has

long been suspected that there was
repreas a very thin rim of lane'
surrounding a vast area of white
paper.
Whether the white paper
it

stood for land or water we were free
to judge for ourselves; there were
no mountains or rivers or towns or

New York
a

is

to Philadelphia. It
a naval officer

happy augury that

The time may
come when expeditions which add to
the world's knowledge will become
as legitimate a government task as
the making of war,
led this expedition.
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M. J. O'Brien, millionaire, resident of the enterprising tpwn of
Renfrew, Ontario, who recently;
built a magnificent theatre to foster
the cultivation of art, literature and
music among fellow citizens with
whom he has mingled for the last
had a
quarter of a century, has
somewhat spectacular career.
Nova Scotian by birth, he obtained
his first job with pick and shovel on
the Intercolonial Railway. He owes
much of his success in life, not only
to natural shrewdness
and strong
will-power, but to a genial personality, which always gave him a hold
on his comrades, and later on the

A

men under him, until he has become
one of the foremost railway contractors in Canada. To-day, in company with others, he has an interest
in $15,000,000 worth of contracts on
the Transcontinental Railway, 371
miles of it in Quebec. He was one
of the first commissioners for the
building of Ontario's provincial railway the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario line. He soon was thoroughly acquainted with the possibilities and rich resources of the un-

—

rivalled Cobalt district. Mr. O'Brien
has always been open for a specula
lion and, one day when a Toronto

SIR

Who,

JOSEPH WARD

as Premier of

New

Dreadnoughts

Zealand, has offered two

to

Great Britain

lawyer, Mr. J. B. O'Brian, approached and offered him an investment in
the now famous O'Brien mine, he
was not long in accepting, becoming
four-fifths owner of the property.
He is largely interested in other
mining propositions in the Cobalt

Lake

district,

Nova

Scotia,

Gow

Ganda, Sudbury,

Renfrew and Hastings

and the Gatineau Valley.
Mexico he has copper
mines which he believes are greater
wealth producers than any property
county,

Down

in

that he owns.

He

is

also identified

with lumbering and
manufacturing industries. But Mr.
O'Brien's prosperity has its drawbacks and neighbors seem bound to
give him a fair share of them. Knowextensively

ing his helpful disposition, hosts are

anxious to get his car with
of projects

—loans for

M.

J.

O UK

1

U.N

6i

sorts

tions for that, chances for a great
business development in something
else
until he is practically forced
to be an exile from Renfrew, for the
sidewalk to his modest home door
is like a parade ground
the doorbell
is ringing, the telephone is resounding, and even his meals arc inter-

—

Prominent as a railroad contractor, mine
operator and manufacturer

all

this, subscrip-

—

MEN AND EVENTS

IN

If he would but listen, he
rupted.
could make so many others rich
with this scheme or the other, and
could increase his own wealth so
If he is to enjoy the
greatly also
comfort of his own fireside, he will,
like the kings of old, have to ap
point an Almoner to listen to all
tales of need, and a Buffer to ward
off the attentions of the men wdio
have schemes.
!

"An

object lesson to the world"
in which the Premier
of New Zealand characterized the
offer of two warships recently made
by the people of that colony to the
British Governm.ent. To the people
of the mother land this offer must
have come as a pleasant counterirritant to the prospect of German

was the w^ay

Sir Joseph George Ward,
K.C.M.G., the leader of New Zealand's Government, is the successor
Richard Seddon, whose
Sir
of
He was
death occurred in 1906.

activity.

and was for many
years a member of the Seddon adborn

in

1857,

ministration, holding the offices of
Postmaster-General, Colonial Secretary and Minister of Railways at
He was created a
various times.
K.C.M.G. in 1901 on the occasion of
the visit to New Zealand of the
Duke and Duchess of York.

THE

SLIPS.AT

THE PUBLIC EYE
The

ability

of

Germany

duce Dreadnoughts

is

to

pro-

evidenced by

the extent of equipment of the
great Germania shipbuilding yard at
Kiel Avhich is a wing of the great
Krupp business. The large building slips are the most important
Of
features of the establishment.
these ten are planned but only seven
have so far been built. Their length
from 377 ft. to 640 ft. with a
is
breadth of from 85 ft. 4 in. to 98 ft.
6 in. The three others will be still
larger, one being intended to have
a length of 836 ft. These slips are
built of concrete with granite walls,
and are closed by pontoons. Four
of them are completely covered with
glass roofs and sides so that the

work can go on

in

advantageous

conditions, whatever may be the
state of wind or weather. They are
lofty with sufficient

head room, and

are provided with the latest appliEach has two overhead
ances.

worked by electric
motors capable of lifting six tons.
They can thus convey heavy fittings

travelling cranes

to

any part

The covered

of the

ships in hand.

slips enable the period

which ships remain in hand to be
shortened, and there is material ad-

in

vantage in vessels being constructed
under cover from the weather.

THE GERMANIA YARD, KIEL
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High

Life at
By
From

E. L.

week may live in a palace much
more splendid than most of the royal
residences of Euiope.
He may have
hand all the luxuries and all the
conveniences that twentieth century
ingenuity has been able to devise,
and have a thousand servants at his
at

in

the

and call. There is no king
world with quite
so many

household servants as that. And in
the evening, when he has come from
his desk in his employer's office, or
pei'haps from the counter of a store,
or from whatever it may be that his
hum'ble job holds him, he may stroll
through the marble corridors of his
home, admire the works of old masters on the walls, smoke his cigar
on a silken divan under a spreading
palm, wander about through parlors
whose furnishings, cost one hundred
times as much as his yearly income,
and rub elbows with fifty millionaires

before bedtime.

This

is

no mere fancy.

The

thirty-

dollar-a-week clerk not only may do
all this
he does do it. His luxurious
home is one of the great first-class
;

hotels

.of

New

York, and

it

would

be hard to find a place that is more
luxurious anywhere in this world.

You

are under a sad misapprehengullible
friend
from the
country, if you have the impression
that all these gorgeous caravansaries
that dazzle your eyes are the homes
Fifty per cent, of
of only the rich.
the permanent patrons whom you see
strolling about -with the bored exsion,

66

my

Rates

BACON

the Scrap

peculiar days a clerk
IX onTHESE
a salary of thirty dollars a

beck

Low
Book

pression of the indolent plutocrat may
be scraping together their last pennies
to buy clothes with.
Drop a silver
dollar and you would see a hundred
pairs of eager and covetous eyes
watching its twisting course along the
marble floor. Everywhere in the glittering dining-room, in the tapestried
parlors, in the marble halls and lobbies,
is
poverty masquerading
wealth and straining every nerve
carry out the deception.

There are

as
to

kinds of paradoxical
the great New York
hotel.
In one of the newest and biggest of these palaces, for example,
there are any number of small-salaried bachelors living there in twodollar-and-a-half-a-day rooms on the
same floor, and often only next door,
to men Avorth
millions.
You may
wonder how a thirty-dollar clerk manages to spend even that much for his
room, for two dollars and a half a
day is seventeen dollars and a half
a week and the remaining twelve dollars and a half wouldn't go very far
situations

all

in

in the hotel restaurants.

The explanation is simple enough
he dines at some little place on Sixth
.\venue, where twenty-five cents will
buy a square meal and where a mealticket will save him ten per cent, and
insure him against starvation until

pay-day.
He then goes back to his room in
a hotel where the marble decorations
alone cost more than a million dollars, the furnishings two millions, and
the silverware two hundred and fiftyIn the kitchens arc
five thousand.

HIGH LIFE AT LOW RATES
eighty-four cuoks, in llie diiiiiig-roonis
five huiKlred waiters, ^and there are
five hundred other employes in
the
building.

Yet the thirty-dollar clerk is not
the only patron who goes to Sixth
Avenue for his meals. Up to a few
months ago there lived at one of the
fashionable upper Fifth Avenue hotels a man who paid five thousand dollars a year for his rooms, and who
w^ent around the block to a dairy lunch
three times a day.
On the few occasions when he did dine at his hotel
he criticized the food so severely that
the .waiters were glad he came so seldom, particularly as he neve'r gave
a

He

tip.

is

dead now.

The man

at

the dairy lunch says he died of too
much luxury at the hotel the hotel
manager says he died of privation at
the dairy lunch.
;

In
there

all
is

the fairy-land of
nothing quite so

modern

as these

hotels.

New York
wonderful

The Plaza

is

not only the largest hotel in the city,
but it is the newest of the great ones
and it is as luxurious as any. Probably more very rich people are to be
seen there than in any other hotel in
the world.
It is in the heart of the
wealthiest residential section of the
city, looking out on
Fifth Avenue
from one side and on Central Park
from another, and many of the society people who live in the neighborhood drop in there for afternoon
tea.
Any afternoon fne poor patrons
from the two-dollar-and-a-half rooms
may see in the parlors and diningrooms dozens of men and women
whose names are known throughout
the country because of the millions
they own.
Probably, too, among the
nine hundred patrons who sleep under its roof there are fifty millionaires. Of course it is a shifting population.
Sometimes there might be a
hundred millionaires spending the
night there.
At any rate, there are
at least

twenty among the permanent

residents.

Some men spend twenty thousand
One or

dollars a year at the Plaza.

two even more.

There

is

one suite

rooms that costs much more than
And, by the way, that suite is
worth describing.
It
is
the state
suite, which would be set apart for
ui

that.

a king in case such a potentate ever
came to the Plaza. Nowadays it is

occupied by all kinds of people, some
who don't have to worrjy a moment
over the price of it; others who must
live economically for many moons to
fill
up the hole it has made in their

bank account.
You don't have

to eat in the public

dining-rooms when you live in the
state suite.
You have a private dining-room all to yourself. This dining-room has gold Circassian walnut
trimmings, green satin tapestries on
the walls and green velvet upholstery
on the chairs. On the floor is a green
Persian rug that cost a few thousand
Set into the wall is a closet
with glassware that cost two
thousand dollars. In this two-thousand-dollar collection
are dozens of
varieties of wine and cordial glasses.
In the mantel over the fireplace there
dollars.

filled

are wenty-two dififerent colorings in
the Italian marble, and around the
walls are oil paintings; and frescoes

worth more than the furnishings. The

windows look out over Central Park,
and dining there you might fancy
yourself in some palace in the country, for you are up so high and the
walls are so thick that you hear not
a sound hut the muffled steps of the
two liveried waiters, and the click
of the electric dummy that carries the
dishes back and forth from the kitchens.

The

parlor has a different color
The carpets are gray and
the walls in light gray flock.

scheme.
pink,

Solid Italian marble columns run up
ceiling, and there is a gilded
grand piano.
to the

Then

there are two bedrooms. In
is about the most magnificent piece of furniture in the entire hotel.
It is a large double bed
of gold Circassian walnut, with elaborate inlaid work, and over it hang

one the bed

light

brown

In the other

curtains

room

are

of heavy

two

silk.

single beds.
57
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of course, there is a bath
for that matter, each
with a tub big enough for a hippoWhen, as sometimes happotamus.
pens, there is only one person occupying the state suite, he may take a hot
bath in one tub and a cold bath in the
.other, besides various kinds of showAiicl,

'

two of them,

er-baths.

A young honeymooning couple
came from a small town in the w'est
recently,

York.

to

see

the

sights

The young man was

of New
a bank

He and

like
his bride lived
the state suite for just
twenty-four hours.
Then they went
back to the west to live on his sal-

clerk.

royalty in

ary.

In any one of half a dozen New
York hotels you may find a state suite
almost if not quite as sumptuous as
t?his.
In the state suite at the St.
Regis there is one bed that cost ten

thousand

New York

cares for three times as
persons in its hotels as London, six times as many as Paris, and
ten times as many as any other city.
Yet London is larger than New York.
But consider the enormous floating
population of the American metropolis.
There are never less than sev-

many

enty-five thousand visitors in the city

a day, and sometimes the number
runs up to almost two hundred thousin

Then

selves spend

the

New

Yorkers them-

more money

in their hothan the Londoners. Every year
thousands of families here give up the
tels

cares of housekeeping for hotel life.
Not one of the modern great firstclass hotels of the city cost less than
four million dollars to build, with
from one to two million dollars added
for the furniture, paintings and decorations.
And the running expenses of
such a place are enormous. The Wal58

Consider all Che emseldom less than
fifteen
hundred, sometimes more
clerks,
chefs,
meat-cooks,
pastrycooks, soup-cooks, bakery men, watchmen, detectives, engineers, plumbers,
electricians, carpenters,
laundrymen,
doormen, porters, waiters, butlers,
stewards, decorators, messengers, teledollar of profit.

ployes

in that hotel,

phone operators, scrubwomen, waiting maids, chambermaids, bartenders,
wine and cigar experts, and workers
in a dozen other lines.
There are
never less than one hundred and
twenty 'cooks.

The food bills alone amount to more
than a million dollars a year, to say
nothing of what it costs for wine and
cigars.
It costs one hundred thousand dollars a year to replace the broken china and glassware.

The

dollars.

In the borough of Manhattan alone
there are one hundred and forty large
first-class hotels and more than three
hundred of the smaller ones. At the
present rate of construction there will
be in Manhattan within the next
twenty years four hundred hotels with
at least four hundred rooms each.

and.

dorf-Astoria nmst take in ten thousdollars a day before there is a

and

St.

Regis,

which

is

not

the

largest hotel in the city, although one
of the most luxurious, spends in the

course of a year for meat, two hunfor poultry,
dred thousand dollars
;

one hundred and thirteen
dollars

;

dollars

;

lars

;

thousand

eighty thousand
forty-two thousand dol-

vegetables,
fruit,

butter, fifty-seven

thousand dol-

eggs, twelve thousand dollars.
In the four largest hotels of the
city the wines in stock cost a million
and a half dollars, and one hotel has
a stafif of wine experts who spend all
their time in Europe hunting up rare

lars

;

old vintages.
Still, when one considers what some
of the patrons spend, it is not hard
to realize where the profit comes in.
While it is true that there are many
men who spend only two dollars and
a half a day for their rooms and not
a penny in the dining-rooms, there

suites of rooms that bring one
hundred dollars a day, and sometimes

are

there is a patron who will spend fifty
dollars a day for meals for himself
A man might almost
and family.
spend that much on himself.

A man

from Seattle came into one
recently and speni
these hotels
twentv dollars for lunch for himself.

of

HIGH LIFE AT LOW RATES
One

of the disJies he ordered was a
"Partridge Napoleon," which cost
It
seven dollars.
consists of four
birds roasted on a bed of grapes, sliced

The fruit
apples and pineapples.
is not served; it is used merely to
give flavor to the birds.

The American plan

is a thing of
the large first-class hoThere is not one of them where
tels.
you don't have to pay for every dish
you order, and living on the European
plan at American prices is always expensive.

the past in

all

The great hotels are always devising
new schemes for adding to the comAt the Astor
you breathe is washed

fort of their patrons.

even the air
and dried by an elaborate system of

air-screens which remove all the dust
and smoke and disease-laden matter.
At the Belmont are automatic ventilators by which a certain temperature
is maintained in a room Dy a thermometer control of the heating ap-

number and the
the
telautograph,
w'hich rests on the desk before him.
Instantly the message is reproduced in
his own handwriting before the telephone operator in another part of the
building, and she makes her telephone
communication with Room 200. If the
man in the room wants his caller to
come up she writes "Come up" on
her telautograph and the words are
immediately reproduced before the
eyes of the far-away clerk. Then the
writes

clerk

caller

that

name on

caller's

is

sent up, escorted by a hall-

boy.

The entire transaction has taken
Under the old
only a few seconds.
system it would have taken perhaps
twenty times as long. The telautograph is useful not only as a timesaver, but as a recording machine. If
the man in Room 200 wants to find
out a month later just what day, what
hour, and what minute his friend called on him, there is a record of it in

paratus.

the oflice.

All the large first-class hotels have
a pantry and pantrymen and waiters
patron's
on every bedroom floor.
order is served in his room as quickly as it would be in the dining-rooms.
Tiny electric elevators carry the orders up from bar-rooms and kitchens

there is nothing you cannot have
exin an up-to-date New York hotel
Dogs are barred almost
cept a dog.
everywhere. They have to stay below
stairs in the rooms assigned for them,

A

speed of seven hundred and fifty
feet a minute.
These elevators are regulated by a
At the
manipulator in the kitchen.

at a

bottom of the shaft
If the

order

floor the

is

cook

is

a round

dial.

to be sent to the tenth
turns the hand of the

and at once the
the floors but the tenth
are closed and the car can stop only
at its destination.
On its arrival the pantryman removes the order, passes it to a waiter
who is standing in readiness, and it
is rushed to the patron's room in less
than a minute a^ter it has left the
dial to the figure ten

doors on

all

hands of the cook.

Some

of the hotels use the telauto-

graph,

an apparatus that communi-

cates a

message instantly

er's
call

handwriting.

on a friend

If a
in

in the

send-

man comes

Room

200,

to

the

If

you have the money

it,

to

pay for

—

often in spite of women's tears and
pleadings.
One might think that a pipe organ
in a patron's room might be beyond
the possibilities of hotel life, but it
isn't.

A

few weeks ago Louis

C.

Krauthofif, who used to be AttorneyGeneral of Missouri, came to live^at
the Plaza, and concluded that a pipe

organ was the only luxury that he
missed. He went to see the manager
The manager thought the
about it.
matter over and decided that he would
allow Mr. Krauthofif to have an or-

gan built into the parlor of his room
if he should care to pay for the necessary

alterations.

The

the

walls of

be practically rebuilt so
of the instrument
strains
that the
would not be audible in any other
A pipe organ
part of the building.

room had

to

makes a good

deal of noise, but
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Krauthoff's cannot be heard by even
next-door neighbor.
The latest innovation in one of the
new hotels is a staff of linguists, who
are supposed to know almost every
language spoken in the world. The
linguists meet foreign arrivals at the
piers, look after their baggage, and
escort them to the hotel. If a patron
knows only Russian or Chinese he
may transact all his business through
one of the linguists, who will be at
his side at meal times to tell him what
is on the bill of fare.
Almost any notion that comes into
a patron's head can be gratified without his taking the trouble to leave
his room.
If 'he and a fair neighbor
across the hall should suddenly make
up their minds to be married on the
spot, he could ring the telephone on
his wall and tell the clerk to send up
the hotel minister. If he should fall
sick there is a hotel
physician in
readiness.
If he should care to take
a flier in Wall Stieet there is the hotel broker.
If he wants to go to the
theatre there is a theatre-office downstairs, and he can get any tickets he
wants by telephoning to it.
If he
wants to make his will there is the
hotel lawyer, and if he has a toothache there is the hotel dentist. There
are also typewriters, manicures, chiropodists, valets, maids, and trunk-packers always on hand.
At the Knickerbocker fifty pages,
a dress-suit department for patrons.
The ofher dav a man who had come
to the hotel from another town with
very little baggage, was invited out
to dinner.
He telephoned that he
couldn't go because he didn't have his
dress-suit with him.
"Hold on a minute," interrupted
the manager, who happened to be
within earshot.
"I can fix you out.
We've got forty-eight dress-suits for
our patrons."
his
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He took the man to the evening
clothes department, picked him out a
suit that fitted to perfection, then rigged him out with a
tie,

all

shirt, studs, collar,

patent leather shoes, and silk hat,
without charge.

It would be hard to estimate how
.many people all the hotels of the city
can accommodate, but any one of half
a dozen of the largest can take care
of fifteen hundred guests a night at
a pinch. Almost three thousand have
been dined simultaneously in the restaurants and banquet halls of the Belmont, and at the Astor nine hundred
and twenty banqueters have been en
tertained in one room.
It is on New Year's eve that the
hotels of New York present their most
dazzling aspect. At the Waldorf, last

New Year's eve, a bugler was stationed at the door of each of the nine
supper-rooms that were in use to announce the hours. One minute before
twelve o'clock each bugler sounded
taps, and as the midnight hour was
tolled each bugler changed from taps
Then the members of all
to reveille.
the seven orchestras rose and plaved
"The Star-Spangled Banner," while
the guests

sang the words.

At the Knickerbocker

fifty

pages,

each dressed as Father Knickerbocker, separated into squads just before
midnight and maiched to the various
dining-rooms. They took their places
in conspicuous parts of each room,
and on the stroke of twelve the house
lights were switched off and the figures "iqoq" appeared in electricity on
the brim of each page's cocked hat.

During
Plaza,

at

New
least

Year's

eve,

twenty-five

at

the

thousand

people pass in and out of the six dining-rooms, and among them are probably five
hundred whose names are
...•.
wn tlu-oughout the countrv.

The Romance

Hidden Wealth

of

By W.

A.

ATKINSON

From Chambers's
time
FROM
ed by the

we are remindmoralist of the assid-

to time

uous and anxious thought which
must be given to the management of

No part of this anxsave in exceptional conditions,
arises out of a fear of the actual loss
of bullion, specie, or plate; it originates rather in those subtler risks attending the fluctuations of stocks, the
rising and falling of market prices,
and the profitable or unprofitable investment of capital. In ancient times
conditions were reversed.
The question then was, how to hold the actual
specie or plate safely and convenientlarge fortunes.
iety,

so that one might lay one's hands
and use it as
the
stock
is
The difficulty now
required.
how to lend it safely and profitably,
how to get it out of one's
hands, where it lies unproductive, and,
by putting it out at interest, live upon
the fruits of it.
The factors which
make for success in the two cases are
very different. Strong walls and secret hiding-places give little contently,

upon

ment
lic

the

to the

modern

millionaire.

opinion or the varying

markets

had

little

Pub-

whims
effect

of

up-

on the affluent squire of the past,
whose wealth was locked up as hard
cash in an iron-bound chest in the
strongest recess of his country house.
From very early times the hoarding of coins has been a common, and
indeed a necessary, practice. The frequency with which, in this country,
stores of Roman coins are turned up
by the ploughshare or laid bare by
the pick and shovel of the excavator
shows how general the practice of hid-

Journal

ing treasure in the ground was with
these invaders. Many of these hoards
are contained in metal or eartnenware
jars, and they consist usually of a
great number of the small coins which
were current at the time when the receptacles were buried in the ground.
They were, indeed, working treasuries, and not stores of wealth such
Only
as a miser would accumulate.
a few months ago, for instance, a
farmer was ploughing in a field near
Stanley, not far from an old Roman
road, when the ploughshare struck
an earthenware vase lying about two
feet in the ground, which, upon examination, was found to contain over
five thousand bronze coins, chiefly of
the time of Constantine the Great.
About sixteen years ago an almost
identical discovery

was made

at

Lang-

In this instance the
urn which the ploughshare brought to
light held over six thousand brass
coins of the reign of Constantine.
with, near York.

]\Iore

valuable,

however

—

—

'to

select

one more instance were the contents
of a copper chest found near Bingley
in 1775 by a farmer who was making
a drain. In this receptacle there was
close upon a hundredweight of Roman silver pieces, coined at fifteen
different periods, the earliest being of
is
It
of
Julius Caesar.
the time
worthv of remark that this discovery
turned the effor'ts of the local coiners
there was a notorious
(of whom
gang) into a new channel, and they
beean to counterfeit Roman coins.

of hoards accumumore recent times
not so common an event, by com-

The discovery
lated
is

and put by

in
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was

metal vessel, which proved to be an

long before post-Roman Britain attained the high civilization which it
had enjoyed in Roman times, and
never again was it so completely laid
waste as during the Saxon invasions.

Within the
urn of peculiar shape.
urn were discovered about two hundred silver coins dating from the six-

parlson, as

we mi^ht

expect.

It

long, therefore, before money
again acquired the general utility and

was

It

importance which
der the

Romans

;

had possessed unand when it did so

it

there was no general break in the
regular progression of social growth,
throwing the country back upon bar-

barous times and customs in which
money had little or no comparative
Treasure which was laid by
value.
in the times of the Lancastrian kings
might be discovered in the reign of
Elizabeth, and it had at once a recognized value as bullion, if not as cur-

And. again, the habitable
and dwellings where treasure was
likely to be hidden by accident or design were in most instances continuously occupied from Saxon times, and
there was thus greater probability
would be
stores
that the bidden
brought to light than was the case in
the generally deserted and forgotten
rent coin.
sites

of

sites

Roman

times.

the discovery of medieval
hoards is not of uncommon occurrence.
In Julv. IQ02, an exceptional
discovery of this kind was made at
Colchester by the workmen who were
engaged in taking down the premises
of the London and County Banking
Companv. which were about to be reSix feet below the surface of
built.
the ground thev found a leaden casket which contained nearlv twenty
thousand silver coins of an earlv neriod, manv of them of the reigns of
Stephen. John, and Henrv IT. Thev
were all in good condition, which,
considering the perishable nature of
silver, affords excellent testimonv to
Still,

the protective character of tlie leaden
receptacle in which they were buried.
At Oulton. near Leeds, a small discovery of a somewhat similar kind was
made in 1005, and was the subject of

an

official

inquest.

were engaged

in

Some men who

digging a hole to

re-

ceive the carcase of a horse struck a
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teenth century.

The hiding

or hoarding of treasure
a subject often referred to in our
literature, and it has occasionally employed the pen and the brush of the illuminator of manuscripts. An illumination of a fourteenth century manuscript at Oxford depicts a couple of
men lowering a metal-bound box into
a bricked vault by means of a couple
Several persons are lookof cords.
ing on, and one of them is a priest
holding a book and sprinkling holy
w^ater over the box.
The inference
would seem to be that the treasure
was being consecrated to religious
use but whether that be so or not,
the means employed for its preservation are significant of somewhat lawless and uncertain times.
is

;

There

money

is

evidence that the hiding of

places in the ground
well-known practice some three
hundred years earlier than this. Stigand, the Saxon Archbishop of Canin secret

w^as a

terbury, thus disposed of his treasures and it is said that he spent the
closing years of his life as a veritable
;

miser at Winchester, having about his
neck the cord of a little key which fitted a box wherein he kept a list of his
money-bags buried in secret places.

The curious legend of "The Thief
of the Treasury," translated by Dr.
Luard in the Life of Edward the Confessor, in the Rolls Series. aflFords inin
direct evidence that
those early
times the central national treasury was
nothing more nor less than a hoard of
gold stored in the royal bedroom of
the palace at Westminster. While the
king lies in his bed, the chamberlain,
Hugo, enters the room, and takes
such money from the treasure-chest
.\ scullion of the kitchen
as he wants.
entering a little later, finds the chest
open, and, thinking the king asleep,
helps himself to a portion of its con-

Having

hidden this stolen
he returns agaui and yet
again for more. But at the third time
tents.

treasure,

THE ROMANCE OF HIDDEN WEALTH.
the steps of Hugo are heard approachHig the chaniber, and the king goodhumoredly advises the scullion to tly
quickly, lest he be discovered by the

chamberlain, who will not leave him
even a halfpenny.

Numerous

treasure-chests of vari-

ous periods survive to remind us how
universal was the custom of securing
wealth within the walls of houses. The
iron-bound so-called Domesday Chest,,
with its three massive locks, is one of
Its woodwork is two inches
and sheeted with iron, both
within and without, in addition to the
Its weight
iron bands and iron nails.

these.

thick,

is

Down

at least a quarter of a ton.

to

the seventeenth century or later these
iron-bound boxes were in use, and

some of the more recent ones have
locks of most elaborate construction,
occupying the whole of the inside of
the lid, and shooting a dozen bolts in
all directions, even in some cases into
the corners of the box.

A

manuscript of the fifteenth century contains an illumination in which
Avarice is represented as an English
trader counting his money. His metalbound treasure-chest, not in this instance a large one, stands upon the
table, and its open lid reveals a store
of^oins filling the box to its edges,
and suggesting a hoard of several
hundreds, if not even a few thousands
a substantial sum in those
of pounds

—

Merry Mr. Pepys, who laid his soul
was not with-

'bare in his secret diary,

out a touch of avarice. Listen to this
confession: "This day I received four
hundred and fifty pieces of gold more
of Mr. Stokes, but cost me twenty-two
and a half pence change but I am
w^ell contented with it, I having now
nearly two thousand eight hundred
pounds in gold, and will not rest till
My
I get full three thousand.
wife and all the maids abed but Jane,
whom I have put confidence in she
;

.

.

.

;

and my brother, and Tom and
W. Hewer, did bring up all the remainder of my money and my platechest out of the cellar, and placed the
money in my study with the rest, and
I,

in

indeed,

am

I

my
in

dressing-room; but,
great pain to think

to dispose of my money, it being wholly unsafe to keep it all in
very sagacious
coin in one place."
conclusion, and one which many others must have arrived at in those times
such, for instance, as the father of

how

A

—

the poet Pope, who, when he retired
from business in the city, carried with
him into the country a strong chest

containing nearly twenty thousand
pounds, from which he drew the sums
for his household expenses as he required them.

acter,

now

times were

The

institution of

and

ripe for the

banks of a modern charthey

originated

shortly

Informal bankof the goldbranch
a
formed
had
ing
smith's business for a long time before this; but the action of Charles

after the Restoration.

I.

in seizing

some two hundred thous-

and pounds placed by the merchants
Royal Mint for
of London in the
disturbances
general
safety, and the
caused by the Civil War, must have
forced many to fall back upon their
resources for the preservation oi
What, under the cirwealth.
cumstances, could be safer or more
convenient than a private hoard bdged
in one's own
in some secret place

own

their

house ?
Sir

ed

at

Henry Slingsby, when
Newark wdth the king

quarterin 1645,

short of money. He accordinghis home
fy made a secret journey to
near York, making the actual entry

grew

times.

and

the plate

by night, where he stayreturned with forty
and
day,
one
ed
pounds in gold, the visit being made
into his house

his own
so secretly that scarce any in
sechouse knew that he was there.
for
indispensable
was
hiding-place
ret
particular
the private hoards at this
Two rival factions were rovtime.
thening over the country, neither of
about
nice
too
any
disposed to be
their
sacrificing the private wealth of

A

opponents to the public uses favored
by themselves.
It

was the common opinion of

ers on

economics

century that

much

writ-

the seventeenth
currency was hid-

in
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den

in ceilings,

behind wainscots, and

Hogarth, in his
secret _drawers.
print of "The Inheritance," forming
one of the set of "The Rake's Progress," has depicted a shower of coins
falling from the ceiling of the room
in

where a workman has accmentally
disturbed the molding.
Old cabinets
and secretaries of any size have usually one or two secret drawers or cupboards often most ingeniously contrived.
It is surprising how well these
secret corners elude detection, even
when their existence may be expectSome years ago the
ed or inferred.
wife of a Kentish laborer was breaking up an old chest of drawers, when
she discovered a secret compartment
nearly filled with gold coins of the
reigns of William III. and George II,
The chest had been purchased for a
few shillings about twenty years
previously, and the fact that this little store of coins had not been discovered earlier was all the more
strange because in all probability the
drawers had been several times repaired.

A

curious

list

of hiding-places for

money is afforded by two old books
of memoranda and receipts relating
to the Fulham Pottery Works in 1693
and 1698. There are two hundred
and forty guineas in a wooden box in
a hole under the fireplace in the garThere are four hundred and
ret.
sixty more in two covered receptacles
under the fireplace in the old labora-

Behind the door of the little
tory.
parlor there is a can containing some
milled money.
Two boxes full of
money were placed in two holes of the
great furnace, from which they were
to be drawn by a long, crooked iron
standing behind the kitchen door. In
all, ten or a dozen such hiding-places
are named, and the money was variously contained in boxes, bags, cans,
pots, and purses.

There can be little doubt that the
practice of hoarding money and valuables in private houses gave great encouragement to crime.
glance
through the pages of early volumes of
the Annual Register, largely devoted
to the chronicles of crime, reveals a
number of apparently hastily planned
robberies, which resulted in rich hauls
out of all proportion to the occasion.
Some thieves get in at the garret-window of a house in Devonshire Square,

A

and carry off from the owner's bedchamber an iron chest containing
cash, notes, and other valuables to the
amount of ten thousand pounds. Two
men enter the Custom House at Limerick, and in a few minutes carry oflF
cash to the amount of about eighteen
hundred pounds. Such is the character of the crimes which were then
most successful a bold, quick bicWor
the treasure-chest, which was almost
certain to be well-stocked, and very
often convenient for removal by t\vo

—

or three thieves acting in concert.

Unpoised Lives
The

life

of the criminal

is

simply an unpoised

life.

U

were perfectly poised, wrong-doing would be so repugnant that

a
it

person

would

be unthinkable.
It is just
It is the one-sided, the unpoised mind that goes wrong.
as normal for the balanced mind to choose the right, the good, as for
the magnet to draw to itself whatever is kindred.
Just as the needle in the mariner's compass always points to the
north star, no matter how thick the fog or how the tempest rages, there
is a needle within every human bemg which always points to the north
star of rectitude, of right, of truth, no matter what storms of discord,
Nothof weakness, or of crime may be rr.ging in the individual mind.
ing can prevent this little indicator from i>ointing to the right, no
matter how far the individual may drift from it. how low he may sink
in

vicious living.
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Remarkable Canadian Chinaman
By

SURFEITED
New

with sensations as

Yorkers

ants of old

R. B.

are, the inhabit-

Gotham had

to ad-

mit their surprise when a Canadian

Chinaman recently arrived

in

their

midst, attended by several relatives
and servants, and took possession
of the luxurious state apartment at
This wealthy
the Hotel Belmont.
visitor

W

was

Mr-.

Lee

Mong Kow,

of

Victoria, British Columbia, and in
his party were his daughter. Miss

Lee Vutwah Along
panion, Af iss Lee
mother-in-law. Airs.

Kow

;

her com-

Gam Vee
Sam

;

his

Kee, and

two friends. His visit to New York
was the first he ever paid to the
great Eastern metropolis, and

he

BENNETT
found

its

deepest

varied attractions of the

interest.

Kow is a splendid type
the high-bred Chinaman, who,
while not throwing aside altogether
the habits of his native land, has
Lee Along

of

sufficiently

adopted Occidentalisms
him from the rest of

as to separate

his countrymen in the capital city
For eighteen
of British Columbia.
years he has filled the position of
official

adian

Chinese reporter of the Cancustoms office in Victoria,

B.C., which calls for peculiar qualifications, and in which there are
opportunities to practice deception
for gain, yet after a long and continued service he retains the entire
65
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confidence of the staff of Canadian
officials and has never been found
abusing the authority, which of
necessity, must be placed in him.
As an evidence of the trustworthy
character of the man his recent
For
visit to the East is a proof.
some time Chinese had been entering Canada in small bodies at the
ports of Halifax and Montreal. The
customs offfcials allowed these to
enter as immigrants, generally after
an examination to ascertain whether
they were eligible under the statute
The
Few were rejected.
or not.
Chinamen for the most part came
from Mexico and entered Canada as
merchants or under such qualifica-

would

tions as

entitle

Recently,
official
the

mittance.

them

when

to ad-

Mr.

at Ottawa
O'Hara,
charged with this branch of the service, visited the Pacific Coast, he
was struck with the methods in
force at Victoria to check the immigration of the Oriental, and the

inquisitorial

way

in

which the ex-

was conducted by Lee
Mong Kow. Mr. O'Hara was con-

amination

vinced that such a course should be
The Chinafollowed in the East.
men had discovered that by entering Canada at the
eastern
ports
there were greater opportunities to
evade the law.
So a Chinaman
was set to catch a Chinaman. Lee
Mong Kow went east to teach the

advanced Canadian to interpret his
regulations.
His first duty
was to inspect a party of supposedly Chinese merchants at Montreal.
These wih' Orientals were surprised
to be met by one of their own countrymen, accustomed to their ways
and knowing the methods peculiar

own

to themselves, but who at the same
time was loyal to the government
Given a
whose servant he was.
free hand, it was not long before
Lee Mong Kow found that deception was being practiced, and over

twenty
sought

of

his

countrymen

who

admittance to the
Dominion were rejected. As might
be expected,
he
makes enemies
66

to

gain

among
is

not

his own countrymen, and it
uncommon for those who are

interested in the immigration of
coolie labor and who
have been
frustrated in their designs by the

wit of the Chinese interpreter to
charge wrongdoing on his part. But,
after lo years' service, it has not yet
been shown that he ever acted dishonestly, and Lee Mong Kow com-

mands wide respect.
While it is not uncommon for a
Chinaman of the coolie class to develop shrewd business ability under
conditions in this country and to
show the dignity which is a characteristic of the higher bred Celestial, Lee Mong Kow had a distinct

advantage

in

having been born

in

higher station than the majority
of those who come to America. His
father was a merchant, and as a boy
he received all the benefits
that
went with such a position. He was
given a good education, and when
about twenty years of age came to
San Francisco. For three years he
studied English there, and now is so
.1

language that his
fluency is marred only by a slight
in
accent and a little hesitation
speech. He w^ent to Victoria when
about twenty-three and joined one
companies doing
of the Chinese
business there.
For a year he represented the firm in Montreal, and
when the branch was closed there,
he returned to the Pacific Coast,
where he has since lived. In 1890,
he became interpreter to the customs department, but as that does
not take up all his time he has
identified himself with business interests.
In addition to holding the
controlling interest in one of the
best Chinese mercantile houses in
in
\'ictoria, he deals extensively
real estate both in that city and
\'ancouver. In this line of business
he has also been eminently successful, a further indication of his exproficient in the

cellent
present,

people

With

judgment and ability. At
he numbers many- white

among

his tenants.
prosperity, one would think

A REMARKABLE CANADIAN

LliE

Lee

Mong Kow would

hanker

for

"I have
a trip to his native land.
never been back there since I left,"
he replied with a shake of the head,
when the question was asked if he
would ever make the trip across the
intention
Pacific, "and I have no
of living anywhere else^ but in Victoria.
interests are all here, my
family are
being raised as Canadians, for my wife is a Canadian,"
Mrs. Lee Mong Kow
he smiled.
was born in Victoria, being the
vegetable
daughter of a Chinese
farmer. She is very pretty from a
Chinese standpoint, and the seven
children, which blessed the union,
the
are being brought up under

My

CHINAMAN

MONG KOW

most

refined

influences.

Two

are

attending English schools, and all
will be given a thorough English
education, not neglecting, of course,
a training in Chinese.
"At one time it was thought wise
to leave your children fortunes, but
I have found out that it is far better to give them a good education,"
is his modern philosophy.
L'''nassuming

Mong Kow

is

in

always

manner,

Lee

dignified. Per-

haps this coincides with the conservatism in his nature, for despite
his recognition of the advantages of
education he is not in the more ad-

vanced ranks of his countrymen in
the promotion of the reform move67
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When the Chinese Empire
Reform Association was organized

ment.

to hasten the adoption of occidental
customs in China, he became a

member, believing that the

future

of his country lay in the introducYet his intion of these reforms.
stinctive conservatism has prevented him taking a very active part in
the movement, although in his association
with Caucasians he appreciates the benefits
of
modern
methods. In Kang Yu Wei, the head
of the reform movement, Lee Mong
saw a disposition to revolugradual
tion rather than
reform
He favored a slow movement, and
feared that Kang Yu Wei's plans
aimed at too great speed. For that
reason, the association has not had
his hearty support.
He was one of
the founders of the Chinese Benevo^
lent Association, an organization for

Kow

and while always ready
all national movements among his countrymen, he
anything
stops short if he thinks
very radical is being suggested.
His conservatism is again noticed
in his adherence to the Confucian
religion, in which he was brought
mutual

help',

to take part in

up.

"Why

should

I

change?" and

hesi-

much

as to suggest that his
interviewer might just as well consider changing over from Christianity.
"Confucianism is specially
adapted to the Chinese mind and
character.
The humanitarian principles of Confucius
are
well laid
down, and I recognize that a man
can make his own heaven or hell by
his conduct here on earth.
I have
no fear that a good Chinaman, who
has acted rightly to himself and to
his fcllowmcn, will not have as favorable a hereafter as any good white

tates as

man."
Christianity finds no favor with
him, and he has no hesitation in pro-
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nouncing many of those who strongly advocate it as insincere and actuated by selfish motives. When one
considers the many happenings that
have followed the introduction of

among the peoples of the
Orient and the Pacific Islands, one
realizes that he is not altogether
without reason in the stand he takes.
A year or two ago, Lee Mong
Kow, with the natural aspiration
for ostentation that comes with acquired wealth, purchased a beautithe Bible

residence in what is known as
"The Gorge," one of the fashionable
ful

residential portions of Victoria.

He

old home in Chinatown and
lived in general in the English manner in the tony section. At times,
however, some of his neighbors
would be entertained during a summer evening with the "sweet"
sounds, (the word music was almost
used) of a Chinese orchestra. This,
left his

over now, and Lee
once more surrounded by the familiar environments of
his beloved Chinatown. The change

however,

is

Mong Kow

all

is

was too much

for his conservative
nature, and too long he had run in
a groove to be happy in a strange
location. Yet, it may not have been
that altogether, but to be near his
place of business. Anyway, he lives

Chinatown, his mother being a'
of his family. Both she and
her son have the distinction of belonging to the fourth rank in the
Chinese social system, these numin

member

While conto the ninth.
is only
servative. Lee Mong
natural, for few of us change from
the style and customs to which we
have been accustomed, and after all
he comes nearer to being a "white"
bering

Kow

than
many a Caucasian.
Oriental immigrants were
"vellow peril"
he,
tho
such
as
problem
the
would
not
be
America.
in
fearotl
it
is
that

man
If

all

Heeding the Voice
By

WILLIAM

the

of

House

HYPES

F.

From System Magazine

A

SALES MANAGER

one day
asked me this question, "Wnai
one thing above all other-, do
you try to impress upon your men on
fi:e

roai?"'

The answer was easy.
make tlif-m understand," I

"I

try

to

said, "Ihat

not the only quality
salesman.
To show
lliem that simple ability to land orders
will not qualify them for our sales
force unless at the same time they follow absolutely the instructions of the
house and attend promptly to the details of their work."
Every day that I sit at my desk and
watch reports come in from the me"
in the field, I wish I had a more f nxible way of saying or demonstrating
Ihe truth of that same statement, for
I know that some of those men must
learn it sooner or later through sad
Every time I see new
experience.
men start out with their samples, I
wish it again, for I know that some of
them are going to fail because they do
importance of the
not realize
the
warning.
Time after time I have seen the
brilliant beginner fall down for no
other reason than that he let his own
magnetic ability to take orders blind
ability to sell

needed

him

in

is

a

to the necessity of

keeping pick-

ed up the shag ends nf his business.
And again and again I have seen the
mediocre man develop into a star
instructions
he recognized
because

—
—

from the house as commands demanding immediate execution and
was just as particular about his daily

details

as

about the size of his or-

ders.

Of this routine work, one phase
overshadows in importance all the
rest.
No one omission on the salesman's part causes more trouble for
concerned than his neall parties
glect in checking up his own samples
and price lists with the house bulleshortages and price
tins on stock
Done promptly upon rechanges.
ceipt of the house notices, this work
is

a comparatively simple matter; al-

lowed to run until several bulletins
have accumulated, it is one of the
salesman's chief bugbears. Failure to
check up is the certain forerunner of
orders for goods that cannot be delivered and the making of price quotations which will get him into serious trouble.

A salesman
illustrate.
on the road with his samcases, catalogue and special prxe

Let

me

starts out

ple

In order that he may truly remust be
there
firm,
his
present
demonstrated an intimate spirit of cooperation between him and the house.
The house must keep constantly inlists.

formed of his movements and his
business transactions; and he must, of
course, keep in the closest, possible
touch with the home office.
The first of these requirements is
fulfilled through the orders that he
sends in and his daily, weekly or spereports as regards his sales, his
routes of travel, his expenses, and
conditions of trade in certain localiEverv
ties or with certain dealers.

cial
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one of these reports meets careful disposition in the house. The orders are
booked for delivery, special contingencies in trade are met as judgment
dictates, and the personal record of
the salesman's movements is carefully
noted in the sales manager's office.

Now

in

for

turn,

the salesman's

house sends out each day
or week a bulletin of information and
benefit, the

instructions. There is a general statement of trade conditions as gathered
from hundreds of reports and viewed
from the perspective standpoint of
the house. There is advance information on styles and fashions and new

talking points that have been developed regarding certain goods either in
the house or by other men on the road.

But

and most important
of all, these bulletins list those goods
which for any reason have been exhausted or called off sale, and those
other goods on which it has been
found
necessary
or advisable to
change the price quotations.
If the salesman acts upon this inspecifically

formation with an attcntiveness corresponding to that which the house
accords his reports, what will he do?
He will immediately correct his
price book,
special price lists and
catalogues,

and

at

the

earliest

opportunity will check up
samples, discarding or marking

possible
his

out those withdrawn from

sale.

This, admittedly, is detail work, distasteful to many an easy-going salesman, who depends upon the charm of
a strong personality to entice large orders into his book.
But it is an es.sential
an absolute essential to the
man who wants to secure the confidence of his house and his customers and score a permanent success in

—

his

—

work.

If

he does

it

promptly each time he

receives a weekly or a special notice
of stock and price changes, he is al-

ways sure of the accuracv of his quotations, he knows that every order he
takes is a bona fide order and can be
filled

at the

house.

But,

how about

it-easv

salesman?

7i'

the other, the takc-

He

glances

over

house notices and tosses them into
sample case for future attention.
Next morning or a week later he
drops in on a regular customer down
his
his

the line.
He lands a big order, and
books it all with never a thought as
to whether it can all be delivered. His
own samples and price lists indicate
no "outs" and while he is in conversation with his customer
he has
neither time nor inclination to refer
to his bulletins.
The result is that
several items go on order that have
been called ofT sale in the house and
three kinds of trouble are immediate-

—

ly started.

The

first

man

affected

is

the

man-

ager of the department where the order

is

received.

Here

is

a request for

goods which have been unavailable
for some time and he knows positively
that every man on the road has been
informed of the shortage. He has the
salesman's receipts showing the date
such information reached him.
He
gives free expression to his opinion of
such work and reports the salesman's
inexcusable oversight to the sales

manager.
that is not all.
He must write
customer, explaining as best he
can that the goods were out when his
order was received. Possibly he tells
him when the goods are expected in
stock again and suggests a substitute
in the meantime.
At best it is a diplomatic operation.

But

the

Then comes

the second bit of troucustomer receives the letter
of explanation and his order, short the
much-needed goods.
Righteous disapno'ntment puts down a black mark
in his mind against both the salesman
and the house, and the dealer is that
moment removed one degree further
off from becoming a permanent cusble

— the

tomer.
Possiblv he takes immediate occasion to complain direct to the house.
.\t least he ha? opportunitv to express himself the next time his order

How manv salesmen
is
solicited.
have had that unpleasant experience
of w.Tlking in on a supposedly dependable source of a good order only

HEEDING THE VOICE OF THE HOUSE.
to

that

fiiul

into

the order has just

the book

persistent

of a

gone
rival?

only too often during his

own days

on the road.

every
day for no
than that a promised
"Why
shipment failed to come.
should I buy of you," says the deale--,
and justly, "and have my order accompanied by the uncertair.ty of its
delivery when I can buy of Brown &
Company and be sure of getting my
And indeed, why should
goods?"
he?

I can recall a dozen men, with every
prospect of becoming brilliant salesmen, who failed absolutely because of

then the third batch of trouof the two
the concentration
comes proit
jirevious complaints
perly directed at the salesman himHe comes in from the road and
self.

to straggle

Yet

happens

it

reason

other

.\n.I

ble,

—

finds on his sales manager's desk not
one but a half dozen complaints due
orders thai coii'd
to his omissions

—

not be filled, prices that ^ouia not be
confirmed, specific evidence that the
details of his road work have been
His sensational initial orneglected.
ders, his record-breaking days are forgotten in that moment by the sales
manager, who is seeking not only to
make sales but to inspire the confidence of every dealer, to build up a
])ermanent trade.

"But I was too busy," explains the
salesman, "I have been selling goods
day and night. Would you expect me
to waste an hour of valuable time on
I could
be selling
this work when
three or four hundred dollars worth
of goods ?"

But has he been

selling

goods

in

the strictest sense? Is the sale worth
while if it necessitates a negligence
that breeds complaints and dissatisfacI believe there is
tion in the trade?
not a sales manager dealing with the

who would

not rather
see a somewhat smaller order that can
be filled with absolute satisfaction than

general trade

a record-breaker that is going to
bring another load to the complaint
department and made demands upon
the diplomacy of every man who
touches it.
Lack of observance for details has
left a thousand salesmen stranded on
the

sands.

knows

their

Every
class,.

sales

He

manager

has met them

one thing. I am reminded just
of one in particular who came to
grief through this single omission of
duty. He had been out for a Chicago
He was
dry goods house a year.
popular with the trade and his sales
were good. Then complaints began
this

now

in.

The

sales

manager

suspected where the trouble lay, but
the road man had received instructions
repeatedly on the subject and he was
given a time extension in which to
brace up.

Suddenly he was taken ill. His
sample cases were shipped in from his
last stopping place and the sample department manager went over them
with customary care. And therein lay
the inevitable difficulty. Not an "out"
had been checked off in three months.
Not a price quotation changed.
Six weeks

later,

when

the

sales-

man came

out of the hospital he called at the house and received his check
and congratulations on his recovery.
But he was no longer one of the firm's
As a plain business prosalesmen.
position, the house could not afiford to
keep him he was a business loser, not
;

a business builder.

Some of the things
may seem strong, but

have said here
there was any
way of making salesmen realize the
importance of this warning I would
I

if

make my statements stronger still. If
men on the road would only remember that there is more to a sale than
the mere sale itself, that an order
rightly handled should always be the
entrance to more business, that a customer is not a real customer until ab-

confidence makes the salesthe house in his eyes his
business partners, then they might
solute

man and

realize that one complaint may lose
a firm's most valued customer, that
one detail omitted may lose business
that can never be regained, and that

sooner or later his
will lose

him

own

negligence

his position.
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THEDEVELOEMENTOFTHE

MOTOR ^OAT

THE
Owned

(Icvelooment
THE
America
boat

by

W.

II.

EI.AKAV

Briggs, 75 feet long, speed

of the motor-

very rapid.
Starting with pleasure launches
in

is

the great usefulness of the

boat has become

motor

known and now

and larger boats are being
equipped.
Fishing boats from Gloucester
and Galveston, tugs at various ports,
the great auxiliary schooner Northland and the excursion fishing boat
Arion, running daily from New York
City to the fishing banks out at
sea, each of these boats having 500
horse-power Standard engines, are
larger

miles

15

Russia removed all doubts as to the
use of such motors for ocean work.
The big auxiliary schooner North
land, with her three thousand tons
of cargo, and the fishing boats, with
300 horse-power motors and wireless equipment keeping the owners
in touch with the fish market ashore,
are evidences that the commercial
value of such motors is appreciated.
In tugs, fishing boats, excursion
boats and yachts and for government use in all types of smaller vessels, motors are now to be seen
throughout the country.
Competition for the cup otTered

examples of commercial use.
Russia has ten torpedo boats
with 600 horse-power each of Standard engines, and Austria has bought
four such engines for torpedo ser-

by a member of the New York
Yacht Club in the race to Bermuda
is distinguished by the fact that entries and arrivals are taken as a mat

vice,

ter of course.

England has
pedo l)oats and

a

number

of

tor-

is now building 100
picket-boats for coast patrol.

In no line of human endeavor has
the
progress been more advantageous to the general public, nor on

more mechanically progressive

lines,

than the marine motor.
The ocean voyage in winter gales
of the
72

Gregory from

New York

to

The splendid work

do^ie in the

Marblehead sea endur-

ance race

notable as an index of

is

progress.

The gasolene engine

still

holds

the popular place and rightly so.
read extravagant claims of
the English kerosene motors, but
when we buy the devices they turn
out to be something that we have
discarded years ago.

We

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOTOR BOAT
Practically one must get up steam
a kerosene motor, while its
smell renders its use most undesirable on pleasure boats.

with

Steam

being

is

supplanted

in

larger sizes of vessels, and its complete replacement marks a decided
change. Take, for example, the Idauxiliary
the former steam
ler,
yacht of Mr. Henry T. Sloane. She
too horsea
is being fitted with

genuine
using a
motor,
screw that turns the
feathering
blades fore and aft, doing away with

power

The engine is used
resistance.
the
also to compress air to work
all

windlass

and

winches

for

The

sel

doing will
say they are a
blessing.
Let

arc

LIS
hope that
Mr. Busybody
will keep his
hands oflf of

ves-

lighted

is

y

b

boat before the people of the city.
Many an old fisherman or boatman
to whom advancing age was bringing weakness and stiffening joints
finds in the motor new use, new
strength
and continued earning
power.
Every stream, lake and bay has
I hem.
No one can say they are a
menace; all ^^•ho realize what they

sail.

raising
;tc.

steam machinery of the police
launches by motors, with great improvement in the service, and with
the New York Herald Owlet and
the twin screw revenue cutter berthing at South Ferry keeps the motor

motor

a

electric gener-

and

ator

exhaust

a

the
heats

water
The

motor boats

yacht
Vanessa
o f

in

Morton V.
Peck and the

(lie

Savorona

Show

xhibited

.

o

Clark

have

f

each
100

horse - power
engines
with
feat h e r
n g

la

khich

"

the coast of Maine, having a 500
horse-power engine, is a remarkable
boat.
Then that all-round sportsman, Mr. Price McKenney, of Cleveland, is installing an engine in his
new boat, the Standard, that made
541 brake horse-power at 580 revolu-

This boat will go abroad to
carry the American flag in the sixtymile race at Monaco.
tions.

police department of the city
has just replaced the

New York

New

The freeboard
and

liberal

a forty-

five foot high-

speed sea-going runabout.

Mr. Nixc n crossed the Atlantic

screws.
Of the noted cruisers of
this year, Mr. Borland's yacht for

The

in

first is

MOTOR BOAT " GREGORY

i

of

t

York may be
described. The

H.

C.

a

recent
Motor Boat

Dr.

r

designs

latest

vessel.

M

of

genuine

usefulness.
Two of the

for

the

heating

factor

such

is

a

The beam

generous.

speed

of

twenty

an hour is had all the
miles
while if required. The hull is planked and finished in teakwood and is
varnished inside and outside.

The motive power
der, four-cycle, 6 in.

is

a six-cylin-

by 6

in.

Speed-

h.p.
engine, developing 60
On the water
at 750 revolutions.
line the boat is 43 feet, the beam
six feet six inches and the draught

way

two

feet seven inches.

The bow

is

round and the stern of the torpedo
73
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I-EWIS NIXON
The shipbuilder
*irst

who

Motor Boat

built the '"Gregory,"

to cross the ocean

inches in length and under this is r
twenty-five gallon auxiliary supply
fuel tank.
At the forward end of
the cockpit are two hinged hoods
covering the motor, aft of which i=
the operator's space, separated by
a bulkhead and a glass wind shield
from the after cockpit. The seating
arrangements of the after cockpit
are provided for by two athwartship transoms and four wicker armchairs. The rear end of the cockpit
is square, and under the after deck
is a lOO-gallon fuel tank.
An automobile steerer is fastened to the
bulkhead aft of the engine compart
ment, and reverse lever and control
mechanism are brought to the hands
of the engineer. The craft is handsome, and her seagoing ability, tested in similar boats, is a feature
which. will make the type popular.
The boat has just been built for Mr.
C. H. Walker, of St. Louis, and will
be used on the coast of Maine.
The other is a runabout of moderate speed and generous carrying
capacity.
It is thirty feet over all,
twenty-nine feet six inches on the

water

which protects the rudder. The
forward deck is eleven feet eig^ht

type,

THE
74

line, six feet

beam and twen-

inches draught. A fourcvlinder four and a half inches bv

ty-five

STEEUWAY

SPECIAI-

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOTOR BOAT

"

five inches

Speedway

SPEEDWAY

"

GASOLENE LAUNCH

engine, which

develops sixteen to twenty horsepower at about 550 to 650 revolutions a minute, is installed under
a hood at the forward end of the
cockpit, from which it is separated
by a bulkhead. A ventilating cowl
on the cockpit cover tends to keep
down the temperature of the engine
space, and an automobile steerer,
with a spark and throttle control,
as well as reverse lever and starting crank at the engineer's hands.

allows one man to control the boat
with ease and safety. With the exan athwartship stern
of
ception
transom, the cockpit is left entirely
free

for

which

is

chairs.

installed

The

C, G.

tank,

deck, has a capacity of fifty gallons.
hull is cedar planked, copper
fastened and painted white, while
the decks, hatch over the motor and
the interior finish are of mahogany,
varnished. The stern is mahogany,

The

finished bright.

THB "grayling"
Owned by

fuel

under the after

K. Billings, 300 horse-power, 18 miles speed
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THE
Owned

by William Cheseborough,

" WISTERIA "
o.i

feet

long, 25 horse-power,

FLORIDA CRUISER " DRAGOON
Owned
•n

by

Hobart

J.

Park, speed

IO't,'

speed of-ll-

"

miles, 50 teet long,

1-1

teet

bc»m

iniles

!

The Habit

of

By FIELD-MARSHAL
From

faculty of accurate observaand of logical deduction
from what is noticed may be in
some persons innate, but it can be cultivated to a degree which seems almost incredible to townsmen. They
tion

seldom acquire it, or indeed try to do
so, and yet .to soldiers, who are now
mostly town-bred, the power is useful on the battle-field, and is often invaluable to troops employed on outpost duties.

People who read Fenimore Cooper's
novels and can recall his stories of
the marvellous skill of trappers may
have often doubted the accuracy of
the incidents
he
describes.
Such
doubts are not felt by those who have
seen Canadian half-breeds on a track,
or have noticed Hottentots and Kafin
firs
following a spoor (spuren)
South Africa.
few years ago two British officers went for a month's shooting trip
in the northwest of Canada, and arranged to meet- two friends at the
end of a fortnight. On the fourteenth
day the party struck a trail, going in
the same direction as their own, and
one remarker to the tracker, "We

A

friends,"

The

guide asked, "Have they a baggage
pony?" "No, only horses." "Then the
trail is not that of your friends, for
in

EVELYN WOOD,

the Saturday

THE

must be overtaking our

SIR

Observation

front of us there are three horses

and a pony which is blind in its near
eye."
At sunset, when the officers
overtook the party and noticed that
their guide had been
correct, they
asked, "How did you know that the
pony was blind of its near eye?" He

V.C.

Review

"Because as

closed in on
a false step."
This story might be capped by
sportsmen of experience who have followed
game in sparsely populated
lands and Licutenant-General BadenPowell, in his "Scouting for Boys,"'
gives several instances not only of the
value of training in accurate observation, but also of the art of drawing
sound deductions from what is observed.
Since the Franco-Prussian war increased attention has been paid to
scouting in the annual field training
of the Regular Army, but there is yet
a great deal more to be done in it,
and still more for the Territorial
Forces.
All officers who have trained or have supervised the training of
troops will agree with this view.
One morning when I was questioning the men of a battalion recruited
almost entirely from a city, to ascertain whether they fully understood the
scheme of operations, it transpired
from the answers of the first six men,
who stated that they were expecting
an attack from the north, that none
of them knew where to look for the
north, although a bright sun had been
up for three hours
While the lessons of costly errors
in South Africa were still fresh in our
minds an order was issued that during
the marches of troops arrangements
should be made to develop the mental
powers of young soldiers by requiring
them to note and afterwards describe
what they had observed.
From one station cavalrv soldiers
replied,

the horses

;

it

often

it

made
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were ordered to ride long distances
and encouraged to report what they
had noticed in passmg through towns.

A

commanding

officer so little

appre-

and the habit of accurate observation
and logical deduction will greatly add
to the effect of rilie-fire.

Although

it is, of course, easier to
observation in the country
than it is in a city, yet even there much
useful exercise is obtainable
for in-

ciated the object of the order that instead of visiting the towns himself, in
order to test his soldiers' reports, he

practise

gave each of them a book, which he
directed them to get initialed by the
post-masters of the towns as a proof
of their having ridden the distance.

stance,

It is not surprising when some officers have so little imagination that
private soldiers should be unobservant.
As far as I know, the practice of observation is not taught in schools, and
Charles Kingsley was the only parent
I have known to educate his children
I suppose
regularly in this manner.
who have passed
of the millions
through Trafalgar Square there are
but few who could name the statues
in it, and still fewer who could describe them.

;

any man walking to his office, or sitting on an omnibus, may
estimate distances and check his estimates by pacing himself, or timing if
he is on wheels. He will usually overestimate the distance in a long straight
street or where the object
is
only
he will generally unl)artly in sight
der-estimate it when snow is on the
ground, when the object is large, or
when the sun is behind the observer.
The visual and mental horizon of
townsmen may be greatly extended by
such simple self-instruction.
;

Powers of Observaand in 1903, with the help of
Surgeon-General Evatt, C.B., I add-

A countryman may learn much
from observing the habits of animals
and birds.
The following are two
remarkable instances from history of
the military value of such knowledge,
accompanied with the practice of
making sound deductions the former
instance from negative indications, the
signs.
latter from positive
On 8

ed the practice of

June,

In 1902 I adopted the principles
taught by Colonel (Major-General)
L. W. Parsons, R.A., in a lecture on

"Training the
tion,"

training.
visual
Classes of soldiers were taken out and
required to describe accurately the
natural and artificial objects within
sight, and to estimate the distances of
within six hundred yards.
all such
The improvement in the men's vision
effected after a few lessons was remarkable, and in May, 1904, an important War Office paper was issued,
entitled,
"Instructions for Judging

Distance and Visual Training." After
laying down that the object of all
training was the development of eyesight, the instructions dwelt on the
importance of accuracy in estimating
distances, stating
that exneriments
had clearly demonstrated that an error
of one hundred yards either short of,
or beyond a target six hundred yards
oflF,
rendered inefifective. even with
marksmen, two out of three bullets.
Accuracy, however, cannot be obtained or maintained in the estimating of
distances without
constant practice,
1«

:

Mr

G. Ricketts, C. B
1857,
learnt at Lodiana from his assistant.
Mr. Thornton, that from the Philur
Fort he had seen the Jalandha brigade
,

of mutineers, then marching towards
Delhi, received as guests in the Ph'lur
cantonment by the 3rd Bengal Infantry, a detaclimen*- of which regiment
eld the Lodiana Fort, which is eig'it
miles distant from Philur, and on the
iouth bank of the Satlaj. The river iii
1857 ran in one main, broad, unfordable channel, w'th many subsidiary
Ftreams. Mr. Thornton in recross';g
the floating bricige had cut away the
northern end of the boats, thus severing the communication with the soutn
bank.
The Deputy-Commissioner,
having ordered a force of irregulars
to follow him, rode to the bridge head
1

and crossed over the main channel in
a ferry-boat.
There was still a mile
of sand and water, jungle, and shallow streams between him and the
northern bank of the river, a few

THE HA

I

OF OBSERVATION.

'.IT

hundred yards from which the Philur
Fort stood. The boatmen now refused to follow the Deputy-Commissioner, who was wading with his trous-*
ers off, because two hours earlier they
had seen several mutineers who had
marched down, hoping to cross by the
disappear into the high junrealized that the bridge
Mr. Ricketts, while
had been cut.
looking at the bank, observed a large
black-and-white kingfisher, a shy bird,
poise over the jungle and swoop
down into a pool just outside it. Then,
seeing several more, he said, "Come
"How
on, there is no one there."
can you tell?" "Just look at those
near
kingfishers
they never settle
bridge,

gle,

when they

;

men"; and
fied,

The
1866.
tant

the boatmen, quite satis-

followed him to the
positive

fort.

instance occurred

in

The Archduke Joseph, a disrelative of the Emperor Francis

Joseph of Austria, belonged to a
branch of the Hapsburgs which had
been settled in Hungary for more than
a century.
He was the great protector of the local gipsies whence his
;

name, "The Gipsy Archduke"
and
had popularized the Tzigane music by
;

Courtesy

many of their tunes in
scores for orchestras.
During the night, 2-3 July, before
the battle of Sadowa, a division commanded by the Archduke, retreating
before the Prussian Army, had bivouacked near a town in Bohemia facing north.
At midnight the Archduke, when resting in a peasant's cottage, was awakened by the arrival of
a gipsy, who insisted on seeing him
personally, having come to report the
advance of the enemy.
The Archarranging

duke, who spoke Romani fluently,
asked. "How do you know? Our outposts have not reported any move-

ment." "That, your Highness, is because the enemy is still some way off."

"Then how do

you

know?"

The

gipsy, pointing to the dark sky, lighted by the moon, observed, "You see
those birds flying over the w'oods

from north to south?" "Yes; what
of them?"
"Those birds do not fly
b}' night unless disturbed, and the direction of their flight indicates that
the enemy is coming this w-ay." The
.\rchduke put his division under arms
and reinforced the outposts, which in
two hours' time were heavily attacked.

in

Business

Anonymous

The man who solicits your advertisement, the salesman who has
samples to exhibit, the life-insurance agent whose hair-trigger tongue
pleads eloquently for your family, even the seductive canvasser who
tries to inveigle you into buying a history of the world in twentyfive volumes, can be listened to for a courteous minute or two and
politely dismissed without seriously clogging the wheels of business.
Perhaps they may really have something worth while to offer. Above
all, the tellers and the cashiers of every bank need a course in the
art of gracious expression.
Why should the depositor of money be
regarded with frowning suspicion, and why should his mistake in
endorsing cheques wrong side up, or his failure to have his books
balanced regularly, call forth shouts of correction instead of a few
words of kindly instruction? After all, he is only ignorant or only
forgetful.
No dark scheme for defrauding the bank lurks behind his
Courtesy is its own reward. It pays
failure to follow the bank's rules.
in personal satisfaction, in minimizing friction, in making friends, and
in raising you in the eyes of your business associates.

By ELLIS

PARKER BUTLER.

From Hampton's Broadway

ISN'T often
IT has
real
a

that a t.jvvii like Kilo
journalist in its midst,

and when ft does have, it ought
'be
proud and thankful
but
right at first Kilo was more dazed and
to

;

startled than anything else.

say that Kilo,

I

should

when it acquired the
was like a nice, mo-

real journalist,
therly old cow that had gone out into
the back pasture with the best and
mildest intentions in the world to have
an ordinary, gentle, wobbly-legged

and then found, all of a sudden,
that she had given birth to a wheelbarrow loaded with fireworks. Light-

the Kilo Times he had been editing
and publishing it and working the old
Washington hand press for about ten
years, and he had made it one of the
most slow-going, respectable, desiccated weekly papers in Middle Iowa,
one of the kind that,, if he was sick

some week, he could reprint week before last's paper and nobody would
notice the difference
and Kilo had
;

got used to that kind of paper antl
liked

calf,

ed fireworks at that

;

with pin-wheels,

and Roman candles, and skyrockets,
and red and blue lights all going off
at once.
At first that cow would be
surprised, then she would be pained
and disappointed, and then she would
probably get used to it.
Next to a
hen or the American Public the cow
is the biggest fool on earth, and will

it.

Davis was a

P)Ut

He saw

man.
in.

life

little

On

scandal and crime on tiie first page,
and the very first number of the Times
he got out had a "Wave of Crime"
across the top of the first
with subheads of "Kilo
Rankly Inefficient" and "Tiic

headline

page
Police

in

red.

Criminal

low journalist.

the best he could
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[cfFcrson loncs sold

sort of

Times needed
and he put it

put into it.
the paper for which Davis had
been setting type before he came to
Kilo, life meant rcd-i'ik heciJluies, and
a

get used to anything, even to a vel-

When Thomas

dift"erent

that the

at

Large."
That was
do with rho '^fw*;
hand, which was that a chicken had
Still

at

;
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been stolen from Doc Weaver's hen
made up for it by a startling "Later" item at the bottom of
the page, in double-spaced lines, telling that just as the Times was going to press it was learned that the
chicken had not been stolen, but had
been discovered by Mrs. Doc Weaver
under the back porch, setting on

ken for the boarding house. It irked
Davis, but the thing that annoyed him
most was Old Billings.
Davis was

eleven eggs.

terribly disappointed in

Davis hadn't been publishing the
Times more than a month and a half
before he saw that it was going to
strain him to keep up the speed he
had set for himself.
There wasn't
enough doing in Kilo to keep up the
journalistic ideal as he saw it. It w^as
all right to have a "Wave of Contagion" when the two Mallory boys had
the measles at the same time, but Kilo
hardly knew what to make of a
"Frightful
Holocaust— Incendiarism
Suspected," when S. Potts went to
sleep in front of the Kilo Livery, Feed

The minute Davis stepped oflf
train when he came to Kilo he

coop, but he

and Sale Stable and

let his pipe set
a bale of hay, which was half
consumed before anyone noticed it
and the w-hole town was puzzled and
dazed when the Times came out with
the roseate headlines. "Standard Oil
!"
Crushes Kilo Beneath Its Iron Heel
and the only item under the headlines
stated that Edmondson, the grocer,
had received another barrel of kerosene from Jefferson, and that two or
three pints of oil had leaked out as
the barrel stood in the hot sun on the
sitation platform.
It was hard for
Kilo to believe that this was trust
robbery, but it tried to, because Davis

fire to

said so. And it was harder for Davis
to believe that this w^as real journalism, but he tried to do that, too.

The

actual fact

who had

was

that the

men

Kilo had not built it
oroperlv for modern journalism. They
had built it too small in proportion to
the size of the headlines required.
Thev had furnished only two hundred
inhabitants,
and Davis's headlines
were a good fit for a town of two million.
And another thing that the
men who 'had built Kilo had forgotten was to put some devilment into
the town.
It irks a journalist to poke
built

around looking for a Tenderloin district and find only the Sewing Society,
and to have to replace the daily murder sensation with the blood shed by
Mrs. Doc Weaver on Saturday evening

when she

killed the

Sunday

Old

chic-

Billings.

the
set

on Old Billings, and gave
him his proper news value. There was
Old Billings, bunched up on an egg
his

eyes

case against

the side of the depot,
right in the heat of the sun, with his
hat slipped down onto the platform

and

his

head

lolling

over oato

one

shoulder, and snoring like an automo»
bile horn, with a grunt on the full
blast and a tremolo on the in-take,
and his face and nose as red as the
side of the Kilo Livery, Feed and
Sale Stable. Exactly at that moment

Davis gave Old Billings his proper
value, and it was away up in his

news

scale of values.

Nobody can deny that Old Billings
looked drunk.
If Mrs.
Jarley had
wanted to make a waxwork figure and
had made one with a palpitator inside of it to make the chest rise and
fall, and a tooter to snore, and had
called it "Sleeping rff His Intoxic?
tion," she couldn't have done better
than to copy Old BiJ lings just as he
looked when JJavis stepped from tne
train.
Old Billings was a perfect imitation of himself as he would have
looked if he had been drunk, only he
w^asn't drunk, and never had been in
his life.
He was a teetotal, Hard-shell,
blue-ri'bbon,
Iowa prohibitionist. I
don't wonder it riled Davis.
News values were one of the things
Davis was especially strong on.
A

man who

is a modern journalist, with
gallons of red ink and fourteen assorted fonts of wooden scare-head
type has to be strong on news values.
Davis was.
He could tell the news
value of anything at the first glance.
He could look at an egg and tell you
in just what lay its news value; whe-
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ther he would play it up for a column
as a spoiled egg exemplifying the
rise of crime in the agricultural districts as shown by the fraudulent attempts of Uncle Billy Briggs to palm
or wheoff the egg on the public
ther he would give it half a column
as being a large egg and thus a proof
;

the Jefferson County hen was
superior to the hens of the crowned
whether he
or
heads of Europe
should give it two lines in the Local
Column, merely mentioning it in a
that

;

general

way collectively,

as "William

our little burg yesterday and brought ten dozen eggs with
him."
And it was the same with people.
Davis could look at a man or woman
once and give that person 'his or her
news value, and he was proud of the
So, as soon as he saw Old
faculty.
Rilling;s asleep on the station platform, he gave him his news value
and it was a big one. He expected

was

I'.riggs

Old

in

Billings to furnish a great

pages of scare
year.

Old

heads

many

during each

Billings asleep there look-,

"crime" and "debauchery"
and "our dissipated leisure class" all
in one, and Davis expected him to
behave as such. And then Old BillNot a crime, not a
ings wouldn't
debauch, not a dissipation. The only
thing he would do was to be a leisure class, and that wasn't worth much,
for, as a usual thing, the benches in
front of the Livery Stable and Edmondson's grocery, and the chairs in
front of the Kilo Hotel, were crowded with leisure classes nearly all day
He felt
long.
It made Davis mad.
that Old Billings owed him something
and was cheating him out of it.
ed

like

!

.\fter Davis had been publishing the
Kilo Times a few months he began
to look worried.
The strain of gett'mg up a red-type sensation for his
first page every week in a town where

nothing happened was beginning to
tell on him, and all his efforts to do

modern journalistic thing had not
boomed his circulation the way he
The Times
had thought it would.
had had one hundred and six more
the
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when
paying subscribers
Jefferson Jones sold out, and
after several months of Davis it had
but Davis
one hundred and seven
learned that the new one was less
paying than any of the others. Kilo
did not appreciate red ink, and that
or

less

Thomes

;

and news was hard to
and that worried him and the
advertisements were actually fewer in
number than they had ever been, and
that made him mad.
But the thing that he hated worst
of all was that Old Billings hadn't
It seemlived up to his news value.
ed to cast a slur on Davis's journalistic
Old Billings
ability and pre-sight.
didn't do a thing that would look even
plausibly like news in the Times. He
never had done much in the newsmaking line except to be born, and he

worried Davis

;

get,

;

couldn't help that.

The only

other

news he seemed liable to furnish was
a death notice, and at the slow, easygoing rate he was living, it looked as
though he would outlive Davis. Old
Billings wasn't wasting any energ>'.

He

generally sat down in front of the
or the grocery, or the livery
stable, in the morning and sat there
and then sat in front of
imtil noon
the depot until supper, and after that
he sat in front of the grocery, or the
liverv stable, or the hotel, until bednot
time.
It was not a wearing life
the nervous prostration kind. Hardly
anyone died of nervous prostration in
Kilo, but it began to look as if Davis
hotel,

;

;

Old Billings wore on him so.
summer wore on Davis got
worse and worse.
He used to go
around to the livery stable and take
a chair near Old Billings and just sit
and look at him. trying to study out
some way to use him as a news item,
but it never came to an>'thing. There
wasn't any news in Old Billings to
get out, and Davis spent so much
time that way that the Times began
Sometimes it would
to go backward.
come out two weeks in succession
would

As

;

the

witliout using the biggest typo in the

and once Davis was so discouraged that he just let the paper come
out without any red ink on it at all,

office,
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and that was bad; for Kilo was beginning to get used to red ink and big
type and when once your taste gets
set that way you can't get along without

;

—

was new

—

and ice cream for
Davis, for Casey w^as one of his own
kind, only more so.
He was a modern journalist, too, but he was a few
years in advance of Davis. He didn't
take the news as he found it and swell
it up big.
If there wasn't any news,
life

he made some.
He belonged to that
school of journalism, and it is a pretty
good school to belong to in a town like
Kilo. As soon as he heard about Old
Billings, and how Davis had put his
faith in him, and how Old Billings had
betrayed that faith, he went out and
had a look at Old Billings. He said
afterwards that he didn't care much
for his looks, and that if he had been
looking for a man to put a news
value on he would have put it on
some one else but that he had worked
under many an editor and he knew
they were all more or less crazy, and
If Old Billings
that Davis was boss.
was the kind of man Davis had picked out as having a news value, the
thing to do was not to complain,
but to g^et the news out of Old Billings.
Then he asked Davis about how
high he had set Old Billings's news
value, and when he heard he sat down
and whistled one long whistle and
scratched his head.
It looked like a
good deal of news to get out of Old
;

Billings.

After Casey had sat a while, he got
began nosing around the
Times office, poking into corners and

up and

closets,

and

finally

he found

the trapdoor that led into the cellar;
and as soon as he found that he smil-

He went down cellar and explorand when he came up he was grinnmg. He knew how to get news out
of Old Billings.
ed.

ed,

it.

And then, just as Davis had about
decided that his health was giving out
entirely, his only compositor wandered out of town and never came back.
For two weeks Davis struggled along
weakly, trying to set type as well as
hustle news and keep an eye on Old
Billings
and the day he took to his
bed, deciding that he was going to die
of it all, Casey wandered into Kilo and
hunted up the Times office which
wasn't very hard to find and struck
Davis for a job.
It

opening

The next number of the Times had
plenty of red ink, and the words at
the top of the first page were "The
Carnival !"
It took Kilo by storm,
and made more talk than an>'thing
since the Civil
War.
Kilo hadn't
known there was going to be a carnival, but it was all set forth in the
Times, so there could be no doubt
about it.
It was to be a merchants'
carnival a tremendous celebration in
honor of Kilo's prosperity, and there
were to be floats, the populace in cos;

tume, and decorated streets, and firein the evening, and the day was
to be the ist of October. Casey wrote
the whole thing, and had an Order of
March for the parade, and the whole
thing was as attractive as it could be
in print.
By the time the Times came
out again, a week later, everyone was
pretty well used to the idea, and Casey
called it the Times' Carnival without
anyone caring, and it brightened
Davis up considerably to go around
and talk the thing up with the merchants. Casey just took things easily.
All he did was to sit around in front
of the grocery, or the livery stable,
or the hotel, and loaf; but he always
happened to sit next to Old Billings.

works

"Have ye ever been to Paris, Mister
Billings?" he said one day, when they
were sitting together.
"Well, no,

I

ain't,"

admitted

Old

Billings, reluctantly.

"I don't say but
what I've thought some of travelin',
but I ain't never seemed to find time,
as you might say.
Travelin' takes
time."
"Now, but ain't that a pity!" said
Casey.
"I was hopin' ye had been.
I was there once, when I was young,
an' I was just wishin' you had heen.
Them French do be knowin' how to
run a carnival be'ter than what Davis
does.
I'm disappointed ye ain't seen
a Paris carnival, Mister Billings. Ye
83
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would be the kind of a man could
Davis a thing or two about it."
Billings,

maybe

1

remarkable mem'ry for things.
in

the

I

"If ye had been
Casey, "ye could tell

—

make

An' ye would do so.
there confetti.
No man that has been to Paris, like
ye would have been, would forget to
tell Davis about that there confetti.

'Twould be th' first thing ye would
tell him about, wouldn't it now?"
"I guess I wouldn't let nothin' much
stand in the way of my tellin' him,"
said Old Billings. "Don't you reckon
he knows about that there that what-

—

you-may-call-it ?"

"He do

not !" said Casey, positively.
"How should he, an' him never havin'
been to Paris. I wager there be no
one in Kilo but you' an' me do knowabout it. Mister Billings. An' a grand
sight it is, to be sure, to see the air
full o' it, an' th' streets covered with
Ah! 'tis a pity we are to have
it!
none of it here with the carnival an'
all
Have ye ever been on th' boulevards in Paris come Mardi Gras?
I remind me ye say ye have
but, no
'Tis nothin" but connot
Confetti
fetti, an' 'tis plenty of carnival with
nothin' else but confetti. I would not
give a dang for a carnival without
!

it."

Old

re-

sixty-eight
said
to Paris,"
Davis about that

o'

fall

cents a bag we could get for it, an'
to think it costs nothin' to make But,
no!" he said; "I have not th' time t'
!

could," said Old
with satisfaction. "I got a

"I guess

member

tell

Billings

moved

restlessly

on his

chair.

"'Twould do no good

have a wee

t'

"We

said Casey, sadly.
would be all sold out of it before th'
middle of th' day. 'Twould take tons
of it, th' people would be so crazy to
bit

of

get

it.

it

it,"

'Tis

no use thinkin' of

it.

Let

go!"

not to make
a chanst to,"
said Old Billings, nervously. "Mightn't
mightn't I make some confetti, Mr.

"Seems like a pity
money when there is

—

Casey ?"

"An

now

listen to that,

!"

exclaim-

"Sure, it takes
ed Casey, joyfully.
you t' think of things, Mr. Billings!
But, no!'' he said, dropping into sadness as suddenly as he had been rous"'tis not t' be thought of.
get tired before th' job was
It takes a
half done, Mr. Billings.
lot o' confetti t' make enough for a
carnival, an' too, little is worse than
none at all. Ye would tire out before
ye made enough, Mr. Billings. Let it

ed to joy,

Ye would

!

confetti,

Mr.

"Dog me,

would you?"
would!" said Old

Billings,
if

I

"I'm s'prised Davis ain't
thought on it afore now."
Casey waved his hand in the air
to dismiss Davis from consideration.
"Ye know what he is like !" he said.
"Thinkin' of nawthin' but thim red
Billings.

headlines

go!"

!

!

o' his.

I

wisht

—

I

wisht

—

He

paused wistfully on the word,
and then his face brightened and he
turned to Old Billings and lowered
his voice to

a whisper.

"I wouldn't tire out," said Old Billeagerly. "Makin' confetti ain't

ings,

no harder than sawin' wood, is it? I
used t' be a fine wood-sawer when I
I
hadn't my beat at
was young.
sawin' wood, them days."

He

waited restlessly for Casey's resat rubbing one ear
and apparently thinking deeply.
ply,

and Casey

"If I thought ye could stick to
" he said at length.
job

—

"I'd

stick!"

swan, I'd
wouldn't!

said

stick.

What

Old

Dog

— what

Billings.

me

if

might

th'

"I
I

this

here confetti be like?"

"An' why not have confetti?" he
exclaimed.
"There would be good
money in it for some one, Mr. Billings, if they had a monopoly of th'

"Snow," said Casey. "It's like paper snow, an' when yc're havin' a
carnival ye throw it at each other
That's
'till
th' streets is full of it.
th' beauty of havin' th' monopoly of

confetti business for th' Kilo carnival

th' confetti business,

Th' people would be after goin' crazy
over it, they would take to it so. Ten

can make it of nawthin' more expensive than old waste paper, an' th" pro-
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'Tis a grand business
is all profit.
for th' likes of us."
"I can tear up paper as well as an-

tit

other man," began Old Billings, hut
Casey stopped him.
"Tear it!" he exclaimed, "An' who
confetti?
torn-up
heard of
ever
Twould be again th' law, Mr. BillWould th' law be allow in' ye
ings.
around torn paper, w^ith th'
t' throw
sharp corners of it gettin' into everybody's eye, an' mebby puttin' out a
hundred eyes or so ? No, indeed 'Tis
round th' confetti has to be each confetti as big around as th' blunt end
'Twould never do
of a lead pencil.
'twould have t' be cut."
t' tear it
''And what would I cut it with?"
!

;

;

asked Old Billings.
"Scissors," said Casey. "But 'twould
be no expense, for we have tw'o pair
in th' Times office, an' I could sneak
ye one pair when Davis wasn't lookin'.

Ye have

long fingers

fine

t'

work

a pair of shears with, Mr. Billings

!"

worked his rheumatic
open and shut, and looked at
them W'ith more pride than he had
ever imagined they could give him.
Old

Billings

fingers

"I could cut out a lot of confetti, if
so be I had time enough and paper,"
he said wistfully. "I wisht you'd let

me

try

it,

Mr. Casey."

"If I was t' git a room for a factory now," said Casey, meditatively,
"I might git ahold of some young feller that would be willin' t' go into th'
factory an' stay 'till I had enough confetti.
I wouldn't want w'ord of what
I w^as doin' to get
out 'till I had

enough

made

to do for th'
An' a young feller I
could lock in an' hand him in his
meals. 'Twould be a fine job for some
young feller, nothin' to do but sit
easy all day an' shear out confetti an'
have his meals handed right in to
him, an' him gettin' half of th' pro-

confetti

w'hole carnival.

when we sold
know any young
fit

ye.

Mr.

th'

stufT.

feller

like

Ye

don't

that,

do

Billings, that I could get hold

of quick?"
Old Billings worked his fingers
front of
spryly open and
shut in
Casey's face.

"There ain't no young feller in Kilo
got sich long fingers as them," he said,
braggingiy, "ner no young feller ain't
goin' t' have th' patience what I've
got.
A young feller's always wantiu'
t' move round, an' I ain't. Sittin' still's
one of my strong points.
You'd
ought to take me as pardner in this
here confetti business, Mr. Casey."
"W'ell." said Casey, reluctantly. "I
ain't askin' ye t' go into it, an' I ain't
coaxin' ye, an' if ye go into it ye'll
have t' be locked in like I would lock
in a young feller."
"I ain't askin' nothin" better!" declared Old Billings.

"Well, don't say nothin' about it,"
said Casey, "an' come 'round to th'
Times office this evenin' after supper,
an' we'll get

t'

work

at it."

That was Tuesday, and the Times
came out every Thursday, and the
very next Thursday Old Billings began to live up to his news value. Tuesday night Casey met Old Billings
alone at the Times office, and Thursday morning the Times came out with
superb red headlines on the first page.
It was a "Mysterious Disappearance"
of the most thrilling kina, and Davis
was in his glory. He shook hands
wdth Casey a dozen times on Wednesday 'between his visits to the usual
and
sitting places of Old Billings,
thanked him for drawing his attention to Old Billings' absence from the
well worn public benches and chairs.
He told Casey privately that he did
not really believe Old Billings had disHe
appeared to any great extent.
said he guessed that Old Billings had
got the fishing fever and had gone to
the river after bass, but that he w^as

good for a scare-head

And

in

Thursday's

the time Old
Billings was down cellar with a kerosene lamp and a pair of office shears

paper anyw^ay.

all

fourteen inches long and weighing
about a pound, cutting out confetti the

He
size of the end of a lead pencil.
cut nearly a cigar box full Wednesday.
Thursday morning Kilo read the
Times and snififed disdainfully about
the mysterious disappearance of Old

;
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Billings,

and then went down

grocery to talk
he wasn't there

to the

over with him, but
Kilo was surprised,
not half so surprised as Davis

but
was.

it

!

He

couldn't make it out.
He
had been printing big headlines over
unimportant news so long that he
could hardly believe that Old Billings
wasn't lurking around somewhere,
sort of playing a joke on him, making the news look true. But Old Billings wasn't. He was down cellar cutting out confetti, and getting mighty
tired of the job.
He didn't have the
right kind of shears nor the right kind
of fingers to cut out confetti the size
of a lead pencil end, and he was getting madder and madder.
He didn't
see why confetti had to be so small

anyway, and by noon Thursday he
decided he had misunderstood Casey,
and he increased the size a little. He
made it the size of a dime, And about
the time Davis was really getting excited over the disappearance of Old
Billings and taking it seriously, Old
Billings decided that, while confetti
the size of a dime might do for Paris,

what was wanted for America was a
generous confetti the
dollar.

He

felt that

disappoint

to

the

it

size of a silver

would be mean

public

by giving

them stingy, little bits when they
might be wanting large, round ones
so he made them that way. He felt
that if anyone had depraved Parisian
taste and wanted the small kind, it
would be easier for them to cut it
d'own to suit than it would be for the
others to paste the little ones together
if they wanted big ones.

When
Old

Casey w-ent dowm cellar with
noon the old
had grown so generous that his

Billings' dinner at

man

confetti

was

the size of a saucer

but

him up a little and he
reduced the size to the dimensions of
a hunting-case watch, men's size.
the food cheered

Friday morning Davis was

in

his

and said that if Old Billings
show up by the next morning
he would actually get out an extra,
£md Kilo was in good state to receive
one, for Old Billings was still absent.
glory,

did not
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The town began
actually

were

to believe he was
anc while the people
one another what a good

lost,

telling

man Old
man was

Billing>: really was, the oid
cussing confetti harder and
harder, and gett'ng madder and mad-

der.

inside of his

'J^he

one big

thumb was

all

d he had quit cu
was cutting irregular

blister,

c^i

ting C'rcles and
shapes.

Saturday was a hard day for Casey.
to run ofif the extra on the
hand press, and Old Billings was
grumbling so hard that he had to sing

He had

Rory O'Moore
all

at the top of his voice

Davis thought

day.

it

was pure

happiness because the Times had such
good news, but it wasn't and Casey
was never so glad in his life as when
he shut up the office Saturday night.
He had sung himself so hoarse that
he could hardly speak, and he sawthat he would have to do something
to cheer up Old Billings, so he went
;

down

cellar and told him that it was
foolishness to think that a little
dab of paper would hurt anybody's
eyes, that the point of a tiny bit of
square-torn
old
newspaper would
strike the tenderest eye more like a
caress than like an injury, and that
Old Billings had better give up shearing confetti, and tear it.
all

So Old Billings started in to tear,
and he tore hopefully all day Sunday.
It w^as really amazing how much he

when he

hadn't anything
By evening he
had the floor of the whole bare space
in the cellar ankle deep in confetti,

could tear

to distract his

mind.

and it cheered him on to see how well
he was getting along.
He was as
proud of

it

as

if

it

everv little while
handful and throw

were money, and
he would take a
it

in the air to see

worked fine. He
had plenty of material to work on. for
one end of the cellar was piled with
how^

it

worked.

It

old exchanges that Thomas Jefferson
Jones had put there, and that had been
added to by Davis; and Old Billings
didn't care which he made confetti of
first.

He would

pull out a

minute

it

stick in his hand and
Chicago Tribune and in a
would be confetti, and then

!
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would grab up a Washington
(Iowa) Democrat, and in a minute
that would be confetti, too; and then,
maybe, he would rip up a consular
report, and a Muscatine News-Tribune, and a stray copy of a New York
colored supplement, and follow that
with a Kalona News and a patent
he

medicine almanac.
good, flufYy confetti.
It

lar

They

all

made

was warm work, even if the celwas cooler than out doors, and

had shed his coat right
and about Tuesday, as
Old Billings did not seem to need it,
Casey just took it out of his way and,
after supper, walked out to the river
three miles
and sort of draped it
over the edge of the river.
Davis
found it there, all right
And Casey
saw that he found it early enough
Wednesday morning to work up a
good article for the Thursday Times.
It was right then that Kilo
really
began to worry about Old Billings.
The men of the town held a meeting
and went in a body to drag the river,
with Davis along to show the spot
where the coat had been found and
to take notes. They dragged the river
well, and got out every old bait can
that had been chucked into it in the
last seven years, and it was a wonder
they didn't drag out Old Billings.
They would have dragged him out if

Old

Billings

at the start

—

;

—

!

he hadn't been

in

the cellar of

the

Times building, wading around knee
deep in confetti. But it made a good
extra for the Times, and by the timt
Old Billings was thigh deep in tornup exchanges. Kilo was reading the
list of the men who had dragged the
river, and the biography of Old Billings, and the full account of the dragging of the river.
Casey was so
proud of it that he took Old Billings's
vest.

You
if

can do a good deal '.vith a vest
you know how, and have had a

thorough, modern journalistic education, and can pick up a stray chicken
that needs its head chopped off for

There
the good of the
public.
enough blood in a chicken to make
s,trong agile murder mystery if it

is

a
is

applied in the right way; and the way
Casey had Davis organize the search
party to scour the woods on the other
side of the river from where the coat
had been found did credit to his training.
Kilo had not 'been mentioned
in the big city papers since the cyclone
of '78, but the day after Old Billings's
vest was found, people all over the
United States were reading of Kilo's
murder mystery, and was it murde^
or suicide

Kilo was prouder than a peacock
of her murder mystery, and especially
so when the county sheriff came dowii

from Jeft'erson and joined in the hunt
for the remains of Old Billings; and
like a new man.
He hardhad time to eat. He ran around
town and discovered clues everywhere,
and Casey worked so hard turning out
extra editions of the Times that he
scarcely had time to feed Old Bill-

Davis was

ly

ings properly.

He

spent

all

between the press and the
the old

He

his

time

cellar,

for

man was

getting restless again.
had torn up so much paper that he

was up

to his arms in it, and he told
Casey that he didn't want to seem lazy
about making confetti, but that from
what he knew of Kilo he judged he
had about all the confetti the town
would need for a one-day carnival,
and that if he tore up much more he
would be swamped and would likely

drown

in confetti.

He became

qu'te

ugly about it, so Casey suggested to
Davis that he had got about the full
new'S value out of Old Billings, and
it would be a good thing to let him
drop now. and try some other sen
-

sation.

But Davis knew

He was

better.

right in the heart of the mystery, and
he -wasn't going to give up while a

mystery was still mysterious so Casev
had to go down cellar and try to start
Old Billings going again. It was hard
work. Old Billings said he had used
up the whole pile of exchanges, and
he thought that was more than any
young fellow could have done. He
said he wanted to make some monev
;

out of the confetti monopoly so long
as he was in it, but he didn't want to
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overstock the market and cause a

But

prices.

in

Casey

sniffed

fall

con-

temptuously at the pile of confetti,
and said that when the cellar was full
up to Old Billings's neck they could
begin to talk about having enough,
and then he went up and carried down
a lot of exchanges that had been accumulated in the office, and told Old
Billings to get to work.
^ Old Billings sat on the table growlmg to himself for a while after Casey
went upstairs, and then he took up
one of the papers, and the headlines
looked at him.
He did not have to
look at them, for they were Davis'
Times headlines, and thev fairly yelled at Old Billings that Old Billings
was murdered, and that he was the
prize mystery of the century, tie could
hardly believe it, even if it was in
print, but he dug out other papers,
and he found that he was a murder
mystery all over the state, and in some
of the big cities, too. Then he had to
believe it, and it made him mad.
He
knew he wasn't murdered. Even if
the Chicago papers said so, he knew
it was false.
Old Billings thought it over for a
few minutes and then he clim'bed as
far up the cellar stairs as he could
and pounded on the imderside of the
trapdoor with the shears.
Casey let
the press stop and came down.
He
saw at once what was the matter and
what a mistake he had made in not
censoring the exchanges before he
had handed them to Old Billings.
"Sure!" he said, when Old 'Billings had thrust the paper at him. "I
know that. But what the complaint
ve have to make is. I don't see. Wr.
Billings.

—always
when

Ye know how

the

Times

is

printin' things that ain't so.

time comes 'twill be easv
enough to prove ye ain't murdered.
Just rest easy, Mr. Billings, an' keep
nil makin' confetti for three or four
weeks yet, an' 'twill be all right."
"Dog iiie, if I do!" declared Old
Billings, crowding up onto the cellar
steps beside Casey. "T ain't agoin' to
stav down in this here cellar not another hour, an' rvcrvbodv savin' I'm
murdered. It ain't right, an' I won't
an'

S8

th'

do it.
There

no

ain't

It

fun

down

here.

nobody to talk to, nor no
excitement. Here I be for weeks like,
shut up down here, an' not knowin'
about all the excitement goin' on in
town, when all the time I might have
been up there hearin' all about it. It
ain't

ain't fair."

"If ye was up there, there wouldn't
be any excitement," said Casey, "Ye
can't be murdered an' stand 'round
listenin' to how ye was murdered at
the same time, Mr. Billings.
If ye
hadn't been down here ye wouldn't

have been murdered up there, an' as
long as ye are in good health ye

Be a good feland make some more confetti."
Old Billings looked down at the
sea of confetti below him and shook
his head decidedly.
He never wantoughtn't to complain.
ler

ed to tear another piece of paper as
long as he lived,
"I'm a goin' out." he said.

Casey

sat

down on

the stairs

and

looked at Old Billings sadly.

"An'

monopoly

spoil th'

"Go on out
know about

!"

he

said.

then, an' have everybody

have every
Kilo start to make their
own before night! Go on, Mr. Billings
.-\n' to th' dickens with our proconfetti, an'

livin' soul in

!

fits !"

"I'm goin' out," repeated Old

Bill-

ings, doggedly.

then !" urged Casey.
an hour thim sheriffs an'
marshals an' all will find out where
ye have been, an' ye will be th' joke
of th' town an' laughed at. an' no
inysterv at all. an' our confetti monopolv all gone t' .smash. I didn't think
'Tis not what
it of ye, Mr. Billings.

"Go on

out

".\n' in half

I

would do."
"I'm a-goin' out,"

reiterated

Old

Billings.

you iust gittin' t' have the
!"
news value of any man in Kilo

".\n'
finest

exclaimed Casey, disgtistedlv. "Is that
th' way vc do in Kilo?
Is that th'

wav ye

do,

when

as ve wish an'

vc with wonder
th' confetti

ve could go out iust
have thim look on
an' awe, an' not spoil

still

monopolv?"

"I want to go out." said
ings.

Old

Bill-
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"An" where

will ye say ye have been
time? In Davis's cellar tearin'

all this

An' so would I, Mr. Billwas in yer place, but I
would not say it that way. I would
let them find me in th' cellar, an' not
a word would I say about confetti.
'Sure,' I would say, "is this me or not
me? Am I Old Billings, or am I a
up

confetti.

ings,

rat?'

and

if

I

Then they

'Yes,' ye say,

The

last I

'am

looks surprised
they says,
a rat, or ain't I?
I was a rat,' An'

all

'A

interested.

I

remember

rat?'

then they points to th' paper ye have
torn up an' they say, 'sure, he thinks
'Tis a wonderful uphe is a rat
settin' of th' mind he has had. Some
one must have took him out in th'
!

woods and soaked him in th' head
Ye
upset his mind for a spell.'
would be havin' a full page or two in
enth" Times about it," said Casey,
thusiastically, "an" no one would guess
We could
this was confetti at all.
an'

hold onto th' monopoly."
"I won't be a rat." said Old Billings
grumpily.
"Well, then." said Casey, coaxingA squirrel is a
ly, "be a squirrel.
Ye ought t' like t' be
pretty animal.
one,
"I

Mr.

Billings."

won't be a squirrel," said Old

Billings.

"Then will ye be a nice
making a pretty nest in th'

little

cellar.

bird,

Be

LUNGS
Mr. Billings," coaxi'd

a canary bird,

Casey.
"I will be nothing!" declared Old
'"I will be nothing but what
1 am, and be doing nothing but making confetti,"
r.illino;s.

For a minute Casey considered.
"Well, go on, then," he said, standing aside to let Old Billings out, "Fm
thinkin' they will think ye as crazy

one way as the other.
have seen of Kilo, by
plain

them what

t'

how

an'

sellin'

how

ye expect

From what
th'

confetti
t'

might

be,

make money by

folks bits o' torn-up paper, an'
t' stay down cellar

paper by

th"

week

light of a

guess
think ye are crazy enough."

week

I

time ye ex-

ve was willin'

tearin"

in an'

out,

I

lam;)
tliey"ll

That night Davis sat alone in his
with his head in his hands anil
frown on his brow. He was dee])-

otiice

a

worried.

Iv

He

which headlines

to

could
run

in

not decide
red at the

of the next day's issue of the
Times, whether to run "Strange Aberration" or "The Lost Returns." Then
suddenly lie smiled and scribbled

top

across the pad before him the huge

words "Mysterious Disappearance."
For Casey had left Kilo suddenly, and
without stopping to say good-by. or
pay his board-'bill at the Kilo Ho-

to

tel.

Cultivate Habits,
By Henri

111

Not Maxims

Frederic Amiel

In the conduct of life, habits are of greater importance than
maxims, because habit is a living maxim that has become flesh and
instinct.
To remodel one's maxims means nothing. This is only to alBut to acquire new habits is everything.
ter the title of the book.
for it is to grasp the meaning of life which is only a tissue of habits.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
The Centre of America's Financial
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Activity

Speculation and Investment
By

FRANK FAY ANT

From Moody's Magazine

HE

WHO

goes to Wall Street
goes to 'buy an income or to
speculate, and if he seeks a
larger income than the minimum interest rate his
income-purchase be-

comes

in itself speculative.
"I never speculate in Wall Street,"
says a merchant, "I only buy outright for investment."
The fallacy that investment and
speculation may be divorced is common. The merchant who thinks he
doesn't speculate may buy railroad
shares, like Erie or Rock Island, that
pay no dividends. This is a hazardous
speculation, whether the shares are
paid for in full or carried on margin.
The purchase of seasoned dividend
shares is a speculation, for their dividend rates may advance or decline and
their market prices may vary widely
Even the
in periods of boom or panic.
purchase of high-grade bonds is a

speculation.

Take the extreme case of the purchase for $i,ooo of a $i,ooo highest
grade 35^ per cent, railroad gold
maturing in ten years, the investor being assured that he will have
no use for the principal until the maturity of the bond. Every year he will
receive an income of $35 and at the
end of ten years the company will
repay him the $1,000 gold. Tliere appears to be very little speculation here.
But suppose that in tiiese ten years,
by reason of increased production,
gold declines and the things that gold
buys advance. When the bondholder gets back his $t,ooo gold he finds
buy less food, fewer
that it will

bond

clothes and less comfortable shelter
than when he bought the bond. He
is, therefore, relatively poorer. In the
meantime the railroad company shares
in the general prosperity and increases
Its
dividends to shareholders.
its
stocks rise in price. The bond buyer
finds he has been speculating in gold.
To put money into good railroad
bonds at the beginning of this era of
prosperity was a poor speculation to
buy railroad stocks was a good specuTen years ago Chicago &
lation.
;

securities were all of
highest grade. The stock, paying
to
5 per cent., advanced from $85
$143. netting only y/2 per cent, on
the investment at the top. The 35^
per cent, general mortgage bonds of
1897 ranged from $990 to $1,020, netting about 2/^2 per cent. also. But the
investor who bought North Western
bonds at their lowest price ten years
ago has not fared nearly as well as
the investor who bought the stock at

North Western

tlie

in 1908 ranged
an average decline
of $75 a bond. The stock, now paying
7 per cent., ranged in 1908 from $135
to $185, and its extreme range in the
The
ten years has been $i26-$27o.

the top.

from $900

The bonds
to $960,

investor who bought North Western
stock in preference to the bonds ten
years ago has received twice as large
an income on his money, and has had

abundant opportunity to realize on
purchase at a profit of from 50 to

his

100 per cent.

North Western was a high grade
investment stock ten years ago. But
many of the leading railroad stocks
91
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Union PaNorthern Pacific and Southern
Pacific, were considered almost worth-

ourselves $15 a share and make a
railroad out of it"
the conservative
old bankers threw up their hands in

less ten years ago.
The investors who
boug'ht the stock of these roads in preference to their bonds, thus speculating on the growth of the West, have

amazement.
They wouldn't embark
on such hazardous speculation. But
Ilarriman persisted, found men who
were willing to join him in the speculation, and we all now marvel at the
result.
Without speculators like Harriman and Hill the railroads beyond
the Mississippi would still be "streaks
of rust" ^if there were any railroads

of to-day, like Atchison,
cific,

made enormous

There

profits.

is

Un-

Its first mortgage 4 per
ion Pacific.
cents, sold then above par, and they
sold a few months ago $120 below
their average price ten years ago. But
the common stock, which paid no divi-

dend and ranged from $16

now pays

to

$44

10 per cent., and
1908 ranged from $iio-$i85.

then,

in

A

study of railroad securities in our
ten years of prosperity shows that
gilt-edge bonds 'have gradually declined in price, while common stocks
The profits
have risen enormously.
have accrued to the speculators in the

—

whether they bought one
stocks
share outright or carried a thousand
shares on margin.

sound to
at once
suggests the bucket-shop and the hazardous trading in securities on slender
margins. But all business is speculation, and if the American people for
the past hundred years had put their
Speculation has an

many good

folks'

evil

ears.

It

monev only into gilt-edge investments
we would still be reading bv candlelight and riding in stage coaches. England became the greatest commercial
nation in the world because Englishmen were big speculators. Now we
are out-speculating the English and
becoming a greater commercial power.

Speculation and industrial progress
It was a hazardous
in hand.
speculation that built the first railroad across the Rockies it was a still
more hazardous speculation that rescued the property from bankruptcy.

go hand

;

In

the

90's,

when

the

pessimists

thought the country was going to the
demnition bowwows, a fox-eyed speculator went from banker to banker in
Wall Street, saying. "Here's the bankrupt Union Pacific selling for $3 a
share let's buy up the stock, assess
;
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at

all.

But because speculation is the leaven of industrial progress, it doesn't
follow that every man with a few dollars in his pocket should plunge into
wild speculation
whether it is buying
building lots, eggs or railroad shares.
Speculation, especially our modern
system of margin speculation, is a
highly useful factor in our industrial
life, but trading on margin is a hazardous undertaking, and nine-tenths of
the players lose.
The trouble with
the average American is that he wants
to make too much money in too short
He knows that, with luck,
a time.
he can make a great deal of money
in Wall Street on a small capital, and
in his greed for fortune he takes extravagant risks.
is
because he
It
takes such chances that he usually
loses.
Any candid Wall Street broker will tell you that the habitual margin speculators lose year in and year

—

out.

Money may
it may

just as

be made

in

Wall

made

in

merchandiz-

be

Street,

ing or manufacture or agriculture or
by the exercise of ordinary
"The men
business common sense.
who have made the big fortunes in
America," said Mr. Morgan, the other
day, "are those who have been bulls
on the country." One of the Standard
Oil capitalists .said some time ago. ".\
man who hasn't made a fortune in
.\merica in the past ten years can't
In this period
l)lame the country."
railroad dividends have increased 250
per cent., steel production 240 per
cent., bank deposits 160 per cent.
our industrial progress has been astounding.
And the men who have

mining

—

—
SPECl'LATION
made

fortunes have been those

have believed
and year out.

AND INVESTMENT

who

with a
surplus that he can spare for speculation, has more than a reasonable
chance of making a profit by buying
good stock in panic periods and selling them in boom times.
This may
take him to Wall Street only once in
a year or two, but he will make a good
deal more money than the man who
goes there every day.
is

It

investor,

credulous
about
always lias been.

this credulity is

born

in cupidity.

the desire to acquire money easily
and quickly that leads the public into absurd speculative ventures, ?nd
that provides a never-ending harvest
for the unscrupulous and reckless proIt's

moters.
The tulip craze in Holland
in the 17th century, the South
Sea

Bubble in England and John Law's
wonderful bank in France in the i8th
century, our own extravagant railroad ventures after the Civil War
all grew out of this over-mastering
desire for wealth.

There never has been a time when
a smooth-tongued financial adventurer
honest enthusiast or scheming
fakir
couldn't stand on the street
corner and tempt the coin of the realm

—

—

out of the pockets of the credulous.

The country merchant, who thinks
is mighty lucky to make $1,000 earn
$it;o in a year in a home investment,
sends his money awav to some clever
advertiser wbo promises to make his

he

$1,000 earn

in a

This
$10,000.
day, and there is

Men who know

vear from $1,000 to
every
is happening
no way to prevent it.
that

two plus two

equals four will put their money knowingly into a fraud or a bubble on the
chance that they will pull out ahead
of the victims.
The other day the

manager of a Wall Street brokerage
house received an order from a customer to buy 1,000 shares of an extravagantly advertised niining stock.

"Why,

that's a

refuse

I

fraud promoted by

an ex-convict," protested the broker,

to

buy the stock for

you."

"Oh,

The conservative

And

"and

the country year in

in

The public
money making.

"

I

know

plain swindle.
is

it

going

to

about

all

suckers.
I don't see why
get some of the money

—

"Of

It's

it.

a

But the gang behind
put it up to catch the
I

shouldn't

the suckers ?"

"Well, you buy

me

1,000 shares."

The broker

reluctantly bought the
stock for $1,400.
The next day the
stock couldn't be sold for $700, for
the manufactured
market suddenly
collapsed.

Several years ago a well-known circus-poster advertising promoter announced over his signature that the
investment of $1,000 in a new copper
stock would make a profit of $10,000 to $15,000 in a few days, or 1,000
to 1,500 per cent.
Seven days later
subscriptions
to the
stock to the
amount of $6,600,000 in cash had ac-

cumulated in New York's biggest
bank an astounding response from a

—

credulous public.

We

the public didn't make
000 to $99,000,000 on

all

know

that

from $66,000,its

investment

a few days. Instead it soon faced
a loss of nearly $3,000,000, and in
four years the market value of the
stock showed a loss of all of. its original investment of $6,600,000 and
more than $10,000,000 besides.
in

But this same circus-poster enthusiast has repeatedly painted wonderful pictures for the credulous of
the easy road to sudden wealth, and
the public has always paid for the pictures at fancy prices. Several months

ago he invited the public

to join

him

discretionary speculation pool,
promising that he could make 300 per
cent, a year on a capital of $5,000,000.
He predicted that a $20,000 investment in the shares of the venture
would be worth $100,000 within four
months instead, the market value of
the investment declined to v$8,ooo.
in

a

;

If this particular venture collapses

and the shares that recentaround $2 go begging again

absolutely,
ly

sold

at a

few

cents, will

it

be a bar to the
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repetition of a similar venture by the
enthusiasts, with another harvest from the credulous? Not at all.

same

The farmer reads

how

the

in his

three-shell

weekly paper

fellows cleaned
in a neighboring

out the credulous
fair, and then goes to his own
fair and tries to beat the game.
He knows the game is crooked, but
his cupidity stirs him to think that
he can beat it.
Some years ago in Chicago a great
discretionary pool swindle took hundreds of thousands of dollars out of
the credulous before it collapsed. The
same gang repeated the operation on
a bigger scale in Ne.w York several
years later.
The swindlers were ex-

county
county

posed and some went

to prison.

Three

years later they started out again and
took two millions more from the same

The gang's stool pigeon promised to pay 520 per cent, a
year, and he did' pay weekly dividends
gullible public.

at this rate (out of the victims'

money,

of course) until the police raided his
shop in Brooklyn.
The same swindle, were it started again, would be
just as profitable to its organizers.
In every industrial boom a horde
of wildcat promoters invades the market place and offers its wares to the
credulous through circus-poster newspaper advertising. The records show
that there is not one chance in a hundred of one of these Sunday-advertised ventures becoming a sound business enterprise, and not one chance
in a thousand of one of them being
the bonanza that they are all painted.
In the industrial boom following the
flotation of the Steel Corporation, iqo
companies offered their shares to the
public through a single New York

newspaper
later

nearly

an
all

in a year.
Three years
investigation
showed that
of these companies were

dead and that not one was earning
anvthing for its shareholders. A mining engineer reccntlv investigated all
of the companies brought out in the
past ten years through flambuovanf
newspaper advertising and found onlv
three on a healthv dividend basis. But
in the next industrial boom the wildcat promoters will reap the usual har94

vest

from the

As

gullible.

the fakirs

themselves say, "there's always a new
crop of suckers."
Mr. Barnum said, "The .\merican
people like to be humbugged," and no-

where is the truth of this better illustrated than in the market place.
But there is another side to it. The
small investors are not nearly so
foolish in their real investments as
their absurd chasing
after bubbles
would indicate. The public in the past
few years, largely as a result of the
widespread interest in American business affairs, has shown an intelligence
in its investments that has surprised
the old timers in Wall Street. The
Wall Street aphorism, "the public buys
at the top and sells at the bottom."
is probably still true in a large measure of the public's margin speculation,
but it is not true of its investments.
"The public invests at the bottom
and sells at the top" and the records
of the past four years, more especially of the past two. show this in a remarkable
degree.
When railroad
.shares were
pushed to the highest
prices in their historv of the Harriman
bull market of IQ06. the talk of the
Street was that "the insiders were unloading on the public," and when the

—

crash

came

losses

in

terrific
with
every sourfaced looker-on thoiiglit he saw a
cruel shaking-out of the public, with
bargains falling into the laps of the
bie speculators.
^^^lat happened was just the other

in

1907.

market

prices,

\\nien prices were in the skies
and earlv winter of too^
the public ^^•as selling out on Wall
Street, and the public never came back
to reinvest its gains until the panic Irt
the market and sniHed the hie speculators' loads ont on the bargain table.
Tn the crcal advance in prices from
the snriticT of T004 to the winter of
thing,
in

the

fnll

ToofS-7 the public sola nianv millions
of dollnrs of securit'es to speculators
.'Street,
in W^tH
investors
because
f<nm<l
that
stocks
were
sellme
•so hisjli that their income return was
less

tlnn
Tn

rates.

the

bull

bank

savings
the

market

first

intere<;t

collapse

early

in

in

TO07

SPECULATION AND INVESTMENT
investors began reinvesting their savings in good railroads and industrials,

and when the bank panic in October
drove prices to the lowest in years,
a flood of investment buying resulted.
In two years not less than 400,000 new
names were enrolled on the stock
books of the railr">ad and industrial
corporations listed on the Stock Exchange. A dozen of the biggest corporations gained 100,000 sharehold-

market 1,000 new investors
bought the shares, and in the panic
the list rose to 4,300.
When Wall
Street began bulling Reading again
the bear

last

summer

the

shareholders

took

and early this winter,
when Reading had doubled its panic
price, the number of shareholders had
For years the list
declined to 3,000.
their

profits,

ers.

of Pennsylvania Railroad shareholders has risen in bear markets and declined in bull markets. The common

Great Northern, when it was selling
a fancy figure late in 1906, had
The long
only 2,700 shareholders.
decline in 1007 attracted 4,000 new-

gained nearly 20,000 shareholders in
the bear market of 1907, and since
then the list has been gradually de.clining with the recovery in the price

at

shareholders up
bank panic, and

to

week of the
months of de-

the

in the

pressed prices following the panic 7,500 more bargain-hunters came to

Wall Street

to

buy "Jim"

Hill's stock,

with the result that Great Northern
now has five times as many shareholders as it had two years ago. The public

similarly

unloaded

its

Reading

shares on Wall Street in a bull marthem back in the
ket and bought
Before the bull market colpanic.
lapsed the holders of Reading common numbered only 1.700. During

The development

of one's

of the stock.
The great recovery
prices since the panic,

in

security

while helped
along by manipulation, has been built
on the solid foundation of the public's
investment of several hundred
million dollars in Wall Street at the
bargain prices from March, 1907, to
March, 1908. When the speculators
boom the market to the skies again,
the public will convert its stocks into
cash and await the inevitable collapse.

The lambs

are learning.

personality cannot be accomplished in
and enduring associa-

isolation or solitude; the process involves close
tion with one's fellows.
If work were purely a

matter of mechanical
each worker might have his cell and perform his task, as in a
prison.
But work involves the entire personality, and the personality
finds its complete unfolding, not in detachment, but in association.
Hamilton Wright Mabie.
skill,
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The

Ethics of Advertising
By

WALTER WILLIAMS

From

CONFIDENCE
in

Judicious Advertising

of cash value
The adverwhich wins the reader
is

advertising.

tisement

the advertisement which convinces
him of its dependabihty. Confidence is
basic in all commercial transactions.
Surely it is fundamental in advertis
is

We

must believe before we will
Herein lies the cash worth of
buy.
Dependaconfidence in advertising.
bility is not merely desirable from an
necessary
is
It
ethical viewpoint.
from a commercial standpoint. This
ing.

upon which may
plane
pitched the argument for
It
the ethics of the advertising.
however, alplane,
low
is
a
plane of moneyis
the
beit
it
getting.
The contention for conscience in advertising may not rest
here.
There are other and higher
grounds.
Ethical obligation is upon
the promoter of publicity, the seller
of advertising space and the user of
the space.
The ad- writer is not beyond the boundaries that were set by
the Decalogue.
The line between the permissible
and the non-permissible in advertising
is not easily drawn.
Certain advertising, however, is clearly non-permisrequires no high ethical
sible.
It
standard to rule out the advertising
of that which is contrary to law. It
does not require argument to prevent the advertising in reputable journals and by reputable advertisers of
burglar's tools or counterfeit money.
The law, which is crystallized public opinion made into statute, settles
this.
But the law or even pubclear
thus
opinion
is
not
lic
in its condemnation of the advertisHere each
ing of fakes and frauds.
is

first

the

be
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man must

Here
decide for himself.
the question of ethics, uninfluenced by
statute or popular verdict, enters.

The

principles of ethics

which gov-

advertising differ in no particular from those which govern in
any other transaction between man
and man. It is no more allowable to
be guilty of falsehood in the writing
of advertising or the publishing
of
advertising than it is to be guilty
of falsehood in private conversation.
Nay, not so much so. The man who
speaks to hundreds or thousands has
resting upon him more serious obligations to tell the truth than has the
man who speaks only to a few. It is
the veriest truism that an advertisement should tell the truth. Yet, unfortunately, there are advertisers who,
shielding themselves behind advertising columns, apparently hold the opinion that advertising that deceives is
not
discreditable to the man who
writes it, publishes it, or pays for it.
It is discreditable if it deceives and
no amount of temporary profit for it
cannot bring permanent profit will
obscure the discredit.

ern

in

—
—

Deception has no place in rightlyconsidered advertising. The simplest.
most straight-forward conversation is
Advertising
is
most convincing.
merely the multiplied speech of the

Deception is no less debecause shouted from the
housetop or skilfully concealed in
gothic type and prize verse. If the art
or science of advertising have an alphabet, it surely begins with -\ for Ac-

advertiser.
testable

curacy and

B

for

Believable and

C

There

no

for Conscientiousness.

Deception

in

it.

is

'l-

^
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TKAIN-l'ERRY SOLANO
Plying between San Francisco and Oakland

Across the Sea by Train
By

ARCHIBALD WILLIAMS
From

from
THE changing
and from steamer

Pearson's Magazine

train to steam-

er

back to

train undoubtedly deters

many

from undertaking a journey
that, as regards mere mileage, is not
Could one
the least bit formidable.
but stick to the same corner in the
same carriage from start to finish,
unworried and unhurried, Paris and
London would know each other even
people

better than they do.

As

the crow flies, Berlin is almost
exactly the same distance from Copenhagen that London is from Paris,
and there lies on the direct line a seastretch
somewhat wider than the
Straits of Dover.
But the journey
from one capital to the other is in
this case quite easy and comfortable.
You take your ticket at Serlin, board
an express, and are whirled northwards to Warnemunde, on the Mecklenburg coast. If traveling by a day
train, you arrive
there about one

There is
o'clock in the afternoon.
no need to disturb oneself. The locomotive is uncoupled, and another
pushes the train over a bridge on to
the deck of a steamer that has been
This train-ferry is
waiting for it.
one of four which ply regularly between Warnemunde and Gjedser at
the south end of the Island of Laaland, twenty-six miles away.

The moment

the train

is

aboard,

hinged buffers are placed behind the
last car, and as without delay the vessel steams out of its berth, the deck
hands close the hinged doors at the
stern through which the train entered,

and make the cars

fast to the rails

with hooks and jacks, so that they
shall not rock on their springs.
The carriage doors are now unlock-

and you may promenade on the
a'bove, go to the saloon for a
meal, or smoke and read the papers.
The customs officials examine the
ed,

deck

n

THE

RIL^Y MAN'S

i

K.\l.\

1-

i-

KK\

Which crosses Lake Ontario

luggage during the voyage, and have
it back in the vans long before land
is

reached.

MAGAZIXE

iiNIAKJm
daily

Nil.

1

from Cobour"

to Charlotte

—

In less than two hours
our boat
a good traveler we approach
Gjedser. While we resume our seats
in the carriages, the bulwarks of the
bows are raised bodily on hinges till
they stand up like a great arch over
the deck. The ferry slows down and
is cleverly manoeuvred into a berth
of masonry lined with wooden piles to
fit the ship, which gently bumps herHardly is
self to rest against them.
she made fast when a steel bridge,
one hundred feet or so long, attached
at one end to the quay, begins to sink
on to the bows, to which it is ultimately secured by a huge steel bolt,
that keeps the deck rails and bridge
The carriage
rails in exact line.
and
wheels are already unblocked,
steaming northsoon our train is
is

—

wards along a narrow promontory.

At Orehoved, in the north of Laawe have to take to a second
ferry, which transports us across the
narrow arm of the sea to Masnedoe,
in Sceland, whence we have an unobstructed run to the Danish capital.
land,

Even
third

TRAIN FERRY ROUTES ON LAKE
MICHIGAN

a
there we need not stop, as
ferry ^lies northward to Mal-

moe, in Sweden, to make connection
with the Scandinavian railway systems.

ACROSS THE SEA

P.V

TR ATX.

THli FKIEDKICH FRANZ

One

of four ferries which ply daily between

On Lake

Germany and Denmark

^Michigan, in America,
ply
regularly,
despite
storms as violent as those which vex
the Channel, and fogs of great density.
Furthermore, they do not fear
to face the thick ice which in winter
covers this fresh-water lake, for they

"up-end" between the vessels and allow them to fall together violently.
In a fog it becomes an operation that
requires good nerves and quick de-

have bows specially strengthened and
shaped to attack and crush their way
through ice several feet thick, and
sturdy propellers which will thrash
any ice they encounter into splinters.

curves which allow them to mount the
ice easily when it proves obstinate

Some of the 'boats are constructed
with a propeller in the bows to suck
water from under the ice and weaken
it.
The Pere Marquette, one of the
largest boats, crashes her way through
14-inch ice at a speed of ten miles an

charging it
goes to pieces.
The captain, or ice-master, has to

distance its weight proves too great
she
for the ice to bear, and down
crashes, shooting the broken ice sideways under the main floes.
Perhaps most famous of all ferries
is the Baikal train-ferry on the lake
of its own name in Central Asia. This
lake lies in the path of the great
Trans-Siberian Railway, and, until the
track was carried round its southern
end, caused a break "which required

exercise considerable care in cutting
out another vessel.
If he brings his
boat too close, the ice may suddenly

the imoortation of a ferry. The Rusordered
s'an Government therefore
Sir W. G. Armthe Baikal from

train-ferries

hour.
sian
feet

The Ermack, the
ice-breaker, attacks
thick with success,

again and again until

famous Ruspack-ice 20

it

cision.

The

success

is

secret of the ice-breaker's
largely one of design. The

spoon-shaped

bows

have

vertical

and attack it in the most effective didownwards. When the vesrection
sel has climbed out and up a certain

—
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strong, Whitworth, and Co., of
castle-on-Tyne,

New-

—

After being built, the vessel of
4,000 tons displacement was taken
to pieces and so shipped to St. Petersburg. Wagons transported the pieces
the heaviest weighing about twenty
tons
to Krasnoiarsk, and sleighs forwarded them to Irkutsk on the Angara River, whence they were floated

—

—

—

down

Russian workmen,
superintended by English engineers,
there re-assembled the parts, and soon
to the lake.

the Baikal was at work transporting
trains from east to west, and from

west to

through ice five
you draw your
the thin film formed

east, cutting

feet thick as easily as

stick

through

on a water-butt by a spring

Yet

winter-bound Baltic ports.

Train ferries also ply
Chesapeake, and

cisco,

in

San Fran-

New York

Bays on the Delaware River, between
British Columbia and Vancouver Island, across the St. Lawrence, from
;

They carry annually
numbers of freight cars, as well
as passenger trains, and on Lake
Michigan are able to compete favorItaly to Sicily.

vast

ably with the railways that skirt the
lake.

ICE-BREAKING TRAIN-FERRY BAIKAL
Carrying: trains ot the Trans-Siberian Railway across

100

frost.

not many years ago, before the icebreaker was invented, and men had to
cut or blast a way for a vessel, a mile
a day was considered good progress in

Lake

Baik.Tl

What
By

Meal Monday?

is

PROFESSOR W.

From

What is Meal Monday ?
Meal Monday is the Monday on
which the student gets his meals in
peace.
Q. What do the students do on

Meal

Monday ?
A. Some

of them go for walks, some
them work, some of them go up to
the Union, some of them have ether
means of spending the day.

our ancestors do on
Q. What did
Meal Monday ?
A. They walked home and brought
back sacks of meal.
-

.

Oh, did they ?
Well, that is what they said,

at

any rate.
Q. What do you think they did, then?
A. I think that it was just an excuse
to get away for the day.
After that
they would act exactly as we act at the
present time.
Q. What is the day following ?
A. The day following is Candlemas,

and

also a holiday.

it is

— Glasgow

University Magazine,

Feb.

1909.

3rd,

passing of
Tl IE bring^s
back
the

Candlemas Day
memories of the
holidays that came together on
first Monday and Tuesday of Feb-

ruary
gov^^

versity

in

the old University of Glasthe calendar of that unibe examined, three striking

If

entries will be

found

:

Monday, Holi-

day (Monday after last Friday)
Tuesday, Holiday (for Candlemas).
Again in March or it might liappen to be late in February there appears the same mysterious reason for
a holiday, namely "Monday after last
Friday"
These days were known as
"Meal Mondays," for the Scottish student from the coimtry was supposed
to tramp or otherwise go h<ime on llu'
Friday and bring back with him
;

—

!
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enough oatmeal to last him for anmonth
They are still observed,
though it is open to doubt if they are
used for their original purpose more
other

!

;

game

likely for a

of

Q.

LANG

University (Toronto) Monthly

Q.
A.

A.

R.

—

of '"goff" or a day's
trout-fishing.
Fifty years ago these
holidays were shared in by the scholars of the
High School, and the
granting of them was surrounded with
a dignified formality which has on
many occasions been recounted to
me by the generation now almost completely passed away.
Four students
were elected annually by the Natural
Philosophy class and held the title of
Stint Masters. One was chosen from
each nation, students being to this day
divided into
nations according to
where they were born Xatio Glottiana, for all born within the county
of Lanark
Natio Rothseiana. for
those born in the counties of Bute,
;

;

Renfrew and Ayr; Natio Transforthfor those belonging to counties
north of the Forth and Clyde, while
all students born elsewhere than in
these favored and specified countries
are inchided in the Natio Londoniana.
About the end of January these four

ana,

representatives

went

to

the

High

School, where they asked each master to give the scholars a holiday,
which was always granted. In return

boys visited the university and
formulated a similar request to the
professors.
A deputation of some
six or eight of them was selected by
the masters of the fourth year Latin
class wliose duty it was to see that
tlu'v were word-perfect in the oration which had to be made on these
the

WHAT

IS

MEAL MONDAY?

The day they visited the
occasions.
university was observed as a holiday
by the chosen scholars, who proceedand
ed to the college (luadrangle
were duly received by the Redellus.
who conducted them to the various
classes and, as every class had to be
visited, this took a considerable part
of the day.
Arriving at a class room
the Bedellus threw open the door and
tlie professor stood up in his rostrum,
the students rising to their feet at the
same moment. The spokesman that
duty being taken in rotation went

—
—

forward and

said.

"Doctissime Pro-

fessor, nos discipuli scholae summae,
Glasguensis. nunc ad te oratores venimus, humillime petentes ut auditori1) is
t'.iis,
ferias solitas, benigne concedas." The professor made a dignified bow and said, "Libenter conceditur vobis." and the deputation retired
amidst loud applause. This ceremony
was abolished on the removal of the
university buildings to their present
site.

These Stint Masters had other and
even more important duties. One of
these

was to

fix the fees

paid for de-

by individual candidates, for,
on the principle of tempering the wind
to the shorn lamb, the amount of the
fees varied
considerably and there
was no appeal from the sum named
by this autocratic four, except that a
maximum was laid down which might
not be exceeded
Class fees, too,
were nominal in those days there was
no imperative fee, but instead of that
there was "coal and bell money,"
which was collected in a curious way.
The students being duly entered in
their classes, each professor announced the day fixed for the collection so
that the students might come provided with the necessary amount, which
On
was five shillings and sixpence
the day appointed, at the end of the
prayer with which all classes were
opened, and with which most eight
and nine o'clock classes are still opened, the Bedellus and the university
"bellman" entered the room, the one
with the table and the other with a
grees

!

;

!

money

bag.

The "censor"

— a student

functionary

in existence in many
takes the roll daily by
observing vacant places then called
I'Ut the names, when each man filed
past the ta'ble, paid his money and

went

still

who

classes,

—

out.

The modern system of examination
is
very dit^'erent from that then in
vogue. A candidate for a degree was
examined in all his subjects at the end
of his course, three years for B.A.,
four for M.A. But. in order to make
the consecutive years count for a degree, a student had to satisfy the professor of his knowledge of Latin before he was admitted to the Greek
class
of Greek before taking Logic
of Logic be'fore Moral
Philosophy,
;

and of

;

this last before

he could enter

the class of Natural Philosophy.

His
examinations were in public and, if
any who read this ever visit the University in Glasgow, let them ask to
see the old "black-stone" chair on
which all candidates sat during examination.
Seated on this chair (the

which

is of stone and by some
to be the coronation stone
on which the Kings of Scotland were

seat of

believed

crowned

Scone), he faced the prowhich he was
being examined, wdiile the Bedellus
stood 'by with the mace. Before commencing, the student stood up and addressing the examiner as "Doctissime
Professor," he named the books on
wdiich he had chosen to be examined;
adding "profiteor." He then sat
at

fessor of the subject on

down, the Bedellus grounded the mace
and turned an hour-glass, timed to
run for about twenty minutes, and
When the
the torture was began.
sand had run out the Bedellus raised
the mace, said "Ad alium Domine,"
and the unfortunate candidate made
On one occasion a new
his escape.
Bedellus, somewhat shaky in his Latin,
is reported to have said, "Ad diabolum Domine" to the horror of the
learned professor!

The audience

of

professors, students and even outsiders usually indicated their feelings
of satisfaction or otherwise by the applause with which the candidate's exit

was greeted.
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The Farmer and
By

1

were boys on

markable correspondence.
Father rarely wrote letters, but
those days when he did set himself
to the task were full of suppressed
Mother produced the
excitement.
lettet to be answ'cred from the tray
of her trunk, the miscellany on the
table was cleared off, rust-eaten pens
were the source of considerable ex104

and,

Desk

the Roll -top

the Circle Magazine

father kept his lead
the
pencil behind the clock on
the mantel, his flexible date book, in
which were set down the births of
the colts and the time of taking- certain stock to pasture found a restingplace in ihe drawer in the table in
the corner, and the only writingpaper in the house was that kept by
sister, who maintained a truly re-

jieriment,

MCE

WILLIAM ATHERTON DU PUY
From

you and
WHEN farm

ULSINliSS Ol

finally,

sister's

sta-

often varicolored, for
a faddist in this respect,

tionery,

was

she

was

produced.
Then while father's stiff and unaccustomed fingers labored through
the composition he went on tiptoe
about the house, and even after it
was all over we found his temper uncertain, for the result

had been most

unsatisfactory to him.

The family

had passed through an ordeal so

dis-

agreeable that it was repeated with
Letthe least possible frequency.
ter-writing on the part cf the farmer
came to be an almost unknown thing
and with it all the semblance of
the keeping of books.
But the last ten years have been
bringing about a change which is
showing its strength right now and
marking an era in progress on the

:

THE FARMER AND THE ROLL -TOP DESK
Last week I met a man who
had lived on the farm next to my
father's when we were boys together
I was surin the old slipshod days
prised to learn that he was still on
farm.

.

the farm, for his air
successful business

was

that of the

man

knowing

thoroughly his relation to the outside world.

I

talked to him of the

affairs of the old

farm and he told

me

summing

had established themselves on that belt of States of which
Iowa is the centre. Yet for the past
ful of settlers

twenty years this region has been
the productive area of the nation.
Those lands throughout all that section were rich beyond anything the
country had ever known.
All those States were settled fifty
and sixty years ago and have since

"We have been driven to business
methods by the new conditions and

farmed continuously without
any intention being paid to putting
anything back into the ground to repay it for what was being taken out.

now we

The

of its transformation.
up he said

In

are blessing the causes that
have found that the
forced us.
most effective farm implement that
It
w^e can buy is the roll-top desk.
regulates our crops, indicates those
that are profitable, eliminates those
that are not, sells to advantage, and
It has
is making fortunes for us.
established itself on the farm and
Those who adopted
is there to stay.

We

have now added an automoThose without it are being
eliminated from the calculation, for
it

first

bile.

farming these days requires a business method of procedure."
All of which leads to the consideration of the desk on the farm
as a sign of the times and a symbol
of new conditions and to the story
of how it came about, or is coming
about.
profitable

The history of farming in this
country has been the story of a careless competence gotten from a fresh
and virile soil with comparative ease.
The lands were virgin and productive, needing no fertilizer and no excessive cultivation.
The seed has
been placed in the ground and
has
grown heavy crops.
The
farmers
have
mostly
grown

much as to yield them a
living according to their standards,
so

with only the occasional man who
has striven for and
accomplished
more.
A map of the United States showing centres of population in 1850 indicates that only an occasional hand-

been

best of soil can stand this sort
treatment for two generations,
and then the end is reached. The
two generations have passed. The
soil is exhausted, and the two acknowledged crops of wheat and corn
raised continuously on the same land
are no longer profitable as of old.
The farmer has got lo figure out a
different plan of farming throughout this vast area or succumb. He
is figuring and studying and applying science, and succeeding beyond
any of the accomplishments of the
old regime, and in doing so he is becoming a business man. The condition of his soil is one of the forces
of

that

is

driving him to

it.

Farm labor has of late years come
into competition with that of other
industries.
The tendency has been
for the industries to win out, and
prices of labor on the farm have
greatly increased. To-day the farm
hand receiving thirty dollars
a
month and found is a highly paid
workman as compared with his fellows in other industries, and probably has a greater opportunity to lay
aside money than anv of them.
The farmer employing such

labor
a reckoning of the
profits to be derived, must figure
the returns of small areas and few
men and large areas and many men.

forced

is

into

The computation

is complicated and
business methods are necessary in

consideration.
farmer's son is
satisfied with the crude
its

The

no longer

manner
10s

of
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that has been handed down from
the pioneers, and demands better
things.
He has felt the touch of
porcelain at boarding--school and is
life

nc longer

satisfied
with pulling
the blinds in a
half-heated
kitchen on Saturday night and attempting a bath in a washtub with
water heated in a kettle on the
kitchen stove. To obtain the things
he wants better farming must be
resorted to, and this same boy is
finding the way to it. He has had a

down

months at an agricultural
school, has seen some demonstrations at an experiment station, or
has been aroused by some of the infew

formation prepared by the Government. This boy insists in knowing

where

the profits and losses, he
that sometimes
arouse the neighbors, for other farminstalls

ers

lie

new methods

must be

scientific

to

compete

with him.
Finally, the profits have grown so
small that the farmer must deter-

mine what phases of his labors yield
and what do not. There are
naturally half a dozen products of
a farm that are turned out year after year, and no account
is
kept
against each and little idea is to be
had as to which is most profitable.
A few years ago, for instance, a
farmer in Rhode Island, who had
divided his attention between dairy
cows, fattening beef cattle, hogs, and
profits

chickens,
determined to kee'p account of the expense and cash resulting from each operation.
The
result

was.

as

determined by the
found he was
positively losing money on the beef
cattle, was barely coming out even
on the hogs, was making a fair profit
on the dairy cows, and was getting
big returns on the poultry. He has
since dropped beef cattle and all the
hogs except enough to consume the
waste, and has developed the dairy
cows and the chickens, the latter to
seven thousand hens, and is realizing huge profits on a farm on which
roll-top desk, that he
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he had barely made ends meet for
thirty years.

A

in Indiana adopted the
principal
in
relaton to hs
three crops corn, wheat and oats.
The result was that he found that
he had been raising oats for twenty
years at a loss. He now raises more
wheat and corn and buys the oats for
his horses from other farmers who
have not yet been convinced that it
is next to impossible to raise them
profitably in the great central farming belt of the United States.

farmer

same

—

A dairyman in New York was induced to get a machine for testing
the milk of his cows and to the keeping of a record of the product of
each.
The machine showed that
certain of them that were apparently valuable animals gave milk which
contained so little butter fat that it
greatly lowered the standard of his
m.ilk which was sold to a creamery.
The cows were tested for a year and
the herd of thirty was reduced to
twenty with no decrease
the market value of the milk and a much
greater profit.
The farmer kept a
ledger account for each of his cows
and at the end of the season was able
to tell to just what extent each individual cow was profitable.

m

In certain parts of Missouri wheat
lands now produce, seven and eight
bushels where they formerly yielded twenty bushels to the acre.
A
ledger account will show that the
present returns will pa}'' no interest
on the investment and poor wages
for the labor expended. These farmers must resort to something different.
The intelligent man adopts
something like a rotation of crops

the soil, and with it.
This requires the investment of money, which he borrows on
his land, and then begins the sink
or swim contest. The incompetent
to

replenish

live stock.

is eliminated.
The business has become complicated and book-keeping

ensues as a necessity to success.

The department of agriculture at
Washington is lending very great

THE FARMER AND THE ROLL -TOP DESK
aid to the systematizing of the work
on the farm. For example, if a man
maintains a dairy herd of forty cows
he has before him the task of determining jnst how to balance his
crop to supply them with the neces-

sary quantities of pasture, soilingcorn, hay, and stover, or whatever
his

croi)S

may

The

individual
opportunity to de-

be.

farmer has little
termine these proportions other
than by making a guess at it and
changing it next year where he finds
himself wrong.

W. J. Spillman, agriculturist
charge of farm management indepartment,
for
the
vestigations
spent four years in working out a
formula by which any farmer may
determine the correct proportions of
different kinds of feed to grow and
Prof.

in

in

what amounts

to

feed certain

herds and conversely what size of
herds to develop to consume the feed
The first importoff certain farms.
ant step to establish was the quanthat were consumed by difThen
ferent classes of live stock.
the total amounts necessary to support any herd could be obtained.
Knowing the average production of
any section it wou-ld be easy enough
to figure the acreage necessary. The
figures in the case of any farm have
merely to be put in their place in
the formula and the answer worked
tities

out.

In addition to this the department
is removing the bugaboo from the matter of book-keeping.
It has devised a single book
that will keep the records of the
farm with relation to the outside
world and which may be mastered in
fifteen minutes.
Men in the department started out on the hypothesis
that book-keeping was the merest
common sense and could be rid of

of agriculture

and complicainvention of the new system was the result. Professor Spillall

its

tions.

technicalities

The

man urged

it on a certain farmer in
Missouri in whose operations he was
financially interested.
The farmer
was fifty-three years old and protested that he was past the age of learning new tricks. The demonstrator,
however, began copying the records

farm into the new book and
the farmer watched. In half an hour
he had mastered it and a year later
declared that for his own use he
would not take five hundred dollars
for it.
bulletin is now in course
of preparation that will offer to put
the new book into the hands o:^
every farmer in the country who is
sufficiently interested to ask for it.
Then, finally, there is the co-operative demonstration work
in
the
South, carried on by the department
of agriculture and financed in part
by the general education board, a
philanthropic institution which has
set thirty-two thousand farmers to
keeping accounts. Dr. S. A. Knapp
of the

A

is in

charge of this work.

Teaching farmers to keep records

was not the object of the department in setting thirty-two thousand

men

to

sending

in

reports.

It

is

be one of the
most beneficial results. It causes
the roll-top desk to enter the home.
From the time it enters it is the
man's property and sacred to the
head of the house. Under its cover
he keeps his things in order and together, and not even the four-yearold is allowed to intrude. When he
wants paper or pencil or the horse
book or the bulletin on the extermination of the caterpillar they are
at hand. It is easy for him to write
letters now and he plans his operations at his desk systematically. Approximations become matters of exactness and accounts are no longer
carried in his head.
He puts it all
down in the book and pulls the top
of his desk over it, for he has become
a business man.
likely,

how^ever,

to

m

The

Agent

Theatrical Press
By

BARNETT FRANKLIN

From Overland Monthly

THERE

be

all

sorts

and kinds

of publicity promoters, but the
theatrical press-agent occupies
a unique position all his own. As

a professional booster he stands unquestionably supreme. He is a real,
unadulterated "Class A" article, and
he pales all other seekers of free advertising into insipid insignificance.
The theatrical press-agent, as you
undoubtedly know, is an individual

possessed of abnormal imagination
v/ho is hired by a theatrical manager
for the purpose of calling the playgoing public's attention to that par-

manager's theatrical attraction or "star." It is his business to
drum up business, to create a general interest in the attraction he reThe obvious object of
presents.

ticular

this is, of course, to swell the
box-olfice receipts to such an extent
that a post-mortem examination will
all

not find that the production was
merely an "artistic, though not a
financial, success."

Now some

misguided souls

may

have a sort of dim, faint notion in
their cerebrums that the success of
a theatrical venture depends entirely upon the worth of the play, the
quality of the acting, and the character of the costumery and scenic investiture. Permit me at once to scatter a few handsful of disillusion on
True, it is adthis notion at once.
visable ever to have a good play and
capable interpreters, and the other
details of production should be of
the best.

But, bless you, it does not
the press-agent

much matter with
108

what

is the merit of the attraction
delegated to root for. It is the
sole object of this conscienceless individual to corral the attention of the
public, and you may feel secure that
he is going to work his very sturdiAnd it is a matter of
est to do it.
record that many a first-rate production has failed absolutely just because it was inefficiently pressagented, while others, barren of excellence, have been floated upon the
wave of prosperity solely because of
the workings of the publicity man.
'Tis a megaphonic age we live in,
and the theatrical press-agent is a
necessary product of it.
very large
percentage of Americans is theatregoing, still there is great competition
in the
"show business," for playhouses are more than merely numerous. The more skillful the pressagent, the more successfully he
kindles interest in the production he
represents. And there is no "star"
so luminous even though his name
be a "household word" that can afford to disdain the offices of the
press-agent. And, truly, there should
be a feeling in every star's heart akin
to love for him, for the patient, plodding soul who never has written a
word save in praise of the whole
guild of actors, and who, in so doing, has antidoted many a vitriolic

he

is

A

—

paragraph

—

emanating from that
poor, villified, hunted, haunted analyst of plays termed a dramatic critic.
The dramatic critic and tiie pressagent arc sworn foes. It is the dramatic critic's business to tell the truth

THE THEATRICAL PRESS AGENT.
about a theatrical performance

in

the columns of his paper, and it is
the endeavor of the press-agent to
prevent this as far as possible and,
in addition, to see that a few "news"
stories of a complimentary nature
get into subsequent issues of the
paper so as to render the workings
of the despised dramatic critic null
and void. Ah, I know whereof I
speak, good folk, for I, alack-a-day,
am an humble chronicler of the

drama myself.
if

works and sometimes it doesn't, but
your real thing in press-agents is
never disheartened by non-success.
In the bright lexicon of pressagentthere is no such word as fail. As
some distinguished philosopher has,

dom
I

believe,

recommended,

he

tries,

tries again.

George Ade relates the tale of the
success of a ruse of this nature when
ho was dramatic
paper.

The

critic

on a Chicago

irrepressible press-agent

had been with him all morning in an
endeavor to get him to make use of
a two-column article saturated with
guff and
fluff
attesting to the
supreme excellence of his show. It
was so palpable an advertisement,
and the disciple of Ananias that had
penned it had dragged in so many
eulogistic superlatives in an endeavor to entice the people theatrewards, that Ade would have none of
it.

The next day Ade was astounded
to find the rejected "fake" featured
the editorial page, and rushed

on

the

managing

editor's

room

to write," said the editor, before

Ade

could say a word. "Bright, newsy,
readable stuff. And it only cost me

twenty dollars, too." !!!???!!!
But the successful handling of a
"fake" is getting harder and harder

A

these days.
story must be pretty
plausible before it passes muster in
the modern newspaper office.
The

time

the critic "turns down" a
press-agent's "fake," which happens
to be a very thinly disguised eulogy
of his show, why it does not feaze
the man of brass for so much as an
instant. It may be that he has been
currying favor with the managingall
these
editor by artful means
months for just this day of necessity, and so to him he goes with his
plaint and a request for the use of
his "true story" in the magazine section of the paper.
Sometimes this

And

into

with the paper to solve the mystery.
"That's the sort of theatrical stuff

is gone when so much
as an
inch notice will be given to an account of the actress who is robbed
of her diamonds, even, as sometimes
actually
happens, the tale is true.

The hackneyed, roadworn methods
of the press-agent of
will not work.
The

days gone by

modern

press-

agent must be an up-to-the-minute
proposition,

whose

think-factory
himself
turn a beautiful emerald tone with
envy. The stories circulated several
years ago of Anna Held's bathing in
milk, and of Mrs. Patrick Campbell
having tan bark spread in the street
to deaden the rumbling sounds that

would

make Munchausen

annoyed her during her performtwo excellent instances in
point which serve to show that the
ances, are

press-agent of to-day

is

a consistent

and creditable product of the age.
However "bizarre" and attractive
he makes his story, the press agent
must never forget that the main object of the yarn is to advertise, and
that he must get valuable advertising.
And so this professional prevaricator works fundamentally towards the enlargement of audiences.
He has to be careful that the newspaperiety he secures for his "star"
is not equipped with a boomerang.
It
must be minus the recoil. The pressagent that started the story, during

Mrs. Campbell's engagement in
l^ew York, that the actress had won
a large sum of money from society

women

at bridge-whist, meant well,
but he did not figure accurately, for

the whole affair brought
Mrs. Campbell a torrent

down on
of

such
109
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strong denunciation from the pulpit
enter a
to
that she was obliged
"denial."
liut the man who invented the
Anna Held milk bath was a genius.

Who
know,

he happens to be I do not
but, according to statistics, he

quite as numerous as the historic
folk that claim to have come over in
i.s

the "Mayflower." And it was a very
simple,
and comparatively inexpensive, piece of advertising. Every
morning a dealer in lacteal fluid
drove up to the vivacious Anna's
apartments,
and carried therein

numerous cans

of beautiful,

The papers were

milk.

full

white
of ac-

counts of this proceeding, and people
stood around mornings in order to
see the milk delivered.
The story
traveled all over the country, and
the good citizens of Kenebec, Ind.,
and Polunka, Mo., knew^ quite as
much about Anna and her supposed
daily ablutions as the frequenters of
the Great White Lane. And when
Miss Held trailed her way across
the country, interrogating
people
with the great question, ''Oh, Won't

you Come and Play Wiz Me?" the
box-ofifice receipts were of such a
character as to cause her manager
to perpetually exhibit the

brand of

blandishment that does not wear
off.

When
v/as

musical comedy
Denver recently

a certain

booked

in

—

musical comedy of the conventional
order, and not any more risque than
the average the press-agent accidentally overheard a remark in a
hotel lobby to the effect that the
speaker opined that he didn't "believe that Denver would stand for
anything too lively in the
show
business just now." That little re-

—

mark started the press-agent.
show had not been dragging

His
an
overplus of coin of the realm and it
was his duty to boom things a little.
Upon inquiry he discovered that
Denver harbored a A\'omen's Purity
in

League that was arraigned particularlv against theatrical

m

performances

of such a nature that

no self-respect-

ing girl would take her mother to.
Hy fair means and foul, he let it get
to the ears of the well-meaning ladies of the league that one of the features of the show would be a day
parade along the main street of forty
of the young women of the comattired in bathing suits.
The
Women's Purity League accepted

pany

the bait with alacrity.
It
burst
forth with an announcement that it
had information that a "vile, immoral and indecent" production
was
billed to appear at one of the principal theatres on the following week,
and, proclaiming aloud the name ot
the play, called upon
all
decentminded citizens to suppress the insult to a Christian and law-abiding

community.

Then the press-agent went to
work with a vengeance. The papers
were filled with comments on the
controversy, and the press-agent
wrote ponderous letters for publication which averred that he was properly horrified at it all, and pleaded
with the public to judge of the falseness of the accusation w'hen

show came

to town.

Which

the
the

kindly public proceeded to do, for
the records have it that it played to
capacity, and that the S.R.O. sign,
posted each
the actor's joy, was
night at the door.

Another artful dodge that secured
a goodly quota of advertising was
one where the New York papers
"bit" for a yarn of a barber delaying the performance of "Taps" until
nine o'clock one evening. The only
case
preparation required in that
was to post the man of shears and
to hold the curtain at the theatre.
Herbert Kelcey, according to the
papers next day, had just been shaved, when he discovered that he was

minus anything resembling currency
in his

pockets.

pay you to-morrow." he remarked. "I'm Herbert Kelcey. the
"I'll

actor."

"Herbert Kelcev!" the tonsorial-
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NT.

ist cried.

"Nix on the heated ozone.
Dat gag won't go. You stay right
where you are until you pony up

manuscript of the play, without
which no performance could be
given, and that he would pay a re-

that fifteen cents."

ward

A messenger was hastily summoned, and the ])apcrs stated that
the actor was released shortly after
the usual time for "ringing up." The
advertising power of this "fake" lay

order,
up.

in the novelty of the idea that a barber could keep a thousand i)eople
Avaiting for their entertainment. The
humorous quality in the thing made
for the tale being repeated, and. as
an attempt at publicity, the afifair
was an unqualified success.

Some very clever stunts in pressagentry are often not fully foreseen.
Grace George once in Chicago decided that she would not open on
Sunday night. She had been working hard on the road, and eight performances a week she felt marked
The
the limit of her endurance.
town, however, had been billed, and
the press-agent proceeded to have
an inspiration. New announcements
changed date were printed and
pasted over the others.
He then
permitted the newspapers to indulge
in a little curiosity as to the reason

of the

for the

change of dates.

The

press-

agent reluctantly gave forth the information that Miss George did not
believe in giving performances on
Simday. Hooray! At least a dozen
clergymen told their congregations
about it from the pulpit the dav before the ooening of the play. They
unwittingly officiated as admirable
assistants to the ingenious, paid publicity

man.

Henry Miller was about to
new play in New York,
to

proand,
his

determined to put ofif
the contemplated opening for a short
time. So the press-agent was called
in that he might give
a
waiting
world some valid reason for the condition of afifairs.
What was done
was to advertise widely thatthe reason for the postponement lay in the
fact that Mr. Miller had lost the only
satisfaction, he

duction was put in smooth working
and public interest was kept

George M. Cohan, the playwright
and actor, is one "star" who makes
most efficient press-agent for
a
himself.
Many and various have
been his schemes, and they are
nearly always successful.
Recentnoted Broadway restaurant received instructions to prepare dinner
for
a composer, music-publisher,
ly a

playwright and comedian.
finally arrived singly

Cohan

and alone, and

he had such a difficult time in assuriiig the stewards that he was the
quartet expected that the papers
gave the story good space the next
day.

And who

will gainsay the talent
"Divine Sarah" as a Bernhardt promotion committee?
The
stories she has had circulated about
her lions and peacocks 'and gorillas
ard other choice household pets;
"fareher continuously-announced
well" tour; and her appeal to the
French ambassador at Washington
protesting
against her
exclusion
from playhouses in this country con-

of the

oiled by the Theatrical Syndicate,
as well as her subsequent appearances in a circus tent, are examples
of pressagentism that are worthy of
any regular member of the guild.
ti

the great American institheatrical
the professional
the
press-agent, the man paid by

But

it is

tution,

duce a

rehearsals not progressing

of $1,000 for its return.
And
so rehearsals kept right on, the pro-

theatrical manager to boom productions according to the dictates of an
unbridled imagination, to whom I
specifically refer as "that extraordin-

ary personage" in the line that captions this article. That genial, gentle, modest, unassuming soul commands my admiration, inspires my
wonder, and, in his possession of one
particularly noble attribute, secures

my

respect.
Ill

The

Body

Bellows of the
By DR.

WM.

T.

PARTRIDGE

From Van Norden's Magazine

D OCTOR,
for

all

is

this

there justification
to-do about ade-

noids?"
is, my son,"
reply of the physician. After a pause, smoothing
his
white
hair, he added, "I'm sorry to say so;
that is, I'm sorry there is reason for
saying so, but I am glad of the
agitation concerning this matter, because it is high time that the public
be aroused to the importance of correct breathing. Adenoids, you know,
block the channels of respiration
more or less effectually, when at all
large, and a whole train of evil follows this damming of the channels
of the vital air."

"Undoubtedly there

was the

"What

are adenoids, Doctor?"

"They are an overgrowth of the
adenoid tissue which exists normally in the body.
They may develop
wherever this peculiar tissue occurs.
The so-called lymphatic glands, or
nodes, imbedded in this tissue are
distributed in colonies
throughout
the body, but they are particularly
abundant in the chest and abdomen,
in the face and neck; a few are in
the limbs, but none are in the brain
case.
Those situated in the throat,
especially those in the vault of the
pharynx, are so liable to overgrowth,
they give so much trouble and are
so common, that when we speak of
the overgrown

held in
fabric.

net-like

of

"Yes, but you said thcv arc
112

thought they grew

in

We

;

"What about the tonsils? What
have they to do with adenoids?"

—

"That's what the tonsils are adeI should have told you beEach tonsil is a very large
fore.
colony of lymph nodes, or knots
(they are not true glands') caught
noids.

living

the

adenoid aggregations are called 'tonsils' because they are shaped
like

we

lymph glands

tissue
Is that clear?"
a

I

in the meshes of the net-like tissue
and covered with a membrane or
The word, adenoid, we
capsule.
have borrowed from the Greek it
means, gland-like. These particular

'adenoids,' without qualification,

mean

pharynx.

the nose and therefore interfered
with breathing."
"They most decidedly do obstruct
breathing, but they do not develop
in the nose.
The pharynx, you
know, is the expanded upper end
of the throat under the base of the
brain chamber.
might appropriately call it a reception hall.
It is
reached through the vestibule of the
mouth and the double entry of the
nose. On the wall of the reception
hall just above the openings from
the back part of the nose, the typical
adenoids develop.
Normally, they
vary in size from a mustard seed to
a bean, but abnormally, they may
become as large as an almond they
may hang down like a bunch of
grapes over the nose openings, closing them more or less completely,
like a valve or swinging door. They
are not exactly dangerous, but they
are very serious in that they injure
the general health."

in

:
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an almond; tonsil meaning almond.
Of course everybody knows something about tonsils and what trouble
they may give in the throat. Now
imagine a swollen tonsil covering
What hapthe breathing holes.
pens? A mouth breather, undoubtedly, unless the child meet with the

Desdemona.
old Mother Nature prepared the nose and not the mouth to
fate of

"Now

be a part of the respiratory system
that is very easy to comprehend. The
air passing in a semi-circle through
the middle and upper part of the nose
the extreme upper part is prepared for the sense of smell under
normal conditions, is filtered, warmed and moistened; extreme care being thus exercised to prevent any irlining of
ritation of the delicate
the air tubes and sacks in the lungs.
When a child, or a grown-up for
that matter, is compelled to breathe
through the mouth, particles of dust
or other deleterious matter are allowed entrance into the oxygen halls
and chambers, and often kick up a
;

—

—

fuss.

This

common knowledge,

is

but it is not so generally known that
the numerous delicate, goblet-like
cells in the mucous membrane of
the nose, are constantly being filled
with and emptied of a beautiful clear
amber liquid a pint every twentyfour hours to modify the respired
air and keep the tissues in good

—
—

condition.

When we

'catch

cold'

and the membrane becomes irritated
and inflamed, the wine in the goblets
becomes 'heady' and some of the
Bacchanalian cells, becoming angry,
pour out their libations in a stream,
and dash the goblets to pieces. Then

we

get the other

extreme— reaction

and dryness."

"What

does

it

mean, Doctor,

to

'catch cold'?"

"You seem

to be loaded with ques-

my boy but I'm glad
these subjects interest you. 'Catching cold,' is losing heat; that is, we
tions, to-night,

;

temporarily radiate heat faster than

we manufacture

it.

The sudden

ab-

straction of bodily heat is felt
as a
shock more or less severe, by the
skin or other tissue affected.

Un-

der a

nervous stimulus the blood
vessels contract, driving the blood
transiently from the surface, and
we
experience a chill which is interpreted as 'catching cold.' The blood
driven from the surface causes congestion somewhere else and most
frequently it is the mucous membrane of the upper respiratory tract
that suffers. The theory is, that
because of our civilized ways for ages

and ages— which entail improper
breathing— the delicate respiratory
portion of our Solomon's Templebuilt without the sound of hammer
has become very susceptible to

—

strain.
The congestion of the nasal
mucous membrane in most instances
is followed by inflammation,
swelling and by perverted secretion. The
nose is wholly or partially stopped.

"So you see that colds interfere
with breathing in much the same
way as do adenoids. Both should
be prevented, of course, when possible; and it is possible.
Correct
breathing would reduce the liability
to 'catch cold' seventy-five per cent.,
if not more, and adenoids would
not
develop in the air passages of one
who had learned to breathe properly."

"How

Doctor, that we hear
adenoids, nowadays?
never used to."
"Well, you heard about them under other names, perhaps adenitis,
quinsy, and so forth but I believe
the particular form of trouble in the
lymphatic glands which we term
'adenoids' is more prevalent to-day
than it was twenty-five years ago.
The attention of the medical profession was first directed to adenoids
in the vault of the pharynx in 1868,
and I know that an examination
made of the children in the public
schools of New York twenty years
ago, developed the fact that out of
2,000, sixty were afflicted with adenoids.
Recent examinations here,
so

is

it,

much about

We

—

—
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you know, have shown that

in cer-

half of the pupils
tain schools nearly

knotty overare suffering from these

"To

little

and

this,
at this little girl, and
See their poor, pinched

noses, open

mouths and vacant

Not only

physica
their
mental
their
but

place,

is

to

by

conditions are easily remedied
the proper treatment."
"You say much about breathing
to
properly, Doctor. Do you mean
imbreathe
people
say that most
properly?"
"Yes, my son, I do. It is a demore
plorable fact. I believe that not
as
than one person in ten breathes
orunder
that
contend
he should. I
dinary conditions we should breathe
^

.

to
slowly, deeply, freely, and fully,
to
favorable
results
best
obtain the
health— mental as well as physical.

Most people breathe

irregularly,

and

physiologists tell us, that ordinarily
not one-sixth of man's lung capacity
captains
is utilized. What would the
or
of industry to-day say of a mill
a foundry running to only one-sixth
these
of its capacity? Yet some of
millionaires have much idle lung capacity while working some of their
other bodily manufacturing plants
overtime."

"Why
deeply?"

114

is

it

and the wider open the portals

flow.
the greater the reciprocal
appreciated
"It is not generally
much the breathing afifects the

eyes
health impaired,
yet they
capacity is reduced; and
removal ot
a
as
children,
bright
are
breath will
these obstructions to the
that
shame
downright
a
is
It
show.
to
allowed
be
the little ones should
such
because
pass,
a
such

come

of the poison-

which the
to give the living cells of
supply of
larger
a
composed
body is
the other.
the life-giving oxygen, on
The lungs are the great double doors
takes
through whch this exchange

Here is a
with pathetic appeal?
mouth-breathers
bunch" of typical

Look

more

tissues
ous matter with which the
hand, and
one
the
on
blood,
the
load

has sent
^^"See here' a kind friend
adesome
of
photographs
me these
pubYork
noid children in the New
Aren't they eloquent
schools.
lic

this one.

eliminate

necessary to breathe

how

nervous system, but each one can
demonstrate this for himself. It is
much more apparent how the nerve
currents and mental emotions alter
the breathing, and this
mark with a red pencil.

is

a fact to

When

you

are angry, observe how you take
when you
quick, '^hort inspirations
your
catch
you
how
are frightened,
Excitement, anxiety, grief,
breath.
bodily illness as well as food and
drink, cause changes in the breath
rate and consequently in the blood
flow and in the tissue exchange. It
is an interesting fact that in a healthful man, about two ounces of blood,
with each pulsation of the heart, are
given to the lungs and that the
whole volume of blood in the body
about one-fifth by weight of the
man passes
of
total avoirdupois
;

—

—

through the lungs every three minutes. It is evident that if we devote
several minutes occasionally during
the day of breathing exercises, such
as rhythmical abdominal breathing,
or what is known as the alternating
breath, we may do much to cleanse
the internal bodily mechanism. This
internal

bath

to health

is

than

even more essential
external bathing,
breathe projierly we
is

but when we
enjoy a cold morning dip which
previously was uninviting or positively injurious to us."

At

a

Turkish

Election

From Blackwood's Magazine
Orient Express from ConTHE
stantinople puts you down
at

Adrianople somewhere between
eleven and midnight. As you step
from the footboard of the train-deluxe you leave Western comfort and
ease behind you. You have reached
an environment more Oriental than
Constantinople itself,
but even in
the five years that have elapsed since
the writer last visited the ancient
capital of

European Turkey,

to

some

degree the influences of the West
have forced themselves upon Adrianople. Five years ago there was no
hotel at Karagatch and arriving by
the

same

train

the

European pas-

senger was obliged to drive the three
miles into Adrianoplp proper, there
to seek refuge in the most insalubrious hospitality of a native caravanserai
boasting the pretentious
title of "hotel."
Now^, however, a
well-dressed young Greek meets the
train

and

pilots

the visitor to the

gap

in the trees which lined the road,
the view of Adrianople in the grey
haze of a misty morning burst upon

The town

me.
small

is
built upon a
lying in a bend of the
river Tundja (tributary to the Maritza), and is remarkable from a distance for the many minarets of its
mosques. Crossing the Maritza by
the solid Turkish bridge, I found

hill

myself in bazaars packed with oli'duty reservists, and, what is more
vv^onderful, these soldiers were all
engaged in marketing. It is indeed

new

Turkey to see soldiers
to spend, and Adrianople, even at first view, impressed
a

sight in

with

money

upon

me

the

changes which

the
already effected
in their country.
I discovered later
that the army had actually received
its pay with regularity since the
new order of things had arrived. My
first call was upon the British Con-

Young Turks have

sulate.

Here

I

found Major Sam-

who

very passable hostelry called "The

son,

Janick," where the traveler is able,
if
the demands upon the limited
space of the institutions are not too
great, to sleep in a room of Western

knows everybody and everything
worth knowing in the whole vilayet.
As the preliminary elections were

appointment.
This was my fortune, and after
passing a good night, I arose early
and walked into Adrianople. The
first touch of winter had fallen upon
Southern Europe, and if it had not
been for the endless stream of redfezzed Redifs that I met upon the
road, it might have been
a
cold
weather morning in Northern India.
This parallel almost became convincing, when, presently, through a

the

energetic

Consul,

actually taking place in Adrianople,
and were to some degree responsible
for my visit, the Consul arranged an
interview with Reshid Pasha, the
Vali.
Now Reshid Pasha is one of
the strongest and most progressive
of the Young Turk party, and has
entered upon
his duties
in
the
Adrianople vilayet with an energy
and vigour which have already produced a marked result. I could not
help recalling to mind my last visit
to the Vali in Adrianople.
Then
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there was just the same well-bred
courtesy as we received to-day; but
this courtesy proved the sole outcome of the interview There was

no direct answer to

me

my

inquiries,

no

those matters
where 1 was ignorant; nothing but
endeavour to mislead and embarrass
desire to aid

me where

it

in

was opined

1

might

Conseor learn too much.
quently on the present occasion the
frankness of the Vali was a revelaHis time was valuable, and
tion.
he went straight to the business in
hand. The directness of his answers
and the suggestion in his questions

know

showed

that,

from wishing to

far

conceal, his one desire

and

instruct.

He

should immediately

was

to help

arranged that
visit

i

the prin-

cipal polling centre in the town, directed one of his secretaries to meet

me
If

at the poll at the appointed hour.
may be
the future of Turkey

judged from

my

impression of
the new Vali of Adrianople, then in
a very few years Turkey is destined
to

first

become a great nation.
you would imagine what the

If

iirst

general election in the prov-

inces in Turkey is like you must put
out of your mind all pictures of the
boisterous elections with which you
in
In England,
as
are familiar.
America, politics have become a
fashion.
The voter exercises his
privilege, first as a vindication of his
rights as a citizen, and secondly as a
justification of his own intelligent
discernment.
At the present moment no such feelings exist in Turkey. The average Ottoman subject
barely realizes that the last few
weeks have brought him any rights
as a citizen^ and he certainly is not
yet in competition with his neighbor
on the question of the intelligence
of their respective powers of selection.
He comes, therefore, to the
poll much in the spirit of the parent
who visits the office of the registrar
when a child is born. It is a State
duty in which, as yet, he has not appreciated his personal interest.
It
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must be remembered that

am

I

speaking of the provinces. In Stamboul, where the people are better
educated and the Greek element is
inclined to be obstructive,

it

may

be

different.

The actual voting was taking
place at the Municipal Hall withIn fact,
out display or excitement.
as I saw the function, it was quite a
tame affair. There was not even a
crowd to mark so singular a phenomenon in Turkey as an election
representation.
constitutional
for
The Municipal Hall

was

thrown

open, and but for the presence of
double police sentries at the entrance, there were no signs of any
special or extraordinary business.
Marching into the central hall, I
found a small knot of people surrounding a pillar-shaped ballot-box,
and a table before which two tellers

were seated.

The

pillar-box receiv-

ed the voting papers, and the tellers
checked the voters. The procedure
seemed to be something after this

The

electors are all registered
respective wards, and furnished by the ward-muktears with a

wise.
in

their

blank paper bearing the

official seal.

The voters are then informed of the
names of the candidates standing in
and are told that their
muktears will be present at the poll
between given hours on a certain
Such voters as appear at the
day.
stated hours are checked
by the
their division,

presence of their ow^n
muktears. This done, they drop
their voting paper into the ballotbox.
If, however, they do not attend while their muktear is present
they are required to produce a certellers in the

tificate of birth.

In a division of the

Municipal Hall was the pollingbooth
here the electors had the
right to inscribe on their voting papers nineteen, out of the twenty-eight
;

names

for representation.

As

far as

could see from the small numbers
that voted in my presence, they all
came with their papers already tilled
in. It will be seen that the procedure
I

AT A TURKISH ELECTION
primitive to an extreme, and also
it lends itself to many possibilities of falsification and fraudulent
In fact, the Vali himself
return.
pointed out that in some districts of
the vilayet it had already been found
that votes had been extensively duplicated, and that in each case where
this had been discovered the scrutiny showed that the duplication was
in the favor of Greek candidates. On
the other hand, before my arrival
the mayor of the town was defeated
in what could only be described as
a dishonest canvass, and was imis

that

mediately removed from his post.
Perhaps when the significance of
such malpractices as these is more
generally appreciated, the hustings
at a provincial

Turkish election

will

cease to be as passionless as they
have been on this first occasion.
Later I spent some time in the
polling-booth for the Karagatch division of the same Sanjak. For the
most part the voters were Mussulman and Greek villagers from a
large village near the town. On this
occasion the ballot was not carried
out in quite the same manner as at
the Municipal Hall. In this case almost the whole of the votes registered were those of illiterate husbandmen. These peasants, all in the
picturesque costume of the country,
sat outside the police post where the
ballot box was placed, and waited
until their names were called by the
tellers.

They then walked gravely

and after having been
recognized by the village muktear,
dropped their papers into the box. I
am positive that ninety-nine per
cent, of them had not the smallest
idea of what it all meant.
I went
amongst those who were waiting to
to the poll,

vote.

They

their papers,

ed

in.

on

all

readily
showed me
which were already fill-

I noticed that the selections
the Greek papers were in the

same handwriting, while in the same
manner only one handwriting w^as
responsible for the lists furnished by
the Moslems.
Inquiry showed that
in the case of the

Greeks the papers
been inscribed by the village
schoolmaster, while the local hodja
had issued the papers already filled

had

all

Mahomedans. Both secwhen asked who they were

to the

in

tions,

voting for, replied conclusively: "It
is written on the paper."
When further questioned they admitted that
they had been quite content to leave
the selection of names to the writer

document.
do not wish to infer that this
means of bringing the populace to
the poll has been a malpractice; I
only want to emphasize the fact that
a population, of which ninety-five
per cent is certainly illiterate, and
in which no political emotions whatever exist, can only return representof the
I

atives by instruction, and, therefore,
for years to come the representation
in the Turkish Parliament will be
based upon class representation
alone.
The Moslems will vote as
their hodjas instruct them, and the
Greeks as the schoolmaster advises.
One fails to see how it could be
otherwise. But at the same time it
restricts all national sentiment to a
very small portion of the community
and opens the door to every conceivable chicanery and manipulation.
Another irregularity I also noticed
in the polling-booth, and it is one
that the Committees will do well to
eradicate before their next general
election.
The muktear sat at his
duty-post of identificiation with a
wad of filled-in voting papers, and
acted as proxy for a very large percentage of the names called. This,
of course, paves the way for incalculable iniquities.
For the rest, I
never saw a less demonstrative election in my life.
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AN UP-RIVER SCKNE oN THK MURRAY RIVER

From

E)

the Bystander

ERS

are roads, and carry us
tlieni," wrote Blaise
great river is somePascal.
thing more than a stream of water.
People w'ho live on its banks come
to attribute to it, quite unconsciously,
some mysterious god-like quality.
all feel something similar about the
sea.
There is a fascination in the
eternal current of a majestic river
that little by little insinuates itself into the very life of the dwellers on its
shores.
Coarse men some of them
are, perhaps, who would scoff at the
suggestion, yet that does not alter the
' '

r\

1

\

along with

A

We

The stream which
fact of the case.
gives life to the man who sows the
seed and also to the seed itself, and
carries the harvest to the world outside does most certainly weave itself
eventually into the inan's whole existence, and, in Pascal's words, carhim along with it.
Reckoning its three main

ries

tributarstretches over
a length of between three and four
Twice a year it is
thousand miles.
replenished, in the spring from the
the
snow in the Australian Alps,
the rain at the
late summer from
ies,

the

Murray system

m

source of the Darling on the Queensland border. Formerly the river used
to flood its banks for miles and miles
on either side, much as the Nile does
but the huge drain of water constantly
exacted from it for the needs of irri118

make such Hoods now impos-

gation

So

extensive, indeed, has been
diversion of water in the upper
reaches that the Murray has in some
years been transformed into almost
a dry stream, which the lower riparian settlers may shortly require the
Commonwealth High Court to recognize as a crime.
The lands all the
way up the river have, in recent years
especially, become known as the most
fertile in Australia for the growingof wheat and fruit.
The extraordinary fact is that people have been so
long in discovering this. The earliest
sible.

the

settlers.

Englishmen

and

Germans

straight from the home countries, are
still there, and their numbers are increasing every year.
The stories of the old floods make
exciting reading.
That of 1870 surpassed all records, and is still the
standard in high-river calculations.

In

that

what

is

Darling bed. and sailed up the

the

main
has

steamers floated over
land fifty miles from

year

now dry

it,

Many
were

street

of

Wentworth,

tradition

on the wrong side of the road.
of the people had visions, and

incited
build the

—or

so

they believed

One old
agam.
boatwright even had a design preparThe proposal was to take two
ed.

to

Ark

or three of everything except rabbits.
A pair of quite respectable kangaroos had actuallv been invited, wc

AUSTRALIA'S
when

MOTHER WATERWAY.

—

waters and the
subsided.
The sportsman in Australia must
perforce go to the Murray. The guns
of
at Christmas-time kill thousands
wild-duck every year, and there is no
better sport to be found anywhere.
Every lignum flat when the water is
up, every lagoon, abounds with them
The dense
in their several varieties.
population of shags, ibis, and pelicans bears witness to the river's piscaFor this reason the
torial plenty.
Murray is rapidly becoming one of
the chief holiday resorts for AustralBut, to repeat, its
ian city people.
geographical.
is
importance
chief
believe,

scheme

Its

the

— suddenly

fertility

is

no

less

remark-

Its people
than its climate.
world.
in
the
are the healthiest
So from his branch in the gum-tree,
the kookaburra, the big brown-andwhitc kingfisher, laughs in the sun at

able

the joy of everything about him and
the madness of men who live elsewhere the river catches up his mirth,
;

it from end to end of its
glorious reaches, and the wise old
looking as if he knew all
bird
secrets
of
the
sphinx listhe
the
tens
eagerly
for
sound of

and

flings

—

—

come back

to him,
breath again, to
give vent to a very fury of laughter,
playing with the echoes like a schoolThe sulphur-crested cockatoo
boy.
screeches madly from his hole in the
])lun'king
the
of the
cliff-side
at
steamer's paddles, which he can hear
in that great whispering gallery from
The notes of the magmiles away.
pie, who pipes out 'his liquid clorkclork-clork in a voice of wonderful
range, are of as pure gold as the sunPerhaps that sunshine overhead.
shine is most beautiful of all.

his

hilarity

to

and then takes

his
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CABINET MINISTERS AS SEEN BY A CARTOONIST
David Wilson

in Illustrated

London News

His Majesty's Ministers
By AUDITOR
From

Fortnightly Review

the last number of the FortIXnightly
Review I ventured to dis-

cuss the quality of the Opposition
House of Commons, and
in the
found it "feeble" unable, with few
exceptions, to take effective advantage of the opportunities so plentifully offered by the Government durIn
the
ing the Autumn Session.
present paper I propose to subject
the Ministry to a similar test and
judge them from the same standpoint of the patient listener, who has
no political expectations and no
private interests to bias his impartial
judgment. In this case one can soon
dispense with the word "feeble."
What faults the Government have,
as a Government, feebleness is not
one of them, and still less do its individual members deserve that un-

—

120

TANTUM

flattering

epithet.

Their

faults

spring rather from overweening

self-

confidence, vitality and recklessness.

—

They dare do anything

and more
becomes a Ministry, except
make a straightforward, immediate

that

appeal to the country in their quarrel with the House of Lords.
But,
after all, if they had resigned when
their Licensing Bill was rejected by

Upper Chamber, many of them
would not have qualified for their
the

pensions as ex-Cabinet

Ministers,

for they could not show a full three
years' tenure of office. And men do

not

become super-men when they

to the highest places
State.
rise

It

is

Cabinet

in

the

true that the strength of the
is

weakness

tempered bv conspicuous
one particular depart-

in

HIS MAJESTY'S iMINISTERS
nient.

the
its

For some inscrutable reason
Office has had more than

Home

share of indififerent Ministers in

the last fifty years, but Mr. Herbert
Gladstone excels them all. As an

example

of

extreme

flaccidity his let-

Roman

Catholic authorities at Westminster in respect of
first ofthe Eucharistic Procession
ficially sanctioned and then ofiicialstands unrivalled, and his
ly vetoed
performances as ^Minister in charge
Hours Bill
of the Miners' Eight
were the despair of his side. The
ter to the

—

—

earlier proceedings

in

Grand Com-

course,
of
mittee upstairs were^
screened from public view, but in
the Report stage and Third Reading
his lack of grip and his inability to
present his case tersely were almost
painful to witness. The Home Secwell
subject
knew his
retary
enough; what failed him was the
power of expression, and his frequent explanations were often more
obscure than the points originally
The name of Gladstone,
in doubt.
of course, is a valuable asset to the
Liberal Party in the country, where
the ineradicable belief in the Horatian maxim Fortes creantur fortibus et bonis is the main secret of
the vitality of the hereditary prinBut is there not scope for
ciple.
irony in the spectacle of a Radical
Government declaring its fiercest
war upon the hereditary principle,
as it is illustrated in the House of
Lords, when itself bestows not merely seats in a

Chamber but important
upon

"their fathers'
sons," and even waives the usual
certain
in
political apprenticeship
cases in order to keep the old names
in the firm? If the presence of some
members in the Ministry indicates,
as it does, that Radical careers are
open to Radical talents, there are
others who are living witnesses of

offices of State

the active survival of paternal and
patronal influence.
is
Cabinet
Nevertheless,
the
strong in men and its strongest figThat is as it
ure is Mr. Asquith.

should be. The Prime Minister of
the day should invariably be the
strongest man of his party; it is almost always a misfortune for the
Since Mr.
State when he is not.
Asquith took over control from the
hands of a predecessor immeasurably his inferior

tues—in

— despite

intellect

all

his vir-

and force of char-

he has filled the stage at Westminster in something" of the old
It is always
Gladstonian manner.
a pleasure to see the Prime Minister

acter,

take the floor, for the House knows
that the Government case will be
put just as well as it can be put. Mr.
Asc[uith is a master of the art of exposition. After hearing him no one
has any excuse for not grasping the
When
salient points of a measure.
he talks it is business things get
His
forward; something is done.
are
most pervoice and manner
suasive; if "occasion calls he can rise
dignified eloof
to a high level
quence he has an unerring eye for
the weak points of his own case as
well as those of his opponents he
can gather up his party behind him,
as he sweeps along, and carry the
dullest and heaviest over almost any
obstacle. In a word, he is the leader
of his party and not its follower. He
i^always well ahead in judgment.
Nor is he like the late Sir Henry
;

;

;

Campbell-Bannerman, who was for
ever at the mercy of a sentimental
or humanitarian phrase, and belonged by instinct to the Little England
School of Radicals, with whom the
Benches are packed,
Ministerial
though just now they are receiving

Mr.
encouragement.
little
very
Asquith has no natural affinity with
these.

He knows them

—

for

what

mischief-makers
arrant
are
and troublers of the peace. It always seems to me that Mr. Asquith
tosses with a singularly sparing

they

hand
the
love,

to the Radical

pack behind him

morsels which they
that these are received

particular

and

with glad surprise.
repeats, as

And when

he

sometimes he must, the
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And yet
funeral was super)).
what could have been more hope-

its

than an attempt to rush such a
through Parliament in the last
few days of an exhausting Session,
negotiators had
the
before even
agreed among themselves as to the

less
l!ill

liKll

AIN S FOREIGN SECRETARY
Sir Edward Grey, M.P.

school figures upon which the comFor all that
])romise was to rest?
the failure did no harm to the reput:?tions of the Prime ^Minister or of
the Minister of Education. On the
contrary, it actually did Mr. Runciman good. The attempt was made
with so much honesty of purpose,
the negotiations were so sincere,
the give and take on both sides
was so genuine, and the ordinary
partisan view was so rigidly excluded from the interviews between the
.\rchbishop and the Alinister. that
the House of Commons was almost
ashamed to attack the scheme. Mr.
Runciman was so reasonable and yet
so strong and firm in his speeches
he listened with so much patience to
the extremists; he was so anxious
to bring ofif his miracle and restore
educational peace that the House
felt genuinely sorry when the inevitable end came, even though
every day that passed, while the fate
of the Bill hung in the balance, confiimed the uneasy conviction that
the plan would not do, and that even
it
would
if carried in Parliament
soon break down in the country.
:.

Radical shibboleths and the Teetotal
shibboleths and the shibboleths of
the Universal Friends of Man, when
he puts the case of the Passive Resister, as though convinced that the
distinction between rates and taxes
were really worth a good man's support, one cannot help thinking with
what gusto Mr. Asquith would expose the sandy foundation on which
he had been building", if that were to
form part of his official duties.

enormously
has
Asquith
Mr.
strengthened his reputation as a
His handling of
Parliamentarian.
the Licensing Bill apart, of course,
from the demerits of that swollen
and unwieldy fneasure was admirable, and he showed himself as goodhumored and amenable to requests
from the other side as was compatible with a fixed determination to
drive the Bill through according to
Again, in the matter
the schedule.
the ill-fated
Education comof
Prime
promise,
the
Minister's
speeeches were models of conciliatory language, and the dignity of
the speech in which he conducted

—

—
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Of the Foreign Secretary everyone speaks Avell, so well indeed that
.^ir Edward Grey might be well ad\ised to imitate Polycrates and drop
terrace
into the
a ring over the
Thames. I'nionists repose in him
the same unreserved trust that they
and
Lord Lansdowne,
place in
everyone rejoices at the welcome
change which has lifted foreign poliout of the perils of party conSir Edward Grey never
troversy.
speaks unless absolutely compelled
Mr. Haldane, on the other hand, is
always ready to fill a column on the
sliortcj^t notice.
He looks the sleepiest man in the Cabinet; he is, in
tics

:

;

HIS MAJESTY'S MINISTERS

How he gets
fact, the most alert.
through his work is a marvel to ordinary mortals.
the

No

Minister attends

more assiduously; he

House

even goes to "another place" when
the Lords are debating Army matters, and listens impassively to Lord
Crewe's uneasy and halting speeches
on military affairs or to the wellcoached replies of Lord Lucas. Mr.
Haldane is always ready to assist a
colleague; but he gets very little

behalf in season and out of season
his speeches here, and there and

everywhere, his cheery optimism in
the face of the gloomiest prognostications, his readiness, his entreaties,
his cajoleries even, his
laborious
days and sleepless nights, will re-

ceive one day the generous recognition that is now withheld.
could
wish, it is true, that Mr. Haldane
were not quite so copious, that when

We

he rises and

begins "tuning

his

A CABINET MINISTER AT A SOCIAL FUNCTION
The Minister of War, Right Hon. R. B. Haldane, M.P., presenting
prizes to the Queen's

Some of his colhelp in return.
leagues are ready enough to blow
the trumpet and sound the drum on
behalf of the ever popular Navy, but
for the Army
not a word. In fact,
i^ is credibly reported that one of
them was quite prepared, if need be,
to take the War Office and reduce
the army estimates by five millions
simply by the drastic method of lopping off more regulars. The Ter-

—

Army

Mr. Haldane's own
creation, and his exertions on its
ritorial

is

Westminster

Rifles

voice and balancing his hands," it
were not quite so certain that he
would exhaust his theme, but that is
a small point. He has done the work
that no one else could have done
he would have done it even better
but for some of his colleagues; and
he is all the better statesman' be-

cause he

is

such an indifferent parti-

san.

Mr. Lloyd George was in abeyance during the Autumn session. Tie
had had his innings while the Old
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1

—
:

HIS MAJESTY'S MINISTERS
that
we
simple and so obvious,
should rather condemn the blindness

and dilatoriness of the Governments,
which left such glaring^ folly so long
untouched, than praise the sapience
of a Minister who put the crooked
And again it is the verv
straight.
Minister who performed the wildest
contortions in honor of the Goddess
of Free Trade who passed the Patents Act and has enabled the new
Authority,
with
Port of London
Board of Trade sanction, to levy a
duty on goods entering and leaving
the Thames. His present task is to
demonstrate that the resources of
taxation under a Free Trade system
are not exhausted, and that he can
raise the millions he requires by special class taxation without laying
the slightest burden upon the shoulfi^ers
The
of the working-classes.
measure of his success will be the

measure of his condemnation. Now
and then, when he has found himself
Llovd
Mr.
in serious company,
George has essayed to wear with
dienity the gorgeous but heavy
robes of the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
But he finds the strain
too great to be borne lone. He is
glad to escape from their smothering weight, to be himself and at hi"?
ease, and when addressing the mass
meetings most congenial to his oratorical stvle, he has told them with
a wink that he has his eve on the
rich man's hen roost, and that he
is composing
a
orettv tune for
Midas to sing on the rack. Indeed,
he and his partner, Mr. Winston
Churchill, are going about
using
language which does not differ one
iota in intention from that of Mr.
Victor Grayson,

when he

for

calls

a knife to slit the bursting

money

rich.
As a Minister
House Mr. Lloyd George assumes his most taking manner and

bags of the
in

the

wears an engaging smile; he can
turn on the springs of sentiment
and make the fountains gush he
;

has the skilful orator's trick of play-

ing with

his

And

audience.

his

words drip plausibility.
He seems to have entered into a
working partnership with the President of the Board of Trade, who is
success
playing, with flamboyant
for the moment, the historic role of
the young scion of an aristocratic

demagogue.
house turned ardent
Mr. Churchill is the new friend of

The Pulchellus of the
the toilers.
Cabinet is the People's Winston. He
watches very warily every moveParty.
He
the Labor
catch every sound that
Every breath
rises from beneath.
faint,
aura, however
of popularis
the
Avakes a responsive string in
Aeolian harps stretched across his
windows at the Board of Trade
the dawn of every new Socialistic

ment

in

to

listens

idea makes this modern Memnon
Mr. Churchill shares all the
vocal.
arts of the demagogue Avith Mr.
I,lovd George and has advantages of
social status denied to his present
partner and future rival; he has
mighty ambitions and immense capacity he works like a tiger and
he has not only shot a rhinoceros
he has assumed its hide.
Mr. John Burns remains what he
was.
;

;

An honest man,
chin,

close-buttoned

to

the

,

Broad-cloth without and a

warm

heart

within.
LTis

appointment

to

the

Cabinet

to please the workingnow,
classes and did please them
Mr. Burns is
years,
after three
chiefly a source of strength to the
Ministry with their middle-class
supporters, because of the resolute

was designed

;

and courageous stand which he has
made against the enormous pressure brought to bear upon him from
the extreme Radical and Socialist
wings of the party. The President
of the Local Government Board deserves the thanks nf the community for the vigor of his
upon corruption in the

onslaught
lower de125
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A CAKl.NIiT illMSTliK IN ALTION
The President

partmcnts of

of the Local

local

Government Board, Right Hon. John Burns, M,P.,' addresses
the House of Commons

administration,

upon the ruinous extravagance of
the outdoor relief system known as
Poplarism, and upon the insidious
new shibboleth of the Labor Party
the Right to Work. It is an open
secret that the Cabinet was sharply
divided on the question of what to
do for the unemployed.
Some of
Mr. Burns's colleagues would cheerfully have flung him to the wolves.
And though he won the day last
October, when the Prime Minister
cast his aegis over him and paid him
a most generous but well-deserved

—

tribute in the House of Commons,
the struggle will be renewed, and.
if the Ministry endures, it will be
highly interesting
to
watch Mr.

Burns's

fate.

fighter."

and

more exciting

He

is

a

Parliament
spectacle

"bonny
no

has
to

offer

ftom a purely gladiatorial noint of
view than a duel
between
the

—

President of the Local Government
his
implacable foes on
the Labor Benches, csneciallv Mr.
Keir Hardie and Mr. \Y'\U Crooks.
They onenly cast off the gloves;
they sh(^iit inmrccations
between
the blows in the old Homeric fash
ion and they pound awav amid the

Board and

:
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of their excited partisans till
the staidest members forget their
dignity and swell the din.
It is difficult to write impartially
of the Chief Secretary for Ireland.
His name has come to be associated
so continuously with failure despite his Irish Universities Bill
that his opponents are prone to
cries

—

"damn hm

hazard."

at a

temperament an

He

is

by

but his
disappointments arc manifestly telling upon him. The iron has entered his soul and begun to fester. He
is losing his old suavity: there is a
hi.rsher note in his voice
he sits
on the Treasury Bench as though
crouching for a spring. He flings his
answers across the floor with a gesture of impatience.
But when he
goes down into the country and lets
himself go O di boni. quam teter
o;)timist.

:

—

incedebat,

quam

trirculentus.

quam

aspectu.
His
rhetoric
positively rasps and grates.
And
yet all this violent wrath is for the
terribilis

sake of peace and brotherhood and
mankind
That ho lias done what
ht considers his best in Ireland no
one can deny. He has striven with
might and main to anpease the Irish
!

Nationalists.

Mr.

Redmond

and

—
HIS MAJESTY'S MINISTERS
Mr. Dillon freely acknowledge
good intentions, but they either

his
will

not or dare not interfere with Mr.
And the
(Mnnell and his friends.
inventor of the "hazel policy" told

Mr. Birrell to his face in the House
of Commons a few weeks ago that
he and the cattle drivers would
go on making the facts in Ireland,
ard the Government could frame
their laws to suit them.
It

To

was so rare

a piece of fun

see the sweltered

cattle run.

fate of the. Irish Land Bill it
It is a
folly to predict.
grandiose measure, like most of the

The

would be

Government

Bills,

and provides,

in

addition to its land-purchase clauses,
large
of
for the transplantation
numbers of Irish tenants from the
grass
districts to the
congested
lands which are to be broken uo in
order to provide them with holdings.
Whether the latter are economic or
not, Mr. Birrell admitted that he
The admisdid not greatly care.
sion was typical of the Radicalism
of which he is one of the chief ex-

ponents.

Mr. IMcKenna promises to be a
greater success at the Admiralty than he was at the Education
Office, his tenure of which is chiefremembered by his supremely
ly
to
fatuous remark that he came

much

bring, not peace, but a sword.

The

Radicals were exultant when this
eager economist was sent to the Admiralty; now they are inclined to
favorite
look upon him, in their
phrase, as "a. lost soul," for instead
of giving them a drastic, reckless rethe First
duction of expenditure,
Lord has become an enthusiast for
the superb machine of which he has

supreme

control,

otically

jealous

and
of

is

its

now

patri-

perfection.

The Postmaster-General, Mr. Sydney Buxton, arouses neither enthusiasm nor
animosity; he is a
typical example of the sound party
man and painstaking administrator.
Mr. Harcourt, the Sir Visto of the

Cabinet, and decidedly the most ornamental figure on
the Treasury
Bench, is a neat speaker, who takes
tiouble to throw a touch of distinction even into an answer for question time, and is the first Minister
for many long years to take a real
and active interest in the beautification of London. But the lesser lights
of the Cabinet have been completely outshone of late by one of the
I'nder-Secretaries, who has assuredly earned the next vacant place that
occurs in the charmed circle. This

Mr. Herbert Samuel, Mr. Gladlieutenant, and, one would
imagine, about as uncomfortable a
junior as the Earl of Elgin found
Mr. Winston Churchill. Mr. Samuel
was specially deputed by Mr. Asi-;

stone's

quith to take his place as Minister
in charge of the Licensing Bill when
affairs of State caused his absence,
and he performed the duties with
very marked ability. The Children's
Bill, which he also skilfully piloted
through the House, was literally
child's play compared with such difficult questions as time limit and
monopoly value, and though his
speeches were cf^refully prepared bebest
forehand,
he
followed the
speakers on the Opposition side with
absolute confidence, and where he

could not

answer,

boldly

attacked.

Mr. Samuel, however, contrives to
arouse aninfbsities to a very marked
degree. He not only strikes hard
no one minds that he irritates. He

—

antipathetic to many members of
the Opposition, who find it hard to
It is not
listen to him in patience.
feL) much what he says as the decidedly "nasty way" he says it; and
he has a peculiar sleekness of manner which is in curious contrast with
Neverthe hardness of his voice.
i-

Mr. Herbert Samuel is already a force in the House of Commons, and is one of the most valutheless,

able

men

in

the Ministry.

Another Minister who won decided
Bill

laurels
is

the

over
the Licensing
Solicitor-General.
Sir
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Samuel Evans possesses the gifts
lucidity and perfect good temper.

o*^^

He was always

ready to explain
points, and to "do it again"
it required, as it often was.
He assumed no air of legal infallibility;
legal

he was generally willing to concede

amendments which mean

the verbal

very

little,

gratification

but
to

give such intense
the member
who

Government,
the dignity of the
which would have sunk below zero
had it not been for the extraneous
allies they found in the Bishops and
Cross
on
the
and
Opposition
Benches. But the Ministerial Bench
Lord A\'olverhampton
is helpless.
and Lord Ripon are no longer able
to bear the heat and burden of the
And though I^ord Morley of
day.
Biackburn is probably the finest intellect in the whole Chamber and
his magnificent speech on Indian
Reforms was worthy of a great Im-

moves them; and where he

resisted
he resisted strongly but graciously.

Dr. Macnamara, who was presumably sent to the Admiralty because
he knew too much to go to the Education

Department, has not

Lord
Chancellor
is an
exception.
Loreburn is an imposing figure in the
Upper Chamber, though even yet he
has not learnt the "nice conduct" of a
full-buttoned wig. His tact is perfect.
His speeches, on the rare occasions
when he makes a party speech, are
admirable.
That with which he
closed the Licensing debate saved

had

many opportunities. Mr. Masterman has resolutely held his tongue
since his promotion
had he been
a private member, his speech on
the
;

Runciman Bill would have been well
worth listening to. Colonel Seely
sets his colleagues an almost daily
object-lesson in the art of responsive
elocution
v/hich
Sir
Edward
Strachey in especial would do well
to imitate. Sir Hudson Kearley
has
just shown a rare example of
selfabnegation by resigning the Parlia-

Senate, the tale of his year
increases and he confines himself
Lord Cart" his own Department.
rington is the soul of breezy and inperial

consequential good humor, but no
one takes him very seriously even
on his pet subject of small holdings.
Lord Fitzmaurice is no match for

mentary Secrctaryslyp to the Board
Trade and becoming the Chairman of the new
Port of London

of

brother

his

And

site.

Authority, at the
same time declining to take the salary attached there-

oppoas

for

Lord Crewe, who
leads
the House,
he

is

Lord

—

always as
Rosebery

to.

The remaining
Under -Secretaries

once said in mordant phrase,
the

have done nothing

graceful butterfly
gyrating on its pin.

to call for mention,

either for

Lord

good or

The

Ministry's

iveakness

in

between

the

strength, not alone
of numbers, hut of

on

course,
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the

Lord

anu

s

up

the

Of

i

tabernacle
is

he

set

dissolved.

Tachin and Boaz
are broken pillars.
And so Lord Rose-

other side seems
almost brutal
in

comparison.

him

quondam
associates is
now
unbridgable.
The
h

House of Lords is
so marked that the

intellect,

Rosebery

himself ought to be
leader, but the gap

ill.

RKGINALl) MCKKNN.V
First

Lord of

^-iGn

tlu-

Ad

raltv

bery
his

is

doomed

cross

to

bench.

One Thousand Words
By D.

HALF
about

B.

is now talking
In
telegraphy.
Great Britain, not content with
his achievements in the lowering of

the world

cheap

postage rates, Mr. Henniker Heaton
is agitating for a universal penny-aword telegraph rate. In the United
States where telegraph rates are higher than anywhere else in the world,
the need for cheaper telegraphy has
long been felt, but owing to the conwhich the telegraph
ditions under
business has been carried on, the expense of line construction, maintenance and operation has been so enormous as to preclude the giving of
lower rates by the existing companies.

Under hitherto existing conditions
while as high an average as 60 words
a minute has been made by the most
expert operators working under the
most favorable circumstances (the
record is 3,300 words an hour) the
average rate

in

everyday practice

is

only about 15 words a minute. When
it is remembered that in order to send
these 15 words a minute it takes two
operators on each wire, one to send,
the other to receive, it will be understood what a large force of highly
paid expert operators and what a tremendous number of wires stretched at
an enormous expense it takes to handle
the millions of words daily sent over
the telegraph wires even at the al-

most prohibitive rates the companies
have been compelled to charge in order to render this service.
Recently, however, a new telegraph
company, called the Telepost, has begun operation in New England and is
rapidly extending its lines throughout
the country.
The company owns a

a Minute

HESTEN
wonderful system of automatic telegraphy that sends messages over the
wires at the speed of 1,000 words a
minute. The Telepost is the perfected result of many years of scientific
effort to
achieve what electricians
have long regarded as the inevitable
outcome of the telegraphic art, the
mechanical transmission of messages;
and its establishment throughout the
country will, when completed, practelegraph
revolutionize
the
tically
business, as it will mean a more rapid,
more accurate and less expensive system than has ever before been known.
Several inventors have devised machinery which would automatically
transmit messages at high speed and
as early as 1871 one of the systems
was put into experimental operation.
This and other succeeding inventions
were rendered entirely unreliable by
the "Static," (which may be described to the lay mind as the excess of
electricity with which a telegraph wire
is charged and which must be "cleared" before signals can be sent) which
rendered them so susceptible to atcurmospheric changes, induction
rents and other disturbances that continuous service could not be maintained.

For forty years all experiments for
purpose of overcoming "Static"
were so utterly futile that many elec-

the

believed that ideal as automatic telegraphy was in theory, it
could never be realized in successful
But as has happened in
practice.
other fields of scientific research, the
seemingly impossible has finally been
accomplished.
Mr. Patrick B. Delany, who is probtricians
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ably the greatest living inventor of
in
the
improvements
telegraphic
world, after having perfected his invention, the synchronous multiplex
system of telegraphy, which was purchased by the British Government in
1885, which brought him world-wide
turned his attention to other

fame,

and
telegraphy
in
decided upon the conquest of
"Static," believing the problem could
be solved by patient effort.
improvements

finally

He

devised new mechanisms and
applied new theories to the working
out of a system for the subjugation of
"Static," and after 15 years of continuous experimenting discovered how
to deal with "Static," and so successfully that he not only succeeded in
overcoming it. but in actually harnessing and utilizing this great force, the
long-dreamed-of automatic system of
telegraphy.
In addition to transmitting regular
telegrams, the new system offers three
unique services which will prove of
the greatest convenience and benefit to
These are the
the general public.
"Telecard." "Telepost." and "TeleTclecarding is the sending of
tape,"

Though this
a postal card by wire.
is not done literally it is in effect thus
The writer fills in a "telecard" (the
same size as a post card) and hands it
in to the Telepost office, who will wire
the message to the point of destination, or to the nearest Telepost office
to that point, where it will be typed
onto a similar card, addressed to the
person for whom it is intended, and
delivered through the mails.

means Telecard

New

written in

an address

in

By

this

messages could be
York and delivered to

Chicago,

in

two hours,

instead of the twenty or thirty hours
required to transport a post card beAs the "Teletween the two cities.
card" service carries ten words for

ten cents,

it

will

undoubtedly soon be

a very popular means of communication in cases where messages are urgent, though not of enough importance
in the matter of time to necessitate

telegraphing

in the

usual way.

\nother. and somewhat similar ser130

vice is the "Telepost," which is the
handling of a fifty-word letter in the
same way at the charge of 25 cents.
The letter is handed in, or sent by
mail to the local Telepost office. The
operator there transmits it to the city
of destination by wire, where it is
typewritten, put in an envelope, properly addressed and dropped into the
post office for delivery by the local
carrier.

When

a letter of 50 words filed in
office of the Telepost
can be dropped in the post office in
Chicago, or any other city, within a
the

New York

half hour for 25 cents, undoubtedly
a great mass of the correspondence
rushed through the mails by special
delivery on which twelve cents postage is paid will be converted into 50word Teleposts, and delivered to its
destination many hours sooner, with
very slight increase in expense. Every
year 11,000.000 letters are delivered
in the United States by special delivery, a fact that will give some idea of
the need for such a system of rapid
letter transmission and delivery as afforded by Teleposting.

Perhaps the most interesting service in the point of novelty, and which
should prove of special value to the
business world and those who wish to
secure the utmost privacy for their
messages is the "Teletape," by means
of which 100-word messages can be
sent for 25 cents, even from as great
a distance as New York to San Francisco.
That the reader may understand this device it must be explained
that all messages transmitted by the
Telepost's rapid automatic system are.
before being fed into the transmitter,
perforated on a narrow paper tape by
a perforating vi.ichine operated by a
lettered key-Soa"d very like that of a
This machine may be
tyi")ewriter.
worked at any speed at which a person is capable of manipulating the
keyboard and the message can thus
be ptepared by any one, a knowledge
of telegraphy not being necessary to
The tape so perforated the
its use.
perforations being regulated to the dot

—

and dash signals

—

is

fed into the trans-

oXIl TJlUL'SWl)

WORDS A MINUTE.

which sends it over tlie wires
speed of i,ooo words a minute.
The advantage of the Teletape to
the business man is that he can have
a perforating machine in his own office, just as he has his typewriting machine, and he or his stenographer for
him can prepare his own tapes, and if
he chooses can employ a cypher code
in doing so.
When the tape is ready
he has only to write the name and address to which it is to be sent, sign
his name or code word and send it
office.
to the Telepost
There the
operator takes the ''Teletape" and simply feeds it into the automatic transmitter and has nothing else whatever
xAt the reto do with the message.
ceiving station the message is electrically printed on a tape in dots and
dashes which is delivered just as it
is to the address indicated, where it
for
is first translated by the person
mitter,
at the

—

whom it was intended. As the dot
and dash alphabet can easily be learned by anyone of ordinary intelligence
in a very short time, the recipient of
these "teletapes" will quickly be able
to read them oflf as readily as if they

Roman type. This class of
should be of great value to
business men. not only on account of
the cheapness of rate, but because of
its assuring secrecy as to the contents of the message.
Another remarkable feature of the
Telepost system, is the fact that a
full page of a newspaper can be telegraphed over a single wire from New
were

in

service

\ ork to Chicago in lo minutes, and
that in one hour the same full-page

message can be sent from Boston to
dropping a press
copy at every station along the line
through which it passes.
This serSeattle, automatically

vice will be given to "the press" at
very low rates.
One can scarcely
imagine what this means in the newspaper field for it is certain to revolu-

existing conditions in many
ways.
Last but least important feature of
this great system of rapid telegraphy
is the fact that by it telephone wires
can be used for telegraphing without
interfering with their use at the same
time for telephoning; and while the
new Telegraph Company, the Telepost, is constructing its own
trunk
lines from coast to coast, by leasing
independent telephone wires the company will be able to extend its service
all over America at much less cost
and within a considerable shorter
space of time than if it had been necessary to build its own lines over
every section.
The telegraph service in Canada is.
no doubt, better than that in the
States, but the day is probably not far
distant when we shall be having our
tionize

correspondence "wired" between distant points through such a system as
the

Telepost.

for

surely

must

anti-

quated methods continue to give place
to the more enlightened scientific and
mechanical achievements.
It is thus
the whole world progresses.

i.?i

Well-lighteil Factory of Semi-ready Limited,

Tbe Commodious,

The

By

G. B.

A

—

of

but few persons

life,

care to be written down as freaks.
Man may talk learnedly of being

>upcrior to his surroundings and
so utterly oblivious to what is taknot
matters
ing place that it
whether his trousers are too long,
his vest too short or his coat too
There are two kinds of
small.

people

who

attract unfavorable at-

"notoriety"
would be a more applicable term.
They are the overdressed and the
The best dressed
undcrdressed.
male is he who observes a happv
medium, neither leaning to the extremes of the ultra-fastidious nor
adopting the indolent idea that anything will do.
Every man, who has any sense of
tention

;

or

self-respect

m

perhaps

— and

a

man without

Method

VAN BLARICOM

5 a man I am interested to some
extent in clothes in fact I
have to be, whether I want to
©r not. It is all right to affect disregard for the styles and conventionalities

New

Story of a

Montreal

this

quality

is

never

much

to himself or society

of an

— likes

:

sset

to ap-

pear neat and smart. He may not
be susceptible to vanity or flattery
but, nevertheless, it is pleasing to
hear from those whose opinions are
sincere and well worth having, that
he looks the part that he has

—

shown good

taste

and judgment

in

the selection of his garments, both
as to fabric and design.
Ideas change as the world advances.
do not eat the same
dishes to-day that we did twenty
years ago.
do not build the
same style of houses, seek the same
class of amusements, or follow the
old methods of agriculture, mining,
With
dairying, or manufacturing.
these revolutions our opinions, or
rather habits, which, in the final
analysis, are largely prejudices, have

We

We

undergone change. Everything
being directed towards specializa-

also
is

The man

tion

and concentration.

who

forges to the front nowadr.y?

THE STORY OF A NEW METHOD.
the expert, who, by his superior
knowledge, reduces cost and inis

creases production. The skilled man
is ever at work devising new things
some are turned to profitable account while others have met with
because they
success
indifferent
were not feasible. It is the old law
of the survival of the fittest.
;

It is

only a

little

over a genera-

ago that all shoes were made by
hand. To-day the hand-made shoe
is a relic, and is also a much higherpriced and less durable article than
that turned out by the best equipped
factories, the outputs of which have
reached the acme of worth and wear
It
as well as quality and quantity.
has been demonstrated that every
width and size and shape of foot

tion

every

pedal

peculiarity

—can

be

by mechanical means. The
same now applies in the matter of

satisfied

dress for men. The turning out of
great quantities by time and laborsaving methods has reduced the cost
of production, and at the same time
increased the value and variety of
The resources of not
the output.
one, but of many minds have been
appealed to. The result is seen today in the tailoring trade in achievements that a decade ago would have
been regarded as impossible. The
views of men have broadened. Association and necessity have placed
our ideas and conceptions of things
on a higher level. The term readymade, which a few years ago was
in
numerous instances synony-

mous with hand-me-down, was one
rather of ridicule and reproach. The
opinion then
certain price

existed

was

that

only

a

to be attached to

these goods and only a certain class
of people would wear them.
It was
recognized that if a man wanted a
really serviceable, distinctive, and
well tailored suit, he could not obtain it in this class of goods.
He
sought the custom tailor, paid him

have been better than the readymade. The origin of clothes readyto-wear, which has had to fight and

overcome so many prejudices,

has,

been carried to its legitimate
conclusion, and the originators of
the Semi-ready idea, who conceived
at last

the

plan

of

making up the

finest

importing them direct and
doing business by a wide and thoroughly systematic method of distribution from one central workshop,
have shown any doubting Thomases
that the principle permeating the
project from end to end, is not how
cheap but how good.
fabrics,

The advantages-

of

co-operation

and concentration are to-day freely
conceded and a large organization
naturally possesses many facilities
I
which the individual does not.
was particularly impressed with

these facts when paying a visit to
the big Semi-ready factory in MonThat great
treal the other day.
modern wholesale tailoring establishment for men reveals something
to even the most casual observer,
how easily and yet naturally the
clothing trade has been revolution-

The system from beginning
end is unique, progressive, and
yet thorough in every respect. Like
all clever inventions, one is struck
with the simplicity and matter-ofized.

to

fact sense in the idea.

The

vast out-

put and the unexcelled facilities for
doing the highest class work with
the maximum speed and efficiency

have made Semi-ready clothes the
peer of anything in their line. There
is no similarity whatever to a readymade clothing factory. The Semiready people do more than make
They have a buying
the clothes.
plan, and a
manufacturing
plan, a
selling svstem so perfect that, as an

a high

organization, the company stan Is
for all that is strongest and satislying in the great garment world.
Thcv have even carried their splendid system to such a point as to

foi a

furnish an absolute guarantee with

price, and waited ]:)atiently
product which may or may not
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every suit or overcoat that leaves
establishment, which covers
the materials incorporated in
its
make-up. the making itself, and the
proviso, that if satisfaction on all
points is not given, the guarantee
and garment may be returned and
their

the deficiency,

any, in worth or
wear will be made good
or
in
other words, the money will be refunded.
On the first floor of the factory,
in
which over four hundred persons
are employed. I found immense importations from across the water,
together with special patterns and
designs which had been asked for
by the patrons of Semi-ready or else
suggested by the company.
They
are originators not only of fabrics
but of styles. They follow no hard
and fast lines, no severe standards
of fashion's fulminations, but examining all the designs of the leaders in various parts of the world,
they adopt modifications of many
if

:

and make
their

own

all

their

garments from

plates.

Another advantage in connection
with a manufacturing establishment
like Semi-ready is that they have
the cost system figured down to a
fraction.
There is no guess work
about it. Everything has a definite
basis, and the owners, by careful
attention to details, are enabled to
practice such economies that ensure
their garments being placed before
the wearer at the lowest possible

I'll.-
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outlay.
There
either of time,

Everything
eftectively

is

in

is

no wilful waste

talent,

made

or material.

to tell

achieving

and

tell

results,

which afTorfl gentlemen the chance
buying fine fabrics tailored to the

of

mode so that they can be
on and worn the same day or
within a few hours after selection.
correct
tried

The top floor of the factory is devoted exclusively to the making of
which work is divided into
thirty-one parts.
Each part is in
charge of a specialist who does nothing else but devote his entire attention to becoming so proficient as to
insure perfection.
I saw one man
whose sole duty it is to work buttonholes, another to insert sleeves,
a third to sew on buttons, a fourth
to cutting pockets, a fifth lapels, a
sixth pocket flaps, and so the whole
gamut might be run. The coat undergoes thirty-one inspections, each
one distinct and thorough, before
the garment is passed on to another
specialist on its course to completion.
On a lower floor are the vests
and trousers departments, where
the same
individual
attention is
given to various parts in the creation of these articles of clothing.
Every one does a little and learns
to do that little well.
The result
is seen in the artistic and distincti\'e
characteristics
evidenced
in
Semi-ready clothing. On another
floor is the
cutting
department.
Here trained men do special work
coats,

of

W.irlh
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aiul

The green

skill

way. the clearing of the line.
Everything must move at the display
of this signal.
I found that Semiready Company never breaks faith
with any of its dealers or customers.
The guarantee to have all special orders filled within four days after receiving is genuine. Plausible promises do not avail in a big concern.
Like their guarantee, the word of
this company in the clothing world
means something. It means that
they have helped to educate the purchasing public to the fact that there

do it with a system, method and
which an ordinary custom tailor
Each
could never hope to attain.

garment gets personal and persistent
attention.
On the ground floor,
where the clothes pass inspection
and the various quantities as cut-off
are marked on a tag. the final inspection of the finished suit or overcoat takes place. This is done in no

perfunctory manner, but is performed by three expert tailors who have
had a life-long experience in catering to the tastes, whims and fancies
of

mankind.

ticket stands for the right

of

a distinctiveness, a refinement, a
and fit about all their

All the cutting, shaping and making of Semi-ready garments is based

is

on a scientific system of physique
types of which there are seven subdivisions and three variations of each

garments that

subdivision.
naturally
It
follows
that every man. no matter what his
build, his height, or bodily confonnation, will come under some of these
divisions
but as there are always
exceptions to every rule,
so there
may be certain physical make-ups
now and then that even Semi-ready
tailoring cannot satisfy.
Therefore,
in each of their two hundred distributing stores throughout the Dominion there is a special order department to nlease the customer who
may not hanpen to be satisfied with
the offering that a Semi-ready store
or agency has in stock.
Some 250
woolen patterns of suits or overcoats are shown in the special order
department of every store in Canada.
Suits are made within four

clothes,

:

days and this branch has grown to
such proportions,
that
over ten
thousand special orders were filled
last year.
W^hen an order is received at the factory a green ticket
with the necessary specifications, is
attached to the fabric from which
the suit or overcoat is to be made.
Exactly four days after the order

—

received whether by mail or the
special telegraphic code of the company the finished garment is sent
out by express. There is no delay.
is

—

style, quality

comfort and

give

satisfaction to the wearer.

Men who are able to buy good
men who realize the true
worth of a dollar, know that the
art of. tailoring

has reached a point

which the custom tailor, with his
limited output and slow methods,
could never hope to equal in design,
finish,

dressiness or taste.

By

the

Semi-ready system a man knows exactly what he is getting and has the
opportunity of seeing how a certain
style or cut becomes him, for to be
well dressed is to look becoming.
He can judge of the refinement and
expression of each pattern, of the

hang and fold of every garment. By
this means guess work is entirely
eliminated.
that makes
undignified,

If

a

there

man

is one thing
uncomfortable,

is
the
it
clothes do not
fit.
He feels like apologizing for
his appearance and yet he is not in
to
position possibly
financial
a
throw aside a dowdy or unsatisfactory suit that has been foisted and
fastened upon him. He must wear
it
to obtain at least a part of his
money's worth or a slight return

ill-at-ease,

knowledge that

on

his

his

improvident

investment.

With Semi-ready garments

I

dis-

covered there is no chance or guess
work, and back of them stands a
guarantee or trade-mark which is
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demand note for redemption. Another outstanding feature is that all
garments are sold at exactly the
same price in every store in the
Dominion.
In all the provinces
parties are charged exactly the same
sum. There can be no deviation from
the fixed price which is proclaimed
a

prominently

in plain figures.
interesting deduction is seen
in that the day of cheap things is
passing not only in clothing, but
other lines of manufacture. I was
surprised to learn that the Semiready sell many more twenty-five
and thirty-dollar suits than they do

An

This demonstrates the tendency of the age to place the palm
upon merit and excellence rather
than upon things that make for mere
mediocrity or temporary satisfaction.
This observation is not to be
fifteen.

interpreted as meaning that a fifteen dollar suit is not good valuefoi the money, but merely to show
that higher-priced garments declare
that in the end the costliest is relatively the cheapest. Fundamentally,
quality determines the success oi
any article, just as the success of
every merchant depends upon the
quality of the goods
he handles.

Semi-ready garments measure up to
the very highest quality standard
and there is no acceptable substitute for them.
Money is saved in
buying, in making, and in advertis-

Till- Siniu-t

and with the enormous output
one executive headquarter, such
as Semi-ready possesses, endless expenses that a custom tailor has to
ing,

in

bear, are obviated.

Semi-ready clothes are sold at a
closer margin to cost than any
others.
Semi-ready has also effect
ed economy and is able to place its
goods before patrons at a close margin that makes them much more
valuable at the figure they are sold
than

if

they were manufactured

in

small quantities, in different places,
under local and other disadvantageous conditions.
I

was firmly convinced,

after an

impartial investigation into the wonderful system tbai^ ha- been evolved

whereby the art of wholesale tailoring has been reduced to a science
as marvellous as that of any other
line of enternrise. that the Semiready idea stands for and represents
somethinq" moro than the average

man
the

comprehends

way

to

:

that

it

realization of higher ideals

brings

home

to the

men

of

points

and the

better things

:

that

it

moderate

means the greatest possible advanand pleasures in the matter
and contributes to the
satisfaction and sense of comfort
that all males, young and old, feel
when they secure the best without
tages

of dress,

delay or disappointment.
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of the Year"
—New

York Herald, July 16th, 1908.

This extract voices the opinion of the English press after
the performances of the Ross Rifle at Bisley Meet last year.
Canadian Rifle shots at the D.R.A. last year were equally
successful when, though many who used Ross Rifles were
comparatively green men, 60% won places on the 1909
Bisley team.
No keen rifle shot can afford to do without
one this season.'1|Write for catalogue and prices of our

ROSS RIFLE, MARK
The Ross Sporting
is

worthy

accord to

III.

from $25.00 upwards,
which those who have used it freely

Rifle, retailing at

of the praise
it.

Ross Rifle Co.,

MADE EMTIRELV

FFLOM THE WOOL
OF AU^TFLAJ_,IAN
A4ER.IMO ^HEEP

Ouebec, Que.

UNDERWEAR
Now

is

the dangerous time

year— just changing from winter
spring underwear
Just ask your dealer to
line

of

special

buy

it

:

:

:

show you

:

to
:

the "Ceetee"

IT

If

you once see

it

WONT SHRINK,

We

manufacture it in all styles for
men, women and children, and
want you to asli your dealer to show
you "CEKTEE" Underclothing.
It is fully guaranteed by us.

TURNBULL

THE

C.

Estab.

GALT, Limited
1859
GALT, ON T.

advertisers kindly mention

:

the

LIGHT WEIGHT PURE

WOOL underwear.

When writing

of

CO.

OF
1539

Busy Man's Magazine.

you

will

EITHER

Of

to

Interest

piece or it can be run into a
pigeon hole. There is also a scheme
(or weighing all the mail in bulk, thus simplifying the present system of periodical weighing employed for
fixing railroad charges. The
number of pieces passing through the machine

separate

wrapper which

made

is

cylindrical

in

form

heavy pressed brown paper
with self-sealing flaps. The best evidence
is

Managers

stamped on the

Detroit Coin Wrapper.

THIS

Office

of

of its superiority is the fact that there
are over 1,000.000 sold each month. With this
may be wrapped in almost one
device coins
half the time necessary with the flat or tin
wrappers. The security with which the parcels

also recorded.

is

Telephone Disinfector.
Canadian Sales Company. Toronplaring on the market the Diozo Phone
Disinfector. This apparatus is applied to the
The Royal
are

to,

can be sealed prevents tampering with the con^
none of the coin can be removed with
out detection. This security is not fjiven in the
variety. T. J. Parsons. 84 Victoria St.,
flat
Toronto, has the sole agency for Canada. A

mouthpiece of the telephone by unscrewnng the
vulcanized rubber receiver into which you speak,
receiver through the
placing the end
the
of
hole in the centre of the disinfector and screwing the mouthpiece back into place on the telephone. Diozo
is a
solid compound composed
powerful
of
chemicals which destroys odors,
kills germs and prevents contagion by keeping
the mouthpiece of the telephone constantly dis-

Canadian factory may be established shortly.

infected.

tents

;

No One Can
A

device

ticular

the

safeguarding

one's

of

par-

shown among business office
says the Birmingham Age-Herald.

pencil

equipments,

The

for

Remarkable Counting Machine.

Steal This.

is

holder starts
by being a paper
t'rom this rises a long spear of steel,
topped by a yard long flexible wire spring, to
which the pencil is attached. The writing implement may be carried so far and no farther
from the paper weight. Once released the pencil springs immediately back to its position on
pencil

weight,

the desk.

New
A

Letter Distributing

letter

distributing

recently

Bank
and

of

supplied

the
for

counting house of the
experimental
purposes,

was highly successful in
The machine is operated by
electricity, and is capable of counting up and
sorting money into paper bags or tubes at the
phenomenal rate of 72,000 coins an hour. The
coins are placed in a receptacle at the back of
the
machine.
and by mechanical means are
sorted, stacked and inserted Into paper tubes.
its

point

of

performance
rapidity.

is

herald-

An Indexed

as

142

to

England

Machine.

machine that

one of the greatest labor saving devices
of the age is being tested with favorable results by the United States government. By the
simple act of fingering the keyboard of the machine
resembling
that of a typewriter, letters
are
conveyed
to their proper pigeon holes.
Three hundred per cent, more work can be done
with the device than under the method now in
use. While
the mail is passing through the
machine, there Is a weighing scheme which Indicates the weight of any piece that exceeds
the postal rates, and the amount due can be
ed

A counting machine that is reported to be an
improvement over anything of the kind yet produced, the invention of a Swedish engineer, was

Atlas.

A new

Indexed Atlas of the World, containing a complete set of maps, also full particulars and descriptions of every country of
the
globe,

their

resources,

industries,

climate,

etc..

being Introduced into Canada by the Rand.
McNally Co., Toronto. This book is particularly well gotten up, an excellent quality of coat
ed paper being used.
This work contains
a
fund of information of more than timely InterIs

est

to

the business

ninn.
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ONE DOLLAR

Your

Selecting

In

sent to us to-day
will bring you
Sanitary Pipe

Underwear for
Summer Do You

bv return mail.

Consider the Real

Needs of Your Body
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?

a

The

.

struction

the Sanitary Pipe
prevents the saliva saturated with nicotine from
reaching the uimith. .Separate wells for saliva and nicotine and a howl device prevents tobacco from heconiinn
clogged or soaked in the bottom
of tlie pipe. The toliacco always
remains dry. The Sanitary never
becomes rank. It is made of the
best French briar and hard rubber.
A removiible stem makes it cleanable
in a minute. Price SI. 00 postpaid. Your
money refunded if not satisfactory.
Registered mail 8c. extra. Kooklet and
.

>vith wool
as well as cold

Nature clothes animals

~^

or fur) in hot
weather-- never w^ith cotton orlinen.
(hair

'^

AtiKNTS Wantkd.
Sanitary Pipe Co.. 133 Cutler Bldg., Rochester, N.Y.
Canadian Office:- Roval Canadian Sales Co., Tokonto

club otter on reciuest.

Cotton and linen, when damp, do
not dry as quickly as wool— and
being plant fibres they absorb Carbon Dioxide (a deadly poison) and
other noxious substances.

Why

w^ear either linen or cotton,
both which are uncleanly, uncomfortable, oppressive and harmful in
hot weather.

Wool

is

beings

the only covering for

human

which approaches nature's

covering for animals.
If you have w^orn w^ool for any outdoor sports, you know that skin
moisture is readily evaporated, and
that the skin is not chilled as with

linen or cotton.

Woollen underwear, shirts and clothing keep the skin
freely,

removing

pores w^orking
the feeling of
fear of chills, and

oppressive heat, all
giving a lightness and freedom unknow^n to those w^ho have not tried it.

The

Jaeger System provides absolutely pure
undyed woollen underwear of gauze texmost up-to-date

ture, and the smartest and
styles in shirtings for men

who value

and comfort during business hours

health
in the

hot ^veather.

The needs

of ladies and children are equally
shall be pleased to
well provided for.
mail catalogue or to show^ the goods at our
own store Golf Coats. Sweaters. Blouses,
Socks, Stockings, Rugs, etc.

We

:

Sold throughout Canada by best dealers.
Look for the Jaeger Trade Mark.

Dr. Jaeger's Co.,

^*^-

316 St. Catherine St.

W.

Montreal
10

Adelaide

W.

St.

Toronto
MARK

Steel Block, Portage

Ave.,

ON

JAEGER UNDERWEAR

Winnipeg

Every advertisement

on this

pag'e

merits your attention

busy maws magazine

tup:
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lAMPAIGN^SPEECHES

NEXT PRESIDENT
Z^isr^; <f -^SwKl*

"

Were Reported By
Graduates of the

,

SUCCESS
SHORTHAND
SCHOOL

,

Traveling with

Hon. William H. Taft
and repdrting

George W.

Curtis,

;-;tennofraphfr,

uritinsi^

hand System,
York School

of

his speeches

were

Mr. Taft's private
Success Short =

the

a former pupil of the New
The Success Shorthand

School.

Fred A. Carlson, reporting Mr. Taft's speeches
for a large

Chicago daily newspaper, a t^ventyChicago School of

one-year-old graduate of the

©Lee

The Success Shorthand School, and
LeBaw,

reporting

successful

Mr. Taft's speeches

graduate

twenty-year-old

Chicago.

a successful court reporter in

of

young Chicago

another large Chicago daily,

for

The Success Shorthand School, and

a

another

court reporter.

Traveling With

Hon. William

J.

Bryan

while acting as his pri\ate secretary, was Robert F.

and
Rose, an instructor in the Chicago School of The Success Shorthand School.
Xhe campaign of 1908 was the third campaign in which Mr. Rose reported Mr.
reporting his speeches,

Lee LeBaw

Bryan's speeches.

We Will Teach You At Your Home
The Success Shorthand School

is

shorthand that they use.
start.

the

presided over

Same Shorthand These Experts Use

by expert shorthand

Stenographers are perfected for expert work.

a written legal contract to

reporters,

who

teach the same

Beginners are taught the most expert shorthand from the

return your

money

in

This is the school that gives
case of dissatisfaction. Its

graduates are court reporters, private secretaries to Congressmen, Governors, captains of industry

catalogue,

"A

nearer you.

and

Book

If a

railroad magnates.

Write today

of Inspiration," sent free

for the elegant

on application.

stenographer, state system and experience.

160-page
Address the school

Address,

Fred A. Carlson
Niiii.-.o

to StcnDgrai'liors

—

Tho

Sli..rll\!iii

Wrilor MnRazino is tho onU-inl orjiun of 1h
Natioiml Slioitlmiul lloportors' Assoc-intion
Tostsulisdiplinii Ihrno

Address
ciiio.'ieo,

tli.^

ni

months

f..r'2:><-..nl-

M["rHuind Wrilor, TO Clark

St

The Success Shorthand School
Suite

79 Clark Street, ChicaRO, 111.
14U) Broadway, New ^ ork City, New York

Suite

<

~
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A

Day With
By

easiest public man
THE
to see and the most

G. B.

in

to

2

Canada's Premier

VAN BLARICOM.

Canada

difficult to

the work of which he takes
a
lively interest, and in writing a his-

in

This

tory of Canada or of the

the

party.

is the opinion
Capital of the
Dominion.
If their mission is a
legitimate one they do not have to
go through any formalities or red
tape procedure to obtain an audience
with the Premier, but the foreign,
cornewspaper,
local
or
even
respondent, who thinks that he will
find bright, readable copy by inducing him to talk on some national or
fiscal question, will come away disappointed. The Canadian First MinHe
ister never grants an interview.
has a decided aversion to being
quoted promiscuously in the public
Not that he is diffident in
prints.
the matter of proclaiming his views
or declaring his attitude, but he has

interview.

visitors

of

No

1909

own way of doing it. The
medium that he invariably selects
is the House of Commons or the

his

public platform, yet no one is more
considerate or courteous to press
representatives than the commander-in-chief of the Liberal forces.

Wilfrid Laurier retired from
politics to-morrow he would probably devote the remainder of his
days to serving as a member of the
If Sir

Ottawa Improvement Commission,

Liberal

Although occupying the highest
position in the gift of the Canadian
people, bearing all the responsibilities of office and burdens of state.
Sir Wilfrid manages to crowd more
work into a day than even his most
intimate friends imagine.
Yet the

Prime Minister is never
unduly demonstrative.

in a

rush or
only

The

time that he evidences unseemly
haste is, when, nearing the corner
of Elgin and Sparks Streets, in the
Capital, and observing the approach
of a Bank Street car^ which passes
his home on Laurier Avenue East,,
he has been knowai to break into a
sprint to board the vanishing trolley.
The chief of the Liberal party
is a democrat to the hilt.
He loves
the common people and, like Abraham Lincoln, of whom he is an ardent admirer, thinks the Lord must
love them too, for He made a great

many

of them.

you

visit the Capital and have
legitimate business with the Premier
he is more get-at-able, so to speak,
than any member of his cabinet.
If

19
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There

is

no outside guard or inside

tyler at his door in the East Block.
You simply walk into the outer office where his private secretary is

and, announcing your name,
"the chief." as he is familiarly
known, is not engaged, you are ushered into his presence. Of course a
great deal of discrimination must be,
and is, exercised by his private secre
tary, as to who should or should not
For instance, a
see the Premier.
total stranger to Sir Wilfrid, or his
at

work

if

secretary, would, of nccessitv, have

Minister is a busy
the time which he can give

sible, as the First

man and

to scores of visitors

is

The

limited.

entrance
room is generally filled
with politicians, members of parliament and deputations seeking him
on one pretext or another. He has

been known to see as many as one
hundred dififerent persons in a day
which, of itself, is no light task. He
accords a kindly hearing to all and,
even persons whose requests are
come out smiling.
denied, often
When asked if they secured favorconsideration,
they remark.
able
"Xo! we did not, l)ut he refused in
such a gracious way that we are almost as pleased as if he granted
This is where
v.liat we were after."
the sunny ways of Sir Wilfrid are
so ]:)rominently brought into play.
lis tact, diplomacy and suavity are
always in evidence.
I

I

low does he manage
much in a day?
do from early morn

nlish so
lie

to

accom-

\\'hat does
until late

night? are (jucstions often asked.
older he grows the more he
undertakes
and,
notwithstanding
constantly increasing demands on
bis time and attention, he rarely
looks worried. Although in his sixty-eighth year,
he enjoys better
hcaltli and gets through more work
than when first elevated to power
thirteen years ago. or elected leader
of the Opposition away back in 1887.
Thirty-five years as a member of
the House of Commons is a long

at

Tlie

WILl RID LAURIER
As he appeared

in 1874 on
Parliament.

first

entering

There are few men

to confide to the latter the nature of
But for all this it is
his business.
said to be easier to see the Canadian
First Minister than any of his colleagues and even some of the higher
officials of the administration. There
is no stiffness or formality about his
welcome. He extends a warm hand
of greeting and you are made to feel
It is, of course, presumed
at home.
that any caller, possessing good

]:)eriod.

judgment and average thought fulness, will communicate the object of
his mission in as few words as pos-

over seventy

20

in public

to-day when the youthful and
eloquent French-Canadian advocate
and newspaperman first
entered
life

legislative halls as the

member

Drummond and Arthabaska
One
tics

of the

st^ngest characteris-

possessed by the Premier

ability to

When

in

January

new

of the total
po]nilar chamlier.

third

is

remember names and

the ele\enth

sembled

of

in 1874.

his

faces.

parliament aslast there

were

—

members onenumber of the

On

the occasion

A DAY w rni CANADA'S pre:\iier
of the first division

the

assistant

clerk naturally had some difficulty
So many fresh
in calling- the roll.
faces and so much shifting of seats
resulted in more or less conlusion.
The only man in the House who
could have correctly named al^

SIR

i)ass

through

(ialt

a

company

of

15 local su])i)orters went to the
with him.
^tation to shake hands
The distinguished visitor was intro-

some

duced to them and. after ten minutes' conversation, just as the train

was ahout

to

start,

he said good-

WILFRIDjLAURlER

Asl he [appears'tnow'Tafter thirty-five lyears in

their
and
representatives
the
constituencies was the head of the
Government. Alany years, ago, when
was leader of the
Sir Wilfrid

Opposition, he was making a camOnpaign tour through Western
tario.
As he and his oartv were to

Parliament.

calling
bye to them individually,
each one correctly by name. Many
similar incidents might be related.
Like his predecessor, Sir John A.
Macdonald, he has a genius for
supnever forgetting friends and

porters.

On

the other hand, he has

THE BUSY MAX'S MAGAZINE
not the same facility with figures.
Intricate

financial

occasion him

as

calculations

many

will

worries

as

Napoleon encountered in his famous
from Moscow amid the
retreat
depths of a Russian winter. A student of history, biography and responsible government, he leaves
topics of tarift and trade returns to
his trusted lieutenant, Hon. W. S.
Fielding, who. in the sphere of statistics, is alw^ays at home.
matters not when Sir Wilfrid
retires, whether at midnight or three
in the morning, owing to a late sitting of the legislators, he invariably
It

—

rises
same hour eight
at
the
o'clock every
morning.
Of the
221 members in the House he is the
most regular attendant and is constantly in his place except when the

—

Commons is in Committee of
ply.
He shaves himself and no

Supr
resi-

dent of the Capital is more attentive
with respect to personal appearance.
At 8.30 he breakfasts, but he eats
sparingly and lives the simple life
day in and day out. He takes no
form of exercise other than walking,
of which he is fond.
Indigestion is
an old enemy and scrupulous care
has to be observed in the matter of
diet.
His morning meal
usually
consists of a poached egg or a baked
ap])le, a cup of tea and plain bread.
Occasionally lu- ])artakes of toast.
At luncheon and dinner he is equally al)stemious.
/\t

nine o'clock his private secre-

Mr. E. J. Lemaire, who has already scanned each letter, separating the wheat from the chaff, calls at
his house. Together they go through

tary,

the
over-night
correspondence.
\\hich is very heavy,
particularly
during a session of Parliament.

high

— and

indicates the nature of
In the course of a day
he has to sign many communications, yet he does so faithfully and
expeditiously.
He would scorn the
use of a rubber stamp. Of course,
there are some letters that do not
get to Sir Wilfrid. Certain pro forma
or routine matters, which can be
attended to by a department official,
w^ould needlessly occupy his time.

the replies.

To enumerate

a

few remarkable

re-

quests that daily reach him w'ould
furnish a column of humorous reading.
Many are frivolous in character, others pathetic, some importand still
unate, a few impudent,
others, penned out of idle curiosity.
There are tiny toddlers all over
Canada, whose Christian names are
"Wilfrid
Laurier" Brown, Green,
Blue, White or Black. When a birthday rolls around they write the
Premier reminding him of the fact.
Sometimes, in the case of old personal friends, the Liberal chieftain
sends an acknowledgment or memThe reento of the anniversary.
cipient is so delighted at a reply
that the fact is probably announced
and the news
in a local paper
spreads.
Immediately nearly every
child in the neighborhood, whose father is a Liberal, will w^rite in the
hope of receiving some
similar
token. There has to be a line drawn

somewhere.

The

first

citizen of a

country like Canada cannot
spend hours answering all the letters which come to him from juveniles who happen to boast of the
name of "Wilfrid." He would have
no time left for affairs of state.
great

P.y half past ten the

mass

of cor-

mail
matter.
unanswered
The
Premier reads each letter, and as

respondence is generally disposed of
and the First Minister leaves his
house for his office. If the weather
is fine he walks, the distance being
If the elements arc
about a mile.

he finishes turns

unproi:)itious.

down upon

he

Every

ej^istle is dealt

there

is

with promptly;
nexer an accumulation of

the sheets face
the table. When he has
concluded ]KM-using the last missive
he pick^ up tlie pile several inches

—

summons

or he
a

cab

:

is

in

a

hurry,

now and then he

Arriving at the
uses a street car.
Imildines. which he generallv reacn-

A

DAY

\\V

l"\X ADA'S I'REMIER

THE PREMIER'S RESIDENCE
Situated on

es

by eleven

o'clock,

ly earlier, there are

the avenue which has

and occasionalalways a large

number of persons waiting to
him on various matters.
He
ceives them in turn, and thus

see
re-

the

forenoon hours are fully occupied
until one o'clock and after.
He then
partakes of a light lunch in his office.
During session a Council meeting"
is held every day at two o'clock, attended by all the members of the
Cabinet.

The

sitting generally lasts

minutes to three and
ministers have to make
their way to the House, which opens
at three o'clock. At six o'clock when
the Commons rises for dinner, the
Premier may see a few parliamentarians in his private apartments,
which are loca'ted at the north-west
corner of the new addition. There
are always ]\I.Ps. or prominent politicians desirous of consulting him,
and he is always ready to grant a
minute or two to as many as he pos-

until

about

then the

five

IN

OTTAWA

been named

in

his honor.

sibly can, consistent

with the de-

mands made upon him

in leading
the Government, shaping legislation
and presiding at Cabinet Councils.

About

fifteen

minutes after six he

drives to his residence for dinner.
He is always back on the hill ready
to resume work when the Speaker
takes the chair at eight o'clock, and
generally stays until the House adjourns, whether the hour is twelve
o'clock or tw^o in the morning. Even
after adjournment he is accessible to
members if their business is pressAMien the Premier returns
ing.
home he frequently reads an hour
If there is
or two before retiring.
no night session he spends the evening with Lady Laurier and counts a
night not broken by some social obligation, dinner party or reception
Never is he happier
as pure gold.
than when allowed to spend a few

uninterrupted hours in his library.
He is an industrious reader. Not
23
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ANTE-ROOM TO THE PREMIER'S OFFICE
At the desk sits

Sir Wilfrid's secretary, Mr.

visitors to the

only is he a deep student of history
but he reads the quarterly reviews,
the leading monthlies, the daily papers,

and the more serious comments

and subjects

of the day.

lie ne\er

scans anythint^ trashy or ephemeral.
He is as familiar with the deeds and
achievements
of
the
Emperor
Napoleon I. as any lecturer on modern history.
With the greatest of
English historians, Edward Gibbon,
and his "Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire" he finds mental relaxation and inspiration,

lie revels

Abraham Lincoln and has

probably a score of biographies of the
great
American
statesman
and
emancipator.
Sir \Mlfrid's lil^rary
is not as large as that of many i)ublic men, but the \olunies are comprehensive and boar cxidcnce (if frein

quent consuUa1i(^n.

supplcmenls
it
by works of rcferciK'e from the
parliamentarv librarw
Possessing
'

24

lie

"

E. J.

Lemaire, through

whom

all

Premier make arrangements for an audience.

a retentive
assimilates

memory, he absorbs and
what he reads. It be-

comes part

of his mental equipment.

No

detail, point or feature

membering escapes
his daily

refer to

worth

re-

his attention. In

work, if he has cause to
something that may have

occurred months ago, he will tell his
secretary to look under such and
such a date and there he will find a
communication dealing Avith the subject in hand.
In a few words Sir
\\'ilfrid will indicate the character
of the correspondence.
He has a
wonderful grasp of all the business
which he daily directs.
A\'hen Parliament is not sitting
the Premier passes the day in much
tlie same manner as he does in the
midst of the most important and exacting session,
porlunilN".

lie finds

more op-

howcxer. for reading.

comes home

He

at mid-iiay for a light

luncheon instead of snatching onlv a

A DAY WITTT CANADA'S

PRFAlll-.K

»'^s^
THE PREMIER'S OFFICE
This

is

Paradoxical as it may appear,
he gradually grows more conservative- not in a political sense, but
tion.

—

and
precept.
He is
as the statesman who practically never takes a holiday.
and then he manages to seize a few
clays of leisure and while them away
])ractice

known

Now

at his

former home

in

Arthabaska-

picQue., where, amid
the
turesque surroundings of that delightful retreat he escapes
temporarily at least
the daily grind and
ordeal of public life, Imtj of late
years when visiting the quaint village, he has not been a])le to separate himself entirely from affairs of

ville.

—

State,

THE EAST BLOCK

where he transacts
pertaining to the head of the Government.

few minutes during office hours for
He spends the afternoons
a repast.
at his apartments in the East Block.
There arc frequent
meetings
of
Covmcil, and many matters continually cropping- up require his atten-

in

IN

Sir Wilfrid's headquarters in Ottawa,

—

and has been accompanied

all

business

even on private pilgrimages by his
secretary.

When

at Arthabaskaville

he loves

view the distant mountains, dearly delights in driving around the
country, takes many a walk in the
company of a few select friends who,
to

as his guests, share his well-earned
rest, but ever and again returning to
his

dearest recreation, the

reading

of his favorite authors.

A

lover of good music, Sir Wilgenerous in his praise of the
stirring selections of the Scotch, but
his favorite is Strauss' Blue Danube,
a soothing, dreamy waltz. He is an
frid is

—
—

one might almost say worshipper of Italian operas by Verdi,
Rossini and other brilliant composers of the land of antiquity and
art.
Rarely does he go to the theatre to hear modern musical producrave
so
tions that the populace
much over to-dav. When the
admirer

25
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THE PREMIER'S OFFICE
It

is

in

this

is

the

not in session he prefers

home. He
often enjoys a quiet rubber or two
of bridge with Lady Laurier and
any friends who may be spending
a few days under their hospitable
roof.
But his favorite spot is his
Hbrary. There he will spend hours
pouring over his favorite volumes,
attired in a dressing gown and halfensconced in an easy chair before
a roaring grate fire
for Sir Wilfrid loves heat.
A temperature of
spending his evenings

at

—

85 or 90 degrees is not too warm
for him. On his ideal home life, his
constant companionshin and counsel with Lady Laurier, it is not
necessary to dwell beyond saying
that his domestic relations are of
the happiest and pleasantest character.
Xothing rultles Sir Wilfrid
and he has been well termed "patience
i)ersonificd."
lie is alwa\s
the embodiment of sunshine and
26

THE HOUSE OF CO.MMONS

office /that Sir Wilfrid

moments when

Honse

IN

attends to business during spare

House

is

in

session.

good humor. Should any disappointment arise he simply smiles
and with imperturbable serenity remarks to his devoted wife "Never
mind it will be all right. There
is no cause for worry."
On Sundays which is practically the only
free day that the Premier has
Lady
Laurier and he generally hav^ a
number of guests and the most
charming
and
entertaining
of
;

—

—

company is the
Members of Parliament and their wi\es. who remain

the
assembled
host himself.

Ottawa, frehome.
He
knows how to pay compliments but
he does so in no set, meaningless
j.hrases.
His words of ai)preciation
are ct^rtlial and sincere and not in-

over the week-end
(|uently

dine

at

in

his

discriminately
travel

and

given.
sight-seeing,

casion iiermits. he
riene\a. famed for

I'^ond

when

of
oc-

considers Lake
ureat natural

its

A DAY WITH CANADA'S PREMIER
beauty and historical associations,
the loveliest resting j)lace in Europe.
^^'hile sojourning there after the
Colonial Conference in London in
1907, he took many long walks with
his party of tourists.
On his re-

turn

he would again take up his

favorite books.
in
search
of
a
holiday
necessarily
one of rest he
would prefer Rome of all the
If

—

not

Old

A\'orld capitals.
City, celebrated for

The
its

Eternal

antiquities

and

ancient
memories.
appeals
strongly to his studious, thoughtful
nature.
One great ambition of his
is to again visit Geneva and Rome
and there spend many weeks. Sir
Wilfrid is a good traveler by land
but not b}' sea billow and brine
he cannot breast.

—

The rooms
tain

many

and

gifts

ered

on

of his residence conevidences of honors

that have been showhim and Ladv Laurier
and admirers at home and

by friends
abroad from

—

life-size portraits in
the golden snufif-box encrusted
with gems presented to the Premier
on the occasion of the visit of the
Prince and Princess of AVales to
Canada in 1901. the silver casket
presented by the city of Edinburgh
in 1902, and the gold caskets presented by the cities of London, Bristol
oil to

and Manchester in 1907, along with
the freedom of these cities, on the
occasion of the Colonial Conference
of that year.

Numerous

elaborate

not
Laurier

are

forgotten.
the
crowding as

lives,

lives

Sir

Wilfrid

busiest

much

and business into a
day as many another man does in
a week. He is an ardent worshipper
The very temof nature and art.
perament and dignified air of the
ing

"A
First Minister proclaim that.
picture gallery all by himself" is the
way a leading Senator recently described him.
Pomp and pretence, decoration
and display do not appeal to this
eminent Canadian, who is the final
court of appeal for so many knotty
problems.
He has no use for the
sycophant, the bore or the grafter.
"Titles and badges," he once declarI myed, "do not make the man.
self would prefer to be called Wilcommenced my
frid
Laurier.
I
political career under plain Alexander Mackenzie, who began life as
died
a stonecutter and lived and
plain Alexander Mackenzie, and one
could not well better his example."
In an address before a Western
Ontario audience during the cam])aign of 1908 he made use of these
words "My days cannot be very
But whether they are
long now.
long or short, I shall always treasure
if
as the most holy thing in life
the confidence which
I may say so
has been placed in me by men who
are not of my own kith and kin.
When my life does come to an end,
:

—

others are carefully stored
for their

dreds

number runs

—but

away

into the hun-

the sentiments conveved

—

my eyes close upon a Canada more
united than when I found it ovei
twenty years ago, when I assumed
the leadership of the Liberal party,
I shall not have lived in vain and
1 will die in r)eace and happiness."
if

handsomely engrossed
addresses hang from the walls while
and

of
readsingle

OOt-'i:^^
The Premier's Signature.

rm; Illustrator
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unfortunately died
h e
had
before
grasped fully the
of

fruits

his

genius.
literature,
I n
there are many names splendidly
shining, among them Barr, Drunimond, Parker, Roberts, Carman and

Campbell.

V^ Sarah

Bernhardt.

It is

always

contradict a
lady, but in this instance, it niust be
Her
Canada is yet young.
done.
men have been busy, blazing the
progress, and detrails for future
veloping the most obvious resources
This is the inevitable
of the land.
history of every new country, and
these tasks keep its inhabitants well
The fine arts are products
occupied.
of a time in the history of a nation,
when its people can think of something else besides the necessity of
The
building up for absolute needs.
garret-room genius is something of
a myth. The best work the work for
which the world is better, is done unfull
der favorable conditions.
stomach helps a lot. Wealth, culture
and refinement may develop the aesthetic tendencies.
This fact renders
it
impossible to
compare a young
country with an old country.
painfu)

to

flatly

;

A

Despite

assertion,

this

Canada has already gone

however,

far afield. In

Bernhardt's own sphere, there is a
galaxv of Canadian stars Margaret

—

Anglin. James

win and

Maud

K.-lIackett,
.\llan.

death cut off Franklin
a brilliant career.

.Vn

May

Ir-

untimely

McLeay from

the time of his
playing Cassius to
.\t

death he was
Tree's Antony and Waller's Brutus
Tie
in London, in an all-star cast.
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Have we any sculptors ? The works
of Hebert and Hill answer this query,
nothing of that master of
to say
anatomy. Dr. Tait Mackenzie. They
arc three superlative types of Canadian
artists.
liebert's and Hill's
works adorn our public squares. The
old noblesse of France finds expression to us, of the present day, through
The latter
the work of the former.
has treated, in a virile way, the achievements of later day Canadians
fighting for the flag in foreign countries.

Of
and

black and white men
names as Mat-

painters,

cartoonists, such

thews, Julien, Bengough, Racey, Harris and Coburn stand out prominently.
After all this, the divine Sarah must

have been wrong.
Her vision was
dimmed, perhaps, by the glitter of her

box

office

receipts.

Some

years ago a professional man.
a doctor of medicine,
wrote some
charming verses, concerning the humble habitants of the Province of QueThis volume was redolent of
bec.

good

will,

est.

It

the

sympathy and

customs,

the.-=e

heart's inter-

laid bare in a delightful

people.

way

habits

and

Human

nature, as only
it. was set forth

a physician can

know

foibles

of

in its pages.

the late Dr. W. H.
Naturally he wanted an
work.
illustrator to help him in his

The author was

Drummonil.

THE ILLISTRATOR OF DRLMMOXD'S HABITANT BOOKS
The nature of the book made a Canadian essential from a sentimental, if
not from a technical, standpoint.
Into this gap stepped Frederick
Simpson Colntrn. and the foundations
of the fame which he enjoys in Canada were laid throu.ci'h this connection.

How

this

was accomplished

is

"Habitant" as a possible illustrator.
I spent about three months down below Quebec studying- types and scenery before undertaking it, and the
work I brought back evidently pleased
the doctor, because he gave me the
manuscript, and carte blanche to go
ahead.
This began an association

THE HABITANT
As portrayed by

F.

S.

Coburn.

—Reproduced by courtesy

best told in Air. Coburn's own words.
"It was while calling on the late Mr.

of G. P.

Putnam's Sons.

S. C. Stevenson, in Montreal,
just
prior to leaving for Europe in 1896,
that he happened
to
mention Dr.

has exercised an enormous influence on me and my work, not only
in a personal way, but because he
gave me my first real confidence in
myself."

Drummond's work, which the doctor
had just then decided to publish, and
he introduced me to the author of the

Mr. Co'burn was born at Upper
Melbourne, Que., March 20, 1871,
and received his education chiefly at

that
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in Paris, he came home,
and it was then that he
undertook the illustration

Drummond's

of Dr.

I

first

poem>, "The

\olume

of
labitant."

The succeeding year he
went

London,

to

and

School of Fine Art. From
London he crossed to
Antwerp, and graduated
there after winning
scholarship
and first
rank in the class.
SubI'rom

:i

-ccjuently

he

illustrated

Drummond's

other
Cor"Johnnie
icau,"
"The \*oyageur,"
Philorum
and
His
"anoe," "Madeline \*ercli1

)r.

hooks,

(

eres,"'

and editions of Ed-

uar Allan Poe's works
Dickens" "Cricket on the

Hearth" and "A Christ-

mas

Washington
Carol"'
Irving's "Rip \'an W'in-

"DZ NDTAIR
A

E

— Reproduced

Habitant

ife.

by courtesy of G. P. Putnam's .Sons

His
St. Francis College, Richmond.
boyhood and youth were those of a
He early
normal Canadian boy.
showed talent in an artistic direction.
After leaving Richmond he came to
commenced his art
Montreal, and
studies under the late Samuel StevenHis first serious work was unson.
dertaken in New York at the Carl
Hecker School of Art, and from there
he went to the Royal Academy of
Berlin, Germany, subsequently studyIt was in
ing in Munich and Paris.
the latter place that he was brought
under the influence of the great
Gerome. and he also gained the honor
of a scholarship there.

Like many other great and good
men, he had a good mother, and it
was during this sojourn in Europe
that his greatest sorrow came to him
in the loss of her whom he had left
scarcely a year before in apparently
After graduating
the best of health.
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PUBLIQUE"

characteristic glimpse of

:

,

studio.

Last

Ride

To-

gther."
^Ir Coburn has taken
up his residence in Antwerp, where
he has a
He divides his time between

illustrative
less to say,

work and
it

is

painting.

upon the

Need-

latter that

hopes to build his reputation.
asked what his best illustrations
were, he said, "I consider my best
he

When

work was the illustrations made for
the Eleanor edition of Edgar Allan
Poe"s works, and some of the later illustratons of Goldsmith, for which I
spent some time in Ireland last summer."
In speaking of some of his earlier
struggles, he mentioned a disastrous

four months which he spent in Monvainly endeavoring to establish
an artistic connection, and remarked
that the memory of them made him
shudder.

treal,

Every other year he leaves his studio
Antwerp, and comes home to visit
his father, sister and brothers, and an
aged grandmother. He enjoys, as only
in

an

artist

can enjov. the natural beau-

THE ILLL'STRATUR OF DRUM

M(

IIAI'.ITAXT

).\1)"S

BOOKS

Eastern Town-

ties of the

and goes hack recuperated and ready for
ships,

the further jjursuit of his

chosen profession.
At the time of publication of Dickens' "Christ-

mas

"Litera-

Carol."

which

was

then
published as a supplement
turv.%"

by the "London Times,"
spoke in a very eulogistic
strain of his work.
"In
discussing
artists

various

the

who have

illustrat-

ed the "Christmas Carol,"
said

it

cpiality

"The

:

shown by
More than

pictorial

best

is

of

all

Cobnrn.
that, he has
read his Dickens with
care, and has more than
^Ir.

the usual literary appreciation.
His drawing of
the light-hearted vagrant,

stooped down at Scrooge's
keyhole to regale him
with a Christmas carol, is

worthy

tions of American (Canadian) penwork. The picture of Scrooge in "The

Tank"
the
dip

very

is

figure

of

the

Habitant lovers charmingly pictured by Mr. Coburn.

— Reproduced

by courtesy of G. P. Putnam's Sons.

real,

skinflint

with his

a very powerful drawing. The
fiddler is a very real type, and no one
of tlje
illustrations other
than delight the most exacting art critic. If
only Mr. Coburn will lose himself entirely in his subject, he is one of the
most promising of modern Dickens'
illustrators.
The interest that always belongs to the eiTorts that, from
time to time, have been made to secure
for a classic work of literature a tresh
interpretation from an artist of individual imagination is ever present in
the work we have somewhat cursorily
is

reviewed."

Drummond

appreciated his ability to
of the
requirements

the

interpret

book.

Not only

once, but always, does he
doubtful if any one
is
else could have seen into the habitant's heart, and translated its throbs
so faithfully as this young Canadian.
Not a thing that marks them with
their own individuality has escaped

do

this.

his

notice.

works
tively

It

little

Of Mr. Coburn's

few of

his

latest

comparapaintings have been

can be

said, as

seen here.

There were, however, a few on exMontreal during the early

hibition in

"More than

the usual literary apThe
is the secret.
fact that Dr. Drummond said to him,
after the first proofs were submitted,
preciation."

TOUJOURS"

"JE T'AIME

of the best tradi-

That

"Fred, you and I must go together in
Dr.
this work," showed how much

They all displayed his deliwinter.
cate interpretation and treatment of
his subject.

Some were

some portraits.
was particularly
portrait of a

marines, and

Among

the latter one
It was the
striking.

woman

standing near a

BRIDAL BALLAD
One

of

Mr. Coburn'.

st

iking illus.r uions cf

Edgar Allan Poe's works.

-Koi)roauoo.l by oourto.*y of

i;.

P.

Putnam

s

Sons
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window, where the strong

lights

and

shades of such a position were most
To the layman,
effectively shown.

who committed the cardinal sin
of approaching too closely, there appeared to be a big splash of pigment

out, in an alluring way, the sheen of
the rays of light falling across the
folds of her skirt, and then nothing
but wonder and admiration came over
one for the art and the skill of the
Frederick Simpson Coburn
painter.

O DE DEVIL KETCH HEEM
OF COVRSE AT LAS'
BRUNO THE HUNTER
One

of

Mr. Coburn's illustrations

for

"The Voyageur."

—Reproduced by courtesy

up in bundles on tnis woman's
where the sun struck full. When
too close, it looked like the spot on
the wall inside a paint shop where
their
out
painter
mechanics
try
brushes.
At an artistic distance, the
rolled
skirt

seemingly meaningless stroke brought

of G. P.

Putnam's Sons.

not be a great painter, and may
never become such. One thing, how-

may

is sure, if the ability to make
cold canvass appeal, to speak, to stir
something in one's heart, then he is
already a great artist, and will enjoy
all the emoluments of success.

ever,
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THE MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH
A weird conception of Edgar Allan Poe's gruesome

— Repnxhuvii

tale.

hy courtesy of C. P. Putnam's Sons.
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To

criticize the fine arts

on dangerous ground.
sionistic cult

daring,

but

is

to tread

The impres-

impresses perhaps by
its

its

influence is fleeting.
simple pictures, sim-

There are some
in
in treatment perhaps, simple
subject, simple in coloring, that ring

p\e

and in an unhackneyed way
maybe, tell an old story. It is more
than a conjecture that, whatever fame
achieves in the
the artist Coburn
future, he will be remembered longest in Canada by his connection with
Dr. Drummond and his books. This,
true,

perhaps, is only natural, as the work
To know
of both strikes near home.
that the artist did his part well, one
has but to look at the illustrations in
any one of these books. He went to
the fountain head, to the plain people,
and he has delicately delineated the
met,
and lived
characters he has
among, in French Canada. He has
Nothing
run the gamut of variety.
has escaped him. War, scenery, portraiture, and domestic life, are faithfully depicted, and woven into the
warp and woof of the doctor's stories.

Drummond and Coburn

have accom-

plished a national work, and posterity
History
will be grateful to them.
holds many examples of men being
born who dovetail into one another's
In this way good results are
lives.

compounded.

Of the artist's private life, and his
personality, little can be said. One of
the strongest traits of his character is
anything which savors
He has no
of personal advertising.
objection to people discussing his
work, because he knows this part of
his aversion to

him

is

for

the

public.

He

believes

from any source,
may be valuable. He is a severe and
relentless critic of his own work, and
invites it from all, as all men of talent
that honest criticism,

It is hardly necessary to say
do.
anything regarding his personality,
because the keen observer will find it
The future is
reflected in his work.
difficult to estimate, but if success depends upon the force of the old adage

that

"true

art

man's joy

the

is

in his

expression

ture holds the greatest success for the

Canadian
Coburn.

artist

— Frederick

Simpson

DREAMLAND
A'fantastic drawing in the edition of

of

work," then the fu-

Edgar Allen Poe, illustrated by

—Reproduced

F. S.

Coburn.

by courtesy of G. P. Putnam's*
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Agatha's Apron
By
From

UNA HUDSON
Appleton's Magazine

was the first time in
ITacquaintanceship
dating from

an

the
days when they both wore pinafores and iiiade mud pies together
that Mrs. Jack Deming had ever
seen Jimmy Farraday in the least
embarrassed or ill at ease.
Now he was both. He sat on the
edge of his chair and nervously fingered the paper-wrapped
package
laid across his knees.
"If it's a present for me, Jimmy,"
said Mrs. Jack
at
last, "I think
you may give it to me Jack won't
;

care."

"only a poet or a man in love would
have bought that apron.
Now I
"
know you're not a poet. So
"Yes," Jimmy admitted raptly.
"Agatha Dean. I bought the apron
for her."
!"

"That apron and Agatha Dent
gasped Mrs. Jack. "Jimmy, you must
Why, Agatha writes
be crazy
she hasn't a thought beyond her
!

Agatha wants,
you want,
Jimmy, is a homey little body
some one you can pet and take care
of; some one who'll love you hard,
Jimmy, and and live up to that
stories.

apron."

Jack

sisted,

yet."

and fine white lawn, that, being
shaken out, resolved itself into a
garment distinctly feminine.
Mrs. Jack reached
out
eager
hands.
"O, Jimmy,"
she
cried,
"what a perfect love of an apron I
never saw anything like it. Where
on earth did you find it?"
"What does it make you think
of?" Jimmy demanded, ignoring the

tested,

Mrs. Jack drew a deep

breath.

Her eyes shone.
"Love and service, Jimmy," she
said softly. "Real love, and service
because one loves."
Jimmy nodded. "Yes," he said

was what I thought. And if
"
makes you feci like that, too
"Jimmy." broke in Mrs. Tack.

"that
it
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Jimmy inknow it-

"Jimmy," Mrs. Jack earnestly pro"you take my word for it,
Agatha Dean will not appreciate
that apron at

all
she won't understand it. Give it to me. Jimmy; do!
It looks just the way I feel toward
Jack; I want to wear it for him."

"I can't."
for Agatha."

:

Jimmy

objected.

"It's

"Jimmy." Mrs. Jack was begging
quite

copv

question.

What

"Agatha's just that,"
"only she doesn't

With mounting curiosity she saw
him unroll a foam of embroiJ.ery

!

a career

—

Jimmy laughed and began to undo
the string.
He understood Mrs.
perfectly.

It's

not an apron.

shameless,,
it

;

I

can

"at

least

make one

let

just

me
like

it."'

"I'm sorry," Jimmy refused, "but
Agatha's and there mustn't be
another one like it."
"Very well. Jimmy." Mrs. Jack
yielded gracefully because she understood.
She folded the apron
carofullv and hniidod it back with a
it's

roerotful sich.

AGATHA'S APRON
"But

I

her," said

want you
Jimmy, at

to

give it to
revealing

last

"She
the real reason for his call.
couldn't take it from me, of course.''
"She'll think me quite crazy," protested Mrs. Jack. "And what earthly excuse can I offer for giving it ?
It isn't Christmas or a birthday or
anything, you know."
"Oh. just tell her the apron reminded you of her, and so you send
it," Jimmy advised brilliantly.
"Jimmy" Mrs. Jack was convulsed with laughter "I take back
what I said perhaps Agatha's the
one for you, after all you do need a
guardian. Mercy
Don't wad it up
And in that horrid coarse
like that
brown paper, too. If I'm to send

—

—

;

;

!

!

at least it shall be properly
wrapped."
She hunted up fine white tissue
paper and some narrow scarlet ribbon but she balked at the note.
"I couldn't, you know, Jimmy,"
it,

;

she protested, "tell a tarradiddle like
that. I'll just enclose my card. Shall
I mail it, or send it by messenger,
or what?"

"Give it to me," said Jimmv. "I'll
have a massenger take it up. I want
to be there, you know, when it's delivered. I'm going to call on Agatha
now," he explained.
He took the package and reached

"You've been awfullv good about
it, Mrs. Jack," he said, "and I'm no
end grateful."
Mrs. Jack accompanied him to the
front door.
As he went down the
steps he was whistling softly. With
her head on one side she listened
and caught the air it was the wedding march from Lohengrin.

—

II

a mind-reader, Jimmy
Farraday could not know that a new
plot was seething in Agatha's brain
and that her fingers itched for a pencil
and Agatha was too polite to tell
him.
So he sat down and began to talk
cheerful nothings the while he wait;

tissue-wrapped parcel.

Agatha laid it on the table and
went on with the conversation.
"Plaven't you any natural curiosity " Jimmy wanted to know.
"Not so much, I think, as you
have," Agatha flashed back at him.
But she laughed and began to untie
the scarlet ribbon.
"Now, why," she demanded, in a
puzzled sort of way, when she had

brought to light both apron and
card, "should she be sending me
that? It isn't Christmas or a birthwe never exday, and, anyway,
change gifts."

"Who is 'she'?" demanded Jimmy,
feeling that when he took to civil
engineering a talented actor was lost
to the world.
"Mrs. Jack Deming," Agatha exhad she
but known it. "It's an apron," she
further informed him, also unnecesplained, quite unnecessarily,

sarily.

Jimmy

leaned over and

medita-

tively fingered the embroidery.

"It
tured.

seems a pretty one," he ven-

"Why,

for his hat.

Not being

ed for his messenger bov. He tried
not to look expectant when the bell
rang, and hoped his manner
was
properly detached and disinterested
when the maid brought in a familiar

Agatha, "as
said
should sav it was an

yes,"

aprons go.

I

uncommonly

nice one.

I

good

embroidery; but

have it
"But

in a shirtwaist."

Jimmy

insisted.

it

know

that's

I'd

rather

looks nice on the apron,"

He

Agatha and spread

took
it

it

from

across his

knees.

"What does it make you
of?" he inquired hopefully.
"Of
Jack,"

think

asylum for Mrs,
Agatha returned promptly.

a lunatic

"Great Scott!" Jimmy gasped, rather taken aback. "But why?"
"An apron for me!" said Agatha,
tossing it onto the table. "Why, an
apron's a badge of servitude. Only
nurses and cooks have any use for
aorons."
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them some-

wears

"Mrs. Jack
times,"

Jimmy ventured.
when she's fussing over her
dish, or when it's cook's af-

"Yes,
chafing
ternoon off."
"I like an apron myself,"
stated.

"That

that one."

Agatha looked at him curiously.
"What's come over you, Jimmv?"
she wanted to know. "I begin to
think you and Mrs. Jack must be
two of a kind. If you want that
apron for your best girl, Jimmy, for
Heaven's sake take it and give it to
her."
"I haven't any 'best girl,' " Jimmy
confessed sadly. "I'd like to have,

but she won't have me."
"Have you asked her?"

demanded

at

and

she put

all,

"Mrs. Jack," she said, going
straight to the point, "that apron
you sent me is getting on my nerves.
What use could you possibly have
thought I would ever have for it?"

"No use at all," returned Mrs.
frankness,
watching
Jack with
Agatha.
"Then, why on earth," demanded
the amazed Agatha, "did you send
me?"

to

it

"Because Jimmy Farraday asked

me

to."

"Jimmy Farraday

What

!

has he

isn't

do with it?"
"Agatha Dent," said Mrs. Jack severely, "I'm ashamed of you
And
you a story writer, too
If one look
at that apron does't tell you, then I
guess you'd better ask Jimmy."
Which Agatha did.
I want you to marry me, Agatha,"

for

said

to

"Then how do you know she
won't have you?"
"Would you have me?"
"Goodness, no!"
"Then why should vou suppose
what
would do

no reason

back in the drawer.
Finally she went to call on Mrs.

it

Agatha

practically.

"No."

good enough for you
some other girl?"
"It
isn't
a
question of good
enough," Agatha explained patiently.
"I'm sure any girl who really
wanted a husband Avould be glad
enough to get you. But, you see, I
don't want a husband I'm not the
that

to her dressmaker's,

it

Deming.

Jimmy

a nice apron like

is,

carry

twice, for

!

!

Jimmy

bluntly.

"But what has the apron to do
with it " demanded poor, puzzled
Agatha.
"Everything," said

Jimmy

earn-

estly.

;

marrying kind."
"But perhaps

you

suggested mildly

know

it

:

are?"

Jimmy

"only you don't

to

yet."

Agatha opened her lips for an
emphatic denial, but Jimmy forestalled her by a question.
"Are you going to wear the
apron?" he wanted to know.
Agatha's answer
"I am not."
tvas both prompt
and
emphatic.
"I'm going to have it made into a
shirtwaist.
It's a shame to waste
such lovely embroidery, and so much
of

me

If

.

"

"I love you!" said Jimmy tensely.
I love you, and you
When you
don't love me yet.
know what that apron means you'll
Oh.
love me or some other man.
in answer to her little gesT know"
ture of protest "you think you
But, perhaps,
don't want love.
Agatha, some day you'll find that
And if I'm the man
you do.
won't bother you in the meantime
but if
I won't refer to this again
I'm the man. Agatha, will vou tell

"Agatha Dent,

—

—
—

—

—

—

it."

Ill

But Agatha did not have the apron made into a shirtwaist. Twice
she took it out, fullv intending to
38

"Jimmy," said Agatha, trying to
treat the matter lightly, "the novelty
of your proposal certainlv appeals

:

mc?"
I

"Why,

yes." said

think

can i>romise that, Jimmy."

I

Agatha slowly.

AGATHA'S APRON
IV
For an hour Agatha had wrestled
vainly with a heroine who insisted
upon being clothed, most unfitly, in
an apron, and a hero who liked aprons and said so.

At

last she flung

down

her pencil

in disgust.

"I'd like," she said viciously, "to
that apron about Jimmy Farra-

tie

day's neck and choke him."
Then she went upstairs and took
She
the apron out of the drawer.
tied it on and stood before the glass.
In some subtle fashion the apron
clashed with the gown she was
wearing. She jerked it off and flung
it on the bed.
"I'll take it to Celeste," she decided angrily, "and have it made
into a shirt waist, and be done with
il."

Celeste

was

a

little

Frenchwoman

who had been a lady's maid,
who now sewed for a favored

but
few.

upon the apron with a
Agatha
of admiration.
waited till her first rapture had spent
itself.
Then, to her great disgust,
She

little

fell

cry

she heard herself saying: "Celeste,
I want a gown to wear with that apron.
And you need not consider
expense."

The

little

Frenchwoman shrugged

her shoulders and spread her palms
in a queer, deprecating gesture.

"Mon Dieu!" she cried. "With
you of America it ees like that always.
It ees money, money, and
then more money. It ees not money
will make a gown for that so charming apron. Mais, non. A leetle of
the head, and much of the heart,
and a trifle of pink lawn, and be!"
hold it ees done

Agatha gasped.
"Celeste," she
ly,

demanded sudden-

"were you ever

The

effect

in love?"

of the question

stag-

gered Agatha.

The

volatile

little

Frenchwoman

turned quite white and dropped into
the nearest chair.
"Mon Dieu !" she moaned. "It ees

so long ago, and yet I cannot forget,
!"
not ever can I forget
She was crying now, and between
her sobs she explained.
"My Alphonse," she said, "we
were to have been married, but he
die,

and

I

am

left alone.

That

little

apron of mademoiselle, it makes me
to think of Alphonse."
She dried her eyes and stood up.
"I ask a thousand pardons," she
said, in a voice that still shook in
her efforts to control it.
of Mademoiselle, in three
(lays it shall be done."
Celeste was as good as her word.
In three days the gown came home.
It was swathed in tissue paper and
smelled faintly of orris.
Agatha looked at it in wonder, it
was so simple, yet so perfect and so
different from anything she had ever
before worn.
She slipped it on, and her wonder
Clearly the little French
grew.
dressmaker who sewed for her daily
bread possessed some secret of living of which she, Agatha, was ignorAnd whatever it was, Mrs.
ant.
That
Jack Deming knew it, too.
senseless apron appealed to her just
spite

of

"The gown

had to Celeste. She had wanted
wear it for her Jack.
In deep disgust Agatha hung up
the pink dress in her closet. She had

as
to

it

acquired

a

perfectly

useless

frock

and was no nearer to an understanding of the apron than she had been
before.

Then she went downstairs, where
she found a long brown, self-addressed envelope lying on the hall table.
Folded in the manuscript it contained was an editorial communicaFrom it Agatha gathered that
tion.
that particular editor believed in the
shoemaker sticking to his last, and
that he thought Agatha had better
leave the writing of love stories to
some one who knew more about it
than she did. Sadly Agatha dropoed
her despised and rejected story into
the waste basket. She had not the
heart to send it elsewhere, for she
feared that the editor was right.
39
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"It will be

a
big thing," said
Farraday, "the biggest thing
I've ever seen yet, and I'm to have
entire charge of the work."
"But South America," objected
Agatha rather faintly, "is such a
long way off."
"It's a chance such as comes to a
chap but once in a lifetime," contended Jimmy Farraday. "And, besides, there's really nothing to keep
me here, you know," he ended rather

Jimmy

dismally.

"Then," said Agatha, "you've dedecided to go?"
"Yes."
He would not wait for the cup of

finitely

tea she wanted to make for him, because, he said, he was pressed for
time. He would sail in a week, and
meantime there was much to be

done.

That night Agatha lay long awake.
She was trying to determine what
her world would be like with Jimmy
Farraday taken out of it. Somehow
had never occurred to her that
Jimmy could go out of her life. She
had accepted him just as she had the
sunshine and the flowers in spring
and the little new green leaves on
the trees, and all the other things
it

went to make her life pleasant.
She would miss Jimmv; oh. yes,

that

she was very sure indeed that she
would miss Jimmy. Who understood her many moods as did Jimmy
kind, patient, thoughtful Jimmy?
Who else would trouble to send her
her favorite flowers, or to sec always

—

that the best in music and literature

came her way? What would life be
without Jimmy's unobtrusive but,
none the less, very real care of her?
Quite suddenly Agatha turned her
face to her pillow and

began to

cry.

Her world had all gone wrong.
Toward morning she fell asleep,
but only to dream that she saw

Jimmy

standing on the deck of the
steamer that was to take him to
Rut Jimmy was not
v'-^outh America.
alone.
40

A

girl

was

besitle

him

—a

girl

who wore an apron and seemed to
like it. And the girl and Jimmy were
so absorbed in
neither of them

each

other

that

saw Agatha, who

was standing on

the shore and trying vainly to attract their attention.
Fierce, hot jealousy
an emotion
hitherto unknown to Agatha tore
at her heart.
So real was it that it
woke her up.
It lacked quite an hour of her
usual rising time, but she got up
and began a frantic search through
her bureau drawers. At length she
pulled
out
what she wanted
Jimmy's apron that she had done
her best to mislay and forget.
Her tears rained down on its
white folds and blistered the dainty
lawn.
At last she knew what the
apron stood for.

—

—

VI
Agatha stood before the telephone
and clutched the receiver with a
shaking hand. Central was very long
in making the connection.
Perhaps
not there at all.
He
or out of town, or
well, almost anvthing.
And then: "Hello!" came to her
faintly.
It was Jimmy speaking.
As if she could possibly mistake any
other voice for his
trying
"It's Agatha." she
said,
hard to speak quite naturally. "And

Jimmy was
might be

I

ill,

want you

to

come up

at once.

Oh.

knoAv you're busy, but it's very
important, and and please come I"
"Why, of course I'll come." The
voice was kind and reassuring, but
then it could not have been anything else, for was it not Jimmy's
voice?
!"
"Oh, I'm so glad
Jimmy Farraday could hardly beIndeed, he would
lieve his cars.
have asked her to repeat that, but
Agatha had already hung up the
receiver and was on her way to
the front door, that she might open
it so soon as ever Jimmy should set
foot on the porch.
I

—

Something
of

surrender

of yielding, something
Timmv certainlv ex-

AGATHA'S APRON
pected, but even so he was all unprepared for the bundle of pink lawn
that hurled itself into his arms and

clutched him firmly.

"Oh,

you may go to South
if you
want to." said a
that
was half smothered

America

voice
against his coat collar, "but, Jimmy
Farraday, you've got to take
me
along. And see, Jimmy, I have on

your apron. I know what it means
now, dear, and I'm going to wear
it for you
always, Jimmv."
Jimmy Farraday did not answer
in words, because where his voice
should have been there was only a
lump. But his arms tightened about
the pink-clad figure, and his lips had
found hers. And both understood
and were satisfied.

—

THE WINDMILL
-Photo by R. R. SaUowg
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The New Era
By

J.

MILLER McCONNELL

SHORTLY

after his appointment
as Minister of Railways and
Canals, in 1907, Hon. George
P. Graham made an important declaration with respect to the Intercolonial Railway.
Speaking at his home town on a
public occasion he made a statement
which might be accepted as a confession of faith on his part, a statement of his belief in what could be
done with that railway and of his
determination to act on that belief.

To the credit of the Minister it
may be said that since that time he
has shown every indication of "making good" and living up to his
His first iniDortant step
avowal.
was to appoint a board of government railway managers and the personnel of that board indicates that
the Minister meant what he said,
and what he said was this
"If the Intercolonial is to be made
to pay it must be run absolutely in-

dependent of political influence. The
only way to keep the Intercolonial
as a
treat
tion."

commercial enterprise is to
as a commercial institu-

would a man from another part of
the country, and
in
calling Mr.

Graham

,

of Railways and Canals, the
position had been generallv held by
ministers identified more particularly with the interests, political and
otherwise, of the Maritime Provfolio

and men

representing

con-

situated in those provinces.
They naturally came more
under the pressure of lower province opinion and sentiment
than
stituencies

to the post

it is

the general

belief that Sir Wilfrid Laurier

was

man who was

less

convinced that a

influenced by local conditions would
be more likely to carry out successfully the ideas which he had been
formulating for some time regarding the management of the road.

The important decision to appoint
board of management was not
made before the public had had ama

ple time to discuss the pros and cons
of the situation to its heart's con
tent.
The appointment of Mr.
(Iraham was practically the signal

for an outburst of discussion which
has continued intermittently ever
since.
Amounting at times almost
to a tempest, interest in the matter
would fall off, only to be renewed

again.

But now the tempest is stilled and
the public awaits with great interest
the outcome of the experiment for
;

after all

it

is

only an experiment,
some other scheme

and

if

will

have to be tried

tion

is

it

Previous to the appointment of
the Hon. Mr. Graham to the port-

inces,

the Intercolonial

of

it

fails,

until the solu

reached.

a year from now the pub
probably be given an opportunity to judge of how the new arrangement works. It went into effect on the first of May and within
a reasonable time after the same
date next year the board of management ought to be able to give
the minister a very fair idea of how
the scheme is succeeding.
Probably, if more time is required to
prove the efficacy of the svstcni.

About

lie

will
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the period of probation may be extended for another year.
M. J. Butler, Deputy Minister of
Railways and Canals, is the chair-

man

of

the board,

and associated

with him are David Pottinger, the
general manager; E. Tiffin, traffic
manager, and F. P. Brady, formerly a divisional superintendent of the
Canadian Pacific Railway.
It is safe to assume that it would
be a very simple matter for these
gentlemen to take the Intercolonial
Railway in hand and make the annual expenditure conform, in its
proper ratio, to the income and the
amount of capital invested in the
enterprise.
Any experienced rail-

way man, if given a free hand,
could do that without much trouble.
In fact, it is being done right along
in
the railway world.
Railways
which have shown deficits for years
have been taken in hand and have
not only been made to pay expenses
but to earn dividends as well.
Unfortunately, the Intercolonial
is not at all like any other
railway on the North American continent, and the board of management has not only the customary
obstacles to meet but it has also to
consider a sort of "vested right" of
the people of the A^aritime Provinces.
Although belonging to the
people of Canada as a whole, the
Maritime Provinces look upon the
road as peculiarly their own, inasmuch as the line traverses their territory exclusively with the exception of a connecting section which
lies in the Province of Ouebec.

Railway

Political influence

and "pull" have

long been regarded as fatal to the
successful financial management of
the road.
This is not a one-sided
political statement. It is well known

and admitted by every one who
knows anything about the Intercolonial,

know

The people

down

east

from personal experience,
and the people up west know it from
having read about it in the newsit

papers.

Members

know about

it

of

because

Parliament

it is

discussed

House of Commons every
more or less.

in the

sion,

ses-

When

the Conservative party was
of the greatest election rallying cries of the Liberals
was the mismanagement of the road
and its use as an instrument for corruption in the winning of elections.
When the Liberals got into power
it was not long before the Conservative Opposition was hurling the selfsame charges at the Goverenment.
And there is very little doubt in the
minds of fair-minded men that there
w-as a large element of truth on both
in

power one

sides.

The Minister of Railways, his
leader and the other ministers, know
all about this feature of the situation and no men know it better than
the board of management which Mr.
Graham has set to the task of
eliminating this harmful
influence
from the life of the road. They
know what a difficult struggle is
ahead of them, but they have set
their hand to the work and it is to
be hoped will not turn back. They
will enter upon their arduous undertaking with the best wishes of
every loyal Canadian

who

would

the Government Railway system a financial success. The
opponents of Government ownership would probably not weep if, in
the end, the attempt has to be given
up, as the result would inevitably
mean the absorption of the road or
its partition among the other great
railway systems of the Dominion.
like

to

see

Their jaws have been extended
hungrily for some time to gobble the
succulent morsel.
Mr. Butler, the chairman, will
continue to conduct the aflfairs of
his

department from Ottawa, but

the other members of the board will
be located at Moncton, N.B., where
the headquarters of the Intercolonial
are situated.
The combination appears to be an exceptionally strong
one. In the first place only one member of the board is a newcomer all
the others have had plenty of executive experience with the road.
Mr.
;
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HON. GEORGE

P.

GRAHAM

The man under whose regime as Minister
the

new era

of Railways

for the I.C.R. has

and Canals

dawned.

u])
Pottinger has literally grown
with the system. He worked on a

ture and no one person can reckon
the numerous quiet ways in which

portion of it before it was developed into a trunk line and probably
knows more about the road than
any living man. He is the kind of
man who is incapable of wittingly

he has developed it. He knows every
inch of the road and probably most
of the people who work on it, and
whatever reforms the board may
carry out it is safe to say that Mr.
Pottinger will see that they are tempered with justice to the deserving
ones.
Times without number the
general manager has been put on
the shelf by Dame Rumor, but

doing anyone an injustice and is
respected and beloved by those who

know him intimately. He is not a
man and from the paucity

voluble

remarks at times, a listener
might be deluded into the impres-

of his

sion that he lacked interest in his
work, or in that part of it at least
about which the listener might be

Those who know him
concerned.
well realize how far astray such an
estimate is. Unobtrusive sympathy
is a strong characteristic of his na44

though governments have come and
gone Mr. Pottinger has stayed on
and is still there.

Once an effort was made in the
direction of reform and the authorwas divided
ity of Mr. Pottinger
with another official, but in a comtime
the latter
parati\'cly short
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passed out of the life of the road,
thoroughly disgusted with his lack
It requires a man with
of success.
Mr. Pottinger's long experience and
familiarity with existing conditions
temperament of
the
with
and
with whom he had
the
people
his
to deal, to stand steady at
He
post in fair weather and foul.
has had to suffer a lot of abuse and
vituperation at times at the hands
of overzealous partisan writers in

meant more

for the
than for himself personally,

the press, really

ed before

it

may
Before me

as that

was

built,

paradoxical

seem.

lies a book published
1866 on "The Confederation of
British North America," written by

in

Volton and H. H. Webber,
Artillery officers, who had
been stationed
in
Canada and
had carried home to England with
E.

C.

two Royal

them strong convictions against the
federation
inces,

at

question.

of the Canadian
that time a very

They

set out in this

Provlively

book

system
but he has taken it all smilingly and
never lost his temper. His services
as one of the board will be invaluable.

Mr. Butler is a good engineer and
He and Mr.
a good administrator.
their
staff, have
Pottinger, with
built up an excellent system and
given the people of Eastern Canada
a splendid train service. Mr. Tififin
is a traffic man and that he has made
a success of his department is evidenced by the large increase in the
business of the road since he took
Mr.
hold less than a decade ago.
Brady is an operating man of experience and will doubtless give the
board the benefit of sound judgment
when he becomes better acquainted
with the road and
and weaknesses.

its

requirements

These men are now at work and
the public will look for results. That
will be the true test of the experiment, for after all, as it was pointed out before, this is the first time
that a supreme and determined effort has been made to eliminate that
bugbear of the road's life political

—

influence.
It is

generally admitted that the

Intercolonial has been used by both
parties for their own advantage. To go into the details of
this would require a small volume
in itself.
commission of investigation would doubtless find an endless variety of evidence bearing upon the point. Suffice to sav. that
the so-called political corruption in
connection with the road commencpolitical

A

M.

J.

BUTLER

Deputy Minister of Railways and Canals, who
talies a place on the new I.C.R. Commission.

what a great
to tell Englishmen
folly confederation would be and in
the chapter devoted to
colonial Railway
they
part

the

Inter-

wrote

in

"By those unacquainted with the details of colonial politics, the
political
value of railways in British North
America can hardly be appreciated. The
secured by a ministry from a
capital
successful working of the railway oracle
unlimited.
In countries so sparsely
as the North
American provinces,
no railway can be constructed

is

settled

without

some measure of Government
The power of g-ranting- this

assistance.

being- vested in the minist

of the day,
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THE

D.

a

member

of the

BRADY

F. P.

POTTINGER

Veteran General Manager of the Intercolonial,

who becomes

MAGAZIXE

Bl'SY MAN'S

A

railroad

man who

will bring a long experi-

ence to bear on the work of the

new Com-

mission of Management.

Commission.

the result can easily be ima"-ined. Any
politician
in power wishing- to secure
the adherence of two or three counties

the author of the remark that "Rum
and railways are the ruin of Xova
Scotia," was afterwards the member
of
a
government exceeding all
others in railway prodigality.

hooks them with a railway fly, on which
they are afterwards played by various
succeeding:
administrations
until
the
railway is completed.
"Time passes on, the Minister secures
his votes, until in the course of colonial
politics he is turned out. The old Opworks the railway
position
then
'oracle.'
They go a step further than
they promise a railtheir predecessors
;

way

to so and so. The old Government
(now the Opposition) cry out aerainst
extravaprance, declare the province on
the verg-e of ruin, and perhaps, by the
assistance of such a cry, return to
Ag^ain in office, railway extenpower.
Circumsion is the orfTer of the dav.
changed
since the late
stances have

Government retired.
"The strong sense

of the country renconstruction
of railways
the
sooner or later essential, every politician is anxious to gain the retrospective
having triumphantly carried
credit of

derings

his

measure through."

The authors go on to assure their
readers that the remarks quoted are
founded on facts actually observed
and say that Avard Longley, who
was Commissioner
46

of

Railways and

These remarks, while non-partimay be slightly prejudiced and
extreme, but they are worth quot-

san,

ing as indicating

the

manner

in

which railway politics worked in the
old days when roads were in the
promissory stage. What, then, but a
continuance of the same conditions
might be expected when they were
buHt.

The complaint from the time the
Railway was built
Intercolonial
down to the present time is that
politicians have secured positions
of various kinds for their friends and
supporters regardless of their fitness
lo fill them, and that contracts have
gone to party friends, often without
lender; that in election times the
system has been used as a party
All this sort
auxiliary and so on.
of thing is deep-seated and the new
hoard of management will have to
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say to the politicians: "Hands off,"
If
is obeyed.
they are given the free hand that
the public expect, they will be able
to place men where they can give

and see that the order

the best results and get rid of useless ones, of whom there are said to
be quite a number on the pay-roll.
This is better illustrated in a report
laid before Parliament early in this
year's session in which a conciliation board, investigating the complaints about salaries paid to freight
clerks came to this significant conclusion
:

"The committee,

after its investigation, is of opinion that in the matter of wages the system that obto
tains of appointing from time
time new men at higher pay over
the heads of men long in the service, and probably more capable of
doing the work, is injurious to the
service and unjust to the men. The
remedy for this lies in reorganization and the abolition of the existining system of appointment,
lluenced by the political patronage
which, from the point of efificient
working, we find ample evidence to
condemn as applied to the Intercolonial Railway."

to

which interesting developments

may

be expected, in the controversy

which preceded the appointment of
the board of management the names
of the Canadian Pacific, the Canadian
Northern and the Grand
Trunk Pacific were all prominentlv
discussed in connection
with the
robable future of the line.
The Canadian Pacific has its present Atlantic terminus at St. John.
N.B., but would like to secure running rights through to Halifax.
Negotiations along these lines have
not yet reached a satisfactory soluI

The

tion.

would
lines

like

with

to
its

Canadian
Northern
link up its western
lower province roads

by means of the Intercolonial, but
has not yet succeeded in making a
satisfactory
arrangement.
The
Grand Trunk Pacific will use the
road from its terminus at Moncton
to Halifax and it has been suggested that the best solution ot
the
whole problem would be to double
track the route from St. John to
Halifax and give all the lines equal
privileges in the
way of running
rights to the seaboard at Halifax.

The board

also found that "the
greater than is necessary, and the wages paid the men
It is recommended that
too low.
the staff be reduced, and the amount
so saved given as an increase, which
would probably amount to from 15
to 20 per cent."
This indicates one problem with
which the board of management will
have to grapple besides which there
are the still more important matters
of
securing better trafific-working

present

stafif is

arrangements with other railways
where possible and seeing that the
road gets all the trafific that it should
secure commensvirate with its agree-

ments and working

arrangements

with other systems.

The

relations of the other great

Canadian railway systems to the Intercolonial constitute an important
chapter in

its

history, with respec^^

E.

TIFFIN

An experienced member

of the

new Commission.
11
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the Government reserving to itself
the control of the property in the
The apinterests of the peeople.

pointment of an independent commission was urged as one way of
dealing with the road, but the plan
to establish a board of management
of railway experts prevailed.
Hon. Mr. Emmerson, the former
was very
Minister of Railways,
strongly opposed to giving any
other railway (i.e., private corporation) special rights or privileges on
He took the
the Intercolonial.
ground that "It would enable such
a company to at once secure, between daylight and dark, every
feeder to the Intercolonial, and in
that comsecuring these feeders
pany would absolutely wrest from
the Intercolonial the traffic which it
He furthermore
to-day."
enjoys
strongly advocated that the Government should secure these branch
Since
lines for the Intercolonial.
that time a commission has investigated the matter and reported favorably on the project, but so far no
action has been taken on the report.

The commission

carefully examined
the various branch lines or feeders
before making the favorable report.

A

great

many

people throughout

Canada have never seen the

Inter-

Railway, much less have
they ridden in one of its cars. They
have formed their impressions from
what they have read in the newspapers extracts from discussions in
colonial

—

the

House

of

Commons,

often de-

a rude surprise these people would
receive if they came down to Montreal and took passage on one of the
through trains
which
leave the

western terminus
every day for
Halifax and St. John, and in the
summer twice a day! They would
find the service in every way equal
to the best in the land. They would
discover that their comfort was as
well looked after as on any road of

a private corporation. They would
learn, indeed, that the officials of the
road are as keen after business as
those of any other line and that the
attractions of the route are as well
set forth to catch the eye of the
traveler as on any other railroad.
Fine equipment and splendid road
bed are as much an essential to the
Intercolonial as to any other line,
and officials are on hand to see that
it is kept up to the highest modern
Travelers do not find
standard.
stations along the line falling to
pieces or showing signs of decay,
but on the other hand, they see
buildings maintained in good order.
They learn that the Intercolonial is
about
running its
as particular
trains on schedule time as any other
road and if there is any failure in
that respect good reason Las to be
shown. The distant newspaperreader thinking only of deficits and
political mismanagement, might believe that the so-called politically-

appointed

officials sit in their offices

and let the proper running of trains
go to pieces, but such is by no

nouncing the wasteful manner in
which the road is run. They have
been told that there is no good rea-

means the case.
The Canadian Government

Rail-

way system comprises

miles

saddled
son why they should be
with the expense of maintaining a
road that does not pay and that they

the Interof which
of railway,
Division constitutes the
colonial
greater proportion. 1.408 miles, the

might as well do something to get
rid of it. No doubt many people in
parts far removed from the scene of

Prince Edward Island Division 267
miles (narrow gauge), the balance
All
of 40 miles being leased lines.
with
after
these lines are looked
scru]nilous care and kept in a high

operations think the road is a
poor old affair, dilapidated and decrepit, with rusty rails, broken down
cars and all that sort of thing. Some
of the controversy over the road has
indeed encouraged that idea. What
its

48

state of efficiency.

The

1,715

capital in-

vested in the system has increased
during the past ten years from approximately fifty-five millions to
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over eighty millions of dollars. The
car mileage has increased
in
the
same period from forty-three mil-

upwards of ninety-three miland the train mileage from

lions to
lions,

over three millions to over

seven

The

service of locomotives,
passenger and freight c. '-s, etc., has
correspondingly increased in a decade, so that the road has not sufequipment.
Oftentimes
fered in
political rumors are heard to the effect that the road is being allowed
to run to rack and ruin, but these
can be easily ascribed to a biased
view of the situation.
millions.

When

considered that the
first passenger railway is still sixteen years distant, it
is wonderful to contemplate the progress which has been made in the
railway w^orld. Even looking over
the past quarter of a century great
has been the increase in comfort
Canada has
for railway travelers.
been in the forefront of that development, and it was only seven
was
years after the first railway
proposals
that
built in England
were made to build a line of railway to connect the St. Lawrence
with the Bay of Fundy. In reality
this was the commencement of the
agitation which resulted in the conis

it

centenary of the

struction of the Intercolonial.

That

was in 1832. It was not till four
years later that a bill of incorporation was passed authorizing the construction of the St. Andrew's and
Quebec Railway, but trouble over
the Maine boundary intervened and
knocked the project on the head. A
few years later a line from Restigouche, in New Brunswick, to the
St.

Lawrence, was projected, but,
failed to mauntil 1848 that
to Halifax line w^as surthe cost of a road esti-

like its predecessor,
terialize.

the

It

Quebec

it

was not

veyed and
mated at $35,000,000.
Repeated efforts were made to get
the

Imperial

Government

to

lend

such a road,
but the British statesmen could not
be convinced, and it was stated that
financial assistance for

the British public took very little
interest in the matter. In the meantime the Lower Provinces commenced to build lines within their own
provinces, with their own resources
and these sections afterwards were
linked up to form the Intercolonial.
In 1852 the Grand Trunk was incorporated and by i860 had its line
from Sarnia to Trois Pistoles, on
the lower St. Lawrence, opened. The
part of the line from Levis to Trois
Pistoles was afterwards purchased
by the Government and made part
of the Intercolonial.
New Brunswick had started to
build a road and by i860 had a line
opened from Shediac, on Northumberland Strait, to St. John.
Nova
Scotia started building in 1854 and
in 1858 had a line opened from Halifax to Truro. In 1863 Mr. now Sir)
Sandford Fleming, at the request of
the various governments interested,
commenced a survey of the proposed line to connect the Upper and
Lower Provinces. His estimate for
a line through the interior of the
country was an average of $46,000
per mile or $20,635,500 for the 458
miles it was proposed to construct.
Shortly afterwards came Confederation with the pledge to build the

road from River du Loup to Truro
and the securing of the guarantee
of a loan by the Imperial Government to help Canada finance the

scheme.
In 1867, Mr. Fleming made another survey for the Government
and the following year was fought
out the battle of the routes through

New Brunswick which resulted in
the North Shore route being chosen,
the same, practically, which was advocated by Imperial ofiicers years
before as being the safest route from
The line
a military point of view.
as originally projected was opened
for traflfic on July ist, 1876, so that
on next Dominion Dav the road
will celebrate its thirty-third birthday.
In later years branches were
added and connecting lines acquired
until it now extends from the head-
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I.C.R.

An example

of the

SLEEPER "SYDNEY"

up-to-date

equipment on the Ocean Limited Express.

waters of ocean navigation on the

Lawrence

to the port of Halifax,
on the Atlantic, and is thus in a
position to perform the function of
St.

an all-Canadian route to the sea in
winter, a strategic position which it
alone, among other Canadian lines,
can boast.
The statement has been repeatedly made that the Intercolonial has
been run at a financial loss in the interests of the people of the Lower
Provinces that it was built as a sort
of bribe to induce them to join Con;

federation and is being operated at
a loss as an additional bribe to keep
them in tho proper frame of mind
towards the rest of the Dominion.

That a circuitous and

section.

ev-

pensive route was adopted was not
the fault of the people of the Lower
Provinces.
That long and devious
line
of
railway from Halifax to
Levis first and Alontreal later constitutes another story.
When the Canadian Legislatures
were trying to get Imperial aid for
the building of the road, one of the
most salient features of the argument in its favor was its military
value.
The people of the Lower
Provinces did not worry about that
point particularly, but the people of

Upper and Lower Canada

did.

They

were

at that time greatly afraid and
in real danger of invasion from the

In the winter,

when

It is, of course, true that the construction of the Intercolonial Railway was one of the compacts of
Confederation. Without it the Lower
Provinces would have borne to

south.

Upper and Lower Canada something

when Confederation was eflfected,
there was a wilderness between the
Maritime Provinces and Lower Canada. The trade of the seaside provinces was along the coast with the

of Imperial troops.
The
of
the western provinces
wanted a line of railway as far removed from the Maine border as
possible, and that is one reason why
the Intercolonial was constructed
up by the Baie de Chaleur and the
St. Lawrence River.

New England States, and one of the
ideas of Confederation was to change
this and divert the trade to Canadian centres.
could this have
been done without
railway?
the
Union would have been a farce without the road, and it was of as much
importance to the people of I'ppcr
Canada as to those of the eastern

prior to Confederavoiced in a speech made in
Montreal in 1865 by D'Arcy McGee.
who was a member of the coalition
government of that day. shows that
the people of Canada were more
concerned about their own security
in the construction
of
the Intercolonial than thev were of the in-

of the relation of Alaska to the United States.
Forty-two years ago,

How

50

the St.

Lawrence was frozen over, and
troops would have to be landed at
either Halifax or St. John, it was almost impossible to hope for the assistance

people

The

tion, as

feeling
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terests of the people of the Lower
Provinces. Mr. McGee said on that
"Will you unite, or will
occasion
you give up your country to another
:

Government and another people?
Without union we cannot have the
Intercolonial Railway, and without
the road we cannot have direct intercourse with the Mother Country
and without both we are at the
mercy of another government and
another people."
It will thus be seen that it is not
fair to say that the road was built
exclusively in the interests of the

—

Maritime Provinces.
For a long time there was a fear
on the part of eastern people that
the road passed out of the control
of the Government, no matter what
if

party might be in power, their interests would be at the mercy of
corporation
monopolistic
some
which would bleed them for all
they were worth and overlook all
and conditions
the circumstances
under which the road had been built.

This feeling, it is safe to assume,
has been of late reduced to a mini-

mum

in view of the fact that three
companies are now anxious to use
it,
and that the Goverenment is

bound

to arrange that all can avail
themselves of the route without

and that the interests of the
people will be conserved in any arrangement that may be made to that
favor,

end.
a tendency in some quarregard the people of the
Lower Provinces as stubbornly resisting any plan looking to the placing of the people's railway on a
purely commercial basis. They are
unreasonable and
thought to be
petulant in desiring to perpetuate a

There

ters

is

to

state of affairs which in the light of
recent events appears to be intolerable and unjust to the taxpayers of
the country as a whole. But if this
accusation at one time possessed a

measure of justification it does
so no longer as applied to the
liberal-minded and better informed
classes of the three provinces.
The claim of justification made on
the part of the easteren people for
the operation of the line on a non-

fair

DISPROVING A FALLACY
The motive power

of the

LC.R.

is

not antiquated, as this powerful locomotive abundantly proves.
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commercial basis was principally
due to the fact that the Maritime
sacrificed more for the
Provinces
benefit of Confederation than any
other section of the Dominion. The
building and operation of the Intercolonial was regarded as a measure
of compensation for the trade interests which had to be sacrificed in
order that the great union should
The trade of the
be a success.
Lower Provinces had to be lifted
bomTy out of old channels and redirected into new and more remote
ones, and it was considered no more
than fair that the whole country
should lend assistance in successfully carrying out this difficult task.

The Intercolonial Railway was regarded as the chief instrument in
When
accomplishing this object.
a railway is placed at a disadvantage with a competitor in respect to
longer haulage or some other disability it claims the right to apply
a "differential" tariff, and over this
claim there have been many big
The Lower
in
the past.
fights
Provinces were placed at a disadvantage by the terms of Confederation, and they felt that they were
entitled

through

"difTerential" treatment
the medium of the Governto

The general publine.
has no desire that the road
should be run at a loss through the
political patronage
of
disability
that is a matter purely for the polibut they did
ticians to answer for
want to see the road maintained as
ment-owned
lic

—

deficits.

Hon. Mr. Emmerson, when MinRailways, in 1907, made the
assertion that the Intercolonial carcheaper
ried freight "not merely
ister of

than any other railway in Canada,
not merely cheaper than an}- other
railway on the continent of America, but at a lower rate than any railway in the known world." Mr. W.
C. Milner, however, is the author
of an elaborate comparison of rates
of Canadian roads in which he states

S2

is abundant evidence to
prove that, taking into account local
conditions of traffic, the rates on the
Intercolonial are already quite as
high as those of the Canadian Pacific."
He adds: "In view of these
facts it cannot be alleged that the
low rates are the cause of the de-

that "there

ficits."

Conditions have changed greatly
years and the fears
which once might have been highly
justified concerning the fate of the
in the last four

road, are

now

practically dissipated.
of Railway Commissioners is in itself a sufficient
guarantee that the people of the
Maritime Provinces will not be permitted to suffer any injustice at the
hands of a railway, monopolistic or
otherwise.
It was hardly
to
be
dreamed of up to a comparatively
short time ago,
that
three great

The present Board

transcontinental systems would like
to share the people's railway. This
fact should make it more than ever
desirable that it be maintained as

an independent road and all companies given equal privileges. This
should be done on the same principle that actuated the

when

Government

decided to build the National Transcontinental from Winnipeg to Moncton as a public work
it
might have the
in order that
means of seeing that justice was
done to the great west in the matit

ter of rates.

The people of the Lower Provinces would be glad to see the Intercolonial placed on a paying basis.
if for no other reason than to have
removed the stigma which has attached to them in the manner already mentioned.

They will watch with an even
deeper interest than other Canadians
the working out of the new experiment and they will undoubtedly
lend every assistance in their power
to the commissioners in their task
of placing the road where it belongs
among: the trunk lines of America.

A

New

Scheme

By W. PETT RIDGE
From

V TO

the Westminster Gazette

Jim?"
"Got one in my pocket," he

collar,

answered, "just

in case."

"But why not put it on when
you're leaving work?" urged his col"I don't set out to be
a
dressy man, but I think everybody
ought to keep up a certain amount
!"
of appearance.
It's only right
"They must take me as they find

league.

me."
"Pity to see a chap like you losing
interest in himself," continued
the other.
"If you'd only smarten
up a bit you'd look all right, in a
crowd. As it is, no lady is likely to
glance at you twicee."
"My day's over !" he said resignedly.
"They don't take no notice of
me now. Told you what my age
to-day was, didn't I?"
all

"Many happy

returns."

All the same, he did go to the
small square of mirror, held in its
place by nails above the wash-stand,
and. finding the collar, slightly bent
and in a condition which proved
that the day was not Monday, he
fixed it carefully, searchiuigf to ascertain whether, by chance, a neck-tie
happened to be also in his possession.
Failing to discover this, he
inspected his reflection carefully,
smoothed his hair, and placed a
bowler hat at a careful angle.

man's flattering charge that he was
going to meet his girl. There were,
at the works, some jokes that never
failed
could be used at any time
and in any situation, and one of
these was to the effect that Jim
found his way in life impeded and
barred by adoring ladies.
At the
corner, where the blank wall finished, a woman of the build and physique that makes the re-tying of bootlaces difficult had just performed
that task, and was straightening herself, with a flushed face, after the
exertion. He gave a casual wave of
salutation and was passing on, when
some apples dropped from her
crowded net-bag, and he had to stop
and assist in their recovery and fend
off the children who scampered to
;

the point.

"You're a good deal stouter, surehe remarked, "or else I'm greatly mistaken.
Ought to take more
ly,"

Ellen."
don't look so young as you
did," she mentioned.
"Perhaps, if
"
your face was washed
"I've washed it once."
exercise,

"You

the critical friend, "but I wouldn't
go so far as to say that it was best."

"You should have washed it twice.
can remember the time when you
used scented soap, James. Still,"
checking a sigh, "I'm glad to run
across you again. How are the old
people?"
"Mustn't grumble," he said. "As
I tell 'em, they're good for another
twenty year if they only look after
themseleves."

He walked out of the gates, nodding cheerfully to the night watch-

"They've got a good son," she declared emphatically.

"That better?" he demanded.
"It's better, old man," conceded

I
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"Meaning me?" with surprise.
She was going in his direction,
and if he would refrain from walking too rapidly did not mind bearSome of the
ing him company.
shops on the
fifteen years

way reminded her of
before, either because

they had changed hands or because
they had not changed hands at one
she repeated an incident (which had
to be recalled to his memory) by
taking him inside and making a purchase which cost exactly a shilling.
She favored an article mauve in
color, but he decided that dark blue
;

safer and more endurable.
"I take this as verv kind of you,
Ellen."
"Don't mention it," begged the

was

lady graciously.
quite

young

again.

tobacco-pouch
"Shall

I

I

"Makes me

feel

Remember

that

once worked?"

ever forget it?"
excellent terms
a real pleasure to

They parted on
he declaring

it

have met her, she prophesying it
would not be long before they encountered each other again. Friends
were few in number, and should be
cultivated; apart from which it had
to be borne in mind that brief life
was here our portion, and no use
existed in blinking the fact.

Jim stopped more than once to
look at himself in windows that gave
opportunities for reflection he seemed greatly uplifted in mind by the
encounter, and a little girl ordered
him imperatively to leave ofT whistA short scream came from the
ling.
top of an electric tramcar. and, look;

ing up, he saw someone descending
hurriedly, the speed of the conveyance took her, however, a good distance, and she came back at a run
He gazed at her as
to meet him.
she approached: wrinkled his forehead in the effort to think of her

name.
"Spotted you," she cried, "and the
odd thing about it was that I'd just
been thinking of you. Wasn't that
Oh." regretfully,
extraordinary?
"don't tell me you've forgotten little
Polly Sharp, and the letters we used
54

Think of
King Henry's Road, and you coming
round there of an evening and whist-

to write to each other.

the area railings."
yesterday," he de-

ling outside

"Seems

like

clared.
"I've

never married," went on
Miss Sharp vivaciously, "and I happen to know you haven't, so it's no
use pretending you have. Hasn't it
been a lovely summer? I've been
away to Worthing, if you please.
Tell you all about it some day. Can't
stop now because I'm in a hurry.
Care for this flower to wear in your
buttonhole? Gone off a bit since I've
had it, but it'll iust do for you. I've
got a pin."

He

endeavored

express

to

thanks.

"When can we see each other
again " she asked,
preparing
to
leave. "You fix up an evening, will
you, and let me know. Here's my
card. The number's forty-eight, but
it's got smudged.
Mother'll be awfully pleased to see you. She knows
you by name. Good-bye Be good !"
Not strange in the circumstances
that his thoughts should go back
!

some years that

in the five minutes
which remained he should, first obtaining a box of inexpensive cigarettes and borrowing a match, walk
with a jaunty air. and venture now
and again to glance at the features
;

young women who passed by, in
the hope of obtaining the compliment of further recognition. He

of

smiled approvingly and contentedly
at the thought of the enduring naThere
ture of woman's affection.

was something very comfortable in
the knowledge that differences of
opinion, and even words of reproof
and indignation, could be forgotten.
The second one. for instance. He
could recall the moment when Miss
Sharp announced definitely that she
would never, in any circumstances
whatsoever, speak a single word
to him again, though he should go
down upon bended knees. Those
were the times when he desired companionship for evening walks, re-

A
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lished the utterance of fond words
and the onlv trouble had come when
it proved necessarv for him to edge
away.

"Always meant

a row," he said reminiscently: "but I'd got my excuse,
and there was no answer to it. Thev
had to see where my duty lay. Reyou can't get over
sponsibilities
chap must look after his
that
parents."
Here, at any rate, was a revival of
;

!

old

A

days, with women-folk paying
He declined

flattering attentions.
now to believe that

was

this

his

birthday; reasoned that he had been
unwise in standing treat on this account to hi^ fellow-workmen.

"Late home again," said the voice
mother from the kitchen.
"]\Ie and father begun
to
think
something had happened. You're a
satirically
nice boy"
"to go loit-

of his old

—

—

told you this morning you
were forty to-day, and it's just occurred to me and your father that
we're getting close on seventy.
shall have to be seeing about two

ering.

I

We

them forms from the post

of

office

Independent of you, then,
when we get our pensions."
"Have vou been mentioning that
soon.

,

to people this afternoon?"

"Might have." she admitted.
"Ah," he said ruefully, "that ac!"
counts for it

Opportunity
They do me wrong who

say come no more
once knock and fail to find you in
For every day stand outside your door,
And bid you wake and rise to fight and win.
Wail not for precious chances passed away.
Weep not for golden ages on the wane
Each night burn the records of the day.
At sunrise every soul is born again.
Laugh like a boy at splendors that have sped.
To vanished joys be blind and deaf and dumb
My judgments seal the dead past with its dead,
But never bind a moment yet to come.
Though deep in mire, wring not your hands and
weep,

When

I

I

;

I

I

;

say " I can."
No shamefaced outcast ever sank so deep
But he might rise and be again a man.
1

lend

my arm

to

all

who

:

— Walter Malone.
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THE STATION BEAUTIFUL
The commuter's

life

of

is

made pleasant here by

the station

and

Suburban Life
By

its

for

ARTHUR

L.

the

charming treatment

surroundings.

City People

BLESSING.

Adapted fron Suburban Life

rapid growth
THE
Canadian
cities

of our larger
is

bringing

nearer and nearer the day,
conditions of life in them will

when

more closely to preapproximate
vailing conditions in the larger cenpopulation in the United
of
tres
States. Already there is an increasing number of people in Toronto,
St. John, Halifax, etc.,
Montreal,
who forsake the city during the
of summer and
their residence in cooler

months

take up
and more

pleasant quarters in the neighboring country, journeying in and out
of the city each morning and night
by train, trolley or steamer. But
the day is fast approaching when
content
these people will not be
to sojourn in the country only during the summer, they will soon make
their homes there permanently. And
then we will have conditions identical with those in New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago.
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Even to-day, if a census were
taken of the workers in our cities,
who nightly journey outside the
city limits, the number would be
found
to be astonishingly
large.

With improved means of transportation,
the army of Canadian
commuters
would
undoubtedly
reach imposing proportions.
In the light of these facts

it

is

interesting to learn something about
the manner in which the suburbanites

after

American cities are looked
by the transportation com-

in

panies.
If it should occur to any one to
doubt the reality of the tremendous
movement away from the cities
which has developed during the
last few years, let him consider the

that a million or more people
stream into the ten largest cities of
the country every morning, only to
stream out again when the day's
fact

SUBURBAN LIFE FOR CITY PEOPLE
business has been finished. This is
traffic.
purely suburban
These
people come for the most part from
within an hour's ride of the city's
business centre. They go to make

up that grand army of commuters,
which has come to be a remarkable
feature of American life.
They come and go by train and
Every railroad which
by trolley.
enters the larger cities makes speprovision for this suburban traffic.
Six o'clock in the morning is
none too early for the arrival of the
advance-guard artisans and laborers for the most part.
For an
hour or more the stations are filled
with them as the trains roll in in
quick succession.
Then gradually
the aspect of the crowd changes.
cial

—

Shop

girls,

cashiers

milliners,

and

sales

ladies,

book-keepers

come

hurrying along the platforms, many
of them carrying lunch boxes artfully designed to represent hand
cameras or shopping bags.
After eight o'clock the flood of
incoming humanity swells rapidly.
Well-groomed men of middle age
and sober countenance swing themselves from the car steps and hurry
toward the entrances, many of them
crushing newspapers in their hands
or crowding them into their pockets.
Nine o'clock sees a marked diminution in the number of incoming commuters, but by that time the throng
includes a great many prosperous
professional and business men, not
a few of the former being
easily

by green bags bulging
with books and papers, which they
grasp tightly as they swing along
with the throng rushing toward the
open door. By ten o'clock most of
the bankers and other late arrivals
have left their trains, and the tense
activity of a business day has seized
upon the city.
identified

In the middle of the afternoon
there comes a reversal of the conditions which prevailed in the morning.
By three o'clock some of the

bankers
their

and men of afifairs turn
countrvward.
This is

faces

true especially during the spring and
summer seasons, when the golf links
and the country clubs make their
strongest appeals.
It is interesting to consider the
extent to which the various cities
are
depopulated
each
week-day
night. Some years ago figures were
compiled to show the amount of
daily suburban traffic on the railroads to and from the largest cities
of the country. As might be expected, New York leads with its 100,000
people who enter
and leave its
portals each working day, on one of
the many railroad lines which have
terminals at the metropolis.
Just
how many people go back and forth
by trolley can only be estimated, but
the army
of such
suburbanites
must be enormous. The number of
commuters is not to be gauged by
the size of the city, however, for

Boston, although much smaller than
Philadelphia and Chicago, yet has a
larger influx of suburbanites each
day by several thousands. Indeed,
Boston, with its 80,000 commuters,
is not far behind New York itself.

Each week-day the trains bring
60,000 people into Chicago and take
them away again at night, while the
commuting population of Philadelphia is figured at 36,000. Before the
earthquake, San Francisco had more
commuters than Philadelphia, the
number being given as 38,700.

The range

of travel for

commuters

mostly within a radius of twenty-five miles
the average distance
traveled is about seven miles.
Naturally, most of the railroads
entering large cities devote no little
attention to the matter of suburban
traffic.
Some of them have experimented with specially designed cars
which may be filled and emptied
lies

;

entering
One railroad
Chicago, for instance, has several
trains consisting of cars the entire
framework of which is constructed
quickly.

These cars have seats for
one hundred passengers, arranged in
sections transversely of the car, with
two aisles, one on each side, at the

of steel.
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ends of the seats, and extending the
entire length of the car, connecting
at the vestibule with
end doors.

Opening

directly

from the

aisles are

twenty-four sliding
side
doors,
twelve on each side.
These doors
are placed equal
distances
apart
throughout the length of the car, a
door being opposite each section of
eight seats.
This arrangement of

and seats gives great facility
the movements of passengers
when entering and leaving the cars.
Of course, cars of this sort require
that the station platform be upon
the same level as the floor of the
car.
The doors slide within the
walls, which are hollow, and are
controlled by mechanism, which is
operated either by compressed air
or by hand.
They are exclusively
in
the control of the guard, who
rides within the cars, and upon the
arrival of the train at the station
releases the mechanism, so that the
doors may be opened separately by
the passengers either from within or
outside of the cars.
When the passengers have left the
car and those who take the train
have entered, the guard puts into
operation a mechanism which automatically closes and locks the doors
of each car simultaneously.
When
all of the doors of the train have
been closed and locked, an electric
signal is given to the engineman.
who then releases the train.
This
method of operation is so rapid that
aisles

to

one hundred passengers have been
discharged from a car at the terminal station in four seconds, and
the ordinary stops at intermedeiate
stations, where many passengers enter and leave the train, are made in
from six to eight seconds.

The system

of automatic electric
signals
connecting all of the side
doors with the locomotive admits of
long trains being handled with the

same

facility

and

despatch

as

shorter trains, and greatly increases
the operating efficiency of the train

made up of commuters, for a season
or a year, at a special rate, and are
assigned to run upon such trains as
may be desired. As they have accommodations for but a limited number of passengers, it is possible to
so design the intereior arrangement
that they shall be particularly convenient and comfortable. The seats
in such cars are reserved, the right
to their use being purchased by the
season or the year by members of
the club, who frequently
pay a
premium for the choicest seats. The
amount raised from the sale of the
seats is used by the club to pay the
rental of the car.

Some

of the railroads are experia gasolene car which
may come into common use for suburban service. It is commonly called "the projectile car" because of
the cartridgelike appearance which
it
presents.
Its peculiar construction allow of high speed, while it
is easily handled.

menting with

Most of the railroads are obliged
to enter into keen competition with
parallel trolley lines for their suburban traffic, the result being exceedingly low rates of fare. Many
of them have special arrangements
whereby a commuter may secure a
material reduction from the round-

by buving monthly tickets.
Various plans have been devised by
trip rates

the different railroads by means of
which it is possible to travel back
and forth between the city and
suburban towns at a very small cost,

provided that a specified number of
journeys are made within certain
limits

of

greatly,
railroads.

rates are

railroads operate

what are

time.

These rates differ
on the various

however,

On some
made

roads special

for round-trip tickets

from suburban towns.

What

service.

A few

known as club cars, to which the
public is not admitted.
As a rule,
these cars have luxurious appointments and are in charge of an attendant. They are rented bv a club

has been said, up to this

point, has hael

special

reference to

SUBURBAN LIFE FOR CITY PEOPLE.

A COMMUTER'S
own

to

developing suburban communities,
the railroads having recognied this
development and having taken advantage of it rather than having

encouraging it. The
have bound the outlying towns to the cities bv bands of
steel, and have introduced facilities
of travel back and forth not dreamed of a few years ago. The electric
road has reached out in every direction, and it is now possible to ride
for long distances without change of
in

trolley lines

cars in attractively appointed, thoroughly heated, well-lighted and comfortable cars.

When
to obtain,

this
it

condition

first

for a special car of their

run in and out of the city daily.

the railroads.
As a matter of fact,
the trolley companies have been perhaps the most powerful factor in

been active

CLUB CAR

some places commuters form clubs and arrange

In

began

was feared by the mer-

chants doing business in the smaller
towns that the coming of the trolleys would injure their trade by

making it too easy for their customers to reach the larger shopping
For this reason many trolcentres.
ley lines have been bitterly opposed
for years. As a matter of fact, time
has shown that there has been little
ground for these apprehensions, for
the business of the country merchant has been improved, rather
than the contrary, while the customer has benefited by a larger
and more
variety
stock, greater
modern methods, and so, altogether,
is

well pleased.

of the race, country
greatly to be desired and any
steps that may be taken to induce
city people to get out into the open
are commendable. The tendency of
population has been cityward for
many years now. Is it not about
time that a movement was set on
foot to revert to the country, the
natural home of man?

For the sake

life is
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Joseph son
By HARRIS

MERTON LYON

From McClure's Magazine

HE was

a little rat-like man with
a sort of limpid fear in his face.
He seemed at the same time
and dried, a very sad rag that

awry

had been thoroughly wrung. And
he was half asleep and kept mumbling over and over, "I wonder
I wonder."
Now, I am not going to tell you
where this happened, except so far
a? to say it was in a Press Club
where newspaper men and dramatists and critics and the palaverers
on perishable things came and gathered and went. But if 3'ou will take
a compass and jab on leg of it into
New York and swing the other within six hours of New York, the town
will lie within your circle.
He kept on saying: "I wonder
I wonder about myself
.may be
I wonder"; and he
screwed up one eye at me and took
me in. There was calmness about
;

catch.
" 'E always is that way," whispered the waiter, to my eyebrows of
inquiry.
"Name's Josephson, sir."

.

wonder

'T

.

.

" He said something indistinctsomething that I co'ld not quite

ly,

too

.

.

.

.

.

maybe

probably me,
be the same

.

it'll

way with my fm-m-m-m," wabbled
the thin, maudlin voice behind my
shoulder.
I laid Thompson aside and wheeled around. "Say, tell me." I said.
Then waited. "Huh?"
He screwed up his left eye again.

"Yes

—me,"

I

went

on,

and waited

again.

His chin and hand trembled. It
the
morning.

was one-thirty in
"You want to hear

"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I nodded and called the waiter.
"Give ^Ir. Josephson a drink."
He drew himself up with an

movement, as a pantomima cinematograph, and poured
himself a glass against which his
teeth chattered.

epileptic

his alcoholic survey, as if he carefully sought an effect.
There was
also a limp garrulousness about his
mouth. He seemed a sensitive man
who set much store by his choice of
words and confoundedly little by his
choice of deeds. Of course he must
have been a newspaper man of some
sort, or he would not have been at
this club.
I had a look at him, put
mouth, took
a dry cigar into
"The Hound of Heaven" out of my
pocket, and sat down to read.
An important waiter came with a

ist in

match-box.

color out of him, taking along his
nerve and his muscle and his blood.
Tie lilinkod. and it niaile me think

my

"I

wonder

mav

...

be that's

I

iin-

wonder
fin-m-ni-m

I

"You have the advantage of me.
you know my name. Maybe

see

you know

my

story, too

his thin fingers to his

".

He

ran

cheekbone and

licked his lips, weakly. "Most of 'em
do. They come and sit here and I.
tell it to them, over and over
I
again."
:

The strong electric light in the
the
room beat down on him hotly
chemicals in it seemed to suck the
:

TOSEPHSON
something

of

But

in a cellar.

I

wav-

ed my hand cheerily, and he went
on:
"Well, you don't know me. You
know my name, but you don't know
where I came from. And I don't
propose to tell you and you won't
find out, because a man can come
from anywhere to this town. I'm a
genius.
I'm a newspaper genius
without any backbone. I guess
that sounds cowardly, don't it. That
sounds cowardly. Very well. That
sounds cowardly. But I am not going to apologize for what I did. It's
done, and what's done done. And
I may be a coward, but I admit
you heard me say I admit?" he
nodded his head his head emphatical
"what I did." Again he drew
ly
his thin shoulders up and gazed at
me' with superfluous
earnestness.
"No backbone but I admit what
I've done," he commented.

ed and did a

some

.

.

"Some

fellows dig at a story. I've
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

out.
It don't go.
They get
wise to you. Nothing on earth wiser
than a city editor
is there?

week

loafed because

my

knew everybody,

I

— —

.

.

in

you?

Lemme

Rememeber

Ward.

stuff in to

O.K.

.

.

see

Ward.

.

—where was

All
I?
.

Oh, yes
There was a senator
our town, and he was about to
!

die.

—

always faked. Came natural to me,
anyway, and I'm a genius
and so I always faked my stuff.
You've heard newspaper men brag
about themselves, just like actors, I
suppose? Well you won't hear it tonight. I'm drunk. And I'm through
almost
through.
I
can
write leads, that's all.
I
always
could write
good leads, humaninterest dope
'man-on-thestreet
anything except the
facts.
Look at me. Don't ever fake
your stuff. That is, it's all right once
in a while; but not week in and

few minutes.

I

that, will

—

—

a

and when I was too 'tired' " here
he winked with effort "or busy
about something else, or wanted to
sit in at a little game, I'd just pipe
off the visitors in town I happened
to know, fix it with 'em, and fake
stuff about 'em.
The city editor
went home about eleven. I turned

;

.

of other things,
you'll hear about in
Principally, I loafed.

lot

which

of

"The man on the citv desk was a
red-headed Irishman named Flanagan.
He used to have heart
trouble,

'member

I

..

.

gastri-

.

.

kept a box of bakingsoda in his top drawer and used to
eat it with a spoon. Does this bore
you?
I boring you?
Tell me,
friend,
if
All right.
I bore you.
Flanagan says to me, right at the
beginning
he says 'Josephson, stay
on Bellows. Whatever
Bellows
you do, cover that.'.
was the senator, y'know, that was
about to kick the bucket. I said,
tis

.

Am

...

:

.

'Sure

...

all

right.'

.

Every few

days he'd tell me, 'Don't forget the
Bellows assignment, Mr. Josephson.'
And I'd answer him, 'Sure.' I went
on that way for about a week. We
had the obituary all framed p, cut,
just
black-rule,
and all
-

.

.

.

You haven't listened to me
Josephson. Pardon me." He poured himself another drink.
"There was a senator in our city
United States senator and he
was about to die. I had the hotel

waiting. All I had to write was a
couple of sticks of lead. Seems easy,
His fingers ran deftly
don't it?"
around his glass and he lowered his
eyes. "Seems a mighty little thing,
don't it, when you look at it now?
alI'm damned if it don't
most nothing. Almost nothing."
He licked his lips and waited. I
waited. He sat quiet.
Finally I said, "Huh?"

It was easy.
And you know
a fellow gets when he's got a
job that's easy.
he
He
takes liberties with himself. I loaf-

Ward I told you about
ward. He was a tall, skinny guy
near-sighted.
bald-head
He was about forty over forty, I

.

.

.

guess you'd say no. But
you haven't heard what I did. No.
Is there?

I

.

—

.

—

run.

how

.

...

...

—

"...

.

.

.

.

.

.

—
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come on

He'd

guess.

when he was

a kid

the

paper

and had been

But he just naturnewspaper man, that's
you know the kind.
all
They let 'em handle exchanges and
get up the literary page on Sunday
you know the kind. He
there ever since.

ally wasn't a
.

.

.

.

.

.

anything. Simple,
Half
purblind, helpless as an owl.
the time he didn't know what the
boys were talking about, because he
wasn't up on their slang. He went
around behind his specks like a toad
in a hole.
He didn't know there
was another paper on earth, he'd
been there so long; and he was the
only man in the place that dared

wasn't wise to

Ward
the chief 'Charlie.'
got forty dollars a week.
He had
a wife and two children lived 'way
out in the suburbs somewhere.
It
was a long ride from the shop out
to his house, down to work
and
back, and he used to lose sleep so
he slept now and then in his chair
at the office
Now and then,
did I say?
Almost regular. I remember he used to sit in the city
editor's chair and throw his head
back and snore. When he did that
his Adam's apple stuck out sort o'
grotesquely, for he had an Adam's
apple like a fish's back. He was a
sick, nervous man drank a food cofto

call

;

;

.

.

;

fee."

something incongruously
comic happened something quite
indecent. Joscphson began weeping
sobbing with a sort of fierce
.

—

.

pathos, as a

man

horribly compelled.

He wiped his wavering knuckles
aiound his eyes.
"I had no idea there was so much
misery in a food coflFee," I said, with
a laugh.

But there was no resentment
Josephson.

He

looked at

me

in

piti-

and said: "You don't understand. Wait a minute." He nodded

fully
at

me
I

meaningly.
nodded.

"You

see,

Flanagan got his paper

pretty well made up and went home
every night about eleven. Then this
62

died."

He went back over it again: "Bellows died."
The excitement of a
dozen years came out with the
words

—a

subtle, fearful

human

ex-

citement, stirring him like a poison.
He could not keep, did not try to
keep, his shocking frenzy out of his
voice. His little shoulders twitched
his tongue ran lightly along his lip
from corner to corner he burned as
if he had whispered a miracle.
"Damn it
you see
;

;

.

.

.

.

Bellows died." Then his mouth performed a horrible smirk and he
threw up his hands as a Frenchman
would.
He seemed to take it for
granted that I understood what that
meant, that abrupt, mystic shrug of

He seemed

his hands.
full

to take

for

it

were cronies,
of a mutual wisdom.
It was

granted that he and

some

I

patent to us. utterthe
outside
to
Bellows had died

tacit secret,

untintelHgible

ly

world

,

.

looked into his watery eyes noncommittally.
The smirk seemed
For
pasted onto Josephson's face.
I

a

Then

.

fellow Ward used to take the city
desk until the presses started. Then
he went home." He licked his lips,
poured himself another drink, and
breathed at me huskily, his eyes
dilated, his nervous hand half ex"Bellows"
tended toward mine.

moment

I

thought

Then he screwed up

him

idiotic.

eyes and
said to me out of the corner of his
mouth, in a bitter, slangy fashion.
his

"W^here do you suppose I was
I found it out?
Huh, friend?
On the level, where do vou suppose
I was when I found it out?
I was
standing in the side entrance of a
cafe at half-past one in the morning and I read it in a first edition
of another paper."
He nodded, almost proudly. "That's where I was
was
been bumming

when

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

theatrical friends of mine." He
nodded again. "Wasn't that aliominable?" he asked, smilingly, with the
expression of a man who has been
chewing a bitter weed.
Then, all at once, his features

some

JOSEPHSON
flamed uj) with excitement. It seemed a new excitement, not the other,
It seemed as if
not warmed over.
Josephson went back bodily to that
former situation. His eyes glowed
and his speech cleared.
"Half-past one and in another
paper. That very night Flanagan had

—

warned me. He had left early, and
Ward had gone on early. I called
a cab and went lickety-split for the
shop.
I crept in on tiptoe, scared

The
It was dark in there.
room was lighted by only two
drop-lights. The rest were out
"Nobody in the place Flanagan's
desk was in a little room no bigger
to death.

city

.

.

!

than a cubby-hole, right ofif the city
loom to the left just before you go
I was
iiito the telegrapher's room.
edging along as softly as I could on

—

my

when

toes,

of

all

heard a slight rustle.
my heart stood still.

A window was

I

a sudden I
jumped, but

Then

I

saw.

from the
bottom, and the breeze had rustled
through a few loose papers. That
was all so I sneaked up to the door
and peaked in. Ward was there
Asleep as usual. Papers
asleep
were all over the desk in front of
open a

little

—

.

.

!

.

The drop-light was on, but his
was thrown back in the
shadow. I almost choked. Once I
him.
face

thought his eyes opened and he
But he didn't. He
looked at me.
slept.
I kept standing there, looking at him for a long, long time. I
must have ueen fascinated. My
nerves were shaking like strings,
and for a minute or two maybe
three minutes
I had to stand there
and just look at him. Then I tiptoed back to the far end of the room
to my desk and scribbled my lead to
the obituary.
You couldn't hear a

—

—

single, solitary

sound

building except
ing
and
.

.

.

my
it

in that

whole

pencil scratchw^as a very soft

remember. I jumped
a window-shade
flapoed.
I couldn't have felt more
frightened if I had been robbing a
safe
Then I sneaked back and
pencil, too, I

once more

when

!

looked

in.

Ward

w^as

still

asleep.

I

came up easy

.

.

.

easy

.

.

.

soft as a cat alongside of him, without making a noise. I moved a few

pieces of copy-paper that had some
writing on it. Just over in the corner, they were.
What did I do?
Honest to God, although I'd planned
it all out as I came up the stairs, I

hardly knew^ what

I

was doing!

.

.

"I slipped my story under 'em, just
the least bit. Some of it stuck out
w'here you could see it. Ward never

moved.
"I got out of the room. The sweat
rolling off me when I sprang
When I reached the
into the hall.

was

outside door I ran down the steps.
I felt as if I was in a nightmare.
When I reached the air I ran to the
nearest saloon." Josephson stopped.
Again I took it for granted that

words Avere unnecessary between us.
But this time he did not smirk. He
seemed, instead, to slump off into

He looked
a pensive melancholy.
at his long finger-nails and began
about
doing fancy, dainty offices
He picked lint from his
them.
clothes with his uncertain fingers, in
intense concern.
"Yes?" I said, as a bridge over the
gap.
He screwed up his eye and
breathing hell
"Living,
nodded.
broke lose the next morning
of course. But I stuck to my story.
I didn't
I didn't say he was asleep.
need to say he was asleep
see? T turned in my story a little
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

before twelve.'

That'll

Then

all.

the
they fumbled around among
papers on the desk and found it
there

...

of course.

"When Ward came down

he'd aland the
seen the Gazette
Leader the other two papers and
he knew\ And when they showed
him my story on his desk
The
yes, he knew that time, too.
What I'd done, and
whole thing
He didn't say anything, though.
all.
He just went red and closed his face.

ready

—

—

.

.

.

.

They panned him good and hard

for

losing the story; everybody, from
the Old Man on down, roasted him.
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And

he took it. He'd been on the
paper fifteen years and never made
a mistake before. One of those ex-

they'd get past him
little
things that in the old days would
have been corrected, you know, and

act,

scrupulous, 'faithful dog' old
around the place. In one
way he didn't know how to take it.
He could have thrown it off. He
have promised.
He could
could
If
have kidded back at the boys.
he just hadn't closed his mouth and
all
sat there and let it all sink in
that bitter, miserable stuff! Couldn't
he? Couldn't he? But what's the
He wasn't that kind. He was
use
the kind of
some other kind
fellow that kept his scissors on that
nail, and his paste-pot there, and

nothing

fixtures

that way now.
He'd come up all
he'd stutter
sick and moist
and mumble apologies.
His hand
would shake when he took back a
piece of his copy to make the corrections. He had never been a proud

—

!

.

his pile of

.

.

exchanges just here, and

his pen-points in this little box, and
his coat-hanger on that hook
and so on. Hell, it seems like a little
Simply a trivial
thing, don't it
.

.

.

—

something that any
any newsnewspaper man
could easily do,
paper office
and get over, and forget. Worse
things have certainly happened. But
the way they handed it to this guy
was something fierce. Everybody
around the shop came around and
stuck the gaff into him, a..d broke
incident

.

.

.

.

.

it

off.

They

.

.

.

.

didn't

know

at

.

.

.

man.
ening

Some of them
side of the office.
didn't even know he had a wife and
children! You see, a good many of
And I
the boys were new men.
had to watch 'em do it. Of course.
Of course, I did.
"He got to be the office joke. They
r.ggravate
found that they could
him so it got to be part of the
day's fun to stroll around past his
desk and throw the harpoon into
him. One of the guys brought up a
;

Now

.

wasn't

It

it.

.

his humility

was

sick-

almost

degrading.
Sometimes it was a little thing like
an initial wrong; and the city editor
would get sore over it, and yell at
him the office rule about the importance of correct initials.
" 'I know it, Ed.,' he would say.
" 'If course you do.
But you're
dead on your feet. What's the matter with you, anyway?'
"It went on that way for a couple
of months, one thing and another,
slow but sure. Out at his home he
.

.

.

must have had

trouble.

He

didn't

look like a man who was getting
pleasure out of his home. I remember every Saturday in the old days
he used to bring his kids down to
the office.
But now he didn't any
more.
,

the

time what they were doing. They
anything about this
didn't know
man's people, or what kind of a
home he had, or this man's life out-

thought of

.

a

"They reduced his pay to thirty
week
then to twenty-five.
.

.

.

He

used to rush at his stuff in a
sort of frenzy: then he'd sit for an
hour afterwards, going over it line
by line like a book-keeper, seeing if
he could find his own mistakes before anybody else caught them and
called his attention to them.
You
know how a fellow gets, that way.
He worked longer th-.n anybodyelse.
He got down early in the
morning and stayed at it all day and
half the night.
sleep any more.

'
.

.

.

He

didn't

used to sit and
watch him." Josephson's little Intricate mind went hunting for deI

big poster, 'Asleep at the Switch,'
and set it on his desk one morning.

tails like a ferret.

He began

thing
they'd
looking for him a
never done before. He had always
kept his accounts as straight as a
pin. I imagine. One day it was the
insurance collector, and he came a

go about his work as
it.
See?
if he was nervous about
very,
I ... I watched him
very closely. I used to sit and watch
him. He'd make little mistakes, and
to

.
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.

.

"Bill collectors

came

—

to the office,

K^SEPHSON
good many times.

I'lnally he

gave

up.

it

"What went on

mind

his

in

I

don't know. I imagine it finally got
so it was just a general sort of be-

—

wilderment newspaper work all
mixed up with wife and kids and
and his sick
bills and mistakes
stomach. If he'd only been a drinking man, like me, it might have been
But he wasn't. Instead,
different!
take half-days off for long
in the open air.
When he'd
ask for these, Flanagan would say:
Oh, yes, go ahead. I don't make
he'd

walks

much difference anyway, I suppose
Josephson or Gray can do your
work, is there is any.' And Ward
would mumble something to himself and smile in a sort of sickly
fashion.

"One day one

of the boys came
and said something around the
office about
seeing W^ard's
wife
in

'demonstrating' a

partment

store.

new tea in a
Thank God,

de-

no-

Ward

about our knowing
some
it
I
I looked her up
and found her
time afterward

body
!

told

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

his

work was

kind of sweating

a

Fear that
make mistakes. Fear that
his editors would jump onto them
before he did.
Fear that his nerve
was broken. Fear, by God, that he
frenzy of
he would

himself was

.

.

.

fear.

.

.

.

afraid

!"

"That went on nine months. See?
Nine months. One night this man

Ward

stepped over to Flanagan's
desk and said in an ordinary way

" 'Let me have a sheet or two of
paper, will you, Ed.?'
"He got it and went back to his

He

something.

folded it up and put it under Flanagan's paper-weight. Then he went
out to the lavatory and killed himself with a revolver.
"

.

.

Afterwards

.

Flanagan

read the note
" 'I can't

stand

fellows will

One

this.

know

Josephson looked

me with

at

one eye screwed up

face, his

you

of

why.'
a

weak

certain intrepid hardness in his

tight,

the other searching me insistently,
as if after a verdict, an opinion, an
I did
expression, an exclamation.

not move. The hot chemical electric blaze sucked away at him avidly till he moved before my eyes, impressionistically, as a thing of paint.
For one queer moment it seemed
a monstrous impossibilitv that he
was alive. Then he thrust his face
closer and whispered:
"That happened ten years ago.
See?" He affirmed with his head.
I'm getting
"Ten years. Now
as the years go by
so
thinking of Mrs. Ward in that laun.

.

.

...

.

working in a laundry. Yes, at a
mangle in a laundry, two years ago.
Lemme see
where was I?
Oh, yes
"His eyes got so they used to
They
stare and stare and stare.
weren't drowsy any more. He would
sit and stare at a piece of blank
copy-paper by the hour as if it was
something absolutely new and
and abnormal. The one thing, I
imagine, that kept him going about
.

own desk and wrote

dr,

.

Ward

and of

did

.

.

.

.

and of what I
.1
and of what he did
.

.

.

...

wonder

.

I

wonder

if

that

Too !" He
won't be my finish, too
broke off, his eyes heedless of the
me
ignoring
insignificant room,
His little trembling
completely.
hand crept up mechanically and felt
!

of his thin
aloud, and

lips.

He mumbled,

all

unconsciously:

...

wonder

I

that won't be the

wonder

way

I

half

"I

...

if

fm-m-m-m

>>

I sat back entranced, mesmerized,
Then I refascinated at his fate.
flected, and spoke.

"Yes,

—you're

it

will.

You're not a

man

a baby, Josephson."

He came

back to me. "I'm a
mechanically,
repeated
pathetically. "I'm a baby. A good
many of us are babies, even after
up.
we're supposed to be grown
And what, in God's name, are you
going to do with us? For us? Tell
baby,"

he

me."
C
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The Work
By

F.

M.

From

A

DECISION

lately

made

THOMPSON
the Outlook

in the

General Sessions Court in NewYork City has raised the question, Are wives supported by their
into
husbands? A man brought
court on a complaint of having
abandoned his wife because, as he
said, he could not support a household on his earnings of six dollars
a week, was discharged by the judge,
who concluded his decision with the
admonition, "Let the wife go to
work for her living."
It is a popular American notion
that the work wives do in the household is not really work. Women so
engaged are not counted in United
States Labor Reports as being "in
industry" in the United States Census Reports they appear as having
no occupation. The whole matter
of their situation, a determined for
all practical purposes, is neatly set
forth by an American political economist thus
"Only a minority of the population
v/hich inhabits the country is actually engaged in economic produc;

>

The

general rule

that a laborer has a w'ife and family.
The
former is lending him material aid
tion.

is

and mending
no need of
complicating the matter by consider-

by cooking his food
his clothes, but there

is

ing her as a separate agent of production."
Let us sec whether or not that
which the wife produces in the home
comes within the scope of economic
production.
What is she doing
there? At a glance, we discern tliat
Gf)

Wives

of

she

is

producing things which are

actually

of

articles

commerce

manufactured food, manufactured
clothing, and that supreme work of
domestic art, a poor imitation of
which is marketed in hotels, lodging and boarding houses comfort.
Moreover, as buyer for the family
and administrator of the family
fimds, she is performing services as
distinctly and essentially related to
the production of wealth as any similar work done by men in business
houses. But this is not the full ex-

—

tent of the contribution she makes
She
to the wealth of the nation.
bears children that is to say, she
;

produces labor.

Wives employed in the home engage in two separate and distinct
forms of production one is purely
industrial in character and differs
not at all from the production in
which men engage the other is the
unique work of w'omen child-bearis,
labor.
and the product
ing
Marriage, therefore,
far from
so
placing wives in the category of a

—

;

—

;

"great majority of the population
who are not actually
engaged in economic production."
confers upon women a dual power
in production wives produce wealth
the same as men do, and besides
they produce the most indispensable
of the requisites of wealth, labor.
of a country

:

quite true that the American
not regarded as a "separate
agent of production." and what are
her
of
the consequent conditions
work as comparei! with conditions
It is

wife

is
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of the labor of
ers?

women

wage-earn-

has been established by law in
most civilized countries that the
maximum amount of time a woman
shall be required to work in industry work for wages
is sixty hours
per week in the home, the wife, because she works for nothing ^^or
shall one say for love?
may be
It

—

—

and
even
ance
that
it

—

—

forced to toil, day after day, all day
long, far into the night, and all night
if
the convenience of the family
shall so be served. The law requires
that the shop or factorv where wofor

wages

shall

conform

standards of health and
physical welNbeing; in consideration of the woman's particular physical needs, she must be provided
with a seat so that she may rest
properly even while at work, and
any occuoation deemed threatening
The
to her life is forbidden her.
sanitary condition of the home, the
wife's workshop, is a matter of no
every man's home
nublic concern
to certain

:

his castle: the work done there
his personal affair; the rest of the
world mav mind its own busine=;s.
Tf the wife work in the home in foul
is

is

bending over a wash-tub all dav
and nursing a sick child all nieht.
air,

is a family matter; science does
not apnly here, and here remedial
Bv law
legislation has no mission.

that

in

Eneland and by custom

in

France

decreed that a woman engaged
in industry shall not return to work
for one month after confinement the
wife at work in a home in the United States mav be compelled to resume her accustomed labor the dav
after, or two or three days after, confinement, and it is to nobodv's inYet tho woterest to nrevent her.
it

is

:

body

the same: the strain
unon her maternitv is the same: the
burden of her task mav be greater
in the home than if she labored in
industrv: and her contribution to
tnan's

Avealth

is

is

worth monev: but because

—

such
sanctitv of the home
sanctity! such homes!
the situation
of the wife's labor is ignored on
of the

;

—

is

;

a fine instance of the beautiful
of devotion to duty
which

spirit

;

men work

no record is made of the
and losses of her production
if
the health, happiness, and
the life of the wife go to balthe account, the assumption is
this is quite right and proper;

principle
profit

makes wives and mothers
in

the

home

so eminently

fit

toiling
to die

and go to heaven.
In Great Britain the employment
wives in industry has lately received special attention. In the government report for the year 1906 on
factories and workshops, the Principal Lady Inspector states that the
employment in industry of married
women is rapidly on the increase,
and that, as asserted by man^ of the
women, this is not because these
of

v^omen

need

to

work

(at

wage-

earning), but because they prefer

it

to housekeeping.

"Throughout the year," says the
Principal

Lady

Inspector, "I have

given special attention to the quesly, that the employment of married
women. In nearly all the towns
visited, from a quiet cathedral town
to a large manufacturing city, I obtained the same information; nameIv. that the emnloyment of married
women is rapidly on the increase.
mother suffering from leadher
in
poisoning, visited by me
home, acknowledged that her husband was in good employment, that
there was no need whatever for her
to seek a job as was her custom at

A

the factory, and said. T do not need
work, but I do not like staying
Another woman, the
at home.'
mother of several children, whom I
to

had visited during her absence from
the factorv. said, T would rather be
work (in the factorv) a hundred
times than at home I get lost at

at

;

home.' Mrs.

F

is

an experienced

damask

weaver and earns fair
wages: her husband is a casual
worker: she has six children and
She frankis shortly to be confined.
Iv admitted that she preferred working in the factory to housekeeping
67
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and the rearing of children, and that
she returned to the factory as soon
after confinement as possible. Mrs.

M

employed

is

in spinning,

and

her husband is in regular night
work.
She has had ten children,
seven of whom have died the remaining ones are aged respectively
fifteen years,
four years, and ten
months, and she is to be confined
again shortly. Her husband objects
to her working, but she has just returned to the mill after an absence
of eight years.
In the majority of
;

have found that neglected,
and dirty, ill-kept
homes are the natural concomitants
of the employment of married women."
Concerning the unemployment of
the husband in relation to the employment in industry of the wife,
cases

I

delicate children

Lady Inspector says, "Much of
work formerly done by men is
now done by their wives at a lower
wage." Lower wages of men must
the
the

employment

in
industry of married women
the slaughter of infants, degeneracy of children, neg-

lect

—

of children

and of the home,

lower wages, unemployment of men.
None of the sorrow, pain, privation,
degradation, resulting from these
evils do the women themselves escape by their occupation in industry, yet, in ever-increasing numbers,
wives abandon work in the home for
wage-earning.
Why is it? What
impels them, against the will of
their husbands, when
no actual
necessity exists, to seek work in
shop and factory at any price rather
than stay at home? Is not the reason this:
Wives to-day realize that the
situation of their work in the home
more intolerable than the worst
possible consequences of their wageearning.
is

Industry, at least, admits the fact

Work," published

of the woman's individual existence,
of her individual contribution
to
production, of her individual right
to live as well as to labor, to have
her labor measured, the burden of
it weighed, the product of it known,
valued, priced, and paid.
In the

in 1907, shows an increase in the
percentage of married women employed in American industry. The

home, on the contrary, her labor is
lost to sight
none of the evils of
her situation there are known, her

relation

work there is not so much as credited with being work during not one
moment of the dav. week in and
week out, year in and year out. can
she extricate consciousness from the
overwhelming burden of toil, the
prostrating sense of failure, the
her own, her chilv.-astage of life
which her
dren's, her family's life

therefore be enumerated with
the
other concomitants of the employ-

ment

of wives in industry.

The United
port,

"Women

States
at

of this

Census Re-

situation to infant

mortality has been very distinctly
traced by medical authorities
in
Great Britain. It is the consensus
of British medical opinion that "any
attemnt to combine the offices of
child-bearer and breadwinner in one
person must, of necessity, result in
feeble, bottle-fed badies and premature births."
It has been pointed
out, moreover, by a medical officer
of health in an
English factory
town that "the damage done cannot entirely be measured by mortality figures, for these take no account of the impaired vitality of the
infants who manage to survive to
swell the ranks of the degenerate."
Categorically stated, then, as de-

termined by

scientific investigation,
these evils arc associated with llir
68

;

;

—

work imposes upon

—

her.

It

seems

reasonable, therefore, to
conclude that the increasing demand
perfectly

women for occupation in
industry is, au fond, a revolt of
wives against the intolerable conditions of their occupation in the

of married

home.
In the United States other indicarevolt
tions appear marking this
among wives. These arc. in particular ainonEf women of the well
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to-do class, the increasing

number

of divorces and the increasing tendency to race suicide. It is perfectly idle to preach against these evils,
and tell women, as some good, foolish men do, that woman's place is in

the home
riages and

;

that

intermittent

mar-

childless marriages are
not pleasing in the sight of Heaven
that the family is the corner-stone
of the nation, and therefore women
should seek to make the family permanent and numerous, and love to
work at home. The American wo;

man cannot

reasonably consider any
duty to the familv which does not
properly provide for the fulfillment
Before the
of her duty to herself.
good of the family can be urged
upon her as a motive for doing, or
not doing, it must be shown that the
family will be good to her. Heaven
may wait to welcome her into glory
when, as a wife and mother in the
home, she shall have worked herself
to death but the education she has
received and the ideals she has been
taught to revere compel her, while
working in the hope of heaven, to
have some hope of life, liberty, happiness, and fair wages to recomAmerican
pense her here below.
;

women

bound to crowd into
men's work, and to regard matri-

mony

are

as an experiment and matern-

You Have

ity as

unprofitable, until the

done by wives

—

factor of the problem of the cost of
living, and is also the first determining factor of the cost of all production.
Labor itself the numerical
strength of the workers of the nation and their efficiency
depends in
the beginning upon the industrial
situation of wives.
Carroll D. Wright said once,
"Some notion of the economic importance of the labor which wives
do in the home is to be had by considering what would be the consequences to general industry if these
women were "to walk out." If all
the women working without wages
in our homes were suddenly to quit
cooking, cleaning, sewing, taking
care of babies, and planning to make

—

—

ends meet, it would mean nothing
than a cessation of general industry. If one thinks of this situation as continuing indefinitely and

less

including a strike against maternity,
it would mean the collapse of our
industrial empire and the end of the
nation."

a Brain

— Use

It.

A

Manual craft that implies no thought or ingenuity
man who simply shovels, exer'
stands very low.
cising neither skill nor intelligence, who does mere
man
muscle'work, is at the bottom of the scale.
that thinks how to shovel goes higher in proportion
to the thought which he adds to the physical

A

A

exertion.

work

recognized as being work work which has value;
work which, as it is well or ill done,
as it is well or ill conditioned, adds
to or subtracts from the wealth of
the nation. The work done by wives
in the home is the last determining
is

—//enrp

Ward

Beecher

me HEALTH V\LLE ola
SUMMER ¥\C4TION

By JAMES W. BARTON, M.D.
Physical Director, University of Toronto

you need
summer
DOPerhaps
you
a

vacation?

that you
can get along just as well with-

think

out one
or two.

—and

you may for a
You can do without

ficient sleep or the requisite

year
suf-

amount

of food for a short time without perceptible harm, but a dav of reckoning comes. You may find on the
date of settlement that the principle of healthy, happy
existence

D.
Rockefeller, has been fourteen
years under the care of a physician
seeking to regain health shattered
in
acquiring of his immense
the
wealth.
Health is never so precious as

when we

find it slipping away from
There is a success about health
the same as there is about anything
else in life, which may be briefly
described as knowing and doing the
us.

and rugged, vigorous nature
has
been so wasted mortgaged that it

proper thing at the proper time
not on hour, a week, or a month

doubtful if the residue is worth
rescuing.
1"hcn you go through a
renascent period, sometimes last
ing for months, sometimes for years
and to think it all might have
prevcntetl if you had
been
onlv

The people, who arc winning
to-day, are those fighting the battle
of life with all the vigor and enthusiasm of youth. They recognize
the requirements of rest an<i recrea
tion now, not later on.
It is interesting to note how many
health resorts and sanitariums arc
tlourishin"'- all over America at the

—

—

is

—

known, had only thought and pans
cd and rested! just remember that
the richest man in America, John
70

after.
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present time. Thousands of dollars
are being made out of their patrons,
number of whom never
a large
would have been there if, in the mad
gallop for gain, they had stopped
fashionable
and taken stock.

How

for an American business man
to take a holiday accompanied by a
couple of private secretaries, or a
it

is

stenographers. Who knows
but that in a few years he will have
to take a long vacation accompanied
by a couple of doctors or, perhaps,
a posse of police.
staff of

A

recent issue of a leading medical journal tells of a rather remarkable cure or method of treatment for
such cases which is known as "stuffing and working." This system was
])racticed

bodied

upon

two

large,

able-

men who had worked them-

selves *to a point
a
danger of the

where there was
human machine

breaking down altogether. They
were only average types not isolated examples of over-worked, de-

—

—

pressed, dyspeptic, neurotic beings.
One manifested every inclination to
and incessantly,
talk incoherently
while the other showed symptoms
of violence and irresponsibility for

They were each accomacts.
panied in their exercise and eating
by two guardians. After a while
there was only one guardian required, and finally the victims were
sufficiently restored to be permitted
to roam without an escort, but the
evolution was
slow and difficult.
They had to walk so manv miles a
day, play golf, and take other Angorous forms of exercise which did not
require a great deal of mental work.
Between times the men were fed
frequently, and thus the process was
known as "stuffing and working."
For many years our neighbors to
the south, in their thirst for wealth.
until
have neglected their bodies
the play on the words is a truism
securing
they lost
health
their
wealth, and they lost their wealth
securing health. This body of ours
with its bone, muscle and nerve was
not made to sit a desk vear in and

his

year out, to stand behind the counter, or at the bench
nor in fact to
do incessantly any of the hundred
and one occupations of our civilized
life.
The eft'ect of a good- all-round
summer vacation should be to make
one feel brighter, more buoyant, and
capable of further work.
It is in-

—

teresting to recall the men of prominence in all ages who have managed to insure health of body and
vigor of mind, and firmlv believe in
the benefit and blessing of a holiday.
can trace the lives of such
men in every period of the world's
history and
find that they
were
those that accomplished the most
the illustrious ones
in
the gr^at
temple of fame bibical characters,
such as David and Daniel, scholars
like Socrates,
Plato
and Demonthenes. soldiers like Wallace, Robert
Bruce, Napoleon and Moltke, writ-

We

—

ers

like

Shakespeare,

Tennyson,

Scott and Goethe, statesmen like
Gladstone,
Lincoln, Webster and
Bismarck, preachers like Moody,
Chalmers and Beecher. This list
might be increased by hundreds of
other names prominent in their respective spheres.

The man, who never takes a holiday, is now pointed out as a freak
or a faddist perhaps in a few years
he will be pointed to as the man who
had to take a holiday. There are
so many fallacies and follies regarding the method of spending a vacation that a few pointers may be
valuable and timely. Take a holiday before you actually need it and
do not wait until you think business
may slacken so that you may be
able to get away. You can generally manage to get some time in July
or August as the commercial and in;

dustrial world is then at its quietest,
and the tourist traffic at its liveliest.
Do not take your business along
with you. Leave all thought of your
every-day calling, its cares and
vexations behind. Cut loose all your
whatever they
usual connections
may be. and be a youth again in
si)irit, thought, outlook and action.
71
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Be

however, to observe some

sure,

regularity especially in the matter
of getting sufficient sleep, retiring at
a reasonable hour, rising early, and

having your meals

at

something

like

What you want
the proper time.
is a change of scene and air, of habit
and hope, of pursuit and pastime.
Of course, a man may sj)cnd his
holidays right at home and reap conbenefit, but the chances
siderable
are he will secure much more relaxation if he gets away from everyIt
day scenes and surroundings.
will place him as it were in new
channels.
Years ago a great deal of hostile
criticism was heard against physical
To-day its importance in
culture.
the up-build of mankind and the
nation is recognized by every educaland.
I
institution
in the
of
how the
read not long since
president of a bond and guarantee
company which insures young men's
honesty on the basis
of
dollars
alone no higher motive or principle being involved
favored athletics.
It was his belief that the
very fact of a young man going in
for them enabled him to withstand
temptation, gave him greater moral
fibre and mental force.
Among the
questions
asked of all applicants,
who desired guarantee policies was
"Did you go to college?" An affirmative or negative reply did not
count materially one way or the
other; but, in the case of the youth
who attended college another query
was put "Did you go in for athletics during your course?"
If he
tional

—

—

:

did, that tallied in his favor, for

was

the experience of the

it

company

that all men, who had undergone
physical development and discipline,
were stronger, not always in a bodily sense perhaps, but ethically. Owing to the restraint, self-denial and

system which they had to practice
they were not so liable to be led
astray, by temptation.
In a

world
72

somewhat
is

similar sense the
recognizing that the most

progressive business managers, the
cleverest professional men, the most
aggressive and enthusiastic accountants, the ablest and most alert
clerks, the shrewest and most resourceful salesmen are those who
take not only exercise, but an annual holiday.
Its health value is
apparent you do not have to be
told it. You can see it in the bright
eye,
the
clear
complexion,
the
bounding step, and the beaming
smile, all of which proclaim life. A
true, health-giving holiday is not a
jollification in the sense in which
;

this

term

is

sometimes employed.

It

not a detour of dissipation, a
period of profligacy, or an era of
excesses.
It should be a matter of
getting away at a convenient time.
The loss to business is then at a
minimum, and the peace of mind reis

sulting from this fact is a tonic in
itself as one does not feel that the
sacrifice is too great, or that
the
pleasure is purchased at too much
personal outlay.
You cannot mix

business and holidays any more than
you can oil and water. Therefore,
I would advise you that all business
matters, telegrams, balance sheets,
monthly statements, and cash receipts, be left at home.

To my mind

the

most suitable

time for an outing is the latter part
By taking it earlier you
of July.
may have to come back to the city
By takat the very hottest season.
ing it later you may be too fagged
out by the extreme heat to enjoy a
vacation. During July and August
and
business is generally quiet
therefore the monetar"*^ loss is less
than at any other time. There may
be some exceptions to this rule, due
to the nature of individual employment and I can lay down only a few
general
principles.
The question
naturally arises, where should one

go to enjoy a com]">lcte respite from
This quer^- aflfords many
labor.
atlvice is to select a
answers.

My

quiet spot with only two or three
mails a week and several miles from
a telegraph station, beside running
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water, or in the country, if you want
complete, quiet, refreshing rest.
Ideas as to what constitutes
a
holiday materially differ, and it is
well to remember that what is one
man's occupation is another man's
relaxation.
Evidences of the truth
of this old saying may be found on

What may

all sides.
beneficial

constitute a

and thoroughly enjoyable
pastime on your part may be noth-

dreary, unhealthy
to
your neighbor or
your associate. The most concise
and readily understood definition of
a holiday is a change. An old saw
has remarked that a "change is as
.good as a rest," a meaning that is
holiday may be
not far astray.
translated into
action
in various
ways a visit to friends, a few days
spent at your old home or in camp
along the banks of a limpid stream,
or on the shores of some picturesque
lake, a trip to the country, a few
days' stay in another city, a flight
to a new district, a long cruise upon
the water, a motoring tour, a bicycle

ing but a
proceeding

dull,

A

—

It does not
matter
paddling a canoe, rowboat, himting in the wild

journey,

whether
ing

a

etc.

it

is

wood, working on a farm, cultivating a flower garden, digging in the
prospecting, building
hen
a
house, sawing
wood, or breaking
stone. In some of these, certain individuals have found enjoyment and
diversion a true holiday, and alsoil,

—

ways
lent

There are many, excel-

will.

ways

of profitably passing

a

few days' release from our ordinary
every-day
vocation.
Individual
ideas of a beneficial and joyous outing differ always will differ as
widely as the poles. Just as our respective tastes vary, just
our
as
means of making a living are diverse, so are our habits, dress, con-

—

versation and pastimes. What may
bring pleasure to one is irksome to
another. What will afford unbounded happiness to many may prove a
listness and monotonous undertaking" to others.
No specific regulations can, therefore, be laid down.
The question of how long to stay
must be settled by the individual. A

month should renew a man comtwo weeks revive him, and
even ten days fit him to start the

pletely,

business wheels again.
Many suggestions are promiscuously thrown out by health advisers
as to what to do during vacation.
What not to do seems to be more
Therefore, I will mention
in order.
a few things not to do. In the first
your business
place, "don't" take
with you. Before you start make a
are "quit" of
resolution that you
Don't
business until you return.
take those papers along, that you
think you could work out better
whilst lying around on a long sum-

mer

You must remember

that
a complete
to have
rest or change, and that for the time
being you are simply an animal, that
is, you are to eat, sleep and exer]\Iake this resolution, and so
cise.
arrange matters that your resoluIt
tion may not be easily broken.
may be well, therefore, to avoid the
place where there are six meals a

day.

your mind

is

day.

After all, the keynote, as I said
before, is to live the "boy life" again.
Eat heartily -as does the boy, but
move around as he does also. Endeavor to live the "boy life" as nearly as possible, is my simple message
relating to the health value of a

Let your motto
vacation.
"Backward, turn backward, oh
Time in thy flight. Make me a boy
"
again, just for 'my vacation.*

summer
be

:

13

The Tin Box
By

JOHN BARTON OXFORD
From

rocking hansom swung
THE
corner from the avenue,

the Blue Book.

the

rolled
along a shabby little cross street
and turned finally into one of the
narrow, crooked thoroughfares close
It pulled up at
to the waterfront.

length before a decidedly unattractive house, and the man who sat
grimly on the cushions pushed open
the apron and alighted.
"I'll be down in a few minutes,"
he called to the cabby, as he mounted the steps and gave the bell a
vigorous tug.

The door was opened by a frowsy
woman, who surveyed the man on
more or

less suswell-built
clean
shouldered.
broad
man,
shaven, and apparently in the early
His clothes were faultless
thirties.

the

stoop w^ith

He was

picion.

a

tall,

His gray eyes
cut and texture.
were clear and steady. Decidedly he

in

was not
erally

the sort of

rang the

man

wdio gen-

bell of this particu-

lar house.

"Well?" said the frowsy woman,
the suspicion in her

growing

own

momentarilv

shifty eyes

more

])ro-

elevated his eyebrows.
"Aren't you mistaken?" he asked

politely.

"You

see,

Dan Ryan

sent

me."
Immediately the woman's expression changed. She grinned, nodded
her head, and opened the door wide.
"Three flights, back," she intructed,
and forthwith shuftled away

down the gloomy hail.
The man mounted the

three flights

of creaking stairs, paused before the
door of the back room, and tapped

smartly upon

"Come

in !"

it.

a gruff voice on the

commanded.

other side

He pushed open the door and entered a large bare room, which was
filled wath a blue haze of tobaccosmoke. Opposite the door, through
which he entered, was a wide bed.
and stretched upon it in all the luxury of shirt sleeves, collarless neck.
and shoeless feet, was a big freckled
faced young man, with a mop of
fiery red hair above his watery blue
eyes.
Beside him was a pile of
newspapers and between his lips a
cigaret sent out its clouds of smoke.

—"

The man on the bed made no
He surveyed his
motion to rise.
\isitor with a cold and none too

The man on

cordial scrutiny.

nounced.
"I'm looking for a party named
re

The other

the stoop drew a bit
paper from his pocket and
glanced at the scribblecl lines upon
of

"This
said the

is

Mr. Shannon.

other

"That's w(^t." the

it.

"A

pail\'

finished.

named

"I'll

find

Slianniin."

lu'

him heic, won't

1?"

"No," said the
moved."
H

"1 le's

woman

shortlw

tersely.

"l\\'an

I

take

it."

newcommer.

sent

me —

know."
"Uh-huh!"
"I have need

ol

);in

I

a

replied

Ryan, you

man

in

vour
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profession," said the visitor with a

slow smile, "and
you.

Now

Ryan suggested
how are you fixed

then,
for time? Anything
for to-night?"

particular

on

all

Mr. Shannon grunted and shook
his head.

find time

to do a little job for me," the other
suggested.
"Maybe," said Shannon cautiously. "Wot is there in it?"

you what I want you to
do and let you set your price," was
the answer. "I shall want you to go
"I'll tell

with me this evening to a certain
house out on Claverly Road, and get
just an orfor me a little tin box
dinary strong-box, black japanned
tin, handle on top and two yellow
stripes running around the lid. You

—

know the kind; you couldn't possibly mistake it."
Mr. Shannon nodded.
"I'm not positively certain as to
just where it is," his informer went
on, "but I can make a mighty good
guess at the place. In all probability
you'll find it in a little old fashioned
safe set under the shelves in a chinajust

board

in

at

the

left

of

the

side-

the dining-room.
It is a
woefully old fashioned safe," he added. "I'm quite sure it will give you
no trouble at all. Now then, what
will it be worth to you to get that

box for me?"
Mr. Shannon meditated for a moment. He took a fresh cigaret from
the box beside him and lighted it
from the glowing one he had just
tin

finished.

"A hundred

plunks," he decided
"Fifty now, the other fifty
when I turn over the box to you.
And if it aint where you say, or
there's any trouble
a holler from
the folks in the house or anything of
that kind the fifty already paid is
mine just the same."
"That's all right," the broadshouldered man agreed.
at last.

—

first

fifty.

\\'e better

right? Ciood

!

Don't

fail

me, will

you ?"
"I'll

"Then perhaps you can

closet,

"Here's the

go out there about eleven. I'll meet
you in a motor in front of the Day
Building in Jefferson Square. That

non.

He

be there at eleven," said Shan-

"So long!"
picked up one of the papers,

and arranging the pillows more comfortably under his head, resumed
his reading.

At five minutes of eleven that
evening, he stood on the curb before
the Day Building, his hands in his
pockets and a cap pulled low over
his eyes, watching the stream of
traffic on the glistening pavements.
A drizzling rain was falling, and the
biting wind which whistled sharply
about the neighboring corner, made
him turn up his overcoat collar and
tap his feet on the curbing for
warmth.
Presently, from the long
passing vehicles two lights

of

line

swung

in his direction.
A low rakish roadcar shot up to the curb and the man
at the steering-wheel craned forward to peer into Shannon's face.

"On time, I see," said the familiar
voice of his caller of the afternoon.
"
"All ready
"Sure," said Shannon, climbing

in-

to the car.

They sped away from the square,
headed up the avenue, and were
soon making good speed to the
north. Shannon sat huddled silently,
his hands in his pockets, and his
head lowered to the driving mist.
The man beside him, too, was silent.
No word passed between them until
they reached Claverly Road with its
row of imposing houses each set in
its
ample
grounds.

expanse

of

well-kept
]

—

Presently they stopped before one

He drew

steering-wheel alighted.
"This it?" Shannon asked, climbing stifffy from the car.

a roll of bills

from

his

pocket and stripped off several of
them.

of the houses,

and the man

at

the

"No, fourth house down," the
other replied. "I left the car here be15
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cause

it's

Come
He

on."

dark under these

trees.

self as he thought of the man out
there in the bushes.
hundred for
a job like this was like robbing a
blind man. Had the man outside

A

led the way down the road,
turned into a gateway flanked on
either side by tall stone posts, and
made his way up a winding drive.
Between the trees Shannon could
see a big, rambling house looming
dimly. They kept to the drive until
they were close to the house. Not
a light showed in any of the win-

dows.
Shannon's companion drew him
into a clump of syringa bushes on
the lawn.

'T'm going to wait for you here,"
he whispered.
"It wont take you
but a few minutes at the most.
Open the third basement window on
the back. That will bring you into
the lower hall.
Then go up the
stairs and you'll find two doors on
your right. Take the second of
them. It opens into the diningroom. You know about the rest of
•

Safe's in the closet at the left
of the side-board. Open it and bring
back that tin box. Go ahead, now."
Shannon kicked off his shoes and
replaced them with a pair of sneakers he drew from his coat-pocket.
it.

Then

but known it. Shannon would have
gladly done a job of this kind for a
quarter of what he was getting.
Silently he swung open the door
The whole
of the antiquated safe.
thing had taken less than five minutes. Once more the lantern winked
briefly. Sure enough
There within
the safe was the tin strong box. He
from his
lifted it out and arose
knees.
And then suddenly the room glowed with light. Shannon sprang up,
blinking and sputtering inarticulate
For a moment the flood of
oaths.
light blinded him; but in another
moment he saw, standing by the
table and surveying him with steady
eyes, a young woman in a blue bath!

wrap.

She was a very beautiful woman,
tall,

willowy, with great dark eyes,

whose depth was no

hint of fear.
Indeed, her beauty the satin smoothness of her skin, the soft waviness of
her loosened hair, the roundness of
her superb throat filled him with a
in

—

—

he slipped like a wraith
through the mist to the back of the
house, found the third window^ and
in the twinkling of an eye had it
open and was crawling cautiously
through it. He pulled the little electric-lantern from his pocket, took a
swift survey of the place, and noiselessly ascended the stairs. Another
quick blink of the lantern and he
had opened the second door and was
in the dining-room.

vague shame, like some potent accusation. His hand which had intuitively gone to the gun in his
right coat-pocket, was
suddenly
withdrawn empty. He stood there
with the tin box in his fingers, star-

There was the sideboard, and to

"Put down that box you have." she
went on. "You are making a mistake
in taking it.
It is of no earthly good

the little china-closet.
He
opened the door and saw beneath
the lower shelf a little old safe the
sort of safe the veriest tyro might
the

left

—

open without trouble.
He sank to his knees and pulled
a bit of steel from his hip-pocket.
In a trice the knob of the lock was
off and Shannon with his finger was
clicking

the
plav to him.
76

falls.

He

It

was

child's

grinned to him-

ing, motionless.

"What

are

you doing here?" she

demanded in a low, cool voice.
Shannon said nothing, but over
his puflfy features
apologetic grin.

stole

a

sickly,

to you."

Shannon looked down stupidly at
Then he remembered that
box was worth fifty dollars to him.
"Say, don't make no holler," he
advised, his heavy brows drawing
the box.

together ominously. "Don't try to
put up no squeal."
"I'm not foolish enough to attempt
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to make any outcry," she said in
the same guarded voice. "You may
take anything else you find and I
Only only,"
wont say a word.
there was a chokng sound in the
It is
low tones, " leave that box.
nothing to you. You don't want it."

—

"Maybe

I

do, at that,"

Shannon

growled.

"Open it and see" she demanded.
Shannon merely stared.
"Open the box and see what's in
it.
Then tell me if you want it," she
persisted.

A

sudden curiosity as to just what
the box contaned took possession of
him. Moreover, through his mind
flashed the sudden suspicion that it
might be more valuable than he
thought; that this woman was taking a desperate chance with him
that the man out there in the bushes
had put him up to a big job, after
all.

The woman was quick

to note his

hesitation.

"Here's the key," she said, tossit across the table to him.

ing

Shannon slipped

it

into the lock

and jerked open the cover. Within

was

a pair of tiny,

much worn

a rattle, an ivory ring,
of pail blue ribbon.

shoes,

and two

bits

"Surely you don't want those
not those," the woman was saying
in the same choking voice.

Shannon grimly locked the box
and stuffed it under his arm.
For
the first time fear came into the

woman's

—

—

Even men

of Shannon's type have
their code of ethics, however, warp-

ed and distorted these

;

this thing.

"Sorry, Ma'am," said he, "but

"You

may

be.

To

break faith with a pal was perhaps
the most heinous offense in Shannon's particular private code. It was
something he prided himself he had

mean you

don't

still

after you know what's
she said breathlessly.
it,

—

want
it?"

in

"Uh,huh" he grunted tersely, and
a flash he had jumped to the
French window on the other side

like

of the room.

The wonder of it all to Shannon
was that the woman did not scream.
There was a quick catch of her
smothered, broken and
a
wholly from Shannon's point of
view ineffectual cry, and she, too,
sped to the window, just as Shannon
pulled it open, leaped out on the
wide verandah, vaulted the rail, and
sped down the drive. Behind him
breath,

—

the patter of footsteps told
the pursuit.

him

of

He neared the syringa bushes,
running hard and panting.
"Come on," he gurgled. "The
house is up. They're after me. Cut
for

it."

The

other

man jumped from

the

bushes.

"Bungled it, eh?" he growled.
"What's this?"
He had caught sight of the woman
in the bath-wrap running down the
He caught Shannon 'by the
drive.

arm

in a grip that

made

that gen-

tleman wince, and calmly faced the
breathless

eyes,

"Listen," she almost sobbed, "I
have money a lot of it here in
the house, but you could never find
it.
I'll give you the money gladly
all of it, if you'll leave the box. Or
you can have more to-morrow

—

never done and the man out there
the bushes was a pal for the
time being. Shannon had accepted
his money and pledged his word in
in

"Mary

woman.

!"

he said simply.

The woman stopped

short.

Her

hand went to her throat. Her breath
was coming hard. She came a step
nearer and scanned his face in the
darkness.

"You !" she cried in unbelief.
"You Then then you were be-

—

!

hind

it

\'

pc

'he

"Why?"
"This
tions,

—

all?"

is

S3, id

she panted. "Why?"
no place for explana-

he said coldly.

"It

is

rain-
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this ground is sopping wet.
shouldn't be here in slippers
and a bath-wrap. Go back to the
house."
"Not— not without—"

ing,

and

You

The man wheeled on Shannon.
"Bring along the box," he commanded.
Shannon, thoroughly mystified,
followed the silent pair to the house.
They mounted the verandah, and
stepped through the French window
into the big dining-room, where the
lights

still

burned brightly.

evident efforts to control them. Opposite her, grim, white faced, stood
man, while
the broad-shouldered
Shannon, with the tin box in his
clutches, leaned against the French
window, and stared in perplexity.
"You are not going to take it now,
are you?" the woman said at length,
and despite all her outward calm,
her voice trembled in anxiety.

"Put the box
"No," he replied.
on the table," he added to Shannon.
"What what does it mean, anyway?" she demanded. "Why should
you attempt this?"

—

The man

did not reply at once.

stood for a
her frowningly.

moment

looking at

"I have been living in London
since since we separated," he said
at last.
"It was there that I heard
about the boy that he was dead. I
wanted something of his some little
thing associated with with
those

—

—

—
—

days."

"Why

didn't

you ask

for

it

then?"

she said haltingly.

"Perhaps

you'll

be good enough

my letters have
been returned to me unopened
even since he died," said he bitterly.
"As I say, I wanted something
I didn't suppose you'd let
of his.
me have it if I asked not after all
to

remember

that

—

at

—

sent back the rest."
"I
I didn't know you felt that
way," she said. "I didn't suppose
you knew or cared. I I thought

—

—

—
—

we had both gone
I.

I

—

was

as

if

and
it

I

out of life he
was sure that to you
I had never been
nor

he either."

He was

still

standing very

stiffly

and he was still frowning.
"May I have one of those things
now just one?" he asked father

erect,

The woman stood by the table,
very cold and straight, but her lips
quivered now and then, despite her

He

—

somehow, anyhow,
to get it
any cost. I shouldn't have kept
them all just a rattle, perhaps, or
one of the shoes.
I
should have
pose

all

—

I
came over
that has happened.
here from London for just this pur-

—

huskily.

"You may have them

all

—

all,"

she

"and then suddenly she sank
sank into a chair, and burying her
arms began to sob like a child.
For a minute or two the man
said,

Then he turned
stood motionless.
almost fiercely to Shannon.

"You bungled

it,"

lie

said,

"and

I'm glad you did."

His hand went into his pocket
and came out with a roll of bills.
"Here, take this," he went on,
thrusting the roll into the astound"Whatever
Shannon's hand.
ed
there is over the fifty is yours, too.
You earned it by bungling. Now
go."

He glanced at the woman's shaking shoulders and a great light was
in his eyes.

"And
will

for God's sake,

go quickly,

you?"

Shannon with the bills in his hand,
slipped through the French window
once more. On the verandah outThe
side, he turned to look back.
man had opened the tin box and
spread its sorry contents on the
Moreover, he had knelt betable.
side the woman and her head was
buried on his shoulder.
Shannon paused only long enough
to light a cigaret and then thoughtfully effaced himself in the shrouding, dripjiing mist.

An

Indian
By

Warrior's
C. G.

VISITORS

to the City of Brantford find no more interesting or
historic spot in that city than
the old Mohawk chapel, erected in
tomb of Captain
the
1785, and
Joseph Brant, the renowned chief of
Six Nation Indians, whose re"the
mains, along with those of his son.
Captain John Brant, are interred in
the cemetery surrounding the ancient
Recently Mr. Bowlby, a
church.
prominent resident and former Mayor
of Brantford, received a letter from
Dr. G. H. McMichael, of Buffalo,
conveying the startling information
that the tomb of Brant had been
rifled and that there had come into
his possession the skull, one femur
and the pelvis of the illustrious warrior.
The medical man from Buffalo
offered to restore the bones to the
city.

The

COULSON
ing to the story, the skull, one femur,

and the

pelvis finally

residents of Brantford, which

in honor of Captain
Joseph Brant, were greatly surprised

the news of the alleged robbery.
report caused considerable alarm
not only in that centre but throughat

The

out Ontario.
Dr. Ashton, who is
President of the Mohawk Institute,
and other Brantford authorities, who
have closely followed the controversy,
declare that the sensational rumor is
a pure falsehood.
Dr. Ashton says
that the tomb was alleged to have
been opened many years ago by a
party of ghoulish young men and that
one of them. Dr. Healy. who subsequently went West and died, had carried away the skull, and other parts
of the skeleton.
These were handed
to a friend with the request that they
be placed again in the tomb. Accord-

came

into

the

possession of Dr. McMichael, who
offered to return them to the city.
plaster cast of the Brant skull, which
is exactly like the original one in the
vault, is the property of Dr. Ashton
and he has declined to accept the preferred skull, the original being, he
declares, in the vault.

A

Brantford has several times been
agitated by reports that the remains
of Chief Brant have been stolen from
the tomb at Mohawk church.
few
years ago the vault was broken into
but a careful inspection and investigation the following morning showed
that the two skulls were left intact.
The tomb was sealed and has not

A

been tampered with since.
Captain Joseph Brant

danga) was a

was so named

Tomb

Mohawk

— (Thayen-

of pure 'blood.
In the American rebellion he influenced several cantons of the Iroquois
to join the British standard and, at
the close of the war, he removed to
Canada, procuring for the Six Nation
Indians the land grant known as the
]\Iohawk Reserve.
Brant died in
1807 and was buried at the Mohawk
church as was also his son and successor.
The mounds that marked the
last
resting place of these valiant
fighters were being neglected and
time was fast obliterating the graves
when a few interested friends of the
Indians, together with some leading
spirits of the Six Nations, resolved to
have the remains of both chieftans
re-interred in one common vault. This
was done on November 27th, 1850.
The inscription on the tomb reads.
"This tomb is erected to the Mem79
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MOHAWK CHURCH, NEAR BRANTFORD
This

Church in Canada and the first sacred edifice built in Ontario.
surrounding the church", that the remains of Chief Brant are
buried.
A tablet in the building bears the inscription, "St. Paul's His
Majesty's^Chapel of the Mohawks. Erected bylKing'George III., ^1 785."

is

the oldest Protestant

It

is

in

the cemetery

cry of Thayendanega, Captain Joseph
Brant, principal warrior and Chief of
the Six Nation Indians, by his fellow
subjects, admirers of his fidelity and
attachment to the British Crown.
Born on the banks of the Ohio River,
Died at Wellington Square,
1742.
It also contains the reU.C., 1807.
mains of his son, Ah-you-waeghs, or
80

Captain John Brant,
his

father,

as

U.C,

dis-

war

of
Village,
Died at the same place.

tinguished himself
181 2-1 5.

who succeeded

Tekanhagea, and

Born

at

in

the

Mohawk

1794.
1832."
In Victoria Park. Brantford. there
stands Brant's monument which was
erected in 1886 as a tribute to his

AN INDIAN WARRIOR'S TOMB

CAPTAIN JOSEPH BRANT
The famous Mohawk chief, whose remains, along with those of hjs son, are interred
in Brant's tomb at the Mohawk Church, a short distance from Brantford.

memory. The imposing memorial was
built by national and private subscription, the Imperial Government giving
the bronze cannon from which the
splendid

statutary

vv^as

cast.

The

monument was designed by Percy
Wood, of London, England, and the
corner stone was laid 'by Chief Henry
Clench.
The total height is 27 feet,
and the
nine feet.

heig^ht

of Brant's

statue

is

The Six Nation indians are composed of the Mohawks, Senecas,
Cayugas, Oneidas, Tuscaroras and
Delewares, while the Onondagas
the
council
are "fire keepers" in
intervals
at
at
meets
w^hich
Ohsweken, which is the "capital"
of the Reserve since the removal
of the council chamber from MidIn the original
dleport in 1863.
federation difficulty

was experienced
81
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by the promoters of the union in
securing the co-operation
of
the

Onondagas and as an inducement
to their entry they were accorded
special privileges in the governing
body.

They were

constituted the

"fire-keepers," which in the early
days was a most important post, as
on them devolved the duty of summoning the council by lighting the
traditional camp fire, and of maintaining the same during the ensuing

In time the right became
summon or disband the
council at will.
If they desired to
convene the body they ignited the
fires or if it was their \vish to curb
discussion during a council of war
session.
theirs

to

they merely permitted the embers
to die out.
While no longer firekeepers in the original sense, the
Onondagas still have wide powers
in

the council.

AN INDIAN COUNCILiHOUSE
The

first

Council House of ihe SixINution Indians.

The

Regeneration of Palestine
By

ALBERT
From

population
THE
now estimated
two-thirds of
side the walls in a

M.

the International.

of Jerusalem is
at 80,000, about

whom
new

live

out-

the oldest house in which does not date
back more than a quarter of a century. So rapid is the growth of the
city that visitors who were previously in the country only a couple of
years ago are astonished at the vast
changes that have taken place in the
interval.

Jaffa,

city,

whose name (Beau-

well describes the aspect of
the district, is extending at a similar
rate, and a city of white domes is
rapidly giving place to one of red
French tiles. The imports of Petroleum are also increasing to a very
considerable extent.
This fuel is
largely used for the working of agricultural engines, as well as for light
ing purposes.
The imports of petroleum include apparently no waste
product. The empty tins are being
used by the natives throughout the
land as substitutes for pitchers, and
it is to be feared that the romantic
pictures of dusky maidens of sublime gracefulness returning from
the wells with pitchers poised upon
their heads are doomed to disappearance.
These tins, as well as the
wooden boxes in which they reach
the country, also serve another purtiful)

pose

in

Palestine.

The

HYAMSON.

"Box

Colony" on the outskirts of Jerusalem, inhabited by Yemenite
and
Kurdish Jews steeped in the direst
poverty, has earned its designation
from the materials out of which the

hovels

are

constructed

—

petroleum
understand that
since my visit an outbreak of fire
has deprived the inhabitants "of even

tms and boxes.

I

these primitive shelters.
The principal exports from Jaffa
are oranges, soap, sesame and wines.
The value of the respective articles
has risen to the following extent in
the period of 1900-1907: Oranges,
£74.^15 to £179,000; soap, £44,-

550 to £88,870; sesame, £30,560 to
^47>300, and wines £21,840 to
This, however, is by no
£33.'^50-

means the full measure of the increase in production, for the rapid
increase in population has of course
an enhanced home consumpproduce that would otherwise hai« been exported. In these
comparitoat the unfavorable harvest
led to

tion

of

of 1907 should also be taken into account.

In 1906 Gaza exported barley to
the value of £180,000 and wheat to
that of £16,000, all grown within
the district. The cultivation of the

orange

growing

at a remarkable
1897 290,000 cases were
exported last year the number was
630,000, and the total is expected
to reach a million within a few years.
The success of viticulture has fallen
short of expectation. The produce
was quite satisfactory Palestine
wine gained a gold metal at the
Paris Exhibition of 1900 but the
wine market appears to be fully supplied and the sales rendered the culture hardly profitable. As a conserate.

is

In

;

—
—

83
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quence, a large extent of land hitherbeing
is
to devoted to vineyards
over to the cultivation of
given
oranges, almonds, and other fruit
trees.

Experiments,

shown considerable
so,

during the

last

which

have

success, have al-

few months, been

in
developing the material than
have been attained hitherto."
Grain has, of course, always been
produced, the principal wheat-growing district being the Hauran, east
of the Jordan. Hauran wheat is con-

sidered

among

the best in the world,

made in the cultivation of cotton,
and the export of this plant should
become considerable within a few

and when the primitive methods of
cultivation and milling still in force
among the natives are replaced by

years. Other recent experiments in
the growing of tobacco, geraniums
(for the extraction of oil), potatoes,
eucalyptus, peas, beans and oats,
have in the great majority of cases

others

more

wheat

will

been successful, while an attempt
at ostrich farming made a year ago
has survived the winter with sucOne of the latest Quarterly
cess.
Statements of the Palestine Exploration Fund contains an announcement that may be fraught with much
influence on the agricultural future
Wild wheat has
of the country.
again been found in Palestine. On
this discovery

Mr. Macalister says,

discovery
is two-fold. If the newly-found plant
be the original stock from which
cultivated wheat was artificially de
veloped, then the origin of wheat
culture must be looked for, not in a

"The importance

of this

rich alluvial basin like Mesopotamia
or Egypt, but in some stony counoriginal
the
try, for there alone
plant seems to grow. On the rich
soils of the plains and valleys of
Palestine the plant appears to be

unknown, though comin the more uninviting
where it is always found

absolutely

mon enough

regions,
associated with wild barley (Hordeum spontaneum). This is evidently a fact of far-reaching archaeologiSecondly, there is
cal importance.
of course a practical side to the dis-

covery, for given the original material from which the primeval agriculturists developed the wheat plant
it may be expected that with modern scientific methods of culture yet

greater
84

results

might be attained

scientific the Hauran
doubtless be accorded
the recognition it deserves.

Within the last quarter of a century a large number of Jewish agricultural colonies have been estab
lished in Palestine, and despite the
many difficulties with which they
had to contend, not the least being
the unsuitability for agricultural
life of a large proportion
of
the
pioneers, they
are
to-day, with
hardly an exception, self-supporting
and flourishing. The best proof of
their success is the establishment,
so far as the Government will permit, of additional colonies.
German colonies have been established
still longer, and their success is, if
anything, greater.
visit to the
German colony in Jaffa or Haifa
for instance, arouses envy on the
part of those who are confined by
circumstances to a town life in England.
The Jewish colonies are in
many instances practically autonomous republics paying tribute, in
the form of a communal tax, to the
Turkish Government. They are
governed by an elected committee
with whom the administration of
thoroughly
justice rests, and
so
have these committees earned the
public confidence that it often happens that disputes between Arabs
unconnected with the colony are
brought before the nearest administrative committee for adjudication.
The prosperity of these colonies naturally varies, but the average is
very far above the poverty line, and
few, if any, of the settlers are to be

A

found

who

look back with longing
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—

the conto the tlesh-pots of Egypt
ditions in Europe from which they
have severed themselves. The agritural conditions of these colonies is
in every way satisfactory, and other
industries are already beginning to

be

them.
At
established among
wool
le Zion, near Jaffa,

Rishon

washing

is

being

undertaken.

partner in a large Russian
manufacturers has settled
The wool, after
colony.
been washed, is exported to

A

firm of
in

the:

having"
Russia,
where it is worked up by his partner.
The manufactured goods are
then exported to Palestine and Syria, and a fair profit is made on the
series of transactions. In the course
of the present year the firm proposes
to establish a weaving factory in
Rishon itself, and the wool will then
be turned into manufactured goods
on the spot. At the Rosh Pinah
Colony, near Safed, silk, produced
on a large scale in Northern Palestine, is turned into silk floss and
exported to France.

At Zichron Yaacob, another

of the

on the hills close to Caesarea and Haifa, a mutual credit bank
has been established. Agricultural
laborers are encouraged to acquire
holdings of their own, for which
they pay by instalments, and thus
without the assistance of legislation
peasant proprietors are rising among
the recent Jewish settlers on the soil
of Palestine.
In the towns also industries are springing up.
Oil refineries and soap factories have been
established at Ramleh and Haifa.
machine factory has been established in Jaffa, and in other parts are to
be seen the beginnings of spinning,
weaving, dyeing and ceramic indusRetries, and of fruit preserving.
ligious objects
Jewish and Chris
tian
have for a long time been
manufactured on a considerable
scale.
Home industries, such as
knitting, have been introduced into
the colonies as well as Jerusalem.
colonies,

wear

of the peasants. There are
other industries milling, perfumery, furniture, bedsteads, sodawater, etc. conducted at present on
a small scale.
The Turkish policy
of levying a duty in other provinces
of the Empire on articles exported
from Palestine
only
recently
changed hampered very considerably the industrial growth of the
country. At Jaffa a Cabinet-makers'
Association has been formed.

the

—

many

—

—

—

The mineral wealth of Palestine
has hitherto been entirely neglected.
There can be no doubt, however,
that it exists. This was recognized
by the Government even before the
recent change of policy, and more
than a year ago a scientific commission was dispatched by the Sultan
in order to investigate the mineral
The Hedjas Railway
resources.
runs the whole length of the countr}beyond the Jordan. It connects at
Derat with a line to Haifa, a port
beautifully situated at the foot of

Mount Carmel.

The French

from Jaffa to Jerusalem
ly successful to

show

of over 210 per cent,
total

expenditure.

however,

in

many

is

line

sufficient-

in 1907 a profit

on the year's

The roads

are,

cases very primi-

and, granted a settled Government, the greatest needs of the coun-

tive,

communications and irrigaThat neither desideratum is
quite unattainable will be seen from
the following extract from a letter
of
written by the new Governor

try are
tion.

Jerusalem shortly after his appoint-

A ment—

—

—

Waterproof cloaks are also made for

'T shall endeavor to pave the way
and direct to completion, means of
encouraging commerce, of develop-

ing agriculture, of assuring the well
being of all citizens. I shall endeavor to extend or to create means of
communication, to irrigate the land,
to assure the safety of property, to
ameliorate the situation of towns
and villages, to create new schools
to assure the execution of justice, to
extend liberty and equality to all
85
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without

citizens

above

is

my

The

exception.

"In the following statement I render an account of my first week in
I have listened to and
Jerusalem.
examined all complaints and all pe
titions presented to me, and have in
each case given such decisions as are
have
I
conformable to the laws.
presidency of
formed, under the
Lieutenant-Colonel Noury Bey, Director of the Imperial Demesnes, a

Commission composed

of

competent

persons, whose duty it will be to investigate the agricultural needs of
the province and to submit to me a
report of the result of their investiI convened a meeting of
gations.
merchants, with the object of creating a Chamber of Commerce which
can serve as a consulting body, but
of
the
acting on the suggestion
Israelites, who begged to be excused

from attending on account of

their

beginning, I have
of
establishment
Commerce till next
week. Being assured of the extreme
need of water for the town, I have
confided to an energetic man the
consideration of a project to bring
into Jerusalem the waters of the
spring Arroub, and also the formafestivals

tion of a

programme.

then

postponed

the
this Chamber of

company which

to pro-

is

cure the capital necessary for the
work. I have placed myself in communication with the Jaffa-Jerusalem

Railway Company, and have asked
them to consider the question of a
junction of their railroad with the
Haifa-Damascus line, and am endeavoring to promote, by the construction of other railway lines, the easy
and free access to all parts of the
country of travelers arriving at Jaffa
and Jerusalem. In conclusion, I
have charged the municipality with
the earnest considereation of
the
speedy sanitary canalization of the

town."

Even as it is, Palestine is rapidly
becoming a favorite tourist resort.

With

the introduction of improve-

ments the characteristics
people and the land will

the
rapidly

of

change. The existing universal picturesqueness will soon submit to demands of utilitarianism, and those
who delay their projected visit may
find when they arrive in Palestine
in a few years' time that, as. in Algeria and Egypt, the Orientalism
of all the ages has been driven out
by the pressure of the modern Occident.

1€

Begin
Lose

this

day

loitering, 'twill

To-morrow, and the
True indecision bring

And

next
its

It

be the same story

more

own

dilatory

delays.

lamenting over days.
Seize the very minute
?
What you can do, or think you can, begin it
Boldness has genius, power, and magic in it.
Only begin it, and the mind grows heated
Begin it, and the work will be completed.

days are

Are you

in

lost,

earnest

;

— Goetht
,^1
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Some

Swinburne's Oddities

of

Westminster Gazette.

OF

all the quotations from Swinburne's own poems that have
been used since the poet's death
most popular have been the

the
beautiful

lines

from "The Garden

of Proserpine"

From too much love of living,
From hope and fear set free,
We thank with brief thanksgiving
Whatever g-ods may be.
That no life lives for ever,
That dead men rise up never.
That even the weariest river
Winds somewhere safe to sea.

To

those

who knew Swinburne

along the Heath, and across
the quotation
does not appear as happy as it seems
at first sight.
It is true he was
seventy-two, the golden red of his
hair and beard had lately turned to
Hill,

Wimbledon Common,

a silvery white, and his walk was
not as light and his figure not as
slight as they were a verv few vears
ago.
Also, his deafness
had increased with age, and was worse
than an inconvenience. But for the
rest there was surely never a man
to whom the simile of the weary
river winding "somewhere" to the
sea was less applicable.

looked stolid enough, in

all

conscience, as he strode along, a
curiously old-fashioned
figure,
in
that soft, cone-shaped, wide-brim-

med
black

felt hat,

in

grey in

winter;

in

summer
the

something in his attitude and
walk which reminded one of the

and
cutaway

his
tin-

soldier of the toy-box, but of
old
age there was not a sign in that
erect and almost too straight-backed
little figure.
He spoke to no one,
and his eye never met that of any
chance passer-by. Evervone in the

Putney-AA^imbledon district knew
sight
everyone, from the
butcher boy on his cart to the horseman and the golfer on the Heath,
glanced at him as he passed, and I
have again and again seen fair ladies
do their utmost to attract his attention. But he remained aloof, absorbed, and seemed entirely unconscious
of the presence of any human being.
But if you ever had the chance of
seeing him on some sunny morning
when the gorse on Wimbledon Com-

him by

(luring the last few years, who saw
him occasionallv, and watched him
taking his daily walk up Putney

He

coat that seemed too tight, and the
boots showing their elastic sides to
well above the ankle.
There was

;

mon had burst into its first golden,
fragrant bloom, and when the air
thrilled and throbbed with the song
of larks, Avhile all around under the
w^ide, luminous sky the silence w^as
unbroken, then you would see a
wonderful light spring into the large
grave eyes, and a look of intense
delight that looked strangely, beautifully young in the face set in its
frame of white hair. He would stand
still for minutes together, his eyes
on the billows of clear yellow blossoms, or, in autumn, watching the
swallows dart in and out of the pale
purple
mists floating abo^e
the
stretches of heather.

And

there

was another

sight dur87
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ing this walk (which was taken
with utmost regularity and often in
the rain, without umbrella or any
other protection than perhaps an
upturned coat collar) that would always not only lighten up but almost
transfigure Swinburne's face. Whenever he met a perambulator or a
band of small children in charge of
a nurse, the far-away look in his
eyes would give way to an expression of a rather pathetic, wistful interest his rapid walk would slacken,
and he would hesitate as if on the
point of speaking to this child or
that. Years ago, before he was seriously inconvenienced bv his deafness, he would, indeed, often stop
and ask questions of a nurse concerning a particular attractive baby,
and politely ask permission to touch
a little hand or try to bring a smile
;

into a little face.

Those were the days when, almost
as regularly as he turned into the
private bar of the Old Rose and
Crown Inn, on the edge of Wimbledon Common, where the landlord invariably put before him a small bottle of ale, leaving the opening of it
by request to his queer, silent customer, Swinburne walked further
along Wimbledon High Street into
a baker's shop, out of which he
came with side-pockets bulging in
He had
fashion.
extraordinary
bought biscuits by the pound, all
weighed out in small quantities,

way back to Putnev.
he distributed among such of the
which on

vious delight in the children continued, and to those who have seen
him recently, tramping steadily to-

wards Wimbledon, his eyes unseeing till he came upon a child, his
poems of children come to mind before any other of his songs for he
might have written them this very
;

spring unless the rapture in his eyes
as he looked at a child belied his
Realiste" and

all

the "Etude
the other poems of

childhood in the "Century of Roun-

seem

dels"

to represent, far better

than the idea of the "weary river."
the man who only the other dav
marched sturdily across the wind-

swept suburban common, a lonely,
unimportant-looking figure, with a
face of stolid indifference, until the
light of enthusiasm and inspiration
flashed into it at the sight of a little
child, and you saw the poet who

wrote
A baby's

like sea-shells pink,

feet,

Might tempt, should heaven sec meet,

An angel's
A baby's

we

lips to kiss,

think,

feet.

Like rose-hued
heat

sea-flowers

toward the

They stretch and spread and wink
Their ten soft buds that part and meet,

No

flower-bells that expand and shrink

Gleam

sweet
untrodden brink

half so heavenly

As shine on

A baby's

life's

feet.

his

children as were not above accepting good things from strangers.
They ran towards him when they
saw him coming, these enterprising
urchins they got to know his name,
and he, the shyest and most unsociable of men with the grown-up who
;

always unsuccessfully, tried to make advances to the
poet on his walk, made the most of
his young patrons' society, and finally escaped with a smiling face.
To the verv last Swinburne's ob-

A

baby's hands, like rosebuds furled

Whence yet no leaf expands,
Ope if you touch, though close upcurled,

A

baby's hands.

1 hen,

fast as warriors grip their

When
They

sometimes, but

88

And somehow

feelings.

battle's bolt

close, clenched

is

brands

hurled.

hard like tightening

bands.

No

rosebuds yet by dawn impearled

Match, even

The
.\

in loveliest lands,

sweet-est flowers in

baby's hands.

all

the

world—

The

Mr. Whitfield

Disintegration of
By

THOMAS

L.

MASSON

From Munsey's Magazine
SliMEON WHITFIELD was
MR.a gentleman
of high moral charand eminent respectability.
moderate circumstances, he
was loved and respected by all who
acter

Living

in

nothing of importance, Mr. Whitfield
stepped inside. In a moment the manager was explaining the simplicity of
this particular car.
Mr. Whitfield became absorbed in the story.

knew him.
One Saturday afternoon Mr. Whitfield

was

strolling

along the

street,

when he paused for a moment in front
of the office of a motor-car company,
to admire the car he saw in the window.

Suddenly the manager called
is that
demonstrating

in?"

"Yes,

sir."

"Good

!"

you
you

also exhibited.

together."

"This would

suit

me

better,"

—

mur-

mured

Mr. Whitfield to himself.
"Easier to manage."
At this instant the manager of the
company chanced to stroll out to the
door. With an eye open for business,
he saw Mr. Whitfield well-dressed

—

and

respectable-looking
looking at the smaller car.

"Won't

you come in," he said
"and look around?"
"Thank you," replied Mr. Whitfield,
almost ashamed to be caught looking
at the property of some one else, "I
was just admiring that automobile.
No intention of buying one."
"That doesn't make the slightest
difiference," said the manager. "I take
a genuine pleasure in showing my cars
to any one, no matter whether he
buys or not.
I think you might be
interested to see the chassis."

Thus urged, and having on hand

to

to take a turn

in

our car

;

then

what it can do. Billy,
take this gentleman out around town.
Take him up one or two steep hills,
just to show him how we are put
see

will

"But," protested Mr. Whitfield, "I
have no intention of 'buying. I was
merely looking around," he added
weakly, as

if to explain himself.
not of the slightest consequence.
Jump right in. Billy, take
him anywhere he wants to go."

"That

— standing

politely,

The manager turned

Mr. Whitfield. "The proof of the pudding is in the eating," he said. "I want

After Mr.
It was a beautiful car.
Whitfield had enjoyed the sight long
enough, he stepped to the opposite
window, where another car fully as
was
beautiful, but somewhat smaller

—

car

"Billy,

It

is

was

a beautiful day.

Mr. Whit-

back luxuriously in the perfectly appointed car, and drank in

field lay

balmy air. He didn't remember
when he had experienced such keen

the

delight.

They were gone for an hour. When
they came back, Mr. Whitfield again
protested that he wasn't thinking of
buying a car. The manager waved
him

off.

all right," he replied. "You
may change our mind any moment.

"That's

When

you do, you will think of us.
you have a friend who is thinking
of it. you will tell him of your rideIf

89
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Thank you for permitting us to show
you what Cve can du."
The whole affair made a subtle and
indefinable impression on Mr. Whit-

He didn't
of course; but

field.

know
it

it

at

was there

the time,
just the

same.

On
more

the following Saturday he once

through the automobile
This time he stood in front
of another office.
Then he ventured
strolled

district.

in.

This manager was even more pleasant than the first one.
"I'm not thinking of buying," said
Mr. Whitfield. "I just came in to
look around."
"That's all right. I want you to
see how this car works. Jim, get out
the demonstrating-car.
Oh, there she
is now
Step right in, sir. Jim will
take you anywhere you want to go.'
If you have a favorite hill, just try it
in our car.
Give him a good ride,

home, was accustomed to ride most
was just trying this
After
one to add to his collection.
all, wasn't it better to convey an imof the time, and

It
was easier.
pression like that?
Besides, Mr. Whitfield began to look
ahead. He had a list of all the autoIn a short time he
mobile offices.
would have been everywhere in the
vicinity, so that he must begin to discriminate.
"Run her up along the river," he
said in an authoritative voice.
It was colder to-day, and Mr. Whitfield
look rather enviously at the
chaufteur, who had on a fur coat. It
occurred to him that he ought to get
one that is, if this was to be the
regular thing with him. But the expense
He hated to think of it.

—

!

The following Saturday

!

Jim."

Mr. Whitfield again sank back, alive
the pleasure. For the first time in
his life, he was getting something for
nothing. And it seemed so easy. All
he had to do was to present himself,
to look doubtful, and there was the
to

side.
"I'll

around

stroll

The next Saturday he presented
himself at the office of a third automobile shop. He was rapidly becoming an expert. He simulated perfect-

himself at a

mined

to

made up

buy

a

his

mind

car.

and yet hadn't
which one he

wanted.

"Would you like to go through the
park?" asked the chaufTeur.
"Not to-day,"

replied Whitfield al-

most giving himself away,

until

it

oc-

curred to him that the chauflfeur might
="asilv think he had a lot of cars at
90

still

—

day," he said.

of hesitation which a man
would naturally feel if he had deter-

was

pert
engaged a fourth manager in
conversation.
But when that gentleman in the usual manner suggested
that he should take a spin in their
new car, "fresh from the factory,"
Mr. Whitfield looked dubiously out-

hearty invitation.
The best of it was that there was no
obligation.
He might buy a car some
day, of course. He might influence a
friend. In this case, he ought to know
what was the best car: and how could
he find out unless he tried? With these
subtle sophistries Mr. Whitfield eased
his consceince.

ly the air

it

—

glibly now,
colder, as Mr. Whitfield
for he was rapidly becoming an ex-

some warmer

"Don't let that make the slightest
difference," said the manager, going
to the wardrobe and pulling outa magnificent coon-skin. "Just slip this coat
of mine on over yours."

Could any thing be more delightful ?
seemed to Mr. Whitfield almost like
fairy-land.
He had only to present

It

new

place every Satur-

Everything was provided for
him. He found that by tipping the
chauffeur although he hated to spend
the money
he could go anywhere he
day.

—
—

pleased.

He began

to get ambitious.

an hour's ride

was now two.
nothing under

him at
And he would

satisfied

Where
first,

it

ride in

forty-horse-power
a
preferred a six-cylinder. The best
was none too good for him.
It was only a question as to how
long the dift'erent makes would hold
out.
Itut a.'^ new ones were coming

He

THE DISINTEGRATION OF
into the market all the time, and as
the old ones were enough to last him
several years, with economy, there was
no immediate cause for worry.

—

And then the end came gradually
but surely.
Mr. Whitfield began to stop going
His family protested, but
to church.
it was no use.
He found that half
the time he could make dates ahead
to go riding on Sunday afternoons. He
usually explained, in making these arrangements, that he was in a Wall
Street pool, which kept him busy all
the week. He had, indeed, become an

expert

liar.

There was no

trick,

no subtlety, no

prevarication, that Mr, Whitfield did
not acquire skill in using, 'ilie hab't
He
grew, and with it came others.

took

up smoking.

He

began

WHITFIELD

I\TR.

One day

head of

the

"Sorry, Whitfield, but you are no
longer useful to us."
]\Irs. Whitfield was obliged to take
in 'boarders. In the meantime her husband, having become known to all the
trade, and his clothes getting shabby,
was promptly ordered out of every
He ran away, became a
garage.
tramp, and when last heard of was
beating his way to San Francisco on
the Overland Limited Freight.

Moral.
all ye would-be motormen, who
haven't got the price,
Be not beguiled by managers with invitations nice.
Their business 'tis to demonstrate their
cars by rides and talk
Your business 'tis to demonstrate your

Now,

;

to

character, and walk

drink.

Health and
Physical health

memory.

is

An

Memory

a powerful factor

one

who

in

regard

physically or mentally weary naturally cannot give concentrated attention to or exhibit a lively interest in
things generally, and especially in unattractive matters.
The effort necessary under such conditions
to acquire knowledge or experience, and to retain
what is acquired, not only makes the task exceeding'
ly irksome, but infinitely tiring, and is for these
Most of us
reasons largely work thrown away.
\A/ho'
have seen this in our own experience.
ever desires to cultivate or strengthen his memory
should, therefore, as a serious part of the work,
to the

pay attention to
means endeavor

his firm sent

for him.

invalid, or

his health,

to gain

and

is

and by every
retain
-

sensible

physical vigor.
-Success

Ladder

!

Imagination
By LORIN
From

IMAGINATION,

is

the ability, up-

The man

of imagination writes a drama.
His dramatic instinct apprehends the power of contrasts he constructs a plot; he realizes what each
person will do, and why he will do it.
His characters take possession of his
;

will; they act out their author's

own

author's
together.
in passing, that

destroy often against their
desire.

Let
I

me

He

relates

say here,

it

F.

Business

DELAND

the Atlantic Monthly

on seeing any object, to construct
around that object its probable or
around that object its probable or
environment; thus apprepossible
hending any force, to realize what
|)roduced it, and what it will produce.

own

m

all

shall not introduce into this article

each
any suppositious occurrences
illustration is an actual fact, either in
my experience, or of which T have
been
cognizant.
And one other
;

point
it is difficult at times to draw
the line between imagination and sagacity.
Starting in sagacity, a man's
action often proceeds by imagination.
The two become blended. Perhaps it
is not too much to claim that, as saga:

emerges from the present, the exand the seen, into the future,
the unborn, and the unapprehended,
it
becomes imagination.
Let me tell the story of two bootblacks. We can scarcely go lower in
the busine-ss scale.
These two boys,
of about the same age, I found standing, one Saturday afternoon, on opposite sides of a crowded thoroughfare
citv

isting,

Springfield.
So far as could be
judged, there was no preference bein

tween the different sides of the street,
for rin equally large crowd seemed to

be moving on both sides. The bootblacks had no regular stand, but each
had his box slung over his shoulder,
and standing on the curbstone, solicited the passers-by to stop and have a
shine.
Each boy had one "call," or
method of solicitation, which he re-

The two
were entirely different,
but each was composed of four words.
They never varied them. Yet one of
these boys, by the peculiar wording of
peated at regular intervals.
solicitations

solicitation, secured twice as
business as the other, so far as
one could judge, and I watched them
for a long time.
The cry of the first boy was, "Shine
your boots here!" It announced the
simple fact that he was prepared to
shine their boots.
The cry of the
second boy was, "Get your Sunday
shine !" It was then Saturday afternoon, and the hour was four o'clock.

of his

much

This second boy
ation.

He

related

employed imaginone attraction to

another he joined facts together his
four simple words told all that the
first boy said, and a great deal more.
It conveyed the information, not simply that he was there to shine shoes,
but that to-morrow was Sunday; that
;

;

from present appearance.s it was likeday that he, as a
bootblack, realized they would need
an extra good shine and, somehow,
the sentence had in it a gentle reminder that the persons on whose
ears it fell had heretofore overlooked
the fact that the next day was the
Sabbath, and that anv self-respecting
Ghristian would w isli his shoes shined
ly to be a pleasant

:

:

before he repaired to the sanctuary.

IMAGINATION IN BUSINESS
Perhaps it was merely good luck that
this boy secured twice the business of
the other, but I have seen too many
of such experiences to think of them

ental rugs

as accidental.

Take another

case, not in

my own

but which happened to
Heinemann, the European publisher.
He once noticed two peddlers standing side by side, selling toy dolls. One
of them had a queer, fat-faced doll,
which he was pushing into the faces
experience,

of the passers-by, giving it the name
of a well-known woman reformer,
then prominently before the public.
His dolls were selling rapidly, while
the man beside him, had a really more
attractive

doll,

was doing compara-

A thought occurred to Heinemann, and he tried an
experiment. Calling the second peddler to one side, " My friend," he said.

tively little

business.

"do you want

price of from fifty to sixty per cent.,
to ensure the movement of at least a
thousand rugs, at retail, within one
week. An average price on small Ori-

to

know how

to

sell

twice as many of these dolls as you
are selling now? Hold them up in
pairs, two together in each hand, and
cry them as 'The Heavenly Twins.'
The toy-vendor somewhat grudgingly followed his advice.
It was at a
time when Sarah Grand's famous
novel was at the height of its popularity, and the title of the book was
on every one's tongue. Perhaps it
was merely another case of good luck,
but the Heavenly Twins dolls were
an instantaneous success, and within
one hour the vender of the woman-

reformer dolls gave up the fight, asand
himself
beaten,

knowledged

five blocks down the street to
escape the ruinous competition.

moved

Another weakness in human nature
the inability to throw away an element of value even though it cannot
be utilized. Many years ago a firm of
is

large retailers of Oriental rugs in this
country, the representative of leading
houses in Smyrna and Constantinople,
found itself overloaded with goods.
The situation was critical, unless a
certain part of their stock could be
turned over at once.
The firm had
but one proposition to make: namely,
A great sacrifice sale of its smaller
sizes of rugs, with a reduction in

—take them as they come

to $35. This called for
an average loss of profit on each rug
of from $15 to $20. But just here
imagination was applied, and another
and
recommended
was
course
adopted, which was based upon the
inability of the average person voluntarily to throw away an element of

would be $30

value.

A

test

was

to be

made

for six days.

course, the firm was willing to pay
something for such information, and
so in each paper there was printed
a facsimile of a one-dollar bill, made
out in the name of the firm, and good
during the next six days, to the extent of one d'ollar, on the purchase
of any Oriental rug at their estabThe imitation one-dollar
lishment.

Of

note was somewhat crude, but in size
and general appearance it suggested
a dollar bill, and results showed that
difficult for manv persons to
it was

regard it in any other light. At least,
thev found it as hard to let it go unused, as if it had been indeed a genuTo all intents and purine dollar.
poses it was a one-dollar bill, provided it was spent at a certain store
during a certain limit of time, and
for a certain article. It seems incredible now, for the experiment was not
tried in a larsfe citv, yet within three
davs the volume of rugs sold amounted to the larsrest total vearly discount limit. The anticination of one
thousand rugs far exceeded in the
performance, and the week ended
with sales of sixteen hundred rugs.
Mark this fact! It was not the
price. It never is. It was the reason
Tf. instead of giving
for the price.
the buver one dollar toward his purchase monev. thev had taken $12 off
the rug, there mieht have been sold,
perhans, two hundred of those rugs
scarcely more.

A

leading organ manufacturv found
bv actual count they had. in the
preceding fiftv years, manufactured

that

9.?
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and sold a larger number of organs
than any other maker in the world.
In other words, they held the world's
record of sales, the number being
200,000. The problem was to determine how best to utilize the advantage contained in this fact. I suggested that they offer a prize for the best
popular conception of the number
200,000; that they publish this offer
widely throughout the country, which,
in

itself

would

way

call attention in

an inter

had
manufactured 200,000 organs. They
were then to take the fifty best conesting

ceptions

of

to the fact that they

this

large total,

making

an engraving to illustrate each one,
and publish the whole in an attractive
pamphlet, of which they should issue
an edition large enough to make the
cost of the book not to exceed one
cent. It could be mailed for another
cent, so that they could supply them
to the public, at a cost of two cents
or, in other words, any one enclosing a two-cent stamp in a letter would
receive the book by mail
and if a
large number of these books could be
;

distributed,

it

would be

substantially

would be advertising which involved no expenditure beyond the sending away of the
books.
It was found that an edition
of T 00,000 coDies would have to be
printed to bring the cost to this low
free advertising, for

it

limit.

Four months later, in discussing another matter, thev referred to the
failure of their efforts to dispose of
the book, and their chagrin at finding
so large an edition on their hands,
which thev could not use.
It appeared on further conversation, that
to disnose of them thev had advertised

them once

nanion,

had

a

copies.

the Youth's

in

paper which

Com-

time
over 400.000
Thev showed me the advera

circulation

at

that

of

It measured
six
inches,
column and in sfood plain tvpc.
announced that a book entitled "How
Large is 200.000?" had been prepared,

tisement.

single

with

over

fifty

illustrations,

making an

finelv

volume
of forty-eight pages, which would be

printed,

attractive

sent free on receipt of a 2-cent stamp
elapsed
In all the time which had

had appearhad received 788 replies, and,
consequently, an edition of 99.212
books was still upon their hands. The
man who was responsible for this
since that advertisement

ed, they

operation felt his humiliation, but
nevertheless he believed that he could
get rid of those books, by an advertisement in the same paper, inserted
once only, and in a smaller space
virtually a mere repetition of the previous offer.

Accordingly, another advertisement
appeared. At the top were the words,
"PRIZE REBUS." Under this heading there was a simple rebus, one of the
old-fashioned kind so dear to the 'regular subscriber,"
although this particular puzzle was so easy of solution
that any person of ordinary intelligence could not fail to work it out in
a reasonable time.
Under the rebus
was the offer, which was to the effect
that the books had been prepared,
that a certain edition had been printed, that no more would be thereafter
printed, and that the books would not
be distributed thereafter upon request,
but would be given as prizes to any
one who could solve the rebus there
given.
Of course the rebus, being
exceedingly simple, would be readily
solved
it
then entitled its interpreter to a book, and we find ourselves
;

once back on the old ground of a
person entitled to an advantage, and
and called upon to choose whether
he will avail himself of that advantage bv a very slight expenditure or
sacrifice the advantage with no expenditure.
The advertisement was
inserted
once,
and
nothing further
heard
was
form
the orat

gan

company

came

a letter saying.

for

a

time.

"Where

Then
is

this

We

thing going to end?
have sent
out 23.000 books on that one advertisement up to last Saturday night.
have now n force of five women
employed in opening letters and mailing books. Had we not better prepare another edition?"

We

So

it

went on for ten weeks more.

IMAGINATION IN BUSINESS
breaking

finally

for the

known

all

number of

replies

records

from any

most impossible

single advertisement.

Now, what was

the defect in

the

offer? It employed no imagination.
It did not reckon with human
nature. Or rather, it went directly
contrary to a law of human nature.
There is a belief, deep-seated in the
human mind, that the thing which
you can get for nothing is worth noThe public very properly acthing.
first

cepted this book at its publisher's own
appraisal he offered it for nothing,
therefore it was worth nothing.
It must be remembered always that
it is not the price of an article which
is
important, but the reason for the
This is one of the backbone
price.
when
truths of merchandising, and
once a seller gets a firm hold of this
fact, and is able to apply it in its
highest efficiency, he can almost deI have seen on
vastate the trade.
more than one occasion the delight
with which a retail advertiser first
can declearly grasps this idea.
tect something of it in one of the
illustrations just used; but now what
is
the reason which underlies this
law? Is it not this: that the argument for the price is the imaginative
part of the transaction; the price itself is absolutely unimaginative.
;

We

Approach the whole question from
another standpoint. Perhaps there is
no better index of the value of imagination in business than the immense
importance which attaches to the se-

name for any article. To
describe an article in an imaginative
vein is to sell it at once to many persons merely to give it a good name

lection of a

;

it to a few.
So important
matter held to be by those who
have successfully grasped the value
of imagination in business, that it has
been used for not less an object than
the stifling of competition. Let us assume that to-morrow you decide to

is

is

to sell

this

embark

a first consideration. But, right at
the outset, you discover that it is alis

in the business of manufacturing a toilet soap, to compete with
some of the well-known makers. It
is
important that it should have a
significant or attractive name.
That

name

factory

to

secure any satis-

for a

new

soap.

Its

transparency,
and clearness
suggest the title of "amber soap."
Yes, surely "amber soap" does have
an attractive sound. But you cannot
use the word "amber" for you find
that this is is one of a list of twentyfour possible names for a toilet soap,
pre-empted by registration as a protectionary measure, years ago, by one
of the leading American soap-makers.
They have covered over one hundred
names in the past quarter of a cencolor,

tury.
If an establishment like this, directed by some ot the ablest heads in the
business world, believes that it can
discourage
competition
by simply
depriving the would-be competitor
of the appeal to the imagination in
the naming of his soap, how great a
value must we attach to imagination
in business

More

striking instances of this

ei*-

deavor to intercept competition may
be found by a perusal of the tradenames and trade-marks registered in
Great Britain. Ten years ago there
were only 27,000 trade names registered in the United States as against
The
182,000 registered in England.
English, from whom we have borrowof protection by registramost of our American
tion,
names that have any originality or
value, if the owner for any reason
has left them unregistered at the ex-

ed the

id'ea

take

piration

of

the

six

which the trade-name

months during
is

protected for

Great Britain. English manufacturers have gone to the extent of
protecting themselves, not merely in
their own line of goods, but in all
lines of manufacture, thereby preventing their trade-name from becoming
commonplace by its repeated use.
Thus the word "Sunlight"has been
registered by is owners, not merely
as the name of a soap, but for practically every article of household use
to which the name could be applied.

filing in
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AMATEUR PLAYERS OF TORONTO
Mr. T.

W.

Mr. Douglas Kelly
Tawsnn
Miss Christabel Robinson
'

Thiscompany, presenting George Bernard Shaw's

Mr. Eric T. Owen
Miss Elsie U. Maclean

play,

"Candida," won

Mr. J. Beverley Robinson

the Earl

Grey Dramatic Com-

Mr. and Miss Kobinson are children of the- late Christopher Robinson, the eminent
grandchildren of Sir John Beverlev Robinson. A\iss Maclean is a Scottish visitor to
Canada, the daughter of the Maclean of Pennycross.

petition, 1909.

lawyer, and

A

Unique Dramatic Tournament
By W.

S.

human beings have
ALLcraving
acted

a natural
the
drama.
They believe, as did Ben Johnson, that life itself is like a play, and
agree with Bulvver Lytton in his observation that "Plays are the mirror
of life."
Music and the drama have
for

aroused widespread interest in Canada, for, in her nine provinces, there
are 2,000 theatres, concert halls and
places of public entertainment.
Implanted in every healthy nature is a
desire to act, to dance, to portray, to
impersonate.
To give expression to
this feeling and in order that there
might be a friendly rivalry among representatives from different parts of
the Dominion, His Excellency Earl
Grey, a few years ago decided to in-

augurate musical and dramatic competitions,
9€

and offered

suitable trophies

MOORE
the contests being open to
amateur companies in Canada and
Newfoundland.
His generous and commendable action in this respect, it is said, grew
In
out of a visit to Newfoundland.
the City of St. John's the Governortherefor,
all

General listened

witli so

much

pleas-

ure to the splendid production of an
of
principally
ordiestra composed
boys, that the idea occurred to him of
starting
some movement whereby
these players could be brought in convarious organizations in
tact with
Canada.
He believed it would result in the development of a broader
and more patriotic spirit, tend to a
better understanding and appreciation

of art, and evoke more sympathy and
interest generally in the cultivation of
what is best in the world of music.

TNIQUK DRAMATIC TOURNAMFA'

A

Shortly after, he announced his intention of holding eadh year a competition and presenting trophies to the
best amateur musical and dramatic or-

ganizations.

The first two competitions were
held in Ottawa, the third in Montreal
and the one next year will take place
Each succeeding year
in Toronto.
the interest has increased and the
number and efficiency of competing
In
companies have steadily grown.

Of

number, seven were cancelled
performances had been
given in Ottawa and Montreil before
judges appointed by the coniiniltec,
thus redncinj, the companies 10 ihe
this

after

trial

n;aximum ni.Hibcf that coul.l 'tc accommodated during the week. Last
year there
gether.

were

nine

entries

alto-

The regulations have from time to
time been altered and one stipulation
this season .vas that the
Icnrth of

1907 the dramatic trophy was first
the Winnipeg Dramatic Club
in 1908 by fhe Thespian Club, of Ottawa, and this season by the Amateur
Players, of Toronto. The first musical trophy was captured by the Quebec Orchestral Society, while the sec-

won by

ond and

third went to the orchestra
of the Canadian Conservatory of Music,

Ottawa.

Two
lin,

years ago Miss Margaret

Canadian

the celebrated

Ang-

actress,

a

handsome

for

the best

gold
lady
actress.
This was awarded in 1908
to Mrs. Edgar, of Ottaw^a, and this
year to Mile. Marguerite Jancy, of
Montreal, who, in private life, is Miss
Anne Ethier. She took the part of
Lionnette in "La Princesse de Bagdad," by Alex. Dumas, Jr., a comedydrama presented by the St. Henri Literary Society.
A competent critic,
speaking of Mile. Jancy, says "Her
interpretation of an exacting role was
admirable and aroused much favorable
comment, round after round of applause greeting her delivery of important speeches.
She handled her
big scenes with the skill of one who
received excellent training and her
manner, as well as her delivery, were
both admirable."
decided to

ofifer

bracelet annually

JOHN CORBIN

:

It

is

interesting

to

note that the

mother of Miss Anglin, who gave the
bracelet won by Mlie. Jancy, w^as a

member of the company that captured the prize donated by Lord and Lady
Dufferin for amateur theatrical competition in Canada over thirty years
ago.
^

This year sixteen entries were received for the dramatic compet>ion.

The New York dramatic critic and playwright,
who was judge in the dramatic competition.

each dramatic production should tiot
be less than one hour or more than
an hour and a half, that the maximum
number of players in each company
shou'ld 'be confined to 100, and that
speaking
the minimum number of
parts should be six.
No performer who, within the past
five years, has lived by the profession
of the drama, is eligible to compete,

A

professional stage manager, may,
however, be employed.
The first year the trophy was won
by a company composed of some fourteen members, there being about four
speaking parts. The production last-

D
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eJ forty minutes. 'J'he judge decided
that it would be advisable in future for
each organization to have a leading
man and leading lady. The next year
the prize went to a company of only
three members, and their play was
presented in about thirty-one minutes.
It was thought three did not
constitute a company in the fullest
meaning of the term and that a presentation should be longer than the
time taken for an ordinary act in a
professional dram'a or comedy.
Accordingly more changes were made
in the conditions governing competing
companies, as it is only through a
process of experiment and varied experiences, that perfection is attained,
and the best results brought out in
all undertakings.
In all probability
further amendments will, like the constitution and by-laws of other organizations,

have to

made

'be

to

circumstances and needs, which

mjeet

may

arise.

The judge

in

year's competi-

this

Mr. John Corbin, of New York,
made some timely suggestions, and
other recommendations have been oftion,

fered by those who took part in the
proceedings. All difficulties and vexations

w^ill, doubtless, be overcome, as
well as other weaknesses and short-

comings that time (and talent) may
reveal.
The basis of judging is inter-

Twenty points are allowed
for excellence of fhe company in actesting.

MACAZTXR

rangement of the stage, while a company, that follows, does not, in many
have as many minutes as its prehad hours. The second
company 'has to make all changes and
an original setting of scenery, while
the audience is waiting; and any
cases,

decessor

.

theatre-goer knows that patrons w'ill
not sit contentedly for more than ten
or fifteen minutes at the most.
The
company playing second would thus
appear to be handicapped at the outset, as it has to abide by the same
regulations
w'ith
respect to time,
marks, dress, make-up and other qualities on which judging is based.
It is suggested, too, that a judge, instead of being a dramatic critic and
playwright, as was the case this year,
should be a former actor, one who has
had a varied and extended experience
behind the footlights.
It is further
contended and no reflection is implied on the
conscientious work of
past judges
that the most competent

—
—

and thoroughly equipped official would
be one who has been a professional
actor, as well as a playwright, as he
would appraise the productions not
only from the quality of their literary
finish and style, but also from the actors' viewpoint, conception and possibilities.

The

recent competition also showed
Canadian dramatists are not taking advantage of their opportunities
and that native talent, which is often

that

ing together as a unit, or, in other
words, for ensemble
lo points for
individual excellence, apart from act-

be.

ing,

which includes dress and makeup, and 20 points for "individual ex-

the press and competent critics, are
that every competing
organization

cellence

should engage a capable stage manager; that short plays are preferable
to very long ones that have to elide
one or two acts to come within the
time limit, and the plays chosen for
production should be those having several speaking parts of equal or nearly
equal importance.
Of course, there
should be a leading man and a leading
lady, but the support rendered them
should involve some responsible parts
company
or, in other
the
words,
should be evenlv divided in the mat-

;

in acting," including grace
or ease of carriage and manner, diction, the promptness of entrances and
exits, and the picking up of cues.

A

rule, unless it is adhered +0, is not
of much use and it is contended that
the executive should see that all regulations are carried out in letter and

by both the judge and the comIt seems unfair, for instance,
that some companies, which
appear
first in the evening, should have all
the afternoon for the setting and arspirit,

panies.
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good as that abroad, is not being
exploited to the extent that is should
as

Other recommendations, made by

A
work

ter of

rXIOUR DRA^TATIC TOrRXAAIEXT

Careas far as possible.
amateur efforts will

thouj::ht!ess.

less,

not 'answer.

No doubt some of the sug:g:estions
made, as well as others that develop,
win 'be taken into consideration next
It is worthy of note that, convear.
trary to statements made in the press,
the company which carried off the
prize in this year's competition, had
very little previous amateur experiThe members of the Amateur
ence.
Players of Toronto determined last
merely
fall to get up a production
for their own amusement and to while
away pleasantly the long winter evenings.
The decided to put on a play

experience,
while "Les Precieuses
Ridicules" and "Candida" were excellent in any comparison.
It seems obvious to me, therefore, that the competition is of the utmost value, not
only to the performers, but to the public at large.
In time is must be recognized genera'lly as an important and
a vital element in the cultured life of
the

Canadian

cities.

—

which would require only a small
and selected "Candida," 'by Geo.
Bernard Shaw. One critic says that,
to successfully produce this comedy
every individual must be a player of
some experience, and that the Amateur Players all evidently had that ex-

cast,

perience.

As a matter of fact only two members of the organization have had any
experience worth speaking of. "Candida'' was first given privately before a
few friends, who thought well of the
performance and urged the players to
enter the Earl Grey competition. The
company employed no stage manager,
and coached themselves entirely. The
judge, in an eulogistic reference, says
"As a whole, the acting was on the
highest plane of art, excelling, in my
opinion, that of the New York production of the play.
To find flaws
here criticism is obliged to verge on
hypercriticism."
The INIarchbanks of
Mr. Owen w^as far more truly psychologic and temperamental than that of
]\Ir. Arnold Daly, and was quite adequate to one of the most difficult parts
in

the

The

closest

La

torie

rivals

to

the

winners

La ConservaMontreal, who gave a

amatevirs of
Salle,

remarkably

performance and clever interpretation of Molliere's comedy "La Prescieuses Ridicules."
In 'his general report, Mr. Corbin
.«?ays
"The majority of the plays were
better than any amateur acting in my
:

fine

Ottawa, wliose orchestra won the
musical trophy.

The chairman

of

the

permanent

executive committee of the Earl Grey

Musical and Dramatic Trophy Com-

Hanbury-WilHis ExMr. F. C. T. O'Hara, Decdlency.
puty Minister of Trade and Competition

is

Sir

John

liams, ]\Iilitary Secretary to

modern drama."

w^ere the

DONALD HEINS
Principal Canadian Conservatory of Music,

'honorary secretary.
is expressed that the competition, which will 'be held in Toronto next year, will witness, among the
entries, some dramatic clubs from the
Maritime Provinces and Newfound-

merce,

is

The hope

land.
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A Fisherman's CampiiniNorthern Wilds]

Canada, Summer Playground
By W.

THEready

rural

resident

is

G.

getting

summer boarder
summer boarder in turn

for the

and the
getting ready for the rural resident.
The latter is mowing the lawn, painting the verandah, trimming the trees,
overhauling the boats, putting new
seats on the capacious arm chairs and
giving the big democrat wagon a fresh
coat of varnish. The summer boarder
is thinking of where he will go this
season for a holiday, wondering whether he can stand the same spot again,
and asking himself if the landlord
overcharged him last year, or whether he could not get richer cream,
riper apples, newer eggs, more luscious berries, better fishing, and a
more beautiful outlook from a picis

100

of

America

FANSHAW
turesque and financial standpoint some
place else.
Then, there is the question of associations and the associates.
He thinks it all over, and, after calm
reflection, decides that he will try another hotel or boarding house.
Distant fields appear green, the valley be-

—

yond seems more inviting and accordingly a change is agreed upon.
There are two things which give
the tourist traffic of Canada its present large and steadily growing proportions. The first is improved transportation facilities and better hotels,
along with the fact that the great ma-

now firmly convinced that money and time spent on a
holiday or vacation at some distant
point are well invested and bring pro-

jority of people are

CAXADA, TIIR SrMMI':K TLA V( ":K()IX
fitable returns physically

and mental-

The second reason is
sons like to shift. They

that

ly.

perbelieve that
all

the law of life. They want
much of Canada's majestic
landscapes and lovely waterways as
their purse and everyday pursuits will
permit.
Each of the nine provinces in the
Dominion presents peculiar attractions
and quaint charms. The railways and
navigation companies issue an abundance of neatly printed and superbly illustrated folders which are scattered over the country from Halifax

change

is

to see as

to

Vancouver and from Maine

to Cali-

fornia, while the ticket agents in every

and town are obliging, thoughtful
and well-informed with respect to
roads, routes and rates.
They are
veritable storehouses of facts and figures.
Thousands of persons depend
solely on the advice of the ticket or
city

tourist agent,

them with

who

all

cheerfully furnishes
the data that they de-

sire.

The number

of questions the averor his clerks have to

acre ticket seller

I

)

(_)['

A.MKRICA

answer, the amount of
knowledge
geographical, climatic, piscatorial and
otherwise, which they are supposed to
possess, would stagger the ordinary
man who, if asked the hotel rates in
his own town or how far it is located
from Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver,
Halifax or Quebec, would not be able
to tell.
ticket agent must be a

A

compendium

of knowledge, a handbook of routes, an authority on rates,
and a railway hotel directory, all in
one.
He must know the exact distance, the time of arrival and depar-

ture of trains, alternative lines, the
sights to 'be seen on the way and at
the destination, and a score of other
things.
He has little or no time to
consult reterence literature, for i*- is
a busy season for him, and his office
is filled with persons anxious to secure
his advice

and

How

he

<?.5sistance.

made

familiar with all
Principally by the travelinr^ passenger representatives of the
various transportation lines, who c^ll
upon him sever;il times during the
year and ask him in include their line;
is

these details?

An harh' Morning Slan
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A Hard Paddle Against

his railway rate sheets, so that be

in

can

issne

good over

direct

tickets

to

travelers

their routes. Transportation

companies, where their roads do rottouch competitive points, thus reciprocate or interchange.
Each lists the
other in their rate sheets. Even where
an opposition road runs to the same
destination as his own, if a traveler
insists upon it, the agent will make
him out a ticket over a rival route..
The ticket often takes a wayfarer
over half a dozen roads. While the
strip of cardboard or colored paper
may appear almost as long as the journey itself, every section serves a purpose.
The coupon that belongs to

each line, is torn off or lifted by the
conductor and is forwarded to the auoffice

dit

'of

his

company.

It

is

a

voucher, and, on presentation to the
issuing road, settlement is made witii
company for the transportation
granted in response to the reading on
the coupon. Thus tlic respective lines
get their just share for the portion of
the

102
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the Stream

a trip executed by them on tiieir cars
or boats.
ticket agent in California
or Florida issues a slip good over several lines and saves a traveler the inconvenience and annoyance of purchasing a ticket at different points or

A

junctions en route.
wonderfully perfect

The system

is

a

one and works

smoothly and satisfactorily.
Railways and steamboat companies
sjiend thousands of dollars in advertising countries, districts and towns.
Of course, they do it primarily to

make money

for themselves, but

many

which have never expended
a dollar to make their own advantages
and beauties known, reap the benefit.
Places that would never be heard of
beyond a limited local area arc world
famous through the agency of the railways, and yet. in some instances, have
localities,

not sufficient local pride to keep their
streets

clean,

provide

suitable

hotel

and boarding house accommodation
and afford other facilities which the
stranger naturally expects.

CAXADA. THE SUMMER

PF,

Canada has been richly dowered
nature; yet how many coninuinities of their own accord, have evinced
any enterprise in seeking tcj deserve
the patronage bestowed upon them by
Many
holiday seekers and travelers.
have not expended a , dollar and yet
they give the railway companies little
or no credit for making their charms
and resources known to the great outThere is a big protit in
side world.
the tourist trade. Summer vistors are
generally persons who have money to
spend.
They are not parsimonious
if they receive fair value and are accorded some measure of attention, but
if any centre wishes to reap the fullest harvest from this profitable traffic there must be some httle spirit of
give and take manifested.
Roughly speaking, there were fortyfive million passengers carried on the
twenty-five thousand miles of Canadian railways last year.
What numl:)er
were pursuers of pleasure it is
impossible to tell, but, so far as can be
learned from the various transportation companies,
probably a million
All

In

tourists

from the United States come

A

WGROrXTl OF AMERICA
Canada annually

lu

health, rest

in

and recreation.

search

of

It is esti-

mated that over a quarter of a million
roam New lirunswick, Nova Scotia
and Prince Edward Island, while another quarter of a million visit the
Pacific coast and the far-famed Rockies.
Fully half a million come to

Ontario and Quebec.

The liveliest months are in June,
when railway
August,
July and
coaches and steamers are crowded to
their fullest capacity if times are good
and money plentiful. If business conditions are stagnant and commercial
depression exists the falling off in the
tourist trade
is
enormous. People
either postpone their annual outing
until a more favorable occasion or
else take shorter trips.
The traffic
last year was dull, but this season,
with the rettirn of prosperity and the
freer circulation of money the outlook is most encouraging.
The difand hotels throughout
Dominion are preparing for a record summer and the number of inquiries from all over the continent
ferent resorts

the

is

large.

Typical Canadian Water Fall
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A Likely Spot

For Oii'tario and a large portion of
Quebec, Toronto is the great distributing centre. Nearly all of the half-mil-

American vacation seekers in
these two provinces pass through the
capital of Ontario every summer on
their way to
Muskoka, the Upper
lion

Lakes, New Ontario, the St. Lawrence river and Gulf.
Of this number between three and four hundred

thousand travelers are brought to Toronto every summer across Lake Ontario by boat.
The exodus alone to
Muskoka is fully fifty thousand people, one-quarter of whom are visitors
from the other side of the line In
the great

Muskoka

disstrict.

fittingly

termed

the
Highlands of Ontario,
there are over i,ooo
cottages
and
scores of first-class hotels. Over 50,000 passengers are carried every season by boat down the famous St.

Lawrence river through the beautiThousand Islands to Montreal,
on to the historic City of Quebec,
Murray Ray, Tadousac and the picturesnue Saguenav river. About sevenful

104*

eights of this large traffic is composed of visitors from across the border.
Other Americans who come to Toronto take rail for points on Lake
Huron and wend their way by the
upper lake steamers to Manitoulin Island, Sault Ste. Marie, Port Arthur
or Fort William, and the Rainy River
district.

Still

others

to Cobalt, Haileybury,

make

their

New

and the famous Temagami

way

Liskeard.
district.

The
known

splendid
waters
stretch
of
as the Kawartha Lakes, and
the 30,000 islands of Georgian Ray
also claim a fair share of American
tourist traffic.

The holiday spirit is encouraged not
only by Canadian transportation companies, but also by various educational
and business organizations. The employes of many commercial concerns
hold an amuial excursion to some objective spot the Y.M.C..\. has a flourishing boys' camp on the shores of
Lake Couchiching, and the L^pper
Canada College students have a per;

manent

resort on

Lake Temagami.

CANADA, THE SUMMER PLAYGROUND OF AMERICA
Canadians appreciate a vacation. On
every public holiday and every Saturday afternoon during the heated term
the

number who

city centres for

leave the crowded
week-end jaunts taxes

boat and rail lines to their utmost.
Taking Toronto as a fair example,
there is a wide choice of routes. There

all

are twenty-three excursion steamers
plying from Toronto to near points
and their combined capacity is 20,147
passengers,
Some idea of the travel
by rail may be gained from the fact
that, during a recent holiday period,
when single rates prevailed, the number of persons who passed through
the Union Station was 75,000, and
this is not an unusual experience.
To St. John, Yarmouth and Halifax, in the east, thousands of American tourists are brough by boat every
summer, from Boston, Portland and
New York. On the west coast of
Canada lines of steamers ply between
Seattle and Victoria and the business
in the warm months is heavy.
The pure air of Canadian summer
resorts drives away all malaria, asthma and hav fever. That is whv so

many thousands

of Americans flock

watering places and sylvan retreats, which every province affords.
To cover the whole range of recreation grounds and specialize on their
grandeur and charms, the fishing facilities,
the hunting paradises, the
bathing conveniences, the carriage
drives and canoe trips would require
volumes, and then the half would not
be told.
All that can be done is to
to the

give a general indication of the principal points, their height above the
sea level and the average temperature
for the three vacation months
June,
July and August.

—

The higher the altitude the less depressing, of course, is the heat, and
the less dense and humid the atmosphere.
Persons suffering from lung

trouble should spend their holidays on
more exalted spots. For those,

the

who desire a more even temperature
the year round, the lake or sea shore
is

preferable, as water tends to equal-

ize

temperature.

The following

table

should prove

of interest.

Do.vn jShadowl Rivei
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Average Terr
Place

Elevalion.

Vancouver

Calgary
i3awson City
Port Simpson
Prince Albert

13O
1760
2158
85
454^
1245
3389
1200
26
1432

Regina

1885

Nelson

Edmonton
Victoria

Banfi

Kamloops

Winnipeg
Arthur
Southampton
Parry Sound
Port Stanley
Toronto
Kingston
I'ort

(Ottawa

Gravenhurst
Bala
Jackson's Point
Montreal

Quebec
Father Point
St. John
Chatham, N.B
I

lalifax

Yarmouth
Charlo'ttetown
St. John's,

Nfld

•

760
644
656
635
592
350
285.

294
770
740
726
187

296
20
70
21

88
65
38
125

CAXADA. TTTK SrMMF.R

PF.

way ijiij or a tourist sleeper
Not including hotel bill or meals,
one may make the journey from Ontario to any point beyond the Rockies
cost each

$9.

and enjoy berth both ways

The

for

$100

transportation companies, in view of the exceptionally favorable rate expect that
many Easterners, who have never
traversed the Prairie Provinces, will
take advantage of the present inducements.
return tourist ticket from Toronto to Halifax should one desire to
see the country down 'by the sea, so
ful of historic interest, early struggle
and the strange blending of the archaic with the modern costs $42.70
and a sleeper about $6 each way.
One may take a boat ride from Toronto uj) the Great Lakes to Fort Wilian and Port Arthur and return for
or

$125.

ditterent

A

—

WCROrxn

Op AMPRTCA

$30.10 including meals and berth, the
outing occupying about a week. The
expense for a continuous water voyage down the St. Lawrence to the
Saguenay and return from Toronto is
$43.50 including meals und berth, tlu
journey lasting about ten days includuig a stay of several hours in Montreal and a day in Quebec city.

A sail from Toronto to Montreal
and back (meals and berth included)
may be enjoyed for $23.50. These
rates apply individually, but, in the
event of a party of ten or more going,
a substantial reduction is secured. A

round
to

trip to

Edmonton

Winnipeg
$80.

go by boat one way

A

costs

$50 and

traveller

may

chooses for $5
Many other figures might be
more.
given but an indication is furnished
herein of the average outlay for a
long or short jaunt.
if

When They Made Good
George Washington was commander' in chief
of the army at the age of forty- three Cromwell
entered upon his remarkable career at twenty- nine
Napoleon conquered Italy before he was thirty
Gladstone was a member of Parliament at twenty
three; Macauiay began his literary career at twenty;
Columbus started out on his voyage of discovery at
Frederick the Great began the Thirty
thirty- six
at the age of thirty, and Blackstone
Years'
had finished his '' Commentaries" before he was
;

;

;

War

thirty-five.
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A

Migration of^Half a Million
By
From

million

half a
IFshould

American

AGNES

settlers

movements

of the
century. Yet
virtually what has happened,
with little notice and less comment,
in the last six years.
In less than
six years 388,000 American farmers
have pulled up stakes in their native
States and moved from Wisconsin,
Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska,
is

Arkansas and Oregon, across the
visible

line

of
to free

in-

the

international
homesteads in the

boundary
Canadian Northwest.
Moreover,
100,000 Americans have gone north
as

investors, speculators,

miners,

lumbermen.

A

railroad traffic

customs

manager and

both told

officer

me

a

the

same thing; very few of the American homesteaders came in with less
than $1,000 cash many came in with
capital ranging from $3,000 to $10,000.
The capital brought in bv the
investing classes varies from the
$10,000,000 placed by the Morgan
;

banking house in the Canadian
Northern Railway to the $200,000
and $300,000 capital placed in actual
cash by the land and lumber and fish
companies. Average the American
new-comer's capital at $2,000, and
the American invasion of Canada in
the last six years represents in hard
cash an investment of a billion dollars.
From what I saw in a leisurely four months' tour of Canada
first by canoe, 1,500 miles among
108
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the Century Magazine

suddenly pull up roots
and migrate in a body to some
foreign land the event
would be
heralded as one of the most epic
that

C.

the settlers of the frontier beyond
the railroad, then by rail twice
across the continent I have no
hesitation in saying that a billion
dollar average is too small by half.
It used to be British Columbia's
boast that she had timber resources
to supply the whole world for a century.
When one considers that
British Columbia is one-half larger
than the Gereman Empire, and that
most of her area is timbered with a
heavy growth of gigantic Douglas fir
and spruce, literally shutting out
the daylight and crisscrossing one's
trail in a veritable cheval-de-frise.
the boast seemed to have good foundation in fact. So prodigal was the
Pacific province of her timber resources that the Provincial Government used to lease out a square mile
to any applicant for a mere nominal
rent of something over a hundred
Then, with a shock that
dollars.
was electric, the province awakened
to a realization of what had happened.
Virtually all the best timber
limits had been leased and
the
leases sold at enormous profit to

—

American

lumber

companies

—

leases in some cases
for
$32,000. for $90,000, for $100,000. and
this up in Queen Charlotte Islands,
which used to be considered inaccessible.
To-day one cannot lease a
single square mile of timber in Brit-

$2,000

ish Columbia.
One must buy it
from the American investor. A\'hy?

The

Provincial

Government

says,

because they are conserving natural
resources.
But the timber cruisers

A Mir.RATIOX
tell
a different story: because
the best limits are taken

OF HALF A MIFFION.
all

tains to the prairie, a level stretch
of 1,500 miles.
The first Canadian

Between the different ranges of
the Rockies are wonderfully rich
valleys
ranch, fruit, and coal lands.
It need scarcely be told here that
in every instance, from Cariboo and
Cassiar to East and West Kootenay,
the mines have been prospected, de-

transcontinental railway was constructed about midway between the
Saskatchewan and the boundary
that is, zigzagging north and south,

—

veloped and operated by Americans!
British and Canadian capital has
come in second I am sorry to say,

—

Rossland and Slocan, sometimes to an aftermath of watered
stock and wildcat schemes.
What
has happened with the mines is today repeating itself with the ranch
and fruit lands. One example will

as in

suffice

up

—that of the

Nechaco Valley,

headwaters of the Eraser
Canadians are notoriously

at the

River.
conservative. They will not invest
one dollar till quite sure that two
dollars will come back. The American will lightly risk his two dollars
on the slimmest kind of chance of
getting ten back. As long as there
were prairie lands, Canadians did
not consider the bunch-grass and
ranch lands of the Rocky Alountain
valleys worth having.
They were
hard to reach, too far away so the
government rated such lands as
second and third rate, to be obtain;

ed for merely nominal homestead
duties and dues that did not total
more than fifty cents and $2 an acre.
As soon as two new transcontinental railways began to push westward, it became apparent that railroads would cross these valleys, and
there was a rush to the far off bunchgrass valleys of squatters, whom
Seattle and St. Paul and St. Louis
companies had "grub-staked." By
the time the government surveyors
had come on the scene and the land-

had wakened, the homesteadhad proved title and sold out
to American companies for a few
dollars an acre lands worth $25. As
office

ers

I could learn, the operators
the Nechaco Valley were from St.
Louis.
Now come on across the mour-

far as
in

one

may

call

it

half

way, though

—

it

nearer the south and settlement
followed along the line of it like iron
filings sticking to a magnet.
The
Saskatchewan is the true watershed
of the north, and down its broad
roily current has swept fdom time
immemorial ocean loads of silt, of
humus, of forest covering from the
Rockies, depositing such cargo of
fertility along its banks as the Nile
deposits over Egypt. The Canadian
settler has always stuck to the line
of
the
railroad like a burr.
The
American settler, as if obsessed, has
always struck ahead of the railroad
to the best lands, independent of
where the road might be and he has
compelled it to come to him. Along
the banks of the Saskatchewan for
800 miles from the Rockies is a deis

;

posit of fifteen feet of solid

humus

and sure enough though the Saskatchewan is remote from the railroad except at three points, along

bank have settled American
homesteaders the very cream of
American
from
homesteaders
Iowa, where scientific training for
its

—

—

thirty years has virtually revolutionized agriculture.
Peace River plays the same part
for the north that the Saskatchewan
does for the middle rorth only, in
addition to arable lands, there are
;

vast asphalt beds

—asphalt

enough

pave America.
Do you know
who is behind the railway charters
connecting that north country with
the outside world? A group of Wall
Street men.
This has been a "panic year." The
"boom" in the Northwest land had
collapsed before the panic, and the
panic witnessed the complete subsidence of fevered speculation. Yet
to

more American

settlers

came

into

the Canadian Northwest than ever
before.
Of 143,754 homicsteaders in
109
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the Canadian West
were
58,000
American. Other countries sent
fewer colonists during the panic
year.
'J'he
United States sent 5,000 more than in the preceding year.
A migration of such proportion and
])ersistence
results
from
deeper
causes than a hysterical stampede

or a campaign of clever advertising.
It results, indeed, from causes
which the advertiser immigration
and railroad does not like to hear
mentioned, from the deepest economic causes, which the world has
not realized, or, realizing, has not
faced.
Let us face the facts and

—

—

them

state

them or

plainly,

whether we

like

not.

We
free

are within sight of the end of
land.
Of all the migrations

over America's vast area, from Plymouth Rock and James River to the
mountains, from the mountains to
Ohio and Tennessee, from the
Jjloody

Ground

to the Mississippi,

and from the Mississippi to Oregon
and California, the last West has
at last been reached.
This is the
last frontier to which the adventurous pioneer will ever
trek in
America. The great migration from
East to West, which began with
prehistoric Aryan ancestry, has at
last come to an impasse.
The West
has met the East on the Pacific
Coast.

Canoeing leisurely down the Saskatchewan among the very latest of
the newly come homesteaders, it
was a continual shock to find how
little really excellent land remained
for
free
homesteading. We have
been told so often
that Canada's
wheat-lands extend right to the Athabasca and the Peace", and we have

come

to believe free
homesteads,
like the poor, we should always have

with us. What is more, it has been
proved with government statistics
that Canada's unoccupied free lands
extended up to the billions of acres.
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The proofs

are all right both as to
climate and latitude, only the land
isn't there.
Canada's free lands extend to the Pole all right; only they
arc not farm lands.
It is perfectly
true that if you add up the long
sunlight of
the
almost nightless

Northern summer, it totals more
hours than
the
sunlight farther
south, and ripens wheat fast enough
to escape early
frost.
Also the
farther north wheat grows, the better it is, the whiter the bread made
from it, owing to the long sunlight;
and a soft California or Kansas

winter wheat can be transformed into a spring No. i hard by growing
it for a season or two in the North.
Wheat grows on Peace River and

on the Athabasca and kitchen gardens flourish round the fur posts of
the Mackenzie; but the point is that
when you go seventy miles north of
the Saskatchewan, arable land exists

only in small patches.

of

the

North

—

Countrv

The
is

rest

sand,

muskeg, rock nature's great fur
preserve on this continent for all
time to come.
This limits the remaining wheat
area
of
the Canadian Northwest
from the boundary on the south to
a strip seventy miles or thereabouts
north of the Saskatchewan, with a
few additional patches on the Upper
Eraser, sections, but only small sections, on
the Peace, the Grand
Prairie of Lesser Slave Lake. Coming down the Saskatchewan, what
did we find? Settlers north of the
Saskatchewan as far back as fifty
miles.
Between the Saskatchewan
and the boundary the best lands
have already been culled out. and
are held at advance prices and the
remaining free lands were being
taken up at the rate of a quarter of
a million farms a person before the
"panic year." As for the east end
(if
the
Saskatchewan, it is not a
;

farmine countrv

at

all.

The People

Who Go

HORACE

By

From

A CERTAIN
—

actor

G.

whom

— something

a

—

was by forget exactly
was all about hardly remember the name of any of the
don't
actor Johnnies,
you know.
But, by Jove, there was a little fellow in it. and he came on in armour,
don't you know. Deuced funny. You
what

it

it

—

should go and see it."
That was all he could tell in his
most eloquent vein, to his friend,
about the cleverest thing he had
ever seen in his life. Is it not rather desperate for the unfortunate
playwright who has to cater for a
public composed of critics of this
character? Just imagine the sentiments of this person of great moustachios and appreciation for little

men

in

armour,

if

he was set

down

watch a play by Ibsen. In all
probability he would not even begin to understand what it was all
about, and if he did understand it,
it
The
would not interest him.
typical attitude of his class towards
a play with any thinking, any problem in it, was revealed to me by
the remark of one of them coming
from a performance of "Olive Lati-

to

Plays

HUTCHISON

the Cornhill

dramatic author also
informed me that he was
luncheon
in
golf
lately
at
a
London, and
club not far from
heard one member with a long
moustache (whereby he judged him
to be a Guardsman) say to another,
"Ry Jove, my dear fellow, went to
the best play last night I ever saw
Cleverest thing I ever
in my life.
saw, by Jove. Don't know, I'm sure,
of

to

mer's Husband": "What a gloomy
day!" The remark had a truth in
it; the piece is not a cheerful one.
But it is not the remark that sums
up the points, or that touches the
main character of the piece. It is
a play very far from perfect, but
essentially it is a play that raises
It "gives to
interesting questions.
think"; that is what is the matter
with it according to the criticism
which the utterance coming from
the man of big moustaches typifies.
That it affords Mrs. Patrick Campbell an opportunity for a splendid
piece of acting is a fact which does
make something of an appeal to
him, but that is not enough in his
eyes to save the play from gloom
and his evening's amusement from
failure.

may be said that the writer
plays has no business to concern himself with an audience of
does
not
it
this character, that
The answer to that, howcount.
ever, is the simple and direct negaEmphatically,
it is not true.
tive
for the production of a play the
It is an inaudience does count.
It
tegral part of the performance.
is herein that the playwright's art
differs from that of the painter or
To one or other
the novel-writer.
of the two last, complaining of lack
of public aopreciation, the answer
"Be true to yourself, do
is ready
your best work, be indifferent to
your public after a time, if your
work is good, your public will come
to you."
It

of

:

:

;

in
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You may say this to them because there are means of showing

—to a limited public, may
to some section of the
public — even
they are not popupictures

be,

but

it

still

if

lar,

and of submitting to the gen-

though, it may
very small edition.
But
this is not the case with a play. If
you cannot capture an audience, if
eral verdict a book,

be,

a

in

present condition of the English stage at least) a manager does
not deem it likely that your play
will have an audience, there is virfin the

tually
at

it

no possibility of producing
A painting- is done when

all.

the canvas is covered according to
the artist's intention, a book when
sufficient sheets for the telling of
the tale have been similarly filled,
but a play can hardly b^ said to
have existence, to draw the breath
of life at all, until it is acted. That
h the fact which makes all the difference between this art and others.
There are a few societies which live
for the purpose of giving this life
to plays which would otherwise be

because they could not atgreater public, but though
they have done fine work in giving
the opportunity of production to a
few authors to whom it woull otherwise have been denied, and in one
striking instance at least to an author who has
since achieved
as
much popular success as one of his
kind can expect with reason,
the
playwneht can hardly be called on
to address himself to this small section alone.
He has to gain some
Avider popularity or else confess himstillborn,

tract a

self something
very like a failure.,
however fine, in literary and psy-

chological

qualities,

his

work may

He

has failed to hit an audience, and if the writer of plays intended to be acted fails in this he
has failed in one, at least, of his
be.

chief

aims.
It is very
well
for
Robert Browning to write himself
down as "you maker of plays," but
with all possible admiration for his
genius, and full recognition of the
fact that bv some kind of tour de
112

force the efifort has been made to
place on the stage some of his passages, we feel that it is only by .a
little
stretch of the meaning
of
words that we can allow him such
a title as he claims, no doubt not
very seriously. A maker of plays
must make actors play them and
audiences attend them.

And yet it would be rather
desperate if we were to admit that
our playwrights had to write entirely for the appreciators of "the little
fellow in armour."
Besides these,
there is a great public which admires, above all else, the magnificent spectacle, and cares not how
far the incidents and portrayed persons are remote from real life. The
staginess of construction or of character does not trouble them at all.
It was of a play of this species that
one of its authors said to me in
horror, "Whatever you do don't go
and see it!" "Oh no," I said, "I
will not, but we are going to send
the servants."
"Oh, yes," said he.
"Do. It's a splendid piece of carpentering the nails and glue sticking out all over it. They'll love it."So they w-ent. and they loved it,
as he had said, and the next day I
was dining with a financier of no
little acuteness in the city, who was
also
member of Parliament, if
a
that is to be attributed to him as
an added grace, and in course of the
talk I heard him say to another of
his kind. "I say, there's one play
5^ou must go and see.
You mustn't
miss that," and then he named that
very thing of glue and nails and

—

gaudy spectacle and remoteness
from all that is akin to life. He
loved as the servants loved, though
in his own line he had much intelligence.

Now

in this play there was no wit
nor an attempt at it. There
was magnificence and murder and
melodrama, and it is obvious that

at all.

for a piece of this description there

There is money
and the playwright who loves
to boil the pot will set it huniming
is

in

a great audience.
it,

THE PEOPLE WHO GO TO PLAYS
He
with a production of the kind.
will not lack the audience, which
is
the true fire beneath the pot.
Whether he will be proud of the
quality of that audience is another
one that will not
story, perhaps
trouble him. Perhaps the man who
handles glue and nails in this fashion is not excessively particular. In
any case he has his reward.
Undoubtedly there is this big
audience for melodrama, as there is
also for little fellows in armour, and,
besides, there are good audiences
for what is described as ''the bright
society piece." This is of the kind
which

affects a Gallic lightness in
treatment, is extremely clever,
really "quite good," leaving us with
the conviction that the author could
do a good deal better, but that he
has deliberately made up his mind
that the public do not want his better, and he will therefore give them
his worse. He is not to be blamed,
a
in the sense that a painter
novel-writer might be blamed for a
like lowering of his art. The reason
has been stated a play must be produced.
This is the kind of piece
which will catch what is called
society.
It will apoeal to the lover
of the little fellow in armour on the
one side, and will catch the financier
and others Avho appreciate the melodrama splendors, but it will not do
It would
to send the servants to.
not interest them. And it will hardpsva
ly catch those who want
chological study in a play the more
fastidious of this kind of audience
it will disgust, though the less delicate will appreciate its brightness
and its wit which does not go beneath the skin. It is just because
it does not go too deep that its audiences will be big, for its humor is of
the kind that men and women who
have dined generously and are not
in the metal condition for keenest
though can perceive and then go
away with the agreeable impression
that they have
been remarkably
clever in perceiving it. That is alits

n

:

;

ways so

satisfactory.

It

places us

among the elect.
Of people who go to plays

at once

a certain
number are inveterate firstnighters. No matter what the play

or \vho the actors, they make it a
point of honor to attend the first
representation. And this is a curious fancy, for there is no doubt that
as a rule you get your play worse
done on the first night than ever
again. The voice of the prompter is
loud in the land. If you have the
fortune to be sitting so as to get a
view of the side scenes, on the first
night of a play given by a certain
star actor a very bright luminary
indeed you may see his own particular ame damnee indicating
to

—

—

him not only
all

all he has to sav but
the bits of business he has to do,

rubbing his nose at one moment,
wiping his eye the next, each of
these moments having a mean which
the great man reproduces, with muc
the great man reproduces,
with
much added majesty, for the audience.
Still, those who go on the
first night are twenty-four hours
ahead of those who go on the second, and it always gives a sense of
superiority to have opened the
oyster a

little

you meet

before the

man whom

in the street.

Besides the first-night audience,
is to be reckoned as more

which

or less of a certainty, there

is a certain hearing assured for every prominent actor and actress, no matter
in what piece they are appearing.
Each has a personal following.
There is one of our actresses who
may be relied upon to fill a house
of ordinary size for six weeks, quite
apart from any merit of the play in
which she has the star role. People
go to see the actress, not the play.

has
its
moreover,
Far away in mid-ocean
you may hear one returning exile
say to another, "There is a new
piece at the So-and-So. I must go
and see that." He does not ask

Each

theatre,

clientele.

what
is

it

is

at the

about, or who is in it. It
theatre of which he has
113
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been an habitue; that is enough for
He knows, or he thinks he
knows, what kind of play he is likely to see at just that theatre, and
him.

It is for this
it accordingly.
reason that it is something of a dis-

g-oes to

appointment and a shock when

a
different
entirelv
character from that which is usual
at any one theatre is produced on its
"Olive Latimer's Husband"
stage,
"Vaudeville," for example,
at the
gives something of the sensation we
of

piece

some

might have if we found the pages
"Robert Elsmere" bound within
the covers of the "Contes de Jean

of

Tourne-broche." The very name of
"Vaudeville" almost contradicts the
idea of a "thinking" piece. No wonder that the
taches came

man

of the big mousout with a sense of

gloom.

There are a certain number of
who go to plays to see the
Of these there are two
dresses.
kinds, professionals and amateurs.
There is the smart lady, who wants
to be smarter than her nearest and
dearest friend and must go because
the stage shows the dernier cri and
there are the dressmakers,, who go
people

;

may

consult with their
clients and say, "Did you see how
the sleeves were cut in that gown
which Miss M. T. wears in the last
that

they

act of

Mr. Alaugham's latest?" Only

they do not name the author, beninety-nine hunto
cause he is,
dredths of people who go to plays,
a person of no importance.
It is not often that you will find
an audience which has not some actors
said

and actresses among
that

it

is

curious

It

it.

how

It

is

fond

they are of going to the theatre. Perhaps it would be more curious if
they were not. It must be most interesting to see how the products
of their art look from the other
side of the footlights. They go with
an earnest desire to learn, in the
first place, naturally with a very
great appreciation of all the points,
both of the writing and the acting,
and with a most generous disposition to give credit for all that is
done well. There is no more generous critic of an actor or actress than
another of the same trade. It is not

always so

What

in the arts.

more singular than the
attraction which the theatre has for
actors is the little attraction it ha^
Yet this is again
for playwrights.
not without its tolerably obvious
professional
explanation.
If
the
critic is apt to hear the machinery
creak and see the nails and glue
more than the ordinary public, how
much more, again, is the playwright
the man whose work is with these
painfullv
materials likeh^
to be
conscious of them.
If spontaneitv
counts for anything and surely it
counts for a very great deal in the
illusion which the playwright tries
to produce, how can he hope to produce it for one who is always busy
endeavoring to create the same illusion? Did not Cicero, who seldom
made a joke, say that he wondered
how two auspices (bird-seers, and
fortune-tellers from
the flight of
birds) could pass each other in the
street without laughing?
It must
surely be with something of
the
same consciousness that a playwricrht g:oes to sec anothcr'> \V(trk.

—

is

—

—

—

does not matter that you usually take the right

road,

wrong

one careless turning may lead you

to

the

goal.

^l«
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A

Nation of
By

CHARLES

From

the

small surplus to invest;
even, that surplus were but

modest

if,

a

you might become the
a French Government

franc,

holder of
bond. From the cradle to the grave
the French subject is taught to save
and to turn his earnings into safe
income-producing
account.
The
It
state pays a premium on thrift.
rewards its school children for various good performances with a tiny
bank deposit which, invariably, will

Savers

SPEARE

F.

Review

you were a Frenchman with a

IFvery

Little

of

folio

Reviews.

contains the most varied col-

lection of government securities imaginable. It is safe to say that, in
Paris, coupons are cut from the
bonds of nearly every government
under the sun. Too often the

Frenchman gambles and loses ii'n
mining shares. He will have none
of his
sues.

own

country's industrial

is-

Something over two years ago

exploited
the
fact that France
had captured from Great Britain the
have grown into goodly size when title of "world's banker," and that
the recipient has reached maturity.
it was to Paris instead of to LonHaving nursed its people through- don that the borrower turned his
steps. The shock of this statement
the early stages of economy it directs their steps in the choice of
investments,
and even assumes
paternal power in arbitrarily transforming the savings bank account
into government bonds, or rentes.
Thrift is a national characteristic.
France is a nation of little savers,
of little incomes, and of little farms.
Collectively, these exercise a tremendous power on the affairs of
Europe. The holder of the one or
two-franc bond and the possessor
of the bank account, so small that
bankers of other countries would
scorn it, have built up a monetary
power that commands the respect
of the world, and, indeed, regulates
fiijances and politics of much
more presumptious nations.
Bonds of states and governments,
of railroads
with a government
guarantee, bonds of cities
and
towns, of mortgage companies, are
the Frenchman's choice.
His port-

the

I

pride was considerable.
controverted. After the
1907 panic English bankers pointed
to the manner with which the Bank
of England had guided the nations
through the monetary crisis.
By
advancing its discount rate to 7 per
automatically
cent.,
gold
was
brought to it from all corners of
With this gold, debtors,
Europe.
whether individuals, corporations,
or governments, were satisfied. But
France and the Bank of France
stood in the background, and really
supplied most of the yellow metal
so that, when these debtors began
to liquidate, they found that France
and the Bank of France were, in

to
It

British

was

most cases, their creditor.
To-day France, even more than
in 1906, is the world's banker.

Her

inexhaustible supply of funds waiting for investment is the wonder
and the envy of all foreign bankers.
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Wars come and

go, acute political
follow fast after each other
mercurial Continental Europe,
in
and panics flatten industry and draw
sharp cleavage between creditor and
debtor. Through all these changes
and chances the great middle class
of France continues to save enough
from its income to finance countries with much greater industrial
wealth and to fill the vaults of the
Bank of France to overflowing with
The shores of France are
gold.
laved with a golden flood that never
seems to ebb.
How could it be
otherwise in a nation that so carefully trains its people to save and
splits up its government debt cercrises

tificates into pieces of one,

two and

francs (20 to 60 cents)
of
whose 10,000.000 electors ninetenths are investors, and where, of
12,500,000 savings bank depositors,
over 50. per cent, have less than $4

three

;

to their credit in bank.

Week
of
of

after week, until
the financial

January,

the end
columns

the daily press contained thi,s
statement
"Paris secured all the
gold offered in the London market
:

to-day." So it happens that, in the
past year, the Bank of France has
increased its gold holdings nearly
The actual amount
$170,000,000.
held in the middle of January was
ex$715,000,000, which was only
ceeded by the gold in the United
States Treasury, and has never been
approached by a trading institution.
For it should be remembered that
the Bank of France is a dynamic
force in the commercial life of the
nation maintaining it.
Napdleon,

under whose regime

it was founded,
enjoined his finance minister and
the governors and regents of the
bank to make its prime object the
discounting, at a low rate of interest, of the credit obligations of all
French commercial houses. Consequently, we see the petty borrower
of five francs
receiving as much
consideration at the Bank of France
as the applicant for millions, and
find that, in 1906, no less than 232.116
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bills for amounts under 10 francs
($2) were discounted and carried in
the domestic portfolio of the richest

000

bank

in the

world.

,

Nearly every nation under the
sun is to-day paying golden tribute
to France.
She has an army of
About
creditors, but no debtors.
two score governments have to remit interest-money to her. The interest and dividends on the capital
her small investors represent
earnings in all parts of the world.
The road to Paris becomes, therefore, the route of least resistance
foi the floating gold supplies. Paris
is absorbing into her banks from 35
to 40 per cent, of the metal freshly
taken from the mines. So uniformly favorable is their international
credit balance to France that, since
1891, about one-fifth of all of the
gold mined has found its way into
In the year followthe Republic.
ing the panic the stock of gold in
the chief banks of the world
increased $400,000,000. This actually
equals the twelve months' production of new metal. Of this gold the
Bank of France secured $100,000,000; Bank of Germany, $75,000,000:
associated
banks
of New York.
$100,000,000; Bank of Russia, $55,000,000; Bank of Italy, $50,000,000;
of

the Bank of Austria-Hungary, $17,000,000, and the Bank of England
about $9,000,000.
The $1,250,000,-

000 gold held by France and Russia
is greater than the combined holdings of the banks of other nations.
In ten years gold in the Bank of
France has increased $300,000,000.
while the Bank of England has been
gaining less than $20,000,000.
Prince Von Bulow, the German
Chancellor, recently gave his people
the example of French thrift and
industry to study. This was after
the influence of French gold had impressed itself on German diplomats,
and quieted their war talk. France
recovered in four ^-cars from the
billion-dollar indemnity of 1870, a
burden imposed on a devastated
land. Great Britain has just recent-

A NATIOX OF LITTLE SA\LRS
shaken off the debt of a far less
serious war in South Africa, waged
This year,
nearly a decade ago.
with French exports cut 50 per cent,
by the empty purses of foreigners
who usually buy the products of
Franch has saved
that country,
enough to finance nearly all of her
European neighbors.
Iv

Why is France amassing
enormous fund of gold, Is she
paring for war or warding it

this

preoff?

We
the
ly

know now that her control over
money markets of Europe quickbrought harmony out of discord

Algeciras conference in 1906,
it threatened to be exerFor many persons her gold
cised.
supply is an index of European political sentiment. The fact should not
be overlooked that it is also, and
now especially, a very good barothe
meter of trade throughout
world. All of France's commercial
at the

when once

creditors have been paying ofT their
loans because they could not employ
the money loaned them. So capital

has gone home. France has, further,
peremptorily called back funds loaned abroad. The gold holdings undoubtedly do represent, in a degree,
fear that the seething pot in the

Near East may some day boil over.
The Russian loan accounts for a
fair
last

portion of the increase.
analysis,

however,

it

In the

must be

admitted that the gold that France
obtains comes to her bv right as

supreme international creditor.
The extent to which France has
been carrying the idea of protecting
her gold and keeping it at home
once it gets there is shown in the
high ratio between
th
metallic
holdings of her national bank and

These notes are
covered by gold to the amount of
70 per cent. If we add to this silver the Bank of France note is secured by a metallic reserve equal
to 87 per cent. This is an astonishing situation.
One cannot deny the fact that a
nation that has so much idle gold
suggests stagnation. Capital ought
always to be earning something.
In order to enlarge, the supply of
its funds have been recalled from
lucrative foreign channels and reloaned at lower rates of interest
where they could be instantly secured.
France probably deserves
the charge of living within herself
too much.
She is trying to consume only what she produces and
circulating notes.

to

economize

to

the

last

franc.

Whatever her policies she commands to-day, by exacting industry
and

the liquid supply of capiEurope, and will always be
the best able to help that govern-

tal

thrift,

in

ment which

is

in

financial distress.

The man who can not control himself is like a
mariner without a compass he is at the mercy of
every wind that blows.
Every storm of passion,
every wave of irresponsible thought buffets him
hither and thither, drives him out of his course, and
makes it welLnigh impossible for him to reach
the goal of his desires.
;
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R. P.

CHESTER

It was Wellington who once declared that the battle of Waterloo was

Liberals and
fifty-three
representative of the Labor Party,
which was the verdict of that province in October last. The man, who
has the campaign
of education
and
servatives,

won on the cricket creases of Eton
and Harrow. At these famous schools

the

preparatory-

work was done, the
physical manhood
strength,

self

the
that

reli-

and
confiwhich led

ance
dence

later to victory.

known

is

enlightenment
'n
hand, who will lead

that

developed,

disevery
properly
trict
is
meetorganized,

It

that a

ings held,

general
election,
like
a n y
other
great triumph, is
not captured by a
few days' or a few
weeks'
work.
It
means a labor of

months

— more

on the

the past session,

Frederick
tzch ]\Ionk.

of-

ihe

is

and rewas offered

accepted the
of leader
of the Conservative
Lower
party
in
position

1

.

D.

The new leader

Piny

MONK
of
in

the Conservative
Quebec.

Canada. .Mr. 2^1onk
is a lawyer by pro-

Canadian House of
intend

fession

never was
before.
It is said the Conservative
forces will 'be so well drilled that on
the date of the next Federal engagement the result will not be eleven Conns

He

trustv.l

and

instruc-

Quebec

is

Debar-

l>ordcn,

cently

Im'bued with
this idea it is announced that the
Opposition in the

Commons

able,

of

lieutenant of R. L.

tion.

to organize

day

the

and the work

years.
It requires
long, thorough, consistent organization,
disci-

and

political is-

of

sues

and addelivered

dresses

ten

pline

see

attack,

as

it

tician

by

instinct.

and a

poli-

He

loves the smell
and to hear the roar

nf party powder
oi disant cannonading.

Fond of pothe last four elections
he has been successful in his own conlitical

life^

in
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—

stituency Jacques Cartier.
He is a
gentleman of quiet, dignified bearing
with all the culture and grace of a
French-Canadian, though decidedly

English in appearance.

Possessed of

good judgment and a strong will, he
has a calm judicial mind and is a
ready, brilliant debater in both French
and English. He is not on extremist,
on all topics of national
importance being marked, by breadth
of sentiment and liberality of utterhis attitude

ance.

His

Hon. SamMonk, was a judge of
Queen's Bench for Que-

father, the late

uel Cornwallis

the Court of

and a gentleman of English decoming originally from Devonshire.
Mr. Monk's mother was of
French extraction, so that the man.
who wil'I uphold the Conservative
cause down east during the next election, possesses the hest elements and
characteristics of tjie two races. He is
often referred to by his admirers as
an Englishman of French birth and a
Frenchman with an English name.

bec,

scent,

Has the time come for the sanitarians to turn from our old friend

THE PUBLIC EYE

the chained dipper and its
polite
successor, the glass tumbler, as a
medium for the slaking of thirst in
schools, parks, and public buildings
generally?
Has the time arrived
when we may accept the "bubble
fountain" as a practical, everyday
fixture, tending to cleanliness
and
sanitation and not as a fad?
The

was introduced in Washington five years ago, as more or less
"Bubble fountains"
of a novelty.
may be divided roughly into two
classes
those in which there is a
valve by which the drinkers cause
the stream to flow, and the type
commonly called continuous flow.
These two classes may each be
in one of
divided into two types
which the water spouts directly upward from a nozzle, and in the other
the stream from the spout is retarded by a small mass of water to give
The
ease to the act of drinking.
arrangement in every case compels
the drinker to drink directly from
the top of the stream, without the
lips coming in contact with any part
fixture

;

;

""

of the fixture.

A Sanitary Drinking Fountain
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Mr. Stock is of German extraction
and has lived practically all his life
in the county of Perth, which was
peopled largely by Germans. During the course of a debate a speaker
in referring to the Quebec Tercentenary Celebration, made use of
these words "On St. Andrew's Day
the Scottish
flag
fly.
on St.
George's the English, on St. Patrik's the Irish and on Jean de BapMr. Stock, in
tiste's the tri-color."
reply, pointed out that the speaker
had overlooked the Germans. "I did
not expect the honorable gentleman," said he, "to say let the German flag fly on certain occasions,
:

let

but he might at least have

MRS.
Winner

HEWES OLIPHANT

of the prize for the best essay

on a Canadian Navv.

said, let

the
German sing his patriotic
songs."
(A voice, "Die Wacht am
Rhein.")
"Yes, 'Die Watcht am
Rhein' and 'Deutschland, Deutschland uber alles,' with the word Canada in place of the word Deutschland
and while teaching his children, our young Canadians 'Die
Watch am Rhein,' the German-Canadian will remind them that we have
:

The $400 prize offered by the X^avy
League for the best essay on, "Why
Canada Should Have a X^avy of Her
Own," was won by Airs. W. Hewes
Oliphant, of Toronto.
The competition was open to any one who desired

a

Rhine

in

Canada on

a

to enter, the only condition being that

contributions
should not exceed in
length 6,000 words.
Mrs. Oliphant
became interested only after seeing
the advertisement in a local paper asking for articles on the subject.
She
had never writen anything except papers on musical topics, which she read
before several clubs of which she is a

member. ]\Irs. Oliphant is a native
of Toronto, and greatly interested in
all movements pertaining to the work
and welfare of women.

Are our fellow-citizens of German
extraction loyal?
would they
regard a struggle between England
and Germany? These are questions
which many a Canadian has been
asking during the last few months.
They were well answered by \'alcntine Stock, M.P.P.. during the last
session of the Ontario Legislature.

How
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are the Admiralty Docks at
Devonport, the Admiralty Harbor
at Simon's Bay, Singapore Harbor,
and the T3^ne Breakwater. They
were also responsible for the founda-

firm

tions of the

Tower

Bridge, Dover

Harbor, and the last section of the
ATancliester Ship Canal.
The new
railway will run from Arica, in
Chile (sacked by Drake in 1579), to
La Paz, in Bolivia, and is estimated
to cost £3,000,000.

The

story of Sir Donald Currie's

one of the romax^ces of successful trade.
Genius, like murder,
will out, and the man with the right
life

SIR

JOHN JACKSON

stuff in

even

Contractorlfor the~new railway
across the Andes.

scale than the Rhine of the Fathera Rhine extending from the
head of Lake Superior to the Atlantic Ocean, with falls far more majes-

land

tic

—

Niagara

at

among

the

and

scenery

down

Thousand Islands more

lovely and exquisite than even the
German Rhine can boast. Thus the
German-Canadian implants into his
offspring the same love and aft'ection
for their native land, Canada, as fills
Our
his heart for his Fatherland.
Canadians of German decent do not
ask any favors nor special notice,
but they do not consider it necessary to be continually overlooked.
The German citizen may have his
weaknesses, but he has also his good
qualities, peculiar to his nationality
which, intermingled wath the best
qualities
of
the English, Scotch,
Irish, French and other foreign elements in Canada, will build up a
national character not to be equalled
in the world."
Sir

John Jackson, head
firm

of

if

him will come to the front,
his start in life be, as it is

said to have been in the case of Sir
Donald, in the humble calling of a
barber's boy. Genius, however, requires to be allied to pluck, and of
that quality the man who started the
"Castle" line to South Africa, and
ran it on liberal lines which, in the
long run, brought the older-established "Union" to terms and amalgamation, was not wanting.
Sir
Donald's friendship with Mr. Gladstone is, of course, the fact in his
life best known to the public.
The
voyage with Tennyson in the Pem-

the

who

have secured the
contract for the construction of
a
new railway across the Andes, is
one of the most eminent of British
civil engineers and contractors for
public works. Among the undertakings now being carried out by his
j^real

is

THE LATE
A

SIR

DONALD CURRIE

great shipowner.
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broke Castle is, and deserves to be.
Three reigning
an historic event.
Sovereigns and our present Queen
visited the (Hstingushed party on
Noctes ambrosinae indeed
l)oard.
must those evenings in the North
European summer, with Gladstone
and Tennyson for companions, have
been for the successful man of affairs.

A record of twenty-three years in
public life without a single defeat

a consistent advocate of wosutYrage and has
supported
every measure, having in view the
extension of the franchise to the
wives and
daughters of the antipodes,
lie is an energetic worker
in and president of the Young Men's
Christian Association
his own
in
city, Bendigo, Victoria, a Sundav
school superintendent,
Presbya
terian, a prominent farmer, a Liberal and a deputy chairman of the
Australian Senate.
In addition he
has served the people of the Commonwealth for a generation or more
in various legislative capacities. Senator McColl came to America as a
delegate to the Dry Farming Congress, which was held recently in
Cheyenne, Wyoming. Since then
he has been traveling extensively
both in Canada and the United

lie

is

man

States,
gathering information on
agricultural and other matters which
will be of use in his own country.
fe expects to reach home in June.
in time for the assembling of
the
I

Commonwealth Parliament. He

first

entered the Victoria Parliament in
i886, being elected for the same district that his father had represented
for five years.
He sat for this constituency for fifteen years, during
which time he filled the positions of
.Minister of Alines and Water Supthe Government of Sir James
Patterson, Minister of Lands in the
administration of Hon. Allan McLean. On the inaugauration of the

I)ly in

SENATOR
A

J.

H.

notable Australian,
visiting the

McCOLL
who has been

Dominion.

Commonwealth

he forsook state
and stood for the district of
Euchuca, which included his previous constituency. He was successful and continued to sit as a mem-

politics

at the polls

is

somewhat unusual

at

the present time when constituencies are prone to change representatives every ten or twelve years. The
legislator with this fortunate poli-

career is Senator James H. Mcan interesting visitor from the
Commonwealth of Australia, who
has been in Canada during the past
month and is now traveling through
the western provinces on his way
home. Senator McColl has a rather
unique personality, and for a poli-

tical

Coll,

tician

is

a

mixture of

many

\irtues.

ber of the

House

of Representatives

until 1907. when he resignetl to become a candidate for the Senate.
That body is elected by the vote of

the people, the term for each meml-)er being six years, three senators
retiring every three rears. The retiring Senator. Simon Eraser, an old
Canadian, headed the polls with Mr.
McColl second, he being 53.000 votes

ahead of the third man.

His long
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career as a politician uninterrupted
by a single defeat, testifies to the respect in which the Senator is held.
He is a man of broad views, constructive ideas and sound judgment
and is deeply interested in agriculture, a pure water supply and other
progressive measures

A

of inspiration
to.
career full
men is that of William
}'«ung
New York. His life
J. Rogers, of
work affords a valuable lesson to
youth, of what may be achieved by
In
persistency, pluck and integrity.
the early sixties
was the son of a

young Rogers, who

New York

provision

was a

clerk in a small grocery
When the
store in the metropolis.
American Civil War broke out, both
dealer,

he and his father enlisted. After two
years of hard campaigning the son returned to civil life. Out of work, he
advertised for a job, getting three replies, two of which he discarded. The
fliird offer was to drive a milk wagon
for the New York City Condensed
Milk Company, the enterprise which
Gail Borden had then but recently begun to popularize. This was in 1863.
Just twenty-one years later the industrious
and resourceful driver, so
steady his progress, became manager
of the Borden's Condensed Milk Co.
(successors to N. Y. City Condensed
Milk Co.) subsequently succeeding to
the presidency.
His directing influence had permeated every department
of the business.
He possessed rare
faculties of discernment, and was conscientious in
discharging even the
smallest details of
duty.
The condensed milk industry was then new.
The public was slow in comprehending the importance of a pure food
supply.
Young Rogers foresaw that
a plan of education and enlightenment
was
necessary.
This
he
carried
through to a remarkable degree of
success, through the employment of
many well-laid plans of a fertile
brain.
By a policy of honorable
treatment to all with whom, he came
in contact and the judicious selection
of capable assistants, Mr. Rogers had

WILLIAM

J.

ROGERS

the satisfaction of seeing the business
in
to tremendous proportions,

grow

1884, after 'being for some time an invaluable aid to Mr. Klemm, the former secretary and manager, Mr. Rogers
succeeded to that double office upon
Several years later H.
his death.
Lee Borden declared to the company
that, while he appreciated the honor
of being its president, he felt it but
right that the man who actually did
the work and whose directing influpermeated every department
ence
should also ostensively hold the ofHe was then elected president
fice.
of the company, and as its president
he still continues, after a service of
Having atnearly half a century.
tained a high position in industrial
life, William J. Rogers has again and

again been solicited to let his name,
if not his power, be used in the development of other enterprises, but
Of modest disposialways in vain.
tion, he has preferred to do one thing
and do it well, and his first duty has
been, and, no doubt, will continue to
be. to the company in whost history
of success he has borne so important
a part.

GLYN'S new book
MRS.
sense a sequel to her

is

firsit

in

no

great

"The Visits of Elizathough some of the same per-

success,

beth,"

sons appear in it, and it is told in the
same form of letters to her mother.
The earlier volume applied to French
and English things and people an
ingenuous and amusing power of obThis time it is America
servation.
Elizabeth
that comes in for the fun.
has married, and is now Marchioness
of Valmond.

—

"Harry," the Marquis, lord and
master, taking offence at a flirtation
she indulges in, goes ofif to Africa to
visits
Elizabeth
shoot lions, while
America. The pretty Marchioness has
a little fun here, too, but in the end

"Harry" comes over

after her,

and

make it up. The author of
"Three Weeks" kept her eyes open
they

in the

United States, as

is

evidenced

by the following extracts from her

new

publication

Being Interviewed.
America is too quaint. Crowds of
came on board to interview
We never dreamed that they
would bother just private people, but
it
was because of the titles, I suppose.
Tom was furious, but Octavia
was delighted. She said she wanted
to see all the American customs and
if
talking to reporters was one of
them, she wanted that, too.
So she
was sweetly gracious and never told
them a word of truth.
reporters
us
!

When we actua iv landed female
ones at*^acked us. but Octavia who.
• •'F.liznhPth

New York

:

Visits

Puffleld

Aniprira." by

&

Co.

Klinor Glyn.

as

you know, doesn't

really care

women, was not nearly
them, and their articles
about us are virulent

At

in

so

nice

for
to

the papers

Sherry's.

Everything is so amusing an<l we
have had a delightful evening. It is
more like Paris than England, because
one wears a hat at dinner, which 1
always think looks so much better in
The party was about
a restaurant.
eighteen, and I sat next the host. American men, as far as I have yet seen,
are quite another sex to English or
French I mean you feel more as if
you were out with kind Aunts or
Grandmothers or benevolent Uncles
than just men.
They don't try to
make the least love to you or say
things with two meanings, and they
I

—

are perfectly brotherly and serious,
unless they are telling anecdotes with
American humor and that is not
subtle.
makes
It is something that
you laugh the moment you hear it.
you have not to think a scrap. When
they are not practically English, like
the ones we see in London every season, they wear such funnv clothes
often velvet collars on their coats!
and the shoulders padded out so that
but
every man is perfectly square
everything looks extraordinarily well
sewn and ironed and everybody is
clean shaven
and Octavia says it
lakos at least two hundrecl years of

—

:

;

gently bred ancestors to look like a

gentleman clean shaven in evening
dress, so perhaps that is why lots of
them have the appearance of actors.

Amertc.\n Husr.xnps.
and carry

.•\nicrican hu.'sbands fetch

and come

to heel like trained spaniels.
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it is perfectly lovely; everything
li you happen to get
so simple,
bored with your husband, or he has a
cold in his head, or anything that gets

and
is

on your nerves, or you suddenly fancy
some other man, you have not got all
the bother and subterfuge of taking
him for a lover and chancing a scanYou simply get
dal like in England.
your hus'band to let you divorce him^
and make him give you heaps of
money, and you keep the children if
you happen the want them or there
you agree to
is generally only one
give that up for an extra million if
he fancies it; and then you go off and
marry your young man when he is
'because all American men are
free
married, and he will have had to get
But when it
his wife to divorce him.

—

;

—

boudoir
It is as if you went into the
best shop and said, "I want a boudoir"; just as you would, "I want a
hat," and paid for it and brought it
home with you. Natalie has a sittingroom, and it is just the same. They
!

are not quite far enough up yet on
the social ladder to have every corner
of the establishment done by Duveen,
and the result is truly appalling.
The food is wonderful, extraordinarily good but although the footmen are English, they don't wait anything like as well as if they had re;

;

all

is

"through," then

it

is

comfort-

and tidy, only the families get
mixed after a while, and people have
to be awfully careful not to ask them
able

out to dinner together.

Rich People's Houses.

Our bedrooms

are marvels.

Mine

immense, with two suites of impossible rococo Louis XV. furniture in
the richest curtains with heaps of
it
arranged draperies and fringe, grand
writing-table things, a few embroidered cushions; but no new books, or
is

;

comfy

sofas, or look of cosy anywhere. The bathrooms to each room
are superb miles beyond one's ideas
of them in general at home. Tom says
he can't sleep because the embroidered
;

monograms on

the pillows and thinsfs
scratch his cheek, and the lace frills
tickle his nose, while 'he catches his
toes in the A^enetian insertion in the
sheets.
The linen itself is the finest

you ever saw, Mamma, and would 'be
too exquisite plain. Now one knows
where all those marvellously overworked things in the Paris shops go
to, .and all the wonderful gold incrusted Carlsbad glass. You meet it
here in every house.
There is no room in it where there
is any look of what we call "home,"
and not one shabbv thing.
Mrs.
Spleist has a "boudoir"
and it is a

—

ELINOR GLYN
Whose "Elizabeth
just

Visits

America" has

been published.

at 'home; and Octavia's old
maid, Wilbor, told her the hurly-burly
beyond description
is
downstairs
snatching their meals anywhere, with
no time or etiquette or housekeeper's
room all, everyone for himself, and
the devil take the hindmost. And the
way fhey
disrespectful
absolutely
speak of their master and mistress
machines to make money out of, they
seem to think them.

mained

;

A

Philadelphia Home.

Kitty's house is the sweetest place,
rather in the country, and just made
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BUS'/

of wood with a shingle roofs but so
quaint, and people look ait it with the
same sort of reverence we look at

Then the other set is the "go one
better set" that is the best way I
If one has a party
can describe it.

Aikin's Farm, which was huilt in
remember?
fourteen hundred, you
This one was put up before the Revolution, in Colonial days, and it has a

one week, another must have a finer
one the week after, and so on, until
thousands and thousands of dollars

verandah

in

front

running up with

Ionic pillars all in wood like a portico.
do
Inside it is just an English home
you hear, Mamma? I said home! be-

—

cause
it

the first

it

is

came

as

we have

some new

thing,

seen.

And

and

to be

a
little shabby from having been in the
same place so long; and the pictures
most of them rather bad, but really
ancestors and the drawing-room and
our bedrooms lovely and bright with
flowery chintzes, fresh and shiny, no
tapestry and wonderful brocade; and
the tablecloths plain, and no lace on
the sheets, nor embroideries to sci*atch
the ear.
It shows what foolish creatures of habit we are, because in the
other houses there has been every possible thing one could want, and masterpieces of art and riches and often
beauty; but just because Kitty's house
is like a home, and has the indescribable amosphere of gentle owners for
generations, wc like it the best
appreciated, to find the

furniture

;

Social Rivalries.

Among

married women there
are two distinct sets here in the inner
cream, the one which Valerie leads,
and which has everything like England, and does not go in for any of
those wonderful entertainments where
elephants do the waiting with their
trunks, or you sit in golden swings
over a lake while swans swim with the
food on trays on their backs I am
exaggerating, of course, but you know
what I mean. Valerie savs all that
is in shocking taste, which, of course,
it
is.
She never has anything eccentric, only splendid presents at her cotillons, and all
the diplomats from
Washington come over, and the whole
tone of her house is exactlv as it is
at home, except that many of them arc
brighter and more annising than wc
the

—

are.
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—

are spent on flowers, for instance, for
one afternoon; and in it nothing is
I believe it must
be
like England.
or perhaps one
purely American,
ought to say New York.

Americ.w Girls.

The whole tenue
girls,

moving, of the
even in the
but no other nation can com-

is

street,

in

"fling about,"

pare to them

their
exquisitely
in
spruce, exquisitely soigne appearance,
and their perfect feet and superlatively
perfect boots,
and short tailored
dresses.
To see Fifth Avenue on a
bright day, morning or afternoon, is
like a procession of glowing flowers
passing.
jMinxes of
fifteen with
merry, roving eyes,- women of all ages,
all as beautifully dressed as it is possible to be, swinging along to
the
soda-water fountain shops where you
and
can get candy and ice-cream
lovely chocolates.
No one has that
draggled, too long in the back and
too short in the front look, of lots of
English women holding up their garHere
ments in a frightful fashion.
they are too sensible they have perfect short skirts for walking, and look
too dainty and attractive for words.
.Vlso there are no old people much
a few old women, but never any old
men. I suppose they all die off with
;

their

hard

life.

"Sales Ladies."
Yesterday Octavia and I went to a
"department store" to buy. among
other things,

some

of

their

lovely

ready-made costumes to take out west
with us. and it was so amusing: the

voung

ladies

at

the

riblwn

counter

were chatting with the young ladies at
the flowers, divided by a high set of
drawers, so they had to climb up or
sneak throug'h the passage opening.
Presently after wc had tried to attract their attention, one condescended
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finished her
to serve us, while she
conversation with her friend round
the corner prefectly indififerent as to
our wants, or if we bought or not
'I'lie friend surveyed us and chewed
gum. But when we got to the costume salon, they were most polite.
Two perfect dears attended to us, and
were so sympathetic as to our requireand
ments, and talked intelligently
well on outside subjects. Octavia and
old friends
I felt we were leaving
w"hen we went. Why should you be
rude measuring off ribbons, and polite showing clothes?

Pullman

Cars.

that qualities

which required so much

vaunting -could really be there. It was
his w'onderful will which had won his
game, his wonderful diplomacy, his
wonderful knowledge of men his clev;

er perceptiveness his supreme tact in
short, his everything in the world.
;

;

The

slightest show of a contrary opinion to anything he said was instantly
pounced upon and annihilated. I do

Alamma, if two of his
what their conversawould be about? Would they

wonder,

sort got together

tion

shout one another down, each saying
he was perfect, and so end in thunder
or silence?
Or would they contradict each other immediately and come
to blows or would they realize it was
no use boasting to one of their own
species, and so talk business or be
;

The

sleeping cars are too amusing.
Picture to yourself the arrangement
of seats I told you a'bout going to
the Spleists, with a piece put in between to make into a bed, and then
another bed arranged on top, these go-

ing all down each side and just divided from the aisle by green curtains
so 'that if A. likes to take a top berth
and B. an underneath one, they can
bend over (their edges, and chat together all night, and no one would
know except for the bump in the
curtains. But fancy having to crouch
up and dress on one's bed
And when
(Octavia and I peeped out of our draw!

ing-room

this

morning we saw heaps

of unattractive looking arms and legs
protruding, while the struggle to get
into clothes

A

was going

on.

Pittsburg Millionaire.

A

millionaire traveling also, whom
the Senator knew, joined us for the

He was

such a wonderful perwe have
met yet, although we are 'told there
are more like him in Pittsburg and
Chicago.
meal.

son, 'the first of just this kind

He was thick-set everywhere, a bull
neck and fierce moustache and bushy
eyebrows, and gave one the impresof sledge-hammer force.
The
whole character seemed to be so dominated and obsessed by an immense

sion

that his conversacreated in our minds the doubt

i:)ersonal laudation,

tion

quiet?

A Mining

Tow^n Dance.

There was a Master of Ceremonies
called out the dances, and not
more than ten or twelve couples were
allowed to dance each time, two-steps
and valses, and without exception it
is the finest dancing I have ever seen
the very poetry of Motion.
Noth-

who

—

ing violent or rude, or like a servants'
home, although they held their
partners a little more clasped than we
do. But in spite of their funny holding, or perhaps on account of it, there
is a peculiar movement of the feet,
perfect grace and rhythm and glide,
which I have never seen at a real ball.
One could understand it was a pure
delight to them, and they felt every
note of the music. They treated Octavia and me with the courtesy fit for
queens, and some of them told us delightful things of shootings and bloodcurdling adventures, and all with a
delicious twinkle in the eye, as much
as to say, "We are keeping up the
character of the place to please you."
did enjoy ourselves. The Senator
says this quality of perfect respect for
women is universal in the mining
camps. And any nice woman is absoI think
them.
lutely safe among
there ought to be mining camps to
teach men manners all over Europe.
ball at

We
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W'hat

the

E.

C.

—

The Camp Fire and

How

to

Dugmore— Country

clyfte

Make
Life

in

A.

It.

Rad-

America.

One

Angling.

Collins— Saturday

Tents.

—

Laut

Outing.

The New Canada. James H.
Evening Post (May 22.)

Camper Needs to Know About
Downes— Suburban Life.

Winter
Wolf Hunt in Northern Ontario.
John Arthur Hope Rod and Gun.
Bass Fishing in Sturgeon Lake. W. Hickson—
Rod and Gun.
Golf
Strokes That Will Improve Your Score.
Walter F. Travis Country Life in America.

The

of the Pri\-ileges of the Modern
Elizabeth
Shaw
Oliver Country
Life in America.
Golf in
Egypt. Horace Wyndham Badminton

—

Woman.

—

Railroad and Transportation.
Spears
Cabinboat
Traveling. Raymond
S.
Country Life In America.
The Railways of Germany Moody's Magazine.
The Railways of Me.xico — Moody's Magazine.
Common Sense in Automobile Touring. Harry
B. Haines Recreation.
Tiie Railways of England.
Charles F. Beach
Moody's Magazine.
How Railroads Might be Built— American Re-

—

—

view of Reviews.
F>ance and the Spread of Automobilism
ican Review of Reviews.

— Amer-

Religion.

(May.)
Cruising in a Small Yacht. Charles Pears Badm.inton (May.)
Days A-Fishing. Oliver Kemp .Scribner's.
Athletes
College
in Public Service.
Ralph D.
Paine Recreation.
Organized
Vacations for Boys. Roscoe Brum-

—

—

—
—Recreation.

baugh

Trout Fishing In The Big Horn Range. S. S.
Metzger Recreation.
A Vacation on the Canal. Elizabeth A. Irwin

—

Recreation.

Camping

the

in

Ozarks.

Conrad Lucke,

Jr.

Recreation.

How to Manage Them. D. Bruce
Ridpath—Recreation.
The Triumph of the Camera. Arthur Hoeber
Canoes and

Cosmopolitan.

The American Church on Trial. Hugh C. WeirPutnam's.
The Awakened Church. Shailer Mathews— World
To-Day.
The Crisis in the Syrian Protestant College at
Beirut.—Missionary Review of The W'orld.
The Church and the Crisis in Cities Missionary
Review of The World.

—

The Training
per

The

of a Baseball

Team.

James Hop-

—Everybody's.

Family Motor

Boat.

Arthur Chapouille

Good Housekeeping.

A Canoe

Trip

Without Guides.

The Chaperon

Good Housekeeping.
Hunting
deira

in

British

East Africa.

Percy

C.

—Metropolitan.
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The

Stage.

Mme. Eames' Valedictory
Opera-going
nam's.

Women

the

of

Circus.

A

:

Final

Emma

Public.

Hugh

C.

Word to the
Eames—PutWeir—Hamp-

ton's.

The Stage of the Season. George Jean Nathan
Bohemian.
The Moralist Among French Dramatists. George
Henry Payne Harper's Weekly (May 15.)
Dramatic Censors and Some New Plays. Alan
Dale Cosmopolitan.

—

—

—

Travel and Description,
A

Seeing
America.
Housekeeping.

.

—

The Victoria Falls, Rhodesia. Lady Leehm.-;re
Badminton (May.)
The Colorado
Canyon. Prof.
W. M. I>a\'is—
Geographical Journal.
Doing the Grand Canyon.

—

—

Maine's Earliest Open Waters. Charles Il^trett
Beane New England Magazine.
Through the Smoky Mountains on Horseback.
Mrs. Edward N. Liell Recreation.
Switzerland. Samuel G. Blythe Everybody's.
A Morning Ride to Kenia. Dr. W. S. Rainsford Outlook.
The Alpine Ice World. Edwin Asa Di.x Outlook.

—

—

A Wanderer

to

Atlantic

City.

Arthur B.

—Travel

Magazine.
Zoological Park
in the World.
Elwin R. Sanborn Metropolitan Magazine.
New Auto for Snow Travel. W. T. Prosser

Maurice

The

Greatest

—

Technical World.

Camping in the High
Comstock—Country

Anna Botsford

Sierras.
Life

in

America.

Rockies with
a Camera.
Canadian
George D. Pratt— Country Life In America.
America
Argentine. Paul S.
The New South
Reinsch— World To-Day.
Sierras. Dillon Wallace
Beyond the Mexican
In

the

:

in

Aim

Edward

Paris.

—

Dr.

W. T. Gren-

Women
Our

Undisciplined

and the Home.
Daughters.

Wright

Reginald

Kauffman —Hampton's Magazine.
The Care and Cleaning of Furs. Marion

Neil

Delineator.

Talk

About

Parents

to

Bohemia.

Anne

Evans— Delineator.
Training Girls in the
Wrong Way. Katharine
Eggleston Woman's Home Companion.
Home Problems. Margaret E. Sangster—Wo-

—

man's
Canning

Home Companion.
t)ie

Summer.

and Vegetables

Fruits

Gerald

S.

McCarthy

of

Early

—Suburban

Life.

The Useless Tragedy of the Farmer's W:ie W.
A. Du Puy — Delineator.
On Marriage and
the Working Woman. Anne

O'Hagan— Smith's.
in the Making

Woman

of

America.

H. Adding-

—Smith's.

Within Your Scope

Success, they tell us, comes from aiming high.
comes from aiming low, from aimit oftener
Suppose, for instance, that
ing within one's scope.
the average reporter, aiming high, devoted his life
to the composition of Shakespearean tragedies or
Miltonic epics ^do you think he would succeed ?
Ah, no. Let us then aim at what we stand some
chance of hitting.
It is they who strive to leave
footprints in the sands of time who. alas, most frequently get stuck in the mud.
Keir Hardie,
I

think

MP.

^Z
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Lucaa

Verrall

—

ton Bruce.

Outing.

—

Outlook.
Experiences On The Labrador.
fell
Century.

A

gazine.

Run

John T. McCut?heon

— Appleton's.

—

Motor

Bramhall— Good

T.

—

Globe Trotter's Impressions of India. George
Cecil—English.
Alaska from the Inside. N. H. Castle Sunset
(May.)
Central America, a Land of Good Intentions.
Edwin Emerson Pacific Monthly.
World.
People
the
Southernmost
of
The
Charles W. Furlong Harper's Magazine.
A Garden Palace of the East. Charles Lorrimer
Overland Monthly.
Touring the Alps. Robert C. Auld—Travel Ma-

A

John

nrSV MAX'S

TllR
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Foreign Agents Wanted
TO SELL

Typewriting

Remington

Machines
We

want

some

to g-et in touch with

real live, active foreijrn ajjents to handle the g^reatest Typewriter proposition

on the market to-day.
I
charg-e onlv
$5.00 to S50.00 for any of the Standard
Typewriters (orii^inal
cost $100.00 to $285.00), and I am g-etting-

Hammond

Smith Premier

the business here in the
U.S., but
to
branch out now for the
" foreign " business.

want

M'n'fc us

and

iv ill

7i<c'

out-

line our cracker-jack
offer to you.

The Walter Fetlaw Company
.Vi>
11 Chambers St. New York
^

,

l_

U.S A.

iiderwood

Oliver No.

i

TRY

SOME
^•^'"" ir

"Beaver
Brand"
English
BreakfastI

Bacon
is

ST.

CHARLES EVAPORATED CREAM
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER

Always Ready
Insist

-

•

Never Fails

on securing St. Charles Brands
from your Grocer

It is juicy, tasty, ten-

der,

and the flavor is
Guaran-

delicious.
Manufactured by

teed sug-ar cured.
Sold- By All Grocers

Charles
Condensing Co.
St.

IngersoU

Canada

Ontario

the

head of the
house at the morning- meal.

ideal dish for the

The IN6ERS0LL PACKING

COMPANY,

LIMITED

CANADA
ONTARIO.
INGERSOLL,
F"~^
Western Agents:

Mason

t>cHickey,

Winnipeg.Man.

Of

Interest

Office Managers

to

Writerpress Inking Carriage.

THE

accompanying cut

Inking

Carriage.

use on

for

This

winding

Illustrates the Direct

device

is

designed

any Writerpress and has

in adthe regular cylinder for printing, in
automatic inking roller made of felt with the
necessary mechanism to bring
it
into contact

dition

to

with the type
delivered

and

while
oiit

of

the

printed sheet
contact while the

is

being

sheet

is

printed.

The Direct Inking Carriage may be instantly
removed from the machine, the same as the regular carriage, and is used when the typewriter
ribbon

effect

price lists,

same

the

as

an

ordinary

clock.

It

prints in a straight line of plain, readable type
the year, month, day,
hour, minute, p.m. cr
a.m.,
at
the exact
moment the plunger is

The clocks are perfectly adapted to any
no matter how severe.
Unauthorized persons cannot tamper with the
Standard Time Stamp, for the type *h'3els are
continuously and positively
locked. This also
prevents shifting while impressions
are le'.ng
taken. Neither
can
the
record be tampered
pressed.

service,

with.
Factories,

houses,

railroads,

hotels,

clubs,

banking and mercantile

insurance,

telephone,

tele-

not required, as on office forms,
quotations,
illustrations, line cuts,
is

Prints from any size or style of printers'
etc.
type or flat plates. Full information concerning

Direct Inking Carriage

this carriage

can

be

secured

from the

Writer-

Company, Hamilton.

press

Standard Time Stamp.
Punctuality and accuracy in business transactions are absolutely essential to retain patron-

Many

age.

ness

has

disputes have arisen and much busibeen lost owing to orrors being made

the time when orders were to be fillThe use of the Standard Time Stamp i revents any such errors.
It may be used for stamping the exact time
in stating

ed.

telegrams or telephone messages are redelivered,
orders for goods veceived
and filled, papers or documents filed, bills pf.id.
It helps and systemtatizes business and pays for
itself in the customers it retains.
This stamp requires no attention other tlu.n
letters,

ceived

134

or

StandarJ Time Automatic Stamp

graph and messenger service companies, billiard
rooms, livery stables, public offices, and in I;iet
financial,
accounting and recording offices,
Jill
will find the Standard Time Stamp of the greatest assistance in handling business.

New

Travelers' Expense Book.

Having expenses
secrets of

success

well in
in

hand

connection

one of tlie
with the safe

is

and progressive management
of any well conducted business. Keeping tab on outlays has of-
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By Over

13s

Hundred Registrations

a

In practically every country that has a patent law - in every
principalit)',

province and colon\' that protects the inventor and

premium on brains
Trademark regfistered.
puts a

\ou

will find

the

This trademark g'oes on Gillette Blades

— on

Gillette

Gillette Safety

Wrappers — as the
Razor outfit.

"GILLETTE

— on

"

Gillette

Boxes

sign

of the

disting-uishing-

you before \ou bu\- the " GILLETTE " by
having- orig-inated a unique trademark for you to remember.

We

protect

We

protect you

having-

you buy the "GILLETTE" by
the most unique and the most satisfactory

orig-inated

after

shaving- appliance that the world has ever seen.

—

—

—

3-our Jeweler
your Druygist your Hardwareman the clerk in
your favorite Departmental Store to show you the " Gillette " and explain

Ask
its

—

exclusive features.

THE GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO. OF CANADA LIMITED
OFFICE AND

FACTORY
Say you

63 ST.

:

saw the

ad. in

ALEXANDER STREET.. MONTREAL
Busy IMan's Mag-azine.

IHE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
ten been a rather difficult
cedure, but
the problem
the sales

department

and complicated prois

of

now made easy

to

any firm by a handy

as the Compa Traput on the market by
the Compa Sales Bureau. London, Ont.
It
many superior advantages over
possesses
little

velers'

leather booklet

Expense

known

Outfit,
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THE TELEGRAPH OF THE FUTURE"
Economy of the New

Effkipzncy, Accuracy and

Telepost System
A year ago comparatively few people would
have understood what any one was talking
about had the word "Telepost" been heard
in a
casual conversation.
Now, however,
there is probably not a Canadian community
reached by Uncle Sam's mails and certainly
not one in the United States that does not
know something definite about this new and
really wonderful system of automatic telegraphy that sends messages whizzing over the
wires at the speed of a thousand words a minute.

The Telepost

is

the

perfected

result

of

tricians
in
general came to the conclusion
that, ideal as automatic telegraphy was in
theory, it could not be realized in successful
practice. But Mr. Patrick B. Delany, an expert electrical engineer and the inventor of
many telegraphic improvements, (a native of
Ireland, by the way) announced to his friend
and associate, Mr. Thomas A. Edison, that
he was going after "static," as he believed

problem

the

could

be

solved

by patient

effort.

He
to

devoted himself with determined energy
experiments which he hoped would make

him master of the principle. He devised new
mechanisms and applied new theories to the
woxking-out of a system that occupied him
years before he finally discovered
to deal with "static" (which may be
described to the lay mind as the excess electricity with which a wire is saturated, and
which must be "cleared" before signals can
be sent. It is a very tricky element).
In
1903 he obtained from the
United States
government a basic patent on his invention
for the control and use of the "static"
patent that gives him, and through him the
Telepost Company, the exclusive right to the
only method by which rapid automatic telegraphy is possible. He succeeded where many
earnest and brilliant predecessors failed, for
the Delany System of Rapid Automatic Telegraphy, known as the Telepost, has conclusively demonstrated its reliability and efficiency in every kind of weather, under the
most exacting conditions, and sends its one
for

fifteen

how

—

Inventor Delany and Chief Engineer Larish reading from
a Telepost Instrument which has been "slo^ved
down" to a speed to permit reading by sound.

many

years of scientific effort to achieve what
electricians regarded as the inevitable outcome
of the telegraphic art, the mechanical transmission of messages. Several inventors devised machinery
that would automatically
transmit messages at high speed, and as
early as 1879 one of the systems was
put
into
experimental O'peration in the United
States. Unfortunately for those earlier
inventions, the electricians were unable to cope
with their arch-enemy, the "static" charge
of a telegraph wire. Therefore, while the system workerl splendidly in favorable weather
conditions, it was "put out of commission"
by atmospheric chancres, induction currents,

and other disturbances and rendered impracOther automatics were brought forward, but in each instance the "static" interfered so persistently with their operation
that continuous service could not be maintained. After these futile experiments electicable.

Tt

is

to your advantage to mention

thousand words a minute through when
storm influences make hand transmission impossible. It is now in operation in parts
New England and in some of the states

of
of

the Middle West.
Remarkable as Mr. Delany's achievement
imis from a scientific view-point, its real
portance lies in the fact that it clears the
way for the almost inestimable boon of cheap
telegraphy. The ability to send telegrams at
a minute
the rate of one thousand words
means that the Telepost can transmit over
one wire as many messages as ordinarv telegraph companies can transmit over seventeen
wires, and
with four wires can do all the
business that other companies can do with
assuming that the
is
sixty-eight •which
methods at present in use permit the sending of sixty words a minute on an average.
Rut as the president and general manager of
averthe
says
principal
telegraph
the

—

Busy Man's when writing

advertisine-.
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age rate

in

the I'nited

States

is

but

fif-

words a minute, the Telepost could acwith
two wires what' the handcomplish
operated systems obviously would require one
hundred and thirty-three wires to perform.
With such a very great economy in the
matter of construction, maintenance, etc.,
teen

the Telepost can operate very proHtably with
tolls
and, however gratifying it may
be to a public that has long paid the very
highest rates in the world, it is not surprising that the Telepost sends messages at the
charge of a cent a word, half a cent a word,
or one-quarter of a cent a word, according
to the character of the message. But even
this low late is minimized by the fact that
distance makes no dilTerence in the cost of a
Telepost message, the charges being the same
'between any two points. The savinig to business men communicating between New York
and Chicago, or St. Louis, or St. Paul, or
San Francisco, etc.. will be enormous in the
course of a year, and they will heartily wrl-

low

;

o

v'ice

carries ten

words for ten cents

it

will

undoubtedly soon be a very popular means of
communication in cases where messages are
urgent, though not of enough importance in
the matter of time to necessitate delivery by
The su|nemacy of the
special messenger.
Telepost system does not rest on a theocontinuous operation through
retical claim
the severities of the past winter, over a line
stretching from Boston, Mass., to Portland,
Me., demonstrated anew the previously luUy
as
established claims of the Telepost
"a
means of furnishing rapid and uninterrupted
telegraphic communication."
The Company has opened several western
lines, and in the course of the year expects
to have a profitable commercial service
in
operation. It will not take many years to
extend the Telepost throughout the entire
;

country.

Popular appreciation of the Telepost is
shown in the desire to secure stock in the
enterprise, the whole of Series

A

and

a large

TU'SV

Till-

M.WS MAGAZTXR

To hold what you have
and

Make a
is

what

nearly everyone

accomplish

this

it

more

Uttle

way.

desires to do in a financial

To

necessary to be forewarned, to have a clear

is

idea of investments, and of g'eneral financial and

business condi-

tions.

THE FINANCIAL POST
Will assist you
It is

an indeqendent, readable and

for the

private

summary

of

published

in

as

stc">ck

the

reliable weekl}institutional

and bond movements

Canada, while

comprehensive

as

well

and

its

is

newspaper,

investor.

Its

the most complete

special articles on investments are

authoritative.

Its

practical

advice

and

timely warning- have saved the inexperienced investor from man\^

a loss and increased the profits of the experienced.

THE POST IS ENDORSED BY CANADA'S LEADING
BANKERS AND FINANCIAL AUTHORITIES
Single Copies 10 cents at

WEEKLY,

$3.00

all

news-stands.

PER YEAR

THE FINANCIAL POST
1
Montreal,

Front Street East, Toronto

Winnipeg,

Sav vou

New

saw the

York,

ad.

in

Chicago,

Paris,

Busy Man's Magazine.

London
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Free Trip to "Toronto

National Exhibition''
and Return, with Six Admission Tickets thrown
To anyone,

Canada, who sends us new,

in for

good measure.

paid-in-advance subscriptions aa
Railway, or
Steamship. Transportation
(as preferred) to Toronto and Return, over any Canadian Railway, or Steamboat Line, together
with Six Regular Admission Tickets to the Toronto
National Exhibition
this fall. Tickets
good during the Exhibition, subject to the regulations of the transportation company issuing
them.
Begin now. and see how easy it Is to earn this outing. Subscriptions may be sent in any
time before July loth next, but not later, as the remaining time before the fair is required to
complete arrangements for traveling accommodation for those who respond to this ofler.
There is no competition, or other element of chance or risk about this offer. The distance
you reside from Toronto regulates the number of subscriptions you must send. When you have
sent that number you may rest assured that our
undertaking
will be carried out to the
letter.
The regular railway time-tables will be used to determine the distance, which is to be
calculated by the shortest passenger route. By consulting your railway time-table you will get
this information, or we will supply it. Should you fail to secure the full number of subscriptions required, proper remuneration will be made by sending you, in lieu of the tickets, their
pro rata equivalent in cash.
Notify us early of your intention to accept this offer
for
convenience you may use the
form below. This ofler is open to ANYONE, whether a subscriber or not.
living in

full-year,

per schedule below, will be furnished Free First-Class

:

from
Toronto

Mile.s
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TO HAVE SUCH
AN OFFER
as the one appearing on the opposite page fully appreciated
by our readers is a great satisfaction.
expected this
free trip to interest people who have no false ideas about
their precious dignity and at the same time have the ability
to go out and get the subscriptions.
In this we were
correct; each day brings its quota of subscriptions from
people who are enthusiastic over the trip and the enjoyment they are getting out of their canvass. The following
letter is a very good sample.

We

Brandon, Man., May iS, icfog.
The Busy Man's Magazine, Toronto, Can.
Gentle?nen : / have much pleasure in enclosing an express order for S42.00 to-

—

gether with twenty-one orders.
This brings yny cou7it up to sixty-four, so I should now have fourteen orders
above the fifty required for the free trip, but I hope to further increase this before
Thanking you for past favors, yours truly,
July ic;th.
E. Elliott West

They claim

that

it is

a business proposal, and that no

element of favor enters into

it.

The magazine

is

worth

the money, and more too, so there is no obligation incurred
by those who take up the work; in fact, one enthusiast thinks he is doing his subscribers a favor by showing
them how they can get the cream of all the leading magaHis idea correctly
zines for a year for only two dollars.
sums up the situation.

He has a good opinion of himself, the magazine and
Then why should he
the trip, all of which are justified.
not put his energ'y and brains into a fair, square effort to win ?
win.

What people like about this offer is that ANYONE can
You undertake to get a stated number of new^ sub-

scriptions

No

matter

We
request,

and when you have done that you get the

trip.

HOW MANY someone else gets.

will send you forms like that on opposite page upon
and furnish sample copy, order books, etc.

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
Don't

fail

to

mention Busy Man's when writing advertisers.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
The

ideal

medium
with

magazine,

a

for classified advertising that

is

not purely local

Advertisements

circulation.

national

in

character

the standard

is

the Classified Departments of

in

Busy Man's w^ill be read throughout all parts of Canada from Halifax to Vancouver,
by thousands in United States and England. This great market of buyers can be

besides

per

at the small cost of four cents

reached

Forms

vv^ord.

Agents Wanted
LIVE,

RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES

Box 137,B U;>Y MAN'S MAGAZINE.

A LONDON FIRM

which manufactures high grade cash tills
and registers wishes to get in touch with firms of standing in
or accept the agency for their goods.
deal
in
to
open
Canada
Box,ff7, BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE.

Antique Furniture
ANTIQUE FURNITURE— We carry the finest

to

Her Majesty Queen Alexandra.

WANTED—

To give every man who needs protection an
opportunity of buying the best Safe in the market. Showrooms
444 St. James Street, Montreal. The Canadian Fairbanks
Co., Limited.

ADVERTISING SOLICITOR— A man
Toronto and

VV. A.
titles

—The

of

Men

How

Thrift, Or,

12 chapters are

:

;

Buy; Options and Purchase Agreements;

of

with experience in
magazines, exclusively

five

IN

TWO

.Man's.

YEARS-Let

us

start you in the collection business.
No capital needed; big
f.eld.
t each you sec rets of CO Heeling money, re ferbusiness
to you.
Write to-day for free pointers and new plan. Ameri
can Collection Service, 143 State, Detroit, Mich.

We

TO INVESTORS. — One

of the progressive Western contractcompanies last year paid 40°, cash from its manufacturing
The company is now extending to meet the heavy

demand on

Real Estate in General
How and Where to
to Accumulate Capital

the

handle

to

Give qualifications. Box 333, Busy

east.

profits.

BUY AND SELL REAL ESTATE AT A PROFIT
HOW TOCarney,
the author of the "New Secretary's Manual."
by

work,

journal

trade

ing

Books for Business

Opportunities

BUILD A $5,000 BUSINESS

collection of
Spanish, Moorish, and other antique goods in Gibraltar. Al'
Mediterranean steamers stop long enough for visitors to see
our stock. Write for prices in anything you want. S. E.
Benoliel & Company, Gunners' Lane, Gibraltar. By appoint-

ment

15 th of preceding month.

Business
of financial siand

ing are wanted by a manufacturer of engines and motors to
represent them for the sale of their reversing gear for motor
boats.

close

Deeds

;

How

to

Make a Loan, Including Execution of Mortages and Trust
Deeds; Transfer of Titles in Escrow, Taxes and Insurance;
Home "and Homesteads; Miscellaneous Matter Affecting Real
Estate; Subdivisions; How and When to Sell; Booms and
Panics; The book contains forms used in the purchase and
sale of residence and business property. Mines, Oil Lands,

the coast, and now offers a small block of its stock
full particulars, write Box 225, BUSY MAN'S

For

at par.

MAGAZINE.

Toronto.

FREE SITES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES-Seven

rail-

minimum

tax.

roads, deep water, Niagara power, natural gas,
J. B.

McCormick, Welland, Canada.

LOCATION OF WORKS-A

well situated English city desires to get into touch with any Canadian manufacturers intending to erect works in England, to take advantage of the
provisions of the New Patent Act
good railway centre, near
sea board, water power available also gas, labour and water
are cheapand rates moderate sites and buildings for manufacturing purposes obtainable.
Box 145, BUSY M.\N'S
;

etc;

Price $2.

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS SELF-TAUGHT,

by

W.

;

A.

Carney.— Contains 16 lessons dealing with location and
equipment of office, listing property, advertising, selling, exchanging, taking options, how to write up contracts of sale and
exchange, make deeds, leases and other conveyances, renting,
insuring, speculating, loans and mortgages, promoting and incorporating, and keeping books for the real estate office, etc.
Price $2.00.

cloth, $1.00.

12mo.

SALES PROMOTION— An

absolutely unique book on selling
and salesmanship. A book for the merchant and the clerk.
dividends
to all those who sell or
big
bring
will
A book which
have to do with the selling of anything. This book is not only
whole
force. The clerk
for
the
is
ro.id
it
the
on
for the man
who does not read it misses the chance to learn how to earn
read
it and pass
it on
to
should
merchant
The
more money.
his clerks. An index of the subjects treated would take up two
- every point in the selling of giods is covthis
like
circulars
'

Price $2.00.
208 pages
5'/2 X 8 inches.
ACCOUNTANCY, by
appointed to revise the
accountant
expert
an
Haskins,
W.
accounting system of the U. S. Government and recognized as
clear, practical views of
contains
his
book
This
an authority.—
the nature and value of accountancy and business education,
training as a profesbusiness
of
recognition
for
a
it is a plea
sion to be classed with the liberal professions. 239 piges.
Price $2.00.
BUY LIFE INSURANCE-The only book which

ered.

BUSINESS EDUCATION

Educational
MAIL COURSES

in

Shorthand, Bookkeeping, .Matriculation.

Dominion Business College, corner College and

Ad-writing.

Brunswick, Toronto;

J. V. Mitchell, B.A.. Principal.

BOOK-KEEPING AND SHORTHAND courses $10 each. We guarantee to make

Correspondence
you an efficient
Bookkeeper or Stenographer. Special book-keeping courses
in their own particular business for storekeepers and tradesWrite for information, Johnston's Academy, Aurora,
men.
Ontario.

Games and Amusements
MAGIC POCKET TRICK
cluded— send
39th Street,

FREE-illustrated catalogue in.M.igic Depi- 22. 270 West

cents in stamps.
York.

4

New

C

AND

HOW TO

treats a policy as merchandise and tells how to buy it intelliEvery one who lakes out or now owns an insurance
gently.
policy needs this dear, suggestive manual. Price $1.35.
10 Front Street F«sf. Tornntn

TECHNICAL BOOKS.
Everv advcrtiscmont

MAGAZINE.

—

by Philip C. Goodwin
This treatise on book-keeping can be studied systematically
andalone by the student with quick and permanent results.
In addition to a veiy simple yet elaborateexplanation in detail
of thesystems of both single and double entry book-keeping,
beginning with the initial transactions and leading the student
along to the culminating exhibit of the balance sheet the work
contains a glossary of all the commercial terms employed in
the business world, together with accounts in illustration, exercises for practice, and one set of books completely written

BOOK-KEEPING SELF-TAUGHT,

up.

;

on

Hardwood Flooring
HARDWOOD

FLOORING.

" Beaver Brand'

the best for you to buy not because
cause our customers are satisfied with

ing

is

we say

;

it.

Oak

Floor

so,

but be-

Write Seaman.

Kent Co., Limited, Toronto and Meaford.

PRICES REDUCED -J.

Harrison & Sons

for ioisling, sheeting, timber, sash,
hardwood flooring, lath, shingles, e'c

this puffo

merits

your

attention.

(109'

Co, Owen

doors,

interior

Sound,
finish,

nUSV -MAX'S MAGAZINE

THI-:

Cream Freezers

Ice
MACE'S
Easv

Patents,

NEW DEPARTURE
Easy

to lurn.

serve.

to

ICE CREAM FREEZER.
No din, no trouble. Price
A. H. Mace & Co., 746 Notre

only $3.00. .Wanufactured by
Dame St. West, Montre.iI. Agents wanted.

M3

Trade Marks,

Etc.

PATENTS THAT PROTECT - Fetherstonhaugh
Co.;
ChasW Taylor, B.Sc. late Examiner Canadian Patent&Office,
t^inada Life Building, Montreal.

PATENTS— Free

set of sketching instruments and preliminary advice to each inventor. Trade marks, copyrights,
indus''%; 'Cousins, formerly of Washington,
D.C.,
'/Ai' K^"'C"^-, P:
506 New York Life Building, Montreal.

Legal
E.

HART NICHOLS.

H.

S.

LEMON,

Solicitor,

Caleary. Alberta.

barrister, solicitor, notary,

etc..

Safes

Moose Jaw,

Saskatchewan.

AHERN SAFES AND VAULTS
from

afford absolute

rritcction

Medical

fire and b.irglars.
Send for catilogue. Ahern Safe Co.,
Ltd., Sales offices, 390 St. James St.; factory,
119 to 153
Poplar .Avenue, .Montreal.

non-sursical) — 400 pjge, revised ediupon request to residents of the city of Montreal or
by mail, elsewhere in the Province of Quebec or in the Ontario
counties, Stormont, Russell. Prescoit and Glengarry. Apply
97 Drummond St., Montreal, headquarters for the above disLecture for women, Thursdays at 3 p.m. Offices open
tricts.
9a. m. to 6 p.m. Phi>ne Up- town 1085.

bank, st 're, office, or home.
Laminated steel construction, grooved door and pitent lock
them secure against burglary. Paiented composition
filling renders them proof against the severest fires
Inquire
of Tne Canadian Fairbanks Co., Limited, 444 St. James
St

HYGIENE — (natural,

tion, free

BUSINESS MEN who cannot spare time for necessary exeicise
and who are overworked will get great benefit from scientific
massage by a graduate from London Hospital, England. Thos.
Tweddle, 1 16 Avenue Rd., Toronto.

FOR SALE— SAFES — For

inake

Montreal.

Show
SHOW CASES

Tees

lablished 50 years.

&

Co.,

30J

at

St

Situation

lowest figures.

James

St.,

Es
Montreal

TYPEWRITERS FOR SALE, second
ing

hand machines, includUnderwood, Remington, and (thers. In good condition.
at a moderate rate.

Can turn out good work when operated
Box 227, BUSY MANS MAGAZINE.

LARGEST STOCK OF TYPEWRITERS

IN

AMERICA-

aid to every retail merchant in the
Saves money, time, work and worry, Tne National
Cash Register Co., F. E. Mutton, Canadian Manager, corner
Yon^e Street and Wilton .Avenue, Toronto.

world.

GENERAL TYPEWRITER AGENCY-New

and second-

duplicators, ribbons, carbons and linen
Charles B. Walsh, 30 St. John

piper-i, mimeographs, etc.
Street, Montreal.

by " Products of Dividends" beats
It is a calculating implement in
the form of a pocket book. Used and endorsed by experts.
One railway company took a whole edition. Get particulars
while you have this address. G. A. Christensen, C. E. Box
22-B, San Francisco, Cal.

Costs

made

to

order.

Wanted

of trust, e.perienced banker, or partnersiiip in broser's or other financial business. Can supply
limited capital. Financier, care J. B. MacLean, 10 Front St.
Ea>i, Toronto.

POSITION AS ASSISTANT ADVERTISING MANAGER
-Correspondence invited. Address, "A D," BUSY .MAN'S

COMPANION— A woman

of 27 years, highly respectable, of
address, desires position as compaiiion and help to
invalid or srn.ill family wishing to travel or otherwise.
Reerences given. G., care BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE.

good

Stamps, Coins, Etc.
STAMP COLLECTORS-We
Colonials (only)

in

have the finest stock of British
the world, ranging f om cheapest to rarest,

beginnersoradvanced collectors. Write for lists. Canada
stampswanted in exchange. Colonial Stamp Co, 953 E.
53rd Street. Chicagi, III.
for

COINS — piy from $1 to 600 for thousands of rare coinc,
stamps and paper money to 1894. Send stamp for illustrated
and make money quickly. Vonbergen, the
Coin Dealer. Dept. 20, Boston. Mass.
1

RAPID CALCULATION
any machine.

kinds

WANTED — Position

NATIONAL AID— An

typewriters,

all

.MAGAZINE.

LDwest prices— easiest terms — rented anywhere- applying rent
on pr ce. "Visible" writers, Olivers, Underwoods, etc., or
Write for catalogue
standard Remington, Smith Premier, etc
16. Typewriter Emporium (Established 1892;, 92-94 Lake St.,
Chicago.

hand

of

Prompt deliveries Write for catalogue. The Montreal Show*
Case Co., 336 in 3+2 Craig Street West Montreal.

Office Equipment
EVERY VARIETY OFFICE DESKS

Cases.

Show Cases

circular, get posted

$.3.00.

Summer

Resorts.

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS EACHIN

eight-roomed
;

;

ville,

HIGH GRADE PAPER MADE

Two

cottages, furnished, " ood, ice, extensive verandahs
location
unexcelled Lake of Bays, Muskoka. Wesley Bready, Bays-

Printing

CANADA —

Makers

of

Superfine Linen Record, Earnscliffe Linen Bond, Empire
Linen Bond, Colonial Bond. Grand prix, Paris 1900. The
Rolland Paper Co., Montreal, Quebec, Toronto.

HUNDRED

FIVE
NEATLY PRINTED CARDS, Billheads,
Envelopes or Dodgers for one dollar. Send for price list and
samples. Frank H. Barnard, Printer. 246 Spadina Ave.,
Toronto. Telephone.

Ont.

OWN YOUR SUMMER

RESORT--250

acres,

healthiest

Canada; 30 compmions at $100 each will buy it.
Also I have a money maker. $10 to $20 a day; something
new, $3,000 will buy this. Write at once for particulars.
Box 513, Cobourg, Ontirio. Best town in Canada.

spot in

Tents, Awnings, Etc.
FOR YOUR SUMMER OUTING

Pocket Adding Machines.
YALE

MACHINE —

ADDING
Will add quickly and
Substantially made of steel, heavily nickeled.
U.S. post offices. Can be carried in vest pocket;
weight 1 ; oz. Fully guaranteed.
Send for descriptive circular. Dept. C, Dominion Sales Co., 17 St. John Street,
Montreil.
$1.00

you will find our stock of
Tents, Awnings, Tarpau ins. Sails, Flags, etc., always relieble.
postal card will bring yuu a copy of the new catalogue we are
just getting out, giving full pariiculgrs of our new spring

A

Tho-..

lines.

Sonne,

sr.,

1

^'3

Commissinners

St.,

Montreal.

accurately.

Used

in all

When

writing- advertisers kindly

AWNINGS! AWNINGS! AWNINGS!- Brighten

up your
g-et prices; everything in canvas
goods tents, marine supplies. Catalogue on request. Sonne's
Marine Smre'. Dep'. S. ^F-Q «?'. .Nme= Street, Montreal.

premises, send sizes and
;

mention Busy Man's Magazine.
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You Have a RIGHT

to

Independence

independence, but you must have an honest purpose
to earn it. Many have purpose, ambition and enerj^y, but thorough direction
and intelligent help must be supplied. My instruction supplies the first, and
our Co-operative Bureau fulfills the second. Large numbers have availed
themselves of both, succeeding to a remarkable degree. Investigate without
prejudice, tliis opportunity to

You have

a right to

LEARN THE COLLECTION BUSINESS
and escape salaried drud^jery frr life. If you have an idea that the collection business as I tearh
not as safe, sure and dignihed as a bank, or any other profitable business, you are mistaken, and I will prove it, if you earnestly desire to get ahead. No essential branch of business is so
limitless, nor less crowded. No business may be built so large without investment of capital.
I will gladly send you, for the asking,

it is

"POINTFRS ON THE COLLECTION BUSINESS"
may mean comlort

It

W.

E.

A.

SHRYCR,

Pres.

PULLAN

Best service guaranteed.
2-8 Maude St. and 488-490 Adelaide

St.

if

not a great deal more.

COMMON

J48

Write

for

now.

KILLS RATS,MICE,ROACHES,

BED-BUGS a MOTHS
Inquire o/ytiur (7rocer
NO ODOR
Common Sense Nf^ Co
ThereM

"^ tI*«J

it

jnj
It dries

W.,

them

TORONTO

Phone Main 4693.

YACHTS, MOTOR BOATS,

ROW

it

State St.. Delroil. Mich.

CPM CP

Most reliable junk dealer in the city, king of waste
paper business, buys waste paper of all ^ades in any
quantity, also rsigs, metals, etc. Orders promptly attended
to.

for life,

AMERICAN COLLECTION SERVICE.

BOATS

Built to order at

and

moderate

RUBBER

CANOES
y^^^^.^.

^

...

:

&STEEL

prices.

Write for Prices.
Stirrat

&

Co., 230 Poulett

St.,

STENCILS
TORONTO. SEALS

Owen Sound

93 CHURCH ST.

^

Srow/flee*s Oc/or/ess

MOTHINE
Would Have Saved Them
Before storing your furs for the summer it will pay
to get a package of Mothine, which is the most
effective preventative and destroyer of Moths. It has
the advantage of being perfectly odorless so that
your furs have no unpleasant smell when unpack-

you

ed

in the Fall.

It can be dusted into Furs, Blankets, Carpets
and any kind of upholstered furniture without inIt contains
jury to the fabric.
poisonous drugs of any kind.

Ask your Drugf^ist
If he hasn't (rot

it,

Mothine

no

:

write us for a sample packai^e

BROWN, LEE
Gl'KLPH,

for

positively

CO.,

LIMITED
ONTARIO

CANADIAN NATIONAL ART GALLERY SERIES. NO.
THE HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND
I'aiiiliiiB liy T.

J.

Kraser.

7
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Romance

TORONTO JULY

of

19 09

Transportation in

N

o

3

Canada

By

W.

S.

forty-two years that have
THE
elapsed
since
Confederation

have been the most eventful
During"
the history of Canada.
that period, w^hat were formerly a
series of disjointed provinces
or
colonies have been consolidated into
in

one Dominion, which has leaped
to world-w'ide prominence w-ith

inal-

most lightning-like
tance has
speed and

rapidity.
DisHigh
been annihilated.
reduced cost for transit

have brought w'idely-separated communities closer together, have created a bond of union and have solidified and strengthened that bond into
one of mutual interest. The remote
has become near, so that in point of
time and convenience, our friends
a thousand miles distant are now
more accessible than w^ere those a
hundred miles away fifty years ago.
No more romantic story could be
written than that of the development of transportation in Canada,
and if any one had had imagination
enough forty years ago to predict
what has since come to pass, he
w^ould have been looked upon as a
greater romancer than the author of
the Arabian Nights.
Looking back over the past hundred years, wdiat changes have been

FISHER.

l)rought al)Out on this continent, the
greater portion of which was then
a "terra incognita," and looked upon
as impossible for cultivation or development
At that time, even in
the United States, the most prominent statesmen of that country considered union of the people on the
Atlantic and Pacific coasts as utterly out of the question.
In 1812
President Jefferson, writing to John
J. Astor, saw in the great American
desert an impassable barrier.
Ten
years later, Tracy, of New York, in
the Ignited States House of Representatives, said "Nature has fixed
limits for our nation. She has kindly provided"
mark the w^ords "as
!

—

—

our western barrier, mountains almost inaccessible, whose base she
skirted
has
watli
irreclaimable
deserts."

These two opinions reflect the
general feeling then existing in the
minds of the people of the United
.'^tates, and are useful in leading us
to estimate more truly the wonderful changes that have since been
brought about mainly through improved methods of transportation.
In view of w^hat has come to pass,
w^ho among us is bold enough to
predict wdiat the next hundred years,
19
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A LINK IN
C.P.R. sieamer Empress

of

THE ALL-RED LINE
England and Canada.

Briiain, connecting

yea.

make

may

commodities within the country

even the next ten or twenty,
develop, that will bring about
even greater changes than those
witnessed within the lives of those
present

No man who

e\ en a few
history will dare to
make pessimistic prophecies as to
the future accomplishments of the

pages of

human

has read

human

race.

It is

much

safer to be

optimistic.

A modern writer has defined
key with
transportation
as
the
which wise statesmen open the door
Over three
of national prosperity.
hundred years ago the philosopher
Bacon said "There be three things
which make a nation great and pros:

—

perous a fertile soil, busy workshops and easy conveyance for man
and goods from place to place."

Of

we may

be sure, that there
is ho other question of equal importance to the citizens of this
this

Dominion, formed as it is of a narrow stretch of coimtry extending a
distance of several thousand miles
and skirting the boundary of the
great nation to the south.
The importance of the subject to
to
hirst,
Canadians is two-fold:
2G

possible an

interchange

of
it-

enabling the producers of the
East and A\'est to ship quickh- and
at reasonable rates the commodities
they ])roduce, such as coal, iron,
lumber, fish, fruit, manufactured
goods, etc.. to the interior: and to
permit the farmer, the wheat grower
and the cattle raiser of the interior
to deliver his products at the lowest
cost at the seaboard and to those
centres of population within the
country itself which require them,
and to do all this through Canadian
self,

channels..

Second,

i)rovide the quickest
for the great and
increasing traffic in both freight and
to

and safest route

]>assengers between Etirope and the
)rient. an all-British or Imperial
route, that is rapidly becoming the
most important link in the chain of
communication between the different sections of the Empire.
(

How

do we stand with resjiect to
What
the present time?
has been done? V\'hat remains to
be done? As a matter of fact, while
very much has been accomplisheil.
(^nly a beginning has been made in
these at

ril]-:

ROMANCE OF TRAXSPORTATIOX

tlie A ast network of comnninication
on land and sea required to take care
of the huge commerce that is looming up before us.
Let us rapidly glance over the re-

cord of the past

The first steamer to plv on Canadian waters was on the St. Lawrence in 1809.
The first steamer to cross the Atlantic was the Royal A\'illiani from
Quebec in 1833.
The first canal o])ened was the
Lachine

The

in

1825.

railway in Canada was
and ran from La
1836
Prairie to St. Johns, P.O.
The first C.P.R. train to cross the
continent was in July. 1886.
The first Atlantic cable to Can-

built

first

in

ada was completed

in

1868.

The first telegraph line in Canada
was built in 1846. connecting Toronto with Xiagara.

To-day we have
24.000 miles

of

in

round numbers

raihvaN'

in

actual

IX

operation in Canada,
with
4.300
miles estimated as under construction.
expect soon to have three
transcontinental roads in operation,
each running over its own rails from
ocean to ocean, which, wdien viewed
by comparison with otir neighbors
to the south, is little less than amaz-

We

ing.

Their

first

transcontinental
1865.

b.ad a ]:)opulation of

about thirty-five

millions; ours in 1886, wdien we had
a population of four and one-half
They now have several
millions.
roads crossing the continent but not
one of these has a complete system
Instead, each one is
of its own.
made up of parts of various roads
joined together in a series of links
requiring several to form a complete
chain.
Perhaps if there is one thing more
than another that every Canadian
at home or abroad feels proud of. it
is

our

ENTERING WINNIPEG
first

road

when they

was opened about

own Canadian

Pacific

IN 1876

Connection by
railway equipment in Manitoba.
outside world was not made until December 1 0th, 1878.

.The landing of the

CANADA

rail 'with

the

Rail-
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TORONTO STATION
A scene

depicting

life

;

:

system, carrying on its own express
and telegraph service, with a large
fleet
of
passenger and freight
steamers on both the Atlantic and
Pacific, as well
as on
the Great
Lakes, it has done yeoman service
for the country as well as proving
a bonanza to those who are fortunate enough to hold st^ck purchased when the road was in its early
stages of struggle or before its \alue
was fully understood.
This
corporation,
through
its
vigorous management and aggressive methods, has done more to advance Canada abroad than almost
all other efforts combined.
Those
who have visited Great i'ritain and
the continent know how true this

Nor

is its

potent.
One
story told of

influence at
is

reminded

home

less

of

Mike Managan out

the
of

and railing at fortune. He had
walked the ties from one railroad
a job

lJ>5iJ.

around the platform and tracks half

way, easily the greatest and most
successful transportation corporation in existence. Owning and controlling over 10,000 miles of railway
in Canada and 4,000 in the United
States building its own freight, passenger and even sleeping cars running its own hotels along the entire

is.

IN

\ZIXI-

a century ago.

town

to another, passing the Canadian Pacific freight sheds, grain

This
elevators and palatial hotels.
upon the
insists
big corportion
twenty-four-hour system of time
reckoning: mid-night is twenty-four

and tea-time seventeen-thirFlanagan was held up at
the edge of the freight-yards by a
fellow-countryman. "Have ye Canadian Pacific Railroad toime on ye?"
And Flanagan explodes: "Canadian

o'clock,
ty.

Pacific Railroad toime, is it? They
the railroads, an' the towns, an'

own

every fut of land, an' all the jobs;
if they own the toime of day, by the
sowl of blessed Peter it's me for
Oulil

Ireland."

But here, as

else-

where, the railways and the newsI>apers have been the precursors of
progress.

While on

this topic one can hardreferring to another great
Canadian railway firm, rather than
corporation, that of Mackenzie &
Mann, who are quietly building, section by section, an entire transcontinental railway system of their

ly

hel|)

We lo.>k with interest at
such work w Ik n carried on by great
combinations of cajiital. but when
two men. single-handed, undertake
own.

THE

ROMAXll-:

Ol-

TKAXSIM

RAILWAY SCENE

IN

)R-r.\'ll()\

TORONTO

1

X

CANADA

1909

IN

Giving some idea of the trackage required in a modern yard. The Union
Station, noA' inadequate for its purpose, appears at the rear.

and successfully carry out such a
task, we stand aghast and admire
their pluck and ability.
This country has produced and
is to-day producing, many such men,
full of faith in the future and determined to secure their share of it,
whose names will go down to posterity as

men

of clear vision, indus-

try

and determination.

and

b}'.

tury

is

Allan, Cunard,
ing,

\Mien, by

the history of the past cenwritten, such names as

Donald Smith, Flem-

Home, Mount

\^an

Stephen,

Shaughnessy,
Hays,
many
and
others, will be written big among the
pioneers in providing means of
transportation on land and sea.
In 1809 the United States had a
population of six million, (equal to
ours of to-day) grouped along the
shore of the Atlantic, with not a
single mile of canals or a single mile
of railway,

mentioning

and no highways worth

—

nothing but a vigorous,
forceful people, chiefly of the Anglo-

Saxon

race.

Xow, one hundred years later.
they number ninety millions, with
217.000 miles of railway and a canal
svstem. being one of the most high-

developed and prosperous coununder the sun.
By contrast, Canada in this year
of 1909, has the same population
it
had a hundred years ago scattered, however, throughout our en!}

tries

tire area,

stretching from sea to sea,

with a complete system of waterways and railways equal to the best
in the world and being developed

and added to rapidlv.
Each government

in turn since
Confederation has recognized the
importance of improving the transportation facilities of the country
as rapidly and thoroughly as possible, "with the result that we stand
to-day, as already stated, with 24,000 miles of railway in operation
and 4,.'^oo miles under construction
a wonderful record for so young

—
a

country.

A

better comparison of our position can be given bv the following
statement Canada has one mile of
railway to each 260 ueople the United States to each 400; France to
each 1.600; the United Kingdom to
:

;

Canada stands eighth
1.800.
the world in actual railway mileage.
each
in

23
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\\ ilh these lads before us, who
can justly estimate the changes and
possibilities likely during the next
History is betwenty-five years?
ing made so rapidlv in this country

that

would require

it

man

a

broad vision to attempt to

of

foretell

it.

But

why

facilities,

all

past,

this rapid

present

growth of
and pros-

pective?
In order to successfully answer
the pressing question of the grain
grower of the prairie: Mow cheaply
can a bushel of wheat or other grain
be carried to tide water and from
thence to its destination abroad?
If, as frequently stated, our Great
become the
to
A\^est is destined
granary of the Empire, then a satisfactory solution of this question in
a w^ay that w^ill result in diverting
all

this

traffic

over Canadian

terri-

tory and through Canadian ports is
one of the tttmost importance to
evervone in this countrv. whether in
the East or West. All other questions are secondary to this.
all know that the quantities
now^ grown are but a fraction of
w^hat will be grown in a few years,
if settlers from all over the world
continue to flock in ui)on us as thev

We

MAGAZINE.
now doing at an average rate of
over 300,000 each year, and when
larger areas of the vast fertile but
unoccupied lands are put under culare

We

also know that the
present facilities have been taxed to
their utmost and have at times been
unable to cope with the situation.
The past few years have witnessed a marked change in the sentiment
The importof the whole country.
ance from every ipoint of view of
securing and retaining within our
own borders the entire traffic originating here, has taken a great hold
upon the minds of the people. This
feeling is reflected in the efforts of
the government of the day who are
grappling vigorously wnth it in order to keep pace with the demand
and to assist in providing those
facilities which are required to prevent the continued diversion of any
large portion of Canadian traffic to
American channels.
There has been a good deal of
discussion concerning the rivalry of
the Mississippi route via Galveston
and the Gulf of ^lexico, for the
grain trade of Canada, and
the
American Government and people
have for some years been debating
the (|uesti(»n of deepening the Mistivation.

mm
ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF NAVIGAllON
The
24

first

steamer

th.11

s.-iiled

the St. Lawrence River in

1709

KoMAXll'.

Till-:

Ol-

and CdiiiU'Clinj; il witli
Chicago and Lake Eric by canal. In
sissi|)])i

canal in^w connects
distance named, n-oni

fact, a drainaijc

part

of
Cliieaj^o

ilic
t(i

J

I

iliei.

just where the ])asis fur thi> fear
it
rest.s is somewhat ijuzzlinj:;'. as
would seem impossible to maintain

a proper depth of water thrtnishout
this river, which is subject to mamfluctuations and is full of sand-bars
for much of its course, with its
bottom ever shifting in depth. Even
if it were possible to na\'i,<iate barges
of sufficient draft and carrying ca])acity during the season of o])en navi-

gation, the time consumed in reaching the sea, with the much longer
voyage on the ocean to destination,
in addition to the heat to which the
wheat cargoes would be subjected,
would i>f itself prove too great a
drawd^ack for the trade ever to deIf
velop into serious proportions.
this \iew is correct, we mtist look
in other directions for danger.
This brings us to a consideration
of the Erie Canal, opened in 1825
and enlarged in 1862, running from
Buffalo to Albany, a distance of 30(1
depth of
miles, wath a maximum

seven feet and a cargo capacity of
8,000 bushels to each barge.
Contrast this with our own route
through the lakes via the ^^'el]and
Canal, a distance thrcTugh the can:d

ST.

The new White Star-Dominion

CANADA

rk.WSI'oK'IW'llOX IX
of oidy
feet

()4

miles, with a draft of 14

and a carrying capacity per

barge of 80,000 bushels or ten times
the ca])acity, with a much shorter
and (|uicker route, and with the time
the
of open na\igation practically
same.
The American (loxernment is now
at work improving the Erie Canal
at an estimated cost of $110,000,000,
increasing its depth to 12 feet to
take i,ooo-ton barges, four times the
;

It is calculated that
present size.
it w'ill take at least twenty years to
complete this work.
In the meantime, the Canadian
("lovernment is planning to increase
the depth of the Welland from 14
to 20 feet, thus placing it so far
ahead of any competition as to secure the major portion of the Canadian traffic, and it is hoped a share
As naturof the American as well.
so
ally as water runs dowm hill,
trade finds its own level and business develops along the line of least
In this case, the St.
resistance.
Lawrence River, inercing its way
into the heart of the continent and
connecting with the Great Lakes
through such an admirable canal
system, affords an outlet that has

This

no equal.

is

now being

fully

recognized, even l)v our neighbors
to the south, who are seriously discussing what can be done to prevent

LAWRENCE NAVIGATION,

1909

triple-screw steamer Laurentie,

565

ft.

long,

15,000 tons.
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THE DAYS BEFORE THE RAILWAY
Remains

of old Fort Garry,

Winnipeg, the dog train showing how the pUce was then reached

the diversion of a large part of the
own
freight
originating" in their
West, through Canadian channels.
If, as now seems sure, the export
trade via the St. Lawrence continues to grow, it is felt that the
increased facilities outlined will not
b( sufficient, and another canal, the
a
minimum
Georgian I'ay, with
depth of 21 feet, conuneiicing in the
bay of that name and connecting
with the Ottawa l\i\er, has been
jjrojected and is being pushed by
those who believe it will be required to handle the increased tonnage
which in a few ycar^ will seek an
outlet from the Ureal W est to the

looking towards increasing
the outlets from the ])rairies, the latest being a canal from Winnipeg to

v.-ard, all

Hudson Bay, which, however, is not
looked upon very seriously.
Already a section of railway connecting with Hudson Ray has been
opened, but the possibilities even
with
of this route are looked upon
doubt, owing to the extremely sh<;>rt
as well as uncertain time of open
navigation in that inland northern
sea.

Another alternative route that is
sometimes mentioned is via British
Columbia i)orts and the Panaiua
It is yet
Canal when completed.

sea.

early

The advocates of this waterway
for
claim many advantages
this
route, among others, that it is dis-

but lines of steamers are now running from \'ancouver to the I'nited
Kingdom, transhipping their cargoes at Tuerti^ on the Pacific side
of the Mexican Isthmus, ami reloading on ships at Salina Cruz on the
Gulf side. The rates of freight on
goods to the Cnited Kingdom and
return \ ia this route ha\e been made
much less than it is possible to make
by rail across the continent, and
tluMice across the Atlantic.
The length ^^\ time given iov this
route is 42 da\s, and \\ hether it will
when the
e\er be a factor, e\en
Panama (."anal is completed, time

tant from the American
border,
hence safer in the e\ent of friction
The
between the two countries.
cost is estimated at o\er one hundred millions and while o])inions differ as to its feasibilitw there seems
t.> be a growing sentiment in favor
of it as ])roviding" the surest means
of nlacing the country in an impregnal)le i)osition to handle the busifear
of
successful
ness withmit
rivalry.
(^ther projects ha\e been put for-

to

discuss

this

intelligently,

alone

will

TRAXSPORTATIOX

ROMAXCl-: OF

Till-:

tell;

but

the

facts

worth recording as slu)win^- the

are
ef-

forts being made in \arious directions to capture and divert to tether
routes the growing" traffic originating in the Great West.
Dr. J. W. Robertson, well kiiMwn

as one of our foremost Canadians,
in a recent address to manufacturers
in Montreal, stated that the products
of Canadian farms in 1908 amounted
to 432 millions, all having to be
transported greater or less distances.

He

estimated the value of live stock

Canada at 530
this the enormous
in

millions.
Add to
qtiantities of coal,

lumber, fish. iron,
goods, etc., produced

mamifaclurcd

the country,
as well as the millions of dollars"
w'orth of imported goods, in addition to the through goods to and
in

from China, Japan and Europe and
the total gives a more complete idea
of the immensity of the present traffic and that which wnll follow in the
;

near future.

Addressing the manufacturers

Quebec on May

19th.

1906.

at

Sir

Thomas

G. Shaughnessey. speaking
about the importance to the country of imoroving the St. Lawrence
route, said 'T shall be much disap:

pointed

if

it

be not quicklv demon-

strated ihat

ilie

]X

CAXAOA

')ossibilities of

the

Lawrence route are infinitely
greater than anybody was inclined
to beliexe; but if we are to accomSt.

is
anticipated, there
things to be done.
must have the waterway from the
ocean so lighted and buoyed and so
free
from obstntction as to practically remo\-e the last element of
must ha\e wharves and
danger.
facilities that will enable the traffic
to and from shii)s to be handled with
econoni}' and (lesi)atcli.
We have
done much to improxe the St. Lawrence route, l)ut much remains to be
The Lnitcd States Governdone.
ment spends man}' millions in deepening the harliors of New York,
Boston, Portland, Philadelphia. Baltimore, Xew Orleans, etc.. and millions more on its harbors on the
Great Lakes. If we are not to be

plish

are

all

that

We

many

We

dependent on American
must do our utmost, regardless of expense. I might also
say. to improve the St. Lawrence
rendered

ports, w^e

The well-being

of the wdiole
It is
involved.
the political future of the country.
It is by all odds the most important
question of the dav. Unless we complete a thorough svstem of improveroute.

Canadian people

is

INLAND NAVIGATION
This

map shows

the alternative routes between

Western Canada and Europe.
27
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mcnts based on

scionlific principles,

we cannot hope

to retain the rapidtraffic of the Northwest

growing
Much
Canadian channels.
of it now finds its way to American
ports; much more will go that way
ly

within

we

unless

bestir

terminal facilities at Montreal have
been pushed rapidlv forward, and
it seems safe to assume that this effort will not slacken until this great-

est of

waterways and our great na-

tional

summer
to

;

which

ourselves."

was three years ago. Since
then the work of improving the St.
Lawrence River and in providing
Tliat

and ready

r>ack of it on the edge of the
mainland, lies New Brunswick, also
with a great coast line rich in the
wealth of the sea, with undeveloped
mineral resources and great forests
of hard and soft wood, the value of

port will be equipped
meet any possible in-

is

becoming more

full

realiz-

ed each season.

Then Prince Edward Island, well
called the Garden of the Gulf, one
of the most fertile sections of this
whole Dominion all peopled by a
race whose phvsical and mental
qualities
are
not surpassed anywhere and who have made their
;

mark wherever they have gone.

years

The Maritime Provinces possess

Pro\'inccs as factors
the welfare and development of
Canada are becoming more fully
appreciated.
Their i)osition geographically is unique. Like a great
wharf projecting into the sea stands

the only Canadian ports on the Atlantic seaboard that are open all
the year round. Therefore the position of the Lower Provinces is strategic and they practically hold the
key of the situation, in having the
only open doorwavs durinc the win-

Nova

ter

crease in the

traffic for

many

to come.

The Lower

in

Scotia, a province rich in such

natural resources as coal, irun, lumber, orchards and farm land,
waters teeminij with fish.

IHL
This
28

is

I'l.

1

and

soil
over
Canadian
season
through which to carr^' on the rapidly
expanding commerce of the
whole Dominion.

LRBOROrc.H LIll^l.OcK

the larger of the (wo hydraulic lift locks on the Trent Canal System,
the second one heint; at Kirkfield, Ont.

'
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MEN AND EVENT5
wIN TME PUBLIC EYE
By
R. P.

CHESTER.

Most people have noticed how cumbersome an ordinary umbrella or sunshade is when ones hands are used
for other occupations, such as bic\chng. carrying parcels, a stick, an
angling-rod, or a whip, or working
One
with any tool in the open air.
often wishes to have three or four
hands on such occasions. If a strong
wind is blowing the unpleasantness is
felt still more and sometimes persons
prefer to get wet instead of forcing
storm with
their way through the
open umbrella. These disadvantages
have induced intelligent people to design umbrellas which could be fastened to the body, leaving the hands
free.
Trials were made in Germany
and Austria some years ago, but ow-

not in use

all steel

and the cloth

rods

lie lie

parallel

loose so that the apparatus does not take up more room

than

an

is

ordinar>

sunshade.

The

ing to failures these appliances did
not find acceptance by the public. It
is only recently such remarkable improvements have been made that these
useful articles will be manufactured

The accompanying ilsome idea of the various applications.
The shades are
in

quantities.

lustrations give

carried by the shoulders to which they
are fastened by straps and rubber
bands. The skeleton consists of thirteen steel tubes which are connected
by twenty-two hinges, springs and

diagonal struts

Stretched over

a square piece of cloth, which
tight and forms a saddle roof.

is

it

is

kept

When

A

How

NOVEL UMBRELLA

one may read with comfort under
this friendly sunshade

weight

is only nine to eleven ounces.
three-longest sticks form the ridge
and edges of 'the roof and four the
support.
Experiments have shown

The

that

it

is

w'ell

adapted to protect any
29
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rersoii

from the excessive heat of

sun as well as

open

raiii.

in the front

The

ind

thi:

fact that

in the rear

it

r

i;

n-

The total number of
of the country.
The predelegates was very large.
vailing note of the convention was
The approach of
that of optimism.
the
day of peace was definitely
prophesied by every speaker, but by
none more powerfully than by PresiR.
dent .Schurman, of Cornell. \\
Buchanan, who has had no small experience in arbitration, gave sensible
advice relative to jingo talk and fav.

ored the larger use of The Hague
Conference and the abolition of Jo. -it
Commissions.
He further expressed
disbelief

in

compulsory arbitration.

In this, however, the Congress did
not altogether agree, for compulsory
arbitration was favored by some of
the speakers.
number of other
theories weie suggested, including a
suggestion by President Jordan, of
Leland Stanford, that instead of
building Dreadnoughts, there should
be insurance against injury that the

A

Dreadnought might do. ^Ir. Edward
Ginn
proposed
an
International
School of Peace. Mr. H. N. Higgin-

ANOTHER USE OF THE UMBRELLA
Showing how

a topographical surveyor
pleasantly pursue his work.

botham. presi'lcnt

may

of

the Co'nnibiari

ders it strong enough to withstand
wini.
The arms of the wearer ar*,
left perfectly free to move r.round and
the small weight on the shoulders
is scarcely felt.
The nume*ous struts
distribute the weight and wind pressure if the latter comes from one side
to the upper part of the body.
There
are several sizes and styles, to satisfy
the taste of everybody. These saddleumbrellas as they are called vill undoubtedly be welcomed by all those
who have to be at all times in the oro;i
air. like
surveying engineers, mail

men. messengers on
as

bicycles, as well

sportsmen,
landscape
gardeners,
farmers
and

tourists,

painters,

others.

JOHN

The second National Peace Congress

was
and

met recently

in

Chicago.

It

a gathering of remarkable power
significance. Its program includthe names of some of the most

ed
prominent educators, statesmen, diplomatic clergymen and social workers

R.

LINDGREN

Who

has donated $25,000 to the North Western
University to provide lectures and essays'on
international peace

Exposition, believed that the cause
of peace could be furthereil bv the
refusal of future world's ex|>ositions

AND

-MKX

i:\"l£.\"rS

IX

displays of the implements
of war. General 1'. D. Gram, however, believed that great military preparations are necessary for peace.
The session closed with a g'reat banquet of a thousand people given under the auspices of the Chicago Association of Commerce, at which were
prerent a large number of diplomats

to accept

and prominent , members of the Peace
Conference.
It
was at this dinner
ihat a gift of .^^^5,000 to the

Nor

b-

was

announced.
for the purpose of founding a permanent series of lectures, and to secure the amnial payment of prizes
western

University

THE PUBLIC EYE
He spent five
twenty-one years old.
His first military apvears abroad.
was as surgeon of the
])ointment
Royal Grenadiers in 1881. He sawservice in the rebellion of i88s in
the Northwest, receiving, in recognition of his services in this campaign,
the ])romotion to surgeon-major, the
imi)erial war medal, and the Third
Class Decoration of the Order of St.
In 1895 he was made deputy
John.
surgeon-general. Through his eflforts
the ambulance corps of the Grenadiers

for essays upon questions of international peace and interdenominational religious harmony.
The giver
was John R. Lindgren, Swedish consul to Chicago and cashier of the
State Bank of Chicago.

A high honor has just been paid
Dr. George Sterling Ryerson b}' the
federal government. He has been appointed official representative
for
Canada at the International Congress
of Medicine, wdiich meets this year
in
Buda Pesth, Austro-Hungary.
Dr. Ryerson, who is one of the cleverest

and most

brilliant

of

Canadian

medical men. will leave Toronto on
July loth and will be abroad some
three months. He has been a teacher
of medicine since 1881, and comes of
a stock that has played an important part in the militarv and educational life of the Dominion. A nephew of Rev. Egerton Ryerson. founder of the Ontario st^V.ool system, his
father w^as in several battles of 181
and w'as severely wounded before
Fort Erie.
The Ryerson family is
of good United Empire Loyalist associations and the doctor's grand-

DR. G.

S.

RYERSON

Appointed representative of Canadian Government.
at the Internat:onal Congress of Medicine,

Buda Pesth.

was organized

in

1884,

and he was

also instrumental in forming the Association of Medical Officers of the
]\Iilitia.
of which he was president.

He was

French.
She was
many years as the

a founder and president of
Toronto Clinical Society and an
original member of the Ophthalmological Society of Great Britain. Dr.
Ryerson is an honorary member of
the Association of Military Surgeons
of the United States. He has been a
Dresiding officer and guest at many

'Mother of Nova Scotia."
George
Sterling Ryerson was a full fledged
M.D. many months before he was

most men-'orable tasks was in founding the Canadian Red Cross Society

mother. Mehetabel (Stickney) Rverson is believed to have been the first
white subject of English origin born
in

Canada

after

the

cession

of

the

country by the

known

for

the

international gatherings.

One

of his

.31
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Kc OPENING Oh THE WHITE CITY
Lord Strathcona, the central figure on the right, is asking the Duke of Argyll
(standing next to him) to formally open the Exhibition.

He

fair, according
to the
LoiiTatler,
to
rival
last year's
success.
At the formal opening a
few days ago a representative number of people were present.
Lord
Strathcona. the venerable Canadian
High Commissioner, is seen in the

been

bids

chairman of the executive committee
Col. Ryerson,
from its foundation.
who is now on the Reserve list, was
senior ofificer of the Army Medical
Corps.
He was the Canadian Red
Cross Commissioner with Lord Rob-

don

thirteen

years ago.

has

h e a dquarters during the South
African w a r
a n d w a ^

illustrat

mentioned

exhibition. It
interesting
to recall that

erts'

the
Ouke of A r-

is

He

organized t h e St.
John's A m-

Argyll

n

u e

1

s

a r-

o

s

Lome)
"io\-

<

"iciie r

f

was
o ro f

e r n

I

oi

(then

the M

s-

a

1

Canada from

the DominFor

Duke

the

1895 in Canada and is
the general
secretary for
ion.

open the

ally

in

i

form-

gyll to

d e s patches

l)ulance A
sociation

o n

i

asking

1878 to 1883.

He proved

six

to

years he was

l>e

member for

esteemed and

mu

Toron-

East

highly

a

h bclo\ viceroy,
^^ver a quarter of a cent-

to in the Ontario
Legis-

c

lature.

c

d

has

White City

u r y
elapsed since
he loft
the
)om n o n

at

and

The

re-opening of the

She

herd's

.Hi. t^iNtj »

liush

this season
32
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Royal scene

at

i,N.>

Epsom Downs on

1

hi

ot-KBY

the day of the

i

t

i

li

o

s e

who rememfamous

race.

ber

him

i

n

MEN AND

FAT.NTS IN

will
scarcely
the picture taken
on this festive accasion. Years have
wrought considerable change in His
Grace, who is now sixty-four.
In
1871, he married H.R.H. Princess
Louise, fourth daughter of the late
Queen Victoria. The duke is much
stouter in build and appearance than
when Canadians knew him so well,
while the progress of time has silvered his hair and furrowed his
countenance.' He still takes a deep
interest in Canada and all things
pertaining to the welfare and development of the Dominion.

the early
recognize

eighties,

him

in

The most popular
corded at

victory ever re-

Epsom Downs was when

King Edward's brown

colt

Minoru

galloped home a winner in the recent Derby contest.
Tlie enthusiasm
aroused was the greatest known on

THE

PUP.TJC EYE.

race course, and only a
Briton can fully appreciate the pride
jf the achiever ent.
This is the first
time a horse of a reigning monarch
has captured the Derby stakes of
6,500 guineas, although King Edward,
when Prince of Wales, won the great
race, in 1896 with Persimmon and
in 1900 with Diamond Jubilee, both
animals being bred at his own farm.
In the illustration is seen Mr. Richard Marsh, the King's trainer, on the
left of his Majesty.
On the King's
immediate right is his racing adviser.
Lord Marcus Beresford; looking
over Lord Marcus's shoulder, and
evidently delighted at the unparalleled
enthusiasm, is the Prince of Connaught. Then comes the Prince of
Wales, who did some useful shouldering work in keeping his Majesty's
loyal and devoted subjects from hustling their King, and finally there is
seen Prince Alexander of Teck.
the historic

THE TREND OF THE TIMES
is

up

10 the

United States Congress

to say

which

it

will be.

— .Journal

(Minneapolis).
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The

ANNE ALDEN.

By
From

Harper's Monthly.

the best man had been discreet he
never would have taken the maid
of honor out to lunch on the very
day of the Carr-PIerkemer wedding.
lUit the best man was not discreet;

IF

the maid of honor was charming; the
the lunch was elaborate and protract-

was two o'clock when he bowed
temporary adieus to her on the

ed.

It

his

maid of honor's door-step he then
had to call at the jeweler's for
;

—
— send

ring

the

graved

there

left

to

be

en-

few telegrams, buy
white ribbons and gloves, go home,
change his clothes, call for the rector
of All Angels, and appear with him
at the bride's home by three.
Mortal man could not accomplish
all

this.

best

man

a

The carriage came for the
while he was still fumbling

with buttons and studs. After a rapid
calculation of his remaining time, he
sent word to the driver to call at
Ardville Court for the Reverend John
Honeyman and then return for him.
He knew that he took a risk in adopting this course, for the rector was
notoriously absent-minded, and had

been known to forget engagements
even after he had started out to keep
them. But the best man reasoned that
his family would be on the lookout for
the carriage, and would put Doctor
IToneyman into it; then, bv the time
the coachman had come back, he himself would be ready and his reputation
saved.

The

rector's

daughter was on the

lookout for the carriage. Seeing one
drive up, slie ran to tell her father,
assisted him into the proper overcoat
34

Man

Best

the

Indiscretion of

and

saw

hat,

that he

had

his

hander-

kerchief and his gloves, his surplice
and his prayer-book, and escorted him
to the door.

Ardville Court was one of those
pretentious
houses
so
apartment
])lentifully dotting the city of Washington.
Beneath that spacious roof
which sheltered the rector of All
.Vngels lived also the Hon. Samuel
Nixon, member of Congress from
Texas, whose wife was entertaining
a visiting cousin with a round of ofgayeties.
They had planned to
devote that afternoon to calling, but
Mrs. Xixon had a headache and it was
decided that Jeannette must go alone.
A carriage was ordered, and Nixon,
Jr. flattened his nose against the window to watch for it while his cousin
made herself ready for the fray.

ficial

''Here's
It's

at the

the

carriage,

door now

"All right, Bobby.

!

It's

Jeannette
!"
stopped

Run and

give

the driver his list and tell him I'll be
right down," replied his cousin, busy

and veil. Bobby hastened
hand the calling-list to the coachman and to deliver his message. The
man took the list and hoped the party
would hurry. His horses didn't like to
with hat
to

stand.
cousin.

At

Bobby ran back

to

tell

his

moment

the
Reverend
emerged from Ardville
Court, advanced to the carriage, and
climbed in, waving his hand to his
this

Honeyman

smiling daughter on the porch.
driver looked puzzled.
" Ain't the ladv going, sir?"

The

THE INDISCRETION OF THE BEST MAN.
Doctor
repeated
"The lady?"
Honeyman. Then, thinking the man
meant his dauj^hter: "No; she is coming

later.

It

my man."
And the

all

is

Drive

right.

rector of All Angels

or;,

was

borne away into the unknown.
Miss Honeyman, on her way into
Ardville Court again, passed Jean-

coming out. They chatted a moment, and the rector's daughter wished the other a pleasant afternoon.
There was no carriage waiting
when Jeannette reached the street, but
one drove up just as she appeared.
The coachman had a white flower in
his buttonhole.
It looked rather wedbut, of course,
ding-y, she thought
if he wanted a boutonniere, she didn't
nette

;

She tripped down

to the curb,
carriage from
Browney's?" Being assured that it
was, she entered it and closed the
door. The carriage did not move.
"Go on, driver. No one else is going," she said.
"Beg pardon, miss, but I thought I
was to take the rector," answered the

object.

"Is

saying,

this

the

man.

"Why

no

;

Here

you were

to take me,"
"I ordered this car-

elevator-boy chimed in,
information that Doctor
Honeyman had gone to a weeding.
"He isn't going with me," declared

with

the

the

the

young

where

lady.

haven't

dresses,
to

"You have

the ad-

You know

you?

go? Drive on."

The coachman drove
Jeannette

occupied

on.

her

time

in

sorting
her
cards,
her
cousin's
cards,
and
her
cousin's
husband's cards into little piles ready for

She regretted

delivery.

not

made

that she

tered without ceremony.
It

to tell

—

truder.

which was

"But where's Doctor Honey-

man ?"
This was the second time that the
rector had been insisted upon, so to
speak, as a travelling companion for
Wondering, with wrath,
Jeannette.

why people should suppose she went
about with that old man, she replied
that she did not know anything about
Doctor Honeyman that she had hired
that carriage and was going calling.
;

best man pushed open the slide
and communicated with the driver.
That worthy's answer seemed to reassure him. He sat down and explain-

The

that she

a duplicate calling-list,

had
so

would know how many cards
each place. "It would have

They were good reasons, Jeannette
to admit. She decided that she
liked this young man, and gave her
own explanation. The two explanahad

tions

not,

however, explain the
hapSud-

—

Ask
The
each

Jeannette laughed hysterically.
my mistake. I'm in the wrong
carriage. The rector must have taken
other.

"It's

mine and gone

off in

it.

What

And

I didn't

do?"
"But think of me!" her companion
have but one

list.

shall I

reproached her. "You are all right.
can call up your cousin and get
another list. But there's only one Doctor Honeyman, and I've lost him."

You

been better to keep the list myself,"
she thought. "I could have told him
where to go each time just as well."
She decided to ask her Jehu for the

nette

at her first stopping-place.

did

main point how they both
pend to be in the same vehicle.
denly the girl gasped: "The list!
him if he has my calling-list!"
No, the driver had no list.
two yotmg people looked at
the

to leave at

list

would be hard

the more surprised -Jeannette, at his
intrusion, or our best man on beholding instead of the portly doctor a
vision in gray and pink. The vision
congealed perceptibly in spite of its
fox furs, and awaited an explanation.
"Beg pardon," blurted out the in-

to his vis-a-vis the reasons for his
presence in that carriage.

"The rector?"
"Doctor Honeyman, miss."
said Jeannette.
riage."

This place was reached in due
course. Jeannette, gathering up cardcase and mulT, was preparing to get
out, when a young man burst open the
door, called out "Go ahead." and en-

He

looked so worried that Jean"I dare
to console him.
say we are both nervous about nothtried
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she said.

ing,"

"As soon

as

Doctor

Honeyman

finds out the mistake, he'l'
the coachman to drive to the right

tell

place.
are.

He may

Then

be there before you
get into my own coach
Don't let us worry before

I'll

and go on.
we have to."

The best man echoed her hopes,
but his conscience troubled him, and
premonitions of evil would not down.
And with good, reason, for when they
reached the bridal mansion the rector had not arrived. The best man
parleyed with some other young men
at the front door, then came back to
Jeannette with furrows on his brow.
"No luck. They have been phoning
around, and he left Ardville Court
some time ago. Ought to have been
here long before this."
"Mercy! What do you suppose has
what's

happened,"

gloomily responded the best man.
"He's forgotten all about this wedding, and your man's driving him
about the city. Do you suppose you
could remember your calling-list?"
I
do
remember the
"I'll
try.
first place. Perhaps we can find him,"
,

she said, breathlessly.

"Here, Walter, catch this," called
man to a youth at the gate.
"This" was a little white box containing the wedding-ring. "Tell them not
to worry. I'll find the dominie, if he's
above ground. If T don't return.
Walter, you might look for me in the
the best

river."

He

sprang into the carriage and
were off. The search for th''
Reverend John Honeyman had begun.
Upon leaving his home, Doctor
Honeyman leaned back comfortably
and resumed the interrupted thread of
scathing discourse wdiich he was to
hurl at his congregation next Sunday.
The halting of his conveyance reHe
called him to mundane things.
looked around absently, noticed his
surplice bag and prayer-book, and remembered that he was to officiate at
something. His daughter having left
the book-mark at the marriage service,
he recollected that it was a wedding.
36

;

ing to him. He did not know his hostnor she him, but she murmured
the name he had given to the butler
and passed him down her receiving-

ess,

line.

The

happened?"
"Oh, I know

they

Gathering together his possessions, he
dismounted and approached the house.
A sudden bereavement had cancelled the first reception on Jeannette's
list.
After a talk with the lackey at
the door, the Reverend Doctor returned to the carriage and remarked
that the driver had made a mistake.
The next house wore a festive air.
.\wnings were stretched from curb
to door people were coming and going. Doctor Honeyman entered with
several others, was relieved of bag
and book, and found himself shaking
hands with an elegantly gowned dame
before he realized what was happen-

rector of .Ml .\ngels eschewed
social
functions; he was
.'unazed
and confour.ded on finding
himself at a tea. He declined refreshall

purely

ments, repossessed himself of satchel
and book, and went out to remonstrate
with his coachman.

Jehu waxed indignant. He grumbled out that he could read, and he'd
been told to go to these places, and
if the gentleman 'd tell him where he
did want to go he'd take him there.
He handed Jeannette's list to his passenger.

The

was appalled at its
could not understand why
he should be expected to go to all
He did not recognize a
these places.
single name, until, at the bottom of the
slip, he spied Mrs. Wiliam Bell's. She
was one of his parishioners she had
a daughter— ves. he recollected something about her being engaged that
must be the place. If not. he would
have to telephone to his daughter and
admit his predicament. He gave the
driver Mrs. Bell's address, and again
Ihcv went their way.

length.

rector

He

—

—

Before Mrs. Bell's home more carriages,

more automobiles, more guests

attire, but Doctor Honevman
had learned caution. He inquired if
Mrs. Bell was expecting him. The colored man on dutv at the door, knowin

fine

THE INDISCRETION OF THE BEST MAN.
him by
answer

grinned an affirmathe doctor
asked to be taken to a dressing-room.
The man, surprised, spoke to another
ing

tive

servant,

sight,

;

who

whereupon

led the

to a dressing-room,

rector up-stairs

and Hngered

until

he saw that gentleman begin to don
his robes of office.
The servant descended to the parhis mistress
that
lor and informed

Doctor Honeyman was up-stairs get-

The lady

phone

Mary

to

know any

for the rest. I don't
of these people very well,

but they came to

him

away

quietly.

To

not have a scene here.
I'll go and
think of his ending like this!"

Mrs. Brown, going up-stairs. met
the rector coming down.
He did not
look insane, and greeted her so cordiallv that she felt sure there

was

a

mistake somewhere. A few questions
straightened the matter out.
Mrs.
Brown laughed till the tears came.

"The

Carr-Herkemer wedding!"
she exclaimed.
"Mercy! it was to
take place at three.
T am going to
the reception mvself at five."
"My good lady," replied the relieved Doctor Honeyman,
"I require
two things of you Mrs. Herkemer's
address and the promise that vou will

—

me

let

finish the

ceremonv before you

tea last week."

glancing over the list. "All the
it, but it gets to be an
awful bore after a while. We'll have
to look up these addresses in the diion,

tened

try to get

my

"So you are going over the freelunch route," remarked her compan-

She is in
send Mrs. Brown to me.
the dining-room."
Mrs. Brown was another parishioner.
She left her cofFee-urn. and
heard her friend's whispered story
with alarm. "Oh dear! Do you suppose his mind has turned? We must

—

!

the

but these will do for a starter," she
said.
"If we don't find him, I'll tele-

newcomers do

—

all

names she could remember.
There
were nine. "I had fourteen names,

turned pale, thinking he had gone insane
at a reception, of all
at her house
things
"Go and stay with him,
James." she said, "and tell them to

ting ready to preach.

down

of the rector, scribbled

rectory."

They looked up the names and hasaway to their first stop. Jeannette had remembered which one that
At the door they were met with
news of the cancelled entertainment, and that
Doctor Honeyman
had called.
"You see. I was right. We will
chase him all the afternoon," said the
best man, with bitterness of soul.
was.
the

"xA.ll

the

we

right, then,

young

lady.

will," declared

She

become

had

thoroughly interested in the adventure
and determined to see it to a finish.
Alas! Jeannette had not remembered the order of her goings. The rector was not at the next house, nor yet

The best man called up the
home, but Doctor Honeyman
had not come, and the remarks made
by the person at the other end of the
line filled him with indignation.
"I'm doing my best to find him. T
don't know what else I can do." he
said, discouraged.
"Do vou think wc

the next.
bride's

could be quicker about

Would

you

mind

it,

telling

IMiss

me your

name?"

arrive for the reception."

The amused Mrs. Brown granted
requests, and again the rector
went his way.
He reached Mrs.
Herkemer's three-quarters of an hour
late, but the marriage vows had been
spoken by the time the first guests
arrived to congratulate the happy

both

Would you mind
me yours?"
"Howard Carr. Pardon me for not
"Jeannette Mills.

telling

introducing
the
gized

myself
best

sooner."

man.

apolothe

"I'm

The bride's brother suoported
groom through the ordeal. The
best man was not present.
Meanwhile Jeannette, rolling away

groom's cousin. It's a good thing, I
am, too. He can't cut my acquaintance, no matter what happens."
"Never mind. Mr. Carr. You are
doing the best you can. We'll find
him," said Miss Mills, trying to com-

from Mrs. Herkemer's door

fort

pair.

the

in

quest

the

unhappy youth.
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They planned their attacks upon
the vaj.ous "at homes" with i!ie idea
of saving time. At each house Jeanette would leave her cards and go
down the receiving-line, glancing
about meanwhile for the rector. She
would then rejoin her escort, who
had been interviewing the servant at
the door, and they would dash off for
their next stop.

At last they came to Mrs. Bell's
and met Mrs. Brown coming out. She
heard them ask for the rector, and
had her second good laugh that day.
"He came here and I sent him away
long ago. The ceremony is over by
this time.
Come back to the reception with me, you naughty Mr. Carr.
You, too. Miss Mills. Our best man
will .need all the protection we can
give him when that crowd gets hold
of him.
Come on, both of you."
Mrs. Brown was right.
troop of

A

joyous young people swirled out to

meet the best man, escorted him into
the house, and presented him to the
bride and groom. They laughed, they
guyed him, they compelled him to
make a speech he attracted more at;

tention than the principals. The bride
said she did not believe she would
speak to him again the maid of honor
wouldn't.
"You are the only friend I have in
the world," the harassed young fellow
declared to Jeannctte as she prepared
to continue her journeyings. "I'm not
going to stay here one minute after
;

I'm going with you to
you leave.
pay the rest of your calls, and then
I'm going to see you home.
You
might just as well let me, Miss Mills,
I'm going, anyhow."
Confronted with such determination, what woman could have said
him nay?

Your Heating Plant
/~~f'Ol'R
'^"'^

know
than

iiros

when

the ilues,

will

fired

if

The

expert

is

Do you

Your

cellar

is

probably damp,

the beater with the sooly carbon

allowed to remain and hold dampness
pit

the iron surfaces, causing rapid

entire plant

and put

summer.

up?

left in

corrode and

decay.
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\'our heating plant

more rapidly when out of use

will deteriorate

it

and the ashes
ill

are at last out.

at rest after a long period of service.

in

ought to be looked over

b\

an

proper condition to leave for ibe

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH STATION
This

(at

Point Grey, B.C.)

one of the most complete and admirably appointed stations in the world. The tree on the right
was 265 feet high and in its branches a family of eagles had built their nest. About sixty
feet had to be cut off the top of the tree before it could be used
as a mast to sustain the aerial wires.

is

The

Wireless in

Canad a

By.
G.

W. BROCK

modern
DOengender
new

pursuits and pleasures
types of disease
or are these merely the creation of cartoonists, the whjm of
professional humorists or a sensation
in
the medical world?
We hear
of the bicycle face, golf hump, automobile neurosis, and with the expansion and spread of wirelss telegraphy comes the report of an eminent French naval surgeon on various affections caused by the action
of the Hertzian waves.
The com-

monest malady among wireless op-

erators is known by the longest name
conjunctivitis which is an opti-

—

—

cal disorder necessitating the

wear-

ing of yellow glasses, while other
effects are said to be eczema, painful palpitation of the heart and extreme nervousness among those who
sail the deep.
It is not generallv kn ^wn that
Canada to-day is in the forefront of
the nations of the world in the matter of the development of practical
wireless telegraphy. When we read
in the daily press of how wireless
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messages prevent ocean tragedies
and loss of life as the intelligence
of a storm, a wreck or a collision at
sea is flashed through the air, it is
interesting to recall that in the Dominion there are twenty well-equipped, modern wireless stations. Five
are located in the west and the remaining fifteen in the east. They
are operated as aids to navigation
and are under the control of the Department of Marine and Fisheries.
During the past year over sixty-five
thousand messages of all kinds were

across the briny deep from Canada
to England was made, the first station on this side of the Atlantic be-

ing at Glace Bay, N.S. Two years
ago a regular trans-Atlantic service
\y2LS inaugurated, the cost of transmitting
message being fifteen
a
cents a word instead of twenty-five,
the figure charged by the old established sub-marine cable companies.
To-day a very large number of
the vessels engaged in trans-oceanic
coasting or internal waterway service are equipped with wireless telegraph outfits and operators.
The
cf^cacy of the apparatus was
first
brought into world-wide
promin-

five
ence a few weeks ago when
great liners, summoned by this mysterious aerial force, rushed to
the
rescue of the White Star liner Rel)ublic.

Of

the score of stations in Canare the property of the Government w'ith the exception of two
which belong to the Marconi Company.
Fifteen are high-power stations, which means that their radius

ada

all

between 200 and 300
remainder are lowpower, with a radius of some 90
miles.
It is expected that two new
stations will be erected this summer, one at Three Rivers and the
other at Montreal, which will comof activity is
miles.
The

CECIL DOUTRE
Who

superiniendsthe twenty wireless telegraph
stations" in IC a nada

sent and received from these stations and the cost of their maintenance was $58,232.
These figures
convey some idea of how important
a part wireless telegraphy is playing in our national and commercial
life.

.

It was in
1896 that Guglielmo
Marconi first spread the Hertz
waves through trackless space conveying intelligible messages a dis-

tance of 200 feet.
Six 3'^ears later a
successful demonstration of sending
and receiving wireless despatches
40

plete a line of wnreless communication all the w^ay from the Straits of
Belle Isle off the north coast
of
Newfoundland to the metropolitan
city of Canada
a distance of about
^
900 miles.
Through the marvellous medium
of the wireless, steamships coming
to Canada by the northern route,
are forewarned of fog or ice floes in
the Straits.
If these dangers are

—

imminent no time is lost and the
approaching steamer, being iluly
warned, veers to the south and takes
the
the route via Cane Race and

Northumberland Straits. Much liato danger and delay is thus

bility

The

ap]>roach
of
every
reports
are
promptly sent to the ditTerent trans-

averted.
vessel is

noted and

THE VVIRLESS

THE INTERIOR OF

A

IN

CANADA.

HIGH POWER STATION

Showing the operator and apparatus by means

which messages

of

are despatched through trackless space.

coinpanics as well as to
the various newspaper offices, thus
in the
allaying anxiety
case of
storm-bound or overdue ships. The
are
also
used by the
stations
department to formeteorological
ward weather reports. Mariners are
supplied
the
with
forecasts
of
weather all the way up the river to
pDrtatioii

Montreal.

A high power station with its
equipment
costs
about
$10,000
while a low-power one represents
an outlay of some $5,000. The Government has expended in the erection of stations about a quarter of
a million dollars. The apparatus of
a high-power station is operated directly from an alternating current

generator and of a low-power staby means of storage batteries.

tion

A

high-power station

equipment

consists of a gasolene engine connected with an alternating current

dynamo generating

current at

no

and 125 cycles. The current
is
taken from the generator and
stepped up through a high tension
transformer to approximately 20,000 volts, which in turn is largely
increased by what is known as a
volts

advancing the voltage to
condenser is usually
connected across this coil in order
to afiford the maximum discharge of

Tesla

coil,

A

150,000.

current.

The

five

western stations, which

are located principally on the Pacific Coast and have a radius of activity of about 250 miles, are equipped with what is known as the
Shoemaker system. The benefit of
these stations for rescue and relief
work, in the event of storm or ship-

wreck, has
strated

in

already

many

been

cases.

demon-

They

are

be the most complete and up-to-date of any so far

considered

to
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constructed, being provided with
hot and cold water, baths and all
modern conveniences.
In connection with each station
a mast is required to sustain
the
aerial wire from which signals are
despatched. This is generally about
i8o feet in height, made of three
long straight sticks. At Point Grey
station, seven miles from Vancouver, it was not necessary to erect
a mast, as there was at hand a gigantic

fir

tree, thirty-six feet in cir-

cumference at the base, rearing

its

eagles.
It was about six feet in
diameter and weighed nearly two

tons.
All the stations, with the exception of those in British Columbia,
are operated by the Marconi Company under contract with the fedThe business done
eral authorities.
consists of signal service messages,
marine intelligence,
private
tele-

grams between steamers,

arid

com-

mercial communications.
The stations have three
operators
each.
Those on the west coast are in

charge of men, who have been successful land wire operators and on
account of their experience and
speed, are best qualified for the
posts that they hold. Preference is
given by the Government to married

men.

The Public

\\''orks

DepartmeiU

has a station at Grosse Isle, where
the quarantine quarters are located,
and another at Quebec City, to furnish

communication, commercial and

otherwise, between these points.
All ocean liners plying between
Montreal, Halifax and Liverpool,
are equipped with wireless apparatus.
The outfit costs about $1,000 to instal. The Canadian Government boats are similarh- fitted,
including
the
fishery protcctior
cruiser, Canada, the Lady Laurici.
Stanley, Alinto, Montcalm and Earl
Grey, as well as the new boat being
built at the Government dock yards

AN ISLAND STATION
A modest frame wireless depot on Partridge
Island,

New Brunswick

at

Sorel.

do such
Pictou,

have wireless outfits while
the Quadra, a supply shin on the
Pacific Coast, is likewise equipped.
Before the present season of navigation ends nearly all the big transportation companies, whose vessels
sail inland
lakes, will be in
touch
with land by wireless, each ship
having its ow-n outfit and operator.
The sense of safety affonled by such
appliances in the matter of life and
property, is sure to attract business
1(1 the craft possessing this modern
means of protection against peril.
P.E.I.,

topmost limbs 265

feet

ground.

could be

for

Before

wireless

it

work about

from the
used

sixty-feet

had to be
lopped off.
In the
branches a family of eagles had built
a nest and the birds had to be dislodged with A\'inchester rifles before any one could ascend to sever
the

re(iuircd

length.
to the

Iron

steps
the
tree for the necessary ascension and.
when the upper portion of the stately fir fell, down came the nest of the

were attached

^

side

of

.11.

The ice-breakers, which
effective service between
N.S.,
and
Georgetown,

TITK WIRT.KSS IN CANADA.
of wireless
Another advantag^e
waxes is evidenced in connection

with

tlie

work

of

repairing sub-

marine cahlcs.
I'he Ans^h:) Cable
and the hVench Cable
ConiiKiny
Company have a cable ship, the
Numa, which, when anything' goes
wrong with their lines, puts out
from shore. The trouble may be
hundreds of miles away.
located
After repairs are made, the cable
ship does not have to wend its way
back to the coast to ascertain if
everything is working satisfactorily.

By means
atus

news.
cable

of her wireless
apparcan instantly learn
the
Thus, even
the
old line
concerns
in
acknowledge,

she

any

sta-

over which he has control,
are at the following points:
Father Point, River St. Lawrence.
Clarke City, River St. Lawrence.
Fame Point, River St. Lawrence.

Heath Point, Anticosti.
Cape Bear, Prince Edward
Pictou,

Nova

Island.

Scotia.

Cape Race, Newfoundland.
Whittle Rocks,

(iulf of St.

Law-

rence.

Point Armour, (iulf of St. Lawrence.
Belle Isle, Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Point Rich, Gulf of St. Lawrence.

Cape Ray, Newfoundland.
Sydney, Nova Scotia.

Cape Sable, Nova

some

particulars at least, the usefulness and economy of a rival force.
The wireless stations of the Canadian Government are all under the
superintendency of Mr. Cecil Doutre,
electrical engineer
a capable
of the Marine Department, who, although a young man, is one of the
most efficient officers in the service.
He personally supervised the
construction of the five new stations on the Pacific Coast which in
point of convenience, service and
equipment, are not surpassed by

The twenty

world.

in the

tions,

Scotia.

Partridge Island, New lirunswick.
Point Grey, British Columbia.
British Columbia.
Pachena, British Columbia.
Estavan Point, British Columbia.
Cape Lazo, British Columbia.
A recent news despatch from the

Victoria,

West conveys the latest intelligence of
the progress of the wireless system in
Canada and says the wireless telegraphic apparatus for establishing
.communication between Prince Rupert, Port Essington. and Vancouver,

A TYPICAL FISHING FLEET
Coast of Newfoundland.
equipped with wireless apparatus

In the Straits of Belle Isle, off the North
of the vessels are

Many
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on iih way to the Coast. Mr. J. T.
Phelan, superintendent of government
telegraphs, and Mr. D. Minard, elecengineer in the pubHc works
ti ical
department at Ottawa, are in Prince

Rupert

The

The

be $8,000, and it is intended to show
that the cost of wireless communication with the north is cheaper than
the present system. The mountainous
conditions at Prince Rupert are not
favorable to a location near the har-

station will require to be

mountain

in

Book

a Philosopher's Note
Weekly

CiRKl'^X Christmas maketh a slim coal-yard.

A

A

frog in the pond

worth two

is

breach-of-proniise suit

wedding

in

your throat.

a poor substitute lor a

is

coat.

There

is

nothing that

burn

will

a

bole

in

your

pocket so quickly as a cool million.

man who

The

pay his

ite's

\\

as

It,

some poet has
a comfort

There was a time

when

arrive

trained

like a

ot

seems so

It

it

is

not

good

is

music, the

the wolf at the door

if

up a few duns as

they

so

tiio

deal o\

a hundred thousand dollars

mone\

,

and,

come

to think

yet.

much

inordinate desire ot
is al

life

!

seemed
it,

all

rag time.

would be

it

chew

be

said,

set to

\o

could

cheap," never bad to

is

telephone charges.

tramp must have been

What

"Talk

said,

its

in

on the

order that the aerials
may work freely. The northern telegraphic service is now subject to frequent interuption through wires being
down, but excellent results are antici])ated under the wireless system.

Harper's

I"

wireless

Essington harbor to the station at
Point Grey, a distance of 550 miles.

at

y

with

communicate easily
with Vancouver, though the Rupert
City, which has wireless equipment,
successfully sent messages from P«jrt

to select suitable sites for the

From

fitted

the harbor cannot

the two northern ports.
expense of the installations will

stations

Vessels

bor.

is

tlie

lo\e

ot

monev

possessors to get

root o\ nian\ latter-dav e\

ils.

riil

,

of

but
it,

the
that

Lost in the Post
By AUSTIN PHILIPS.
From The Strand Magazine.

was nol the knowledge
IT letter
was addressed to

that the
his

wife

which first pulled Ainslie up. It
was the sudden familiarity of his own
name, jumping in upon thousands of
At
others he had seen that night.
indeed, his brain, fogged by the
hours of sorting,
long, mechanical
failed to help him.
He stood, staring
idly and vaguely, balancing the en-

first,

velope in his hand.

Round him the big sorting office,
with its hundred electric lights, blazed like a vast, illuminated temple of
speed. Above the hoarse cries of the
superintendents, above the creak and
whistle and groan of trollies, above
the incessant tramp and tread of postmen laden with khaki bags, the heavy
thud thud of date-stamps hammered
the King's head.
The whole building

—

shook

;

girders

the noise thrilled along the iron
of the roof
the glass sky;

caught and flung it back to the
.And the air reeked with the
fumes of boiling wax.
To Ainslie, standing midway dow-n

And Ainslie knew
upright hand.
that the sender was Dicky Soames,
his wife's cousin, whom he hated and
feared more than any man in the
Si.x
months back, coming
world.
down

to find the postman at his door,
he had been given just such another
letter,
That he had thrown savagely
into the fire, then and there, stani])ing it down with his heel.
No man ever had less real cause
His wife
for jealousy than Ainslie.
was as frank as the day, a splendid
housekeeper, a magnificent mother to

her heart

quenched
long.

did not come for
a whole minute.
Then, as the truth glimpsed on to him
and grew to certainty, his heart stopped dead, to leap forward again at

express speed. .And for a moment his
eyes saw red
nothing but red.
\
furious, insane jealousy had
overmastered him.
He turned the letter over and over
in his fingers.
It bore an .Australian
stamp. The postmark was Melbourne.
The address was written in a round,

—

hearts, a strong, unfor the ne'er-do-

of

afifection

weel cousin

sorters at the long, threedecked table in the centre of the room.
the full significance of what he saw

hard-work-

and anxious to
succeed, had a positive kink. He was
almost a monomaniac. He could not
bring himself to believe that, though
he had been the successful suitor for
.Adela Morton's hand, she had not, in

floor.

row of

Ainslie,

ing, eflficient, zealous,

lights

a

But

the children.

The

who had

courted her so

that

Dicky Soames

fact

had, years back, gone out to join his
^and Adela's uncle at the Mel-

—

bourne store made no

difiference

to

slumbered in
him always, growing alive and quick
whenever the other's name was mentioned or some chance speech struck
a too readily responsive chord in his
liis

belief.

.Suspicion

It was his fixed belief
iealous brain.
that some day his rival would return
.And,
and take Adela from him.

though he loved her passionately, not
the arguments of doctor and saint
would have coaxed him into trust.

all

As he stood at the sorting-table,
one thought alone took full shape and
domination over the thousand others
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He must

that flashed past him.

the letter

And

—must

have

have
costs.

at all

jvhen the
would
ag^aiii, he must

since, in the morninj^,

postman came

to his house, he

he 'hack at the office

have

it

it

now.

hand that held the
went towards the right-hand

instinctively the
letter

])Ocket of his coat.

Then

it

stopped

midway. Ainslie, caught by a sudden
It
fear, had glanced quickly round.
was well for him that he did so, for
behind him stood one of the suijerinalert.
His
tendents, watching and
eyes, full of sudden suspicion, met
Ainslie, his sense of selfpreservation overcoming for the moment his jealousy, swung round, put
the letter on its appointed heap, and
began to sort for dear life.
Ainslie's,

Once or twice, during lulls in the
work, more often when pressure was
at its height, he glanced furtively behind him to see whether he was still
being watched.
The superintendent

—

stayed and stared. If, now and then,
he moved away, it was only to go behind a pillar or to the corner of a
sorting table, to some spot from which
he could .watch unseen.
It was evident that he had seen Ainshe's gesture and believed the worst.

Quite soon "Ainslie's chance was
The heaps of sorted stuff before him grew higher; the sub-sort-

gone.

—

came to clear them away to take
some to the dispatching boards, some
ers

over to the postmen's tables at the far
end of the room. These last, and with

them the letter for Ainslie's wife,
would lie there till morning, when
they and it
would be taken out for
delivery a few minites before Ainslie
came back to work again. At ten
o'clock the office would close
the
doors would 'be locked and to come
at what Dicky Soames had written
would be sheer impossibility. Unless
Unless? The thought came to him

—

—

;

;.

as an inspiration.

Could he get into
the office after it was closed?
Was
is
possible without the key? Then,
smiling as he worked, he remember-

Once a colleague, having left
some valuables in his working coat.

ed.
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in through the skylights of
What had been
the longj low roof.
done once could be done again. He
would be able to get thejetter after

had got

all.

And

then?

Why,

he would con-

front his wife with the clear evidence
of the disloyalty of which he had so

long suspected her

He did not mind about the superintendent now.
He had something
better to think of. He worked feverishly at the tables, doing two men's
work, anxious only to kill time. At
length the last letter was sorted. The
boards were cleaned. With a dozen
others Ainslie went over to help the
dispatching clerks tie up, to pull the
chock-a-block bags across to the zinccovered tables
where
the porters
stood, seals in hand, before the pots
of boiling wax.
Then, after he had
gone down into the retiring-room and
changed his coat, he signed the big
atendance book and went out into the
street
to watch.

—

Hidden

in an
sheltering
entry's
darkness, Ainslie waited.
He heard
the Town Hall clock boom out ten
times, he watched the sorters leave in
groups of threes and fours, he saw the
blaze of the electric lights die down
into darkness.
He heard, too. the
rattle of the keys as the superintendent made fast the doors.
After that
he waited still. It was half-past ten
before he ventured to leave his hitl-

ing-place.

He

hurried to the back of the buiUlgates of the big yard were
easy to climb and he was soon over
them but, as he knew must 'be the
case, the swing doors of the sortingThe
office were locked from within.
skylight was the only possible ening.

The

;

trance.

Close bv the doors of the sortinga tall telegraph pole ran up.
overtopping the glass roof that wa^
Ainslie's aim.
.Ml the wires in the
had,
office were hitched to this
it
branching
every
eighteen
inches.
metal footholds screwed into it for
.\insHe
the electricians to ascend.
found a portable dustbin, put it beoffice

:

fore

the pole,

jumped

up. caught at
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the lowest foothold, pulled himself up,
Soon he was
and began to climb.

with the roof. He stepped from
the pole on to the wooden catwalks
in a dip between the skylights, walklevel

ed along a little way, and then drew
his body across the glass surface. He
raised a skylight that was only ajar,
fixed it wide, put his feet through,
and swung by one hand, feeling for
a perpendicular girder with the other.

He found it, caught it, set his feet
on a horizontal one beneath, lowered
himself, and stood on the top deck
Thence he jumpof a sorting-table.
ed to the

He

floor.

struck a match, and found himclose

self

to

Knowing

the

exactly

postmen's

tables.

on which the

let-

he hurried across and
He took a
switched on the light.
bundle of letters in his left hand, and
slipped each of them deftly into his
Quite soon he
right, one by one.
came on what he sought. And then,
tor the second time that night, he
ter

would

be,

despair he climbed out of the building 041 to the roof, over the wooden
catwalks, down the telegraph pole,
and into the yard again. Then, tipfoot on the slanting beam that supported one of them, and jumped over
into the by-street on the other side.
Ijut as his feet met the ground he
felt a strong arm crook within his

own.
struggled fiercely, 'but in
grip was too strong for
him. In desperation he drew back to
strike with all his force.
The single
flickering lamp
outside the double
doors lit up his captor's face. Ainslie
Ainslie

vain.

Suddenly, in the far part of the of-

something seemed to creak. It
was only the echo of his own involuntary movement and cry, but he
couldn't know that. There in the full
light he stood, staring into the surrounding darkness, his hair stiffening, his breath held, and his whole
being a bundle of nerves.
He took
"Who's there?" he
a step forward.
whispered, fiercely. The roof and the
distance echoed back a blurred ans-

fice,

beside himself with
he must get rid of what
he held at any cost. Before him an
unextinguished fire smouldered, glowing and red.
Into it he flung Dicky
Soames's letter. The paper took the
flame with slow sureness, crinkled,
Ainslie,

fear, felt that

went utterly limp.
"Great heavens,

it's
the postmashe cried. He was right. He had
chosen for his folly one of the rare

ter

!"'

nights on which his chief

he brought out.
"Yes, sir, it's

"This

He began

to curse himself for a fool

is

Ainslie

!"

Ainslie,

said

very serious, Ainslie," said
"What's your ex-

If Ainslie

had told the whole

who was

truth,

humane

person,
would have understood and forgiven.
But shame kept him partly silent.
the chief,

a

"I went in for a letter," he stam-

mered.

The postmaster frowned.
"You went in for a letter?" he

"A

peated.

letter

at

this

time

re-

of

night?"

"Yes, sir," said Ainslie. "It was an
important letter, and I wanted it at
once."

The

Ainslie

me,"

sound of

it's

the postmaster.
planation ?"

"How

in

"Why,

a sur-

feebly.

faced the darkness,
once more. "Who's there?" he called, more loudly, because of his growing fear.
Again the roof and the
distance echoed back their answer.
Rut this time they echoed clearly, and
he knew that his fears liad been vain.
coals.

and became merged

made

prise visit to the building.
The other stared at the

the

charred,

The

Ainslie's voice.

stood staring at the envelope.

wer.

and for having destroyed the evidence
he had risked his career to get. And
in a blind rage of disappointment and

incredulous.
looked
chief
did you get in?'' he demand-

ed.

Ainslie told him. The other shook
"If I were a police officer,"
he said, "I should take yoti into custody right away; but, as I'm only a
postmaster, I sha'n't do that. I shall
suspend you from duty for suspicious
his 'head.
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You

conduct.

you hear

won't come back till
Do you under-

further.

stand?"

—

you wonder? Could anything look
more black against a man?" Then,
after

Ainslie stood speechless. Should he
could he make a clean breast of it?

Almost he screwed up his courage,
His
then failed.
It was impossible.
shame was too great.
"\'cry good, sir," he said; yet, be-

we

to

"Is there any chance that I shall
be taken back, sir?"
The chief faced him, stern and
"I can hold out no hope whatfierce.
ever!" he answered, briefly.
And Ainslie 'broken for life
slunk up the by-street, out into the
main road, home. If there was no
hope then, what would there be when
to-morrow the postmaster had heard
the superintendent's tale?

said.

before

.Mniost

room where
for him she
terrible

ed

'his

he canic into the
wife was sitting up

knew

showed

strain

something

that

The prolong-

had happened.
in

his

face,

his

walk was that of an old man, all his
vitality seemed gone.
"What is it, dear?" she asked,
gravely.

He

"Tell

me

everything."

— what

told her

he had told the

He

mistrusted her still
but, most of all, he was ashamed. She
heard him to the end.
(postmaster.

"Wihat was the letter you went
back for?" she said.
Ainslie sat palsied and irresolute.

Then he stammered out

the

lie

that

he had thought of on his miserable

way home.
"It

was about

that old tall-boys!"
he stammered. "I I was in a hurry.
I had an ofifer for it, and I wanted

—

silence,

The

he burst out,

children

I

What

are

do?"

His wife got up and came across
She loved him. That is why,
knowing that, though he was no thief,
he had lied to her, she kissed him tenderly.

—

!

to him.

fore he turned away, he asked, pleadingly
:

a long

"My God

"There's no need to despair,"' she
"It may be a "blessing.
You've
a good trade at your fingers' ends
that you
learned before ever you
thought of the Post Ofifice. And you
know more about old furniture tlian
any man in Belboro!"

"You mean?"

Ainslie wondered.
His wife balanced herself on the

arm

of his chair.
"I mean," she said, "that there's no
antique business in the town worth
calling one. There's work for a cabinet-maker now that there wasn't a
dozen years ago.
.A.nd with Americans in and out of the cathedral, as

they are, a shop near the Close might
make us a fortune in a few years."
Ainslie,
"Rut."
objected
taking
heart all the same, "but a shop wants
capital, and we've none.
And where
are we going to get the old stuff to
stock it with?"

Mrs. Ainslie slipped an arm round
neck, and waved her free hand
round the room at her treasures.

his

"My dear," she said, proudly,
"aren't there all the beautiful things
we've been clever enough to get together? We've got them for next to
nothing we'll get others, too. We'll
make this old house a shop like the

—

antique house at Murcester and live
among the things we sell. I'll see to

sell it me,
gentleman

customers and you shall go round the
county on a bicycle picking things up.

Mrs. Ainslie, looking at him with
her grave grey eyes, saw that he lied.

Oh. we'll make it a success! We'll
And you won't be
make it a success
away from me so much as vou've been

But she

at

to

so

know
that

if

Greaves would

I

could

let

the

know."

said

nothing.

It

was her

way.
"There's no hope of your
kept on?" she hazarded.
Ainslie shook his head.
"None vVhatcvcr," he said.
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being

!

your Post

Ofifice

work!

That

will

help me to do without and to stand
up against the struggle at first!"

The magnificence
last

of her courage
spark of jealousy in

Ainslie's heart.

The shock, hammer-

killed

"Can

the
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inp^ out the kink, had made him into
For perhaps the first
a sane man.
time in his life he took her into his
arms feeling that she belonged to him
heart and soul.
"Oh. my dear, my dear!" he cried,

show you
through toBut,
gether, in spite of everythmg.
" Then.
first of all, I must tell yen
weakening, he broke oflF and hid his
"Oh. I can't, I
face in his hands.
happy

really

what

I

at

can do.

last.

"I'll

\Ve"ll pull

his

wife,

who was

a

thousand times too good for him, kissed him tenderly on the lips.

me

"Tell

nothing, dear," she said,

"except that

you love me with

all

your heart."

And

Ainslie,

There was,

as the postmaster

had

no hope

of his going
Office.
After a
back to the Post
month of suspension the long-expected letter of dismissal came. He showed it to his wife in silence. She took
the typewritten sheet of foolscap and
"That belongs to
put it in the fire.
the past!" she said. "The present and
!"
the future belong to us
Ainslie,

But for all her grit and Ainslie's
grim determination to atone and succeed, the struggle was fierce and keen

—the

battle often against them. Cottage oak and modest brass aflford a
ready sale. But their profits are infinitesimal compared with those
on

the

more

aristocratic

woodwork

which Ainslie could not aflford to buy.
Sometimes, but seldom, he was able
to acquire a piece of Sheraton for an
old song, to make good its damages,
and sell it at a handsome profit. But
these were rare chances that seldom
came his way. Often at sales, for
want of capital, he had to forego the
purchase of some rare piece for which
neatly restored, he could have got a
hundred per cent, on his outlay. At
times, for all his wife's encouragement and pluck, his heart failed him.

He was
still,

—

just a living
a bare living
no more. But he plugged on
and the certainty that his wife

— and

fair-haired

as

if he despised him.
Ainslie smiled back, with never a
trace of jealousy in his heart.
"I hope Adela has kept you well
entertained," he said.

at Ainslie as

saying so again and
again, meant what he said.
told

man, who greeted
an old acquaintance.
"Good Lord, it's Dicky Soames!"
cried Ainslie.
"How long have you
been here?"
"Two hours !" said the other. He
shook hands corially, yet he looked
faced,

him

can't!" he cried.

Once more

him had made him another
Slowly, very slowly, things improved. Gradually he got together a
connection.
He began to gain a reputation for fair dealing and good
work.
One afternoon, when he came back
from a long hunt in the country for
a gate-legged table that a client had
pressed him to discover, he found his
wife giving tea to a plump, roundloved

man.

Dicky Soames laughed. "Well, if it
comes to that," he answered, "it's I
who've been doing the talking. You
see, I had some business matters tc
discuss with Aaela."

Mrs. Ainslie looked at her husband.
"Uncle Tom's dead^" she explained,
"and Dicky has come into the. money.
How much is it, Dicky?"
"Thirt}'thousand pounds!" said
Dicky Soames, not without pride.
Ainslie shook his hand warir.lv
I congratulate you," he
"By Jove
exclaimed.
"You're in luck. Isn't
he, Adela?"
Mrs. Ainslie turned to Dicky.
"Tell Arthur the rest," s'he said,
!

quietly.

for some reason or other,
uncomfortable.
He cleared
his throat several
times before he
blurted out: "He left Adela five hundred."
His restless eyes searched
Ainslie's a second, then fell again.
She
Ainslie glanced at his wife.
nodded.
"How splendid!" he said. "You

Dicky,

seemed

don't

know

what

it

means

to

us,

Dicky!"

But the
ticed

it

looked more

visitor

comfortable than
at last,

un-

Ainslie nohis face mirrored

ever.

and
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most because he believed him to have
done Adela out of the money, he could
not resist loosing one Parthian shot.
"It's strange about those two let-

"What's the matter?"

surprise.

his

he asked.
"Well, you

the
see," stammered
other, awkwardly, "the old chap left
something over sixty thousand, and

I've

of them!"

Mrs. Ainslie got up
across to her husband's

and

"Only one tiling could have become
them !" she said, and she faced
Dicky Soames with the light of battle

in

her eyes.

Dicky stared. "What was that?"
he demanded, amazed at her manner.
"They were lost in the post!" answered Mrs. Ainslie.
And, still facing her visitor, she
slipped her fingers into her husband's
ice-cold hand. Ainslie knew then that
she knew everything. Yet he was. if
that were possible, more sure of her
still.

My

Luck"

By K. E. Naptel

now who

often have we heard this expression used by
one
has failed in some undertaking ?
Let us ask ourselves this question, " what is luck ?"
Success is for the
Luck to my mind is, success.

—

man who

does things, not half-heartedly, not because it
is a duty, but whole-souledly, enthusiastically, persistently
and thoroughly.
there's a
say,
see a successful salesman.
lucky chap, he gets the best salary of any of the boys in
the house."
How does he get it ? And why ? Because
he puts his whole being into his work.
He is enthusiastic,
He is
about his goods, his house and his prospects.
persistent in his efforts.
He simply will not get downhearted.
Like a spring, the more he is bent down the
further he will fly up.
He never tells his troubles; he
tells his pleasant experiences, looks on the bright side
of things, and does his work well.
That salesman "does
things,"- is a success, or, as we generally hear it,
He

We

We

—

—

'

is

50

lucky.'"

came

s.ide.

of

eyes were on his wife's. His face was
as w'hite as paper, his lips chattering
and blue. Dicky Soames's suspicions
were confirmed. And because he disliked Ainslie for many things, but

"It's Just

he reflected aloud. "I wonder
often wondered what became

ters,"

—

But
he meant Adela to have half.
after he got paralyzed he began to
He was mortally offendget funny.
ed because Adela never answered two
letters I wrote to her for him. Then
he altered his will and left her share
I did
to hospitals and other things.
all I could to persuade him that she'd
never got his letters, but he wouldn't
Nothing would move the
have it.
old chap when he'd once got a thing
into his head."
lie paused, broke off. and looked
searchingly at AinsHe. But Ainslie's

CANADA'S WAR OFFICE

•

In the large building in the foreground are located the offices of the Minister, the

Inspector General, the Militia Council and Headquarters Staff.

Military Service in

Canada

By
A.

SHOULD

S.

PARKER.

requiring the presence of

filled with thousands of young and
middle-aged men, who have served

armed! troops, Canada aims at
placing a force approximating loo,ooo trained men in the field within a
few days' notice. Although the active militia in the Dominion numbers
some 57,000 men only, and the numerical strength of the
permanent
force is about 3,000, in time of storm
or stress, insurrection or invasion, the
ranks of the former would at once

three years or more in the differeni
units of the various establishments,
'but have in the course of time retired.
These stalwart Canadians have, by no
means forgotten how to march past,
shoulder arms, or form for attack,
the majority being almost as familiar
with
the
vanous manoeuvres as
though they had just left camp. In
an emergency they could be instantly

morrow

an emergency arise

to-

be
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and the units be raised from
skeleton peace establishments to
numbers required for active serbattalion of infantry would
vice.
be raised from about four hundred to
one thousand of all ranks, a regiment
of cavalry from about three hundred
and twenty to six hundred all ranks,
and so on with the other arms of the
called on,

the
the

A

service.

The standard

of defence, at which

Canada

will not keep you from serproviding you have no physical
or mental disabilities.
vice,

Another point

is

that

when

required

to organize a corps, either for

annual

training or an emergency, if enough
men should not volunteer to complete
the quota required, the men liable to
serve are to be drafted by ballot. If
you are drawn you may hire or engage an acceptable substitute to face

Canada has long aimed, has been the
power of placing in the held a force
100,000 men, properly organized
and equipped, in hrst line, and behind
it
the necessary equipment and ma-

of

chinery for raising an additional force
It is
of 100,000 men as second line.
perhaps not generally known that we

have compulsory military service here.
All men in Canada between eighteen

and sixty years, who are British subjects, and not exempt vt- disqualified
by law, under the provisions of the
Militia Act, are liable to service. Una
less you are a Privy Councillor,
Judge, a member of the Executive
Council of a Province, a deputy minister, a clergyman, a telegraph clerk
an employe of the
in actual work,
•revenue department, an officer of a
prison or a lunatic asylum, a member
of the naval militia, a policeman, a
fireman, a college professor, a teachin
er in religious orders, or a pilot
case of war or invasion, you are liable to be enlisted and called upon to
keep step, carry a rifle, or march to
The Militia Act of Canthe front.
ada makes a few other exceptions, as

—

case of the only son of a widtow
who is her sole support, cripples, perthose
sons of unsound mind, and
whose religious doctrines are strictEven if
ly averse to 'bearing arms.
you aie over sixty years old and are
exempt from service by any of the
special provisions, you may be such a
loyal and patriotic citizen and so desirous of upholding the honor and
integrity of your country that you
want to fight. If your blood is roused and you possess a burning desire
to do your part in defence of King
and native land, the Militia Act of

SIR
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Canada's War Minister, who is President
of the Mililia Council

in the

enemy in your stead, but it is under certain provisions, and these read
"if during any period of service any
man, who is serving in the active militia as a substitute for another, bethe

liable to service in his own
person, he shall be taken from such
service and his place as a substitute
shall be supplied by the man in whose
be
It may
stead he was serving."

comes

noted that

tiie

men

in

Canada

liable

to service are divided into four classes,

MTLTTARY SKRYTCE IN CANADA
the first unmarried male inliabitants
and widowers without children, between eighteen and tliirty years of
age the second class comprises bachelors or widowers without a family,

occasion of an emergency. The
regulations distinctly state that you
shall not be required to serve in the
field for a period longer than a year.

who

lor the war-— that is, during the time
of its existence
or for a greater period than one year, you could not back

;

are thirty years old or older. All
benedicts and widowers with children,
between eighteen and forty-five, constitute the third class who would be
called to the front.
The older men
from forty-five to sixty would in all
likelihood not be required unless the
situation was extremely grave and the
struggle of a protracted character.

in the

I

f,

however, you volunteered

to

go

—

down

or reverse your decision.

would have

to fulfil

in its entirety.

should the

You

your engagement

It is also

possible that,

be long and severe
and the conditions urgent, you might
be called upon to stay in the field for
six months more
a year and a half
in
all.
The Governor-in-Council,
should unavoidable necessity warrant
it,
lias the power to enforce such a
regulation.
strife

—

Canada's expenditure on its mililast year was, in round numbers,
?''^'750>0'^o, but this year, owing to a
tia

falling off in the national revenue, it
was, like the other branches of the
public service, found both advisable
and necessary to reduce the expenditure, and accordingly the estimates,
as presented to Parliament during the
recent session, called for only $6,113,000.
For the annual drill the amount
voted in 1908 was $1,305,000, but
the disbursement exceeded this al-

lowance

by

$105,000,

total outlay $1,410,000.

making the
this, how-

In

ever, was included a charge of $230,000 for bringing to Que'bec to take
])art in the Tercentenary celebration
about eleven thousand militia men.

The sum,
SIR

PERCY

H. N.

LAKE, K.C.M.G., C.B.

Inspector General and Chief Military Adviser
to the

Minister.

These, however, would make up the
fourth or final class of those who
would, in the event of hostilities, have
to join the three other classes who

had gone before.
In case you w'ere not an enthusiastis military man, had little patriotic
fervor, and no strong inclination to
smell powder or to be in the thick of
the fray, the question that would naturally arise in your mind would be,
how long you would have to serve

for

the

was
owing
It

therefore, actually disbursed

annual

drill

was $1,180,000.

felt that, for this

year at

least,

to the financial stringency, this

large sum must 'be curtailed and the
appropriation set apart was $860,000.
In 1895 there were only 19.000 men
trained in the annual camps held during the month of June, and at the
headquarters of city corps.
In 1898
ihc number was 25,296; in 1903 32,-

This sea500, and last year 47,500.
son, with a view to economy and retrenchment, and in order to keep the
expenditure within the allowance provided by Parliament, it was decided
to try the experiment of training cer53
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corps of the active militia, not
camps, but at the local headquarters, particularly the corps wliich
have their headquarters farthest from
tain

at central

the camp.

Important reductions were made in
infantry regiments, some of which
have trained in the annual camps during this month, only half strength.
The reductions were based on the
average number of men drilled in each
Of
unit during the past five years.
the regiments of infantry in Western
(Jntario with permanent peace establishments of eight companies, eleven
drilled, with only four companies, or
a total strength of 207 officers and
men. There were other geneial reartil(fuctions made in all the units
engineers,
stretcher
lery,
cavalry,
bearer corps, etc. The result was that,
instead of 28,000
men trained in
camps, as last year, throughout the
whole of Canada, the number in camp
this year was only 21,926.
There are
about seventeen thousand additional
trained men, including various city
cor])s and the permanent force, which,
makes the present training strength of
the active militia of- Canada a'bout
39,000. Many military men have criticized the action of the' Government
in reducing the establishments. They
maintain that it was a serious error
to cut down the scope of the drill
camps and in consequence the military authorities have come in for considerable fault-finding.

—

An

encouraging

feature

is

that

there are in Canada to-day 200 cadet
corps, which have a strength, according to last year's figures, of 8,000.
'Hie junior cadet corps consists of

boys over twelve years of age attending school, and the senior cadet corps
of boys over fourteen, and undcr
eightcen years. The Minister of Militia is authorized to attach any senior
cadet corps to any portion of the active militia for drill or training, but
the cadet corps is not liable to service
in the militfa in any emergency. However, the drill and training are beneficial to body and mind, and rccentlv
r>or(l Strathcona donated $2S0,0(Xi to
54

and stimulate military
encourage
practice
and discipline among the
youth of Canada, so high is his appreciation of the work and its iniluence. Major C. F. Winter, D.A.A.G.,
has full charge of the organization in
of
connection with the cadet corps
Canada.

The

of Canada are
Militia Council,
District
Headquarters Stafif,
and
Staffs and Commands, all having their
militia

affairs

administered by a

respective
and responsible duties.
Major-General Sir Percy H. N. Lake,
K.C.M.G., C.B., Inspector General, is
the Chief Officer of the Canadian
militia, and the present members of
the Militia Council are. Sir Frederick

Borden, Minister of Militia, who is
Colonel E. Fiset, D.S.
0., Deputy Minister of Militia ami
the
Defence, who is vice-president
first military member, Brigadier-General W. D. Otter, C.B., chief of the
stafT;
general
the second military
member, Colonel L. F. Lessartl, C.B.,
the president

;

;

adjutant general;

the

third

military

member, Brigadier-General D. A.
Macdonald, C.M.G., quarter-master
general the fourth military member.
;

Colonel R. W. Rutherford, mastergeneral of the ordinance, while the
finance member is J. W. Borden, accountant and pay-master.
The inspector general and chief militarv adviser to the Minister of Militia is an
ex-officio
member of the council,
while E. F. Jarvis, assistant deputy,
is

secretary.

The Headquarters

Staff

is

compos-

ed of: Col. W. G. Gwatkin. director
of staff duties Major D. I. V. Eaton.
director of training;
Major P. E.
Thackcr. assistant adjutant-general
;

Major

C. F. \\'inter. deputy assistant

adjutant-general; Maj. R. A. Ilelmer.
musassistant adjutant-general for
ketry; Lt.-Col. G. C. Jones, directorgeneral of medical services Lt.-Col.
R. K. Scott. D.S.O.. director of clothing auil equij^ment; Lt.-Col. J. Lyons
liiggar. director of transixirt and supply; Major H. C. Thacker. director of
artillery; Major G. S. Araimsell. director of engineer services; Capt. M.
;

MILITARY SERVICE IN CANADA
they carry out these duties. The Inspector-General is charged with the
duty of inspecting the militia forces
of the country and seeing that they are
l)roperly equipped in accordance with
the instructions of the Militia Council.

The duties of the
Iea(l(|uarters
Staff comprise those coinieclcd with
the administration,
training, equip1

ment and organization of

the troops,
the organization, a few years
ago, of the Militia Council and the
Staff at Headquarters, the system of

Upon

work was changed to commands
and districts. The work is pcrfonuchI upon a system almost identical with
that pm\sued in the Imperial Army in
its general lines and scope, the only
difference being such as is due to the
comparative smallncss of the Canadian
staff

COL.

;f.

l.

Member

lessard, c.b.

ada

Simon, assistant director of engineer services; Capt. G. B. Wright,
St. L.

assistant director of surveys.

The

functions of the Militia Counare largely of the nature of an
advisory and administrative board
summoned together by the Minister to
enable him to arrive at decisions in
regard to broader questions of military
policy.
At the same time the whole
executive work of the Militia Department is distributed amongst the members of the Council, each member being in charge of a particular branch
and responsible to the Minister for its
proper discharge. The Militia Council constitutes, what, in an incorporated company or banking institution,
would be a board of directors. The
cil

services,

force.

The

Militia Council

is

latest move on the part of Canjoining in the Imperial General

Staff scheme.
While the Dominion
has accepted the plan laid down, with
certain reservations, nota'bly not to
give full control of the chief of the
local section to the general stafif, the
outline of the new general defence

which the members perform,

similar
to
those rendered by an average board
in any industrial or commercial undertaking.
The Inspector-General performs all the
duties formerly discharged by the General Officer Commanding the Militia, with the exception of that of executive command.

a military sense,

are,

in

This

now

rests

with officers

command-

ing military districts, wdio are responsible to Council for the way in which

BRIG. -GENERAL D.

A.

MACDONALD,

C.M.G., LS.O.

Member

Militia Council
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which has been submit-

])roposition,

as well a? a uniformity in the regulat;ons and tiaining of all military units
in the i.-uiy of tht Empire

the colonies for consideration
by the British Government and is the
outcome of a resohition passed at the
ted

to

Imperial Conference

in 1907,

is

Canadian Government could give a general adherence
to the plan of Imperial defence, and
out, that, while the

ly:The

necessity for the maintenance
can
of sea supremacy, which alone
ensure active military co-operation at
all
the desira'bility of a certain broad
plan of military organization for the
Em])ire; the division of the armed
iorces of the Empire into two parts,

while local officers might keep in close
communication with the Chief of the

General Staff, they could not receive
orders from him that while local officers may advise the Imperial Government, yet when their advice is not accepted, it will be their duty to carry
out what
their
respective Govern-

;

llie

first

;

having local defence as its
second designed for the

I'unclion, the

service of the Empire as a whole. The
formation of a general staff is also
urged, the members of which shall
have substantially the same educatiov.,
l)rcferably at the staff college at Camberly,

England.

The general

staff,

ments may order.
The Canadian
mem'bers
of
the Imperial General
Staff will in

pointed

W.

Cicn.

staff;

I).

likelihood be:

all

W.

J5rev.-Col.

rector of operations

out,

Major D.

G. Gwatkin. di-

and

staff duties;

V. Eaton, R.C.A., director of training; Brev.-Col. E. T. Taylor, commandant Royal Military ColH.
A.
lege, Kingston, and* Major
Macdonell, D.S.O., D.A.Q.M.G,, Hali-

it so its mem'bers should be uniformly
trained in principles and practice in
one school under one head.
Interchange of staff officers is recommended and periodical general conference,

I.

fax.

Wasted Energy
/f^KMEMBER

that

"the

mill will

the water that has passed."

never grind with

'^'ou

with a certain amount of energy;

start

out

you can use

in

life

it

for

farming, teaching, practising law or medicine, or selling
goods.
in

If,

however, you allow

your reservoir to drain

surprised at the small

off

amount

a nudtitiule of

your supply,
of water

the wheel to turn life's machinery,

work.

66

Brig.

Otter, chief of the general

it

must be an entity
throughout the Empire and to make
is

Frederick Borden has pointed

Sir

brief-

—

to

little

you

leaks

will

be

which runs over
actually

do

life's

Tamer

Veregin,

By
From

GEORGE

the

1

PRECIATION."

This

AP-

not
recently
of Canis

tiie title of
a book
published by the Government
ada, but it might have been.
It is a
recent publication of the Dominion
Interior Department, which apparently tries to hide the true identity of

work by labeling it simi)ly as an
'annual report."
The report is devoted to a consideration of the Doukhobors, the peculiar sect of Russian Quakers who,
the

to

the

number

of

nearly

10,000,

sought an asylum in northwest Canada about ten years ago. There the

odd ways and the fanatical practices
of some of their number made them
the target of hostile criticism, and the
impression

has

gotten

abroad that

"government" is devising ways and
means of getting rid of the Doukhobor
strangers within Canada's gates.
That this impression is without
foundation is made clear in the Inter-

Department's report.
Far from
regarding the "Douks" as a thorn in
Canada's side, the Interior Department, after a careful investigation,
ior

comes out strongly

in their defence.
are classed among the best farmers of the Canadian Northwest, and
it is asserted that none of their neighbors, including the big American contingent, surpasses them in industry,
frugality, thrift, and general desirability as settlers.
After thus putting an oflficial approval on the Doukhobors in general,
the Interior Department officials single out one member of the sect as being particularly responsible for the

They

H.

New York

w«OKTER VEREGIN: AN

Doukhobors

of

BRAGDON.

Post Magazine.

prosperity and good order that pre"The Christian Community of
the Universal Brotherhood," as the

vails in

—

Doukhobors

themselves one
call
Nastasia Vereguine, known to his own
people as "Father" Vereguine, and to
of
the
English-speaking residents
Canada as Peter Veregin. In 1898,

when

the

vanguard of the Doukho-

bor exodus reached Canada, Vereguine was serving a life sentence in
the mines of Siberia.
As the leader
of a sect that absolutely refused to
do military duty, he had fallen under
the ban of the Czar's government, and

Four
his exile to Siberia followed.
years after the Doukhoibors arrived in
Canada, the English and American
who, with the help of
Count Tolstoy, were instrumental in
bringing about the removal of the
Doukhobors from Russia, were able
to secure a pardon for Vereguine on
condition that 'Ijje would leave Russia
foiever, and, early in 1902, he joined
his people in Canada.
philantropists,

At

the time of

his

arrival,

the

Community

of the Universal
Brotherhood, deprived of its real leader, had fallen under the evil influences of a small coterie of fanatics.
The great body of the communitv

Christian

members had given up

practically all
idea of trying to attain material well-

being in this life and were mainly concerned in securing a part in the distribution of favors in the life to come.
They neglected to till their fields, and
the stock that had been provided for
them when they entered Canada was
turned loose to run at large over the
country.

As

for

themselves,

they
57
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threw off their clothes, men and woalike, and went forth to meet the
Messiah, through the biting cold of
winter and the terrific heat of sum-

dence of his co-religionists. Father
Vereguine stands well with the authorities, as is made very clear in the
report of the Interior Department.

mer.

The Department

At one time practically the entire
force of the Northwest mounted police was
on duty on the Doukhobor

credit for the remarkable progress of

men

"reservation" to keep the members
from wandering too far afield in their
religious frenzy and perishing. Aside
from the efforts that Canada was
forced to make to keep the strangerpeople in order, it was costing her no
inconsiderable sum to keep them from
starving or freezing to death.
The
P>ritish Government was appealed to
in an effort to bring about the return
of llic undesirable fanatics to l\ussia.

Vereguine

from Siberia
and the eft'ect was

arrived

just at this time,

With the prestige of his
leadership behind liim, he swept
the fanatical element out of power.
The total acreage that the community
sowed to wheat and flax that spring
was fully TOO per cent, greater than
in any previous year.
As indicated by the name, the
Christian Community of the Universal Brotherhood, the Doukhobors comprise a communistic organization. Of
course. Father Vereguine found the
community plan in full operation when
he joined his bretliern in Western
immediate.

old

Canada.
that the

He

at

once saw. however,

community was handicapped

commercial relations with outby the lack of machinerv for
doing business, and he formed the
Doukhobor Trading Company, which
is
incorporated under the Dominion
in

its

siders

laws.
It is tlirough
that the Doukhobor

this
company
community car-

ries on all its outside business, marketing what it raises of grain and other produce, buying supplies and stock,
and other things for consumption,

and arranging for the emplovment ni
its
siu-])lus labor.
As head of this
companv. Father Vereguine represents
his
brethren in all business
transactions, which involve considerably more than $t,ooo.ooo everv vear.

In addition to enjoving the confi58

bis people.

officials

Officialdom

give him

has

full

named

the largest Doukhobor centre of population "Veregin" after him.
college professor from one of the
Western State universities spent a

A

summer among the Doukhobors a few
years ago, and on his return to the
United States pronounced Father
Vereguine the best example of the
benevolent despot in the world to-day.
ter than slaves.
The only trouble is,
they do not know it. They have voluntarily put a tremendous power in
the hands of that quiet-spoken leader of theirs, and he wields it like a
despot. Yet I defy any man to sliow
a single instance where he has abused
the trust imposed on him.
"Father Vereguine has simply to
say to this man, Do this, and he. does
it, and to that man. Go there, and he
goes forthwith.
Barring the direct
power of life or death, the Doukhobor leader has every power that was
ever put in the hand of a despot.
"By virtue of his marked intellectual
superiority
over his brethern.
Father Vereguine holds this despotic
sway over 10,000 souls. But his leadership is moral and spiritual, rather
than physical. He rules them because
his mind is
superior
to any other
mind in the community. The average Doukhobor is a dull, stolid fellow, with just intelligence enough to
recognize the superior mental equipment with which his leader has been
endowed, ^'^ereguine is looked up to
as a superior being, and his verv will
is

law."

Father A^ereguine is a born leader
of men. but he does not look the part.
Soft-spoken and rather diffident in
the presence of strangers, he has th'air of a man whose a'm in life is to
minister lo the spiritual needs of his
fellow-men.
He is the head elder in
the Universal Brotherhood, has the
management of its worldly affairs,
of
the
and
is
the
authority
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brcthcrn in all spiritual matters. The
Christian Conmnniity of the Universal
Brotherhood, is a communistic undertaking, in the strictest sense of the
word, in which everything outside of
personal belongings is held in com-

mon. The community members arc
on an equal footing, and universal
suffrage prevails among men and women alike. The earnings of all go
into the common treasury, and this
common fund is drawn on to purchase
supplies of food and clothing and the
other commodities that the brotherHorses, cattle, sheep,
hood needs.
and farming implements are all purall

cliased out of this

The

direction of

comomn
all

fund.

community

af-

vested in a sort of committee,
made up of two men and a woman
from each of the forty-eight villages
or population centres.
x\s chairman
of this committee, Father Vereguine
leads the way, and the other members
do little else than give official sanction to the proposals that he makes.
Agents of the Doukhobor Trading
Company visit Winnipeg every spring
and fall to do the buying for the community, at wholesale and for cash,
saving fully 25 per cent. On some of
these shopping expeditions the Doukfairs

is

hobor buyers have been known to
spend from $100,000 to $150,000.
The telephone system, by the way,
came within an ace of wrecking the
community, incontinently. But Father
Vereguine, by his prestige and his
quick wit, managed to avert the
calamity, and at the same time to
make a beginning at installing a complete

telephone system.

For several years he had

it

in

mind

connect the forty-eight villages of
the Doukhobor community by both
wire and rail. He anticipated a certo

tain

amount of opposition to his pet
The average Doukhobor

projects.

do almost anything before he will
himself up in opposition to Father
Vereguine, but the idea of holding a
conversation wMth a person miles away
through a wire strung across the
prairies had a suggestion of necromancy in it that simply frightened the
stolid Doukhobor out of his normal
will
set

and Father Vereguine had a reon his hands.
It was the first serious show of resistance that the community had ever
made to his authority. Followed by a
crowd of the malcontents, he sauntered slowly down the street to where
one of the "devil talking boxes" had
been instaled and got into communiself,

bellion

cation with the Winnipeg office of
one of the big Canadian railroad companies. Inside of five minutes he had
arranged to take a big contract for
grading on one of the new railroad
lines then in

progress of construction.
Negotiations for this contract had
been in progress all winter, and the
officials
had practically
the contract to the brotherhood, but the brethern did not know

railroad

awarded

anything about that. Father Vereguine gave them visible and audible
demonstration of the uses of the
"devil talking box"
for the community.

in

Up

getting

work

to that time

prospect for work for the comseason had been very poor, and in
their joy over landing this contract
the Doukhobors forgot about their
being in a state of rebellion and
Father Vereguine, being wise in his
own generation, pretended to do likethe

ing

wise.

Father Vereguine has planned the
construction of a narrow-guage railroad to connect all the villages, and
work on the new line has already begun.

A

commimitv brick and

tile

plant

beginning of the Vereguine regime has proved a constant
source of income for the community
installed at the

plant has also made
erection of substantial
iiomes for the individual members.
Furthermore, an elevator system has
been put into operation and granaries
have been erected, with a total capacity sufficient to hold every bushel
in general.

nossible

The

the

of wheat and flax the communitv can
One of the secrets of Doukraise.
hobor prosperity is that the communitv has learned to "hold" its grain in
these days of better than "dollar

wheat," and

all

throiigh Father Vere-

guine.
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The

Scenery of the Train
From The

STEVENSON
tion

of

knew

the

Spectator.

fascina-

watching country scen-

ery from the train. He has writof it in "A Child's Garden of
Verses."
The train stands still the
country rushes past:
ten

;

,

Faster than fairies, faster than witches,
Bridges and houses, hedges and ditches;
And charging along like troops in a
battle,

through the
and cattle

All

meadows

the horses

:

All of the sights of the hill and the
plain
Fly as thick as driving rain
And ever again, in the wink of an eye.
Painted stations whistle by.
;

The

child's face is against the glass
other children scramble and play in the
:

fields

below him

:

is a cart run away in the road
Lumping along with man and load
And here is a mill and there is a river
Each a glimpse and gone for ever

:

!

perhaps, may stand by
Other, older people, to enjoy watching the scenery
It
properly, need first a corner-seat.
should be a seat with other advantages. It should be as comfortable as
possible; it should be on the sunny
side of the carriage in winter, and the
child,

the carriage-door.

in

summer, and

it

is

best

facing the engine then you can see
what is coming,' rather than what is
going.
But it must be a corner-seat
first and foremost; and having secured it, he who knows how to travel well is filled with an idle content.
The level train glides on the miles
unfold themselves; fields and woods
and mountains spread themselves in
he sunlight and are gone.
;

;

I
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village

sets

itself

about a railway station no great city
was built to be seen by railway travelers. With the road it is different.
Architects plan buildings to be looked
at from the road even those who lay
out the quietest gardens may think
how the road should be joined by the
;

;

carriage-drive. The gates may be as
handsome as the house itself beyond.
But nobody ever plans scenery for the
railway traveler; nobody ever gives
Look at the
the railway a picture.
different approaches, by railway and
by road, to such a place as Oxford.
Almost from any direction bv road
the buildings group themselves with

but choose to come into
Street
over Magdalen
Bridge, with the sparkle of the Cherwell under the pollards below, and
the slender grace of the tower above
the bridge the domes and spires and
noble spaces move one by one into

purpose

the

;

shaded sine

charming country

a

Here

The

You cannot get at the best of all
scenery from the railway. The cities
and villages deny themselves.
No

;

High

;

the picture

road.
train.

;

you see

it

all

best

from the

Then travel to Oxford bv
The station merges its bricks

and its noise into narrow streets and
rows of insignificant houses; beyond.
in the distance, the spires and towers
set themselves along the skyline, but
it
is
the unlovelv foreground which
Of the city itself, and the
insists.
graces of its gray stone, its ordered
age and its noble troo<. von will "^rc
nothing whatever.
But the coiuUry. and cspeciallv the
deepest connfry of all. shows itself to
the traveler by train without reserve.
You mav even come to that pleasant-
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of
enjoying scenery, the
sense of being shown wide and shining visions from privileged places, of
being allowed to share in a secret, of
Perhaps
seeing without bein^ seen.
that sense comes clearest on the longit
is
the
longest
journeys;
est
journeys which lead through the
wildest country, and only in the level,
runs
uninterrupted
traveling
that
through day and night that you may
see so silent and gradual a thing as
the dawn lighting successive miles oi
moore and hill. That is one of the
of
finest realizations
distance and
change of scene that a traveler can
experience, to wake and watch the
est sense

there, where a dark pool
swells and eddies there, again, where
a jutting rock catches and turns the
current, and he may imagine the gray,
ghostlike forms of noble fish lying
aslant to the drive of the water. There,
over that ripple, his Gordon shoul
fall, and there, to that easy, level slide
of glassy black the current should
take it, and there, in the tail of the
slide and the edge of the ripple, the
line should tighten, the rod-top should
should tug
(lip,
the bending wood
again.
train journey shows flowers as

over stones

;

;

A

dawn break over new country; as he
may watch it, for instance, on one

walker on country roads cannci
them and there is a new introduction, too, for most people to the life
of many birds and beasts too shy of

of the great railways running north

approaching man but fearless of the

from London. The warm, well-lighted train moves slowly out from the

Rabrush and roar of the railway.
on the slope of a railway cutting
will let an express train thunder past
their tails a yard or two away without a twitch of the ear a man a hundred yards down the line would have
lo
sent the white scutts flickering
Partridges care nothing for
cover.
the shaking and shrieking of a heavy
train putting on brakes on an embankment and the writer once saw
a Soemmering's pheasant, which vou
would suppose could have had little
time to accustom itself to English
railroads, pecking unconcernedly in a
primrose copse close under the rails
of a branch line in Surrey. Nothing
more brilliant than the glowing scarlet
of the bird's neck and shoulder against
the pale flowers could be seen in an
There are even birds
Engflish wood.
which seem to prefer railway banks to
.Swallows and martins,
other places.
of course, love to flock about telegraph
wires in the autumn, but they are
scared to sudden chatteringfs and
flightings by an oncoming train. But
the red-backed shrike
there is a bird
which regards railway-lines and
telesfranh wires as erected for his peHe nests in scrubby
culiar benefit.
thorn under the telegraph poles, and
on the wires he sits and surveys a
weaker, gentler world of nestlings

into the Engthe lucky voyager sleeps,
and wakes to hear the smoke-grits
rattling like hail upon the carriageroof, and the engine settled down to a
steady snore pushing mile after mile
There is a colder inirito the dark.

London platform away
lish

night

;

take of the air at the opened window
the North breathes a wind that has
But it is a morning
touched ice.
wind there is a sense of light about
the contours of the nearer uplands
You are running
against the sky.
through the kindly, gentle slopes of
skyline
the Scottish Lowlands; the
undulates across the carriage window
the shapes of dusky, rounded hills
;

;

rise

and

fall.

The

light

grows and

spreads. Lowlands change to Highlands, the sun shines out over bro,vn
and purp'c plough and Eastern seawater, and then, entering the great
gray-gianite city of the North, ^'ou

may

how little a town
railway see of her. Beyond
the town, perhaps, the railway runs
through deep country again possiblv
by the banks of a salmon-river,
realize again

will let the

;

through pine-woods stretching down
to the water, by level green fields and
under the broken scarp of a hill. A
fisherman scans every yard of that
water—-here, where it races rippling

the
see

;

bits

;

;

—

and edible

—

beetles.
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A

Dog
By

in

the Pulpit

COULSON KERNAHAN

From Chambers's

THOUGH we choose our own poUthe

we cannot always choose
company which our politics

tics

make

it

necessary for us to keep. I
to address a meeting in

had promised

a certain village, and was informed
by the organiser that, as there was no
possibility of my getting back to town
that night, J\Ir. and Mrs. H., prominent local supporters of the cause,
would be pleased to afford me hospitality. Much public speaking about the
the country has long since convinced
me that it is wiser to face the known
discomforts of an inferior hotel than
the unknown possibilities which may
await one even in a princely private
house.
At the hotel a tired public
speaker or lecturer is at least at liberty to please himself. In a private house
he has to please and to consider his
host and hostess, and is sometimes
expected in spite of tingling nerves
and flagging energies, to talk brilliantly, and to entertain a large company
when all his longings are set upon
quiet and a pipe.

Hence I wrote to the local secretary,
him according to the formula

telling

have adopted for such occasions,
that circumstances so often render it
necessary that I catch an early train
in the morning after addressing a
I

meeting, that I make it a rule to stay
at hotels rather than at private houses,
where an early breakfast and departure
might
inconvenience
my
hostess.

We replied hoping that
mv wav to be the guest
Mrs. H.
lines
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of

;

I

would

see

of Mr. and
and as, reading between the
his letter, I gathered that
"

i
,

ni

Journal

these worthy people are so good as to
suppose that the chief speaker at a
meeting is a person of importance
some measure of which is reflected
upon his entertainers and might take
offence were I to refuse, I made no
further to-do about the matter, but

—

wrote accepting their invitation.

The
Though

was not a success.
dinner, the wines, the
flowers, and the silver were sumptuous, my host was offensively familiar,
and the conversation of my hostess
stilted

result

the

and

artificial.

The

sisted chiefly of scandal,

hor,

if

talk con-

which

I abfor no other reason than that

one knows that the folk who scandalise their neighbors when in your own
company will inevitably spread slanders abroad about yourself as soon as
your back is turned.
Bored and
weary, I leaned back in my chair and
let a listless hand drop to m\' side,
when suddenly from somewhere under
the table a wet nose snuggled itself
affectionately against

my

fist,

and the

next moment a warm, hairy wedge
butted itself between my closed fingers.
It

was the

lishment.

Irish terrier of the estab-

He had

slipped

into

the

room unseen; and
assertive

face

after the flushed,
of my host, the hard

mouth, the gimlet eyes, lined and
tering, of

my

glit-

hostess, a look into the

ha;^cl dog-eyes that met mine
so trustfully and truthfullv seemed to
straighten out my world for me. and
T
felt as one might feel
who after
groping his way among sliding quicksands-finds firm ground under his feet
again.
Small wonder tiiat a cvnic

honest

A DOG

IN

THE PULPIT.

once said that the more he saw of
men and women the more he loved
dogs and horses. As i thumped my
dumb friend's shaggy sounding sides,
scratched at the ear that was cocked
and inclined invitingly towards my
hand, and nibbled as it were with my
hnger-tips at the close hair upon his
and insistent crown, the
pleased
honesty of his undisguised happiness
in thus being caressed, and the harddrawn breathing which betokens a
dog's enjoyment and gratitude just as
surely as purring betokens a cat's,
were after the shams, scandalisings,

—

and

which

insincerities to

I

had been

—as refreshing as a breath
atmosphere.
the
of pure
A dog— a dumb animal — had renewed
listening"

air

fetid

in

and hope within me, and had
made sweet and endurable a world of
which had it been peopled entirely b>
such folk as those in whose company
I found myself, I was disposed to be
sickened and despairing.
faith

George Eliot says somewhere

that

many men are kinder to the very
dumb animals of their household than
they are to the women who love them
and adds

cruelly,

"Is

it

because the

Fear of my own
womankind, to say nothing of Sufiragettes, prevents me from attempting
to answer that question but in regard
to my dog I am by no means sure
that he and I would get on any betWhen he
ter could he answer back.
and I fall out, when he misbehaves
in some way and I have cause to punish him
and myself in doing so
and he turns a reproachful eye upon
Sometimes
me, my anger passes.
even I am rebuked. Perhaps had he

animals are

dumb?"

;

—

'

flung a reproachful word at me the
feud between us might have been fed

by a new fuel, and his and my wrath
blazed anew.
But that dumb, apresist.
cannot
pealing
I
look
It
seems to say, "What I have
done amiss I do not know. If
it, for I
I did, I would try to mend
love you, and have no wish but to
please you.
Perhaps sometimes you
unintentionally displease your Master, God
but He is an easier Master
;

than you,

He

for

always knows His

besides which He forgives
you a great many worse sins and a
great many more times than you ever
forgive me. if you are sorry, you can
say so in so many words, but 1 can't
and since neither to dog nor to master
has been given the power to make
known to the other his exact wishes
in words, be as patient as you can
with a poor little dog who is doing

own mind,

poor

his

little

best."

To me

there is something pathetic
in the thought of a dog's confidence in
and dependence upon the whims and
upon the care of a master by nature
In their wilo
careless or forgetful.
state, God's creatures can generally
but to prison a
shift for themselves
bird in a cage, to chain a dog to a
;

kennel, or even to shut him in a. room,
and perhaps in the enjoyment of our
own freedom, the pursuit of our own
pleasure, or the following of our own
convenience, to forget that the faithful fretting and pining of the dog for
his

master are making every moment

that passes a tiny martyrdom, and that
the bird is suffering the pangs of

hunger or the tortures of

thirst,

is

to

be guilty of a cruelty not easily to
be forgiven.
It

is

for this reason, perhaps, that

can never see a dog gnawing at a
bone without some sense of pity. There
is a certain rugged and noble independence in the fearless fending for
themselves of wild beasts and birds in
the open and to see them devouring
prey of their own hunting arouses in
me no sense of pity other than for the
I

;

quarry.

Even

the sight of innocent

and harmless sheep or

cattle

—

browsing

idyllic as is
peacefully in a meadow
the picture they make, and destined
as I may know them to be for the
slaughter-house does not appeal in so
near and so intimate a way to me as
does the sight of my dog, his whole
length prone upon the ground, his
outstretched forepaws clasped upon
the bone as eagerly as a miser clutches
his gold, and the very dog-soul of
him as intent upon his task as if life
itself depended upon his finding some

—
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shred of
gristle,
some morsel of
meat, upon a knuckle-end that his
teeth have already scraped and planed
to the whiteness and cleanliness of
polished ivory. Perhaps it is that seeing him thus
his jaws distended to
the point of dislocation in an impotent
effort to compass the circumference
of a huge shin-bone, or else making
of the same jaws a pair of nut-crackers to scrunch wickedly at some mar-

—

row-end hard

enough,
one would
every tooth in his
head, reminds me of the way in which
we human beings strain every nerve,
break our hearts almost, to compass
think,

some

to

splinter

trivial

end,

some

twopenny

triumph as barren of any ultimate

re-

sult to ourselves or to others

the

as

dog's gnawing and worrying of the
meatless bone.

When my dog looks full at me,
eagerly alive and alert to read by the
signs of my face whether I am contemplating a walk or a romp, I am not
conscious of this pathos of which I
have spoken. But when, while he is
busy with a bone, or while lying with
head upon his paws by the fire, he
turns upon me, upward or sideways,
and slowly, the white edge of a watchful eye, I am strangely reminded of
the melancholy which one sees, or
fancies one sees, in some Oriental face.
The sadness of the East is there,
either in reality or in my imagination.
By ancestry he may be Scotch, and
consequently he is by creed, I suppose, a Presbyterian
but I suspect
sometimes that the breed came originally from Persia, for by conviction
he is unquestionably a fire-worshipper.
To say that he is a fire-fearing dog
in the sense in which we speak of a
God-fearing man sounds like profanity but it is a fact that fire seems to
inspire him not only with fear but
with something like awe. The fear
he will stop dead-short, even as his
jaws are in the act of closing upon a
bonne bouche, to turn a sideway suspicious eye upon the fiie
is
easily
;

;

—

explainable.

But

his

awe comes

per-

haps of the fact that, looking at the
fire, he may realize the existence of
64

some power outside

himself, and out-

side his comprehension, about which
he wonders as we mortals wonder

about God, asking himself what manner of power this can be which now
invites him to creep nearer that he
may comfort and cheer himself in its
kindly warmth, and now strikes suddenly at him to blister and burn with
If even
falling coal or darting spark.
to us men and women that ethereal,
elusive, unsubstantial element which
we call -fire, and which so few of us,
for all our science, really understand,

acknowledged symbol of what
and is constantly so used

is

the

is

spiritual,

in the Scriptures,

surely to a dog's in-

must be even more awful and incomprehensible. Other live
things
a bluebottle on
a window-

telligence fire

—

pane, a rat running along the road, an
elephant in a circus, or a man sitting
in a chair
have some relation to the
dog's self.
He can snap his jaws at
the bluebottle, hunt down and kill the
rat, bark at or run away from the elephant, and obey the man. But fire is
something different from all these; it
is life without body, and hence comes
his fear and his awe.
As he sits by
the fender, his eye held by the fire as
the eye of a fascinated bird is held bv
a serpent, I ask myself of what it is
he thinks. Into most of his self-communings I can follow him. but here T
lose touch.
As a child mav flick a
toy balloon, first to the right and then
to the left, by the touch of a fingertip, and then suddenly find the obedient slave and
plaything elude the
grasping finger like a live thing and be
whirled aloft by the wind and out of
sight, so, as my dog sits before the
fire, his soul seems to slip the cable

—

which bound him to me. and to lose
itself in depths and distances whither
T cannot track him.
Perhaps, as he
looks into that

fire,

which
ligion and

at

der,

is

all

the spirit of

the

root of

worship,

is

won-

all

re-

awakening

within him.
Perhaps he is thinking
such thoughts as arose in the soul of
Moses when he gazed upon the burnmg bush and knew it for the maniPerhaps even his
festation of God.

A

iH Hi

I.N

dog-suul dimly appichtnds that I
who seem to be the arbiter and end
of his being, and to whom is entrusted the power of life and of death
am after all only his master, not his
maker; am only an animal, and mortal like

will should bind and shall one day
bind the whole creation God to His
creature
man, man to his dumb
friends
and fellow-sharers of this

—

—

wonderful gift of life in the beautiful bonds of mutual confidence and

himself, and so

his dog-soul

somewhere in
awakens some dim idea

love.

For

of a God.

This

I'lLprr.

rill':

that reason, in

all

of course, the idle and posdreamer; but
of one thing I am at least certain, and
that is if my dog knows, or at all
events acknowledges, no higher power than I, I am in a sense God's deputy
in regard to him.
If, therefore, I do
anything to soil or to destroy my
dog's beautiful and sacred confidence
in me, I am in act an atheist, a destroyer of trust, and am loosening the
golden chain of love that it is God's
is,

sibly foolish fancy of a

^^"^

lesson for the

you have the

go ahead
third

—a

times

it

;

if

you

of Justice, and

for

I

fall

under the

at

dozen even.

not the better for

this

is

it.

Look
its

try another,

at the

web to

will

spider

its

ment, and on the twentieth succeeded.

who

As long as

:

and have the power

one thing

throw out

tried to

;

to do,

and a

nineteen

place of attach-

The young man

the one

whose

foot

be able to breast the angry waters of

human

dis-

has the

gift

couragement.

of continuance

Graphic.

re-

man or
very cat and dog were

Christianity of the

the

woman whose

young man

health,

fail

dealings

proof of good old Sir Thomas Browne
who said that he would give nothing

Never Stop Trying
^^vHE

my

with my dog I try to be honest and to
be just. 1 make him no promise that
I do not fulfil, and if I have reason
to be angry with him or to punish
him, I am wary and alert lest Temper snatch the whip out of the hand

is

Emigrants Americanizing Europe
By

EDWARD

From Review

IT

has often been the voluntary and
interesting task of the writer to
follow the westward stream of

emigration across the sea and along
the different channels which
reach
our economic, social, and political life,
i^verywhere he has found that the
fear of this unknown mass has given

more or less intelligent inand the emphasis to-day
is not so much upon our problem as
upon our opportunit}^ The less developed and the more uncultured this
mass of immigrants, moreover, the

place to a
terest in

it,

our opportunity, the less
difficult is our problem.
The immigrant of the last fifteen or
twenty years, it may truly be said, has
not influenced our social life to any
marked degree.
The cosmopolitan
character of our cities, even, is due,

greater

not so

is

much

the presence of the
immigrant as to the effect which European life has had upon that vast number of our countrymen, for whom a
journey to the Old World forms part
of the annual program. The foreign
restaurants and "rathskellers" on this
side the Atlantic, with their
effect
upon the eating and drinking habits
of our people, were not established
for the immigrant, but for the American people, who are certainly their
most numerous and profitable customers.
On the other hand, our influence
upon the cruder class of imnvgrants
to

exceedingly marked, and
when, in the year 1007. nearly 800.000 of them returned to their native
countries, it became an
interesting
has been
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of

question to what degree they would
influence those lands to which they
returned.
Some observers of this rather remarkable phenomenon, which occurred at the time of a great business
depression, have been content to record only the sums of money suddenly withdrawn from our markets. The
purpose of the writer, however, in
followed this stream eastward, was to
ascertain how the peasant countries,
notably in the east of Europe, have

been affected by
of

this

sudden influx

numbers of those who

have been

in

touch with a

for
life

years
which,

in many respects, was the antithesis
of that which they had left.
It was this question which lured
the writer across the sea, and the

phenomenon which he observed
was the fact that there is not a town
or village of any size between Naples
the
in Italy and Warsaw in Russia
field of his observations,
to which a
larger or smaller group of emigrants
had not returned.

first

—

It

did not take

to discover this

;

much

—

investigation

for invariablv there

was a visible contrast between those
who had migrated and returned home.
This was most strikingly illustrated
where the cultural development had
been at its lowest, and where church
and state had done least for the mass.\nother remarkable phenomenon,
es.
yet one at second thought easilv ex-

plained,

is

purposely

The returned emigrant
emphasizes the difference

this

:

between himself and those who remain at home. He does evervthing
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and wears everything which will make
him like an American, even if, while
in the United States, he had scarcely
moved out of his group or come in
touch with our civilization. The men
wear with pride our clothing, including ties and stiff collars, and when
one is in doubt as to a man's relation
to our life a glance at his feet is
shoes,
sufficient; "for by their,"

—

"ye shall

know them."

While one may deplore the

loss of

the picturesque in the peasant life of
Europe, there is an ethical significance
in

their

American garments which

is

The

peasant in

Polish
is

among European
in

his

sheepskin

one

his

of

the

native
laziest

Wrapped
summer and

laborers.
coat,

winter, walking barefoot the greater
part of the year, and in winter putting
his feet into
clumsy, heavy boots
which impeded his progress, he wore
garments that fitted his temper. They
were heavy, inexpensive, never changing, and rarely needed renewal.
The

American clothes he wears

after being in this country are a symbol of
his changed character. They mean a
new standard of living, even as they
mean a new standard of effort.

In

America

the Polish laboier has
native laziness. The journey
in itself has shaken him out of his
letharg>\ the high gearing of our industrial wheels, the pressure brought
to bear upon him by the American
foreman, the general atmosphere of
our life charged with an invigorating
ozone, and the absence of a leisure
class, at least from the industrial community, have, in a few years, changed
what many observers regarded as a
lost his

fixed characteristic.

The Slavs and Latins

are inclined

an easy life, and emigration is
destined to have a permanent effect
upon them for the returned emigrant
acts contagiously unnn his community.
Unbiased land-owners and manufactureres have told the writer that we
have trained their workmen in industry, that we have quickened their wits,
and that while wages have risen nearto lead

;

cent,

labor,

almost all departthe efficiency of the

in

laborers has been correspondingly increased, most noticeably where the
largest number of returned emigrants
has entered the home field.
The Slavic peasants, both in Hun-

gary and

in

Poland, were gradually

land, and were
and physically deteriorating
prior to the movement to America.
Indolence
added to intemperance
drove them into the hands of usurers,
and they dropped into the landless
class
thus becoming dependent upon

losing their

allotted

socially

;

casual labor.

really of vital importance.

environment

ly 60 per
ments of

The returned emigrant began to
buy land which the large land-owners
were often forced to sell because
wages had risen abnormally and laborers were often not to be had at any
price. In the four years between 1899
and 1905. the land owned 'by peasants
increased in some districts as much
as 418 per cent., and taking the immigrant districts in Austro-Hungary
and Russian-Poland together, the in;

crease in four years reached the almost incredible figures of 173 per
cent.

In three districts of Russian-Poland
peasants bought in those^ four
years 14.694 acres
of
farm land.
This, of course, means not only that
the

money brought

'back

from America,

home has become more industrious, if not always
more temperate and frugal.
The little village of Kochanovcze,
in the district of Trenczin, in Hun-

but that the peasant at

gary, out of which but few had emigrated to America, and to wliich only
a few families had returned, has under this new economic impulse, bought
the land on which the villagers' forefathers were serfs and on which thev
had W'Orked during the harvest for

20 cents a day.

The villagers bought the whole
baronial estate, including the castle,
giving a mortgage for the largest part
of the purchase sum but they are now
the owners of one of the finest estates
in Hungary, and the mortgage drives
them to work as they have never
:
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worked

before.

.same

'i'his

impul.'-e

truck the district of Nyitra, in
vviiich the land had ahnost gone out
of the hands of the peasants lost by
has

;

the same causes, intemperance and indolence.
In the last five years the change
to
seem inUsurers have been driven
out of 'business and the peasant's
house has ceased to be a mud hut

has been so great as

credible.

with a straw-thatched roof. In fact,
that type of building has been con-

demned by

law.

at

the

initiative

of

returned emigrants.

The shop-keepers throughout the
rejoice.
emigrant territory
whole
Their stock is increased 'by many
varieties of goods.

The peasant now

market,
be sure;
may spend money "for
is
not bread," he wants

wants the best there
often useless
but while he

in the

is

luxuries,

to

which
and that means effort. As
a race the Slavs need nothing more
than this for their social and political
that

to .spend,

salvation.

Their advance is strikingly illusby the following examples:
Brothers are manufacThe B
turers of neckties, in Vienna. On a
recent visit to their establishment I
met some buyers from Hungary, one
of whom, when the salesman showed
him the class of goods which he had
been in the habit of buying, highly
colored, stifif bows of cheap cotton,
said "We have no use for such stufiF.
This is the tie we use" and he pulled
out an American tie of rather fine
trated

——

:

;

and the latest pattern. The
writer had to promise the head of the
firm of B
Brothers to put him in

([uality

touch with an .\merican haberdasher's
journal, so that he mav keep himself
informed as to our styles.
within the sphere of the economic, and yet having large ethical
value, is the fact that the returned
emigrant brings gold, not only in his
pocket, but in his teeth. I certainly
never realized the far-reaching social
and ethical value of the dentist until
T saw the contrast between the returned emigrant, cspcciallv between
Still
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wife and daughter and the wo-

his

men who had remained at home.
The emigrant woman has discovered
that gold in the teeth keeps one young,
that it preserves one's charms, and is

apt to keep lovers and husbands

more

.\merica know
readily these foreign servants sacrifice

Housekeepers

loyal.

wages upon

their

in

the

altar

of

the

dentist.

Not only does

dentistry keep the
their lovers faithful, it also keeps the men in good
health and adds to their self-respect,
while into regions hitherto untouched
by their beneficent ministry, it has in-

women young and

troduced toothbrushes and dentifrices.

emigrant can be
by his shoes and by
the gold in his teeth, his residence can
be quickly discovered by the fact that
day and night his house is blessed bv
fresh air; and perhaps more signifiIf

the

returned

easily recognized

cant to the world's well-being than the
American economic doctrine of the
"Open Door," is the American physiological doctorine of the open window.

Pastor Holubek, of Bosacz. in
Hungary, when I asked him what effect the returned emigrant had unon
his parish, said
"A good eflfect. The
returned emigrant is a new man. He
:

himself differently, he treats
and he keens the windows of his house open." The last
two facts are exceedingly important,
and my observations bear out his testimonv. AA'hcrever I discovered an open
window, in the evening, I could with
perfect assurance. open the door and
sav "How do you do?" .\nd T was
sure to be greeted by a still more

carries

his wife better,

:

emnhatic and cordial. "How do vou
do?"
For some inexplicable reason. Europeans of all classes are averse to air in
rooms, especially at night.
is supposed to hold all sorts
of evils, and even the medical profession, progressive as it is, has not
sleeping

Night

air

yet freed itself

from

this superstition.

Frequentlv I have discovered in the
returned emigrant a quickening of the
moral sense, especially among the men
who had come in contact with the

EMIGRANTS AMERICANIZING EUROPE
class of American nieclianics,
and the discovery was as welcome as
It was on a Sunit was unexpected.

better

day's journey among the villagCb of
the valley of the Waag. Picturesque
groups were moving along the highway to and from the church and into
The appearthe village and out of it.
ance of my companions and myself
always created a great sensation, and
never a greater one than on Sunday,
when the peasants were at leisure.
They took it as a special privilege to
see "genuine Americans," and those
who had ^^en over here were quickly
on the scene to air their English and
lO show their familiarity
with our
kjnd.
It was a reciprocal pleasure
for it seemed like a breath from home
to hear men talk intelligently of Hazleton. Pittsburg, Scranton, and WilkesF»arre moreover, it gave us a splendid
opportunity to test the influence of
;

our civilization upon them.
In one village a man and wife and
two children came out of their home,
and we could almost imaeine ourselves in America
for the
whole
f^milv looked as if 't had just come
from a sfrand bargain sale at one of
our department stores. What seemed
most delightful to us was the way in
which the man spoke of his wife, and
;

no .Vmerican hu.sband could have been

more caieful of her than was he;
this

in

al:

striking contrast to the peas-

ants with whom the woman is still
an inferior being.
In conversation with them I took
the returned emigrant as my text, and
told them something of our own social
order as shown in the relation of hus-

band and wife in America
upon
which one of the peasants told a very
ugly and realistic story to illustrate
what he thought of women. Then it
was that the unexpected happened.
My emigrant friend blushed, yes,
blushed,
and said "Don't mind him.
lie has a dirty mouth. He may, after
all, have a clean heart." The man who
blushed had been five years in Pitts;

—

—

:

—

burg.
far as my observation goes.
certain that emigration has been

vSo
feel

1

of inestimable value, economical and
ethical, to the three great monarchies

namely: Italy, Austro-Hungary, and Russia. It has with-

chiefly concerned,

drawn efficient labor, and has returned some of it capable of more and 'better work. It has lifted the status of
the peasantry to a degree which could
not have been achieved even by a revolution. It has educated its neglect-

ed masses, has lifted them to a higher
standard of living, and has implanted

new and

vital

So

ideals.

Three Things Necessary
^^^jHERE

^^

are in business three

knows what he

is

things necessary

temper and time.

knowledge,

going about, he

much time

Unless a

is liable

to

go

man

astray,

finding out the right course.

If

he wants temper, he will be sure not to want trouble.

It

or to lose

must be

left

in

to judgment to discern

proper. —Felthcim.

far as the

emigrant himself as a person is concerned, I have not seen one who, if
he escaped the dangers of our industrial activity, has not been bettered by
his contact with us.

when

the season

is

The

Relaxations of
By

A.

Business

Man

BARTON HEPBURN

From The Century Magazine
the pursuit of wealth cut the
DOES
American man of business off

from the old-fashioned relish
and society? In other words,
is he paying too big or disproportionate a price in time and strength for
wealth and commercial prominence?
My answer would be Yes, beyond
of 'books

:

(juestion.

America possesses comparatively
few old families whose established fortunes permit the choice of vocation
and a judicious division of energies,
devoting perhaps the major portion to
business pursuits, but reserving sufficient time and strength for the development of the higher ideals of life.
Family history in America has been
pithily described as "from shirt-sleeves
to shirt-sleeves in three generations."
The fortune that results from the
frugality, sobriety, and intelligent aplication of the father may be preserved, possibly added to, by the son,
but the next generation enjoys,
recklessly,
perhaps,
and the next
squanders, so that the third generation is forced again into the ranks
of bread earners.
This may result largely from our
newness as a nation and from the
ease with which fortunes are made.
Age may modify somewhat, but in
the absence of right -of primogeniture
and a law of entail, a'bnormal accumulations of wealth are bound to find
general distribution in a limited period
of time.
Pinched with povertv at
[he inception of one's cnreer. hab'ts
of thrift and cconomv become ingrained.
a second nature.
and arc a controlling innucncc through life. Oth-

—

—
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whom a reasonable start in
given, find it difiicult to retire
from business even when ample forto

ers,
life

is

tune crowns

their

efforts.

Retiring

largely because there is
inviting field for them to enter.

difficult

is

no

We

have no leisure class devoted to
general purposes of life, whose
ranks open invitingly and furnish a
a proper goal to the business man's
ambition. With us leisure is called
loafing, and a man out of business
is not only out of his element, but
he is out of countenace with current
events.
He not only ceases to be a
factor in business, but suffers depreciation in popular estimation, unless he occupies his time in some form
of Dublic service.
Commerce rules the world. Nations no longer fight for territory,
but contend for markets. The virile
force in the governments of the great
nations is recruited largelv from the
ranks of commerce; its growing
power tends to hold men longer in its
the

leash.

The heads

ancial

institutions

of our large finand transportation

and industrial corporations possess a
real po\xcr in the

communitv

— power

comparison with which
the nowcr possessed bv our public officials, with few exceptions, is trivial.
The president of a laricfe bank goes
abroad he is the recipient of marked

to

do

thinc:'^. in

:

the nart of h'S correspon-

attention

oti

dents

fh(^

in

('i-mtrih'iti^s

i>ri'u-ioal

v'\-

cities,

l'"-crelv to

and

thi'>

his pleasure

To some extent perarr formed that would surbut
attentions would
vive,
larcfelv
cease wore he to retire from business.
;ind

:idvant;icje.

sotial

ties

TITF.

RELAXATIONS OF BUSINESS MAN

There are many forms of entertainmeiil open to a man of leisure in
New York, but how about smaller,
Travel is open to all,
and is a great educator as well as
a means of diversion, but the man
who depends in large degree upon
travel soon feels himself a nomad.
Five years ago a man whom I well
knew, middle-aged, of strong physique, good address, fairly educated,
and seemingly well-equipped for selfentertainment, retired from business
interior places?

at the crest of the

wave

of prosperity,

with a fortune of $800,000. He went
around the world, bought some pictures while abroad, more upon his return, made a study of art, and study
made him dissatisfied with his earlier
Being able to go where
purchases.
he pleased and to what he pleased,
lost the
leisure became irksome
it
charm which contrast, with strenuous
demand had formerly given to vacations. Seemingly he longed for something that he must do and uneasiness
purchases
induced speculation. His
;

were what are known as "high-class
but the break in the market in
March, 1907, compelled the mortgagrail ;"

home
As soon as

ing of his

to protect his credithe market recovery
enabled his creditors to realize their
claims, they did so, the result being
a broken fortune, a broken-down man,
a dissapointed life. Had we a serious
leisure class to ofifer such a man a
reasonable and satisfying object in
life, it might have kept him out of
mischief, and protected
him from
tors.

self.

An active business life, in the strong
competition which obtains, calls into
requisition one's greatest mental ener-

gy in order to achieve success take
away such business, with its mental
stimulus, and a man with highly train;

ed

energies is apt to take to speculation, or to involve himself in unw'ise
undertakings. Had we, however, a
distinct class of such men, with similar
conditions and kindred ambitions,
they might entertain one another.
Books and philosophy are accessible to all, but it is difficult to go

from an active
)f

course

men

read,

(

literature

lished

is

all

a

to

sedentary

life.

these retired business
the volume of current

and
and new books that are pubphenomenal but few of the
;

books survive the transitory period of
their production. This outpouring of
ephemeral literature diverts attention
from the books that have stood the
test of time and criticism
the books
that not only entertain, but also instruct and tend to fit one for a broad-

—

er, better life.
I know of one conspicuous example
of what may be done by men of inherited fortune.
young man of
ample means who did not wish to engage in any business pursuit thoroughly educated himself here and
abroad at the universities. He then
made himself master of a technical
pursuit by the study of forestry
abroad. After a year or two of professional work, he relinguished it to
accept a responsible position in the
Government, where he is now rendering great and highly appreciated service in working out the best policy for
conserving our forests and other natural resources.

A

Not long ago, at the time
when active business men

in

autumn

return to

duty, I was asked by one of our leading captains of finance and industry,
"Have you had a good vacation?"
I answered with satisfaction
"Yes
ten weeks in Europe." "Now tell me.
please, he said, "just what you did
from the time of your landing on the
other side." In brief, this was my
synopsis of a business-man's vacation
"Passed through Ireland to
:

:

Scotland motored over the country
of Burns and Scott, also over that region whence come my forebears spent
refreshed my
a week in Edinburgh
;

;

;

knowledge of Scottish history, gazed
at Edinburgh Castle, and recalled the
stirring scenes of bloodshed, of treach-

of courage, of patriotism, of
diplomacy, and of statesmanship that
characterized the crucial events of
history in which this stronghold formery,

visited the points
the former autocrats

ed a central figure

made famous by

;
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of literature aLo points made almost
sacred by those rugged exponents of
popular education and popular rights
;

renewed

my

acquaintance with Eng-

friends by passing calls, and experience repeated on the Continent;
lish

down at an agreeable watering-place (free from Coney Island
attractions), and for five weeks paid
reasonable attention to the dieetic directions of my physician took baths,
rode and motored as the spirit moved,
and with gold-headed cane, silk hat,
and frock-coat gave myself up to the
languor and relaxation of afternoon
settled

;

;

rested, took

from

New York

teas

on

fliesh,

grew away

strenuosity; visited
the art galleries and museums that
came within my circuit, the treasures
of which always greet me as old
friends, the satisfaction of revisiting
them 'being very much like meeting a
most interesting and valuable acquaintance."

After a thoughtful pause my fellowbusiness man said in comment: "I
couldn't do that. I have stiffened the
cords of my neck in all the galleries
over there and they no longer interest
me. I have studied the people and their

ways, and their ambitions seem to me
unworthy of the highest aspiratiouG
of men. A competency for life generally satisfies them, and
they
show
insufficient concern for the protection
of their families and children. In very
few instances do their lives measure
up to the maximum capacitv of a
man. In short, the only thing I really
love and can undjcrstand is the game
afforded by the strenuous life right

The
make

what you are able
to
it
your rivals are foeman
worthy of your steel, and the measure of your success is the measure
of your ability. This 'money-making
game,' if you choose to characterize
here.

stake

is

;

puts me to my resources,
endeavors, and when success ensues, the exhilaration is large
in nroportion."
With him it did not seem to be a
question of money nearly so much as
the game: 'but too often, I think, in
such contests, long-continued success
reniiifcs a growing stake to insure
it

thus,

strains

12

my

contiiming

zest.

Commodore

Vi^nder-

an inveterate whist player, always played for two shillings a game.
The stake was trifling, but the game
must possess the aroma of money to
make it interesting; and that, 1 be-

bilt,

lieve, is rather typical of business men
generally. Nor is this characteristic
peculiar to sex. Many good dames

an added pleasure in "bridge"
through knowing that the result of

find

the sitting will find expression in the
coin of the realm. The old cardinal
principle, the only safe
foundation
upon which to build society and the
state, that a man should render an
equivalent for what he gets, is made
more difficult to inculcate when money
hazards are permitted in the family
circle.

It is

also harder to

wean men

from the money craze when women,
in milder form, are possessed
of a kindred spirit.
In many instances the large fortunes that have been accunuilated and
left to those who have had little or
no part in the making become a menace to the community for large fortunes, unwisely administered,
are a
source
of
danger to the pubic,
as
well
possessors.
as
their
to
Many recent exemplifications of
the
truth
of this
statement will
readily present themselves.
If the
fathers of the spoiled children of luxury had practised a dignified, sensible
leisure at the right time of life, the

albeit

;

example might have descended with
money. Badness, however, is by
no means the rule. Large fortunes
their

generally are administered fairlv withthe lines of public api")roval. The compensatory influence attending upon
great wealth is the general disposition
to devote a large portion to the public interest, as witness the private endowments of schools, colleges, libraries,

hospitals,

and eleemosynary

insti-

tutions generally.

The

chief

reason,

probably,

most .\merican men continue

whv

in busi-

ness until physical incapacity compels
may be found in the fact

abatement
ihnt

men

like

power and consequence,

and, speciallv in this country, hesitate
to rolinqulsh the prominence which

THE RELAXATIONS OF BUSINESS MAN
conies from a hold upon commerce.
generally
is
I think this intiuence
stronger than the desire to accumu-

money.

late

Aristocracy

contemns

Patriotism, public service, beneficence, fame, but not fortune, may command the eflforts of
gentlemen. Even so late as Byron's
la'bor for hire.

lime,

write

to

money was

for

dis-

countenanced. Prior to enfranchisement, a tendency to look down upon

who

all

la'bored

was prevalent

in the

and necessairly this feeling found varying expression in other
Under such influences, the
States.
advancement,
social
for
ambition
slave States,

-'

which

is

universal, prompted retire'business at the earliest

ment from

practicable moment the social recognition of marked success in business
which now, obtains has lessened such
induceipen't. Man is sociable and gregarious,7"and- hesitates to leave the
great' Tni'ifonfy of busy men to join
;

the ranks of the comparatively few
people of leisure. No one appreciates
better than business men the danger
of leaving too large fortunes to their
families. It tends to idleness on the
part of their sons, with all the misis found for idle hands to
exposes their daughters to the
perhaps,
wiles of the fortune hunter
is
large enough, some
if the estate
moral and financial bankrupt with a

chief that

do

;

it

—

The game, the haztitle of nobility.
ard of business, gives them a mental
stimulus which long experience has
made almost indispensa'ble. Success
in daily recurring transactions yields
a sense of victory which appeals to
self-complacency.
Public life should, and measurably
does ofifer an inviting sphere of usefulness
even a patriotic field for
successful men who have achieved for-,
tune, and are thus enabled to relieve
themselves of business cares. Such
men have been of great service in
important diplomatic positions, more
in consononce with the dignity of the
nation and more to its advantage than
would have been possible had they
been limited to the meager compen.nation which
the Government pro-

—

—

vides.

The

well-to-do

man

of leisure

should successfully rival the man who
seeks office for the compensation

which follows.
How'ever, there

is

another side to

a man
seeks office he becomes, in public estimation, a "politician," and rests under the anathema that is hurled
against all who seek to engage in public affairs. The continual exposure of
the shield.

The moment such

municipal afin
supplemented by frequent laches
on the part of persons in higher office
the fact that the onus of polical camgaign seems to be reciprocal denunciation (a condition in which the yellow
press revels), will account for the
wholesale criticism pronounced against
legislatures
and Congress. Intelligent criticism which locates responsimaladministration
fairs,

helpful,
but undisbility is ever
criminating and indiscriminate criticism never effects reforms, and if it
has any influence, serves only to lower
Most of our
the general standing.
public servants are competent, honest,
hard-working officials, and without
doubt intelligent, 'broadside criticism
or denunciation serves to discourage
men of leisure from seeking to enter

public

life.

have said simply explains exI do not seek to
conditions
justify.
Our business men ought to
break away from trade exactions long
before they do ought to do so as a
matter of volition and ethical judgment, rather than of physical necessity. They ought to get and give more
enjoyment in life they ought to do
less for self and more for others
they ought to live more in books and
more in the open and less at their
desks, and realize 'better health and
longer lives as a result. More and
more culture in all its forms is exercising a growing influence, which
must manifest itself in lessened effort
All

I

isting

;

—

;

along the lines of money-getting, and
the devotion of more time on the part
of our 'business men to the pursuits

which naturally accompany
leisure.

labor

is

Aristotle

said

to gain leisure,"

fortified

end of
and Aristotle
"the

was a wise man.
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A GLIMPSE OF HALL'S HARBOR,
In this (picturesque little fishing village

A

NOVA SCOTIA

Ransford D. Bucknam was born

in

1868.

Canadian Pasha
BY ARTHUR CONRAD
The Post Magazine

x-^rom

sons and daughNOVA SCOTIA'S
and are
have
their

many
less

impress on the world

pursuits and in

science,

in

than

leaving:

left

ters

in

many

lands.

in

In

and in literature, no
trade and commerce the

art,

names of Nova Scotians stand

in the

forefront.

Over

in

Turkey, the man wb.o is
Turkish navy and

constructini^: a great

—

lUickputting it in fighting shape,
nam Pasha, favorite of the deposed
Sukan and naval adviser of the new.
is proud to own his Nova Scotian

—

birth

and ancestry.

The

Rucknam's

74

;

that he really has been, as
represented, prominent among the
Sultan's private advisers, there is no
doubt that he acquired considerable
influence with Abdul Hamid. and figured cons]Mcuously on several occasions when the life of the Sultan was
atiompted.

believe

Ijucknam's adventures began young.
1

reads
Hkc a concoction of the imagination.
He has been through all kinds of a<lvcuturc ill all corners of the globe.
story of

In Turkey he has held a position as
anomalous as it was distinctive while
few people who are intimately acquainted with Turkish affairs credit
all that has been written about him or

life

le

was

'born in the village of Hall's

Harbor,

in

King's

County,

Nova

1868. the .<on of a sailor.
His paternal grandfather. John Rucknam, also a native of the place was
Scotia,

in

A CANADIAN PASHA.
engaged

in

the sliiijibuikHng business

His father was

there.

lost

at

sea,

was still
the future admiral
(|uite young", and not long after his
while

grandfather removed to Duluth on
Lake Superior, taking Kansford and
an older brother with him.

When

he w-as offeied the choice be-

tween farming and sailing, the boy
chose the latter and at the age of fourteen he became a cabin-boy on a lake
schooner, of which the captain was
also the owner.
The captain's wife
took a fancy to the youngster and ulTo-day
timately they adopted him.
the schooner's captain is a wealthy
ship-owner in one of the lake-towns
and the lonely cabin-boy is a Turkish

on the part of the rescuing tug to find
her.

In the tow of the tug, the steamship made Key West. It was assumed,
iif course, that she would have to be
dry-docked before she would be fit
for sea again. But Bucknam balked
at the idea of paying out money for
what he thought wasn't necessary. So
he shifted all his cargo into the for-

noble of the highest rank.
Bucknam
has never forgotten the couple who
befriended him and whenever he has
an opportunity in the midst of his roving career he visits them. For their
part, they are proud of the way the
waterside wastrel has turned out.

When
Bucknam

he was
sailed

sixteen

from

years

old,

New York

as

quartermaster of a schooner bound for

At Manila the captain and
mates died of cholera, and Bucknam
went before a special board to be exthe Pacific.

amined for a master's certificate, he
being the only man on board the vesHe
sel who had studied navigation.
passed the test without difficulty and
was made a captain at seventeen. To
prove his efficiency,

he

brought

his

ship home.
the nineties, he was in
of a steamship that sailed
from Tampico for New York, laden

Early

in

command

wfth hemp and silver. Twenty-four
hours out of Tampico, he struck a
sunken w-reck and smashed his propeller to flinders.

Bucknam

called for

volunteers to return to the Mexican
port in the long boat and cable New^
York for a tug. The mate and three

men

and performed it without incident.
But in
the
meantime,
the
unmanageable
steamship had been drifting about at
the will of the winds and waves, and
it
required a search of twenty days
started on the errand

RANSFORD
In the

uniform of

BUCKNAM

D.
a

Turkish Admiral

ward compartments, which had

the

by the head and
elevating the stern. Finding that the
stern was not sufficiently high in the
effect of settling her

air

him to get at the probought a small schoonloaded with stone balast, and hitchto enable

peller shaft, he
er,

ed her to the stem of his ship.
This had the desired efifect, and
Bucknam calmly went ahead attaching
the new propeller he had ordered to
75
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ADMIRAL BUCKNAM'S ARRIVAL
When,

as a

Cramp Company
Medjidia

skipper,

to the

kind he had ever heard
it

is

man

said that

Indeed,

of.

Bucknam was

to ])ut a propeller

on a

the

shij)

first

with-

out dOckin^^ her. After he had finished the fittino; of the propeller and reshifted his cargo, he started for New
^^)rk.

Hy

an

irony

of

circumstances,

had been twisted at
some point in the middle of the shaftpit, and it jjounded so that most of
the bolts in the hull were loose when
the vessel arrivel in New York.
As
a result, she had to he docked, after
all.
The insurance agents and others.
thoug-h, the shaft

vvcTc indignant at Bucknam because
he had not docked here in the first

and extended litigation between
the owners and the disg-runtled parties
followed.
But the feat on the
whole, was regarded as a feather in
place,

Bucknain's cap.
Shortly before the World's Fair at
Chicago, ill i8o:?. r.ucknam went to
76

TURKEY

Government.

Turltish

the end of the shaft. An admiral of
the United States navy, who happened
to be at Key West at the time, witnessed the operation, and characterized it as one of the cleverest of its

IN

he handed over (he cruiser Abdul

and built the whale-back Columbus, of which he was captain while
that city

was on exhibition at the Fair.
Later he went to the Pacific Coast and
built the whale-back Sidney. In 1895,
he became a mate in the Pacific
she

Company's service, and
was made captain of
the Island of Naos at Panama.
While at Panama the future pasha
Steamship
two years

later

invented an ingenious instrument, of
which for some unknown reason, little has been heard.
It consisted of an
electrical device by which a compass
automatically traced on a chart the
route a vessel was taking,
i'.ucknam
tested it at Naos a number of times,
ui the presence of others, and it a'ways worked well, .\bout iQOO. he
was tiansferred from Naos and bocame mate x")f the City of Pekin. thou
the Pacific

Steamship Company's new

trans- Pacific liner.
It

ment

was not long
to the

after

his

steamship that

assign-

Bucknam

roccivod an offer from the Cramps to
their nautical expert. In this
ix^sition he came into frequent touch
w ilh nnval dfficors o\ the United States

become

A CANADIAN
and

ullier

and

cuuiitrics,

liis

know-

Ifdgc of naval subjects was broaden
ed t(j an extent that made him an authority,

new

lie

was commander ot" the
Main on her trial runs,

battleship

when

anil',

was

jidia

the Turkish crusier Aled-

he

finished,

was sent

to

Turkey under three months' contract
to train

her

Mohannnedan crew.

how it happened, nobody seems
know, but undeniably the Sultan
took a fancy to the sailor. The Turkish fleet, since the day of Navarino,
had been a thing to joke about. This
state of affairs was nt)t altogether
Just

to

agreeable to patriotic Turks, who
could rementber the time when their
galleys of war were the scourge of

I

'AS

1

1

A.

lUicknam was practical,
him was nothing short of princely. But he stipulated that he was to have a preliminhe

would.

anil the salary ottered

ary leave of absence, in order that he
could (^o home and marry a girl in
San Francisco. The Sultan assented,

and Bucknam married the young woman, a school-teacher. She went witii
him to Constantinople.
Bucknam's popularity increased so
far as the Sultan was concerned, at
any rate, lie was made a pasha and
vice-admiral, and the Sultan conferred on him the Order of Usmanlieli.
and a distinguished service medal.
Relia'ble report says that when an attempt was made to assassinate the

—

Mediterranean Europe, and Abdul
Hamid seemed to feel that in Bucknam he might count on a force of

Sultan several years ago, when he
was returning to the Yildiz Kiosk

regeneration.

nam Pasha was first to spring to the
aid of the Commander of the Faithful.
A bomb loaded with a tremendous-

At

Sultan sent for
if he would
take the post of naval adviser to the
Porte. Buc'knam considered the matall

events,

the

Bucknam and asked him

ter,

and

finallv told

Abdul Hamid

that

from the Irlamidieh

Mosque,

powerful explosive was thrown inmounted escort that surrounded the roval carriage. Scores of men
ly

to the

THE BIRTHPLACE OF ADMIRAL BUCKNAM
It

was

in the

Buck-

house on the right that the future Pasha

first

saw the

light.
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Xor did liic
parently, for

were killed, the i^round was
and torn and nearby buildings felt
the shock; 'but the Sultan was unhurt,
although his carriage was surrounded
lUicknani Pasha took
l)y the injured.
antl liorses

rent

Iieard

saults

It is
only through political motives.
not easy to get information about
Bucknam's adventures, because they
are the last subject he cares to talk
about. A letter from him never hints
at the unusual experiences he has
been having, and it is only by accident that the details leak out.

by the carriage step, with
sword drawn, and announced that if
a hand was laid on the Sultan it would
be lopped off. Sword in hand, he
walked beside the carriage all the way
his

to

post

the

gates of Yildiz.

Abdul llamid never forgot

Have

\ocation,

^'V'|\'

this act.

an Avocation
first,

I

1

second and

My

is

as

Vocation

last, is that

of a minis-

avocation has been

called literature,

I

litera-

have the greatest scorn for

where the writer throws himmaster might do, or any

self into the field as a fencing

soldier of fortune

;

where the writer knows how

write and has nothing to write about

he has nothing to say.
say, to

a

have always tried to write on subjects of which

knew something, and

what

Well

as

ter of the Gospel.

ture.

would-be assassin, ap-

Bucknam's friends have
of one or two mysterious ason him that can be explained

tell

I?ut

to say

what he has seen, that

;

where,

in short,

what a man has
is

to

to

the real province

of literature.

" Therefore,

I

have always maintained as close a con-

nection as a professional

man

in

other lines can main-

1

tiiink thai the corres_

tain with the periodical press.

pondence with the whole countr\

which these engage-

ments give me, necomes an element of
-~K(hvnnl Everett I/n/e.
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gooi.1 training.

The

Hypocrites

ELIZABETH TYREE METCALFE

By

From Munsey's Magazine

WE

had been married three weeks.
Although 1 expected to be
happy, I never dreamed that

there could be such a stretch of uninterrupted bliss. I told Richard so that
morning, while we were dressing, and
I added that it could not last
something was bound to happen.
He replied that possibly a storm
would blow up, for he had planned to
have our 'breakfast served on the
This
lawn, under the large maple.
was only one of the many pleasant
surprises he was always arranging. I
stepped to the window, and, sure
enough, there was the table spread
and the white linen gleaming through
;

two

to find fault with me. instead of
finding fault with them would be
the real state of affairs.
Furthermore, I wanted to do lots of
things myself; I wanted to show Richard that I was not an ornamental.
Dresden-china wife, but one of the
old-fashioned, practical kind, contented and happy to look after our home
provided, of
course,
I had such a
valuable assistant as I knew Nora

my

^

must be.
Richard opened the pink envelope.
I saw his happy expression become
grave.

"What's the matter?"
it the dachshund?"

"Worse than that
"Not robbed, or

the green trees.

Nine men out of ten would have
replied

one

is

that one finds trouble when
looking for it; but Richard is

different.

But here we are under the trees.
Richard is puzzling over the very
wabbly handwriting on a pink envelope.

"Ah, I know !" he exclaims.
from Nora. Yes, she's writing

"It's

to find

when we expect to return.'^
Nora was the one being who was
to make ours the life simple that we
both yearned for. Richard had trained her for eight years. She had kept
house for him. cooked and served the
meals, washed and ironed, and kept
his apartment of
rooms imeight
out

maculately cleaned.

come was

Though our inwe could

a limited affair,

have afforded another

was exactlv what
in

the

kitchen,

T

girl

;

but that

didn't want.

ja1)bering

Two

instead

doing their work, would annoy

exclaimed.

"No

—

!"

he groaned.

a fire?"

listen

"Dear Mr. Armstrong:
"I write to tell you that

the place

and unless I hear different I shall expect you home on
the first of the month. I am sorry to
tell you, Mr. Armstrong, that since
you went away I have become engaged, and I expect to give up work and
married.
I won't do it right
get
away. I will stay on until I am sure
Mrs. Armstrong is broke in to all
your w^ants.
is

all

in order,

"Your

respectful servant,

"Nora Mulqueen."
"Oh, Richard,

how

dreadful

!"

I

cried.
in to all my wants." he re"Don't be hurt, darling; she
only means luitil you get the hang of

"Broke

peated.

things."

of

me

I

"Is

is

"Oh. bother that!
going away."

I

mean

that she
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"Yes," he answers, "that was the
came
before we

impending cloud
down."
"She mustn't do
allowed to do it!"

it.

She mustn't be

says
"That's the idea,"
"We'll discourage her."
She'll
"Yes, but how?
perfectly

happy we are and

Richard.

how

see

rush

she'll

be just as happy."
"True," mutters Richard.
"Dick, I have it. Let's pretend not

off to

to be."

"Not to be what ?"
"Happy."
"Nonsense! Wc couldn't."
"Oh, yes, we can leave it to me."
"What will you do?"
act as if marriage was
"I will act
;

—

a failure; not

but only

"How

all

the time, of course,

when Nora

is

seemed happy, too.
attempted to question her
about her engagement, she laughed
outright, and turned crimson, but not
a word would she say on the subject.
We respected her shyness, and
I
proceeded to get acquainted with
her methods of housekeeping.
One morning, as we were about to

When

sit

I

down

can you?"

;

ing."

to breakfast,

—

thing: lin life

!'

"

"Splendid. Dick! You'll do your
I'm sure we'll succeed. It
does seem selfish for us to consider
only our own comfort, but it may be
that we are saving her from a worse
part well.

fate."

"Yes." savs Richard, "she'd onlv
have to work and wear herself out for
some selfish man who wouldn't appreciate her as
it

was

all

we

do."

settled.
II.

We had been home three davs. 1
was so perfectly happy that T hadn't
the heart fo put our scheme into ojv

said:

—
—

;

newspaper

breakfast?''

at

—

ah. Madge." as he
grasps the situation.
"Richard, I believe you were going
to say 'damn'!"
"No, I assure you. Madge you
know very well what I
"No, I don't," I say sharply.
"Yes, you do!" he thunders.
Nora gives a quick look at each of
us and leaves the room.

no, de

—

".Splendid,

woman,

little

;

keep

it

udI" Richard whispers.

"No, now we must be grouchv, and
not say a word."

So we whisper

"And." said Richard, catching the
spirit, "I'll have a little talk with her
and shake my head and sigh so:
Nora, matrimony isn't every'.\h,

I

—

"Well, here goes you are going to
catch it, Mr. Caudle and"
nodding
towards
the
pantry-door "setback
number one for Nora !"
"Ahem !" says Richard, ducking behind his newspaper, as Nora enters
with the fruit.
"Dear me," I say vexatiously, "are
you always going to gobble your

"Why,

around."

"Just you wait and see. Oh, I !"could
have had a career, had I chosen
"I've no doubt; but Nora is too
wise to be fooled."
"Ah, but you must do your part,
You must squabble with
too, Dick!
me while she is serving the meals you
must disagree with everything I say.
and I will get angry and pretend to
be very unhappy. Then I'll call her
some morning, and in a tearful voice
caution her about the step she is tak-

.'^o

Nora

eration.

to each other

Then

lov-

ponderous
silence v/h:le Nora places ihe bacon
and eggs, /ortunately. our breakfast
is a bri'^f aftr.ir, and we go to Riciiard's stuuv lor a little while before he
ingly, until 1 ring.

leaves

for

his

office.

a

To-morrow

is

Nora's dav out, and Richard ^rjposes
that we vary the monotony of home
life by dining out once a week.
"Good.'" say I. "and at dinner we
squabble over the place to go."
So it happened in this fashion:
"Where would vou like to dine this

will

evening.

Madge?"

".\t Sherry's, of course."

".\nd

why

"Recau.se

—

'of course.'

may

I

ask?"

"Because what 'f" he demands.
"Heoause T like to go there."
"SiutIv not for the bad cuisine?"

THE HYPOCRITES.
"No

— not exactly."

you expect to
"Very well, then
This very
meet some one there !"
;

fiercely.

"And what

if

I

do?"

retort in a

I

tantalizing tone.
settles it !" thunders Rich"We'll dine somewhere else."
"Nonsense. I won't dine anvwhere

"That
ard.

and that I might lecture him about it
and ask me to abandon the habit.
"I can do that quite easily, for I
had had it in my mind to do so, anyway," I replied.
"Oh, you had, had you? Very well,
go ahead," he answered.

We

down

sat

to dinner.

As Nora

served the hors d'ceuvres, Richard re-

else."

marked

Mr. Ann"I beg your pardon,
strong." Nora breaks in. "but I can
come home and get the dinner. I
don't mind at all."
"No. Nora." I say. "T don't wish
you to spoil your day out."
"No, of course not." growls Rich-

"This looks tempting, and I have
a savage appetite."
"Yes, but it is an artificial one."
"How so?"

Nora goes quickly to
and it was well she did.

the kitchen,
for

we were

both bursting our sides with inward
laughter.
We finished our breakfast
in whispers, making it appear that we
were not on speaking terms.

When

Richard had

Nora came to me and
ing manner asked me

left

the house,

in a

most touch-

if I

didn't think

go out in the park for a
while^. the air was so fine.
"No, Nora, but you must hurrv and
get out into the open air yourself you
need it more than I."
"Thank you. ma'am. You are certainly very kind, Mrs. Armstrong."
As she was leaving the room, I venought

to

;

name

tured to ask the

She beamed

of her beau.

over, and then very

all

shyly said

petizer?"

disDOsition."

"He seems

to. ma'am, but vou never
about the men."
Then she flew out of the room, as
if she had said too much.
Our medicine was taking efifect already!
tell

The next morning
antly enough.

argument.

We

Nora

started off pleas-

had only a mild

positively

bubbled

seemed so relieved. This
would never do so we went to the
study after breakfast and decided to

over,

she

:

have a vigorous onslaught at dinner.
Richard suggested that he had thought
of giving

regularlv

;

especially

cock-

tails."

"What's the harm ?"
"Better ask your doctor."
"Piffle!"

"It won't be piffle when you are informed some bright June day that you
have cirrhosis of the liver and your
days are numbered."
"Confound it, Madge, you are a
cheerful dinner companion!
said

Richard, not too good-naturedly.

"Do you think I'll make a nicelooking widow?"
"Take care you don't carry this
thing too far!"
I could see that Richard w^as quite
and somehow it made me all
more flippant.
"It was your own suggestion," I

serious,

the

retorted.

"His name is Patrick, ma'am."
"Well. Nora, T hope he has a nice

can

cocktail."

"Oh, you don't approve of an ap-

"Not

ard.

I

"The

:

up

cocktails

before

dinner,

"You know you can be

exasperat-

Madge."
"Do you mean that?"

ing,

"I do." he snapped.

"I think you are horrid. Dick," and
tears popped instantly into view.
Nora discreetly left the room. Richard was at my side at once.
"Forgive me, dear! You did it so
well I forgot you were acting."

two

"Hush!" I w^hispered. "Nora is
coming back."
Richard went back to his place and
as Nora removed the plates, I made
;

my

point.

"And you
for three

will

give

up cocktails

months?"
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He looked at me steadily for a second, and then said:
"Yes, I promise."

and she must have seen it. for she
"Though I
apologetically:
added

"No

III.

Richard suggested that we shouldn't
pretend any more quarrels for a 'day
or so; and, after the serious turn the
thing had just taken, 1 agreed that

perhaps we were overdoing it. The
next morning we breakfasted in nontalkative fashion. Nora, fearing another outburst, went busying herself
in the pantry, and singing quietly at
first, then louder, so that we could
catch the words:

Kind words can never
die!

never

die,

.

^

thought we should, though and
she could have seen our hyprocri-

I
if

;

while she was singing, she
left us on the spot. When
she iburst into "Comrades," and dwelt
on the words "bearing each other's
sorrows, sharing each other's joys,"
we had to fly from the dining-room
to Richard's study, where we laughed
tical faces

would have

until

we

fairly cried.

Richard hurried

to his office. I left

the laugh-tears standing in my eyes
and went to the kitchen to give my
Nora looked at
orders for the day.
me so pityingly that I felt sure, no
matter what she thought of our quar-

Finding
had her syhpathy.
her in this soft mood. I said:
"Nora, I suppose Patrick won't be
willing to wait much longer, and you'll
rels,

I

•

be leaving us pretty soon."
"Well, ma'am, that all depends; at
any rate, he can wait, all right!"
"Nora." I said very solemnlv, "be
sure he is the right man."
"Well, ma'am, I'm not doing anything sudden.
And I'll tell you this,
Mrs. Armstrong, I'm not going to
leave you until I sec that you are happy entirely, for a sweeter and kinder
and more considerin' little lady I
If Mr. Armnever lay eyes upon.
strong don't hold that opinion now
!"
well, the day will come when he will
I was embarrassed bv such frankness

word

haven't a

—no—

to say against him."

of course not, Nora."
Fearing I might say the wrong
Her word.s
thing, I left the kitchen.
came back to me "He can wait,"

—

and "I won't do anything sudden."
Evidently we were making an impresOne more vigorous outsion on her.
break might shatter her faith in connubial happiness I could see that she
was already shaken.
I must say I felt rather mean, and
came
I
told Richard so when he
;

home.

"Are you
weaken and not play the

"What?" he exclaimed.
going

to

game out?"
dear Dick, just think how
are and we may be cheating her out of the same thing."
There never
"Impossible, darling.
has been and there never will be sucn
a happy couple as we, for there never
"But,

my

we

hapj^v

;

was such

a wonderful
the world."

"\'ery

well,

then,"

little

I

woman

said,

in

"you'll

me no

longer infirm of purpose
and to-night I'll bring things to a
climax."
find

But

at

ing the

dinner

menu

we were busy arrangfor

the

first

dinner-

which was to take place the
next evening. It was a serious event
to me and Richard, divining my state
of mind, assured me that Nora would
pull it off all right. We neglected our
wrangling; so I proposed that to-morrow I would behave as if I were bowparty,

;

ed

down with

a secret grief.

When

Richard had gone. I pulled
a long, pathetic face and went to the
kitchen.

"Nora." I began. "I'm sure you are
going to have a busy day. What can
I do to help 5'ou?"
She evidently caught the discouraged tone in my voice, for she looked
straight at mc for some seconds and
then burst out
"Bless your dear, kind little heart,
don't you bother about the dinner!
Just you go out and cheer yourself
up a bit» s^i} you'll look your prettiest

THE HYPOCRITES.
when your

friends

come

the best help

lliat's

in

to-night; and
the world to

N'ora."
1
felt so ashamed of myself that 1
The dinner was
did as she told me.

everything

I

could have hoped

for. It

was wonderful

to see Nora, clad in her
black sateen dress, with her neat white
collar and apron, serving each course
as if she was quite divorced from the
What should I do without
kitchen.
her? I simply couldn't, and I would
not.

I

told

"Very

Richard

so.

well," he said. "In the

ing, at breakfast,

without

morn-

fail."

Now there was something on my
mind that I had intended to speak
to him about, but I reserved if for the
breakfast squabble; and this is how it
happened.
Richard was not in the
best of spirits that morning, and had
no appetite

I inquired
to speak of.
the cause in the tenderest voice, but
he rather snappishly answered that it
was the long course dinner of the

previous evening.

"Richard,

I

am

disappointed in you

"You

keep your

to

"'Well," he replied quite peevishly,

"what's a
house ?"

fellow

to

do

in

his

own

"You have no moral courage."
"That's the only kind a man can

get

along without."
"Oh, Richard !" I cried in disgust
and Nora, scenting trouble, left the
room.

"Now

see here,

Madge!"

"Be savage and loud,"

I

directed in

a whisper.

"I won't be bullied about what I
drink," shouted Richard. "No more
temperance-lectures at breakfast!"

He banged

his fist on the table and
of the room and I heard
him slam the study door. As Nora
was just outside the pantry-door, I
gave a heart-broken sob.
For fear
she should come suddenly upon me, I

swung out

;

An

hour

Nora appears

later

at

my

door.

"Mrs. Armstrong," she inquired,
"do you think your hus'band is in
good health?"
"Oh, yes, Nora."
"Excuse my askin', ma'am but was
he at all like this when you were away
on your honeymoon?"
"Not all the time;" and then a
;

idea came to me. "At least,
not until he got your leter saying you
were going to leave us and get merried, Nora !" I cried.
"I believe he's
worrying about your future."

'brilliant

We

were gloomy enough at dinner
was not acting. I felt certain
we were playing a losing game. Sure
enough, as we left the dining-room,

and

it

Nora stopped us, saying that as soon
had washed up she had some-

thing to say to us.

not only took a cocktail last
I'm sorry I

you took two.
can't relv upon
you
word!"

trick!"
"1 hope so," he mutters, as he kisses
me tenderly.

as she

you broke your promise."
"W'hat promise?"
night,

my handkerchief to my eyes and
sneaked out to Richard.
"Slip out of the house ([uietly, darling.
1
think we have done
the

put

blow," I whispered to
"She's coming to give no-

"It's the last

Richard.
tice!"

We sat in the study and talked of
her good points, as one does of a dearly loved one who has passed away.
Richard decided to .give her a substantial cheque for a wedding-present.
Finally, she appeared in a fresh cap
and apron, and an expression that
what to expect.
"Mr. Armstrong," she began, "1
ain't goin' to leave you." She paused.

plainly told us

"I ain't goin' to get married."
both jumned as if we had been
sitting in electric chairs and the fatal

We

current had struck us.
"Why, Nora!" we exclaim.
"No. sir and I have never been en;

gaged."
"Nora, vou

told us a deliberate
falsehood," said Richard reproachful-

"Oh,
hole

in

no,

sir

case

—

it

I

shouldn't

was

a

loop-

like

Mrs.

just

Armstrong."
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Allegiance to Humanity^
By

THE

RT. HON.

JAMES^ BRYCE

From The Outlook
the
ABOUT
about the horrors

of peace,
of war, about
the value of arbitration as a
means of preventing war, surely everything that can be said has been said.
b]es.sin<i^s

You who meet

here to promote arbriand peace have no enemy in

tration

Hawks there may be, but
they do not attend this congress of
Those who speak to you find
doves.
themselves in the position of preachIt is an easy
ing to the converted.
process, but it is not stimulating to us
the field.

and not

profitable to the

unconverted

out of range. Our discussions at all peace gatherings are really

who keep

discussions in the abstract, and we
shall not know that we are making
real progress until we translate good
abstract resolutions into concrete prac-

No doubt much progress has
been made. The work of the Hague
Conference has been extremely valutice.

The

able.

creation

of the

Hague

of such
controversies as that which the United States had with Mexico and that
relating to the Newfoundland fisheradvance.
very great
ies mark
a
Nevertheless, it is felt that risks of
war have not disapj^eared and the

Court and the reference to

it

;

proof of this is shown in the fact that
all the great countries continue to go
on increasing their military and naval

There is no certainty
some dispute suddenly arose
inflaming the passions of two nations.

armaments.
that,

if

*An address delivered before the Fifteenth Annual Lake Mohonk Conference
on International Arbitration. May 21,
1909.
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they

would

refer
it
to arbitration.
disputes are, indeed, expressly
excluded by the recent Arbitration
Treaties from their scope.
may
regret this, but such is the fact, and
it
shows that governments have not
that full confidence in the application
of the principle which many of you
may desire. Even where the case is
one that does fall within the treaty,
we cannot be sure that two nations,
each perhaps irritated and excited,
may not prefer to resort to arms
rather than use the macl/.nery for securing peace which they have themselves in their more tranquil moments,
provided.
All the nations, both of
this hemisphere and of the other, have
every possible reason for endeavoring
to keep the peace. Interest as well as
conscience and duty prescribe that
course. It is also an encouraging sign
that troubles in eastern Europe which
would probably, thirty years ago, have

Some

We

caused an European war. have been
witliin the last few months peaceably
In particular, we have all
adjusted.
reason to rejoice that a regime of
tyranny in the Turkish Empire has
been brought to an end. that the principles of liberty have been proclaimed in that country, and that we may
expect the shocking massacres that
have recently been perpetrated in .\s;a

—

Minor pro'bably a last cflfort of exto be severely punishpiring tyranny
ed, and that the Christians and Mussulmans are 'beginning to recognize
that they have a common interest in

—

gorul govcrinncnt and must work together in harmonious co-operation and

ATJ.F.r.iAxri'. 'po iir.M
Tlicse things

friendship.

may

from whatever motives, to stir
up suspicion and enmity to succeed
in convincing each
nation that the
other has designs upon it.

well be

sire,

welcomed as a great step onward and
a good augury for the future. Nevertheless, when we remember how often
before governments and nations that

Every nation

iiave every interest to keej) the- peace

good resolutions are so often

Why

gotten

?

tions

so

is

for-

the practice of na-

much worse than
One of the answers

their

most
theory?
given is that ill feeling betw'een nations leading up to war is due to the
newspapers, which, when a dispute
between two peoples, are accused of misrepresenting the purposes
and the sentiments of the other people, and so leading each people to
believe itself wholly in the rig'ht and
the other wholly in the wrong.
It is
not my business to defend the newsarises

papers.
They are well able to take
care of themselves. But, in the interests of truth and justice, it must be
asked whether it is really they that
are to blame.
If foreign countries
are attacked, it is because they think
the public like it and -expect it.
In
every country the newspapers reflect
the wishes of the people and are what
the people make them.

Thus we come back

to the people

ordinary citizens who are the ultimate masters
both of the Government and of the
press.
Why do we like to have other
nations placed in the worst light and

that

to ourselves, the

is,

their defects

thought
tions
faults
in

in

all

patriotic

to

Why

is

it

own case?
moment

this

the

states are

great

must not credit with
intentions the other nalitiii which is for the moment
the object of its jealousy.
The ordinary

is

told

man

apparently more prone to bethan good; and hardly anybody takes u]) the cause of the other
nation.
'J^hat
would be called unis

]-atriotic.

not the fault, then, in ourselves,
are too ignorant about other
nations, too neglectful in not trying
is

that

we

understand them and to put ourselves in their place?
Is not this one
chief cause of the atmosphere of susto

which characterizes the relaGreat Powers, and leads
them to go on creating the enormous
armaments and levying the enormous
taxes under which their people stagger? Would not a 'better knov^^ledge

picion

tions of the

by each nation of the other natit.ns
do something to repel these suspicions? Every nation must, of course,
be prepared to repel all dangers at
all likely to threaten it. But it should
also try to ascertain whether the dangers it is told to provide against are
real or illusory, and it should try to
enter into

the position

of other na-

and ask whether it may not be
exciting in their minds a mistaken
t'ons

impression of its purposes. Suspicion
breeds suspicion
and nations have

sometimes come to fear and dislike
one another only because each was
incessantly told that it was disliked by
the

the Governments
military and naval

(I venture to believe)

honestly desirous of peace.
Not one of
them has any cause for war. Not one
of them but would lose by war far
more than it could gain. Yet it is

who

it

lieve evil

de-

other.

Thirty or forty years ago there was

all

apparently possible for those

that

good

.••imilar

;

defy other na-

and unpatriotic to indicate any
in ourselves, any weak points

our

At

exaggerated?

is conscious
of its
rectitude of purpose, and believes that its armaments are for its
own safety and will not be used unjustly or aggressively.
But each one

own

allowed themselves to be drawn into
war. and how disproportionate its
causes were to the real interests involved, we cannot be sure that the
same thing may not occur again, and
we nuist ask once more, Why is it
that

wriA'

good deal of this suspicion between
Britain and the United States.
Bet-

a

knowledge by each nation of the
other has extinguished that feeling
and substituted for it a genuine friendter

ship,
at

which

will,

once recur to

we may

feel

ar'bitration

sure,

for

the
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settlemen't of
arise.

Why

any question that may
should this not be done

tration and would condemn any Cjovernment which plunged into war when
amicable means of settlement were
available.
May we not go even further, and desire and work for the

regards the other Powers also?
a controversy arises with
any other country, should we not, before sharpening our tempers and our
swords, try to believe that there are
two sides to the controversy, and keep
cool till we have considered the other
side and made the other people feel
that we mean to be reasonable?
Our country is not the only thing to
which we owe our allegiance. It is
owed also to justice and to humanity.
Patriotism consists not in waving a
flag but in striving that our country
shall be righteous as well as strong.
A state is not the less strong for being resolved to use its strength in a
temperate and pacific spirit.
It was well said recently by Mr.
as

Why, when

creatign

^T^]'].\

^^

of

world,

the

national feeling to excess when we
think only of the welfare, only of the
g'.ory, of our own nation?
Is it not
the mark of a truly philosophic as
well as of a truly religious mind to
its sympathy and its hopes to
mankind? Would not the dift'u-

extend
all

sion of such a feeling and an appreciation of the truth that every nation

gains by the prosperity and happiness
of other peoples be a force working
for peace and good will among the
nations even more powerfully than all
our arbitration treaties?

has

Its

Dangers

dangers

its

for the

young,

and deprives them of certain ad\antageous im-

pulsions and compulsions which are the inlieritance ot
the poor.

Hut po\ert\' has

sus of every

jail

w

ill

sad, indeed,

would be the

pect for those

whom

its

show.

every status should present

perils, too, as the cen-

Perliaps

it

is

well

that

its

peculiar ditliculties, for

late

and hopeless the pros-

the accident

oi birth

dejirixed

oi'

an\ incentixe to exertion and of any obstacles to over-

come.
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.Vi'7V

Yofk

Tiinvs.

raising

view above the special interests of
each people? Are we not carrying our

Has

(.ioubtloss

I.'I'II

interests

eral
its

Root that there ought to be, and there
was gradually coming to he, a public
opinion of nations which favored arbi-

Poverty

of a public opinion of the

world which has regard to the gen-

What

Canadians Fly?

Flag Should
By
G.

E\'ERY
now

may

Canadian

Union Jack.
settled

B.

VAN BLARICOM
the

fly

The question
beyond

all

is

dispute.

His Majesty himself has said so and
he is officially confirmed by a pronouncement in the House of Lords
by the Colonial Secretary.
Is there a Canadian flag or should
the loyal subjects of His Majesty's
Dominion raise the Union Jack? On
July first, Canada commemorates the
forty-second anniversary of her birth.
In memory of the historic event undei
which the scattered provinces were
welded into a solid confederacy
united commouwealth
we call the
day, Dominion Day. In honor of the
great achievement and in token of
our gratitude and pride at the happy
union, July first is proclaimed and observed as a national holidav. In many

—

towns and

—

elaborate celebrathe progress
and development of our citizenship
and national spirit and to impress upon present and future generations the
glory and grandeur of the nativity of
our country. Dominion Day is the
occasion for more display of flags
than possibly any other holiday in

tions

cities

are held to

mark

the year.

With

—

the exception of Vic-

Day on no other anniversary
are so many emblems in evidence.
What flag s'hould we as Canadians
and loyal su'bjects of the British Emtoria

hoist?

pire,

contended by some that the
Canadian marine ensign is the proper
one to unfurl, but they are forced to
admit that there is no official authoriIt

is

an emblem as the flag of
true that, according
is
to the Warrant issued by the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty, the

ty for such

Canada.

It

merchant m'arine of Canada and all
government ships have the authoritv
and right to fly respectively the Canadian red and blue ensigns bearing

Dominion

the
in
coat-of-arms
permission, it is
asserted, applies to the water only,
and there is no justification or precedent for raising the Canadian enOn the other hand,
sign on land.
there is no doubt that every British
subject has the right to fly the LTnion
]:\c]< or the British Red Ensign.
The other day I asked an eminent
wherein he
ruithority on flag lore
based his contention that Canadians

the

field,

but this

official
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have the right to display the Canarhan Red Ensign on shore. He told
George,
St.
nic that the Cross of
which had been placed in the upper
corner of the Commonwealth ensign
Protectorate
days of
during the
(Oliver Cromwell, had passed into the
luisign Red of Qiarles the Second
and was thereafter borne at the stern
(/f

In

merchantmen
and men-of-war
paramount ensign of the na-

this

tion,

the

single-cross

was carried from 1649

English Jackand
to 1707
;

during the reign of Queen Anne its
place in the national ensign was taken
for the first time by a two-crossed
'ack, wdiich

was

the

first

real

Union

Such then w^as the origin and
Jack.
evolution of the Ensign Red, the national ensign of the British people,
which along with the changes made
in the Jack in the reigns of Queen
Anne and George the Third, formed
the basis of the present Red' Ensign
of the British Empire.
By a proclamation of Queen Anne, the Red
Ensign was ordered to be worn by
all ships.
No other ensign was to be
displayed except the Red Ensign wdth
the Union Jack in the upper corner which w^as to take the place of the
separate national Jacks and of the
Ensign Red previously used on the
merchant ships of the subjects of the
sovereign.
This royal proclamation
also gave authority to raise the British Union Ensign on sea and land.
He asserted that the proclamation, so
far as
disnlaving the Red Ensign,
cither on land or water, was concerned, had never been altered or

amended and that
the arms of anv

it

mattered not, if
colony or

British

possession were in the fly. the right
to disolay this flag on land still exist''d.
ranadian<^. therefore, were fullv
jii.'itified in
rai<5ing the Canadian cns'gn on land. He did not adVocate its
use at all times and on all buildings
but thought thai the i^roper flag to
be hoisted on Dominion Dav in honor
of (Mir local pride and thankfulness
t'lw
the
historic
event
creating a
nniloil (";iiiad;i, \\a> llic Canatlian Imi;;ign.
(.)n other occasions the Union

Jack or British Red Ensign would
be the most appropriate flag to raise,
except possibly on our municipal and

home

buildings

as city

halls,

public

from the
towers of wdiich the Canadian Ensign
should float as evidence of our personal and local rule and lineage. On
our parliament and legislative piles,
our law courts and our public schools
we should elevate the Union Tack as
indicating the presence of Government under the British Constitution
and of the administration of British
libraries,

fire

stations,

etc.,

law.

"The Canadian Ensign" he
"has

in

its

broad red

added,

the arms
Canada as the
field

of the Dominion of
sign of our national union and in the
upper corner or canton, the Union
Jack as the sign of our British Union
the outward and visible evidence
of our loyalty, aflfection and allegiance
As the flag
to the mother country.
of the Englishman is the red cross of
St. George, of the
Scotchman the
white cross of St. Andrew, and of the
Irishman the red saltire cross of St.
Patrick, or his harp and crow-n, and
as there are to each the emblems of
their home country and their lineage,
so too is the Canadian Ensign, the
emblem of our home countrv and our
growing lineage united from ocean to

—

ocean."

There is abundant authoritv and
Avarrant for every British subject to
fiy the Union lack.
In an interesting
brochure Mr. Joseph Pope points out
that Lord Knollys. private secretary
to King Edward, writing to a Church
of England clergAinan who. shortlv
before the coronation of His Majesty,
in iqo2, asked for permission to fly
the Royal Standard, said "In response
your letter I am afraid that the
Royal Stamlard, which is the King's
personal flag, can only be hoisted on
the Coronation.
If permission wore
given in one case, it would be impossible to refuse it in anv others.
must remind vou that vou can al^
to

ways

fly

the

Union Jack."

A message was

receivcil

from the

private secretary of His Majcstv

some

\\!l

\'

wrong

This flag

is

too short

and

ihe

\(;

hecjiise

diagonal

SIKUT.I)

Another

flag often

time ago by Mr. Barlow Cumberland,
president of the Ontario Historical
Society. It read, "In reply to your
1 beg to inform you that the
Union Jack, being the national flag,

letter

may be liown by British subjects,
private or official, on land." Knollys.
The Secretary of the Colonies in
the Imperial Cabinet, in reply to a
question in the House recently said
that the full Union Jack could be
tlown by every citizen of the Empire
as well as on government offices and
public buildings; that the Union )ack
should 'be regarded as the national
flag, and undoubtedly might be hoisted on land by all His Majesty's subjects. The Earl of Meath remarked
that there had been a certain amount
of doubt on the subject and he was
glad to have an authoritative announcement.
There have, however, appeared in
the press of the Dominion from time
to time communications in favor of a
distinctive em'blem for Canada, urging that in addition to the flag of the
there
the
Union Jack
should be for special holidays and
occasions of ceremony, a loyal or
domestic emblem, or in other words,
a flag for the Dominion.
The advocates of a separate Canadian emblem and the use of a Canadian flag have, beyond the contention already pointed out, so far as
I can learn, failed to furnish any definite authority or official sanction for
their

—

—

attitude,

and

usej

in

public celebrations as the

Union Jack, but quite wrong

crosses are too broad.

Empire

CANADIANS

I

agree with Mr. Pope,

am
who

inclined to
asserts that

a national flag is the symbol of supreme authority and jurisdiction, and
that as Canada forms a portion of the
Dominion of the King of England,

The
a

I'T.V^

right flag, but wrongly hoisted

very

common

inistake.

Com-

pare with the large flag.

as much so, His Majesty himself has
declared, as Surrey or Kent, ^hov/
could Canada, consistent with her
allegiance, fly any other flag than that
which denotes British sovereignty?
I fail to see that there is such a flag
as the ''Canadian Flag" on land.
In 1890, the Department of Marine
and Fisheries applied to the Lords

—

Commissioners of the Admiralty, on
behalf of vessel owners registered in
the Dominion, for permission to fly
the Red Ensign witli the Canadian
coat-of-arms inserted. The government ships were authorized to use
the Blue Ensign with the Dominion
coat-of-arms as their distinguishing
flag. The latter authority was granted under the Colonial Defences Act
conferred on colonial
It
in
1865.
governments the power to use the
Blue Epsign, with the seal or badge
of the colony in the centre of the fly,

on vessels of war maintained by local
Authority was aftergovernments.
wards extended to the fishery protec-

Canada so that they,
and all other ships owned by the
Dominion, carry a Blue Ensign w'*^'the Canadian coat of arms m the
centre of the field. It was contended
by the Department at Ottawa that the
merchant marine of Canada using the
same red ensign as the merchant
marine of Great Britain frequently
Canadian
led to confusion in that
tion cruisers of

An
could not be recognized.
Admiralty Warrant was issued in
1892 permitting the Canadian coat-of-arms to be placed in the ground of
the Red Ensign and to he used on
board vessels registered in the Doships

minion.

Anybody who

will take the trouble
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to read this warrant, will see uiar tne

permissiuji applies

merely

water,
and then only t(j vessels registered
in the Dominion.
It has no bearing
whatever on land and no authority
there.
On the other hand, pleaders
for a distinctive Canadian flag, proclaim that the new combined Red Ensign, according to the terms of the
Admiralty Warrant, can be used by
all citizens of Canada. In other words
there is no prohibition against the
Canadian Ensign the British Red
Ensign having the Union Jack in the
upper canton and the arms of Canada in the fly being used by all residents of the Dominion, either on land
to

—

—

far as I can conceive, is the one
denoting these attributes, and that i->
the L'nion Jack.
Mr. Pope adds that

so

the action of the

government

in

seek-

ing and obtaining^

i^ermission from
the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to fly the flag of the Canadian
merchant marine, or the Red Ensign,
on all vessels registered in Canada,
has, of late been perverted by some to
a meaning entirely foreign to that
desired by the members of the government who sought this privilege. The
great mass of those, who hoist the

Canadian flag, do so without
thought whatever. Although all

any

may

be loyal and faithful subjects of the
King they are laboring under grave
misapprehension, with no apparent
idea, perhaps, of compromising their
allegiance. While they may be undei
the honest impression that the proper

them to raise is the Red Ensign of the Canadian merchant marine, they do not seem to realize that
the marine ensign looks absurdly out
of place hundreds of miles inland.
The Warrant of the Admiralty mereIv authorized the Red Ensign of Her
Majesty's fleet with the Canadian
coat-of-amis in the fiield to be used
on vessels registered in the Dominion,
flag for

such permission having no bearing
whatever to its use on land.

Flag of the Governor-General
oF

Canada

or water. While the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty have not,
of course, jurisdiction to make regulations with respect to land, the advocates aver that the hoisting of the
Canadian Ensign or flag on shore is
not disloyal or inappropriate that it
is a loyal, local flag, and, as already
stated, the very fact of the Union
Jade being' in the upper left hand
corner, proclaims and symbolizes our
allegiance, devotion and adherence to
;

Cireat Britain.

A

national flag representing as it
does, supreme
authority and sovereignty, and Canada being a portion
of the British domains, the proper
flag
90

to

be

raised

on Canadian

soil,

Official
authority
having
been
granted that the full Union lack can
be flown by every citizen of the Empire on private buildings, as well as
on government structures, and that
it should be regarded as the national
flag and raised on land by all His
Majesty's subjects. Mr. Pope pertinently observes "Whv should any lovai
Canadian wish to fly any other flag'

from the inherent

.\part

volved
of the

in

the

flag,

sovereignty,

fitness

in-

flying on

which

British soil
symbolizes British

one ought

surely every

a special gratification in exercising, the birthright of every sub-

to

feel

ject of His Majesty.
glory and a greatness
be proud to share."
It

is

sometimes

represents a

It

we should

urged

ITnion Jack denotes by

its

that

all

the

con forma-

WHAT FLAG SHOULD CANADLVNS
the union of England, Scotland
and Ireland, and, therefore, its use
United
should he confined to the
tion

"To this pedantic ohjecKin£2^dom.
tion," declares Mr. Pope, 'T answer
that whatever its origin and symbolic
history, it is to-day, and has been for
a hundred years, and more, the acknowledged emblem of P)ritish d'ominion. the flag of the British Empire,
•and is recognized as such by friends
and foes the world over." T concur
with Mr. Pope, that the Union Tack
is the only flag that should he flown
on land bv a citizen of Canada at all
times, under all occasions, and on all
private and public buildings.

There

Canada outside of

the
the T^nion
Tack, a distinctive flag of the Governor-General and a flag of the T.icul.Governor of each nrovincc. The former is the Union Tack, having on its
centre the arms of Canada surrounded bv a wreath of manle leaves, tlT"
whole 'l)eing surmounted bv a rovnl
crown.
The distinctive flag of the
Tvieut.-Govcrnors is the ITpinn Tack,
bearing unon it the arms of their respective provinces, surmounted bv a
garland of manle leaves; but as thev
are anpointed bv the Government of
the Dominion, and not bv tlic Ts'Ihq-,
the garland is not surrounded bv a
crown.
The exnerience of P>rit'sh
constitutional anthoritv in Canada is
svmbolized in the Governor-General's
fla"" with its roval crown, its manle
If^nf garland, and the Canadian coit
of arms, as is also a Lieut. -Governor's
fli!^". backed bv the ITnion
Tack.
nx'tional

is

in

emblem, which

in

the royal presence or the nresence of
some meni'ber of the roval familv. or
in recognition of some snec'al roval
Tt was disnlaved in nvniv cities
and tovvns in Canada during the visit
of the Prince and Princess of Wales
to the Dominion in toot, and aP"ain
•t w'lc nrominrnf I.T^f \'ear at the Onebcc Tcrcentenarv celebration, when
(lav.

was present and took part
The
memorable festivities.

the Prince
in

the

Royal Standard is generally hoisted
on parliamentary and legislative buildP>eing
ings on the King's birthday.
the personal flag of the sovereign

wherever

it

Majcstv
is residing, on certain fortresses and
stations, home and foreign, as directis

also

rai.sed'

T~Tis

in the royal regulations, but very
rarely appears anywhere else in the
absence of a member of the roval fam-

ed

It was. however, put up in Toronto recently on the grounds of the

ily.

Ontario Toc1<ey Club

in celebration of

King Edward's success

in

winning the

Derby, the hoisting occurring at the
suggestion of His Excellency the Gov-

is

Canadq on certain occasions is the Poval Standard.
Tt is a beautiful banner beat-ine the
roval arms of England, ."^rnt^and and
Treland. and is only rai=ed ^o indicate
\nother flag seen

FLY?

tenant-Governor's Flag

iQuebec

ernor-Geueral, who is the rei)resentativc of His Majesty in Canada, and

was ]^resent.
According to "The History of the
Union Jack," by Mr. Cumberland, our
national flag is "The Union," because
represents the flags of England,
Scotland and Ireland united in one dethree years after the
Tn 1606
sign.
joining of the thrones of England
and Scotland, when King James the
Sixth of Scotland became Tames the
First of England, a new flag was
it

—

combining the crosses of St.
It was callSt. George.
ed the "additional" Jack of James the
was afterwards
This Tack
First.
created,

Andrew and
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known

as the

"Union Flagge."
By
this flaj^ was not

royak proclamation

intended to take the place of the then
existing national Jacks, but was directed to be displayed in addition to
and at the same time with the Tack of
each nation. This "additional" Jack
continued to be used for over a century (with the exception of some temporary changes made by Oliver Cromwell) until the first real Union Jack
was created in 1707, in the sixth year
of the reign of Queen Anne.
Immediately after the union of the English and Scotch Parliaments into one
Parliament, a royal proclamation was
issued creating "Our Jack" to be used
in the United Kingdoms of Great Britain.

This flag was the

first

"Union"

Here the official authoritv of
Jack.
the separate crosses of St. Andrew
and St. George as national flags ceased and the reign of the first Un^'on
Jack or Flag began in 1707.
For
ninety-four years the red cross Irish
Jack

still continued its solitary existence.
It was not until 1801, during
the forty-first year of the reign of
George the Third, that the Irish Par-

liament was merged with the union
Parliaments of England and Scotland, and the red saltire cross of St.
Patrick w^as blended with the other
national crosses,
thus creating our
Union Jack in its present form. St.
Patrick's cross being placed alongside the W'hite Scottish cross of St.

Andrew.
It was the College of Arms

that

invented the ITnion Tack after the parliamentary union of Ireland to Great
Britain. A "King of .A.rms" was called to give advice to a Privy Council,
and he submitted the present design.
.\t this time the flag was a combination of the St. George's cross
a red
upright cross on white and the Cross
of
St.
Andrew a diagonal white
cross on blue.
The problem was to
add the Cross of St. Patrick a diagonal red cross on white and do this
\v.
a manner that each cross should

—

—

—

—

i.tivr

f(|nai

TTow
seen

in

this

—

prominence.
was accomplished

shows a correct Union Jack, similar
a water color design in the possession of the College of Arms.
to

It

bo

one of the illustrations, which

be noticed that at the top

arrangement

reversed.
of this is that the "Dexter chief" in heraldry or in simple
language, the place of honor is the
top of the flag next the pole and the
white cross of St. Andrew was made
wide at this place to give it due importance, Scotland being the senior
is

The reason

kingdom.
It was thought that Ireland might be jealous of this favoritism, so in the opposite corner the red
of St. Patrick's cross is placed

arm

above

In the first and
St. Andrew's.
third quarters the white of Scotland

uppermost, while in the second and
fourth divisions the red of Ireland has
the precedence. Thus, all things were
equalized and national jealousies lulled.
The narrow white lines on either
side of St. George's cross, and on the
outer edge of St. Patrick's, have no
meaning. They are placed there only
to meet a rule of heraldrv that color
must not touch color, but be separated by a bordter of one of the metals
in this case silver
which separates
the red color of the crosses from the
blue color of the field or ground of
So far as heraldry is conthe flag.
cerned, it is not necessarv that the
flag should be of any particular proportions or shape, though the .\dmiraltv lays down definite rules for
is

—

—

official

its

flags.

private citizen of Canada who
desires to show his patriotism on Dominion Day may be quite satisfied if
he obtains a Union Jack one and onehalf times as long as its width and
with the three crosses placed in the
position shown in the illustration. In
many specimens of the national flag
the white border around the English
In hoisting
cross is nuich too wide.
the l^nion Tack, the point to remem-

The

ber

mnv

will

corner next to the pole the white portion is wider above the red than below, while at the opposite corner this

is

that the

wide white arm above

the red must bo
lop of the pole.

placed next

to

the

The Simple Adventures
By

HULBERT FOOTNER

From

Appleton's Magazine

ONE

F

supposes that Fate every
a while becomes intolerably bored with the multitude of
commonplace affairs she is called on
to attend to. the explanation of those
extraordinary
happenings
which
everyone occasionally hears of becomes clear; Fate being a woman ref

1

once

2112

of

in

quires diversions.
One velvety night in June she
chose
the
Fannings,
father
and
daughter, for her playthings.
Returning to Berklym from a roof garden party in town followed by supper,
their motor broke down in the middle
of the bridge. This in itself was out
of the common, for an $8,000 Gaspard is expected to be superior to
such eccentricities but it was nothing to what followed. The trouble

—

proving to be beyond immediate repair, the travelers were compelled to
get aboard one of ]\Ir. Fanning's trolley cars, which they never used if it
could be avoided, and Fate caused it
to fall out that the first car on the
Royce Avenue and Emery Street Ihie
should be number 21 12 with one Dick
Warder driving the motor.
Now Warder was a Yale junior
and these do not commonly spend
vacations driving trolley cars.
The present situation arose from the
fact that young Dick and old Dick,
his father, were at temporary variance
on a matter of no importance to this'
their

narrative, and young Dick had chosen
to show his independence of the authoritv, fame, and
fortune of his
household by g-etting such a position
as would be most shocking to old Dick

for the period of the long vacation.

Thanks

to University

tivities the

and other

fes-

young man and Ailsa Fan-

ing were not unacquainted, out of
which fact amse all that followed.
Dick recognized the Fannings, but
he could not be sure whether Ailsa
had recognized him probably not. At
any rate she led her father up to the
front of the car and sat down not
three feet from Dick's conscious- back.
The front door stood open and by
edging a little to one side of his platform he could steal a glance at her
over his shoulder now and then. She
was a sight to rejoice a young man's
eyes.
It will probably he remarked
that stealing glances over his shoulder
is not the safest thing for a motorman
at his controller, and the fact is not
denied. Adding to this that Dick had
been a motorman for nine days only,
:

and the wonder

is

that nothing

worse

happened.

Young Warder was

naturally entire-

ignorant of the intricities of vast
sprawling Berklym, which embraces
half a dozen good-sized towns within
the sweep of its trolley system, excepting Royce Avenue and Emory
and the latter
Street, his own route
thoroughfare only as far as the car
ly

—

A suburban line carried the
beyond; what happened to

barns.
tracks

them

after they dipped over the first

had never occurred to him to
"Rusurban," the Fanning's
place, was not far from the barns.
Dick started old 21 12 with a jerk
which sent the passengers rocking
against each other. Mr. Fanning was
hill,

it

inquire.
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very indignant, and audibly requested
his daughter to take down the motorman's number, his own eyesight being
poor. It was an inauspicious begin-

ning to the ride, and there was worse
to come. 21 12 was both disreputable
and decrepit her iron front was a
mass of rusty dents her dingy sides
bore the scratches and holes of many
a brisk engagement w^ith laden trucks
as for her ailments, not only was she
;

;

;

a sufferer from the prevailing flatwheel of her kind, but she had likewise a mysterious internal lesion,

which caused her
screech whenever

to set

up a

pitiful

the current was
turned on. It was the very last car
that would have been chosen to convey the president of the road.

The

was of

stout old gentleman

dormouse tendency; nothing
him so much as having his naps interrupted. He was in a very bad temper
already from the breakdown of his
motor, and the uncanny howling of
further exasnerated

He

him.

was heard to tell his daughter to remind him to sec Coulsen, the superintendent of rolling stock, next day.
Rut the climax of his irritation was
readied when Abey Harris, a typicallv untidy, scorhutic,

little

;

Meanout so late alone in her life.
while, old Mr. Fanning had disposed
himself to resume his nap, and the
motorman was casting around in his
mind for some expedient whereby he
might take advantage of such a rare
opportunity.
Suddenly Warder heard
a soft voice behind him say
"I suppose it's against the rules to
!"

speak to the motorman
Dick looked over his shoulder and
smiled.
"There are no spotters out
he
at two o'clock in the morning."
said, "except your father, and he's
asleep!"

"What
again

specimen

of the genus conductor, failing to recognize him, demanded "fehs." Dick,
turning, saw the old gentleman, purple
in the face, searching vainly in the
pockets of his evening clothes for a
dime. He nuickly put Abey right and

!"

a strange way for us to meet
she murmured.

"I've been hoping
!" Dick confessed.

a

irritated

21 12

once to the passengers at large also
mentioning that she had never been

it

might hap-

pen

She steered the conversation into
a safer channel and presently they
were embarked in a spirited, whispered discussion of the Junior Prom., the
latest popular lx)ok. and equally iml)ortant subjects, while old 21 12 hobbled past corner after corner, unheeded.
It is not the subject of these delightful conversations which counts;
that may be trivial to the point of inanity, while all the time the interchange of shining glances and friendly smiles is making the best kind of
a

poem.

But such a conversation is a dangerous pastime for the man at the

notcbes."

They were drawing nearand nearer to the branching of
Emory Street, where 2112 should
for her own
leave the main line
route, and there was none to remind
The switchman at this point
him.
goes off duty at midnight thereafter
the motorman must stop and turn his

The passengers alighted one by one
course un this
long
during their

own switch; as for the little bell pull,
who was technically supposed to be

besides the Fanning?
until
was but one other, a nervous
maiden ladv with a sallow complexion
and a striking bat. tall like a lower
and fearfully green. Her destination
was Beverwvck .\venue.
car
at
ihe
"I have to chango
barns," she had announced more than

command, wedged between the
in
brake and the contmller box on the
roar platform, .\bey Harris was enjoving a nap in imitation of the preThe street was whollv desident.
When they actually reached
serted.

;

the bell-pull beat a precipitate retreat
to the rear nlatform.
Ailsa rewarded Dick with a grateful smile: be
was sure now that she recognized
him and old 21 12, leaving the bridge,
;

took

street,

there
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Avenue

"under

five

controller.

er

;

the fateful corner, Ailsa happened in
be telling Dick how she had watched

TIIR
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him through the Thanksgiving day
game; and the gratified young man's
mind was lifted far above nmndane
Old 2112 bumped indiflferently
rails.
over the switch it was all the same
and sped on down Royce
to her
Avenue, while the motorman described to his fair passenger how he made
his forty-five-yard run in the same his-

—

—

toric

game.

Some minutes

later

Warder

was

brought sharply back to earth, together with everyone else on the car,
by a strange rumble, followed by a
muffled roar, some distance away in
The maiden
the direction of town.
lady remarked she had a premoni-

something was going to happen
As it turned out she was
not wrong.
Old Mr. Fanning woke
up with a start, and discussed with
his daughter what the strange noise
might portend. Ailsa advised him to

tion

that night.

It was
wait for the morning paper.
while Ailsa was devoting herself to
her father that Dick's eyes returned
to the track ahead; with a shock he
perceived that the street was totally
unfamiliar.
The great new Atlantic
storage warehouse, a landmark for
many blocks up and down Emory

was nowhere to be seen. Too
he recollected the switch.

Street,
late

Little

A bey came

hurrying through

the car, with his change jingling in
his pocket.
"Yeh run by Em'ry Street near a
mile back !" he announced to Dick
as if he had known it all along.
His triumphant tone was exasperat-

"Why

ing.

in

thunder

didn't

you

me?" mutered Dick.
I
t'ought yeh knew w'ere
"Ge
yeh was goin' !" said Abey, calmly.

tell

!

"It's

up

to

you

to

run her back,

all

right, all right."

his car to a stop and
out to look back over the
track.
Alas! not four blocks behind
21 12 a car of the Royce Ave. through
line
was bearing down on him
effectually cutting off his retreat. He
put on full power and ran ahead,
trusting to find a switch to the reThe next time he
turning track.

Dick brought

leaned

2112.

the car behind had perceptgained on him doubtless it was
in a better state of health than old
2112; and the motorman discovering
a car ahead where no car should have
been at that hour, was anxiou^s, very

looked,
ibly

;

what was up.
Fanning having fallen
asleep again, Dick told Ailsa what
had happened.
"What fun!" she said, and laughed
what girl worth her
in sheer delight

likely, to learn

Old Mr.

;

who

does not rejoice in
an adventure?
of
prospect
the
•"Don't let it overtake us!" she urged
with sparkling eyes; "it would be so
humiliating to have to explain that

salt is there

we missed our way!"
like a strong tonic
Dick's veins; he felt able to overthrow a dozen men for her sake. Unfortunately not all his ardor could extract a single additional mile per hour
from 2112; she pounded along at her
own gait; not a jot more or less. The

That "we" was

in

most Dick could do to overcome this
handicap was to take the curves recklessly and run the down grades at
But the pursuing car
full speed.
overhauled them hand over hand;
Ailsa's face fell and Dick was plunged in gloom.
He knew nothing a'bout the drawbridge over the Flatwick canal, of
course and took the long down grade
;

approaching it at the top notch. At
the bottom of the hill old 21 12 must
have been making a good thirty miles
happened the gates
It
an hour.
were just closing preparatory to opening the draw for the passage of a
coal barge; a semaphore in the sidewalk showed a red light; but Dick,
with locolights
red
associating
motives, failed to appreciate that they
might be used to stop trolley cars
21 12 with her flat Wheel came
also.
tearing down the hill like a syncopated cyclone there was a shout from
the bridge tender a crash as she carried away the first gate; a roar as
;

;

she leaped across the -bridge another
crash as the opposite gate went by
She sped on up the hill
to board.
with scarcely diminished speed.
;
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The maiden lady screamed. Mr.
Fanning started up violently; he was
not fated to sleep in peace this night.
"What was that?" he demanded.
fuse blew out," suggested Ailsa with instant presence of
'•Per^haps

a

mind.

"The never-never

cheerfully.

land,

I

guess."

The man stared at him a moment
was young and he wore a din-

—he

—

ner coat and straw hat then threw
"That
back his head and laughed.
"I've been looksuits me !" he said
!"
ing for the route
;

"More

like

a thirteen-inch

gun!"

snorted the old gentleman.
"I suspect you were dreaming,
father dear," said Ailsa, sweetly.

we

nearly there?" he deto peer into
the dlarkness outside the window.

"Aren't

manded, striving vainly

"Oh, not nearly!" said Ailsa with
perfect truth.
Since they continued to run along
as smoothly as

was possible for 21 12,

he began to think he had been dreaming, and by and by he dropped off
again muttering something about an
"investigation
to-morrow."
The
maiden lady was in a state of partial
collapse.

The pursuing

car was held up perforce by the red light and the wreckage they had strewn behind them;
and 21 12 gained a precious two blocks.
On the other hand, their retreat by
this street was now effectually cut off
they could scarcely hope to return
unchallenged over the brideg they had
treated
so
cavalierly.
Indeed his
situation looked so entirely hopeless,
Dick saw small use in worrying about
it
further; and became quite lighthearted. "Might as well be hung for
a sheep as a lamb," he thought, privately determining to make the delightful rrde last as long as he could.

Half way up the hill beyond the
bridge, Dick made out the figure of
a man waiting in the roadway, who
signalled him to stop.
He sounded
his gong and kept on, but this deter-

mined passenger, experienced in the
ways of motormen, stepped squarely
in the centre of the track; and Dick
was compelled to slow up to avoid
committing
homicide.
The man
swung himself on the front platform.
"Where does this car go to?" he
demanded.
"Hanged if I know!" said Dick,
96

By this pause they lost some of the
lead they had gained at the bridge,
and on the stiff grade the pursuing
car walked right up on 21 12, who
At
at her age was no hill-climber.
the top of the hill they had scarcely
a block to the good; and Dick, despairing of a second lucky accident,
thought he saw the end of their gay
journey very close ahead. He fancied
he could hear over all the noise of
the car, the other motorman shouting to him to stop, and he had no
doubt that the outraged bridge tender
was also on board seeking explanations.

"They

haven't

got

us

yet,"

whispered Ailsa encouragingly.
Topping the hill they plunged down
the other side, losing sight of their
pursuers for the moment.
Royce
Avenue bears away to the left on this
hill
and there is a curve in the tracks
a side street continues straight and
steeply down. Dick was in no humor
to slow up for curves
he took this
;

;

one flying; whereuporf Fate again intervened on behalf of the lovers. Old
21 12 cleared the rails with scarcelv a
jolt, and holding a straight course,

traveled smoothly down the asphak
of the side street, lights out.
The old man stirred in his sleep
and murmured "Good piece of track
here." The maiden lad>- was plunged
in a fres"!! panic at the darkening of
the lights and the green hat wagged
symptomatically of impending hyhowever, the man in the dinsteria
ner coat constituted himself her pro:

:

;

tector.

The pursuing car promptly rose
and taking the curve
over the hill
more prudently, bore away out of
:

down Royce .\venue, the motorman and the angry bridge tender
little suspecting that 2112 was con-

siglit
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cealed

the shadows of the side
But for all they had shaken

in

street.

their pursuers off, the situation of 21 12

without

rails

or

power could scarcely

have much improved.
is up now!" thought Dick
with an unpleasant mental picture of
waking the old man up and telling
him where he was or rather where
However, there was no
he was not.
use S'topping until he had to he allowed 21 12 to roll down the centre of the
A
street, under curb of the brake.
be

said
"The jig

to

—

;

belated homecomer turning at his
beholding the dark
gate and
bulk of the car qu'ietly dropping down

2112.

leaving the streets and houses far
With heavier rails and more
behind.
power the going was easier, and the
old man slept so blissfully, Ailsa ventured to stand in the doorway, where
she and Dick could talk face to face.
On such a line as this 21 12 needed
but little attention from the motor-

A

wasted moon was climbing
the woods and fields
were bathed in a pale, misty radiance
and there was a delicious cool earthiness on the breeze.
Ailsa and Dick
had not so much to say to each other

man.

the eastern sky

;

own

now

his

on the platform.
It was little they
were caring Where the ride ended, so

little

torman

with a shadowy mobox and the dim forms

street,

at the

of passengers within, fled into his
domicile and slammed the door behind him, as if the whole host of

Hades was at his
At the foot of

heels.

the hill, under an
on the corner, Dick suddenly perceived the glint of steel and
his heart rose with a bound.
Another
electric light

;

line of rails

crossed the street oblique"If we
can only get her on
there!" he w'hispered to Ailsa with a
crazy hope.
ly.

Calculating his momentum nicely,
he struck the rails a glancing blow
and, as he had counted, 21 12 slewed
around parallel with the line. Swinging the trolley on the wire they had
plenty of power again and with the
steel shoe they carried, they worked
to get her on the rails.

;

it

was

sufficient to be together

did not end too soon.
By and by the first pale streaks of
dawn showed in the east and Dick
began to feel the anxieties of responpassed
sibility
again.
As
they
through a suburb, he saw ahead, idly
swinging his club under the electric
policeman.
light on the station,
a
Feeling that it was due his passengers
that 'he make some inquiries, he stopped 'his car opposite the officer and
it

;

said

politely

"Will vou please

tell

me where

I

am ?"
The mouth

of the bluecoat dropped
unexpected question and
"Wh-w'hat !" he
li'is
eyes bulged.
stammered.
"W'hat place is this?" asked Dick.

onen at

this

;

In the course of their efforts the
old man woke up again, but in his
present state of
exasperation
was
quite pleased to learn they had jumped the track and promised himself to
take it out of Coulsen.
It never oc;

curred to him, of course, that thev
might be putting her on a different
track from that she had jumped; and
the information was not volunteered.
21 12 took the new rails without
much difficulty and presently they
were speeding gaily down the line into
the unknown. From the character of it^

was

clear this had
originally been a steam railroad; they
were taken straiight into the country.

construction

it

The bewildered officer's eyes traveled to the Emory Street sign on
Dick's car.
"What in thunder are
yez doin' out here?" lie demanded.
"Oh, never mind that now," said
Dick imoatiently "just tell me where
I am, please."
!"
"There's something wrong here
pronounced the guardian of the peace
with remarkable persDicacity.
Away d^own the line Dick heard
Thinking
the toot of an air whistle.
of the cruel disnarity between the bigheavily-motored cars that run on suburban lines and his own decrepit
;

21 12.
he
fairly lost
his temper.
"Can't you answer a civil question?"
he demanded.
"This needs lookin' into." said the
<)7
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wise policeman
'"you better
come
along with me, young man." He put
;

on the step.
"Sorry, old chap, but I can't stop,
really," said Dick, anxious to be polite.
He placed a foot squarely
against the blue chest below 'him, and
driving out his leg, sent the representative of the law reeling across
the platform.
As he disappeared
over the other slide there was a loud
his foot

—

and unexpected splash there liad
been a great deal of rain.
"Our goose is cooked now !" said
Dick ruefully to Ailsa, as 21 12 gathered speed again.
"He'll telephone
down the line. I should have kid!"

napped him
Meanwhile the big car behind was
gaining on them. The next toot was
appreciably nearer and looking back
;

they could see the flash of a searchlight over the hills.
But Dick, took
heart in the thought that a stern
chase is necessarily a long one and
put his car to the curves and Ibndges
at a rate of speed that caused the
maiden lady to utter little screams of
;

fright.

"T'm sure that this
to

is

not the

wav

Beverwyck xAvenue," slie moaned.
The gallant young man in the din-

ner coat hastened to reassure her.

The car behind,

after

a pause to

up the discomfited policeman,
started after them in good earnest,
piick

tooting wildly to alarm the countryside.
However, they had a long
start, and 21 12 was going strong. The
eyes of the youthful pair on the front
platform were shining with excitement. By and by they heard an answering toot from far down the line
ahead.
Ailsa turned to Dick questioninglv.

"Closing in on us from 'bot^h sides."
he said with an attempt at carelessness.
"Tf I can find a place to put
you and your father oflf before they
arrest me, it'll be all right."
"T s^t'ck bv the car," said
Ailsa
brief Iv -and Dick glowed.
Roun'd'ing a curve he was suddonlv

—

dismavt^d to see a railroad crossing a
sliort distance ahead, with a freight
9«

'im
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train lying squarely across the track,
the engine taking water at a tank beyond.
There they were eflfectually
blocked whik all the time the tooting down the line drew closer and
closer!
It was maddening!
Dick
brought his car to a stop and leaping
off, ran toward the engine. Ailsa following him, careless now whether
'her father should 'wake.
"I say, old man!" cried Dick to the
engineer, "for Heaven's sake pull out
quick! I'm in the Dickens of a fix!"
"What's the matter, lad?" said the
old Scotsman with exasperating unconcern.
I've lost my way!" Dick blurted
out. "I've busted a bridge
I've assaulted a policeman and I've got the
president of the line on board!"
The engineer whistled. "Lost, eh?"
;

;

;

he said, reflectively.

Dick groaned in his impatience.
"I'm the
president's
daughter."
added Ailsa in her most winning manner.
"He hasn't done an\-thing really
wrong. Please help us !"
The old man stared hard at this
love apparation shaping itself out of
the darkness.
He looke'd from one
to the other of the strangely assorted
pair, tire motorman in his blue uniform, the girl in her evening draperies
finally his eyes began to twinHis deliberations did not take
kle.
though to
five seconds in reality;
Ailsa and Dick with their pursuers
pounding down the line, it seemed
more like an hour. Sud'denly he
said:
"There's an old switch here, from
Run
the trolley tracks to our rails.
your car back a little piece, sonny,
and open it for us. I'll back down
and we'll hitch you^ car to the caboose with rope. I'll take you backto town, my dears."
;

Before
engine
bask with
fotmd the
pTowth of

liis

The

he liad

finished

speaking

was undier way. Running
renewed hopes they easily
switch

weeds

:

is

a

heavv

still

intact.

under
Avas

train, which was not a
bncked down tc^ meet them,
and Dick with feveris'h haste helped

froicht

lonrr one.
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brakeiuan lash 2112 to the tail of
caboose.
Momentarily they expected to see the searchlight of the

a

the

suburban car swing around the curve.
Fortunately old Mr. F^anning remained dead to the wHDrld Ailsa watched
him. As for the maiden lady, goodness knows w'hat she thought was go;

ing on, but the man in the dinner
coat was a person of great resource.

They had no more than started be^
was upon them.

fore the suburban car

Brakie had barely time to close the
switch and run, before the rays of the
searchlig'ht fell

upon the

spot.

That

very searchlight proved their salvation; dazzled by its rays, the motorman could see neither to the right nor
left of the swath it cut in the darkness; it just missed 21 12 and fhey

were safe from discovery.
The suburban car swept past them
not twenty yards away; they could
see all hands, including the drenched
policeman, straining their eyes ahead.
They bumped over the crossing and
continued up the line; a little 'beyond,
the other car hove in view and the
two cars came to a stop abreast of
eadh other.
Ailsa and Dick, traveling townwards, laughed to think of
the mystified consultation that would
be taking place,

"What would

I

have done

if

it

hadn't been for you !" murmured the
maiden lady to the man in the dinner
coat.

21

1:

had somehow a familiar look to Dick.
That young man, it may be mentioned, was feeling tolerably anxious as
to the final outcome of his adventure.

To

his great astonishment he suddenly recognized in the low building
the Emory Street car barns but seen
from the other side. As he drew up
before it, a little knot of employees
was standing listening gravely to one
reading from a newspaper. This was
natural enough: but Dick was surprised to see the black mourning
bunting carried out, preparatory to
being tacked to the front of the build;

ing.

O'lTara. the starter, catching sight
and
of Dick, turned a sickly color
"Look!
clutched the man nearest.
Look !" he gasped. Every eye was
turned that way.
When he saw Dick step off his car
like

flesh

real

plucked up a
proached him.

Wood, O'Hara

and
little

courage and

ap-

"For the love of Heaven, Warder,
'how did you get through?
man all right?"

"Sound

as a rivet

!"

is

the old

said Dick.

"How did you get through?" re"We thought!" sure
peated O'Hara.
you were caught in the smash
"Oh, I found a way out." said
Dick warily wondering greatly w'hat
"What does
else was in the wind.
the paper say?" he asked carelessly.
and the headIt was thrust at him
lines conveyed instant information.

—

;

The good-natured engineer shunted them back to the trollev tracks,
through the depot of the Interurban
express company on the outskirts of
town.
The express company utilizes
both the steam railroad and the trolley

tracks

for

its

cars.

Appearing

from nowhere, as it were, 21 12 rolled
through the depot, Abey swung the
pole on the wire, Dick turned on the
power, and 21 12 gathered way dov.T
the street, leaving the expressmen
rubbing their eyes and wondering,
a good many others that night,
there was a phantom trolley car
abroad.

like
if

They ran down

a gradual incline
toward a long, low building which

"Immense building

falls!

Unfinish-

ed structure of the Atlantic Storage
collapses in Emory Street!
Trolley car 21 12 missing, with John

Company

Be-

Fanning and daughter aboard!
liez'ed to

be buried in the ruins!"

"Father!

Father!" exclaimed

the

quick-witted Ailsa, reading this over
Dick's shoulder. "The brave motorman has saved all our lives!"
"Dear! Dear! Bless my soul!"
murmured the sleepy old gentleman.
"He's a Yale man," added Ailsa
irrelevantly.

"Ask

'him

up,"

said

her

father

handsomely.
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How

Develop Executive Power

to

By

LEE FRANCIS LYBARGER

From The Business Philosopher

WILL

ruWER

and executive
are so closely connected that neither of them can be
alone.
considered
While executive
a'bility is the broader temi, yet willExecutive
power is its foundation.
ability

rests

ability

upon two

Intel-

thing^s:

lect and will.
And even one corner
of the structure called Will rests upon
You cannot increase
the Intellect.
your executive ability without increasing your will-power. And both depend in their growth upon a keener in-

grasp and discrimination.
Will-power may be said to consist
two things
Choice and Volition.

tellectual
in

:

In

other words,

in

the

power

Will consists,

to

make

form a decision, to lay a plan
second,

in

that

first,

a choice,

"persistence

;

to

and,

of

ef-

which attains the realization of
the choice.
The first process forms
fort"

the conception
the second carries it
into execution.
The first decides
;

what

to be done
the second does
results of the first process of
Will is represented by the "plans and
specifications" of a building; the results of the second, by the completed
structure itself.
it.

is

;

The

Ribot savs, "To will is to choose
order to act." And so the first element of will-power is the rapacity to
in

choose,

make

to

conclusion,
I

decide,

a choice,

that

find

to

form a

elect,

to

pick,

nlan, reach a

come to a decision. And
Webster makes this the

onlv function of the Will. He defines
it thus
The power of choosing the
faculty or endowment of the soul by
which it is capable of choosing; the
:

;

or power of
the
mind by
decides to do or not to do;
the power or faculty of preferring or
selecting one of two or more obfaculty

which

it

jects."

And

power of choice I have
the second element, that
power and "persistence of effort"
which continues until the choice, or
decision, is attained.
And this second element of Will I have designated Volition, notwithstanding the
fact that Webster makes \'^olition and
synonymous. But
Will
practically
here are clearly two processes instead of one; (i) I decide to go (2)
and I go. And since different things
should have different names. I have
labeled the one Choice and the other
added,

to this

as

\''olition.

The making

of a definite choice lies
foundation of a strong will.
There must be something to do before
we can do it. To choose means to
decide between two or more alternatives.
Choice is that power of the
mind w'hich enables it to feel and express a preference between two or
more persons, plans, or obiects. A
strong will enables the individual to
form a decided preference, even when
no decided preference exists in his
mind.
at

the

And the opposite of the power of
When the inchoice is Indecision.
dividual is unable to decide, when he
is imable to make up his mind as to
which course to pursue, when he hesi-

tates,

oscillates
wavers,
one conclusion and then
we have the first element

doubts,

reaching
another

first

—

HOW TO DEXELOP

EXECUTI \E POWER

And so the rirst foe
of a weak will.
indecision
is
to great will-power
and a colossal foe it is. Hesitancy,
confusion, doubt, indecision, and fear
ultimately end in defeat and failure.

of resistance.
And yet there cannot
be persistence of efiFort without persistence of Will.

I'ew people have a developed power
The moment the individof choice.
ual takes up the consideration of two
or more alternatives, and begins to
picture the possibility of each, his
jnind becomes so confused with conflicting wants, ideas, wishes, possibilities, as to paralyze the Will. And
the difficulty may arise from one of
First, because he does
four things
not know definitely his own mind in
the matter.
Second, because of his
inability to
picture
vividlv to his

of people

:

mind

the different results

which would

follow from the difYerent courses,

in

order that he might know which result he most preferred.
Third, because the contrasts between them are
so great that he cannot get a common basis of comparison.
And
fourth, because of the reverse condition
the resemblance is so close that
there is no preference in his mind.
And without preference there can be

—

no choice.

The second element

of Will is Volition
^the power of persistence of effort in the enforcement of a decision.
Persistence of effort, dogged determination,
indomitable
resolution,
steadfastness of purpose, untiring perseverance,
unwavering persistence,
unconquerable zeal in the pursuit of
some object, perennial enthusiasm in
carrying out some plan of action
these are the supreme tests of a developed, masterful will.

—

Men

of great volition

persistently

onward

in

have gone
the

course

The time element
ment of

Volition.

is

the great ele-

There are millions

who can persist in the enforcement of a decision for a little
while a few minutes, a few hours,
a few days, a few weeks.
But when
it comes to persisting in a given effort, when it comes to keeping at the
same thing, for months and years, end
even decades, the matter is wholly
different.
Only men and woinen of
heroic will can do this.

—

Did conditions remain as they are

—

when

the choice is made
when the
of action is decided upon
it
would be easy to carry it into execution.
But conditions do not remain
the same. They are transient and un-

plan

—

stable.
Even thoughts and feelings,
emdtions and sentiments, are continuously changing.
In fact, the whole
surroundings soon become different.
These are the dire facts which crush

so many resolutions. And then
the determined plan of action

when
runs

through weeks and months and even
years with all their changes in feelings, thoughts, sentiments and condi-

—
— we

see why it is that so feware able to conduct great enterprises.
They have not the will-power for such a colossal and continuous
task.
Their volitional energy is too
soon exhausted. They lack both the
genius to plan and the persistence of
effort to execute.
tions

men

of

While we have made Will consist
two processes. Choice and Voli-

tion, yet there are innumerable circumstances in life in which but the
one element is present. And that is
Nothing
the
element of Qioice.

which they mapped out.
Nothing
could stay them. Nothing could stop
their onward movement. There was
opposition. There vv^as danger. There
were
jbstacles.
There were criticisms.
There were seeminglv insurmountable
difficulties.
thev
But
marched onward, right on. as steadily
and royally as if these things did not

All that is replans to be executed.
quired is the making of a choice, the
forming of a decision, the reaching
of a conclusion.

exist. The greater the onoosition the
greater the possibilities for the jovs

This first element of Will, and of
executive abilitv, is developed in but

more

is

required than to

make

a de-

There are no commands to
be dbeyed, no resolutions to be carried out, no path to be followed, no
cision.

mi
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comparatively few people.
In most
things in life 1 am convinced that
people do not make a choice.
They
are not "the architects of this own

They are

fortune."

pilots in the

not

their

own

They do
They do not

voyage of

life.

not elect their career.
pick out the path they are to travel.
In short, they do not choose they
simply drift.
That which they are
now doing they did not plan to do.
The path they are now traveling was
not of their choosing. And the place
they now live in was not of their
choice.
They did not select it. It
seems to have selected them.
;

And I think this holds true in most
of the facts of life.
There was no
choice, no option, no election, no preference, no will in the matter.
No
alternatives were presented.
They
had no chance
fuse.

to either

They simply took

choose or

re-

the only op-

portunity offered. What else could
they do? But that was not choosing.

And man becomes

an individual and
a personality, and the master of his
own fate and fortune, just to the extent that he rises out of this condition, just to the extent that he increases the facts and conditions and
relations in life which are of his own
choice, will, and preference.

There
in

second class of things
which, while they had the oppori.«

a

tunity to choose, thev had not the capacity to make a choice. Thev could
not come to any conclusion. Thev could
not make up their minds to either

choose or refuse, accept or reiect. go
or stay.
And while thev thus hesitated, wavered,
doubted, consulted,
delayed,
the
opportunitv to choose
went bv.
.^nd so it was not choice
but necessity that put them into the
path they now travel.
And thev entered upon it as if in the confusion
and hesitancy of a dream, walking
backwards.

—

alwavs possible and usuallv
painful
to look back over the highwav of life and see where the roads
It

is

forked.

—

And

while seeing clearlv the

one we took, we also realize that it
was not of our choosing. We prob102

had no choice

ably

the

in

matter.

we had, we now realize that
while we were debating as to which
road we would take, the opportunity

Or

if

choose went by and blind Necespushed us into the road we now
travel.
In the midst of the mental
confusion caused by indecision, hesitancy and doubt Fate picked our
path for us.
And at most of the

to

sity

—

—

cross-roads of
holds true.

And

perhaps, this fact

life,

then there

is

a third class of

of destiny—
— or of
while
we had a chance
choose — and did choose, yet the choice
things
which,

lines

in

to

we made

did not represent our acpreference in the matter.
The
things we took were not the ones we
most wanted perhaps did not want
at all.
Why, then, did we take them?
Why did we make such a choice ? That
is a question which we
v\'ill
go on
asking all through life. And should
too many such questions accumulate
in the course of a life-time, thev will
crush the very heart out of us.
tual

—

am

I

convinced that so feeble

power of choice

the

and so undeveloped

in

is

most people,

in their capacity
especially one
a decision
which actually corresponds to their
real feelings
^that in many things in
life, if not in most things, they did
not choose the things they most desired to do, nor pick the course they
most desired to follow. But having
made the choice, they are bound to
abide by it.
All through life thev
will be carrying out contracts, meeting obligations and slaving to comthough of
plete enterprises which,
their own choosing, were not of their
Their decision did not rechoice.
present their preference.

make

to

—

—

It is
so.

not so easy to say

And

yet

we can

find

why

this

is

some clue

to

this strange fact in that Puritanic effort

—begun

way back

in

infancy

to crush out of us the little individu-

which mav
ality and self-assertion
We
germinating there.
have been
were taught never to take the largest
apple, never to take the biggest piece
of cake, never to take the choicest

HOW TU

UEX'ELOP EXECUTIXE

never to take that which we
most desired of anything. That must
always be left for somelx)dy else. And
so from infancy onward the effort has
slice,

been made to establish in us the habit
of never taking the thing we most
desired to take. And the effort has
been sadly successful. And yet it is
only men of pre-eminent self-assertion, men who see the choicest things
and then grab them for themselves,
men who prefer self and their own
comfort or profit over that of others,
who make the great successes in life.
There is yet another reason why
•one should make a choice which does
not represent his actual preference.
It arises from a false conception of
self-control. Many people, in their enthusiastic attempt to conquer their
feelings

their

and emotions and

re-

duce them to absolute subjection.
have succeeded even to the point of
their extermination. They have controlled their emotions so effectually
and so continuously that there is really nothing left to control. W^ithin the
wide realm of their being there is not
a normal, spontaneous feeling.
It is natural for mankind to go to
extremes. And no greater extreme
can be conceived than the idea that
the satisfaction of every desire is to
be checked, that every want is to be
denied, every impulse crushed, and

every passion
site

—

extreme

strangled.

— though

still

The oppoan extreme
All normal,

nearer the truth.
natural desires should be must be
satisfied, if life is to be perpetuated.
Expression, and not repression, is the
law of life. If the strong and cultured Will closes some avenues for
the outfloav of nervous energy, it is
simply to ooen and enlarge more efis

—

fectual
IS

ones.

And

indespensable to

self-assertion

so

life

and happiness.

II.

Traits of Dez-eloped Choice.

Of

elements

constituting
Will choice and that persistence of
effort which brings about a realization of the choice
we need to note
in reference to a highly developed
the

—

t^vo

—

POWER

power of choosing

several important
the capability
to
actually
make a choice a decisive, fixed, definite choice. And the
decision must
not
be partial, but
whole, entire, complete.
It must be
an actual, positive, decisive choice.
the
And
so
far
as
possible,
characteristics.

First,

—

choice should be consciously made.
should realize that we are rendering a decision consciously linking
our lives in the chain of destiny.

We

—

Second, the choice, when made
should represent our actual feelings.
It should be the expression of our
predominant desires. I hold that the
Will, in choosing, should be a servant and not a dictator, a slave and
not a master.
Third, having chosen one of severalternatives, all the rest should be
banished from the mind. The man of
developed power of choice may hesitate long; yet having picked one plan
from the many, the many will be foral

gotten. His mind is now as free from
their influence as if they never had
been.
Doubt is over. Hesitancy is
over. "The die is cast."

And here we have one of the great
psychic elements which distinguishes
the man of executive ability from the
common man. That foe to all action
He
regret 'does not reach him.
doubt, compare, diswill hesitate,
criminate, speculate, and reconsider
not
is made
^^but
'before a choice
afterwards. But the man of inferior
having
though
ability
executive

—

—

—

—

made

though having picked his course keeps on cotnparing.
deciding, doubting, and picking. And
though having decided over and over
a decision,

—

m.any times, he still hesitates in the
execution for fear of a mistake in
the planning, for fear that he has
blundered in the choice.
Rut the man with a trained will,
having decided once, never turns
back never reconsiders. He savs to

—

memory

in reference to anv other
choice he might have made "forget
it.".
Before making the choice he
saw many roads that he might take.
Rut after making it he sees but one.

his
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BuL

this

one road he intends

tration,

shall lead

Faith, firmness, concendecisiveness have taken

victory.

to

and

place of
and doubt.

confusion,

indecision,

the

Fourth, having made a choice, havdecided upon a plan, we must
have the courage to stand by it. The
man of high executive ability is not
terrified, as is the average man, by
and the probthe fact of a mistake
ability of more to follow. He is not
frightened to death 'because of a
ing

pangs of

He regards nothing as final
achievement, success victory.

delay.

but

face the future because of regrets for
To them are the words of
Whittier most true that
the past.

"Of all sad words
The saddest are

—

have been.'

Often.

does he succeed?

First,

predominance

of

How,

at

Of

knocked

irresolute finger he

each one

doorways of life, and abided
none.
His course, by each star that would
cross it, was set.
And whatever he did he was sure
the

in

then,

by having a

correct

might

'it

hero

"With

Does he never blunder

Sometimes.

these,

"

the wavering, indecisive, irresoin the beautiful poem of
Lucile, we are told that "whatever
he did he was sure to regret."

the

in 'his decisions?

of tongue or pen.

Of

lute

successful man never
make mistakes? He does. Does he
never choose the wrong course?

Does

have

— people

The thing they lost is always
do.
more important than the thing they
They never can fearlessly
gained.

—

His teeming activities are
failure.
not paralyzed because of a blunder.
Defeat to him is nothing more than

Many

regret.

— or

inherited ^the habit of
regretting absolutely everything they

acquired

decisions.

to

regret."

Second, by enforcing these with unerring precision and celerity of movement.
Vigor, confidence, firmness,
and promi>tness of execution are a
great aid even to bad judgment. Better a poor plan well executed, than a
good plan poorly executed.

Your man

of high executive ability,
developed power of choice, of
keen capacity in the forming of a
plan, knows that he will make many
of

mistakes,

many

ors,

many
'bad

blunders,
decisions.

many

err-

He knows

that after the work is all
will see numerous places

done he
where it
But what of

a man of execonclusive. It is finHe does not make the
and over again. Once
It is then a matter of hav-

The choice
cutive ability
al
ultimate.
decision over

—

is

enough.

made by
is

ing the courage to enforce it. Having decided upon a plan, he passes
immediately to the means of its execution.
He does not waste all his
energy in reconsiderations. Having
decided he now acts, and acts vigorously.

The
little

successful
of

regrets,

man
care

knows
but

could have been better.
it?
Life is as much in the striving
as in the gaining, in the efifort as in

and broods but
over the blunders he has made.

the rew^ard, in the sowing as in the
reaping. The old maxim said, "There

And yet it is not because he
fell down that he is now up, but

is
is

more pleasure
in

in

pursuit than there

possession."

The man devoid

of a developed
tortured with ambition
spends most of his time in vain regrets. The seeing of a better way to
'have d'one the work, the discovery of
a better plan which might have been
taken, or the finding of a better route,
fills liini
beyond endurance with the
will

—

— though
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past

but

little

failures,

he could not be successful

if

for
little

And

he

did.

never
simp-

because he would not stav down.
been another's fault that
he fell. It would have been his own
h.id he lain there.
His final success
came not because he did not blunder,
but because he did not keep his attenHe
tion constantly on his blunders.
dwelt upon these simply long enough
Iv
It

may have

to find the cause,

the

same mistake

so as not to make
Once is
twice.

now

TO DE\"ELOP

One should have variety
enough.
even in his blunders. And so while
the eyes of the one were fixed on
failure, those of the other

were fixed

EXECUTU E

curacy, there must
and premeditation.

And

yet

ER

i'UW

must recognize the

1

we always have

that

constantly on success.

Every important law of

characteristic of the power
of a developed choice is definiteness.
plan clearly, vividly, and intensely

tradiction

.\

fifth

A

conceived is already half executed.
The choice must not only be decisive
When the plan lacks
but incisive.
the quality of definiteness,

when

—

it

is

forethought

be

—a

paradox.

fact

extremes.
is a con-

the
life

always

It

re-

quires the possession of two confiicting processes. And so it is here. At the
one extreme is the man who does
not reflect in advance. He seizes upon the first plan which comes into his
mind, forms a definite, fixed, un-

indisuncertain, vague and foggy
tinct in outline and uncertain as to
detail
a swift and vigorous execuAnd so before
tion is impossible.

changeable resolution, and proceeds
immediately to action and to vigorous action at that. His decisions are

there can be speed and accuracy of
execution, there must be definiteness
of planning. And the more definite,
distinct,
exact,
and clear-cut the
choice or decision. The easier its
execution.
plan of action possess-

instantly.

—

A

ing such qualities will almost execute

made

sixth

characteristic

veloped power to choose

of

a

de-

promptness of decision.
While the whole
field should be carefully surveyed befor the choice is made, while every
alternative should be examined and
the possibilities of each considered;
yet it must be recognized that time
is
an element in the making of a
is

quickly,

be wrong, he

always limited.
Even life is limited. And on
many a hard-fought field promptness
of decision turned defeat into victory.
time

is

I think it holds true that men posdesessing great promptness and
cisiveness
of
decision
were men
strongly given to meditation. They
had the imaginative power to picture
nearly all possible contingencies, and
thus to decide beforehand what they
would do under each one. Their
prompt decisions were the product of
premeditation. In their solitary wanderings and musings they were picturing, dreaming,
speculating, conjecturing as to the possiblities which

arise. And so to have promptness of decision accompanied by ac-

might

If

it

happens

"down and

out."

decision.

But

and

lacks

it

accuracy

in

re-

liability.

At

the other extreme
reflects

the

man

who

takes

is

long and often,

everything into consideration, who
goes over the whole field not once
but many times who pictures every
possibility,
every contingency, and
every
danger arising from each
course.
He considers not simply one
plan but many plans. But the trouble
is that he has taken so many things
so
into consideration, has pictured

—

;

different

Our

is

Here we have promptness of

many

moving.

his action follows
choice happens to

he "wins big."

riglit,

choice.

is

and
the

to

Even

All things are in motion.
the planet on which we live,
and the sun around which it revolves,

If

be

who

itself.

A

—

and
ways by which

different plans,

sees so
it

many

could be

done, that he cannot decide upon any.
The difference between them is so
slight that he has no preference. And
without a preference there cannot
be a choice. But the great executive
character has the will to m'ake a
choice when no preference exists.
And so he is a combination of the
powers and capacities of both ^with
the defects of neither.

—

Promptness of decision was one of
the great elements in the success of
Abraham Lincoln. He displayed but
When the
little doubt and hesitation.
time came to make a decision ^^e decided, and decided promptly, clearly,
and conclusively. And so there must
usually be promptness and decisiveness in the forming of a plan as well
as in

its

execution.
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The

and

seventh,

last,

trait

of a

developed power of choosing to be
here mentioned, is that the choice, or
plan, when made, must be immovable.
The choice must become a permanent
part of the nervous system, a fixed
structure of the brain. The choice,
the plan, the resolution, must be fixed,
immovable.
firm, substantial

—

when made, must be
formed of such firmness of mental
The

decision,

that

fiber

it

dissolve

not

will

into

fragments and shreds when nervous
•energy is poured into it. It must be
a'ble to withstand the conflicts of contending emotions and weather the
storms of passion intact.
Some people's plans, decisions, and
resolutions are but little more than
"dissolving views." And yet it is only
when a determination has solidified

and

a

into

crystallized

conviction

can be made the foundation,
for great achievements.

that

it

Few

writers

in

discussing

power and executive
any reference

They

ment.

much

to

aibility,

will-

make

the intellectual eletoo
entirely

strength of volition, pure
and simple, and too little to the Intellect.
And yet there cannot be
great executive ability without the
Inpossession of a great Intellect.
tellect is at the foundation of choice,
and choice is at the foundation of
Will.

many of our greatest
characters, that many of
our greatest military generals and industrials captains were not men of
high
education and
often
had
scarcely any education at all.
And
this is particularly true of our industrial captains.
But this is not saying
that they were not .men of high intelligence, for they were
and' are.
It is true that

executive

—

—

one thing. Education is
quite another. There cannot be great
executive ability without power of
organization.
And there cannot be
is

great capacity for organization without a high order of intelligence.
Persistence of purpose, doggedness
of determination, unconquerableness
all these are
of will and resolution

—
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tive

disadvantages

when

guided

wrong by

the Intellect, because they
prevent their stubborn and persistent
possessor from seeing things as they
are.

Tennyson's famous poem. "The
Charge of the Light Brigade," is a
Their heroic fighting,
stubborn persistence, their undying courage but accomplished their

case in point.
their

own

defeat.

Great

attribute

to

Intellect

of little avail if the choice is erroneblunder.
ous, if the decision is
a
Writers on successful men will tell
you of their will-power, of their selfd'enial, of their unconquerable purpose, of their untiring persistence.
Yet these elements alone never made
a successful man, though no man
could well make a great success without them. Thousands of men have
failed who
had all these virtues.
These qualities avail but little if the
man is following some delusion, some
"pipe dream," some phantom of the
brain, some unrealizable and impossible enterprise. In fact they are posi-

men and successful men and
men had something besides

leaders of

will-power and dogged determination.
What w^as it? Intellect. In making
the choice they had the wisdom and
the mental vision to choose the right
thing, take the right plan, to select
the right course instead of the wrong.
They not only had the power of
choosing,
but of choosing right.
They had the imagination which enabled them to foresee ultimate results.
They saw the end from the
beginning. And so true was their
vision, so

sound was

their

judgment^

exact w^as their inference, that
what they saw only with the eyes of
the imagination they afterwards saw
with the eyes of the senses.
so

Xo combination of Will and pluck
can long preserve ice at a temperature above 32 degrees. Will has never
yet been able to abolish the laws of
nature, nor to rise above them. No
persistence of effort has ever been
able to achieve the impossible.

Only

by the toil and persistence of years
have men been able to bring forth

HOW TO DEVELOP EXECUTIXE POWER
great inventions.
given the same

But other men have
and persistence

toil

and brought forth practically nothing.
Why? Xot because they lacked powbut power of Invention.
Scores of men have given their lives
in the vain endeavor to invent "per-

er of Will

petual motion.'" And so it requires
greatness of Intellect as well as of
Will for great and lasting achievements.
Napoleon Bonaparte was the great-

and most completely-developed
executive character the human race
has produced. His power of Will,
est

his

unconquerable

resolution,

his

and audacity have become a
part of history. But the one thing
which made Napoleon possible and
without which he could not have been
as history knows him
was Intellect.
He had a giant mind as well as a
giant Will. He could see bevond the
utmost vision of his associates.
His
imperial power was made possible by
a peerless combination of Intellect
and Will. His decisions were almost
unerring, even though made with
pluck

—

Anxiety

rests

upon

And

fear.

fear

the opposite of courage.

Granted
sufficient courage and fear is impossible. That much is axiomatic.
And
when you have banished fear from
the mind
if you
only could you
have banished a whole family of foes
to success and happiness. It requires
courage heroic,
unwavering courage to stake everything on the castis

—

—

—

ing
ing

—

of

a

die.

chance

to

—

It
all

requires
dardestiny

—even

itself
upon a decision.
Nothing
short of audacity can make it possible
for us to promptly and
decisively
stake all upon a choice, a choice
which may make or mar all that we

hold dear in

life.

And

prompt and final decisions
and still
keep the mind free from anxiety and
regret
and that is the element of
Courage. Indecision, confusion, and
perplexity may have two general
causes
deficient intelligence and deficient courage. I have already spoken of the one and must now briefly

so one of the foundation
stones of great executive ability is
courage daring, pluck, fearlessness,
audacity, and a sort of dare-devil indifference as to what the outcome
will be. I find in reference to great
men that they tend to be careful and
anxious in the laying of their plans,
but fearlesssly and boldly indifferent
as to the outcome of their execution.
Every great ruler and leader must
be something of a fatalist. Life must
have much of abandon and of wreckless indifference to be really worth
the living. Fortunate is the man who
has the right combination of caution
and daring, of fear and fatalism, of
prudence and indifference. He w-ho
can stake all and lose all and still
be happy, has perhaps the only thing
reallv worth having.
The real joys
of life can be gained only by courageously maintaining a state of mind
that is exuberant, exultant, trium-

allude to the other.

phant

—

lightning-like rapidity amidst the stir
and confusion of battle. And so there

cannot

be greatness of executive
without greatness of Intellect.
There is also an emotional element
that is indispensable in order to form
ability

—

—
:

/t^AXY

^^

a profiit

it ts

—

—

if

you

figure

doing and what

it

—

victorious.

making organization

sands of dollars,

between what

—

is

losing thou-

up the difference
lyiight do.
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Women's Work
By MRS.

EDWARD

W. BIDDLE

From Suburban

CARLISLE

Civic Reform

for

Life

located

in

in a public hall, for the

middle-southern part
State of Pennsylvania,

of

discussing the evident need of muni-

the
the
in
the
Gumberland Valley. In
beautiful
its
long life of more than a
it
has
half,
and
a
century
not grown beyond a population
of 10,000, but those i)assing years
have created for it a picturesque hisIts Indian wars, its revolutory.
tionary glory, its civil war record,
its one time noted military post, its
venerable college, its aristocratic
society, early
families and refined
gave to it a certain prestige that it
is

has never lost. So accustomed were
the people who dwelt there to hear
the praises of Carlisle sung, that
most naturally one of that town's
chief

characteristics

always was a

serene self satisfaction. It has also
loved to preen its feathers and to
conservative,
proudly call
itself
conservative
never dreaming that
may be translated unprogressive.
Indeed, until the Civic Club came into being, eye had not seen nor had
it entered into the heart of man to
conceive that Carlisle might be improved.

To rudely prick the bubble of this
contented apathy re([uirctl
some
courage, possibly of a callous nature.
The men of the town never would
have had the heart to do it. It was,
as is often the case in small communities, a woman who took the initiative.
Her first venture was the
sending of notes of invitation
to
other women (o meet at a fixed lime,
KIS

purpose of

improvement in Carlisle. Then,
with her heart in her throat, she
awaited developments.
Of the
cipal

seventy-five women summoned, thirty-four responded, and an organization of these was at once etTected
with "town improvement" as its
slogan, and "the time was there, The
Walrus said, to talk of many
things."
As a result of this meeting, Carlisle was promptly
told
that her
municipal housekeeping was poor,
that her streets were dirty, her public squares neglected,
her market
filthy, many of her borough
ordinances openly defied, as well as
numerous other interesting, wholesome and plain spoken truths. This
was eleven years ago, before the
present day wave of civic interest
had spread so widely through the
country. The town in question fairly gasped with indignant astonishment.

house

We, the initial members of the
new organization, were very careful
from the first to make no assertions,
the self-evident truth of which could

be questioned we lost no time in assuring the municipal authorities that
our desire was to aid and in no sense
to interfere: we took the editors of
;

the daily jiapers into our

genuous confidence

:

we

most

in-

tried to be

just as polite as possible to all those
wli(i
L-rioN

considered themselves the aged victims of our over-zeal.

We

WOMEN'S WORK FOR C1\1C
gained a certain fooling immediately, and it soon became apparent that

new movement had commentled
to many of our people, with
result that names of both men

the

itself

the

and

women were

the

membership

gradually added to
that
giving
list,
moral support of numerical strength
that an organization for successful
municipal improvement must have.
Realizing that

if

we would

act in-

telligently we must first understand
our subject, we gave immediate attention to a study of renditions as
e were imwt then found then..
pressed with the fact that the entire
community, not excepting the police
force, needed to be informed along
-

the line of existing

.

borough ordin-

ance and such State statutes as

di-

everyday public life.
In the columns of the local daily

rectly afifected

papers

we

published,

in

simplified

form and a few at a time, some of
these laws with the penalty attachat
ed for their infringement,
same time protesting against

the
the

non-enforcement of certain among
them. You know policeman Flynn's
opinion of the true inwardness of
modern lawmaking. He said "If iver
if
I had th' ma-akin'
th' law, I'd
ha-ave first iv all in th' big book, a
sintence r-readin'
like
this
'Th'
la-aws herein contained mane what
they mane an' not what they say.' "
:

Certainly a vital civic work in a
careless community is to drive home
the fact that if laws are created for
a wise purpose they should be re-

spected and obeyed.

We

next informed ourselves concorning the powers and duties of all
borough officials then cautiously inquired into the curricula, sanitary
;

conditions and aesthetic and moral
atmosphere of our public schools. A
general interest in questions of public
health naturally followed.
By
reason of the unfailing courtesy of
the newspapermen we were able to
reach a large audience through their
columns and to continually appeal
for the co-operation of the people

Rl'.l'ORM.

in what we were trying to do for
the town. The pendulum of public
opinion vibrated for a while, but finally swung our way in a manner that
left no doubt that community sentiment was with us. Encouraged to a
really fine enthusiasm that has never
abated, we then systematically began the uphill work of our self-ap-

pointed task.

To demonstrate
wrong

that something
one thing, to remedy

is

quite another.

is
it

To

create civic enthusiasm is one thing, to sustain it,
quite another.
had no difficulty
in convincing people at the beginning that the town was dirty, littered, neglected.
It exists to-day almost a model of a well appointed

We

borough, but this attainment was at
the end of a long, weary way, the
milestones of which marked many a
discouraged moment.
Personal and collective
appeals
were made to municipal authorities,
merchants, clerks, janitors of public
buildings, housekeepers and children
to set individual examples to the

A

public.
large number of "weed letters" were sent out asking that proprietors harvest their weed crops be-

fore the seed should be

neighboring grounds.

blown into

As an

object

lesson, a man was employed to make
1 weekly cleaning of the two main
thoroughfares and
to
sweep the
pavements of the public squares.
The interest and co-operation of
the students at Dickinson College
and of the pupils at the Indian

population of
hundred, was solicited.
Thirty-five waste receptacles were
School,

about

a

transient

fifteen

and the
placed at street corners,
town council was requested to enact
an ordinance protecting both streets
and homes from posters, dodgers
and waste paper of all kinds, from
fruit peels and free samples of patent medicines.

At the same time an earnest request, based upon reasons for health
protection, was made for an antiexpectoration ordinance.

The

first
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was willingly passed, but the desire
to curtail spitting privileges created
so much merriment among the borough fathers that the subject was
deemed worthy of local newspaper
The idea of determining by
jokes.
law where a

free

and independent

should spit, and where he
should not spit, was regarded then
as unprecedented interference with
the personal liberty of our townsmen. Three years later the spitting
ordinance was passed. If each step
had taken so long a time to accomplish, there would not be much to
in
tell to-day of civic advancement
citizen

Carlisle.

that our

I

have always regretted

town should have been

de-

prived of the honor of being one of
the pioneers in the now popular and
well established anti-expectoration

movement

in this state.

A street sprinkler was next
bought, and has been successfully
operated by our club for the comfort
of the people. Everything we could
think of saying or writing or doing
of public health and
said and wrote and
It was natural to give some atdid.
tention to the condition of the food

on the subject
cleanliness,

we

and of the market house, and
our request the then Board of
Health made an investigation into
the subject of water supply, after
which we asked that such extension
of water pipes be made into the
homes of the poor as would be adequate for their health and comfort.
I am glad to say that a broad minded water company responded genstores

at

A number
erously to this appeal.
of free public lectures on sanitation
and health protection have been
given bv physicians of the town who
to reare delightfully responsive
quests for such addresses, and expert
advice is thus freely offered on questions of sanitary science that are not
usually understood by the general
public.

The

assistance

of

adults

is

of

course desirable, the co-operation of
children is vital, for definite conno

tinuous results.
Of the truth of
that assertion both theory and experience convince me.

The organization of a League of
Good Citizenship that included every
public school pupil of the town enthe aid of the children, and
through them the help of their parlisted

ents, in civic betterment.

Children

are keenly alive to immediate surroundings.
It is easy to interest
them in local history; to impress
them with a sense of personal responsibility; to cultivate their spirit
of patriotism to stimulate them by
an offer of prizes for cleaning or
beautifying. The planting of trees,
vines or shrubbery for premiums,
is
attractive to them, while
their
competitions for the neatest back
yards and the prettiest front floral
boxes are keen and amusing.
;

Carlisle has many hundreds
trees planted by school children,

flower

boxes grace the
her
in

of

and
humblest

homes

alleys,
as
handsomest manwell
the
as
her
streets.
Large
sions
on
quantities of flower seeds have been
given these children, and the annual
arbor and bird days have been for
years observed by the League
of
Good Citizenship in conjunction
with the Civic Club. The refining
impress of a growing love for cleanliness, beauty and order; the moral
influence of an awakening intelligence along lines of municipal advancement the developing of ideas
and stimulating of ambitions among
children in the cause of good citizenship, combine in many cases to make
im.pressions which later become the

of

;

principles of

manhood and woman-

hood.

The school
years ago are

children

of

cloven

men and women now

and many of them are actively

co-

work for
Some of them
have recently conducted the League
of Good Citizenship meetings in the
operating with us
the common good.

in

the

vcrv schoolrooms where their

own

'\\0.\TEX'S

WORK FOR

interest was first aroused in
their home town.

and

for

The pictures that we have presented to the public schools there are
over two hundred of them have
ministered to the aesthetic sense,
and in some cases have been the inturning
of
definitely
struments
youthful minds to art studies, while
our public picture exhibits have left

—

a

—

permanent im{)ress upon many of

ages who lack the opportunity to
see good pictures elsewhere. These
art exhibits, and the flower shows
that were conducted annually for
four years, gave a distinct uplift to
all

The
public
taste and sentiment.
flower shows were too fine to be dismissed here with a word. Carlisle's
professional florists and private owners of fine greenhouses placed the
best they had at the disposal of the
Civic Club for its shows, which were
acknowledged to be, next to those of
Philadelphia, the best in the State.
The educational and artistic value
of these shows is obvious.

Open air concerts were essayed
during several summers. Wherever
there is good music, there is a throng
of listeners, and the donated services
of the famous Indian Band cheered
and lightened many a one on his
way, as he paused on the public
square to listen. In small communities one almost invariably finds a
dearth of high-grade public entertainments.
The often worse than
ordinary shows become a menace,
against which
a
counter current
should be developed and maintained
as a civic safeguard. Realizing this.
we have for five years supported a
lyceum course composed of the best
procurable talent and sold the tickets
at a nominal figure. To indicate the
character of this work, I need but
mention a few of those whose services were obtained: F. Hopkinson
Smith, Jacob Riis, Ian Maclaren,
Newell Dwight Hillis, Judge Ben.
B.
Lindsey,
Maude Ballington
Booth, Ellen Beach Yaw, the Kneisel Quartette
five such each win-

—

CIVIC REFORM.

$1.50 for the entire course. An
interesting fact that we have proven
in this connection is that neither
billboard posters nor hand dodgers
are essential in Carlisle for successful advertising.
The newspapers
meet every possible requirement in
ter, at

this line.

We

have always been concerned

to help wherever we found a municipal need. It was in this spirit that

we

established Carlisle's first savings
fund, which after four remarkably
successful years was only abandoned when one of the local banks added a savings department to its business and was anxious to secure our
list of depositors.
Right willingly
we handed it over, for other labors
awaited us.
equipped a school
room for a kindergarten, successfully
petitioned the school board to ad\ance local taxation, opened a wom.an's exchange in our club house,
presented to the town a full equip-

We

ment of artistic street markers made
after a special design. The free services of a trained district nurse,
whose time

is at the disposal of the
constitutes one of the
most valued benefits we have been
able to ofTer to our people.
There is now in the treasury a
distinct fund of about seven hundred
dollars, as a nucleus toward the purchase of a public fountain further-

sick

poor,

;

more,

we hav3

over one thousand
dollars odditional, all ready for that
which may seem to us the most
urgent requirement of Carlisle.
Many an unwary one before has
been beguiled into writing a book.

The

Civic Club of Carlisle had that

bee buzzing in its bonnet for some
time before it decided to take its
chances with the reading public.

—write
— not
Some said — might do good,
Others said — no."

"Some

said

it.

Others said

so.

it

With

a confidence that was born of
love for the subject, it finally was
done, and last December, at an expense of sixteen hundred dollars,
ni
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our Club launched its little volume.
title "Carlisle
It bears the proud
Old and New." It enfolds within
its covers one hundred and seventyone half-tones, and presents through

word and

picture a narrative of traevents and local legends. I
rejoice to say that the book is gradually serving the purpose for which
it was created, in that it has stimulated renewed interest in the past
and has developed a splendid endition,

thusiasm for the present.
know that our Club has been
ai; important factor in the commun-

The Carlisle plan is susceptible
of indefinite expansion, limited only
in such places as may have no unattained
ambitions,
no unsupplied
needs.
The extent of the results
that may be enjoyed is determined
solely by the spirit of service and the
personal equation that enters into
the work.

"Why
You

I

ity life; I

know

town

that the

is

a

better place because we organized
for the public welfare I know that
our plan can be introduced into any
may be
locality, and our success
emulated by any organization that
interested in a foris consistently

undue.

Why

Hopkinson Smith makes delightful
old Peter to say, "If you would permit me to advise you, I would give
up finding fault and first try to better things, and I would begin right
here where you are.
Now,
as long as you do live here, why not
join in and help out the best you
can?
Contribute something of
your own excellence."
.

.

.

.

"^
ture,

How

long will they permit this graft

and stealing?

Why

don't they see the courts are
clean and true?

Why

they wink at crooked pubdealing?
(Did you ever stop to think that
they means you?)
will
lic

Why

don't they stop this miserable
child labor?
And wake the S.P.C.A. up a few?

.

.

"~~F^1''

(W^hile thus you gently knock your
unknown neighbor,
Did you ever stop to think that

they means you?)"

people only realized what ha\oc

hot temper plays
if

in

their delicate

iiKiiili,'-ence

in

nervous struc-

they could only see with the physical eyes the

damage done,

as they can see

of a tornado, thev

a

greener?
(Did you ever stop to think that
they means you?)

Upon

each one
there certainly rests a duty to aid
in the betterment of conditions, and
no one is justified in failing to see
the need that is never far afield. F.

don't they keep the parks
little

;

ward movement.

don't they keep the streets a
cleaner?
ask with deep anno\ance not

little

what follows

would not dare

in the

to get angrv.

wake

Lord Hayling's
By

TRISTRAM CRUTCHLEY

From

THE

the

London Magazine

unpreteiitions

envelope, ada precise and feminine hand to Colonel the Honorable Ivo
J rough,
had been waiting on the green baize board of the
vulgarly known as the
Staff Club
"Gold Lace" for three days, and
the steward ventured to mention the

dressed

in

1

—
—

fact.

Colonel

Brough screwed an

eye-

under a shaggy eyebrow and
glanced at the writing, then gruntglass

Judging from his expression, it
would have made no material dif-

ed.

ference to his equanimity if the letter had waited
He
three
weeks.
began to read it slowly, but had not

proceeded far when his interest was
suddenly intensified, and before he
had finished it the accustomed equanimity had entirely gone.

"My Dear
great

woman

Ivo,"

trouble.

—

ran,

it

There

is

—

"I

am m

a hateful

here a widow
whose husband was, I believe, in your regiment, thoug^h I only gathered that
from a chance observation which
escaped her.
Her name is Mrs.
Laurier; one of those women who
wear well with a little assistance.
She may be anything from thirty-

upwards,
and I
would call her pretty.

five

suppose you

"She has set her cap at dear Arthur; and he, I need hardly say, has
fallen a victim.

It

is

the talk of the

Spa.
He refuses to come away, and
the woman treats my hostility as a

Arthur
I am most anxious.
is
the
so extremely stubborn
it
great fault of your family and as
he is twentv-'one, what can I do?
joke.
is

Infatuatioa

—
—

Could you come down?
tionate

affec-

Brough thrust the
and seized a

Colonel
into

— Your

Florence."

sister,

pocket,

his

gram form.
"Lady Hayling,
Derbyshire,"

Coming

received.

Brampton

he wrote.
at

letter

tele-

Spa,

"Letter

once.

just

— Ivo."

Having thus definitely committed
himself to a course of action, the
lines of his mouth relaxed a little
under
the White
moustache.
He
dropped into a chair and opened his
sister-in-law's letter again,
actually
chuckling to himself as he did so.
Then he spent some time in meditation.
At last he rose in a liesurely
fasliion and looked carefully round
the room.

"You were contemporary with poor
old Laurier, weren't you, Barnes?" he
said to a man on the other side of
t^he fireplace.

course," was the reply. "He
the regiment when he married."

"Of
left

The Colonel

lighted a cigar.

"Who was

the lucky girl?" he asked, carelessly.
"I forget."

"Nobody
tle fluffy

his

in particular a pretty litthing.
She hooked him for
;

money, poor chap."
poor chap!"

"Why

"They weren't happy, so I've heard.
Anyhow, he got his own back."

"How ?"
"Left her only
All the rest
daughter until she

year.

—

three
is
is

hundred

a

the
twenty-five or

in trust for

marries something like a hundred
thousand.
I remember distinctly."

"Ah

!

there

was

a

daughter,

was
113
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She must
I had forgotten.
there?
?"
be getting on now, eh
I'he other man laughed.
"Too much so for madame," he
"1 expect she's fishing again,
said.
and a daughter of seventeen is not
good bait. Moreover, it seems that
She's
the girl takes after Laurier.
big for her age, 1 hear looks twen-

—

ty,

according to

my

kid.

same school down
that's how I know."

on his nephew's usuall}" '.'pen countenance decided Colonel Brough as to
the line he should take.
'"So you've been making your mother nervous, have you?" he asked,
with a laug'h, as they took their seats
the car.
"I don't know how much she's told
you," replied Lord Havling cautiousin

They're at

Devon;

"Umph!"

"Nothing, except that you ve fallen
love, my dear boy.
And, pray,
what could be more natural ? Didn't
we all do the same at your age?"
"This is a serious matter.*' said the

A

young man

the

in

in

as
Colonel,
the
said
"Poor
subject.
the
dismissing
though
old Laurier!"
couple of hours later he was on
his

way

uncle, I'm not

was one thing in which
Broug'h took especial pride

by a
youth

there

If

Colonel

for
was a certain reputation
diplomacy— a knack of "managing"
affairs after other people had found
When friends
them unmanageable.
told him their troubles and asked his
it

advice

w^hich they only occasionally
——
was not bored but

followed'

flat-

^he

unusual attribute made
him exceedingly popular.
After this explanation it will be
more readily understood that in laying his plans for the redemption of
nephew ninth Baron
youthful
his
Hayling in the Peerage of the United
tered,

and

this

—

the station, he was in his best and
most cheerful mood; and Lord Hayling, who had dutifully motored over
to meet him, was somewhat mystified by the fact.

"My

dear hoy," exclaimed the old
soldier, as he wrung his hand, "you're
getting more absurdly like your father
every day. But hang it! you don't
look over pleased to see me."

—

Lord Hayling

—

he said, with forced enthusiasm.

of

est.''

Such unexpected good nature did
susto quell Lord Hayling'?

little

picions.

"You never tried it yourself, uncle.'"
he said, with a sidelong glance.
"Consequently, by dear boy. I'm unand I can view the matter

biassed,

judicially.

If

the

—

nice girl,

a

girl's

money, perhaps
"Every pennv she has goes when
she marries," said Hayling defiantly.
"That's a pity! Still, if she's voungwith a

little

and—"

—

"She she's older than I am."
For the first time the Colonel
lowed himself to look concerned.

"How much?"

al-

he asked.

"Don't quite know.
Suppose she
must be somewhere about thirtv."

"Somewhere about
unfortunate

"She doesn't look

pleasure.

pursued his uncle.

"That's something,
if

she'll

thirty

That's

I

!"

doesn't."

in'

my

sort

!

.\s

glance at the sullen expression

that

all

a matter o£ fact, he viewed the visit
with considerable distrust and dis-

A

you,,

about

pladitudes

— and

tell

to be influenced

I rather admire you
"Certainly not
for it.
After all, you're the head of
the family, you know, and you've got
to marry and keep the title going in
the direct line. And you need not be
so toiTchy about your age. because
earlv marriages are often the happi-

flushed.

"I'm as pleased as Punch, uncle,"

of

and

going

thing."

—

from the toils of a designing widow, he felt, after the first
spasm of annoyance, as much pleasure as in playing a salmon.
Consequently, when he arrived at

Kingdom

lot

may

"I

hotly.

north.

it

—

at

really

all

"Still.

she

events,"

I

onlv look somewhere

wonder
about

LURD ilAVLiXGS IXFATUATJUX.
forty

when you

Ar-

are thirty-two,

'•Delighted to meet you, Mrs. Laurexclaimed the Colonel, with un-

thur?"

ier!"

That was an aspect of the case
which Arthur had apparently not
taken into consideration, and for the
moment he was reduced to silence.
"Yet, after all, there must be something original about her, or she would
have married before."
Lord Hayling was actually blush-

abated warmth. "By and by we must
have a chat together about old times.
But, first of all, Arthur, if you'll take
me to my room, I'll make myself pre-

ing.

—

"Didn't mother tell you that that
she was a widow ?"
Colonel Brough almost jumped out
of his seat.

"A widow !"

ejaculated.

'he

"The

deuce!"
he continued, with a reminiscent sigh. "I've known some very
"Still,"

charming widows.
Any
dear boy?"
"Only one a little girl.

children,

I haven't
seen her she's away in the country
at school somewhere.
That doesn't
seem to me to be any particular obstacle.
Of course, the girl's providIn fact, I
ed for.
I'm rather glad
about it."
To his obvious relief at that moment
the car reached the grounds of the
Spa.
As they entered the hall, Colonel Brough's swift glance fell upon

sentable.

time

It

must be nearly dinner-

!"

Uncle and nephew did not speak as
mounted the stairs and Lord
Hayling was evidently suffering considerable embarrassment.
A servant
was unpacking the Colonel's clothes,
and the young man loitered in the
they

room

;

they had it to themselves.
Laurier,
then?" he

till

"You knew

ventured presently.
"Knew him, my dear boy?" exclaimed the Colonel. "Why, we served together! He was the jolliest fellow in the regiment.
But that's a
long, long time ago."

;

—

a

little

fair

woman

Arthur squared

in

an easy-chair.

his shoulders,

and

advanced.

"May

I

introduce

—

my

uncle? Col-

Brough Mrs. Laurier."
The woman rose quickly, and

onel

held
out her hand, not without a trace of
anxiety. She was dressed in excellent
taste and with consummate care.
If
there were any sign of age, any incipient line or wrinkle which merited
concealment, the soft evening light
was kind to her. and did its duty.

Colonel Brough looked at her with
undisguised admiration.

—

"Laurier Laurier!" he exclaimed,
with enthusiasm.
"Any relation of
Charlie Laurier, I wonder
Charlie
Laurier. of the 21st Hussars?"

—

.

The woman's lips still smiled, but
a pair of grey eyes flashed defiance.
"He was my husband," she said

quietly.

H.
!"

"Really, Ivo
There was tragic denunciation

Lady Hay ling's

"Well, my dear Florence?"
Colonel Brough.
It was late in the evening;
spite of repeated efforts, his
in-law had only just succeeded
ting

him

in

tone.

replied

and, in
sisterin get-

alone.

you have to say? Oh,
do ? What am I to do ?"
Seeing that she was about to break

"Is that

what

am

I

all

to

into tears, the Colonel gallantly took
her hand and gently patted it.
He
had been decorated for bravery in the
field, but a woman's tears were more
than he could stand. The action was
beneficial, for Lady Hayling's drooping spirits suddenly revived.
"I sent for you to put an end to
this absurb infatuation of Arthur's,
and what have you done?" She spoke
rather angrily.
"Well, what?
woman never asks
a question like that unless she has an
answer ready."
"You've done nothing but encourage it. The whole evening you have
been humoring her and petting her
and making her absurdly flattering
speeches."

A
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"What would you haver

Except

yourself, my dear, Mrs. Laurier is the
only fascinating woman in the house.
The rest are all as dull as ditch-water."

"But surely you did not come here
with the idea of amusing yourself?
I consider your attitude most reprehensible."

Lady Hayling's expression was one
of outraged propriety.
"You will at least give me credit
for preventing a tete-a-tete," said the
Colonel lamely.

"You have given Arthur to understand that the woman has your apI believe you have even told
proval.
her so."
in so many word's."
She
"I caught her eye just now.
looked at me triumphantly as much as

"Not

'You see, I've won him over.'
What will happen after you have
gone? What course am I to adopt?"
to say:

"Why

not come with me?"
What
.Arthur here?
".'\nd leave
can you be thinking of, Ivo? Do you
think that in his present state he
would consent to come away?"
"Pertiaps not," said the Colonel.

He

tried to look grave, but there
a twinkle in his eye which gave

was
Lady Hayling encouragement.

"I had such faith in your diplomacy," she said.

"And I had great faith in your common sense, Florence. Fancy bringing
the boy to a place like this, where
there isn't a decent girl for him to
make love to. always excepting Mrs.
Laurier!"
"We came here for mv health."
"Entirely?"
"Well. T thought it was nice and
quiet, and he would be kept out of
He's so impressionable."
mischief.
"And you

see the result."

"Rut what do vou think will result
from your behavior to-night?"
"Who can sav? You might write
and tell me. I'm going to-morrow."
"Going to-morrow? And is this all
the comfort you have for me?"
"Now, don't unduly worry yourThese ihings
self, mv dear Florence.
IT,

must not be hurried.

At present Arnonplussed.
Firstly,
by the absence of apparent opposition
on my part. That's disappointing to
him, you know, although he may not
realize it.
.\nd, in addition to that,
he begins to have a glimmering idea
that Mrs. Laurier and he are not of
the same generation. Most of the people she and 1 have been chatting about
to-night are dead. I resuscitated them
for the purpose of showing my nephew
how exceedingly young he is."
But
"That was clever, perhaps.
thur

after

is

a

little

you have gone?"

"The

infatuation will cease,

I

hope.

you must import some
Haven't you any young
fresh blood.
girls
among your friends pretty
girls ?
I wonder you didn't think of it
If

it

doesn't,

—

before."
"I've been too distracted.

Besides.

Ivc^"
"Well, wire

morrow.

me

the

day after

If necessary,

will

I

to-

come

down again. But with ordinary luck
everything will go as I predict. Goodnight, Florence."
In spite of the apparently unsuccessful result of his intervention, the

Colonel slept soundly
and when he
announced at breakfast next morning
that he must return to town, no one
was more sorry than his nephew. Mrs.
;

Laurier looked
reality, she

spite

of

slept

.so

sorry,

too.

was somewhat

her conquest, she
well.

but,

in

relieved. In

Solitary

had

not

reflection,

ndded

to that curious twinkle in the
Colonel's eye, had bred misgiving.
It was pretty late in the afternoo'"
when the car was brought round to
take Colonel Brough to the station.
Lord Hayling was not quite ready.

"Nice car!" said the Colonel.

The chauffeur

agreed.

which could do anything

It

was

a car
his

— under

guidance.

"Ever break down?" inquired the
Colonel.

The man looked up quickly. Lord
Hayling was suddenly heard whistling as he came through the hall.
"Here's a sovereign," said the Colouc^.

wiihont more

.ado.

"If the

en**

LORD HAYIJXi

"

breaks down, for three-quarters of an

hour on your way back from the station, there'll be another for you when
we meet again."
"Very good, s.ir," said the man.
with a grin. "His lordship
"Must -know nothing about it, of
Then, if vou
course, till afterwards.
like. I will tell him, and relieve you

—

of

all

may

are, uncle

Then we

!

But we've plenty

as well be off.

of time."

"Well?'' said the
they whizzed away.

Colonel

Brough

young man.

lighted

as

cigar-

a

ette.

"You want me

to

sum

up," he said.

"Well, Arthur, she's an extremely fascinating woman. If I had a chance, I
don't

know

I
shouldn't marry
But I shouldn't hurry
don't want you to do any-

that

her myself.
things.

I

thing desperate for a week.
asking too much?"

Lord Hayling gripped
"You're a brick, uncle
satisfy you, I suppose,
will

his
!

Is

that

hand.
If that'll

in the end,

satisfy the mater.

I

it

won't pro-

pose to her for a week. That I promise.
But, of course, you understand
it will be all the same."

"Of course

!

But

to see things a bit

it'll

more

give you time

And

clearly.

they look the same at the end of
your week, why. marry her. and good
if

luck to you

!"

And not another word was spoken
on the subject.
The
Spa

is

nearest

midst of a circle of substantial-looking luggage.
"But are you sure I can't get a conveyance?" she was asking.
Lord Hayling pricked up his ears.
"Hallo! What's this?" he ejaculated.

Colonel Brough seemed quite indifferent.

"Someibody stranded,

the blame."

"Ah. here you

L\ l-ATL'ATIOX.

station

some seven miles

to

Brampton

distant.

—

"But but don't you think I ought
perhaps to offer the car?"
The factotum overheard him. and,
seeing an issue out of his afflictions^
he touched his cap.
"Lady expected to be met, sir," he
volunteered.

The

girl

nodded

sion.

"My mother wired that she would
meet me with a brougham." she announced to the world at large.
"Indeed!" said Lord Hayling, cap
in hand.
"I hope you will consider
niy car at your service."
She gave a sigh of relief. There
was evidently not the slightest doubt
that she would avail herself of the
ofYer.

"But I should be taking you out of
vonr way. I'm afraid." she objected,
half-heartedilv.
"I have to go to
Brampton Spa."
"That's where I'm staying," said
Lord Hayling.
He glanced rather guiltily at his
uncle,

but the

stump

Colonel

was

busily

from the

fresh cigarette
of the old one.

lisfh*^;ng

a

It is

"Indeed!" exclaimed the
a fresh look of interest.

duke whose magnificent

ier!"

is

the

feature of the surrounding
country. Consequently, the arrival of
a passenger is something of an event.
principal

When Lord Hayling's car arrived,
the solitary man who filled the treble
role of booking-clerk, ticket-collector,
and station-master, was dancing eager

orobablv

with

girl,

"Then you

know mv mother. Mrs. Laur-

There was a heavy pause.
"Mrs. L-Laurier, your m-mother
Oh, yes. I know^ her; f-fancy that!"
"She wired me yesterday to come
down by this train, and she would
meet me. It's most remarkable that
f

she isn't here."

who

Lord Hayling was gazing

a forlorn figure, in the

o-^en-mnuthed. almost rudelv.

attendance on a verv pretty girl

was standing,

She

})athetically.

looked about nineteen, and had large
blue eyes and a healthy self-posses-

a quiet little roadside platform, nothing more, and it was erected mainly
for the convenience of a certain noble
castle

apparently,"

he said.

at

her
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"My Dear

"Let me help with Miss Laurier's
Colonel
interposed
the
luggage,"
•

juietly.

"My

train

is

not due

for ten

me

Lord Hayling caught his eye. He
turned very red, which is usually considered a sign of guilt.
'This is really too kind of you,"
said the girl, with a glance of unaffected gratitude as Hayling took the
seat beside her and tucked the fur
rug about them both. "Mather will
be so much obliged."
Once more Lord Hayling glanced
timidly at his uncle, but he had suddenly, on some pretext or other, turned his back to them.
"
"Good-bye, uncle
Colonel B rough turned and took off
Signs of unseemly mirth
his hat.

"Don't forget,"

a

that

—

mother and daug'hter would

appear, but

weak
ier

was mistaken.

She came to me this morning
and asked me to forgive
I think you did her rather an in-

and

cried,

her.

justice in thinking her so deep.

ing that

the

girl

ate

her

Florence."

sister,

certainly," said the Colonel

himself,

complacency

Col-

way

with a smile of extreme
"certainly, if only by
;

of thanksg'iving!"

A man who

fatal to

the highest

can not hold himself in check,
.\

not keep his balance under
fire

all

man

.\

circumstances,

of his temper,

smother the volcano of

lack of

who

lacks

his passion,

can

not boast of self-mastcrv, has not arrived at success.
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-

ac-

not control the
to

See-

—

for

self-control indicates a lack of mental balance.

power

all

money, perhaps, if it comes
to anything, some additional settlement could be made on Mrs. Laurier.
What do you think? Your affection-

certainly will not be able to control others.

the

have

father's

and weaknesses which are

who can
who can

will

of self-control ahvays indicates other lacks

attainment.

dis-

She's a

thing at heart, Mrs. Laur-

little

"Why.

I.ACK

I

— so different from her dear daugh-

ter.

to

The following letter reached
onel Brough a w^eek later:

tell

should

!

tually winked.

^"~r
^ ^

!

ing these things
They are franticallove with each other. I thought

least,

was a very improper thing
chauffeur to do on duty, but he

that

didn't

ly in

the chauffeur.
It

sent

and you

!

whispered to

he

You

—You

girl,

have seen Mrs
Laurier when Arthur and she arrived
They were ever so late, and it
was quite dark. I could see at once
how things would go; and so they
did.
Trust a woman for understand-

minutes."

were discernible on his face. At
they were visible to his nephew.

Ivo,

wire to the

To THOSE who

love to read the
men of sci-

accomplishments of
ence

in their

varied fields of ac-

admirable biography of the
engineer, who at the age of twentysix years laid the first Atlantic cable
between Ireland and America, will
be indeed a delight.
Like nearly all the great inventors,
Brigfht began his career at an earlv
tivity, this

—'Without

causing any disturbWhen twenty he
became chief engineer to the ^lagnetic Telegraph Company, extending
its lines throughout the United Kingdom.
year later he laid the first
cable
in
deep water,
connecting
Great Britain and Ireland.
The biography relates in detail the
night

ance

to the

trafific.

A

storv

of the

laying

of

r

Landing the

First Atlantic

age.
Born in 1832, he was only seventeen, wdien he devised his first in-

vention

telegraphy,

in

which

is

still

active use.
At the age of nineteen he carried out important telegraph work, including the laying of a
in

complete system of wires under the
streets of Manchester
in
a single
•

The

Bv
tion.

Story of Sir Charles Tilston Bright.
Bright. Revised and abridged ediArchibald
Constable
& Co.
Copp, Clark Co.

Life

Charles

London

Toronto

:

:

Cable on the

Irish

J^

the

Atlantic

-.,.?«-'<;-*

Coast

cable.
Brig'ht became a projector of
the cable at the age of twenty-three
and a year later was appointel engineer-in-chief of the constructing company. After surmounting a series of
distressing difficulties, the cable was
successfully laid in 1858 and in honor
of his achievement. Queen Victoria
conferred a knighthood on him the

same year.
Afterwards carrying out many im119
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submarine cable undertaking's
the Mediterranean and elsewhere
including the first telegraph to India, and between the West Indian Islands ^^he also took an active part in
politics, and was elected to Parliament at the age of thirty-three. Whilst
Commons he was
in the House of

work and invention

portatit

practical

in

tric lighting as well as

—

—

SIR
Knighted

in

1858

in

his death in 1888.

The story of the laying of the
Atlantic cable is intensely interesting
and forms the best part of the book.
On Monday, August 3rd, 1858, the
"Wire Squadron."

—

as

it

was

called.

CHARLES BRIGHT

recognition of his achievement in

constantly to the fore in advocating
the extension of
telegraphic communication with the colonies and dependencies.
He also acted as expert
adviser and consulting engineer to a
large number of projects
for
the
second and third Atlantic cables and
for a variety of subsequent submarine
lines.
He continued his career of
120

til

in elec-

telegraphy un-

laying the first

Atlantic

Cable.

from its rendezvous at Queens
town, Ireland, for Valentia Bay on the
west coast. It was composed of the
U. S. screw-steamer Niagara, to lav

sailed

the half of the

cable

from \'alentia

paddle-steamer Susquehanna as consort. H. M. screwBay,

tlic

I'.

S.

steaiuer Agamenuion. to lay the half
oi the cable on the American side. H.

THE BOOK OF
M. paddle-steamer Leopard as conH. M. Cyclops, to go ahead of
the steamers and keep the course, H.
M. tender Advice and the steam-tug
sort,

Willing Maid. Arriving at Valentia,
immediately set to work to
land the s'hore end of the cable. The
scene was impressive.
The LordLieutenant of
Ireland
and great
throngs
of onlookers were present.
When the cable was landed 'by the
American sailors, as a well-designed
compliment, His Excellency was one
the fleet

of the

first to

help pull

it

ashore.

A

prayer was offered by the vicar of
the parish to solemnify the undertak-

A

ing.
grand ball at the little village
of Knightstown followed.
The ships got away at an early hour
the next morning, slowly paying out
the cable as they proceeded.
The ships proceeded westward and
all went well until 3.45 p.m. on the
fourth day out when the cable snapped, ofter 380 miles had been laid, owing to mismanagement on the part
of the mechanic at the brakes.
This
untoward accident was naturally the
cause of great sorrow to all connected
with the undertaking.
The fleet returned to Plymouth, where the cable
remaining on board, was unloaded in-

to tanks.

The
the
to

loss of

335 miles of cable with

postponement of the expedition
another year, was equivalent to a

loss of

£too.ooo and the projectors

Completing

the

Cable

Till-:

MONTH

it dit^cult to secure new capiin the end, the appeal to the
shareholders for more money was responded to and the directors were enabled to give orders for the manufacture of 700 miles of new cable.
In the spring of 1858 some experi-

found

tal,

ments were made, which seemed to
prove the advisability of starting the
laying of the cable in mid-Atlantic
and landing the ends simultaneously
at

the

terminals.

on June
from Plymouth

Finally,

loth, the fleet sailed

to meet in mid-Atlantic. They encountered fierce storms, which almost
sank the Agamemnon
At the rendezvous a splice was made between

the Agamemnon
and the Niagara
and the vessels steamed apart. When
they had each proceeded three miles,
the cable parted on the Niagara and
the work of splicing had to be done

over again.

Once more they

started out, but disagain followed them and the
cable parted once more.
The third
time, the ships returned to Queenstown
without com'ing to the rendezvous.
The final attempt to lay the cable
was begun on July 17, when the
ships sailed westward again.
This
time all was successful.
The Agamemnon reached Valentia, the cable
was landed and a message sent across
aster

Meanwhile the
Niagara had landed her end on the
coast of Newfoundland.
the bed of the ocean.

at

the Anier'can

End

Historic

Adolphustown
By

MAUDE BENSON

ADOLPHUSTOWN!
What

the sound of the

Ontario

tied here; or of the patriotism that led

thoughts come flood-like at

village

name

Dense

!

of this old
and
forest

Clumsy batteaux
struggle and efifort!
laden with weary exiles, whose eyes
search the wooded shores for the place
Farther back the
of their allotment
mind wanders to the terrible winter at
Sorel
to the sailing away from New
York into the unknown wilderness and
!

;

them,

our "'nation-founders," to this
beautiful spot on the shores of the Bay
of Quinte in Lennox County, Ontario.
Like so many jewelled fingers, exteuj
the points and headlands of Adolphustown into the rippling waters of the bay.
On a slight elevation of ground, a short
distance from the water's edge is situated the U.E. Loyalists burying ground,
the most historic "God's Acre," in Ontario, and the large marble shaft erected
here during the centennial celebration in
1884 stands out prominently from its

background

of trees.

The

village itself

extends some distance along old "Dundas Street," and corresponds in detad
with the ordinary country village. Wandering along its shady roads one find's
it difficult to realize that at one time this
quiet, little place was the "Centre of
Canada" the centre of influence and

—

—

from its high-ways and by-ways
have gone some of Canada's most noted
men men who exerted a strong power
in the shaping of our country's destiny.
Loyalist's coming, landing and upbuild
Like a romance is the storv of the
that

—

O'd Oua'^c" Church, Adolphustown.

yet back the mind goes to the breaking
of the terms of the peace treaty between
England and the States the direct cause
of the exodus of all those who had fought
for and desired the "I'nity of the Em-

—

pire."

The smiling lands of Adolphustown
give to-day no hint to the casual passer-by
of the struggle that wrested every inch
of its soil from the stubborn forest; of
the sacrifice and energy the tragedy, it
might be said of the lives of the noble

—

band
122

of

—

men and women who

first

set-

ing of this i)lace.
The world's history
has no parallel to oflFer.
From homes
of wealth and aftluence they come to logcabins and a life of necessity. Stripped
of their worldly possessions, with no
chance of redress, and literally "ordered
out." the little band under Major \'a«i
Alstine. embarketl in seven small ships
and accompanied by the British man-ofwar. "Mope." sailed from the port of
New York. Sept. 8. 1783. They followed
the coast around to the mouth of the St.
Lawrence and so on to Ouebec. as the

HISTORIC ADOLPHUSTOWN
lands

considered

fit

New Brunswick

for settlement

in

and Nova Scotia ha.l
been exhausted.
Reaching Sorel
many tedious months, thev were after
contronted by all the rigors of
a Canadian
wmter, and were obliged to
pitch their
tents and pass the weary
months as best
the/ could, provisioned bv
the Britii,h
Government. Cold, privation, and
scurvy
beset them, still, there
were bright days
days when William Ruttan
%heered
them with his spirited violin
music, and
days when hope led them
to look forward to their final settlement:
for

went to work, building their log
homes
and clearing away the forest.
"With'
axe and fire and mutual heln made
war
against the wilderness
and
smote it
down," has been written of them. "Not
drooping like poor fugitives, they come
in exodus to our Canadian wilds,
but full
of hope, with heads erect, victorious
in
defeat."

Major Van Alstine continued

at

the

head of the band, and the stores of provisions were placed in his charge.
It is
said of him that he knew by
name every

word

reached them here that thev
were to receive their land grants
on the Bav of
Quinte.
-

With the opening

of navigation in th
they prepared to resume
their
journey, and on the 21st
of .Alay thev
started up the river
in batteaux and
reached Adolphustown
•

spring,

June

pleted his
tenth near

16,

178J

survey, they pitched
their
the spot where the

UEL

burying-grounds is now situated,'
and
awaited the allotment of
their lands For
some weeks they were kept
in suspense,
."^?^"time

a

little

died
ad
wn. f''
and Has
buried near the encamoment
A
few weeks later. Carper
Hoover, who
had but barely taken
possession of his
^nd, was killed by a falling
limb as h^
was chopping down a tree,
and
girl

he too
was buried near the
camp-ground-thus
was commenced the U.E.L.
buryino-.

United Empire Loyalist/.Monument

'°"^ ^^s "^eded, an.I
•u^^'^'y
'^' ^^'^^^ '^^y h^d come to
conn', I
conquer
had scarcely felt the power
of
"^^' "'"^^ '^'y "^"st needs
looTinTT
look
into the open graves of
some of the-r
number, and as Mother
Earth received
her poor travel-worn
children to h'^r
bosom, Quinte's rippling
flood sang t^o
hem as it does to Adolphustown's
dwellers to-day. Its sad
requiem. No priest
was there to perform the

tTuu

no

less

T^

last sad rites
coffin shielded the
lifeless bodies, un-

green slabs were procured,
but whalwas lacking, we may be sure
'^^^ "'^^^^ "s ^" akin,
lhnn'^"!f^^?^
abounded,
for one large family
were
er er else

With

the drawing of lots the
people

man,

woman and

child

in

the

settle-

ment.
In addition to the 200 acres granted to
each of the company there was a town
site of 300 acres laid out in lets of one
acre each, and one of these was also
granted to each member of the partv.

And now was commenced

a

town which

threatened at one time to rival Kingston
toward cityhood.
Logging bees soon grew in popularity,.
and the young people flocked to them
eagerly, for a dance ended the dav's work
and this was their only recreation. Baby
voices soon enlivened the cabin homes,
and in the township records of March,'
1794, a "Return of the Inhabitants,"
123
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up

totals

to 402.

The

first

ing" was held on March

minutes of

this

6,

meeting are

"Town Meet1793,

In

still in

exist-

ence.
In time Adolphuston came to be the
centre of the Midland District, and court
was held alternately here and at Kingston.
The first court in the township
was held in Paul HuiT's barn, on the
shore of Hay Bay. The next court,
coming as it did in the winter, was held
in the Methodist Chapel
Canada's First

—

—

Methodist Church which same is still
standing on the shore of Hay Bay and
then a movement was made toward the
erection of a court house, from the building of which dates the real growth of the

—

village.

To Adolphustown came Lossee, the
pioneer of Methodism. Owing to an unfortunate love afifair, he gave way to his
co-worker, Darius Dunham, who had
stolen the affections of his lady-love.
"Father" Henry Ryan more than once
"made his voice roar like thunder," in
old Adolphustowai.
Rev. William Case
was another pioneer of Methodism to
visit this place, and Rev. Robert McDowali, the Presbyterian missionary,
and Rev. John L,anghorn, the Anglican,
also visited the settlement to perform
the rites of marriage as the Methodist
preachers were not allowed this privilege
for many years.
A Quaker settlement
found refuge here, and built the old
church which
south shore of

still

stands,

Hay

Bay.

also

on the

In an old log school, that used to stand

memory

the U.E. Loyalists who
loyalty to British
Institutions
Lett the U.S. and landed on these
Shores on the i6th day of
June, A.D., 1784.

A

disgrace to Ontario is this neglectsacred spot.
Where are the
Daughters of the Empire, the members
of the Ontario Historical Society, the descendants of the Loyalists themselves,
that they do not make some move tow^ard
fencing from desecration, this resting
place of our honored dead?
No photo
would do justice to the miserable surroundings, and yet some of Canada's most
prominent and influential men of the past
sleep here in unknown graves. Here lies
buried Major Peter Van Alstine, the
leader of the Loyalists. He was the representative in the first and second Parliaments of Upper Canada for Adolphustown and Prince Edward. Still another

but

ed

is

Nicholas Hagerman, on whose

this

burying-ground was located.

the

first

regularly authorized practicing

Casey was a member

let

McDonald

Parliament.

wealthy

man

He was

of the fourth

considered a very

in his day.

His ?on, Capt.

Samuel Casey, is also buried here.
was likewise a member of *he early

He
par-

A number of the Allison, Roband Hoover families slept here. In
fact, there are few of the old families who
settled in the Bay district but have a
rejM-esentative in this sacred and historic
liaments.

lage.

lin

Few
visit

farm

He was

lawyer in Upper Canada. He had three
sons who were likewise lawyers in their
day.
Two of these sons were members
of the old Upper Canada Parliament and
one of them a prominent member of the
old
"Family Compact Government."
Later this son became a chief justice. He
was the father-in-law of the late Hon.
John Beverly Robinson, Lieut.-Governor
of Ontario.
The Casey plot is enclosed
by an iron railing and the head-stones
are all standing, in conseqi^ence.
Wil-

on an elm-shaded eminence. Sir John
received the rudiments of his
education, and right loyally is the memory of "little bare-footed Jack" treasured
among the older inhabitants of the vil-

of

Through

and the

of the old buildings remain, and a
to the U.E.L. burying-ground is

most depressing. A part of a pasture
it is and the cattle have trampled
over, and broken down the head-stones,
so that trace of graves and their markings have been almost obliterated. True,
the large monument still stands and the
field

spot.

inscription on

Gladly i>ne turns to the handsome,
memorial church of St. Albans. The corner stone of this church was laid during
celebration
week by Lieut. -Governor
Robinson.
A nanel at the end of the

124

it

reads

1

1

1

STORIC ADOLPHL'STOWN

church bears the following': "One
dred years after the landing of a
of United Empire Loyalists on
shores this church of St. Alban the

hun-

band

to store grain and hay; at the present
of use and abuse, this buildincj.

stage

these

Mar-

tyr is built in pious memory of those
patriots who became the founders of the
Province of Ontario, in honor of their
loyalty and in the fear of God, 1884."
This church was opened for service in
1890 and is a fitting" monument to those
whose memory it was designed to perpetuate.
Old St. Paul's Church is now
used as a church hall in connection with
St. Alban's.
It is a roughcast building in
a fair state of preservation. It was built
in 1823 during the incumbency of Rev.
Job Deacon, the first Rector of Adolphus-

town. A Methodist memorial church also graces the village. The corner stone
was laid by Mrs. Joseph Allison in 1884,
as she was at that time the oldest surviving member of the Methodist U.E.L.

A

Pretty Driveway near the Village

families.
in

Of course no one would spend a day
Adolphustown without visiting the old

—

Methodist Chapel the
church built in Canada.
Canadian Methodism is

Methodist
This cradle of

first

still

in a

fairly

and why some
permanent preservation is not being made by the great
body of Methodist people is beyond comgood

state of preservation,

movement towards

Main

its

Street of

Adolphustown

prehension. The farmer, on whose land the
church stands, uses it as a place in which

rich in historic association, will
the way of the others.

The

soon go

itinerant Methodist preacher
Adolphustowii was Rev. William
Lossee, who came to Canada from the
States in the year 1790. Playter says of
him "Lossee was a Loyalist and knew
some of the settlers in Adolphustown be
He
fore they left the United States.
desired to see them and preach to them."'
It was well for Lossee that he was a
from the
did,
L-nal'st, coming, a> he
subjects who had
States, among British
forfeited all save honor in the cause of
their feelings
the Mother Country, for
against all citizens of the new republic
were very bitter.
Prior to the coming of Lossee, a young
man named Lyons engaged to teach
school in Adolphustown in 1788. He was
an exhorter in the Methodist Church and
religious services
frequently conducted
on the Sabbath. In the same year cam.c
James McCarty, an Irishman, who also
took up the work. His preaching, however, roused the ire of certain staunch
Loyalists, who maintained that he was
not loyal as he did not adhere to the
Church of England, and to oppose the
church was to oppose the King. A
law had been enacted bv the Governor-into

first

visit

:
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THE FIRST METHODIST CHURCH

IN

CANADA

Situated near Adolphiistovvn on the Bay of Quintf' Erected in the Spring and
Close by is the old United Empire Loyalist Burying Ground.

Council, that persons wandering about
the country might be banished as vaga-

bonds, and accordingly McCarty was arrested and finally banished. To the settlement in 1790 came Lossee, a Methodist, but a Loyalist,
and some of his
old friends welcomed him gladly. After
preaching a few sermons he returned to
the States and in February, 1791, he again
came, as an appointed minister from the
Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States.

The doors
126

of

the

log

cabin

homes

Summer of

17!t'.

were open to him, and through the woods
many comto hear him
Immediately
ing out of pure curiosity.
Lossee set himself to work to forn"*
classes and on the Sabbath of February

came the people

20,

—

1792, in the 3rd concession of Adolat Paul HuflF's house, he estab-

phustown,

lished the first regular class-meeting in

Canada.
Lossee is described as being a plain
and powerful speaker, and the log cabins
soon became too small for his increased
Accordingly a subscripcongregations.

HISTORIC ADOLPHUSTOWN
wp.N taken up to build a churcli
the
bears date, February 3, 1792, and is
still in existence, as is also the deed of
land from Paul Huff and Mary, his wife
for the site on which the building wa;^
erected. The subscribers agreed to erect
a building thirty-six feet by thirty, two
stories high, with a gallery in the upper
storey and thus it stands to-day.
The twenty-two subscribers gave one
hundred and eight pounds. They were
Paul Huff, Peter Frederick,
Elizabeth
Roblin, William Casey, Daniel Steel,
Joseph Allison, William Green, William
Ruttan, Solomon Huff, Stophel German
John Green, Peter Ruttan, Joseph Clapp,
John Bininger, Conrad VanDusen, Arra
tio'i

;

list

Ferguson, Henry Hover, Andrew Embry
Daniel Dafoe, Henry Davis, Casper VanDusen and William Ketcheson.
Peter Frederick was a blacksmith and
helped in many ways about the building,
Conrad VanDusen gave the largest
amount, fifteen pounds.
He had been
keeping a tavern on the Bay of Ouinte
shore and was one of the first to open hit
doors to Lossee.
When converted he
took an axe and cut down his sign. The
second largest contributor was Elizabeth
She
Roblin, who gave twelve pounds.
was the widow of Philip Roblin who was
one of the first of the Loyalists to die
after reaching Adolphustown. Mrs. RobShe
lin was a brave and grand woman.
is the ancestress of Premier Roblin, of
Manitoba, and grandmother of the late
John P. Roblin, of Prince Edward, who
was for so many years a prominent member of the old Reform party in the Upper Canada Legislature. The two Ruttan brothers were liberal subscribers to
the church building fund.
Peter gave
four and William ten pounds.

William Ruttan lived some six miles
from the church and many a dark night
he used to take a blazing pine knot in his
hand and together with his wife, Margaret Steel, would set out through the
woods following a trail, and joined along
the way by his neighbors, who, seeing the
torch of their class-leader, would fall in
behind with their torches Ughticd and
singing as they went, passed through the
dense forest to prayer-meeting. If the set-

tlers

were unbending

in

their

loyalty,

they were equally so in their religion, and
it was a stern theology that was taught
them, with much more of God's wrath
than God's love in it. But they lived in
hard and trying times and perhaps hard
things appealed to them more than an}
others. As an instance of this the story
might be told as illustration, of how William Ruttan, who was an expert violinist,

was made

to believe

it

was

his

duty

tr

destroy the one solace of his life, prior to
Mr. Lossee's coming. Mr. Ruttan possessed an exquisite old violin, richly
decked with silver, and on more than one^
occasion had enlivened life for his neighbors, both at Adolphustown and during
that dreadful winter spent by the exiles
Mr. Lossee, like all Methodists
at Sorel.
at that time, considered music a snare
of the devil, and after much argument
he succeeded in getting Mr. Ruttan to take
the rich old instrument, and tuck it under
the blazing fore-sticks in the great old
fire-place where all its beauty of curve
and color melted into ashes. In the spring
was commenced on the
of 1792, work
church, and from that time on, the Hay
Bay district was a haven of rest for the
crowded
circuit-riders, and the church,

by men and women who had traveled
miles through the woods, often
carrying their children in their arms, or
on their backs, in order that they, too.

many

'

"word of life."
earnest Christians and so
They
also were their children after them.
are all gone now, only their memory and
Gone, too, are
the old church remain.
the circuit-riders the men who braved
the terrors of forest and swollen rivers,
who poorly paid, and poorly clothed, ofpossessions
ten, with all their earthly
traveled
them,
behind
saddle-bags
the
from settlement to settlement, and from
lonely log cabin to log cabin, because
might

listen to the

They were

—

m

they were "called of God."

"Not here?
presence

Oh, yes,

our hearts

their

feel.

\'iewless. not voiceless,
est shells

On memory's

from the deep-

shore harmonious echoes

steal.
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And names which
were

in the

days gone by

spells

Are blent with that

soft music.

If

there

dwells
spirit here our country's fame to
spread,
While every breast with joy and triumph

The

And ear.th reverberates to our measured
tread,
Banner and wreath will own our reverence for the dead."

With reluctance one
village

that

Meiiirial
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of

leaves

has

Adolphuscradled

so

Canada's

"Empire

Founders,"

the village that has cradled so many of
Ontario's best families
True patriotism is the lesson this place
selfputs
teaches,
a patriotism that
interests in the background while of the
men who builded and whose brains
;

planned

swells,

town. the

many

we cinnot

but

exclaim with

Henry

Giles: "Great patriots, therefore,
must be men of great excellence; and -t
is this alone that can secure to them lasting admiration. It is by this alone thai

they become noble to our memories, and
we feel proud in the privilege of do
insr reverence to their nobleness."
that

Chirch, Adolphustown, Erected

in

Honor

of the

Founders

of

Ontario

THE WORKING STAFF

IN

THE CHIEF DEAD LETTER BRANCH

Mysteries of the
By

WHY

do

letters

in

S.

Dead

D.

Canada go

Sometimes the perastray?
sons supposed to have posted
them have not done so. Possibly some
forgetful man is carrying letters given
him by his wife or daughter in his
coat pocket, or mayhap a child has
been dispatched to the office with two
cents and a letter and the irresponsible offspring has exchanged the coppers for candy and chewing gum instead of a stamp.
Or perhaps an incorrect address
or no address at all
^has been given.
The causes of miscarriage and nondelivery in His IMajesty's mails are as
varied as the temperaments and disposition of the millions of people who
use the post office.
During the last

—

—

Letter

Office

SANGSTER
fiscal

year 2,577,909

letters,

packets

and parcels found their way to the
different dead letter offices in Canada.
One might as well attempt to
analyze the shortcomings, the whims
follies of fickle human nature as
to tell exactly how and why so many
commimications failed to connect consignor and consignee.
Letters from business firms seldom
go astray. They do not constitute
more than ten per cent, of dead letters.
The remaining ninety per cent.
are communications of a private or
friendly nature, and are lost largely
through carelessness, thoughtlessness,
haste or ignorance.

and

"Plum
Hollow."
"Gooseberry
Row," "Devil's Elbow," "Stoney
E
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Hill/' "The Six
Corners," "Rocky Precipice," "Holy
Land," "The Berry Patch," "JumpPlace,"
"Dark
Town,"
ing-off
"Hog"s liack," "Purgatory," "Sod-

Lonesome," "Sandy

"The

om,"

Graveyard,"

"Spook-

"Ghost's Valley," "Old Joe's
Tavern," "Lover's Lane," etc., are
names which are frequently writadten on envelopes as post office
dresses when they are only local or
"nick-names." Such picturesque titles
may be familiar to rural residents in
certain localities, but one would search
sobriquets
in vain for such sombre
among the 11,823 offices in the official
postal list of the Dominion.
ville,"

Often the name of a place in the
post office guide and in the railway
In
timetable does not correspond.
be
railway circles the burg may
known as Bismarck, and in mail matters as West Lome.
Careless correspondents in Canada and foreign lands
put down anything that comes conveniently to mind, and thus results the
endless story of lost letters.
"I would like to work in a dead letter office," exclaims
young
a pert
mis'S.
"Just think the great fun that
the girls must have there, reading love
letters that go astray, proposals of
marimony, jealous jibes, sentimental
sighs, family feuds and gossip of weddings, balls and parties
Indeed, it
must be immense."
!

What

a primrose path of pleasure,
there is a thorn in the way.
rules are as rigid as the laws of
Medes and Persians.
No em-

but, alas

The

!

the
ploye

is permitted to read aloud a single passage no matter how tempting
and ludicrous, or even to show it to
another in the office.
clerk must

A

not talk about the contents of a letter, that has found it way there, either
within or without the walls. The servant in a bank, who would inform an
outsider of the size of the balance
standing- to the credit of a customer,
would lose his post so quickly that his
breath would come in gasps and the
interior intcllicfcnce of a dead letter
office is equally sacred and conficfcntial.
Clerks arc not even given pcr-

—
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mission to read anything more than
what is necessary to learn the name
and address of tne writer, so that the
missive may be returned to the sender
for better or more complete direction.
If they do, dismissal is their lot.
In
certain instances, of course, a letter
has to be scanned from superscription
to signature, and even then no light
on the mystery of its ownership or
authorship may be had.

Supposing some
quisitive

effusive

and

young lady or youth

in-

in the

did relish the reading of domestic tragedies, love's entanglements
and messages that are vibrant with
joy or pain, devotion or despair, the
appetite would very soon be appeased.
Secrets that have to be shared alone,
no matter how excruciatingly funny,
soon lose their charm if they cannot
be communicated to some one else.
The keen edge of scandal and curiosity is speedily dulled..
A police court
reporter, is perhaps moved to compassion or consternation at the sad
scenes he witnesses when he tirst records the proceedings, but in a week
it becomes an old story.
He attends
from a strict sense of duty. His morbidness has all vanished his sympathies do not work overtime.
He proceeds to the daily session because it is
his assignment.
The child of a confectioner soon
ceases
to
care for
chocolates. The jeweler rarely decorates himself with diamonds, nor does
office

;

a

sensible

move

milli'ier

alonsr

the

displaying some crazy creation
of flowers and feathers: yet the milliner and the jeweler could shine in
their own adorn'nents if they wished.
strcftts

From

t'hat

which

is

in.

around and

about us we are glad at times to be
delivered.
It is the same mi scanning
the contents of misdirected mail matter.
The romantic idea quickly vanishes.

In a dead letter office railway foldbooks, directories, atlases
all conceivable sources o' informat-on
are searched in an effort to find
•^ome of the colloquial names used in
the add'*es=ing of envelopes, so that
the post office may forward the let-

o-<. £;"uide

—

MYSTERIES OF THE DEAD LETTER OFFICE

POST OFFICE BUILDING AT OTTAWA
In the upper floor of this building

ters

located the chief

is

Should

to the person intended.

these avenues of research fail, the misdirected letter, when sent from vil-

lages and small towns, is returned to
the postmaster, and a yellow slip or

mexno accompanies

it,

asking

if

he can

furnish the name and address of the
writer of a letter posted at such a
place on such and such a date.
The
is headed
and signed

letter

The

turned.

Many

misdirected letters from the
merely headed, Toronto.
Montreal, Winnipeg, Halifax or Vancouver, and signed, "Sincerely yours,
Tim." "Your loving niece, Annie,"
"Your old schoolmate, Jennie," or
"Your dying, devoted admirer, Percival."
Nothing definite is given with
reference to the identity of the writer, his or her street address, or house
number all of which is so essential to
the prompt and proper delivery of
are

—

Letter Office of the Dominion.

mail in the congested centres of Can-

How under heaven is a clerk
dead letter office to know who
"Per"Jim," "Annie," "Jennie" or
cival" are, or in what part of the city

ada.

a

in

they reside, so that the epistle may
be returned to them for better direction ? Marvel not then that thousands
of such letters never reach their destination.

.

postmaster makes full inquiries and in
his reply the memo has also to be re-

cities

Dead

George

J. Binks is the superintendof the head dead letter office,
which is located on the fourth floor of
the rebuilt city post office in the Capital.
He has been five years in that
position and a dead letter office official for thirty-four years.
"I contend." 'he declares, "that while letterwriting is taught in our schools, instruction should go farther than it
does.
Writers should 'be taught to
be as accurate and painstaking in the
matter of attaching their full name
and address as they are about the
style and proper wording of a social
:-ote or a letter to some exalted per-

ent
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sonage. Letters are frequently posted
with no name at all on the envelope,
or perhaps the name alone, no post
There are
office address being given.
thousands of these finding their way
to the dead letter office every week.

"To

what

illustrate

I

mean

—a

let-

addressed to 'Mrs. Thomas
It is
Brown, Plum Hollow, Ont.,'

ter

is

'St. John,' and signed, 'Your
In the
affectionate cousin, Minnie.'
first instance there is no such post office as Plum Hollow, and the letter

headed

is

forwarded

to the nearest local

dead

letter office to ascertain the identity of

the writer, so that it may be returned
to her for fuller or more accurate
The clerk glances through
direction.
the sheets in a forlorn hope of finding

who the sender is or her street
possibly
be
All that can
address.
learned from the contents is, 'MinThere are
nie,'
St.
John, N.B.'
perhaps two or three hundred ladies
of that Christian name in the citv and
out

how

is

an employe to

know which

Post office
'Minnie' is referred to.
Thev are not
staflFs are only human.
as some people suppose, gifted w-th

wisdom divine.
"Now, what

I

contend

is,

that

in

schools instruction should be imparted to write at the head of each
I am speakletter the street address
ing, of course, with respect to the
and also
larger centres of population
to sign the name, or in every case g've
the surname along with the Christian

all

—

—

name

or

initials.

Tf this

was ca^'ed

of letter-^ in the Dominion that do not reach their destination would be co-^inaritively smnM.
In the instance of which I have spoken, if only a street address, sav. tiq
King Street, had 'been given, this misout. the

number

directed letter would liave gone back
from the nearest dead letter office to
the sender, addressed to 'Minnie.' ttq
King Street, St. Tohn. N.B.,' and. as
there would possibly be onlv one person of that name in the house, she
would, in all probability, get back
her \vrons:lv addressed letter. Better
full name. sav. 'Minnie
if the
Kennedv.' ttq King Street.' had been
still,
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signed, then beyond a doubt the writer would receive the letter.
"To sign a full name and give a
street address may, in the case of personal, friendly or family correspondence, seem formal and ceremonious,
but, nevertheless,
it
would guard
against thousands of erroneously ad-

dressed communications which never
reach the addressee.
It is for the
reason I have referred to, and many
others I might mention, that I maintain that in the schools our future letter writers of Canada should be impressed with the importance of always
putting their full name and street address in every message sent through
the mails.
It would prevent misunderstandings and much sorrow, loss,
and disappointment.

"Only

clerks in a dead letter office
of the carelessness, the thoughtlessness, the inaccuracies
and. yes, I
may add, the stupidity of countless
Canadian correspondents.
It is the
same story the world over.
Every
dead letter office in home or foreign
lands has the same trials and difficulties to solve day after day.
Mail
clerks, letter carriers and postmasters
are not infallable, but neither is the
public, which is too prone to attach
blame where it does not properly belong."

know

—

Although

offices
the
are called
communications
Letter." the
which find their way there are divided
into two classes, known as "Special"

"Dead

and "Dead" letters. A dead letter is
one unclaimed or refused by the consignee in other words, it has no own;

except the writer.
A special letter is one wholly unpaid, or with incomplete directions. .\ dead letter is
returned to the writer, if his or her
name is given, and a statutory charge
is
not
It
of two cents demanded.
often that correspondents decline to
redeem what they have written. Persons frequently refuse to take letters
out of a post office if thev think acThey
counts are contained therein.
will stoutly deny that the letter is inMany of these
tended for them.
"dunners." as some persist in calling

er,

MYSTERIES OF THE DEAD LETTER OFFICE

GEO.

J.

BINKS

Superintendent of the Dead Letter Office, Ottawa.

them, find their
office in

way to
name

case the

the dead letter

of a firm does
the envelope, so that

not appear upon
it can be sent back direct.

which

A

letter,

postage has been
attached, is not as often refused by
the consignee, as one would suppose.
During the last fiscal year 834,357
ordinary dead letters were received in
Canada. The return dead letters, that
is,
letters sent out from
dead letter
branches and
returned
unclaimed,
numbered 54,295, while there were

to

insufficient

101,971 special letters, that is, those
received for better direction.
There
were 20617 dead registered letters
that came into the offices during the
pear, of which 18.474 were returned
to the writer, and
remained
1,272

There were 11,313
registered letters received for
postage or better direction. Of these,
11,010 were sent back to the writers
or forwarded to the addressees. From
these figures one may see how thorough the dead letter offices are in their
system of work and how perfect is
awaiting claim.
special

Canada has
plan they pursue.
seven dead letter offices and seven
branches, more familiarly known as
the

local

dead

letter offices.

The former

Vancouver,
Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa and Halifax. The branches are in
Quebec,
Charlottetown,
John,
St.
.Sherbrooke. Kingston, Hamilton and
The branches deal solely
London.
with packets and post cards..
are

located

in

Victoria,
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How

long does a

letter

not called

for remain in an ofitice before it is
sent to a dead letter office? In cities
is fifteen days, and in post offices
it

other than cities it will rest undisturbed for thirty days before being sent to
the "graveyard," as a dead letter office
Parcels conis occasionally termed.
taining everything from a pocket knife
to a
shirt,
for which an office is
unable to find a consignor or consignee, are kept two years.
No one
appearing as owner, an auction sale,

which

is

attended,

largely

held

is

every three or four years, and occasionally some good bargains are obtained by the bidders, who at times
make matters lively. Anything that
has not been on the premises fully
two years is retained in the hope that
the rightful possessor may appear. A
cash book is kept, properly indexed,
so that the date of the receipt of any
letter

of

value,

its

disposition,

etc.,

can be looked up in a minute.
Misdirected domestic mail matter is
treated at the branch dead letter offices, but all dead foreign mail matter
has to be transmitted direct to the
head dead letter office, Ottawa, where
it

periodically

is

forwarded

to

the

country of its origin. Dead letter offices and their branches have at the
end of each week to send all letters,
which have not been d'spatched to the
writers or addressees, to the head office at

has

Ottawa.

its

own

Each dead
division

as

letter office

well

as

its

branch.
At the head office a
further efifort is made to locate the
writer or person to whom the epistle
is intended.
The various postmasters
in large centres in Canada must keep
a record of each letter sent to the
local

dead letter offices, the date, and other
particulars, so that is may be traced
at any subsequent time.

Ordinary unclaimed

letters

of no

apparent value are destroyed at once
in a dead letter office if they cannot
be returned to the writer.
All registered letters, if of value or containing
value, are kept five years before being-

destroyed, but registered letters of evidently no wor'th are held only one
year. Any money not claimed is placed away in a bank to the credit of
the Receiver General of Canada. The
amount of cash, for which no claimants appear, aggregates $i,200 to Si.400 annually. The total at the present time, to the credit of this fund,
V. hich
goes on periodically and is reduced more or less as applications are
made, is not easy to furnish. The
money itself dees not remain in the
Post Office Department, but is deposited from time to time in the bank.
In the event of any application bei"g made for any letter containing
p-'oney, which has nrevio-is to application been removed, a cheque for the
amount is sent to the appHcant, who
mav be either the wri'er or the a.idressee.

There arc some sixty foreign counwhich Canada transmits mails
and from which mails are received.
Ml foreign dead letters, parcels, packets, etc., are dispatched once a week
to the United States. England and

tries to

To

France.

other

lands a

foreign

\^ar'ous
monthly return
is niade.
other methods of the dead letter offices

Canada are too intricate to be of
popular interest.
Canadians are certainly a letterwriting people, 396,000.000 letters, or
pbout 60 her head, passing through
the mails during the last fiscal year.
as well as 40.000.000 no^t cards. 80.000.000 newspapers, books and parcels, and last
and cer*tainly most important of all. if you get one 0.078.ooo registered letters.
There were
446 new post offices opened last year.
nnd the postage issue was $8,685,370.
Canada was the first colony to inaugurate pennv postage, and the firsit
of

—

—

was begun in the
months asfo. .\s can

rural mail delivery

Dominion
readilv

be

several

observed,

tem of Canada
development,

is

the

postal

sys-

one of progress and

reflecting

great

credit

upon the nd-ninistration of the Post
Office Department.
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—
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'
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—
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World's Work.
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—

—
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Magazine.
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George

Self-Pity.
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Rome.
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—

Co.,

An Essay

in

Criticism.
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—

Cowell Overland Monthly (June.)
Man's Humanity to Man. F. Marshall White
Harper's Weekly (June.)

Fiction.
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Harper's Bazaar.
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of

—

Jerry.

Ruth

M.
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Journal.
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Country More Moral Than the City
Merton H. Forrester Munsey's.

The Making

Up To The Minute Banking. Charles

T.

Dear-

—

dorn System (June.>
Finding the Insurance Prospect.

— System
The

Little

G.

Glazier

Priced

Bond-

V\'.

(June.)

Man

and the High

World's Work.
Personal
Accident

What

Insurance

Is

— World's

Work.
Insurance

Life

for

Rich

the

— Saturday

Review

(May 29.)
German Financial Deadlock — Saturday Review
(May 29.)
The Depreciation of Gold. Byron W. HoltMoody's Magazine (June.)
Types and Classes of Bonds. Frederick Townhaupt — Moody's (June.)
In the Field of Life Insurance Moody's Ma-

—

gazine (June.)
The Municipal Bond

as an Investment. John
Stanton Pearson's American.
Facts About
Amortization Saturday Evening
Post (June 19.)
Franklin Escher
Finance Now and
in 1901.
Harper's Weekly (June 19.)

—

B.

—

?"

—

an

of

-Aeroplane.

Sydney Wil-

Dr.

—

kinson Young Man.
The Art of Choosing

Young Man.
The Chautauqua

Hubbard — Hamp-

Elbert

Idea.

Tom Gallon-

Wife.

a

ton's.

The True Story of the Great Vanderbilt Fortune— Hampton's Magazine.
The Elimination of Danger at Sea. John Ro-

—

binson Binns Cosmopolitan.
Outrages of the Telephone. Mina Thomas Antrim Lippincptt's.
The Girl With Only One Talent. W. E. Norris—

—

Cornhill.

Leaves From the Diary of a Tramp-— Cornhill
Magazine.
An Englishman's Solution of the Negro Question. W. Archer McChire's.
The Story of a Reformer's Wife. Mrs. Tremont

—

Older— McClure's.
Immigrants. Robert
the
Truth
About
Watchorn Metropolitan.
The Vacation Disease. Sewell Ford— MetropoThe

—

litan.

A

Century
Maitland

English

of

— Living

Music.

Age (June

Fuller

A.

J.
9.)

Life Stories and Character Sketches.

Municipal and Local Government.
The Iron Duke as a Speaker.
Harper's Magazine.

Edward Everett Hale.
ginson

—Outlook

M. Van Buren—

(June

That Pay Dividends.

Cities

Thomas Wentworth Hig-

Good

19.)

Clarkin—

Franklin

Success.

Methods

Business

for

a

City— World's

Work.

Life Stories and Character Sketches

Good Roads
Page

ler

George Meredith.
nam's.

Emily

James

Putnam—Put-

for City Efficiency— World's Work.
Improvement Societies at Work. Charles.
Harley Smith—Country Life in America.

Nature and Outdoor
With

—

Magazine.
Dr. John Scudder, First American Medical Missionary. Bella M. Brain Missionary Review
Of The World.
Sir A. Conan Doyle. Maurice Carbery— English
sey's

—

Illustrated

the

—

From

Plantation. Theodore
Overland Monthly (June.)

The

New

World

West.

French
of
Review.

Personal Liberty

Spargo
Owners

Cooper-

Trade. Samuel
(June 19.)

Opening up the North
Putnam's.

North Am.

Nursery

R.

of

Adams—Collier's

Characteristics

the

and Commercial.

Elliott

Trades

(June.)

Statesman. Sloane
Systematic
Gordon Pearson's Am.
Samuel
Hugo Paltsits—
Champlain. Victor
Travel Magazine.

Burton,

Life.

the

Political

Marion Crawford and His Home Life at Sorrento. Horace
Thompson Carpenter Mun-

Trees

Eucalyptus

the

to

sey's Magazine.

F.

Logan Wal-

Progress.

A New Force

Root as Secretary of State. Gaillard
Hunt^-Putnam's.
A Forgotten Botanist of the Seventeenth CenJohn Vaughan— Comhill Matury. Canon
gazine.

to

Work.

Village

Elihu

The German Emperor — Metropolitan Magazine.
Two Personal Glimpses of Meredith. Chalmers
Roberrs — World's Work.
James Wilson. Perpetual Cabinet Officer— Mun-

Way

the

—World's

in

— North

of America.

the

Socialist

Hopkins

Flower-

UnionismState.

John

Am. Review.
Charles P. Norcross— Cosmo-

politan.
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Abdul the Dethroned. Nicholas C. Adossides—
Cosmopolitan.
Origin and Plan of the Conservation Movement.
Chantauquan (June.)
The North American Conservation Conference—
Chautauquan (June.)
in Turkey— Current Literature
The Revolution
(June.)

The

Revolt of
the Functionaries
Current Literature (June.)
('hina's Future. Dr. John Darroch

France

in

— Young

Men

and

Finances

Review

Giowth

of

Budget— Fortnightly

the

(June.)
Judicial

Power — Political

Burt—Cas-

—

Paradise For Anglers. Lottie MacNiven Rod
and Gun.
The Basset Hound For Sport. Richard Clapham— Rod and Gun.
Camping on the East .Shore. Lake MichiganCountry Life in America.

Teaching Oneself to
Swin Country Lile in
America.
A Modest Angler's Paradise. E. K. Le Fleniing

—Badminton.
a Robust
Suburban Life.

—

—

Some Remarkable Locomotives

,F.

— Cassier's.

Railways

and

Legislation'

— Cassier's

Magazine

(June.)

The Railways of Europe
The German System
Moody's (June.)
Jveeping Railway Locomotives in Working Order Canadian Courier (June 12.)
:

—

Religion.

Review.

The Marks

of

a

Missionary

Pastor

Hardy — Recreation.
Salmon Fishing on the

Margaree. Theron G.
Strong— Recreation.
Motor Boat Cruising on Our Inland Waterways.
W. D. Stephens— Recreation.
The Evolution of a Dry Fly Fisherman. G. M.
L. La Branche Recreation.
Making of
Jumper.
The
a Champion High
Harry Frnn'-<'in Porter— Recreation.
Hunting in British East Africa. Percy C. Ma-

—

— Metropolitan.

Game Shooting in the Yukon Territory. C.
G. Cowan Rod and Gun.
Experiences With Moose. Nimrod Rod and Gun.
R. K. ScarA. Sporting Trip in the "Canuck."

Big

—

lett

—Rod

The

Science and Invention.
S.

(June.)

Loi>cz— Van

to Explode the Theory
tion—Current Literature (June.)

of

Evolu-

Modern Methods of Temperature Measurements.
Joseph H. Hart — Cassier's.
Leigh

Hydro-Electric

— Cassier's.

Power

Plants.

the

Play.

Playgoer

—English

People and Things Theatrical— Pearson's (Am.)
Chapters of American Opera. George P. Upton—
The Dial (June 16.)

A

Stage Censorship
(June 16.)

by Reputable .\ctors— The

Dial

Volcanic Eruption as the Source of Life on the
Earth— Current Literature (June.)

-Swedish

in

Illustrated.

Norden's.

An Attempt

Stage.

The Passing of Charles Warren Stoddard. Barnett Franklin— Overland Monthly.
The London Stage. Oscar Parker—English Illustrated

John

—

and Gun.

Long Speeches

Future.

Eastman —Metropo-

litan.

Harper's Magazine.

Wireless

Walter

Polo.

International

— Missionary

—

—

for

Review.
Pre-Animistic

Religion. Edward
Stages
in
Clodd^Fortnightly Review.
Canadian Presbyterianism. Dr. Quill Canadian
Courier (June 5.)
A
Christian
Who is One. Norman Duncan-

Norden's.

Fun. Robert Sloss Van Norden's.
Shooting in Notthern Oklahoma. J. V.

deira

The American Church on Trial. Hugh C. Weir
— Putnam's.
Modernism and the Coming Catholicism. Prof.
C. A. Briggs — North American Review.
The Gospel in the French Congo.— Missionary

Kehr

W.

:

Millions

J.

George

—

Duck
1908.

of

.Sport.

Laying Out a Private
Golf
Course. Charles
Quincy Turner — Suburban Life.
Peer
Texas. D. R. Johnson NaHunting in
tional Sportsman (June.)
.\rchery. Edward B. Weston — World To-Day.
Behind it.
Baseball
The Men and Dollars
Hugh C. Weir—World To-Day.
The By-Products
of
Parpon Fishing. A. W.

Dimmock— Van

Railroad and Transportation.
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W.

\

Diving

French
Labor Unions v. the State Contemporary Review.
The Russian Crisis. Dr. E. J. Dillon—Contemporary Review.
The Policy of the House. James II. Collins
Saturday Evening Post (June 19.)
London Clubs. Robert Barr Saturday Evening
Post (June 19.)

'Phe

T.

Sports and Pastimes.

Science

Quarterly.

Cairns

Gas Producer.

sier's.

—

(June.)
British

The Suction

J.

G.

Travel and Description.
Touring the Alps Afoot, by Rail, by Electricity
and by Air. Robert C. Auld— Travel Magazine.
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^dSi^^

In^ersoU Cream Cheese
cheese par excellence
It spreads
picnics.

the

is

summer

for
like

and has a flavor that
once distinct yet delicate.

butter,

Whether

Abroad, or
<o the Mountains, Seashore
or Country, one additional
pleasure wilJ be a Box of

is at

iio'ini

Itsharpens thedelicateappetite
of the invaUd and satisfies the
appetite of the strong.
A

trial will

convince you.

Ask your grocer for Ingersoll Cream
Made only by
Cheese.

The Ingersoll Packing Co.
Pure and *^ Unequalled

Ltd.,

INGERSOLL, ONT., CANADA.

CANDIES.
For Sale at our 35 Retail
Stores and by Sales Agents
throu^out the Country.

RCJOISTeRCD

MARK

TRAPE
olK CANDIES MADK
130-132 Yonge

St.

<

>N

"^^^

THE PREMISES
¥^'\

TORONTO, ONT.

"KALIFA

99

THE
EGYPTIAN CIGARETTE
OF QUALITY

HAND ROLLED
15c. Per Package

Landau

&

Cormack,

Every advertisement on

this

page

Limited
merits

Montreal

vour attention.
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Touraine. Mrs. Percy H. Deanin
Badminton (June.)
A Canoe Trip in Newfoundland— Badminton.
Romance of tiie "Royal City." C. H. Stuart
Wade— Westward Ho.
A Month in the Maine Woods. J. R. Brownell
Suburban Life.
Associations
and Its
Its
Champlain.
Lake

Picturesque California

Shrines

—

—

—

Beauties—Travel Magazine.
Sherman
Saratoga Springs. H.

—

Overland Monthly (June.)
and Monuments of -Paris. P. P. Sheehan Munsey's Magazine.
Unfrequented Chateaux Near Fontainebleau. Ernest C. Peixotto Scribner's Magazine.
The Lobsterman's Island. Sidney
M. Chase—
Scribner's Magazine.

Motoring

Women

Livingston-

and the Home.

Travel Magazine.

Some
the

Id

Egypt.

Excavations in
Putnam's.

Weigall

Arthur

E.

Land

Peixotto

Troubadours.

the

of

The Ideas

Ernest

—

—

—

Woman Camper. E. A. Harvey—Woman's
Home Companion.
How I Blundered as a Daughter. Ruth Harding
—Woman's Home Companion.

The

The

Itinerary

of

Helen

Trunk.
N.

C.

Planning
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Adossides— De-

.stars

Kitchen.

the

E.

Stanley

Milton-

Westward Ho.
Adventures in
Post (June

;

you

will

Home Making— Saturday
19.)

not succeed in
like the sea-

the desert of waters, you choose

them

as your guides, and, following them, you reach your
destiny.

Berkeley-

lineator.

touching them with your hands, but

man on

the

Loyd— Delineator.
The
Turkish Woman.

Fitzgerald SandersGlacier Park. Helen
Overland Monthly.
L. Kenyon—
Sierra Morena. Camilla
the
Overland Monthly (June.)

faring

Woman —Ladies'

Country

—

Haven Schauffler— Success Magazine.

like

H.

for Hot Weather. Mrs. S. T.
Rorer Ladies' Home Journal.
Good Taste Homes of Milwaukee Folks Ladies'
Home Journal.
Summer Home. Gertrude M.
Curtains for the
Walbran American Homes and Gardens.
Problenis in Home Furnishing. Alice M. Kellogg American Homes and Gardens.

:

^"ir'DEALS are

Margaret

Tempting Meals

:

-^

of a Plain
Journal.

Home

—Putnam's.
:

In

Fnrnishings.

Chubb— Harper's Bazaar.

Peru. Paul S. ReiThe New South America
noch—World To-Day.
Summer School for the West.
Maine as a
Shailer Mathews— World To-Day.
A Fortified VolThe Gibraltar of the Pacific
cano. Edward P. Irwin— World To-Day.
South Polar Explorations. W.
Farthest South
S. Bruce— World To-Day.
The Window Gardens of Paris. Jacques Boyer—
House and Garden.
A Visit to Bowen Island, B.C. P. E. Bucke—
Rod and Gun.
Growth and Beauty of Our American Cities—
The Craftsman.
The New West From a Postman's Cart. Robert

The

Summer

Stencilled

P.

—

— Carl Schurz.

Evening

:u'sv Ar.ws

"

magxztne.
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Known the World Over"

GILLETTE" meets the
requirements of every shaver the world over for a'quick simple
easy comfortable shave.
The

chief reason

is

that the "

—

—

—

The

best proof that the

type of perfection in razors
lands

now demand

the

'*

''GILLETTE"

is,

that the

GILLETTE

"

men

is

of

the highest
all

civilized

Razor and the "

New

Process" Blades.

The men of Canada are especially well pleased with the
''GILLETTE," and take not a little pride in the fact that it
is

made by Canadians

in the

Canadian factory

at Montreal.

You can examine the "Gillette" at your Jewelers or
Druggists— at Cutlery or Hardware dealers— or at any Sporting Goods or Departmental Store. Standard sets $5— for sale
everywhere.

THE GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR
Office and Factory,

When

writing'

63

St.

CO.

OF CANADA LIMITED.

Alexander

advertisers kindly mention

St.,

Montreal.

Busy Man's Magazine.

The Parson Pen.

THE

one hour, a higher

fault with

too

many

norrode and scratch.

pens is that they
The newest kind is the

silver plated pen, which writes as smoothly
and easily as any pencil. It possesses the additional advantages that it will not oorrole. It

manufactured by T. J. Parsons. 68 Victoria
Toronto, who will willingly send a sample'
card of seven pens free to any address.

is

St.,

The

Scriptograph.

Modern commercial and financial institutions
have, for some years back, demanded a means of
facilitating

the

signing

bank-notes.

This

is

of

checks,

bonds

.and

due both to the necessity

prompt issuance, the curtailing

of

the

of

excessive

temporarily appointed officers with
power of attorney and the minimizing of the
laborious task of an individual who is ctntinually responsible for the signing of "paper."
2,500 signatures laid down in one day has always been a good record, although, perhaps, for

expense

rate

The Scriptograph, which

of

has been
is

accomplished.

described

hereafter,

has made possible the signing of approximately
l,2.o0
papers
or has reduced a long
an hour,
day"s work of 2. SCO signatures to the minimum
of two hours' pleasant work.
The machine is a simple one, made with such
action which is necessary to the most easy manner of signing. To the body of the machine ore
attached two metal arms which support I'.'C carcarrying five Waterman's Ideal fouiitain
The complete carriage is manipulated by
a monitor pen, which controls, in accurate unison, the four other pens. In repose the arms fit
up right close to the body of the machine, and
in use will extend about nine or ten inches. The
action of the machine is so simple and easy tnat

riage,

pens.

the regular

style

and the use

can be obtained,

of signature

of the

monitor

the

is

>^ame

as

if

writing with an individual pen
yet each of the
five pens work right along in rapid ucison, rendering every mark ae accurate and perfect at" c^btained in the use of the single pen. The machines are
adjustable
any size .locumect,
to
;

check, certificate or bond, any of which
sheets which are
pared
in perforated
separated after signing.

The Scriptograph

in

Operation

rrff
r

preadily
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There Is At Least One
book

in this

list

that

would

you immensely
Read the List.

interest

perhaps more than one.

DICKSEE'S AUDITING (American

Edition)

Bv Lawrenlk K. Dilksee, M. Com., F.C.A., Professor of Accounting- at the University of
Birmingham (England), edited by Robert H. Montgomery, C.P.A., of New York. The
This
entire text has been revised to accord with the best American accounting practice.
book is practically the universal Text Book ot' Auditing throughout the English-speaking

HUMAN NATURE

.....

Price, Postpaid

Cloth Binding.

385 pages.

world.

IN SELLING

$5.00

GOODS

Bv James H. Collins. Perhaps the most interesting volume on the human side of salesmanship that has ever been written. Intensely interesting, not only to those engaged in
some form or other of salesmanship, but also to people whose occupations haw little to do
Mr. Collins is a writer of the first rank and in "Human Nature in
with selling goods.
Selling

Goods" he

is

Cloth Binding.

at his best.

Price, Postpaid

SO. 50

.

.

.

SUCCESSFUL ADVERTISING-HOW TO ACCOMPLISH IT
A complete exposition of the art of advertising as applied to
Enables any man to write and design the kind of advertising that
Replete with practical examples. Invaluable to Retail Merchants and
brings results.
other business men who are face to face with the great problem of good ailvertising.
$2.00
Cloth Binding.
Price, Postpaid
Bv

J.

Angis M.\cDo.\ALD.

all lines

of business.

.

333

.

.

.

"

.

.

.

.

.

.

SALES PLANS
The book par excellence for the retail merchant to haw by him during the slackish months
when artificial stimulus is essential to brisk business. The 333 plans outlined in this book are not the dreams of an\' theorist, but real plans that have been carried

of summer,

Every merchant
to a successful conclusion by various merchants the world over.
Price, Postpaid
have this book write us for a cop\- to-dav. Cloth Bintiing.

—

BUSINESS
A

.

shoud
$2.50

SHORT CUTS

hundred suggestions for expediting business in various departments, as practised bv leading experts in accounting, auditing, correspondence, advertising, etc.
Price, Postpaid
Stiff Board Covers, Gold Stamped.
SI. 00
collection of over one

....

GET-RICH-OUICK WALLINGFORD
By George Randolph Chester.

Easily the best story with a modern business theme
ever been published. W'allingford is an unscrupulous promoter who generally
manages to keep his operations just within the pale of the law. The story of his various
exploits is intensely interesting from start to finish, and is an excellent exposure of the
methods pursued by Financial P'akirs. Cloth Binding. Price, Postpaid
$1.25
that has

.

Any

of the above

books

by return mail upon receipt of price.
any book free on request.

will be sent

Full particulars of

The MacLean Publishing

Co., Limited

Technical Book Department

10

Front Street East

When writing

advertisers

-

Kindly mention

TORONTO
Busy Man's IMagazine.
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Free Trip to "Toronto

National Exhibition''
and Return, with Six Admission Tickets thrown
To anyone,

living in

Canada, who sends us new,

in for

good measure.

paid-in-advance subscriptions as
Railway, or
Steamship, Transportation
(as preferred) to Toronto and Return, over any Canadian Railway, or Steamboat Line, together
with Six Regular Admission Tickets to the Toronto
this fall. Tickete
National Exhibition
good during the Exhibition, subject to the regulations of the transportation company issuing
them.
Begin now, and see how easy it is to earn this outing. Subscriptions may be sent in any
time before July 15th next, but not later, as the remaining time before the fair is required to
complete arrangements for traveling accommodation for those who respond to this ofler.
There is no competition, or other element of chance or risk about this offer. The dlstano*
you reside from Toronto regulates the number of subscriptions you must send. When you haTe
sent that number you may rest assured that our
will be carried out to the
undertaking
letter.
The regular railway time-tables will be used to determine the distance, which is to be
calculated by the shortest passenger route. By consulting your railway time-table you will get
this information, or we will supply It. Should you fail to secure the full number of subscriptions required, proper remuneration will be made by sending you, in lieu of the tickets, their
pro rata equivalent in cash.
Notify us early of your intention to accept this offer
for
convenience you may use the
form below. This offer is open to ANYONE, whether a subscriber or not.
full-year,

per sciiedule below, will be furnished Free Flrst-Class

;

Miles from

Toronto

,

its text the questionable statement made by a speaker at the American Library
that the majority of magazine readers only look at the pictures and perhaps glance
article or two to see what the illustrations are about, a Canadian newspaper preaches

Taking as
Association

an

at

a sermon

on the

uselessness

of

magazine advertising and the superiority

of

newspaper

adver-

tising.
is evident that this newspaper has obser\ed the marked
in Canada and, instead of welcoming this phase of
publicity.

It

chance
If

\iews

in
it

maf^azinc advertising
with
jealousy. Any

argument that occurs to it to attack and injure magazine advertising, is made use of.
we wanted to be nasty and adopt similar tactics, we might point out that the majority
readers

of

the

to

make

(the

increase

it

of

the

worth while

newspaper referred

to,

have not

ninety per cent, of the
advertising columns.

newspaper's)

for

a

sufficient

advertisers

in

individual
this

buying power,
magazine to use its

But we are prepared to admit that the newspaper, speaking genorally. is a most important
advertising
medium. Indeed, no attack that could be made
upon newspaper
advertising
would alter that fact. At the same time we are not going to admit that the newspaper has
a monopoly of the field. We believe that both the newspaper and the magazine
have special
qualifications for particular classes of advertising and that one can be used most effectively
to supplement the other.
What is a magazine, anyway ? Is in not in reality a specialized monthly newspaper with
its compilation,
a national circulation ? Greater care is paid to
larger sums are expended
for its illustrations and its contents are treated in a more pleasing and artistic manner than
the daily newspaper. It appeals usually to the aesthetic in man and its influence on cultured
people is greater. It is the favorite companion of the leisure hour and is read with more deliberation. On
account of its fine press-work and its fine paper, allowing the use of half-toneillustrations, the advertising writer has a better opportunity to present his arguments in attractive

form.

Without any desire to belittle the daily newspaper, which has its thousands of readers, it
must be apparent that a large proportion of newspaper readers are not moneyed people,,
whereas almost the entire list of readers of such a magazine as the Busy Man's are essentially people of means, capable of buying nearly everything that can be advertised
in
its advertising

sections.

However much we may personally deprecate the increasing amount

of fiction in our table of
majority of
a departure in our policy which seems to have pleased the
our readers. The people of to-day are omnivorous readers of short stories and novelettes, as
witness the fact that some of the most iirosperous magazines of the day, are composed entirely of fiction. Many a magazine is subscribed to for
its
stories alone. In fact,
to gain a
circulation of extraordinary
size,
a magazine must provide popular fiction. One or two of
our readers have written in. lamenting about the increase in the amount of our fiction but
the majority of our correspondents express their approval not only of the general principle of
the thing but of the special selections we have made.

contents,

still

it

is

For our September numlier. the leading article will be "How the Governor-General Earns
Salary," a most instructive and entertaining article on a little-known subject. The GovernorGeneral is of course a familiar figure to every Canadian from coast to coast but few people
are aware of his functions. The prime minister's duties are much better known than those of
illustrated
with pictures, specially photothe King's deputy. The article will be admirably
graphed for The Busy Man's Magazine.
his

Space
or

two

licy

in

the

articles

of

of keeping in

-September

number

special interest to
close touch

will

devoted to olftce appliances and we will have one
managers. This will be in accordance with our po-

be

office

with the business men of the country.

—THE

EDITOR.
19
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MAfiAZlXI-:

SOMETHING
ENTIRELY NEW
for the

Manufacturers

and Shippers

Canada

in

To

get

package

that

a

shippino;

will protect

contents absolutely
most trying
the
conditions in transportation, that is at once neat in appearance, durable,
cheap, strong, and light in weight, has been heretofore almost, if not quite, impossible.
Beath's Steel Keg meets every requirement
of an ideal shipping package.
The keg is made
of steel
Black,
Painted, Galvanized or Tinned
as required
with a heavy U steel band top and
bottom,
which gives the keg great strength
herein lies the secret of the success our keg has
attained.
W'c furnish kegs "plain" or "jacketits

under

—

ed"

and

—

in

all

sizes

at

a price that

compels

at-

shippers

in

tention.

Por over two years we have been supplying some of the
Canada with our steel kegs and they have pronounced them the

largest
best

shipping packag^e

ever Invented—positively unequalled in any respect by any other kind of package.
Beath's Steel Kegs are used successfully wherever ordinary tin cans,
wood
keg,-,, barrels or boxes are used for shipping liquids,
powders, pastes or bulk materials,

such as
carbide,

oils,

nails,

paints,
bolts,

varnishes,

washers,

dry colors,

cement,

white lead,

etc.,

etc.

chemicals, soap chips,
their successful use is
impossible to recite here even a
In

putty,

fact,

applied to so many different lines that it would be
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Life in Residential Schools
By

W.

G.

EDUCATION

should have one ^m\
view, and that is to fit, equip,
and strenr.then youn^ people for
the duties and responsibilities of life
to make of our young men and
in

—

women

and more useful

CLARK
not

((uestion
bt)\s

and

easily

girls,

them, cannot
their

own

tions.

as

be

The

answered.

we

prefer to call
allowed to follow

and predilecTheir views would, perhaps,
inclinations

If this is
zens than their forebears.
not attained then the tendency of the
times is retrogressive rather than proIn this age of culture, regressive.
finement and advancement the opportunities for securing sound, practical
and thorough instruction in every
avenue of endeavor and achievement
were never as numerous and convenient as they are to-day.
The education of your boy or girl
is an important question
equally as

be biased, short-sighted or influenced
by considerations which, in the enc^f,
might not tend to their best mor-il,
mental and religious welfare, o "'' le
building up of strong, beautiful
racters.
Riper counsel must pre ail,
and, in the final analysis, the parents
should have the say. Where can the
rapidly
rising
generation
obtain
the most
useful,
wholesome, helpful and lil^eral education? If the parent
can afford the outlay, which
ranges annually from $200 up, ac-

much

cording

but, in a few weeks, there will be one
engrossing problem in many a home,
when thousands of young Canadians
will be leaving their native towns and

would unhesitatingly declare in residential schools, with which the Dominion is so well endowed.
The demand
for such centres of training and culture has increased from year to year
and the need has been met by the

better

citi-

—

so to you as to your child. The
holiday season is now at its height,

villages

enter some institution of
point at issue is what
should thev attend? It is a

learning.

school

to

The

'

erection

to

the

of

commodious,

institution

as admirably
well-lighted,

selected, I

equipped,
ventilated
23
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AN ALL-ABSORBING EVENT
The annual

football

world

in

and heated buildings, surrounded by
ample grounds and affording as modern facilities as can be found anywhere in the world.
Residential schools offer much that
the
ordinary schools do not.
The
teaching in the latter may be just as
good and efficient, so far as it goes,
but, outside of the actual information
imparted in the regular special and
preparatory
courses,
residential
schools have what is known as the atmosphere. You ask what that is, what
is its meaning? It is a certain mysterious, intangible, subtle something,
difficult to define.
It is a broad, comprehensive attribute which mav be interpreted as spirit, esprit de corps, cooperation, discipline during and after
school hours, deportment, influence,
environment, inspiration, ideals,
the
right attitude toward work, a sense
of justice and fairness, honor and

mastery over

self; a sort of

commun-

istic centre
which recognizes that
everv individual owes a certain duty
to the home, the church, the neigh-

borhood and the
24

state.

IN

SCHOOL

LIFE

match between two schools is the most important event
the minds of the boys, both players and spectators.

in

the

The atmosphere of a well-conductprogressively managed school is

ed,

everything.
It is what goodwill and
a value for value reputation are to
a business, what location and an air
of domesticity are to a home, what
an upright name and a record for
integrity are to a citizen, what peace,
progress and culture are to a town or
city.

Exclusive of the atmosphere there
many other advantages and appointments which remain peculiarly
the property or possession of the resiare

—

school
until the
at
least,
plan of education is widened.
its scope enlarged and its efforts in
the line of secondary education made
more comprehensive. There are gymnasiums, swimming tanks, shower
baths, large athletic
grounds, race
dential
state

tracks, cricket creases, tennis courts,

parade grounds, skating and hockey
rinks, toboggan slides, libraries, reading rooms, reference works, and exercises in drill, physical culture, horse-

back riding, snow-shoeing and other
accessories which might be mentioned.

LIFK IX

K1-:SI1)1-:.\T1.\L

ROUGH AND TUMBLE
Contestants

in

SCHOOLS

BOYS' SPORTS

an obstacle race struggling through nets pegged to the ground

WHERE

AGILITY COUNTS

The sack race provides much amusement

to the

crowds of spectators on Sports' Day
25
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ALL THE COMFORTS OF
A

typicil

room
of

in

Canadian

a

home

with

all

HOME

hoarding school, uniting
the romantic elements of school
girls'

THE STERNER SIDE OF SCH()t)L
Two
20

a'l

t'.ie

life.

LIFE

seniors in their study "plugging" for exams

comforts

Lll-K

l.\

Ki:Sll)l-:.\"l'l.\I.

Some schools excel in ccrtnin features and some in others, hut. to use
a colloquial exi)re6sion, they all form
part of the stock in trade, which the
ordinary
colleg"iate
hij^h
institute,
school or other institutions of secondary education does not afford.
These environs and appurtenances all
have their place in the creation of
vig-orous. healthy, happy, youns;' man-

hood and womanhood.

Many

courses are

residential

o]:)en

and,

?chooi.<J

what occupation or
hoy or g'irl may have

to pupils at

no matter

j^rofession
in

view as a

the
life

he or slie can enter unon a
system of special instruction aiining"

career,

toward that object or ambition. \Miile
major portion are trained to enter upon a university course, others
qualify for business
or commerce.
mechanical pursuits, militarv careers.
housekeepinof and home-building:. The
courses are larg'ely eclectic and only
the

certain subjects are compulsory.

The

FINE TYPES OF
A

football

SCHOOLS

boy or girl gets a thorough drilling
and training in what he or she desires.
The members gi the faculties,
generally speaking, are of recognized
academic standing, and specialists are
at the head of every department. The
influence of their personality, teachirig and example is over the student
all the time.
The best individual results are thus fostered, encouraged
and developed by the masters and
governesses who live in residence
with those under them.
They are
j:)resent in the dining-rooms, on the
various floors u'ght anl day, an*! { articipate in the pastimes and pursuits.
They are in continuous and constant association
whether at work
or play. It naturally follows that
they get nmch closer to the- individual
life
than
do instructors
in
other schools where the daily
of
contact
teacher and pupil is
of only five or six hours' duration
durinsf five days of the week. Tn most

—

YOUNG CANADIANS

team at a Canadian boys' school made up of
youngsters all under ten years of age.

sturdy

21
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schools for boys, the students are not
granted leave to absent themselves
from the grounds or building without
obtaining a special permit, making
known to a master the object of their
mission, how long they will be absent, and at what hour thev will reThe regulations may be rigid,
turn.
but they are not unduly severe, considering the responsibilities and obligations of the principals and masters.

progressive movements and
organizations are subject to discipline
and method. There must be law and
The authorities recognize that
order.
All

the

SPORTS

.AT

retiring at

a

exercise,

seasonable

in pouring over books that counts so
materially as the spirit of earnestness,
with
diligence
concentration
and

which they approach and bring
bear nu the work in hand.

A CA.NADIAN BOYS'

The physical well-being

work and

and of
All
hour.
these form and become a habit and
the
leave a splendid impress upon
Then, they are taught how to
lads.
Under the direction of a prestudy.
siding master, the boys in each institwo hours
about
tution study for
every evening and, soon learn that it
is not the actual length of time put

periods of

to

SCHOOL

boy is as carefully looked after
as his mental equipment.

there

is

of

the

no need for a boy going down

town except

consult a dentist, a
druggist, a tailor, or on pressing
private business. An attractive school
with its extensive grounds and magnificent

to

equipment has, along with its
and pleasant com-

daily associations

panionships,

much more

to offer

than

any store, street, or place of public
amusement. Of course, boys are allowed to attend their own churches
on Sundays, and to witness any athletic contests in which teams
from

own college may be engaged.
In a residential school youth is taught
the benefit of earlv rising, of regular
their

28
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In residential schools for girls the
is even more exacting. The
greatest care and caution are exercised in their supervision.
Thev are
protected and safeguarded in every
possible way. No girl is permitted to
leave the college grounds without being escorted by a teacher, governess,
or a chaperon approved bv her parents or the school authorities.
If a
girl is invited out for dinner or to
spend the evening, her host or hostess, or some
acceptable companion,
must call for and return with her.
Under no circumstances is she allowed to remain out on social or other

discipline

LIFE

l.\

R1':SIDF.\TTA[.

SCHOOLS

BUSY
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GOOD OLD SCHOOL
Twelve "iolly good fellows" posing for

DAYS!
a

farewell group picture,

before leaving their school-boy home.

Should a student persist in
regulations and in transtime-honored practices
all
and traditions, in the mistaken idea or
notion that such a thing savors of
smartness, independence or disregard
for the powers that prevail, he or she
bound to come to grief. Misdeis
punished bv various
meanors are
means by detention, extra work, or
faculty.

violating
gressing"

—

the denial of certain privileges, and,
in extreme breaches or infractions, bv
Tf these fail to
the use of the rod.
effect

a

cure aiid

remonstrance and

rebuke are of no avail, then the offender is quietly eliminated from the

—

The same fate rustication
schoolis also resorted to in the case of a
student who will not study, who per-

—

sists in sloping VvOrk and
dodging
duty.
.\n old school master is authority for the statement
that this
ultimatum has to be practised more
frequently in boys' schools than in
girls*.
If a boy of say fourteen or

fifteen years will not

nature,
aroused, he
ter

if

to,

his betis

not

soon becomes iaundiced

INTERESTED FRIENDS AND RELATIVES
At the aniuiiil

work,

when appealed

games, sisters and sweethearts are always
very much in evidence.

LII-K
o;-

tiisi^iistcd

IX

with himself or

RKSII)l-:X'riA[.
willi the

athninistration, antl far better for

him

and the institution that he go out
and be introduced to the school of
life with all its stern realities and ex.icting

re(|uirenients.

THE RELIGIOUS
The handsome chapel

of a

SCHOOLS

the credit of xouiii^" Canada. There is
sometliing" about the air, poise
and

environs of any well-managed school
that makes both the disturber
and
the drone feel decidedly out of place,
The offender is consciously as un-

LIFE

OF THE BOY

Canadian boys' school, redolent

of the fine spirit

associated with the great English public schools.

In the residential schools of Canada
few students,
either
girls or boys,
have to be expelled
or retired,
a fact, which redound's to

comparatively

—

comfortable as if he or she laughed
aloud in a church during the hours
of service, or ofifered a deliberate insuit to a parent or host.
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reason of the great attendance

tion to exercise that rigid care over

and often limited accommodation, a
pupil, under the ordinary school sys-

their boys

desire,

and

life in

tem, is assigned to a certain class or
form, whether he or she is fit for such
a place or not, but, in nearly all resi-

junior or senior schools especially ap-

dential institutions, the class is fitted

Each boy and girl
for the student.
gets an exceptional degree of individual attention and a higher standard
of efficiency is thus maintained. Personality is never lost sight of, as must
necessarily be the case in a large class
and under a dififerent plan. In residence, each attendant is more intimately and immediately under the

supervision

and jurisdiction of the

instructor.

From one

other

many

cause or anparents are not in a posi-

SCHOOL

to

and girls that they
them the advantages of

peals.

Intellectual and
physical
culture,
combined with the best home training,
moral and religious influences, is the
aim and purpose of all residential
school's of recognized standing and
reputation.
They are doing a grand
work and their worth and merit, character and scope, are being more fully
appraised and appreciated as Canada
grows older in years, riper in experience, broader in outlook and more advanced in ideals, citizenship and culture.

GIRLS" WINTER SPORTS

Rollicking fun on a toboggan slide

is

one

diversions of boarding school

34
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NORWAY HOUSE
The Emperor's Palace

When

as

it

looks to-day

an Emperor Ruled

Canada

in

By

GEORGE FISHER CHIPMAN

NORWAY HOUSE— Once

it

was

Never

will

the

interesting history

a name to conjure with, the seat
of an Empire where a man of
Napoleonic bearing dictated to an
army of servants in every part of Canada.
When Lord Selkirk conceived
and partially carried out his scheme of
colonizing the Red River country in

surrounding Norway House be faithfully recorded, for the actors on the
stage of that day have gone and have
carried with them the romance.
All

1811 and the succeeding years all his
emigrants passed
through Norway

important one.

House on

their heartbreaking trip of

seven hundred miles from

York Fac-

tory to what is now Winnipeg. During all the days of the glorious rule
of the fur traders in Canada Norway

House was a place

Now

it

is

of

importance.

merely an ordinary trad-

ing post of the Hudlson's Bay Company, situated at the northern extremity of Lake Winnipeg, three hundred
miles distant from the Prairie City.

that

is

left

is

report of the
which the
depot, albeit an

a brief

commercial enterprise
fortress

was but a

in

Canadian history records the long
and bloody struggle between the Hudson's Bay Company and the Northwest Fur Company.
In the second
decade of last century the scene of
that warfare covered the fur-producing territory of western Canada. The
death of the Earl of Selkirk

in

1820

removed the last obstacle to the union
of the two companies and brought
But
about the end of the struggle.
the head of the company was gone
35
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and there was needed a supreme genius who not
only
must heal the
wounds and unite factions who had
been taught to hate and distrust each
other, but who must direct the destinies of the fur trade to success.

Xot

among

the active traders in Canada
could the man of destiny be found.
He was discovered in the person of
a young clerk in London, England,
who knew naught of fur trading other

than what he had learned in one winter spent at Lake Athabasca.
But
his business sagacity commended itself

to the directors of the

company

and George Simpson was appointed
governor of all the united interests
of the Hudson's Bay Comapnv in
1821.

Prior to the amalgamation of the
two companies the headquarters of
the Nor'Westers had been at Grand
Portage (Fort William) on the western end of Lake Superior, but Simp-

son

chose

the

fort

Lake Winnipeg

at

the

north of

most central and
easiest of access from all parts of the
country.
Here his residence and his
council chamber were built and thev
still stand.
At Norway House were
as

held the annual
traders, i.e.. the

gatherings of the
wintering partners
from the wilds and the senior partners
from Montreal, met with the governor
to hear the reports of the year's business and to organize for more aggressive

work

in the future.

One

of the

returned to the forest.
Their blood
was cooled and where once they
thought of war, they iv>w bent their
energies to the success of their company. The old Scotchmen, who pioneered the Canadian northlands for the
Hudson's Bay Company, were very
devoted to their employers.

The governor of the company was
a great man among the traders, but
to the Indians he was the "Kitche
Okema" the greatest mortal they
would ever see.
To maintain this
standing it was necessary that the

—

governor should travel with much
pomp and ceremony, and that his
presence should be

fitted

his imperial

manner

always known as the Emperor of the Fur Trade. When the season of the annual council approached,
the chief factors from every quarter
of the compass in a radius of thousands of miles, started with their retinues for Norway House. Each factor was an emperor in his own domain.
Lords they were of the lake
and the forest and thev traveled as
In canoes or York boats thev
such.
came down the waterways to Lake
Winnipeg ^nd pointed straight for the
fortress where the governor awaited
them.
As they swung into view of
over
the walls of which
the fort,
pointed the frowning cannon, they

spent their lives in a struggle with
nature.
To them hardship was but
an incident and a thousand-mile jour-

around th^ir waists,

—

36

—

splendidly.

He was

hardy

ney by snowshof
and dog-train in
the depth of the cold northern winter
but a pastime.
Naturally thev had
not the kindliest feelings towards the
"youngster" who was sent across the
water to command them.
But the
diplomatic though firm manner of the
governor soon won the admiration
and respect if not the immediate affection
of the grevheads, and thev

impressive.

—

—

meetings was held on June 23,
1823.
At the head of the council
table sat the clean-shaven young governor, surrounded
by grey-headed
and be whiskered veterans who had
first

made

George
Simpson for he was
knighted by Queen \'ictoria in 1840
had a weakness for ceremony and it
Sir

imposing spectacle. The
voyageurs
French-Canadian

made an
with

richly

colored

handkerchiefs

around their necks and with wonderful
L'AssoniDtion

belts

wound

twice

heroes.
Long distances are rough on dress,
and the travelers must never enter the

august presence

felt

without

like

proper

at-

.-Xccordingly a stop was made a
few miles from the fort and a general toilet was made bv these children
tire.

of the wilds.
Then with everything
in place and the dust and dirt removed they fared forth with their old
assurance.
The
French-Canadian
vovageurs were musical and as thev

\\lli:.\

AX EMrEROR RULED

SIR

bent their backs to the paddles and
rounded the point before the fort they
with one accord broke forth in that
splendid old song, "A la Claire Fontaine."

When Governor Simpson

approach-

fleet in

X

(

AXAUA

GEORGE SIMPSON

The Emperor

ed the fort he led the

!

a g-aud-

ily-decorated canoe, and behind him
came the pipers in another canoe, and
still
behind
followed
the retinue.
Within sound of the fort the pipers
pealed forth on the bagpipes and a

of the

Fur Trade

cheery salute came

from the
the rocks
and hills surrounding the fortress the
bugle notes echoed and re-echoed and
the guns volleyed forth a royal sachief factor's bugle.

in reply

From

lute.

When all were gathered, the feast
time arrived, and the tables groaned
under the loads of the best the world
afforded.
From the east came the
delicate viands which vied with the
fish and game from the wonderful land
37
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NORWAY HOUSE
The old

fort

makes an interesting

the west.
The lakes and forests
had been scoured to produce the best
they afforded in abundance. No man
went hungry and the lithe Indian
gorged himself on culinary products
that were splendid to the taste, but
to him were a mystery.
The feast
was a time of joy, and all went merry,
the remainder of the day being spent
in rest and comfort.
But there was
never any dallying when Simpson
was around, and the next day was one
of business, when each factor had to
give an account of his stewardship.
Of course, much dependence was put
in chief factors, as their posts were
so far away that they must of a necessity rely upon their own discretion
to

at all times.

Under the governorship of Simpson
there was new impetus given to the
trade in the west, and one of the
points which he emphasized was that
liquor must not be given to the Indians.
If for no other reason, it was
bad for business.
Then, again, he
determined to put an end to giving
presents to the Indians.
He preferred giving them liberal prices
for
their

furs.

The number

was increased
.18

in

the

of servants
land and new

sight

when approaching by water

forts

trade

were opened and
considerably

in general the
increased in vol-

ume.

Governor Simpson was not a man lo
be satisfied with second-hand information as to the condition of his empire
and

his subjects.

He

visited

liie

forts

Red

River, along the shore of Hudson's Bay, and even as far inland as
the Mackenzie River, where he went
into the minutest details of the trade.
In 1828 Simpson determined to see
He
Canada from ocean to ocean.
left York Factory on July 12. 1828.
at

and came southward by water to
Norway House, and from thence westward, and in a month thev were in
At
the vast Peace River countrv.
each post of the company Simpson
went through all the books and did a
He had the
great deal of writing.
reputation of being able to do three
men's
The same energv.
work.
which spurred him on in his work,
him when on board the
animated
canoe, and he continuallv urged his
A
canoemen to greater exertions.
story is told of the governor when
crossing the Lake of the Woods on
one of his expeditions. He was urging: one of his favorite French-Cana-

WIIEX AX KMPEROR RULED IX CANADA

York' Boats

at

dian voyageurs to greater speed and

exhausted that individual's patience.
The big voyageur turned upon the little governor, and. seizing
him by the shoulders, lifted him over
the side and dipped him into the lake,
at the same time expressing his feeling in the particular brand of oaths
in which the
French-Canadians indulged. Simpson took the hint, and it
is even said that he did not punish

finally

the

man who had

insulted

his

dig-

Passing through the Peace
River country Simpson and his party
crossed the mountains and followed
down the Eraser river and thence
nity.

made

their

way

via

the

all

forts

to

Fort Vancouver, the headquarters of
the company on the Pacific coast.
To-day Norwav House has lost

much

of

its

prestige, as

it

is

not the

headquarters of the company, but it
is still a trading post, and is kept in
better condition than most of the depots

of

the

company

the north.
stands.
Built of
in

Simpson's place still
logs in 1837, it is now weather-boarded and sealed within, so that it has
the appearance of a nice country resi-

Norway House

The house is 30 by 45 feet,
dence.
and has a wide piazza running around
three sides, which not only adds greatly to the

comfort.

appearance, but also to the

The

old council

chamber,

where Simpson directed the afifairs of
the company, no longer is the scene
of such gatherings, but is now used
as a store-house
its glory has
departed.
There kre but a handful of

—

white settlers around Norwav House,
and a population of about 500 treaty
Indians living on the reserves surrounding it. Though Norwav House
is commonly spoken of as being on
Lake Winnipeg, it is really situated
on the Nelson River, just 24 miles
from where it empties into Little Plav
Green Lake, which is only an enlargement of the upper portion of Lake
Winnipeg. The day is coming when

Norway House will again be a familiar name.
The army of visitors will
not be engaged in commercial pursuits, but will be busy forgetting business.
It is admirably adapted for a
summer resort. The lake is filled with
little

ing

rocky

islets

and the

for campand beach are

suitable

water
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THE COUNCIL CHAMBER
Marked

in

the picture by a cross

There is good
and good shooting to be had
at all times, and in summer there is
a bi-Weekly mail service.
Soon the
time may come when the former forti-

families during the hot days of summer.
prompt steamboat service can
easily be arranged from Winnipeg and

There is a two and one-half storey
building known in company parlance
as the "big house"' wherein are the
general offices, mess room, kitchen
and men's quarters.
"Bachelor's
hall" is and has been for a long time
the abode of the unmarried men at
the post and has often resounded to
the echoes of mirthful tunes in days
agone. Half a mile from the fort is

Selkirk, and every requirement for
perfect rest will be easy of access.

zine

splendid' fgr bathing.

fishing

fortress in the wilds will be the

fied

Mecca

of tired business

men and

their

A

Though not so pretentious as Simpson's palace, the old council chamber
at the post was by far the most im.portant structure, as therein were held
the
ers.

famous meetings of the fur tradThis chamber is the oldest build-

ing at the post, being carefully built
of logs in 1830, and is still in "good
repair.

It

is

fifty

feet

long and

twenty-eight feet wide, being one and
one-half storeys in hei.ght.
Imagine
such a building, in such a place, with
such a history, now reduced to the
humble condition of a storehouse.
There are a number of other large
buildings at the post and all are kept
neatly whitewashed and the whole
present the appearance of a nice little
settlement when viewed from a distance from the deck of a steamer.
40

what

was
in

the
the

old

days

powder magawhen cannon

pointed over the bastions to guard
the
post
from the approach of
the
enemy. It was a very secure
building constructed of Stone but has
now fallen into disuse and decay. The
old jail also a stone structure which
held many an irrepressible spirit in
halcyon days, and which could a story
tell has now nothing more strenuous
to confine than coal oil.
There is
also a provision store, trading store
and a depot where the unbroken packages of freight are kept for shipment
Two buildings
to the inland posts.
called the ".\thabasca" and the "Mackenzie River'' stores retain names applied years ago.
In them was kept
the freight for these
to the north

ed through

when

all

two

districts far

the freight pass-

Norway House,

being

AX EMPEROR RULED

Win-.X
brouglit

up over

the lake in the

The heavy stockade which

mer.

sur-

on

The

York

boat

— so-called

freight

be-

being thirty-five feet long and ten
wide.
They are manned by a
crew of nine and carry a large sail
so that with favorable breezes thev
make good speed. The crews shoot
the dangerous rapids of the north
with the greatest unconcern.
feet

at

XTorwav

^T^ISDOM

^^

is

only

knowing what one

ought to do next.

Virtue and

enjoyment have never been
from each other.
is

itself

is

no insignificant

feature to the inhabitants of the fort
and its products would open the eyes
of many a dweller in other parts of
Canada. There are currant bushes,
rhubarb, celery, peas, beans, cabbage,
brussels sprouts and all kinds of vegetables and many other delicacies which
are raised in civilized lands.
Strange it is how a little spot could
have figured so prominently in the history of Canada and yet the history
of the Hudson's Bay Company is replete with the strange, romantic, impossible and unknown.
When the
official history of the company is published with all the little side lights
thrown into the secluded lives of the
servants it will prove the most interesting volume ever written.

for,

feature of interest

is

The garden

—

still the chief vehicle for freight to
the inland posts from Lake Winnipeg.
Formerly they were made
twenty-seven feet long and carried
seventy packages of freight each
weighing ninety pounds in order that
they could easily be handled at the
portages on the route. At present the
boats are made larger and better
adapted to the work they are designed

A

The

not dated but has on it the
initials "J. B. F." and the latitude and
longitude of the post. Surveyors, who
have seen the dial in recent years,
state that it is only three minutes from
correct even now. Xear the dial a
tall flagstaff floats aloft the
Union
Jack upon which is emblazoned the
arms of the Hudson's Bay Company.

was first used in carrying
on the York Factory route is

it

his fatal trip to the Arctics.

dial

a large archway between the main
buildings to the dock in the front
where the York boats load and un-

cause

CAXADA

House is a leaden sun-dial in the
garden, which was erected by Sir
John Franklin, the famous explorer,

sum-

rounded the post twenty years ago
has been replaced by a neat wire and
picket fence enclosing space about
one hundred and fifty yards long by
one hundred wide. Plank walks run
all about the post and down through

load freight.

IX

far apart

To know and

to

do

the basis of the highest service.

—David

Star?' Jordan.
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he

Libr.irv

of

ParlLimenl

What

Men Read

Canada's Public
By

GEORGE BRYANT

From The Canadian Bookman
do
WHAT
Canada

the

public

men

of

read? What do our
parHamentarians peruse?

Aside from Hansard, the Orders
the Day, the Blue Books, the
Journals of the House and the Canada Gazette, of literature, past and
present, there is abundance availof

The Comrooms contain files of every weekly and daily
paper published in the Dominion and
are liberally patronized by the memable for their edification.

mons and Senate

reading-

bers, particularly the rural represent-

who scan
home towns

atives,

their

the

sheets

to find

what

from
their

respective communities are doing
when the biggest man of course,
the M.P. himself is not "in heir
midst."
In the magnificent library of parliament there are 250,000 volumes.

—

This immense

pile is

—

being added to

touches the main wall at the point
designed to make it better resist the
heavy outward thrust of the vaulted
Gazing aloft the eye rests
roof.
upon the great dome, forty-two feet
in altitude, the base of which is an
equal distance from the floor. In the
centre of the library stands a splendid statue in marble of the late
Queen Victoria, as she looked when
It is the work of
Wood. Busts of King Edward, Queen Alexandra and other

crowned

in 1837.

^Marshall

notable people adorn the angles of a
of the alcoves. Wood carvings of an attractive and impressive
interior.
the
decorate
character
Shields of the different provinces are
in front of some alcoves and in glass
cases are coins, medals, medallions,
script, specie and many other mementos of home and foreign lands.
Books, Books, Books on every

number

—

the shelves of the three
galleries are so congested that the
librarians do not know where to
store the constant inflow of publica-

yearly at the rate of 5,000 copies.
Attached to noble and stately old
cathedrals of Europe are famous
chapter houses and upon somewhat
similar lines has the beautiful building at the north of the main block
of the Parliament buildings at Ottawa been planned. Circular in form
and ninety feet in diameter the buttressed walls stand four feet thick.
It is conceded that no finer site could

side,

have been found in Canada for the
housing of the nation's books.
The interior is artistic and imposPlanned in the form of a polying.
gon of sixteen sides, each angle is
supported by a flying buttress which

have yet been eflfected for extra accommodation. Space is utterly inadequate to meet the demands made
upon it and the crowding has become so severe that books are placed
which
often
three deep,
in rows

tions.

until

Some

years ago, plans were

prepared by the chief architect to increase the space temporarily, but,
though such a move has been frequently talked of and incessantly

recommended by the
their annual report,

librarians

in

no arrangements
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causes endless difficulty in scarchinfr
for a volume.
If the present state
of things is not soon remedied and
some relief afforded the result will
be a case of "confusion worse confounded."
But what do our big men read?

What

are their tastes, their favorite
themes, their hobbies?

cabinet ministers, who make
the most use of the library, are Sir

The

Richard Cartwright and Hon. Will-'
iam Paterson. The Canadian Alinister of Customs does not, as some
mvght suppose, devote his spare
moments to the study of tariffs, fiscal problems, and economic questions, but revels in tales of travel,
exploration and discovery.

The Minister
merce

is

of

Trade and Com-

not looking up treaties and

exports and imports,
a pleasant hour
among the Henty books so popular
wnth boys, v/hich would indicate that
the veteran knight, now in his seventy-fourth year and the hero of many
a political battle, is still young in
spirit and dearly loves adventure,
prowess and a fighting chance.
returns,

traffic

but passes

many

The Minister

of Finance, Hon. W.
Fielding, although a busy public
man, manages to keep the library
staff on the move at dififerent times.
He reads the copyright novels of the
day and wanders through the field
of general literature.
Hon. Sydney
Fisher is also among the familiar
figures in the library.
His reading
is general rather than technical.
S.

Some members

of the cabinet

fine private libraries

and on

have

this ac-

count do not need to patronize the
parliamentary pile.
Among these,
fortunately situated, are the Prime
Minister, who is a great student of
history, biography, political systems

and forms of government.

Wlicn

own

library fails to supply his
needs. Sir Wilfrid frequently sends
"to the hill" for certain numbers.
his

Hon.
ada's
44

Rudolphe

brilliant

Lemieux.

Can-

Postmaster-General,

consults the volumes on the shelves
many times during the course of a
session.
The heavier works in
French and English appeal to him,
biography and history being his favorites.
The Secretary of State,

Hon. Charles Murphy, is an omnivorous reader, books of a political
and legal character engaging his attention.

Hon. George E. Foster, although a
virulent critic, does not while away
hours in reading famous
by eminent men, but is
what might be described as a general reader, current literature and
his leisure

critiques

popular

authors

falling

constantly

under his eye. The latest on parliamentary procedure, political economy and the history of the world is
Mr. R. L. Borden's choice. He is
serious, thoughtful and studious
and appreciates the advantages and
accessibility of the library.

Hon. R.

F. Sutherland.

Commons
makes many
the

in the last

researches

Speaker of
Parliament,
in

parlia-

mentary history and other kindred
subjects. The Minister of Railways
and Canals in the ^Tacdonald Ministry, Hon. J. G. Haggart, is another
public man w^ho does not allow dust
to accumulate on biographical and
historical works.
It wall surprise
many to learn that ]\Ir. Haggart
reads thoroughly volumes that comIt is rarely
paratively few consult.
that he asks for a novel.

The leader of the Conservative
party in the Sena^«% Hon. James A.
Lougheed, does a good deal of general reading, while the former Premier, Sir Mackenzie Bowell, persues
history and biograohy. Among the
I)rivate members of the House. MarBurrell, of Yale-Cariboo; H. H.
Miller, of South Grey; Dr. Michael
Clark, of Red Deer, and others, who
might bo mentioned, are familiar
figures in the big roailing room.
tin

There are perhaps half a hundred or
more M.P.s who never enter the
oaken doors except to show a visit-
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A

A glimpse

BOOKLOVER'S PARADISE

of the luxurious interior of the
legislators can,

if

Parliamentary Library

they wish, spend

or or conduct a constituent around
the building'.
It is not always the men who are
the most diligent readers that make
the most instructive and interesting
speeches or are the most forceful
and argumentative in debate. Generally, the politician, familiar with conditions

.

and history of the

past,

and

possessing a knowledge of economics,
social science, various forms of government, and procedure, is able to
marshall all his facts and present his

more comprehensive and
cogent manner.
His Excellency, Earl Grey, frequently sends to the library for editions of travel, history and bioGovernor-General
graphy.
The
scrutinizes much in the field of current literature, being interested in
many present-day problems. His adpoints in a

many

at

Ottawa, where Canada's

pleasant hours.

dresses at

all

public functions afiford

convincing evidence that they are
not ready-made utterances
not
phonographic productions. He has
views of his own and is not diffident
about giving voice to them. He has
identified himself closely with the
welfare and interests of the people.
He has shown such intimate acquaintance with the country and ap-

—

preciation of the resources and progress of the Dominion that the Canadian Government had printed an
edition of His Excellency's speeches
to preserve them in permanent form
and permit of their wide distribu-.
tion.

During the session

of parliament
allowed to take books from
library except the legislators,

no one

is

the
but

recess,

in

on

the

recommenda45
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tion of the Speaker or an M.P., the
librarians issue a card of admittance
to the person so recommended, en-

holder to take out two
same time. There are
generally between 500 and 600 ticket
holders in the Capital, although the
new Carnegie library in that city has
Nearly
reduced the
the number.
half of the 250,000 volumes are in
French. All parliamentary debates,
papers, reports and records are, of
course, printed in both languages.
titling the

works

at the

Works

of reference, historical and
documents, early public
records and original papers are not
allowed to be removed from the
literary

building. Every summer, university
students, historians and reviewers,
the majority being young men, who
are pursuing post-graduate courses

American seats of learning or are
preparing theses, come to Ottawa,
and for several weeks use the library
and reading compartments, which
are comfortably equipped with upin

holstered chairs and polished tables.
They generally number twenty to
twenty-five, and at the parliamentary institution they obtain information at first hand by having access

works bearing on British views
and interpretation of the Declaration of Independence, the Canadian
to

records of the stirring times of 18121813, the Fenian Raids, and other
strenuous struggles in the early history of the Dominion and its relations to the neighbors to the South.
The visitors are shown every courtAll the facilities of the library
esy.
are placed at their disposal.

A grader

at

work on the right-of-way of the G.T.P.

Advance

In

of the

Pullman

By

JOSEPH WEARING

YOU
IF degree

wish

to

experience every

of lassitude,
apatliy and
general indifference except in one
respect, take a long journey by rail
nothing seems to breed ennui like the
atmosphere of a railway carriage.
few hours in the train may be enjoyed,
but with most travelers it is not long
before the lethargic condition is reached and then the only thing of interest
is
the journey's end.
Modern engineering has reduced danger to such a
minimum that the average passenger
hardly gives a thought to the men on

A

—

whom

and whoever
wonders while traveling swiftly and
his life

depends

;

roadbed how much toil
and sweat has entered into its coneasily over the

struction?

Many people will consider me rather
an eccentric sort of person, I fear, but,
taking the risk, I should urge everyone to travel some time or other over
a hundred miles or so of railroad be-

fore a car has run upon it, before even
the rails have been laid, and while the
only means of conveyance is "Shanks'

pony."

The journey may

entail

some

but it will
surely
banish
apathy; there may at times be sore
feet, but there will certainly never be
ennui. Before the hundred miles have
been completed there will have come
some dim realization of the extent of
fatigue,

scientific knowledge and amount of
mechanical skill required in order to
span a stretch of country with two

parallel lines of steel,

and the traveler

begin to understand that the building of a railway embankment or the
digging and blasting of a rock-cut involves more labor and hardship than
is ever put on record in the Government report to say nothing of the actual toll paid
in
workmen's lives.
Though claiming no relationship with
any manner of prophet, I venture to
predict that anyone making such a
will

;
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trip

will

afterwards implicitly believe

that whatever is possible in thought
to a railroad contractor is possible also
in deed, and I have not the slightest

doubt that the passage over a hundred miles of construction will result
in the conviction that Solomon should
have sent the sluggard, not to the ant,
but to the railway navvy.
It is a well-known fact that doctors
rarely take their own physic, and that
precepts are much more easily expounded than worked out in practice.

A
is

journey such as

however, and

have advocated

I

my own

within

well

is

it

because

experience,
I have not

only learned much of the difificulty and
danger of railroading in general, but
have also appreciated something of
the romance of railway construction in
particular that I offer the following
account of a recent tramp over the potential

Gran4 Trunk

tween Stoney

Pacific line be-

Plains

—

— twenty

miles

west of Edmonton and the McLeod
River seventy miles east of the Yei-

—

lowhead Pass.
The "tramp" proper did not begin
with
my departure from Stoney
Plains, for I started out on the St.
Anne's stage, which took me to Wabamun Lake twenty-two miles west
of Stoney Plains.
There were two
passengers
besides
myself: one a
homesteader from the State of Oregon, and the other a Norwegian fur

—

trader,

who

lived at Entwhistle.

The

homesteader made it his business to
keep the stage from upsetting, and
during the whole of the twenty-two
miles he kept dodging from one side
of the rig to the other as the occasion

— or the holes

in the trail

The Norwegian,

— demanded.

most

hospitable
fellow to whom I am indebted for
two nights' lodging, entertained me
with information regarding the country,
and endeavored to palliate the
iniquities of the burg which he represented. The driver of the stage, hearing that I was from the east, remarked during one of the very brief intervals between two bad places in the
road that he had been for eighteen
vears a conductor between Toronto
48

a

and North Bay. "Drink?" I suggested.
"Oh, no," he said. "I just got
tired of it and came west to try farming,

but

drifted

into

this

instead."

"Like it any better than railroading?"
"Oh, sure
I make as much money
and have no responsibility."
Traveling by stage in that section
of our great and glorious west does
not give one much opportunity for
studying the landscape my attention
was directed, however, to the number
of dead horses along the trail in different degrees of decomposition.
A
!

;

question drew forth the information
from the stage driver that during last
winter five hundred teams were hauling supplies from Edmonton into the
ditTerent camps and that the killing
of a horse was a common occurrence.

"See that?" he said, pointing to a
skeleton at the bottom of a steep hill,

was coming along last wina fellow started up the hill
with sixty hundred pounds.
I
told
him he had better let me double up,
"Well.
ter

I

when

but he said, 'I'll make it or kill 'im.'
That's what he did before he got halfway up."
Passing along by the side of a
small lake the fur trader volunteered
details concerning a navvy who
had drowned himself there the sum-

the

mer

before.
"Just got clean crazed
with drink and ran right into the wa-

There was a gang working close
do much
to save him.
Nine days after the
body came up and they chucked him
in an old box and buried him on the
ter.

to the lake, but they didn't

there
right over there."
The
narration of this tragedy stirred up
again some of the indignation which
had been aroused at the time of the
event and the trader finished up with.
hill

;

"Downright shame, the way tliey let
the poor fellow drown himself.
If it
had been a nnile the whole gang would
have been ordered

off to pull

it

out of

the water."

Leaving the stage, the Norwegian
and I crossed Wabamun Lake and
took the right of way into Entwhistle.
arriving there just at midnight.
At
this particular time the newspapers all
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TX

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION CAMP
Foley's

Camp, No.

14, G.T.P., near the

over Canada were on the qui vive concerning this so-called town on the
Pembina River, because of the unsavory reputation
it
had acquired
through some statements made by a
preacher there and the subsequent raid
by the N. W. M. P. Like a loyal
citizen, my compagnon de voyage defended his town most emphatically,
admitting that "blind pigs" and attendant evils were to be found, but
declaring that these were very quiet
resorts and that they did not in any
way disturb the town as a whole. He
appeared to consider it an indispensable condition that such places should
exist on the frontier. My own impression of the town was exactly opposite to that of the

Englishman land-

ing at Montreal, and finding a city
where he expected to see nothing but
wigwams. All I could see on the
banks of the swift-rushing P^embina

was

a

few

tents

and

huts.

The odor

of the place reminded me of an extract from the diary of Dr. Livesey
in Stevenson's "Treasure Island": "If
ever a man smelt fever and dysentery,
it

was in that abominable anchorage,"
The second day, I traveled alone,

keeping straight along the right of
way and passing through ten or
twelve construction gangs at work. To

McLeod River and

say that

I

In sight of the

Rocities

walked all day would be
Sometimes I walked,

hardl)^ correct.

but mostly I clim'bed, slid, rolled,
plunged, waded or wallowed. Tramping over a right of way which leads
through swamp and muskeg, one does
some unexpected "stunts." Distance,
too, is purely arbitrary on the frontier.
A certain camp would be still
ten miles ahead after I had passed

gangs working some miles
and even when the distance had
decreased to six miles by common report, I was just as likely as not to
meet somepne who would aver that
the camp was exactly eleven miles
several

apart,

straight ahead.
Several times during
the day I came across a sign bearing
the legend, "General Store.
Bread
for Sale," but on each occasion I failed to notice anything in the shape of
a store, the only building visible being
a little sod hut at some distance from
the right of way.
On one sign the
"bread for sale" was varied by "fish
for sale," but where the fish came
from I was unable to imagine, for
there was no lake near, and who
bought the fish I had no idea, for the
nearest construction camp was seven
or eight miles away.

Let

it

not

Ibe

thought that

I

am

a

Government inspector of railways or
49
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and sixteen hours a day, passing

the

huts along the line,
About
either alone or with a chum.
the only diversion a station-man has
is the cooking of his meals, and this
operation is not of a lengthy nature,

nighf

rude

in

one of them remarked to me,
never-varying bill
of
fare is
"bread and pork and pork and beans."
To be a station-man means to be a
mere hanger-on to civilization. One
robust digger I met who had at one
time been an Irishman, said that he
for, as

the

had not received a letter for eight
had no friends to write to.
Among the station-men I found nearly all the nationalities in Europe, as
well as Britishers, Canadians and Americans.
Some were quite cheery and
others were morose
talkative, while
and uncommunicative. One old fellow, wearing a good-natured smile in
spite of the sweat which rolled down
his face, told me that he was a German and that he cleared four and five
dollars a day at the work. The reason
he gave for his success at this particular kind of employment was that
for a number of years he had been a
market gardener in England. In one
hut where I sheltered from the rain,
the owner, a young Nova Scotian,
took quite a diflferent view of the
years

A Station-man's Hut

an itinerant land speculator. The roadbed, as such, was not my chief interest, though I gave it careful attention,
particularly as to its possibilities for
providing a footpath nor was I especially concerned regarding the nature of the
surrounding
country,
though I noticed that all along the
route on cither side of the line there
was rising ground which will before
;

long be

tilled

by hundreds of farmers.

The real object of my trip was to
learn something of the condition of
the men who build the railroads and
to enquire into certain efiforts which
have been put forth for their moral
and intellectual development.
During my journey I became particularly

interested

men" whom

I

in

the

"station-

passed along the road.

These arc the navvies who make the
roadbed through the muskegs, doing
all the work with an axe, spade and
barrow, and being paid so much
about twenty -cents per cubic yard.
These humble and modest "builders of
empire" trundle the barrow fifteen

—

50

—

situation.

"The

job's no good," he said, "and
sick of it. All a fellow needs for
digging up muskeg is a strong back
I

am

and a weak mind."

A

Finlander with whom I had quite
a conversation was not only satisfied,
Waving his
but quite enthusiastic.
spade towards the east, he stammered
out. "Finland no good country. Little bit money.
Lots money here."

The

my

greatest suri>rise I had during
trip was
the sight of a

whole

woman

calmly wheeling a well-filled

barrow up a steep plank.

At

first

I

could hardly believe my eyes. for. as
one man put it. "Women are as scarce
as Christians out here." but I found
my vision not only true in general,
but also correct in detail, for the laborer proved to be a pleasant-looking,

IX
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girl, and not at all masculine in appearance.
She spoke very
good English, and told me that she

good-natured

was a Belgian,

and that she came
there of her own free will because she
didn't want her husband to be all
alone.
At the time I wondered how

many Canadian

girls would be willing to go to such a place in order to
keep a husband company, to say nothing of making a home in a hovel
built of sod taken from the muskeg.

The second day after leaving Entwhistle I reached my destination
Foley's Camp, No. 114, a few miles
from the McLeod River, and within
sight of the Rockies.
From different
gangs along the line I had heard reports of what the men considered an
extraordinary
proceeding in Camp
student from some college
114.
had been sent in there to run a reading tent, and this same student was
driving a pair af mules in the daytime and teaching classes in his tent
at night.
It was this strange proceeding that I had come to investigate and to me there was an added
interest in the fact that the student
was a college chum of mine.

A

Coming

into the

camp

I

was

direct-

ed to the tent where the "reading tent
instructor" bunked along with four or
five other laborers, and soon I greeted
my chum. In appearance there was
nothing of the college man about him.
At sight no Alma Mater would have
claimed him.
Without doubt, nobody who had any acquaintance with
students would have supposed that
two months previous he had carried
off a scholarship in philosophy.

The

fellow I greeted was a navvy pure
and simple, and he certainly looked
the part.
During my stay in the

camp, however,

I learned that the influence of the college had exerted itself even among mule drivers, scraper-holders, graders and ditchers. Al-

most every man

in the gang was interested in the reading tent, applications were being made daily for entrance into the evening classes, and
all

were eagerly looking forward to
which had been announced

a concert

for the following Saturday night. All
from the
foreman to the
cookie, were enthusiastic over the
fact that in their camp, at least, the

hands,

evenings and Sundays would not be
without means of profitable entertainment.

The

visit

confirmed

which

my

I

paid to

Camp
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belief in the excellency

of the means which had been adopted
by the Reading Camp Association for
the amelioration of the lot of the rail-

way

navvy. The association does not
send into the camps a missipnary, a
teacher or a colporteur, but it sends
in a laborer who is a composite of
these three.
Instead of attracting the
men of the camp by means of a frock
coat, the "instructor" reaches them
through the medium of a pair of overalls, and in place of exhorting his fel-

low-workers to flee from the wrath
to come, he endeavors to show them
a mode of life which has no fear of
impending destruction. The association was formed as the result of a
conviction that the building of good
roadbeds is not more essential than
the making of good citizens, and the
conviction carried with it the belief
that frontier laborers can never be
reached by ordinary methods.
Cerit is no ordinary method which
sends into construction camps collegebred men, who not only establish
means for sound entertainment and
profitable instruction, but at the same
time
become themselves, in every
sense of the word, railway navvies.

tainly

surely high time that publicCanadians wakened up to the
real condition of affairs on the frontier.
All our larger cities are makIt

is

spirited

ing an effort to provide comfortablyfurnished and finely-equipped buildings which shall be the means of raising the moral and intellectual status
of the railroad men, but who cares
anything about the navvy?. There's
need to guide and control the lives
of the thousands of men who operate
our railroads, but there is a greater
need to make intelligent and progressive citizens of the other thousand
who build them, particularly when it
51
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Whose breath

.remembered that these latter are,
the most part, immigrants who
have come to us for better or for
worse.
It is not long ago since the
question
went forth among our
is

blew

out

the

light

within

the

brain ?"

for,

We

can only forestall such a quesown land by declaring of
these incoming railroad builders and
homeseekers

tion in our

cousins to the south
loosened and let down this brutal jaw ?
Whose was the hand which slanted back this
brow ?

"Who

HDVICE

to

a

you have

to

But

Young Man.- Remember, my
work.

Whether you handle

pen, wheelbarrow or a set of books, dig

men who

you

If

will look

fear of killing yourself

power

sometimes, but

it's

the interval that

by overwork.

It

my

son.

is

edit

— you

see the

their

days

Don't

the hardest.

beyond your

They

thirty.

because they quit work

kills,

son,

or

will

of

rest

do that on the sunny side of

to

you

around,

men who work

ditches

at

The work

perfect and grateful appreciation of a holiday.

6 p.m.
gives

die
It's

you

There

a

are

young men who do not work, but the world is not proud
of them
it simply speaks of them as old So and So's boy.
-Nobody likes them; the great busy world doesn't know
they are there.
So find out what you want to be
;

and

and take

do,

world.

1 he

off

your coat and

busier you are, the less

to get into, the sweeter will be

make dust in
harm you will be

your sleep,

and happier your holidays, and the better
world
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will

be with you

the

the
apt

brighter

satisfied

— Bob

only.

true.

"

a pick or

funny things

or write

are the most able to live the

without work are the

helpers

them to be

we'll teach

First and last Canadians

a paper, ring an auction bell

must work.

make them

"We'll not

the

Burnett.

*^^
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By
R. P.

SIR

CHESTER

RICHARD &COTT

Canada's veteran legislator and parliamentaran who was recently honored by the King
S3
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knighthood is a reward for long,
faithful and untiring service in the
interest of one's country, then no one
If

is

more

entitled to the decoration than

Richard William Scott, who was recently honored by King Edward. The
veteran statesman has been in public
life over fifty-one years, and retired
last fall from the position of Secretary of State, after a career marked
by rare fidelity to duty and loyalty
to the party which he served in many
Although in his eightycapacities.
fifth year he is a remarkably well preserved man, bodily and mentally. Sir
Richard Scott is the Nestor of CanaHis father was an
dian public 'life.

and he also had the same
late
Sir Oliver
the
under
Mowat, who succeeded Mr. Blake as
When
Prime Minister of Ontario.
the Mackenzie regime began at Ottawa in 1878 he was made a member
of the Privy Council, and a few
weeks later was appointed Secretary
of State and Registrar-General of
Canada. He held this position again
under Sir Wilfrid Laurier from 1896
until the recent appointment of Hon.
Charles Murphy. He is a genial and
Ontario,
office

kindly gentleman, courteous to a degree, and in every way is deserving
of the recognition which has been
conferred upon him.

army surgeon under Wellington, who
Nathe
after
settled in Canada
The new knightwars.
poleonic
bachelor is a rather distinguishedlooking man with an abundance of
white hair and flowing beard a pe-

—

culiar physical characteristic when it
is considered that his two sons, Dr.

William L.

Scott,

|i;i^!pV

Ot-

of

barrister,

tawa, and Mr. D'Arcy Scott, a member of the Board of Railway Commissioners, are almost as bald as the
day that they were born. During his
long tenure of office, Sir Richard
Scott was known as the "statesman
who never took a holiday." He was
at his post and on several occasions, particularly during the midsummer recess, he would be the onl\representative of the Cabinet to be
At differfoun-d on Parliament Hill.

always

ent times he had to fill every portfolio in the Government, but he alwavs attended to these duties cheerHe is the
fully and conscientiously.
father of the Scott Act, the widely-

known

temperance

was passed

measure,

^

which

member

of
the Senate for thirty-five years, during a great part of that time he has
been the leader of the Liberals in the
in

1875.

Upper Chamber.

He

has

the

also

rather unique record of having served
in the Cabinet of four Premiers
two

—

in

Toronto and two

in

Ottawa.

Un-

der the administration of Hon. Edward Blake he held the portfolio of
Commissioner of Crown Lands of
54

The Grand Trunk's Nfw Offices in London,
opened on Dominion Day.

Dominion Day witnessed the opening of another important building in
special interest to CanaThis was the new European

London, of
tlians.
traffic

offices

of

the

Grand

Trunk

MEN AND EVENTS
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THE PUBLIC EYE

Railway System. The building was
designed by the eminent architect, Sir
Aston Webb, R.A., C.B., and is in
all respects worthy of the great enIt
terprise for which it was erected.
for
will, no doubt, be a rendezvous
Canadian visitors to England, and a
store-house

information

of

for

Bri-

men and women, who want

tish

learn

about

Canada

and

its

to
re-

sources.

Governor Walter E. Clark, of Alis a young man to be saddled
with the administration of so vast an
Few people realize the extent
area.
of the territory which he has been
appointed to rule and which juts out,
a huge promontory, from the northwest corner of the North American

aska,

To many, Alaska is the
continent.
name of a useless corner of the earth's
surface

—

useless,

except

to

Canadians about boundary problems
which, to their mind, is only about
the size of our own Nova Scotia. Instead of that, the territory of Alaska
is
in reality approximately one-sixth
the size of the Dominion and quite

—

as large as the big provinces of Ontario and Quebec
taken together.
That being the case, and Alaska beas much our neighbor as the
I'nited States themselves, it is quite
fitting that Alaska's new and youth-

ing

ful

governor should be introduced

Canadians.

It

is

in his case

WALTER

to

another

example of the newspaperman receiving recognition through force of circumstances.
For several years the
future governor served as special correspondent at Washington for the
New York Sun. His duties naturally brought him into close touch with
the then Secretary Taft, and a friendship based on mutual esteem sprang
up.
It might even be imagined that
Mr. Taft entered into a compact
with Mr. Clark to do something for
him, if ever he reached the White
House. Mr. Taft succeeded, and now
one of his first appointments of importance is that of his young news-

E.

CLARK

The new Governor

bother

of Alaska

paper friend to be the chief executive
of the great northern territory of
Alaska.

When

20,000

assemble to
performance, the

people

view a theatrical

event may well be described as extraordinary. This was the attendance at
Miss Maude Adams' spectacular production of Schiller's "Maid of Or-

Harvard Uniwas the crowning

leans" in the stadium at
versity in June.

It

achievement of the talented actress'
To describe the popular incareer.
terest ;n the event, a quotation from
an onboker's diary may be made
"The sidewalks echoed to the tread
of a larger army than Joan of Arc
probably ever commanded; for besides
the th(/usands who entered the gates,
there vere thousands more to watch
them ome. There were more automobile ^ gathered together there be(

tiie performance began than at
any time anyw'here. except at the
In
last n ammoth automobile show."

fore

people took
of Harappliances
the
All
vard students.
employed to lend realism to the scene
the

part,

p'^rformance

1,300

among them hundreds
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were successfully utilized and the
thunc/erstorm startled everyone by its
close approach to the actual. On her
white charger, in her silver armor,
the Maid was indeed the inspiration
of armies as she came rushing^ down
the hill, with her mail-clad followers
shouting her battle-cry at full gallop;

MISS
As she appeared

in

The almost regal grandeur of the
funeral equipage of M. Chaucard, the
millionaire Paris merchant, is but
another illustration of the eccentricities of man.
One cannot help but
think of the whole funeral procession
as a carefully-planned advertisement
for

the

immense business of which

MAUDE ADAMS

the role of

"Joan

of

Are" before 20,000

people in the Harvard Stadium.

and in the scenes where, alone in the
ghostly moonlight with the apparition of the Black Knight, she refuses
to desert her mission, or where the
weak, ungrateful Dauphin casts her
off as a witch, after his splendid coronation through her aid, she conveyed the full appeal of historic pathos.
56

the head, though
personal vanity may have had a good
At any rate, the
deal to do with it.
public regarded the funeral much as

M. Chaucard was

if it had been a circus and in pictures
of scenes along its route, amusement
is plainly written on the faces of the
.Vccording to the desspectators.

MEX AND

A
In

this

THE PUHEIC EYE

E\'EXTS IX

REMARKABLE FUNERAL CORTEGE

almost regal hearse, M. Chaucard, a millionaire French
merchant, was carried to the grave.

riotous and derisive crowds
through the
the
hearse
streets, a bitter commentary on the
dead man's estimate of his own importance.

The Victoria and Albert Museum,

patches,

followed

the largest and most important building of its kind in the world, was officially

June

opened by King Edward on

26, in the presence of the

Queen

THE VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM
Recently opened with

and

much ceremony by King Edward.
costliest

museum

in

It

is

the finest

the world.
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TH£ QUcEN UF SWEDEN

IN

MILITARY ATTIRE

As she appeired when inspecting her regiment recently

and Royal Family, the Cabinet and
It is ten
the Corps Diplomatique.
years since the designs were first prepared eight years since the fabric
was begun. It has cost nearly a million sterling and it contains over a
mile of galleries. The tower rises to
a height of 230 feet and is surmounted by an Imperial Crown to mark its

Suffragettes may well view with
emotion the picture of the Queen of
Sweden, in her uniform of Colonel of
the 34th

Fusiliers,

visiting her regi-

;

character as a great national building.
The opening w'as a great event in

London, probably unsurpassed
plav since the coronation

in dis-

itself.

the parade ground. It is evidently a case of the recognition of
woman's rights, even in the control of

ment on

X'o matter if her
afifairs military.
position be merely an honorary one,
she wears the uniform and receives,
the respectful attention of the men
an enviable state of afifairs no doubt
in the eves of the militant sufiFraSfettes of other countries.
X'ot so long ago. a
easypleasant-looking,
going young man paid a
leisurely visit to two or
leading
three
of
the
cities of eastern Canada,
gossiped with some of
the newspaper workers
on a
there and called
big
few of Canada's

He didn'i say
contenting himRut
self with listening.
with his keen, grey eyes
he took in everything
Then he
around him.
men.
much,

JAMES
Who

has made

a

name

H.

for

articles of
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COLLINS

himself as a writer of busineis

human

interes'.

went back to his home
in the United States. .\
few weeks after a remarkable series of ar-

MEN AND EVENTS
tides on
of *he big

Canada appeared in one
American illustrated week-

which is read bv millions of peoon this continent.
The articles
naturally attracted wide-spread interest, for they gave a comprehensive
picture of this country and its people.
The pleasant-looking, keen-eyed
young man, who was able to accomlies,

ple

plish this journalistic feat

was James

H. Collins, who is recognized as one
of the most successful writers on the
American magazine press to-day. The
secret of his success evidently lies in
the fact that he has introduced the
personal and human element into
business articles, which would otherwise

have been

brilliantly

dull,

to

employ a Chestertonian paradox. Mr.
Collins started out in life as a humprinter, he then joined a circus
to get a little experience of the unusual, and finallv decided to become
a writer.
At first he confesses. "I
read Carlyle. Emerson and Stevenson, and wrote like all of them, one
after another."
Then he got into

bk

trade journalism, where he had to
turn out half a million words a year
and. because he had
to write so
much, he did not have time to think
of Emerson, Carlvle or Stevenson.

He

gathered news, and into his re-

-

SI

«

IN

THE PUBLIC EYE

events, he wove personal
discovering that business men
preferred to have facts, dressed up attractively.
Mr. Collins to-day derives
a big income from his contributions
to American periodicals on business
and kindred subjects.

of

ports

stories,

No

stronger or more striking evi-

dence of the progress and prosperity
of Winnipeg can be presented than
the massive character of the many
buildings which are being erected in
the prairie capital. The largest and
most costly railway terminal in Canada will be the new Fort Garry station on which work is rapidly proceeding. The station is called Fort Garry
as it is on the site, where the "Old
Fort Garry," which was built in 1812
trading

to protect the
lished by the

posts,

Hudson's Bay

estab-

Com-

pany, was originally located.
Some
70 acres of ground are occupied near
the centre of the city. The union station and terminal yards are being constructed by the Canadian Northern
Railway for the joint use of them-

and the Grand Trunk Pacific
The passenger station is located
Main Street directly opposite

selves
line.

on
Broadway.

It is an imposing structure built entirelv of native Tvndall

3

.

1 1 1

1'll-l 1

'.Tqrnf»#w'*'*^r'*
4*

I

,(M

FORT GARRY STATION, WINNIPEG
The handsome and massive stone structure

that will be used by the

C.N.R. and the G.T.P.
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Manitoba stone, having a length of
350 feet and a depth of 140 feet. The
height of the larger portion of the
building will be three stories and a
basement. There will be a monumenta
al central portion surmounted by
dome 100 feet above the street level.
This dome will be directly opposite
the centre of Broadway, and beneath
it
will be the main entrance to the
station through a wide stone arch,
flanked on either side by massive stone
columns projecting 10 feet beyond
The
the main wall of the building.
main floor at the street level containing over 36,000 square feet will be
devoted entirely to station purposes.
The walls of the wailing room will
be embellished with the coat-of-arms

^"^1' to the point of
^""^
little

a trade

of each of the various provinces of
the Dominion executed in gold leaf
and colors. The seats in this room
will be heavy oak benches of the
movable type. The interior, like the
ticket lobby, will have the effect of
stone construction throughout, the
bases and wainscoting being of marble.
It is intended to have eight

passenger tracks, witli adjacent platforms and two separate open running
tracks, at the rear for through freight
trains. The platform will be 20 feet
wide and 1.650 feet long. By means
of this great length each track will
be capable of handling two trains of
eleven cars each during periods of

heavy

efficiency,

or profession,

joyousness

in

traffic.

platform

v.-ill

The capacity of the
be 200 70-foot cars.

when one
there

is

is

learning

comparatively

his labor, but with the

conscious-

ness of mastery, of thorough knowledge and aptness,

comes a

feeling

superiority,

of strength,

which takes away

of self-satisfaction,
all

of

sense of drudgery,

and makes the pursuit of one's occupation

a

source of

constant delight

— W'ilhim
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Benefit of Air Baths
WILLIAM PAUL GERHARD
World To- Day

IS only recently that we are be-

until

to appreciate the strength-

ago,

ITginning

ening effect of air and sunlight on

human body and system. Judiciously applied, these two comparatively new methods of bathing constitute
natural means for the curing of many
ailments, which in a brief period of
time have shown more than a moderate
am.ount of success. At the same time,
the practice of air bathing recommends itself to persons who are well,
for the sake of maintaining a healthy
the

and vigorous

The

constitution.
practical application of air

sun baths was

first

his

untimely death three years

became its foremost champion
and was very successful in the treatment of his patients.
Many other sanatoria, in which natural methods of healing are practised
exclusively, have paid particular attention to the instalation of air baths.
The sanatoria of Adblf Just, at "Jungborn," in the mountains of the Hartz;
of Dr. Gossmann, at Wilhelmshohe;
near Cassel at Oberwald,in Switzerland; at Lichtenthal. near Baden-Baden of Bilz, at Radebeul, near Dresden at St. Blasion, in the Black Forest, and others too numerous to men;

;

and

developed at some

;

have become widely known and

German

tion,

moter
man, Arnold Rikli, who opened up in
1865 an "atmospheric cure" for patients in V'eldes, in Austria. His suc-

are visited annually by hundreds of patients in search of health. At all these
places suitable enclosures in the woods
or of meadow land are provided,
where the patients can exercise clad
only in the scantiest of clothing.
During a recent extended trip in
Europe the writer was not a little astonished to find that many German
cities had made provision, either by
private health associations or through
extensive air
for
the municipality,
baths, which are said to be extremely
well patronized by men, women and
children during the spring and summer season. Being much interested in
the subject, I succeeded in obtaining
a very extensive list of those munici-

sanatoria.
The original proof these baths was a Swiss lay-

caused him to be
peasant neighbors
as the "sun doctor."
It was he who
summarized his views on healing in
cessful

practice

known among

his

the brief sentence

"Water accomplishes

cures.

But higher than water stands

And

highest of

air,

the light."
a motto which may be seen at the entrance to several of the German municipal public air baths, about which I
shall have more to say presently.
At the better class of German sanaall

toria one nowadays always finds provision made for the practice
of air
bathing.
Dr. Heinrich Lahmann, at

world-famous sanatorium at the
Weisser Hirsch, a small community on
the right bank of the Elbe, just above
Dresden, favored the milder form of
light and air bath, and. from 1898
his

palities

The

which have provided them.
people's air baths usually con-

of meadow, pasture or woodland
enclosures, on the outskirts of the
city, which are provided with numersist

ous inexpensively built dressing compartments, and with some gymnastic

n
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apparatus and possibly a plain shower bath to be used after taking a sun
The air baths are always arbath.

ranged separately for men and women, and are surrounded with very
high board fences, which secure privacy and prevent inquisitive people
from viewing the interior of the baths.

The entrance

fee

is

very low, usually

from two and one-half to five cents,
and having paid this moderate fee
one may stay in the baths as long as
one enjoys them. The German race
is devoted to gymnastic exercises and
in the air

baths

men and

ample opportunity

children find

to practice health-

Ball-playing and bowling
ful sports.
are favorite pastimes, and it would not
surprise me to find lawn tennis and
even golf-playing introduced at an
early date.

Although the word "bath"

is popuwith water, there. are
other media in which baths may be
taken, such, for instance, as steam
vapor and dry hot air, fango or mud,

It is no wonder
plus animal heat?
that persons often faint away in large
congregations of people.

The

clothes

which we must wear

prevent a free perspiration and exhalation of the skin.
In this way they
may cause a distinctively perceptible
poisoning of the system with efifete
matters.
But while we cannot hope
to emancipate
ourselves from
the

wearing of clothes, which is a requirement of fashion, civilization and
climate, most constitutions take very
readily to the air baths.
This is because the human skin is able to endure a low air temperature if gradually accustomed to such an exposure.
It is merely a matter of getting used
to it by degrees.
Just as we require
a fresh air supply internally for our
lungs, so our t)odies and our skins require air externally.

What good

larly associated

is

accomplished by

air

and culture compel us to wear
clothing, and this is in many respects

baths ? This is a question which deserves careful consideration. The air
bath, taken in the garb of nature, in
connection with light
athletic exercises, hardens the skin and strengthens the body, assists the eliminating
work of the lungs, increases skin excretions and gives an opportunity to
radiate ofT the surplus heat of the
body. It improves the quality of the
blood by increasing its circulation. It
cures rheumatic affections, reduces all
forms of nervous troubles and is excellent in the treatment of obesity.
Assisted by the action of the light
rays, the air bath stimulates and acts
as a tonic not only to the body but

unfavorable to a vigorous action of

also to the mind.

sand, electric light rays and common
atmospheric air.
One object of all
forms of baths is the care of the skin,
in order that it may perform its function properly.
While the ordinary

bath taken in water accomplishes its
purposes tolerably well, a free exposure of the human body and skin to
the

air

is

far

better,

particularly

if

accompanied with healthful exercise
or with friction massage.

The requirements

of

modern

civil-

iza-'ion

the skin.

It is in

summer

.\fter practising air

time, chief-

that we frequently become aware
of the fact that our clothing excludes
the pure air from our bodies to an

while,

undesirable degree, and that in this
way it interferes with the proper function of the skin, which interference
may. and often does, lead to serious
trouble and sometimes fatal results.
Have we not all experienced a feeling of oppresiveness when we find
ourselves in the midst of a
dense
crowd of people, whether indoors or
outdoors, unable to cast off our sur-

stitution so
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bathing tor a

morning and evening, and continuing the bath from the summer well

ly,

one obtains a conhardened that it becomes
possible to wear in wintertime less
clothes, or to discard heavy underwear and to wear only light, openmesh and porous clothing. Air bathing thus induces
reform in the
a
clothing worn and prevents the catching of cold. It is particuuarly adapted
into

to
It

the

winter,

persons leading a sedentary life.
not onlv induces a Cfood circulation

THE BENEFIT OF AIR BATHS
of the blood, but indirectly causes also
a better assimilation of the food. Finally, air bathing vastly improves the
appearance of the skin, and physicians find it quite helpful in the treatment of skin diseases.
Can anyone deny that an outdoor
air bath is vastly cleaner, nicer, more
sanitary and attractive than a bath
taken in the Turkish bath establishment? What need hinder us from
giving our skin and body at least once,
or, better, twice a day, an opportunity
to breathe freely by indulging in the
simple, modern air bath?
Let us inquire a little further and

endeavor to answer
the
questions
which naturally arise, such as these:
How, where and when are air baths
taken? At what season of the year?
How often? How long?

As

a rule, it is best for the novice
begin the air bath treatment during
the warm season of the year, and in
the room.
The windows should be
kept open as much as possible, first a
little, and gradually wider and wider.
The air bath should be of five minutes' duration at first after some time
it may be extended to twenty minutes,
half an hour or even longer, during
which time light exercises should be
taken, with household gymnastic apparatus, or else deep iDreathing and
friction exercises should be practised.
The feet should be well protected
when the air is raw. After the air
bath one should dress quickly and take
a brisk walk.
to

:

As soon
body

a^ one has

accustomed the
one

to free, exposure to the air,

may

venture out and take the bath
outdoors, wherever facilities for this
healthful practice are available. Where
other opportunities are lacking, one
may take the air bath at any public
bathhouse, or at the river, lake or
ocean bathing places.
Specially prepared, simple, open enclosures, which
are not overlooked
by neighboring
buildings are, of course, greatly to be
desired.
is

hour's or an hour's duration even at
lower outdoor temperatures. Indeed,
many a person has found himself or
herself not only able but anxious to
continue the air baths far into the winter season.
Of course, as soon as the
air becomes cold and damp it is necessary to increase
the amount of
bodily exercise during the bath. As a
matter of fact, air baths may be continued even when the snow has fallen, provided the air is dry.

During bathing in the open
windy or drafty spots and damp

air,

lo-

should be shunned, also the
direct exposure to rain.
One should
not take an air bath directly after a
meal, and it is best not to eat or drink
during the bath. In the German sanatoria there is always a bathing master
calities

present,

who

leads the drill exercises

and deep-breathing movements, who
superintends the bathing generally and

who assists the novice with advice.
The instalation of air baths is simple

and inexpensive, and no

special

fixtures, fittings or appliances of

any

kind
they

In this respect
are required.
are
more economical than
the
various
forms of water baths,
which always necessitate elaborate

plumbing arrangements

in

expensive

bathhouses.

A

refreshing douche or spray of
water, a morning "cold tub," and an
invigorating swim in the river or lake,
or finally, the plunge into the foaming
surf, all these forms of baths are well
enough in their way. but the fact remains that human beings are not really creatures of the watery element, and
experience shows that many delicate
persons who cannot stand the shock
of a cold water bath must accommodate their constitutions.

negative proof of the immense
human consituation is furnished in a report
the
of
surgeon
the
made
by
.\

how soon

persons
become accustomed to the air exposure.
The body and the mind both
It

feel almost at once some improvement,
and few are the persons who do not
experience an exhilarating and beneficial effect due to the bath.
After a
little practice one readily accustoms
the body to an air bath of half an

surprising

benefit of sunlight to the
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South
Belgica
of
the
steamer
His observations
Polar Expeditton.
tend to show that the long-continued
absence of sunlight, combined with
lonesomeness, the monotonous
the
food, the extreme cold and the winter gales affected the heart,

and

of

system only

alternately

to

if

The duration

stomach

change

in the position of the

is

variety

formity

;

very seldom found where

The

uniformity must

of

expectation

excellence.
is

it

believe that

we

source

great

tire at last,

We

love to expect,

Pleasure

give

it

is

is

sought

;

The

in return.

virtuous

;

if

speaking, virtuous.

pleasures.

No man

and when

we want to be
when we
real

character.

literary pursuits,

his chief delight

low company, vicious or vain amusements,
strictly

be uni-

it

choice of a man's
his

he be most pleased with religion or

we may pronounce him

of pleasure

received

best

pleasures or delight will best discover
If

though

disappointed or gratified,

again expecting.

is

free

perspiration and should always be followed by a tepid full bath or a cool
spray. It should be taken only under
medical direction. It is doubtful whether it would be possible to take it
summer
during our
semi-tropical
months because of the danger of heat
or sunstroke.

our brighest blazes of gladness are often kindled

horn unexpected sparks.

body

The sun bath induces

advisable.

Dr. Johnson on Pleasure
is

sun

human

taken for a short perof a sun
bath should never exceed twenty or
thirty minutes, and during exposure
to the sun, the head and neck and eyes
should be well protected. A frequent

of the
expedition became unable to concentrate their thoughts, or to do brainwork, and one of the sailors who became almost insane during the long
months ^f darkness, recuperated almost at once when the sun appeared.
The sunlight baths, already mentioned, are a type of bath essentially
different from the air baths. They involve the direct exposure of the parts

QLEASURE

the

beneficial to the

iod of time.

Some members

brain.

body
and are

the

rays,

is

he

is

is

a hypocrite in

in

not,
his

Yoke^Mates
By

ARCHIE

P.

HILLBRIGHT,

oil-king and oilfrom the
prospector,
turned
pleasant retrospect of a forest
let his
of "chugging" derricks
to
probing eyes rest on Whipple, who

had just told him some uncomplimenary things about himself.
"You've

"Joel," he said, quietly.
just about accused me of

$15,000 of your money.
that

you came

to

stealing
forget

You

me and urged me

money and speculate with
your interests."
"And your own," inteiruptetl the
other man, "don't forget that."
"I'm not forgetting it.
I haven't
to take that
it

in

forgotten it."
Hillbright's thin lips
smiled and he rubbed his hands together.
he asked,
"what
"Joel,"
would you have done with that v$i5,000, supposing I had refused to take
it?"

Whipple shrugged
and did not answer.

"You
knew

shoulders

that,

about taking

so
it.

to
I

"some-

get that money.
did not hesitate

I've

been

fair

with

those Dayton leases
proved dead ones, you may know
that I lost thousand for
thousand
with you, but, of course, you don't

you, though;

if

believe that."

Whipple was

gazing across the
wide fields of towering derricks. The
smell of crude petroleum filled the
air.
All about the great oil-tanks
the ground was
black and greasy
with crude oil.
He turned slowly
and looked at Hillbright.
"You've, got a knack of smoothin'
things over, all right," he said, grimly.
"I reckon the oil business makes

c

man greasy and smooth in more
Maybe you don't
ways than one.
know just what the loss of that
money means to me, but that don't
You ask me what
matter, not now.
I'm goin' to do and I'll tell you, I'm
goin' to get away from this State of
Ohio as quick as God'll let me. What
I've got t' say in partin' with you
a

don't concern money matters exactly.
I'm not a man that wants t' howl be-

cause I've been whipped. The thing
I
that pinches the wust now is this.
consider that I've been done, and
done proper an' by a man I thought
was my friend. Don't you speak now,
Tommie, just listen till I'm through.
I came to you with all the monev I
had in the world, except a little that
I couldn't get hold of
I'm glad now
and I trustI couldn't get hold of it
ed that money to you. Well, it's gone,

—

—
—

I have for it is your word
you dropped as much more yourself.
I don't believe that any more
than I believe that expression on
If I trusted
your face is genuine.
you, Hillbright, more than any one

an'

all

that

see," said Hillbright,

body was going
I

his

McKISHNIE.

man

has a right to trust another, the
reason for it dates back further than
Maybe heredity
your life or mine.
Your
has somethin' to do with. it.
father and

mine

than you and

me

were
are.

better

They

men
were

Fought together in the
trusted one another as men
I'm
do only once in a long while.
remindin' you of these things, because I'm ashamed of myself for the
If I only
confidence I put in you.
had to fight memory I'd have an easv
friends, too.

war and

time,
the

as
old

far

way

as
is

rememberin' you in
concerned but you
;
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Tommie, I've got to whip it
It's goin' to take
out of my blood.
time to do that."
Hillbright was pacing up and down
the oil-browned earth. The fingers of
the hands locked behind his broad
His
back were working nervously.
heavy face wore an expression hard
to fathom.
Whipple continued, "If I'm a quitter, it's because it ain't in my nature
t' stay in
the game.
I hate all this
see,

My

much

as you love it.
the big woods an' the
have more respect for God's

as

just
likin'

is

open.

I

for

wild than man-animals
I'm goin' into a big
free country where there's scope for

animaliS born

trained

wild.

me, Tommie, I'm goin' to Canada
and take up a homestead."
liillbright's

face reddened,

"Joel,"

he said, "you mustn't go away with
the thought that I cheated you, in
your head. Come over to my office

and I will dispel it right now."
Whipple drew back and his chin
squared combatively.

how

"1

don't

see

mend things," he
said, simply.
"You don't suppose
I'd take that money from you,
do
you? If I go away thinkin' that
you've skinned me good and hard,
that's goin' to

that's my business.
I'm no baby, I'm
goin' to hope, that's all.
I just want

to warn you, and that's more than
you did for me. Of all mean snakes
in the grass, that I

naturally hate, I
hate the rattler least, because he gives
warnin'.
When I have fleeced you,

same

you have fleeced me

as

—

we'll

be good friends again.
Don't you
ever get rid of the idea that Joel
Whipple ain't layin' for you, and if
he don't get you sooner or later, it
won't be his fault. You see, it's some

hard to have to come down to your
but

got to be did.
Goodbye, Mr. Snake Hillbright
I've ratlevel,

it's

and

tree-tops

onward

flashed

to

bronze the sky, which had darkened
to the just-before-dawn
ebony
A
long, gaunt figure seated on a stump
against
the
log wind-break, arose,
stretched himself lazily and with a
great dipper proceeded to empty the
contents of the larger kettle into a
smaller one. The sweet smell of boiling maple sap drifted out in a haze
of white and the hickory log beneath
the kettles parted with a snap, throwing up a million sparks towards the
heavens.
shaggy collie dog, started by the sound, arose, took in the
situation with a glance, turned twice
about,
then
curled
himself up to
snooze again.
"Lucky beggar, you are, Jack,"
laughed the man. "Bein' a dog, you
kin sleep all night
bein' a man, I
have t' watch th' syrupin' down. Must
be nigh mornin', though, and loel will
be comin' afore long. Then I'll have
my turn."
All things happen quickly in the
wild.
Hardly had the white glow of
dawn streaked the sky before the gold
red of the rising sun broke through
the tree-fringe and awoke the alreadv
stirring bush-life to vigorous manifestation.
Birds piped and squirrels
chattered.
A spotted-breasted highholder flew to a stub close beside the
fires and proceeded to grub his break-

A

;

fast

from

its

decayed wood. The dog

arose once more, yawned hugely and
shook ofT the balance of his sleepiDown across the woodland he
ness.
had caught the sound of a voice, directing old Bright, the ox, "Gee. there.
old clumsy-legs, d'ye want to upset
that barrel of sap?"
"Hello.

Joel." called
as Bright's

man

the

by

white

sides

flashed into view between the
"thort you was never coniin'."

trees,

the

—

kettles,

"Had

to

bring

in this

and get

sap

I

gatherbefore

tled."

ed

his

How's she comin'?"
"Fine an' hunky. Must be five gallon svrupcd down this bilin'."

Whipple thrust his hands in
i)ockets and walked slowly away.

down on a coil of rope
and gazed away across the forest of
Hillbright sat

towering derricks.

The

beneath the two huge
caldrons, threw a ruddy glow to the
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fires

it

last night,

it

bilin'

soured, Jake.

"That's fine, haven't had a run of
sap like this for the last five years.
It's been a great spring for sugar-
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What d'ye suppose is the
makin".
matter with that ox? He keeps turiiin'
his head about all the time and wavin' his off ear as though he was flirtin' with a Jersey."
"He misses his mate, Joel; he ain't
used t' bein' hitched up without Buck
Where did you leave
beside him.
Buck?"

that

"Left him chewin' his cud beside

Why?"

strawstack.

the

"Did you shet th' gate on him?"
remember;
"Well. now. I don't
what if I didn't?"
"^^'ell, if you didn't you kin look
fer him along here any time, that's
all.
You can't keep them two critThere, what
ters apart without tyin'.
A long moo came
did I tell you?''
through the bush and something was
heard crashing through the trees.
Bright lifted his dewy nose and
!"
sent an answering call.
"By gum
cried Whipple, "that's some strange,

and

on the bowl of his pipe,
two men have been sorter

laid

"And

it

if

yoke-mates, as it were, it seems pretty hard to understand how one could
eh?"
jest naturally fleece the other

—

"Well,
if

I

don't know, seems to be

same as Buck
would come some
try 'n do it. Them

they're yoke-mates,

and Bright here,

it

natural fer 'em to
oxen are everlastingly at it.
Just
Buck crowded inter
t'other night
Bright's stall and cleaned up on his
cora, while Bright was out at th'

water-trough but, th' next day Bright
et Buck's turnips up slick and clean.
Them two keep on good terms by
keepin' even on the thievin', seems to
;

me

that's a pretty

good

jule fer

men

Jake tramped off through
clearing and
the
the bush toward
Whipple, having emptied the barrel,
sat dowm by the fire, puffing his pipe
to follow."

dreamily.

see, they think a lot of each
same's some people do," reasoned Jake, reaching for his over-

shanty a
sugar
Just below the
spring gushed and danced along. It
great
from
between two
flowed
maples and neither Whipple nor Jake,
his hired man, had ever learned its

coat.

source.

said
Whipple,
dryly,
"Jake,"
foolish.
"don't you be
Oxen air
friendly because they don't try and
do one another. People can't be, because they do do one another." Having delivered this piece of sage ad-

seemed

Whiople proceeded to empty the
barrel.
Chancing to glance up, he

operations

on
face.
Take's
"Don't
suppose you
have ever been done up good and
proper by anybody, have you?" he
asked, the wrinkle between his brows

of the past very

isn't

it?"

"You

other,

vice,

noted

the

puzzled

expression

deepening.

"Can't say's

I

have," Jake answer-

"Have you?"
"Have I? You

ed.

just bet

Whipple slashed the

I

have."

pail viciously in-

For some reason, its song
and louder than ever
Whipple
morning.
March
this
caught himself listening and wondering what a great find such a spring
would be to the oil-men in the Ohio
fields,

sity.

livlier

to

whom

the water in drilling
a neces-

was so much of

Somehow he had
much

been thinking
of

late.

He

head and sniffed the breeze.
"No petroleum smell in that, please
God," he murmured.
"Just wood
and leaves an' water, an' that's all
He bent and
th' smell I'm wantin'."
drew a fresh log up close under the
kettles.
Then wath an augur in hand
and spiles in pocket, he turned tolifted his

ward the great ridge of maples, to
more trees.
Coming back across the ridge,
Whipple discovered a minx-track in

yellow sap. "And by a friend,
His eye fell on the oxen, now
standing side by side.
"Almost a
yoke-mate, Jake," he finished.
"It
don't cost anything to make friends,
but
it
always costs something to
lose 'em."
Whipple bent and picked

tap

up a glowing coal

this peculiar freak of nature; for all

to the

too."

—

in his

horny fingers

the snow, leading into a thick slump
He had noof whiplike saplings.
ticed that clump of tiny shoots before

and had wondered what had caused
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about it were trees of mature growth.
He passed around the thicket and
could not discern where Mr. Minx
had come forth. He ir.u«t be in
there still, and minxskins being worth
money, Whipple determined to find
With some
out if he had holed up.
difficulty he entered the thicket and
in its very centre he discovered something that made l::s eyes hrighte-.i.
In the centre ot the thickcJ; restpond of water.
]t
little
ed
a

was

and went

to bed.

For the

time

first

he was experiencing a
feeling of real, wholesome, comfortable joy.
He lay looking out of the
in

five years

window

at

the

growing

light

for

a

long while. "Oxen are darned queer
critters," he murmured.
"But they
are
darned
staunch
yoke-mates.
They're that, cause they even things
up with one another," Then he fell
asleep and dreamt of Hillbright.
Ten days after Jake's departure,

so clear that the roots three feet
its surface stood out like blue

an Indian brought Joel A\"hipple a

below

letter, it

veins on white flesh. The water kept
revolving slowly and in the middle
had
of the pond a little whirlpool
Whipple came forth laborformed.
face
working.
iously at last, his
"Rig"ht here is where I lay my plans
to get Tommie Hilbright," he said, as
gently as though he were breathing
a prayer.

kind he had received since he. had
been in the new country. Whipple
opened the
letter
with
clumsy,
trembling fingers.
"Dear Joole," he read, "I have bin
in the Ohio oil-fields for nearly i
week.
I found Mr. Hillbright all
hunky-dory, when I told him that
our spring was that iley the cow'S
wouldn't drink the water, he got a
map and studied it and then he ups
and said he was coming back with
me, says he wants to see you awful
bad cause you were boys together.
I guess we have played our cards

That night Jake packed his carpet-bag, and took the trail for Sarnia.
He was leaving for Ohio State
and he had instructions of which he
and Whipple alone knew. Next day
two Indians from the reserve came
down and silently took charge of the
sugar-making.
Whipple, too, had
important business to transact.
The
day following Jake's departure he
the oxen to the sleigh and
it was three days before he returned.
He had taken away a barrel containing maple syrup, he returned with a

hitched

barrel containing something else. It
was past midnight when he drove

up the lane

to the big log house.

At

he held a low-whispered
argument with the oxen and after
manv promises succeeded in working them, by decrees, down the lane
and into the bnsh. There he passed
the sugar-fires in a white circle and
after much trouble brought up among
the giant trees on the ridee. The sapthe

stable

ling-thicket stood before him.

The

painting
stabled

streaks of dawn were
the
skies
when Whipple

first

his

wearv oxen.

He gave

them each such a feed of vellow corn,
as thev had never before received.

Then he passed

into the silent

house

all

was the

You

right.

right away.

the 20th

We

first letter of

any

doctor the spring
will be there about

day of April.

Jake Twigg."
^^^^ipple unyoked the cattle and
started toward the bush on a half
nni.
There was work to do. He
had just remembered that to-day
was the 20th of April.

That afternoon \\'hiple, saw in
hand, was trimming the little appleorchard, about his home, when Jake
and a tall, broad-shouldered man
turned up the lane toward the house.
The spring day was alive with sunshine and sweet twitters of nesting
birds.
A warm swe.et-smelling mist

hung above the newly ploughed
Only occasionally did the
field.
breeze from the south bring on
wings the faintest scent of crude
A\'hipple

new

went forward

its
oil.

to greet the

arrivals.

"Well of all things, if it ain't
Tommie." he said, holding out his

YOKE-MATES
hand. Hillbright took it and as those
two looked into one another's faces
each saw an expression of genuine
gladness.

"Which would make you about
thirty or thirty-five miles northwest
by east, of Sarnia, say it does look as

though you were

"I've been wanting to find you for
''I
years, Joel." said the oil-king.

in

thought you must have got

right in clover."

"How

d'ye like

my

lost."

place?" asked

Whipple, proudly.

Man, I don't
"Fine, Joel, fine.
blame you for wanting to get into

How much

a country like this.

land

do you own?" Perhaps Hillbright's
sharp eyes narrowed ever so little as
he asked the question. If so AAHiipple did not notice

apparently.

it

own two hundred acres," he
answered. "Cost me $2,500.
Hillbright smiled slowly, "Any
"I

rattle-snakes here, Joel?" he asked,
his eyes twinkling.

and you want t' watch
answered Whipple. "No.
Tommie, I ain't forgot a promise I
made not much."
com"Then you still think?"
;

—

menced Hilbright.
"That I was hooked by a yokemate? You bet I do, but when my
leetle

stouter I'm goin'

hook back, Tommie.
Hovvsomever we won't talk about that. Come
in and we'll get somethin' t' eat."

to

"Joel," said Hillbright, after dinner, "Jake has told me all about that

spring of yours, and I'll confess it
was more
than
mere friendship
brought me here. Of course, I wanted to see you because there is something but that can wait. Tell me
just where is this property of yours

—

located on this

map?"

Whipple dried his hands on the
dish towel and leaned over the map
of Ontario, which Hillbright spread
out on the table.

"Let

me

see, just

you pint me out

Sarnia," he said.
Hillbright put his pencil mark on
Sarina, "Well I'm right about here,"
directed Whipple, taking the pencil

and making a
paper.

it,

in it."

cried Whipple, "you bet I'm
right in clover here, Tommie,
it,"

Hillbright arose, "You don't mind
taking a stroll about your farm,
do you, Joel?" he asked, "I want to
see that bush of yours. You go right
on with your tree-trimming. I know
this is your busy season. I'll be back
From the
in a couple of hours."
barn, Joel and Jake watched the big
man climb the hill to the mapleThen they shook hands.
ridge.

my

"You'll pay him back in his own
I reckon," whispered Jake.

coin,

"Am

in

I

it!

Oh, just

am

I?

Whipple,
I'm too
"Jake,
danged smart for a farmer; I ort to
have studied law."
laughed

"Jest one,
that feller,"

horns get a

"In

little

cross

on the

It was nearly evening when Hillbright rejoined Whipple in the
orchard.
Coming up the lane, he
had passed the oxen, who with
wonderment in their mild eyes were
vainly striving to get rid of a nasty
oily taste in
their
mouths.
Hillbright smiled as he noticed their
wrinkled noses and apparent disgust.

"Your oxen seemingly don't like
the taste of that spring down yonder," he laughed, when Whipple asked him what he thought of the place.
"It's too bad it's not good water,
Joel."

know

with that water,"

what's the matter
lied Joel, taking a

chew

twist.

"I don't
of

Canada

"If

that

spring was only sweet it would put
one thousand dollars extra value on
this place."

Hillbright sat down at the root of
an apple-tree. "Joel," he said abruptly, "I'm going to be fair with
you.
You think I fleeced you once and
maybe you think I'd do it again, but
I'm going to make that impossible,
I want to know just what you are
willing to take for this two hundred
acres of land."
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Whipple's saw dropped with a
This was certainly better
twang.
than he had expected. He was quick
with his answer. "I'll take $32,500."
he said so suddenly that Hillbright
started.

"That's a rattling long i)ricc," he
returned with meaning.
Joel's eyes twinkled.
"Just leave
that word rattle out of the conversation please," he grinned.
Hillbright drew forth his checkbook. "Old friend," he smiled, "I'm

going
filled in

He
pay you that price."
a check for $32,500, and stand-

to

ing up, handed it to bewildered Joel.
"I'm going now to send Jake to Sarnia," he said.
"I want to wire for
three drilling outfits at once." Whipple went on with his j^rnning and
kept an eye on the lane.
Soon he

say Jake

walk

((uickh-

av.av.

-

"He's going to get some drillin'
he?" he chuckled, "Oh, my,

outfits, is

isn't this good.
Isn't this just too
good, Joel, you rattler." he laughed.

"You

are

goin'

yoke-mate

to

show

this

yourn that you
right-down smart."
o'

smart, real

While awaiting the

old
are

he told Jake. "Gosh, just you wait
I've fleeced
till he finds out how
him."

Rut a great surprise was in store
Three weeks after
Whipple.
that chugging, pounding drill had
for

started

to

bite

its

way

into

the

bowels of the earth, something happened that set the whole countryside agog with excitement and the
world knew for the first time that
another of Canada's hidden reOne
sources had been discovered.
morning Hilbright, who had been
much with the drillers of late, came
to where Whipple was packing up
said,"
his
farming utensils and
a gusher." Whipple
dropjjed the piece of machinery on

"We've struck

floor and gazed at the oil-king
"In five years this
open-mouthed.
is going to be one of the biggest oil
fields in the world," went on Hillbright, confidently.
"That wasn't
such a rattling long price vou asked,
after all, Joel"
Jake came out scratching his head
and looking his surprise. "Then you
struck ile," he gasped.

the

arival of the

Hillbright nodded, "There's a lake
it under here," he declared. Whip-

was
much away. He took long walks
and there was not one land-owner

of

the district that did not gei to
know him. Often at night when he
and Whipple sat before the door
smoking and talking over old times,
he would catch a look of almost pity
in the eyes of the man who had sold
him the bush farm at a "rattling"
long price.

sarves me right," he almost
sobbed, "it sure sarves me right. I
salted that spring so's to fool yoU;
and here you haven't been fooled at
all.
I sold millions of dollars' worth
you for $32,500. Oh, by gosji, 1
t'

drilling

outfits.

ITi^l.--''-'

'

in

At last the long-looked-for outfits
arrived and Joel prepared to have
his crowning joy at Hillbright's expense. "I'll jest let him draw a few
blanks, like he let me one time," he
told himself. He fully expected that
Hillbright would drill in the vicinitv
of the spring and when the first der-

was erected in a low swampv
spot nearly half a mile lower down,
he began to wonder at the foolish"Hillbright's a
ness of mankind.
bigger ninnie than T llunight him,"
rick
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ple

sat

floor

down weakly om^he barn

and took

his

head

in his

hands.

"It

all. You've beat
game, Tommie."
Hillbright bent and lifted the huddled form from the floor
then he
led him out into the sunshine. "Joel,"
he said, "I don't want you to think
that I was fooled any from the start.

havn't bit you any at

me

at

my own

;

We

oil men don't look for
in
oil
springs, we have a surer method of
locating the amber fluid. I've been
chasing greasy, yellow-green oil for
greasy, yellow green-backs too long
to be fooled by surface imlications.
even if they were genuine. You sec
1
wont further and found what I ex-
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We

will build a town
pectcd to find.
right here and we'll call it Pctrolia,

commemoration of

in

found

that

barrel

I

spring thicket."
Whipple groaned. "I didn't want
to fleece you only for one thing," he
wailed. "I can't get rid of th' idea
in the

—

you did me, Tommie and me
and you good yoke-mates at that. I
simply wanted to even things up
that

so's

that

we could

be

yoke-mates

again."

"God

bless

laughed

us,"

had

left

the

Ohio

fields,

vou were shaking hands with yourgetting even with me, I was
out leasing land. You musn't forget that I still had $32,500 of your
money and this with as much more
self for

of

Hill-

bright, "don't I know? And now I'm
going to fix that right here. After

you

right, an' now I'm going to ask your
Tommie. and sneak up
pardon,
I
can't
further into the country.
leave Canada."
"Ijut you can't very well go now,
Joel," smiled Ilillbright, "You see
you and I arc partners again. When

I

thought I would spend a few^ thousands in your interests in sinking

—those

those dusters a little deeper
dry-holes, you remember, you

my own

Ihas made you and I
owners of this big field."
Whipple looked at the speaker in

practically

"You

amazement.

don't

mean

held
accountable for. W'ell, I did it
and as a result, brought in four of
the best paying w^ells in the district.
Those wells are yours and mine, because I really did sink dollar for dollar with you in the enterprise
and

you?" he gasped.
"Well," laughed Hillbright,

they have been pumping up money
for you and me for three years or
more. Your earnings from those
wells to date amount to just exactly
$32,500; so in reality, Joel, I paid you
your own money for the deed of

this

me

—

hundred acres."
Whipple
gasped.
"Well,
never," he said.
"An' here for
years I've been blamin' you for

this tw^o

loss of $15,000.

"~J-^N

^^>ll

my

it

sarves

course

I

I

five

my
me

it

wdiat

you

will.

to look after your interests. I've got
a bunch of leases and deeds here in
your name, anyway. You stand to

make

dollar for dollar with
interprise,

so

1 guess

in

w^e're

Slowly, hesitatingly Whipple held
out his hand. "W'^ould you take it,
yoke-mate?" he asked, tears
old
streaming down his cheeks.
"Old yoke-mate, you can. just bet
will" cried Hillbright, and just inside the door Jake Twagg threw his
hat to the ceiling and danced a hornpipe on the barn-floor.

I

have known, and according to

understanding to the person

in the business.

me

even.

my

measure have co-operated with great men and I
have never yet seen any plan which has not been
mended by the observations of those who were much

lead

"call

certainly tried

I

"^

inferior in

to

my

trysay, that right in the face of
in' to play you dirt, you went out
and helped make me a fortune, do

who took
Bacon

the
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By

Fly a Poisoner

ROBERT FRANKLIN

From Technical World

HAPPENS

ITone

every

pays very

little

and so

day,

May

attention.

it is the butter, or perhaps the
of bread alongside one's plate.
Or else, quite possibly, it is the milk
But, whatever it is
in the pitcher.
that attracts the omnipresent fly, its
appearance, as it crawls over the' food
on the table, is unappetizing.
This sort of thing seems to be unavoidable wheiefore the person who
deems himself philosophical puts up
Flies are an anwith it patiently.
noyance, of course they are even a
nuisance but, aside from the obvious

be

slice

—

;

—

precautions of window-screens, what
They are a kind of
is one to do?
continuous plague that has always af-

mankind, and presumably

flicted
afilict

him

in the

will

future.

Here, expressed in a few words, is
a pretty fair statement of the attitude
of the people at large in regard to
It represents a combinahouse-flies.
tion of ignorance with an indifference
But, bespringing from long habit.
fore going further, let us consider
the facts about the above-mentioned
fly,
which, having tasted the butter
and sampled the bread, is now by way

drowning

of

himself

in

the

milk-

pitcher.

guest?
Yes, of

Is the insect a desirable table

Well,

hardly.

But

Annoying?

a trifling matter,
is not only likeIv. but altogether certain that the fly
in question has recently been walking
over some sort of unspeakable nastiness, and that his feet in particular
are covered with putrefactive, and

course.

this

is

relatively speaking. It

72

—

other objectionable germs
which, as
a matter of course, are freely transferred to the butter, the bread, or any
other food
over which
the insect
crawls.
Unfortunately, a fondness for human food and drink is not the only
weakness of the house-fly. Filth of
all kinds has for him an irresistible
attraction and it is this commingling
of tastes that renders him so danger;

Above

seems to
upon the waste
products of the human body, and in
ous.

delight

in

all

things, he

feeding

way it is that he exercises so important a function as a carrier of tythis

phoid fever.

The health authorities of New York
City estimate that about one-half of
the deaths from typhoid in the metropolis annually are attributable to
the distribution of the germs- by flies.
But. serious as this matter is, it is of
vastly less importance than the destruction of human life, particularly
that of young children, by the bowel
complaints which these insects are
It
chiefly instrumental in spreading.
is
reckoned that deaths from these
latter maladies in New York would bo
reduced from 7,000 to about 2.000 a
year if proper precautions were taken
to prevent the bi ceding of flies.
In view of these facts, and of others presently to be recited, it is not
some communities,
surprising that
notably Washington, should have begun crusades against the fly pest.
People in many parts of the country
are beginning to wake up to the fact
that the insect is not merelv a nuis-

THE HOUSE FLY A POISONER
ance. but a

menace

to health

and

life.

Health boards in various cities are
taking action some of the state boards
of health are doing likewise; and the
Federal authorities are co-operating
by every means in their power the
great object in view being to arouse
public sentiment on the subject by
making the facts widely known.
;

—

what is principally
a question of educatpeople on the subject of
making clear to them the mischief
done by house-flies, and the ease with
which the pest can be done away with
by the adoption of a few simple precautions.
Only the other day a large
poster-sheet was issued by the state
board of health of Florida, intended
for wide distribution and to be tacked up in all public places the printed
information on it being rendered more
impressive 'by a vividly-drawn series
of pictures showing flies winging their
Publicity

wanted.
ing the

It

is

is

—

—

way

directly

from garbage cans, heaps

and other sources of pollution,
to the food on the dinner-table, the
baby's milk, and the bedside of the
of

filth,

typhoid fever patient.

an anti-pollution crusade that has been begun.
The peoIt

is,

in short,

ple must be made to realize that the
house-fly is. of all existing creatures,
the most dangerous
to
mankind.

—

While owing to the cause above
mentioned it makes a specialty of in-

—

testinal diseases,

it

is

also a carrier of

Tuburcular
material,
any other nastiness, attracts the
insect, and for this reason, should be
carefully protected from flies. Otherwise, they will carry the germs to the
kitchen and the table, depositing them
upon food.
tuberculosis.

like

To

protect

all

kinds of foodstufifs

from flies is now realized to be of utmost importance. Indeed, the ominous buzzing so frequently heard in
the pantry is far more to be dreaded
than the high-keyed note of the mosquito in the sleeping-room above For
there is no such thing as a clean
house-fly; the insect, bred in
always a carrier of microbes.
scopic
examinations
made

filth,

is

Microby the

health authorities of New York City,
in 1907, showed that the average fly
among 414 of the insects caught between July 27 and August 20. the
height of fly time, carried on its body

1,222,570 bacteria.

These

experiments

indicated that
of bacteria on a single
fly may range all the way from 550
to 6,660,000.
As summer advances,
the number of germs per insect rapid-

number

the

ly

increases.

was

The

method adopted

fly with
introduce it into a
sterilized bottle of water, and shake

a

to catch the

sterile

individual

fly-net,

the bottle to wash the germs from its
body the result 'being just about

—

what would happen if the fly had fallen into a jug of milk.
Some of the
flies were
captured in cow stables,
pig-pens
and
swill-barrels.
is
It
from such favorite haunts that they
come direct to our kitchens and dinner-tables.

So conspicuous is the house-fly as
an agent for the distribution of typhoid fever that the government bureau of entomology suggests the appropriateness of calling it the "typhoid fly." Beyond question it was
mainly accountable for the outbreaks
of this deadly disease in our military
camps during the war with Spain, in

Every regiment developed ty1898.
phoid within eight weeks after assembling

in

the

encampments,

and

in

every one of the camps, in the North,
as well as in the South, the malady
became epidemic.

From

first to last, one in every five
our soldiers in the national encampments developed the disease, and
of the total deaths more than eighty
per cent, were caused by typhoid. It

of

was the flies that did it. Indeed, they
were seen walking over the food in
the kitchen tents and mess tents with
their feet visibly whitened by lime
from the camp latrines. Every man
fresh
sick from typhoid became a
source, through the medium of the insects, of infection for his comrades.
In autumn, as the weather grew cooler, the flies gradually disappeared, of

course,

and the disease diminished
73
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proportionately with the death of the
pernicious pests.
Thus was furnished a very striking object lesson in the relation between the house-fly and typhoid fever.
But there is plenty of other evidence.
Physicians hitherto have been accus-

tomed to regard

as

inevitable

what

the "fall rise" in typhoid
deaths— that is to say, the marked increase in the number of such deaths
But it
in the autumn of each year.
is noticeable that if the time be set
back two months, from the report of

they

call

death to the contraction of the disease, it exactly corresponds to the

when flies are most numerous
and active. In other words, the flies
do the mischief, and about sixty days

period

number of flies.
the experiment as
fair as possible, the flies wanted for
bacteriological
examination
were

and

falling-ofif of the

In order to

caught

make

cages

in various parts of
the water front, in the
slum districts, on Fifth Avenue uptown, and elsewhere. One was captured on South Street, which on inspection was found to be carrying in

in

New York— on

mouth and on his legs over loo,ooo fecal microbes.
He had been
walking over filth on the water-front,
and was on his way to the nearest
milk-pitcher.
Similar studies, by the
way, were made last summer in the
City of Washington, including '"intensive" observations of both flies and
diseases in a district comprising eight

his

ba'bies

squares. The results are not yet quite
ready for publication.
One of the diseases spread by the
house-fly is Asiatic cholera
a fact
discovered as long ago as 1849, w'hen
there was an epidemic of that dreaded
malady at Alalta.
warship of the
British Mediterranean Squadron, the
Superb, was cruising for six months
during that period, with cholera on
board most of the time. On leaving
Malta and putting to sea. the flies
which had swarmed on the vessel
gradually disappeared, and the scourge
slowly left her.
But later on, when
she entered the harbor of !Malta again,

pared

though without communication with

later the victims perish.

diarrhoea, summer dysentery,
and other intestinal complaints which
carry ofif so many young children in

The

weather have always been attributed mainly to temperature. But it
ho-t

realized that this was a misdiseases in question are
so prevalent at that time of the year
because it is then that flies are most
numerous. They are caused by speis

now

The

take.

and
cific
which the
as

is

—the

now

well-recognized
flies

distribute.

germs,

Hence

for the first time understood
immunity of breast-fed

relative

to such complaints, as comwith infants artificially fed,
whose food is more or less exposed

the dangerous insect.
It would be incorrect to suppose
that flies are alone responsible for the

to

There
distribution of typhoid fever.
are other sources of infection, notably
But the insect is
water and milk.
centainly one of the principal agents
concerned and as for dysentery and
other such intestinal disorders, it is
;

undoubtedly the chief mischief-maker.
In New York City several local epidemics of typhoid have been traced to
and figures of deaths and of fly
flies
mukipiication, reduced to mathematical curves, have shown that these
complaints,
which
infectious bowel
cause so great an annual slaughter
of young children, increase and diminish exactly with the augmentation
;
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A

the shore, the flies returned in force,
and the colera likewise. Since that

date cholera
repeatedly in

wards

in

germs have been found
fly-specks

in

cholera

hospitals.

Dr. George M. Kober, of Washinga recognized authority, says that
allowing for time lost b)' sickness, expense for medical treatment, etc.. typhoid alone, for which the fly is so
largely responsible, costs the people
of the Ignited States $350.cxx).ooo anton,

nually.

Notwithstantling these facts, the inis encouraged to breed unrestrictIt is allowed to ened everywhere.
ter freely the houses of most of our
permitted to spread
people.
It is
germs over food supplies in our markets, in our kitchens, and in our din-

sect

TfTR
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ing-rooms; while in public restaurants the patron is compelled literally
to fight for his meal with swarms of
the parasitic creatures, alert, persistent,

and unterrified.
endure it? If

Why

it

were

difficult

to get rid of the house-tly, a general

on the part of communities to
make any effort to reduce its numbers might properly be termed criminal neglect.
But, inasmuch as it is
failure

an easy matter to put a stop to the
plague for good and all, there is no
excuse.

That

continues to exi«t

it

is

attributable to a combination of ignorance and carelessness which is a disFlies siggrace to our civilization.
nify public and widespread pollution.

They signify not merely discomfort,
but the wholesale distribution of disIs it not full time,
ease and death.
then, that the people should rise up
and exterminate the cause of such
mischiefs?
In order to make clear the easy
means whereby the houoc-fly may be
exterminated, it is first necessary to
explain in a few words its method of
reproduction. The female always lays
her eggs in accumulations of filth of

—

somekind whence it follow's that, if
filth were not allowed to accumulate,
there would be no more flies.
But
the
particular
kind of filth most
sought for the purpose is horse manure.
It is reckoned that ninety-five
per cent, of all the flies in our cities
are propagated
in
stables
where
horses are kept.
Every such stable
is a fly hatchery
and a single stable
will turn out enough flies continuously during the summer to supply an
;

neighborhood.
The female lays her eggs in a closely-packed clump either in or upon the
entire

manure or other

filth material.
Usually she deposits about 120 of them
in a batch. They are of an elongated al-

mond

white and highly
polished.
With the microscope they
are seen to be finely sculptured with
delicate hexagonal markings.
Under
favorable circumstances
they
will
hatch in ten or twelve hours.
It is
possible that a female fly may lay
more than one batch of eggs during
.shape, pearly

her

but this

life,

is

a question not yet

satisfactorily settled.

iM-om each egg is hatched a footless
maggot, which feeds unon the decomposing vegetable matter to be found in
the manure or other material by which
surrounded. In stable manure
eggs may often be dug out In
masses numbering many thousands,
from a few inches below the surface.
At the end of a week or less the maggots are transformed Into chrysallds,
which, at first of a pale yellowish
Is

it

the

rapidly change to bright red
and finally to a dark chestnut hue.
Another week, or less, passes by, and
color,

then the perfect flies break their way
out of the chrysallds and take wing.
They pair promptly; the females lay
fresh batches of eggs, and another
generation
is
started.
The whole

from egg

cycle,

der

favorable

complished

in

to perfect insect, uncircumstances, is acfrom ten days to a fort-

night.

The

Insects will breed in

vegetable

or

fermenting
animal material of al-

most any kind.
first-rate.

The

Garbage suits them
maggots and chry-

have been found In great numin
rotten
straw
mattresses,
among old cotton garments, and even
in waste paper that had been exposed
to wet.
But the fly crop is derived
malnlv from the source already mensallds

bers

tioned.

Now,
ed,

so far as stables are concern-

which are accountable for nine-

per cent of the fly output in
the hatching of the Insects can
be absolutely prevented by the simple
ty-five
cities,

device of putting all manure into a
covered receptacle, and removing the
contents once a week.
This receptacle should be a water-tight bin or
pit, provided with a cover, so as to
prevent the Ingress and egress of
flies.

The additional methods demanded
are the following: Abolish all unsanitary outhouses.
Allow no accumulations of filth of any kind. Compel people to put all their garbage in
covered cans, and remove the contents at least once a week.
Compel
owners of abattoirs to keep all refuse
75
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and remove
in covered receptacles
such waste at least once a week.
;

If these simple measures were enforced in any community, the housefly would soon become a rare species
All that
of insect in that locality.
is needed in order to achieve this end
is an adequate system of inspection,
especially with regard to stables, and
the enforcement of a suitable penalty
in cases of failure to obey the ordinNobody could seriously object,
ance.
inasmuch as not much trouble and no
expense worth mentioning would be

As Dr. L. O. Howard, the Government entomologist-in-chief, says: "It
duty of

the

guard against

every
flies

on

individual to
premises.

his

duty of every community,
board of health, to spend
money in warfare against this enemy
of mankind. The duty is as clear as
if the community were attacked by
bands of ravenous wolves. That the
typhoid fly a creature born in filth,
and literally swarming with disease
germs should practically be invited
to multiply unchecked, even in great
centres of population, is nothing less
than criminal."
It

the

is

through

chief,

—

is

inconsiderable

its

—

—

The health authorities of New York
City estimate that the anti-fly work,
when properly carried out, will reduce the typhoid deaths in the mefrom 650 to about 360 a year,
and diarrhceal deaths from 7,000 to

tropolis

about 2,000.
This saving of more
than 5,000 lives per annum will be accompanied by an additional saving
of 50,000 cases of serious sickness.

\n objectionable characteristic of
the house-fly which has not been mentioned is that it is strongly attracted
by any moist sore on the body of a
being or animal. During the
civil war there was an appalling mortality on both sides from what was
called "hospital gangrene"
a malady

human

—

now known
mainly to

to

flies.

germ theory
undeveloped,

its

distribution

Unfortunately,

of disease

and

knew no means
ed com]xilint.

owe

the
yet
science

was as

medical

of fighting the dreadNothing is easier than

in

quantity

compared with what he conveys from
place to place in his intestinal canal,
depositiiV-C

involved.

is

upon an erysipelas
and carry germs from it to a
healthy wound on another person the
usual result in such a case being the
development of "traumatic erysipelas," which is an extremely dangerous
and frequently fatal disorder.
One fact that ought to be very distinctly understood is that the filth
carried by a fly on his legs, though
quite sufficient to do plenty of misfor a fly to alight

sore,

il

wherever he happens

So constant

alight.

is

to

this process of

ceposiiion that, as ascertained by careful observation, five
minutes rarely
elapse without the making, by any
individual fly, of at least on.', flyspeck.
If people realized that this
was continually going on while flies
crawled over their food, they might
better appreciate the importance of

preventing it.
A painstaking study of the subject
by Dr. N. A. Cobb, of the Department of Agriculture, has shown that
the number of germs of all kinds passed in this way throup^h the body of
the fly, and deposited by preference
on our walls, picture-frames, chandeliers, furniture, and, worst of all,
food-stufifs, exceeds by at least 1,000
times the number carried on the legs.
This fact has been ascertained by actual count.
Furthermore, by a curious paradox, the house-fly is, after
its own fashion, very cleanly.
It is
constantly engaged in washing itself,
and the filth on its legs it cleans oflF,
as anybody may easily notice, if he
will but watch the process, by drawing them through its mouth, thus
transferring the virulent germs to its

stomach.

Typhoid

fever,

dysentery,

cholera

morbus, tuberculosis, Asiatic cholera,
and certain infectious eye diseases are
among the maladies alreadv known
to be
distributed by the house-fly.

But in
germs

likelihood

all

ot

a

it

carries

good many other

the

com-

By occupation a parasite on
man, living at his expense, and depending upon him to a great extent
plaints.
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abominable infor protection, this
the obligation by afflict-

causing them to adhere to a smooth

sect returns

surface.

ing upon its benefactor suffering and
death in a great variety of forms.
It is a remarkably intelligent inFrom birth it seems to be persect.
fectly well aware that man is its enemy, but apparently regards him with
contempt as a sluggish and crawling
creature of inferior activity and reIts sight is very acute, each
source.
of its two huge eyes being literally
several thousand eyes in one and for
each of these myriad eyes it is provided with a separate lens and retina
though, of course, all of them
furnish to the brain of the fly a single image, just as our own two eyes
In addition, it
see only one object.
is
able to think
and act upon its
thought in a small fraction of the time
which the smartest man requires to
go through the same processes.
The fly's cunning is doubtless a
matter of inherited experience. Unlike ourselves, the insect is born wise.
It sees not very much of the world

Like other insects, the house-fly has
enemies, one of which is the familiar

;

—

during

its

lifetime, for

it

rarely travels

more than a few rods away from the
place where it was originally hatched.
The widespread popular notion that
it

bites

eous.
ing.

on occasions is wholly erronhas no mouth-parts for bit-

It

Occasionally stable

flies,

of en-

tirely different species, find their

way

and bite people
Another wrong
idea is that it walks on the ceiling by
the help of sucking discs attached to
into dwelling-houses

whence the mistake.

its

feet

— the

fact

being that each of

paws is provided with a pair
of cushions and two hooks. The cushits

six

minute hairs,
which are kept moist by a secretion.
ions are provided with

"Enthusiasm

breakfasts

"centipede."
most effective foe of the
culiar

as

a

fungus

disease.

But
fly is

the
a pe-

One some-

times sees a specimen of Musca domestica fastened to a window-pane
by the whitish threads of this fatal
But, in spite of all hostile
fungus.
influences
even cold, which wipes out
the great majority in the winter time
a sufficient number of flies, in cool

—

—

always find shelter, mostly
dwelling-houses, to start a fresh
generation in the following spring.
It does seem wonderful, when one
comes to think of it, that so small
and contemptible an insect should be
able to do such an immense deal of
latitudes,

m

harm to mankind. But it is much
more astonishing that we, now that
we have come to understand the dangerous character of this hitherto-despised adversary, should not only permit, but encourage it to breed among

us— actually, as it might be said, establishing and maintaining hatcheries,
in the shape of stables, for its artiSurely, however,
ficial propagation.
this state of aft'airs cannot much longIgnorance no longer
continue.
furnishes an excuse. Action must be
taken for the extermination of this
In fact, it has already
insect enemy.
been begun. And there is every reason to believe that eventually the
adoption of proper measures, such as
those above suggested, will result, in
the practical extirpation of the winged
oeril in our communities and free us
from some of the ills that beset us.
er

on

obstacles

— lunches

objections— dines on competitors and rests

slumber on their scattered

commonly

myriapod,

household

known

tail

hi

on

peaceful

feathers."

A. E. Landon

n
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Light Side of Finance
By

HARRY FURNESS

From
are many stories
THERE
lighter side of finance

the Strand

of the

in

which

love affairs find a place.

P,er-

Magazine

ner;" I suppose because that national
air had, in years past worn out so
many pianos he had made his money

haps none of these are more peculiar
than the story of James Lick, a name
famous all over the world through a

in

monument

band.
Narrow finance of the wellto-do brings more misery to married
folk than drink or extravagance.
side-light on the misery caused by

to his

memory,

the great

Lick Observatory, in California. In
the financial world the great city of
San Francisco is a monument to Lick's
luck
he foresaw the possibility of the

—

great city of the Pacific Slope, bought
the land on which it now stands, and
became a millionaire. Before that time
the name of Lick was great in the
musical world. Lick's pianos out of
which he made the money which he
were manufactured
invested in land
by him. But on the poetic side of life
a world apart from such things
the
as piano-making and mud-flats
great Lick Mill stands as a monument
to Lick's love.
In early life James Lick sought the
hand of a miller's daughter, but was
repelled by the father on the ground
that the young suitor did not possess
a mill. Many years afterwards, when
he had become one of the richest men
in the States, he erected a large mill
and adorned it like a palace. It was
built of mahogany and costly woods.
and erected solely as a memorial of
his youthful attachment.
His only
pleasure was to contemplate
this
palatial mill and to gloat over the
man who spurned him for his poverty.
Another eccentricity of his was his
bequest of sixty thousand dollars to
be devoted to a statute to the composer of "The Star-Spangled Ban-

—

—

—

—
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manufacturing.
Lick was a generous man, and
would have made an excellent hus-

A

meanness actually showed that

in the
"free" country, quite recently, a wife
brought action against her husband
for divorce on the ground that excessive economy constitutes legal cruelty.
According to the wife's story, this

husband, though born in America, was
apparently of Scottish origin, established a strong claim to the diamond
belt of meanness.
On the twelfth
anniversary of the wedding the wife
asked for an increase of two dollars
on her weekly allowance to supply the
This so enraged the husband
table.
The
that he forthwith deserted her.
climax in thrift was reached when her
husband compelled their son to take
long steps to save his shoes. Shortstepping was extravagance, he said,
because by increasing his stride the
boy could cover just as much grountl
and save leather also.
The name of Vanderbilt is one of
the greatest in the role of financial
giants that the world has ever seen.
.\merica is justly proud of the family
of fortune.
The "Commodore." who
founded the great house, a man of
in commerce, nuist
have been, one would imagine, a
gentleman with a well-balanced miml

surpassing power

THE LIGHT SIDE OF FINANCE
and, at the height of his success, a
of supreme dignity. Gould is another name to conjure with in finance.
The founder of that gigantic fortune,

man

one would think, must have been such
another as the founder of the Vandcrbilts

—

lar

of

dignified, unimaginative, a pil-

the

great

Yet nothing could

than a scene

side of finance

(ighter

between

enacted

which

commercial world.
better illustrate the

will

I

now

these two
describe.

giants,

One night Vanderbilt and Gould
met on most important business in the
former's parlor, when both were in the
zenith of their fame. In the eyes of
the public they were bitter enemies,
and matters had to come to a climax.
No sooner had the great rivals exchanged courtesies, and started their
private conversation on a question in
relation to which many millions were
at stake, than the Ancient Mariner,
the Commodore
Vanderbilt the First
apparently overcome by the excitement of the meeting, suddenly fell
down in a faint and rolled oflf his chair
on to the floor, where he lay as if
dead. Mr. Gould's anxiety mav be
more easily imagined than described.
It is said "that his first impulse was
to rush to the door and summon aid

—

—

but he found it locked and no key in
it. "This," continues an authentic account of the historic scene,* "increased his alarm, and he became
greatly agitated. Vanderbilt lay motionless. Once there was a heavy sigh
and a half-suffocated breathing, as if
it
were the last act of respiration."
His rival watched the great financier
lying in this condition every minute
seemed hours.
What could he do,
should his rival die ? Great Heavens
;

What

a position
It was well known
that they were deadly rivals.
It was
common knowledge that they had
!

denounced each other. Vanderbilt was much the older, the richer,
and the greater. Gould had everything to gain by his death. He had

publicly

sought

a

night.

Now,

private

to find

*"Twenty-Eight Years
Clews.

interview,

in

late

Gould alone

at
in

Wall Street," by Henry

Vanderbilt's parlor, Vanderbilt dead,
and Gould bending over him. would
have been one of the most tragic
events in the history of commerce.
lUit the trick did not work.
Yes,
reader,
the trick!
Vanderbilt the
Great was acting the whole time so
as to rouse Gould's sympathy and induce him to smooth matters over
Another striking product of financial America
was Daniel Drew, a
Wall Street speculator, who at one
time (1865) was the richest man in
the United States, worth, it is said,
thirteen million dollars. Drew began
life as a cattle-drover, but with the
assistance of a New York butcher,
Henry Astor a brother of the great
millionaire,
John Jacob Astor he

—

bought

cattle in

—

Ohio and drove them

Alleghany Mouneach journey occupying two
months. In time he opened a cattleyard in New York, made money, paid
Astor back his loan, and in the end
himself over the
tains,

became a great power in Wall Street,
where he was known as "Uncle
Daniel." He never altered his attire,
but still dressed in the slovenly clothes
of his cattle-droving days. Like Vanbilt, Drew was absolutely uneducated.
He pronounced the word shares
"sheers," and Vanderbilt spelt boiler
"boylar." Neither man believed in
books, keeping all their gigantic accounts in their heads, and Drew's
speculations were colossal.
Of bis methods of making money
the following anecdote will afford an
excellent idea.

One evening he entered a club in
which were assembled a number of

men

of the financial world.
Old
Daniel ran in, as if to look for some
important stockbroker, and then ran
out again.
"Guess Dan'l has some points," said
one.

"He's on the scoop," said a second.
"It would be worth a few million
dollars to know what's in Uncle
Daniel's head," said a third.
Drew re-entered the romm more
excited than he left it.
Carelessly
pulling a large pocket-handkerchief
out of his packet to wip'e his fevered
79
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brow, he drew with it a small piece of
white paper, which fluttered to the
floor, apparently unseen by him. Then
he hurriedly departed.
A rush was
made for the slip of paper, on which

was

written, in his

own

handwriting^,

following ominous words: "Buy
me all the (Jshkish stock you can, at
any price you can get it, below par."
All
Here was news indeed
thought that ])articular stock was already too high
this accidental discovery ^clearly showed they were
wrong.
Some new move was, no
doubt, imminent not a moment was
All those present joined,
to be lost.
and the first thing the following morning purchased thirty thousand shares
from a broker whom old Drew had in
wait for them, and he scooped in an
the

!

;

;

enormous

profit.

any other game, it
is the tricks that win the pool.
The word ''pool" recalls to my mind
another trick of Drew's which ought
to be mentioned in connection with
what I have been saying, for it reminds me of water. Take the Stock
Exchange
expression,
"watering
stock" what was its origin ? It originated in a clever ruse of Daniel Drew,
who was, as I have said, originally a
drover, and he continued to sell cattle
after he had become a speculating
king in the financial world. It was
In finance, as

in

;

his practice to give his cattle salt, so
as to create thirst, and to make them
drink large quantities of water, which

caused them to swell, and appear, on
sale day, much bigger and fatter than
they really were.
This watering of
cattle

was

cute,

clever,

successful

and neither more nor less
dishonest
than
"watering
stock,"
which has to be done in the same wily
way. Knowledge such as enabled the
level-headed Drew to perform both
watering feats with success is obvious-

business,

of

ly

want

more

service

students

how water

theories about
level

to

to live in this practical

or what

are

its

who

age than
finds

its

chemical con-

stituents.

Wealthy men,

if not guilty of trickare often abnormally suspicious
of tricks.
The celebrated author, the

ery,
80

Charles Reade, was one of this
He always imagined he was
being robbed, and set traps to catch
the thieves.
When he became lessee
of the old Queen's Theatre he suspected that his ticket office cheated
him by letting in the public for anything they chould get and keeping the
money. So Reade turend up the collar of his overcoat, pulled
his hat
down over his eyes, and, shuffling up
to the box-ofiice as the people were
going in, he shoved a half-crown into
the
box-office
keeper's hand, and
late

kind.

whispered
"It's

don't

:

right— that's for you—
want a ticket. Just pass me
all

throu.2-h."

The

Reade by
and was passing him

clerk ran out, seized

his coat-collar,

roughly into the street, when he
cognized his "chief."

re-

Reade next suspected the theatresweepers. Money and valuables must
be lost in the theatre none, however,
were brought to him. So he dropped
a five-pound note under one of the
seats, and waited.
;

Presently in came a charwoman
with the note, which "somebody must
have dropped, as she found it under
one of the seats."

Reade gave her

the five pounds.

Bribery, blackmail, corruption of all
kinds frequently illustrate the light
side of finance. There is a storv of a
young man who, late one cold and
wintry night, found the door of his
against
college
locked
him.
The
young man outside argued with the
doorkeeper inside, cajoled and enEventually
treated, but to no avail.
he slipped half a sovereign under the
It was a
door and was admitted.
financial deal wisely thought out on
strict business lines. Once inside, he
informed the janitor (falsely) that
unfortunately, after taking the halfsovereign out of his purse, he had
dropped the purse itself on the doorstep.
The attendant went out to secure it. but once on the chilly, wet
was slammed.
dot^r
do(Mstcp.
the
Then the deal was repeated, for the
shivering mercenary was not allowed
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into

his

warm abode

until

he

had

well.
Seeing a policeman at a little
distance he waited until they came
opposite to him and then blocked the
way of the hansom. The young man
in it was out like a shot, but the

slipped the half-sovereign back again.
It may be truly said that the most
beneficial financier to the man in the
street is the pawnbroker. There are
many well-known stories of the way
outwits
ro^ue
in which the clever
them. The following is a true one.
In the East-end of London many

policeman was after him, and he was
captured, brought back, and charged
by the young pawnbroker with having obtained thirty pounds.
"You are quite mistaken. I have
never been near your shop."

pawnbroking establishments have been
run by one able financier who, having
fortune, now sees his sons
in the business, follow in
his steps, occasionally gives them his
advice, and takes a general fatherly
interest in some of the larger establishments. The sons are as shrewd as

made

"I'll risk that," said the old pawn"
broker. "Constable, do your duty
In the hansom with the policeman
the culprit was taken to the policestation, the pawnbrokers following in
the taxi.
Nex morning the young man who
had obtained the money was placed in
the dock.
The police evidence was
given reluctantly, and was to the efifect
that the prisoner was searched when
brought to the station, and no gold

a

brought up

their father.

One day a young man, well dressed,
swaggered into their principal establishment and asked for a temporary
loan of thirty pounds on a very fine
bracelet.
He had no sooner left the
shop than the old pawnbroker walked
in with a list of stolen articles which
the police had just issued. The first on
the list was, beyond question, the very
bracelet upon which the young man
had borrowed the money. In a moment both old and young pawnbrokers
were in a taxicab on the way to Scotland Yard. In passing round a corner the young

man

was found upon him and no pawnThe magistrate had no alterna-

ticket.

tive but to dismiss the case.

However, the pawnbrokers, though
had complied with the law
and saved their loss.
"Sharp work, collaring him," said
puzzled,

the old father, appreciatively.

"Yes, dad

but I've been thinking
What
not sharp enough.
happened in the hansom? Possibly

father, "There he is, in that cab. I
have no doubt about that being the
fellow I have just given the thirty
pounds to."

something
policeman,

cabby," called the father to
their driver, "track that cab down
and. when you can, block him in."
The taxi-cab driver did his work

by those

them through.
never touched them.
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His Unmitigated Lie
HUGH KENNEDY

By

From

IF

the

anywhere in "the forest primeval"
there still linger the demons of
ancient myth, the unhappy sprite

must have
found along the line of the Lake
Minnitaki Spur a congenial home.
Cordwood was the alpha and omega,
likewise the iota and kappa, of the
spur.
At a main-line camp five winat another,
ters old it had its birth
cut was still
season's
whose first

bound up

in

cordwood

fuel

;

green

in the

])ile,

it

prematurely died.

Half-way down the spur was Five
Mile Siding, where might have been
the shrine of the demon. An oval of
white, intagliatcd in a vast somber of
jackpine and tamarack and
level
spruce, the little clearing was piled
high, as with a votive offering, with
cordwood and ringingly, with blows
almost musical in the frosty air, a
big, dark bearded teamster, like an
officiating flagman, was ministering to
the growth of the pile.
Toddling in the trampled area surwas a
founding the wood-sleigh,
tiny figure, moccasined, furchild.
and mittcned against the
ca])pcd,
February cold, she played as if in
covert rebellion against the spirit of
Only half-heartedly she
the place.
added to her little pile of twngs aiul
;

A

sticks.

She looked up presently.
"Daddy," she importuned,
why can't I have one?"

"tell

me

Scarcely pausing in his work, the
looked
down on her indul-

father
gently.

"A bunny's not an easy
catch, lassie," he soothed.
82
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She was not

to be put off.

The play

appetite, too scantily fed in the wilder-

looked hungrily from the upturned eyes.
"Elsie could go to Bunny's house,
Daddy, an' coax him. He'd come an'
eat out of my hand like my little
Wouldn't he.
squirlie
used
to.
ness,

Daddy ?"
The teamster leaned on
he had been in the act of

"No,

the

stick

lifting.

no, lassie."

of his denial was warmed
with compassion for his mateless little
one. "Elsie mustna' try to find Bunny.

The tone

She might

find

old

Wolf

Gray

in-

stead."

A

sound broke

on their

talk. In
pulsed toward the farthest confines of the bush.
It was the stop signal of an oncom-,
ing locomotive. Once a week, picking up the loaded cars and leaving
empty ones, it shrieked and rumbled
down the spur, the only reminder for
the isolated bushmen of the forsworn,
far-distant hubbub of city life.
The father seized on the welcome

in

slowly dwdndling echoes

it

diversion.

"Hear

You'll see the big
another minute, and the
house that goes on wheels. Keep back
froiu the track. There's a good lass."
toot-toot

that, lass?
in

The little face, wrinkling in disappointment, cleared at the promise of a

new diversion.
The engine clacked over

the switch-

frog. Hissing, panting, half buried in

thing to

a cloud of its own vapor, it brought
its train of cars to a standstill.

"

"
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A

brakemau

cIcsccikIoJ

and waved

a shunting signal to the engineer.
"Only three flats for you this

he growled.

trip,"

The teamster made no reply. His
attention was divided between his res-

man

horses and the figure of a

tive

descending the steps of the caboose.
Big, fur-coated, jaunty, self-satisfied,
the stranger approached.
'T say, old timer," he boomed, a
hint of patronage in his resonant and
easy bass, "you don't happen
At a nearer glimpse of the bushman's face, he checked himself.
"Duge McCaig!" he roared. "Well,

—

I'll

be— e—

In his amazement, and his haste to

grasp the teamster's hand, he neglected further to define his ultimate condition.

Duge's surprise,

if

less

demonstra-

was equally sincere.
"Dave Leashman !"' he marvelled,
and sprang forward to grasp the ex-

tive,

tended hand. "Why, man
twenty years since I saw
back East!"

The

alive,

you

it's

last

engine, after a parting shove

that sent the three flat cars grinding

along the side-track, clanked down
the line to take water at the tank a
half-mile distant. There was time for
reminiscence.

Duge was in the bush as a camp
teamster
his wife, Elspeth, as the
camp cook. A bad season on their
prairie homestead had driven them to
making up thus the losses of the sum;

mer by

the labors of the winter.

They

were no longer young, but were content and full of hope.
Chiefly they
felt the lack of church and school advantages for their child.

j.eashnuurs account oi himself w^as
the bushman's.
l"'or ten years he had been on the staff
of the provincial police. He was at
present giving chase to Jo Trapper.
"What! Xot the notorious Trapper?"
"The notorious Trapper, hold-up
artist and outlaw, and no other."
'"But wasn't he
can't be misI
taken
wasn't he safe in Sandy Hill
penitentiary?"
"He was. I put the steel on him
myself last Alay. That was after his
big job you recollect, when he held up
the Transcontinental Express. He got
a life sentence, but he has managed to
levant. There's no end to his cunning
man answ'ering his
and his nerve.
description was
reported yesterday
from Caspar, ten miles west on the
brakeman pat him ofif
main line.

more dramatic than

—

—

A

A

an eastbound freight. We figure that
he's working towards Minnitaki. His
Cree wife lives there, and it's dollars
to dumplings he's got a snug sum
somewheres on deposit round there.
He got ten thousand from the express
company on that last job. Anyhow,
on chances, I'm on my way to the
lake."

The

engine, a

growing

blot against

white of the right-of-way, signaled her return from the water-tank.
constable
the
way,"
"It's
this
"There's a
hastened to conclude.
thousand dollars on Trapper's head.
the

The man

that gives information'll find

worth while." He laid a fur gauntshoulder.
leted hand on the other's
"You're with me in this?"
With a crash and a rattle the engine
it

coupled to her train.
The Scot was silent.

It

was not the

"The little one, hey? Well, well,
well
There was no little one in the

silence of hesitation, but the delibera-

old days back East, eh, Duge? Time
flies, time flies.
Is the wee girl coming over to shake hands with Daddy's

involved.
or no reof every

!

old friend,
a kiss?"

The

and give him a hug and

sheltering behind
her father, received the big stranger's
little

somewhat

Elsie,

disconcerting
advances,
with the grave, shy scrutiny that precedes the giving of childish hearts.

which he entered
course where principle was
"With you? Yes, reward
ward. It's the plain duty
tion with

true

on every

man."

"That's right,
you've promised.

Glad
that's right.
I'm not a religious

like yourself, but I know when
I'm dealing with one. The word of a

man,

McCaig.

in the oid days,
as another man's bond."

was good
83
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"It's never been broken yet, thank
God."
Already the train was m motion.
"Good-by, little girl," called the of-

He

"The path
"Yes,

the caboose stc[)s he

waved

trackmen."
The rumbling of the dwindling train
persisted
died away to a singing that
long

in the

Duge

load; but his

thoughts were of the

hunted outlaw and his crimes. Exoriginal,
ploit after exploit— all bold,
a
thrown
had
baffling—
successful,
glamor over the man's name that even

huge, hater of all iniquity, could not
but acknowledge.
The sleigh empty at last, he donned
child up
his mackinaw and took the
the
beside him. Musing, he re-entered
be
soon
must
outlaw
bush. Surely the
liis
captured. The snow would hold
He dare not sleep in
trail for days.
the open. No more
of
cold
the bitter
habited
dare he trust himself behind
game;
with
abounded
'bush
walls. The
weapbut the man must be without
himself a hunted thing. He
must soon be starved into pulling

ons—was

latch-string

some

behind him

The
bush

that

would

stiffen

to a bar of iron.

sleigh runners jnirred over the
The little Elsie, awed by

road.'

her father's

moody

abstraction,

was

Suddenly, however,
blue-mittened hands were

silent for a time.

her little
clasped in ecstacy.

"O-o Daddy!" she shrilled
"The pretty bunny!
Daddy."
edly.

delightLo-t^k

li]):

"I'here's the bunny's path.

sie?"
S4

ted ?"

His merry greeting drew from the
the answering smile of estab-

child

lished friendship.

"Daddy," she coaxed, "c'n
back wif Tim?"

I

go

The impulsive Tim did not wait for
the father's assent. He took the little
bundled figure in his arms.
"Sure, ye can that, girlie mine.

me

It's

needin' the foine company
like yoursilf."
"Go right in to your mother," Duge
threw after the child, warningly, "as
soon as you get back to camp."
His last load for the day had been
hauled. Behind his released team, he
was trudging past the camp toward
the stables when his wife's voice hailed him. It was a plainly indignant
that's

voice.

"Dugald McCaig," it upbraided
him with the courage of righteous indignation, "whatever do you mean by
kee])ing the child out to this hour?
Do vou want her to catch her death
o'

cold ?"

Her husbaml had reached

the baiul
of light that streamed i)ast the woman's figure framed in the doorway.
She saw he was alone. The hard accents oi vexation gave way to the
thick, convulsive utterance of panic
fear.

—

"Yes, yes, child" the irritation ^>i
to
his broken reverie gave curtness
of
end
no
"there's
reply—
father's
the
rabbits hereabouts. G'lang!" he urgetl
his lagging team.
Then, softening before the trembling

his

creaking high-piled load.
The breezy Tim was on foot behind his sleigh.
"Hello, Squirlie Girlie," he shouted;
"bin out to see the Cordwood Limi-

frosty rails.

busied himself again with his

let Tim Kerrigan
steaming horses and

aside to

go by with

"See you to-morrow," he megaphoned through vaulted palms, "I'll
the
be down on the hand-car with

Bunnv's house, Dadhe answered, absently.

child,'

He drew

a

final parting.

to

dy?"

ficer.

From

with his whipstock to

pointed

the deep tracked rabbit-run.

.'>ec,

las-

"Where is she?"
"The chiUl?" The absorbed Duge
took a UKMuent on it. "The child?
.*^he

must be

menced

Tim."

wiili

Then

assuringly.

doubt clutched him.
burst out helplessly.
".\int

mother,

she,
ill

aint
a

he coma sickening

".Vint she?"

he

she?" mocked the

pas.^ion

of

reproach.

—

:

—

;
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"Hear

the

man!"

Her

voice thinned

My

lamb!"
The wail mounted to a chriek: "Lost!
Her figure
Frozen
Devoured !"
to a wail:

Aly child!

little

!

straightened
her eyes blazed. With
steadied voice she flung the words
husband's face
like a club at her
"Tim's been in camp this hour. She
left him to go back to you."
"A grating sob rose in the man's
throat.
Horror,
self-denunciation,
agonized
prayer,
the
heart-wrung
pang of fatherhood bereaved all
found a strangled utterance in that
wordless nature-cry.
He heard no more of the woman's
renewed moaning. He saw nothing of
the roused bushmen tumbling from
the shanty like disturbed bees from a
hive. Only the lantern in the hand of
a man rushing up from the stable
caught his eye. Scarcely conscious of
his action, he snatched
light.
the
Without a word he bounded up the
;

—

toward the siding.
His moccasined feet f)added steadily up the track.
His lungs burned

trail

with the stinging impact of the frosty
air.

He had no plan. His
numb for thought. A

brain was too
blind impulse
hurried his feet to the place where he
had last seen the child.

Haste, haste, haste
That was the
thing the only thing.
It might not
yet be too late. The little one was
closely wrapped; she might still be
safe. The icicles weighting his beard,
his breath congealing on his lips, the
sharp report from some bursting tree
top all mocked his faint hope with
their cruel evidence of the frost fiend's
power. His wife's frantic wail still
rang in his ears. Blightingly the truth
of it came home to him. First fatigue,
then the frost, then the prowling lynx
or fox. He sickened as he ran.
!

—

—

my bairnie !" he moaned.
did vou leave me
did
you go to Tim?
heart was for?"
bidding you to go. Why, why
"Oh,

"Why

!

Why

My

His

"Why
In

thudding

feet

—

repeated

— why—why— why

all

the solemn, voiceless

was no answer

to his

it

:

?"

agony.

woods

A

snatch of her

came

vividly

would go

to

his

childish

prattle

mind:

"Elsie

Bunny's house. Daddy."
He himself had sent her to her
death! She had gone down one of
the thousand rabbit-runs
down, possibly, the one he had so absently pointed out to her. She had gone looking
for a pet, for something to fill the gap
her father's cold aloofness had itself
to

—

created.

His lungs were stinging, prickled
by a thousand merciless needles. The
taste of blood w\as in his throat.
Yet
even faster he urged his numbing

The

limbs.

rabbit-run, the rabitt-run

— once there he would be on her
a second gained
or

trail,

might avert death,

—

It was here
here near the outstanding^ hemlock. He recognized the
path among the net-work of similar

He peered at the snow, stooping keenly over his lantern. Yes, it
was here, the mark of the tiny moccasin. With mute pathos, it pointed
toward the lowering gloom of the
thicker bush. Here she had turned
aside to clear a snowbound branch.
There on the snow she had fallen,
showing the mark of her little length.
The print of the childish hands seemed piteously outstretched for help.
Into the thickness of the wood the
father plunged. His eye missed not
a sign on the tell-tale snow; but the
quick of his consciousness was all for
the barren anguish of his heart.
He came upon a place where the
tracks.

wavering
original

steps
had halted.
rabbit-track had long

The
been

lost.
Back on themselves the steps
had doubled, then zigzagged, then
aimlessly struck off. The marks of the
downfalls became more frequent the
little legs were wearying
of
their
hopeless task.
Here she had sat
again she had made off in a new di:

rection.

The

yellow

lantern-light

ahead was broken by a spot of blue.
The man dashed for it, as for a sign.
It was a little woolen mit, now stiff
and icy with its owner's frozen tears.
Blinded, the father stumbled on.

The
quent.

resting places grew more freThe maze of doubling tracks
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unwound

The end was

perplexingly.

At the next halthig place the snow
was strangely trampled. With lowlantern the searcher peered. The
had circled fallen. Was that
From the
Yes, a man's footprint
puzzling bed of trampled marks it
struck off in clean, unswerving strides
Some
alone. The child was saved

lield

—

—

child

!

—

!

bushman had heard her cries and had
Even now, no
carried her home.
doubt, she lay

A

in

her mother's arms.

dozen paces down the

A

trail

Duge

sense was stirred
within him, a sense of some alien presence. Whose was this track? What
bushman wore boots he peered again
too,
yes, worn boots,
instead of
moccasins or shoepacks? Why had
the man taken a direction opposite to
that of the child's well known home?
The tracks must turn the man had
not yet got his bearings.
hailed.

subtle

—

—

;

did not turn. They kept
on, on into the thickest of the bush,
where never an axe had yet been laid
to tree. Farther on they were crossed
by other tracks, similar but not so recent. Mysterious.
On a rabl)!t-run,
its neck
encircled by a tight-drawn
snare, a hare lay frozen stiff'.
15ut they

In one blighting flash Duge knew:
Here the bandit had
Jo Trapper!
lurked through the day. To trap hares
was his method of supporting life.
All the revived hopes of the father
died in him. The hunted man knew
no degrees in crime he who held
:

gold

at

was

life

a

higher price than

ca])able of

human

any crime.

A

sudden blood-lust sw'cpt every
from the heart of Duge
AlcCaig. The striking nniscles behind

soft eniotion

great shoulders clutched convul-

his

lie wanted no weapon; his
hands were enough. The built-

sively,

iron

up

of centuries of precejit
fell from liim.
Tn every tingling vein
there welled the blood of fierce ancient
clans that had never know'n sleep
while yet there remained unavenged
on the loathed Sassenach raider a
single ravished hearth.
restraints
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Close to the ground, like a bloodscent, Duge rushed
down the outlaw's trail. It threaded,
for a time, the thickest growths; towards a long deserted trapper's cal)in,
])ast it, undeviating. Down, finally, it

hound hot on the

close.

dropped towards
the
swamp-fed
stream that still ran free in defiance
of the winter's frost.
Along this
stream, with all a practised woodman's craft, the fugitive had passed.

In this direction

Duge knew

he

must soon reach the railroad, at the
])oint
where it trestled across the
stream. There, it flashed on him, would
come the end of his pursuit. He hid
his lantern

beneath his coat; he need-

no more on the
quarry must have no
ed

it

his approach.

and
warning

trail

his

of

lie recalled the water-

tank by the end of the

trestle,

beneath

which was a fire fed daily by the
trackmen from Minnitaki. There, he
decided, skulked his quarry.

He found

himself at

last,

his teeth

jaws of a sprung trap, on
tlie oil stained, steel bordered snow
strip of the railway. A gem-studded
river of white between dark walls of
spruce, the right-of-way streamed off
toward Minnitaki. The never stilled
set like the

sighing of the woods was frozen to
its faintest whisper.
Only, above the
tree tops, the idle wheel of the pump
windmill caught a vagrant breeze and
swayed with a ghostly creaking.
Rlurrcd, obscure, like
shadowy
a
tower projected
from a castle's
gloomy mass, the watertank took
rounded form against the dark bulk
of the woods. The pendant ice of its
high-hung spout caught a gleam of
light from a streamer in the northern
All else w^as dark, save where
skv.
the
near
two-paned window
the
ground gave out a flickering glow
from the light of the fire within.
Stealthily Duge opened the unlocked door. The light from the glowing coals of a stove met him squarely in the eyes and threw all tiie rest
of the place into dense shadows.
Crouching, ready for the spring, his
right hand clutching the air as if it
alreadv felt the victim's throat, he un-

:

rXMlTIGATED

HTS

covered his lantern. His eyes glared
down its rays. His body went rigid.
He stared long, unwinking.
On a discarded car-door, the only
bed the place afforded, relaxed in
The
sleep, a great figure huddled.
The ropy
shoulders were coatless.

was

throat

bare.

But Duge jMcCaig did not spring.
His knees loosened he sank to the
ground. The lantern slipped from his
fingers. His head fell into his circled
arms. Prone on the floor, he melted
.

;

helpless

into

sobs.

was not the

figure of the outlaw
that arrested the spring. Snuggled in
the coat of the gaunt frame so eivIt

dently needed for itself, her head pillowed in the crook of an outflung
arm, one, little bare hand lost in a
great sinewy one, her face, teargrimed, but ruddily peaceful, showing above the coat's lapel, little Elsie
slept.

"Who's there?" demanded a voice,
alarmed, threatening. More controlled, it came again. ''What's the row,
stranger?"'

Duge braced
of

habit

him now

helped

His life-long

himself.

stifling

emotional
to

display
of

measure

a

steadiness.

"The

little

one," he faltered

;

"you've

saved her."

"Oh, the kid?"

The man was

more

visibly

"She yours, partner?

Lucky

I

at ease.

heard her

—

I did
got to her
Don't wake the little
beggar she must be clean tuckered.
She sure had a hard time of it.
Scared? Lord, T don't blame her!
I've got a way, though, with kids an'

hollerin'.

just

time.

in

;

she

come

all

right.

'round.

How'd

timer?"
LTnheeding

gazed

at the

She's a game sport,
she get lost, oldquestion,

Duge,

chubby face and

stretch-

the

fire

;

LIE.

—an'

we are. Look up her
come morning." With

here

folks, thinks

I,

assurance, rather lamely, he re"An' here we are."
His thought had a sudden disquieting turn

less

iterated

:

"How'd ye

me?"

find

"Tracked you."
Duge had himself

awkward

w'ith

child's

fretful

hand again.

tenderness,

murmur

as
the
protested
the
old

against disturbance, "but
man'll have to have the coat fer himself now.
She'll go to her Daddy,
eh ?"

The child did not awaken. Duge
cuddled her beneath his coat
He
strained her to his breast with all the
wordless passion of his slow-moving,
deep-channeled nature. In that single
moment of fatherhood supremely asserted, the hard crust of over-stern
precept was melted from his soul like
cavern ice laid open at last to the
sun's mellowing ray.
His arms half way in the sleeves
of his coat, the
outlaw suddenly
stiffened.

"Hist!" he warned. "What's that?"
He shot his arms home into their
sleeves and dropped with a listening
ear to the ground.
A purring sound took gentle possession of the resonant wooden walls

ed his hand to the other.
"Shake?" divined the .outlaw. "Sure

and murmured

thing."

the tank overhead.

He winced at the mighty grip that
closed upon his hand.
"I wasn't headin' exactly this direction, partner, but I couldn't see the
kid snuff out. She had to be got to a

in

"Say, friend," he added, "you must
be hungry, and needing a rest. Come
home with me. I've only a shanty,
but what I've got is yours."
The stranger grinned. "I'm all
right, partner; don't you worry about
me. Say," he announced, with sudden decision, "I better be hikin'. The
kid don't need me no more, an' I'm
a day behind schedule now. My old
woman'll be sendin' out search-parties
fer me if I don't get a move on.
He waved aside Duge's staying
hand and turned to the sleeping child.
"Sorry, little woman," he apologized,

in

the pipes that fed

"Train comin' !" the stranger marHe sprang to his feet. "Naw
train
nit
There ain't an engine on
veled.

—

!

the spur. It's a handcar. Leashman !"
he scoffed. "Leashman on a handcar!
87
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••The idiot, to think he could get me
with a game like that. He might as
He's a
well be blowin' a trumpet.
mile away right now."'

He

turned fiercely to Duge. "Here,
you !" he barked. 'T got to make my
get-away. Savve? You know me
There's
your eye.
I can see it in
money in it for you, if you've a mind.
What're ye goin' to do throw me

done?

Gimme

minutes.

a

—
— Gimme
With
can

start.

Then ye

"

tightly

in.

"Don't

me,

It's

Duge

McCaig. You know me, Dave. Don't

one

shoot."

The wondering

four

came

close.

"Well— I'll—be— !"

—

rails

shoot.

five

The big officer was a huge interrogation point.
"What brings you here at this time
of night?"

the one
at my shanty in an hour
next to the camp yonder," he waved
his free hand. "The latch'll be always
on the string for you. T'U hide you
somewhere. Go, now, go!"
The sound of the wheels on the

"The child," replied Duge quietly.
"She got lost in the bush. I tracked
her. The fire here saved her."

had ceased.

"H'mph !" commented

recover his lan-

to

A

hand Duge pushed him toward the
door. "Be off, man," he urged. "Be

frosty

and turned

tern from the tank chamber.
"Hands up!" boomed a voice from
fur-coated
the shadow opposite.
figure drew out from the trees. Three
other shadowy forms stole up the
track. Ahead of each was the glimmer of leveled steel. All four closed

my

"Lucky,

the fugitive,

boy, to get her in time.

cooly.

"Stalkin' up on foot, eh? No,'
partner, don't you go lookin' fer no
So long as the
onhealthy trouble.
broom wire holds out an' the rabbits

The baby I'm looking for aint so easy
to track. Thought we might surprise
him warming up in the tank here.

runnin' good, I'll play a lone hand
till I keep a date with my old woman.
Be good to yourself an' the kid
God bless her!"

Duge?"
"Not

is

a sign.*'
Faintly there came from the distant
woods the sharp cracking of a bough.
"What's that?" demanded Leashman, sharply.
"Frost," said Duge, laconically. He
drew his coat about the child with
studied solicitude. "It's a keen night,
a keen night."

—

He was

off,

balancing

on

deftly

the rail, to leave no tell-tale marks on
the snow. An instant he topped the
grade, then his body was swallowed
in the darkness of the woods beyond.
Duge ]\IcCaig clasped his treasure

l'
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THE Success Habit

becomes

the

first.

couraged by
about

to

when on

88

its

near

and

reach the goal,
the

it

;

and the

way
last

who accomplishes
success we are en-

run by him

V/hen
sight,

— Every

Earlv.

easier with traveling in

stages are pleasantly
well

Ain't seen anvthing of him. have vou,

little eftort is

A man

point of succeeding.

required of one

never

Ausfin

feels

tired

Bn'f'boiiYr.

A

Summer ''Boredmg":
By

Lament

GRACE GRAHAM

From Putnam's Monthly
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^Y/ HEN

\^

sparrows build and the

leaves break

forth,

my

old

sorrow wakes and cries,"
and I know that I have once more to
go out into this weary, beautiful, expensive woild, and find a place wherein to spend the months that nature and

New York

have made intolerable

in

town.
I have not yet decided whether the
acquisition of an ill-kept room in a
modern-convenienceless house, with
unfamiliar food, and the unstinted society of a lot of unfamiliar and undesired people, is an adequate exchange
for a comfortable New York flat, an
Irish servant to wrestle with, and one's
own chops and steaks and gas bill to
attend to. To be sure, one has the
fresh air and green fields of the country, instead of hot pavements and trolley cars
but there are also mosquitoes, poison-ivy and boarders to reckon with and when it's hot in NewYork one can take a bath, and when
it's hot in the inexpensive country one
can't, for there the old oaken bucket
well
is
all
the plumbing, and the
usually runs lowest just when the
;

;

mercury climbs highest.
If you are a person of liberal means
there are gorgeous hotels gaping to
receive you and when one knows the
;

enough

the haughty foreigner's
poor enough for the charitable native's
suspended between the
for

notice, nor

gilt-edged

fund

;

simple
a

—

and

hotel

the kind that
life

suitable

that

is

income,

is

the fre.sh-air
told to lead the

impossible without

and

whom Mr.

advises to increase and
multiply, forgetting that the matrimonial multiplication-table is not a
monetary system for while in human

Roosevelt

;

beings one and one makes anything
from three to thirteen or more, plain
figures will not "prove" if submitted
to the same test. This class of people
has to live somehow, and its children
need fresh air even as the little Fifth
and First Avenues; and for them the
ubiquitous boarding-house pervades
the land.

Having been convinced against my
I am of the same opinion still,

will

and obstinately set out every spring to
hunt for a "cottage of my own" within reach of New York and my income,
only to find that all the cottages near

New York

are financially impossible

and that the lovely "homes in the heart
of the country," abandoned farms,
etc., are so hopelessly in the heart of
the country that they make up in carriage hire what they lack in Tent and
conveniences. So, abandoning hope as
well as the farms, I return again to

remuneration accepted at these luxurious establishments, wonder ceases

the

foreigners think all Americans
rich.
But, alas there are so many of
us unknown to history and to foreign-

into its gregarious bosom, bedrooms
swept and dusted "for the season,"

who have to live on modest incomes, the unclassed fifth not rich

and proprietress with the customary

that

!

ers

inevitable boarding-house, which
stands ready to receive all and sundry

rocking-chairs in a

row on

the piazza,
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request for a prompt decision, so
are the victims eagerly waiting
to be enmeshed.

many

When

have

engaged board
always look at every
one 1 pass in the street with renewed
interest. How can I tell which of the
for the

I

summer,

finally
I

women may

be embracing her husband and spanking her child in my
company for weeks? or which of the
men I may meet when in dressing-

gown and

slippers,

soap and sponges

clasped to our bosoms and hair and
eyes still full of sleep, we scramble
for the bathroom
if there is one?
The brotherhood of man is about to
begin for me, and I only wish I could

—

my own family, and that it were
not so large. Even the ties of blood
do not always compensate for rela-

select

and without those ties it is
apt to be wearisome. The two matrimonial bears should be let loose intionship,

every boarding-house, which their
constant company would often keep
from becoming a "boreding"-house
indeed.

Believing

numbers,

that

there

is

safety

in

engaged rooms one summer in a house where a large party
was always accommodated.
ConI

vinced that familiarity breeds contempt when it is accidental and not
chosen familiaritv. I determined to be

she don't seem
one, and can't be having
a good time." And thereupon a kind
woman, the sort that loves to have
a good time every minute of the day,
for anything;

lonely
to

know any

and wants every one else to have it
with her, sailed up to me and spoiled

—

my

plans for the summer!
I could
not be angry with her misplaced
friendliness; for how can such a person be expected to understand that
solitude is a cherished possession, that
a good book is ofttimes companionship enough, and that boarding-house
banalities are not conversation?
She
shines according to her lights, and the
only pity is that the illuminations are
not better assorted.
The ice once broken, I found myself committed to a pretty warm summer.
That same afternoon while
writing in the deserted parlor I overheard a now familiar voice saying:
"I spoke to Mrs.
to-day. I was
determined to."
"Did you find her
pleasant? what age do you suppose
she is?" The deaf old lady's room is
downstairs and the answer come clear
and sharp: "I should take her for a
fairly young woman. She hasn't much
to say for herself." "Do you suppose
"Well. I
her hair's all her own?"
can't say I guess not, there's so much
of it
but her complexion 's quite
;

;

pleasant and polite to my fellowprisoners while intimate with none,
thus making it possible to spend my
time in my own way, and only be a
communal slave at meal -time. After
a few successful days I thought myself

good."

and was on the piazza one day.
almost alone, a useful and excuseful
book on my lap, feeling delightfully
lazy, and busy with the house opposite.
I had rebuilt the porch, thrown
two dormer windows in the loof, and
was busy painting it just the right
shade of yellow with .white trim and

Ry this time I had become common
property and was obliged to manoeuvre
to get a moment to myself outside of
my bedroom. I learned exactly at
what hours to avoid running the
gauntlet of the piazza, and when to
slink out by the dining-room. Sherlock Holmes might have engaged me
for my wariness, or Prince Florizel

safe,

A

dark green shutters.
handsome
colonial house now stood in the place
of an ugly reddish-brown one, and all
it needed was a honeysuckle climbing
over the porch when a high-pitched
voice threw all my work to the winds.
"Well, I just must speak to her.
Poor little woman, she looks too

—

90

I

fled

before

I

learned that

that

was going to
spend several weeks more with those
women, and didn't want to hear their
was

n't

mine

either

;

I

idea of the truth.

Bohemia for my adroitness. T had
suddenly become the possessor of so

of

many close friends that I ran the risk
of being plunged into a social vortex
that

would have swallowed up every
moment. Making a dark

precious

mvstery of

mv

flittings, I at last

found

SUMMER "BOREDIXG": A LAMENT
a secluded spot which I shared with
the mosquitoes for the rest of the summer. To be sure, I was well bitten,
but they only bit me externally, and
a vigorous slap would disiodge thcni
dead or wounded. One must not slap
one's fellow-boarders and the Sixth
Commandment is still legally observed in the Eastern States.
Three times a day for seven days a
week did we bore each other over the
festive board, and never before had
I
such opportunities for intimacy.
Even my husband lunches out six days
a week, and my dearest friend doesn't
come to dinner every day. One evening I was trying to read "The Wings
of a Dove"
a foolish thing to do in
a boarding house, for every one knows
it needs time, solitude ^nnd much concentration to read one of Mr. James's
later novels.
I
was getting along
;

—

and was even beginning to
understand it, when "a gentle voice
was heard to say,"
"Is that a Scotch view?"
Our eyes met on a chromo of a blue
lake, backed by purple mountains, a
foreground of yellow sand, crimson
trees and a peasant reflected in its imitation oil-paint waters. "Yes," said I,
diving from Scotland back to Bayswater where the Dove still hovered
on waiting wings. "My grandmother
was a Scotchwoman," pursued the
beautifully,

gentle voice (I was getting a little
fidgety, but tried to look as if I cared).
"She was very proud of being a
Scotchwoman she was a Campbell"
(I might have known they were coming), "and was very proud of it"
(there are thousands more of them).
"An ancestor of hers fought at Culloden" (they all did and
for the
Wings of a Dove) "My grandmother
always said she was so strong because
she was a Scotchwoman
she said
they led such healthy lives and eat
such wholesome fod when she was a
child" (oatmeal, of course!).
"We
have a picture of my grandmother
holding a cat
the cat was called
'Scratch.'
I think 'Scratch' is such
a nice name for a cat, don't you?"
"Yes,'' I said, feeling catty and
scratchy and none of the Dove left in
;

—

O

.

;

;

—

a stranger's cat, Campbells and
grandmother being scant compensation for the breaking up of Henry

me,

long, beautifully wonderful,
parenthetically complicated sentences.
After one summer of this sort of
"boreding," I determined to try anso when next the sparother kind

James's

;

chose a farm-house where
family were the only boarders. It
was owned by a refined woman who
knew little of farming and less of
She "did her own
housekeeping.
work" and had a semi-relative to assist her. The semi-relative wasn't as
nice as she was, but had to take her
meals with us, and took them while
we waited to be waited on. Abstract
democracy is a beautiful thing; practical democracy brings discomfort. No
sensible person despises a girl for
trying to earn her living by waiting on
table, but it is a little wearing to have
to pay the board bill and do one's
waiting also. This farm, in the absence of other "boreders," was quite
homelike so homelike, in fact, that
the daughter of the house didn't
scruple to do just as she would have

rows

built, I

my

—

done when alone.
cal talent,
daily.

I

She had no musibut she practised five hours
made no complaint and left

odor of sanctity, trailing a good
reputation behind me and my worthy
hostess would have been much surprised had I ofifered to pay her for
the lesson in patience and forbearance
that was not in the bill, and that she
was all unconscious of having supin the

;

plied.

found, where the
kindness, and only
wanted one family at a time, they
said where mosquitoes are unknown,
but poison-ivy does their work. With
experienced eye I noted the oldfashioned piano in the wide hall and
was pleased to find that no one played
After a few weeks' bliss, I saw
it.
one day, a bedroom 'being prepared
for occupation.
heart sank and
fell right down when I heard that two
new boarders were to arrive next day.
Two ladies came, "boarders or bore-

Another farm

people were

I

all

;

My

;

—

mused, looking them over
In the
and through and through.
ders?"

I
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morning after breakfast my chair
mine by right of three weeks' occupation
had been dragged to the other
end of the piazza and was now a
fancy-work emporium while shortly

—

;

after a noise as of a thousand tin kettles and cats burst on my ear. The old
piano, that venerable heirloom ( I forgot to say that the house was 140

years old), had been awaked, and in
company with the voice of the young
lady who had no voice, was shrieking
out coon-songs, rag-time and all the
current
horrors.
Saturday
night
brought "Popper" and a "Young
Feller," evidently the affianced "feller" of the disturber of the peace.
The camel had got his head in the
tent
Sunday morning they appropriated most of the piazza.
"Popper's" cigar and "Mommer's" perfume
pervaded the air. the Young Feller
!

reclined

in

the

hammock,

and

the

Disturber fed him with candy while
balancing herself on the edge.
Perhaps I am a
disagreeable, crusty,
unsociable creature, but I did not join
the family party, though I had known,

some of them
I

not

wonder

for three whole days..'

if

responsible

the boarding-house is
for much
of the

nervousness among women.
Tt
is
sometimes said to be a rest from the
cares of housekeeping, but to some
natures the ordering of the daily
chops and steaks, and the wrestling
with a foreign domestic is child's plav
compared with the strain of feeding
in company with a lot of strangers
three times a day, listening to the
clatter of dishes, and being expected
to take part in the clatter of tongues

while some other woman's child pours
soup or oatmeal into one's lap, and
the greedy and ubinuitous f^y seizes
the verv food before it can reach one's
lips.
Nothing but the duty of taking
one's children to the coimtrv makes
it
endurable; and the children, like
the little savages that most of them
are at heart, revel in the freedom they
gain from parents' anxiety to avoid a
family "row" in public.
There is
chicken for dinner, and Willie Jones
remarks, "lane killed that chicken,
92

and when she cut its head off it
hopped round ever so long."
Various degrees of disapproval and
over the boarders' faces,

disgusit steal

and Willie's mother adroitly tries to
change the conversation, but is defeated by Cissie Brown's shrill voice:
"Yes, the horrid old hen, she never

would lay an egg when she was alive,
and when they cut her open there was
one inside of her."

smother her
napkin, while Nellie
takes advantage of the confusion to
her
s!iiuggle several
cookies
into
pocket, and little Johnnie takes three
times as much sugar as he is allowed
Cissie's mcvther tries to

with

to

the

have

at

table

home.

And

the greeting of the husband
and father at the end of the week becomes almost a vulgar exhibition
when the family embraces are being
duplicated and triplicated all over the
front yard, until the boarding-house
resembles a free-love community with
the immorality left out.
After a few weeks of this unsought

intimacy one begins to sympathize
with the Englishman who let another
iTian go about with his coat-tails on
fire because it was none of his business to interfere.
Though we would
die rather than admit it in England,
they do things better over there.
that has lived in lodgings in
England will deny their superiority
to the boarding-house?
The rooms
are
rented "with cooking and at-

Who

tendance."
The lodger buys her
food and the landlady cooks
and serves it. in her private apartments the bedrooms are kept in
order by the landlady, and if there is
no 'bathroom, baths are supplied in
the bedrooms and boots are cleaned.
In America, on the contrary, ladies
who are not rich have to clean their
own boots, and the question of baths
is politely but firmly ignored.
I'nless
one gets into a house where "hot and
cold" is "laid on," and bathing is
no trouble, one is not expected to
bathe in .\mcrica. and hot water is
regarded as a luxury.
In England,
luxurious bathrooms
being
fewer,
one is expected to take a bath no

own

;

;

;

a lament

si'mmI':r "P.orrdixg":
matter how
indeed must
water is not
twice daily.

and

troublesome;

poor

ways love company, and the world's
"Ha, ha," every time one laughs, becomes a mere monotonous echo, when

be the house where hot
brought to one's room
There is something", after all, in taking- civilization slowly
it assimilates better.
There are fewer
g^littering conveniences but infinitely
more solid comfort, to which the
English love of method, neatness and
order contributes g^reatly.
Even in
lodgings one is waited on by a neat
white-capped and aproned maid, while
the foreign-born American domestic,
who is not above taking the liberal
sum ofifered for her service, shows her
scorn of service in her slovenly garb
and general incompetence.
Of course, I do not mean to imply
that all lodgings are good and com-

it

isn't one's

own

world.

That boarding-houses might

be a
great deal worse, I know also, that
thousands of people would be glad of
a chance to spend the summer even
in the worst of them.
Rut T have
never been able to extract any personal comfort from the contemplation
of the misfortunes of others; and so
I hope that some day, when we are
older and wiser, we shall see the
unwisdom of sharing our family lives
with so many others for months at a
time, and that those of us who are
guilty of the crime of genteel poverty
will be able to expiate our offence
in a less public and unrefined manner,
;

fortable, and all boarding-houses bad
and uncomfortable there are good
and bad of both, but personally I prefer to enjoy my comforts and discomforts in private.
Misery doesn't al;

^^nHE
^*^
it

dignity of work.

honor,

be

in

in

and that wc may be able to lodge
throughout
instead of being bored
the summer.

— There

is

no

discredit,

tilling

the ground,

fabrics, or selling the products

making

tools,

weaving

American president, when asked what was

"A

pair

his coat of

of shirt

in

his

A

French doctor once taunted Flechier,

replied

:

Nismes, who had been a tallow chandler

in

replied
I

:

"If you had been born

was, you would

still

in the

wood

sleeves."

Bishop of
his youth,

with the meanness of his origin, to which

that

An

behind a counter.

arms, remembering that he had been a hewer of
youth,

but

every right walk of industry, whether

Flechier

same condition

have been but a maker of

candles."

Samuel Smiles
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The

Kings

Protector of
By

ANON

From Lady's Realm

AN inconspicuous
INParisian papers the
tice

corner of the
following noappeared a few days ago

M. Xavier Paolij the ''Protector of
Kings," is about to retire from public life, and, with a clean conscience,
enjoy the blessings of a well-deserved rest.

Unimportant

intelligence
this
as
the ordinary man, it
will nevertheless be read with feelings
of sincere regret by crowned heads
and chiefs of state throughout the
world, and will cause something of a

may appear

to

of apprehension within their
inmost souls.
"Paoli is gone," they
will say; "who will henceforth pro-

flutter

when we go

tect us

to

France?

Who

will be the first to greet us, the last to

bid us farewell

Who

?

will attend us

our walks abroad and watch over
us when we sleep? In whom can we
put our trust as we did in Paoli?"
For upwards of thirty years no sovereign has set foot on the hospitable
shores of France without being comin

mended

On

M.

to

Paoli's

especial

care.

their arrival they never failed to

find

the

dapper

"commissaire
and self-possessed,

little

special," courteous

but keen and alert withal, waiting to
receive them.
"My dea'- Monsieur
Paoli." said the King of the Belgians

him one day, "you are the protecAnd King Leopold's happy phrase hit the nail on
the head.
M. Paoli has ever since

man

is

among

present,

all

I

do not suppose that there is a sinFrance which

M. Paoli does not know thoroughly,
or where a royal or imperial train has
not pulled up merely to take on or
set down the amiable little special
commissary.
And his functions are
by no means a sinecure. They demand
boundless tact and incessant vigilance,
but vigilance which, while it is severe, must be discreet, and not importune or hamper the august object of
it.
IMany times has AL Paoli had to
travel from end to end of France
without respite, his eye and ear incessantly on the alert.
In one and the
same week he has had to accompany
the King of Greece from Aix-les-Bains
to Calais, then rush oflf to meet King
Alfonso on the Spanij^h frontier,
and escort him to the German frontier
whence he has had to speed away to
Jeumont, on the Belgian frontier,
and take King Leopold the whole
length of France to Cap Ferrat, in
the Alpes Maritimes

those years never did so nuich
untoward incident mar the
hajipy relations of the protector and
In

ward

as Ic profcctcitr dcs son-

The

list

of crowned heads confided

to the care of this indefatigable
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little

all

as a single
his

known

the rulers

gle frontier station in

tor of sovereigns,"

7'crains.

and
of Europe and

his proteges, p::st

their royal guests.

to

been

He

indeed an imposing one.

reckons

\\W\ might King Ed-

protcf!;cs.

— then

claim,

Prince

when

the

Wales

of

youth

him

— ex-

Sipid'o

at-

Gare du
Nord at Brussels: "If Paoli had been
here, that youngster would have been
tempted to

arrested
fired a

kill

before he
single shot

at

the

couUl
!"

even have

!

THE PROTECTOR OF KINGS
Not

every
sovereign,
however,
have reposed such vast confidence in Paoli's omniscient watchfulness at any rate, not at the outset.
Take, for instance, the amusing meeting between liis Siamese Majesty,
Chulalongkorn, and PaoH,. in 1896.
The Asiatic monarch had paid official
visits to Russia, Denmark, Holland,
and Belgium, and was on his way to
be the guest of the Republic. At the
Franco-Belgian frontier the royal
train stopped to take up M. Paoli,
who was presented to his Majesty by
the Siamese Minister at Paris.
Chulalongkorn surveyed the little
man in a frock coat and tall hat with
undisguised amazement.
"Is it you,
Monsieur, who are to guard my person?"
"I
shall
have that honor.

seems

to

;

Sire."

"But where are your arms?"

The Siamese Minister intervened at
this awkward juncture, and endeavored to explain to his
Majesty that
M. Paoli did not go about armed to
the teeth, but that his august person
was none the less in safe keeping. A

week

later,

when Chulalongkorn was

bidding M. Paoli farewell, he presented him with the Cross of the
Crown, a magnificent souvenir, and
his hearty congratulations

M, Paoli, whose memoirs will appear shortly, is a walking library of
souvenirs and reminiscences. There is
probably no man who knows more
about the personal characteristics and
habits of crowned heads than he.
Queen Victoria was especially fond
of the amiable and courteous special
commissary, and when she created the
Victorian Order the first patent w^as
made out in M. Paoli's name, and the
Queen sent it to him personally, with
a gracious autograph letter, instead
of forwarding it through the usual
diplomatic channels.
M. Paoli has
also a splendid loving cup and numerous other souvenirs from her Majesty.
I fancy that it is Queen Victoria's memory that is most preciously treasured up in his heart. I noticed
in his

ing to a poor w'oman she met on one
of her daily drives; another, a French
regiment standing at salute while she
yet another,
drives by with a bow
a beggar in a little cart drawn by
four dogs in full career, keeping"
ahead of the royal carriage, much to
;

Queen

1885, when the
King of Wurtemberg was making a
somewhat prolonged stay on the Riviera, that M, Paoli came to be the
devoted guardian of Queen Victoria.
M. Paoli was attached to the King's
at Nice, in

person as "commissaire special," and
in this capacity he showed such devotion, such vigilance and w'ithal such
tact that the

Queen

of

England

spe-

requested the French Government to allow him to perform a similar mission about her person. Other
august personages w'ere equally anxious for the same privilei^'e, and thus
it came about that, in
1887, the indecially

man was

guarding
one and the same
time Queen Victoria at Cimiez the
Hereditary Grand Duke Nicholas at
Cap d'Ail, and the King of Sweden
He was quite equal to the
at Cannes.
emergency, which would have caused,
in most men, a nervous breakdown.
Paoli comes of old Corsican stock.
His great-grandfather was an historical personage and figures in English history, which fact doubtless accounts in some measure for his descendant's attachment to Queen Victoria and King Edward.
The anecdotes which M. Paoli has
gathered in the course of his long
fatigable
three of

little

them

at

:

;

Here
career are, of course, legion.
is one of the ex-Empress Eugenie.
few years ago at Cap Martin the exEmpress, who has always held M.
Paoli in special favor, invited him to
At table he found himself
dinner.
seated at his Imperial hostess's left
hand, and smilingly remarked that he
was running the risk of incurring the
wrath of the Republican powers that

A

be.

"Does your Majesty think

dining-room a whole series of

water-colors commemorating incidents
of the Queen's visits to the Riviera.
One shows her Majesty giving cloth-

amusement.

Victoria's

was

It

are
lic

that there

many functionaries of the Repubwho would have ventured to ac-

cept your invitation?" he asked.
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"Do you think, M. Paoli," retorted'
the ex-empress with ready wit, "that
there are in^ny functionaries to whom
I

should have addressed such an

in-

vitation?"

The

Empress Elizabeth of Aus-

late

who

by the knife of the anarchist Luccheni, took a g^reat fancy
to the amiable little commissary, who
tria,

fell

watched over her at each of her visits
to France during a period of five
years.

By

a strange

coincidence

—

was it a presentiment? the ill-fated
Empress was speaking of M. Paoli

moment of assassination.
M. Paoli had then been by her side
the Empress would probably be alive
almost at the
If

now.

"On September

1898," said M.
Paoli to me, "on returning to Paris
from one of mv missions, I read in
the evening papers the awful intelligence.
I deJudge of my horror
lo,

!

termined to start immediately for
Geneva. As I was packing, the postman brought me a registered letter
from Barker, the Empress Elizabeth's
devoted reader.
In it her Majesty
expressed her desire to have me about
her person, if my duties permitted it.
Her Majesty added that she would
arrive in Nice on December i. so that,
if I could not join her at Caux. near
Geneva, where she was then residing,
she hoped to see me at the Hotel Regina, at Nice.
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"The next day I reached Geneva,
Princess Sztaray, the Empress's ladyin-waiting, said to me: "M_. Paoli, her
Majesty's last thought was addressed
to you.
As we were going from the
Hotel Beaurivage to the landing-stage
of the Quai de Mont Blanc, the Empress remarked to me: "That good
Paoli has received Barker's letter, I
hope.
How delighted he will be I
should be so pleased to see him here;
but at all events we shall meet in
Nice." These were almost the last
fewwords that her Majesty spoke.

PI

!

A

moments
his

later,

Luccheni had plunged

murderous knife

Among
traits

into her heart."

autograph poradorning M. Paoli's walls, none
the

thirty

is
the object of greater veneration
than that of the ill-fated Empress
nor is any keepsake more jealously
guarded than a beautiful hunting-knife
which belonged to her and which one
of the Austrian Archdukes gave to

M.

Paoli in

memory

of her.

have said enough to show what
a wonderful old man M. Paoli is. To
I

look at him you would say he was
barely sixty, yet he has long left behind him the Psalmist's three-score
years and ten.
In spite of a more
than ordinarily anxious responsibility
he is as vigorous as many young men.
He keeps a pedometer in his pocket.
and is discontented when he has not
covered his twenty kilometers (123/2
miles") before going to bed.

The

Revolt of Jepson

By ELIZABETH
From

Jepsons had
THE
evening meal and

finished

their

Mr. Jepson,

in

fire.

He did not look, however, as a domesticated and thoroughly contented
young husband should look. There
was a troubled frown on his brow, a
discontented droop to the corners of
his mouth, and his eyes, instead of
settling with satisfied precision upon
his evening paper, wandered, expressive of disturbance, about the room.
There were no fresh flowers in the
the piano was closed it made
him think of a sealed sepulchre of
sound; the low, cushioned rocker on
the other
side
of the hearth was
mournfully unoccupied, and from the
half-open lid of the work-box beside
it
protruded the same ribbed end of
an undarned blue sock that had been
vases

;

;

aggravatingly dangling before his eyes
for ten days or more, Mr. Jepson
turned his head slightly, and looked
out of the corner of his right eye at
Mrs. Jepson, sitting tense in a straightbacked chair, her blond head bent
in studied concentration over a shal-

low wooden frame resting on a small
stand.
Mr. Jepson sighed, then rustled his paper, then coughed, apparently unnoticed.
In vexed desperation,
with a manly efifort to keep his tone
amiable, he spoke,

"Laura."
"Yes, dear."

HASKELL

Harper's Bazaar

hand, was comfortably
seated in his armchair toasting his
crackling
slippered feet before the

paper

L.

was an abstracted and non-comthe conversation might
reply
have ceased here assuredly with no
It

mittal

;

after clause to the response.
Jepson rolled his chair a

little

to

one side and partially faced his wife.
"Don't you want to come and talk
I haven't seen
to me a little, dear?
you all day; in fact, it seems days
and days since we have really had a

good chat together."
Mrs. Jepson paused, her right hand
holding a bit of colored board poised
in midair, and patiently smiled at her
husband.
"Just a few minutes, dear; I've not
more than a dozen pieces to fit in, and
this one has perplexed me so, I can't
wait to see it finished."
"How long have you been at it?"
This guardedly, the evenly conversational tone giving no hint of the ready
snare.

"Since breakfast."

Mrs.

Jepson

had deposited the bit at first in hand,
and was now seeking a fit place for
another.
"x\fter you left I started
up-stairs, and then thought I'd just
take a peek at this one, and it looked
so pretty, before I knew
and then, of course,

ed,

I'd start-

it

I

couldn't

stop."

A

"Laura
whole day !" This was
undisguised reproach, but it fell on
barren soil. Mrs. Jepson's whole attention was again given over to the
jig-sawed pieces before her.
!

Mr. Jepson said no more; he cast
meaning at the ribbedsilk end of hosiery, bit his lip, and

a look of bitter
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vehemently shook

out

the

evening

paper.

Ten minutes

such a beauty."
in
half-hearted colloquy
Jepson,
with Blakely, was fully conscious of
the two women, the blond head and
the dark, bent in eager scrutiny over

and of his
words to the newcomer:
"That must have been an absorbing one I've only a few more pieces
to this one.
Do sit down and help
me
Do you think this bit of marthe

silly

picture-puzzle,

first

;

!

urn belongs on the right or the

ble

"What

later the door-bell rang.

Mr. Jepson groaned, Mrs. Jepson did
not hear, Annie opened the door, and,
sans ceremonie, the Blakelys announced themselves and removed their
wraps. Mrs. IJlakely carried a wood!"
en tray.
"I couldn't wait, Laura
she cried.
"I just finished this, and
simply had to bring it over to you, it's

wife's

They've had
I think.
ed on linen and framed."
land,

a good idea!" said Laura.

my

best to finish it in less time than
she has.
I'm going to give a party
next Friday and' I want you to come
just ten
and we'll begin at two
I bought the puzzles yestero'clock.
day they sound very interesting. I
can hardly keep my hands ofif them
until the time comes," etc.. etc.

—

—

;

Jepson looked closely at Blakely,
talking obviously on
Blakely didn't
seen to mind what his wife did, but he.
Jepson, did. He wanted back the old
sweet companionship of a few months
ago, the thousand kindred interests,
the inseparability of mind.
He wanted a womanly comrade for a wife, not
a sillv faddist.
He could scarcely
contain the expression of his relief
when the Blakelys rose to go.
;

Jepson visibly stiflfened.
"It is absurd for you

interest in the description of the diffi-

of

culty of putting together the peacock
feathers.
Jepson said never a word.

you in such whims."
Jepson was angered.

He

turned back to his conversation
with Blakely,
and
the latter once
launched on his hobby, he was able to
open one ear to feminine talk.

"Have you seen the Gorham's new
one?" Mrs. Blakely was saying.
"No,

haven't," Laura admitted,
reluctance as if she had
failed to see some celebrated work
of art on exhibition or hear about some
really good book.

with as

I

much

"Eight hundred and
dear!

A

two by

thirty-five
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coronation
;

the

mount-

"Mrs. Cross has a six-hundred piece
one that she is just finishing; she kept
count of the exact number of hours
it's taken her; she's on her twentythird now. She's going to let me have
it when she's through, and I shall do

of the balustrade?"
Thereafter there was double concentration, with only an occasional
murmured word of advice from one
to the other.
His own perfunctory
talk with Blakely flowed uninterruptedlv for some time, and then two
satisfied exclamations, and a demand
for instant aproval of "such a pretty
picture" broke in upon them. Jepson
and Blakely obediently looked over
at the picture, an insipid lady and a
peacock in a very unreal Italian garden.
Blakely made a few polite remarks and even evinced some little
left

it

"T

"Laura," he said, a moment later.
wish you wouldn't do any more

of those silly puzzles."

them
know, but that's no reason. I
don't want you to do them," Jepson
was irritated and most unwise. ^Frs.
!,"'

"\\^hy, Joe, everyone does

"T

a

puzzle

Jealous!
ousy, it's

to be jealous

can't

indulge

"Whims

a question of jealquestion of wanting a
wife, not an unkempt
so-called companion abunworthy pursuit."

isn't

It

home and

really

I

;

a

a

abode and a
sorbed in an
Perhaps Mrs. Jepson saw too much
justice

"You

in

attack.
She veered.
mind bridge."

this

ditln't

scene

twenty-

'T minded it enough, but it wasn't
forced upon me
we always had our
evenings togelher,
and
you never
played all day long! Besides, there's
some stimulation in bridge, some men-

Queen

of -Hol-

tal

fifty pieces,

my

;

activity;

it

is

trainiuir for the

mem-

—
THE REVOLT OF JEPSON
ory

while these puzzles are pure

;

iu-

pieces of the

with his

sanity."

drew

"They teach concentration."

left

"Old Black Joe" puzzle
hand he hesitated, with;

his hand, then bravely

plunged

"Concentration be hanp^ed! If you
would concentrate on Gibbon's Rome,
or Carlyle's Revolution, you njight acwhile here"
complish something,
Jepson swept his hand across the pic"now wha,t have you
tured board
achieved?"
Mrs. Jepson sprang forward pro-

again, and brought up a scant
handful of the wooden pieces. With
his right hand he took some pieces
from the "Little Bo-peep" box and
dropped the left-hand pieces in he
gave a half-sigh of guilty relief; he
had begun now, and must go on. He
read the labels again with increasing

tcstingly, but too late.

"Oh, Joe, that

was mean

to

and next took a handful from
dropped the
"Bo-Peep" pieces in. To put the
"Evening Prayer" pieces into the

—

!

I

wanted

show

it

to

Mollie!"
"If you would show her some darned stockings for me, and some mended
clothes, and a tidy house instead, she
might have the gpod sense to appreciate

it."

Mrs. Jepson had frozen into a grave
and irate dignity. "I will see that
your clothes are mended," she said.

"Good

night."

"Laura

!"

Jepson

She turn-

called.

ed at the foot of the stair. "Are you
going to continue this idiocy against
my wishes?"
"I am sorry it displeases you, but I
shall certainly go on doing puzzles
just as long as I wish to."
"Are you going to give that party?"
"I am."

it

in

;

interest,

"Woodsman" and

the

"Ballet-Dancer" was the joking work
of a moment, and a few of the "Ballet-Dancer" bits filled up the gap in
"Old Black Joe." then, at the last,
the long-laid-aside bits of the "Woodsman" went into the "Evening Prayer" box, and the guilty deed was
done.
Jepson hastily put the covers
on, restored the boxes to order, and

amused, half ashamed, guiltily
optriumphant and unaccountably
pressed, he made his way up the shahalf

dowy

stair.

At two o'clock on Friday the guests
began to arrive. Mrs. Jepson was not
she
as
cordial
circumstances,
other
have been. To tell the truth, she was
rather bored at the prospect of an
afternoon spent over a puzzle. Puzzles had gradually been growing of
as

enthusiastically

might,

"Well, you'll be sorry."

Laura went on up the stair, and
Jepson returned to his armchair and
threw himself down with a groan. He
had gone about it in the wrong way,
made a fool of himself, but fundamentally, of course, he was right.

under

She- had tried
less interest to her.
one or two since that stormy Monday
evening, but had soon put them aside,

On a corner table five neat
new-labelled boxes rested, one on the

wearied, ever more conscious of the
of Joe's remarks, really glad
to return to the neglected household
duties which seemed to her now so
pleasant by contrast, with a memory
of profitable hours as a reward.

each one ofif and
He read the

To-day, she resolved, was to be the
beginning of the end. As soon as she

The following Thursday night,
when all was still in the house and
Mrs. Jepson was peacefully breathing
in slumber, Jepson stole down to the
library.

other.
set

Jepson

them

all

in

lifted

a row.

labels carefully; they

were

all alike in

dimension and number of pieces
titles

in particular interested

•

the

him.

"Old Black Joe." he read. "Little
P.o-Peep." "The
Evening Prayer,"

"A

Ballet-Dancer."

"The

Woods-

man." He lifted the covers one by
one and thoughtfully fingered
the

justice

could, with dignity, and obviously of
abstain altoinclination,
her own
gether she would, not, she determined,
while Joe might believe it to be in
obedience to his mandates.
It fell to her lot to put together
"The Evening Prayer" with Mrs.
Gorham, and they got along famously.
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and

Rein^ time-keeper

hostess,

at

propitious moments she left her table
for a general survey, and found, to
her satisfaction, all advancing: with
unusual ease. As the chaotic bits of

grew

their picture

into a composition,

however, she and Mrs. Gorh-am exchanged perplexed remarks about a
handful of pieces at one side, sections
of a plaid shirt and brawny arm and
the blade of an axe, which did not

seem a part of the rest. Soon she
became conscious of similar murmurings on every side, which gradually
merged into protestations and dissatisfied sentences exchanged from one

own puzzle, she
time convincedi, was not

table to another; her

was by

this

going right the rag carpet, snowy
cot. and kneeling figure of a flaxenhaired babe had come out nicely, but
above, where the flowing nether drapery of an unmistakably angelic quality floated in the ether, was a gap. and
;

the pieces left to fill it. she could see,
would form, not a cherubic countenance and halo, but a strong right arm
and shining axe.

Being thoroughly conversant with
the

titles

of the

"Woodsman"

at

other

puzzles,

the

once popped into her

mind. and. with a dawning suspicion
of what had happened, she made the
tour of the tables.
Mrs. Fitch and Mrs. Butler had almost completed "Bo-Peep," but could
with
dignity
go no farther. BoPeep's bodice and flowered skirt and
her crook were there, the daisied gras.<?
and the blue sky, but where her head
should have been was a hole, and
with the pieces left at the side Mrs.
Butler was just finishing a black and
grizzled
physiognomy. The ladies
did not smile or speak as Mrs. Jepson passed; they looked at their puzzle, then at the clock, frowned, and
bit

their lips.
.'\t

the next table matters were even

worse.

The Ballet-Dancer was

only

and Mrs. Jcpson.
with a glance at the remaining pieces,
could see what might have been her
own angel's head and wings as a subfinished to the waist,

stitute
100

for

the

coryphee's

flounces.

ladies at work upon it were beMrs. Blakely's partner at
wildered.
the next table had given up, and sat
back
her chair while poor Mrs.
Blakely strove to reconcile a coquettish shepherdess head-dress with a
one-armed and axeless woodsman,
and Mrs. Cross, in the corner, had

The

m

Old Black Joe and his banjo all done
save his head, and nothing to go
where that should be but bits suggesting a dancer's skirt.

She had not passed the second table
before she was fully convinced of the
joke at her expense, and, while burningly indignant with Jepson, was instantly determined that she could not.
even so, expose either herself or him
to these indignant women.
With the
keen eye of defensive criticism she
all at once perceived how lacking in
humor the faces were. The need for
instant decision brought out joyously
a saving idea, and at the end of the
room she .turned with flaming cheeks.
and as natural a laugh as she could
sunimon, and made a little speech.
"You all seem very much perplexed," she said, with a mischeviously in-

"and I don't wonder!
was tired of playing puzzles in the same old way, and thought
it was time some new one should be
invented. I mixed the pieces!"
There was an involutary start, a

gratiating

You

air,

see. I

surprised rustle around the rooiri. "I
give you each five minutes
out your own pieces from
the other tables and five more to put
them together. One, two, three

am going to
now to pick
go

!"

For
ion,

a

few moments

all

was confus-

a burred peering at other tables,

then a carrying back of missing pieces
to their

The

proper sphere.

call of "finished" came
within eight minutes from Mrs. Fitch,
and other announcements followed at
imperceptible intervals.
The signs of displeasure had dis.'ippcared under stress of the momentary excitement, and as Mrs. Jepson
poured the tea she was besieged with
compliments, and with confidence she
enlarged upon her sudden idea.
first

THE REVOLT OF JEPSON
"Yes," she

said, "I think it does
pleasant Httle change
of
course, I wasn't quite sure how it
would work, but next time I would

make

a

tiptoed across the room.

Mrs.

shoulder, then, as their eyes met, they
burst into shrieks of uncontrolled
laughter.

mix them more."
a

"It's

splendid

Gorham, "and do

idea,"

said

Mrs. Jepson, when she could move,
Jepson did
not stir until she touched him on the

;

quiet

Annie, coming up to announce din-

surprise others."
When they had gone Mrs. Jepson
with satisfaction regarded each puzzle in turn.
Her vexation had all

ner, paused, affrighted, thinking they

so

keep

let's

it

we can

merged

into expectant
placed the frames in
positions, each to be a
in the surprised eyes of

She
advantageous

triumph.

mute victory
Jepson on

his

return.

But Jepson did not

return.

Mrs. Jepson stood at the window
and watched until
nearly
seven
o'clock the long summer twilight was
merging in to dark, and still no Jep;

son.

had gone mad.

On

way

his

to

Jepson took a look

the

dining-room
completed

at the

puzzles; at dinner he explained:
"I came out on the two-ten to be in
I sneaked up the back
at the death.
stairs, and was going to creep down
again to see the fun when things went
wrong, but I got awfully bored until
I
saw that puzzle-box_^, and then I

demonstrate

thought I'd
just

how

and, really,

I

to

myself

was to do.
knew nothing more un-

inane a thing

it

you touched my shoulder."
"Oh, I wish you had come down,"
"to witness my
said Mrs. Jepson,

til

He had never been so late
He was staying away to punish

before.
her, or

perhaps something dreadful had happened to him.
She had made his
home distasteful, had disobeyed and
displeased him.
Oh, those miserable
puzzles
She heartily wished she
had never seen one.
Dicconsolate, restless, on the verge
!

of tears, she went up-stairs.
On the threshold of her room she
paused amazed, incredulous The rays
of dying light from the west window
fell across a figure close to its sash,
bending in deepest concentration over
a wooden frame.
!

jTATING

presence of mind."
"I might have known." said Joe,
"that I couldn't get the best of you,"
and he squeezed her hand under the
table.

"Well, you have, really, you know,
In that moment
because I'm cured.
when I was an outsider, and at their
mercy, I realized how absurd their
intensity

was

humor.' But

it

;

it

struck my sense of
fascinating now,

is

isn't it?"

"How

can

I

deny

it?"

said

Jep-

son.

the thing broadly, the

human

in-

dividual usually lives far within his limits

;

he possesses powers of various sorts which he
habitually fails to use. He energizes below his
maximum, and he behaves below his optimum.

— William

James.
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The

Rival Rain- Makers of the
By

C.

H. E.

Yukon

ASKWITH

From Wide World Magazine

SELDOM,

if ever, has a .s^rcat Imdependency been placed in
such an absurd position as resulted from the farcical outcome of
the rain-making experiments conducted under the auspices of the Government of the Yukon Territory of Canada four years ago. The remarkable
series of coincidences
whereby the
medicine-men
of
the tribe of the
Moosehide Indians was enabled to accomplish what had bafifled all the resources of modern science, and the
consequent turning of the tribe from

perial

teachings of Christianity to the
gods of their savage fathers, is a denouement worthy of the boisterous
taste of Aristophanes.
the

When

the unexpected farce-comedy
was developing in Dawson, the Yukon
capital, a portion of the tale reached
the outside world.
Rut the tale, as a
whole, was too ridiculous to place upon the telegraph wire, and it is only
now that the story is related in full
detail for the
first
time, although
some inquiries were made two sessions ago in the Canadian Parliament

concerning the fate of Yukon's rainexperiments.
However, at
that time all the facts were not in the
possession of the Government, and in
consequence the story was not told.

making

The Yukon Territory is entirely
given over to the production of placer
gold.
Now, those not familiar with
a placer gold country cannot understand how much the entire prosperity
of the district depends upon a plentiful rainfall during the summer luonths.
W'^ith sufficient water the largest piles
102

may be washed out in the
and the imprisoned gold ob-

of "dirt"
sluices

with a scarcity of rain the
tained
streams dry up, the mines, with their
;

and the country's

costly plants,

lie idle,

prosperity

arrested.

is

Mr. J. T. Lithgow, Controller of
Yukon, after several years of conleft for a holiday "on
outside," as Yukoners call the
rest of the world beyond the bounds
of their territory.
This was in the
winter of 1905. On his return, some

tinuous work,
the

months

later, Mr. Lithgow described
columns of the Yukon Daily
World, of which the writer was then
editor-in-chief, the rain-makine exin

the

periments of a man named Hatfield,
which he (the Controller) had witnessed while in Southern California.
These experiments were apparently
successful, for Hatfield's employers,
being satisfied that the rainfall in that
region during the course of his experiments had been heavier than for
years before, paid him the sum that
it had been agreed he was to get in
the event of a demonstrated success.
When Mr. Lithgow's remarks were
read throughout the
length
of the
^'ukon there was an immediate demand for the services of the rain-makor.
Next day the World published
letters from several prominent miners
individually oflfering sums, all the way
up to a thousand doUors. towards a
subscription to bring the rain-iuaker
north.
.As one man wrote, ".Vn addition of a couple of inches of rainfall
during July and August would mean
an additional output of a hundred

;

THE RIVAL RAIN-MAKERS OF THE YUKON
thousand dollars to my claims alone,
and an addition of many millions to
the country's annual gold-crop."
The long public discussion that followed, and the views expressed by
prominent men on both sides of the
rain-making controversy, can be imagined.

swung

conclusion

the

to

opinion

public

Finally,

that

ten

thousand dollars was not a large sum
for so rich a country, and that, if
there were any chance whatever of the
being successful,
the
experiments
country had better employ Mr. Hatfield and his element-controlling ma-

The Yukon

chinery.

council, then in

voted five thousand dollars
towards the experiments, while the
wealthier mining operators raised five
session,

thousand

dollars
subscription.

more

by

private

The agreement was made in legal
Hatfield was to come and con-

form.
duct

during the

experiments

his

summer. He was
to produce at least two inches more
rainfall that month than had occur-

month of July

that

red during July of the previous year,
the year of 1904 having produced a

good average

A

committee
of the prominent miners who had contributed was to decide whether the
experimenter had fulfilled his agree-

ment
were

the

to

in his

rainfall.

letter.

favor, he

ten thousand dollars.

was

decision

was to receive
In any case he

to receive his expenses, fixed ar-

bitrarily,

thousand
Hatfield
rest

the

If

is

but

generously,

at

two

—and

the

dollars.

came

history.

—he
On

saw
the

dome from

which

all Klondiker's
gold-bearing
streams take their rise, he set up his
machinery on a high scaflfolding. His
Jove-controlling apparatus consisted
of a large box set on high and open
to the sky.
In it, he said, were the
chemicals which induced moisture to

come from hundreds of miles distant
and precipitate itself at the place

took his station, and during the month
of July, in the course of which he was
to add two inches to the country's

he never permitted anyone
approach it.
Not far from the dome on which

rainfall,

to

Hatfield was at work dwelt the tribe
Among the triof the Moosehides.
bal villages were many old and middle-aged men who remembered the
palmy days of Alaska before the white
men had set foot in the land. Their
the
old chief, Silas, often spoke of
times, not so long past, when the
tribe

battle

went forth a thousand strong

— when

the

women were

with children and the

But

and beautiful.

to

wigwams swarmed
tall

had changed.

all

The

firewater of the paleface, the corruption of gold, of soft living, the insidious influence of the presence of
thousands of white men, had caused
the glory of the tribe to depart for
Instead of following the great
ever.
herds of moose and caribou through
the long summer days, or under the
borealis, the
aurora
glory of the
braves now worked in the mines or on
oh what a
the river steamers, and

—

was

fall

there— bought

!

their

meat

from a Dawson City butcher.
the misfortunes of the tribe
the hereditarv chief, attributed
to the adoption of Christianity by the
tribe.
Silas and Noonan, the gloomy
medicine-man of former days, alone

All

Silas,

stood firm in their belief in the gods
The old chief and
of their fathers.
his mysterious-looking satellite were
relics of the
of the old dispensation
tribe's heroic age.

—

The rain-making preparation aroused the interest of the entire tribe as
nothing had done for a generation.
It was something they could understand, for did not

Noonan

former medicine-man
in the still

assist the

to sacrifice gifts

remembered summer over

—

tent beside the elevated

long before the white
man's day when no rain fell for
months, and the grass withered in the
valleys and the streams were still
when the moose and caribou died by
the dried-up springs and the mighty

his

Yukon

agreed upon.

No

one was permitted to view the

box of mystery. In a
box in which
chemicals were placed Hatfield

interior of the

fifty

years ago

—

itself

was but a

trickle?
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Night and day the members of the
on whose top the

black-and-white

what

tribe ringed the hill

scaffolding

of

Hatfield's

(newspaper)
I have

talk

Silas will do.

Enough;

spoken."

creation

and

Then, not without dignity, he threw

each wrapped in his blanket,
the braves would stand hour after
hour watching the box on the hilltop.
The only sound to be heard was
an occasional guttural grunt. It was
apparent from the intermittent remarks of the Indians that they regarded the attempt as religious, rather
than scientific they thought the white
men were appealing to their gods to
bring rain.
No explanation could
shake them from this belief.

blanket across his shoulder and,
to his still silent attendant,
stalked out of the little office with
the air of a Csesar.

might be

seen.

Silent,

solitary,

apart,

;

On the evening of July ist, upon
which Hatfield's experiment was to
begin, a stately little procession might
have been seen wending its way along
the

streets

of

northern capital.

the

Silas, hereditary chief of the

Moose-

hides, led the way, while close behind

him stalked Noonan,

tribal medicinehigh priest of the old religion.
Behind him again came Isaac,
a couple of the younger chiefs, and
one or two of the principal hunters

man and

of the village.
Arrayed in their best
blankets, their hair carefully greased
with bear-fat and adorned with por-

cupine quills, as in the days of old
when they went forth to w'ar, a "potlatch," or a great religious observance,
the little procession had a rude digall its own.
Before the office of the World they
stopped, and, while the bodyguard re-

nitv

mained outsid(^. Silas and Noonan entered and proceeded directly to the
office of the editor.
Without preamble or introduction Silas spoke as
follows

"Paleface rain-bringing medicinegood.
Paleface no understand
rain-bring ing.
Indian medicine-man bring rain for many thous-

man no

and moons. Next moon, when paleface medicine-man stop try bringing rain, Silas's medicine-man bring
rain

—brings

floods

of

his

motioning

Next day Yukoners read the announcement of Silas and laughed.
There were not a great many subjects of conversation in

Yukon

in

those

and the promise of the Indian
was remembered.
In the meantime Hatfield was havOn July 2nd
ing mighty hard luck.
he had a shower, and people began to
say that there "might be something in
this rain-making idea after all." But
then the sky cleared up, and it seemed as if there was not another Idrop
days,
chief

of moisture left in all the heavens.
Day after day passed without even the
sign of a cloud as large as a man's
hand, and, from a semi-belief in the
rain-maker, people passed to open
scoffing.
And so the month passed
the driest in the history of the white
man's occupation of the Yukon.
The unfortunate Hatfield did not
wait for the end.
Packing his plant
and collecting his expense money, he
folded his tent like the Arabs and
silently

stole

away.

The

affair

was

a nine days' talk, and was then passing to the forgotten stage, when news
reached Dawson that great events
were afoot in the chief village of the
TMoosehides.

For several nights there had been
sound of singing and chanting
from under the mighty palisades of
the Yukon, where the tribal villages
had stood from time immemorial. A
couple of whites puppies had been
sacrificed and the medicine-man had
gone into trances nightly, and was
now so mysterious that no one could
understand or approach him.
Not
for a generation had such things hapa

knows.

pened among the quiet Moosehides.
On the evening before August ist

plentv

same little Indian procession made
appearance on the streets of Dawson.
Silas
and
his medicine-man

rain.

Silas

Thousands sleeps ago, before
white man come to Al-ie-as-ka (Alaska: vast land).
Moosehides have
104

rain.

Tell

all

palefaces

in

the
its
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again announced throug-h the papers
that a great rain was about to commence, the work of the spirits of their
Like Elisha and Ahab, Silas
tribe.
warned everyone to get under cover.
There "was not much news going just
then, and' the writer made quite a feature of the old chief's picturesque
promises.
In the working out of Nature's law
of averages and compensation, some
are occasionally proqueer results
duced.
No rain had fallen for a
month, an unusual thing in that country, so it was not very extraordinary
that on the afternoon of August ist
heavy clouds should gather and burst,
causing one of the heaviest rainstorms of the decade.
But this was not all. The rains
descended continuously and the floods
came. Day after day the sun was obscured by showers, down-pours, drizz-

and fogs.
For the first
time for weeks the miners had enough
water with which to sluice out their
gold.
Everyone in the Yukon was
happy, and prosperity descended upon
the entire camp.
But the old chief and the gloomy,
saturnine Noonan were happiest of
all, for had they not brought the rain
and the prosperity? And would not
ling

mists,

young braves

of the tribe, who
had so long run after the strange
religion of the palefaces, come back
to a belief in the ancient tribal faith?
By way of a joke Tom Fitzpatrick,
one of the old "sourdoughs" (early
comers) of the Yukon, started a movement to reward Silas. As Hatfield
had failed to bring rain and earn his
ten thousand dollars, and as Silas,
chief of the Moosehides, had succeeded, he said the Yukon Government
ought to give the ten thousand dolthe

lars'

bonus

to Silas

to the tribe,

and Noonan. This,

was the

last

sary to their complete

thing neces-

triumph
It
was the acknowledgment by the paleface himself that the Indian magic
was more powerful than his own, the
hallmark upon the tribal efforts to
bring rain.
Of course, the Indians

were not given the money but that,
the uncommercial red men was a
minor consideration.
They had got
the glory,
which was what they
;

to

sought.

Two Sundays later the Rev. Adam
MacLaren, a Scotch missionary who
had been laboring among the tribal
villages, but who had been away for a
couple of months visiting another district, returned, and proceeded to the
village

hold

regular semimission
hall that stood near the wigwam of
the chief.
He waited till long past
the hour of the service, but no one appeared. Then, from the other end of
the village, he heard sounds to which
the place had long been a stranger
the old sacrificial chant that had been
abandoned when the tribe accepted
the Christian religion a dozen years
to

monthly services

the

in the little

before.

Frowning, he walked in the direcof the noise, which grew ever
louder and clearer. As he turned one
of the hill corners he came upon the
tion

entire tribe assembled in a great cirin the middle of which stood a

cle,

wierd. gesticulating figure arrayed in
skins and paint.
It was Noonan, the

high priest of the old religion, dancing before the resurrected tribal stone
of sacrifice, which
the
missionary

thought had been thrown
a dozen years ago.

into

the

Yukon

He

pleaded with them to come to
words fell on deaf
ears.
For bubbling in a pot over the
fire was the body of a white puppy,
the mission, but his

and presently, when the incantation
was finished, they would all squat
about in a great circle, each chewing
a bone of the sacrifice.
For this was
one of the most sacred observations
of the old-time faith, giving courage,
long-life, and luck to the tribe.
The missionary walked slowly back
to Dawson.
To him it was a tragedy
the upsetting of the results of years
of patient work.
But in the village
of the Moosehides all was happiness

—

and contentment, and many presents
littered the

wigwam

of the high priest.
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How

I

By

THOMAS

From

I were to name the greatest influence in my life I would say evoyes. I
lution working overtime

—

woukl say working on a double shift.
A man grows and broadens like the
plan for an intricate piece of machinery.
Like the invention the man is
made principally and primarily by
work.
discovery may be the result
of chance. An invention never. The
greatest feats of mechanical history
have been accomplished by the greatest work. In my life the word "'work"
looms large and potentous from my

A

earliest recollections.

When I was twelve years old I began life, my working-life, as a newsboy on the Grand Trunk Railway.
The terminal of the line w-as at Dew^here I replenished my little
stock of papers and magazines for the
next run. This was just before the
outbreak of the Civil War. Curiously
enough, it was my work as newsboy
and a great battle which first turned
my mind seriously to telegraphy. This
troit,

incongruous

combination

resulted from the following incident:
found that one of my greatest
I

problems was to judge correctly in
advance the number of newspapers I
could sell on one trip. If I bought
more than I could dispose of, that
meant a loss. On the other hand, if
I
didn't buy enough, that meant so
out of pocket. For some time
problem of judging the weather-

much
this

A.

EDISON

friend of one of the compositors,
and asking him for proofs of the leading news events in the current issue.
If anything out of the ordinary was
chronicled I promptly proceeded to
make capjtal of it by buying a larger
stock of papers. If the news was dull
I bought accordingly. One day I was
a

confronted with the startling report
of Pittsburg Landing,

of the battle

with

its

wounded

—

ly

into
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had made

of

circulation

the

The manager gave me one

short,

disgusted glance.
"You won't get them unless they're
paid for now," he answered, curtly.
I walked out of the office in deep
dejection. Here was an end to the
small harvest of nickels and dimes I
had been picturing, for, of course. I
had no money before my sales. Suddenly a desperate inspiration came
to me and I mounted the stairs to the
sanctum of Wilbur F. Storey, the
publisher of the Free Press. He peer-

me

request.

I

office

i,ooo copies of the
paper, to be paid for when sold.''

ed at

Free Press, where

the

—

manager.
"Let me have

could master. Then I hit upon the
expedient of going to the office of the
I

list
of killed and
of the most memorearly engagements of

long

—one

able of the
the war.
At once I was wildly excited. If I
could get the news of the battle to the
people on the train and the stations
along the line for my field included
what a
the small rural depots, also
harvest I would reap! I walked bold-

cock of the day's news was more than

Detn->it

Start

the Circle Magazine.

11'"

apparently

My

Got

in silence
I

when

had changed

it

I

made my
somewhat,

on the principle that I miglit as well
be killed for a sheep as a lamb. "I

HOW
want

fifteen

hundred papers,"

I

I

GOT MY START

stated

ply

room

my

for

papers and maga-

when I had finished.
Would the great publisher grant my
daring request ?
The question was

zines while on my trips. Here I set
up my little plant and began the publication of the ambitious periodical

soon answered. Turning to his desk
Mr. Storey wrote a few lines on a slip
of paper and handed it to me. "Take
this down to the circulation room, my
boy. I think it will help you."

which

task

was

I got the fifteen hundred
and began to realize what a
had cut out for myself. How

did.

It

copies,
I

I to let

that I

the various stations

know

my news

was coming and what

was? As I passed the telegraph office
the answer came to me. I walked in
and had "an earnest five minutes' conversation with the operator, at the end
of which he had promised to despatch
the announcement of the battle to the
points along my route, together with
the fact that I was arriving with the
papers, and on my side I had promised

supply

to

him with two magazines

I

called

began

liberal variety of personal items of the

Grand Trunk.
announcement

Notices such as the
that the baggagemaster at a country station had broken his
leg or that an engine had gone to the

shop for repairs or that an excited
lost his baggage might

passenger had

not be of general interest, but thev
tickled the railway men, and I found
to hire three

was Utica.

When

I

saw the platform of the station I
thought we had struck an excursion
party; but it was only the residents
clamoring for my papers.
At Mt.
Clemens there was an even wilder
scene, and at Port Huron I sold all
the remainder of my stock at twentyfive
cents apiece
and wished for
more I had not been daring enough.

—

!

I

two

remember

that

the

incident

distinct impressions in

my

left

mind.

One was

the advantage of the telegraph and the other was the ambition
to publish a newspaper of 'my own.
Such was the attraction of this latter
idea that I proceeded to put it into
immediate execution. Now, it may
seem impossible for a boy of thirteen
or fourteen, with hardly a cent in the
world, to talk of publishing a newspeper. This is how I did it. I found
that a set of old type and a battered,

much-worn hand

press had been disFree Press,
and I managed to secure possession of
them. Also, the railroad put an old
baggas:e car at my disposal for a sup-

carded at the

office of the

venture and) soon I
myself supplied' with a

to find

my

stop

Trunk

my

an interest in

the next six months.
first

Grand

Of course, the journal was a decidedly
amateurish
afifair,
about
twelve by sixteen inches in size, if I
remember rightly, and confined to
gossip of the line. I was my own reporter, editor, typesetter, proofreader,
and pressman. The railway men took

and one daily paper free of charge for

Our

the

Herald.

I

circulation growing, so that

I

had

boys to help me. I think
was about fourteen years old at the

time.

By degrees I found myself printing
over four hundred papers, and I began
to
entertain
highly
colored
dreams of the

made over
in

future.

I

believe

we

hundred dollars profit
But our prosperity was

five

one year.

destined to be short lived.
I
have mentioned that the paper
was printed in an old baggage car,
which had been given over to my use
by the company. On the same train
was a conductor whose ill will I had,
unfortunately, incurred. One day a
bottle of phosphorus, which I was using in some boyish chemical experiments, was upset while the tra:in was
in motion.
Instantly the car was
ablaze and the train in an uproar.
The fire was easily extinguished, of

course, but the conductor, eager to
seize the opportunity to vent his spite,
threw me and my printing press and
chemicals out on the platform of the
next station.
printing-plant was
ruined and, of course, my career as a
publisher ended. But this was not all.

My
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The conductor,

to

emphasize his

ill

my

ears with such force
that he injured my hearing for life.
When the train steamed away from
the station you can imagine that I was

boxed

will,

in a pitiable condition.

My mother, however, gave me the
basement of the house for a work
room, and the railroad made no obto my continuing my work
news vendor if I left my chemicals and printing-press at home.
It was shortly after these misad-

jections
as a

ventures that

I

my

took

first real

step

This was made
possible through a curious circumstance. I was still doing my work as
newsboy on the Grand Trunk when
the train stopped one day at the Mt.
in the electrical field.

Clemens

station

for

As

freight.

it

usually stayed for half an hour I had
improved my time by making several
asquaintances in the neighborhood of

On this occasion I was
about the station when I
noticed Jemmy, the little two-year-old
son of J. U. Mackenzie, the station
the

depot.

strolling

master.
friends.

Jemmy and I were
He was a bright little

great
fellow

and we used to enjoy some lively
romps together.
I was about to call him when I saw
that the train had begun switching,
some cars were left at the northern
end of the track while the remainder,
some twelve or fifteen, with the engine, were backed on to the freighthouse siding. Here a large baggage
car was standing, filled with freight
of various descriptions and waiting
The
to be coupled on to the train.
engineer's purpose was to give this
car a sufficient push to send it down
the track by its own momentum until
it
reached the other section on the
northern end.

Of

course,

Jemmy was unaware

of

the situation, and when I glanced toward him again, just as the baggage

car was started forward,

I

saw

to

my

horror that he was sitting between the
rails

directly ia

its

path.

It

was too

Before he could
be warned of his danger he would be
crushed under the heavy wheels. With
late to
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shout to him.

the

fellow's bright,

little

me

sunny smile

made a desperate resolve.
Running down the platform I sprang

before

I

to the track before the rumbling
car and jerked the boy from under its
wheels just in time to save his life.
It was so sudden that I didn't realize
my own danger and, of course, I
didn't take any especial credit for the
exploit, for I think that almost any
one with any heart would have done

on

same thing.
But it made the
father very greatful and he began to
think of a way to show his appreciation. He was a poor man and could
not give me money. What could he
the

do? Th^n he remembered my fondness for telegraphy and, to my great
surprise and delight, offered to teach
me how to become an operator. At
last the dream of my boyhood was to
be realized. You may believe that I
worked hard those days, still keeping
on with my duties as newsboy during
the regular run and coming back in
the evening to take my lesson in
telegraphy.
From the very first I think the idea
of improving the telegraph was before me. The telegraph line of that
period was rather crude and cumbersome. The duplex telegraph was just
in its infancy and quadruplex telegraphy was still a dream.
Of course, with my youthful enthusiasm I soon mastered the rudiments of the key and began to make
satisfactory progress in the work of
operator. Before I was seventeen I
was a full-fledged telegrapher and
taking as much pleasure in my work.
I think, as the average boy of that age
Of
gets out of baseball or football.
course, this kind of life stimulated my
mechanical faculties, so that I began
to absorb every fact I could finil in
relation to electricity.

But my love
down, and

not

could spare

I

for chemistry

of

all

the

would

money

I

put into retorts and test

tubes and cliemicals.

My

first

invention

that brought

— was

an

which

niv

me

— that

is,

the

first

to the Patent Office

electrical

bovish

vote

recorder,

dream imagined

now

GOT MY START

I

parliathe
revolutionize
would
mentary procedure of congress.
It was a rather simple contrivance.
When the apparatus was installed in

the

house

I

of congress would find two
buttons on his desk, one labeled "aye"
and the other "nay." On the desk of
the speaker there would be a square

One was

dials.

for the affirmative votes, the other for
the negative, and below each heading
were spaces in which the number of
indicated.
For incongressman voted
"nay," if he were the fifth man, the
number "five" appeared on the indiballots

stance,

would be

when

it

a

to

announce the

result

ask me for the story of my
This is it. As I have reached
my majority and have come of voting
age, the chronicle of the boy properly
Those days were forty-one
ceases.

You

years ago, and I w^ould like to add,
for the benefit of men in general, that
I am working as hard now as I did
then.

Work

glad that
I
work.
work. It
upon.

The Value
is

I

owe
is

success.

It

gives virtue to the mastery over

passions

J.O

it

under control

secures comfort.
dry up

that

am

many

I

good

am

I
I

love

to

hard

to dwell

worthy
not

be

well-

produces a

gance

it

that

gives prudence a triumph over extrava-

mind

;

all

w^ork,

a thought

attempt should

even though the

;

Life.

Action,

of Saving

regulated

the

is

can

dignity in the very effort to save with a

crowned with eventual

recourse

youth.

usual committee. The machine worked to perfection and I w^as building
all
sorts of
castles
in
the
air
when the chairman turned to me
with a smile and said, "Young

^^purpose,

only

Likewise I learned a lesson.
I did.
In future I never attempted an invention without first assuring myself that
there was a ready market for it when
it was completed.

of any ballot, however close, as soon
as the last tally flashed into position
at the speaker's elbow.
I managed to interest a capitalist
in the venture and together we journeyed to Washington to exhibit the
machine to congress. After the
usual delay we secured the privilege
of a private exhibition before the

|^=\here

bewilderment.

which the minority now has is to delay the vote of an important issue?
of the
I presume you have heard
'deadlock.' Well, your little machine
would make the 'deadlock' impossible.
Neither political party would want it,
because the one which is in power this
year might fall to second place next
year. Do you catch the point?"

If he

was possible

in

the

"that

pleasantly,

voted "aye" a similar result appeared on the .other dial. Thus

cator.

him

"Don't you know," he continued,

member

frame containing two

stared at

each

representatives

of

man, you have a splendid thing here.
the
that's
It works all right— but
trouble. It works too well for us."

;

it

drives

Saved money, however
a tear.

vice

;

little,

puts

it

away care

;

it

will serve

— Smiles
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The Woman

Inexplicable

By
H.

man paused
THE"Two,"
he

at the

said

senthig his

GRAHAM STARR

gangway.

shortly,

pre-

The purser

pass.

nodded and the man sauntered across
the gangplank. The girl turned and
faced him.
"Why did you

do that?" she de-

manded curtly.
The man shrugged
"Impulse,"

he

"The woman

shcnilders.

responded
c[uietly.
and the man
not?"

"But how did you

know ?"

"When

a

man

sees a

woman

feel in

—

did

you know

I

was genu-

ine?"

He suppressed a smile. "I didn't,"
he responded laconically.
She pursed her lips and the brows
drew together in a decided frown.
"And now?" There came a slight
quaver in the voice.
He had taken a cigar from his case
and sn-ipped off the end with a watch
charm. He regarded it fondly, looked
thoughtfully at the girl and then returned it to the case.
She smiled. "Is that an answer?"
she inquired.

He laughed this time, very low and
mellow ;is a man who seldom laughs.
"You are an interesting problem." he
replied musingly. "I'll suspend judgment."

A
Her
no

and

the

died
features

flush

childish

wan".

The telegraph signaled "Stand By."
The whistle gave a hoarse roar.
"They are casting off," said the

man

briefly. "Come up on deck. Oh,
by the way have you any ah impedimenta?" He regarded her trim
figure and observed she had not so
much as a pair of gloves in her hand.

— —

"It

is

checked," she replied
deck and

They climbed on

briefly.

found

chairs.

her jacket pocket, take her hand out
empty and look wildly around well,
the cause is obvious."

"How

l)ale

The

firmly.
left

.

his

in trouble

on the spot is it
She frowned.

compressed

away and

slow flush crept into her cheeks.
lips fluttered to speak and then

"You may smoke that cigar now,"
she granted, smiling archly. He bowed slightly and accepted her kindness.
"I haven't
thanked
you yet." she
went on: "I have been too amazed to
do anything. You can easily understand I was in an awkward position."
He nodded shortly and shifted his
chair a little to leeward. He could
observe her profile when she looked
ashore. He crossctl his legs and hugged one knee.
"Xow, that you open the subject,"
he commenced, "I would just like to
interpolate a remark or two. Because
you feel under a bit of obligation
to me
only a moral obligation believe mc
I do not wish that you feel
compelled to let me tarry here. Frankly, if you do not objecf. I'd like to
(lo so.
However, just meet my eyes
and I'll take it a signal to leave."
She laughed very softly and looked
across the bay.
"You are quite interesting" she
said tentatively.'' He made a grimace.

—
—

—

:

THE WOMAN INEXPLICABLE
"A more
regard

serious

your

to

"Was

gravely.

question is with
he continued

loss,"
it

just

your

ticket

or—?"
I

possessed," she responded calmly.
"H'm, h'm !" He smoked for an interval in silence. ''It doesn't appear
to worry you."
She pursed her lips. "For what

good?"
Rather unusual femithough. Would you not
have been wiser to have waited over
a boat? Make some inquiries?"
She shook her head. "No, I must
make Buffalo to-night."
"Is your loss serious?" he went on
gravely. "I mean can you obtain
funds to carry you along?"
"Oh yes, I'll be all right w^hen I
reach Buffalo." There was just a
He
trace of anxiety in her eyes.
"Quite

nine

saw

true.

logic

it.

"And how

w^ere you calculating to
get from Lewiston to Buffalo?" He
made the inquiry a little cynically as
though accustomed to the vagaries of
women. At last she was startled.
"Why why doesn't this steam?" She commenced anxiously.
er

—

—

—

"No," he responded simply "this
boat does not go to Buffalo, You see
she cannot climb the Falls, big as
she is."
The girl looked angrv. "That is
very flippant and unkind." She frowned.
It made her look older
a little
;

more

He

his.

was every negotiable thing

"It

soil
and speeding homeward."
awaited a reply. She turned imjnilsively and placed both hands
in

tive

self-reliant.

"But

my

He threw away the half smoked
cigar and took out an old pipe.
"May

I?" he pleaded. She nodded
He lit the pipe and then

spoke

my

dear young lady and
not be offended.
This
steamer can only get eight miles up
the Niagara River. From there you
"Listen,
please do

eye.

have to go by rail. Your ticket would
provide for the whole trip.
Unfortunately, my pass will only take you
to Lewiston. You are a stranger in a
strange land. If you will trust me
we'll soon have you safe on your na-

under

A

much

so

twinkle

little

"Arc you

really

obligation

came into her
can you trust

—

me

further?" He dropped her hands
and recovered his fallen pipe.
"I give in," he laughed. "The problem is too deep. You may be a school
girl winning a bet an untravelled girl
on a trip or an unscrupulous woman
beating your way."
Her face paled perceptibly. He
wondered idly how angry she was.
"You think I might be a common
adventuress?" she inquired in a low
voice. He shook his head vigorously.
"Certainly not common."
She looked him calmly in the face.
"If I meet your eyes now will you
still
go away?" she asked naively.
"You have been very rude."
He slapped his hand on his thigh.
"No, by gad I'll solve the problem."
"You said you had given in."
"That is evidence for the Crown."
he laughed. "It is too sharp for a
school girl."
"The Crown?" puzzled.
"You forget I am a Canadian."
;

;

—

—

!

"Oh," she laughed, "that accounts
you being so rude."
"Are Canadians rude?" he inquired

for

surprise.

in

"Well, Englishmen are, and that
the

ticket w^as

to Buffalo."

absently.

"I'm
now."

same

"God

thing,

forbid

!"

is

it

is

not?''

he prayed devoutly.

"Englishmen need to stay at home to
be appreciated. But. you are wrong.
I meant the other problem."
She looked surprized. "Other?"
"How you will get over the Falls."
The big steamer had left the illsmelling bay far behind and was
plowing at magnificent speed almost
into the sun. At his last words the
girl gazed pensively at a passing vessel.
She rested her chin on her hand.
"Isn't

it

ideal?"

she

murmured

softly.
!" He chewed savagepipe-stem; she caught his

"Little fraud
ly

on

his

111
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eye and he laughed. "Well, we'll not
cross the bridge till we reach it."
She did not reply but gazed thoughtfully across the undulating water.
ship's officer in blue and gold strolled
by. He looked rapidly from the wo-

A

man

paused and then
Neither spoke for some
time. Finally the girl spoke musingly:
"Isn't it a strange state of society
that a woman should feel nervous in
the presence of a man not vouched for
by some responsible person?"
He smiled whimsically. "Or a man
should be suspicious of a strange woto

the man,

sauntered by.

man."
She gave a gesture of repugnance.
"Let us drop all this word play," she
cried plaintively. "It seems as though
•"
She stopped. He reall my life
thoughtfully.
her
garded

—

—

"I wonder if that is the real woman
the one who was interrupted!"

She shook her head impatiently.
know. How can men hope to

"I don't

—

understand women when we cannot
There was
understand ourselves?"
the
in
just the trace of complaint
He gave his characteristic
voice.
shrug but remained silent.
"Won't you tell me your name?"
she inquired. "You must be a pretty
big man to hold a general pass on
these steamers."
He smiled grimly. "You won't

laugh?"

"At what?" amazed.
"At my name."
She laughed musically.
pretty terrible!"
"It is," he growled.

"It

must be

"My name

is

Machillipeckinac."

"What

!"

Her

eyes

were

big

name and

"It looks worse on paper. I do not
carry cards. " I would need a sign
board. I never married on account of
it.
It really is not hard to pronounce
when you get used to it.
"Neither are clams hard to eat
when one gets used to them."
He smiled. "I'm sorry you don't
like clams."
"But I do," she replied quickly,
"onlv I had to become accustomed to

be a big
a pass."

man

with

his head.
"No, my dear
not big." She had not volunteered her name. "I am to that
city back there what your Jerome is
to New York
with certain reservations."
His tone was regretful.
She shivered a little. "Are you cold?
Would you like a cup of tea?" Suddenly a blank look swept across his

He

lady,

shook

am

I

—

"Good Lord,

face.

child,

had any luncheon?"

you

have

He banged

the

with his fist in self contempt. She
looked up a little timidly and shook
her head.
rail

—

"I was going to lunch on board
She checked herself painfully. Five
minutes later they were in the magnificent saloon of the palace steamer.

The big boat was in the river when
they reached the deck again.
He lit
another cigar and she carried a new
bloom in her cheeks.

"Come up on the hurricane deck,"
he suggested.
"We can see both
shores from there. It's a beautiful
trip." So they scrambled up the narrow

staircase

Brock's

to

Monument

the

upper

reared

deck.

itself in the

distance
and beyond, seeming to
cling about the huge column, hovered
the filmy mists of the Falls.
One
could throw a biscuit ashore in places
so close did the big pleasure steamer
pass as the deviations of the river demanded. On the right an occasional
home displayed the L^nion Jack on
the left, the picturesque folds of Old
Glorv. The girl regarded it all rather
apathetically. She turned desperately
;

;

to her
in

wonder.
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You must

them.
that

companion.

passage, my
there is nothing
for it but to call on you for my ticket
to Buffalo. T would not dare do all
this if I hadn't that awful name of
"I

owe you

luncheon and

yours on
wipe it all

my
oflF

He mused

a

for

my

now

card and
again."

monient

know

I

can

to himself.

"It alwavs looks so beastly to have

monev exchange hands between men
and women," he replied thoughtfullv.
"Of course, I intended to see you

THE WOMAN INEXPLICABLE
thro.

I'll

your

go up with you and secure

ticket."

A

weary smile came
She faltered a

face.

don't trust me? Well,
not blame you much."
He raised a hand

"Please

You

!

to

the girl's

''You
guess I can-

little.

I

protest.

in

know

different.

I

would hand you over the necessary
funds, only there are about fifty eyes
me speculating as to your identity."
She glanced about nervously.
"My life belongs to the public, you
see, and," grimly, "they watch me
carefully.
There are plenty after the
job.
Besides, tho I say it last, I do
not wish you to be insulted as soon
as I leave you."
Her head drooped. "I I was unkind.
Forgive me
You think of
everything."
She swept him a lightning glance. He failed to interpret it
then later, he knew it was pity.
The porter commenced shouting an
unintelligible jargon.
She looked to
him for explanation.

on

—

!

;

"Your baggage

is

checked thro?"

he inquired.

She nodded.
"Then you need not bother

till

you

get home."

A

strangely melancholy look

came

She gave her head an

to her eyes.

impatient shake.

A man

in a quiet

uniform ambled

casually scrutinizing
His eyes were sharp
the passengers.
and active, his expression lazy and
His glance fell on the coucareless.
ple talking by themselves near the

towards them,

paused.

Her

The

girl

The

at the officer.

later

bowed and

passed on. He indicated the retreating man to the girl.

"His duty
able

paused

"It's pretty
bad," she admitted,
breathing heavily.
"You seem to be
very well known here," she added as
a fourth man saluted them.
"Only officially,"
he
answered
shortly.
"Our malefactors usually
drift this direction."
He glanced at
his watch.
"Five o'clock! You will
hardly make Buflfalo by dark on the
International, tho it's a pity to miss
the trip.
What do you say?"
"Oh, I want to get home as soon

as

—
please."
—
voice

possible

and her

—

She

faltered

w^as husky.

Five minutes later she was seated
her carriage.
He handed her the

in

wrapt in a bank bill. She looked up at him gratefully, but puzzled.
"You may need it for emergencies."
He hesitated a moment. "You'll not
entrust me with your name?" he con-^
ticket

tinued,

regretfully.

Her eyes met his
know how selfish

beseechingly. "Oh,
it seems, but
^^but
you will understand some dav."
He bowed with a touch of dignity.
"At least you will let me know of
your safe arrival?"
She started perceptibly. "Oh, yes
of course!
Why, I have all this
money to return !"
He sighed softly.
bell rang and
the train commenced to move. She
I

—

—

—

A

extended
pressed
erently.

is

her

hand

he
almost revShe looked around he was
hurriedly;

slightly, gently,

;

gone.

She smiled

to herself

—a

trifle

sad-

Iv.

He

crossed the deck and
was looking ashore.
companion looked up and smiled

pilot house.

he disgustedly, as they
the top to recover breath.

said
at

is

citizens,"

to

he

keep out undesirShe
remarked.

shrugged her shoulders.
tying up at Lewiston.
Machillipeckinac and

They were
his

compan-

ion laboriously climbed the steps to
the station and traversed the incline.
"It is like a hen walk, isn't it?"

Thro the blue haze of tobacco smoke
Machillipeckinac eyed the morning
mail wath cynical disfavor. He knocked the ashes from his pipe with unnecessary violence and slouched down
in his desk chair.
During a whole
week he had scrupulously inspected
all mail matter that had entered his
office in a constantly waning hope
that his confidence in the Unknown
had not been misplaced.
"I hate to be buncoed," he had
growled to himself a dozen times a
113
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day; but he knew he was hiding^ his
head in the sand.

He deposited the official documents
on the floor with a sweep of his arm
and reached for the push button. His
eye caught the pale blue envelope lying face dowm on the carpet, and his
deflected its course to the floor.
disengaged the dainty envelope
from under the flap of the larger one.
drew a deeper breath and tore it

arm

He

open.

There were several enclosures that
he shoved to one side and then unfoldAfter the preamble of
ed the letter.
conventional thanks the leter continued:
"I

from

telling

you

my

could not lie to you
and my correct name I dared not reHe broke off to look eagerly
veal,"
I

at the signature.

his fingers.

The sheet fluttered
The pupils of his

eyes dilated slightly and he looked
vacantly into space for an interval.
Then he picked up the letter and continued reading:

"Do

not judge

me

too harshly,

You

you from a newspaper photogravure the instant you
came to my assistance. At least, be
just in the knowledge that it was
quite unpremeditated.
I had lost mv

is

recognized

a cinch to get

them

The game became

in-

excit-

when

am

suffers.

"With sincere regrets that
paths are constantly diverging
please believe that to be true.

our

— and

"Most

gratefully yours.

"Della Lawrence."

He dropped
desk.
the

in

the

"The

the sheet slowlv to the
cleverest little smuggler

game," he muttered, "and I
He picked up the

scapegoat."

two orders.
"Enough evidence to
hang me," he murmured thoughtfully, as he slowly tore them up.
"T
don't know, but I suppose that will
eventually get back to Uncle Sam's
coffers."

"Well.

He

I'll

gave a short laugh.
charge it up to experi-

ence."

He

sighed heavily as he tore

up and

the

rang for his stenographer. The wheels of the law must
grind on. even if the cogs do someletter

times snarl.

tvC^
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I had to cross the Border.
taking the liberty of sending
you a share on my commission, as
debt to you.
well as my personal
You helped me
Please accept it.
and it is not your Government that

ing

I

my

"I

see,

Canada.

my

;

I ac-

the public expense; probably I shall
I do not like to look too far
die so.
into the future.
"T had nearly twenty thousand of
sparklers in my stockings. Of course,
that Niagara dodge is rather new.

Manlike, you will be angry

deception, but, after all. T am
You
trying to be honest with vou.
have the unique distinction of being
the only man who has caused me to
feel the degradation of my work. T
do not wish you to feel T have any
compunction in depriving the Government of a portion of the revenue but
I despise myself when I stoop to use
the qualities given me to deceive such
men as vou in the execution of my
duty to the firms. for whom T work.
at

Anyway,

and you became
my escort. There were several narrow squeaks that would have nailed
me but for your presence. Mv home
I live at
is the World, my friend.

to

name because

friend.

ciating the inference.
complished my desire

.

refrained

from

heaps of money,
ticket, but I had
only it was— well perhaps you understand the sex to the extent of appre-

—

!

A

Plea
By GEO.
From

ETHELBERT WALSH
Lippincott's Magazine

E\'ERY

time the fire is shaken and
replenished with coal, or the
dusty ashes are removed from
the grate, a gieat cry of human discontent arises in the land, and an old
protest is recorded anew against one
of those "necessary evils" of which
there seems to be no end. Why did
nature ^so perfect and accommodating in most of her beneficent creations
—stumble so lamentably in the fuel
problem? Could she not have invented some product of land or water that
would yield us light and heat without
unlocking all this dust and soot and
smoke and ashes? Even the oldfashioned wood-pile, with its clean,
sweet pine logs and hickory sticks,

—

was

better than the dirty coal-bin, but,

grudging us this simple solace,
nature shortens the wood supply, so
that we are forced back upon the refuse of the carboniferous period. And
now is sounded among us the tocsin
reminding us that it is our duty to
plant trees for the next generation. If
somebody 'had only thought of this

as

if

what an amount
spicy wood we might burn
earlier,

the black,

Less Coal

for

of clean,
in place o^

sooty coal

But, to return to nature's shortcoming in not providing us with a suitable

may mean the growth and extension
of peat bogs in Ireland, the general
supply of dried bones and mummies in
Egypt, the pro'bable depth of the coalin Europe and America, and
growing of corn-cobs and grain

seams
the
in

the western part of our country.
the whale and

The Eskimo considers

and counts his fuel probthe one blows and the
other bellows on the ice before his
hut. The Indians of British Columbia
lay up their dried salmon for food and
fuel, and give no thought to coal or
wood.
It is
recorded by travelers
that on the coast of Scotland the petrels are turned into lamps and stoves
for heating and illuminating purposes,
and in the suggestive words of one,
"They burn well and diffuse around a
seal fisheries,

lem solved

delightfully appetizing odor."
In the
Black Eorest the pine-cones provide
fuel for a large population
but the
;

benighted inhabitants of India, Peru,
and Asia Minor utilize dried offal and
manure for "heating and lighting purposes.

We have reached the age of reason
now, when old superstitious fears can
no longer frighten us. Fortified with
scientific truths, we do not cringe beWe

fore the manifestations of Nature.
crafty old dame that she is
that she cannot altogether starve, or

—

and accommodating fuel it is a question that must be considered in the
light of present-day discoveries and
transitions. The problem is as ancient
as the story of Prometheus and his fire
stolen from heaven, receiving the at-

know

tention of each succeeding generation,
but in no two countries is it alike. It

destroy.

;

if

or drown us out. Her most
moods can be rendered ineffecwe may sufifer a little from them,

freeze,

violent
tive

;

kill and
Moreover, we know that she

but they cannot universally
is

bound

to

support

all

the

popula115
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liUSY
tion that care to be born

and

on the globe,

that she has latent forces in her

to
our
will add tremendously
comfort and pleasure. So we do not

that

look the future in the face with dread,
and lament the coming of the age
when man must starve or freeze to
People who tell us of the
death.
probable failure of the coming crops
to support the teeming millions are
answered pertinently; 'When the time

comes, we shall find some new way
And
to increase the food supply."
those wh® predict a fuel famine in
the near future are answered likewise

"W'hen the coal gives
need it anv more we
;

out,

we

shall

shall not

have other

fuel."

Englantl had her spasm of fear
years ago.
The alarm was spread
broadcast throughout the land that the
coal mines would probably be exhausted in the near future. Royal commissions were appointed to investigate,
and they variously estimated the duration of the coal supply from two hundred to twelve hundred years. Then
what? well, everybody was congratulating everybody else that they
were not born two hundred years
later.
jMother earth is a good place
to live on under present conditions
but without coal it might be a little

—

too chilly and uncomfortable for our
blood.

But

this first fear of a coal

famine

England was before the days of
modern steam manufacturing ^before
ten thousand steam-engines began to
consume coal at the rate of millions of
tons per annum. The sudden expansion of steam-power manufacturing
in

—

alarmed the people once more. The
consumption of coal leaped upward at
a tremendous pace
from 27,000,000
tons in 1 816 to over 50,000,000 in

—

1850, to 84,000,000 in i860, to 112.in
1870, to 147,000,000 in
1880, and to 200,000,000 gross tons in
In 1905 the coal mined in
1804.
Great Britain reached the enormous
total of nearly 240,000,000 tons. Once
more royal commissions investigated
the question, and alarmists proclaimed
loudlv that the coal famine was ap-

000,000
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proaching. It looked very much as if
such a state of affairs was coming to
pass. People looked upon a scuttle of
the black,
coal with more concern
sooty fuel had assumed an importance
in their minds never before attained.
The conclusion of the discussion was
finally announced, and people turned
pale at it the worst seemed to be at
hand.
At the same ratio of increase
;

;

consumption, it was said, the coal
would be exhausted in a few centuries.
Here was a definite limit placed upon
the fuel, which every living person
could grasp; it might not interfere
with their comfort for few would
in

live a

century

— but

—

their descendants

would receive an inheritance of coal
more limited than our inheritance of
wood. It was not a pleasant outlook
of
manufacturing
for
the
future
England.
True, there were coal seams and
mines in other countries in Australia,
the United States, South America,
Africa, and Russia
but these were
not England. Besides, many of these
countries were forging rapidly to the
front as users of coal. In order to
supply the demand for coal in our
own country, the output of the mines
kept pace with that of England.
In
1880 it was over 71,000,000 net tons;
in 1889 it had risen to 141,000,000;
in 1893 to over 182,000,000, and in
The de1905 to over 350,000,000.
mand for coal to supply heat and

—

;

power increased nearly as much in
Germany, Belgium, France, Russia,
and Austria. The consumption presented the unpleasant aspect of enlarging rapidly all over the civilizeil
world, while the supply remained fixed

—a

certain definite quantity.

But why

is there less concern and
about the coal famine to-day
than back in the sixties and seventies?
England's coal mines have reached a
depth of over 3,400 feet already, and

less fear

the cost of mining will increase proportionately as the fuel is taken from
lower seams and strata. Alreadv the
expense of mining has readied a point

where it pays American shippers to
send some of their surplus coal across

—
!;
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the ocean. In the face of such adverse
conditions, the wonder is that we hear
about the coal
less fear expressed
famine, especially in manufacturing
England, the country that will first
feel the pinch.

The reason

not far to
teaching of science that has slowly developed among us in the last quarter
of a century. It is the optimism of
science.
have just learned to take
courage at Nature's teachings, and to
read her aright. The spirit of the age
is to hope and expect more
not less.
Nature provides enough for all, if we
can only find it. She may be cunning
enough to hide it from us for many
decades but, knowing that it is here
somewhere, every one takes courage
seek.

for this

is

It is the diiTerence in the

We

—

;

and pursues the search.
Fuel for

There

heat, and power
enough for thousands of

light,

will be

generations yet to come.
The coal
mines may become exhausted, 'but the
fuel will be around us in the form of
solar
heat,
atmospheric
gas,
or
changes.
The coal epoch is merely
preliminary to another grander, cleaner, and more comfortable period of
utilizing Nature's stored-up forces of
heat,
ter

power, and light. For coal, afis merely stored-up
energy

all,

power of

the carboniferous
bowels of the
earth for us to utilize. And even as
we are making use of these vast deposits, Nature is wisely secreting new
power and energy it may be in the
gases of the air or in the invisible electricity of the earth and clouds, but it

the surplus

period, laid

down

in the

;

here somewhere. When it is finally
unlocked we shall have occasion to
laugh at our fears of a coal-famine.
is

This optimism of science is a superb
It gives us courage on the
very brink of disaster. No one yet
knows the truth of the fuel problem
we have only inklings of it we see
thing!

;

flashes of great discoveries that

may

revolutionize the future. But so far
we are dependent upon the coal mines,
and for aught we know it may be
centuries before we can discard this
dirty,

clumsy product of the earth for

making

heat, light, and power. There
even the possibility of its being the
one essential for the comfort of the
human race, and our teachings of
science may be all wrong. But so
confident has science made us that it
would be difficult to convince anybody of it. We have grown too bold
to let fears of this nature trouble us.
We believe in the future tenancy of
is

the

earth;

and,

hence,

instead

of

worrying about getting enough out of
it

for the bare necessities of

plunge

in

luxuries

life,

we

and demand pleasures and
that never before seemed

possible.

was feared at one time that the
consumption would soon
outgrow the rate of production, and
there was talk of curtailmg the use of
coal in many industries. But the inIt

rate of coal

ventor proceeded to make coal-mining
machinery which lessened the labor of
extracting the raw product from the
earth and increased the output tenfold. England to-day bases her hope
of extending the period of her profitable coal-mining upon the invention
of machinery that will compensate for
the added cost of deeper mining.
In
America coal-mining machinery has
doubled and tripled the output.
coal-digger cuts and extracts the coal
from its bed as fast as three or four

A

miners could formerly do; it
automatically upon cars, which

skilled
falls

swing upward
light

like elevators to the
of day, and deposit their con-

tents

into

Down

chutes.

the

sooty

mass tumbles to the breakers, where
it
is pounded
and broken into sizes
suitable for commerce.
Thence it
slides on to the washery, and comes
out at the other end to be dumped on

The cars quickly cross the counsome river or bay where canalboats are waiting. The transference
cars.

try to

from cars to the boats, and from the
boats to the wholesale and retail dealers' coal-yards, is
performed automatically.

Even when

the coal comes
shot down chutes
into the cellar, and not carried there
in buckets and baskets as of old.
into

our homes

And

yet for

it

all

is

this simplifving of
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labor,

invention of machines to

this

reduce the dust and ashes, nobody
likes coal, and we all pray for the
time to come when its use may be
abolished. It is not a popular article

commerce; it is clumsy and dirty
fuel, and in this age of invention and
discovery it seems wofuUy out of date.
of

not new machinerv to increase
that we are longing for,
output
the
but the discovery of some new method
of obtaining heat and power.
Over ninety per cent, of the coal
into smoke and
ytha,t we use goes
ashes, and less than ten per cent, of
some say five
its energy is utilized
It

is

—

per cent. At any rate, we are inclined
to agree with the figures when we see
the smoke rolling up from a factory
town, or watch the clouds of dust
and ashes that sweep from the basement of our own houses when the

wind

is

at

an unfavorable quarter.

Surely, so long as we must use coal,
something must be done to abate this
nuisance. Science has been telling us
that much of this waste can be avoided, and that the smoke and dust can
be consumed. The waste problem, has
been attacked seriously and successfully.

perfect combustion has
improved appliances
obtained

More

been
have been invented for saving and
transmuting heat into energy; and
machinery has been made that re;

detriment of our tempers and of the
appearance of our home.
All these improvements are encouraging; they point to an amelioration

fuel nuisances.
But
an age that demands

of present

we belong

to

performances.
Nobody is
with these attainments. The
optimism of our science leads us to
believe that greater things will soon
happen.
are bent upon abandoning the dirty coal for some cheaper,

magical

satisfied

We

and more suitable

cleaner,

fuel.

We

believe that Nature gave us the coal
mines for a temporary use merely to

—

over a period when we were
learning to harness the tides and the
V. inds,
and to unlock the secret of
gases.
Shall we ever realize that
Utopian age when a silent, secret agent
v>'ill enter all our houses and yield us
power, heat, and light by the turning
of a knob? Very few doubt it. And
that agent will not be coal, nor will its
power be derived directly or indirectly
from coal. When it comes, the vast
c irry us

coal mines will become as useless and
valueless as clay pits ^more so, for
clay will still be made into bricks.

—

Our optimism should not carry us
we should halt and
consider facts. The time may be far
distant when such expectations can be
realized.
The sources of our power
too far, however;

so-called

and heat are the same to-day as they
always were but we are gradually

These improveexhausted energ}^
ments alone are worth millions of dol-

learning to utilize them.
Water is
.still the great primitive power
but we

and they

form and call it electricity.
The contraction and expansion of the
air were simple problems to the ancients
but we use power, derived
from coal, to contract it mightily and
call the resultant
stored-up energy
"compressed air." The winds of the
heavens have always played an im-

cuperates

and

utilizes

the

lars to the industrial world,

the consumption of coal by
millions of tons throughout the
world for the performance of a given
amount of work.

reduce

many

Rut the coal dust, the soot, the
ashes, the stifling smoke still remain.
In part we have solved the problem
by steam-heating and electrical plants,
which conduct the heat and energy a
long distance under the streets of our
homes and public buildings. The
amount of nuisance has been reduced,
and its area restricted. Nevertheless,
for the majority of humanity there is
coal still to be used, and there are
ashes to be taken up, much to the
118

;

;

change

its

;

portant part in the commerce of the
world, and so eminent an authority as
Lord Kelvin predicted that when the
coal-fields of England and other parts
of Europe were exhausted, large wind
engines, driving electrical generators,
would be in general use, storing up
energy in batteries to be drawn on as
needed.
know not what the winds

Wc
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may

yet yield

way

the

in

loosen them, and they
friends or enemies.
It is commonly said

of power,

energy, heat, and light.

Then

great eternal,
widespread solar heat a power so
great and general that we cannot
measure it. Can this energy be collected

there

—

at will? Can it
we have harnessed
made to labor for us

to the

Once

])here?

i^=\HE Indomitable Man.

— Genius

ineffective.

power
between

of

know when we
line

his

hands

patience,

turn.

A

when

it

comes

may seem

is

is

little

little

more

clear in.

darkest

we

more

no

failure

In

when

failure

except

may
in

own

The

line

on the

thrown

has

As

leaving

up

more

little

the tide goes

business,
really they

more

sometimes,
are

on

effort,

the

and

turn to glorious success.

no longer

no defeat except from within, no

barrier save our

the

are often

effort, a

little

only

scarcely

man

a

persistence, a

what seemed hopeless

There

a

life,

we

would have achie\ ed success.

clear out, so

prospects

time

at a

Many

it.

efforts.

so fine that that

is

pass it— so fine that

and do not know

industrial

really

is

making continuous

and success

failure

and

our homes brighter, cleaner, and more
cheerful, and our cities purer and
healthier, by the absence of our present vitiated and gas-befouled atmos-

—

and

animal

soon disappear from our me-

chanical

consideration of the gases of the air
and earth and water tremendous
powers for good or evil, temporarily
imprisoned in forms that are rendered

harmless

will

it

any menial? This leads us

that

for work and locomotion has
had its day, and that the horse is soon
doomed to disappear, except for
May we not with equal
pleasure.
cogency predict that coal has also
nearly had its day as a fuel, and that

power

and distributed

be harnessed as
Niagara, and be
like

the

is

become our

really

trying.

There

insurmountable

inherent weakness of purpose.
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The

Necessity of a Business Training
By
A.

F

S.

THE

FORBES

cheap defence of nations
education, then one of the greatest adjuncts to a young man's or
young woman's- success in Hfe is
As business competition
training.
grows keener and the struggle for
supremacy more fierce with each succeeding generation, the institution or
organization which steadily forges to
the front and comes out ahead is the
one that has the best, most thorough
and progressive system.
By system
is meant foresight, the saving in little things
a plan whereby nothing
is allowed to go to waste, where even
a cent or fraction of a cent counts
and where the output is produced at
the lowest possible cost.
System includes economy of material, labor and
operation
in fact, practically everything pertaining to business.
It is a
broad, comprehensive term a sane,
cheerful word if it is only viewed in
the proper light.
What does system
stand for? It incorporates all departments
of
business administration,
from the bookkeeping to the banking,
from the purchase of the supplies in
their raw state to the delivery of the
finished article in the hands of the
1

X

is

—

—

—

consumer.
Unless they have

seem

few persons
which may be

to,

to learn system,

translated as business.
They apparently think that recognized standards
may not be necessary or adaptable to
their individual cases, that they can
create a plan in every way suitable

and adequate

to meet their own particular needs which, perhaps, are not
120

extensive.

That

is

the

false conception of things.

trouble

—

One young

man says^ "I am going in for medicine or law, politics or the civil service, engineering or dentistry, teaching or advertising.
I am not embarking in a trade. I do not intend
to open a shop, establish a wholemill,
or
operate
sale
house,
a
run
Why should I
factory.
a
waste my time and delay matters
by securing a business training or
education?
I know enough to take
care of my salary and why should I
take up such d'ry, and to me uninteresting, subjects as bookkeeping, accountancy, banking, commercial and
joint stock law, business practices

and

stenography, telegraphy,
typewriting or penmanship. Xone of
these will in all likelihood ever do
me any good. I could not possibly
make use of a single subject that you
mention in connection with the career
or profe'sion which I have outlined
for myself."
Thus many a young man, and even
young woman, has spoken. The other day the head of one of the largest
manufacturing establishments in its
line in Canada said. "We are anxious
to have agencies in every town and
short

cuts,

city of the

Dominion, and yet many
go begging, simply

excellent openings

because we cannot get the right men
fill
them.
They may be splendid
salesmen and equipped in many ways
to assume the work, but they have
little or no idea of business methods.
In other words, they have not been
to

THE NECESSITY OF A BUSINESS TRAINING
I am not
able to save any money.
preaching personal economy, bat my
experience teaches me that a young
man who has never been able to save

some money

himself, will, generally
speaking, never do it for other peoWhen a young man applies to
ple.
me for a position a.>% manager of a
branch establishment, one of the first
questions that I ask him is, 'How
much money have you saved?' If
after, say five, or ten years' experience in any line, he answers, 'None
whatever,' I do not entertain his proposition.
I do not care so much what
the amount is, whether it is one hundred dollars or one thousand, if he
has only saved something he is going
to make more money for himself and
also for us.
We do not ask him to
invest this money in our good's.
We
simply want to find out what his management of his own afifairs has been.
If he has put by or profitably invested
some money it demonstrates that he
has some idea, at least, of responsibility, method, system and business

practices."

When

large clothing house
the other day the managing director
told me that they would never have
made a success of their business if
they did not have economy of time,
talent and service down to the finest
point.
He attributed their great success over other firms, not so much to
the superiority of their products, perhaps, as to the known, definite, exact
methods which they had incorporated
in all departments of their enterprise.
"There is too much laxity in that little word 'about,' " he added. "You ask
in

a

one of the heads of an ola established

what it costs them to make and
market such an article, and he will
say 'about seventeen cents.' Question
him about something else what exfirm

—

penditure it entails; to get out a certain thing and he will answer, 'On
the average a little more than seventy-five cents.'
Now there is a big
loophole in that little word 'about,'
It Is a lazy term,, indicative of either
indifTerence or a lack of positive and
definite

knowledge.

We

know

the

cost of

everything entering into the

manufacture of our products down to
the smallest fraction of a cent, where
we are making the most money and
where we are running behind. You
often read of a business that has a-pI)arently flourished for years, going
down. You are surprised some morning when you see in the new-spapers
that 'Smith & Company', who have
been in business for thirty years, have
been forced to make an assignment.
You marvel at the reason so do others
and exclaim, *I thought they
were one of the soundest and most
progressive houses in their line.'
A

—

—

scrutiny of their methods will,, in the
great majority of cases, reveal that
there was an absence of perfect system, of scientific and exact methods
of managing, marketing or collection,
of ascertaining
manufacturing and
selling cost.
In some lines there has
been a leak going on for years.
It
may not have been noticeable, but in
the end it has worn a hole in the
barque and the ship has gone down.
In plain language, there has been

guessing somewhere. There is a little rodent called 'about,' and it gnaws
its way through the wdiole structure."

My views may be somewhat radical
and revolutionary, but I contend that
any young man or woman, starting
out in
she

should have a business eduno matter what sphere he or

life,

cation,

may

intend entering.

They

are

by reason of such equipment
all the more against the day of adversity or misfortune.
A sound busifortified

ness training tells every time.
Whether a youth is going to be a minister
or a mechanic, or a girl, an artist or
a housewife, he or she is much better
fitted for the duties and responsibilities of everyday life by the possession
of a knowledge, even if it be slight,
of business, banking and accountancy,
I have seen men eminent in letters
and surgery who did not know the
difference between a negotiable and
non-negotiable
note,
who did not
know how to make out a sight draft,
obtain a letter of credit, negotiate a
loan, or place a deposit in the bank,
121
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and, even when a cheque was made
out to order, would have to be told
every time that it must be endorsed
before they could obtain payment.
How many men have shipwrecked an
otherwise bright career by not being

manage

able to

world

is

own

affairs.

The

toward genius and
incompetency in cer-

lenient

excuses

often

their

lines, by saying that he or she
was no manager or had not the remot-

tain

est idea of business.
it

Whose

fault

is

but that of the person himself or

We

all have a certain relabusiness, no matter in what
calling or profession we may be en-

herself?
tion

to

Canada has not a titled noor landed aristocracy, and the
business of everyone is that of making the best living possible by fair

gaged.
bility

and honest means.

All can surely
a better living by a little training and preparation, and, yet it is
astonishing the number of able, intelligent and otherwise prudent people
all round us who know next to nothing about business.
Start them in a
store and they could not open a set
of books any more than they could a
burglar-proof safe without knowing
the combination.
There are others,

make

who have been conducting establishments of one kind or another, who
cannot tell whether they are running
ahead or behind. The only awakening they have is when foreclosure
proceedings are instituted or some
creditor makes a demand for an assignment or winding-up of the concern.
All of us have more or less to
do with business, whether w-e are employed in commercial pursuits or not.
A good business education helps a

man

or

woman

in

every

way.

It

makes

a mechanic a better

of his

own affairs, it enables a proman to take a wider and

manager

fessional

more appreciative outlook of

things,
aids the artist or poet, the painter or the sculptor, to have a larger
undertanding and grasp of what is

and

it

going on around him. A knowledge
of business, its methods and practices,
its system and standards, aids a man
or woman in every wav from the pur122

chase of a home and ordinary household supplies to the banking of money,
the making of loans, the purchase of
bonds and stocks or investments in

and shares.

securities

Nearly

every educational instituteaches bookkeeping, shorthand,
typewriting, commercial law and business practices, but, perhaps, a student
has not the time or money to attend
one of these colleges. To meet just
such cases as these, business colleges
and correspondence schools have been
established.
If a student is not able
to attend during the day there are
night courses where, for several evenings in the week, instruction is imparted by trained and thorough experts for a mere nominal expense, so
that the question of "I cannot afford
it" cannot
be
conveniently raised.
These schools are ably managed and
are eager to do well by those attending them. If the student is earntion

est

and sincere, diligent and anxious

make

progress, he or she will be
able to get much valuable help and information w'hich cannot fail to assist
in the work of qualifying them for
higher positions or making them more
wideawake and responsible citizens.
to

The main thing

How

is

to select the right

can you find that out?
In a variety of ways by asking the
graduates of the course and training,
by their record for success and by the
school.

—

reputation which the school enjoys in
the community. As a general rule, it
is advisable to guard against institutions which make
too extravagant

promises and hold out hopes and

ducements

in-

those advertised in
connection with a fire sale or bankrupt stock purchase.
Happily, there
are few, if any, of these establishlike

in Canada and the animating
principle of all progressively directed
and successful business institutes is to

ments

give practical instruction and training and to help young people on the
high road to business success, equipping them to hold their own in the
great world of labor and achievement.
These schools fill a gap and supply a
present-day need in very much the

THE NECESSITY OF A BUSINESS TRAINING
same way as public and traveling libraries minister to the general and uni-

have to pursue
while

striving

their
to

the finished article itself, in every large
establishment, be the output boots or
shoes, overcoats, hats, furniture, jewellery or young men and women. But
all who will give the necessary time,
industry and attention to the purpose
in view, are likely to succeed, and the
showing made by the great majority
is such as to inspire confidence and

who

daily calling

themselves

fit

for

something better. Every man or
woman cannot own a representative
collection

of books.

Public libraries

meet a special want, and so do business and correspondence schools.
If
you visit a large office in any centre
you will find a small army of bookkeepers,

accountants,

typewriter.-?,

invite the closest inspection.

and

clerks

heads of departments at work.
A
census of the staff would show that
the greater proportion of those engaged had, at some period or other,
attended a business college or institution where they got a start in the
right direction.
This is the best and
strongest testimony to the solid, practical and valuable course these schools
are afifording. They have fitted thousands to earn a good living for themselves and have educated many others, who possessed few, if any, advantages, in the shortest,
beneficial

way

schools

Of

course,

are

for

institutions

which

is

solving

a

more or

problem

less,

—the

appealing to

store, a

corner grocery, or a factory,

and management of a
house, a home, a block of property
or even one's own personal and pri-

the control

own
some

vate

afifairs.

Work
-flYQR

there

-*

work

—^

in

is

a perennial nobleness

Were

of his high calling, there
actually

-*

and even sacredness

he never so benighted, forgetful
always hope

is

and earnestly works.

perpetual despair.

all

necessity and ad-

visability of everyone having an acmethods
quaintance with business
and system and those great underlying principles which govern the success and administration of any undertaking, whether it is a departmental

livelihood or a -better one than they
did before taking advantage of the in-

struction imparted.

re-

There is merit
great need.
in the courses outlined by them, and
they should be given the credit of

there

most direct and

of earning their

As

count and practical demonstrations are in evidence on every side,
there cannot be any doubt that busiand correspondence
colleges
ness
sults

stenographers,

confidential

turn out indifferently.

There are faults and flaws in all products, whether in the manufacture, or

versally implanted desire
read.
to
They are doing a special work for
those who cannot afford to take long

courses in other institutions, or

may

graduates

In idleness

never so

^^"ork,

in

a

man

alone

is

Mammonish,

that

there
is

in

communication with nature the real desire to get work
done with itself leads one more and more to tiuth, to
nature's appointments and regulations, which are truth.
;

— Thomas Carlyle
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Millions Invested for

Fun

ROBERT SLOSS

By

From Van Norden's Magazine

FORTY

million dollars invested in
business of making- Americans think they are having a
good time for a nickel or so in summer!
Forty
millions
transmuted
the

mostly

into

mechanisms

to

produce

care-free laughter!
And that does
not include the princely sums lost' ut-

through past failures

terly

please
our
capricious
summer populace.
Forty millions represent the net standing investment after some sixteen
years of effort to amuse the masses

warm

to

That is a new
thing even for the New World.
For generations the Latin races
have had their love of carnival and
given themselves up to it at stated inin

weather.

tervals, as in

Orleans.

Venice or our own

The

local

raree-shows and

New

with

fair,

its

more

serious exhibits, is nearly as old as the AngloSaxons.
But it remained for America to evolve an institution wherein the corhbined spirit of fair and of
carnival might gratify the many people

at

moments throughout "the

all

good old summer time."
Kenosha Park, established

at

Dan-

bury, Conn., in 1887, claims the distinction of beginning this development, but the snmmer amusement park

gained

its

real

impetus from the Col-

umbian Exposition of
America's
1876,

first

when

1893. That was
national show since

the Centennial

was con-

ducted with exemplarv seriousness in
the Quaker City.
Chicago's "Mid-

way" woke up
sire
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the latent
for relaxation with

American desome smack

of

abandon

in

it,

and

showmen were quick

keen-witted

to seize the op-

Since then our exposihave come thick and fast, with
But such
varying financial success.
costly pageantry as was spread to view
in Buffalo, St. Louis, Jamestown, and
portunity.

tions

is

now

repeated in Seattle, but serves

whet a popular appetite, in response to which have sprung up more
than 1,500 permanent pleasure parks
in the United States and Canada, toto

gether with a legion of country

fairs,

any one of which would surely put
a showman of the past generation to
the blush.

Into this development has entered
growth of our urban and interurban trolley, which now
divides the field pretty evenly with
private capital in the ownership and
operation of amusement parks. Willow Grove, at Philadelphia, is perhaps the most notable of the instances
where a traction company can afford
to run a resort at a loss, because of
the additional fares its existence adds
to
their
summer business.
Thus
financed in one way or another, the
summer amusement industry has come
and attracted to it a legion of laborers
and corps of managers and inventive
geniuses to enable it to "make good"
with the public.
also the remarkable

When told that this development is
new, there are manv who will hark
back to Coney Island. True, the fame
of New York's unique pleasure ground
was world-wide long ago, but it. too.
has suffered more than a sea change

MILLIONS INVESTED FOR FUN
since 1893, till to-day it best of all
exemplifies the rapid rise of the new
summer amusejnent industry. Twenty
years ago Coney Island was in the
clutches of a band of political crooks,
whose attitude was voiced by John
Y. IMcKane's famous utterance. "InThen the
junctions don't go here,"
Island was a strip of sand, with a
few tented side-shows and innumerable pickpockets, confidence men and
thugs, who battened on all who ventured within their reach. Now it presents to view our most stupendous
investment in the new summer amusement industry, while the value of its
leaseable spaces has increased between

000 and 2,000 per cent.
Such a development could not have
some about unless pioneered by men
of peculiar ability, and should Coney
Island sink into the sea to-morrow,
their names would still be writ large
on the historical pages of the popular
amusement world of the present, in an
immeasurably greater degree than
Barnum's was on that of the past. The
keen scent of these men for the wind
1.

of popular favor, coupled with their
ingenuity, inventiveness and "nerve."
have made them the genii whose magic touch has called into being in a
few years the vast modern business
of

summer amusements.

at

the

careers

of but

a

To glance
handful of

them is to understand the magnitude
to which that business has grown.

Now,

as in the past, the business

grandmothers up in the Ferwheel, in the circular swings, and
even persuade them to "shoot the
chutes." or venture with us and the
children on one of the many systems
of pleasurable locomotion designed to
lure our
ris

accommodate the entire familvThese have overshadowed but not
It remains
superseded the carousel.
one of the permanencies of the summer amusement business, even if
grandma does shake her head at its
modern elaboration even in Conev Island, whose fabulous rents for space

do not yet make
operate

unprofitable

it

to

there.

it

It may have been some deep-seated
human appeal in the flying horses

which enabled George C. Tilyou to
adapt them so successfully to "The
Steeplechase," another form of ride
which has become a classic among

summer amusements and made
tune

for

been

at

a for-

Tilyou
has
since he was
and he has had a

inventor.
Coney Island
its

three years old,
most eventful career.

During

this

time he has made and lost several forIn youth he sold souvenirs,
tunes.
drove a hack and dabbled in real esHe built the first theatre on the
tate.
himself fighting
island, and ruined
John Y. McKane. He began again
in the real estate business, and with
he
the first $1,000 he could save
built the first Steeplechase, in iSq/,
and around it gradually built up the

amusement park in Coney
time he built up similar
Rockawav
at
ment parks
Bridgeport, Conn., and a pier

first

Island.

providing
with
concerned
rides, sights and sensations that will
draw the crowd and cause them to
give up their small change. But when

In

amuseBeach,
at At-

we come to analyze the
of modern devices which

on leasehold at Paris, San
The simple
Francisco and Chicago.
invention has turned the first $1,000
cost into a fortune of $S. 000 ,000 for

is

chiefly

multiplicity

fall under
one or the other or all of these catethe
gories, we begin to appreciate
change that has been wrought.

Our grandmothers

can attest the

antiquity of the ride.

As

little girls they used to watch for
little
of
the
occasional visits
merry-go-round, with its four wooden

the

horses,

drawn from town

to

town by
power

a horse which furnished the
for its pleasurable motion.

Now we

lantic

City,

besides

instaling steeple-

chases

owner in twelve years.
Thirteen years before Tilyou gave
shape to his Steeplechase idea, there
its

in Coney Island a different sort of gravity ride by another
man. also new in the amusement busiin
L. A. Thompson, broken
ness.
health from the business management
of a knitting factory equipped with

was opened
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machines of his own invention, had
g-one to Arizona to recuperate. There
the idea of the Switchback Railway
repaired to Coney

to him. He
Island and put up his first equipment
The receipts on
at a cost of $3,500.
the first day were $684, representing
the nickels of 13,680 passengers. Soon

came

afterward a company was formed
with $350,000 capital, which has carried

the

invention

into

amusement

parks throughout America and EurFrom the number of passengers
ope.
carried per season, averaging 7,000,000 for the roads owned by the company, the profitableness of the enterA scenic railprise may be gathered.
way costs as low as $20,000 to instal.
the most expensive and elaborate one
being at Willow Grove, Philadelphia,
The scenic
and costing $100,000.
that
device
another
railway was

"caught on," and its modern elaboration of efifects, extended course, block
signals, braking and nuinerous other
safety appliances render

its

tion an engineering feat of

construc-

no mean

magnitude.
these two early
successfully combined the sensation with the ride. It
was reserved for two other men to
lift the "sights" from the level of the
catch-penny side-show into marvels of

The invention of
amusement devices

Elmer S. Dundy
spectacular efifect.
was clerk of the United States Court
exposition of
at Omaha when the
i8q8 was being planned for that

He became

city.

financially interested with

some showmen

to

devices

Frederic

establish

Midway

Thompson,

ment business he must get it back
his
there, and in 1900 he resigned
clerkship in the United States Court
set out to the Pan-American ExThere he met
position at Buffalo.
Thompson again, and the firm of

and

Thompson & Dundy was formed.
Thompson says he conceived the
idea of Luna Park at Buffalo, but
the first venture of the new firm was
the "Trip to the Moon," which they
installed on leased ground in Coney
Island and which proved startling
enough to the amusement fraternity.
Immediately there was a rush among
showmen to get in on this new form
of summer amusement, and in 1903

Thompson & Dundy

opened

Luna

Park, where a dozen such enterprises
installed as side shows and a
free circus and other attractions compensated the visitor for his general admission fee of a dime. But the firm

were

did not do this out of their previous
profits.
The previous year Thompson
had been living on ten dollars a week,
but they had the nerve to borrow
$800,000 for the enterprise. On the
day the park opened they had just

—

the
left to make change with
of a million dollars invested
few days later when there were skep-

$22

A

last

rumors that Luna Park was going to go broke, the partners loaded
basketfuls of bills and coin on wagons
to the amount of $65,000 and paraded
through Coney Island. It was spectacular, but the Island is used to the
spectacular and it had the desired eftical

fect.

an impecunious youth of twenty-four,
came to Omaha to get a concession
for a show identical with one in which

In the hands of such men as these
have summer amusements become an
Now
industry worthy of the name.
it has its own trade papers, every is-

Dundv had
interested.
and got the concession, but
enough
to see that
he was keen
Thompson had the best development
scheme, and offered to pool interests
"Roth
men made some
with him.
money, but Dundy lost most of his

sue of which records a score of patMost of these
ents for new devices.
are offered for sale to the successful
managers, and most of the'm are turned down either because the idea is
not now or is so elaborate that it
would cost more to carry out than

in the following hold-over season of
the exposition, unwisely opened for a
Dundy concluded that
second year.
as he had lost liis monev in the amuse-

If
could possibly be earned by it.
the inventor has nerve and can get
the capital together, ho rents space

there.

Dundy was
the "pull"
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somowhcrc and

either sinks his

money
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beginning of the season or at
the end forms a company to manufacture the device for every park that

mendous double stage and a

devote space to it.
Such companies usually fail the second season
through a failure to estimate wisely
the element of
change in popular

similar

fancy.

Coney Island would such
investments
stand even a
chance of being profitable. Not even
London's Earl's Court can count on

at the

will

For the management of the modern
amusement park has become a most
exacting pursuit, and the man who is
running one has

little

time to take

main chance for immediate profits.
He must justify his
investment in a season of ^2 days, on
each of which the attendance between
his eyes off the

A

wet sea3 to 8 p.m. tells the tale.
son like that of 1907 may automatically reduce park
receipts througiiout
the country from the average normal
35c to 50c per capita per day to the
ruinous rate of 15c to loc. And the
park manager knows almost hourly

how

things are going, for the effort
eliminate the swindling and graft
and haphazard methods of the early
days, resulting two years ago in the
formation of the National Association
of Park Managers, has raised the
standard of business control and accounting almost to that of a bank.
Nevertheless, the industry remains
the most uncertain of speculative endeavors, and an amusement man can
never rest on his laurels unless he
quits the business.
So rapidly of late
has the public acquired the taste for
spectacle that those who have fed
them on it find it necessary to surpass themselves each season. No longer is the summer crowd content to
sit in a little theatre and
watch a
miniature reproduction of the Johnstown Flood or the Galveston Disaster.
They want the life-sized reality.
They had to dig up the largest pumping apparatus in the world, lying idle
since the St. Louis Exposition, but
now providing the 62,000 gallons of
water that must be released every
hour for the sake of realism for one
show at Luna Park. Likewise a treto

equipment

in

wireless

charge of Jack Binns

necessary to show a sea collision
to that of the ill-fated Re-

is

Across the way in Dreamland
whole Creation and the Fall of
Man is shown on a stupendous scale.
public.

the

Only

at

fabulous

amusement-hungry
peculiarly
that
that has ever regarded
little strip of sand as its Mecca. And
nowhere slse is the temper of an
amusement crowd quite the same as at
The Island. The success of Tilyou's
the

crowd

Steeplechase Park attests that fact in
sharp contrast to the elaboration of

Luna and Dreamland.
Tilyou's principle has been to provide devices with which the crowd
could amuse itself through active participation in the fun.
The sensation
rather than the spectacle predominates
in his huge Pavilion of Fun, where
more people can be sheltered under
one roof than in London's Crystal
Everywhere apparatus for
Palace.
the playing of harmless practical iokes
and for placing all who venture on
them in more or less ridiculous situations keep alive a sort of refinement
on the spirit of the older Coney Island which Mr. Tilyou has studied so
closely.

expensive to do even <^hat. A
rebuilds an amusemen' park
after an uninsured loss by fire of
$1,000,000 and who buys outright the
It

is

man who

entire electric lighting plant of a large
town can scarcely be said to be run-

ning under light expense. But he has
developed his business with devices
that cost comparatively little to operate,

own

and the wisdom of following his
bent is proven by the fact that

even during the season,
of which he

was

in the

middle

entirely burnt out,

approximately 3,000,000 people romped through his amusement park.
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The

Delight of Dress
From

THE

average

woman

has

the Spectator,

found

delight in dress from time immemorial. Civilization has done

Of

necessity she must think a great
deal about the matter. She must work,
consider, and plan, and, feminine hu-

nothing to eradicate this primitive instinct from the feminine heart. To the
idle few it is a business
to the busy
many it is a hobby. Now and then
we hear a woman say that she wishes
she never had to think of new clothes
and could dress in cast-iron. This, as
a rule, is a mere expression of irritabought
something
tion,
she
has

man

which disappoints her, or had to go
without something she would like. A
man whose dinner is not to his taste
may say that he would like to live on
essences put up in tabloids, but he

vant's first outfit for service as upon
Her mother
a fashionable trousseau.

;

—

mean it. But, it may be said,
surely this is a sweeping indictment to
bring against the vanity of women.
On the contrary, we believe that only
a very slight proportion of women in
any class are vain, though those few
make in all classes a great, show.
Their small minds are concentrated
upon themselves, and they will sacrifice anything for personal adornment.
They are weary unless they are being
admired. Their chief object in life is
to pass time, the marks of whose passage constitute their chief dread.
But many emotions besides vanity
tend to the love of dress. If we begin
at the bottom of the scale, dress is
the commonest and most easily recognized mark of social distinction.
All
respectable people below a certain
rank desire that their clothes should
adorn not only their persons by their
does not

A poor woman who makes
an effort to dress herself and her
children conspicuously well is making
an effort to live up to a high standard.
station.
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nature being what it is, and cheap
what they are, she will
not only think of what is suitable,
she will sometimes spare a thought
for what she imagines is fashionable.
Otherwise she would get no pleasure
As
out of her duty in this respect.
much care and thought is not infrequently bestowed upon a young ser-

clothes being

that the little housemaid's
.Sunday hat should be the shape "that
they are wearing," and her skirt of
the newest degree of fullness or
skimpiness, shortness or length. 'T
do love to think of Florrie in her
new clothes," said a poor woman to
the present writer a week after her
eldest girl had gone to her first place.
The little girls of the poorer classes
learn very early to love smart clothes.
They connect them so much more directly than richer children with all
outings and
that is pleasant, with
treats and Sunday dinners and the
thrill that accompanies a gift. Clothes
and sweets are the favorite presents of
the poor. They cannot afford to buy
desires

little girls as grow up
hands certainly keep the
love of dress to an unfortunate ex-

toys.

Such

to be factory

tent; but the feminine mind cannot
content itself with work for its own
sake.
Women are verv industrious,
hut their natural work is irregular
and full of variety. A factory girl's
life would be unbearablv monotonous
but for her pleasures, and perhaps the
most innocent of these is dress. Hu-

—
THE DELIGHT OF DRESS.
man

nature bids her try to attract her

—

young man there is no special vanity
and the desire to spend a
in that
little money on something not altogether useful is only the lowest form

—

men

of the aspiration which forbids
to live by bread atone.

To a
women

very great number of educated
the thought of dress is a relaxation of mind, and for very many
the money they spend upon dress is
practically the only money with which
they feel free to do as they like and,
after all, that is one of the greatest
pleasures money can give. Most women have a good deal of domestic
anxiety, and very many are rather
;

short of outside interests.
It is no
more waste of time to consider a dress

than to smoke a cigar, and shopping is
often an object for a walk, and always
a change of scene. A great many professional

women and some hard-work-

ed mothers of families appear to give

no thought

at all

to their attire.

It

not that they despise clothes. They
are overworked, and have probably
no recreations or hobbies. Those rich
and idle women who are commonly
described as "smart" have, we admit,
an inordinate love of dress.
doubt^
however, whether they are specially
vain in the ordinary sense of the word.
The average of looks among such
people is very high, and they all dress
much alike. Beauty stands out more
conspicuously among poorer people.
The "smart" have, of course, a great
corporate opinion of themselves. They
seem to regard themselves as apart
is

We

—

from the world at large. But their
delight in dress has more to do with
an artificially high standard of comfort
to alter the old saying, a sense
that rich people are scarce
than with
anything that can actually be called
vanity. The word "shibboleth" is the

—

—

master-word

They want
not

live,

talk,

to

in

their

to live as the

vocabulary.
world can-

to talk as the w^orld cannot
dress as the world cannot

ments which, to be profitable, should
be enjoyed in person. The present
mania for reading about clothes seems
to us unnatural, and not a good sign
of the time. All the newspapers have
fashion articles even the Times has
begun to provide for this new requirement of the public. The next
thing will be that telegrams from
Paris dressmakers will occupy the
stop-press space in the evening news;

papers.

Who

is

that takes pleasure

it

reading these efifusions? Surely it
must be the half-educated, and they
are as a rule rather poor. Why should
they gloat over accounts of the interiors of the dearest Bond street shops
in

and descriptions of "models carefully
plagiarizing
guarded from cheap
eyes?" Why, too, should they want to
read about such "reacK-me-downs" as
they can see every day in Oxford
Street, which are described in a penny contemporary in an article signed
by a well-known writer on fashions
as being of "that superior order of
sartorialism that amiablv submits to

and which the same
writer assures us are "within the purlieus of an average dress allowance?"
Is it a literary taste, or a taste for
dress, which is gratified by the reading of the following strange description, also from a signed article in a
penny paper?— "A quantity of tastefully disposed black braid ornamenting the coat, which after effecting a
bolero movement in the front graduoff
ates
into
long graceful lines
down the back." Surely even to a
practised feminine eye accustomed to
visualize from a fashion article that
picture called up is not clear.
could go to a shop and ask for such a
thing? Do the fancy names for common colors supply simple people with
the pleasure derived from puzzles?
slight alterations,"

Who

Why

is

suasive

a

"per-

Parma," and why are

satin

a

light

blue called

Why

is
dresses said to be "built?"
a new shop described as a "construc-

event?"

Who

likes this

dress.

tive

On the whole, we think that pleasure in dress is a good thing, but its
consideration is one of those amuse-

The most ardent devotee
practice
fore the

may

well

stand

language?

of dress in

aghast be-

theory.
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British

and American Ambassadors
By

SIDNEY BROOKS

From The

Fortnightly Review

OF ALL

diplomatic posts I have
often thought the pleasantest in
most ways and the most exacting in some is that of American
Ambassador to the Court
of St. James. Whoever holds it gets
infiinitely nearer to the realities of
English life than the representative of
any other country. He is treated from
the first as a national guest whom it
is a delight to honor, rather than as
an official emissary. The mayor and
corporation of Plymouth or Southampton board his vessel in the bay,
and, even before he lands, convince
him that the British people have no
intention of surrendering him to the
Court, Whitehall, and the West End.
Nothing, indeed, could well be more
significant or of better omen than the
semi-popular greetings
semi-official,
that are extended to each new Ameri-

can Ambassador on his arrival. They
are local in form but national in the
feeling behind them. They have become, in fact, a custom of British
public life, and a custom of which the

meaning is to be found in its
So fas as I know, nothing
like it exists anywhere else. No Ambassador to this or any other nation
is similarly honored.
For the representative of a foreign power to be
full

singularity.

feted on his recall in the capital of
the state to which he is accredited is
common enough. But for the representative of a foreign power to be
hailed with welcoming words at the
moment of his arrival, before he has
even presented his credentials, before
he has given anv token either of liis
130

personality or of his diplomatic policy,
this is an experience which, alone
among the diplomats of the world, is
enjoyed by the American Ambassador
to the Court of St. James. It is intended, I need hardly say, to be precisely what it is
a unique compliment, a distinguishing recognition on
our part that Great Britain and the
United States stand to one another
in a special relationship such as unites
no other nations on this earth, and
that between them some departure
from the merely official attitude is of
all things the most natural.
It would
be against the grain of national instinct if .no distinction were to be
made between the American and other
Ambassadors. Popular opinion separates him at once from his colleagues
of the diplomatic corps. He is the
only one who reaches the mass of the
people. The ordinary Londoner, who
could no more tell you the name of
the Italian or German Ambassador
ihan a New Yorker could tell you the
name of the Lieutenant-Governor of
Kansas, would not only answer correctly if you asked him the name of
the American Ambassador, but would

—

probably rattle off Mr. Whitelaw
Reid's predecessors as far back as
James Russell Lowell. He is the only
one in whom the people as a whole
have any interest. From the day of
intimate
his arrival he becomes an
part of English society, and a still
more intimate part of the world of
English art and letters and public
In- which, of course, I do not mean
political
life.
Other .\mbassadors

—

i;i<l

riSH

AXD AMERICAN AMBASSADORS.

be as lavishly entertained, may
be able to show as full an engagement
list, may dispense in return an equally brilliant hospitality. But the quality

well
as
all
private
living
expenses. This was never a very satisfactory arrangement, even in the days
of the modest scholar-diplomat, of

welcome extended to them
from that which
He
greets their American confrere.
alone gets behind the scenes, is shown
the best of wiiatever England has to
offer, and becomes at once a public
character. Of him alone is it expected that he will be less of an official and
more of a man. One hears, perhaps,

and Washington Irving, men, that is
to say, of comparatively moderate
means, who were appointed and welcomed on the strength of their literary
laurels, and from whom nothing in
the way of a grand establishment was
expected. But standards have altered

may

of the

differs

altogether

Russian or
German Ambassador being asked to
lecture before an educational or philo-

once

in a lifetime of the

sophical society, or invited to a literary dinner. However great their command of English, they still stand outside all but a fraction of the national
The public knows nothing about
life.
them, and does not care to know anything. They are what the American
Ambassador never is they are forparaeigners, and treated as such.
graph in the Court Circular is enough
to announce their advent or recall,
while their American colleague, on
his arrival as well as his departure,
receives a full-blown editorial salute
from the entire London Press. The
one is merely an incident of officialdom the other is a national event.

—

A

;

The
other
I

office is a peculiar

one

in

many

ways besides those on which

have already touched.

The United

States possess some offices in Victoria
Street that call themselves an Embassy, but it has no Ambassador's
residence. It acts with republican severity on the theory that all work and
no sleep, let alone play, makes a good

Ambassador.

It

provides him accord-

ingly with a desk-chair, pens and paper, and the paraphernalia of his official business, but takes no account of

human longing for a bed, or a roof
over his head, or anything that might
his

serve him as a temporary home.
These are luxuries he is expected to
furnish out of his salary, and the fixed and inclusive salary of all American
Ambassadors
is
£3,500 a
year.
Out of this they have to
pay
their
own
house-rent,
as

men

like

Bancroft,

Lowell,

Motley,

—

considerably of late years partly because all the American Legations in
the chief capitals have themselves

been promoted to Embassies and the
consequence is that only very wealthy
men, who are prepared to pay from
£10,000 to £30,000 a year out of
their private purse, can afford to accept a first-class Embassy, and to keep
up the state that the diplomacy of today insists upon. In one capital you
will find an American Ambassador
living in a palace, the rent of which
exceeds his official salary and in another you will find him worse housed
than the average representative of a
Balkan State.
One must remember
;

;

that in the American diplomatic service there is little security of tenure,

no regular and recognized system of
promotion, and no pensions and that
all appointments are made
by the
President from men of his own party,
and are liable to terminate at a moment's notice when the other side
comes in.
Diplomacy, in fact, in
;

American eyes

rather a diversion
many of the highest posts in the service are given to
men who have no official training, but
who like to round off a successful
political,
professional,
or business
career by a new and pleasant experience.
This, again, helps to limit the
Ambassadorships at the great capitals
to men of wealth. Moreover, my impression of the majority of Americans
in Europe is that it gratifies them to
see their Ambassadors resplendently
is

than a career, and

housed and maintaining a generous
social state^ They do not want their
representative

in

West Kensington

London

to

live

in

or in the French or
131
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equivalents of West Kensingon the Park Lane or the
Charlton House Terrace of the city
It gives
to which he is accredited.
them, so far as I can judge, a real
pleasure to fe 1 that the American Am-

German

but

ton,

bassador

is

more than holding

his

own

the social game, and that on all
occasions of public or semi-public display, and in all the outward embellishments of life, he plays an elegant and
in

conspicuous, and even brilliant, part.
]f the Americans in Berlin^ for instance, had been polled a year ago I
do not doubt they would have voted

Mr. Charlemagne Tower
Ambassador for life; and they were

make

to

probably just as disappointed as the
Kaiser himself when Mr. Tower's
successor turned out to be a gentle-

man w'hose tastes were those of a
student and a scholar, and whose resources made it impossible for him
to follow in Mr. Tower's footsteps
with the same assurance and eclat.
In regard to the London Embassy,
the case is even more embarrassing.
The last three American Ambassadors
have all been men of very large private means, which they have spent ungrudgingly in their country's service.
They have accustomed both
Englishmen and Americans to a certain style and scale of doing things
and the transition from a millionaire
to a man of moderate means, whether
wholesome or not, would undoubtedly
entail a certain amount of social and
political inconvenience and unfairness.
But that is not the limit of Mr. Taft's
embarrassments. There are plenty of
men in America who are millionaires,
but

who have

and

intellectual qualifications that

not the social, literary,

we

have come to expect as a matter of
course from the American Ambassador; and there are plenty of men who
are amply endowed with these latter
qualifications but who are vexed by
external want of pence. To hit
individual
who combines
both sets of requisites is no easy matter.
That Mr. Taft, however, will
succeed in- discovering him I make no
doubt.
alwavs think that no
the

upon the

We
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American Ambassador can be

so

good

one who is just leaving us, and
we are always proved to be delightwrong; and the Americans
fully

as the

themselves are justly jealous of the

fame of

their

London Embassy, and

have no intention of lowering

exampled

its

un-

prestige.

have long held that the kind of
should represent Great Britain in the United States is the kind
of man wdio for the past two generations
has represented the United
States in Great Britain. Times have
I

man who

changed since Sir Stratford Canning
described the W^ashington Embassy as
very pleasant socially, but not re(|uiring any great talents politically.
During the past ten or twelve years
the office of British representative at
Washington has been in many ways
one of the most exacting in the service.
I
know, indeed, of no post
which makes so insistent a demand
on the level-headedness and adaptability

of

its

occupants.

because

pants,

in

I

say occu-

Washington

less

any other capital can the
British Ambassador's wife be dissociated from her husband's failure or
than

in

success.

The

Embassy

will

prestige of the British
often depend more on
her social flexibility than on her husband's merits as a diplomatist. \'ery
few Englishwomen, so far as my observation goes, are happy or popular
in the United States, or know how to
take Americans, or can help being
jaired. and. what is more, showing
that they are jarred, by the thousand
and one little differences between
English and American social standards and ways of doing things. The
wife of the British Ambassador has
to accommodate herself to a social
environment that is all the more difficult to gauge because of its similarity
in general outline and its dissimilarity
in detail to what she is used to at
home or in the capitals of Europe. It
asks a very high degree of tact and
self-control sometimes to accept persons and thing.s as they come without
comment or surprise, and to recognize
that what would be counted easy-go-

——
r.RITISH

AXD AMERICAN AMBASSADORS.

ingness or curiosity in London may
merely a novel
in Washing-ton be
token of friendliness and interest. A
Ambassador's wife in the
British
American capital has always to bear
in mind that in matters of social usage the English and Americans, while

aiming

at the

ing essentially

same mark and meanthe same thing, often

behave and express themselves
posite senses.

in op-

Not every British AmWashington has had a

bassador at
wife who possessed these qualities of
perception and more than one hostess
at the Embassy on Connecticut Avenue has passed her time, like Lady
Karberina in Mr. Henry James's incomparable tale, in a state of hopeless
alienation from, and misunderstanding of, her new surroundings. When
;

this is the case the result
actively disastrous because

ton resembles nothing so

is

retro-

Washing-

much

as a

whispering gallery, its society is small,
exceedingly intimate, and enjoys a
highly specialized code of etiquette
that is all its own, and a mistake,
especially a mistake on the part of
the British Ambassador's w'ife,
becomes public property at once.
I
count it emphatically not the least of

Mr. Bryce's qualifications for his post,
and not the least among the causes of
unequalled success in it, that a
mastery of all these social nuances
and minutiae is with Mrs. Bryce a
matter of instinct.
To a bright and
keen intelligence and a fund of real
humor she unites a thorough knowledge of American life and of the
.\merican people, a disposition that
has inherited more than a touch of
American vivacity, and a sure comhis

mand

of

all

the arts of social success.

But if the conditions thus impose
on the wife of the British Ambassador
an unusual degree of diplomatic warithe Ambassador himself has to
doubly on his guard.
For one
thing, he finds the duties of his office
carried on in a glare of publicity that
in Europe is not only unknown but
unimaginable. For another, there is
always a party in the L^nited States
anxious to score a point against Great
ness,

be

Britain,

be
in

and there are always votes

to

— though not many, happily,
these days — by an anti-British camwon

paign.
Our Ambassador, therefore,
has to practise in the sphere of politics
the same tactfulness and discrimination demanded from his wife in the
sphere of society.
He must be ever
ready to make allowances; he must
constantly remember that America
is the exception
he must know what
to discount. This is a kind of knowledge
like
the
not
less
essential
;

—

knowledge of all the intricacies of
the American system of government
that

can hardly ever be gained by
up by a few months'

instinct or picked

study.
It
that only a

is

the

sort

of

knowledge

man

with a prolonged and
intimate acquaintance with the United
States is likely to possess, and that
the official type of British diplomatist,

pitchforked

Washington

into

from

one of the capitals of Europe, is not
only most certain to lack but to be
unable to acquire. But what, above
all,

is

necessary

is

that

Ambassador should have
for taking the Americans

the British
the instinct
in the right

way. If he has that he has the one
thing needful. If, on the other hand,
he confirms the average American's
worst suspicions of British angularity
and reserve, if he seems stifif and
self-contained and unable to let himself go, if he has not a natural sympathy with the American people and
with the spirit of their social life, his
abilities are as good as wasted.
But
a man who can take the Americans
as Lord Grey is taking the Canadians
may be very sure that the term of his

Ambassadorship

at

W^ashington

will

pass pleasantly for himself and profitIt is because
ably for his country.
I have believed men of this stamp and
flexibility to be more easily come by
outside the official service than in it
Lord Dvififerins do not grow on every
diplomatic tree and because I have
felt that the British Ambassador in
Washington should stand out among
his colleagues, should be distinguished
by attainments other than diplomatic,

—

should be qualified to mingle in Ameri133
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can public

life,

and should be a man
honor with-

whom Americans would

out reference to his official position,
I have long argued in favor of

that

the Washington Embassy from
outside the ranks of the professional
filling

service.

The experiment has been twice tried
and has twice succeeded. Sir Julian
Pauncefote went to Washington without any previous training in diplomacy,
and by the sheer frankness,
honesty, and manliness of his bearing wore down that all too flattering
suspiciousness of British diplomacy
that fifteen years ago was an American obsession. Mr. Bryce in the last
two and a half years has done even
better. Indeed, Mr. Bryce appeals to
my judgement as the perfection of the
type of man vvho should always represent us in Washington. The appointment, as every one who knew both
Mr. Bryce and America foretold, has
proved an ideal one. He sailed for
New York, of course, with many
advantages in his favor that none of
is ever likely to possess.
not only known to Americans
but more imtimately known and more
highly thought of than any other
Briton. For twenty years at least no
one on this side of the Atlantic has
had one-half of Mr. Bryce's influence
on American opinion.

his successors

He was

has practically wiped the slate clean
of every contentious issue. More than
that, he has won the confidence of

Canada and Newfoundland. He is
first British Ambassador at Washwho has visited Ottawa during
his term of office. He is the first who
has secured for Canada a recognized
the
ing

status in the conduct of

Anglo-Ameri-

diplomacy. He is the first, in
short, who has done something tangible towards disabusing the Canadian
mind of the notion that the British

can

Embassy

exists
to
at Washington
American goodwill at the
expense of Canadian interests. But,
above and beyond all this, 'Sir. Bryce

cultivate

has broken all precedents by declining
to confine himself to the Embassy on
Connecticut Avenue and his official
summer summer residence in Massachusetts. He has made a point of seeing something of the country and its
people. He has established himself as
an ;ntimate part of the world of
American letters and of the yet
larger world
of
public
endeavor.
He has delivered addresses at
meetings,
congresses,
and universities.
He • has attended political
conventions he has received honorary degrees. He has openly shown his
passionate interest in all that touches
on American life. For the first time
;

the British

Ambassador

in

Washing-

cannot better summarize Mr.
Bryce's achievements as Ambassador
than by saying he has adapted to

ton occupies a position analogous to
that of the American Ambassador in

American conditions the example set
by Mr. Lowell, Mr. Hay, Mr. Choate,
and Mr. Whitelaw Reid in England.
The past two and a half years have

figure;

I

London.

He

is

at

last

a

distinctive

political

he has ceased to be a mere
name to the masses he is marked out
from his colleagues in the diplomatic
corps in ways and to a degree that
represent and correspond with the

Mr. Bryce has
negotiated and carried through some

special relationship that exists between
the two main branches of the English-

been a continuous record of

and

social

success.

six or seven

imnortant

^ITE

treaties.

moving

He

;

speaking peoples.

finger writes,

and having writ

^^ Moves on nor all your piety nor wit
Can lure it back to cancel half a line
Nor all your tears wipe out a Mord of it.
:

:

— The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam
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—

Architecture and Arts.

The Employer's Duty.

—American

A. C. Marshall

Industries.

Pottery at Newcastle-Under-Lyme.
win Connoisseur.

Gerald Good-

—

Trades.

American Artists Whose Vital Work Shows the
Inspiration of Native Subjects The Craftsman.
The Arts and Crafts Movement in America.
Ernest A. Batchelder The Craftsman.
The Story of Dutch Painting. Charles H. Gaf-

—

—

fln

— St.

Nicholas.

—

A

Harvest of Vacation Pictures Suburban Life.
Musings of a Pre-Raphaelite Painter. Charlotte
Prentiss— Atlantic Monthly.

— Out-

An

Alliance of Architecture and Sculpture
look.

The Aerial

Army and Navy,
Battleship— McClure's Magazine.

Training for the British Navy. Alexander Irvine—World's Work.
The New Army School of Horsemanship. Major
T. Bentley Mott. U.S.A.— Scribner's.
The Balance of Naval Power and the Triple Alliance. Archibald
Hurd Living Age
S.
(July n.)

—

How

Bluejackets

Make Money.

John R. Cox

National Magazine.

A Canadian Navy— World
Towards

an
Fortnightly
Greatest Fleet
Technical

—

Imperial

Fleet

:

A

Courtesy

as a
Business
Asset. Richard
A.
Haste Advertising and Selling.
Japanese Precepts of Business System (July.)
The Battlefields of Business System (July.)
An Error-Saving Claim Ledger. J. M. Cobb
System.
Stock Records that Save Inventory. Alfred Terrell
System.
The Modern Commercial Traveler. Forrest Crls-

—

—

—

—

—

sey Everybody's.
Business Builders. Glenwood

S.

Philosopher.
Advertising as a Selling Force.
ward Business Philosopher.

—Business

Buck
W.

G.

Wood-

—

Little

Journeys to the Desks of Successful BusiMen Business World.

—

ness

Hot Weather Business
State Supervision
Accountancy.

—Business World.
— Journal of

Breezes

Over

Accounting

E.

Children.

Len G. Shaw

Business and Industry.
Magazine.

Collins-

Suggestion

World.

—Pearson's

— American Industries.
The Policy of the House. James H.
Saturday Evening Post (July 17.)

—

The First Professional Strike Maker.
sell

Industrial
to
E.E., Struc. Eng.

Allied

Sidney Diament,

Embezzlement and
Accountability. Charles
Sprague Journal of Accountancy.

To-Day.

Review (July.)
Needs no Subsidy.

Drawing as

Mechanical

Isaac Rus-

The Biography of a Boy.
Bacon Harper's Bazar.

Josephine

Daskam

—

Inventive
Boys.

Genius
L.

B.

Applied

to

the

Savings

— Business

Trowbridge

of

Philo-

sopher.
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Education and School Affairs.
Pupil. Mary E.
for
the
Educational Ideals
Woolley Harper's Bazar.
Co-Education at Close Range. Charles Johnson
Harper's Weekly (July 16.)
A Classical Education in America. Homer Ed.
miston Atlantic Monthly.
Education for the Many. W. A. MacDermid—

—

—

Business Philosopher.
Chinese Students in American

W.

C«cily.

—

Cornhill (July.)

Road

Optimism.
per's Magazine.

E.

to

Around the Bridge Table.

Martin— Har-

S.

F. G. Aflalo— Cham-

The Warren at Folkestone.
Journal.

bers's

The

Cash

Intrigue

Chester

Agatha's

The Iron

:

Empire.

R.

G.

— Cosmopolitan.

—Cosmopolitan.

Eleanor

Escort.

Gates

For the Workers.
A

Chance

Girl's

nette Austin

-Anin New York.
Magazine.
Count. Luther D. Fer-

Work

for

—Smith's

Make Your Personality
nald

Essays and General Literature.
The

of

Edward

Schools.

Kirk Titus— World To-Day.
"Schools"
"The Grotesque," Max Beerand
bohn Saturday Review.

Hopkins— Atlantic Monthly.
the Manor. Katharine
Tynan—

J.

Lady

The

What

—Business
One

Philosopher.
N.

Did.

Girl

B.

Meyer—Business

Philosopher.

The Value

—Young

Early Rising

of

Man

(July.)

Arthur Loring Bruce—

Health and Hygiene.

Ainslee's.

The Impersonal Note
Cosmopolitan.
"The Rights of

Criticism.

in

Alan Dale-

Man"— Blachwood's

Magazine

(July.)

The Every Day Things One Does that Shorten
Life.
Harrison
L.
Beach— Pearson's Magazine.

The

Generosity
of
Critics— Blackwood's Magacine (.luly.)
The Creed for the Colonist. Rev. G, A. Johnston Ross, M.A. Young Man.
The Real Australian. W. H. East—Lone Hand.

—

New Methods

Reduction^Harpcr's Ba-

Flesh

of

zar.

Sun and Air

as Physicians.

Maude Howe—Har-

per's Bazar.

Sympathy

as
a Remedy. Elizabeth
Stuart
Phelps Harper's Bazar.
The Real Yellow Peril. Woods Hutchinson, M.
D. S.iturday Evening Post.
Good Cheer as a Remedy. Billy B. Van Green
Book.
Colleges of United States and the
''ampiign
Against Tuberculosis. Professor W. H. Norton—Science (July 2.)
The Dangers of Undereating. Woods Hutchinson,
M.D. Cosmopolitan.

—

Fiction.
Her

Treasure.

—

Gilmer— Cosmopo-

M.

Elizabeth

litan.

The Cult and the Catamount.

—Lippineott's.
Between

Yesterday

Wetherill

Jeanne

To-morrow.

George

Earl—Lippineott's.
Marshes.

the

of

and

Dorothy Canfield

E.

— Gunter's.
The O'Rourkes.

Phillips

Oppenheim

lee's.

Stradella (A
Serial
ford Delineator.

Story).

—

F.

Marlon Craw-

The Danger Mark. Robert W. Chambers— Saturday Evening Post (July 17.)
A
California
Conscience. Edith
Wyatt—McMagazine.
True Thomas. Marguerite Tracy— Red Book.
"Susanna and Sue." Kate Douglas Wlggin—
Clure's

Woman's Home Companion.
And a Little Child. Anno Warner—Woman's

Home Companion.
Honors Heaped High.

Robert

Carlton

Brown-

Argosy.
of

Culture.

Myra

Kelly— Hampton's

Magazine.
Higgins
A Man's Christian. Norman DuncanHarper's Magazine.
Resignation. Muriel
Campbell Dynr— Harper's
Magazine.
The Little Stenographer's Creed. Jane Dalziel
Wood Putnam's.
:

—
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—

Frank H. Swcet—Xew England

Magazine.
Zoe's Masterpiece. Harriet Prescott Spofiord—
Harper's Bazar.
Truxton King. George Barr McCutcheon— Ains-

Crumbs

—

House, Garden and Farm.

—

Jacques Boyer AmerGardens.
A Pretty Kitchen Garden^ .\merican Homes and
Gardens.
Making Money From Cut Flowers. Carl Purdy
Garden Magazine.
How the English Cultivate Mullein. M. D. Marshall Garden Magazine.
Origin of the Large Flowered Clematis. W. E
Pendleton Garden Magazine.
Early Work in the Greenhouse. H. H. Henry-

Grape Culture

France.

in

Homes and

ican

—

—

—

Suburban
Living
ters

Life.

From Twenty

Well

— Suburban

A Summer Home
Fernald

Some

H.

Acres.

C.

Win-

Life.

of

— Country

a
Life

Houseboat.
in

George

P.

.\merica.

—Country

Satisfactory Types of Bungalows

Life in

America.

Modern Planting on an Eighteenth Century Estate.

Alden

—Country

Fearing

Life

In

-Am-

erica.

One

Acre From Castor
Hundred
Dollars an
Harry
H.
Dunn— Technical World

Beans.

Magazine.

—

——

COXTEXTS OF OTHER MAGAZINES.
Invest ment, Speculation and Finance.

The

The Industrial Bond as an Investment.
Stanton Pearson's Magazine.

B.

J.

—

—

New York Outlook

in

10.)

New York

City's Revision of Accounts. H. D.
Force Journal of Accountancy.
Municipal Government. Charles W. Eliot New
England Magazine.
The Transformation of Boston's North End.
May Emery Hall New England Magazine.

—

Foreign Investments of the Nations. Charles F.
Speare North American Review.
The Ta.x on Earnings North American Keview.
The Public Control of the Rich— World's Work.
Bonds Secured by Natural Resources Sat\irday
Evening Post (July 17.)
The Productivity of Capital Invested in Broking. H. M. P. Eckardt, Moody's ''agaEine.
News of the Mining and Metal Markets Moody's
Magazine.
of Gold.. Franklin i'''^cher^
The Depreciation
Moody's Magazine.
Chronicles of the Money Ferret Business World.

—

Situation

Police

(July

—

—

—

—

—

—

Nature and Outdoor

Life.

The Friendly Citizens

of Chipmunkville.
J. Alden liOring Collier's (July 17.)
Triumphs of Bird Protection. Herbert K. Job

—

Harper's Magazine.

The Great Tidal Waves
Atlantic Monthly.

Bird Life.

of

—

D.

Lange

•

Life Stories and Character Sketches.
p. Dolliver. Word Master. Sloane GordonPearson's Magazine.
Stories of the Lives of Real Teachers. W. H.
Ma.xwell World's Work.
Field-Marshal
Sir
Neville Chamberlain Black-

and Commercial.

Political

J.

—

—

wood's Magazine (July.)
Diplomat.
Montgomery
Martin
Van Buren,
Blair Harper's Magazine.
George
Kimball Tuell AtMeredith. Annie
lantic Monthly.
A Great Canadian Career Young Man.
George Albert Coe
J.
Professor
of America.
Williams Butcher Young Man.
Algeron Charles Swinburne. Bertram Stevens

—

—

—

—

Lone Hand.
Longfellow

the

Citizen

and

Poet

— Outlook

Ma-

gazine.

The Sugar Trust and Its Pennsylvania Rival
Outlook (July 10.)
British Imperialism— The Outlook (July 10.)
The Situation in Armenia and Constantinople
World To-Day (July.)
Peace Questions and British Policy
A Letter
:

From
Inhian
ly

Vienna.

Long—Fortnightly Rev.

R. C.

Development

Industrial

— Asiatic

Prohibition, the Obstacle to Real Reform.
Wm. A. Wasson Pearson's Magazine.

—

Alcohol System McClure's
Story of an
Magazine.
Studying the Animal Mind in Laboratories. E.
T. Brewster McClure's.
Stories of a Famous London Drawing Room
McClure's Magazine.
Hypnotism. Forbes Winslow, M.B., LL.D.—Lon-

The

—

don Magazine (July.)
The Fiction of Eden Phillpotts. W. D. Howells
North American Review.
The Re-Discovery of Caliiornia. Edgar FrenchWorld's Work.
American Pageants and Their Promise. Percy

—

MacKaye— Scribner's.
Sensational Journalism. Edward
Living Age (July 17.)

H.

Cooper

Economy
of Fire
Proofing Our Homes.
George Ethelbert Walsh— Moody's Magazine.
The Perils of Orchid Hunting—Chambers's JourThe

Rev.

—

The

and

Tariff

— American

John Kirby

Commission.

Tariff

Industries.

The Labor Party in Great Britain. Percy G.
Martin American Industries.
The Only Reigning Queen in Europe London
Magazine (July.)
British Farmers and the Fiscal Question. William E. Bear North American Review.
The Law of Aerial Navigation. Lyttleton Fox
North American Review.

—

—

'

Miscellananeous.

Quarter-

Review.

—

A

Permanent
Tariff.
American Review.

French

Willard

— North

A Country that Finances Itself—World's Work.
A Country Ready for Capital. C. M. Keys
World's Work.

The Future

of

Canada—World's Work.

Western

Ten Years of Progress
Clark—World's Work.

Alaska.

in

A New Way Out of an Old Trouble.
tram Green— Collier's (July 11.)

Bar-

A.

The Trusts that will Control All Other Trusts.
John L. Mathews Hampton's Magazine.

—

The Negro

in

—Hamp-

Harris

Politics.

Dickson^

ton's Magazine.

nal.

Earthquakes From

a

Japanese Point

of

View.

Lady Lawson —Wide World Magazine.
Tiny Scourge of the World. Henry M. Hyde-

Wanted

An American

:

French

Conservatism.

The German Way

Municipal and Local Government.
Verdure for the City Streets
Price

we Pay

Laut—Collier's

—At-

Marine

Merchant

lantic Monthly.

Alvan

F.

Sanborn—At-

lantic Monthly.

Technical World.

The

E.

Walter

for

(July

—The

Craftsman.
Agnes C.

Bad Roads.
17.)

vester

Snapshots

Baxter
of

of

Making Better

—Atlantic

the

Tariff

Syl-

Cities.

Monthly.

— National

Debate

Ma-

gazine (July.)

The Control

of

— Outlook.

Corporations
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Railroad and Transportation.
Railroad Development— Overland Monthly.
Mexico. Elisha Holllngsof
The Railroads

worth Talbot—Moody's Magazine (July.)
The German System—
The Railways of Europe
Moody's Magazine (July.)

With the Athletes in the Province by the Sea
Milton Brown— Rod and Gun.
Bloodhounds and Trailing. Richard Claphana—
Rod and Gun.
Swordfishing ofl Cape Cod. Frederick Booth St

—

Nicholas.

:

Water Motor Boating. T. H. ParkerCountry Life In America.
Catching a Large Bass From Lake Wlnnepesaukee New England Magazine.

Fresh

—

Religion.
Moslem Answer to Christendom. James
Creelman Pearson's Magazine.
America. Mabel
Potter
Saving Sunday for
Daggett Delineator.
Christianity
the Crucible. Harold Bolce—
in
Cosmopolitan.
The Church and Social Movements. Hayes Robbins—Atlantic Monthly.
The Emmanuel
Movement. F.
B. Hodgins
Putnam's Magazine.
Religious
Education
Coaston the Pacific
World To-Day.
Christianity
in
the
Crucible. Harold Bolce—
Cosmopolitan.
Religious Life and Thought in Germany To-Day.
Hibbert Journal.
A New Development in Old Testament Criticism.
Professor B. D. Eerdmans— Hibbert Journal.

The

The

—

—

•

—

"Parsifal"

Wizard

of

—

W. Rogers— Cassier 'a (July.)
Recent Development in Large Gas-Engine Design.
Percy R. Allen— Cassier's.
Weird Feats of Wireless. Fielding Drake—Technical World.
New Process for Cutting Iron and Steel. J. B.
Van Brussell-Technical World Maga-iine.

Remarkable

Signalling

Device.

C.

Claudy—

H.

Technical World.

New

Remarkable

Welding Process.
Hatch—Technical World.

Barnett

Monthly (July.)
Children on the Stage.

Fool.

a

of

—Overland

Franklin

Elsie Leslie—Cosmopo-

litan.

Manager

vs.

Paul

Critic.

—Every-

Armstrong

body's Magazine.
Popularity of the Hippodrome

— '.^.rld

Killing

if>I)fy.

Bad Plays—W.i.-id To! lay.

Marlow and

Southern Joint

Stars

—World

To-

Day.

An American Opera
(July

Modern

The

BerUn— Literary Digest

for

10.)

Stage

Decadent.

Zitella

Cocke

New England Magazine.

Travel and Description.

Development. Clayton W.
Jones Pacific Monthly.
Gas as a Motor.' Joe Mitchell Chapelle—National Magazine.
Characteristics Of Induction Electric Motors. J.
:

The Grand Opera
Hughes—Smith's.

Patriotism.

Tinsel

Science and Invention.
Power

:

Rupert

Stage.

Darwin S.

The Gibraltar of the Pacific
A Fortified Volcanoe World To-Day (July.)
An Englishman's Pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina — Wide World Magazine.
:

—

From Messina to Tyndarls. Olive
New England Magazine.
A New England Village. Lydia

D. Campibell
J.

Dale

—New

England Magazine.
The Rose of New England. Chas. M. Rockwood
New England Magazine.

—

A Midsummer Paradise. Arthur
New England Magazine.
Famous Seaside Resorts Around
H. Ford—Travel Magazine.
Motoring to the Water Gap.

—Travel

J.

Sherman

the World.

Clarence 0.

A.

Sacks

Magazine.

Summer Capital. Belle M. Walker
Magazine.
The Romance of the World's Great Rivers
The
Ganges. Flora Annie Steele Travel Magazine
Ijake
George and
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C.
Walsh Travel Magazine.
In the Land of Swamps and Savages. Charles
W. Furlong Harper's.
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Harper's Magazine.
Beverly,

the

—Travel

Sports and Pastimes.

:

Camping

For

Rest

and

Recreation— Harper's

Bazar.

and Country Frolics. Florence Howe
Hall Harper's Bazar.
The Record of a Channel Swim, .sdolphe Abrahams Badminton.
Famous Polo Players and their Beet Games.
Arthur W. Coaten— Badminton.
What Goes On in a Yacht Race. Charles PearsBadminton.

Picnics

—

—

Outfitting for a

Tramping

Trip.

L. D.

Sherman

—

—

—

Teaching

Alsheler

The Luxury
Gallatin
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Travel.
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Ralph E. Clark

—Recreation.

—Recreation.
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A
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Pierre
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—Over-
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—

—
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— Henry
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OF INTEREST TO
OFFICE MANAGERS!

New Elapsed Time Recorder,
a demand for a
FOR years there has beenaccurately
compute
would

machine that
and print in plain
different

jobs.

Until

available.

been

figures

the elapsed time on

now no such machine has

After

four

years

of

ping time and the elapsed time in plain Arubic
numerals on one line. There can be ao i listake
about the accuracy of the result as It is mechanically
impossible for the
machine to err.

Nor

it

is

chine so

possible to place the card in the mathat an incorrect result is obtained.

exper.

The device

operated

is

electrically,

tl.e

im-

pulses being furnished by a master clock. Tnis
may be located anywhere in the building, preferably

in

the

as it

office,

by vibration

and dust.

wiU be \-ss unected
Aozn transar.ts

This

impulses each minute all through the
building to the various elapsed time mechanisms.
electric

Thus

all
the machines
are exactly the same
time and cards may be registered in on one
machine and out on any other and correct re-

obtained.

sults

The mechanism is about 9 inches
may be placed on a work bench, on
or it may be sunk flush with the
bench or desk. The flat cover has
ings

or

One

slots

opening

for

is

the

marked

insertion

"in"

square and
a pedestal
top of the

of

for

two openthe

the

cards.

first

re-

cord of a job, the other "out" for registering
when the job is completed. There is also an
aperture in the cover through which may be
seen

a

series

of

indicating

actly the time of day.

There

wheels

showing ex-

only one handle
to be operated and. therefore, no confusion can
occur in the mind of the operator as ;o vlich
handle to pull.

The cards used

in the

is

machine

r.'^i.-

I>

o.

any

length desired but can only be of one width. 4
inches. In registering in the card is placed in
International Hlapsed

Time Recorder.

or starting slot and the lever pulled
This prints the starting time at the top
of the card
in the space to
the left. At the
same time four small holes are punched in the
card
which individualize the record.
After a
job is completed the card is placed in the rear
or stopping
lever pulled over once
slot,
the
more and the stopping lime and actual elr.psed
time are both printed on the c-ard by '>ne pull

the

front

over.

iments
tional

and

actual working tests

Time Recording Company

the Interna-

of 25 Aliice St-,

Toronto, have eoniplrted a machine which will
do this work.
This machine is designed
specially fcr ccst
purposes.
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sponge, and it is claimed that
or
by tongue
stamps can be placed on mail ten times faster
than by hand.
Upon these machines being submitted to the
postal

authorities,

at

Washington,

the

Govern-

issue of
authorized
the
immediately
ment
stamps in rolls of five hundred, so that business
firms would be able to make use of the device.

Negotiations

are

now on with

the

postal

au-

at Ottawa, to have them do as the
United States Government have done. The adwill naturally depend
this machine
vent
of
upon the Canadian Government putting up their
thorities

stamps in rolls the same as the United States
Government are now doing.

Capturing the Market.
At the beginning of the year, the Wales Msmachine was put on
Ible Listing and Adding
the Canadian market and. as anticipated, has
met with marked success. This machine is simple and convenient, and to demonstrate their

"JT

f

little

a

more

little

less bowing-

patience,

down
moae

the manufacturers offer to place
appliance in any office on 30

not prove satisfactory,
back at the expense of the
firm
and no question will be asked. During
the period when it is on trial any other machine can be used and compared with it. The
Wales possesses eleven exclusive features which
save
lots
of time and trouble. Among them
may be mentioned perfectly visible printing,
visible totals,
flexible keyboard, column space
bar, automatic clear signal, adjustment for a
bell
signal and
item counter,
carbon copy,

one

trial.

may

If

does

it

send

it

is
eliminating
keys,
others. It
arid several
claimed that the Wales Is the
only machine
which upon the pressure of one small key. will
add without listing, and upon pressing another
key will list without adding. The Wales is now
Mr. E.
in almost every country of the globe.
Avery, late managing director for the Burrows
Adding Machine Co., in England, has recently
taken up the agency for the Wales Adding Machine Co., in Belgium, with headquarters "94

Rue Place Royal, Place Stephanie. Brussels."

little

to the past,
;

it

convenient

days'

more devotion,

pretended authority
future with

a

confidence in

the

a

more charity
little

and a

more

silent

all,

ig-noring- of

a brave looking- forward to the

faith in

our fellows and the race will

ripe for a great burst of light

and

life.

— J^ni
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NOT TO
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CANDIES

A maa

is

known by

Of course
Known
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the candy he sends

-d^w^fif she wants

the world over for

Purity, Quality and Flavor

its

Don't forget our Ice Cream Sodas and other fountain drinks
when near our store. Our candies mtde on the premises.

•C^?^ 130-132Yonee

A

St.,

Toronto, Ont

.

NON-SURGICAL NATURE CURE PROCESS

An

Explanatory Work, 400 pages,
revised edition. Free to residents
of Quebec Province and the Ontario
Counties, Stormont, Russell, PresInformation at
cott. Glengarry.
Office gratis, 8.30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

MONTREAL

VIAVI CO., 97

Drummond

Si.,

MONTREAL

Opinions of Mary
BY
Alice

Don't Forget When
Packing Your Grip

Ashworth Townley

to put in a

copy of

Cloth $1.25

Sowing Seeds

is a book to drive away the blues and
make you feel happy and satisfied •with
things in general.
The publisher introduces to the public in this charming volume
a new^ writer who has the gift of humor to

Here

Danny
BY

an unusual degree along with a deep insight
into the foi bles and frailties of human nature.

A

Great

Book

for the

NeUie

Summer

all

McClung

The book which has made

you want to enjoy a book which will
give you many a hearty laugh read "Opinions of Mai^ "
If

At

L.

Cloth $1.00

Vacation

Or from

BOOKSELLERS

the author

famous
and

NEWS STANDS.

WILLIAM BRIGGS,
TORONTO
W.

Publisher

in

29-33

It is to your

Richmond

St.

advantage to mention Busy Man's.

r.rsy MAX'S

MAGAZINE

A STORY OF SUCCESS
'T^HAT
likes

is

to

the kind of tale the progressive
read.

perusal

Its

human
and

inspiring,

is

in

briefly referring to the striking success of the

Financial Post of
it

is

only necessary to state

that

it

is

Canada
growing

in

a

thoroughly- gratifying manner, with the result that the

Post has become the national, and at the same time
an international, financial newspaper.

CIRCULATION — Not

long ago a single week's sub-

scription returns of the Post covered seven provinces

The United

States boundwere Massachusetts on
the east and California on the west, and in Canada the
Maritime Provinces and the Great Lakes.

and two foreign countries.

aries of another week's returns

Subscriptions have been received recently, too, from

France, India, Holland, the Fiji Islands, Newfoundland,

Bermuda, and

lastl\

from Madrid.

AND IN ADVERTISING— The Post, ever)- tivo months
this year to date,

entire tivelve

IN

has equalled

months of

its

fine increase for the

1908.

FINANCIAL AFFAIRS AND INVESTMENTS THE POST KNOWS
EVERY SATURDAY

$3.00

PER YEAR

ASK FOR SAMPLE COPY

THE FINANCIAL POST
10 Front Street East,
Montreal

When
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writiiifT

New York

advoitisors

Toronto
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London
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How the Governor- General

1909

No

5

Earns Salary

By
G. B.

VAN BLARICOM

a year
Does a GovernorGeneral of Canada earn such a
salary? Can he live on it?
Those but little acquainted with the
functions of a Governor, his daily

$50,000

!

and
otherwise, the demands made upon his
time, his hospitality and his purse, will
duties,

his

naturally

obligations,

declare

social

offhand that,

in

a

young and by no means wealthy counCanada, no man, in a purely
administrative arena or gubernatorial
try like

capacity,

sum

is

worth anything

of the people's money.

like

this

They

will

concede perhaps

that, in an exalted
executive position in a big business
concern like a chartered bank, a railway corporation, or an insurance company, a man may hold an ofifice in
which his ability, foresight and judgment are worth $50,000 annually to
the interests he serves.
And yet $50,000 is not all
Governor-General is provided with an official residence known as Rideau Hall.
It nestles among many cedar and pine
trees to the east of the Rideau River,
and is a place of tall chimneys, gray
!

A

walls,

and

The
home of

inartistic extensions.

property was formerly the

Hon. Thomas McKay and was
bought by the government in 1864,

the

as a dwelling for vice-royalty.

Since

was acquired it has been
considerably added to by the Government and various Governors-General
the building

until to-day

it is a quaint, picturesque
interesting structure, but one
scarcely in keeping with modern styles
of architecture or the demands of its

and

eminent occupants.
repairs and nearly

The

cost for all
additions has
come out of the public exchequer,
while the furnishings are almost wholly provided by the purse of the people.
In addition to all this the representative of the Crown receives several allowances.
There is, for instance
$8,000 granted annually for the heating and lighting of Government
House, while the salaries of the staff
are for the most part borne by the
nation.
few years ago the travelling concession was raised from $5,000
to $25,000 a year.
Thus expense is
piled up and the ratepayer in a demoall

A

19
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KIDEAL HALL
The

Okfic'Ial

Residence of the Governors-Oexeral of Caxada

Canada— young in
cratic land like
years, full of life and hope, rich only
in resources rather than cold cash
stands back, rubs his eyes and wonders where the disbursements for ofIs
it
ficialdom are going to end.
worth it? Can the country stand such
a high figure for royal representation?
Can it financially afford such
a costly part of our legislative system?
Along with the furnishings, maintenance and repair account of Rideau
Hall it involves the Dominion in an
expenditure of something like $125,000
a year.
In the early nineties, when the
Liberals did not occupy the treasury
benches.
Hon.
McMullen,
James

would

rise

from

mons Chamber,

his seat in the Comfor he then represent-

ed North Wellington, antl. with the
Auditor-General's report on his desk,

would by warning

finger and in a
raucous voice, tlunulcr against the
heavy outlay. He knew all about the
quality, price and nimiher of the nap20

and tablecloths purchased
Rideau Hall, and whether they
were needed or not. Such petty affairs were discussed on the floor of
the House by a few bitter partisans,

kins, towels

for

but to-day appropriations in that direction are seldom if ever called into
question, unless it be an expenditure
of several thousands in the estimates
an extension to the building,
for
which, if it were not occupied by viceroyalty, would be referred to as a
"thing of shreds and patches."
Why the change? There are many
reasons. One is that Canada has become a nation, the people are more
liberal in sentiment, liroader in outlook,
and more prosperous in pocket. They
recognize that the scale of living and
entertaining has increased, and that
the representation in its ability, activity and efficiency has been strengthenctl.
A Governor-General is not a
stranded peer nor an impecunious
aristocrat temporarily out of a job,
sent out by the Imperial authorities to

—
now

TllF.

HIS

(l()\'FR\(^R-r,FA"ER.\L l-.ARXS

EXCELLKM

V KAIil> (.KliY, P.C, G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O.

SALARY

AND STAFF

Standing From Left to Right— Col.

Sir John Hanbury-Williams, K.C.V.O., C.M.G., Military Secretary; Arthur F.
Sladen, Esq., Private Secretary; Viscount Laseelles, A.D.C.; Capt. D. O. O. Newton, A.D.C.; C. Leveson-Gower, Esq.,

Comptroller.

a colony at a fat salary, to bow ofbefore parliament twice a year
and socially on many occasions, to
act as a sort of rubber stamp on offi-

ficially

cial documents, a drawing card at
smart functions, and enjoy the best
in the land at the expense of "taxpayers," as some persons dearly love

to call themselves.

Serving the country and

termed the birthday of the
Dominion, have been Viscount Monck,
tingly be

Lord Lisgar, The Earl of Dufferin,
The Marquis of Lome, The Marquis of Lansdowne, Lord Stanley of
Preston, afterwards the Earl of DerThe Earl of Aberdeen, and
The preThe Earl of Minto.

by,

sent

incumbent

able

Sir Albert

the Right HonorHenry George, Earl

is

people
in the capacity of a direct representative of the reigning monarch is a
serious 'business
a highly responsible
post
but still the question crops up,
does a Governor-General of Canada
earn his salary? Can he live on it
how expensive are the entertainments
that he gives, how many do tradition
and precept impose upon him, and in
general how does he conduct himself
and put in his time during the term
of his official residence in the Do-

1904, and sworn in as administrator on December loth of the same
year. In the natural course of events
he would have followed the precedent
established by his predecessors, with
the exception of Lord Dufferin and
Lord Minto, and retired after holding
office for five of the six years of his
appointment.
His tenure of Rideau
Hall was sometime ago extended another year, making the full term,

minion

which

its

—

—

?

The ^jovernors-General
since Confederation,

of

which

Canada

may

fit-

Grey,

who was

appointed

in

Septem-

ber,

is

personal

a strong compliment to his
qualifications for the office

and an appreciation of

his

splendid
21
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Wiork in connection with the Quebec
Tercentenary celebration and other
occasions wherein he has done much
to solidify Canadian national life.

A

reference to the

His Excellency in
and social duties

staff,

who

assist

administrative
In
personnel, it consists of the Secretary
to His Excellency and Military Secretary, Sir John Hanbury-Williams
the Aides-de-camp, Captain Newton,
Duke of Cambridge Own, Middlesex

Regiment

his

is

interesting.

Lieut. Viscount Lascelles,
Grenadier Guards, and Captain
Fife, The King's Royal Rifle Corps
the Comptroller of the Household,
Mr. C. Leveson-Gower His Excel;

late

;

Private-Secretary, Arthur F.
Sladen
Assistant Secretary, Chas.
Jones, I.S.O., and civil service clerks,
Messrs. Walker and Periera. The official duties of
Sir John HanburyWilliams, who has an ofihce in the
East Block adjoining that of the Governor-General, are to supervise and
reply to all official and military communcations, foreign despatches and
correspondence,
and
other
matters
of an
executive
and diplomatic character.
The Private Secretary to His Excellency, Mr. Sladen, in conjunction with Sir John has
charge of the regular mail matter and
acts in both an advisory and confidenlency's

;

capacity.
For instance, many invitations are daily received asking the
Governor-General to lay corner stones.
to open public buildings, hospitals and
charitable institutions in various cities
tial

and towns,

to

attend important eduand other

cational, scientific, historical

gatherings, to officially inaugurate fall
fairs, to visit different centres on the
occasion of old boys' reunions or local
celebrations,
to
address
Canadian
clubs, to be present at convocation
exercises of colleges and univeisities.
and to preside at manv other functions. Whether or not the representative of the Crown accepts
depends
largely upon the nature and character
of previous appointments.
All these
and other relative matters are carefully weighed and all necessary in-

formation

])re>onteil

by the .secretary

when the invitation is laid before the
social calendar
Governor-General.
is kept by the secretary.
The dates

A

for the present and many months
ahead have to be consulted and His
Excellency acquainted with what engagements he already has in hand.
It then rests with him as to his com-

pliance or otherwise with the requests.
Decisions are not hastily reached, as
many things have to be taken into consideration.
Sometimes the date mentioned is too far distant for a definite
answer to be given. However, once
accepted an engagement becomes a
fixture, the day on the diary is marked
off and nothing is allowed to interfere
with the arrangement for that occaIf the affair is an out-of-town
sion.
one all necessary details for the
transportation,
are
itineracy,
etc.,

made by

the Comptroller.

There are certain fixed social functions, which precept and tradition declare as inviolable obligations on the
These
part of a Governor-General.
constitute a list of gayeties that invariably come off at Rideau Hall during a session of parliament. Among
these are the State Dinner
on the
King's birthday, the drawing room in
the Senate Chamber at the opening of
parliament, a State ball held usually in
the month of May and His Excellency's levee on New Year's Day.
Then there are dances at Christmas
time, skating and tobogganing parties
every Saturday afternoon in the winter season, dinners and other brilliant
entertainments. The number of musical and dramatic events held under
"\'ice-Regal Patronage"
is
almost
appalling. This rather formidable roll
of festivities constitutes only a comparatively unimportant part of gubernatorial obligations, or. perhaps, business would be a more applicable term.
It is not alone in the Capital that the

—

Governor-General entertains.
Montreal. Toronto. Quebec and other cities
have claims upon his consideration.
Twice a year he usually spends several
weeks in Canada's commercial
metropolis occupying the handsome
residence of Lord Strathcona where

HOW THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL EARNS SALARY

HIS EXCELLENCY

EARL GREY, PC,

G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O.
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receptions and dinners are held aplenhouse is generally taken in Toronto during the spring meet of the

A

ty.

Ontario Jockey Club when Their Excellencies are at home to Inmdreds
and visit institutions of learning, public

charities

The

Citadel

and
at

places

Quebec

of
is

interest.

often

the

temporary abode of the representatives of royalty and the scene of much
hospitality on their part.
When the
.Vice-Regal court is transferred to any
of these cities the stafif and several
attaches of the household are necessarily

included.

Tt

may

incidentally

be observed that the expense of this
constant round of social attractions
at the Capital and other cities
is per-

—

sonally borne by the Governor-General.
Not a dollar comes out of the
national exchequer.

Regarding the patronage of entertainments this

of course, quite voluntary. As a general rule, Their Excellencies give their patronage to any
concert, recital or dramatic performance of a deserving charity, or to any
talented professional or amateur artists of any kind.
In doubtful cases
patronage is not given.
It is, however, often extended when Their Exis,

cellencies cannot be present.
By this
is meant that patronage does not imply

they will be there in person, but it does
mean that they approve and cncoin-age the object or character of the enterprise, with the inevitable result that
the attendance and interest arc invariably increased.

When a Governor-General leaves
Canada, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, at once become

the

.\dministrator and a proclamation is issued to that effect vesting him with all the necessary power
and authority to serve in his stead.
The -Vdministrator receives one-quarter of the gubernatorial salarv. the
other three parts going to the Governor-General. At one time it was the
Commander of His Majestv's forces
in British North America who acted
as Administrator in the absence of a
Governor, but as he was at Halifax,
this
frequently caused considerable
24

inconvenience. Several years ago this
was changed and now it is always the
Chief Justice of Canada who is entrusted with the duties.
Should the

Chief Justice be absent then the Jus-

who

takes his place as head of
It is not
acts.
considered bon gout for one GovernorGeneral, at the expiration of his term,
to remain in the Capital until his sucThey generally pass
cessor arrives.
on the ocean unless the departing one
reaches England before the new occupant of Government House sets
tice,

the

Supreme Court

sail.

The duties of the aides-de-camp are
largely of a social character. Once a
date is fixed for any function, sending out the invitations, assisting in
the reception of guests and looking
after their comforts are solely in the
hands of these gentlemen. All preliminaries and formal arrangements
Whenever
are carried out by them.
Their Excellencies attend a musical
or dramatic entertainment, public ceremonial or private reception, one or

more of

the A. D. C.'s

Their presence

at

is in

attendance.
is con-

any function

sidered desirable.
They accompany
A'ice-Royklty on practically all visits
and tours, adjust all details as to the
hour of arrival and departure, the
part the distinguished visitors take in
ihe jiroceedings and give attention to
many other matters of moment. The
Comptroller of the Household has
com]>letc charge of all internal affairs,
expenditures, servants and other arrangements. He is really the business
manager of Rideau Hall.

Whh

respect to official dress, at the

opening and closing of parliament, and
at all state functions, the personal re-

His ^^ajesty wears the
which
is worn in Canada only by a GovernorGeneral anil the members of the ImThe Military
perial Privy Council.
Secretary and ''the aides" wear the
uniform of their respective regiments
on all State occasions and the Private
Secretary wears the fifth class Civil
uniform.
At less pretentious affairs
l>resentative of

first

the

class of the Civil uniform,

members

of

the

staff*

are

dis-
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tinguished by the colored facings on
their evening coats, which, in the case

of the present regime are Hght blue.
Outside of the social customs and
courtesies traditional to his office a
Governor-General has many affairs of
State to attend to, and the present
occupant has proved a worthy and
eminently qualified successor of the
able men who have preceded him. He
closely identified himself with the welfare and interest of the Canadian
people.
He has visited every one of
the nine provinces of the Dominion
and made himself thoroughly ac-

quainted with the person in every
walk and condition of life and
with
country,
the
its
rich
reexpansion.
sources
and extensive
His addresses on
all
occasions
are marked by earnestness, optimism,
thoughtfulness
and practical
common sense. The}- are no mere
platitudes, no meaningless deliveries,
but are of a character that reveal the capacity, faith
insight of the man.
His

OIVK
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an industrious reader of both Engjournals.
All
and Canadian
mediums bearing on the topics of the
day, as well as history, biography,
is

lish

works of travel and discovery, are
An early riser,
constantly consulted.
he often begins the day by reading a
few minutes in bed. He gets up at
eight o'clock and breakfasts at nine,
but frequently dictates some letters
before partaking of the morning
In his large private room at
meal.
the northeast angle of Rideau Hall
he spends a busy forenoon in company with his secretaries first with
Sir John Hanbury-Williams and then
Mr. Arthur Sladen of times
with
both gentlemen. Foreign despatches,
parliamentary communications, ordersin-council, and other
official documents are there in abundance, to
which prompt attention must be directed.
Then there are epistolary
matters of a more personal character
which have to be considered. There
are letters of every kind, not a few
of which are solicitations for sub-

Kl.l.KNX V,>
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HOW THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL EARNS SALARY

HIS

EXCELLENCY AT WORK IN HIS OFFICE

and
worthy and unworthy.

scriptions to various causes
tutions,

insti-

By

the time the nature of all the replies
are dictated or indicated mid-day has
arrived.

Twice

m

a

session,

week when Parliament
the

is

Governor-General

comes up to his office in the east
where he generally sees Ministers. Senators and Members of Par-

block,

liament.
He arrives about twelve
o'clock and it is frequently half-past
one before he is through. Sometimes
he drives from Rideau Hall to the
buildings, frequently he makes the
journey mounted on one of his fav-

orite saddle horses,

and

often,

if

the

he walks, for he is a
good pedestrian and fond of exercise.
Occasionally he lunches at the Rideau
Club, but generally under his own
roof.
In the afternoons he drives,
rides or attends some public func-

weather

—

is

fine,

and there are many of them in
Ottawa. His Excellency is a frequent
visitor to the Geological Survey building, the National Museum, Art Gallery, Archives, and other places of
In the winter he skis, snowinterest.
shoes or curls, and between these pasIn the
times and pursuits he reads.
summer he plays golf, cricket, and
tion
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game

of lawn bowlfond of
fishing and an enthusiastic patron of
Rarely has he an evening
the turf.
There are dinner parentirely free.

does not disdain a
ing.

He

is

a

good

traveler,

entertainments under Vice-Regal
auspices and other fete which people decree a Governor must attend.
During an evening he enjoys a good
game of billiards or a rubber of
retires
about
usually
bridge, and
eleven o'clock.
ties,

He is often in consultation with
the First Minister and other members
of the Cabinet, discussing important
afifairs of state, public policy, or diplomatic relations, and ofifering suggesadvisors.
to
his
tions and counsel
Above all things. Earl Grey is no
mere figurehead. Cabinet Ministers,
as perhaps no one else, well know this.
All

distinguished

visitors

Capual are invited to
Seldom does a week

some

illustrious stranger

the

to

Ridcau Hi:l.
without
being enter-

pass

tained under its roof and there is
oftimes a house party besides. Pracstrangers, eminent in affairs of Church or State, renowned
in scholarship, literature or discovery, spend part if not all of their
time during their stay in Ottawa as
guests at Government House.
Earl
Grey takes a deep interest in so many
public movements and large undertakings like the Public House trust in
England, the cause of social reform,
the
fight
against
tuberculosis, the
progress of Canadian clubs, the Quebec battlefields' fund, by which the
historic Plains of Abraham are preserved for the people of Canada for
all generations, the improvement of
the condition of the working classes,
public libraries, hospitals and charities, not to speak of the inauguration
and success of his musical and dramatic competitions,
that he is
always
anxious to discuss matters with the
leaders in any sphere of activity. His
tically

all

concern in all these things
merely polite and perfunctory.

is

not

It

is

deep-rooted.
Personally. Earl Grey
is
a genial, kindly and unassuming
man, with sufficient reserve of dignitv

never forget his exalted station,
for he rightly entertains high ideals
of his ofifice. He meets the people in
to

a cordial and unafifected manner and
neglects no opportunity to be a helpful, useful citizen of Canada.

Comprehensively, this
Governor-General earns
and it must be admitted,

is

how

a

his salary,
in

view of

Ottawa
and other cities, the liberal scale on
which these entertainments are conducted and demands of all kinds made
upon one occupying such an importhis -generous

hospitality

in

ant post, that he earns every dollar
he receives. It is an open secret that
a Governor-General of Canada, unless possessing private means, cannot

on his salary. The precedent set
by previous rulers and the elaborate
manner in which many of them are
carried out, must be lived up to, and
Since
Earl Grey is not a rich man.
the days of Lord Duflferin, the social
demands of a Canadian viceroy have
been exacting, and to-day are increaslive

With
ing rather than diminishing.
the rapid growth of Canada in influence and prestige, the development
of the country, the increased cost of
the necessities, as well as the luxuries
of life and the general advance in
all lines, it i? recognized that a Governor-General on $50,000 a year salary even with the other allowances
can scarcely make ends meet.

—

—

Many

brilliant fetes have been given
Rideau Hall under previous regimes.
The famous fancy ball of
Lord and Lady Duflferin is still remembered as one of the most spectacular episodes in the gay Canadian
at

Capital.

The scene

of the ball-room

on that memorable occasion

is
one
never will be forgotten.
Xext
in splendor and magnificance in the
social annals of the vice-regal court
stands the historic ball given by the
.\berdeens in the Senate chamber. It
was a great, intellectual and enjoyable event, and served an admirable
purpose in that, by the researches in

that

Canadian history which
arrangement of costumes entailCanadians am! particularly those

the rccortls of

the
ed,

—

I

1
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present on that auspicious occasion
were made more familiar with the
story and advancement of their own
country from its earHest period. The
dance given in Toronto a few years
ago by the Aberdeens is reported to
have cost the Earl no less than $15,function was by no
000, and this
means as gorgeous as some others carried out under their auspices. While
the tone and color of entertainments

may

differ

according to the

taste, in-

clinations and wealth of the occupants of Government House, there is
a list of gayeties, receptions, levees,

dinners and parties that have always
held sway at the vice-regal residence
in Ottawa, and for which a GovernorGeneral must bear all the expense out
of his salary.
One gets an insight

into the pursuits and predilections of
these great men on hearing that the
toboggan slide and curling rink on
the grounds were put up by Lord Dufferin, the racquet court by the ]\Iarquess of Lome, and the chapel by

Lord Aberdeen.
safe to say that, in the last
or thirty-five years, no Governor-General has left Rideau Hall at
the expiration of his term who has
not departed from $40,000 to $60,000
poorer in pocket than when he took
the oath of office.
The strain on his
purse is far greater than he perhaps
anticipated, but he has always bravely
stuck to his post and has not been
know-n to make complaint that the allowance was not ample. It will thus
be seen that the pathway of a Governor-General is not always of a primrose character, but that he has exactions and demands made upon him
of which, perhaps, when coming to
this country he little dreamed.
The
Governors-General of Canada since
Confederation have generally speaking left behind them the impress of
useful, serviceable lives, and on their
return to the old land have never lost
opportunity to proclaim the praises
of the Dominion and to make more
It

is

thirty

widely

known

its

advantages and

re-

sources, the development and destiny
of the people to whom they have en-

deared themselves.
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CHECKING BAGS AND PAKCELci UF MAIL

Handling Transatlantic Mails
TRANSLATED BY MAX BRUNNER
From

the

Hamburger Beitrage

AT THE

end of 1908 the Governof the United States closed a contract with Great Britain

ment

according to which ordinary letters
weighing not more than half an ounce
cost only two cents, or one penny,
It was feared that the
either way.
postal administrations would suffer
great losses, but the number of letters
increased so enormously that scarcely
any loss in receipts was noticeable. In

addition,
satisfied

the
that

United States were so
they

made

a

similar

agreement with the German Empire,
It
wliich went into force this year.
remains only that the latter country
come to a similar understanding with
Great Britain to make the link complete.

The ideal arrangement of course
would be the universal introduction of
30

penny postage throughout the civiworld and it is certain that it is
bound to come in time. The above
mentioned nations have made an experiment and as it has proved successful, it should show that general penny postage can be safely adopted. In
lized

Germany it is much regretted that
only letters to the United States are
favored by the reduction, not those for
the whole continent of America including Canada. Besides the above
mentioned countries domestic postage
exists already between Great Britain
and

Canada, between
the
I'nited
States and Cuba, the Philippines. Canada and ^Mexico, and between Germany and Austria. Hungary and
Bosnia.
At the jvo^ent time it might be interesting to leara something about the

HAXDLIXG TRANSATLANTIC MAILS.
immense quantity of mail now sent
to the principal countries and the way
In Europe alone
of handling it.
which leads the world in this respect
there were dispatched in 190S, according to the latest and most reliable

information of the German Imperial
Bureau, 954 billion letters,
33<2 billion postals, 9 billion printed
matter, 375 million money orders,
575 million parcels and 52 million
Of
packages with registered value.
Statistical

European

the
too,

and of the world,
That
takes the lead.
handled in a year no less
1-3 billion packages of all
states

Germany

country
than 7

Only after a long interval
Great Britian follows with 4^ billions. France with 3^4 billions, Austria Hungary with 2 billions, Russia
with I 1-3 billions, and Italy with
one billion. All kinds of correspondence show increases, the time honored letter, the postal card which was
introduced 40 years ago, and the
kinds.

bookpost.
However, the distribution
of these different classes varies with
the countries. The letter for instance

THK

is

most used

tity

sent

in

England and

surpasses a

little

the quanthat sent

in
Germany.
England dispatches
2 3-5 billion letters and the German
empire 2 3-10 billions a year.
The
reason is that in that country the postal card is very little used and British
firms often regard the postal card as
impolite. Indeed, they are extravagant
enough to use a letter if the correspondence is only two or three lines.
Such a silly practice is not to be found
in any other country.
Foreign correspondents have suffered a great deal

by it, as their postals were seldom
answered when letters would have
been replied to. It is high time that
the postal was as much honored as the
letter.

I

As to other nations France sends
i-io billion letters, Austria Hungary

one

billion, Russia 596 millions, Italy
301 millions. As regards density of

post offices again,

come

Germany and Eng-

In the latter one
post office comes for each 137 squarekilometer, in Germany for each 138
sqkm., in Italy for each 326, in France

land

Ki;uM>l;lN/,K.->sl.\

c

first.

IXIIJK

This Ship and her Sister Ship the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse Contain Floating Post Offices
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lor each 445, in Austria for each 500
in Russia for each 1,777 sqkm.

and

With respect to the number of inhabitants the best suppHed nation is
again the German Empire, for one
postoffice station is placed for each
1,552 citizens, in Great Britian for
1,859 people, in Italy for 3,791, in
France for 3,232, in Austria for 3,500,
in Russia for each 10,697 inhabitants.
The great contrast between the German and the Russian empire is clearly
seen herewith.

With reference to countries outside
of Europe, the United States heads
the
list
although
they
not
do
of
nearly
approach
the
quantity
mail matter and density of offices
of
Germany or Britain.
Every
year 784,000 kilograms of letters
are sent across the ocean to which
must be added 3,451,000 kg. printed
matter. But that country receives far
more mail matter than it sends out.
As an example in one year 11,950,000
ordinary and 186,900 registered letters with 16,000 ba^s of printed matter went to America via German ports
This shows what an immense
To
done by the seapost.
handle the above mentioned quantity
8.266 hours were required or 85 to
90 hours for each westward trip. The
immense bulk of German mail is due
alone.

work

to

is

the

Bremen

feet

that

Hamburg and

the

vessels carry

not only mail

from the home country but hundreds
of bags on each trip from Holland,
Switzerland, Austria, and Sweden, to
which are to be added those from
France and England when the liners
call at Dover, Southampton, Havre
or

Boulogne.

On

German companies
largest

part of the

the Atlantic the
receive by far the

European

mail.

The North German Lloyd line carries
36.3 per cent, of it, the American line
25 per cent., the Hamburg-American
line 22 per cent., the British companies 16.5 per cent, or 58.5 per cent.,
German lines, and 41.5 per cent, foreign ones.
As an example we may
cite the journey of the "Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse" which carried during one trip in January, 1906, 2,839

B

MAILS.

and bookpost so that
two officials (one
German and one American) six officers were required besides some sailors, whilst several empty cabins for
passengers were used to store the
bags of

letters

instead of the usual

bags.

The

writer had a special opportunicatch a glimpse of these socalled floating postofficcs and herewith gives a brief description. The
room where the mail is handled must
be at least 110 square feet in area and
the steamship company has to heat,
light and clean it, also
furnish
to
meals and beds ^or the officials. All
this involves much expense especially
as space is valuable on board, and this
explains why such sea post offices
have only been eight years in use and
then only on the principal steamers on
the Atlantic.
Before that time and
now on minor vessels or on other
oceans the only thing done was to
load the sealed bags on the steamer
and register their number until they
arrived at the foreign port where
they were counted again and turned
over to the other post administration.
ty

to

The latter had now to open the bags
and assort the contents which resulted
Considering the ever increasing number and
importance of letters, etc., this state
of afit'airs was apt to become unbearable and thus it was decided to introin a day's loss in delivery.

duce sea post
routes.

Stephan,

on the principal

offices

German

The

postmaster,

the orig'inator of this institution and issued the special regulations in December, 1890.
In April
of the following year the German boat
is

"Havel"

left

for

first

the

Bremen
time

for

New York

equipped

with

a

post office.
The work of the employees is no pleasure at all and only
men of robust health and excellent
geographical and other knowledge
are accepted. In the average the work
per journey is 50,000 ordinary and
700 registered letters, also 75 bags
printed matter. It should be taken into account that this immense quant'-

must be handled in a narrow room
and in short time under anything but
ty
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WORKROOM

IX A SEA POST OFFICE

conditions especially when the
heavy.
The ofificers have also
to sell stamps and other matter, register letters and money, empty the maillocal

a delay of two weeks.

sea

known that during the first day on
the German vessels many hundreds of

is

box on board and keep ready such
unloaded at a port
during transit.
By far the heaviest work must be done
on tlie westward trip as here packages from the whole of Europe are
to be carried to America while on the
return journey the British vessels
carry only British matter and the Ger-

matter as

is

to be

where the boat

man

boats only
country, France
rest of Europe
lines

calls

mail

the

for

home

and England. The
is served by foreign

completing the

trip

to

Dutch,

Norwegian, Italian, etc., ports.
The
very worst day is the first on the westward trip, for during those twentyfour hours between Hamburg or Bremen and the calling harbor on the
I'jiglish

or l^Vench coast

all

such

let-

must be picked out from the many
thousands which are destined for such
other countries, otherwise they would
ters

make

the journey across the .\tlantic

and would have to be sent back to
England or France, which would mean
34

In addition

it

is

and still more pictorial cards
are written on board invariably addressed to relatives, etc., in Europe.
These again must be inspected, stamped and ]>ut in bags for the various
countries. When then the vessel calls
Southampton or Boulogne this
at
enormous mass must be completed
and these bags loaded out to make
room for new ones. The officials on
the British vessels leaving Liverpool,
etc., are better off in this respect for
their boats do not call on either trip
during transit, besides they handle
letters

home mail.
\\'hen at last the steamer arrives in
the new world all packages are as.>;orted. stamped and placed in the respective bags. They are unloaded before the passengers and the latter may

mostly their

be occupied with their baggage
custom house while the letters
are already delivered in New York
city or iiave started their railway trip
still

in

the

into the interior.
rives

Even

if

a liner ar-

during the night ami passengers

HANDLING TRANSATLANTIC MAILS.

is

with the same label, for instance IlColorado, California, Texas,
Kentucky or c'ities like St. Louis,
Philadeli:)hia.
Chicago, New York,
etc.
Printed matter is not placed in
the shelves but immediately thrown
into bags which are suspended with

ing room there are two large shelves
with boxlike compartments each with
the name on it either of a state of
America or a big city. To each compartment belong one or more bags

open mouth in special stands. On the
eastward trip the labels are exchanged
for the titles of English or German
provinces, railway routes and the like.
After arrival the officers enjoy a few
davs of well deserved rest.

are not pcrniittctl to land the mail is
'always unloaded and at once carried
away by the fast teams or mail automobiles.
Where is all this business of as-

and stamping done? There
one working and one or more storage rooms. On the walls of the worksorting'

linois,

LOADING MAIL AT CIXUA VKN, XLAU

ILV.MiU K(.
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JENNETTE COOPER

By

From Hampton's Magazine

<<r^ID

you notice
sray, Diana?"

recog'nition

lite

tliat

woman

in

Miss Sinclair
moved her eyebrows as a po-

J_-/

of the

that

fact

she

had been addressed, and continued

to

read.

"The one at the next table who
talked all through 'breakfast what do
you think is the matter with her, Di?"
Diana took time for a glance at her
inquiring young cousin
"She is in
the New Thought, Gracie," she said.
"Yes !" broke in Peter, who was just
behind his sister. "She's got the New
Thought with a string around its
neck."
"What is the New Thought. Di;

:

ana?"
"Give

it

up.

Honey."

"Well, I thought," said Grace, "that
she talked as if you were what you
thought you were." Peter bent a
glance of deep admiration on his

summer-house, or the tennis court, or
"

the woods, or

"I never though to see such inhospitality," said
Peter
"but I only
dropped in to say farewell."
"Well. Diana," said Grace, in a
voice of determination, "you knowthat Mr. Gresham I introduced to you
;

night?"
"Certainly she knows him after you
introduced him," said Peter helplast

fully.

"You know, Di, he
Hunting Club."

is

staying at the

"Yes," said Diana, with polite

in-

terest.

"Well, I met him on the links before breakfast, and he thinks you are
Mrs. Sinclair."

"That is no matter.
him that I am not."
"But I didn't. You

You

can

tell

see. Di. he is
awfully nice. I used to see him last
winter at Uncle Will's and he doesn't
like old maids."
Grace at last had not only an attentive but a convulsed audience. She was
standing on one foot and kicking the
skirt of her dress with the other, in
a manner retained from childhood for
moments of embarrassment, but she
eyed her cousin and her brother argumentatively, as they wiped away the
;

sister.

"By
der

Jove,

Gracie,

he murmured.

!"

you're

a

won-

"And you

got

that by just listening to a conversataion that wasn't meant for you.
all

Now

I

think

"Keep

still,

I

am

Peter!

"
"

Say, Di

Miss Sinclair glanced up again.
"Did I imdcrstand that you were each
sup])licd with an apartment
hotel ?" she queried.

"But I want
New Thought,"
sides,

my

in

this

about the
said Grace, "and, beroom is warm, and yours
to find out

nice and cool."
"Plow about the |Kirlor?" suggested
Miss Sinclair, "or the j)iazza, or the
is

36

tears of mirth.

"Did you

demanded

call

her Mrs. Sinclair?"

She nodded.
"Rut anyone can see it in the
ter, you silly."
"Silly
right

in

Peter.

yourself!

1

front oi her

looks like Mrs."

jnu

name

a

regis-

big blot
so that

it

ABLY ASSISTED
Peter gasped. "Do you know where
will bring up, young lady?"

you

"And

I

called

you Mrs. Sinclair to
who had

the clerk, too," said Grace,

regained her assurance now that the
news was broken, "and if you go
around correcting me, Di, we'll get
ourselves talked about."

"Wouldn't

you!" said
"Our little Grace as
jiggle

that

Peter solemnly.

a forger."
"I think, Grace," began Miss Sinclair, with sternness, and then the absurdity of it came over her and she
broke into laughter. "There is only
one thing," she said, when she had

got her breath, "you can keep your

Mr. Gresham

a

at

distance.

I

don't

widowers. I prefer the young and
fair
the Jackson boy for choice."
"He isn't a widower."
"No, the Jackson boy isn't a widow-

like

—

er." said Peter.

Gresham

"Mr.
He's

isn't

a

widower.

a bachelor."

"Good heavens!"
you are trying

said Peter.

"And

Diana off with
Have you no family

to put

an old bachelor.

feeling?"
"I do wish you'd keep still, Peter.
He's awfully popular, Diana he is so
"
clever, and so handsome, and
;

Diana waved an impatient hand.
"Whatever he is," she said, "don't ex-

me

entertain him. Why, he
must be nearly forty."
"He is nothing of the kind."
"Say," broke in Peter, who had been
doing some thinking. "Where is Mr.
Sinclair supposed to be?"
"There isn't any. She's a widow."
Indignation sat upon Peter's countenance. "I refuse right now to be a
party to anything of the kind," he pro-

pect

to

tested firmly.

"It

is

taking a

mean

advantage just 'because the man isn't
Sit and laugh heartlessly if you
I am not going to have
will, Diana

here.

;

Sinclair killed off in his absence."
"You are a ridiculous pair," said

"But you understand, Grace,

Diana.

do not intend
Grace
friend"
sniffed indignantly
"that I do not insist upon your immediately correcting

that
to

it

see

is

only because

your

—

elderly

I

—

your misstatements. I should advise
your going away by yourself and
meditating on the difference between
George Washington and Sapphira."
"But, Di, if you'd only think that
vou are Mrs. Sinclair you see you
would be."

"And
led

to this has the

us," ejaculated

sinm

it,

my

children

New Thought

Peter.

"Let

us

!"

On a green bench under a spreading tree sat Diana, and before her
stood Mr. Gresham. He was surveying her with interest.
"It is strange that you don't like
me, Mrs. Sinclair," he said.
She looked up at him.
"Oh, by your manner," he answered
as if she had asked the question. "You
refuse to have anything to do with
me. How often have I observed you
and Grace and Peter having an hilarious time, but no matter how stealthy
my approach, how unobtrusive my
attempt to share the gayety, you invariably seek the seclusion of sphinxlike
it."

silence.

Alodestly,

I

wonder

at

—

"You imagine " she began.
"You are too honest to finish

that,"

he said as she paused. "Besides, why
should I imagine it?
My opinion
would naturally be that you would
be glad to have me to talk to con-

—

sidering the scarcity of people.
On
the contrary, you never 'bestow a word
upon me unless I hold you up for it."
"I think this time I shall refuse to
be held up,'' with a smile to temper
the decision in her voice. The more
the acquaintance grew the greater the
complications.
She picked up her
book again, deliberately.
"I will keep very still," he said.
There was another green bench under
the tree. He sat down on it and laid
his hat beside him.
He did- not even
look at her.
When she unwillingly
glanced at him, over the top of her
book, he had his head thrown back
and was gazing up into the green
He was very handsome.
branches.
Miss Sinclair found this fact getting
mixed up with Sidney Lanier's symphony when she returned to her book.
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She frowned and endeavored to conmind on the poem. Her
neighbor was abnormally quiet. She
closed her book and rose. Instantly
he was on his feet.
"If you have finished reading I'll
walk up with you." he said. There
was solemnity in his tone. She smiled
centrate her

in

spite of herself.

"I have not finished reading," she
"I am going down bv the
said.

brook."

"Then

I'll

walk down there with
"There are cows."

you," obligingly.

Frances Diana Sinclair sat down
again on the seat she had just left.
She did not know whether to be angry
or not. and while she was making up
her mind Peter's voice came plaintively across the lawn, and the ])anting Peter followed.
"What is it?"' she inquired with
some asperity, the situation getting on
her nerves. "It is that woman with
the 'bird book," explained Peter in a
tone of great exhaustion. "She luade
across three fields to listen
to a Wheeler and Wilson thrush, and
I caught a little sunstroke.
And here
were you, my appointed protector,
having a nice, comfortable, cool, and
happy time under a tree." He dropped
upon the bench beside her. ''Did she
ever attack you, Mr. Gresham?" he in-

me walk

quired.

walked me across three
Mr. Gresham. "She only
asks me whether I've noticed the cloud

"She

!icver

fields," said

eflFects."

inquire

in

any

morning

there are
there are I
used to be a perfect child
the

effects,

and

if

if

stay in. I
of nature, too."

"I think you uutlcrrato
stroke Peter." said Diana.

that

sun-

she colored and then laughed. Her
was charming when she laughed,
and the fact that all her laughter
seemed to be against her will made
it
all
the
more alluring.
She
face
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are."
"It isn't true," said Mr. Gresham.
"I thought I was an interesting and
agreeable companion, and I am not."
Diana ruthlessly interrupted Peter's
demand for light on this statement.
"Why, here is Grace," she said, as if
she had supposed that young person
to be in China.

Grace and the Jackson boy came
smiling. Grace sat down beside
Mr. Gresham and the Jackson boy
dropped onto the grass.
"Caught those fish yet. Jackson?"
up,

inquired Peter.
"No," said the Jackson boy, solemnly eyeing the sky.
"I beleve I'll go
to-morrow.
It's
been
miserable

weather for

fishing.''

"We

have been telling Mr. Gresham about the guests," Peter observed, after he had waited successfully for the Jeckson
boy to turn
crimson. "We began with the New
Thought woman, the one that helps
you with suggestions, Gracie."

some one would help you

in the way of manners."
Grace sharply.
"You simply
monopolize conversation."
"It is my one little gift. I do what
I
can with it. If I had your tal-

with a few
said

ents

"Perhaps I do, Mrs. Sinclair," he
nuirmured, and Mr. Gresham noticed

how

;

"I wish

"That's her," assented Peter. "I
never look at the clouds any more. I
to be

straightened out the curves in her red
lips and looked at Peter severely.
"Where is Grace?" she asked.
"Off somewhere with the Jackson
kid. He's been leaving ever since we
came told me he only ran up for a
day's fishing."
"How many guests are there?"'
Mr. Gresham appreciated Peter's presence as an aid to conversation.
"Well, there's Mrs. Ivorson.
She
reads Emerson between meals, and
she says vou are what vou think vou

"

"There are onl\- half a lU^zcn
guests," put in l^iana, with some effect of haste.
She laid her hand on
Peter's arm, and he subsided with a
gentle grin at her. Mr. Gresham fell
into a half-teasing conversation with
Grace.
His manner with her was
charming, and such as the Jackson
boy could see without a pang. Diana

:
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herself smiling once or twice
He caught her, too,
smiled quizzically into her eyes.

caiip^lit

at the badinage.

and

An

air of peace

hung over

the group.

•Jove!" said Peter. "I wish Wilcome on for the fishing.""

liam could

"William who?"' demanded Grace.
'AVhy, Mr. Sinclair, of course.'"
Mr. Gresham paused a little in
something he was saying. Grace gave
a start and glared at Peter. Diana,
who, had kept her youthful proneness
to laugh at the wrong time, smiled
helplessly.

"If he could come on for a week
and bring Willie." pursued Peter. Diana gasped. Grace tried to conceal

her unwilling mirth in the lace of her
handkerchief. Peter sat in pleased
and contemplative silence.
"I am afraid." said the Jackson boy,
"that they would find it pretty poor
fishing."

"Xot

"Why,

said Peter promptly.
wouldn't make any diffen-

they,"
it

ence to Willie and his father

"

"Oh!" Diana appealed to the Jackson boy with sudden animation. "Will
you come and show me where that fir
balsam is?" she said. "I want to get
some for a pillow." She went across
the lawn with the Jackson boy. Mr.

Gresham

and shook hands.
ed him smilingly.
stride

Grace and Peter, rackets

"Say, Diana," whispered Peter at
her door that night, "he thought you
were a widow. He did not. say it in
words, but I, Peter, could see it. He
told me to say that he would not be
over to-morrow he is going to Bos-

in

hand,

the house. "Come and
have a set after you are through talking to Diana," they both urged. They
were very fond of Mr. Gresham. But
was not
it seemed that Mr. Gresham

came out from

even sitting down.
"I am on my way to the village,"
he said. "I didn't really mean to stop
Please don't count this one
at all.
up against me. I am coming over later
Then he turned to Diana,
to call."
who was looking unusually lovely in
her best white gown with her head
thrown against the high back of her
chair.

"The world

very large after
the proper preface, isn't it. for saying you've met
some one that some one else knows."
Diana, forgetting her dual role,
looked a pleased interrogation. "Did
you meet some one that we know?"

all,"

he said.

isn't

"It

is

she asked.

met Mr. Sinclair."
Diana gave a start and stared, her
Peter murface growing crimson.
mured an exclamation. Grace spoke
up excitedly
"Wliy, you couldn't" she said and
"\^es, I

stopped.
"I happened to

did not look up.

Diana greet-

sit

we got

contradiction, "and

about

this place.

to tell

me

Sinclair

rather

him on the
answer to her

beside

train," he explained in

He

w-as

name and say

his

to talking

good enough
that Mrs.

staying here. It was
I had supwasn't it?

w^as

odd,

;

ton."

Mr. Gresham had been gone three
Diana had taken advantage of
the uninterrupted solitude a deux to
extract from Grace and Peter a
solemn promise to refrain from all
allusions to any husband, departed or
otherwise. Now. with a mind at ease
days.

she sat on the piazza on the afternoon
of Mr. Gresham's return, and denied
to herself that she found it a natural
and desirable circumstance when his
tall gray-clad figure appeared at the
turn in the drive. He came up the
,

steps

with

his

accustomed

athletic

posed that Mrs. Sinclair, like you and
Peter, was from the West." He had
kept his eyes from Diana during this
speech. Now^ he turned to her again.
"Mr. Sinclair told me that he expected
to run up over Sunday."
The open-eyed horror with which

was received was too patent to be
Mr. Gresham turned to
ignored.
Peter, who was purple with repressed

this

enjoyment.
"I'll

make my

formal

call

later,

then," he said easily. "It is nice to be
in the hills again." He lifted his hat
and went down the steps, avoiding a
39
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The

look at Diana.
sat in silence.

up

"It's

it.

three left behind

was Peter who broke
us, now, to do some-

It

to

thing," he said briskly.
"In my opinion," said Diana, "you

have done quite enough."
"Now, see here, Diana"

—

Peter addressed her with grieved firmness
"I'm not going to be blamed for more
than I've done. I didn't put Sinclair

on that

on his being
now you
said Grace, "and

alive,"

you

me

It gives
I'Vankenstein,

see

insisted

the shivers. It's like
or
sometljing.
You

!

started him out, and now
on himself."

"Your

little

brain

is

he's

liable

going

to

turn

with this, Gracie," said her brother,
looking at her anxiously. "You run
along and play with Jackson. Leave
it to mature minds to cope with this
problem."
"I think," said Diana, "that I will
excuse you both from further assistance."

Grace swung her racket excitedly.
"Well, all I can say is," she remarked,
"that if you had let him stay dead
you would have saved yourself a lot
of trouble." She started down the
steps with a righteous switch of her

Diana got her hat.
"May I ask where you are going?"

skirts.

said Peter.
"I don't know."
"I would offer to
"
Peter, "but

go with you," said

"It wouldn't do you any good," said
Sinclair. She pinned on the big

white hat and gave an absent-minded
touch to the lace of her high collar.
Then she gathered uj) her skirts and
departed.
Left alone, Peter devoted himself
to meditation.
As the man of the
family it was his duty to straighten
things out. He would go down by the
big elm, intercept Mr. Gresham on his
return, and explain matters. He gave
Mr. Gresham half an hour longer to
get through his errands in the village
then he put "Stalky and Co." in his

40

'

in

his

mind

happy with the news that she was
again at liberty to wear her thirty
years
in
honorable
spinsterhood.
There was a bench under the tree.
Peter laid himself down upon it and
read.

hour later he closed the
with a reminiscent grin and
raised himself upon his elbow to look
around. One astonished stare he gave
and fell back upon the bench. "Oh, my
sacred Sam!" said Peter, out of Stalky
and Co. Three people were approaching! Up the road from the village
came Air. Gresham. Down the road
from the hotel came Diana. Across
half

book

came Grace
Diana had reached the bench. She
looked down upon the prostrate Peter,
and her expression was such as to
make that young man roll over and
the fields

hide his face in his arms.
"I wish," said Diana, sharply, to
his shaking back, "that it were possible to lose

you for a moment."

"Have you

noticed gurgled Peter.

"that Grace

"

Diana followed hi.s pointing finger
then she sat down heavily on Peter's
feet.

Grace climbed the stile in a rush,
and descended upon them in a ;tate of

Miss

pocket and
through the

went he revolved

how he and Mr. Gresham would laugh
over the mistake, and how he would
go back to the hotel and make Diana

A

train."

"Well,

as he

strolled

leisurely

fields to the

down

big elm. and
'

I'lT)

red-faced reproach.
"Why in the
world couldn't you stay away?" she
demanded. "I came down here to tell

Mr. Gresham
"Three souls

"

with

but a single
"If you will remove a hundred and forty pounds of
wrath and consternation from mv
feet, Diana, I will meet the approaching cause of all our woe."
thought.'' said Peter.

Mr. Gresham exhbited no surprise
the sight of the three cousins on
liie bench.
He was looking rath-^"-

at

He

spoke directlv to Diana.
he said, "neglected
to give you something that Mr. Sinclair asked me to deliver." He proceeded with careful deliberation to
look through his pockets, while varyserious.
"I,

carelessly,"

—

:
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one another
ing emotions chased
across the faces of the waiting^ trio.
"Ah, here it is." He produced and
iianded to her a flat package.

Diana took it as if it were a bomb,
and eyed it unhappily.
"It
can't
be for me." she said.
••

'•I

"It is for you," said Mr. Gresham, and Diana, after a helpless look
at the others, opened it.
No one of the other three attempted
to keep up any conversation while she
slow unwrapped the photograph that
the package contained, and held it up
before her. Even Mr. Gresham seemed to have forgotten that convention

demanded

a lack of interest in other
packages.
They were all
openly watching Diana, and Diana
was growing redder and redder.
It was a long time that she looked
Then she dropped it into her
at it.
lap and two pairs of eager eyes fell
upon it. The other pair smiled into

photograph you have wanted so long.
I
am sure Diana will not care, though
I
always meant to write her about
your infatuation with her pictured
self.
By the way, I hear from the
Osbornes that she is going to Kearsarge for the summer. Too bad your
business is taking you to Europe instead of to the mountains.
Affectionately,

Helen.
"But how did you

vSinclair's.

"Why,"

cried Grace, "it's you, Di-

Who

is it with you?"
Mr. Gresham answered "The other
Mrs. John Gresham, a cousin-in-

ana!

:

is

to

"And you knew

the time." Reproach, relief, indignation, and much
all

embarrasment

mingled in Diana's
tone
then a little hauteur crept in.
"I don't understand how you got
this," she said.
"There is a note with it," he answered.
Diana was a good deal longer reading the note than she had been looking at the picture. Nor did she lay it
down when she had finished. It ran
;

this

:

understand,"

don't

"I

how

I

am

sending you

"~T^T IS too

"'^

late to

all

1

natural desire to get even." explained Peter, "combined with the
Newof
the
influence
pernicious
"

Thought
"But I don't undertsand how he
came to have Diana's picture."
The solemn expression on Peter's
face deepened.
"I believe I
said

;

am

beginning

to

—"

then he got slowly to his
finish

he

feet.

your game,

Grace. Jackson is waiting. I am going up to the house and find the bird
woman. I want to find out whether
the yellow-tailed warbler eats seeds or
worms." He pulled his still dazed
sister after him and they departed
across the

fields.

Diana folded up the note and sat
silent, her eyes on the picture in her
lap.

'

Robert Gresham sat down on the
bench beside her.
"Do you understand, Diana?" he
said.

argue about the advantages of

They

or unmoral, but

corporations.

said,

"A

industrial combinations.

They may be moral

demn

this

she

•

"You go back and

law of mine."

way
Dear Bop.

Mr. Gresham laughed. "Mr. Sinis for you to explain," he said.
Grace's round eyes were still glued
the photograph in Diana's lap.

clair

people's

Miss

Mr. Sin-

see

clair?" said Grace.

are a necessity.
it

is

folly to

Joh^i D. Rockefeller.

con-

EK'IRANCE GAIE TU THE RYRIE KE.SIDENX'E NEAR OAKVILJ.L

By W.

THE
house

suninier

home

or

R.

country

become part of the
equipment and ideal of the preshas

ent-day milHonaire as much as his
automobile, his steam yac'ht, his annual
vacation, his horses and his carriages.
The older a nation grows and the
richer

it

gets,

the

more luxury

and

people of the wealthy and
leisure class enjoy.
This manifestation of human nature is witnessed on

splendor

all

its

sides.

In historic lands it is as common for
the ])rospcrous man of affairs to have
his rural retreat as it is to have an
office or place of business.
In the
United States the magnificent homes
along the Hudson, the St. l.awrcncc
and oilier rivers and on the Atlantic
coast give visible evidence of opulence
and ease. In the White Mountains,
the Adirondacks, the Catskills. and in
the various suburbs of the great teeming cities, pretty and i)icluresque villas

and mansions abound. In Canada wc
have not yet reached that stage of in42

MAXWELL
development
or
national
wherein we have a large class of citizens who are able to erect ideal and
elaborate residences on the banks of
some wooded lake or stream or in the
midst of a vast estate. It is true that
thousands upon thousands have their
modest lodges or artistic cottages ami.
while many of them are very handsome and inviting, they are not planned and built upon the same extensive
scale or generously appointed manner
as more
elaborate,
substantial and
costly city dwellings. Canada, being
comparatively young in years, has not
very many inhabitants who have the
time, resources and secure financial

dividual

them to invest thoustructures which they can
or rather would be able to use onlv a
few weeks or months in the vear at
the most. But the number is annually
increasing and the tendency is perhaps
more in the direction of building
homes amid pastoral scenes away from
the heat, noise and din of the city than
jiosition to enable

santls

in

SUMMER HOMES OF NOTABLE CANADIANS

COVENHOVEN
TuE Residence of Sir William Van Horne on Minister's
St.

it

is

sion

to build a distinctly

alone.

The

Andrew's,

summer manhome is

country

gradually becoming more and more
the ideal of the busy manufacturer,

New

Island,

Brunswick.

over-worked professional man and
the merchant prince. With the extension of electric and steam roads,
the rapid means of transit and frethe

FALLINCIBROOK
D. D.

Mann's Country Home on Scarbord HEiiaiTs
43
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KA\VANDA(;

SiMMEK Home

of^J. C.

quent service, the use of the automobile and the motor boat, all these

Eaton in^Mi-skoka

things are made possii)!e and the evening or week ends of the big busv

.lAMKS KVKIKS UKSIDKNTK AT c>AK\

n.l.K

SUMMER HOMES OF NOTAP.LE

•SIK

C AXADIAXS

WILLIAM MULOCK'S COUN'IHV UESIDKNc K
Situated xNear Newmarket

man of many interests may
he passed away from the place where
he has during the day put in so long,
bustling"

weary and anxious hours.
There are more summer homes

in

the east than in the hustling, aggressive west. The provinces down by the
sea have

more extended shore

lines,

are riper in years and possess innumerable sylvan spots and pleasing
prominences which appeal irresistibly
to

men

of wealth.

In the west, with

the possible exception of Victoria, the

residents have been too busy making
piling up fortunes. They

money and

have not until the last decade been
thinking much of quiet, ideal abodes
amid bucolic beauty and ample acres.

They know

and perseend enable them to
realize their ambition for an artistic
country home or suburban castle.
The call, however, comes daily from
all over the vast expanse of open area
verance

that diligence

will in the

ROCKLIFFE PARK
The Residence of Warren

Y. Soper, Esq.,

Ottawa
45
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MAl'l.KWo.iJ)

Rksidence ok Hon. David MaiKekn df Halifax

"back to the country."

—a

It

is

a

re-

strong counter current to the tide of humanity citywards.
The man of leisure and substance
freshing' sign

now

realizes

liberty

and

that

the joys, freedom
arising from

satisfaction

the possession of a

commodious and

curu
TiiF.

graceful country home are such as
he can never hope to attain in crowdAs in older and. more
ed centres.
populous lands, the tendency and inclination on the part of the wealthy
men of Canada are bent more and
more in the direction of purchasing

K>r<>N

Uksiuknck of

iiAi.i.

Mks

Wii.ks. (Jai.t

HOMES OF NOTABLE

Sl'M-ATER
estates in the country.

an

In

many ways

existence, a decidedly
favorable condition of affairs when
persons of means and influence find
it

is

in the

ideal

country so

much

that attracts,

soothes and comforts.
Amid rural
scenes they revel in atmosphere and
in free associations which they could

never hope

to

have

in

any

urban

Here

C

WADIANS

perous Canadians who have
expensive
and
imposing
homes, but their ranks are
large. In the next few years

erected

country
not

yet

with the
widening horizon, increasing development and added material prosperity
of the country, along with its unrivalled resources, the time is not far
distant when every part of the Dominion will boast of its country gentlemen with their estates. By this is
not meant a landed gentry or a* feudal
system of tenants, but simply a movement on tlie part of those high in
power and strong in influence, that
will cause others to appreciate more

the possessor gets a
sense of peace, content and repose
which is never linked with the rush
and roar of the metropolis while the
daily delivery of mail along- rural
routes, the telephone and other conveniences of modern life have resulted in placing at his very door all tha:
even a great city affords its citizens.
In the country there is -a wider outlook, a clearer vision, a broader sweep

of living in the open, and lead to sw'eet
content on a larger scale the propaga-

and a

tion of agricultural ideals

centre.

rarer,

atmosphere

which

all

one more efficiently for the
arduous trials and struggles of everyday life.
tend to

fit

There are already

a

number

of pros-

SEXATOR WILLIAM

filBSUX S

and more the blessings and privileges
;

terpretation of

life

in

its

and the
w'ider

in-

and

fuller meaning which the possession
of a rural refuge always bestows on
its possessor.

RESIDENCE AT BEAMSVILLE

MEN AND EVENTS '^^
IN THE PUBLIC EYE

/vv\

/vv\

By
R. P.

TlvWiaJXCi

CHESTER

most superb
assembled on a Canadian railroad and
accompanied by a stafif of officials,
whose ability would be the envy of
in

the

train of ]irivate cars ever

many a crowned head,
of the Grand
T r u n k Railway

the president

System, vSir Chas.
Rivers Wilson, G.
C.M.G., has been
niaking- his first official

the

to

visit

campany's

lines

In the following year he accepted the
presidency of the Grand Trunk. For
a number of years he was actively interested in Egyptian affairs, serving
as Finance Minister during the British occupation from
He
1877-79.
also served on the
Council of the
Suez
Canal
Co.
from 1 876- 1 895. It
will thus be seen
Charles
that
Sir
possesses a m p 1 e
for

qualifications

in

Canada.
western
Sir Charles is now
elderly
quite
an

his

present

tion

and the grad-

ual

strengthening

man,

of

the

beino-

sev-

enty-eight years of
age. Nevertheless,
he is active, both

makes
visit

his
to

of

48

is

and
agement.

life,

cH.VKi.Ks uiVKiis wn.sox;

and has

several

pro-

to

no
at-

his

man-

A pathetic little
picture is presented by the new and

America
sii;

in

degree

ability

world-wide
importance.
Entering the Treasury Department in
1856, he was appointed ComptrollerGeneral of the National Debt Office
in 1874, holding this post until 1894.

jects

position

financially

tributable

and
and
annual

with a considerable
degree of pleasure.
He has had a long
experience in public
taken an interest in

Grand

Trunk's
small

physically
m entail v.

posi-

diminutive Shah
Mirza. who succeeded his father on the Peacock
Throne on July 17. The former Shah
of

was

Persia,

Ahmed

virtually deposed after ruling for

a year

and a

iialf.

The new

ruler,

who

only eleven years of age, is not tiie
eldest son of the deposed monarc'\
is

MEN AND EVENTS
he

but

succeeds because his mother

He wept

Kajar Princess.

a

is

terly

THE PUBLIC EYE

IN

when

moment came

the

for

bit-

him

predecessor on the throne
mother and, said The Times,
''it
required a stern message to the
effect that crying was not allowed in
the Russian Legation before he dried
to leave his

and

his

his

eyes.

Then

the

little

man came

out bravely, entered a large carriage,
and drove off alone.
At Sultanatabad he was met by the Regent
and the deputation, and ceremoniously
notified of his high position and of the
hope entertained by the nation that he
would prove to be a good ruler. Tn-

...

sliallah,

I

will.'

replied the lad."

the new French Premone of the most able of the
present generation of French politicians, and is noted for his eloquent

M. Briand,

ier,

is

oratojy.

For

a

Prime

IMinister he

is

remarkably young, being but fortyseven years of age. He was Minister
of Tustice in the Cabinet which has
ARISTIDE BRIAND
New Premier of Franck

M.

Thk

In his earlier days he was
resigned.
red-hot Socialist, but he has since
abandoned the Labor Party, as it did
not permit him sufifiicient freedom of
He is somewhat cold and reaction.
a

served in manner, and is unmarried.
In his spare time he is an enthusiastic student of the drama, and never
misses a "first night" of any importance.

The defeated Premier of France,
M. George Clemenceau, spent several
years, when a young man, in America,
and married his first wife in New
York. He was at the time teachingFrench in a ladies' school and fell in
love with one of his pupils, marrying
her after her course was completed.
to say, his early marriage did
not eventually prove a happy one and
Mme. Clemenceau obtained a divorce.
M. Clemenceau has been for forty
years in the turmoil of French politics.
Throughout the siege of Paris
he was mayor of his district and

Strange

HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY

AHMED MIKZA

The Eleven-Year-Old Shah or Persia

<9
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go down

less

pioneers in

to fame as one of the
modern industrial methods,

which may be included the suc-

in

cessful utilization of the

power of ad-

vertising and selling goods.

Another
duct
than

is

industrial giant,

far better

known

to

whose proCanadians

the man himself, is the head
of the chocolate manufacturing firm
M. Gaston Menier, who
of Menier.
is shown in the illustration in conversation with Emperor William of Germany, aboard his yacht, is an important personage in the business world
is

Europe, both as a manufacturer
To Canadians, he
and a financier.

of

if

M. (;i:i»U(iK

tLKMEXCEAV

LTHK Dkkeatkd Fkk.vch Pkemier

physician chief of the commissariat.
Becoming" a member of the Assembly
in 1871, he held ofifice ever since.
He
was called to form a cabinet in 1906.

possesses an additional interest, in
Island of Anticosti, in the
that the
St. Lawrence, belongs to the Menier
family, and has been in their possession since 1895.

another honor has been conon Sir Percy Girouard. the
Canadian oflficer. who has been climbStill

ferred

ing rapidly in the British service of
vears.
Sir Percv, it will be re-

late

The man who has
cessful

business

built

up a suc-

frequently overshadowed and even lost sight of in
the growing fame of his
product.
Pears' Soap is far better known than
is

Pears himself. The same is true of
Sunlight Soap. While the proprietor
may have a certain measure of fame
in England, it is safe to say that the
products of his factories have completely eclipsed the man himself in
other parts of the world. The curiousminded may like to have a look at
the man, who guides the destinies of
this
extraordinary firm,
with
its
schemes of profit-sharing and its
plans for ameliorating the conditions
of its work people. \\'. H. Lever is
a member of Parliament, elected as
a Liberal in the landslide of lgoC^. He
was born in Bolton in 1851 and at the
age of sixteen entered his father's
business there.
He moved about for
some years from place to place before
settling in the neighborhood of Liverpool, and establishing the works at
Port Sunlight. Plis name will doubtso
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Emfekok William of Germany Converses with M. and Madame
Gastos Mesier, the Millionaire Chocolate Manufacturer

membered,

is the son of Air. Justice
Girouard, of the Supreme Court of
Canada. He has now been appointed
Governor of the East African Protectorate.
Prior to this appointment Sir

stand up before a firing party, and
preferred to retire hurriedly rather

Percy held the post of High Commissioner and Commander-in-Chief of
the Protectorate of Nor'thern Nigeria.
He first came into prominence in the
building of the railway through the

Soudan, which made Lord Kitchener's
success there possible.

He was

also

conspicuous in the Boer war, being
Director of Railways during the campaign.
He was created a K.C.AI.G.
in 1900.
It is said that on one historic occasion the inventor of a so-called bulletproof cuirass met his match when a
practical
and unbelieving monarch

SIR PERCY GIROVARD, K.C.M.G.
Xew Governor of the East African

asked him to put on his invention and

Protector.ate
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A KILLET-1'K(X)F CHKST PKOTKfTOK To A IKST

than face such a risk. Herr Schaumann has considerably more confidence in his invention, as may be seen
from these photographs, which show
his stopping with his "chest-protector" heavy bullets fired from a rifle.
will pi esently become
a fad ariiong the wealthy
seeker? after pleasure, as motoring is

That aviation

just as

much

A maim;
52
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to-day, is a foregone conclusion.
foretaste of some of the sport in store
for the future amateur aviator is given

by the spectacle of the hare and
hounds balloon race at Hurlingham,
England, when a number of noted
society leaders participated in an exciting flight in a half-dozen or so balloons.

ami MolNDs
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Coming
By

of

the Coal Briquet

GUY ELLIOTT MITCHELL
From

Technical

TO coal-mining through
the traveler

the great
regions of Pennsylvania and West Virginia,
familiar with the huge piles of discarded coal dust slack or culm, as
it
which break the sky
is
called
line in many directions, the estimates which have been stated in
terms of millions of tons of burnable coal wasted every year in this
manner do not appear excessive, nor
do even the statements that hundreds of millions of tons have been
so wasted since the beginning of the
coal mining industry in the United
States.
Coal dust waste is by no
means all visible, since in the bituminous or soft-coal districts what
would amount in the aggregate to
fair sized mountain chains of unmarketable "slack" has been allowed
to burn up in order to get rid of the
accumulations.
In some instances
the piles have been deliberately fired.

—

—

Future wastes of this character,
however, are likely to diminish and
in time disappear, since the briqueting industry is at last establishing a
foothold in America and recent gov-

ernment tests have demonstrated beyond question the great efficiency of
the 1)riquet for certain fuel needs.
Briqueting of coal-dust and lignites has been carried on for many
years in Europe and has reached the
highest stage of development in
France. Belgium and Germany, the
latest figures from Germany showing an annual manufacturing of
about 15,000,000 tons of briquets

World

In the
from coal-dust and waste.
United States the industry has not
in the past developed for two reasons; with our tens of millions of
acres of coal beds, from which in
most cases coal can be mined very
cheaply it has usually been more
economical, from the standpoint of
immediate profit, to waste the slack
or culm than to save and market it
at the additional cost of briqueting.

The second reason

for

failure

to

waste resource, which is
analogous to the first, has been the

utilize this

definite opposition

shown by some

of the coal operators to the introduction of a manufactured fuel
which would come into competition
with the commercial output of the
coal mines and constitute a disturb-

ing factor in the nice balance maintained in prices by the mine owners.
The first step in the utilization of

mine waste has, however, been taken
by the operators themselves and the
slack piles are no longer ruthlessly
fired and intentionally burned up.
has been found profitable to work
over, screen out the small coal
and use the dust for filling in empty
mine chambers. Even this latter is
most wasteful, involving the loss for
all time of great quantities of high
grade carbon. This first step toward
making a questionable use of a valuable commodity might have been the
last, for a long time anyway, had
not the government investigations,
begun at the St. Louis Exposition
and continued since, stimulated the
It

them

S3
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question of bricjuet making. As the
situation stands to-day, the briquetting industry is on the increase, and
as the superiority of the briquet becomes more fully recognized the demand for it will force the utilization
of mine waste. During the last few
years a number of briquetting plants
have been established, over a dozen
"factories'" being in operation at the
present time. The optimistic state-

ment

is

now made by Edward W.

Parker, chief of the division of Mineral Resources of the United States
Geological Survey, that the preliminary period of failure and discouragement in the manufacture and use
of briquet fuel has apparently passed
and that the industry will be placed
on a substantial footing. Certain it
is that if recent exhaustive tests of
the fuels testing division of the Survey are to be considered, briquetted
coal for use at least by railway locomotives and steamships has a great
future. Briquets are shown to have
produced greatly increased energy
and under forced draft proved themselves much more nearly smokeless
than run-of-mine coal of the best
quality. Indeed, it has been predicted that the war vessel of the future
will have its smoke problem solved
as effectively as has been the smoke
question on the firing line since the
introduction of smokeless powder.
In sixteen complete test trijjs on
Line Railroad
the Atlantic Coast
with briquets as against run-of-mine
coal, and covering an aggregate of
1,984 miles, the bricpiets ])roved sup-

The tonnage
consumed was less, as

erior in every resi)ect.
of briquets

compared

with the coal and the
nunil)er of miles run was greater in
favor of the britjuets.
The use oi
the bri(|uets did away with all black
smoke, no clinkers were formed and
the briquets burned completely. In
these tests 172,700 pounds of coal
were consumed in running 10,912 car
miles as against i6t,()8o pounds of
bri(|uets in running the greater mnn54

ber of 12.896 car miles. Reduced to
I)Ounds consumed per car mile, the
figures are

15.8

pounds of coal

for

each car mile, as against 12.5 pounds
of briquets for each car mile.
With
briquets furnished at the same price
as coal

this

,

would mean a saving,

on the basis of the estimated coal
consumption by the railroads of the
L'nited States, of 30,000,000 tons of
coal annually.
The greatest showing for the briquets, however, lay in
the fact that it was possible to get
a

much

hotter

fire

than the highest

limit of the coal, thus enabling the

trains to make faster time than wapossible with coal, and in these i)articular instances to make up much
lost time.
To be able to accomplish
this or to establish a faster schedule,
the great passenger systems, as is
well known are willing to go to al-

most any expense.
Other tests made by the Geological Survey in co-operation with the
Chespeake & Ohio Railroad demonstrated that the briquets ignited
freely than coal, therefore firing up quicker and making an abnormally hot fire, and when the engine was running at speed emitting
heavy fire
practically no smoke.
could be carried wMthout danger of

more

A

clinkering, few ashes were left in
the fire-box and the cinder deposit
was very small, thus indicating al-

most complete combustion.

Still

further tests made in co-operation
with the Missouri Pacific, the Michigan Central, the Rock Island, the
Burlington, and the Chicago and
amountluistern Illinois Railroads.
ing to one hundred locomotive tests,
show that in nearly every instance

—

—

the l)ri(|uets ga\e a higher efficiency
l-"or example,
than natural ci>al.
coal from C^klahoma gave a boiler

59 per cent., whereas
the same coal
gave an efficiency of 65 to 67 per
efficiency

briquets

of

made from

Decrease in smoke density,
the elimination of clinkers and the
apparent decrease in the ([uantity

cent.

:

COMING OF THE COAL BRIQUET
of cjnders and sparks are named as
the chief reasons for this increased
efficiency.

Very exhaustive tests were caron by the Survey with a locomotive mounted at the testing plant
of the Pennsylvania Railway Comried

pany at Altoona, Pa.,
same story favorable

resulting; in the

to the briquet,
r^rom these tests the following conclusions have been published by the

government
"The briquets made on the government machines have well withstood exposure to the weather and
have suffered but little deterioration
from handling.
vice in\"olved

In

all

classes of ser-

by the experiments the

use of briquets in the place of natural coal appears to have increased
the evaporative efficiency of the
The use of briquets
boilers tested.
mcreases the facility wnth which an
even fire over the whole area of the
grate may be maintained.
In locomotive service the substitution of
briquets for coal has resulted in a
marked increase in efficiency, in an
increase in boiler capacity, and in a
decrease
in
the
production
of
smoke." It is especially noted that
a careful firing of briquets at terminals is effective in diminishing the
amount of smoke produced. For instance, in certain of the tests the
figures show an average density of

smoke

stated for coal at 1.7. whereas for briquets it fs but .62.
,

In similar tests

made on

the tor-

pedo boat destroyer Biddle, a very
great increase in boiler capacity resulted from the use of briquets, no
such heat ever having been previously generated through the use of coal,
the briquets consequently making
possible a much higher rate of speed
for the destroj^er. Never before had
the Biddle run so fast as during
these briquet tests.
In Belgium, the briquet is considered a more serviceable form of fuel
than coal.
On the state railways
natural coal is used more or less for

freight service, but briquets are used
exclusively for passenger service. In
Germany it is stated that the briquet
constitutes a fuel which can be handled and stored with greater facility
and wath less loss than natural coal,
that the briquet is of satisfactory
thermal value and that its use conIn
serves the country's resources.
France the briciuct is largely used
and is purchased by the Government
roads under definite specifications.

A feature of the briquetting industry in this country which has been
discussed with the Geological Survey experts, and has been to some
extent tried., is the utilization of the
great quantities of coal dust, by
briquetting, which accumulate in the
The
coal yards of the large cities.
cost of briquetting is in the neighborhood of a dollar

a ton.

While

this cost operates to retard briquetting at the mines, where in some in-

stances lump coal can be produced
for even less than the cost of makingbriquets, it is a small charge as
against the value of coal at the city
The briquetting of the
coal yard.
coal dust produced by the handling
of coal at the yards of the large
cities would result in the conversion
of a good many million tons annually of nearly waste material into a

free-burning and altogether
high-grade fuel.
The problem of economic briquet
making is not always how to make
the best possible briquet but rather

,clean,

;

how

available materials,
both coal, slack and binders. There
are various grades of briquettable
coal and many kinds of binders. The
to

utilize

cost of manufacture should be about
40 cents per ton the cost of bindingmaterial varies from 20 cents to 90
cents per ton of briquets produced.
;

The government's experiments and
when
that
show^
investigations
plants are situated so that it can be
obtained, the cheapest binder is the

heavy residuum from petroleum.
This binder is available in large
55
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quantities in the southwest, where
the oil has this heavy asphaltum
base, and costs from 45 to 60 cents
per ton of briquets produced.

comes
importance
in
Second
water-gas tar pitch, also a petroleum
product, and costing from 50 to 60
cents.
"Jdiird

comes

common

coal-tar pitch, deriv-

binders which may compete under
favorable local conditions are byproducts from wood distillation, byproducts from sugar factories, wax
pitch from producer gas,
magnesia, starch, and waste sulphite
liquor from paper mills, the last two,
however, while cheap, not making
tailings,

find a suitable briquetting proAmerican lignite, such as

cess for

;

The GeoSurvey has just established
a huge machine at Pittsburg for experimenting in producing lignite
acres.

logical

has
been demonstrated that lignite used
in a gas producer has greater heating energy and value than the best
Pocahontas coal under an ordinary
steam boiler, so that if the Pittsburg
briqetting experiments prove successful they will open up a great
new field in the Dakotas, Montana,
Wyoming, and Texas, where lignites

by simple pressure.

'Ttr

(

)

LOOK

It

fearlessly

of nature, not with

:

;

—

briquets

principal briquetting plants
the United States to-day arc one
in Xew Jersey, having a capacity of
100 tons a day; one in New York
with a capacity of 120 tons a day;
two others in New York, with a capacity of 100 tons a day each
a
Philadelphia plant, with a capacity
of 90 tons a day a plant in Scranton.
Pennsylvania a plant in Oakland,
California, with a capacity of 85 tons
one in Stege. California
a day;
which undertakes the manufacture
of briquets from a mixture of peat
and California crude petroleum, and
gives promise of using California oil
as a domestic fuel
a plant in Clifton, Arizona, with a capacity of 2^
tons a day one in Del Ray. Michigan, with a capacity of from 100 to
150 tons a day, utilized for domestic
One recently orfuel for Detroit.
;

obtains in Germany, would be a
great achievement. Lignite is a low
grade coal, the youngest, geologically, of the coals, anthracite being
the oldest, and is found over vast
west upwards of
the
of
areas
million

—

;

ganized company contemplates a
plant convenient to some of the
great lignite deposits in North Dakota, with a daily capacity of logo
tons.

upon

meek

accept the laws
resignation, but as her

life; to

sous, who dare to search and question; to have peace
and confidence within our souls these are the belief.^

—

that
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make

for happiness.

briquets

The

in

w^ater-proof briquets.

seventy-five

The small

brick.

burn better but the large blocks are
cheaper to make and are conveient
for storage. The French naval estimates show that ten per cent, more
in weight of briquets can be stored
in a given space than of lump coal,
and the British Admiralty reports
give an even higher percentage.

ed from coal and therefore widely
available, varying in cost from 65 to
90 cents per ton of briquets. Other

To

abound but which have heretofore
been considered of little and only
local value by reason of the tendency
of this coal to crumble and slack
when exposed to the air.
Briquets vary in size and shape
from those approximating an egg to
those considerably larger than a

.^facfcrliiick.

!

!

^ Upric glnb 3ts! Iprists
What's this ? hendecasyllables to Tessa
Not Chief- Justice and stuffy old Professor ?
Well well only to think of that God bless her

—

!

!

I

CXCLAIMS

Hutton.

Principal

of

the University of Toronto, over the
fact that a knowledge of classics
and a faculty of rhythmical expression
had led Hon. Chief Justice Sir Glenholme
Falconbridge and Hon. Justice W. R.
Riddell, into the most amiable pastime of

University Quarterly

versifying for the

the famous "Kissing
It

is

of

Ode"

of Catullus.

one of the most pleasing examples

the

first

Latin

lyric

h has
many other

poet,

received similar treatment by

hands, and of the previous translations
that readily occur to us are those of Sir

Richard

by his
Theodore Martin

Burton, immortalized

Omar Khayyam,

Sir

and Dr. Goldwin Smith. It is interesting
to collate these examples which appeared
University
Quarterly.
It
is
the
perhaps now no trespass upon a modest
anonymity to say that the verses by

in

W.

P.

McGill

are

those of the

University.

now added by
the Toronto

To

Principal

these a

a talented

bar.

of

fifth is

member

of

:

!
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tKo Hesibia
CATULLUS

V.

Vivamus, mea Lesbia, atque amemus,

Rumoresque senum severiorum

Omnes

unius aestimemus

assls.

Soles occidere et redire possunt

Nobis cum semel

Nox

Da

est

mi basia

Dein

deinde centum,

mille,

mille altera, dein

Deinde usque
Dein cum

secunda centum,
de'nde centum.

altera mille,

millia

Conturbabimus,

Aut

occidit brevis lux,

perpetua una dormienda.

multa fecerimus,
ilia,

ne sciamus,

nequis malus invidere posset.

Cum

tantum

sciet esse

basiorum.

I

Love me (my Lesbia) and live we our day.
While all stem sayings crabbed sages say,

At one doit's value let us price and prize.
The suns can westward sink again to rise
But we, extinguished once our
Perforce
Kiss

me

shall

a thousand times, then

Then thousand
Still

tiny light,

slumber shrough one lasting night

others, then a

hundred more,

new

five-score.

other thousand other hundred store.

Last

when

The

tale let's trouble

the

sum

to

many thousands grow.

till

no more

we know.

Nor envious wight despiteful shall misween us
Knowing how many kisses have been kissed
between

us.

-Richard

F.

Burton

1

;

A LYRIC AXD ITS LYRISTS.

II

Let

Lesbia, darling

us,

still

and love our

Live our

life,

Heeding

not a

fill

howe'er

jot,

Churlish dotards chide or stare

Suns go down, but

tis

to rise

Brighter in the morning skies;
But,

when

little light,

sets or

We must sleep in endless night.
A thousand kisses grant me sweet,
With
Lip

a hundred these complete.

me

a thousand more, and then

Another hundred give

again.

A thousand add to these, anon
A hundred more, then hurry on
Kiss after kiss without cessation.
Until

we

So envy

lose

calculation

all

mar our

shall not

By numbering up

our

;

blisses

tale of kisses.

— "Uheodore Martin

III

We

my

will live

and play.

love

Let gray beards wag as
Suns that

Our

day has one long

brief

Give me

wag

they

kisses, give

let

us

That we

night.

madly mix them,

their

Nor envy
Because

:

a million.

Thousands, thousands more, a

Then

may

set repair their light.

it

cast
is

billion,

so

sum may never know,
an

evil

eye.

so monstrous high.

— Goldwin Smith
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Though Dharma Tarry Long
By

HELEN

THE

E.

mail stood on the brow of
where the strong sea-

the cHff,

breeze,
ruffled

blowing

saltily

imand,

and bent backward the overtiers of juniper and sweet
There were many more com-

lapping
fern.

fortable spots beneath.
Cosy, sequestered nooks, which seemed especially
made for idlers in Arcady, many of

whom had

found their own,

if

flut-

tering white caps and glints of scar-

and brown were construed aright.
But it was typical of the man to
there
choose the top, and stand

let

alone.

Away
shining
little

to the left stretched miles of

beach,

insect-like

black
dots,

in spots, with
that constantly

moved about and emitted a vague
buzz, which floated up to the man,
pierced with
an occasional lighter
sound which might have been laughter.
The tide was coming in, leaping
over the outstanding rocks, throwing
itself in streams of billowy lace over
glistening barnacled and green-draped
ledges, rushing thunderously up the
gorges all along the coast, springing
like some victorious live thing upon
the gray, wave-like shoulder of the
clifif.
The spectacle never lost its interest for the man.
He followed each
fresh
onslaught
breathlessly,
and

gloried in the power which sent the
SDray sprinkling in drops about him.
But at the turn when the receding
wave fell back, beaten, into the churning cauldron, when the shi'r-r-r-r of
backward drawn pebbles became audible through the din of battle, when
the surf put up such a brave show of

—

C

WILLIAMS
being unchanged, even in the act of
submission to the stronger will the
man always left abruptly.
Usually the remainder of the afternoon was spent in his room at the
VSparhawk," resting, in accordance
with his physician's orders, which he
But whedid not care to disregard.
ther some suggestiveness of comparison had come to him on the height,
or the old yearning for his kind, which
was v/ont to seize him at times, proved too strong, to-day he passed the
plank walk, and following the Marginal Way round, lost himself in the
gay medley on the beach.
He looked eagerly about him on all
sides, as if he were taking up a diread
dropped long ago, listening to catch
the note of a familiar tune, whose
He
memory itself had grown dim.
might have been one of the cave men
depicted in Plato's Republic, turning

—

from the world of reflected shadows
the world of veritable flesh and
Coming from a totally differblood.
encrusted with long
ent life, and
years of toil, he had grown too big,
as it were, to shrink back into anything
so small and blessed as mere happito

He looked blindly, longingly,
and
helplessly for the soul in it all
when he could not find it, when nothing within him responded, when the
ness.

;

emotions he had with iron will trained to impassivity gave no latent throb,
then he recognized in a cold philosophic way that he was hearing a key
turned that would forever more make
what lay on the other side as though
were not, then he knew that anit
65
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other penalty, uiiich was yet not tlie
supreme penalty, had been exacted.
The five-seated yellow beach waggons returned again and again with
contingents, which were immediately
swallowed uj) in the gay, inconsequent crowd. The afternoon bathers
were tiptoeing and skipping down to
the
breakers, shrieking in affected

alarm

at the first chilly contact.

The

man

passed by childish creators of
sand
architecture,
and
turned aside to look down upon some
boys spreading star-fish on the sand
to dry, along with such other treasures as hermit crabs, devil's aprons,
and curious shells. Here and there
prosperous-looking men with threads

wondrous

of silver in their hair
hats deferentially a.s he

raised

their

went by. And
more than one handsome woman, who
was seldom accused of exerting herself overmuch, bowed with the nicest

homage in her eyes.
Into nearly
every face that turned carelessly toward him

there flashed the instantaneous recognition of who he was.
On the outskirts of the throng he
looked so intently at one isolated couple, ineffectually screened by a gaudy
toy of a parasol, that he attracted the
girl's atention.

"Do you know who

that

man was?"

she asked.

The boy shrugged a negative.
"The most celebrated eye specialist
in

the world."

"No! was

it?"

admiring look

Then

with

an

at the pretty

face beside him, "Well, his celebritv looked
as if he envied me."

"The most celebrated eye specialist"
walked on. No. Another penally had
been exacted, but not the supreme
penalty.
Still,
when his wonderful
efforts of brain
and nerve elicited
some eloquent tribute, he must exert a
yet greater power to avoid wincing
at the thought of the look that would

come

into

his

interlocutor's

face,

if

he knew.
He was not exempt from
that, nor from the mocking voice in
his ear, whispering when the world's
praise rang loudest: "Oh, that is all
very well, but they don't know, you
66

But you know, and what a
you are w'ith your 'nobility,"
'beneficences'
and your
and your
see.

fraud

'self-sacrifices,'

ha! ha! Don't deceive

enough, do you
have given the
gone out into the

that

yourself.

Is

imagine

When you

?

—

light of a lifetime,

utter darkness

"'

He had now

outstripped the last
the tidal river on the
other side of the sedgy dunes an old
clam-digger could be seen, bent double, gathering the tidal harvest.
And for a little he stood there
between those symbols of pleasure
and work, shut out of both, an alien,
drinking the dregs of a cup he had
thought to have drained.
With a
lagging step he passed on.
After
curving along by cottages bearing the
stroller.

In

names,
"U-needa-rest
Cottage,"
"Bleak House," "The Anchorage,"
"Haven Cottage," and the like, the
beach again rises into cliff's. Scaling
these the man stood there silhouetted
against the afternoon sky,
looking
out to sea.
Several people on the
beach saw him there, and interrupted
their lively varbiage to point out the
"eminent oculist of world-wide renown, who has never been known to
fail, my dear, whose
name is the
for success.'' He must have
appeared in much the same light to a
slim, youngish-looking man. who let
himself out of an unpainted. shabby
house set back from the cliff a num-

synonym

Upon seeing the solitary figure he looked, came a little
nearer, and shielding his eyes against
the sun.
looked again.
Then he
forward,
stopped,
started
<|uickly
hesitated, turned on
his
heel ami
walked away, head bent, only to wheel
back an instant later, with a muttered
ejaculation.
He had to sj^cak twice

ber of rods.

before the other heard.
'"T

beg your pardon

!

Were you

addressing me?"

The very young
embarrassed.

"You

are

Dr.

been pointed out
I

man was

plainly

Starr-

You have

me

the village.

to

in

believe I am not mi.staken?"
"I am Dr. Starr."

—

—

"

THOUGH DHARMA TARRY LONG
The very young man,

a country docimpelled by his own impotence
in the face of urgent need, plunged
with a sort of desperate eloquence
into a tale identical with many anotiier poured into his learned
colleague's ear.
He described the family's almost degrading poverty and detor,

pendence upon the widow's work, and
the fearsome thing growing over her
eye, enlarging upon the dire consequences which must follow without
immediate and skilled attention, interrupting himself with a deprecatory, "but you know that, sir." and
ending with an earnest appeal that
he would undertake the operation. As
he caught the drift of the conversation a peculiar, whitish hue settled

hand went
out as if to steady himself. Then. Dr.
Miles, looking eagerly for some trace
of human feeling and yielding in that
granite countenance, saw what in another's might have been called excitement if so slight a manifestation
on the man's

face,

and

h^'s

—

could be designated by so strong a
word. A minute passed, two minutes,

A

four.

three,

backward

little

—

"while the light

said,

the

had better go

light

Once

at

lasts,

once," he
yes. while

the

hut he seemed a

being.
Beneath his magthe
woman's nervous
twitches ceased, and the lines of anxious foreboding smoothed themselves
dififerent

netic

touch

Bending eagerlv over
instruments the
younger man

from her
the

enacted before him.

was done.

It

future was redeemed
from one long night of dependence
upon those but ill-fitted to take care
of themselves. She lay in a stupor in
the front room, while the young man,
suddenly become self-conscious, strove
to find words befitting the occasion.
But the other was speaking himself
with surpressed excitement, it would

The woman's

—

seem.

"He was wrong
and broke

!"

he

exclaimed,

and

into a laugh, jubilant,

yet tinged with something not unlike
"I never did better work in
regret.

my
He

Old

life.

said

I

Gififord

was wrong.

w^ould never live th

—

A change passed over his face. He
and
swayed a little where he stood
Again his hand
stopped laughing.
went to his head with the old gesture he had first used months before, when, in the midst of an opera-

—

lasts."

inside

something away.
"How dark it gets," he muttered,
"how dark!"
Dr. Allies looked in astonishment
at the red reflection of a most spectacular sunset flooding the room, but
again forgot all in the drama being

ierk

of the head, and flash of the gray
eyes
did he fancv it. or was there
defiance in the look? and eagernes.^?
then

"We

ly, each steady, unerring movement
of the master's hand, he forgot even
the marvel of such mastery of one's self
and one's art, under the spell of the
Once,
thing itself going forward.
only, had the doctor spoken. Raising
his head when half through, he drew
his hand across his eyes with the troubled gesture of one who would brush

face.

spread before him, he gave little
grunts of approval as he examined
some, or dub'ous shakes of the head
as he laid aside others.
While thev
prepared for the operation with such
sorr}^ makeshifts as were at hand. Dr.
Starr gave minute directions as to
the exact care to be taken of the eve
afterwards, adding that he would, of
course, himself come in.
Then the
children were put out and as the inexperienced man followed, breathless;

without an inwarning, melted awav from
him. and when he at last succeeded
in rubbine av^ay the mist, it was to
bending anxiously
see Dr. Gififord
over him. and to hear, in response to
an imperious demand for the truth
his ultimatum.
tion, his patient's face,

stant's

—

"How
blind

—

T

dark

it

think

—

grows like becoming
have paid at
I

—

—

last—"
Dr.

Miles caught him as he

There was
the

a

marshmallow

fell.

toast on

From a disbeach that night.
it looked like the performance

tance

€7
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some bizarre pagan rite. As the
brought
leaping tongues of flame
out in bold relief first one, then another, flitting shadow, the effect was
as if the earth and air were full of
such phantasmagoric shapes, needing
but a little more driftwood to make
them visible. During the early part
of the evening conversation was reof

stricted to tete-a-tetes, for

which the

toasting afifordcd an excellent excuse,
any were required.
if
But as the
moon majestically rose into the heraldic glow, which had for some time
been shedding a weird light over the
horizon, they threw their improvised
forks into the blaze, and watched the
spectacle in a silence at first broken
only by an occasional word of com-

ment.

Then someone began

and someone

a story,

suggested that they
should each in turn tell one, while a
piece of driftwood was burning.
So
else

they sat roimd in characteristic attitudes on upturned boxes, and bleached logs. Several colleges were represented in the group about the fire,
and the constant peals of laughter
testified that the rigorosities of the
curriculum had in no wise sobered
aspiring youth, nor put a stop to their
pranks.
The oldest member of the
party stirred uneasily when, upon the
heels of a particularly diverting escapade came an expectant, "Your
turn, old

man."

"But T don't know anything clever,
or ingenious, or even amusing," he
protested, "I've been out of that sort
of thing so long.
I would just spoil
the effect of the rest of vour wit bv
something malapropos. I move we
adjourn."
But thev would not hear of it. Tic
could not get out of it that wav. ITc
had listened. Tie must bear his i^art
of the entertainment.
All the heller
if he had something different to tell
So th:y piled on more wood, and
turned attentive, flame-flecked visages toward him, and he, perforce,
yielded.

Then he was silent so long that
one of the boys sang out, "Oh, I say,
Fletcher; stage effects not allowed
here."

He began
"Most
beach

at once.

of you,

were on the

think,

I

afternoon when Dr. Starr

this

went by. At least, you all know of
him by reputation what he stands
for in the world to-day.
What I am
going to tell you dates back to the

—

time when the name Starr spelled
nothing to anyone who was anyone.

How
ing,

I
is,

story,

came to know signifies nothas Kipling would say, another
but

—

well,

I

know, and

that's

enough."

He went

on quickly

a

in

narrative

voice.

"He was an orphan,
have heard, ])rought up
by a wealthy uncle. He
age record at college,

as you may
and educated
had an aver-

but

not

did

especially distinguish himself.
\\'ent
in more for a good time
the sort of
thing you fellows have been telling

—

about

to-night,
sports, theatre-pargetting up plays, giving dinners
you know the life. \\^ell, he made
himself i)retty popular, though you'd
hardly imagine it now. Just "squeaked through" his final year in medicine, to use his uncle's phraseology.
But he didn't care. Nothing worried
him much then. In his native village he was given his first case.
It
was to take out a boy's diseased eye,
in order to save the other. The people
were poor and couldn't well afford an
abler man
and he had taken a special course along those lines, and was
qualified to do the work, if he kept
his wits about him.
As it turned out
he didn't.
No one ever quite knew
linw it happened.
Some said he was
not responsible that day. had over-indulged. Others that he lost his head.
F.ver\(Mie had a diff'erent thcorv
and
The fact remains he took
aired it.
out the good eye by mistake, practicall\- making the bov blind. Everyone, nearly, has forgotten it now but
at the time it created quite a sensation ill the jiapers.
They all took it
up and made it out. as. of course, it
ties,

—

—

;

—
;

"You

won't like

he l)egan, "but
if you will have it, your disappointment be ui^on vour own heads."
it."

"

THOUGH DHARMA TARRY LONG
was.

inexcusable.

thought

Still,

no one

would break youngs Starr

it

up the way it did. As a matter of fact
him over. You see.
it quite bowled
he had known the little chap all his
well, it struck him hard.
life, and
"He was to have been married in
a few days. The girl's trousseau was
all made, the wedding presents had
been on exhibition,
guests invited,

—

berths written for.
WeW. that nieht
he went to her and told her. straight,
that he could not marrv her. I don't
know how he worded it. but I gathered that he felt he had by his mistake
forfeited all right to personal happiness, and must, in expiation, devote
curing people, who
all his life to
would otherwise be uncured. The girl
understood she was that kind and
sa'd what mig'ht have been exnected
of such a girl but he wouldn't hear
of it.
He had always seemed easy-

—

—

;

going and placable, in his lisrht-hearted. lovable way. but
well. I sunpose,
he loved her, and knew what the life
would mean. Anyway, he went away

—

alone.

"For

no one heard anvtliing
of him. though his uncle, in answer
to inquiries, said he was studving in
England and Germany. It must have
been nearly ten years before accounts
of him began to be copied into our
papers from the foreign press. Still
later, he came back
famous, and, I
guess you know the rest."
"But what became of his fiancee?"
demanded one of the eirls, "That's
no place to stop.
What happened
a time

—

to lier?"

The oldest member's eves were fixed on the path of moonbeams, now
spanning the ocean from rim to rim.
The moon, herself, had paled silver,
and lost something of romance the
higher she climbed
but the privileged mieht pass into realms enchanted on this fairv bridge.
"Do go on!"
;

!"

"You

are a dreadful storv-teller
"Isn't his action what the critics

slow ?"
"Didn't she ever

call

"Or

o-et

.^ee

married?"

him again?'"

"I

believe

And

not."

as

the

air

seemed charged with the expectation
of more to follow, he added, "She
became a nurse is a nurse now."
"I think he might have devoted perhaps ten years to his incurables and

—

then
wlio

come back," burst out
had spoken

right.

I

Fletcher.

the girl

"You were

first.

don't like your
It's too
too

— —

story,

Mr.

"Much life life?"
"Too idiotic, outrageous, unnecessary!

Didn't he ever go back?"

"I've heard not."

"Perhaps he forgot?"
"Perhaps he did."

When

the

silence

which

ensued

threatened to grow embarrassing one
of the boys shook himself into an upriglit position, demanding if they had
forgotten that they had pledged their
word as decorous resorters to enliven
the dance at their hotel with their
presence, and the group dissolved as
by magic, amid a chorus of half-distinguishable ejaculations.

The man called Fletcher excused
himself, and walked
out over the
hard, wet, crinkled stretch of beach
to where scalloping wavelets broke
with musical insistance.

Forget her?

There were those who had tried and
could not. those who had urged upon
her the duty, the advantages of forgetting.
Presently he turned
and
walked along toward
a
shaft of
light issuing from a cottage on one

—

of the farther points.

Something

less

than an hour later

a lounger in the office at the "Sparhawk" accosted a man who had been
filling out a telegraph blank.
"Is

it

true?

Will Starr have to pay

the piper at last?"
"It amounts to about
man's tone was curt, his
occupied.
"I'm wiring
but it's only as a matter
"Well," pihilosophized

human, after all
doubt it, you know."

"he's

The

that."

manner
for

preGifford,

of form."

— he

the

other,

made one

He sauntered oflF. The man called
Fletcher
back to the desk.
turned
69
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Drawing another blank toward him he
began

to

write.

Within the cottage along the beach

woman 'had come out of her
stupor and was sleeping peacefully.
In the back room the figure on the
bed was wearing itself out with incessant babblings.
The monotonous
the

voice,

trailing

endlessly

on,

evoked

strange pictures in that rude room.
Now, the great oculist was expounding his views before an assemblage
of the most learned and critical men
in the medical world.
Now, he was
reliving that hour of surgical triumph
which t^he papers in two hemispheres
chronicled in glow'ing headlines. And
now he was in the hospital, oblivious
of the hard day's work behind him,
and of the one no less arduous awaiting him on the morrow, tenderly oerforming the ordinary offices of nurse
for one of his proteges, who, he had
discovered too late, was only provided
with an incompetent attendant.
On, on, the demon of work drove
him till the darkness he had dispelled for others pressed sorely upon himself, and he perceived a vast concourse of people about him, all going
the same way.
Some, he saw. rebelled and held back, and he wondered to find himself among tliem. Then
a man's face rose before him. strained, dead-white.
"T'll
wait for you.
Doctor.
Rest a bit and come back.

—

(T^(

)X"'l'

iJiink

thai

SomeCiod You must come back
thing impelled him forward. The fac^
But other faces crowded inpassed.
to its place, each with fear indelibly
printed on it. He recalled the pecultheir seviar circumstances of each
eral stories ended alike in the wail,
"and there is no one that can take
your place." He struggled, but the
Something urged him on. And so
passed
they, too
He felt a vague pity for the inert
form he was deserting in the little
back room, but as he advanced farther into the Land of Pain, it. and
were left beother regrets, grew less
hind
Far. far off voices came
.\-ah
and went and came again.
He was in a large, pleasant room.
Through the window, stirring the
lace curtains, came the night-scented
.Steps,
running
breath of Narcissi.
down the stairs.
voice, calling him
by a name no one else used.
Her
voice
And he had got to tell her
Now she was in the room. Now
she was
Suddenly he struggled as
!"'

!

;

—

—

—

—

A

—

never before

He

opened his eyes.
.Somewhere a man's voice was say-

ing that the crisis

would

live.

woman, who.
I)resent

equal

was

And by

past

absent,

had been ever

the working out of the
retribution, and present, had

won him back

to

enjov the reward

which had tarried long.

because the buss has a roll-top

carries the responsibilities

whose shoulders

70

first

grow

bent.

he

at

desk and a private office that he also has a cinch.

The man who

— that

his side knelt the

Frank

is

the

man

Farn'n^i^toit.

Martian and the Farm

The

From The Outlook

THE proverbial
IFMars
were to visit

inhabitant from
an ordinary American rural school, he would be in-

what he interpreted as an astute campaign was a mere matter of stupidity

clined to

comment somewhat

lows

notice that these

people were really wondering how
they could check the congestion of
cities, he would be forced, out of decent respect for the people he was
visiting, to be incredulous.
How can the child born and reared

I

:

as fol-

Americans

crops to
be quite unnecessary and that they
are applying their remarkable intellidepopulating
gence to the task of

seem

lO think the raising of
;

They have the
rural regions.
acuteness to see tiiat if they are to
drive people out of the country, they
cannot begin with the adult population.
Life in the open country is so
alluring and natural that even when
it has not been made as comfortable
as it easily might be, it holds people
fast.
So these far-seeing iVmericans,
in order to crowd people into the
cities, where they obviously want them
to be, have devised a campaign of education directed against the children.

their

They have planned

rural
all their
schools on city models. Even in such
details as arithmetical problems, they
see to it that the children's minds
should be directed toward urban life.
They so fill the field of a child's attention with the affair^; of the town
and city that they leave no room for
the ideas that concern life in the open
country.
Year after year these Americans fill their children's minds with
city ideals, and as soon as the children are liberated from school they
leap for the city.
It is a great task
these Americans have undertaken, but
they will finish it in a generation or
two and then they will have the satisfaction of seeing their land divided between the crowded city and the wild;

erness.
If this visitor

were

to be told that

and

tradition,

and that the American

country respect the life of the
farmer when the community in which
he lives does not regard the farmer's
occupation as worthy of study? How
can he be expected to look with ambition toward agriculture as a vocation when he finds that training for it
is regarded as less important than preparation for a clerkship? How can he
in the

think of village and rural life as anything more than a makeshift when he
finds that in the school he attends
there is not a word taught concerning
crops or cattle or roads?
The people of Canada have already
begun to apply their minds to the question of educating the children for life
Indeed, the
country.
in the open
movem'eu't toward increasing the efficiency of the country population has
already been considerably developed.
It o\ves its inception to Sir William
Alacdonald and Dr. James W. Robertson.

The Outlook last year, and again
gave some account of Mac-

last we'ek,

donald College, of which Sir William
is the founder, and Dr. Robertson is
the principal. This college is the apex
of a system which at its base will extend 'to every farming community in
the Dominion.
In many cases boys have had to contend with the complaint from their
own parents that farming is unproduc-

—
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was

business, then,

which all may attend, tuition
and where they may profit by
demonstrations and lectures. So much
leges

to

give encouragement to the adult population, so that parents might be willing to have their children study ani-

free,

for

mal and plant husbandry and domestic science.
Speakers were, therefore,
sent out, two and two, to tell what had
been achieved in agriculture, to display diagrams and seeds, and to answ-er questions.
The Dominion Government has established experimental
farms (as our own Government has
done).
School-children have been
taught to detect the destructive browntail moth, and encouraged to learn to
distinguish noxious weeds and to combat them.
Indeed, the Government
has put into all school-houses books on
weeds and samples of weed seeds. The
Government is sending out from time
to time inspectors of fruit, experts in

Canada is beginning to do systemawhat we in the United States

tically

have been

social

at Amherst, Nova Scotia, and Guelph.
Ontario, are really short course col-

be your

it

have, spend

happiness;

cult.

architecture,

customs

Poverty

less.
it

is

a great

enemy

certainly destroys liberty,

virtues impracticable
I'rugality

is

and

to

human

it

makes

and others extremely

diffi-

not only the basis of quiet, but of

beneficence.

No man

we must have enough

spare.

will

care not to be in any man's

help himself;
to.

rural

Resolve not to be poor: whatever you

ilcbt.

some

first

spasmodically and

Some day

Dr. Johnson.

rural art,

and
have dignity and
distinction.
But first we shall have to
build as foundation, with educated
minds as material, a sound rural economic s3-stem.
rural

poultry and in cattle. The fairs, proand county, are becoming genuine institutions of agricultural education.
Notably the winter fairs held

i'^T

doing

fragmentarily.

vincial

Y^

reaching the adults.

In order to reach the children,
teachers must be trained.
Several
agricultural colleges aie conducted in
connection with the provincial normal
colleges, and w'ill tend to change the
country school from the city type.
Gradually the teachers trained in these
places will change nature study to eleIn time, posmentary agriculture.
sibly, the school garden and the school
farm will be regarded as necessary as
any other laboratory.

can

help

others

that

before

wants

we have

society

— ——

:

On

Value

the

Early Rising

of

From The Young Man

MEN

of all ages and of all nations
have realized the importance of
early rising, of giving the best
time of
the
day the morning to
their work, and proverbs in all languages testify to the universality of

—

this sentiment.

—

Who

is it that is not
familiar with the pithy sagings in the
Book of Proverbs? And are we not
always quoting Benjamin Franklin's

saying

Early to bed and early to rise
Makes a man healthy, wealthy and
wise.

The Germans say
Morgenstund hat Gold

matineux, allegre, sain
soigneux.

et

The farmer knows that the best
part of his work has to be done before
the great industries maintain
strict rules and enfore early and punc;

—

tual attendance at work
the very existence of a factory often depending

With

the

small

establish-

ments the point of making the best
use of the early hours is a greater necessity still, as in these days of keen
competition

The

early bird picks up the crumbs.

Here

the extension of time does not
alone come into
consideration, but
also our greater vigor, activity, and
fitness

for

occupation

work, particularly
is

if the
of a sedentarv charac-

best of A'ictor

the

not afford either light or fuel, he obtained a post of "reader" to a baker
and his two sons while they were pre-

He had

ba^^ch.

which did

jfifice

Gladstone was another noted early riser, and it will interest our
young
friends to know that one of their favorite authors, Jules Verne, was another indeed, his day's work was done
well before noon.
;

"Time is money" it is of value to
every one engaged in any kind of
work. One hour a day more makes
in three hundred working days an increase of. three hundred working
hours, or an equivalent of thirty working days of ten hours each. Think of
what the loss of these hours means to
agriculture, trade, and industry
A
month wasted! What can you not do
with an extra month in the year,
young man? In the early hours of
;

!

the day the mind is clearer and fresher, the memory more receptive, and
the work in hand done with greater
ease than when one rises late with
dulled eyes and heavy head.

Everybody has once

ter.

The

morning when

household were still slumbering. William Chambers, the founder of Chambers's Journal, that pioneer of the cheap magazine, rose at
five o'clock "to have a spell of reading until it was time to think of moving oft." It was at so early an hour
that he dipped into such solid works
as
Smith's
Wealth of Nations,
Locke's Human Understanding, etc.
In the winter months, when he could

the cellar,

]\Iany similar
proverbs might be
quoted, and the reader will find a few
elsewhere in this chapter.

it.

the early

to be a
for a bakehouse, at five o'clock in the morning.

Alund,

Homme

upon

in

rest of the

paring their
in

and the French

midday

done

Hugo's work was

perienced

how much

in

a

fresher

way

ex-

mind and
73
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body

feel, if

the resolur'on to rise im-

mediately from the first sleep is for
once carried out. The day's work assumes a brighter aspect already the
self-restraint in withstanding the in-

—

clination for a further rest is invigorating, and is in itself an achievement

We

of no mean order.
have displayed
energy, and we are pleased with ourselves.

The day has begun with

a

victory over self-indulgence; this has,
usually, an influence for good on the
succeeding hours, and we have more
go not only do we feel, but actually
are, more active and more industrious.
Then, again, if we get up early our
temper is the better for it, and things
which usually ruffle us will pass ovc
smoothly. On the way to the station
in the morning people will not be in
the way.
do not "just miss" our
train, nor do we "just catch" it, panting like the engine in front. If we
get up early our health is the better
for it, and we shall have saved many
a shilling bottle of medicine.
shall

—

We

We

be enabled to eat our breakfact more
leisurely, and surely
the "hurried"
breakfast of the average city worker
is

responsible

for a vast

amount of

and sometimes sows the
seeds of most painful diseases.
The extra morning hour is not only
ill-health

a gain in time but also in vital energy,
and that is really tl's principal adall who have not an appointed daily work to perform, or who
are not in need of more time or
money, having already pVntv of both
at their disposal.
But vital energy,
will-power, self-confidence, freshness
of mind
these cannot be bought for
gold, yet are they welcome to all,

vantage to

—

whatever their station in life. There
is
another most important question
often lost sight of
that of our eyes.
.Sinclair said: "The morning
hours
and the afternoon are the most suitable hours for studying or straining
the eye-sight least. .After dinner and
in the evening it is injurious to exert

—

Wesley reports his experiT was young, my eyewas weak; forty years later it

the eyes."

ences:
sight

"When

was nuich stronger.
74

I

ascribe this im-

provement

to the habit

rising early." Quite so

acquired of

I

The genera!

!

improvement in health and well-being
combines with it a sharpening and
strengthening of the senses. Parents,
as a rule, do not consider what a valuable asset they give to their child on

way through

the

life

by

accustom-

ing it to the habit of early rising, a
habit that strengthens and develops
both body and soul with lifelong good
effect.
Many an existence would be
the brighter for it.

To
tice

secure these advantages a prac-

must be made of early

rise early

once

rising

while

:

to

of little
use. To rise early one must of necessity retire to rest at a reasonable time.
in a

is

To wake up

fresh is a happiness that
can only follow after the sound sleep
of early night. The one follows on
the other.
This is the foundation of
a natural life, and the best guarantee
for the healthy action of our organs.
We awake and rise naturally because
no more sleep is needed. We go to
rest and have a sound sleep, being
tired out at the end of a long day and
requiring the renewing of our strength
and energy. The natural consequence
of a healthy sleep is a good appetite,

and early rising exerts a beneficial influence on the digestive organs. Poor
of people who sleep
Exercise and activity
alone create a healthy longing for
is

the

appetite

long and
for

food.

late.

We

go

to

the breakfast-

having been up for an hour
or two with a very different feeling
to that we experience when we go to
it immediately upon rising and tumbling into our clothes. The appetite,
moreover, will remain thus stinuilated
for every meal all through the day.
The body will gain in strength and
table after

the mind in brightness both will be
the harreiiivigorated and renewed
;

;

mony

of our whole system will be
we may
raised, our nerves soothed
we
even forget that we have anv

—

;

become

cool,

more

resolute,

and more

able to withstand external influences
our constitution is
and affections
;

strengthened, our temper becomes
more cheerful and good-natured.

:

:

ox THE VALUE OF EARLY RISING
The medical profession
and

rightly

so,

lays stress,
to a

on the return

more natural and simple mode

of liv-

ing as a help in combating ill-health.
great number of the "cures" of
watering-places, ascribed to the beneficial qualities of the springs, are really the result of persistent and sustained reform of the habits of the
patient. This is indeed the acknowledged basis of the treatment in hydropathic establishnientf.
appeal, then, to the many in
search of health, or renewal of lost

A

We

spas,
at
at
at the seaside,
for the favor
climatic health-resorts
and goodwill of Mother Nature has
most certainly to be solicited and won.
Never miss the salutation of the rising sun. Be not angt^y with the officious servant who calls you at sunrise.
Treat bad weather with disdain. Do
vitiility

;

let a mist or chill prevent you
from carrying out your resolution,
but compel yourself to rise early even
at the cost of some inconvenience.

not

Look

the attendants at healththeir usual healthy
appearance strikingly illustrate the
good effects of early rising and of
regular living? They are, as a rule,
fresh and ruddy, bright, strong and
healthy in body and mind despite their
employment, irksome, fatiguing, and
often very trying. Many a rich patient
in indifferent health would willingly
part with a good deal of his wealth
in
exchange for their health and
strength. And yet he has but to follow their example and "give to the
day what is due thereunto, and to the
n-ght what it due to the night."
resorts

The

at

!

Does not

beneficial

results of early

ris-

ing are most noticeable in the classes
that have to begin work in the early
hours of the day. It is a well-established fact, for instance, that the hardworking country people have always
been known to be healthy and strong,
and it is to them that the nation will
always look to renew the stock, and
thus prevent extinction of the race
consequent upon the deteriorating effect of town life.
There are various reasons for this

the healthy occupation, the abundance
of fresh air, the simple fare, and the

quiet life all these tend towards that
end, but the foundation of all is "early
;

rising." This breeds new energy and
gives them that dogged perseverance
characteristic of the countryman. To
this is due their strength and their
uprightness as a class all through the
changing centuries. To this also are
due the strong frames and firm characters that withstand the ravages of
time and the ordinary wear and tear
of a toilsome and hard life, until they
reach the ripe age of seventy or eighty

years.

With

the

industrial

worker these

As pointed
out before, unfavorable conditions of
work deprive him of some of the
healthful advantages to be derived
from early rising. The soldiers, another class of early risers, are expected to show great physical and
moral endurance. They have to bear
without a murmur all kinds of privations and hardships, hunger and
thirst, night-marches and sentry-duty,
lieat and cold. Even in time of peace,
their calling is no sinecure, but one
continuous strain. xAnd yet the young
soldier becomes a strong and hardy
man. Strictly regulated life and early
hours have much to do with this result.
Every fresh day in his training
goes to build up the solid foundation
of vigor and energy, and helps to
create a power of enduring with ease
exertions from which weaker natures
facts are less prominent.

would shrink.
perhaps too much to say that
reach a ripe old age like and
practice early rising. It is, however,
well known that the majority of old
people, who enjoy all their faculties
and maintain a certain amount of
vigor and energy, have cultivated the
habit of an early breakfast. A French
proverb of the time of Francis I.
proniises a full century as a reward
It

is

who

all

for this
six, diner a dix, souper a
vivre dix fois dix.

Lever a
six,

fait

Every one can from
his

the circle of

acquaintances recall cases where

—

:

;

:
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the age of seventy or eighty has been
reached or passed with the full enjoyment of all bodily and mental
laculties as the result of regular habits

of living.

Kant, Humboldt, Benjamin FrankMoltke, Thiers, Gladstone, etc.,
were all early risers, and they reached
a ripe old age. William Wesley, the
father of the Methodists, suffered in
health through sleeplessness until he
accustomed himself to rise regularly
at four o'clock. The result was very
satisfactory, and he was able to continue an active life to the age of

for new creations, great thoughts and
study. Man never enjoys the feeling
of his existence so completely as on
a fine morning. He who neglects the
early hours wastes the youth of his
life."

We

lin,

eighty-eight years.
Amongst the writers on diet, Hufeland, (1798) is the first to refer to
the importance of our subject. Earlier
writers on health have considered the
quality and quantity of
food and
against catching
drink, precautions
colds or infectious diseases, etc. They
did not say much about the natural
division of the day or the time for
meals or rest.
It is possible that there
was little need in those days to remind people of the necessity to retire
early and to live more in accordance
with nature.
Even Huf eland dismisses the subject with only a few
words
"After a good sleep we feel
rejuvenated; early in the morning we
are taller than in the evening, we
enjoy sensibility, elasticity, strength
and resolve, the qualities of youth.
In the evening, however, we are dull,
stiff, tired
the feelings of old age

A

now quote a modern opinion.
medical man, connected with one

of the largest London hospitals, says
in a London daily, June 19, 1906:
'Pure air is of as much importance
as pure food; particularly in a city
like London, where the air is being
constantly
fouled,
too many precautions cannot be taken. The enormous number of horses in the London streets is an important factor in
rendering London air impure. One
working horse will use as much air
in an hour as twenty men.
Five
o'clock on a fine summer morning is
the best time to take a walk in London. The air then is splendid."
All authorities on this subject agree
in
recommending seven to eight
hours' sleep in a well ventilated room,
without a heavy meal immediately
preceding. The English proverb is

Light suppers make long

and the French says
Qui couche avec la

lives

soif se leve

avec

:

;

predominate.

Every day seems

—

like a

small sketch of our life
the morning
like
youth, the midday life manhood, the evening like old age. Who
would not prefer to use the early
hours of the day for work? Early
in the morning the human mind is in
its greatest purity, energy, and freshness. That is therefore the riefht time

-^

la sante.

He

that

goes to bed thirsty

rises

healthy.

A

very true proverb. We would
extend it He that goes to bed
hungry
The benefit will be
felt the next morning.
Concerning late suppers, the Portuguese says
Se queres enfermar, cea e vaite
like to

:

.

.

.

deitar.
If

you wish

to

be

ill,

sup and go

to bed.

Once more be

it

nal rule of health

said that the cardiis

j^

RISE EARLY.

Getting

Out

in
By H.

C.

of

Rain

the

TWINELL S

From The Argosy

OPENED my

pay-envelope and
mechanically pulled out the bills.
I knew what they were without
running through them.
Four fivedollar notes. That had been my Saturday portion for over a year.
"John !" came a sudden exclamation
beside me as I was about to stufit the

I

thin roll into

my

pocket.
faced the shipping
clerk. Pie had his hat on, a suit-case
in his hand, and seemed in a hurry.
"John," he repeated quickly. "Will
you give me the five spot you owe me?
Pve got to go out of town over Sunday, and I need all I can get."
I

turned and

slipped off one of the bills from
the inside of the roll and, without
looking at it, handed the money over.
He stuffed it hurriedly into his pocket and went out at the door, callingI

back

thanks.

his

Then

was that I suddenly remembered my resolution to keep him oft'
for another week. But the demand
had been so sudden that I was surprised into paying my just debt in
spite of the fact *-hat I had decided
not to do so.

You

it

see,

was due
month.

it

was

that day.

It

like this

paid

I

was sixteen

:

My
it

rent

by the

dollars for the

my wife and
an obscuie part of Brook-

two rooms occupied by
myself

in

lyn.

In returning the borrowed five to
the shipping clerk. I laid myself open
to a week of poverty for besides the
;

fifteen left of

dollar

bill

That

my

pay, I had only a

and some odd cents.
the "odd cents" as the

left

only visible means of livelihood

for

the coming week. I had a vision of
free lunches and walking to and from

work.
I knew that the landlady would be
open to no compromise. I had tried
it too often, and it was either pay or
move, for the money was two or

three days overdue.
The really serious side of the thing
did not appeal to me for some time.
Then I found that most of the office
force had gone, and there was no one
left from whom I could borrow so

much

as a dollar.

down despondently on a shipping-case and began to figure.
The loose change in my pocket, I
found,
amounted to twenty-seven
cents, besides the dollar bill, which
would have to go to the landlady, together with the fifteen left of my pay.
I

sat

smoothed the dollar bill between
and tried to figure how I
could live on four cents a day for a
week, or even on twenty-seven cents
over Sunday.
Then I took out the thin roll, from
which I had skinned the note for the
shipping clerk, and put the dollar bill
I

my

fingers

with the

As

fives.

thumbing the bills over in
most disconsolate manner I had
a sudden shock.
I felt as though a million needles
were pricking me. I jumped oft" the
box and stared at the money.
Great Heavens I found to my dismay that I had only two five-dollar
bills and a single one.
Eleven dollars
My rent was sixI sat

my

!

!

r?

;
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What had become

teen.

of the other

five?

made

I

It

ofifice.

a frantic search througlit the
was nowhere to be found.

Could I
two

have given the shipping
by mistake? No! I
remembered the feehng of the single
bill that 1 had passed to him
I had
handled money during the cashier's
absence once, and I knew the feel of
it.
I could not be mistaken on that.
In my mind I went back over sixty
clerk

fives

:

more pay-days.

or

Always

the four
envelope. The
cashier could have no mistake.
Just at that moment the latter entered the door.
"Hallo, John,"' he said. "Come back
after my umbrella."

my

five-dollar bills in

jumpetl at a straw and asked him
there could have been any mistake,

I

if
if

he could have put only fifteen dolmy envelope.

lars in

"Xo, nothing

John," was
always doublechecked you know, and' there is no
possible chance for error."

"Maybe
salary

!"

"No.
on the

like that,

"The pay

his reply.

boss

the

It

wanted

likely.

You're

still

to believe that I

two

had given
but

fives,

I

]

at the back
door before I could ask him for a
loan, and the janitor came around to
I
;

tried to

my

borrow a quarter
was losing its

pride

footing.

He gave me twenty-five excuses
but those could not be converted into
cash. So I went out into the street in
a very miserable condition.
Ten

car fare home would
with seventeen cents. That
would buy a handsome meal
and
my wife waiting at home until I returned with the money for Sundav
leave

cents

me

;

provisions.

Thereupon I took a mighty vow
never to pay another debt as long as
I
lived. Borrowing money had never
78

return-

for shelter

espied the wide-open door of an
auction store. Several people were
hurrying in out of the storm, and I
trailed in with them.
Absently I gazed at the resplendent
auctioneer.
"Stay out of the wet. That's right.
This is as good a place as any. It
doesn't cost anything. In fact, you
I

make money by coming

in.

Every-

thing for nothing to-day. Something
for everybody.
Presents given away
to-day.
Articles of intrinsic
worth
selling for a song."
Not being much of a singer, and
having nothing else with which to
purchase articles of intrinsic worth. I

was interested in the sale merely as
a haven of refuge in time of storm.

The crowd

and shoved as
up with those driven
by the rain. I was finally pushed to
point near the front and next to
jostled

in

the cashier's desk.

inexplicable.

knew very well
hadn't.
The cashier slipped out

from him

the trouble that

into

had.

came up.
Looking quickly around

a

twenty."

the shipping clerk

close up.

it

the place filled

isn't

at

list

me

I
was just dabbling in a delicate
decision between a suicide's grave or
enlisting in the navy and deserting
my wife, when a sudden shower

my

reduced

cried.

I

The thing was
I

is

got
ing

Such things as umbrellas, pipes,
and knicknacks held no
iiUercst for me.
At that moment a
colifin would have more nearly suited

vases, canes,

my

taste.

turned and watched the goodlooking cashier taking in the money
that deluged down for the trifles.
In a whimsical way I estimated my
chances if I should be led to reach out
and grab one of the five-dollar hills to
I

make up my

loss.

For want of better anuiscment. I
watched the cashier. She seemed worried.
The money was coming in too
fast for her. and most of it was in
bills.
She seeiued to be new at the
work and was having an awful time
making change.
She turned to one of the boys that
helped

carry

out

the

purchased

articles.

'Tohn." she said,

"tell

Mr. Ilackett

:

GETTIXG IX OUT OF THE RAFN
that

I

must have some change. I'm
Tell him to send
fives, twos, and

out of small bills.
vou out for some
ones."
all

The boy went at once, and the girl
continued to take in money hand over
hand. Finally she was swamped with
large bills, and
Mr. Hacket, who
proved to be a silent partner in the
auction-room, supi)lied her with all
the

change from

The supply

and a
noticed somebody

didn't last long,

few minutes later

1

'T can't change

bill.

it,"

.-he

said hoi)e-

lessly.

The girl was pretty, and caught me
looking at her that moment.
Something in my manner must have told
her that I had two five-dollar bills.
Anyway, she raised her heavy eyebrows in my direction, shifted her

wad of gum, and said
"You couldn't change

ten-dollar

could you?"
It was the smile that
made me
I
obliging.
reached into my pocket
and handed her the two fives.
I
figured that I might do one good deed
to stand out like a bright spot in all
th€ trouble I'd had.
She thanked me with her lips and
the gum, and I tucked the ten-dollar
bill she gave me into my pocket.

A little ambition seemed to creep
upon me unawares. I still had eleven
dollars and twent^'-seven cents. That
;

I've

known

and most awful

I began to expand a bit and
around for some wav to get
enough money to make up my loss.

the auctioneer heltl u]) a dazzling array of dishes.
"Every piece hand-painted by Takahara in Tokyo. Guaranteed genuine.
!"
See the print on the bottom

He slipped a tea-cup from the Japanese set over a glaring electric light
bulb. The china looked like egg-shell,
and on the bottom appeared the scraggly signature of Takahara. of Tokyo.
I had never heard of the Japanese
gentleman, but it seemed to me that
my aunt, who was a great collector of

her

and saucer.
"I will

them separately," he an"They ought to bring fifty

sell

dollars apiece.

Any

collector of china

would pay that for them. Here. I'll
sell two cups and tw'O saucers this
time.
What do I hear?"
"One dollar." said somebody, emboldened by the auctioneer's argument
and doing his best to show proper appreciation.

The auctioneer smiled in that expressive way they have. Tiien he fixed
a piercing eye on me.
"You'd give two dollars, wouldn't
?"

I was as wax in his hands; an auctioneer can always hypnotize me. Suddenly I heard the birds sing, and all
was spring-time.

my Aunt Elizabeth,
collected china.
I could buy the
things for a mere song and sell them
I

thought of

who

to her for a

grand opera.

murmured meekly, the
great scheme beating at my heart.
"Sold !" barked the auctioneer the
"Yes,"

I

the words had left my mouth.
reeled and felt that I was sold,

moment
I

but wouldn't admit

it.

Stepping over to the smiling cashier,
I

look

Then

in

Then he delivered a deluge of sarcasm, and finally held up one cup

poorer

people.

name

voice.

"Fifty cents." ofifered some unappreciative person in the audience.
The auctioneer fixed a baleful eye
on the otTender and paused for effect.

you
a

bill,

wasn't so bad

holiest

nounced.

his pocket.

profTer a ten-dollar

china, had mentioned his

preferred the ten-dollar

"He
change

bill.

come back with the
Here, maybe I can make
How much was your pur-

hasn't
yet.

though.
chase two dollars?"
She dived into a little drawer at
the back of her desk and brought out
three coins.
With these she put a
fifty-cent piece and handed them over
to me.
I noted that the 'three coins were
two-dollar-and-a-half gold pieces.
I
had never seen one before and was
rather suspicious of them, not being
IDCifectly sure that the United States
issued a gold piece of 'that amount.
it,

;

79
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"Haven't you any

bills?"'

1

protest-

ed.

"No;
wait

have to take those or
comes back,"

you'll

the boy

till

"Are they good?" I
"Of course," she
took them in."

faltered.

just

'leaking my precious tea-cups, painted by 'I'akaliara, of Tokyo, I left before the auctioneer could fix his eye
on me again and sell me a Ilrazilian

diamond.

Aunt

had been

I^lizabcUi evidentl}-

cukivating a grouch.

When
genuine

uncovered the gorgeous
and offered them to

1

articles

her for ten dollars, stating that was
I paid for them, she
denounced me for a fraud and led me
by the car to the nearest five-and-tencent store, where
she
showed me
specimens of the same art, with the
just wdiat

same name and design, on

the five-

cent counter.

That took the wind out of my sails.
started back to throw the china at
the auctioneer's head and get put in
I

possibly

jail,

as

would be a good
I still had nine
seven cents
heirs;

T

;

a

That

murderer.

and twentycould go to my

dollars

was determined

to

l)e

buried

at public exjiensc.
[
reviewed the whole sad,
sweet
story as I returned to the auctionhouse, with murder in my eye and
the tea-cups in my hand.

I

.'\s

$24.27.
I felt like a billionaire.
1
blessed
the cashier in the auction-store who
had been pressed by the lack of change

me gold pieces. It was lucky
she had not seen the sign or heard of
the sudden recall of the little gold
to give

coins.

My
night

landlady beamed on
I paid the rent.

neared the auctioneer's place,

wife was wreathed in smiles
presented her with two handpainted china tea-cups, done by Takahara of Tokyo, which I told her were
valued at fifty dollars apiece.
I

Monday morning
work with new zest.

my

five

gold pieces

that

T

had been doubting all along.
I compared them with the ones on
display in the window.
I
gave one
wild whoop of joy and read the sign
again

:

I'RKMHIM ON

$2.50

"John," came a sudden voice,
was absorbed in my duties.
I looked up and beheld the

80

of
in

as I

ship-

ping clerk extending a five-dollar bill
in my direction.
I took it, forgetting
to ask what it was for until he ex"John." he said, "you gave
ten-dollar

Then

I

bill

me

instead of a five
never noticed till T

understood.

The

had for once departed from

a

last

was

cashier
his regu-

rule of four five-dollar bills,
slipped two fives and one ten in
envelope.
lar

and

my

I blessed him for the mistake.
It
had put me on the road to Wellville.
It had netteil me just thirteen dollars

clear profit, to

GOLD PIRCER.

The United States has called in the iss\ie
two dollar-and-n-half Rold pieees, and wo are
the market for them.

the
for

it.

T
Saturday.
on the train."

dollar-and-a-half

I

The lucky purchase at
auction had more than made up

attracted by attention.

drew up and looked at the articles exposed.
Then I dived into my
pocket and pulled out the three two-

went back to
had forgotten
dollars missing from
I

pay.

plained.

T

that

My

when

was i)lanning the most sensational way in which
to
throw my
china bomb, a sign in a street-window

and

me

when

about the

finish.

that

dashed into the coin-and-stamp
and in two minutes by the
clock was standing on the curb, holding in my trembling hand $22.50,
which I had received in exchange for
the three gold pieces.
I still had $1,77, making a total of
I

stoie,

"1

cried.

We offer a premium of five dollars apiece.
Rring in your gold pieces and get seven dollars
and fifty cents in greenbacks for each one.

handsome
have them

say

nothing of the

pair of tea-cups.
in

the plate-rack.

Wc

still

a conspicuous place on

THIO

(;EUMAN -^iWKDISH FERKY

Crossing the Baltic Sea

by Train

TRANSLATED By MAX BRUNNER
From

WHO

would have dreamt

the Vossische Zeitung

a gen-

eration ago of crossing the
Baltic Sea on a train-ferry?
Yet to-day it is done. Sweden and
Germany are linked together even
more closely than Britain with Ireland; and it is possible now to speak
of a railway journey between Berlin
and Stockholm as a literal matter of
wish to call attention to
course.
the four sea-going ferries which are
now plying between Sassnitz, in Germany, and Trelleborg, in Sweden, a
distance of no less than 65 nautical
miles, and recent events are our justification for describing these remarkable vessels.
The official inauguration of the service, which took place
in July, marks the successful launching of a great Government enter-

We

prise.

1

hie

formal opening of the new

di-

between the two countries
and capitals took the form of regal
ceremonies on German and Swedish
soil, which were attended by the Emperor William, King Gustav and a
rect route

distinguished

The

company

of

officials.

assembled on the
ferry-boat "Deutschland," where Herr
Breitenbach, the German Minister of
illustrious party

Public Works, delivered a speech, in
which he pointed out that the newlyestablished service would have the effect of vigorously promoting personal
and commercial intercourse between
Germany and Sweden. After the inauguration ceremony the Swedish
visitors were entertained at lunch on
German yacht
board the Imperial
Hohenzollern by the Emperor, who,
addressing the company, thanked the
81
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PAKl.<il;

Ixiiii;'

of

Sweden

t)I

(.lat.MAN-SWKDISH KKIIKV

for his i^ersonal at-

tendance at the ceremony, and expressed the wish that the new route
across the Baltic mig'ht be the means
of powerfully stimulating' and promoting' trade
and intercourse between

Germany and Sweden, and constituting a new bridge between the hearts
of the two kindred nations. The King
of Sweden, in reply, cordially thanked
the Emperor for his friendly words,
and expressed the hope that the newlink between Germany and Sweden
might hel|) to strengthen and develop
the cordial relations between the two
countries, which
had been friends
from ancient times.
The Sassnitz-Trelleborg steam ferrv

boats are the largest hitherto built.
The service will be maintained by four
steamers, two German, the "Preussen" and the "Deutschland," and two

Swedish, the "Oskar
"Drottning Victoria."

IT."

and the

The last-named vessel was built in England to the
order of the Swedish Government
(Royal -Administration of the Swedish State Railways) and was launched on the Tyne from the Neptime
Works, She is ^^4 feel in length by
82

over 50-foot beam, and is propelled
bv twin-screw triple-expansion engines of
5,400 h.p., supplied with
steam from four large boilers working
sy.stem of forced
under Howden's
draught.
The tiains are carried on
two tracks on the car deck, occupying nearly the whole surface of the
deck.
-Vbove this deck are luxuriously-equipped rooms for the passengers,
including smoking-room, lounge, and'.
s]iecial suites.
Underneath the car
deck are many staterooms for passengers who are not occupying the
sleeping berths on the train
both
first-class and third-class are thus provided for.
The vessel has been designetl to l)e very steady at sea, and
has unusually large bilge keels fitted
to minimize the rolling.
A large number of ring plates and screws and
spring buffers are arranged to prc;

from moving when at
For safety in entering ami leaving port
bow rudder is fitted, as well
as the stern rudder, and both are controlled by steam from the captain's
\'enl

the cars

soa.

;i

The steamer has been divided into a very large nuniber of water-tight compartments, which, with
bridge.

CROSSING THE BALTrc SEA BY
TRAIN.
tne Stone-Lloyd bulkhead
doors with
which she is fitted, render
tically

with

her prac-

unsinkable.

submarme

She

also fitted
signal instalation The
is

ventilating and heating is
ensured bv
instalation of thermo
tanks, enabling fresh warm air
to be forced
into al! the rooms in
winter and fresh

an

cool an-

,11

summer.

16.5 knots she will

With a speed of
make her journey

l)etween Trelleborg and
Sassnitz withhours quite comfortably
It
'"n
u"^
will be interesting to
watch, and,
if

possible,

compare her service

results

with those of the other
three vessels

on the route.

THE LANDING DOCK
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Things that Shorten Life
By

HARRISON

From

ago, the Ciiicago poboasted a lieutenant
named Thomas Beck, whose skill
as a detective and whose dauntless
courage in the presence of danger
never received full recognition from
the public or from the department
He was
of which he was a member.
slender, a consumptive, weak in body,
Despite
and of limited endurance.
these handicaps, he never at any time
hesitated to engage in combat with
any man, no matter how large or powerful he might be.
"I generally hit him first," he used
lice

to say,

"and

if

that's

about

I

just hit
all

him

there

is

hard

to that

particular fight."

Beck's reasoning was but a homlier
phrasing of the ancient military maxim, "A vigorous offensive is the best
defensive." It has required the world

many

centuries and

(lerience to realize

much

bitter

ex-

even a portion of

but in no spheres of human
been more generally
it
appreciated than in medicine and in
sanitary
science.
It
is
becoming
every day more clearly understood
that a disease attacked is far less dangerous and deadly than a disease attacking, and the trend of modern
medical investigation
is
now even
more toward methods or prevention
than towards processes of cure. Physicians generally, and laymen occasionallv. are now aware of the fact
that if they can only strike the first
blow and deliver it with sufficient
vigor, "that's about all there is to that
this truth,

endeavor has

particular fight."
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What the physician and the Board
of Health may do is highly important, but much of it is nullified by what
the layman does in violation, and
fails to do in observance of sanitary
laws and hygienic good sense.

What the layman can do, if he will,
toward prevention and eradication of
disease is so much, so important, so
far-reaching, and generally so easy of
accomplishment, that it is difficult to
know where to begin to enumerate his
possibilities, or having begun, to find
The essence of the
a stopping place.
matter may, however, be comprehended in this statement
There is no place in this world so
unsightly or so unhealthy that it cannot be made
as
beautiful and as
healthful as its residents desire it to
be.
That is a broad statement, and
one which, in some instances, will require a very considerable expenditure
of time and money to substantiate, but
it cannot be disproved.
Obviously,

the

readiest

way

in

which the layman can preserve the
general health is to exercise prefect
care in looking after his own. If this
was universally done, the physical
condition of any comnnmity or of any
nation would within a few years reach
a standard which has not been ap
proacheil in our modern civilization.

The layman, however, will not take
perfect care of himself for several
reasons.
The chief of these is that
he does not know how
others are.
lack of requisite strcng-th of will and
perseverance, indifference, ami even
;

THINGS THAT SHORTEN

own body is appalling. He
tell how he is constructed.
Not one man in one hundred
thousand knows how many bones and
muscles he has.
He cannot tell the

for good health to be won
or maintained must be worked for.
Another heavy obstacle in the path
of perfect individual health is that
men do not willingly abandon their
personal inclinations and desires, even

tion of his

though aware that

sal

laziness,

their indulgence

is

physically harmful.
What they want,
what gives them pleasure, that
must they have, and their health nuist
do the best it can under the circumstances.

or

Foremost of all things that the laycan do for himself, for his family, for his race, for the good of the
world, and for those who are to inhabit the world when he and his gen-

man

eration are gone, is to lead a clean
moral life. His present and past neglect of this primary physical law is
the blackest tragedy the modern world
has known. All the wars of the last
five hundred years, with their total
of mental and physical agony, w^th
their privation and hardship, with all
their expenditure of blood and treasure, are insignificant compared to the
suffering and financial loss caused by
this one thing.

Those kindred horrors of war, famand pestilence, are as nothing to

ine

it.
When w'ars are finished, their
dear are only dead.
After years of
famine and the sweep of the pestilence
come other years of plenty and of
health.
The curse of immorality,
however, lives on and on for years,
blighting the lives of innocent people, and forever creating sorrow and

wrecking the health of the race as it
passes along. Its efifects are felt long
after he who caused and transmitted
them has been forgotten.
As a
source of moral and physical deterioration, it has no parallel in the history of the world. Wipe out this living tragedy, and then let men do in
all other things much of what they
will in violation of the laws of health
and the physical standard of the human race must of necessity advance.

Generally speaking, what the average man. outside the medical profession, does not know concerning the
physical improvement and preserva-

LIFE.

caiuiot even

from the tibia, and if metataror metacarpal bones are mentioned, the strong probability is that he
will instinctively think of his backbone. If he is asked to locate the occiput or describe the phalanges, he is
reduced to hopeless impotence.
fibula

No man understands what to do
with those things of which he knows
nothing, and if this is what he knows
or does not know, regarding the construction of his body, how can it be
expected that he will know how to
care for

it ?

absolute truth that the
great majority of men do not know
how to eat properly, when and when
not to drink, how to breathe, or how
to exercise correctly.
They do not
even know how to stand up.
It

is

the

Making

the violent assumption that

man has an embryotic
notion of these things, he so rarely
puts it into practice that the net result is exactly as though he knew
nothing. It must be remembered that
it
is
not what the man may know
about advancing the physical standard of the human race, but what he
does toward that end, that counts.
What the average citizen achieves in
this
direction is both
pitiful
and
pathetic.
It is even less than the sum
total of his knowledge, insignificant
the

average

as that total

is.

Every day in every
country, which is large

city

this

in

enough

to

boast a street-car line or a railroad
suburban service, may be seen the
spectacle of men hurling themselves
through the air for half a square or
more, with all the grace and speed of
an aged, over-fed duck, in their effort to overtake a fleeting trolley car
or to catch a departing train.
They
make this spasmodic exertion in cheerful ignorance of the fact that they
are bringing a sudden and severe
strain upon a heart that has not for
years been asked to beat faster than
85
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ordinary, unless indeed, it has palpiA
tated in response to indigestion.
quick, sharp run of several hundred
feet, is in reality a dangerous performance for any man not in good
All men, at least
physical condition.
age,
all men under forty-five years of

should be able to pick up their feet,
and run as the wicked flee, when pursuing a car; but not one man in
twenty-live thousand makes anything
but a tearful spectacle of himself as
he runs, or presents anything but an
_

apoplectic exhibition at the close of
a dash of two hundred feet.
Any man of sense knows he could
not demand a proportionate effort
from a horse without danger of in-

juring it for life; yet he will do such
things to himself without a thought.
man who values himself at $25,ooo worth of life insurance will take

A

these sudden, swift runs immediately
after eating, when he would not dream
of allowing a horse worth $200 to
He would
attempt the same thing.
not call upon the horse for severe effort until it had been properly condi-

tioned by careful training.

And when

it

comes

bare thought of what
selves

is

enough
Hygeia

to

eating— the

men do

to

to

them-

cause a marble

of

to

and rushing to their offices, they work
until the luncheon hour, and then m
instances tear out to a restaurdown a mass of boiled cabbage, weighting it with a slab of beef
the size of a door-mat, rush back to
work, and then wonder why tliey do
If they
not feel bright and clever.
lunch-couneat-quick
the
patronize
ters, their abuse of themselves is only

many

ant, toss

It

men do

]\ien know about as much of hygienic drinking as they do of eating,
and they practice sanitary sense in
this direction even less than at the

dinner table.

Whether
stimulant,

is

alcohol
is
food or a
a
a matter which has been

debated by keener intellects and more
knowledge than is involved in the preparation of this article
and the question is still undetermined.
No matter whether it is a
food or a stimulant, the question for
the layman to answer to himself is.
"Does it benefit or injure me?" and
if he
replies honestly and with full
appreciation of all it involves, he will
tell himself that it is a good thing to
technical expert

—

—

let

alone.

No

groan

aloud.
breakfasts,
their
of
disposing
Hastily

statue

could easily be proven
not breathe properly because they inhale too quickly and
superficially.
They gasp with the upper portion of their lungs when they
should completely fill them at every
breath. It is a curious fact that bodily
vigor in the animal world is in an
inverse ratio to the number of breaths
taken.
An elephant will inhale about
six times per minute while a mouse
breathes
one
hundred and twenty
times in the same period.
definitely.

that

trainer of athletes will allow a
his care to put alcohol in-

man under

to himself.
He regards it. in fact, as
equivalent to so much poison, and it
is desperately poor logic to say that
what is harmful to a man in approximately perfect condition can, on the
whole, be beneficial to a man of in-

ferior
ill

health.

This

is

no argument

favor of prohibition, but

to say.

bearing

in

mind

it

that

is

s.ife

no

lule

ace to health and comfort.

of physical culture applies impartially
to all men. that any stimulant constantly taken will in time detract from
No man
the highest bodily welfare.
in perfect health has need of a .stimuman whose physical
lant, and the
power is below par requires it still
less, unless his condition is serious.
stimulus that lodges in the intellect
is
worth any number of st'nuilants

This catalogue of man's inhumanity
bo prolonged into himself might

stomach.

The lunch-counter has
intensified.
but one hygienic advantage over the
the man who goes there
restaurant
eats less than he who patronizes the
more pretentions jilace but in other
respects, due, in the greater part, to
men's senseless hurry, it acts as a foe

—

—

to digestive tranquility
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and

is

a

men-

A

that get

home

to a

man through

his

—
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In one sense,

it

sounds ridiculous

men do

not know enough
to stand up properly but any instructor in physical culture will assert this
to say that

;

Probably the best example
as a fact.
of perfect pose in the standing man
with which Americans are familiar is
West Point cadet at "Attention."'
From his ear to his heel is one
straight line, and from the arch of
his chest to the line of his waist is a
Fie stands with, to
gentle concavity.
use the military exjircssion, "the body
a

thrown forward on the hips." And
weight rests more on the balls of
Now.
his feet than upon his heels.
look at any group oi civilians anywhere in this country, and notice how

his

they stand.

To

use

an

expression

somewhat inelegant, they "slouch."
Ask one of them to throw his body
"forward on tlic hips." and he will
i:)oke it outward from the waistline.
!)rotruding still more an abdomen already too well advertised. ]\Ien habitually rest their weight in standing upon their backbones, when the)' should
hold themselves erect by their muscles.
It is inside the truth to say that
not one man in fifty thousand stands
correctly.

Plaving glanced briefly at what the
layman in general knows about himself, and what he does to and for
himself, and having seen that he does
not eat. drink, or exercise properly,
it
is painfully evident that he is in
vital need of instruction as to what
is important for his physical well-being.
If he will absorb this insruction
and then live according to what he
has absorbed, much will have been
done for the community at large, because the health of no people can be
better or worse than
the
average
health of its individual members.

Turning now
tion of

how

the

to the

broader ques-

layman can aid the

community by preventing disease, the
seem even larger than before.
There are so many things that

possibilities

it

is

them
sibly,

best

almost impossible to enumerate
in an article of this size.
Posthe entire proposition can be

summed up

in

the

Golden Rule

LIFE.

Municipal Health, formulated by

of

Secretary

Edward

R. Pritchard. of

Chicago Department of Health
man should be willing to do as

the

"A

much

to protect the families of others,
as he wishes other families to do to
protect his family."

—

It sounds easy
it is easy, but the
vigor which most men exhibit in combating and circumventing the simplest
and most fundamental rules of the
Board of Health in our large cities
would do wonders for the public weal
if exerted in the contrary direction.
It is stating the simplest and most
self-evident proposition to say that it
is the
duty of every man to aid in
stamping out contagious disease.
It
is
equally superfluous to assert that
every inch of progress in this direction lengthens the average term of
life.

Yet men, sensible men, sensible
on other propositions, con-

least

at

stantly

make

all

possible

efiforts

to

evade compliance with the laws devised for the control and supervision
of contagion, when a member of their
own family is involved.

For instance, if a man of this type,
and he is an extremely numerous
type, sees some day, tacked upon a
neighbor's

door, a colored card inreaders that scarlet fever
or diphtheria is in that house, he commends the advertisement as a wise and
prudent proceeding, and praises the
Department of Health for its energy

forming

all

and

zeal.
However, bring that scarfever or that diphtheria into his
own home, nail that colored card on
his own door, and then see what he
does.
Fifty times out of one hundred he will hasten to the Health Department and ask that the card be removed.
Strangest of all, he almost
invariably makes the request on the
let

giound that he is "intelligent." That
is what he claims to be
"intelligent."
The trend of his argument is
**It is all well enough to put such a
card on Brown's door, but it is n t

—

needed with

us.

we know- what
the contagion

What

We

are intelligent
will see that
not spread."

to

is

such a

— we

do

man would

ot

a
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railroad company that failed to erect
signs at crossings, or neglected to put
red lights on the rear of trains, would
probably be unfit for publication yet
here he objects and often does it loudly, persistently, and at much length,
to warning possible visitors of the dan-

—

may meet them

ger that

and

them

slay

after

door
have de-

at his

they

To

ease.

is

no fancy sketch, no

flight

accomplish this, its officials
to study the causes of

must be able
epidemics,

and,

their cure.

if

possible,

devise

They must be

able to instruct the ignorant, and to combat the
"intelligent."
To do these things re(|uires

parted.

This

health should be able to study and apply the most advanced methods for
the prevention and eradication of dis-

money and no

Any

it.

city

small

amount of

can be made a

healt'i

of the imagination.
missioner in any large city in the
United States can give countless instances of this kind, and the greater
part of them are furnished by people
who might naturally be supposed to

inhabitants so determine,
and to be known as such is a tremendously valuable ;'.-'et to any pl^ce,
and one that i'^ Miv.riably worth tnoie

know

for

Any health com-

better.

There is nothing in fact more important for the layman to do in conserving the health of his community,
than to make it his business to see that
any contagious disease, either in his
own family, or in that of one of his
neighbors, is promptly reported to the
Under existing
health department.
laws, the physicians relieve the householder of responsibility in this direction, whether he desires it or not. If,
however, the layman
acquires the
habit of reporting contagion whenever
and wherever he finds it, a long step
toward eradication of disease will
have been taken.

Beyond aiding

the

Department

of

Health by giving it work to do, let the
layman see that he assists it by giving
it money with which to properly care
for the work he thrusts upon it. The
lack of equipment, and the miserable
facilities afiforded the boards of health
in many cities in the United States, is
a standing outrage.
Many men are
of the opinion that a board of health
has fulfilled its mission when it has
lifted a dead horse from the street,
tacked a colored card on a neighbor's
door, or carted away from a vacant
lot the corpse of a cat which died in
the long ago.
These things, to the
average taxpayer, show vigilance on
i!:e part of the board, and yet they
comprclicnd, important as they are,
onlv the i'..'.'ironts of the work. It is
vitally important
that
board of
a
1

:esort

;;iar

if

it

its

costs.

layman has properly cared
himself and has morally and
financially held up the hands of the
Board of Health, he has done much;
but there is still more that he can accomplish.
For example, let him see
that stagnant water is not allowed to
remain on his premises to serve as a
breeding-place for mosquitoes, which,
is
well known, are frequent carit
riers of disease germs.
If the water
cannot be drained away, the surface
may be sprayed with kerosene, which
will "do the business" for the mosthe

If

quito.

has been clearly established that
is also a conveyor of contagion, and if energetic attention is given
to the questions of preventing its propagation and accomplishing its deIt

the fly

struction, the health of the
will
It

community

have escaped a serious handicap.
is not difficult to kill a fly, and

the majority of people can. after more
or less thought, arrive at a tolerably

Any plan is good
followed.
The average
citizen, however, is generally too deeply interested in other things than in
an
exercise gallop
giving himself
around his premises for the purpose
.\s a task it
of making war on flies.
is tiresome, and as a sport it lacks
Xo person
variety and excitement.
is likely to long continue at the work
of destroying flies if constant personal exorcise is required. It is best,
of those
one
therefore, to employ
semi-automatic methods which proeflfective
if

method.

faithfully

THINGS THAT SllORTKN
expen-

(luce results without excessive

The wellditure of physical force.
known fly-paper is one of these filling shallow dishes with a seven per
cent, solution ot ui'.hromate ot potash sw;-^i"ened with sug.ir is another.
;

mosquito wi^l generally dispose of a fly. and spraying
garbage boxes with kerosene is a most
will

\\"n?.t

effective

a

kill

method of making war.

many peothink that the hygienic importance of killing flies is over-estiIt

ple

entirely possible that

is

will

mated. Let them remember, however,
that eleven years
ago the United
States went to war with one of the
great nations oi the earth, and that
all the American blood spilled by the
was insignificant
soldiers of Spain
compared to the ravages made upon
the nation's manhood by flies. Eightyseven per cent, of the total deaths
in that war was caused by typhoid,
and in all. or nearly all, of these cases,
the contagion was carried by the fly.
We could crush the Spanish fleets in
Manila Bay and off Santiago, we
could storm the hills of San Juan and
the town of El Caney. but we were
powerless to defend our soldiers
against the

fly.

The crusade

against the house fly
has lately been given particular impetus in Berkeley, California, the seat
of the University of California. Pro-

W.

fessor

B.

Hemes,

of that institu-

has showm that out of several
hundred tests not one flv was found
whose feet and mouth did not contain
germs of disease. He has produced
large cultures of bacteria by allowing
flies, caught in various parts of the
tion,

city,

The

to

walk

sterilized

in

result of his

the
decided surprise
to
Berkeley, and the black
flies,

was

gelatine.

experiments was a
people
flag,

instantly hoisted.

If

as

The

of

bearings upon

—

—

For a man to go to the mouth of a
sewer for his drinking water is a
most unpleasant suggestion, and yet
few people stop to think that they
may infect themselves just as surely by
breathing vitiated air as by swallowEvery day
ing contaminated water.
and every night thousands of people
deliberately poison themselves by livtightly closed
ing and sleeping
in
apartments in which the air has been
robbed of all its life-giving properties.
The widespread and constantly growing practice of sleeping out of doors,
or with the windows opened wide,
has already done wonders In improving health in individual cases and is
certan to work still greater benefits
hereafter.
It not only is one of the
best pieventatives of disease on earth,
but it is the cheapest of them all.

The

benefits

of fresh

air

in

the

working and sleeping rooms are too
well known to call for further mention in an article of this kind, and yet
there is an amazingly large number
of really intelligent people who know
nothing, or care nothing, for what it
can and will do for them, if they will
only give it a chance.

A direct case in point in one of the
most widely known contributors to
the leading magazines of this country.
A man of keen intellect, and
mentally well organized save on the
subject of "drafts," he lives in mortal
terror of being struck by a current of
air.
The instant he feels the slightest motion in the atmosphere while in-

working room he conjures up

side his

to

a picture of his administrators parcelHe will, when
ling out his estate.

such

ventilation is so
the physical
welfare of the individual and of the

subject

it?

race as a whole so varied and manifold, and there is so much that can
be done with it publicly and in private,
large fat books
that a series of books
might be written upon it alone.

of

conditions prevail in a town so comparatively clean as Berkeley, it is fair
to assume that
they are far more
serious in the more congested centres
of population.
vast,

LIFE.

preparing an important article, lock
himself in a small room, and if the
weather is cool, open wide the valve
of the steam radiator, turn loose with
and strong-smelling
a fast-burning
pipe
and then wonder why he "can't
work more than two hours without
The reason is
eettingf a headache."

—
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easy to see with tlie eye and still easier to appreciate with the olfactory
nerve but this man, neat almost to
daintiness in his personal habits, calmly poisons himself, lowers the quality
and lessens the amount of his w'ork,
and shortens his life because of his
abnormal fear of moving- air which
could do him nothing but good.

establishments where conditions are
\'iewed entirely from the standI)ad.
point of economy, anything that lessens the vitality of employes does not
pay; and
whatever increases their
health adds to their working capacity.
This has been so abundantly demonstrated that it seems strange that in
many large commercial houses and

He, and people like upon him, do not
know, or they ignore the fact, that
they rob the air of its oxygen, which
is all that keeps them alive.
As it decreases, their vigor of mind and body
must of necessity decline.

manufacturing plants, fresh air is at
a premium, and the quarters are so
often overcrowded.
When the United States Government buys a horse for its cavalry service, it purchases that animal with

Into this matter of ventilation comes
further question of procuring a
bountiful supply of fresh air for all
buildings that hold large numbers of

the dual intention of getting as much
work out of him, and of keeping him

;

the

such as theatres, assembly halls
and churches.
The last are often
worse than either of the
two first
named.
It is seldom that they are
opened and thoroughly flushed with
air, and still more rarely is sunshine
allowed to enter them.
It is no exl)eople,

aggeration to say that there are many
churches in this country into which
the sun has never shone since their
windows w^ere placed. It has, apparently, been the moving thought in the
construction and
material management of too many churches, that if
the grace of God is made to overflow
the soul of man. there is no need for
God's good air to reach his lungs, or
for God's bright sunshine to rest upon
him.
It should be of some comfort to the
clergyman who occasionally sees mem-

bers of his congregation asleep during the sermon to know that they are

made drowsy and heavy-witted more
by the tainted air they breathe than
by the lack of excitement in his discourse.
It is not
always that the
minister
church.

is

the

Aside from
ity

in

general,

sleep-producer

in

the
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out-and-out man-killer. All it requires
is that the
horse shall be in good
health.
Adl things else are subordinated to that.
If builders of factories
and employers of labor would, leaving all other considerations aside, apply this rule to their business, and to
their employes, it would be far better
for the physical welfare of the human
race than are the conditions which
now so generally prevail.

One great preventative of disease is
humidity, and an equally energetic
promoter of disease is the absence
of humidity.
In all sanitary science
there is no subject more important
nor one more neglected than this. The
lack of proper humidity causes catarrh, colds, and other diseases of the
mucous menVbrane, and it is absent in
comparatively large degree in the majority of
If a

benefits

good

to

human-

ventilation

is

a

modern homes.

man were

his residence in

requested to take up
one of the most arid

regions of the earth, where plants will
not grow and where animal life barely exists, he would, in all probability,
rebel

its

and valuable asset for an\employer of labor. It has been abundantly proven that in shops and stores
where fresh air is circulated, more
work is accomplished per head than in
distinct

long as possible. It pays
no attention whatever to the disposition of the animal, provided it is not an

efficient as

in

the

most frantic manner.

If

ho were asked to take his wife ami
children to such a climate and keep
them there, he would refuse in the

most peremptory fashion. If. on the
other hand, he announced that he was
about to seek a nice, comfortable desert and live there for the remainder

THINGS THAT SHORTEN
of his days just because he admired
the climate, he would be regarded as
a madman.
It is true, however, that
in many buildings heated to an average temperature of seventy-two degrees, the humidity averages twentyeight per cent., and in the dryest and
most forbidding regions of the earth,
the humidity averages
thirty
per
cent.
Such a region men will shun,
and declare it to be uninhabitable,
yet in thousands of overheated apartments and
houses
throughout the
country they create a climate that is
even worse and more injurious to
of doors
it
to be

seventy per cent., and is
wondered at that the sharp and violent change experienced by the person who steps from a humidity of
twenty-eight per cent, to one of seventy per cent, is productive of injury
to, and prone to cause disease in, the
membranes of the upper air-passages?
Some years ago in Chicago, there was
an alarming increase in cases of pneumonia, and after exhaustive investigation, the cause was traced directly
to the overheated apartment with its
absence of humidity.
is

as

of

destroyers

human

life

through recognized disease.
Other simple things the layman can
do tending directly to prevent disease
and promote the public health are:
Promptly removing from his premises, or burning, all decaying material
of every description.

Keeping covered all receptacles for
garbage and freqeuntly cleaning or
sprinkling them with lime.
Watching the sewage system closeIv, seeing tliat it is kept in good order,
(iocs not leak, and is not exposed to
Hies.
all food carefully screenThis applies with especial force

Keeping

health.

The average humidity out

tive

LIFE.

If a room is not sutifiiciently warm
for a healthy person at sixty-eight degrees, it is because the humidity and

not the heat is too low. Water should
be evaporated to make the room comfortable, and there is no need of burning additional coal.
If proper attention is given to maintaining the humidity, about twelve and one-half per
cent, of the present cost of healing
modern apartments and houses can be
saved.

Neither heat nor cold, moderate nor
extreme, has ever, so far as is known,
created a specific disease. It is only
when separated from the degree of
humidity that should accompany them
that thev become in anv wav effec-

ed.

to grocers, butchers

and

all

other

sell-

ers of edibles.

The layman may also, if he be the
iceman, be certain of the purity of his
There is frequently great laxity
ice.
Ice companies every
in this direction.
year in different parts of the country
will pack and sell anything in the form
that is six
moisture
of congealed
inches

thick

and

fairly

clear

to

the

eye.

There is almost no end to what the
layman can do for the preservation
In his hands, in fact, lies
of health.
the physical advancement of the civilThe Spartans once reized world.
vealed what can be done in this direction, and it could be carried through
again, if the layman only wills it, and
There is no
will work to that end.
hope that in this age of commercialism he will emulate the Spartan, but
despite his gastronomical follies, his
hygienic faults, and his occasional
sanitary crimes, he is acquiring knowledge and moving, with much deliberation it is true, but still moving in the
He devotes more
direction.
right
time and thought at present to physical
improvement than ever before, and it
is only fair to assume that his progress
in the future will be more rapid and
greater than it has been heretofore.
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Chaperoning
By W.
From

L.

WENDALL

Pearson's Magazine

ON(]

distance from Rosemere for Mr. Ferrell," announced the office bo}', at
the establishment of Bowen, Bowen
and Ferrell.
Mr. John
Blount

"L

Camelia

in
the act of struggling
a refractory sleeve, gave a
desperate pull, felt and heard a

Ferrell,

ly

he

his forehead.
"What?" he
shouted.
"I didn't catch the

to

name."
"Ca-ca-brsh-brsh," answered Mrs.
Lancing from Rosemere.
A\'ait a minute.
York," said the operator.
Mr. Ferrell glanced at the clock.

"Line's crossed.

into

New

responding rij), and dashed into
the telephone box. lie had just ten
minutes in which to catch the Rose-

It was upon the stroke of five.
He
hung up the receiver, snatched his

mere

Special,

leaving

the

second Street station at

"Hello— hello!"
in

cried

Forty-

5.10.

Mr. Ferrell

pardonable haste.

"Hello," a faint murmur rippled
back.
"Is that you, John! This is
Milly speaking
yes, your sister
Milly. John, the Browns are in an
awful lix.
Hello!
Can you hear?
Yes, our next door neighbors the

—

Mrs. Brown expected to
to shop and meet
who is coming back br-br her.
They were to meet at the station,
but the baby swallowed I mean.
tried to swallow, a br-br- hook
what is that? You will miss your
train? Oh, you mustn't. I'll hurry.
The baby yes, at the Forty-second
Street station. She has never br-brNew York br-br- fore. You mustn't
miss her what? Yes, yes, you are
to meet her and explain.
How will
you know her? Oh, good gracious,
I haven't the slighteset idea.
Mrs.
Br-bro- was so upset about the baby.

Browns.

br-brbr-brr

New York

—

—

—

Her name?

\\'hv,

it's

Ca-ca- br-br-

r-r-brsh."

Mr. Ferrell pressed his hand wild92

suitcase and dashed out of the office,
wheeling from Thirty-ninth Street
into Fifth Avenue, and tacked up
that stately thoroughfare desperately, regardless of the indignant
protests which greeted him on all
sides as he came into violent contact
with the pedestrians who, at this
festive hour of five, were taking
their daily promenade.
As Mr. Ferrell entered the station,

he was greeted by the megaphone

gentleman announcing

in stentorian
that the Rosemere Special
would leave in seven minutes. Mr.
Ferrell glanced helplessly around
the green and white grandeur of the
place, never as at that moment so
Someconscious of its vastness.
where, somehow, in that rushing,
shouting multitude, ho was to fintl

tones

Mrs. Brown's friend. "W here. Oh
where, is the friend of the friend of
my sister?" chanted the young man
as he worked his way through the

crowd toward the gateway leading
to the Rosemere Special. An inconsiderate baby yelled blatantly in Mr.
I'errell's

ears, but

it

did not ]->ro\c

to be the voice of the oracle
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A big, masterful-looking man
with blue eyes and a brown curly
beard was roaring above the baby's
anthem

young woman who

a

at

stood at Mr. Ferrell's right.
"Well, Miss Campbell, my time's
up.
Train leaves in three minutes.
Sorry to leave you alone."
The young woman l>eld out a
gray-gloved hand. "Good-bye, Mr.
Roberts. Yes, do go. You mustn't
lose

me.

your
I

am

Don't worry about
sure Mrs. Brown will come
train.

in time."

Mr. John Ferrell wheeled spasmodically toward the young person,
fastened his eyes upon her and kept
them there. The man with the blue
eyes and brown curly beard had disappeared. Mr. Ferrell pressed forward and bared his head.
'T
for

Are you waiting
Brown of Rosemere?"

beg pardon.
]\Irs.

asked he

in his best tone.

The young woman, who was
gowned in a dove-tinted tailor suit
wore

fetching little straw
toque to match, raised dove-colored
Their glance
eyes to ]\Ir. Ferrell.
was cool and non-committal. It occurred to Mr. Ferrell that she resented his question.

and

a

"I have a message from ^^Irs.
Brown," he explained hurriedly.
"She, that is, my sister, Mrs. Lancing, w^ho is Mrs. Brown's next door
neighbor, telephoned me from Rosemere just before I left m}' office, to

say that Mrs.

New

Brown was unable

to

She asked me
to meet you and see that you reach-

come

to

York.

ed Rosemere safely."
Miss Muriel Campbell's eyes did
not change their expression neither
did they leave Mr. Ferrell's face.
They were plainly saying: "Are you
telling the truth?
I
have heard
about innocent young women being
;

by wicked men in the
heart of a great city, and before the
Yes, that is
gaze of multitudes."
what the dove-colored eyes were
abducted

saying to Mr, Ferrell,

Mr. Ferrell, reading their message,
blushed the blush of affronted hon-

"My name is John Ferrell, and
am going out to Rosemere to visit
my sister Mrs. Boyd Lancing. I am
esty.
I

afraid

I

cannot

ofifer

you any creden-

my word

other than

tials

we

until

reach Rosemere."
The gray eyes smiled faintly. If
looks were to be depended upon,

they decided. Mr. John Ferrell was
honest.
Everything about his appearance and bearing indicated the
gentleman.
And Mrs. Brown had
not come.
"All aboard for Rosemere Special.

Have your tickets ready," came
summons from Track Four.

the

There was a startled mo\-emcnt
Mr. Ferrell's side.

"Oh

—

at

—

my bag Mr. Roberts has
gasped ]\Iiss Campbell.
Mr. Ferrell was cruel enough to
smile,
an indiscretion which he
speedily hid behind his hand. "That
it,'"

will be all right" he reassured her.

can telegraph him at the One
Twenty-fifth Street

"I

Hundred and
station."

was not

It

from

all

right,

however,

Campbell's

viewpoint.
Distress was plainly written in her
eyes and voice as she made the
]Miss

tragic admission

"But
book is
"But
!Mr.

:

haven't a cent!
in the bag."

I

my

pocket-book

Ferrell cheerfully.

by me.

We

haven't a

i\Iy

pocket-

isn't,"

said

"Just keep

moment

to

lose."

From Forty-second

Street to

One

Hundred

and Twenty-fifth Street
!Miss Campbell studied the passing
landscape. Mr. John Ferrell studicfl
Miss Campbell.
"It is a most unfortunate affair,"
Miss Campbell announced, suddenly
turning her gaze upon the young
man.
yiv. Ferrell hastily shifted his gaze
upon the first object which presented itself within his range. "It might
have been worse for me," he re-

—
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''Over there, for in-

turned kindly.
stance."
"I don't

understand," said Miss
Campbell, crisply. It was not the
answer she had expected if, indeed,
it can be said that she expected any.
"Third seat across the aisle," diyoung man, "green
rected
the
feathers.
It might have been she
you
she might have been you
might have been she," he continued

—

—

lucidly.

Miss Campbell beamed compre"It is what I should call
an Irish idyl," she murmured. "Gen-

hensively.

erations of hod-carriers are stamped

upon that ample brow

—

and jaw."
"Especially the jaw," ]\Ir. Ferrell
"It is truly Celtic."
Emadded.
boldened by this little exchange of
humor. Mr. Ferrell ventured to say,
"Aren't you glad for my sake that
you arn't she?"
]\Iiss Campbell opened her magazine.
"Don't you want to smoke,
Mr. Ferrell?" she asked gently.
Mr.
"No,"
ansAvered
Ferrell
promptly, "unless you want to read.
Don't let me keep you from it." he
urged politely.
Miss Campbell turned to the first
article.
It was on Municipal Government.
"If you don't mind, I
will," she said, and bent her eyes
upon the page. "If he isn't telling
the truth. I shall find it out when we
reach
Rosemere,"
she
thought.
"Rhoda or Dick will surely meet me
at the station.
He wouldn't dare
carry it farther. A\'hat could have

Rhoda away?"

She glanced
companion. His eyes were
fastened in a mesmeric gaze upon
kept

at her

the green feathers.

"Did you

find out

what j^revented

Mrs. Brown from meeting me? asked Miss Campbell.
Mr. Ferrell's countenance cleared.
"Why the baby swallowed the button-hook." he said brightly.

"What?"

cried

—

Miss Campbell.

—

"That is. he she
it
swallow the button-hook.
'J4

tried
I

to

don't

think it got all the way down." he
reassured her. "The lines got crossed.
It was awfully hard to understand what ^lilly said."
"Well, I hope it didn't go all the
way down," said Miss Campbell.
"Rhoda's baby is too old to sv*-allow
button-hooks.
He must be four
years."

Mr. Ferrell gazed absently out of
the window. Babies were a subject
of which he had little knowledge.
He was the second and last child,
and Milly had always played the
role of "little mother" rather than
of sister.
"Green feathers is going to sleep,"
announced Mr. Ferrell a moment
later.
"I am convinced that she is
the sort of person who snores."

From

the

third

seat

across

the

came an unmistakable sound.
The feathers swayed wildly, then
aisle

lurched forward.

"You

are right

Campbell.

;

she

"When

is,"

do

said ^liss

we

reach

Rosemere?"
"In

about

ten

afraid." said the

minutes.

I

am

young man.

"Rosemere
All off for South
Rosemere !" shouted the conductor.
"We go to North Rosemere." ex"There are
plained Mr. Ferrell.
four Rosemeres, you know, like the
!

Oranges."

"Then

I should have been in a fix
hadn't met you." Miss Campbell
Avas gracious enough to acknowledge. "Mrs. Brown has invited some
people to dinner to-night. I believe.
There is to be a dance at the chili
Miss Campbell closed her
later."
remark with a conscious little cough.
Mr. Ferrell's eyes were patiently
She hoped it
asking a question.
would not get beyond the eyes. lUit
if I

it

did.

—

1 may have some dances."
asked Mr. Ferrell audibly.
"Oh poor Green Feathers !" cried
Miss Campbell in distress. "She almost toppled off just then. Don't
vou want to waken her? Think

"Then

—

CHAPERONING CAMELIA
what a fall
down."
"But she

would

it

l)e if siie

did

go

to," said Mr.
"I
I think you
were unduly exercised," he added
primly.
Did the child think him a
fool?
wondered Mr. John Ferrell.
All the king's horses could not .idve
drawn his request for a dance from
him again. He was a sensitive fellow, was Mr. Ferrell.
"Rosemere
All off for North
Rosemere !" came the summons.
"Green Feathers is taking notice,"
observed Miss Campbell, as they
isn't

Ferrell calmly.

going

—

—

!

passed down the aisle.
"Do you
think Rosemere is her destination?"
Mr. Ferrell glanced backward.

"There
Shall

is

we

every indication that
hurry and avoid

it is.

the

brogue ?"

A

pretty little \voman gowned in
a fresh muslin frock w^as advancing
down the Rosemere station platform.
Two children trotted beside her. Mr.
Ferrell raised his hat and waved it.

Mrs. Brown," he cried.
The muslin-frocked woman and the
children waved and smiled their
greeting. A moment later they were

"There

is

together.

"Well, did you find her, Mr. FerMrs. Brown's face wore an
anxious look. "Oh, I hope you did,"
she gasped.
"The poor dear soul
could never get here alone."
rell?"

"Did

her?" chuckled Mr.
Ferrell.
"It was the easiest thing I
ever had to do.
Here she is, prepaid, right side up, handled with
care," the young man babbled on.
"Miss Campbell"
he turned with
a smile to his traveling companion.
The smile died a young and instantaneous death. His glance traveled
madly back to Mrs. Brow^i. A cold
ripple shot down Mr. Ferrell's spine.
Both ladies were starting at each
other in dazed and stony silence.
this young lady
"I never saw this
in
my life, Mr. Ferrell." Mrs.
Brown's tone was icy. Her smile
had vanished. Her eyes were takI

find

—

ing disapproving inventory of the
perfect gown, the cool, self-possessed bearing of the younger w^oman. It
was an appearance that would mislead the most circumspect youngman. It had mislead poor, young-

Mr. Ferrell. But it had not misled
Mrs. Brown. No indeed.
Mr. Ferrell gasped. Never saw
Miss Campbell? He refused to accept the rejection. It left a conjecture too impossible to contemplate.
The knight-errant raised fearful eyes
to his lady. That the only explanation of this inexplainable situation

devolved upon her he was most unhappily conscious. He saw, with a
half fearful relief, that she was about
to give it.

—

—

this
"Why I never saw this
lady in my life," cried Miss Campbell, flashing belligerent glances at
Mr. Ferrell. His own glance fell beneath the scorn in hers. He could
not face the accusation which it

"Mr.

held.

Ferrell,

where

Mrs.

is

Brown?"
"Here," signed Mr. Ferrell "the
Of
only Mrs. Brown I know.
course, there has been a mistake
somewhere, somehow," he went on
wearily. "I assure you. Miss Camp"

bell

echoed Mrs.
Milly told you
Brewster Camelia Brewster. Didn't
you hear her?"

Campbell?"

"Miss

"Why,

Brow^n.

—

It was not a
Ferrell smiled.
It was a weak, simpering movement of lips too weak to
Face Miss Muriel
keep together.
Campbell he could not. He turned

Mr.
happy

smile.

Brown.
were crossed.

feverishly to Mrs.

"The

lines

I

had

an awful time hearing Milly. There
was something about the baby swallowing a button-hook. It prevented
you from going into the city. (Mrs.
Brown nodded.) You w^ere to meet
some one at the Forty-second Street
am I right so far? (Anstation
other nod. Hope rayed the gloom in
Mr. Ferrell's soul. He should, at

—
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be exonerated from the Ijase
suspicion wliich lurked in Miss Muriel Camidjell's breast. j
Milly did
try to give me the
the person's
name. But the lines got crossed and
I couldn't hear a word."
Mr. Ferrell's forehead was damp.
He absently mo]){:)ed it with his sleeve and
picked an imaginary thread from the

True enough
Green Feathers.
Her fat old face beaming with complacent joy, the green feathers wav-

lapel of his coat.

have

least,

—

"Of course, there has been an unfortunate mistake. It seems to have
been a misunderstanding on all
sides."
Miss Campbell's voice was
cool and crisp. She was for the first
time

addressing

Mrs.

Brown.

"I

went to the station expecting to
meet my friend, Mrs. Richard

Brown
"Mrs.

"

Richard

Brown

!"

shrilled

other lady.
"]\Irs.
Richard
Brown !" she repeated in italics. The
iciness in her voice melted into

the

"Why, Richard Brown
my husband's brother. They live
West Rosemere."
laughter.

is

in

Miss Campbell looked from Mrs.
to Mr. Ferrell with dazed
eyes. "Then, where am I?" she demanded.

Brown

"You

are in North
said Mr. Ferrell gently.

Rosemere/'

Ferrell did not know.
Fortunatelv.
he did not have to answer.

"Here is Camelia, J\Irs. l]ro\vn
dearie," cried a cheery voice from the
crowd.

Then an unexpected thing happenMiss Campbell gave a

stifled

shriek and stared at the approacher
through streaming tears of laughter.
Mr. h^errell's broad shoulders collapsed suddenly.
His body began

sway with an emotion which
proved to be an acute attack of
smothered mirth.
to

"Green Feathers, Green I'eathers,"
gasped the young man, and was immediately seized with another attack.
96

"'Tis in the smokin' cart yez

must

Missis Brown," was her
greeting.
"I come to the station
airly and I sez to the gintleman at
the gate, sez I, AMiin Mrs. Brown
comes for Camelia Brewster, till her
I

rid.

have wint into

her?' sez

her well.'

I.

th' cart.

You mind
T know

'Yes,' sez he,

Whin

th' injine het up,

and begin to

rip an' snort an'
jerk (it minded me of me sister
Elbe's boy Tim as had the St.
Vitual's Dance, ^Irs. Brown), I was
crazy for sure. And was it in the

dearie,

smokin' cart yez

ritl,

Mrs. Brown,

dearie?"

"Mrs. Brown dearie" gently placed the children's hands in Camelia's.
She was struggling valiantly against
her desire to join in the song of
mirth which still gurgled in the
throats of Miss Muriel Campbell and
Mr. John Ferrell.

"Take the children and wait

"Then where is Camelia Hrewster?" demanded Mrs. Brown.
Mr.

ed.

ing jubilantly above an upholstered
pompadour of wondrous design and
hue, Camelia the Celt was sailing
breezily down the platform, full rigged, with penants flying.

me

for

Camelia," she said.
(|uelling the eloquent flow of Camelia's brogue with the tone and look
which the old servant of twelve
years' faithful service had learned to
know
and obey. But Camelia's
glance was roving toward the mirthRecognition gleamed in
ful ones.
her eyes and drew a smiling gap
across the ample jaw.
"Aw aw " she coquetted, "I
seen yez in th' cart."
Jubilant
laughter bubbled through the gap.
Camelia leaned forwanl confidentially.
"But the cart is a gr-r-and place
for sweetheartin' !" she whispered.
Miss Campbell's mirth subsided
into shocked silence. She drew herself up stiffly and gazed after the
departing train.
Mr. Ferrell's mirth subsided into
in the trap,

—

— —
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an hysterical i^i^i^le. lie, too, sought
refuge in the Roscmere Special.
"The trap, Cainelia," Mrs. Brown
pointed toward the road.
Camelia
There was no mistaking
obeyed.
that tone.
kr mistress turned to
the others. "1 think that the situation has explained itself," she laughed.
"Perhaps, Miss Campbell, you
would like to telephone over to
I

There

Rhoda.

is

a trol

"

"I shall take Miss Campbell over
in Boyd's auto," broke in Mr. Ferrell hurriedly.
"Is there no other way? Are there
no trains?" asked Miss Campbell.
" joined Mrs.
"There is a trol

Brown.
"There is no other convenient
way. There are no more trains tonight," interrupted Mr. Ferrell emphatically.
"I can get you over in
thirty minutes, Miss Campbell.
If
you will wait here, I will run up and

We—

get the machine.
we can arrange about those dances going
over," he added boldly.
Miss Campbell inspected the landscape directly behind Mr. Ferrell. It
was unresponsive, very, and noncompelling, whereas Mr. Ferrell's
eyes
"Yes we can arrange that going
over," she murmured, meeting the
eyes, conscious for the first time that

—

they w^ere dark and long and had
altovery bright lights in them
gether attractive eyes and good to
look into.
Two weeks later, the "Flyer," Mr.
Boyd Lancing's touring car, swung

—

•

leisurely

down

the

Rosemere high-

way and

In
into a world of gold.
the front seats were Mr. John Fer-

and Miss Muriel Campbell. The
back seats were heaped with rugs
and lunch baskets and a quantity of
rell

magazines.
It
may be remarked
here that while the rugs and lunch
baskets were appreciated to the full,
the magazines returned from that
afternoon's trip with their pages uncut, their ccn'ers unturned.
"This is the fourteenth ride I
have taken in the 'Myer'," observed

Miss Campbell.

To whom,

I

won-

der, does the 'Flyer' belong."

"I guess Mr. Boyd Lancing is beginning to think it belongs to John
Ferrell," grinned the young man. He
slackened the machine from second
"I am thinking of
to first speed.
buying a Comstock," contined Mr.
Ferrell settling back and looking at
his companion. "What do you think
of it?"

Miss Cauipbell studied the simeffects upon an approaching
haystack. "Two weeks ago you said
that automobiles were the pest of
modern civilization," she remarked.
"Why have you changed your
mind?"
"Do you really want to know?"
asked Mr. Ferrell slowly. The world
had turned from gold to green. The
"Flyer," nosing her way through a
woodland road, came to a standstill.
Mr. Ferrell leaned toward his companion. There were danger signals
But Miss Muriel Campin his eyes.
light

came of
was not for
bell

fighting stock.

Retreat

her.

"Yes, I really want to know," she
answered bravely.
"In the words of Camelia," the
young man's voice trembled between
laughter and tenderness, "I have
learned that 'the cart is a gr-r-and
Do you
place for sweetheartin' !'
agree with me Muriel?"
Miss Campbell looked into Fer"Yes," she answered
eyes.
rell's
suddenly.

—
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Canada and

Drama

the

By SHIRLEY

BURN

From. The Green Book

BECAUSE

has

not

national
is dependent for the greater part of its
upon
the
ontortainniont
theatrical

drama
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of

it

its

a

own. Canada

bookings that are made
of the

Xcw York

(^f course, the
{o blanio

in

the offices

theatrical nian^s;ers.

United States

is

not

for this contlition of affairs.

—

:

CAXADA AND
hardly our fault, and we had hcwe had been doing the best wc
could in sending over our amusements.
lUit it seems our estimate is
wrong all round, and we have been
it

is

iieved

making unpardonable

errors

in

the

matter of attempting to supply entertainment for the
Canadians.
Our
eagle, it seems, behaves very badly
over there, and screams so loudly that
the patrons have to wear ear-muffs at
the theatre to prevent the drums and
inner workings from being shattered
to splinterines.

This has called down upon us a
scathing criticism from a writer in the
Toronto Cilobe. It isn't a bit complimentary, but it is just as well for us
occasionally to hear the unvarnished
truth, and besides, this is amusing.
Here is what our candid friend
has to say
In a new country, extending' over
an area of 3,000 miles, Vjetween two
oceans, and with the cities, thoug-h
expanding, still comparatively small
and widely scattered, Canada can
only await the future for the materialization of a national drama.
The fault does not lie in the Canadian people. The trouble is at present geographic. The people of this
country have already produced such
stars
of
the
footlights
as Julia
Arthur, Margaret Ang-lin,
Roselle
Knott, May and Flo Irwin, James
K. Hackett, Henry Miller and many
others scarcely less notable.
In the
meantime, the Canadian
people have to gulp down whatever

New York

offers,

whether

it

is

dis-

or otherwise.
A, populai'
Toronto theatre last week presented
a i)lay which had interested United
States audiences
and
had won
kindly expressions, from the press of
that country.
To a Canadian audience, however,
the objection to the play was that
'it
typified the national characteristics of a people in whom Canadians
have no more than a casual interest.
A Canadian who follows the
lines of a play in which the people
of another country, with characteristic bombast, ascribe to themselves
the attributes of the gods is apt to
tasteful

become

restless

and cynical.

Canadians, because of geographical
considerations, have had all along
to bear the brunt of this objectionable characteristic which knows no
self-effacement, modesty, or thought

IIb:R

DRAMA

for
sits

others.

The Canadian audience

silence

in

thru

such as

lines

where
a I'nited States
audience would applaud in the rapindicated,

ture of self-g-lorification.
theatre
patron
The
Canadian
knows the American people well.
He knows their many admirable
characteristics and what they have
accomi)lished as a people. Tho ('anadian theatre patron knows also the
weaknesses of the American character, and when he is typified as a tin
god, the sentiment is not appreciated.
It is

not to be believed that the

—

Canadian drama when
will be free from those
ties

it

arrives

chai'acterisfire the pride of race, but
the cities of the United

which

just no'w
States are, unfortunately, our theat-

headquarters, and from time
will
have
time,
Canadians
crammed into their systems a g'reat
deal of American sentiment that
they cannot relish. As a spectator,
the Canadian has sized up the American people and knows them better
They
than they know themselves.
do not estimate the American peo]ile at the
value they place upon
themselves, nor do they underestiI'ical

to

mate them.

They know that on

this

other gi'eat peoples
accomplished more along

earth there are

who have

certain lines in

science,

art,

litera-

and the drama and had
about it.
The lesson is
this
Canadian
theatre patrons do not want to see

ture, music
less to say

:

a Ignited States national ])arade in
a
this country more than once in
long time, and then the stea.m calliope had better follow rig-ht after
to make it as
the
route-marshal,
short as possible. This is Canada,

and the people who live here are
Canadians, whether some people like
it or not.
Once in aj while a United
States manager has the g-ood taste
to remember that he is entertaining
that a Canaa Canadian audience
dian's interest in the United States
and in Canada supreme,
is casual
;

and
and

his modification of certain lines

incidents

flag-

is

a])preciated

more than he can know.

There

is

a

good deal of

satisfaction,

sometimes, in telling a conceited officious person just what he thinks of
him, and it is hoped that our splenetic
friend, having relieved himself, feels
better.
Of course, our pride is a bit
hurt to learn that so little brotherly
is leaping over the bolder from
but it is just as
the Canadian side

love

;
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sible

claim

juggling of the facts can we
May Irwin, except by adop-

tion;

humor

and that wonderful sense of
of which we have been almost

nationally proud, is not ours at all,
Miss Irwin was the
but Canada's.
(laughter of Robert E. and Jane Drap•

er Campbell,

the actress

is

and the name by which
known was assumed for

stage purposes.

During her recent

visit to the

stage

Miss Margaret Anglin
has been billed as an American actress.
Of course, Canada is in North
America, but with our customary conceit, we have been in the habit of appropriating the whole continent, so
that unless the Canadian portion of it
of Australia,

is

MISS MAKIE DRESSLER
Who was Born in the Town of Cobottko

well to look truth in the face once in

a while. It
as they are,

makes us reflect on thing^s
and not as Billiken would

And when we stop to
think of it, possibly we have been inconsiderate of Canada's feelings in so
persistently shaking
our
little red
(white and blue) flag in the face of
have them.

John

Bull's distant relatives.

we

especially stipulated,

infer that

an American is a citizen of the UnitHowever, in the case of
ed States.
Miss Anglin, this inference is presuming, for as a matter of fact, the
actress is a Canadian.
She was born
in Ottawa, and at the time of her deher
father was
but to the world,
Speaker of the House of Commons.
In fact, her birth took place in the
Speaker's Chamber of the House of
Parliament.
So that to Canada, and
not to the United States, belongs the
honor of producing this talented player.

In that event we are sorry, and by
way of an humble effort at expiation,
we take pleasure in laying stress upon
the great credit that belongs to Canadc for the splendid contribution of
histrionic talent that she has given to
the modern drama. It is not without
a pang of jealousy that we admit Canada's claim upon those who, in the
conceit of our affections, we had appropriated as our own. There is May
Irwin, for instance, the arch comed-

Miss Julia .\rthur, whom we were
accustomed to think of in the pride of

ienne, whose humor is so distinctly
American that it would never occur

pearance

average theatre-goer in the
to the
United States that she could belong
to any country than ours. Yet May
Irwin was born in Canada. She and
Flo, first saw the light in
town of Whitby, Ontario, and
they grew
on
Canadian soil until
May was thirteen. So that by no pos-

her

sister,

the

liio

possession was, after all, not ours at
Miss .\rthur was
all, but Canada's.
born in Hamilton, Ontario, and inherited her dramatic talent from her
Canadian mother, who was a gifted

and

Shakespearean

accomplished

Her father's name, by the
way, was Thomas J. Lewis, and she
was christened Ida. As a child of
eleven years, she made her first apreader.

in

the role of a player at an

amateur performance at her own
home, at which time she took the
part of Zamora in "The Honeymoon."
Miss /\rthur has long made the I'nited States her home, however, and in
is
Mrs. Benjamin P.
private life

Cheney,

Jr.

\\'ould

own

R(^sc

you believe
Stalil

is

it,

too, that

our

not ours, either?

^
i

i

^i

i

t

i

\^

ROSE STAHL
In her Role of Patkicia O'Brien in the "Chorl'

WAS Born and-Bred

in

Montreal.

Lady."

She
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JAMES
Who was Born on

K.

HACKETT

Wolff, Island, Ontario.

Stage of the United States, as actor,
manager, and producer, is a native of
Canada, and was born in Sandwich,

Canadian by birth. Guelph, Ontario,
was the first residence of this noted
player, though he received the greater

The work of
become so

part

this delightful artist

has

familiar
American
to
treatre-goers, that we have long felt
that he belonged to us.
However, we
are just now giving Canada the credit which is hers, and in so doing we
must include the honor of having
given McKee Rankin to the world of
the theatre.

Mr. William Courtleigh,
has so long been
ent

American

known

actor,

is

Sr.,

as a

who

promin-

nevertheless a

education in St. Louis,
Later he studied law at
the Washington University, and during this time became prominent in
He soon came
amateur theatricals.
of

his

Mo., U.S.A.

under

notice of a professional
the result that he was
induced to adopt the stage as a career.
His professional life has been spent
in America, but Canada was originally responsible for him, just the same.
Miss Marie Dressier, one of the
the

manager with
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cleverest

of

entertainers

whom

we

have long been proud, has of late been
severely criticized for attempting to
make the people of London laugh at
what was termed an American brand
of humor. Miss Dressier, after convulsing audiences in this country,
made a complete failure in London,
and since her return has many times
been told that she should have known
better than attempt to entertain the
Britishers with her particular kind of
jokes.

why shouldn't Miss
After all,
Dressier feel that the English people
could see a humorous situation as it
appealed to her? She is not an American, but a Canadian, and was born in
Cobourg.
Miss Hope Booth, whom Americans
have been in the presumptuous habit
of claiming, is a Canadian and was
born in Toronto. She is .he daughter
of Dr. W. Beresford Hope, M.P., and
was educated in Montreal. She made
her first stage appearance at the RoyThis charmalty Theatre, London.
ing actress, is however, the wife of
an American, Mr. Renold Wolf, a
well known newspaperman and authority on people and things theatrical, and a regular contributor to the
pages of The Green Book Album, under

the

"Chronicles,

caption,

of

Broadway."
Miss Roselle Knott, another actress
well known to the American stage,
was not only born in Canada but married a Canadian as well. Hamilton,
Ontario, the same city that gave us
Arthur,

Julia

is

also

responsible for

Miss Knott, who, by the way, was
At the
christened "Agnes Roselle."
nineteen she married Mr.
of
age
Thomas Knott, and her stage name,
Roselle Knott, was then assumed.

The
were

histrionic ambitions of this player
inspired by seeing the late

Madame Modjeska
"As You Like

as

Rosalind

in

and one day it
ha])j:»ened that a company which was
playing in Hamilton became suddenly
in need of assistance because of the
IMiss
illness of one of its members.
Roselle was asked to take the jxirt.
104

It ;"

much

suc-

cess that her professional future
assured.

was

and she assumed

with so

it

Catherine Proctor is one of
most talented players Canada has
produced, and her preparation for the
stage was gained largely in her own
country. She was born in Ottawa and
Aliss

the

educated in Toronto. Her first public
appearance was made when she was
only about nine years old, and during
her school career she made an especial
study of elocution in which, from the
beginning, she showed great talent.
Though she has spent much time playing in the United States where she
has been most successful Miss Procis still loyal to Canada and gives
Toronto as her address.
Mr. Erazer Coulter, who has long
been associated with the best we have
in the drama, is a product of Canada,
and w^as born in Smiths Ealls, near
Kingston. He is an accomplished ac-

tor

who

tor

has supported

many

of the

most noted players of our time, and

much

we

are very

for

producing him.

obliged to Canada

Mr. .Arthur Deagon

is

a Canadian

who

actor

deserves the greatest credit
for what he has accomplished in the
player's profession, for there is no one
around to boost and educate him he
gained what he knows, himself.
He
was born in Seaforth, Canada, wherever that is. Anyway, when he was
twelve years old, he was working in
an iron inine in Wisconsin, and four
years later made his appearance in a
Dime Museum in Chicago where he
sang baritone solos not only in one
performance, but in ten consecutive
shows a day. However, with such lusty pcrserverance. success was bound
to come, and Mr. Deagon has reflected
much credit on his native country.

—

Mr.

who

William

Hutchinson

Clarke,

long been prominently associated with the famous opera companies of the country, is a Canadian by
birth. He. too, hails from Hamilton,
Ontario, and his education was gained
at

lias

the Gait Collegiate Institute,

\'ictoria College.

and

at

To have been born
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MADAME ALBANI
Born near Montreal and Educated at the Convent
OF the Sacred Heart.

V?iV?iV?iWiV^W3v?M/?Sv^3WM/?d;'iP3'^^
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Hook of Holland.
WAS Born in Pictou, N.S.

In tiik Tni.K Iviu.E of "Miss

ill

llainiUoii, for the histrionically in-

clincdj

seems

.Vpropos

to

have spelled success.

of singers,

Madame

Al-

Miss Mai ixiNAi.n

ciated with the Bostonians,

was born

Stanstead, Quebec, Canada.
He
was the son of a physician, and as a
in

famous grand opera i)rima
donna, was born in Canada, near
Montreal.
Her father was Joseph
Jeunncsse, a musician, and she was
educated at the Convent of the Sacred Heart, Alontreal, before going
abroad for study. Albani now calls
London her homo, and her full name
is
Mrs. Marie Louise i'.mma Lecile

youth went to Chicago to engage in
His magnificent
a business career.
voice, however, soon gained him a

Gye

first

bani,

the

— which,

to say the least, nuist be

a handicap at times.

Mr. Eugene Cowles, so long asso106

choir position, and ultimately led him
to the professional stage where lie belonged.
are perfectly willing to
acknowledge the debt we owe Canada
for the pleasure he has given us.

We

Mr. J. H. Gilmour. who made iiis
appearance on the stage as long
ago as 1877, '^"*^^ ^^''^^"* ^^''i^ played
prominently with such stars as Julia

—
CANADA AXD
Marlowe, Araiule Adams, Rose Coghand others, was born in Montreal,
Canada. Mr. (lilniour once showed

Canada, too. claims Henry Miller,
and though we in some way feel that

lan,

his loyalty to the city of his birth

taking a

mer

company

he belongs to us, the feeling

by

there for a sumhis

great success tluring the long run

of "Foxy Grandpa" in New York, is
a Canadian for whom Montreal is re-

neighbors over the border.
not quarrel over Mr. Miller

sponsible.
He was educated at the
Jesuit College and at McGill University and started out to be a chemist.
The well known actor, Mr. Charles

glad to have

J.

Ross,

siderable

is

another
length

of conhailed
from
has been con-

people remember

^^

If,

will

terested in

It

may

new

sirbjects?

interested

you

will be in

is

another

what they are interested

Widen

be asked.

something about them.

is

you are interested

remember much.

interests.

are

country.

^T^llAT
vou

will

American, and yet Canada says she
belongs to him, and there is no use in
trying to rob her of her own. even if
we wt)ul(l, for Mr. Hackett was born
on Wolfe Island, Ontario, which is
Canadian ground. In fact, the list of
Canadian actors whom we often think
of as the product of the United States
is astonishingly long. The players that
have been named constitute a brilliant
assemblage. Canada can cheer up. if
she hasn't a national drama, she can at
congratulate herself on the
least
splendid contribution of talent that
she has given to the drama of another

pride to realize that his son, Percy
Winter, the actor and manager, belongs by birth to Canada. The greater
part of his professional life has been
spent in this country, but he was
nevertheless born in Toronto.

therefore,

We

— we

only by adoption.

hiiu, if

Mr. James K. Hackett

Montreal. Mr. Ross
nected with many prominent theatrical
companies,
and he is highly
thought of in the profession. His real
name, by the way is. Charles J. Kelly.
We are in the habit of regarding
Mr. William Winter, the famous dramatic critic of New York, so entirely
ours, that it takes quite a pull on our

in.

really

distinguished actor whom we are accus'tomed
to
regard
as
typically

in the list

who

is

and unwarranted. Mr. Miller
was born in London, England, but he
was brought up and educated in Toronto, Canada, hence the claim of our
selfish

season.

Mr. Eugene RecKling, who made
first

DRAMA

TIER

How am

To

this

I

to

to

much,

become

the answer

The more you know,
adding

in

the range of your

is.

in-

Learn

the

more

your knowledge.

Chiiidiits Clear.
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Nova

Scotia's

Famous Astronomer

ARTHUR

By

E.

From Review

AAlUXG

those in

all

parts of the

world whose good opinion is
worth having, Simon 5s^e\vcomb

was one of the best known of Amerigreat men. Astronomer, mathematician, economist, novelist, he had
well-nigh boxed the compass of human knowledge, attaining eminence
such as is given to few to reach, at
more than one of its points. His fame
was of the far-reaching kind, peneca's

—

trating to remote regions, while that
of some others has only created a
noisy disturbance within a narrow
radius.

Best and most widely known as an
astronomer, his achievements in that
science were not suited for sensational exploitation.
He discovered no
apple-orchards on the moon, neither
did he dispute regarding the railways
on the planet Venus. His aim was to

make more exact our knowledge

of

motions of the bodies constituting what wc call the solar system,
and his labors toward this end. begun
more than thirty years ago, he continued almost until the day of his
death. Conscious that his span of life
was measured by months and in the
the

grip of w-hat he knew to be a fatal
disease, he yet exerted himself with

remaining energy to complete
his monumental work on the motion
of the moon, and succeeded in bringing it to an end before the final summons came. His last days thus had in
them a cast of the heroic, not less than
if, as the commander of a torpedoed
battleship, he had gone down with
her, or than if he had fallen charg-

all

his
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ing at the head of a forlorn hope. It
pleasant to think that such a man
was laid to rest with military honors.
The accident that he was a retired
professor in the United States Navy
may have been the immediate cause
of this, but its appropriateness lies
deeper.
Xewcomb saw the light not under
the Stars and Stripes, but in Nova
Scotia, wdiere he was born, at the
Town of Wallace on March 12, 1835.
His father, a teacher, was of American descent, his ancestors having
After
settled in Canada in 1761.
studying with his father and teaching
for some little time
in
native
his
province he came to the United States
while yet a boy of eighteen, and while
teaching in Maryland in 1854-56 was
so fortunate as to attract, by his
mathematical ability, the attention of
is

two eminent American scientific men,
Joseph Henry and Julius Hilgard,
who secured him an appointment as
computer on the Nautical Almanac.
The date of this was 1857, and Newcomb had thus, at his death, been in
Government employ for fifty-two
years. As the work of the almanac
was then carried on in Cambridge,
Mass., he was enabled to enter the
Scientific School of Harvard University, where he graduated
in 1858 and where he pursued graduate studies for three years longer. On
their completion in 1861 lie was appointed a professor of mathematics in
the United States navy, which office
he held till his death. This appointment, made when
he
was twen-

Lawrence

XOVA

SCOTIA'S

FAMOUS ASTRONOMER.

—

scarcely more than
a striking testimony to his
remarkable ability as a mathematician, for of practical astronomy he
ty-six years old,

a boy,

—

is

knew

still

little.

(3ne of his first dnties at Washington was to supervise tiie construction
of the great 26-inch equatorial just
authorized by Congress and to plan
for mounting and housing it. In 1877
he became senior professor of mathematics in the navy, and from that time
until his retirement as a Rear Admiral in 1897 he had charge of the Nauti-

Almanac

by order of the Russian Government
in 1887. He was, of course, a member
of

many

scientific

societies,

home

at

and abroad, and was elected in 1869
Academy of
to our own National
.Sciences, becoming its vice-president
In 1893 he was chosen one
1111883.
of the eight foreign associates of the
the first native
Institute of France,
American since Benjamin Franklin
Newcomb's most
to be so chosen.
famous work as an astronomer, that

—

—
brother astronomers, — was,

which gained him world-wide fame

among

his

ian assistants, in

as has been said,
too mathematical
and technical to
appeal
to
the
public
general

Washington and

among

cal

of-

with
t s
corps of
large
naval and civilfice,

i

his countrymen,
w li o
have had to take

elsewhere.
I n
1884 he also assumed the chair
of mathematics

and
in

his greatness, in

much

m at first
hand chiefly as
f

It

mounting

its
THE LATE SIMON NEVVCUMB

in

his degrees, scientific

medals

would

tire

the

reader. Among them were the degree
of LL.D. from all the foremost univer-

gold medal of the Royal
Society of London in
1874, the great gold Huygen medal
of the University of Leyden, awarded
only once in twenty years, in 1878,
and the Schubert gold medal of the
Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg.
sities,

the

Astronomical

The

economy,

political

world.

honors and

collection of portraits of

astronomers

Pulkowa

famous

the Observatory of
contains his picture, painted
at

m

o n o

y,

;

of

books
o n
which
science

his

the

To enumerate

t r

and calculus

time the

largest

as

;

telescope,

at that

such

"Popular

of his
(1877)
text - books
o n
astronomy, algeb r a, geometry,
'trigonom e t r y,

testing and
great

is

As

Observaand with

tory

popular

works

the

of

i

author or editor

to

o r y
capacity,
with the equip-

ment

h e y
k n o w n

have
h

do, in an advis-

Lick

T

trust.

kins University,
Baltimore, and

he had

on

regard,

this

astronomy
Johns Hop-

he was accustomed to call his "reand of magazine articles
creation"
on all sorts of subjects, not omitting
"psychical research," which was one of
the numerous by-paths into which he
strayed. He held at one time the presidency of the American Society for
Psychical Research.
The technical nature of his work
his "proin mathematical astronomy,
fession," as he called it, in distinction
to his "recreations" and minor scientific amusements,
may be seen from
the titles of one or two of his papers:
;

—

—
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"On

the Secular Variations and MutRelations of the Orbits of the
Asteroids" (i860); "Investigation of
the Orbit of Neptune, with General
Tables of Its Motion" (1867); "Researches on the Motion of the Moon"

ual

Of

(1876); and so on.

this

work

Professor Newconih himself" says, in
his

"Reminiscences of an Astronomer"

(Boston, 1903), that it all tended toward one result, the solution of what
he calls "the great problem of exact
astronomy," the theoretical exlanation of the observed motions of the
heavenly bodies.

—

If the universe consisted of but

bodies,

—

say, the sun

and a

two

planet,

would be simplicity itself;
would describe an exact
ellijise about the sun, and this orbit
would never change in form, size or
the motion

planet

the

position.

With

the

addition of only

one more body, the problem at once
becomes so much more difficult as to
be

practically

insoluble;

indeed,

"problem of the three bodies"
been attacked by astronomers

the

has
for

years without the discovery of any
general formula to express the resulting motions. For the actually existing system of many planets with
their satellites and countless asteroids,
on!}'

an

approximation

is

possible,

actual motions as observed and
lueasured from year to year are most
complex. Can these be completely accounted for by the mutual attractions
of the bodies, according to the law of
gravitation as enunciated by Sir Isaac
Newton? In Newcomb's
words,
'idle

"Does any world move otherwise than
as

is attracted by other
worlds?"
course, Newcomb has not been the

it

Of

only astronomer at work on this problem, but it has been his life-work, and
his contributions to its solution have
been very noteworthy.
It

is

difificult

to

make

the ortlinarv

reader understand the obstacles in the
way of such a determination as this.
Its two elements are, of course, the
maijping out of the lines in which the
bodies concerned actualK' do nun'c

and the calculations of the orbits in
which they ought to move, if the ac110

cepted laws of planetary motion are
true. The first involves the study of
thousands of observations made during long years by different men in
far distant lands, the discussion of
their probable errors, and their reduction to a common standard.
The
latter requires the use of the most
refined methods of mathematical analysis

;

it

is,

as

Newcomb

says, of a

complexity beyond the powers of ordinary conception." In works on celestial mechanics a single formula may
fill

a wdiole chapter.

This problem first attracted Newcomb's attention when a young man
at Cambridge, when by analysis of
the motions of the asteroids he showed

minor planets
had not, for several hundred thousand years past, intersected at a single
point, and they could not, therefore,
have resulted, during that period,
from the explosion of a single large
body, as had been supposed.
that the orbits of these

Later,

when Newcomb's

investiga-

had extended to
the major planets and their satelites.
a curious anomaly in the moon's motion made it necessary for him to look
tions along this line

for possible observations made long
The
before those hitherto recorded.
accepted tables were based on observations extending back as far as 1750.
but Newcomb, by searching the archives of European observatories, succeeded in discovering data taken as
early in 1660; not, of course, with
such an investigation as this in view,
but chiefly out of pure scientific curiosity.
The reduction of such observations, especially as the old I'Vench
astronomers used apparent time, which
was frequently in error by quarter of
an hour or so. was a matter of great
ditficulty.
The ancient observer, having no idea of the use that was made
of his work, had supplied no facilities
for interpreting it, and "much comparison and examination was necessary to find out what sort of an instrument was useil, iiow the observations were made, and how they
should be utilizetl for the re(|uireil
purpose." The result was a vastly

—
;

X()\A SCOTIA'S
more accurate lunar theory than

FAMOUS ASTR( )XO]\IER.
liail

formerly obtained.
During^ the period when Xewcoml)
was working among the old papers of
the Paris Observatory, the city, then
in possession of the Communists, w'as
beset by the national forces, and his
studies were made within hearing of
the heavy siege guns, whose flash he
could even see by glancing through
liis

window.

Xewcomb's appointment

as head of
.\lmanac office greatly
facilitated his
work on the various
phases of this problem of planetary
motions.
Their solution was here a

the

Xautical

legitimate part of the routine work of
the office, and he had the aid of able
assistants,
such men as G. \Y. Hill,
who worked out a large part of the
theory of Jupiter and Saturn, and
Cleveland Keith, who died in 1896,
just as the final results of his work

—

were being combined.

In connection
with this work Professor X^ewcomb
strongly advocated the unification of
the world's time by the adoption of
an international meridian, and also

agreement upon a uniform system of data for all computa-

international

tions relating to the fixed stars.

former

still

hangs

fire,

owing

The

to mis-

taken "patriotism"
the latter w^as
adopted at an international conference
held in Paris in 1896, but after it had
been carried into efifect in our own
;

Almanac, professional jealousies brought about a modification
of the plan that relegated the improved and modernized data to an
N'autical

appendix.

Professor

X^'ev.comb's

retirement

from active service made

the continu-

Professor Xewcomb himself raises
this question in his "Reminiscences,"
and without attempting to answer it
directly he notes that every civilized
nation supports an observatory at
great annual expense to carry on such
research, besides which many others
are supported by private or corporate
contribution. Evidently the consensus
of public opinion must be that the results are worth at least a i)art of what
they cost. The question is included
in the broader one of the value of all
researcli in piu-e science.
Speaking
generally, the object of this is solely
to add to the sum of human knowledge, although not seldom some application to man's physical needs springs

unexpectedly from the resulting discoveries, as in the case of the dynamo
or that of wireless telegraphy. Posa more accurate description of
the moon's motion is unlikely to bring
forth any such application, but those
who a])plau(l the achievements of our
sibly

experts in mathematical astronomy
would be quick to deny that their fame

on any such possibility.
Passing now to Professor Newcomb's "recreation," as he called it,
political economy, we may note that
his contributions to it
were really
voluminous,
consisting
papers,
of
popular articles and several books, including "The A B C of Finance"
(1877) and "Principles of Political
Economy" (1886). Authorities in
the science never really took these as
seriously as they deserved, possibly
because
they
regarded
Professor
X'ewcomb
as
scarcely
orthodox.
Some of his distinctions, however,
are of undoubted value and will live
for instance, that between the fund
and the flux of wealth, on which he
insists in his treatises on finance.
As
to Professor X^^ewcomb's
single exrests

ance of his great work on the adequate scale somewhat problematical,
and his data on the moon's motion
w^ere laid aside for a time until a grant
from the newly organized Carnegie
Institution in 1903 enabled him to employ the necessary assistance, and the
work has since gone forward to com-

like

pletion.

least

What is the value of such work,
and why should fame be the reward
of him who pursues it successfully?

into fiction, a romance en"His Wisdom the Defender,"
perhaps sufficient to say that,

cursion
titled
it

is

everything he attempted,

it

is

at

worth notice. It is a sort of cross
between Jules Verne and Bulwer Lytton's "Coming Race."
Professor

X^ewcomb's

mind

was
111
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conii)rehensive

in

One

activity.

its

might have thought that an intellect
occupied to the last in carrying out
one of the most stupendous tasks ever
attempted by a mathematical astronomer would have had little time or
little energy left for other things; but
Nevvcomb took his rest and pleasure
and interviews.
in popular articles

Only a short time before his death he
essay on aeronautics
published an
wide attention, drawthat attracted
tliat the aeroing the conclusions
plane can never be of much use
or
as
a passenger-carrier
either
in war, but that the dirigible balloon
may accomplish something within certain lines, although it will never put
the railways and stcamshi])s out of
In particular, he treated
business.
wilh unsi)aring ridicule the \y.in\c fear
of an aerial invasion that so lately
seized upon our transatlantic cousins.

Newcomb was an agreecompanion and a faithful friend.
success was due largely to his

Personally,
able
Ilis

The

tenacity of purpose.

personal

writer's only

him

with

contact

came

through the "Standard Dictionary"
of whose definitions in physical science
Newcomb had general oversight. On
one occasion he came into the office
greatly dissatisfied with the definition
that we had framed for the word

"magnet,"
possible

We

1(1

conception

define in

an_\'

almost
logical

had simply emnnerated the

ertics
in

—a

of

iItc

tiling,

—

a

im-

way.
jirop-

course which

the al)sence of authoritative knowl-

edge of their causes
rational

iirocedure.

mind demanded

a

was the onlv
Newcomb's

P>nt

logical

treatment,

and though he must have seen from
the outset that this was a forlorn hope,
his tenacity of ])urpose kept him. pen-

hand, writing and erasing alternhour or more. Finallv he
confessed that he could do no better
than the following pair of definitions.
"Magnet, a body capable of exerting magnetic force," and "Magnetic
Force, the force exertetl b\- a magnet."
With a heart v laugh at this beautiful

circulus in definiendo he threw down
his pencil, and the imperfect and illogical

definition

was accepted.

Logical as he was, however, he was
in no sense bound by convention. His
economics, as has been said, was often
unorthodox, and even in his mathematical
text-books he occasionally
shocked the hide-bound. I well remember an interesting discussion
among members of the Yale mathematical faculty just after the appearance of Newcomb's textbook of geometry, in which he was unsparingly
condemned by some because he assumed in certain elementary demongeometrical
figures
strations
that
could be removed from the paper,
turned over and laid down again,
the so-called "method of superposition," now generally regarded as quite
allowable. Of course, a figure can be
treated in this way only in imagination, and for this reason, probably, the
method was not employed by Euclid.
Its use, however, leads always to true
as an3^one may see
and it
was quite characteristic of Professor
Newcomb that he should have taken
it up, not having the fear of the Greek
results,

;

geometers before him.

Such was Newcomb; it will be long
American science sees his

before

iNIathematical genius is like an
automobile,
it is looked upon in two
t*])])osing fashions as one lias it or has
it not.
A noted educator not. long ago
amiounced his belief that the possession of a taste for mathematics is an
exact index of the general intellectual
powers.
Not much later, another
eminent teacher asserted that mathematical ability is an exotic,
that one
may, and often does, possess it who
is in other respects practically an imbecile.
This is scarcely a subject in
equal.

—

—

cil in

whicli

ately for an

but surely Newcomb's career justifies
the former opinion rather than the
latter; the amount and kind of his

—
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a

single

illustration

decides.

mental abilities along all lines seemed
to run parallel to his mathematical
genius. t(^ resemble it in quantity antl
in

kinil.

AT WORK ON HIS FARM
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Farmer

Who

Produces Books

By
R.

A FARMER

HADLEY

M.

vocation.

by trade, a writer by
This is what Arthur

Stringer

styles

himself.

The

Canadian poet and novelist
travels much, writes a great deal,
hibernates for five months of the year
in the heart of New York city and
noted

summers
rustic

for at least six at his pretty
on the shores of Lake

retreat

Erie.

Ten years ago Mr. Stringer was
unknown beyond the boundaries of
native county of Kent, Ontario.
his name in the literary world
is
The
dangerously near the top.
causes that have contributed to his
swift success as a litterateur are many
but the salient one is genius
the capacity to master things and to carry
them to a logical conclusion. Then
he has energy, ambition and a sane
his

To-day

—

conception

of

life.

His outlook

is

broad and his varied experiences have
added to his general equipment.
His figure is almost as commanding as his genius. Big of frame and
supple of movement, he is tall, lithe
and erect. His shoulders of generous
width,
his
sunburned complexion,
piercing black eyes and curly raven
locks would attract attention in any
gathering.
In New

York he

the atmosphere
literary work,

gets the stimulus,

and the ideas for his
and at his charming

Canadian home beside cool, expansive
waters works them out. His methods
differ from those of the ordinary man
of letters.
He does no writing during the day.
He begins in the evening about eight o'clock but never labors later than three in the morning.
is from force of habit.
He was
newspaper man for years and be-

This
a
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BUSY MAX'S MAGAZIXE
such quaint, rustic environs is an ideal
spot to court the muse. Everything
breathes of peace, happiness, freedom
and inspiration. The poet works many
hours in his garden each day and enjoys raising his own fruit, vegetables

Asked recently by a
and flowers.
friend what were his favorite amusements, he answered that his fixed idea
of Heaven was eating Rockyford
muskmelons to the sound of harps
•

and, with a significant smile added,
raise the melons yourself
to appreciate the right flavor." Here
you are afforded some insight of the
talented author's love of the soil, its
splendid products and his great admiration for horticulture and flori-

"You must

MRS ARTHUR
TllK

BAUK

OltlECT ON
<IJ I)

culture.
.STRINCJER

THE LeKT

TiIiiK(>I(UI1:KKI>

came

IS

i

HKK TWO-YKAR

Jkksey.

lis early Icna "nig'ht dwl."
le has never
dencies cling to him.
been able to get away from the habits
of youth or home associations.
He.
loves nature, her rivers, lakes, elevations and valleys, and amid such
I

J

produces his best

scenes,
effective

Mr. Stringer
year,
birth,

and

most

stories.

llis

is

in

his thirt_\-sixlh

father, at the

was the captain of

time of his
a lake vessel

and, of the great fresh inland sheets
of water, he had sung sweetly and frequently. He has always gloried in the
land of his birth and is a staunch Canadian. Throughout all his work there
is
a strong, firm and free tone of
sentiment and individuality that is

Arthur Stringer's father wanted
him to go into the ministry, but an
Dr.
interview with the late Rev.
Sheraton, Principal of Wycliffe College, showed the collegian his deeprooted unfitness for the cloth
for,
just previous to the memorable meeting, the future poet had been detected
climbing up a water pipe to get in
through a window many hours after
the college door had been closed and

—

barred. It was really a heart-to-heart
lasting several hours with Professor Alexander of Toronto Universitv, that decided the fate of the voung

talk

characteristically Canadian. His abode
on the shores of Lake Erie is cosy

and attractive. Its aspect is pleasing
from every view point and its outlook as large as the thought and ideals
of

its

eiuinent possessor.

It

is

sur-

rounded by sixteen acres of ground
and the air is redolent of flowers and
fruit. Located on a bluff fifty feet in
height with a fine bathing beach, from
the generous verandah the perspective is enchanting, while all around is
color, variety and abundance
every

—

thing to tickle the palate or gratify
the eve.
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In

this

atmosphere

amid

A
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BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
man and turned his steps in the Hterary pathway. The kindly, patient and
considerate professor went through
manuscripts and showed Mr.
his
Stringer where they failed and in
It was one of these
what respect.
manuscripts revised at his suggestion
that carried Mr. Stringer into the
metropolitan magazines of Xew York
city.

There is no place quite so congenial and attractive to Mr. Stringer
He has never been
as Lake Erie.
able to disassociate himself from the
environment of home and the playground of youth has practically become the literary workshop of later
He was educated in his natal
years.
City of Chatham, educated there and
also at the London Collegiate institute, Wyclifife College and Toronto
Shortly after he began
University.
his literary career, although during his
student days, he contributed a number of prose studies to the Varsity
and some of his lyrics appeared in
The Week. To-day the author of the
''Gun-Runner," "The Wire Tappers,"
"Phantom Wires," "The Silver Poppy,"

"The Under Groove" and other

popular and widely read novels com-

mands
and is

the highest price for his stories
invited by the most exclusive
literary publications of America to
contribute to their pages. There have
flowed from his facile pen stories of
child life, dramatic productions and
lyrics that have helped to make him
almost as celebrated a poet as he is
a novelist.
His first volume was entitled "Watchers of the Twilight" and
his second published a year later was
called "Pauline and Other Poems."
Both are now out of print. His most

widely

known

Woman
Poems"

in

edition of verse
the Rain
and

— dramatic

and

is

"The
Other

lyric.

After leaving Toronto Mr. Stringer
journeyed to the Northwest "to try a
year of ranch life and to see if that
would not knock the nonsense out of
him" as he expressed the object of his
mission. Later he came east and went
to England to take a course in Oxford I^niversity.
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He penned

a series

of delightful descriptive articles on
the life and classic associations at this
ancient seat of learning and next spent
some months on a continental pilgrimage. Shortly after his return to Canada he took a position on the editorial
staff of the Montreal Herald, and
afterwards went to New York where
for two busy years he occupied an
editorial chair, doing literary work for
the American Press Association. Then
he cast aside the shackles of office
duty and became a free lance.

Mr. Stringer is a tireless traveler
and has visited many distant climes
He believes
and foreign countries.
that,

tion

while poetry

nowadays,

receives
is

it

recogni-

accorded very

financial support. The man who
writes serious verse must be satisfied
with the sheer pleasure of writing it.
He thinks that verse is its own justification, but if it is in a man it has to
come out.
nine-tenths of the lyric
poets would only turn toward the
drama they would find an audience.
]\Ir. Stringer says that, although he
hates to say so, he is of the opinion
that the age of the lyric is becoming
as obsolete as that of the epic, but
that the chances and the necessity of
the drama are increasing at an unrealized rate. Through the drama the
poet can keep in touch with life and
mean something to life while lyricism
after all belongs to youth, and maturiAll
ty demands more than the lyric.
who have read Mr. Stringer's entertaining and racy stories are aware
that he has written considerable in the
telegraph vein, the "Wire-Tappers"
being a striking example.
It
may
surprise the readers who find therein the most minute and thorough aclittle

H

quaintance
batteries,

with

gambling,

currents,

coils,

wagers,
sounders,

keys and tapping apparatus to learn
that Mr. Stringer was never in a pool
room in his life, and that he obtained
the rich fui>d of material with whicli
that work abounds from a brokendow!i gambler who night by nig^ht

gave him
tion.

The

think that

ilates ami descripauthor, however, dv^cs not

stories,

it

pays to specialize

in this

A FARMER

WHO PRODUCES BOOKS

way and declares that he will never
write another telegrapii tale.

ly loves their play, their prattle, their

Speaking recently of Canadian literature he said "I believe that Canada's
national and distinctive note will come
The intellectual
from her west.
boundary of this continent, it seems
to me, should run north and south instead of east and west, as the geographical one does. We of the east
are held too closely in the arm-crook
of the United States to be free of her
influences and activities, both as to
the press, the periodical and the stageproduction. New- York is necessarily
the ]\Iecca of the news-bureau and
syndicate, and of the magazine and of
the drama.
There manuscripts are
marketed and dramas are mounted.
There's
no use even mentioning
for
poetry,
nobody takes serious
poetry seriously nowadays."
Mr. Stringer leads a busy life his
pen, his hand and his brain are never
idle. He is fond of children and dear-

their

;

joys

and the fancy world
imaginations dwell.

poetry

is

human,

delicate

in which
While his
and sym-

and

studies in
of Destiny" are clear, sparkling and refreshing as beautiful as the sunshine of
youth and pure as the thoughts of

pathetic,

his

child life as

stories

in

"The Loom

—

childhood itself. He has successfully
period
probationary
the
passed
through which all literary workers

must pass, and in breadth, tone, qualitv and merit is merely on the threshold of a career wdiich, bright and
promising as it has been, bids fair to
dwarf into significance what he has
already accomplished. His pleasing
healthy optimism, broad
Canadianism, generous outlook, sound
judgment and marked ability have
endeared him and his works to thousands of readers not only in Canada
and the United States but also in the

personality,

Old Land and the continent across the
sea.

"SHADOW-LAWN

'

The CHARMiNd Summer Home of the Novelist at Cedar

Sprinus, Ontario
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Why
By

I

England

Prefer

AN AMERICAN MILLIONAIRE
From London Mail

TllERl":

is

a i^ood deal of agitation

ni}countrymen beamong"
cause a great many Americans
who can afford to live outside the
United States are purchasing homes
in England or occupying one of the
many of your delightful and most
comfortable hotels.

am

of opinion that this movement
England, with
is only in its infancy.
its delightful town and country houses,
is likely to become the headquarters of
i

more wealthy of the Englishspeaking peoples, and there is a sort
the

in the movement, inas the United States and Canada have been almost entirely populated, so far as their better elements
are concerned, from England, Scotland, and Ireland.
One of the real
reasons so many of us are escaping
from America is the desire to be let
alone. In London, and for the matter
of that in Paris, though not so much
there as in London, people are accustomed to mind their own business.
I'rivate gossip and scandal are at a
mininunn here, not only in houses,
but in clubs and your newspapers do
not ])riiit it.

or rough justice

asmuch

;

My

day, as a wealthy man in Engso entirely different from mv
day in the United States that I will
describe both for the benefit of American friends who may be desirous of
joining us in life in this delightful
country.
It is the London season.
I rise at
half-past eight or nine to a quiet meal,
at which wo help ourselves without
llie aid of servants
who are ni)t prens
land,

is

—

English breakfasts

.sent at

—

to the ac-

companiment of newspapers that prefer world-politics to what
we call
"neighborhood news." I walk or ride
as 1 choose, and there is no crowd of
curious spectators to watch me as I
make my exit. There is, in fact, no
regard

curiosity with
in

England.
died

there

Morrison,

to

rich

people

Only the other
in
England your

one

of

the

richest

day
Mr.

men

and I had never
had
any
heard
his
name,
nor
of those at the clubs in which the
matter was being discussed. Mr. Astor and J\Ir. Morgan, whose smallest
doings would be chronickd in the
United States, may move as freely as
they please here^ and their private
comings and goings are not recorded,
no one
for the simple reason that
wants to hear about them.
The absence of class feeling in Engin

world,

the

land is another reason wliy many of
us prefer to live here. The rich and
the poor are not divided into two hostile factions. Every man has his place.
There is not the rush, envy, and
malice of New York society, with its
contimial struggle of Western and
Pittsburg people to get into that curious circle "The Four Hundred." Xew
\'ork society is not what it was
in

my

early

When old Mrs.
in
sujireme,
society
not at all unlike so-

tlays.

reigned

.\stor

Xew York was

Lomlon. There was no osand any persons of birth,
brains or breeding were freely admitted.
To-day it is merely a questi(>n
monev, and such charming

ciety

in

tentation,

i->\

I

WHY

PREFER EXGLAXD.

I

salons as exist in London, wiiere rank,
money, and brains occupy about the
same position, are now impossible in
most American cities, and certainly

New

York.
a man's point of view, the
constant dressing up of the American
man is extremely trying. Here, contrary to the average American notion,
there is very little formality of any
in

From

too little, many people think
in these days of what is known as the
"rat-catcher"" style of dress adopted
by the Englishman. Such things as
card leaving and calling are rapidly
going out of fashion, and one is free
to do as one chooses. If I desire to
entertain at luncheon, I can ask whom
choose, provided, however, that
1
there is something beyond food to of-

kind;

Authors, actors, poets, i^laystatesmen, men of business,

fer.

w rights,

distinguished foreigners, the delightful members of your Royal Family,
all mix and meet here on terms that
at first amaze the American.

Xow

who

people

mould

at

;

home
are

I

all

have to deal with
shaped in the same

for, able, virile,

American man

and splendid

en masse, you
will realize that there are very few
outstanding individualities
in
that
population of ninety millions.
as the

Your
a

is

political world, too, possesses

charm which,

alas

!

is

not

3^et

America.
The idea
younger son of an American
sible

in

posof a

aristo-

management of national affairs is almost
impossible on that side of the water.
Mr. Roosevelt was a notable, a fine,

cratic family taking part in the

exception.

Of

late years

we have

regard politics as a trade,
pretty bad one at that.
to

got

and

a

In London I am not perpetually
stared at, telephoned at, written at,

paragraphed

at,

and

libelled.

The afternoon is spent here in any
of a hundred pleasant ways, and an indinner is enjoyed without
mention of stocks and shares.
tellectual

I have only one objection to your
English life, and that is your supertax on the wealth}' man, which we are
still, I am glad to say, able to avoid

in

the L'nited States.

Now
ticular

compare my day in the parAmerican city which was my

headquarters.
palatial

I

lived

latterly

hotel, beautiful

in

in a
design, in

mechanical comfort far superior to
anything in England, but over-decorated,
over-heated, over-noised, and
with very little of the milk of human
kindness about it. Just as it takes
half an hour to get shaved in America, so does it take twice at long to be
waited on at table. The waste of time
in these matters is intolerable to one
accustomed to the quickness of London. I am barely awake when I am,
once a week at least, beset by reporters asking for information in regard
to the affairs of

were
do not do

as not.

—

distorted.

I

it

my

friends.

to say a

word

As

like

— which

I

would be twisted and

Fortunately,

I

established

such a reputation for never speaking
to the newspapers that even when interviews are ascribed to me my friends
know they have not taken place.

Hastening down town

to attend to
corporations with
which I am connected. I am snapshotted by photographers, worried by
impecunious acquaintances, hustled by
timewasters all day long, so that concentration of business is almost impossible. I am glad to return at night
to my noisy hotel to seek a little relaxation in a quiet dinner and a game
of bridge with a few friends
which

the

affairs

of

the

—

gets

newspapers as

a huge
gambling gathering.
I have said nothiiig of your public
school and university education noth-

into

the

;

ing of the unpretentious quiet national spirit of England
too self-deprecating, too much inclined to put its
worst foot forward I have said too
little of the fact that a man is received here for what he is, and not
for what he is worth.

—

:
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The Magnanimity
By

E.

M.

Mrs. Stallabrass

of

CHARMON

From Lady's Realm

<«I
1

DON'T

Dr.

Stallabrass,

Mrs.

want her," said

Stallabrass unhappily.
"Then don't have her,"'

said

with masculine

ality.

"But it seems so unkind
Fve no reason!" faltered Mrs.

fin-

— when
Stalla-

brass.

"Plenty of reason

!"

said Dr. Stalla-

you when
you were at school together. Your
mother says that she was the most
brass crisply.

"She

bullied

unpleasant visitor she ever had,

when

you were grown up. And I'm hanged
if I ever met a ruder woman in my
than I thought her, the only time
she has ever been to see you since we
!''
were married
"She w-as always blunt,'' murmured Mrs. Stallabrass faintly.
"Blunt
I call it something more
than bluntness to tell a man to his
life

—

!

face that his name sounded as if it
belonged to a comic character in
Dickens! And I never saw you more
nearly angry than what she said about
the children

!"

"It was silly of me to mind so
much," Mrs. Stallabrass apologised.
"If you remember, all that she said
was that she never thought a straighthaired child worth looking at.
Of

course, she has such pretty hair herself
I believe it runs in her family.
And I'm afraid she will think me so
unkind. You see. she only asks if we
can give her lunch, as she is passing
"

—

through
"I suppose her trains don't coiuicct

Dr. Stallabrass. "As for
being unkind, vou couldn't be unkind
well," said
120

you

if

all

tried,

means,

me

affect

if

Emmy. Oh.
you want

have her by
It won't

to!

particularly."

"I should like to see the little girl,"
said ^Irs. Stallabrass. obviously be-

ginning
tious

to turn

over

in

her conscien-

mind a form of answer

little

that

should be at once truthful and polite.
"Let's hope her hair is as straight
as the proverbial poker !" said Dr.
Stallabrass vindictively: whereat Mrs.
Stallabrass was mildly shocked.
The formidable visitor had given as
little notice as possible of her coming
only just time, in fact, to answer
her note by return of post, turn out

—

the drawing-room, clean the silver,
get out the best glass and china, and
send for the girl's white frocks from
the laundress. Mrs. Stallabrass superintended their toilet on the eventful
morning, in a nervous flutter. She
had had some thoughts of putting up
their thick hair in
curl-papers the
night before; but had refrained, partly because a similar attempt once before had resulted in an ignominious
and untidy failure. Certainly, the hair
was deplorably straight but it was
thick and long and glossy. Similarly,
the white frocks were home-made and
very simple but they were fresh and
clean and neat. The anxious eye of
Mrs. Stallabrass slowly brightened until,
falling upon sturdy four-year-old
;

;

Tom.

fairly

it

Bere had

beamed. Mrs. de la
nothing to compare

at least

with him.
P)Ut
I

am

"I never did care
so thankful that mine
:

Mrs. de

la

for
is

lx\vs.

a girl,"

Bere announced casuallv,

THE MAGNANIMTTY OF MRS. STALLABRASS.
her hig"h-pitched voice, within

in

tliree

had a
but then so had her

minutes of her arrival.

It

blighting effect;
whole presence. "'She

makes me feel
were just born!" Dr. Stallabrass had commented angrily, on the
occasion of her former visit.
She sat on the drawing-room sofa,
as

I

if

with each of her

opulently

rustling

movements. Her quick, light
eyes seemed to take in every detail of
the room
penetrating even to the
worn place in the carpet, which Airs.
Stallabrass thought to have concealed
restless

:

so successfully with a stand of plants.
The price of her very hideous hat
would have paid for every garment
that her hostess was wearing. In fact,
she approached so nearly to the
fashion-plate ideal, that she was extraordinarily disconcerting; yet less
so than the

little

girl

who

sat beside

eyed with astonishment and
alarm by the Stallabrass children. So
her,

far as features went, she was not a
pretty child
she was too white, too
delicate, too precocious and self-satisfied. But all round her little pale face
:

and escaping under her little Dutch
bonnet behind, was a mass of golden
curls whose beauty there was no denying.
As for her clothes Mrs.

—

with

quick glance at
her own children and back again
realized that she had never know the
difference that could exist between
one white frock and another.
Stallabrass,

a

"Won't you come and take your hat
Florence?" she said; and was in-

off,

given

understand, by a
half smile, and a certain tone in Mrs.
de la Bere's answer, that she was
guilty of a serious breach of etiquette.
In a scarlet confusion, she remembered vaguely having read something to
that effect in a lady's paper; but it
had not occurred to her simple mind
to treat an old
school-fellow with
ceremony.
stantly

"I

—

girl's

I don't think I know your
name," she said timidly.

"Daffodil

my

to

Florence

favorite flower.

sisted; he

is

— after
My

little

me and

husband

in-

so absurdly sentimental!"

said Mrs. de la Bere, with a little tight,
com])lacent smile.
happier
Daffodil
be
'"Wouldn't
without her bonnet?" said Mrs. Stallabrass emboldened to a gentle persistence by a motherly knowledge that
her own children would have been
they had sat
if
utterly miserable
down to an indoor meal in their out-

door clothes.
But it appeared that the

little

lady

was

as great a slave to etiquette as
her mother. Mrs. Stallabrass, sorry
that she had pursued the subject, \vas
thankful to hear the gong sound for

lunch.

seemed to her that everything
go wrong took a pleasure
in doing so. She knew that Mrs. de la
Uere's eyes were keenly noting every
deficiency: saw that the joint was underdone, the pressed beef home-made,
It

that could

pudding-plates cold, the jelly
limp and tottering. It seemed to her
that her little house-parlormaid usually so deft and nimble, had never
waited so slowly, or left the door open
the

She had a presentiso persistently.
that the subsequent coffee would
be a failure. She could have cried, in
her nervousness and humiliation.

ment

was not made easier by Airs, de
Bere's conversation, which ran exclusively on her own concerns and
their perfections. The only ruffles in
the placid sea of her existence seemed
to be the uncertain temper of her
maid, the extravagance of her chauffeur, and her husband's conviction that
It

la

the head gardener converted an undue number of peaches to his own

ends.

The Stallabrass children listened,
absorbed, round-eyed, until Dolly, in
her excitement, overturned her glass,
and made a fine spreading pool of
lemonade on the

table

cloth.

Little

picking affectedly at
her food and leaving half of it, looked
across with disdainful surprise; her
mother did not try to hide her conMrs. Stallabrass
descending smile.
it
felt herself blushing like a girl
seemed to her that that dreadful
meal would never come to an end.
Aliss

Daffodil,

;
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She glanced nervously at her husband,
^and found in his face the very rare
look that she most dreaded a cynical
curl that twisted his usually goodtempered mouth into quite a different
expression.
certain odd, puzzled
look there was too, as he listened to
:

A

the unceasing glorification of Vinning
Hall.
He seemed to be trying, and
to piece together
forgotten memory.

failing,

we go

some

half-

the
drawingStallabrass at last,
rising with a very hot face and Mrs.
de la Bere floated out, with the opulent rustle that was beginning to get
on the nerves of her hostess.
'"Shall

room?"

said

into

]\Irs.

;

"Mother

— may

Dafifodil

come out

and see our gardens?" Molly whispered shyly to her mother.
"Certainly, if she would like to,"
said Mrs. Stallabrass, with a ridiculous feeling of relief. She could not
have believed it possible that a fiveyear-old child, however well-dressed
and supercilious, could have made her
feel so small in

her

own

house.

rather necessary, you see, for
to live where his practice is," said Mrs. Stallabrass, with
something as much like anger as her
mild nature could produce.
"Ah I had forgotten that !" said
Bere, smiling a little,
^Irs. de la
superior, aggravating smile and she
ostentatiously twisted the many rings
on her fingers, before putting her
gloves on.
is
"Besides the country round
charming: and I'm sure the children
look as if it agreed with them," said
Mrs. Stallabrass, unable to resist the
temptation of giving that little stab,
as she thought of her rosy quartette,
and then of the little white-faced
"It

my

is

husband

—

;

visitor.

"Oh. I'm sure they look as robust
as possible,'' said Mrs. de la Bere, with
a little stifled yawn.
"As for the
neighborhood

—oh

yes, I daresay

it

is

pretty enough but I never think any
other part of "the country is worth
mentioning in the same breath with
Devonshire.''
;

Bere did not seem too
well pleased with the arrangement.
"It is hardly worth while
there is so
little time before our train," she said

As Mrs. Stallabrass could think of
nothing else to say, an uncomfortable
silence fell.
She had never been so
thankful to see her" husband, who

sharply.

came

herself

most agreeable smile.
"I thought it might perhaps interest Mrs. de la Bere to see the red cactus
a little hobby of mine," he explained affably. "I've always had a
fancy for them, and cultivated them
in what spare time I had
and this

Mrs. de

la

—

"Besides, Dafifodil will get
hot and untidy. She is not
used to playing with
bigger children." Her tone supplied a less flattering adjective.

—

"Molly will be very careful with
her.
She is quite a little mother to
the younger ones," said Mrs. Stallabrass, her maternal plumes ruffled.
Mrs. de la Bere sat down on the
sofa with a little angry flounce, and
pulled her spotted veil ostentatiously.
No, she would not have any coft'ee.

She made a point of never drinking it
in England
unless she was sure it
was made by a French cook.
The
Station cab was due in ten minutes
and she really must say that it was
the dirtiest and stuffiest of its kind
that she had ever met with. "Really,
my dear Emmy, I can't think how you
can exist in Miis hole of a place, where
you can hardly get even the bare

—

necessaries of life!"
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in,

she

was surprised

to

see.

his

v>ith

—

;

is

really

a

rather

fine

specimen.

Though probably you can show many
!"

ones at Vinning Hall
"No.
have none.
I always
think them such perfectly
hiileous
flowers that I won't let the gardeners
grow any," said Mrs. de la Bere agreeably but she rose, however, with sufficient alacrity.
Dr. Stallabrass was
a very personable man, and could
make himself vastly pleasant when he
was so minded.
better

We

:

"I will

go and

fetch Dafl'odil," said

Mrs. Stallabrass; and departed gladly
from her guest's societv.
The garden was long and narrow.

"
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and

children's part, screened by
and a thick yew hedge, was quite
out of sight; but Mrs. Stallabrass had
no sooner opened the door than her
ears were greeted by an appalling
series of shrieks, coming from that
tlie

trees

invisible distance.

"Children! Children!" cried I\Irs.
Stallabrass
and was answered by a
horrified chorus of: "Oh. mother!"And indeed Mrs. Stallabrass, almost as paralyzed as the children,
;

could do nothing else but look, with
eyes growing momentarily more amazFor the dancing, raging child
ed.
was not only crumpled and dishevelled where she had been an immaculate little fashion-plate, not only red
where she had been delicately pale;
she was as nearly bald as a five-yearHer little
old child could well be.
head was only adorned with straggling wisps of scanty, two-colored
liair
and the lovely golden curls were
;

neatly into the

all stitc'hed

little

Dutch

bonnet.

bonnet and the- curls into place, and
tied the strings,

and straightened the

silk frock.

"Dafifodil!

you

where

Daffodil,

are

coming," Mrs. Stallabrass
called back again.
She could meet
Mrs. de la Bere's eyes with all her
accustomed placidity now it was surprising to her that she had been so
shy and nervous.
"You look
ridiculously
young,
Emmy, to be the mother of all these
"Just

;

big children !" said Airs, de la Bere.
with a sudden softening of her hard
voice, as she kissed
her good-bye.

"And your second

—or

.

would

girl

be,

is

really quite
if

her
!"

hair

weren't so deplorably straight
Mrs. Stallabrass's lips twitched a
very little.
"Yes it is a pit}'," she
said and looked down very demurely
at Dafifodil's yellow curls.
"You must be sure to look us up if
;

;

A

!

zled

me

—

"My

husband does a good deal of
in
the neighborhood,"
said Mrs. de la Here largely; but her

work

])ublic

e\es flickered.

'"Public work!

And

they say

sense

of

Ha, Ha! Excellent!
women have no

that

humor!"

cried

Dr.

Stalla-

an excited laugh. "Why,
your husband and I were at school
together.
We used to call him
brass, with

Swi])es

—"

\\'ith a flash of baleful eyes, a flut-

ter of

offended skirts, and a very red
Mrs. de la Bere w^as gone.

"His name was

l^)eer in those days
impossibly appropriate for a
brewer." said Dr. Stalalbrass, returning to his wife with an expression of
unholy rapture. "T hadn't heard that
he 'had changed it but, of course,
that was Madam's doing.
It was not
till
she mentioned the name of the
"
place where they live

— almost

—

—

?"'

pretty

are ever near Mellotton," Mrs.
de la Bere added graciously, as she
picked up her skirts preparatory to
stepping into the cab.
"Mellotton!" exclaimed Dr. Stallabrass.
great elation seized him, and
the puzzled look left his face. "Why,
that is what has been woirying me all
I was
the time you have been here
sure I had heard before of Vinning
Hall, but it was your name that puz_\ou

face,

"Come, dry your own eyes, like a
big girl." said Mrs. Stallabrass, producing her handkerchief. With dexterous hands she whisked the Dutch

STALLABRASS.

.MRS.

"Oh, Jim, you should not have
teased her so
Poor Florence she
!''
will never forgive you

—

!

"That won't trouble me much,"

said

comfortably.
"And
really, Emmy, you could hardly expect me to keep such an excellent joke
to myself after the way she had treated us. What are you smiling at?"
Dr.

Stallabrass

—

"Only

at Daffodil's curls," said Mrs.
Stallabrass demurely
and then proceeded to unfold her garden experience.
;

"And you never let her guess that
you knew!" cried Dr. Stallabrass.
"Well, I always said that my wife
was the most remarkable woman in
!"
England
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The

My

Story of
By

E. H.

REALLY

do not know an^lhint,^
of a first success, though
am
I

aware that the

quite well

who have been good enough
themselves

cern

ought to

re-

A. P.

has the definite carrying out of an
object in view for which he feels
fitted, his success must come gradually and be quite unlike that indefinite thing which is the result say, of
putting one's money on a race-horse
or into a gold

that

in

And,

light.

in-

deed, I feel that
it has been successful,
but it

be

two

great

sort

only
1)y

The

forces.

the

to

the

co-operation

ing that

Who Has

my own
man
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H. .SHA<.

a

Skt vr \ Nicw Keoikh
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It

in Sditii

ICXI'I.OKATIDN

my

first

success, they
its

a "[""irst" success.

])art,

lim-

man may do gooil
of necessity consider1

begins his

first

came
read

I

in

the

Geograph-

ical

journal that

Vnv

beHe\c that when a
young, aui

life w(~trk

1

mean

kLEXuX

if

and
it

ERNEST

LIEITT.

share it with me.
All success, however, has
itations,

my

h e
National
Antarctic expedition was going to start.
I

1

work without

r

t

of

is

that

when

good men. The
good men
certainly had with
me, so that
the expedition

know

that

first

and

second

sue-

success

of these is attention to detail
a n d organization,

first

I

f

can
gained

that

one's

o

was

h e expedition
has been
sucI
cessful,
but
inshould
be
clined
say
to

an
o

that

t

3uent.
in

ing
that
speculation
investment
cess.

was not the
work of a moSuccess
expedition

and say-

mine

expedi-

arctic

tion

I

i)eoplc
to con-

my work

with

would consider that
gard my An-

Success

SHACKLETON

From M.

I

First

the

first

expedition
that
went out under
the ciMiimand of
At that time I was

Captain Scott.
on board a troopship
troops to South Africa.
])eriod

(^f

whenoxcr
lu'come a

1

conveying
During a
eight or nine months,
tried to
returned home.

member

1

of that cxpciiition.

I'Aentually, as you know,
was accejitcd, anil

plicatiiMi

my
1

ap-

was

—
THE STORY OF MY FIRST SUCCESS
As you ask, I may tell
was no new-born or sudden

taken on.

Captain Scott and Captain Wilson,

you

when we were away

it

desire, for I

have always been

inter-

ested in Polar exploration.
I can
date my first interest in the subject
to the time when I was about ten.
So great was my interest that I had
read almost everything about North
and South Polar exploration.
\\nien, therefore, this opportunity

of going with Captain Scott presented itself. T naturally tried to take
advantage of it. One thing in my

was that I had been a sailor
was sixteen. I had been all

favor
since

I

over the world

ships
sailing ships, tramp steamers, troopships, mailboats, ships carrying submarine cable, and so on. I had, in
round the world four
fact, been
times, and could also claim to know
something of navigation, having
navigated a tramp steamer twice
round the world.
in all sorts of

my

early seafaring days I had
on the coast
of Chili, where we had to go through
the surf, which was very heavy, and
where the rocks are very dangerous.
This experience I found very useful
when, in the middle of the night on
March nth, 1902. I had to take a boat
to find a party of our men who had

In

learnt to handle boats

been lost in a blizzard. We set out
in the middle of the night, with a
\ery cold temperature, and the sea
all massed up with broken ice.
Tn connection with
can troopship work,

you

to

know

into literary

my
it

South Afri-

may

interest

made my first plunge
work by writing a book
I

on the transport service.
It
was
called "O.H.M.S.," and it had a practical

bearing on

my

therefore, refer to

it

life,

and

I

may,

here in this very

personal record which I make under
a certain feeling not of compulsion,
yet of regard for the firm which publishes M.A.P. The public will readily

understand what

this

feeling

is

when I explain certain facts.
I was selected to go on the Southern journey towards the barrier with

for ninety-three

days and reached the most southerly
point up to that time. Scurvy broke
out and alTected me so badly that I
was invalided home. I should like
to pause here for a moment to set
right a matter which has often been

wrongly written about.
Certain papers have said that on
the return journey I was hauled back
on the sledge. This is not so. I was
very much "knocked out," and it
was always on the cards that I
should not
of

my

get

illness,

through.

howxver,

I

In

si)itc

managed

march back. I could not pull
load, and so could not ease the
den of
Thi.s

my

to

my
l)ur-

comrades.

time, on

my own

exjiedilion,

except for an attack of dvsentry and
heart failure, from the effects of falling one night, on a glacier, I was
absolutely all right and as fit as
could be when I got to the end of
the journey, though I had lost three
stones in weight from the time I had
set out. In that, however, I was not
singular, for every one of the men
with me also lost weight.
I was invalided home, I beassistant editor of the Royal

After

came

Magazine, which is published by
Messrs. Pearson, who also publish
M.A.P., and it is this feeling of loyalty to the firm I served which has
overcome my scruples about talking
of such a thing as personal success.
After leaving Messrs Pearson, I was
appointed secretary and treasurer of
the Royal Scotch Geographical
Society.
I, however, gave up this post
on being asked to contest Dundee at
the last General Election.
It was a
forlorn hope, but was amusing in
many ways, for the Dundee people
are noted hecklers. Throughout the

whole

of the contest
utmost courtesy from

I

received the
the

opposite

side.

On one occasion when I had to
address a meeting I missed my train,
and had to take a special to get
125
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throug-h.

I

arivcd at the hall just in

time to hear the chairman apologishowever,
I,
ing for my absence.
made my speech. What my opponents thought of it was voiced by one
of them, who got up and said: "He
took a special train to get here, and
when he got here \vhat did he say?
nothing."

need scarcely remind vou that T
defeated, and 1 became personal
assistant to Mr. \Villiam Beardmore,
the head of the firm of great armour]date makers and batteship builders,
and he was one of my princioal su])])orters in the exi)editi()n. and lu-l])ed
I

was

me

financing

in

it.

financing of the expedition
was no easy matter, and getting the
money for it might almost be regarded as my first sucess. T wore out a
good deal of shoe-leather in London
and elsewhere, going to see people,
and T spent many postage stamps
in writing letters to get others to
help the new expedition. I, however,
obtained little assistance from most
of those to whom T applied.
T was
sufficiently fortunate, however, to
^rhe

enough ]jeople to believe in me
and tn guarantee mc a large part of

find

the

money

recpiired

the

for

enter-

guarantees will now be
paid off by me. This, I hone, will
be ditne by my lectures and l>y the
'^rhese

])rise.

my

sale of

lished later

wliich will
the year.

l)o(ik
in

])e

pulj-

Some other money
obtained
from relations and friends, but the
only public assistance T received
Avere sums of £5.000 from llie ("omnioiiweallh Tarliament of Australia,
and £1,000 from the Xew Zealand
loxernment.
in
additi(Mi
to the
£1,000. the New Zealand (iovernI

(

ment

!)aid

half

from
and ga\e

Nimrocl
ice,

the

Xew
Iree

towage

i^i

the

Zealand to the
])ort dues and

e\-erv possible assistance to the ex-

The

and enthus
iasni displayed in Australia and Xew
Zealand towards our work were
among the most marked feature of
pedition.

'
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interc'st

the whole expedition, and we who
took part in it will never cease to
appreciate them.

On these guarantees and the funds
have mentioned, I opened a little
ofifice in London, and, vvith the assistance of one man, Mr. Alfred
Reid, I set about preparing the exHaving the equipment in
l)editif)n.
our own hands and not having to
wait for committees, we naturally
got ahead very quickly. The formal
T

announcement that the Antarctic cx])edition was to start was made on
and on the following
sailed from Cowes.
after their Majesties had inspected
the ship and the Queen had entrusted to us her L'nion Jack to carry to
On January ist. 1908, at
the South.
4 i).m. we cast ofif from New Zeal'\'bruary 12th,

.August

r)th

we

land.

naturally cannot go into the deof the expedition here.
The
work that has been done is already
known in outline, and the full narratixe will ap])ear before the end of
the year. The scientific results will
take longer to prejjare. and therefore
to publish but, in talking of the success of the expedition, I must mention that it is not my success alone,
for 1 am not "the only ]iebble on the
beach."
It was due to the unity of
l)urpose. the irregardlessness of self.
the desire to gi\'e and take of the
fourteen men who were on the shore
])arty with me, and the twenty-twti
men on the shij) which made the exl)edition as successful as it has been
generously described to me by the
world.
1

tails

;

went into the recital of the
and energy, the tln^ught and
endeax'ors, of u^\^ comrades. T could
If

1

A\(>rk

fill

i)ages of M.' A. T. bef.>re
to them.
Here, 1 can

jr.stice
sa\-

I

owe Ihem

T

ilid

onl}"

a debt oi gratitude

the party; and the
world, which will profit in future
from the scieiitilic work (k>ne on the
expedition, will recognize that they
are I'csponsible in the greatest ]iosas the leader

i^i

;

THE STORY OF MY FIRST SUCCESS
sible

was

measure

the success.

to

for

llie

carried through.

man must

I

wiMk
With

recoo;nize, as every

recoi^iiize, that

eer of every

wliicli

re.^ard

moxement

is

the |)ionlargely re-

sponsible for the success of those
who follow him.
Ca])tain Scott was tlic pioneer of
Antarctic traxel, and the exi^erience
gained with him proved most useful
to me, though my course lay well to
the east of the Discovery's journey.
Still, the barrier surface presented

somewhat similar features to what it
did on the last Southern journey I
was on, though the snow was undoubtedly deeper this time.
Tenn}son says

in

"Ulysses"

"All experience is an arch wliere
through,
Cileams that untraveled world,
whose margin fades
For ever and for ever when I

move."

Our southern work, based on the
experience of the past, proves the
truth enshrined in those words. It
also proved our indebtedness to Dr.
Xansen.
He was the inventor of
the sledge, which, with slight modifications, we used, and he was the
inventor of the cooker we took with
us.

only weiglied about 15 lbs.., and
94 per cent, of the heat generated
was used.
Indeed, while Nansen
may be said to be directly responIt

sible for the large

amount

of knowl-

edge w^e have of the North Polar
regions, he is indirectly responsible
for the length of journeys, dependent on efficiency of equipment in
the South Polar regions.
Down south every man had his
own cubicle which he decorated in
his own particular way.
One of
them was exceedingly devoted to the
career of Napoleon, and was a great
authority on the Napoleonic period.

He

decorated the

cubicle with

When we

a.

partition of his
portrait of his hero.

returned from one journey

found that an

he

XapuIcDii's

ed

lircs

Udsc

aI)out

artist

i\'(l

his

had made

and had paiiU-

feet.

When

the

owner of the cubicle returned and
saw the changes that had been made,
he ])romptly renamed tlu' ])icture Sir
Hudson Lowe.

Many people ha\e naturally been
curious about our goitig without a
bath for over 120 days. To a certain extent we were prepared for
this, for in the hut w'e washed only
once a week, if as often. On the
we had no inclination
if we could have done

march

wash, even

The

cold,

Indeed,

however, prevented

we never took our

to
so.

that.

clothes

You
during the whole time.
must remember that one does not
need washing in the Antarctic, for
there is no dust, and we never got
dirty.
Wq might have washed our
hands and face, but we didn't, for it
was much too cold, and it would
have used up our valuable oil.
oil

The question of temperature natutrally suggests that of food. I have
been asked very often wdiether our
appetites increased as we went
Our rations certainly desouth.
started out with ninecreased.
tv-one days' provisions, and we spun
In the origtills out for T26 days.

We

inal ration with which we began we
had thirty-two ounces. Meat, how-

ever, did not play a very large part
The instinct in the Antarctic
it.

in
is

for heating foods

olate,

— Plasmon choc-

cheese, butter.

W^e also took

pemmican, which was made in Copenhagen, where they probably know
more about it than anywhere else.
Nansen's and the National Antarctic expeditions' pemmican was made
there.

the march, for lunch, we used
have chocolate four days a week
and cheese three days. We all much
preferred the chocolate days, and
greatly enjoyed our two sticks,
which was our ration, and which we
found highly nutritious. One point
which struck us all was how man's

On

to
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attitude towards food alters as he
goes south.
At the beginning, a
man might have been something of
an epicure, but we found that before he got very far even raw horsemeat tasted very good.

I went down stairs and asked the
cabman whether he would not like
to come to the lecture. He thanked
me, but assured me that he would
rather not, as he was "very comfortable where he was."

may interest you to hear llial
Sydney on my return from this
expedition I had a very large audience
over 4,000 people in the town

Eventually about twenty people
turned up, and to them I delivered

hall

and we went into a calculation that
I had
spent something like seven
pounds in hiring the hall and advertising the lecture, and that all I was

It

in

—
— and

this

my

a contrast to a lec-

is

ture I gave in Leith a few years ago.
I hired the hall and advertised my
lecture.
On the evening of the day
I drove from my house
in
Edinburgh, and, instead of finding the
place full, as I hoped, I saw one

likely

/cN

HERE

intent ui)on

laxed,

work or

its

becomes

that has lost

dull,

is

two

shillings

and

ofif."

Diversions
every employment, and

in

This,

study.
its

if

it

mind

be not re-

earnestness flags

savor, so that

its

it

—

as salt

has no pungency or

bended bow, which, unless it be unthat it derives from its elasticity.
Just so the mind, kept from day to day in the same
relish; or as a

bent, loses the

power

without variety.

ideas,

So the

eyes,

when they

look

only at one object, or continually upon one color. For.

which

to look continually at a thing

is

black, or con-

tinually at red or at white, destroys the sight.
if

one looks continually

stroyed

;

but

it

is

at the

enlivened

at the

same time upon many

lights

by

its

varieties

— as

if

snow

the sight

he looks

colors.

in

that the

itself.
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is

is

de-

Every form de-

a garland of roses of dif-

more charming than
Swcdoiborg.

rainbow

Thus,

succession

ferent colors arranged in beautiful order.
is

I

wife,

;

that

gives the spirit energy, and keeps the

it

my

was twenty-five

receive

to

went home

I

experience to

"No," said my wife, "you
won't get as much, for I sent the
maid and the cook to hear you so

an affection

is

my

shillings.

drunken man, two old women, and a
couple of boys assembled to hear me.

Useful

When

lecture.

related

Hence

it

die light

—

Scott

A

:

True Merchant Prince
By

THOMAS DREIER

From

ISNT often, is
ITing quietly about

it,

that a

his

the Book-Keeper

man

go-

own

business,
slightest at-

without making the
tempt for public
recognition,
thrust upon him honors plus?

has

Yet

is
what happened to Scott^
George E. Scott, of Prairie Farm,
Barron County, Wisconsin.
It was Emerson
and I trust no one

that

—
—

dispute this
who said: "If a
man can write a better book, preach
a better sermon, or make a better
mousetrap than his neighbor, though
he build his house in the woods, the
world will make a beaten track to his
door." But one man whose early education had not been received in colleges, and who had never had the opportunity of reading Emerson in his
early days, did not know this.
He
did not know that if he built a store
just a wee bit better than
anyone
else had ever built one, he would become a marked man, and would ever
after have to stand in the calcium
light of public interest.
Scott was 23 years old when he
happened into Prairie Farm in 1883.
He had been a clerk for several years,
and so folks tell me who used to
know him was a quiet, thoughtful
youngster, with whom the women and
the little children loved to trade. Little Johnnie Jones with his penny would
always exchange it for candy if Scott
happened around. The candy, somewill

—

—

how, seemed

to

taste

better

when

Scott smiled as he handed it out.
Scott, as I said, was a clerk, but
he was not a common clerk. He was
not one of those fellows whose one de-

get a check on Saturday
never spent his time figuring out how little work he had to do
in order to hold his job.
He wanted
to be a partner.
He wanted to be his
own boss. He was not quite satisfied
with the way the manager ran things.
He did not know exactly what was
wrong, but he knew several places
where changes should be made.
In the course of time there came
changes. The old lumber firm, which
owned the store and the grist mill,
went out of business, Scott was given
a chance to buy.
Having saved a bit
of money and possessing that far
more valuable asset, a straight-edge
reputation, he was able to become
owner. The store prospered. Everysire

is

night.

body

to

He

liked George.

He

always tried

give the square deal to all, thus
anticipating in practice what the name
of the Teddy bear has since most persistently advertised by preaching; and,
when he counted up receipts at the
end of the year, he found it had paid.
Other years told the same story. Scott
was a success.
to

It came to
him suddenly about
twelve years ago that the old store
was not w'hat his customers deserved.
The folks on the outside of the coun-

were making the man on the inFor a small town he was
being made vulgarly rich. Hi<; bank
account was leaping upward, and little worr}' lines began to appear in
Scott's face.
His money was worth
little to him in that small place.
He
could use only enough for creature
comforts board and clothes and a
ter

side rich.

—
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house to live in and there was no
one around who cared for show. Of
course, he might stay there for a few

more years and annex much more
money, and then move to the city and
enjoy the "advantages."
But the advantages of the city did
man who has
not appeal to Scott.
always lived in the country and who
knows the joys of hearing the hearty
"Good morning, George," and' who
has felt the honest grasp of a man
who works near the soil, does not
care much for the veneer of the city.

A

Besides, there was in Scott a certain
Thoreau-like quality to which the fresh
air and sunshine and the great outof-doors irresistibly appealed. No city
could give him those advantages. And
so Scott decided to stay.

He promised himself always to make
Prairie Farm his home. He promised
himself that he would do all in his
power to make it a desirable place in
which to live. "I'll have to build a
new store," said he; "this old one is
It's a queer
a disgrace to the firm.
some
thing that some of the owners
of the customers who are furnishing
me the money do not protest. Per-

—

—

haps they

And

know no

better."

They
customers didn't.
had never been used to anything else,
and the time when the gaily colored
mail-order catalogue came in by the
This was
yet.
not
sack full was
twelve years ago.
the

"I guess

and a

I'll

buy that three acres

he said one afternoon, as he and one of his clerks were
sitting in front of the old building,
Scott pointing to the plot across the
half, Charley,"

"I'm going to have a nice store

road.

put up there one of these days. But
I cannot tell what kind of a store it
will be.
Business is a bit dull just
now, so I'll take a little trip around
just to get ideas, you
the country,

most

part
he
asked
quesproprietors always told
what finely arranged stores they
had.
Scott
said
nothing.
But
he never left without talking to
the
clerks.
The clerks told him
the
truth.
No one ever thinks
of lying to Scott. They showed him
the

tions.

The

where changes could be made, and if
they got real chummy, they used to
tell what they intended to do when
they built their own stores
those
stores they w^ere to build a little later
on, when they had saved a bit more

—

money, you know.
The man from Prairie Farm absorbed

all

He

this.

also

made

notes.

His ideas grew larger.
The new
store he had in mind when he left
home dwindled down and soon faded
from sight.
Scott went back and
said to the clerks

"Building a store that

will suit

me,

you, and suit the customers, is
quite an undertaking.
It
is
more
serious than I at first supposed.
I
guess we won't be in any great hurry
about it. But this I want all of you
to do:
Keep thinking all the time
about building a store that would suit
suit

you exactly, and when you have

it

mind tell me all about it.
we work together we will get what

clearly in
If

we want."

And they all worked together.
Everybody helped.
In the winter,
when the snow and wind swept over
the prairie and kept trade awav, Scott
and his clerks used to gather round
the stove and the fun they used tohave planning the new store was almost as good as holding Aladdin's
lamp in their hands. It seemed as if
they had to do no more than rub
something and wish, and the store
would appear by magic. It was heap?
of

fun.

r.ut

the

fun

could not be

the proprietors

good fellowship, the
brotherhood, that was then formed.
For nine years this planning kept up.
Then came the time when the beauThe
tiful dream was to materialize.
design had been decided upon. It was

them

something

know."

And so
He visited
He loafed
things
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the Boss

went sightseeing.

the towns round about.
in all the stores, and when
all

were not busy he took
corner and told them
asked questions.
For

off into a

and

compared

No

store

to the

new,
building

something unique.
America was
in
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GEORGE SCOTT

found that resembled

there to be

it.

The man from
pioneer.
the way.

He

Prairie Farm was a
was the light preparing

That

The design

selected was copied from
those old Spanish missions

one of
which at one time dotted Southern
California.

And when

Scott selected

he "struck thirteen." He did not
know his building was to be a mission where would be preached a gospel of beauty and utility that would
it

mighty business
wiser than he knew.
could one day be hailed as
est country merchant of his
for a moment entered h's
influence a

built

was but trying to give to his friends
a building such as they deserved. He
did his work as well as he knew how.

world.

He

That he
the great-

time never
He
head.

is all.

Those who came and saw

did the rest.

"We have waited many years to
perfect our plans," said Scott one day
to his friends, the clerks, "and we'll
not spoil them by rushing the work
along.
can wait a year or so longer in order to get the best
the best
there is.
All of us deserve the best
the world can give us
when we earn
it.
And I guess we have worked well

We

—

—

enough and hard enough to deserve
what we have coming."
It took two years to build the new
131
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store, but Prairie

Farm

folks enjoyed

those two years more than they care
They had heaps of
to tell of new.
They called him a
fun with Scott.
fool, and those not so harsh called
him a dreamer. But Scott smiled thai
inscrutible smile of his and Kept right

on

at

work.

"The idea," said the croakers, "of
putting up a store like that out here
What is Scott thinkin the country!
ing of? Why, he'll put up such a hightoned place that the farmers won't
go near it. He'll bankrupt himself
if

he don't watch out."
But Scott did not bankrupt him-

r^elf.

"The

store

I

am

building

over

number of farmhe was talking one

there," said Scott to a

with

ers

whom

tomers and the help of his clerks. By
himself he could have done nothing.

Thus it was he built a store resembling a Spanish mission at a cost of
$30,000. It is set in the centre of a
three and one-half acre square, and is
reached by wide driveways which
thread their way between shrubs and
flowers.
The building is 80 by no
feet in size and has a basement ten

from

feet

its

cement

floor to

its

ceil-

ing of solid plaster. The ground floor
salesroom is sixteen feet in height,
with a steel ceiling, a large, well-lighted, airy room, clean as those who love
cleanliness can make
storey is finished as

nursery.
it

it.

The second

for a child's
in white.
And when

It is all

if

said that Scott never has to send

is

a clerk ahead of

him

to clean

up when

company

had unloaded their milk at the creamery "that
store I am building is your store. I've

comes,
some idea of the
cleaning-up system may be had.

been thinking a great deal about this
matter for a long time. It has come
to me forcibly that without vou fellows I could do nothing. I have depended upon you all these years and
We
you have depended upon me.
have been useful to one another. I

merry gurgle of the steam in
the radiators in the cold winter makes
the clerks think of the time long ago
when they used to gather round the
big ?tove in the old building to dream
of the good days in the future. And,
it
said, no clerk has vet been found
whose dream even approached that

morning

just after they

—

served you as well as I could, and you
have paid me well for that service.
You have paid me so well that I am
able to build a store such as exists
in no other small town in the country.

"Now, I am not building this store
because I want to erect a monument
to myself; I am not building this store
because it will enable me to make
more money than I have been making
but I am building it in this way because I feel you fellows deserve it.
\\'hen I started this work T had no
such thought in mind, but it has come
to me during the days I have been
dreaming."
It was the people Scott had in mind
when he made his plans for the best

He was considerin the state.
ing their comfort and the comfort of
He recognized what few
his derks.
storekeepers ever recognize, that his
success had been made possible wholly
because of the assistance of his cus'^tore
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The building has
and

its

own gas

plant,

the-

i.>

of the Boss.

Those who dream of the time when
employer and employe will live in absolute harmony, or. better still, when
there shall no longer be any distinction between those who lead and those
who follow, cannot imagine conditions
any more ideal than those prevailing
in the Scott store.
The clerks are
perfectly
contented.
When Scott
planned the store he reached back in-

to his

own

experience and dwelt upon

the troubles he used to have working
behind narrow counters. "The clerks

have to be here longer than the customers." said he to himself.
"They
I
deserve the greater conveniences.
will see that they have all the room
they need back of the counters, so
that one may pass another without
touching." .\nd it was so done. There
is

as

much room

there is
tomers.

in

for

the

clerks as

most stores for the cus-

Back of

the

counter

it

is
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found in all the little nooks and
corners, and there are no signs around
the place telling the clerks these resting-places are for customers only.
The absence of signs and advertising matter of all kinds is one of the
things that instantly strikes the visiThere
tor entering the Scott store.
There
are no directions to anyone.
The
are no "Don't" signs around.
beauty of the place serves as its greatNot a farmer enters
est protection.

arrange the grounds. In the summer
time there are beds of flowers in continual bloom, and out under the shade

the place but first wipes his feet on
the large mat at the door.

of the city man who rides rough-shod
over his competitors, but the success

to be

of the trees are resting places where
the mothers and the children may
while away the waiting hours.

Of

course you will ask
"Does all
pay?" And that was just what
I as'ked Mr. Scott.
But there was no
need of asking the question after
:

this

the man responsible for it all.
breathes success. Not the success

knowing

He

((H{NI:K in I'KIVATK OKKICK <)K H(»MK

Back of the
Here are kept

store are the stables.
the teams of all customers, free of charge. These stables
did away with the posts which always
are to be found in front of country
stores.
They are so large and roomy
that one may drive in with large wagons and protect their contents from
the rain. Toilet rooms may be found

here also.

The grounds

are

beautifully laid

Nearly one thousand arbor \itx
trees line the drives whicfh wind in
and out, just as one finds them around
l)uhlic buildings where men of taste

out.
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of a man who has read "The Law of
Love" as touched into English by William Marion Reedy.
Scott loves his fellowmen. Not
with a sentimental love, mind you. It
is a love which folks do not analyze.
It is a love sadly rare in these competitive,

commercial

days,

for

it

is

based wholly upon the Golden Rule,
and folks who have tried say the Golden Rule is the one rule that needs no

amendment.
Scott has been a success in more
than a financial way. He has been a
greater success in making himself and

SCOTT: A TRUE
others happy.

He

believes

much

MERCHANT PRINCE

in

preachment of "An Apology for
Idlers," an essay written
by one
Robert Louis, called the "Well Beloved." To be happy is the mission of
Scott, and he has discovered there is
no true happiness outside of service to
one's
fellow
men.
"The greatest
among ye shall be your servant," rethe

members

Scott.

And

he has served.

His friends have twice sent him
the State

Legislature

to

look after
their interests there, and no opposition
to

was offered. Everybody trusts Scott,
and few there are who do not call
him by his first name to be called by

—

one's

first

name by several thousand
no mean honor.

persons is
Yes, Scott has been a success. He
has taught to the world better merchandising. He has dignified his calling. He has been a pioneer, a Voice
crying in the wilderness. Because of
his store in Prairie Farm. Wis.. Scott

Work
>T^

ORK

for

has sent messages of hope throughout
tlie world, and no one will ever know
what an inspiration he has been, not
even Scott himself.
He will continue to live his own life
there

among

his friends in

country village.

the little
the Last
find Scott

And when

Invitation comes it will
ready, with the smile of one who has
done his work as well as he knew

how and who

has been more than fair-

ly kind.

Scott is preaching the practical religion, the religion which, we hope, will
His
be the religion of the future.
store has done this weary old world

unconscious
his
and
preaching has sent home more truths
than many churches, whose business

more good,

Scott has
is to make men better.
raised the ideals of his community unit

they have overflowed and spread
throughout the length and breadth of
til

the land.

Yourself

Don't do your best to please
boss or foreman or superintendent or presiThat's a hireling trick. Do your best because
for yourself.

vly some
dent.

you cannot afiford to do less because you owe it to
your self-respect. Merit your own esteem. Dig for
it.
Do your own fault-finding with your work. You
know it best. You can see the flaws quicker than any
one else. Don't hide them. Talk a'bout them if you
must talk about your work. Let others discover the
Shut your ears to praise. Why
merits, if they exist.
should you be pleased that your work finds favor in
Who are you working for anythe eyes of others?
;

Stick to that
way, the other fellow or yourself?
That way freedom lies, for no man
point of view.
who works for himself is dependent. Make your employer dependent upon you. That will put you beyond
Men who are afraid
the reach of dyspeptic caprice.
of their jobs are plenty; men who idealize their work
are mighty scarce, and all the arrogance in the world
cannot change the man who works for himself into
a trembling, cringing wretch.
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Homes and Gardens.
In the Cool of the Summer Woods — American
Homes and Gardens.
A Camp in the Canadian Forests. Lawrence H.
Tasker Travel Magazine.
The Call of the Out of Doors. Bradford Lea-

Do

Plants

Kicking Out
Drama.
American
sional Play-Reader Munsey's.

— Sunset.
Jane

Rabihorcado.

Political

Home

Grey

.^n

Women and

Travel and Description.

— Outlook

— Rod

Rod and Gun.

(Aug. 14.)
the Roman

Under
Republic. Frank Frost Abbott Scribner's.
Affairs at
Washington. Joe Chappie National
Public

Affairs

—

—

Magazine.
Cuba's Inefticient Congress American Review of
Reviews.
The Revolution in Persia American Review of
Reviews.
China and the United States vs. Russia Am.
Review of Reviews.
Lloyd George and
the British Budget. W. T.
Stead Am. Review of Reviews.
An Englishman's Impression of American Rule
in
Cuba. Sir Harry Johnson McClure's.
Why Japan Does Not Want to Fi'ght. Thomas
E. Green— Hampton's Magazine.
Being a Woman Legislator. Alma V. Laflerty

—

—

—

—

—

A Motor

Trip' to the Boyhood Haunts of Tennyson. Thos W. Wilby Travel Magazine.
Coastwise From Seville
to Barcelona. L. H.
Ives Travel.

—

—

Tramping the Ranges Around Tamalpais.

—

To-Day.

and Railway Regulations

Tariff

—World To-Dny.

Railroad and Transportation.
of Europe
The Russian System—
Moody's Magazine.
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and
Its Chief— World To-Day.

Railroads

:

Science and Invention.
An Inventor Who Sees With His Fingers — Business

World.

An Engineer and His
of

Reviews.
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Life

Work— Am. Review

A. E.

—

Graupner Sunset.
Holidaying on
the
Broads. Aubrey GentryLondon Magazine.
Nearest the
South Pole. Lieut.
Shackleton
Pearson's

(English.)

Survey and Exploration in the Ruwensori and
Lake Region, Central Africa Geographical

—

Journal.

Land of Opportunity. John Kimberley
Mumford — Harper's Weekly (Aug. 14.)
The Tercentenary
of
Lake Champlain—World
The

To-Day.

Women

Delineator.

The Georgia Race Strike—World To-Day.
The Confusion of Law in San Francisco World
The Protective

Canadian Back Woods. Davina Waand Gun.
C.P.R. and Now. Martin Hunter-

in

terson
Before the

and Commercial.

Rule and the Saloon

Profes-

as Joan of Arc, at Harvard
World To-Day.
Actress
Farm. Blanche
Batesand Her
Country Life in America.

A Week

— Everybody's.

a

Maude Adams

—

vitt

By

—

Problems

and the Home.

Home

Furnishing. Alice M. Kellogg American Homes and Gardens.
Adventures in
Home Making. R. Shackleton
Saturday Evening Post (Aug. 14.)
The
K.
Bachelor
Girl
Confesses. Elizabeth
Stratton London Magazine.
Letters of a College Girl. Elizabeth Grey— Pall
Mall (August.)
The
Parlor Back
Home. Eugene Wood Mcin

—

—

—

Clure's.
I Will Not
Let My Daughter go to Business-Ladies' Home Journal.
The Secret Society of Mothers. Charlotte R.
Conover Ladies' Home Journal.
Women Who Have Made up Their Minds. Anna
S. Munror La.^ics' Home Journal.
Economical Turns and Twists. Mrs. Ralston—
Ladies' Home Joui^al.

Why

—

—
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WORLD

EAT—
NOT TO
KEEP

A

mail

is

known by

Of course
Known

its

the candy he sends

«eifey/^»jf

the world over for

she wants

Purity, Quality and Flavor

its

Don't forget our Ice Cream Sodas and other fountain drinks
when near our store. Our candies made on the premises.

•^^^^ 130-132Yoii8e

St.,

Toronto, Ont.

NECESSARY FOR GOOD BUSINESS
A typewriter's a necessity. Think of the time and money you
save by having a machine, and then — lojk at the appearance'
We can sell you any make of m<chine you desire, deliver it
ti you in first-class cmdition and save you 50 to 75 per cent,
ori

the price.

Write for particulars.

TYPEWRITER CLEARING HOUSE
7 la St.

i

James

°^

St.

Canada

,

,j^^

-

Montreal

RUBBER
& STEEL

MFG.CL. STAMPS
STENCILS
TORONTO. SEALS &,c

93 CHURCH ST.

Event Which Marks An
Epoch in Canadian PubUshing

An

IS

THE

ISSUE

OF

Ballads of a Cheechako
BY ROBERT W. SERVICE
Author
Cloth, $1.00.

of

"Songs

of a

Sourdough"

Illustrated Edition-de-Luxe,

40,000 copies of "Song's of a Sourdough" have been issued
15,000 advance orders for "Ballads of a Cheechako."'

Two

years ago Robert

W.

Service, the

$1.50.
in

Canada alone

"Poet of the
far and

Yukon," was unknown; to-day he is known
wide as the great "Canadian Kipling."
For

sale at all Booksellers

William Briggs,
It

is

to your advantaffe

and Newsdealers, or from

Publisher,
to mention

Toronto

Busy Man's.

Sanitary Office Furniture

top writing tables
and typewriter desks
various sizes, both in mahogany and in oak
early English and golden.

flat

in

FOR

many

been

years

made

little

or

no

change had

—

in the designs of fiirniture for

Factories heire and in the United
turn out annually a multitude of roll
and flat top desks all built pretty closely after
the same models, with drawer pedestals boxed
in close to the floor.
The consequence is that dust accumulates below and behind desks of this type. They, are
splendidly adapted for concealing dirt and dust,
and of course office cleaners being only human,
full advantage is taken of the opportunity to
sweep around but not under such furniture.
of&ces.

States

Peerless Carbon Paper
The stenographer, the typewriter, the accountant and the business man know that it is both
economy and a short-sighted policy to
poor

make
tle,

Very

lately

there

has

been
is

36

a

change

and

King

St.

To-

West,

which promises to work a revolution

ronto,

a

now being shown by
in

furniture of this class.

The

idea

cleanliness

easy.

All

is

distinctly

the office not
the desks in this
in

sanitary.

only
line

It

makes

possible

are

so

but
built

that there is ample space between the floor and
the lowest drawers to make sweeping easy.
The line embraces roll top desks as well as
140

smuts or offsets, is unsatisfactory in every
The value or quality is not there and.
carbon papers as well as all other kinds of

respect.
in

THE SANn AKV

handsome line of desks
John Kay Company, of

indifferent carbon paper. It is
use
of
at any price. Carbon paper, that is brit-

dear

1)K<K
supplies, these mean life. In the products
the Peerless Carbon and Ribbon Manufactur-

office

of

ing

Company. Limited,

of

Toronto,

which

has

the largest and most progressive factories in the Dominion, durability and solidity
are the watchwords. So widely known and recognized are the standard of the Peerless car-

one of

bon papers that

Company,

recently

J.

J.

Manager

Seitz,

secured

a

large

United States Government.
markrtrd in every
goods
are

the

The

of

the

from
company's

order

quarter

of

the
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^
er

"

water

,.,
boil-

which comes

nearest giving
the

same

satis-

faction that the
'Sovereign' does

make
which comes
the

IS

nearest imitat-

"Sovereign"
and make an investment of 23% on your
Instal a

ing its improved
features of construction.
Do
not be persuaded out of the conviction that the
'Sovereign' boil-

money

HOT WATER BOILER

tLn s'ucess'Jn;

the original boiler with the larger
first section. While others may claim, the 'Sovereign' alone realizes. And with all its superiority it
costs no more than the ordinary inefficient boiler.
imitated.

Our

It is

free booklet on

''

Heatino;^^ will interest you.

TAYLOR-FORBES COMPANY,
Head

Office,

Works and Foundry, GUELPH,
Branches and Agencies

CO., 1088 King St. West, TORONTO
TAYLOR -FORBES CO.. 340 Pender St., VANCOXTVER
MECHANICS sri'l'LY' Co.. QI'EBEC
THE BARNES CO., CALGARY, ALTA.

TAYLOR-FORBEK

Don't

fail

to mention

Limited

CANADA

:

TAYLoR-FORBES CO., 122 Craig St. West, MONTREAL
OENERAL CONTRACTORS' SUPPLY CO., HALIFAX, N.S

H

C.

KOCJERS,

5.3>.

Dock

YITLCAN IRON WORKS.

St.,

ST.

JOHN, N.B.
WINNIPEG, MAN.

Limiteil,

Busy Man's when writing advertisers.

—

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZIXK
agencies

world,

Austria-Hungary,

being established in Germany.
France, Spain, London, Eng-

Japan and South Africa. The
into
and fabrics enter
and their wear and worth
manufacture
their
are warranted in every particular. Permanency
all the
incorporated in
and reliability are
brands of paper turned out by the Peerless
Company. Records nowadays are too Importland.

Australia,

most

expensive colors

INTELLIGENT
COLLECTING.
You

will appreciate that a rolle'tion, by
imelligent and experienced ha-dling,
can genera'ly be brought to a more
successful issue than if it were passed
tnrough a machine-like iystem, which
treated all accounts like so much grist
to a mill.

ant to subject to the risk entailed in the use
of carbon, and ribbons which give copies that,
or years, are illegible and,
in a few months
makes of
various
worthless. The
therefore,
Peerless Carbon papers include the Peerless, SunSwiss, Universal, Supreme,
Sovereign,
beam,
Superior, Humber, Billing Carbon, full or twosided carbons, train order carbon, copying carbon and pen and pencil carbon paper, all of
which are lasting, dependable, have plenty of
body and will meet the most exacting requirements. They are all strong, thoroughly inked
and fibre filled. They wear well, will not dry
out and give bright, clean and sharply outlined
impressions. Peerless ribbons are manufactured
from the highest grade sea island cotton and

impregnated with the most permanent pigcolors. They are guaranteed to last as
will carry and will do
long as the machine
clear,
sharp, brilliant writing. They are not
affected by any climatic conditions and will not
uniformity and inking
fill
the type. Absolute
manufacture.
are assured in their

With our organization you have at your
disposal men of long experience in the
collection business, the vast amount of
information regarding debtors acquired
in handling a mil ion and a half dollars
worth of collections.

You have at your disoosal an economical,
experienced, trained and efficient collection service in the Dominion MercanProtective Association Limited, 14
tile
Phillips Place, Montreal.
Write us

are

ment

Dominion Mercantile
Protective Association
Limited

14 Phillips Place,

Montreal.

The Marathon Fountain Pen
The only kind of a fountain pen that is of
any permanent use or value is one on which a
times absolutely rely. The
writer
can at all
a dependable, thoroughly wellmade fountain pen has in the past kept many
from investing in this useful and very necessary article. A pen, that has sijccessfully overcome all objections and satisfies every want of
the student and business man, is the Marathon.
It is a strictly non-leakable pen and with it
high

price

with

of

1.

JOHN HEATHS
TELEPHONE PEN 0278.
Registered

To be had

I

THE MARATHON

medium

of

a

high-class reliable

times workable fountain pen
ate

cost.

For

quality

and

at

Canada.

of the leading Stationers
in

Canada.

AN ATTRACTIVE

goes a guarantee of perfect satisfaction or the
price (which is one dollar), will be promptly
refunded by the maker, T. J. Parsons, 84 Victoria Street, Toronto. Each pen has a "secure
which prevents
it from rolling off the
clip"
desk or getting lost out of the pocket. Its position both in the pocket and in the confidence
appreciation
and
of the user is assured. It
meets a need that has long been in evidence
the

tii

a

service

and at all
moder-

very
it

is

unex

COMBINATION
Signs of the Times

A

live monthly Journal devoted
interests of advertising and

to

the

Busy Man's Magazine
be sent to any address in Canada or
United States for one year for $2.7.^.
\v'\\\

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
MON IRF

\I

1

ORONTO

\\

lNMPi:C

celled.
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New
Pocket
Editioti

f
pOR
the
traveler, broker,

merchant, manufacturer
^for every man to whom time
is money.
The New Pocket Edition presents
the "Gillette" in such compact form that it can be carried like
a card case in the waistcoat pocket or slipped into the side of a

and appearance

traveling- bag-.

Same

size blade as before,

same

principle

— but neater, more

workmanlike, the most perfect shaving- implement in the world
as compact and as beautifully finished as a piece of jewelry.

—

The pocket-case is heavily plated in gfold, silver or g-un-metal.
Plain polished or richly embossed. Handle and blade box each
triple silver plated or 14K gold plated.
Prices, $5 to $7.50.
Stores handling- Gillette Razors and Blades display Gillette Signs in
their windows and on their counters.

THE GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR
Office and Factory, 63

When

writing'

St.

CO.

Alexander

advertisers kindly mention

St.,

of

Canada Limited

Montreal

Busy Man's Magazine.

;
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
The

medium

ideal

with

magazine,

for classified advertising that

a

circulation.

national

is

not purely local

Advertisements

in

in

character

is

the standard

the Classified Departments of

Busy Man's will be read throughout all parts of Canada from Halifax to Vancouver,
This great market of buyers can be
besides by thousands in United States and England.
Forms close 15 th of preceding month.
reached at the small cost of four cents per word.

Agents Wanted

WANTED

INDUSTRIAL AGENT

Books

thriving >»'estern
town. Must be a capable oruanizer, able to inspire big commercial ventures and to write literature that will attract attention. A newspaper man would be preferred, but only high
class applications will be considered. Salarv $2,500 to start,
$.3,000 second year, and there is practica ly no limit to money
provided the man can "make good." Answer in confidence,
G. H.," care the MacLean Publishing Co., Montreal.
-

for

LIVE, RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES of financial standing are wanted by a manufacturer of engines and motors to
represent them for the sale of their reversing gear for motor
Box 137, BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE.
boats.

HOW TO

for Business

The only book which
treats a policy as merchandise and tells how to buy it intelligently.
Every one who takes out or now owns an insurance
policy needs thisciear, suggestive manual. Price $1.35.

TECHNICAL BOOKS.

10 Front Street East, Toronto.

Bulbs
RENNIE'S BULB CATALOGUE FREE — Vrite for copy.
WM. RENNIE CO. LIMITED. 190 .McGill Street. MONTREAL.

Business

Opportunities

TWO

BUILD A $5,000 BUSINESS IN

Antique Furniture

Men

BUY LIFE INSURANCE

YEARS-Let

us

start you in the collection business.
No capital needed; big
teach you secrets of collecting money, re'erbusinest
field.
Write to-day for free pointers and new plan. Amerito you.
can Collection Service, 143 Staie, Detroit, Mich.

We

ANTIQUE FURNITURE— We

carry the finest collection of

Spanish, Moorish, and other antique goods in Gibraltar. All
Mediterraneiin steamers stop long enough for visitors to see
our stock. Write for prices in anything you want. S. E.
Benoliel & Company, Gunners' Lane, Gibraltar. By appointment to Her Majesty Queen Alexandra.

TO INVESTORS.— One

of the progressive Western contractcompanies last year paid 40'= cash from its manufacturing
The company is now extending to meet the heavy
demand on the coast, and now offers a small block of its stock

ing

profits.

For

at par.

Books for Business

HOW TO BUY AND

Men

full

MAGAZINE.

SELL REAL ESTATE AT A PROFIT

by W. A. Carney, the author of the "New Secretary's Manual."
—The titles of the 12 chapters are Real Estate in General
How and Where to
Thrift, Or, How to Accumulate Capital
Buy, Options and Purchase Agreements; of Deeds How to
and Trust
Mortages
Execution
of
Make a Loan, Including
Deeds; Transfer of Titles in Escrow, Taxes and Insurance;
Affecting
Real
Matter
Miscellaneous
Homesteads
Home and
Subdivisions; How and When to Sell; Booms and
F.state
purchase
and
forms
used
in
the
contains
book
Panics; The
sale of residence and business property. Mines, Oil Lands,
Price $2,
etc;

particulars, write

Box 225, BUSY MAN'S

Toronto.

FREE SITES FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES-Seven
roads, deep water, Niagara power, natural gas,
J. B.

minimum

railtax.

McCormick, Welland, Canada.

:

;

;

;

;

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS SELF-TAUGHT,

by W. A.
lessons dealing with location and
equipment of office, listing property, advertising, selling, exchanging, taking options, how to write up contracts of sale and
exchange, make deeds, leases and other conveyances, rentirig,
insuring, speculating, loans and mortgages, promoting and incorporating, and keeping books for the real estate office, etc.
Price $2.00.

Carney.

— Contains

16

BOOK-KEEPING SELF-TAUGHT,

by Philip C.

Goodwin-

This treatise on book-keeping can be studied systematically
andalone by the student with quick and permanent results.
In addition to a veiy simple yet elaborateexplanation in detail
of the systems of both sing'e and double entry book-keeping,

beginning with the initial transactions and leadingthe student
along to the culminating exhibit of the balance sheet the work
contains a glossary of all the commercial terms employed in
the business world, (ogether with accounts in Illustration, exercises for practice, and one set of books completely written
12mo. cloth, $1.00.
up.

SALES PROMOTION— An

absolutely unique book on selling

and salesmanship. A book for the merchant and the clerk.
A book which will bring big dividends to all those who sell or
have to do with the selling of anything. This book is not only
for the man on the road -it is for the whole force. The clerk
who does not read it misses the chance to learn how to earn
more money. The merchant should read it and pass it on to
An index of the subjects treated would take up two
his clerks.
circulars like this -every point in the selling of goods is covered.

S'/j X

8 inches.

208 pages.

Price $2.00.

JAMES WATT,

by Andrew Ctrnegie. This interesting vol.
Scott Series covers the life of the maker of
the steam enginefrom childhood to old age, dealing with Watt
164 pages.
as an Inventor and Discoverer, andatsoasaMan.
Price $t.

ume

of the

Famous

Every advertisement

on

WORKS-A

well situated English city deLOCATION OF
sires to get into touch with any Canadian manufacturers intending to erect works in England, to tike advantage of the
provisions of the New Patent Act
good railway centre, near
sea board, water power available also gas, labour and water
are cheapand rates moderate sites and buildings for manuBox 145, BUSY M.\N'S
facturing purposes obtainable.
;

;

;

MAGAZINE.

WANTED MANAGER TO CONDUCT SUPPLY

business

manufacturers agency
technical education preferred.
Apply Box 55, BUSY .MAN'S .MAGAZINE,
Toronto.

and

;

State references.

Educational
MAIL COURSES

Shorthand, Bookkeeping, Matriculation,
Ad-writing. Dominion Business College, corner College and
Brunswick, Toronto: J. V. Mitchell, B.A.. Principal.

SHORTHAND

in

LESSONS BY MAIL-

IN 20

Complete

and best
course in 20 hours. First lesson free. Paste
No memorising, everything c'ear and
system on earth.
simple. No interference with regular occupation. Send lodav for First Lessin — FREE. Frederick Cox, Expert Commercial Tutor, 72 Milton Street, .Montreal.

THE \RT OF NOT FORGETTING

Tutoring in the Languages and Mathematics. Lectures upon Political Science and
Economy. Tel. East 547. No. 170 Elgin St., Montreal.

EASTERN BUSINESS COLLEGE

Telegraphy, Shorthand,
French and English, Typewriting, Book-keeping, Banking,
Special discount, half price, $15 for
day and night courses
whole course po-ii'ions guamnleed. Eastern Business ColSJ St. Denis St., Room< 4 and 8, Montreal.
lege,
;

1

SPECIAL CORKESPONDENCE COURSE, giving a ihorough practical training for Public Speaking, Entertaining,
Salesmanship and General Culture. We are making a special
offer, good till September 1 to introduce our new corre>pon
dence course and our new magazine. Send for prospectus and
full

parti-nilars

REAL

S

\>»nnc

this pape

at

once.

HOOL OF

Address.

merits

your

SECRETARY, .MONT-

KLOCL'TION.

Mon'r-^l

attention.

IS

McGill

College
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Vol

The

Protectors

of

1909

Royalty

N

Canada

in

By
G. B.

AI'OLICEMAX

is

the

VAN BLARICOM

first i)ci--

son you encovmter on entering any public building in
the national
Cai)ital.
There he
stands straight, strong, and stalwart. At the threshold of every de])artmental structure is an obliging,
l)lue uniformed officer with a spiked
helmet adorned with the Dominion
coat of arms, trousers with a wide
red stripe, and a red and white band

—

around

his left

arm

— the distinguish-

mark that he is on duty. Ask
what the powers and jurisdiction of
this man are and you will probably
ing

get the reply "Oh he keeps guard
around the buildings, directs inquir!

ing

visitors

to the

various offices

and keeps his eye on suspicious characters and intruders."
This is only routine duty. A messenger could perform such a task
equally as well. These men members of the Dominion Police Force

—

of

Canada

— afford

protection night

government structures
in the construction of which some
twenty or twenty-five millions of
people's money have been invested—
and day to

all

but the}^ do

much more.

The

nor-

mal strength of the force is 58 men,
but in periods of stress, danger or
excitement, the number is increased.
During the time of the South African war, when a desperate attempt

was made

to l:)low

the Welland canal

up the locks on

— special

consta-

were engaged to protect the
government works, the temporary
bles

strength of the constabulary being
125.

A squad of six men do duty guarding gold and silver in the Royal
Mint. A special detail continually
watches over the heavy, strongAt
government.
the
of
vaults
Rideau Hall, the residence of the
Governor-General, four men are on
patrol while, at the House of Commons, during the session, a like number do service when the legislators
The Government Arare sitting.
chives, the Militia Stores and other
buildings claim the general superpolice
vision of the constables.
mail service is also performed be-

A

tween

the

various

departments.

10 o'clock in the morning un4.30 in the afternoon collections

From
til

and deliveries are made every hour.
19

—
BUSY M.WS MAGAZINE
All letters are signed for when received, making it a complete register system.

The Dominion police also enforce
law and order on the Indian reserves,
attend to the extradition of fugitive
from

foreign countries,
as to the whereabouts of relatives when the government has been appealed to in the
ofifenders

make

enquiries

and

furnish protection to
of the Royal family, foreign potentates and guests of the
government visiting the Dominion.
matter,

members

When

a convict

is

released "from

any of the penitentiaries

—

ticket-of-

Icave-men as they are often called,
the Secretary of State notifies the
of Dominion Police.
All such con\-icts when released re])ort to the chief of police or sheriff
of the county where they reside. The

Commissioner

majority report once a month during the period of their parole, but in
a few special cases, it is once in six
months. The Commissioner of Dominion Police requests the various
sheriffs and chief constables to regularly send reports to him
notification
any
when
change their address. In

administrative relations
of ticket-of-leave is
the Dominion force.

The

as well as

convicts
general
the system
its

directly

history of the force

is

under
inter-

Previous to, and for some
years subsequent to Confereration,
esting.

were two Commissioners of

there
Police,

C.

J.

Coursol,

afterwards

Judge Coursol, and Gilbert McMickcn. The administration of the
former was in Lower Canada and the
latter in Upper Canada.
When the
federal government took over the
Province of Manitoba from the Hudson's Bay Company, Mr. ]\Ticken was
sent to Winnipeg, as Assistant Receiver General and stipendiary mag-

day is Lieut.-Colonel A. P. Sherwood, C.M.G., M.V.O., A.D.C., who
comes of good old United Empire
Loyalist stock. His father was registrar of Carleton County.
Colonel
Sherwood began his official career as
deputy sheriff of the County of
Carleton. and later was chief of the

Ottawa City police.
He was made superintendent of
the Dominion force in 1882. and
three years afterwards was elevated
tf>

his present position.

Inspectors

Denis Ilogan and James Parkinson,
are his right hand men. The former,
a graduate of the Ottawa City police

was ajjpointed insoector some
ten years ago. Mr. Parkinson, who
is chief officer of the secret service
branch, has been a Dominion conHis clever
stable for many years.
detective work in many important
cases resulted in his advancement to
the post he now holds.
force,

A

visit to the offices of

Chief Sher-

wood in the West Block on Parliament Hill, discloses no outward
marks or evidence of the long list of
criminals captured by the members
of the force, or crimes that have been
unearthed. The walls are not decorated with bowic knives, pistols, revolvers, jimmies, bludgeons, sand
bags, burglars' kits, drills, counterfeit plates, bogus money or other
trophies, which many a city police
department preserves as souvenirs to
satisfy the curious or to impress the
visitor wdth the history and character of past operations.
The apartments are plainly, but comfortably
furnished. In no way are they different from those occupied by ofcials in other branches of the government. There are several large scrap

books,
l>ings.

filled with newspaper clipwhich merely serve as conven-

istrate,

records for purposes of reference, but (he Iribulcs from the press.

ter of Justice.

wliicli ha\c been gleaned from all
over Canada, bear testimony to
luany brave captures, and clever

being succeeded as Commissioner of Police by General Bernard,
C.M.G., who was also deputy Minis-

He was

in

turn suc-

ceeded by August Kecfer, who died
in 1885.
The head of the force to20

ient

coups.

The

offices

of the

Inspector, the

THE I'ROTECTORS OF ROYALTY

A REPRE.SEXTATIVE

(JKOll'

and the secret service
branch are located in the East Block.
These are fairly well eqnipped, but
one need remains to be satisfied, and
that is, the establishment of a comsergeants

plete indentifcation bureau, where
the Bertillon and finger print sys-

tem may be

installed, and a full description, as well as pictures of each
convict, his record, etc., preserved.

An

identification

bureau for

all

Can-

ada would prove of the greatest assistance and convenience in the administration of justice.

The number

of felons undergoing
servitude, who have been
brought to bay by the secret service
branch, is large. One of the most
brilliant achievements was the ar-

penal

rest of the notorious trio

Walsh

—

— Dulman,

connection
with the attempt to use dynamite

Nolan

and

in

upon the locks of the Welland canal
a few years ago, for which dastardly
outrage the ofifenders got life sentences.
Then the operations of the
big gang of counterfeiters at Lindsay, Ontario, their capture and confiscation of their dies, plates, and
cash, form another interesting chapThe culprits were given terms
ter.

IX

LAX ADA

OF DOMINION POLICE

of \arious length. Still another sensational case was the famous bogus

box episode

in ^^^est Hastings,
Shibley and Lott, the chief
political conspirators, fled from the
and are still fugitives
country,
abroad, while Rile}^ the young

ballot

in 1904.

Kingston student, who was mixed
up in the afifair, got a year in Bellegaol. The arrest of A. '\rartineau, a civil servant and noted motor
cyclist,
created a big sensation.
From the Militia Department he embezzled about $75,000, and was sentville

enced to seven years in the Kingston ]:»enitentiary. The conviction of
the Deckers Anthony, the father,
and Paul, the son at Woodstock,
They were
Ontario, caused a stir.
each given five years imprisonment.
The exposure of the exploits of J.
R. Labbatt, a bright and well educated young man of Ottawa, who,
by threatening letters, attempted to
levy blackmail on leaders of society
including a former
in the capital,
cabinet minister, came with startling suddenness. Labbatt, it will be
remembered, demanded large sums

—

of

money

as

—

the

price of

silence,

or else threatened scandalous revela21
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tions.

He was

let off

with a com-

paratively short term of incarceraprevious orood character
his
tion,

weighing

The

stronjj^ly

in

his favor.

Dominion

part that the

force

played in prosecutini,^ the charji^e of
conspiracy against Hon. Thomas
McCreevv and X. K. Connolly, in

No more

responsible

or

trying

commissions were ever given Commissioners Sherwood and his men
than those of guarding the Prince
and Princess of Wales during their
tour of Canada eight years ago. and
again on the occasion of the visit of
liis

Pnval

Highness

the Tercen-

at

tenary celebration

Quebec

in

summer.

last

the commissioner
was confided in 1901

To

the personal safety of

High-

Royal

their

Associated
with him were-S. H.
Carpenter, chief of
the Montreal Detecnesses.

M

r.
Bureau;
William Stark, now
deputy chief of the
Toronto force, and
half a dozen secret

tive

men

service

in

plain

has been
said of the guardians

clothes.

It

traveled on the
royal train, that like
Charles the Second's
favorite courtier, they
were "never in the
wav and never out of

who

the

way."

On

was a
anxiety.

It

of

period

September

13th.

when H.M.S. Ophir.
on which their Royal
lliglmes-Nes
fr.ini

wa>
Cape lirewas met by

sighted
ton,

arrived

Australia.
oft'

it

the cruiser Indefatigable, bearing news of
l.IKl

T

lol,

A

IV

the cowardly attack
by Czolgosz. an an-

SHI,i;\V.".|>

C'kMMISSIoXKK ok DuMINIkN

1'i>[.I(.

ilent

ctMHUctioii w iih ihc (Juebcc
Harbor wtjrks, llie Lachine brids^e
scandal, the St. Ltniis affair, and
other cases of cP-ibezzlenunt, which
are now matters of history, stand as
iS(;3. in

evidence of

its

usefulness and activ-

ity in unearlhin^' political

offences.

and

tithcr

upon PresiMckinley, at

archist,

the

ships

r.uffalo

I'lxhibition.

When

reached Ouebec City

the

the bulle-

boards conveyed the startling information that McKinley was dead.
This caused the guardians of Royalty
to be unusually alert, especially as it
was reported that anonymous letters
oi warning had been received, indi-

tin

Till':

PROTFXTC^RS OF R(WAL1"V X CAXADA
1

catinof that tlic anarchistic

was

\vide-sj)rea(l

expected

be

mip^lit

and
at

movement

developments
any time or

The

actions of every crank,
freak and suspicious character were

place.

carefully watched by the police.

Sev-

and ominously visaijed
individuals, whose
presence in the
crowds evidently bodetl no i^'ood.
were either locked up or con-

eral erratic

ducted

police officers can relate many
memorable
the
anecdotes of
tri]i.
At Sussex, X.l'.., when the
royal representatives were returning
from across the continent, it was a
bitterly cold October day, and a
large concourse was at the station,
accom])anied by the band, to greet
It
was
the distinguished party.

The

racv

the
of the
waiting throngs.
It was
a time
of agitation and
suppressed
exto

outskirts

citement

all

over

America.

A

rather aincident

musing

occurred

at

T

h e

Quebec.

news of

Mr

]^Ic-

Kinley's
death
h a d
affected
every one deeply. All the mem-

bers of the
Royal party and
guests

invited

were
gathered
on the platform
while the Mayor
of Quebec, Hon.
Mr. Parent, was
reading an address
of
wel-

come

He

read

French
and during the
it

first in

reading, a high

wind

raging

at
tup: ix SPECTOR

the time, a door

near

by

was

d,

ho^an at WuKK

OF DOMINION

IN His Office in

P( )LIC'E

tue East Block

blown shut with
a

terrific

bang.

sharp, sudden noise, when all was
so still, sounded like the report of a
revolver. The royal couple and sev-

The

eral members of the company were
quite alarmed, until it was seen what
was the cause of the great racket,
and then the general perturbation
gave place to nervous laughter.

usual as soon as the car door opened
for the musical bodies joining in the
welcome to play the national anthem. All the persons on the platform of the royal car at the first
notes of the familair air, as w^ell as
all the male members in the waiting
throngs, invariably stood with heads
23
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Tames Parkinson and His Okkilk Stakf

uncovered

as

a

mark

of

respect.

Just before the door opened, the
Princess of Whales, ever thoughtful
of the comfort of those about her,
told the gentlemen that it would be
unwise for tlhem to remove their
hats on the i)latform as, on account
of coming- out of a warm compart-

ment to the chilly atmosphere of an
October morning, there would be
danger of them contracting cold. Accordingly when the band struck up
"God Save the King" those persons
on the platform kept on their headgear.
As soon as the selection had
been played a tall, lanky countryman
on the outskirts of the crowd yelled,
"Why don't them galoots on the
platform take otT their hats?
Don't
they know nothin'?" and the assembly enjoyed a general laugh. After
the ceremony, as the Princess was
bidding good-bye to the Mayor of
Sussex, she humorously remarked.
"Will you please tell your friend,
24

the observation, that I am
responsible for the gentlemen on the
car not removing their hats."

who made

The Princess was greatly interested in children, and if there was a
baby carriage anywhere near, in the
crowds she would invariably stop
and say a bright word or two to the
This
infant and its proud mother.
done on several occasions. In
v> as
an eastern Ontario town, where the
rc^yal car had sto;>]>ed over night,
and many had dri\en as far as thirty
and forty miles

to join in the

welcome

to the royal couple, several children,

who had gathered

several wild (low-

ers to present to her. stood

around

ami
shi\ering in every limb. The Princess seeing them from a car window
came out and shook hands with
them, tlianking them kindly for their
lloral c^tt'erings, and a happier throng
in

the

bitter

of little folk

cokl.

thinly

was never

clad,

seen, their

Tfll-:

I'ROTI-.CTORS

OF ROYALTY

TX

CANADA

THE COMMISSIONER AND HIS SECRETARY AT WORK

sunshiny faces rellccling" the pleasure they felt.
In a western town an Indian was
giving an exhibition of lassoing a
wild steer. He threw the rope dexterously, but by some mischance instead of landing on the head of the
animal, it caught around one of its
hind feet. He was not aware of it
so intent was he on the task, and
winding the rope around the pommel
of his saddle, he started to veer the
mustang which he rode ofif in an
opposite direction. The steer howled with pain, as its limb was drawn
out straight, and the Princess asked that the display of lassoing should

immediately cease.
In another town

a

funny contre-

temps occurred.
Three bands of
musicians were massed to play an
air of welcome.
By some means the
engineer of the royal train did not
stop

at

the

place

appointed,

but

went two or three car lengths past
the spot.
The crowd started to

break through the enclosure and follow the coaches. They disrupted
the bands and here, there and everywhere in the crush and jam were
men playing individual instruments,
blaring out notes of "God Save the
King." The intended harmony was
turned into one disconcerting jumble
of sound,
and a pandemonium of
notes, false and true, while a big
Scotch piper, who intended to skirl
the bag pipes, nearly had the instrument knocked out of his hands by
the rushing, jostling crowd.
The most trying experience, perhaps, of the protectors of the Prince,
at Niagara Falls. The vigilance
of the officers at this point was unceasing.
The enterprising proprietors of hotels and summer houses on
the American side had advertised all
over New York state, that the
Prince and Princess of Wales would
visit the Falls, and fully 50,000 people had gathered. The royal guests
viewed the wondrous handiwork of

was

25
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nature from the Canadian shore and
did not cross to the American side.
Nearly all the other members of the
Royal suite, cxce])! Lord Wenlock,
went over. Many of the excursionists thinkinj^ their Royal Highnesses
were present, pointed out certain
])ersons as the Prince and Princess,

in Alberta, a bluff, breezy alderman,
wiio was a member of the civic reception
committee extended his
palm to the royal guest, and in an
ofif-hand style, exclaimed, "Glad to
meet you. Prince. I had the pleasure

hands with your father,
Canada forty years
ago. (live him my best will you."
It is a high compliment to the Dominion i)olice and the other guardians associated with them, that amid
all the multitudes which foregathered, no unwarranted indignity or wilful annoyance was ofTered to the reof shaking

when he

and went home, supremely ha])i)y in
the belief that they had gazed ui)on
the future King and Queen of England.

amusing

incident was,
western Ontario
town referred to a ci\-ic official as
being presented to the Prince and
Princess, by his old college chum.
Prince Alexander of Teck, the alleged "Prince" ])eiiig in reality Lieut.Col. .Sei)tinnis Denison. one of the
A. L). C.'s to Mis Royal Highness,
during the tour. .\t Calgary, there
was a big Indian ])ow-wow, where
some 2,000 red men, their sipiaws
)uring
and papooses had gathered.
the progress of a lively dance, the
dusky spectators became so interested that they ]:)ressed in ui)on the
them to
subjecting
royal
])aiiy.
some inconx enience. llieir Royal
Highnesses were in danger of being
jostled by the enthusiastic throng,
and it recpiired the personal interference of the guardians of royalty
but the
to obviate this annoyance,

Another

where

a

])a])er

in

a

presentatives of the Sovereign, so
perfect were the arrangements for
their protection carried out. Colonel

Sherw'Ood was created a Companion
of St. ^Michael and St. George, as a
mark of aj)])reciation of his services,
has executed other commissions
which he has several times received mention in the Canada Gazette.
In 1893 and in 1897. he was
entrusted by the Government with
in
Iiehring Sea
the
si)ecial duties
arbitration.
In addition to his exlie

for

I

HAT

you

if

fail

and slrength.

in

had
career, and is
force has

a

at j^resent the Officer

Commanding the Eighth Infantry
lirigade. The Dominion police force
a

is

body

Canada may well

sit

You

down and

still

feel

have

dress

sparingh'.

Go

life

cry about mis-

And above
up
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in ilie

all,

world.

keep

a

work

at

drink

nothing exciting.

to

moderatel}',

nuTiy

Franklin.

lieart.

something, cat
.\nd

ytui'll

o\

proud.

haps, for that will never get you out of debt, nor buy

your children frocks.

and
which

of upright, well trained

admirably disciplined men,

business?

Don't

head of the
conspicuous military

cellent ]»olioe record, the

situation was accej)ted good natured
At another town
ly by the Prince.

m

visited

be

—

Geoffrey's Panklaggephone
By ELLIS
From

you
IFmind;

pronounce

can't

neither

ct)ul(l

PARKER BUTLER.
the CosmoDolitan.

never

it.

L'ase_\'.

It

is

a sort of amateur Greek .word that
made up himself, so it would

Geofifrey
fit

in the

same

list

as telephone,

phono-

graph, cinematograph, megaphone and
Far
so on and Casey was no Greek.
;

you had mentioned DemosGasey he
and StV.nii
to
would have said, "Sure now, an" I
diumo anny av thim fruit-stand
from

If

it.

thenes

All

fellers."

knew about Greece

he

was that it was somewhere in Italy,
where the dagos and Portuguese
come from.
As Casey came along one morning;
on his way to his boiler-shop he
noticed that a sign was being painted
on the small factory next door and
when he went home that night he
saw that the sign w^as complete, "The
;

Geoffrey Panklaggep'hone Company."
I»y the name he guessed carelessly that
it

was

a

company

to

make

either

some

new-fangled moving-picture machine
or a patent medicine, and forgot all
about it. When a man is trying to
run a boiler-shop these days he has
his hands full with that.
He hasn't
stop to study out Pan
panklag pan-whatever-it-is. No, sor.
The way that Geoft'rey got the

time

to

—

name was

He

looked up "noise"
and it didn't have a
Greek root, so he found a synonym,
"clangor," and he looked that up, and
that did have a Greek root. He had
to have Greek in the name. The word
was "klagge," so he took "klagge"
and tacked "pan" on one end, to mean
that his machine was good for all
this.

in the dictionary,

kinds

of

and

noise,

on the
that never seems
"[)h()ne"

then he stuck
end, l)ccause

olhei"

to do any harm, and
good ending" for any sort of
newfangled machine; and there he
had Irs word'
"panklaggephone."

makes

a

—

mean anything, but it looked
whooping on a sign. That was just
tlie kind of word Geoffrey wanted;
It

didn't

kind a
])ionounce.
"vitagraph."
the

It

is

things
times.

man
It

like

as

sweet

as

wonderful what simple little
hide under big names, some-

There Geoffrey

out that tremendous
chine,

Casey couldn't

looked

'had

word

worked
ma-

for his

and the machine was just a

s'mple little every-day invention, a
noise-absorber. Nothing more. Just a
noise-absorber.
Anyone could have
invented it.
Geoffrey happened to
think of it first.
The whole thing was so simple that
it
was almost childish.
I
can describe the panklaggephone in a very
few words, so that anyone can understand it and, if he desires, make one
himself. The idea is simply this: If

we have too much water anywhere,
and we want to get rid of it, we get a
sponge.
A sponge is a water-absorber.
If we have too muc'h electricity and want to get rid of it, we

A

get a storage-battery.
storage-battery is an electricity-absorber.
If we
have too much money and want to get
rid of it, we get an automobile.
An

automobile is a money-absorber. But
what Geoffrey wanted to create was a
noise-absorber.
electricity

makes

Water makes a noise,
a noise, money makes
27
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a

noise

therefore Geoffrey

;

machine

that

a

built

was something

like

an

automobile, something like a storagebattery, and something like a sponge.

Having done this, and found that his
model worked all right, Geoffrey
formed

his stock

factory

building,

company, rented the
and began making

panklaggephones.

A

friend
Great is modern science
of mine went out the other day to kill
a man who had insulted him. He took
h's rifle, which ^vas the new soundless
kind, and loaded it with smokeless
!

powder. He walked up to within
twenty feet of his enemy, aimed full
at his heart, pulled the trigger, and
shot him dead.
All his enemy did
was to say, "Don't point that gun at
me!" No smoke from the gun, no
sound from it, how w-as the man to
know he had been killed? My friend
went u]) to him and told him he was
dead, that he was shot through the
heart, and still he wouldn't believe it.
No smoke, no sound' he simply
couldn't believe he was dead. My

—

had
was

him

showed

friend

shot
a

new

him,

in

hole

the

and

hole, but the

he

that

fellow

it

was

He didn't
friend got a paper

weaken unand showed
him an article about soundless guns
and smokeless powder, and even then
he said he half believed it was a newspaper fake.
But he hated to disstill
til

skeptical.

my

so
he
died.
P)Ut
he
wasted half an hour of my friend's
time uselessly. It was one of the fruits
of ignorance. Tt was the same kind of
ignorance as that
which afflicted
oblige,

Casey.
Casey's boiler-shop was built on the
principle that seems most approved
for
boiler-shops
the
reverberant

—

princi])le.

In

a

])oiler-shop

of

that

\du hit a sauce-pan with a
if
tack-hamnier the sound will boom up
to the ceiling, and echo back along
kind,

the walls, and roll up and down, multil~)lying as it goes, until it is making as
much racket as a Wagner crescendo.
I'ul

if

you

])ut

lw(^

men

at

work on

a

big iron tubular boiler in that sort of
shop. iMic man inside the boiler and
28

one outside, both with heavy hammers, the utmost limit of slam bang
noise is reached. Casey had forty-one

men

at

work

in his boiler-shop.

When

he went up to a workman and shouted
in his ear at the top of his lungs all
the workman could
hear was the
warm breath of Casey on the back
of his neck. When Casey wanted to
talk to a workman in his shop he had
to take him by the sleeve and lead him
one block east and two south, and
draw him into the recesses of a lumber-yard.

Near the front door of Casey's boiler
shop was the machine that takes the
dat plates of boiler-iron and rolls them
into cylinders. It was a pretty good
noise-maker, too. Oft" to one side of
that machine was Casey's own boiler,
the one that ran the machines in his
shop, and it was a boiler Casey was
of.
It was the first boiler he
ever mad^e, and it was breaking
the age-record for boilers. Everyone
said it was already ten years beyond

proud

liad

utmost age-limit for boilers, and
was patched up with squares and

the
it

oblongs of riveted iron until
like

a cylindrical crazy-quilt.

one told Casey he ought

to

it

looked

Every-

have a new

Every time he took a workman
one block east and two south the
workman would give notice that he
was going to quit unkss Casey got a
new boiler. They told Casey it wasn't
safe to work in a shop where there
was an old, rickety boiler that leaked
so it put out the furnace fire. Then
Casey would say he guessed he'd
boiler.

make himself a new boiler as soon as
he got time but he never got time,
and the next time he had a chance
to speak to the workmen they would
;

tell

(^Id

it
was absolute suicide to
seventy pounds of steam in that

him

c.irry

teakettle; that forty

pounds wouUl

be dangerous. Casey stood it as long
as he could, ami then, one morning,
he called all his workmen together
and made them a speech. He said he
had been making boilers before most
of them were born, and knew more
about boilers than any man in the
country, and that thev need not be

GEOFFREY'S PANKLAGGEPHONE
afraid of that boiler if lie wasn't. He
said he had had that boiler years and
years, and it had never exploded yet,
and that he was tired of havinj^ men,
in his shop, work with one eye on
their job and one on the old boiler.

"Go awn back
door

fer ye

t'

worrk now,"

said

whin ye see me makin'

Casey, "an'
fer th'

t'

'twill

think av

be plinty av toime
boiler

th'

bustin'.

Pat Casey is th' biggest coward av
th' lot av ye, make sure av that."
Then he went around behind the
boiler and changed the gauge so that it
registered forty pounds when it was
carrying seventy, threw a cup of kerosene into the furnace to encourage the
fire and forgot all about it.

The

third day after the sign of the
Panklaggephone Company was paint-

ed on the wall of the building next
door to his boiler-shop Casey got down
to work early. It was his custom. If
he had any orders to give it was
necessary to give them before work
began, so that they might be heard.

One by one the men dropped in,
and when Casey blew the whistle they
set to work, all at once and heartily.
noise,
forty men
It was a grand
pounding on boiler-plate with heavy
hammers, and one rolling steel plates
through the machine. It was the climax of clangor. It was so noisy that
it
was
not a sound could be heard
roar
clank
continuously,
bang
without intermission. Each man was
;

!

!

!

so much noise himself that
could not hear any other man's
noise.
Casey was behind his boiler,
stopping up a leak in a seam with wet

making
he

ashes.

Suddenly a look of anger darkened
face.
Silence, utter silence, had
Casey
settled over the boiler-shop.
knew what was the matter. The cowards had taken fear of the old boiler!
Rage filled his heart. After him making them a speech about it, too! He
took off his greasy felt hat and threw
He pulled
it dowm and stamped on it.
off his greasy coat and threw that
down and kicked it, too He rolled up
his sleeves and doubled up his fists,
and stepped from behind the boiler.
his

!

He

yelled

war-cry of all the
stopped short. Not

the

Then

Caseys.

lie

man was gone from his place. Not
man had stopped work.
Everywhere hammers rose and fell against

a
a

And everywhere was

boiler-plates.

Not a sound not a
murmur. Absolute silence.
For one minute Casey stood ababsolute silence.

solutely

and then a

still,

came over

look

;

pale, scared

He glanced
one seemed to

his face.

around cautiously

— no

be observing him. He swelled out his
chest and yelled twice, like a scared
jackal, but he could not hear his own
veil.
He could not hear anything.

He began
There

to perspire.

is

so

much

noise in a boiler-

shop that often the boiler-makers cannot hear the noise. Casey was pretty
sure he had gone suddenly deaf, but
he was not quite sure.
With a
cautious motion he bent slowly down
and picked up a square of boiler-iron
and a hammer. If he was once outside the shop and beat on that square
of iron with the hammer he would
soon know if he had gone deaf. Slowly he turned and stepped cautiously

toward the door.

The boiler-makers saw him and got
first.
Long before Casey had

there

reached the sidewalk the

maker was on

his

way

last

to the

boiler-

lumber-

yard, with one eye on safety and the
other on the air, where he expected to
see Casey's boiler soaring. He was
a cross-eyed boiler-maker or he could
not have done this. There were plenthe boilerty of lumber-piles, and
makers went so far under them that
Casey had to pry them out with a
piece of scantling.

"Ye

fools !"

had them

"Aw
yerself

you

!"

all

said Casey,
out again.

said the

we was

git out.

t'

foreman

git out

;

when he
"you said

when we seen

Wasn't you gitting out?"

not say but what I was steppin'
outside a bit," said Casey, "but I was
I was
not runnin'.
walkin' easy.
'Twas not because av th' boiler I was
going'."
"I'll

"How was we to know what you
was goin' out for?" asked the fore29
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man

"What was you

angrily.

goin'

out for, anyway?"

Casey evasively.
'Twas
^Tebby
'twas some wan goin' by I wanted a

"NawthinV'
fergit what

said

was, now.
nawthin' important, annyhow.

"I

it

with."
'All right," said the foreman sulkigot to say is it must have
"yVll
ly.
been some one you're mighty scared
of, by the looks of you when you was
"
w()r(l

I

goin', for

They stole away one by one,
and they did not go home immediately.
One by one they sought their
as usual.

favorite doctors.
"I'm thinkin',"

what

the attendant.

few words experimentally, but the experiment worked badly. He whistled.
Xot a sound. Deaf and' dumb both
The scared look gathered on the foreman's face. Casey and his foreman
and his boiler-makers went back to
the boiler-shop as silently as a funeral

"Well,

were
(iit

all

t'

byes,'' said

Casey,

inside. " 'twas

worrk!" but

when they

no wan's

fault,

his voice fell silent.

Hodges picked up

his

hit the side of a boiler.

hammer and
He might as

well have hit a roll of cotton batting.
He looked at the boiler in surprise.

Then he looked at
hammer.
Then he
again,

upon

and the

the
hit

head of
the

pale, seated look

his

boiler

came

He

glanced around
cautiously. Casey was leaving no attention to him. No one was.
All the
boiler-makers were pale and scared,
and were tapping on their boilers ex])erimentally. Pale and scared, they all
went to work. They motioned and
gestured to each other, just as they
did when the shop was full of clangor.
his

face.

They were

like

!"

pictures of a boiler-

shop and its workers thrown on a
sheet by a cinematograjih
all motion
and no noise.
When the day's work was ended the
workers did not troop out togetiicr

—

let

me

th'

boiler-maker."

the doctor, and then
turned to the door, where his attendsaid

"A man? Well, have
What is his trouble?"

ant had come.
him, wait.

"He

thinks he's going deaf." said

The doctor took up Casey's case.
tested him in every known way.

He
He

Casey he had ears so perfect
were almost marvelous.
"Excuse me, Doctor," said the attold

that they

lendant, looking in, "but there
other man here now.''

"W'hat

is

his

is

an-

asked the

trouble?"

doctor.

"He

driving over moss.

is

"I'm Casey,

"Oh

"Now,

your business?"

what.
did
not
know
he
He glanced secretively at Casey, but
He tried a
Casey was not looking.
but

his,

th'

here," said the doctor.
see,

the

to

matter with
me ears, Doc. There be flushes av
silence come over me t'-day, whilst
I'm worrkin' in me shop.
Would
ye be testin' me ears for me?"
".Step
into
the
operating-room

stopped
foreman
llis lips kept on forming
speaking,
words, but they made no sounds.
Casey was walking on with his head
down, and, as his words faded away,
the foreman turned pale. There was
something the matter with his voice,

Suddenly

Casey

said

"there do be somethin'

thinks he

is

going

deaf,'' 5>aid

the attendant.

"Tell him to come
doctor, "and tell the

come

in.

and

if

in."

said

the

man to
any more men come
other

deaf have
them come in."
A few more did drop in soon. They
were all pale and scared-looking.
"Now, men," said the doctor, when
he had examined them all, "you have
not a thing to worry about. Your ears
thinking they are going

perfect. Your cases are pebut not inexplicable. I might
say that they resemble the snowblindness that is caused by too nuicli
light.
You are evidently suffering

are

all

culiar,

from something that I may call boilershop deafness, caused by too nuich
noise.

The nerves

of

the

ear

are

paralyzed by too many
antl too violent sound-waves.
In order to prevent a recurrence I ativise
temporarily

you

to

wear

ear-nuifl^s

cotton."
.\t the end of his

first

stuffed

witii

manufactur-

GEOFFREY'S PANKLAGGEPHONE
ing week Geoffrey had twenty panklaggephones completed ready for
shipment, and he went home to his
,

young wife beaming with happiness,
riding beside the driver on the high
Behind him,
in the truck, was a full-sized panklaggephone. He was taking it home.
It was his wife's birthday present.
seat of a delivery truck.

Geoffrey had had a panklaggephone
house, but it had been the model
merely, a small affair. It had been
enough to prove to him that his idea
in his

was a good one, and that the i)anklaggephone would absorb noises, but
the machine had been so small that
left much to be desired.
it
It was
strong enough to absorb the noise
of a mosquito or two, and had been
useful in that way, giving one perfect
rest from moscjuitos in the bedroom,
until

Airs.

the mostjuito
really but;
but
Geoft'rcy
had
been
losing

on account of
the crying of her baby, and was growling pale and thin. She knew that the
best thing to do was to let the baby

sleep night after night

cry itself to sleep again, but she w'as
so nervous she could not, and Geoffrey felt that a panklaggephone in the
house would be a great boon.
It
would not only absorb the baby's
cries, but the street-noises, Mrs. Geoffrey's snores (she would sleep with
her mouth open), the crowing of the
neighbors' roosters in the early morning, and a lot of other unpleasant
sounds.

He and
loaded

the driver of the truck un-

the

panklaggephone

—

—

it

w^as

large affair
and carried it
into the house. They set it, temporarily, in the hall, and Geoffrey touched
the button that started the absorber.
As he d'id so he said:
"Now\ dear, you will see how it
works. You hear the baby crying at
the top of his voice" ("I should think
I did," said Mrs. Geoffrey) "and all

quite

a

"

do is touch this button
Geoffrey touched the button. The
bab}^ cried louder than before, and his
voice was quite as apparent. A frown
gathered on Geoffrey's brow.
"That's funny," he said. He pushed
I

The
and again.
w^ould not absorb.
"That's very funny," said Geoffrey.
"Well, never mind just now," said
Mrs. Geoffrey. "Here is a telegram
that came to the house just a few minutes ago. I opened it. And you must
come to your dinner right away if you
are to catch the train,.
the

button

again

panklaggephone

The telegram was from

Geoft"rey"s

He

wired that he
hoped to close a contract for one
panklaggephones,
b u t
hundred
thought Geoffrey himself should be
on the spot.
(ieoft'rey hurried through his dinner
and ran to catch the train, and the
last thing he said, before he went, was
that he would fix the panklaggephone

agent

in

Chicago.

when he got home Monday. He supposed there was something wrong
with the mechanism. He did not
know that the panklaggei^hone had
absorbed up to its full capacity.

The home of the Geoffreys was in
a very refined and quiet section of the
town; a section so quiet that, after
ten o'clock at night, the steps of the
police offices
could be heard
for
several blocks, and when Mrs. Geoffrey went to her dining-room that
night at one o'clock to see if she had
really forgotten to lock the wondows,
she was greatly pleased to hear the
steps of the policeman on the street
before the 'house. It made her feel

much

safer.
She was always a little
nervous w'hen Geoffrey was aw-ay.
The moment she reached the top of
the stairs she paused, listening. From
below, somewhere, she heard the
sound of a heavy truck jolting over a
stone-paved street. The sound seemed to come from the front 'hall, as if
the truck were being driven about
the hall itself. Mrs. Geoffrey turned

and a scared look settled upon
her face. She could hear the heavy
breathing of the horses, the craCk of
the whip, and the creaking of the 'harness. Then, suddenly, from the hall,
came two wild Irish yells, and instantly a boiler-shop burst into full voice.
Her ears w^ere deafened by the clangor
of metal against metal, of hammer
pale,
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against boiler-plate, a wild hurricane
of noise, terrific, unbelievable, stunMrs. Geoffrey put her two
ning,.
hands straight out in front of her and
fainted backward with a thud that
was lost in the racket.
The panklaggephone was unload-

Pat Casey himself helped carry the
panklaggephone out of the house
when she had explained that the noise
probably came from that.

ing the boiler-shop.

"Good day t' ye," said Casey.
"Ye're Mister Geoffrey, I'm thinkin'?"

The house shook with the noise, the
windows rattled. It was a rude shock
and quiet neighborhood, and the policeman dashed up the
steps and kicked in the front door.
to

that

refined

He

stopped, stunned.

his

knowledge and

To

the best of

belief there

were

forty-one boiler-makers busily making boilers in that house. There was
noise everywhere
it did not seem to

—

come from any one spot. The house
He dashed upstairs,
was all noise.

—

and tripped over Mrs. Geoffrey not
another soul but the baby. He dashed
to the garret
not a soul,. He dashed

—

down
Not a

—

not a soul.
the first floor
soul in the cellar! No one in
the hous'e but a fainted woman and a
baby.
And the racket of forty-one
to

strenuous boilermakers ])ounding on
iron with steel hammers
The police!

man

yelled once

and

ran.

All up and down the street windows opened and heads were put out.
People came forth dressed in nothing
much with a spare sheet over it. The
fire department came on the run, and
so did the police reserves.

serves are useful

in

Police re-

keeping people

away from places, but there is not
much a fire department can do in
putting out noises, but it did what it
could. It worked on the principle that
the noise was coming out of Geoffrey's house, and that if there was no
house the noise could not come out of
it, so they did what they could to do
away with the house. They were pretty
successful.
fire
department
can do a great deal when it tries. Of
course there were some pieces of plaster here and there that would not
come off the walls easilv. but when
they turned the hose on them they
began to weaken, and they would have
had them all off had a stream of water
not brought Mrs. Geoffrev to herself.

A

When

Geoffrey reached his office
he found Casey await-

Monday noon
ing him.

"I am," said Geoffrey.

me name,"
man what runs

"Casey's

"I'm

th'

Casey.
boiler-shop

said
th'

that meks th' noise thim machines av
your'n has been absorbin'."

"Xow, Mr. Casey,"

said Geoffrey
very busy to-day.
I
have been away, and I have come
home to find my house a wreck.
I
am willing to do what is
"

firmly,

right

in

cannot

am

I

matter,
but I really
over
the time to go
If the absorption of your
the

take

it
lO-day.
noise by my machines has caused you
any loss my companv will pav for it.
"
but

"

'Twas not that I was thinkin' av."
Casey. "I was wonderin' what
"
wan av thim pank thim pank
said

—

"Panklaggephones?"' said Geoffrey.
"Yis

what

wan

;

iv

th' cost

thim.

might

I

was wonderin'

be?''

"Certainly," said Geoffrey. "Such
a machine should be of the greatest
use in a boiler-shop, particularly if
this crusade against noise
Now. we
will guarantee to supply one that has
not absorbed any noise."

—

"Well,

'twas

sorbin' kind I

not

was

wan av

th'

ab-

thinkin' av," said

Casey.
"I mek out very well at th'
boiler-shop very well. But there do
be some toimes whin me ould woman
has th' gift o' speech, an' th' house
do be annythin" but peaceful an' quiet,
;

an' I'm a

Geoffrey.

pank

—

house

th'

th'

man
I

that loikes quiet. Mister
was after hearin' th'

machine

goin' off at yer
Mr. Geoffrey,

other night.

I would loiko t' have wan av thim
loaded up with a boiler-shop t' take
home. 'Twould be restful, loike. t'
turn awn whin th' ould woman breaks

an'

loose."

J
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Benjamin Prince, Merchant Senator

What

shall be done with the Senate? Shall it be abolished or shall it
be reformed? While the country, the
press and Parliament itself debate
momentous
these
questions, hoary

ing and ranching, and then, in company with A. McDonald, now a Winnipeg wholesaler, erected and ran
flour and saw mills on the banks of
the Saskatchewan.
Cattle shipping also

claimed

Senators shufifle off
this mortal coil and
must
ones
new
perforce be chosen

his attenfor a lengthy
period. In 1899, in

tion

partnership

w

i

t

h

When

Parliament
next
assembles

brother, J. A.
Prince, as Prince

Pros.,

month, among the

ed

ranks of the Dominion
Senators
will be found
for

business

the

business

to

fill

the

his

their places.

first

time,

^McDonald, in Batand this

P)enjamin
Prince, Senator for
the Battleford District, a virile west-

whose

general
of
J\Ir.

tleford,

Hon.

erner,

he purchas-

the

is

ing carried
them.
In

still

be-

on by

1898

Senator Prince was
elected to represent

train-

in

ing as a business
man should make

the

Territorial

Legislture
District

of

the
Battle-

for good
ford,
which was
HON. B. PRINCE
in
the Senate
then one of the
Chamber. A native
Sa.skatchewan's New Merchant Senator
largest constituencies in the Dominof Three Rivers,
ion
and in this capacity he served
Quebec, Senator Prince went to ManiSince that time he
for two terms.
toba in 1878 and in the following
itself felt

•

year

moved onward

to

Battleford,

where he has ever since resided. He
first engaged for three years in farm-

has thrice been elected jnayor of Batand as well has held the position of president of the Board of Trade
tleford,
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continuously since its organization.
He has played no unimportant part
of the district,
in the development
which can lay claim to being one of
the experimental stations of acrricul-

He brought
ture in the great west.
the first threshing machine there and
so made possible grain-growing on a
more extensive

James M. LeMoine, Veteran

Sir

Professor Goldwin Smith
two years the senior of Sir James
Le Moine, the latter's Canadian birth
entitles him to be called the Xestnr

Though

is

This

scale.

is

but one

of his progressive moves.

Litterateur

The knightly
of Canadian writers.
the sage of Spenscholar of Quebec,
in
his eightyis now
cer Grange

—

—

fourth year and can look back on a

and

long

honored

life,

well and profitably spent,
liorn in the City of Que-

James spent his
early years at the seigneurial
home of his

bec, Sir

Scotch

grandfather at
Grues, where
he
imbibed
many a
valuable Scotch teaching

aux

Ts!e

of self-reliance and industrv.
On his father's
side his ancestry is traceable to old France, so
that Sir James can thus
claim double racial origin.
He studied for the
law and practised that
profession
for many
years, devoting his spare
time to historic research

and

ornithology.
recognition of his
vices to

Canadian literawas knighted

he

ture,

Oucen

hv

In
ser-

\'ictnria

in

Spencer

t^irange, the
of Sir James, adthe official resi-

home
joins

dence of the LieutenantGovernor
of Quebec.
Spencer ^^'ood. It is an
interesting old house and
is

in

reality

a

jirivate

nuiseum of great value.
Hero have been gather-

.1

A

a

M

«.;U.VNI>

1,1

ItLll

M"1m;
MA.N

(

cd

together

of

curios.

tells

all

manner

Every

wall

of the reputation of

MEN AXO

FA'ENTS IX

I.SPENCER

THE

PUF5LIC

EYE

GRANGE

Residence of Sik James LeMdine

owner

as an ornithologist.

Hissuch as Sir Isaac Brock's
cane, the key of the old Si". Louis
Gate, ancient French cannon, c!ayr.iores and bayonets, fill the house an
grounds.
the

toric curios,

1

An

event, savoring of old times

and

old customs, used to take place annually in the month of September, at

Spencer Grange. It was the festival
of the grapes, which w'as observed for
forty years.
After partaking of the
luscious
Royal
Muscadine,
Black
Hamburg and Frontignan grapes from
the vineyard of the Grange, the drinking of toasts to the visiting friends
took place.
Many of the most famous men of Canada and other lands
have foregathered under the grape
arbors of Spencer Grange on these
historical occasions and the onl}' regret is that the age of the distinguished has prevented their being held in

more recent

years.

And what
vice

to

has been his literary serThe scope of his
been exceptionally wide.

Canada?

work has
When, on Coronation Day, Sir James
was presented by his friends with an
oil portrait of himself,
the address
that accompanied the work of art contained an admirable epitome of his

work

broad domains of litIn "Quebec.
Past and Present," and in "Picturesque Quebec," the stirring and romantic history of the old fortress city
is fascinatingly set forth, and in the
better known series under the title of
"Maple Leaves," the succession of
volumes contains a rich store of the
folk lore, traditions and customs of
French Canada. In the gathering of
life

erature

his

in the

and

science.

material in his earlier days,

Sir

James thoroughly explored his native
province, and the delightful chapters
over the pen-name of Jonathan Oldbuck, are the record of these trips by
sea and land.
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Whitelaw Reid,

Whitelaw

New York

Reid, proprietor of the
Tribune, and Ambassador

of the United States to the Court of
St. James, since 1905, has so ably fulfilled the duties, both state and social,
of the United States Embassy in London, that he is to continue to represent his country in Engiand for some
time to come,
it re(iuires a man of
means, as well as of brains, to occupy
the post so admirably held by Air.
Reid, and one contributory cause of
his success has been his ability to entertain lavishly.
Mr. Reid celebrates
this

month

his

seventy-second birth-

day, and from the elevation of these
many years he can look back over a

and accom])lishment. A native of the same state
as his President, Mr. Reid started his
career as so many other notables have
done in the humble ]-/Osition of country school teacher
Then, like many
another rising man. he drifted into
life

filled

with

activity

.

journalism, that profes>ion of oppor-

i:i;iD

Ideal

Ambassador

tunity, and in it he made good to such
an extent that he rose to the position
of editor-in-chief and chief proprietor
of the New York Tribune by 1872.
He twice declined an appointment as

Ambassador

to

Germany, but accepted

the Erench Ambassadorship in 1889.
In 1897 he represented the United
States Government at Queen \'ic-

Diamond Jubilee, and again in
1902 he was his country's special representative at the coronation of King
lulward. Mr. Reid displays all those
qualities of mind and soul which have
been characteristic of his distinguished predecessors and which have made
tt)ria"s

the line of

American Ambassadors

to

hjigland famous.

Strange to say. there is no official
residence for the American Ambassador in London. There are some offices in \'ictoria Street that call tiieman Embassy, but. except for
providing their representative with a
desk, chair, pens and pencils, the Unitselves

^[EX

AXD EVENTS

IX

ed States Government does not take
any account of his need for a bed or
a roof over his head. These are hix-

The

appointment

recent

of

^Ir.

Chan-

to the otiice of

Duchy of Lancaster has
more than the usual interest attached
of
talented
a
to the advancement
young man to a position of trust and
honor.
Mr. Samuel is in reality the
cellor of the

first

Hebrew Cabinet Minister

to hold

Government.
true, Lord Beaconsfield and Lord Goschen were Jews, but

office in a British

they were,
less.

of
L.

expected to furnish out
is only ah(^ut $i,-

It

is

children, no alcohol for children under five, juvenile offenders' courts, the
abolition of the
death penalty for
children, etc.
In his enormous capacity for mas-

tering the

details

Samuel

typical of his

is

He

is

late

Samuel's

in

with

subject

imitates.

has

Samuel

]\Ir.

the

patience
and the indefatigable
perseverance of his

Co.,

all

though

race,

most

in

other
characteristics
he is the very opposite of the Oriental.
To study principles,
collect

to

RIGHT HON. HERBERT SAMTEI

wait
fully

for the

Home

was impossible to find a
workmanship, and Mr.

skill

s

in-

gets up
a
thoroughness that the
Englishman
rarely

Department, Air. Samuel had entire
charge of the Children's Bill, which
was recently passed- No more humane measure has ever been before
Parliament, and certainly Parliament
never saw a measure more ably handled, both in the House and in comIt

a
i

He

spiration.

his

University

flaw in the

that

nure potent than

and was born in 1870.
He was educated at

mittee.

the

him

'xiiijwledge

Edwin

As Under-Secretary

of

give

'otter,

re-

College,
London, and at Balliol
College, Oxford.
He entered Parliament in 1902 at the
early age of thirtytwo years.

application,

mastery

lis

a son

Montagu &

I\Ir.

The

race.

power of

Samuel, who was
head of the
great
banking firm of Samuel,

of a subject,

genius of the Jew is the genius for
taking infinite pains.
He may lack
inspiration,
but his

a Jew both

is

the

is

Mr.

by birth and by
ligion.

he

of his salary, whicli
500 a year.

neverthe-

Christians.

Samuel

iiries

EYE

PUP.LIC

Hon. Herbert Samuel, Children's Champion

Rt.

Herbert Samuel

THE

committee

won

the

rare distinction of a dinner in honor
of his success.
The bill covers the
oversight of children
put
out
to
nurse, inspection of homes, suppression of cruelty, cleansing verminous

his

facts,

time,

to

to

be

equipped when

the clock of opportunity strikes

—

the

awaited hour that is his way.
His favorite amusement as a youth
was politics, and while other boys
were reading Ballantyne and Henty,
He is
he was reading Blue Books.
to-day one of the potentialities of the
liberalism of the future.
His path is
as defined

and absolute as a geome-

trical line, for

he

is

secure in his opin-

and inflexible in his purpose. He
and Mr. Masterman are supposed to be
the coming men in the liberal party
in England.
Mr. Samuel represents
ions

the cool, calculating type of statesman,
Mr. Masterman the inspirational.
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James R. Keene, Believer

James R. Keenk,

the

eminent

Am-

in

things

to

Chance

know about them

man, is a
firm believer in chance, and has recently been making public some of his
opinions.
lie would probably say
that it was chance that led his fathcr
to migrate
from England to California before the gold boom, thus giv-

you have studied them,

ing the son an early opportunity to
make his fortune in the gold fieMs.
I-'rom miner to speculator was a natural step, and Mr. Keene cleared up

sibilities

erican financier and racing

during the bonanza
period of the seventies.
Since 1877
Mr. Keene has been an operator on
Wall Street, where his goddess has
evidently stood faithfully by him, for
he still ranks high among the financial magnates of America.
'T>y those who understand it," says
Mr. Keene, "st^ck speculation is always based on proper knowledge.
There can be as much knowledge acquired by industry and application respecting these matters as can be obsix million dollars

tained in
businesses.
38

the

prosecution of other

There are

just

as

manv

I

— and

am

if

not at

any more
sure that
there
are
in stock speculation than in
business speculation. Take a railroad
all

chances

siock, for instance.
it

according

You

should buy
governearning pos-

to the conditions

ing the railroad; what its
are, the ability of the men
who control it. There are all sorts
of
contingencies
one should think

about

in relation to

it.

A

person

who

makes a careful study of
those things and he follows his judgment just as he would if he were engaging in any business. If people go
into any business and do not underis

qualified

stand

they are not likely to sucare just as likely to lose
as in any stock speculation.
"Some people think they can stop
speculation.
Old Mrs. Partington
believed in her ability to sweep back
the Atlantic.
She tried she workeil
heroically.
Rut she didn't succeed.
The -Atlantic beat Mrs. Partington.
"The spirit of speculation is born
ceed.

it,

They

—

MEN AND EVENTS

IN

with the man.
Providence has impressed in his brain and heart the betting instinct. It is the one greatest of
all gifts with which we are endowed.
It is responsible for civilization's progress in every country of the world.
Without it in our own land, population and wealth would represent but
a third of what they do to-day; science
and invention would be back one hundred years, and the immeasurable aid
our country has given, through its
wonderful development, to the teeming and half-fed population of the

Hon. H.
Solicitor-CJeneral

Till-:

Brunswick Cabinet,
McLccul,

a

is

whom

from

in

lion.

F.
the

Xcw

Harry

F.

of promise,
of the con-

servative persuasion hope great things.

Born

Fredericton in 1871, of Loyalist descent, he was educated at the
Collegiate School in that city, during
the time that Dr. Parkin was headmaster.
He continued his studies at
the Cniversity of
at

New

Brunswick,
and graduated at
the early age of
nineteen, being

older countries would still be in the
womb of the future. Without speculation

—

—

call

it

n o

r

-

if

you wish

ty years

in less than one.
It is the
fashion now to inveigh against Wall
Street and its speculations. Yet Wall
Street is the, brains and heart of the
country, and with its wondrous speculative activities is the greatest force
behind our national growth and expansion."

again in 1907, he won with the largest
majority ever given in the constituency.
Premier Hazen. recognizing
his ability, lost no time in securing
services as Solicitor-General.
In
addition to his interest in politics, Mr.
^IcLeod is a loyal Orangeman, and in
1906 and 1907 was Grand Master of
the association in New Brunswick. He
is also a military man, having risen
in
ten
years
to
the
command of
the 71st Battalion.
It is a fair specuhis

that

lation

first

honor
man and
winner of the Gove r

gambling,

and

enterprise
would
cease, business decay, values decline,
and the country would go back tweninitiative

McLeod, Rising Statesman

young man
easterners

THE PUBLIC EYE

]yl r.

]\IcLeod
will
in
time enter the fedThe
eral
arena.
men of the east

General's

medal
for
gold
English and Philosophy. He took up
the stuidy of law

have always made
themselves

felt

Ottawa, and

it

at
is

in the office of the

the usual thing for

present Judge Gregory and was admitted to the bar
I'''
every
in 1895.

the public

election

in

to look

York

seat

to

We

expect to see
so popular a man
as
Solicitorthe
General take his
place in due time,

being an

in

was deTrying

Scotia

forward

fore,

c a maggressive
paigner. He con-

the
1903, but
f e a t e d.

of

service at the capital.
may, there-

he has taken an ac-

tested

men

Brunswick

Nova

and

County since iSgi
tive part,

w

N' e

hun.

h. f.

mcleud

solicitor-general or

new

brun.swick

and when he does
so,

his

friends beas
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lieve that

it

will

be

in

no minor posi-

tion.

man deserving of recognition in
parts of the Dominion, but it is
safe to say that, outside his own province and the sister maritime provinces he i.^ nof as we^l known as he
deserves to be. This is a defect which
is

a

all

This reference to Mr. McLeod
serves to emphasize the somewhat regrettable lack of acquaintance Canadians in g'eneral have with the public
men of the various provinces. Here

Lord Kitchener's
Tjik ])r()blem

of

the

disposal

of

end of the tenure of his command in the East Indies
has been solved. "In conformity with
the wishes of His Majesty's Governnicn" the famous general has accept-

Lord Kitchener

at the

should be remedied.

New Command
Cyprus and Egypt were hastily scooped together (on paper) and given this

The

fine collective title.

five stations

were artistically grouped in the army
list immediately following, and cleverly

made

to look as important as the

Commanding-in-Chief and High Commis-

command in the East Indies,. The layman probably thought for a moment

the Mediterranean.
Mediterranean command was

we had conquered a new empire.
But there camiot be any doubt that
the scope of the appointment which
Lord Kitchener assumes will be a
great deal wider.
There would be

ed

llic

sioner
'J'he

])ost

of

l''ield-AIarshal

in

It was a clever
a i)aper invention.
idea emanation, towards the end of
the year 1907, from the Directorate of
Organization at the War Office. Employment, sufficiently dignified and

high-sounding, had to be
found for the Duke of Connaught
when he handed over the post of Inspector-General of the Forces to Sir
An extremely astute
John iM-cnch.
War Office clerk conceived the idea
of the Mediterranean command. The
authorities welcomed the scheme with
open arms.
Gibraltar, Malta, Crete,
sufficiently

that

nothing surprising in the creation of a
jiost for general overseas inspection.
Such an experiment would be extremely valuable, and Lord Kitchener
is an admirable selection for the first
holder. A general inspector and auditor, acting on behalf of the War Office
for all our colonies would save
the nation untold wealth and enor-

mously increase the

efficiencv of col-

onial defence.
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William Winter, Great Dramatic Critic

No MORE

striking proof could be desired of the authority wielded by William Winter as a dramatic critic than
the wide-spread comment on his resignation of the position he has occupied
so brilliantly for the last forty-four

years as dramatic critic of the New
York Tribune. For a generation, at
least, his reputation has been bounded only by the limits of the Englishspeaking theatre. To all lovers of the
stage his name is almost as familiar
on one side of the Atlantic as on the
other.

Those who know him

best will

be the last to believe that his critical
His headquarters
career is ended.
may be shifted, but the spirit of combat is yet strong in him and only
death or disability will compel him to
lay down the pen which, in his hands,
is still so potent a weapon.

—

perhaps, no man living
with a more
certainly but very few
intimate and scholarly knowledge of
all things pertaining to the playhouse,
before or behind the curtain. He has
devoted a long life-time to the observation and the study of the stage, of
the men who write for it, the public
who
that support it, the actor folk

There

is,

—

strut their brief

rectors

hour upon

it,

who have managed

managed

it,

the dior mis-

and of the whole Bohem-

In
ian world that revolves about it.
his capacity as critic, therefore, he has

written with the fullest compreheneesthetic,
and
sion of the practical,
which are
considerations
personal

such important factors in the theatre
his judgments, even if his warmest admirers could not always agree
with him, carried the weight univer-

and

41
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conceded

sally

perience,

to

,£^rcat

lonj^^

ability,

and varied exand lofty aim.

Mr. Winter wa.s born in Gloucester,
Mass., on the 15th of July, 1836. his
father bein^ an old sea captain, l^'rom
his youth his inclinations were toward
the literary life, and he began writing
for various magazines and periodicals
when he was only about sixteen years
lie attended the Harvard law
old.
school and was graduated in 1857,
but never seriously attempted to practise

his

youth

profession, having
attracted
attention

in

early

the
by
smooth melody and tender feeling of
his verse,
and the description and
analytical

and

power

of his miscellaneous
Oj)portunity.

writings.

critical

and the development of a special
ability led him into a course of dramatic criticism, and in 1865, before
he was thirty years old, he was -appointed dramatic editor of the Tribune, a position in which lie soon began to attract the attention of dis-

taste,

criminating readers, who could appreciate the excellence of a fluent and
polished style
once picturesque,
at

—

—

humorous and incisive and a keen
and well-informed critical observation.
Allliougli it is as a critic and historian of the theatre that Mr. Winter
has been best

known

to

the general

fame as a writer does not
rest entirely upon his theatrical essays and biographies.
His books on

public, his

Edwin Booth, Joseph Jefiferson, ATary
Anderson, Henry Irving, and others
have had a wide circulation, but much
of his most attractive work is to be
found

in his volumes of foreign trasuch as "Shakespeare's Englantl."
"(ira\- na\s and Gold." "C^ld Shrines
and Ivy." etc-, which are filled with
descriptive passages of great, if sometimes almost too luxurious, beautv.

vel,

Professor
Pi:uiiAi'S the greatest

Thomson,

honor which

be accorded to any city came
to Winnipeg in the event of the conterence
o\ the
r.i-iii>h
Association

cc^uld
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As a
withi

journalist he

is

contemporary

the elder Bennett, with Bryant,
with Greeley.
He was on close

and
terms with Dickens

anrl Wilkie Colfriend of Edwin Booth
and Joseph Jefferson, an intimate of
(ieorge William Curtis, and Oliver

lins,

the

bosom

Wendell Holmes.
He has survived
nearly two generations of journalistic,
theatrical,

retains

all

and
his

literary

and still
and much

life,

intellectual

of his physical vigor.
All old theatre-goers know his silver head and frail, but still active, figure, which are often the centre of a
listening group between the acts. Mr.
Winter is a capital story-teller, and a

humorous anecdote from
none of its ])oint. As a

his lips loses

public speaker. es[)ecially in the after-dinner hour.
he has been in request for many years.
In matter and manner he is wont to

be equally felicitous.
His eloquence
has been the chief feature of manv a
great dramatic feast, while he has
been the accepted laureate of the stage

manv

for

the

to

Some

years.

of his tributes

famous dead are wonderfully

sympathetic

in

their

plaintiff

melan-

Mr. Winter, although his
poetry often sounds a sombre note.
and he himself is of a reflective habit,
is essentially a cheerful man.
A Bacchic ode conies to him as readily as
an epitaph.
He laughs easily himself, and is a source of frequent mirth
choly.

in

l>ut

others.

will be a

The

theatre of the future

dark place without the light

of his countenance.

It is,

happily, too

soon to attempt anything like a detailed review of his, as yet, incompleted work, or to discuss his exact position as a critic, but. should his retirement prove final, both the public and
the

tliealros

are

likely

to

find

it

a

cause for recret.

Brilliant

for

the

Scientist

.Vdvanccment

of

Science.

Delegates from the greatest centres of
learning in the world assembleil in
the youthful prairie city to discuss
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questions which were vital to the scientific world.
It
was remarked on
several occasions, and particularly by
Lord Strathcona, who was a guest
in the city at the time of the conference, that AN'innipeg", in doing honor to
men of learning, was taking the next
essential step to place her in point of
importance among the greatest cities
in the w-orld.
As a commercial and
industrial centre the city

nized, but

is

well recog-

when with audacious mo-

desty she pays her tribute to leaders

^m

^

A

LIVIXl:!

ROOM FIFTEEN BY THIRTY, FEET ILLUMINATED:; BY CONCEALED LIGHTS

Concealing Lights to Save Eyes
By

DANIEL HIRCHELL

From Technical World Magazine

THERE

is
a biblical
injunction
against hiding our "light under
a bushel." Yet it is probable that
in a short time nearly every one who
has gas or electricity for lighting will
be literally covering the source of
light with a metal shade that looks
very much like a small bushel measFor several years, lighting exure.
perts and more particularly specialists in ey_e troubles have decried the
evil effects upon the eye of the direct
rays from our modern brilliant light
sources.
This has been made more
evident by the introduction and general use of the new high candle-power
metallic filament incandescent lamps.
There have, therefore, been many attemps to devise a method of interior

illumination by which the rays are reonce at least before reaching
the eye.
flected

There

is

number

of

this "indirect

il-

a con.siderablc

instalations in

which

lumination" is applied in different
ways, the most successful heretofore
being that in which the light is hidden behind brackets around the edge
of the room and reflected towards the
ceiling.
It 'has been very limited in
application owing to the loss, or absorption, of light by the reflecting
surfaces, but where the expense is
not considered, very pleasing results

were produced. Recent developments
have been made that probably mark
an epoch in interior lighting and will

make

indirect illumination a very gen45
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In order to make this
eral system.
mctliod commercially available, that
is, bring' it within the reach of che man
of ordinary means, two thing^s were
I^'irst, a lii^ht of high cannecessary.
dle-])o\ver at

low

cost.

Second, a

re-

snrface that would give the
first reflection of ligiit upward without material loss.
flecting^

Where

it

was

\\<ci\

'.he

nccessar)'

candle-power and economy are fountl
in using the higher grade incandescent
mantles.
During the past year a new
type of electric lamp having- its filament made of the rare metal, tungsten,
has been put on the market, and where
is used
it
])roves an ideal
source of light for this s_\-stem.
It
is
an interesting fact that the intrtxluction of the tungsten lamp uhicli made

electricity

lighling alniosl a necessilv is
lacldi's that made it possible. Witli tkis lamp the same amount
of electric energy will produce abtuU
three times the light that w. uild be
produced b\- the old style carbon tllaiiidiriH-1

one

liV 1 IIF.

NKW

SVS'IKM

<)F (< )N( EAI.KIi

I.KillTrt

sured in watts, a watt representing
1-746 ])art of a horse-power. It takes
about 3^ watts of energy to produce one candle-power of light with
With the tungsten
the carbon lamp.
lamp it re(|uires about i '-4 watts to
produce a candle-power. Consequently, for the same expenditure for curreiu for lighting we can get three
times as nuich light with the tungsten lamp as with the carbon laniji,
and can thus economically use a
brightei- light and have it reflected before reaching the eye.
The reflecting surface of the reflector surrounding the lamp or malitle
ofifers no tlifficulties. that problem having been solved already after man\'
years of struggle and ex|K'riment, and
marketed for several years under a
somewhat misleading traile name. Ke-

iIk'

llectors of this type consist of a single

ment lamp.

piece of b'ow ti glass coatetl on the
cnlside with pure silver, and giving
a retlection oi remarkably
high eflicieuc\',.
The silvering is protected on
the outside bv coats of elastic enamel.
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I'^lectrical

energy

is

mea-

CONCEALING LIGHTS TO SAVE EYES

A BED-CHAMBER

Much

IX

WHICH THE

greater efficiency and durability

claimed by the maker than is obtained by ordinary mirror coatings.
The reflector used has, of course, a
is

influence

on the

results in the
necessity for efficiency
and durability is evident. It is equally important that the reflector be capable of being molded so as to be uniform and correct in design and compact in form, and to permit of easy and
thorough cleaning.
The design or shape of the reflector also has an important bearing on
the efficiency and on the efifect provital

long run.

The

duced in the room. The correct shape
of this inverted reflector for throwing the rays of light to the ceiling
without shadows, as adopted, has been
the result of considerable calculation
and experiment. The perfected design is of a bell shape, having peculiar
spiral
corrugations.
The exposed
glass surface is fire-glazed and so is
easily cleaned with a soft cloth.
The indirect lighting units worked
out consist of this scientifically cor-

CONCE.^ LED^LI JHIS

ARE USED

spun brass
gas fixtures this casing
rests on the base of the mantle like
a globe.
On electric fixtures it can
either be suspended by chains or supported from below, as in the case of
gas fixtures. It is evident that an infinite variety of ornamental designs
can be worked out embodying these
rect reflector, fitting in a

casing.

units,

terest

On

and judging from the great inshown, fixture manufacturers

the near future will be designing
for use with this method of
illumination.
These lighting units can be easily
installed on gas or electric chandeL'nless the chanliers already in use.
delier arms are very heavy, it can be
applied on any electric fixture where
the sockets are pendant. The arms do
not cast annoying shadows on the ceiling, since the corrugations cause the
in

fixtures

light to

The

come from

so

many

directions.

should be at or near
the centre of the room, though side
lights can and have been used with
Light-colored
satisfactory
results.
fixtures

—
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walls are not essential as most of the
The
is directed to the ceiling.
units can be arranged in a variety of
ways. Only a few simple designs of
fixtures embodying
them are here
shown. The fixtures can be installed
in single units or multiples, either electric, gas or combinations of both, and
it
is
practical to illuminate in this
way, not only residences, but halls and
light

auditoriums.
Of course, this system of illumination is not a? successful with beamed
ceilings or those of dark tint, but in
the majority of instances the ceilings
are light and the conditions favorable.
There are at present many experimental instalations of this system in use
among professional and business men
in their residences and offices. Without exception, they are enthusiastic in
its praise, and are so impressed with
the eye-comfort derived from its use,
that they would go back to the old system of lighting only under protest.
Direct light rays from the filament of
the lamp striking the eye cause much
trouble and discomfort.
all know

We

rough paper which partially
breaks up these rays by diffuse reflecthat

a

tion

is

far

preferable

to

the

glazed
in our

surface so commonly used
magazines.
The rays of light striking first the reflecting surface of the
ceiling lose their injurious efifect and
the

eye-comfort experienced by this

One is enis very noticeable.
While it is true
abled to see better.
that there is a loss of light, another
factor enters to overbalance this. The
more easily details can be seen, the
more effective is the illumination.
When there is a bright naked lamp
in front of the eye, the pupils contract and, therefore, the eye takes in
less of the light and the things that
are illuminated are not seen as clearly as with less light and a wide-open
pupil.
Hence the fact that there may
be less light with indirect illumination does not mean that we see less
clearly, but on the contrary, we realmethod

ly see better.

The cost of instalation and maintenance does not much exceed that of
the ordinary methods now in vogue.
The benefits and comfort are unquestionably so far superior that to many
the cost would not be a matter of consideration.
A fixture of one reflecror
and one lOO-watt tungsten lamp or a
good gas mantle burner gives a beautiful illumination in a room up to fifteen feet square.
This consumption
makes the cost very reasonable, be-

ing at the cost of gas or electric current of from a half to one cent
per hour. This is probably not more
than it costs in the majority of instances to illuminate sucli
the present methods.
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Indian Shorthand Writers of B.C.
By LILLIAN

E.

ZEB

From World To-day

PROBABLY

the only tribe of
Indian shorthand writers
in the world, who contribute
and subscribe to the queerest newspaper now being published, are
those belonging" to the Kamloops
and Douglass River bands living
real

in the interior of British Columbia.
Ovei two thousand of these natives
have mastered the art, and regularly

news pertaining

read

all

Iribe

and individuals

the

to the

in their curious

journal, called the Kamloops Wav/a.
Bible, hymn and prayer-books are
likewise printed in this sign language. These natives have become
members of the church. The writer,
recently returned from this region,
obtained a series of characteristic
photos, together with some interesting information in regard to these
little

known and remarkable Indian

folks.

This extraordinary advance in Indian culture was brought about
through the efforts of a French missionary, Le Jeune, sent out from
Brittany a few years ago.
Kamloops, the headquarters of Missionary Le Jeune, is some three hundred
miles and more northeast from Victoria, the capital of British Columbia.
Just across the liver, a few
miles up from the town, is the main
Indian village or rancherie. Here the
natives congregate in large numbers
at certain seasons, for this is the important centre of Indian life for
some fifty to one hundred miles
around.
The occupation is princi-

pally hunting, fishing and ranching,
in a limited scale.
Prior to the appearance cf the missionary, the fraudulent Shamans
pretenders at the curing of disease,
claiming, by aid of supernatural or
magic powers to be able to ward off
evil spirits and prevent sickness
completely held the people in their
superstitious and powerful grasp.
Besides hindering their progress in
religious matters, a good deal of
property was scjueezed from the peo])le
by their misleading influence.
These so-called magical prophets
fled at the coming of the French pastor, who fully exposed their tricks
and false creed to the Indians.

and fanning

Before Mr. Le Jeune began his
educational work the tribes of this
locality, living along the canons and
banks of the Thompson and Fraser
Rivers in British Columbia, were unable to write their language and had
no written literature, although each
possessed a language which had an
extensive mythology, preserved by
To-day, nearly all
oral tradition.
these different tribes, some half dozen or more, are writing letters to one
another in their several languages,
reading a newspaper. Bibles and

songbooks, all by means of shorthand. Pastor Le Jeune found that
to be successful in his mis; ion, it
would be absolutely necessary to devise a system of communication. He
taught the Indians of the various
tribes to write their language, and
showed then a sign to represent each
49
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sound whicli they uttered

in

pro-

words.
The signs
were sim])]y the shorthand symbols
of the Duployan phonogra])hic system.
nouncing-

tlieir

After working; out an Indian vocabulary in his shorthand signs, containing nearly all the words commonly employed in everyday usage,
the pastor in early fall, when the
village was thickly populated, first
showed and explained his system to
one of the bright Indian boys. He
took to it intuitively and set to work
to decipher some Indian prayers
which the pastor gave him. Before
Christmas he had pretty thoroughly
learned the art of writing his language, and being pleased with his
rapid success, he set to work at once
instruct his friends.
The new
"talk language" created widespread
interest and the Indians were all
eager to learn it. Soon the young
as well as the adult members of each
habitation for miles around were engaged in practicing the new method
of communication.
to

The glimpse into one of their
hemes at night where these Indians
some of whom live in wigw^ams
made of t)o1cs covered with mats,

—

birch bark dwellings and log cabins,
and where the women still use stone

implements to prepare and scrape
deer skins might be seen eargerly
bent on learning shorthand, was indeed an odd and unique sight. During the first few months of their
schooling it was found that as soon
as la few Indians of a camp had
learned to read and write shorthand,
they were extremely anxious to
teach tlic wliolc community.
Conscrpiently l^astor Le Jeune taught a
few numbers of each village and
left it Id them to teach their neigh-

—

bors.
They made rather sloAV progress in the sununer-time, owing to
the fact that they were off at work,
ranching and picking berries, but in
the winter when they returned home
they devoted whole nights to study.
50

and

in this

way made

excellent pro-

gress and

soon became proficient.
Shorthand, he claims, is many times
simpler than English orthography.
The Indians now using this phonetic
system for writing are some halfdozen tribes or more living along
the Thompson and Fraser Rivers.
After about five hundred or more
had mastered this system, it became

necessary that their interest be retained by placing reading matter before them, and thus was one of the

purposes

of

Missionary Le Jeune
wished them to be

realized, for he

able to read the Bible as well as
other religious books. His task was
to provide this literature printed in
the characters of the system.
Xot
satisfied with teaching his Indian
parishioners to write letters in their
own language by means of short
hand and to read a paper in their
native tongue, he had published various part of the Bible in nine dift'erent languages spoken by the several
tribes in this region, using the same
method, and still is laboring on additional publications.
It is in these
languages that the prayers, hymns,

parts of the B)ible, and the church
ritual have been published.

The focus

and inand one point of
pilgrimage from long distances by
land and river, is the church. This
structure, a white frame one. similar
to those to be found in villages of
eastern Canada and the United
States, was built by the Indians and
of all religious

tellectual activities,

presented to their highly appreciateil
])astor.

They have

also

made him

a

present oi a carriage and team to enable him to make his visits to faroft' villages. The church has a cheerful interior, with comfortable pews.
The most striking oddity, however,
to the white visitor, is the strange
liynui and iirayer-books. whose pages
are full of the curious shorthand
svmbols. yir. Le Jeune preaches in
the several native dialects of the
countrv, especially Chinook, the or-

—
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mimeograph

dinary trade languag^e used between
dicerent tribes and whites throughout much of British Columbia, Alaska and the northwestern coast of the

for the first year, but
he succeeded in having
type made for it and getting it
printed on one of the presses
A full page
of the nearest city.
of this unique publication, here rethis

after

United States. On church and feast
days the whole community attend
services. The church is well lighted
by acetylene gas, and illustrated

shows the curious shorthand symbols used in the cliurch
services. Several years ago the Passion Play was enacted here by the
Indians, under the direction of their
They are quite proud of
])astor.
their performance and speak of the
For a
event wnth unusual pride.
])roduced,

stereopticon lectures are frequently
given by the pastor.
In the rear of the church is the
editorial
room where Pastor Le
Jeune gets up his (juaint shorthand
paper. This has sixteen pages about
the size <^f the average book, devoted
to church and various local informa-

novel picture of progressive Indian
Le Jeune's queer
Pastor
life.
"Wawa" and his band of Indian
shorthand writers quite overshadow
all others to be met wdth in British

"Wawa" is the word for talk
the Chinook jargon, hence it was
chosen as a name for the Indian
It
w^as printed on a
newspaper.

tion.
in

Columbia.

Tire Themselves Getting Ready
fr^

^^

ASHINGTON IRVING
who

tells

jump over

tried to

a

a story of a

man

He went

back

hill.

and ran so
was completely exhausted when he came
Then he got
to the hill, and had to lie down to rest.
hill.
over
the
walked
and
up
so far to get his start for the great leap,

hard, that he

A

great

many

people exhaust themselves getting

They

ready to do their work.

They spend

their lives-

are always preparing.

getting ready to do something

whicli they never do.
It is

to

an excellent thing

to

keep improving oneself,

keep growing; but there must be a time

the great

work

forty years old,

of

life.

who

He

I

know

a

man who

to

do.

a

number of post-graduate courses

This

things yet.

lines.

man
I

is

has graduated from college, and

taken

ize.

almost

has not yet decided what he

going

along general

to begin
is

He

— but

all

has not yet begun to special-

fully believes he

hope he may.

is

going

to

do great

Success Maga.ziiic.

The Ship
A

Tale

of

the

of Silence

New

Canadian Navy

By

PERCIVAL LANCASTER
IS not
IToneself

a pleasant situation to find

alone,

dory, not

in

a

more than

little

fishing

ten feet long,

twenty miles from the Newfoundland
coast, with a heavy sea running, at
five o'clock of a cold September morning. Yet in just such an one did John
M'Cann, master of the fishing trawler
"Bonaventure" find himself upon a
certain
September
year of grace, 191 5.

morning of

the

An hour previously, from the deck
of the trawler, he had descried a low,
flat object floating upon the heaving
surface of the water, which had appeared to him to resemble a raft with
a human body lashed upon it, and he
had forthwith jumped into the dory
and pulled away toward the object
in order to investigte matters.

The

sea proved to

rougher than
he had imagined and a twenty minutes' pull lengthened out into an hour
'be

before he came alongside the piece of
flotsam which he found, upon investigation, to be, not a raft, but a hencoop containing a number of dead
fowl which had evidently been washed
off the deck of some
passing ship.
Deeply chargined that he had had his
long and arduous pull for nothing.

M'Cann, noticiiig that the sea was becoming dangerously rough, pulled his
boat's head round and began to look
for the trawler, the safetv of whose
decks he was liccoming increasingly
anxious to regain.
Rut, peer as he might ihnnigh the
grey mists of dawn, he could see

nothing of the "Bonaventure," and,
with a thrill of the keenest anxiety,
John discovered that the mist which
surrounded him was becoming denser,
that it was, in fact, developing into
one of those thick fogs which, upon

Grand Banks of Newfoundland,
sweep down and envelop the mariner
the

without the slightest warning.

"By

the

powers!"

ejaculated

M'Cann, whitening a little under his
bronze, "I must get back to the ship
without delay. It's no joke to be lost
twenty miles
from land, with a constantlv increas-

in a fog, in a Shiall boat,

!"

ing sea like this, too. Hallo, there
he bawled at the top of his voice,
"Trawler ahoy
arc
whereabouts
;

you

?"

But, although he know that his
voice would carry to a great distance
through the fog, M'Cann listened in
vain for any reply from the "Bonaventure," and it began to be borne in
upon him that he was in a very nasty
predicament indeed. The trawler had
evidentlv drifted away from him pretty rapidly during his \m\\ toward the
supposed raft, and, although she
would, no doubt, be well within sight
if the fog were only to disperse, she
was most certainly out of shouting
distance from the unfortunate man in
the ro\ving-l"mat.

The skipper, however, was not a
to be easily discouraged, and he

man

how

the "raft" had
the trawler,
anil ihcn. tiu'ning his boat's head in

rapidly calculated

been lying when he

left

THE SHIP OF SILENCE.
the direction in which he guessed the
"Bonaventure" must then be lying,
commenced to pull, with long, vigorous strokes, across the rapidly-rising
sea, the crests of whose waves were
already beginning to wash into the
little dory, threatening every moment

o

swamp

her.

For ten long mintes M'Cann tugged at the oars, until, even on that
/aw, cold morning, the sweat streamed down his face then, rising stiffly
to his feet, raised his hands to his
mouth, funnelwise, and shouted with
ill his might into the fog.
;

There was no

reply.

No

sound

jave the hissing of the sea broke upon
the skipper's ears.
Once more he
and
shouted, despairingly this time
this time he fancied, to his delight,
that a reply came over the water, but
from a great distance and from a different direction to that in which he
;

Sitting down in the
was pulling.
dory, M'Cann turned his boat's head
in the direction from which the sound

had appeared to come, and commenced
rowing with all his might, hoping
very soon to see the shape of the
trawler looming dimly over his shoulder; but long minute after long minute went by without M'Cann observing any signs of her. and once more
he stopped pulling, and hailed the invisible ship until it seemed as though
his lungs must burst with the effort.
This time there was no reply at all.
Only the waves hissed and curled
round the boat, looking, to M'Cann's
fevered imagination, like beasts waiting for the strength to die out of their
prey.

Then

the

man began

to realize

fully the utter hopelessness of his posi-

and he shouted, shouted, shouted,
was raw and he himself could scarcely hear the sound
of his own voice, which had degeneratDespair
ed into a husky whisper.
took hold of him and he bowed his
head between his hands, praying that
death might come quickly and save
him the pain of lingering for hours,
perhaps for a whole day, waiting for
the coming of the inevitable.
In this position the wretched man
tion

until his throat

remained for perhaps an hour, ex-

moment that his frail
shallop would be overwhelmed, and
then he suddenly looked up with the
feeling strong upon him that somepecting every

—

—

thing he knew not what was close
beside him.
Listening intently, he
made out a sound as though the sea
were washing against the face of some
large rock, or against the sides of a
ship
and, knowing well that there
were no rocks in the vicinity, his heart
bounded with hope at the thought
that he might, in a few minutes, be
treading again the good, solid decks
of a large ship instead of the flimsy
bottom-boards of a frail rowing-boat.
;

"Ship ahoy! ship ahoy!" he shouted once more, facing in the direction
of the sound; but still no reply came
to his frenzied hails.
Yet the strange
sound of water washing against some
large solid substance still rang in his
ears, and M'Cann knew that there
must be some big vessel close at hand,
although he seemed unable to attract
the attention of those on board her.
"Confound them !" he growled,
"are they all asleep aboard there? Is
a man to perish because the watch
!"
in deck
Hallo, there, the ship ahoy

—

he vociferated

once
again, as his
straining ears caught the sound of
iron clashing against iron "heave to,
;

will

ye?"

there was no reply, no sound
voices, and, with another
anathema at the carelessness of those
on board, M'Cann seized his oars and
Still

of

human

rowed madly through the mist toward the invisible ship, looking eagerly

over his shoulder the while.

Then, suddenly, she loomed up
through the mist, and M'Cann was
obliged to twist his boat round hurriedly to avoid running into her.
"Good heavens !" he ejaculated,
"what is this— what sort of a sihip is
she? Steamer, without a doubt; built
of iron or steel, and by all the powers, she's a warship; and a large one
at that.
What'll she be doing away
out here? What country can she belong to? I know all the ships of the
ne\V Canadian navy, but I'll swear that

—

—
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there are none of
this

vessel.

Why,

them so large as
she must be of

seven or eight thousand tons displacement, standing out of the water like
And not a soul
the side of a house.
about her decks. Well, if this doesn't
beat creation, I'm a Dutchman."
Here the crest of a sea washed,
hissing, into the little dory, putting an
end to M'Cann's astonished soliloquy,
and proving to him that, unless he
could speedily get on board the enormous steel warshi]). he would find a
watery grave in the depths of the

North Atlantic.
But how to climb those steep sides?
There were
Tliat was tlic question.
from her
certainly guns ])r()jccting
sides, like bristles from the back of an
angry porcupine, but the lowest of
them proved to l)e more than fifteen
feet above the level of the sea, and
her smooth steel sides ofifered not
whereby a
the slightest projection
man might reach her decks.

"Wy Jove!" suddenly muttered the
seaman, "the ship's engines are not
moviiig she is hove to for some reaNow, if I can only
son or other.
reach her stern. I shall perhaps be
able to grasp her stern-gallery and
haul myself up into that, after which
;

Lucky

the rest will be easy.

for

me

her screws are not working, or I
should be unable to try the gallery."

So saying, M'Cann once more seized the oars and, with a few rapid
strokes, propelled himself along the
ship's side until he came to her counter, when he perceived, to his great
relief, that the gallery was placed .so
low tliat, by standing up in the boat,
and waiting until she was on the crest
of a wave he would be able t(^ reach
up. and, by grasping the railing, haul
himself up into safety.

llie

foaming

crest of a

lia\eiiwards, sprang with

ed his

l)oat

all

might fm- the

Iiis

wave wash-

railing,

which

lie

grasping. A
moment later he had e]iml)ed over the
rail auvl stood in safetv, looking down
fortunately suceeciled

at

his
54

own dorv

in

wliicli

was rapidlv

below the surface of

"A narrow escape, that !" observed
M'Cann, wiping the sweat from his
forehead
"I don't know that I've
ever had a narrower. But I'm safe at
last, thank heaven, and the next thing
is to find out all about this queer, silent ship the crew of which seem to be
;

asleep."

With

these words the fisherman laid
hand on the handle of the door
leading from the gallery to the captain's cabin, and, opening it, walked

his

inside, closing the door carefully beThere was somebody in
hind him.
the room, seated at a table in the far
corner of the cabin, apparently busily
writing; so, taking off his watersoaked hat, M'Cann walked a few
steps forward and, clearing his throat,
observed in his deep tones: "Good
I have taken the libmorning, sir.
erty of coming aboard by way of
your stern-gallery, because I could

not attract the attention of anybody

on deck."

To

his

astonishment, however, the

figure did not move, nor did it vouchsafe any reply; although now that his

eyes

were more accustomed

the

to

semi-darkness of the cabin, M'Cann
could see that it was the captain
whom he was addressing, because of
the epaulettes on his shoulder and the
broad gold bands upon his cuflf. Clearing his throat once more he was about
to address the figure again wlien his
attention

was attracted bv a

certain

strange rigidity and lack of movement
hi the form, and a sadden fear grip-

ped his heart.

"Great powers !" he exclaimed "a
the
tragedy has taken place here
T must go at once and
nian is dead!
;

;

summon

Carefully watching his o]~)por[ unity,
therefore, the skijiper stood up; and,
as

settling down
the water.

assistance."

Rushing from
liastened
search of

along

the

the

cabin,

M'Cann

main deck

in

somebody to whom he could
tell
the news; but, to his utter liewililernient. tlie place seemed to be

it
\\a> the strangest affair.
.\
he had ever lieard of.
ship
a warship, hove to. with nobody on deck, the skipper dead in his

deserted,
this,

that

—

—

"

THE Sinr

Ol'

SILKXCE.

cabin,

fore him, there

M'Cann

distant

and the lower decks deserted!
did not know what to make
of it and fear, cold, creopinj::; fear, began to steal over him at the mystery
and horror of his surroundins^s.
Then, suddenly, he emerg-ed upon
the mess deck and, there before him,
lay the solution of the mystery.

mess
crew

The

were laid and the ship's
before them intent upon their

tables
sat

But, strange to say, not a man
looked up as the skipper of the trawler
meal.

rushed unceremoniously into the

flat.

"I say,"' shouted M'Cann to this silent company; "your captain sits in
his cabin, dead.
Where can I find
the first lieutenant and the surgeon?"

Not a sound came

in

reply from the

men gathered there, and once more
M'Cann repeated his question, thinking that he had not spoken loudly
enough but again there was no reply
from the ranks of the seamen.
With his hair bristling upon his
seal]) from a fear to which he, as yet,
;

hardly dared give a name, M'Cann
crept forward and timidly touched one
of the sailors on the hand; starting

back

in
horror immediately afterward, for the hand was cold as ice
and rigid as that of a wax figure.

"Dead
M'Cann,

!

dead

!

wildly.

all

dead

!"

shrieked

see

it

all

"I

now.

Some

dreadful disease has seized this
crew, smiting them with the
hand of death where they sat. Oh, it
ship's

horrible, horrible
This ship is a
ship of the dead.
Would to heaven
I had stayed in my boat and gone
down in her, for this is enough to
drive any man out of his mind. Poor
fellows poor fellows what an awful
fate
Struck down in a moment
while they were at their meal. What
on earth can the disease be that falls
upon men so suddenly, and cuts them
is

!

!

!

!

ofif

before they have time

A

terrific

explosion,

—
a

concussion that hurled him, half blinded and stunned
against the bulkhead, interrupted the
flow of Al'Cann's thoughts; and, as
he slowly and painfully staggered to
his feet, with hands outstretched be-

flash of light, a

to his ears the

"What's ha])pening nov,' ?" shrieked the unhappy man, rushing forward,
"another warship firearth can be the
meaning of it all? This is ghastly
a strange ironclad,
is not natural
it
peopled with dead, being fired into by
another ship one of our own Canadian crusiers, by the sound of her
guns. I wish to heaven I had never
set eyes on this ship of horror."
Here another appalling explosion
looking round.
rent
the
air
and,

]:)anic-stricken

ing at us

!

;

What on

—

;

M'Cann saw

that a shell had burst
upon the very spot wdiere he had
been standing a few seconds previously, blowing away half of one of the
mess tables and sending the limbs and
parts of the bodies of the dead sailors

right

hurtling in

all

directions.

Again and again the shells struck
the ironclad, making her quiver from
stem to stern, while the air seemed to
vibrate with the concussion of the
bursting missiles and to be full of
Fragments
blinding flashes of light.
past
whistled
of iron and steed
M'Cann's ears, causing him to crouch
down U'pon the rent and dismantled
decks which were now covered with

seemed to him as
and
it
though the end of all things was at
hand. Never had he dreamed of such
a horror as this, never could he have
believed that such things could hapman's brain
pen, and the unhappy
debris

;

reeled until reason
in the balance.

herself

trembled

Then, suddenly, the end came. A
more dreadful explosion than any
which had gone before roared in
M'Cann's ears, and, simultaneously
he felt himself Struck upon the head
by something heavy.

A

ness stole over him. he

warm and
blinding

came

thunder of a heavy gun.

sticky

neck, and. a
left

deathly sick-

felt

trickling

moment

something

down

later, his

his

senses

him and he lapsed into oblivion.
he next opened his eyes he

When

found himself lying on his back on
deck of another, smaller ship,

the

looking into the kindly face of a little,
stout, clean-shaven man in the
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uniform of a captain

in the

navy.
"Well,

my man,"

said

smiling,

"how do you

Canadian

the

latter,

feel

now?

You've had a pretty narrow escape,
What on earth were
let me tell you.
you doing aboard that ship?"
"I feel all right now," answered
M'Cann, endeavoring to sit up, and

my head's
He
a spinning-top."
then went on to describe the circumstances which had led to his getting
aboard of that ship of silence concluding by asking the captain what
horror it was from which he had so
opportunely been rescued.
failing in the attempt; "only

humming

like

;

"There was no horror at all about
replied the Canadian officer, laugh"Your nerves had been a bit
ing.
upset by your narrow escape from
drowning, I suppose, or else you
would hardly have failed to notice
that your "dead" men were not dead
never having been alive but
at all
were merely dummies."
it,"

—

—

"Dummies!" returned the perplexed
M'Cann; "what in thunder were dummies doing aboard an ironclad?"

"The dummies were doing nothing,"
"Things were bedone to them. That ship you
were on board, sir, was nothing less

aboard only a few minutes before the
fog lifted, or else you would have noticed this ship and her consorts and
guessed what was to take place. As it
was, you must have only just got
below when the mist rose, disclosing
and as we were
to us our target
quite ready to commence firing why,
;

—

we

did so forthwith, being, of course,
unaware that there was any living
soul on board the "Rodney."
Then,
when the practice was over, and the
party was sent to report upon the results of the gunnery, your insensible
body was found much to the astonishment of my men, and brought on
board this ship, the 'Ottawa.' You ve
bad, as I said before, a very narrow
and I rather
csc-ipe, Mr. M'Cann
imagine that, in future, you will be
chary of boarding any of His Majesty's ships without first receiving
shall be in
a written invitation.
Halifax this afternoon," he continued,
still smiling, "when you will be put
ashore safe if not altogether sound
and from that place you will, no
doubt, be able to make your way to

—

;

We

—

—

your own home."
"IMr. Dupont," he went on, turn-

replied the skipper.

ing to the

first

ing

gentleman
room and
whisky; I
ly in need

down below

than a target ship.
The Dominion
Government was anxious to experiment with the guns of the new navy
which Canada has just built for herself; and for that purpose the old
battleship
"Rodney" was
English
purchased and fitted up with guns

dummy

figures.
The idea was to
from actual experience, the
results of modern shell-fire upon a
ship, and she was, therefore, allowed

and

find out,

to drift about out 3'Onder while five
of our cruisers hammered at her for
an hour.
You must have climbed

0.^,r,.^0

lieutenant, "take this
to

the

ward

give him a big drink of
think his nerves are slightof a little stimulant at the

Good morning, Mr.
M'Cann," he concluded and, going
forward, he climbed up on the navigation bridge and stood looking at
the land which was already showing
like a cloud upon the edge of the
horizon; while M'Cann. with tottering
footsteps, and leaning upon the arm
of the first lieutenant, went below
present moment.

;

refreshment of which,
there could be no doubt, he stood very
sadlv in need.

to obtain that

XS^I^I

WITH THE ALPIXE CLUK AKOUXD THE CAMP FIRE

The Alpine Club

of

IX

PAKADISE VALLEY

Canada

By

FRANK YEIGH.

ONE

of the newest national organizations of the Dominion is

the Alpine Club of Canada.
felt by many lovers of the
mountains that the time had come to
The first sugestablish such a club.
gestion was, however, to form a Canadian branch of the American Alpine
Club, and circulars of enquiry were
sent out to prospective members, soIt

was

liciting

their opinions as

to

this

lat-

The response was

so
overwhelmingly in favor of creating a
purely Canadian organization that it
was brought to pass, in March of
Though only three and a half
1906.
ter proposition.

years old, the club to-day has a membership rapidly nearing the five-hundred mark, with excellent prospects

for a steady advance
ditable

beyond that

cre-

number.

Credit for the original idea must,
however, be given to Sir Sandford
Fleming, and what really is the birth
of the Canadian Alpine Club is recorded by Dr. Fleming in the Canadian Alpine Journal of 1907, in which,
describing the discovery and survey
of the Rogers Pass in 1883, he re-

cords

:

"A

party had been detailed to cut
out a trail westward, which we are to
follow as far as it is made passable.
Beyond that point our party will be
the first to pass across the Selkirk
range from its eastern base on fhe

upper Columbia to the second crossing of that river.

The horses

are

still
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A ItKST ON THE

feeding^,

and

our command.

have some time at
As we view the landas if some memorial

\vc

scape we feel
should be preserved of our

visit here,

and we orj^anize a Canadian Alpine
Club.

The

writer, as a i^rand father,

is

ai)pointed interim president. Dr. Grant,

WAY UP ABERDEEN
secretary,
ing,

and

my

A

treasurer.

and we turn

to

down

to

pling

drink success

S. H. Flemmeeting is held,

son,

one of the springs
the
to

Illecillewaet

the

rip-

and

organization.

Cnanimously we carry resolutions of
acknowledgement to Major Rogers,
the discoverer of the pass, and to his
nephew, for assisting him."
Nothing further was done, however, until the action

above indicated

was taken

The

objects of
(i) the
])romotion of scientific study and the
exploration of Canadian alpine and
glacial regions; (2) the cultivation of
art in relation to mountain scenery;
(3) the education of Canadians to an
appreciation of their mountain heritage; (4) the encouragement of the
luountain craft and the opening of
now regions as a national playground;
(5) the preservation of the natural
beauties of fhe mountain places and
of the fauna and flora in their habitat
(6) and the interchange of ideas
with other Alpine organizations.
in

1906.

the club are. briefly stated:

;

ern^neous. therefore, to
the members include a
certain number of pciiple who are afiHcted with mountain-climbing mania,
and to whom it is merely a sport or
1

1

is

(|uite

^unpdse that

A PIECE
58
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L

a

^VSCENDlX(.i

A STEEP .SNOW

While this is involved
more glorious sport or a more

pastime.

lor a

exhiliarating pastime the world cannot provide
fhat may be said to be
The
the least of the advantages.
paramount idea in the minds of those
who originated the club was to reveal to the Canadian people the wonderful heritage which is given them

—

in

their

western mountain world

—

so vast that it would
swallow up twenty-five Switzerlands,
No
and still leave a wide margin.
country, in fact, possesses such an Al-

region of

'hills

SEOl'E

pine region. To some it may be only
a barren sea of snow crowned summits, so many Nature obstacles to be
overcome, so many mountain ranges
to be marked on a topographical map.
Those wdio see this and nothing more
in God's eternal hills are to be pitied
for their blindness.
The response,
however, that followed the formation
of the club was a pleasant surprise to
those interested. The supposed Canadian indifference to the possession of
such a vast playground was not as
marked as was thought, but while this
is
the fact, there yet remains much
pioneering work to be done before
the country fully awakens to a sense
of its great asset.

The Alpine Club

of Canada encouramid and among the mountains.
It seeks to stimulate mountain
climbing as a pastime that demands
qualities of mind and muscle that are
worthy of being developed. To hit the

ages

life

trail

among Rockies

or

Selkirks.

to

few delectable (.lays among the
perfumed forests, to strike camp on
the up]ier heights and then to climb.
antl climb and climb until the highest peaks are conquered and one is
able to staml on
the
roof of the
world all this is richlv worth while
live a

—

TIIF.

AT.PTXR CT.rr,

GLISSADING

DOWN MOUNT ABLIiUKhN

and would alone justify the formation and existence of an Alpine Club.
To stand on such a lofty peak as

Mount Vice-President

or

OF CANADA.

Temple or

Aberdeen or Sir Donald, and therefrom to view a panorama of companion peaks reaching in every direction, until the eye included at a sin-

sweep two hundred miles of mounis to have a vision of Nature
in all her grandeur and magnitude, in
all her sublimity and power, that will
never be effaced from the memory.
In order to cultivate and stimulate
mountain climbing as a national pastime, the Alpine Club of Canada con-

gle

tains,

Mount Temple being the loftiHere an even larger number
achieved the qualifying summits of
Temple and Aberdeen amid experi-

tains,
est.

ences that will never be forgotten.

Nineteen hundred and eight saw another successful camp in Rogers Pass
of the Selkirks, while the camp of
1909 again met in the Rockies, this
time on the shores of Lake O'Hara
a wonderful mountain tarn near the
summit of the Great Divide, and
though thousands of feet above sea-

—

annual summer climbs.
The
during 1906, had for its
rendezvous the saddle-back overlooking the Yoho Canyon. It proved to
ducts

first,

be

held

the

largest

and

most

successful

climb ever held, so far as known, under the auspices of a mountaineering
organization.
Scores of members of
both sexes qualified for active membership by climbing Mount Vice-President, the height of which exceeds
the standard of ten
thousand feet

above sea

level.

The climbers

of 1907 foregathered
wonderful Paradise Valley, encircled by a chain of monster mounin the

A
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level,
still

yet

higfiier

its

pellucid

waters reflect

mountain masses. Of those

who have qualified as active members
during these four camps, probably not
one would willingly lose the memory
of

the

experiences.

something
call

to

It

constitutes

dream about and

to re-

for the rest of one's days.

If
mountain climbing, however,
were the sole and only feature it
might be a subject of debate whether
the organization was warranted. But
when cognizance is taken of the scientific work of tlie club and of the element of discovery involved, then such
an organization will appeal to an everwidening circle.
Already a definite
beginning has been made along scienlines in the measurement of the
flow of some of the great glacial
streams, such as the Illecillew^aet
Glacier and the A\^'ii)ta or Yoho Gla-

tific

ice

cier.

The

club has been the means of
stimulating trail-making, w'ith fhe result that whereas but a few years ago
there were comparatively few places
available at any distance from the
railway, now beautiful regions have
been opened up farther afield so that
the mountain visitor can revel in the
scenery revealed on the way to Paradise Valley or Moraine Lake. He may
take a wonderful two-day trip up the
bed of the Yoho Canyon, returning
by the upper trail, or he may penetrate a Selkirk forest up the Cougar
Valley to the wonderful caves carved
out of the mountain side. These are
but a few of the mountain paths that

UCCESS

is

have recently been made. It must be
remebcred that only a tithe of our
mountain world is accessible and fresh
discoveries of wonderful valleys and
ranges await the explorer.
An organization such as the Alpine Club of
Canada can be an important factor in
this work.

Many other fields of activity suggest themselves. Is it not worth while
to more closely study the flora and
fauna of tlie mountains, though excellent work has already been done by
Mrs. Henshaw and others? Is there
not work for the botanist in these Alpine regions, where one may discover
a wonderful revelation of the prodigality and color-painting of Nature?
Is it not worth while, moreover, to
take more detailed note of the forest
areas of the western ranges, of the
productive water powers, of possible
And
indications of mineral wealth?
w^iat of the wild life of the hills, where
the bear and the mountain lion, the
big-horned sheep and the deer find a
congenial habitat ?
Is it not worth while looking ahead
and
a few decades or generations
play our part in exploiting and makto
ing known our mountain land
perform a pioneering work that will
bear its fruit in years to come?
Such are a few of the reasons why
an Alpine Club deserves to meet with

—

the fullest success, and why it s'hould
be recognized as not the least valunew national
able evidence of the
spirit that is sweeping over the Do-

minion.

who

only for those

dure the siege of

are willing to

— who are ready enmisjudgment — who are prepared
to

stand by their standards
face the fire of criticism

to

and

to

they become vaccinated against

gave up would have arrived

if

accept defeat until
it.

Most men who

they had kept up.

Kaiifiiiaii.
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MEN have
and

Atlantic Monthly

the praises of fish-

ing

hunting, they have extolled the joys of boating and
riding, they have dwelt at length upon
the pleasures of automobiling. But

—

is one
sport, shall I call it?
which no one seems to have thought
worth mentioning the gentle sport

there

—

of berrying.

and, moreover, they arc frequented by those unpleasant little triangular
greenish-brown
creatures
known as squash-bugs, which I believe even the Ancient Mariner could
not have been called upon to love.
No, I do not mean blackberrying.

blue;

What then?
What indeed but
huckleberrying How can I adequately sing the praises of the gentle, the
neat,
the comfortable huckleberry
No briers, no squash-bugs, no backbreaking stoop or arm-rending stretch
to reach them just a big, bushy, green
clump,
full
of
glossy
black
or
softly blue berries, where you can sit
right down on the tussocks amongst
them, put your pail underneath a
bush, and begin. At first, the handfuls drop in with a high-keyed "plinking" sound then, when the "bottom
is
covered," this changes to a soft
!

Perhaps calling

a sport is an unfortunate beginning,
it gives us too
much to live up to. No, it is not a
sport though I can't think why, since
it is quite as active as drop-line fishing. Perhaps the trouble is with the
game the fish are more active than
the berries, and their excesses cover
the deficiencies of the stolid figure in
the boat.
it

—

;

—

What,

then,

shall

we

call

it?

not

an occupation, it is too desultory for
that nor an amusement, because of a
;

usefulness that
it belongs
in that small but select group of things
that we do ostensibly l)ecause they are
useful, but really because they are fun.
At any rate, it does not matter how
we class it, it is just berrying.
But not strawberrying. Strawberries are so far down, and so few
They cannot be picked with comfort
by anyone over six years old.
Nor
blackberrying! Blackberries are good
when gathered in, but in the gathering process there is nothing restful
or soothing. They always grow in
hot places, and the briars make you
cross
they pull your hair and tear
your clothes and scratch your wrists
certain

tradition

hangs about

it.

of

Probably

—

;

and the berries stain your fingers dark

;

;

patter altogether satisfactory; and as
you sit stripping the crisp branches
and letting the neat little balls roll
through your fingers, your
spirit
grows calm within you, you feel the
breeze, you look up now and then

over stretches of

or pasture or
a state of
complete acquiescense with things as
they are.
sky,

and you

For there

is

hill

settle

into

always a breeze, and

a view, at least where my
huckleberries grow. If any one should
ask me where to find a good situation
for a house. I should answer, with a
comprehensive wave of my arm, "Oh,
choose any huckleberry patch." Only
't were pity to demolish so excellent
a thing as a huckleberry patch, merely

always

;

liL'SY
erect

to

so doubtful

a

thin^

MAX'S MAC.AZIXE.
a

as

house.
one, even
1 know one such— a royal
among huckleberry patches. To get

—

you go up an old road up, and
and up—you pass big fields, newmown and wide open to the sky, you
get broader and broader outlooks over
green woodland and blue rolling hills,
to

it

up,

with a bit of azure river in the midst.
You come out on great flats of rock,
thinly edged with light turf, and there
before you are the "berry lots," as
rolling, windy
the native calls them,
uplands, with nothing bigger than

—

cedar? and wild-cherry trees to break
their sweep. The berry bushes crowd
together in thick-set patches, waist
big "highwith
high, interspersed
bush" shrubs in clumps or alone, and
great, dark masses of richly glossy,
nchly fragrant bay, and low, hoary.
The pointed cedars stand
iuni]XM-.
about like sentinels, stiflf enough save
where their sensitive tops lean delicately away from the wind; and in
the scant herbage between are goldenthe earliest and the latest alike
i-od
and red lilies, and thisat home here

—

—

and asters and down close to
the ground, if you care to stoop for

tles,

;

them, trailing vines of dewberries wnth
sweetest of all the
the
their fruit,
Truly it is a goodly
blackberries.
prospect, and one to fill the heart with
satisfaction that the

The

world

is

as

it

is.

pleasure of huckleberrying is
the late summer
partly in the season
time,

—

from mid-July

to

September.

The poignant

joys of early spring are
passed, and the exuberance of early
summer, while the keen stimulus of
autumn has not yet come. Things are
at poise. The haying is over the meadows, shorn of their rich grass, lie
tawny-green under the sky. and the
Tt
world seems bigger than before.
is not a time for dreams or a time for
for
well,
exploits: it is a time for
:

— —

for berrying!

But you must choose your days
you do your fishing and

carefully, as

hunting days. The berries "bite best"
wind,
though a
with a brisk west
south one is not to bo despised, and
66

a north one, rare at this season, gives
a pleasant suggestion of fall while
the sun has still all the fervor of sumChoose a sky that has clouds
mer.
in it, too, for you will feel their move-

ment even when you do not look up.
Then take your pail and set out. Do
not be in a hurry, and do not promise
And,
to be back at any definite time.
finally, either go alone or with just
I do not know
any circumstanses wherein the choice
of a companion needs more care than

the right companion.

It may make or mar
in berrying.
For you must
the whole adventure.
have a person not too energetic, or a
standard of speed will be established
that will spoil everything; nor too

—

it is maddening to be
you have not picked the
bushes clean enough nor too diligent,

conscientious
told that

;

so that one feels guilty if one looks
view or acknowledges the
at the
breeze nor too restless, so that one is
being constantly haled to fresh woods
slightly garruland pastures new.
;

A

ous person is not bad. W'ith a desultory,
semi-philosophic bent, and a gift for
being contented with easy physical occupation. Tn fact, I find that I am. by
exclusion and inclusion, narrowing my
description to fit a certain type of
small boy.
And I believe that here
the ideal companion is to be found
if indeed he is not. as T more than
suspect he is. the ideal companion for
every form of recreation in life. Yes.
the boy is the thing.
Some of my
choicest hours in the berr\' lots have
been spent with a boy as companion.
some boy who loves to be in the wind
and sun without knowing that he
loves it. who philosophizes without
knowing that he does so. who picks
berries with suflFicient diligence sometimes, and with a delightful irresponsibilitv at other times.
A\'ho likes to

move

on.

now and

then, but is hapny
around the edges of the
you are inclined to stay.

to kick turf

clump
^^'ho

if

takes pride

in

filling

his

pail,

not so desperately single-minded that he is unmoved by the seductions of goldenrod in bloom, of juniper

but

is

and bavbcrrios,

of

dry

goldenroc^

—
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in you a perfect state (^f
poise most restful in itself, and
in
com])lete liarmou)' with the midsummer season.

brings about

stalks {for kite sticks), of thistles for
puff-balls, of deserted birds' nests,
all

the other deli.^lUs that

fall

in

and
his

way.
I'^or

ly

berryini^ tloes not consist chiefberries,

in getting;

any more than

is

good, and hunting

Yes. fishing

is

good, and

the sports are

all

— even

good

in

fishing consists chiefly in getting fish,

their turn,

or hunting in getting birds. The essence of berrying is the state of mind
that accompanies it.
It is a semi-contemplative recreation, providing physical quiet with just enough motion
to prevent restlessness, being, in this
respect, like "whittling." I said semicontemplative, because, while it seems
to induce meditation, the beauty of it
is
that you
don't
really
meditate
at
all,
you only think you are
doing so, or are going to. That
is
what makes it so recuperative

chair on a boarding-house piazza has,

in

its

efifects.

just

It

some,
the

on

wrong

sundown

unredressed on earth, or a

life

in

will

Will

The age

to redress that

help those that
is

to

overcome

come
evil

warmly

a pail

come home with

will

The

past.

is

man

or

of chivalry

wrong;

after me,

with good."

is

to say,

or. if

for

is

woman

wrong, or spend

past, so long as we have faith enough

me

me

never past, so long as there

to say, 'T will redress that

will help

is

to the great

u]j,

Chivalry

left

the attempt."

the sky

a

full

and a contentedly empty mind.

pail

of

I

up.

say that the age of chivalry

left

broad,

their secrets to their

when

then give

light,

me wander

the

is

lie

and let
open
berry lots. I will let the sun shine on
me and the wind blow me, and I will
love the whole big world, and I will
think not a single thought, and at

and

thought,
because
thus it

age of chivalry
a

and

hearts,

fields

woods have gathered

dee]:)

blue, the clouds pile soft or float thin

Our Age
UAIE

yellowing

the

their birds

very

its benefits for
the sun is hot and
cool, when the hay is in

when

is

the

when

charms and

its

— but

wind

and

delicately

line between,
the
shaves
one hand, stimulating you to
and on the other, boring you
and
it
does not stimulate
;

])erhaps,

sitting in a rocking-

my

never

"God

not me,

He

His eternal

C. Kiiigslcy.

Half the Nine of Hearts
By
From
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the Popular Magazine.

MUYBRIDGE,

just

out of college, was winding up
his trip abroad.
Happening to
run across Frank Robinson, a New
York friend, who was rushing for a
train, he had only time to promise to
dine with him at the Savoy on the
next day, and to make up a rubber
at bridge.
Returning to his hotel, not knowing
exactly what to do with himself, he
appealed to the clerk at the desk, who
advised him to go to the coronation
l)all

at

Covent Garden.

The men

did not wear masks in
London, the clerk told him, and all he
needed was evening dress. He need not
be afraid to speak to any one he saw,
the clerk added, with a smile
would be no offense.

;

there

Arriving shortly after midnight, Arthur Muybridge stood idly on the
raised steps round the dancing floor,

looking at the throng of beautiful cos-

tumes that were to compete for the
grand ])rizc. .Some women
wore
masks, and some did not; among them
Muybridge recognized one or two
favorites of the footlights.

While still lolling against a post,
Muybridge became suddenly conscious
of a girl standing beside him and also
watching the dancers. She was evidently

not

competitor
for
the
grand prize, being in ordinary evening
dress
but, by way of a mask, she
wore a pair of light gray automobile
goggles, which gave her a very curious appearance and provoked a smile
from almost every one who saw her.
Arthur MuvlM-idge could not help
;

FOSTER.

observing the graceful figure, the fine1}' rounded arms,
the tapering shoulders, the clean-cut nose and chin, the
pretty mouth, and the provoking goggles that hid the upper part of the
rosy cheeks and the lower half of the
fair forehead.

Somehow

or other, he felt that the
was out of her element
those surroundings.
No one

girl at his side

among

spoke to her,. She recognized no one
who passed them on the floor below,
although almost every man looked up
at her
with a smile.
The hotel
clerk's parting words, ''You can speak
to any one there without giving offense," kept ringing in his ears, until
at last, hardly realizing what he was
doing, he made some remark to her
about the costumes on the floor.

She blushed

slightly,

monosyllables

and answered

but she did not
move away. She did not look at him,
her eyes seeming to follow a figure on
the floor
that of a man. with his
arms round a very decollete young
woman in red. He looked like a foreigner, with very black curly hair and
military moustache,
handsome but
in

;

—

blase.

Becoming
the girl

if

bolder,

Muybridge asked

he might not have the next

dance.

"Oh, thanks, no!" she said quickly.

a

'T
I

am

here only to look on.

came

He

In fact,

just for a lark."

laughed

that such

was

and explaincil
"I judge
that you are an

lightly,

his

own

from your accent
.\merican," he added.
"I guess vou are.

case.

too."

she

an-

HALF THE NINE OF HEARTS.
showing a perfect
and turnin.e^ the s^og'gles

suered,
teeth,

set
full

of
up-

on him.
"Yes. I am Arthur Muybridge, of
New York."
"Indeed!" she said simply. 'T did
not know that persons gave their

names to strangers in places like this."
"There are no strangers here this
evening," he said, smiling. "Come, I
really must have just one waltz with
you. Miss
What shall I call you?"
"Call me jMiss Brown, if you don't
mind." She took his arm, and step-

—

ped down on the dancing
the

floor

for

waltz.

Muybridge assured

her. "That's Frank
Robinson, another American. I am to
dine with him to-morrow night; or,
is now. By the
it
way," he added suddenly, "I suppose
you did not come here alone?"

rather, to-night, as

"Of course

;

on the floor. If the grand prize had
been for the dancing, and not for the
dresses, they would have won it "feet
down," he assured her.
After the dance they sat down for a
few minutes, and he noticed that she
followed the foreigner with her eyes
in red to an
upper box and ordered wine. A smile
of contempt curled her lip for a moment then she turned to her companion and mechanically stood up for
the next dance, without waiting to be
asked, even.
as he escorted the girl

;

!

But

must ask you

I

me when

changed

my

o'clock.

You have

I

leave.

I

and put on my
dress
goggles in the box, and even those I
came with do not recognize me. Isn't
that a joke? But," she added hastily,
"this must positively be the last dance
two
nearlv
It must be
with you.

He

He could dance so could she. They
put to shame all the English waltzers

not

follow

not to

been very nice,"

a faint pressure of the hand
as she spoke.
felt

As he escorted her from the floor,
she glanced up at one of the boxes
and, seeing that it was empty, told
him that he might go up with her
and help her with her wrap as soon
as the next music began. Alone with
her for a moment, he begged her to
take ofl-' her goggles just for a second; but she laughingly refused. Then
he pleaded for some promise of further
acquaintance
but she only laughed
again, shaking her head very posiWould she not give him a
tively.
glove, or a ribbon, even?
;

Neither of them had a dance card,
and she said that she would give him
"just one more" and then she must be
going; but she did not go. She seemed to be quite at ease with her newfound acquaintance, and he was get-

She couldn't think of such a thing,
and began to hunt for her veil among
some overcoats that were laid on the

more deeply infatuated with her
every moment. Several other men
asked her for a dance, only to be met

them up

ting
at

by a pleasant smile and a firm

re-

chairs.
floor,

One

of these coats

fell

to the

and out of the pocket dribbled

several playing cards,. As she picked
to replace them, an idea seemed to strike her, and tearing one of
them in half, she handed him part of
it,

telling

him

to keep

it

until he

met

held the other half, which
she tucked into her bosom.

who

fusal.

a girl

foreigner.

As she pushed the cards back into
the pocket of the overcoat, she stopped suddenly and pulled out what she
thought was a cardcase but it was a

xArthur jNIuybridge could not
help expressing his appreciation of
the subtle flattery of her devotion to
him, which seemed to be interrupted
only be her occasional glances at the

A

couple whirled past them in the
dance, and the man smiled, as though
in
pleased recognition. She turned
her head away, with a blush.
"I believe that gentleman thinks he
knows me," she whispered.
"No. It is I whom he recognizes,"

;

pasteboard box, with a locket in
Opening it with feminine curiosit.
ity, she glanced at the miniature inand Arthur Muybridge noted
side
that it was the face of an Italian girl,
Instead of replacin native costume.
ing it in the coat, she kept it in her

little

;
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hand as

slie

))uslicd

Iiim

ont of the

door.

"Vou must be i^oing!" she exclaim"They will be coming u\)

ed ([uickdy.

By

lamp in
Muybridge discovered

the han-

the light of the

that he
possession of half the nine of
"The wish card," he whishearts.
"My
pered, pressing it to his lips.
wish is that we may meet again, per'Who knows?"
haps never to part.
'ilien he tucked it carefully away in

was

in

his cardcase.

Muybridge was
for the dinner,

the

first

to

arrive

and Frank Robinson

him

unmercifully about his
refusing to believe that he did not know' who she
was.

chafTed

fair ])artner. absolutely

Imagine Arthur's surprise, when the
guests assembled, to recognize one of
them as the foreigner at the Covent
(larden ball. The recognition was not
for the foreigner had been
nuitual
too nuich occupied with the girl in
red.
He was presented as Count Fabritli, an Italian of distinguished family.
The three other men were Americans, only one of whom AFuybridgc
:

had met before.
a

The dinner over, they adjourned
but,
private room for bridge
;

to

as

one of them remarked that two sitting out for a whole rubber was slow
work, it was proposed to change the
game to poker and poker it was, the
waiter ])roviding them with small sil;

ver enough to take the place of chips.

The game had

not proceeded very
Muybridgc's keen eyes told
him that there was something peculiar
about the count's methods. The forhad exlraordinarv
eigner cerlainlv
far before

luck.

Arthur Muybridge had conceived a
dislike to the count from the
first, although he could not tell just
viulent

Mo

wh\-.

felt

sure that

his

friends

were being "rooked," and that I'^-ank
Robinson was getting the worst of it.
]irobably because he was the richest

man
luck
70

in

the ]iarty.

run

against

So

persistently did

Robinson

that,

on calling for a new pack.
time this happened the
waiter informed them that it was too
late to procure any more cards that
night, and it looked as though the
game would be broken up but Frank
Robinson w'as so eager for a chance
to retrieve his losses that he proposed
to play even with a euchre pack.
Even a euchre pack could not be
made up without the torn cards; but
suddenly the count recollected that he
had brought a pack of cards from the
club the evening before, to play solitaire with
and he still had them in
his overcoat pocket.
After some admonitions to I'rank Robinson not to
lose his temper and tear up the cards
again, the game w'as resumed.
The more closely Arthur watched
insisting

The second

from the dance. Good-bye, and
thank you so much."
som,

two occasions when he had four of a
kind beaten by the count, he tore up
llie cards and threw them on the floor,

on

;

;

the count, the more certain he became
the count was a card sharper.
And
yot he knew that it would be folly

say anything, as it would be his
the count's, and a fight
on his hands.
to

word against

They had

not played

more than

a

rounds with the new cards wdien
Robinson dealt and Muybridge opened a jack pot wdth four kings pat. To
few^

astonishment, Frank raised him
four times before the draw. No one
else stayed but the count looked wistfullv at the pile of coins in the pool
Muybridge stood pat and bet
against
twenty-five pounds
the limit
Robinson's one-card draw. Robinson
glanced at the money for a moment.
and then suddenly turned up tiie edge
of the card he had drawn. The moment he saw what it was, he threw it
face upward on the table, with an oath.
"Look at that infernal nine of
If that had been the nine oi
clubs!
his

;

—

—

hearts, I had a straight flush and
would have raised your head off, .\rthur but a straight is no good against
your pat hand, I know." He spread
upon the table the seven, eight, ten and
jack of hearts, while Muybridge took
;

the pot.

"Where

is

that infernal cird,

anvwav?" continued Robinson. "Could

—

!

HALF THE NINE OF
I

have drawn

it,

or did one of vou have

it?"

Aluybridge showed his four kinjijs.
otliers denied havinj^ held tiie

The

nine of hearts.
Robinson ran through the pack hurriedly, but the nine of hearts was not
there.
Then he went over the discards.
Not there, either
Then he
counted the cards. The pack was one
short
With a sudden feeling- of dizziness,
IMuybridge took up one of the cards
and looked at the pattern on the back.
The pattern on the back was the
same as that of the cards on the
!

table.

ARTS.

search him, and then leave him alone
in the room with the dirty Italian for
five minutes
That was all he asked.
The count reached to his hip pocket then seemed to think better of it,
and pointed at the cards on the table.
"That is my card that he had in his
pocket. He took it from my coat, and
lie took the locket at the same time.
Send for the police and search
"S'es
him! It is proof! He is the thief!"
Frank Robinson returned in a few
minutes with a policeman, accompanied by the hotel detective and another man in plain clothes.
!

;

!

The gentlemen gave

their

ex|)lainc(l the situation.

The count recognized it instantly.
"May I ask how you came to have
your pocket, sir?" he demanded, in a threatening tone. "Those
are Sussex Club cards, with
their
monogram on the back. How came
you by that card? How do you come
to have part of this pack in your pocthat card in

ket?"

tective

compared

names and

The

hotel de-

the cards carefully,

and then proceeded to search Muybridge in a perfunctionary sort of way.

The man

in ])lain clothes, in the meantime, never took his eyes off the count.

Finally he stepped close to him, and
touched him lightly on the shoulder.

Count Fabritti," he
if you are not the
Enrico Dorani who was sent up some
years ago for swindling, I owe you
""Pardon me.

said quietly, "but.

Before Muybridge had time to answer, or even to collect

'his

thoughts,

the count started up. w'ith an oath.

"Ha-ha

—

I

have

it

You

!

are the

scoundrel who picked my pocket last
night at the ball. I see it all, now.
You know, we had our coats lying on
the chairs in the box," he continued
excitedly, turning to Robinson. "Some

blackguard stole a locket from my
coat, and he must have taken a card
wdth him. Your esteemed friend, Mr.
Robber's son, is the thief."
The other men started up in amazement, and tried to calm the count, not

Muybridge was taking
A
white with passion.
moment later it took four of them to
hold him back from his declared intention of tearing the count to pieces.
noticing that
off his

Hi-:

coat,

tried to calm the count, who
foaming with rage they assured
him that there must be some mistake.
They knew Arthur Muybridge to be
above suspicion. He would certainly

They

w^as

;

explain.

Explain
Not he He would tear
the count's heart out the moment he
got at him.
Send for the police and
!

!

an

a]:)ology."

An

instant

later

the

nippers were

on the count's wrists.

Muybridge placed his half of the
nine of hearts in his cardcase aga'n,
as Robinson apologized to his friend-.
"I must go
aside, to

Edith

home

at once,"

Muybridge. "This

is

he said,
terrible.

will d'e of mortification."

"And who

Edith?" asked Muy-

is.

bridge curiously.

"I

did

not

know

you had a sister."
"She is not my sister. We are stopping with the Dangerfields at Richmond. Edith is their daughter. I always thought this foreign adventurer
was after her money, and nothing
else.
You must meet her some day
when we all get back to America

when she

gets over this shock.

We

going back on the Aladdin on
Tuesday."
"Will you do me a great favor?"
Arthur demanded earnestly. "Just tell
Miss Dangerfield that the other half
of the nine of hearts will be on the
are

all

Aladdin."
11

The

Laurier of South Africa
From
Current Literature

WITHOUT
ciliatory

that miracle of concapacity, the per-

sonality of Louis
Botha,
South Africa, would not to-day, in

opinion of the well informed,
i)Ut together the machinery of

the

ha\e

government which

federal

that

is

soon to provide her with a governorgeneral, a senate and an assembly.
Many weary months have come and
gone since the delegates first assem-

Durban to create what the
London Post calls "another United
States." Time and again the tumultuous sessions seemed to have ended
bled in

forever in fierce feud between Boer
yet time and again
and Briton
;

Louis Botha saved each crisis as it
came. Botha settled the quarrel that
resulted in the choice of Pretoria as
the seat of the new union government.
He effected the compromise
that has made Capetown the seat of
the legislature.
He hit upon the
of

idea

establishing

the

judicial

branch of the federation government
The "new United
at Bloomfontein.
States," that is, will have three capitals
as if our Congress were to
meet in Philadephia, the Supreme
Court were to assemble in San Francisco, while the President and the
White House were put at St. Louis.

—

Thus

at

every story of the constitu-

just built in South
Botha architecture effects new and strange adaptations.
liotlia himself remained in the back-

ional

edifice

Africa,

the

ground, but his personality, his capacity
72

for conciliation, his genius

for

compromise, his gifts as a harmonbrought the work to completion.
For one who has had to pass
through so much of the strife of this
South African unification, Louis
]jOtha still lives the most placid of
lives on his vast farm. Faction, feud
and fury never fret him. His beautiful country home near Pretoria
izer

stands in the centre of what the
English would regard as a vast landed estate.
The property contains
rich veins of coal and iron ore, quantities of luxurious forest, threading
streams of cold clear water. The
the most part arable and
well planted. The nature of Louis
Botha has always been hospitable.
His week end parties have been celebrated as the most delightful functions in all Africa. The great, lighted and sunny rooms in which the
guest is made at home, the abundance of cheer, the eager start for
the day's hunt and the succession of
games of tennis or golf suggest a
somewhat royal conception of the
duties of a host.
It is as a host,
again, that the purely personal side
of Louis Botha reveals itself most
genuinely. He never wearies of entertaining.
He is the life and soul
of his own groaning board, his conversation never siiarkling, perhaps,
yet remaining human antl entertainsoil is for

ing.

I'Vom the ilomcstic standpoint.
Louis Botha, to follow the details of
a character sketch in the London
World, is one of the most enviable

TIIK r.AURTER

OF SOUTH AFRICA

men. He married a grandniece
of Robert Emmett, the illustrious
Irish nationalist who was hanged
for his politics in 1803. Mrs. Botha,
of

handsome and matronly woman in
middle life, has all the statuesque
imprcssiveness of the Emmett family and a generous allowance of their
beauty. Tall, with a countenance of
great symmetry and what is called a
"presence," the wife of che most famed
a

of living Boers, shares the hospitable
tastes of her husband. She has earn-

ed the credit of being the most popular woman in South Africa and because of her generosity along political and racial lines in giving invitations to her affairs she has won
many friends among those who are
most vehemently opposed to her
husband's policies.
In fact, Mrs.
Botha has at times been suspected of
using the tact of the wellbred and
popular hostess in smoothing away
the difficulties the General is apt to
bring upon himself by too rigid an
insistence upon
ical opinions..

some

of

his

polit-

tures.

The

General's eldest daughter is
attached to her many little
brothers and sisters to whom she
has acted as governess and companion in the lonely years before and
The boys of
after the great war.
the family were taught to ride by
their big sister and the girls learned

much

needlework and music from her. She
is a splendid horsewoman and an unFew Transvaal
usually fine shot.
spectacles present a
terest than that of
parting for a day's
and stalwart figure
who is as vigorous

the

of the

British contemporary, has large dark
eyes "that fairly glow with intelligence, humor and the joy of living,
a complexion the most flawless, and
pretty hair admirably arranged."
Her taste in dress rather took Lon-

don society aback.

It

was deemed

and the
loves a

He

gun across the

saddle.

mettlesome horse, as

The

wife rides

armed for lion, gnu
South Africa's fierce
zoology. There is a wuld gallop of
Bothas towards the horizon and

their teens, are
and the rest of

that is the last seen of them until
the day is done and the trophies
of the chase are piled high on the

lawn.

Louis Botha has, in the main, literary and scholarly tastes, notwithstanding his love of fray in its political

in

and sporting forms. He is fluent
both English and the jargon of

alist

aristo-

'a.ne fine

of the General,
to-day as wdien

daughter, while the other children,
including the two strapping boys in

the Boers.

the

sport.

does his daughter.

woman not
cracy. The young

in

in-

the Bothas de-

on these expeditions and so does the

too suggestive of Paris, too smart for

any

more human

he commanded at Colenso, is rendered formidable by the pistols in his
belt

most conspicuous
Botha household is
the General's beautiful and brilliant
eldest daughter, Helen. She made a
sensation two seasons ago in London, as a result of traits which suggested to "M.A.P." certain comparisons between the eldest daughter of
Theodore Roosevelt and the eldest
The
daughter of Louis Botha.
daughter of the Boer hero, says our
Perhaps

member

her down instantly as an American,"
to quote further, "and she has something of that bright fearlessness,
that frank contentment with her surroundings and herself that make the
eldest daughter of Mr. Roosevelt so
Helen Botha received
fascinating."
a costly education and paints pic-

in

He

the

is

not a conversationsense of the

brilliant

lady's dresses infather's
her
wealth must be fully as immense as
some reports indicate. "People who

His conversation does not
term.
sparkle wdth witticisms nor does he
bewilder an interlocutor with subtle-

do not know who Miss Botha

of

dicated

further

that

is

set

ties.

His delight

ideas,

for

is

to talk with men
some reticent

unlike

73

nt'SY A[AX"S
natures he

is eag-er to derive impressions from the talk of others. It ma}'
be owing- to his own limitations as
a talker that he attaches so much importance to the gift of fluency. IIq
is credited with the observation that
to the talkers of the world has fallen
an undue amount of inlluencc owing- to the great effect of plausibility

Mis

own

conversation

is larg-cly

car-

on in the idiom of the Boers.
He seems to avoid the use of Knglish in the domestic circle.
He talks
most happily in the lang-uag-e of the
land he has served so well and so
ried

The vernacular he knows has

long.

by one authority as

1)een described

"the real back-veld
quaint similes and

Taal,

not an orator. Administrative ability is denied him.
lie lacks the crefaculty

Of

impossible to obtain an impartial
estimate, but even his keenest vindicator from impeachments of his
strategy and tactics in the Boer \\'ar
does not go so far as to claim for
him a place beside the great soldiers.
Tried by the definite test of
a fixed
standard of merit, iiotha
seems mediocre. The source of his
power and influence, as the London
Post explains the riddle, is personality.

B.oer

is

"General Botha knows his
from the top of his slouch hat

to the

He

sole

in

which Rotha

iator.

plicitly.

dency

ed

himself

movement unconnected with
itics

of

South Africa.

1

lis

in

any

the

])ol-

reading

more current fiction than
vYvu Cdemenceau could digest and
Clemenceau is known to be an inincludes

veterate reader of novels.
Botha's
favorite novelist is said to be Dickens and his predilection in ])oetrv.
according to a writer in Truth, is
Wordsworth. His library is a huge

apartment, with immense windows
overlooking the landscape for miles.
He is prone to bury hin^self here
for hours, no (^ne venturing to disturb him when he is abs(,)rbed in some

work

fresh from

eral's

memory

London. The Genwhat he has read

for

seems marvellous

if it

Ik 'rue, as re-

ported, that he has never
:il

fault

in

a

([Uolation

^en found
from a fav.

author.
I'rom the standpoint of

itrile

74

abilit\-

in

The

peo])Ie

secret

if

they

the
I'otha personality. Lie is an instinctive, irresistible and inspired concil-

interested in physical science
and in the literature of psychic research, but he has no fads, no tennuicli

absorb

of his hob-nailed boots."

can lead his people as

were children.

spends his leisure come the latest
books from London.
He is very

to

in any definite direchis military capacity it is

ati\e
tion.

of the Dutch
for this mys-

tongue has any room
terious gibberish, of which llotha
past master.
To the great house

any one direction, Botha, as his
warmest friends concede, is not what
would be called "first rate." He is

back-veld

of

No grammar

idioms."

of

full

MAGAZIXK.

is

He has never betrayed his
and he has never misled the

British.

Both sides trust him imYet integritv alone, unaid-

by the gifts for conciliation
])ossessed by the hero of the Boer
\\'ar, would ne\er have won for h'm
his present eminence.

tion of his career

is

The founda-

and has always

been this conciliatory personality.

The aspects of this personality ro\eal themselves partly in the Genand poise and part!;and subtle comprehen-

eral's i)atience
in

his fpiick

sion of the peculiarities of those who
w(u-k with him. He does not really

"run" his goxernment
It

is

in

Pretoria.

run for him by colleagues

who

tendency to become invohed in feuds with one another.
'IMiere have been times, acct^rding to
a well informed writer in the London Mail, when exery member of
the ministry hated every other member, but r.otha found a basis none
the less perfect for harmony.

have

a fatal

The

West

Credit System in the
By

W. LACEY AMY.

)

the query as to

what had been

T( the foundation for the great progress in the Canadian West, a
student of the country would unhesitatingly answer: "the credit system."
And yet when questioned as to what

was now doing as much as anything
growth of the country, the same man would inswer in
the same way. The business system
that has been and is the all-prevailing
feature of exchange in that country is
else to retard the

credit.

Year after
time as when incurred.
year the same farmer would buy his
provisions without even explaining
tliat he couldn't pay the last bill. Then
when he got the money from a good
crop he would usually pay up and
proceed to keep his credit good by
running another bill.
Without this
accommodation the country could
never have been settled.
it

But conditions have changed. Credis not much more a necessity to the

in

west than it is to the east.
Still in
the ordinary business it continues al-

a success.

most as strong as ever, the banks be-

was the knowledge that the creditor
was debtor to some other person and
that barter was only possible under
such a condition. It is not trust and
confidence that makes credit still reckless, but the force of habit and the

ing the only ones to curtail reckless
lending.
Up to the Vvinter of 1906
the banks were as free and easy cred-

It

was not the

another that

trust of

made

one

credit

man

It

apparent inability to break

Credit
almost as
great as ever, although now everyone
sees its disadvantages.

between

man and man

it.

is

Until a couple of years ago all
business was done on paper or on
trust.
Transactions involving thousands of dollars were carried on without the exchange of a cent or of only
a

few

dollars.

The country was new,
men

settlers 'had little available cash,

liad to live and supplies had to be
procured.
TVom crop to crop or for
the first couple of years of a settler's
life there the merchants cairled the
people, the seller put the buyer in possession on paper payment.
Credit
was an absolute necessity. Bills would
run for three or four years and yet
be just as good at the end of that

it-givers

as

Money was

were private individuals.
ofifered to

a fairly straight eye
tion

every

man

with

and any proposi-

short of a tram-car line to the

Men secured money when
they didn't need it, bought real estate in order to find a place for it,
made their profits and returned the
mone}''—with a request for another
loan. In 1906 the profits were irregumoon.

lar and after a few losses the banks
began to use judgement.
However,
credit had got such a firm hold of the
people that in many towns they seemed
to know of no other way of doing

business. Thus it continues to the present time, onlv a few of the smaller
towns and villages having seen the

inauguration of a cash system.

The extent of credit varies according to the district. In agricultural districts fed by small towns the merchants carry the farmers from crop
13
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to crop with non-payment in bad crop
years. In ranching districts it is much
worse. Ranchers may not visit their

supply town more than once a year
and often not that often. I know of
several ranchers who "come in" only
once in two years. As one old twoyear-variety rancher said to me, "its
terrible

you get

the money
to town."

you spend when
In such a town

ranchers will run bills for years. One
rancher will cart out the supplies for
a half dozen and the merchant may
never see his debtor for several years.
The result is that the amount in a merchant's books will run to incredible
amounts. In one city in Alberta, the
proprietor of what would be called a

small hardware store in the east had
$40,000 on his books, and another
store of the same kind in the same
city was carrying $30,000. The slump
of 1907 and 1908 forced them to a
closer inspection of "charges" and the
amounts were materially decreased.
ly

Accounts are sent out only quarterby many merchants and_ often at

greater intervals, although this is
rapidly changing. What I discovered
in the fall of 1906 upon landing in the
west was the quarterly account system
prevailing in my line of business

(newspaper). I started right in on
monthly accounts and was met for the
first few months bv angrv merchants
wanting to know if I didn't think them
good for the money or was I so hard
up that I had to collect every month.
Fortunately I persisted and had the
satisfaction of convincing them of the

wisdom of monthly, collections, many
of them being displeased when their
bills were not collected monthly.
Therein comes another feature of
that you can bill
(he credit business
nine out of ten business men till you
eat up the bill without getting any
recognition. You have to make a personal call to collect. .\nd the majority
of those who owe vnu will have to
figure from their hank book to see if
there arc enough funds to meet their
checks. It is not an uncommon thing
to have checks returned marked "no
funds." the maker merelv saving in

—

76

answer that he didn't think the bank
would cash it, but he thought he'd
risk it."

attempts have been made
cash system, in western
towns but only a few have succeeded.
Sometimes the jealousy of the merchants interfered, sometimes they will
not trust each other, and sometimes the
Several

to

start

a

A

public itself rises in protest.
railway town is sure to be a strong credit
town. Railwaymen are paid by check
on the 15th of each month. Bills are
always sent out in consideration of
this date and more payments are made
at the stores in the

four days following

pay day than during all the rest of the
month.
A railway man never pays
for last
cash. Invariably he pays
month's purchases out of this month's
check. As a rule he sets aside so
much to deposit in the bank, and the
remainder is spread around in payment, the deposit never being touched
however small a part of his indebtedness the remainder may cover. Thus a
merchant may be omitted on pay day
while the bank account grows, or
while investments

in

real estate con-

was a knowledge of the manner in which they were being held oflF
while the banks or investments were
receiving the money that banded many

tinue.

It

merchants together last year
mand quicker payments.

to

de-

One of the schemes adopted to encourage cash buying was the offering
of a ten per cent, discount for cash.
.\nd yet this had surprisingly little
eflFect. the majority of the people preferring credit even for a month to a
discount for cash.

When the discount was first spoken
of in one city some of the merchants
thought it was impossible to give that
much.

In spite of the high prices
asked they claimed they would be losA
ing nioncv on such a discount.
man interested in bringing in the cash
system visited a certain store in a city
and was met by that argument given
in all honesty- The man did not show
the merchant, as he could have done,

where ho was making a

profit as

high

—
CREOri' SVS'IT.M IX

TIIF.
as

200 per

some of

He

and even more on

cent,

his stock.

arg^ued,

"What

is

average

the

length of time your accounts run
average in amount?" (for the large
accounts run much longer than the
smaller ones, as a rule).

"Oh, about a year," answered the
merchant.

"And what

is

money worth here?"

"Eight per cent."

"At what do you

figure your per-

centage of loss?"

"About three per

cent

or

maybe

more."

"Now,"

said the advocate of cash,

"you argue that you
would lose
money on allowing a ten per cent, discount, whereas on your own figures
credit is costing you eight per cent,
for interest, and three per cent for
with all the extra cost of billing,
a higher-paid bookkeeper, inability to
take advantage of cash discount at
all times, to say nothing of the worry.
In all, fifteen per cent, would scarceAnd
ly cover your credit system."
the merchant had been so brought up
to credit that he had never thought
of it in that way.
loss,

Scarcely any man
in
west
the
knows what he is really worth nor
within a wide margin. He may estimate himself as worth a hundred
thousand, and he might have to borrow to buv a new hat but the
chances are he would run a bill for it.
To do business in the west a man
must have a large bank account or
buy on credit. People expect him to
give credit, and many a good business
received mention in Dun's bankrupt
list during the past tw^o years, only
because the ready cash was not avail-

—

able.

A man

worth

fifty

dollars can be forced into
for as many cents.

thousand
bankrupcy

In real estate deals the credit sys-

tem or something similar

is

in force,

although to a limited extent since the
slump.
Up to 1907 men were most
reckless with their real estate speculations.
A man bought with a fivedollar bill and sold for another bill.

T\]\-.

W'RST.

the transaction being repeated a dozen
times on a five-dollar bill.
And yet

each

seller

would probably be making

A

a few thousand dollars.
speculator
would buy an option for a week or a
month.
In the meantime he would
sell, and sometimes two or three sales
took place on options before the first
option had expired.
Or perhaps a
man's last cent might be expended entirely upon a re-sale before the second

payment was 'due.. In fact four-fifths
of the real estate purchases were made
with no prospect of a second payment
being available unless another sale
was made. Thus, it often happened
that a man might make his first payment on property, the title to which
was in the hands of a man who figured in a half dozen sales before. The
last buyer might make all his payments in due course, and yet never
secure the title to the land because
some one of the previous half dozen
had

buyers

The

failed

in

credit system

as

his

payments.

carried out in
this, led to some roguery, of which
little was heard outside the west.

payments, and even notes
would buy most valuable proA company of eight young

Small
only,
perty.

men purchased

a quarter-section close

town, by giving their notes only
It cost them $50 apiece
to the owner.
to have the company formed and the
land divided into lots.
Not another
cent did those men put up. The property was immediately put on the
market and double the price of the
land was realized in a month.
And,
strange to say, the title was handed
notes
were given.
over when the
Scores of instances of a similar natransactions took place on a basis
that would never be entertained in
At the present time hunthe east.
dreds of acres of British Columbia
fruit lands are being sold from options only, the middleman being willing to stake all his monev on his
to a

and the
middleman

ability to dispose of the land,

owner
to try

freely allowing the
it.

The hard
a great

times of 1907 is working
in the business of the

change

—
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would have paid if he could, and that
was all the merchant got for his leni-

west, and one that is already proving
Directa fine thing for the country.
ly it has curtailed credit on account
of the inability of the merchants to
collect the bills they had allowed to
run so long a time. The banks closed
down on promiscuous money lending,

ency.
to

by the Easterner who contemplates

pay the wages.
But then it

the
use the cash register instead of
day-book. Honesty in the speculator
did not pay his store accounts. When
his real estate deals did not pan out,
he
he left town and all his debts

is probable when that
time arrives that he has fallen into
the system in his o\vn transactions.
He will simply pay by running a bill.

;

Don't Wait
T

IS a sad weakness

'"^ thought
us; as

if life

Too Long
in

us,

after

were not sacred, too

—as

if

l)aratively a light thing to fail in love

steep with us.

due

to

the

18

who
and

it

that the

anew

to

were com-

and reverence

has to climb the whole toilsome
all

one who

Gcori^ic Eliot.

all.

of a man's death hallows hini

to the brother

our tears and tenderness were
is

en-

More is
tering business in the west.
required than sufficient capital to purchase a business. It is some time before the cash receipts will pay the expenses.
He must remember that
while he may have five thousand dollars of good debts on his books, there
may not be five dollars in the till to

and the merchant must pay his bills
from his receipts. It was not the experience of others who attempted to do
a credit business, it was not the arguments against credit, but the chilling
knowledge that thousands of dollars
were uncollected, that forced 'him to

""y^

But still the credit system abounds
an extent that should be understood

sjxired that

hard journey.

The

FLORENCE

By

From

*^
I

all
really a ravishing hat
purple and white lilacs, set off
by great whirls of foamy lace

and slender, fairylike aigrettes. jMrs.
Upson's heart went out to it the moment she caught sight of it, but she
thoug^ht of the coal bill and hurriedly
turned toward a dingy little brown
turban.

"Here's something just your style,
Mrs. Upson," cried the hawk-eyed
dainty thing
milliner, snatching the

from

its

—

support.

"One

of

my

C.

MALLON.

Harper's Bazar.

—

^WAS

1

Hat

Lilac

pattern

come down on her hair?

was

the

—

and sides. Mrs. Upson lifted it oft'
and surreptitiously glanced at the tag.
Thirty-four fifty! Well, that was always the way with anything she liked.
"It's

slowly,

my

York,

came

this

morning

It's chic,

speaking of

Some way

or

it."

other,

]\Irs.

Upson

presently found herself with the hat
on, and then, of course, she had to
take just one peep at herself in the
mirror.
Well, there would be no
harm in looking, and certainly that
purple did bring out the gold in her
'

hair.

liner,

dream," exclaimed the mil"Luella,
with clasped hands.

don't

von love the wav those

"It's a

lilacs

you,

just simply made for you. Take
the
hand-glass so you can see
back."
Yes, it was perfect
front, back,
it

from

New

just

tell

isn't

but genteel. It's
exclusive, too," turning it enticingly
from side to side. "Now, I don't suppose there are three ladies in this
town that can wear that shade of
purple, but you've got the hair and
Here, try
the complexion to do it.
it on a minute."
"But I'm looking for a little morning hat," protested ^Mrs. Upson.
"When I was in the city last week,"
continued the milliner, "I saw a lady,
enough like you the be a twin, driving along Fifth Avenue with just such
Luella, you remember
a creation on.

hats

I

everybody that can carry off
In confidence, Mrs.
a hat like that.
L'pson, I must say that it's too up-todate for most of our ladies here, but
it

a very pretty hat,'' she said,
"but it isn't exactly what I

had- in mind,"

"Let
can see

me

send

it

up, so JMr.

Upson

urged the milliner.
"No," repeated Mrs. Upson, with
an attempt at firmness. "I was only
looking about a little this morning.
I

it,"

sha'n't get a hat until later in the

season."

She was obliged to dart out with her
hatpins in her hands to escape from
the milliner's further importunities.
Why, of course,
Thirty- four fifty!
AA'ouldn't she
she couldn't afford it
just like Clara Weaver to see her
with that hat on, though! But there
!

— she

couldn't have it, and that was
She wouldn't even
of it.
would hurt
it
it
to Frank

end
mention
the

him

to

not get

The

:

know

she wanted

it

and could

it.

hat refused to be so easily
All through the
though.
morning it kept bobbing into her
mind, and every time she thought of
In
it she grew more covetous of it.
spite of her resolve she launched forth
lilac

dismissed,
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rhapsody about

into a

"The

ner-table.

at the

it

"Splendid!" cried Mrs. Upson, clapping her hands. "You certainly are

din-

summerYou would

sweetest,

iest, stylishest hat,

Frank

!

!"

the cleverest man
As usual, her husband waited for
her to fill in the gaps. "Why, don't
you see?"
she
asked, impatiently.
"Clementine told me just before you
came home that it would really pay
her to take a month off and attend
to her summer clothes
did you ever

have loved me in it!"
"No, no," protested Mr. Upson.
"You would so," she insisted. "And
only think! Miss Wemple says there
aren't three

women

could wear

it."

town

in this

"I don't see that that

makes

that

—

any

it

hear such impudence? Well, I'll tell
her she can take it, and I'll do the

prettier," he objected.

"Well,

does,

it

to

his wife declared.

— "the
tone

ereal

other

"But"
price

is

—

women,"

work

in a fun-

thirty-four

fifty."

"Whe-e-w

!"

I'll

whistled Mr. Upson.

and

MADE

""T^

actly

it

go down to-morrow

tell

her

s'he

of

all

Qoes it, anyway."
Mr. Upson had barely time to read
one head-line when his wife bounced
back into the room.
Frank Upson,

re-

just think of that!" she hissed.

"Can't," objected her husband.
"If you please, that that baggage
!"
has on the lilac hat

—

Guarantee

a point that

all

goods should be ex-

what they were represented

the

to be.

It

was

goods purcliascd should bo mainlainod.

and that nothing was

upon the market any
tion

from

to

induce the house to place

line of

their real value.

goods

at a

Every

article sold

shade of varia-

must be

regarded as warranted, ami every purchaser must be
enabled to

feel secure.

after

"I'll
run
can devote herself ex-

a rule of the house that an exact scrutiny of the quality

right

ly

you can catch her there."

A

the

clusively to her precious wardrobe for
the next four weeks. She pretty near-

marked Mr. Upson, handing her a
twenty-dollar bill.
"You might step
out into the kitchen and give her
if

draw

commented Mrs. Upson.

lars?

this,

I'll

—

That left twenty dollars. Wasn't there
some way she could earn twenty .dolpay-day for Clementine,"

month and

breakfast and get the hat. She's gotten so top-lofty that it'll be a relief to
get rid of her for a while, anyway. I
must say that Clementine is the
vainest
"Hush !" warned Mr. Upson. "She's
just going out the side door."
"After being out all the afternoon,"

However, her mind kept juggling
with the figures. Thirty-four fifty
thirty-four fifty.
If you said it over
enough times it didn't seem so very
much. It wasn't much for taxes and
tiresome things like that. After supper she got out her account-book to
see if she couldn't economize somewhere.
No, she had done that too
many times before. She might spend
fourteen dollars for a hat, though.

"It's

for the

twenty dollars, you see. You can advance me the money this instant, and

Marshall Field.
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Is

Train-Load of Well-to-do Skttlkrs ARRiviNt; in Winnipeg this Year

West Becoming Americanized?
By

KATE SIMPSON-HAYES
question was asked the
THIS
other day by a leading Canadian daily paper, and it occurred to me that the question, being what you might call a national
one, it was well worth seeking an
answer. I therefore set me to work

what relation to Canada does the American
who comes in as a "settler" stand?
Wherever you go, from "little
Manitoba" westward to the furthermost limits of Alberta; wherever
you travel, face set to the northern

to discover,

fringes

of

southward

if

posible, in

civilization,

to

what

or turning
call
the

we

Boundary line in great Saskatchewan wherever you go throughout
the western plains, you will find,
;

standing guard over a freshly turned furrow, the American who has re-

become a Canadian "settler."
There are certain sections of the
prairie west, like Magrath, Cardston
C
cently

and Raymond, as Claresholm, which
wholly "American."
almost
are
These men and women call themselves "Americans," and yet they are
taking part in the building of the
great Canadian west. They are engaged in working the land active
in carrying out local improvements
engaged in formulating the social
and economic laws of the land occupying positions of public trust,

—

—

:

and yet, come right down to facts
and ask these people "What is your
nationality?" and you will get the
prompt answer: "We are Americans."

Canada makes no objection to
wherever you find an American settlement, there, on one day in
the year at least, you will find "Old
Glory" flying from the mast-pole,
and be it said, though you find the
"American spirit" ithere, you find

this

;

nothing

ofifensive in

it.

In

the

all
81
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A LAXD RUSH FOR HOMESTEADS
Americans Besieoixc; the Domixis

Lakd
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large towns the Fourth of July is
openly observed; the time-honored
fire-cracker is heard at dawn the
bands play "jMarching Through
Georgia," and you will see little
"Canucks" and little "Yankees,"

cash into these possibilities, seeding
big, round "cart-wheels," lubricating
the same with elbow-grease; and it
was only when the word went forth
that all the fertile acres of the last
great west were being "gobbled up

hand following the

;

hand

stirring

by Yankees," that Canadians them-

dancing in unison to the
merry tune. Notwithstanding this
Canadian children are Canadian, or
British, to
the hearts' core,
and
American children are still Ameri-

selves condescended to consider land
values. This at a glance was apparent to the quick-witted Yankee living below the "Line" whereon are
hung "Old Cdorv" and the "I'nion

can.

Jack."

in

strains,

My

Findings of Fact

American

tell

me

the
the
his

door, that

came into Canada at the psychological moment. He
came, bringing just what slow-footed Canada wanted most, and that
was the get-up-and-get spirit for
which the western American is long
the

settler

noted and admired. In short he
leaven into the prairie land
pregnant prairie-land. He was
fiist to see and prove his faith in
possibilities of the west. He put

put

— the

82

A

year ago traveling through AlI met a keen looking American
from X'ebraska, and I asked him
how he liked living under the British flag?
His answer was: "Wa'l.
we weren't too sure how this Kingdeal would play out when we first
come up here, but we were kept so
busy taking off thirty-four bushels
to the acre, getting seventy-three
cents for every bushel oi it. at the

that

berta

—

wc come

to think

King

:

IS

TITF.

:

WEST BKCOMTXG

AArF.RTCAXIZED?

JULY FOURTH IN TUXEDO PARK, WINNIPEG
The

.Staks

and Stripes Occi'pies as Exclusive Posith)N is the Decokati
OF THE Picnic Pakty is the Backhrounu

Edward wasn't a bad sort of landlord after all." I asked another settler living at Claresholme in Alberta,
how the Canadian laws suited him
"Pretty d
well," he said without
elegance or hesitation. He left his
plow (a ten-furrow afifair, worked
by steam) and, leaning up against
a fence told me this:
"I was down
near the boundary line last year
with a bunch of horses, when a
mounted policeman came along, all
alone in chase of a half-breed horsethief.
He sort of expected to find
him in a breed camp a bit off, and I
went with him to see just how them
red-coats would make a pinch. The
fellow got ofif his horse, walked into
camp where there were about twelve
or thirteen ugly looking chaps sitand says red-coat
ting
round,

—

;

—

"Here, you come along with me,"
settling his hand, quite polite like on
a

chap's

shoulder.

There was

a

fellow grabbed his Winchester; another a Colt's another let a yell out
of him, but the red-coat jest said
;

"Look

here,
quick, for

Em

you fellows,

sit

going to take

down
man

this

with me!" He did."
In a Lethbridge hotel I once heard
a conversation at a table d'hote between an American and a (local)
Canadian. The Canadian said, "I
shouldn't be surprised if this country grew to be something pretty big
yet Em watching to see what's going to happen." Something had already "happened".
The American
he was talking to had that day com-

—

;

pleted a deal whereby some thousands of acres of splendid farm-lands

had passed into

his

hands

at fifty

cents an acre.
To-day the same
sections are hived by busy Yankee
farmers, and the market value of
these lands is quoted at forty-five
dollars per acre.
S3
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FOURTH OF JULY SrORTS

IN

WINNIPEG

This Yi:ar's_Cei,kbkati(>.v at Tuxedo Park, attended by Larue and Esthi\siastk- Crowd-;

Hie

great

number

of

western

Americans who come into the Canadian west i)ass through the gateway
at the boundary line, at North Portal.
This "portal" stands gladly and
welcomingly open to the American
settler; and if this were a statistical
review, I might almost alarm Uncle
Sam, by giving in round figures the
munlier of his sons who have treked
into the new land and golden. Iowa,
Illinois, Kansas, Oregon, Washington and California are still sending
sons into the far Canadian west. In
i<)Oi,

49,149 settlers arrived in the

and of this number 17,987 were Americans. During 1906252,038 immigrants trooped
1007,
into Canada
west, and
120,779 of
these were "Yankees."
Consider
these figures and you arrive at tlie
prairie west,

answer to the pertinent (juestion, "Is
Canada becoming Americanized?"
During the year ending March
31st,

the

1908,

American

total

number

settlers arrixing

Canadian

of

on the

plains
reached
they came from the
western states, passed through the

wi'slern
i(),ooo

84

souls;

boundary
line
gateways,
and
brought with them 1,759 car-loads
of settler's effects.
This demonstrates one fact at least, that they
came with the view of remaining; if
they remain in Canada, will their
children's children not call themThis stateselves "Canadians?"
ment merely registers the fact that
so man}' American farmers arrived
British possession, Canada:
in the
\\hat al)out the constant dribble of

American monied men who come in
varying numbers at various seasons,
bringing varying amounts in cajMtal
which is put into Canadian investments?
I have
before me a
statement
matle by V. T. Griffin, of \\'innipeg.
who is the Commissioner of Canadian Pacific Railway lands in western Canada, which says: "During
the five years beginning with H)Oi
we soUl in the neighborhood of two
millions of acres of farm lands in
western Canada to companies with
heacUjuarters in the United States:
but this would only represent a small
portion of the actual settlement flow-

IS

Till".

\\i:sr

r.i'AOMixi;

ami-.rkaxized;

ing troin the L'nited States." This
proves another thing, namely tliat
many Americans who ne\er intend

has

becoming Canadian "settlers" are
aware of the great commercial asset
which western Canada farm-lands
have become and if you travel anywhere from Manitoba westward,
northward,
southward
w^herever
you go, you will find American capital and American brains sharing in
the general growth and the general
advancement of the country we call

gatic~)n

;

;

"Canada."

What

has caused .American interfarm-lands of the
last great west is the land polic}' of
est in the prairie

the Canadian government and the
land policy of that wonderful cor()oration called the "C. P. R." This
company has been a potent factor in
the agricultural development of the
Their object,
provinces.
])rairie

pursued

at

times lo their

r.S.

own

loss.

e\'er

to the

been to sell the farm-lands
lide farmer at the lowest

bona

possible price

scheme

;

and their great

irri-

the province of Alwdiich
reclaimed 3,000,000
berta,
acres of fine arable ground, with a
thousand miles of ditching (built
after the plan adopted by Colorado)
has been one of the big boons to the
west. These irrigated lands are di\ided into small sections of forty
and eighty acres; are sold from $15
an acre upwards, and the company
accepts payment for these lands (lying between Medicine Hat and Calgary on the main line of the great
transcontinental railway) on what
is

in

termed "crop payments."

the purchaser

may

That

is.

secure the land

to the company half the
crop (good or bad) and, as the crops
taken off these irrigated acres often
reach as high as sixty-five bushels
an acre, manv homesteaders have

by pledging

CONSUL-GENERAL JUNES AND WILLL\M JENNINGS BRYAN
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been known to have paid up their enindebtedness the first year of
tire
the undertaking.
Occasionally we hear the state"All the free homethe west arc taken up."
According to the parliamentary report laid before the House of Commons in April, this year, there are
yet 195,731 available homesteads in
Of this number
the prairie west.
over eight thousand lie in the tiny
Province of ^Manitoba.
If the American is not becoming

ment

steads

made:
in

Canadianizcd, then

Canada

VIKW
'I'm;

86

I'KiNcii'Ai.

is

be-

coming Americanized. Does it mat
ter which? Canada is the richer for
With him
the American "settler."
has come the commercial spirit belonging to the sons of Uncle Sam,
whom Canada has come to look upon as not only a good neighbor, but
The American
as a good friend.
heart is the heart of the Viking
once they conquered by the sword,
but now they are conquering by the
plowshare and in a "fight" waged
;

splendid a cause as the cause of
the hearth, who shall say he does not
win by every human right?
in so

IN NJOOSK .I.WV.

SASKATllIKWAN

nisTKinnixo Point pok Amkkk

vn

Skitlkks

—

and Pickles

Sallery

By RICHARD

WHITEING

From The Manchester Guardian

THE man

wheelentered the
rural cyclists" rest in a kind of
triumph, though such a man and such
a vehicle are fairly common objects
of the roadside. The latter was but
a general dealer's truck, the other was
a young fellow who seemed addicted
to odd jobbing, yet whose smartness
of bearing spoke of thwarted hopes of
the military career.
He was evidently outward bound from London, but
that was nothing out of the way.
ing

the

handcart

The unwonted challenge

to

curi-

was the something alive that
stirred under the shawl and jacket
that covered his load. For when his
back was turned and the children were
osity

under the inverted washing-basket that served as a sunshade
for his burden they saw a face
It
was the face of a young woman, quite
comely to look upon as it lay there,
with the well-brushed hair and the
neatness of simple finery about the
throat that showed some other wofree to peep

!

man's care. Only it was pallid to the
last degree and slightly drawn with
weariness, if not with pain, while its
transparency of blue veins formed
quite a pattern on the closed lids.
The young man reappeared in a
moment, wiping his lips with the back
of his hand, less, perhaps, for table
manners than to hide the distortions
of a dry face.
Then, after a "Come
out of it !" to the children, which
caused all but the boldest to fall back
at least half a yard, he bent over the

recumbent

"Try something," he urged,

in his shirt-sleeves

fisrure.

—

"just

wet your whistle lemonade."
The girl she was hardly more
opened her eyes, smiled gratefully at
liim, shook her head.
"I'm doin' ginger beer this journey," he said; "I can't 'xac'ly recommend it, but I'm no judge."
to

—

She

tried

to

laugh,

and

actually

achieved a smile that was all the
sweeter because it was so faint.
"I don't want nothin'
thank yer
all the same."
"Soon 'ome," he said. "I've asked
the way, and v/e're goin' by the short
;

cut."
" 'Ow

good you are

— and

me

a

utter stranger!"

"Well, I was goin' to put it the
other way. I ain't seen the country for
years as I've seen it to-day. It's a
lesson for a chap like me to see the
stuff growin' in the fields.
What a
lot of room it takes to make a load
for a markit cart
seems like a waste
of ground."
"I wish I wasn't so 'eavy."

—

"I wish you was 'eavier, but they 11
set that right for yer
at 'ome."
She shook her head again, evidently for thoughts, and with that a tear
fell that was already trembling on the
very verge of the lid. "I know what
I'm goin' 'ome for."

—

soon

"And

to ask yer;
you're goin' to
say, and I don't want yer to say it
agin.
Makes me low-sperrited it
really do."
The laug'h that she had struggled

bekos

I

I

ain't

a-goin'

know what

:
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^.^s^'

came

for

grateful,

do

this

an'

1

"1

lime.

know

111

aii"

ii,

very
1

un-

\vun"L

again."

it

"You're very weak, that's what's
the matter with you, an' nothin' else.
the

lUit

fre>h

the sunshine,
an' the olc mother '11 soon set that
right.
Take my tip nex' week
you'll Ije dancin' on the green."
"Yes, that's me," she said in a tone
that bespoke rather acquiescence than
conviction.
"Soon get well after I
seen the green fields."
air,

an'

—

"Why

shouldn't you see 'em now ?
seen 'em for the last two mile,
nothin' else, and the flowers atop o'
I've

the birds skylarkin' in the
shouldn't you sit up for
a bit? What a fool I've bin!
Pretty
sort o' nuss for a hinvalid. 'Ere: 'old
an'

that,

Why

trees.

'ard."

He raised her gently, laid the basket at her back, and settled her up
generally as well as he could.
Why, you're in
What i)rice them

"There, 'ow's that?
a

harmchair now

!

things in the 'edges yonder?

knowed

"We
and

their

used to

I

call

'em 'quake grass'

when

I was a kid."
was a very simple story as far as
had gone.
"Pickles"
such was

'cat's tail'

It
it

Wish

names."

—

her professional name, derived in the
])rimitive way from her calling
was
a country-bred girl w'ho had come to

—

work
had

in

a

London jam

factory,

and

on her capital of strength
till
she was struck down by fever.
Then came, in due courses, the hospital, the turning point of the malady, the
beginning of convalescence, interrupted by the necessity of turning out of
lived

—

u hicii she was born
to die under her
mother's roof.
She was not uncared
for in the slum. Neighbors were kind
to "Pickles"
most of them knew her
by no other name but the satisfaction of her wish to go home was beyond them, as it involved a journey
by road and an ambulance bed. Even
that might have been managed if they
had known how to set about it, but
they did not.

—

Then
barrow

—

'"Sallery," the

wheeler of the
was but a

— whose psuedonym

corruption of the name of a vegetable
of which he was inordinately fond
got up a boxing match for her benefit among a few friends, and realized

some seventeen shillings and sixand two black eyes. He was
not a boxer by profession, but he had
cheerfully stood punishment in the

by

it

])ence,

cause of charity

in a set-to

with a local

which was the chief feature
of the entertainment.
His trade was
simply that of a handy man. He beat
carpets, cleaned windows, looked after
an office or two. and was in steady
work.
The benefit fund was inadequate, for the bruises had no marketable value.
Sallery was heard confessing as much at the door of her
room to the woman who opened it
to his knock.
He had never seen the
celebrity

]iatient in his life; she was a pore gal
"on her uppers," that was enough for
him, for he had been that way himself.
But he had not come to con"W'eel 'er down myself
fess failure.
Saturday afternoon, and charnce it,"
was his next happy thought. "I know
where I can git a nice little conwey-

ancc for 'arf a dollar out an' 'ome."

crowded ward to make room for
more pressing cases. The institution
was not to blame nothing in the rate
of growth in relief could overtake the
rate of growth in suffering.
The reaction
more moral than physical

"It's nigh on fifteen mile." wailed
a voice from the bed. "Can't be done
Let me die
with one pair of arms.

in when the girl, lying alone in
her dismal bedroom in the tenement
house, felt sure she was going to die.
Yes, she was going to die there could
be no doubt about that, and all she

sion of

the

;

—

—

set

;

wanted was
ling
88

among

to die in the village nestthe Hertfordshire hills in

'ere."

"Round at ten o'clock Saturday,"
said Sallery. cutting short the discusgate
'cr

ways and means.

money

up

for

to time,

the

and

""Ere's the

benefit.

you'll find

Bring

me

at

And

so it was settled, in
spite of another wail from the bed.
The court gathered to see her off.
the door."

One

lent a

mattress to

make her com-

SALLl£KV

AXU

fortable, another a pillow, a third a
shawl, and Sallery his jacket, for her
feet.
And now, here they were, on
the road ag^ain at the beginning of
their second lap, with five miles of
their journey to the good, and with
Sallery stepping out in fine style and
watching his charge as she lay in a
half-doze. It was all delig'ht now in
the
landscape scampering
rabbits
from the burrows, the hum of bees,
meadowsweet, mallow, and poppy going strong, walnut and mulberry leaf
in the plantations, swectbriar in the
cottage porches, with the dog-rose.
The girl opened her eyes at last, and
then kept them open, though, considering the beauty of the setting, the
charioteer had perhaps more than his
due share of her regard. It was but
natural, after all.
The message of
the whole scene was beauty of one
kind or another; and in that line how
could you beat the goodness of Sallery? In other respects, however, lie
could hardly enter into comoarison
with the glories of nature.
But he
was straight his service in the mi-

—

—

—

had done that for him and
strong.
Could she ever forget, the
girl thought, how 'he had lifted her
"like a babbv" and put her to rights
with a hand as tender as the hand
litia

of a nurse?
The sense of happiness
that was gradually stealing over her
would have been imperfect without
the evidence of his strength. She was
in

it was all right.
you got!" she said
was her first essay in what

powerful custody

"What
at last.

It

;

a load

might be called conversation, and,
though it was not much to the purpose, it was music to Sallery's ears.

"Ah, you're right there, on'y they
wouldn't 'xac'ly reckon it a load in
It's what you might
the street trade.
plenty to look at and
call a 'arf load
nothin' to wheel. Like 'all a-blowin'
and a-growin'.' when they takes the
Why, you ain't in it
flowers round.
beside bannaners, for all they look
like nothin' one by one."

—

"Lor. there's the half-way 'ouse,"
she said at the next halt. "It's a sight
for sore eyes.
I ain't seen the place

riCKLES.
four

for

Why,

'Ow it's changed.
name over the

year.

there's another

bootmaker's shop.

My!"

office.

An' another post

Sallery,

deliberatelv

avoiding the half-way house as too
much of a trial for virtuous endeavor,
now entered a cake shop and returned in a few minutes with a cup of tea
and a small scafifolding of sponge
cakes.
"No 'urry," he said "we got
lots of time in 'and." They were wel;

come

and she ate and drank
while he sat on the edge
of the barrow and
watched every
mouthful as tcnderlv as a nursing
with

to her,

relish,

bird.

"What are you
self?" she asked.
"Plent\-

o'

going

time

for

to 'avc

your-

that.

ain't goin' to leave that last one.

considered bad luck

You
It's

sponge cakes."
"Not till von 'ave something for
yourself."
Thus urged, he produced
a substantial packet
of
bread and
cheese from one pocket of his coat,
and a small bottle of beer from another, and settled down to his meal.
In that form, it had occurred to 'him,
while packing for the journey, beer
might be positively genteel.
"Another cup o' tea?"
"Nothin' more. So 'appy, so 'appy

now

in

!"

She

fumbled

for her purse, and
him sixpence as he took back
cup and plate.
"Who're yer gettin' at?" said Sallery.
When next she stirred she was
in her mother's arms at the gate of
home. She was expected the neighbors gathered round
and soon she
was well enough to tell the tale of
her journey.
With this, of course,
there was a cry for Sallery, with more

offered

;

;

than

one

ofifer

of

lodging for the

But he was nowhere to be
found, and there was no trace of him
night.

save for the report that as soon as
he had left her in safe keeping he
had set oflf on his return journey to
the cry, "I'll step it now." It was a
great disappointment for all, and almost a relapse for the girl. The worst
of it was there was no writing to
thank him.
"Mr. Sallery, London,"

— —
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When

would hardly have been enough and
it was impossible to carry it further
than that, for he was as unknown to
her before the journey as she had been
;

week

now

ask

station.

No

need

air

"

ders,

himself, to his utter consternation, the
hero of the hour, while "Pickles" stood
tea.

longest speech in recognition of these attentions was, "Pore
people got to be pals to one another
what do vou think?"

'"^

DO
I

end.

can

;

If the

against

brings

the very best

and

I

it

is it,

know how

I

n(^

goin'

to

then?"

to

me

— the

difference.

very best

keep doing so

out all right,

me won't amount to anything.
mo out wrong, ton angels swearing

would make

ain't

I

don't hurt."

The parson's clerk, I dare say, learned both their real names in due course.
T
never did.

mean

end brings

a

"It's you," she said, laying her hand
on his arm and looking up into his
honest eyes.

Sallery's

"^"r^

though

well,

"What

and her
for

ain't

for

"Well, last week you couldn't have
scared a feller back for nuts. 'Spose
it's the country hair."
"Jest where you're wrong.".

neighbors
crowded in to overwdielm him with
thanks, and the bashful Sallery found

by to prevent his escape
mother made preparations

think,

"What do you mean?"

The

that.

don't

I

It puzzled him.
It might mean one
thing and it might mean another. Yet
somehow she was delighted to see
that he took it the wrong way, and
that he seemed troubled to have to
take it so.
"Go on jumpin' it shows you are

say that

of your larks this time," was
she vouchsafed in reply. It was a
after

"if

:

"None
levee

he said

feel

gettin'

intrude.
all

—

to the station.

like,"

"No, not 'angin' about; you

and the quiet had done wonand she was able to drag him
almost by main force towards the garden gate. Sallery made a feeble resistance, and was understood to murmur something about not wishing to

The

him

see

company

quite the sort,
'angir-on."

her bodily health.

after

and the

won't want me 'angin' about no more,"
he said sheepishly. She took the matter in her own 'hands now, as she saw
she would have to do.

that betokened Sunday best. He was
not even dusty, for this time he had
come down by train and walked over

from the neighboring

restored,

you're up to it."
Her eyes
flashed.
"Do I look as if I couldn't
walk a mile?" and she faced him in all
the strength of her restored health
and her restored happiness. It was
im])ossible to deny it, yet somehow it
seemed a sore disappointment. "You

you

passed, and there was no
trace of Sallery until the following
Saturday, when an urchin came as
the bearer of a message to the cottage
door.
He had lieen told to say that
"a party" would be glad to know
how "that party" was getting on, and
that He (the party of the first part)
would be waiting to hear at the corner
of the lane. The girl flew out to find
her preserver in a state of smartness

to

would

the girl
"It'll be

to him.

A

was

quiet

time came for Sallery to take his leave,
he timidly ventured the request that

until

what
If
1

the

is

said

the

end

was

Ahraluuti Lincoln.

right

;

!

The Dangers
By

Undereating

of

WOODS HUTCHINSON, M.D.
From The Cosmopolitan

of
FEW
every-day

Gods of our
more securely

the Little Tin
life

are

enshrined in the popular Pantheon than the widespread belief in
both the virtuousness and the wholesomeness of undereating.
frequently hear it expressed, "If one
would always leave the table feeling
as if he could have eaten a little more,
he would never be sick, and would
live to a good old age."
The rule
sounds well, and it may be true, but
there is no evidence to prove it, for it
has never been tried in real life. It,
like many other moral maxims with
a promise attached, is in much the
same case as the famous assurance
so confidently given us in our nursery
days when we believed things that

We

—

—

we had had a tooth pulled, if
we would only keep our tongue out
of the gap, a silver tooth would grow
there. Nobody ever saw a silver tooth
after

so growing, but that

one wouldn't

if

—

is

no proof that

Of
this

course, like all popular beliefs,
one has a considerable element of

it.
My protest is only against
acceptance as a universal law and
It has
its indiscriminate application.
a curiously double origin. Naturally
it was recognized at a very early per-

truth in
its
'

iod that a certain

amount

of real eat-

with a reasonably frequent repetition of the ceremony, was necessary
Anyone who cherished any
to life.
radical heresy or delusion of magnitude upon this subject soon died, and
his heresy perished with him. Therefore the habit of eating survived and
ing,

became

popular.

But

it

was early

seen to have two serious draw^backs
it
was expensive, and if one ate too
nuich
one
became uncomfortable.
Ergo to eat as little as possible, consistent with survival, was a virtue.

This sounds both reasonable and
overlooks two
convincing,
but
it
things that appetite, "the feeling that
you have enough," means something,
and that nature is not an economist
but a glorious spendthrift. She scatters myriads of seeds to grow hunHer insects of the
dreds of plants.
air and her fish of the sea pour forth
their spawn in thousands, nine-tenths
of which go to feed other fliers and
swimmers. Enough with her is never
:

as

good

as a feast

;

in fact

what

to

our

cheese-paring, shopkeeper souls looks
like enough is to her far too little. If
there be any operation of nature which
is conducted with less than at least
fifty per cent, of waste, it has so far
escaped the eye of the scientist. Her
regular plan of campaign is to produce many times as much as she needs
of everything and let only the fittest
few survive. Is it not possible that
the same principle may apply in human
diet, that we should eat plenty of the

and let
wants and

best of everything to be had,

the

body pick out what

it

"scrap" the rest?
fortunately or unfortunately,
not a thing that can he conducted
according to hard-and-fast rules. It is
less a business than a great game of
chance. That is what makes it so inget tired of business,
teresting.
of work, of philosophy, of science, biit
seldom of life, until it is our proper
Life,

is

We

91
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a i;ame of chance
like, in the sense
that there are large unknown factors
involved; that, as George Eliot finely

time to

It

f|uit.

—a

ganiljlc

I)Ut

it,

is

yuu

if

intelligent calculation of

"any

the expected must include a large allowance of the unexi)ected" that you
;

never

may

know

emergencies you

what

This is not a pessimistic
view, for few things are more firmly
established than that which we term
following
honesty which is simply
and
the age-old rules of the game
meet.

—

—

will
win eight
times out of ten.
lUit the point is
that all life's operations must be conducted upcMi a very wide margin. .\s
with money on a journey, to have
flexible intelligence

enough, you must always have a
loo much.

little

There is no Ijctter illustration of
law than the human body itself.

this

within us, if we
would only open our eyes to it. Every
department of the body-republic is ridiculouslv overmanned two eyes, two
ears, two nostrils, two lungs, two kid-

The

truth, as usual,

is

:

neys, two brains, two thyroids, two
adrenals, two everything in fact except the stomach with its appendages
In
which is us and indivisible.
short, we are a physiologic double

—

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"

— except

Uncle

Tom.

Practically every one of these
"twins" is there simply as an understudy to lake the place of its chief in
case the latter should be disabled,
though, except in the case of the brains,
the eyes, and the hands, it is impossible

to

able
to

"which

tell

both of the

])air

which,"

and

are given a reason-

amount of work

keep them

is

to

do

in

order

in training.

This sounds rather obvious, perhaps, but the margin goes vastly farther than this. Not only have we two
lungs, either of
which is perfectly
competent to do all the breathing of
the body, even under severe strain, but

under ordinary circumstances about
one-third of one lung is sufficient to
economically oxygenate our blood.

—

The only

reas'on

why

nature does not

build our lungs abc^ut one-third of the
present size is thai we wcnild not have
92

;

enough margin to run for our lives,
and if we were attacked by pneumonia
or tuberculosis we would
be very
likely to go down in the first round.
Eor precisely the same reason it is
not safe to eat exactly what the economists and the laboratory men say we
need.

Eood

dertakers'

expensive, but it is
than doctors' and unand the support of or-

is

much cheaper
bills

phan-asylums and hospitals.

The

same

good all
About
one-half of one kidney would do all
through the

rule

holds

rest of the body.

the blood-purifying needed, on the
Why not reChittenden principle.
move one kidney?- It is simph' a
drone in the body politic and must
be using up a lot of good food-material.
And just think of the wastefulness of carrying around
in our

nearly two pounds of superfluous liver
and so indigestible as it

bodies
is,

too!

—

Of courc we would probably

die in our next attack of tonsilitis or
is that comand piety of living economically? A squad of soldier
volunteers, as brave as any that ever
faced the cannon's mouthj may survive for six weeks on a laboratory
diet calculated by the higher mathematics and consisting of proteids. carbohydrates,
and hydrocarbons, instead of real food; but what would be

severe influenza, but what

I)ared with the virtue

result the next time they happened to be exposed to typhoid, tuberculosis, summer dysentery, or even a
bad cold? What was the final effect
of this starvation diet on such a squad
has already been told by Major Woodruff, and it does not exactly encourEive out of nine reage imitation.
ported that they felt badly and were
tlic

always hungry during the test, and
were weak and depresseil at its close
and all but one had gladly returned to
regular diet. One who had continued
the diet for three months thought he
had been permanetnly injured by it.
and another thought he would liave
died if he had continued on the diet.
!^everal confessed that they had been
compelled to go out and get a "square
meal" repeatedly during the test and

;

Till-

_^

DAXGERS OF UNDEREATING

that others did the same. Moreover,
one of those who was later placed on
such a diet a young man in the
prime of life and vigor died of a
comparatively trivial disorder, which
developed hemorrhagic complications,
for no other reason
whatever that
could be ascertained than his prolonged food-deprivation.

—

Such

—

may have

a certain scibut what we should be
concerned about is not the minimum
amount of food on which body and
soul can be held together, and a moderate amount of work ground out, but
the maximum amount of efficiency, endurance, and comfort which can be
got out of any human machine by the
most liberal and generous supply of
food which it can be induced to assimilate.
As Robert Hutchison aptly
put it, "What we want to find is not
the minimum diet but the optimum."
It is no princii)le of progress to hold
men down to a starvation diet any
more than it is to starvation wages
and while economy may be an admirable thing in business, it is, in dietetics, usually not only short-sighted
but wasteful, for compared with human life and health food is one of
the cheapest things there is.
tests

entific value,

The man who attempts
money on his butcher's and

to

save

grocer's
bills, seven times out of ten, is starving either himself, his family, or his
servants.
Economy may be the "soul
of wealth" in business, but in the kitchen it is much more nearly the soul
of starvation, and is usually practised
at the expense of the younger or weaker members of the household.
Like
all busine-5s principles, it is excellent
in its place, but its place is never in
the feeding of young children.
For
instance, all careful students of the
child-problem are convinced that the
institutional or wholesale method of
rearing orphan children is a failure
and must go. A child reared in an institution, hospital, foundling-asylum or
what not, is not much more than half a
human being, and can usually be recognized at sight by its dull eyes, pasty
complexion,
sluggish
and
lifeless

movements and

intelligence to match,
due to the barracks-like
life and the absence of individual love
and care, but no smrdl measure of it
i'art of this is

tlue to the fact that these children,
fed by wholesale luul with an eye to
economy, are usually underfed, either
is

by actual deficiency of calories or an
excess of cheap starches in place of
the more expensive meats, fats, and
sugars, or by the deadly monotony of
the fare.
One children's hospital, for
instance, has had corned beef and red
cabbage slaw for dinner every Tuesday for seven years.

The same

thing,

I

am

ashamecl to

too often true of the feeding
of adults also in institutions or hospitals.
When a superintendent wants
to make a record for economy the
easiest point at v/hich he can cut down
say,

is

expenditures is in the food-bill.
It
has been an axiom with the medical
profession
ever
since the days of
Oliver Wendell Holmes, that people
who are fed by wholesale, with some
one else holding the purse-strings, instead of being able to follow their own
appetites, are
usually more or less
starved.
Although even then they
may be better fed than they were at
home under modern industrial condi-

Many of our hospitals, howparticularly those for the care
the insane, are beginning to see

tions.

ever,

of

light on this subject, to provide a more
abundant and attractive dietary, to
consult the appetites and preferences
of their patients, and to allow their

physicians, instead of the superintendent or matron, to control the precise
diet of each patient, with the result
that money is actually being saved by
curing the patients faster and enabling

them

to get up and back to work in a
shorter time.
Give nature the wide
margin that she needs to conduct her
operations on. and she will pay you
dividends on it in the long run.

One

of

the

corner-stones

which our diet-economists base
claims

upon
their

diminishing
the
amount of food, and more thoroughly
masticating and digesting it, they can
thereby extract the last remnant of nutJ

is

that

.by

93
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from it, and thus save the
tritioii
enormous waste which goes on upon

Many of them, in
ordinary diets.
have boldly claimed that they
can save thirty, fifty, and even sixty
per cent, of the food-fuel ordinarily
consumed and subsist on from onethird to one-half the standard, popufact,

lar diets.

Unfortunately for these claims,
however, the reformers neglected to
ascertain the exact amount of the food
in our average or standard dietaries
which actually goes to waste in the
This, of course, can be deterbody.
mined with as absolute accuracy as
the amount of ash made by a particuIt was one of the
lar kind of coal.
things ascertained in the scientistudy of nutrition, and the results,
laid down as tables, have been corroborated a hundred times since. These
show that upon ordinary diets, under
average conditions, only from five to
fifteen per cent, of the food taken into
the mouth is discharged from the body

first
fic

Of beef, for instance, all
waste.
but about two per cent, of its available nutriment passes into the blood,
of milk all but about three per cent.
six
cent,
is
only
per
of bread
llow, out of a wastage
wasted,
of less
than ten per cent., our
diet-reformers
are going
to
save
forty per cent. is. of course, a puzzle
to everyone but themselves.
If their
claims were true we would be justified
in leaping to the logical conclusion of
the Irishman who, when assured by
an enthusiastic hardware dealer that
a certain make of stove would save
one-half of his fuel-bill, promptly rel)lied, "Shure, thin, Oi'll take two an'
save the wdiole av ut."
This brings us to the question,
What are the diseases of underfeeding, and what the diseases of overfeeding? To hear the extraordinary
claims trumpeted forth on every occasion by the apostles of a slender regimen that "Man digs his grave with
his teeth," that gluttony is the deadliest vice of our age, that two-thirds of
our diseases arc due to over-eating,
a:iil thai the race is fast gorging itas

94

degeneracy and final exone would surely conclude
that the most imposing array of diseases in our text-books of medicine
and the hugest totals in our deathlists would be found directly and unmistakably enrolled under the head
of diseases due to overeating. On the
other hand, from the incessant praises
of plain living and high thinking we
expect
that all
would confidently
those who, either from necessity or
self

into

tinction,

from choice, practised this gospel of
starvation would have a high longevity, a low- mortality, and an obvious freedom from disease, and that
under the head of diseases due to underfeeding would be found a vast and
eloquent blank.

But what are the facts? Of the
forty-two principal causes of death in
the United States census of 1900 only
three are to be found w^hich are in
any way due or possibly related to
overfeeding diseases of the stomach,
diseases of the liver, and diabetes.
Two-thirds of the deaths due to these
three causes have nothing whatever
to do wdth overfeeding, but even if
we were to grant them in their entirety to the anti-food agitators, they
would amount to only three per cent.

—

of the total deaths.
Those diseases
most often and confidently ascribed to

overfeeding, such as gout, dyspepsia,
apoplexy, obesity, neurasthenia, and
arteriosclerosis, are such insignificant
factors in the death-rate that they do
not appear in this list of principal
causes at all. On the other hand, those
diseases which are either directly due
to underfeeding or in which the mortality is highest among those who are
poorly fed and lowest among those
who are abundantly fed consumption,
pneumonia, diarrheal diseases, typhoid
and inanition (a polite official term
for starvation)
account for a deathroll of 250.000 victims, or nearly 30
per cent, of all the deaths. Diseases
even possibly due to or aggravated
by overfeeding, three per cent. diseases certainly due to or aggravated
by underfeeding, thirty per cent. Other factors enter in. but surelv. if low

—

—

;

—
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diet

were such a wonderful promoter
longevity and

warder-off of disease, it ought to have prevented at
least half of these 250,000 practitioners of it from falling victims of disSuch
eases due to lowered vitality.
diets as are advocated by our reformviz.,
from sixteen to eighteen
ers

of

—

hundred calories

—

are, in effect, star-

vation diets for men exposed to the
wear and tear of workaday life, for
women, and for children. They represent a bare subsistence diet, capable of
sustaining life and moderate degrees
of activit}', but giving no reserve for
protection against disease or for re-

covery from

its

attack.

Thousands, yes, millions, of the human race have been compelled and
are yet compelled to live on just such
diets as our reformers recommend, and
instead of being healthier, freer from
disease, and longer-lived on that account, it is a rule as unbroken as any

axiom of Euclid that the death-rate
m any given community varies in constant ratio with the social position of
the individual, being highest in the
lowest and most sparely fed classes,
intermediate in the middle and betterfed classes, and lowest of all in the
wealthiest and best fed classes.
The
much-vaunted blessings of poverty
exist only in the imagination of the
poets, if indeed they have not been in-

vented by both poet and priest for
the purpose of making the less-fortunate classes better "content with that
station in which it has pleased Providence to put them,"
It is

smug

a real surprise to some of our
pseudo-philanthropists to learn

from the stern and unimpeachable evidence of the mortality and morbidity
records that the blameless and frugal
poor have the highest death-rate, the
highest disease-rate, and the lowest
the
longevity-rate of any class in
community.
The same statement is
The most
equally true of nations.
abundantly fed races of the world today are those which are in the van
of the world's progress. The measure
of the spareness and the slenderness
of the diet of a race is the measure

backwardness and stagnation.
have heard so much baseless fairytale and poetic cant about the healthfulness and the endurance of the
blameless Hindu and the industrious
Mongolian that it really comes almost
as a shock to us to discover, when we
are brought face to face with these
interesting peoples, that their working efficiency is from one-fourth to
two-fifths less than that of the meatof

its

We

fed white
is

man

from double

civilized races

;

that

;

their death-rate

treble that of the

to

and

that the average

longevity of the Hindus, for instance,
is barely twenty-three years, as compared with some forty-seven years in
Ten days of
our American whites.
practical observation abundantly demonstrate that the only reason on earth
why a Hindu or a Chinaman or any
other Oriental lives upon a diet of
rice, or pulses, or vegetables is that
he cannot afford anything 'better The
sole cause of a vegetarian or low-protein diet in any race is plain poverty.
The moment that a Chinese or a Hindu in America begins to earn something like a white man's wages he
abandons his former diet and begins,
as he expresses it, to "eat America:^.''
As soon as he does so he increases his
working power from twenty to forty
per cent, and diminishes his liability
to disease in the same propo^'lion
!

The first step in the magaificent
modernization and civilization of Japan, for instance, was to put, first her
army, then her navy, and then as
nearlv as possible her population, upon
an European diet rich in proteins
wheat, pork and beef. The so-called
vegetarian or low-protein victories of
Japan were won by an army and navy
which had been for fifteen years upon
ration rich in protein, modeled as
as possible after that of the
German army and originally adopted
for the purpose of stamping out beri-

a

closely

beri.

Finally, apropos of the diseases of
underfeeding versus those of over-

feeding, I

would

call attention to the

significant fact that practically every

prolonged famine

is

followed bv the

—
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outbreaK of some epidemic.

wholesome food

In fact,

than is good for
vast majority of our diseases of dietetic or alimentary origin
are now recognized as due to poisons
absorbed with the food, or resulting
from its putrefaction. What we real-

from one-half to two-thirds of the
deaths in a famine are due to some
form of fever, which the lowered nu-

them.

trition of the victims has allowed to
gain a foothold. There are a dozen
diseases, from typhus and typhoid to
cholera and plague, which are known
by the significant name of "famine
fevers."
If any epidemic or widespread disease has ever resulted from
overfeeding or followed on the heels
of a too abundant crop it has entirely
escaped the eye of medical science.

need is pure food and more of it,
instead of less. The diseases of overfeeding are
chiefly
the pathologic
amusements of the rich, and exercise
a comparatively trifling influence upon the death-rate. The diseases of underfeeding are the pestilences of the
poor, that sweep them away by the
thousand and by the million.
Twothirds of the patients who come to us.
as physicians, from whatever walk of
ly

To sum up Nature is no fool, nor
has she been wasting her time these
millions of years past in sifting out
the best, both of appetites and in:

A

dividuals, for survival.
finite

amount of

essential to

life,

are underfed, instead of overfed.
little to do with overeating, and nothing at all with red
meats. "Poor man's gout" is just as
common as "rich man's," now that we
have learned to recognize it. To paraphrase Goethe, "Food, more food." is
our cry. Every increase in the abundance, the cheapness, and the purity
of our food-supplies lowers the deathrate of the community an appreciable
notch.
life,

Even gout has

certain de-

fuel-value in food

is

and working,

health,

power, and a surplus is never onetenth as dangerous as a deficit. Particularly

is

this

the case in

women

children and in

productive period.

It

growing

during the
is

doubtful,

The

rein

whether these two classes can
be induced to absorb more real sound.
fact,

@@®®®0@@®
Getting the Most
IJl.VKE

^^

in

Out

of Life

yourselves nests of pleasant thoughts.

beautiful thought
fancies,

sayings,

— proof

satisfied

against

all

memories, noble

treasure-houses

of

adversity. Bright
histories,

faithful

and

restful

precious

thoughts, which care cannot disturb, nor pain

gloomy, nor poverty take away from us
without hands,

(^•00@@^@@®
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None

know, for none of us have been taught
early youth, what fairy places we may build of
of us yet

.for

our souls

to live in.

—houses

make
built

Joint Ruskin.

—

—

THE ENTRANCE
Looks vkky Difkekent to the Fhesh Iscomek than

Canadian Observance

it

Does to the Wearied Depakter

of

the Fall

Fair

Ry

HELEN

PREPARATION
honored

event

in rural parts,

lasts

for

— the

the
fall

E.

timefair

properly speaking,

the year round.

While Febru-

ary storms expend themselves the

in-

mates of scattered farmhouses ]^ore
over splendiferous spring" catalogues,
which certain astute ones have cunningly launched upon a winter world.
As the list grows ever longer and
stubby pencils stubbier, uneasy consciences find justification in rosy previsions of yellow or green bits of
[)asteboard dangling suggestively from
fioral creations at the
horticultural
show in the fall. These previsions,
secretly cherished,
persist
through
the intermediate stages of growth and
warfare with the cutworm and his
ruthless kind, but are scouted at in
those neighborly interchanges of visits
to
see
what So-and-so has. and
whether one stands any "show" oneself.

However,

the

''potted

plant,"

WILLIAMS
together with toothsome culinary confections, the "pick of the herd," the
sultan and his harem, and they of the
Shropshire and Tamworth breeds
these with all their accessories find
themselves bound one fine September
day for this rendezvous, so dear to the
heart of country folk, the County Fair.
and over them
All roads lead there
pass people of every class and aspect.
There are in Canada probably a
thousand fall fairs held every year
township, county, district and pro;

vincial,

including the

Canadian Nawhich is

tional Exhibition in Toronto,

the largest and most representative
of any fair in the world that is conducted annuallv. and the attendance
is growing rapidly toward the million
Nearly a century and a half
mark.

ago the

first

exhibition of agricultural

products took place
in

in

Canada.

That

1765. and forty years later
Ontario,' at Newark, the former

was

in
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for Old Niagara, there began in
an unpretentious way what was destined to be one of the greatest educational institutions organized in the

name

interests of the agricultural interests of
The figures are exthe Dominion.
Only twenty
ceptionally interesting.
pioneer farmers attended the first fair
in 1805, on the shores of Lake Ontario, and last year in the Province of
Ontario alone one million three hundred and fifty thousand people passed

and all over
attendance is growing
Certain
year.
succeeding
each
prophets have declared that fairs will
soon fall into desuetude but the records of patronage and the constantthrough the

Canada

ly

turnstiles,

the

augmented

prize

lists

tell

a differ-

Five pounds, ten shillings
and sixpence were offered in premiums at the pioneer exhibition
and about one hundred dollars coverLast
ed the value of the exhibits.
year there was paid out, in Ontario
ent tale.

two hundred and sixty-five
thousand dollars as prize money for

alone,

exhibits

w'orth

many

millions.

But what lively scenes are witnessed
wee sma' hours of the morning, the hired help and boys convey
in the

to the fair the stock in slatted crates

and

wagons,

high-boarded

whence

they are transferred to the stalls lining the entire circumference of the
By the time they
fair ground fence.
have been fed, bedded and watered,
extraneous elements have entered and
are driving in tent stakes, and setting
forth the various paraphernalia of

Nor

always accomplished without some wrangling.
The fortune-teller, that gifted seventh
daughter of the seventh daughter of
euphonious name, who can with the
aid of a cube of glass lay bare the
mysteries of past and future, she of
the flashing eye and raven locks,
of
the
resents
the
proximity
sword-swallower's booth, and there
is
language and much fierce gesticulation before
an understanding
their craft.

is

But

reached.

confusion
those
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is

if

without,

whom

this

all

no

is

bustle

less

and

busy are

the horticultural building

magazine
has from time to time received into

Upon the
its cool, roomy vastness.
counters, spanning the whole length
of the ground floor, men are artistically arranging baskets of the year's
maturity to the best advantage. Even
at this early stage a plate of "extra
or grapes, a
fine" Red Astrachans
mammoth squash, or a strange species
of the fantastic gourd family, elicits
an admiring ejaculation from the
hurrying passer, who has not yet been
succeeded by the slow-moving, fingering, insatiable throng of sight-seers.
Tn the corner under the stairs the
White Ribboners are laying out
pamphlets and basket work for sale.
And as one mounts, one sees through
an aperture in the partition, rows of
speckless carriages, sleighs, furniture,
and catches the initial strains of the
piano man's waltz, destined, later, to
become but the faintest monotone in
the vast strophe of pulsating life.
Upstairs, the counters are buried
beneath flowers of every design and
hue triumphs of culinary art and intricate examples
of what the eye,
needle, and a lamentable perserverance can accomplish in fragile, use;

;

less prettinesses.

Two

ladies,

presum-

ably judges, are vacillating between a
pillar of asters in graduating shades,
and an anchor design of beautifully
arranged mixed flowers. I feign in-

gaudy bedspread that I may
hear their cogitations.
"Are you sure?" inquires one unterest in a

certainly.

"Why, yes. as sure as I can be,"
responds the other. "I drove through
his grotmds only last week
on purpose, you know
and saw purple as-

—

—

ters

just

The
"It

like

first
is

those."

lady sighed.

a pity," she said, "this

is

so

and that so coarse.
But I
suppose it would never do not to give
pretty,

his the prize?"

Her companion shook

her head em-

phatically.

"X^cvcr!"
cinctly, "he

she

supplemented,

Then they pinned
the asters.

suc-

would be raging."
the

first

prize on

CANADIAX OBSERVANCE OF OF THE FALL

FAIR.
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thp:

main buildinc

Whkki: Manufacturers and M>:rchasts oo to Exhibit
Public Flock to get Souvenirs

ani>

wherk thk

"only one
tents, where for
dime" the beholder may witness the

offended the one of all others they
were designing to please.
Squatted here and there behind their
buggies, in social proximity with the
unharnessed horse grazing near, are
family groups munching their mid-day
Sallying forth to do likewise,
meal.
one passes children dragging at the

heated

hand of some uncompromising elder,
who is engaged in renewing acquain-

for selling cigars
a row of
on wire before a sheet, and ninepins ranged upon a table
are never

tance with an erstwhile school friend.
"What is that, child? Punch and
Judy? Well, by and by, when
Something in the child's face awakens an echo from other years.
Now,
if "things" go awry, or hopes are slow
in materializing,
reason opens her
stores of consolation.
But what hope

—

for a missed Punch and Judy?
The
gods themselves can do naught. Three
hundred and sixty-five days of aching
void, and then
another.
.\ few steps farther on a little girl
is
opening her first prize-packet,

—

breathless
with anticipatory thrills
that it may be a brass
a thousand
pardons
gold,
of
course watch.
"Il" lurns out to l)c a toy snake, which
wriggles uncannily.
If she had only
chosen the garnet packet she had taken

—

!

up

first

More
inn

— perhaps — who

—

knows?

interesting, perhaps, than the

high dive, or see the fat woman immeshed with snakes, the wild man
devouring raw meat, the child marvel
sporting two heads, and like unholy
sights
is that spot so popular to halfgrown youth, where two rival con-

—

—
—

cerns

dolls

without their votaries.
"Aw, jest watch him, now
Watch
him! Watch him!" admiringly shouts
the tall, black, foreign-looking pro!

prietor of the

latter,

whose smile

is

someway even more repellent than his
frown, as a newcomer nervously
fingers the ball, and makes several
false starts.

"Pret-t-ty

clo-o-se,"

comes

from

the fair, youngish, silly-looking stripling presiiling over the dolls, who has
a
fiattering
way of laughing up

from under his eyes.
"Pret-t-t-ty
clo-o-o-o-se," and something in the
subtly suggestive inflection that failure next time was one of the things
that simply could not be, incited many
an inditVerent shot to a second and
even thinl attempt.
It
is
as good
as a play, as the phrase is, to watch

CAXADTAX

()l'.SI-:R\'AXCr-:

A TYPICA],

The SfKNK or Many an ExcniNii

dififerent

the

!

—

He

lieve F'U try."

is

always leisurely

self-assured, and calls patronizingly to him of the inky moustache

and'

to "look out,
lively there,"

my

—

ol- Till'

man," and to "look
and the dolls are usu-

Then there is the undersized boy, with the round straw hat

ally "toppled."

and Sunday suit, one never sees anywhere else, who approaches step by
step, as if drawn by some potent mesmerism.
He hangs round watching
worshipfuUy while various loungers

many dolls, till that inevitable
moment arrives when the temptation
proves too strong. And it is his turn
turn

FALT. I'AIR.

1AI1{ lU'ILDlNi;

C'untkst H.r.rwKKN Rival

competitors.
Tliere is
young ni;in, who
well-to-do
sees
the affair
when oppofirst
site, and
turns aside with an "if
there aren't those hally dolls
I used
to make them topple over every time,
when I was a kid. Wonder if bethe

OF

ownkks ok

]'ki/.k.

Fowl

casion to show their mettle, and men
of speculative propensities the opportunity to profit or lose according to
their acumen in horseflesh; nor even
that through the exhibit of produce
farmers are enabled to drive many a

hard bargain.
The crowning goo'd
consists in the stimulus and practical
benefit
of the
farming profession

meeting and comparing notes in sustaining interests in and propagating
the advance of industrial and agricultural pursuits
and the inevitable
broadening of the people's horizon,
through social intercourse with those
in other walks of life.
Apart from the
break it makes in the tedium of
;

;

of inestimable value to
"going into" sheep, to
learn that his mode of feeding the
ewes is in default, and responsible for
the loss of as smart a pair of twins as
ever rose upon stilt-like legs, and
routine,

it

is

Brown, who

is

stand there in all his pitiful nerfous bravado, the cynosure of all eyes
he probably believes, a moment later
to slink away and lose himself in the
crowd, which has not witnessed his

saucy,
black
heads
together.
Nor are these exchanges
of
hard-earned
experiences
limit-

shameful

ple's

to

failure.

But the prime good accruing from
the fair is not that it affords foreigners the means of turing an honest
penny, and children an easily-attained
Mecca; not that it gnves racers an oc-

bumped

farmers alone.
The peoparliamentary
representatives
seize
this
opportunity
for
meeting so many of their constituents en
masse.
Any new discovery or improvement at the Experimental Farm
ed

is

to

recounted, and questions of nation101
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import broached, while his hearers
reciprocate in kind, or submit grievances for redress should any such
exist.
The game of politics, indeed,
accounts for the presence of many
whose interest in agriculture or hortiministerial
culture is superficial.
figure moving here and there among
the
crowd, the occupants of two
motors in earnest consultation so
have laws been altered, to these have
al

—

A

—

candidates owed their nomination.
Not every one who comes, however, is actively interested in the intrinsic value of what they see, or even
a claimant for parliamentary honors.
A fair is sure to be amusing or
hills,
beginthe
spin over
the

—

not conscious of any yearning toward
nature and the simple life when they
entered. They are not sure when they
first felt with Charles Dudley Warner
that to own a bit of ground, to scratch
it with a hoe, to plant seeds, and watch
their renewal of life,
this is
the most satisfactory thing a man can
do." But some latent chord has been
stirred, and the learned scion of a
long line of lawyers the following
spring irrefutably proves that he is
of the lineage of Adam, by being
mightily concerned about the crops
on his new fifty-acre farm, whither
he transports his family in lieu of

—

.

Thus the influence emanating from
County Fair is deep and wide

the

harvest and pumpkin fields, is poetry"
of music through poetry of scene.
But
somehow
somewhere
they
catch the contagion, these transients
from citv thoroughfares. Thev were

short, the welfare of the

—

.

Europe.

ning to flush and glow in the autumnal
light, and down
between orchards,

—

.

spreading

A

sort of

in

its

results,

thermometer

that country's progress,
it

of

aflFecting,

in

whole county.
it

is,

too, of

improving as

improves, on the threshold, perhaps.
its

Sfreatest era.
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Stray Stories
By SIR

From

India

ARTHUR FANSHAWE

From Blackwood's Magazine

TO

my

thinking"

the

best

stories

from India are those which
have a savor of the finesse or

subtlety that

Eastern
stories

of the
such
of
the well-known reply of a
is

is

characteristic

The

mind.

type

Mahommedan

servant who had been
out with his master for a day's snipeshooting, the result of which was a
very meagre bag.
He was asked
whether his master had shot well.
"Yes," he replied gravely, "the Sahib
shot excellently, but Allah was very
merciful to the birds." The following
story, which is not so well known, has
something of the same character about
it.
An old friend of mine once asked
his Madras servant about his religion,
and the following conversation ensued.
"Hallo, Ramaswami
what's
!

your

religion?''

came

from

a

Ramaswami,
missionary

who

district,

thought that he would please his master by an assumption of
humility,
and accordingly replied. "Beg pardon,
a favorite form of beginning a
sar,"
sentence with the English-speaking
Madras servants, "Beg pardon, sar,
I'm a heathen." "What do you mean
by a heathen?" said my friend, genuinely surprised by the answer. "Beg
pardon, sar," replied the man, with
the missionary ritual still in his mind,
"a worshipper of stocks and stones."

—

—

"Oh! confound

it!"

ejaculated

friend. "I can't keep a

man

my

like that

my service." To which came the
immediate rejoinder: "Beg pardon,
no
sar, in your Highness's service
The
time to worship anything!"
in

quickness of the change,

in

order to

fall

in with his master's mood, was as
characteristic as the adroitness of the
evasion.

The

reply evasive

has its special
the East, though
it
is
indigenous in certain Western
countries also and indeed the ministerial answers to questions in our own
House of Commons provide a liberal

home, of course,

in

;

in the art of evasion. The
native of India usually shelters himself behind a universal "God knows,"
but his variants of this safe text are

education

sometimes amusing. On one occasion
I was driving up to Simla in an open
carriage, and at one of the stages
noticed that a bank of heavy clouds,
which had previously been concealed
by the high hillside, was moving up in
an ominous wasy. My waterproof and
umbrella were in another conveyance
behind with my servants, and I was
doubtful whether it would not be
wiser to wait for them to come up.
Accordingly I asked a Hindu Inspector, who had been deputed to accompany me, as the conveyance of mails
and passengers on the hill road to

Simla was a service managed by the
Post Office, whether he thought that
we should have rain before we reached the next stage. At first he fenced
with the question. "Did his Highness
wish to be driven more quickly?" But

when

I pressed the point, drawing his
attention to the clouds and saying that

with his experience he must have some
knowledge of he signs of the weather,
I received the following oracular reply: "Without doubt there are clouds,
but the matter is in the power of the
103
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Almighty." After that there was nothing to be done but to drive on, and,
as it happened, I was fortunate enough
to arrive in safety at the next stage
before the rain came down.

This habitual unwillingness to give
a direct reply has a counterpart in the
propensity to adopt indirect methods,
to go round about, and often a very
long way round about, towards an object which may be perfectly legitimate
in

itself.

Everyone who has had

to

deal with large numbers of subordinates must have had some curious experiences of these tactics, which arc
seldom of much avail, though they
involve a waste of valuable time and
cause irritation, or sometimes, per-

1

found

among my

telegrams the following message from
postmaster,
an old Mahommedan

whom I knew personally, and had
seen two years previously on his return from China, where he had been
in charge of a field post-office with
the expeditionary force sent from India "Myself and family members continue to pray for your Honor and
Lady Sahib." That was the entire
message, and it came like a telegraphic
bolt from the blue, as for two years I
had heard nothing of the man. The
assurance it gave was no doubt flattering, and the word "continue" almost
pathetic; but why should it suddenly
have been thought necessary to send
:

me

I wrote on the
this assurance?
telegram an inquiry whether any appeal or representation from the sender was under consideration and was
informed that nothing had been received from him except a formal request, forwarded through the proper
official channel, that his name should
be registered for field service. He had
already been twice on field service,
once at an earlier stage in his career
;

at

Suakim,

and

more

recently

to

China, and bore an excellent character, but was not considered to be
qualified for a more important charge
than 'the one which he was actually
holding, though there had been every
The
desire to trcal him generously.
104

;

;

man, who up

to the last

himself ready to go on

ought

had shown

field

service,

add that this postmaster
liad, I believe, a genuine feeling of
loyalty towards myself, and if this
had not been the case, the actual wording of the telegram sent by him would,
1
think, have been different.
r

haps, amusement.

One morning

time for his retirement was drawing
near, and he knew perfectly well that
he would not be asked to go on field
and the man's whole
service again
object was to suggest to me afresh
that he had not been adequately rewarded for his late service in China.
The request that his name should be
registered was intended to bring himself again to notice in connection with
field service
and the telegram to me
was to ensure, as in fact it did, that
I
should make some enquiry about
him, and learn what he had done, and
then perhaps be led to review his case
and give some final promotion to the

to

The great majority
good

stories

of the so-called

from India are

stories

of the ludicrous mistakes made by
natives of the country in speaking and
writing English, and here I should
like to make one point quite clear.
Many natives of India both speak and
write English with wonder facility,
and in the offices of the Government
of India there are many Bengali assistants who not only write excellent

English, but also prepare admirable
notes on the papers with which they
have to deal. There is, however, a large
body of clerks on small pay in every
part of India who have only the most
imperfect acquaintance with English,
though most of their work is carried
on in that language, and it is these
men who are responsible for the comical blunders of which one hears, and
have created what is popularly known
as Babu English. The word Babu. in
its proper meaning, is a title used in
addressing all Bengalis of a respectable position in life, but has come to
be accepted by .Anglo-Indians in Bengal and Upper India as signifying

much the same as the word
Of mere Babu English

clerk.
I

do not

propose lo give any specimens, as

I

—
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cannot help thinking that this vein
has been more than sufficiently workbut it may be said with safety
ed
that the Bengali Babu is still the chief
master of this new medium of expression.
He is endowed with "a
bright, soaring" imagination, and possesses, moreover, plenty of self-con;

fidence

and a natural disinclination

descend to details and verify

to

facts.

When

these qualities are united with
proverbially dangerous possession, a little knowledge of the language which he professes to speak or
write, it can hardly be a matter for
that

surprise that he should play fantastic
tricks with the English tongue.

The

quality of imagination is one
shared by other races of India,
and it finds scope in many unexpected
ways. A young Maratha Bramin, whc
had taken a good degree at the Bombay University, and secured a higi
that

is

place in the public service examination, was given a superior grade apbut
pointment in the Post-Office
within the first year of his service was
detected in sending in a travelling allowance bill, supported by a false
diary, for a journey which he had
never performed. In his defence he
wrote sheet after sheet of impassioned
English, and surrounded this journey with a W'Calth of imaginative
detail.
One part of it was said to
have been made at night, and he described how the moon was high, and
how he had lingered at a particular
point of the road, where an old Maratha fort stood out in dark outline in
the distance, in order to enjoy the
;

romantic scenery. This young Brahmin came to Calcutta when his case
was being finally dealt with and afte^
I had gone through all the circum-

sire to

make

illicit

gain, as the

amount

involved was quite insignificant. In
consideration of his youth he was allowed to resign, so that he might not
be debarred from making a fresh start
in life under happier ausipces, and it
may be hoped that he had learnt a
lesson as to the necessity of controlling the play of his imagination.
iUit it is the desire to be idiomatic,
in an imperfectly acquired language,
to use phrases and expressions which
are not really understood, that is the
most fruitful cause of ludicrous mistakes, just as the

same

desire

is

the

parent of numerous malaprops in all
countries.
The American lady who
accounted for the successful decoration and furnishing of her rooms by
assuring a friend that she had given
a well-known London firm bete noire
in the matter, w'as making exactly the
same kind of mistake as the native of
India who said that Bangalore was
forty miles away as the cock crows.
As the phrase carte blanche carried no
precise significance to her mind, so

crow flies" had
no real meaning to him and another
expression with a "crow" in it came
with equal readiness to his lips. Moreover, the line between the correct use
of an idiom, or the correct application of a simile, and the ludicrous, is
often a very narrow one, as the following story w'ill serve to illustrate.
A Bengali clerk who had been trans-

the expression "as the

;

ferred at his

own

request,

from

my

another Government ofifice in
Calcutta, was anxious to return, and
wrote me personally on the subject.
Although not a Christian himself he
was evidently acquainted with the
familiar lines of Bonar's hymn
office to

;

stances with him, practically admitted
that the journey had been made only
in fancy, though, of course he was
perfectly familiar with the scene in

which

it

w-as laid.

The

were

real facts

that he had gone by railway to his
native town, and remained there for
three days without permission
and
;

this

journey was invented to account

for his absence,

and not

w'ith

any de-

"I
I

was a wandering sheep,
did not love the fold;"

this is how he applied then to his
ow-n case "It is true I have wandered
from the fold, i.e., the Director-General's office, but I trust that your Honor
will be merciful and receive back an
old sheep.
The desire to be eloquent, like the
desire to be idiomatic, is a great snare

and

:
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youth of India. The young
leave our schools and colleges have made acquahitance, in however slight a degree, with some of
the great writers of English, and have
learned by heart passages from Shakespeare and other English poets.
In
the majority of cases, however, thev
have not learnt to write plain,
straightforward English, and in their
desire to be eloquent they pelt their
official superiors with quotations (I
should be afraid to say how often "to
the

to

men who

err

is

human,

to forgive divine," has

adorned appeals which have come before me), or they rush into poetry, and
-Strive to reproduce the grand style.
This may be due in part to temperament, but it points also to something
defective in the method of teaching. A
young Englishman beginning life in
a French business house would not
dream of embellishing an explanation,

submitted to the head of the firm
with lines from Aloliere or phrases
from Victor Hugo's 'Les Miserables'
because he had read these books at

to be

school.

As an example

of the

grand

style

give an extract from an application
received
by me on returning to
India after being absent on leave in
England. The writer was a young

I

Hindu
India,

clerk belonging to Northern
and the request he had to make

was that the orders, passed in his
case during my absence, should be reconsidered. The application began as
follows: "As the rising of the glorious sun

is

welcomed by shipwrecked

so is
hailed by the

your

sailors,

Honor's

return
of this department." The man who wrote that sentence was clearly familiar with ex-

members

from Shakespeare, but had
never been schooled to understand
that such flights of fancy were entirely out of place in official or even
in ordinary correspondence. The text-

tracts

ture,

indeed, of English, and especi-

is rich with
the images and the thoughts and the
language of Shakespeare, but none
the less is it true, despite Words-

ally of literary English,

worth's
106

noble

line,

that

the

tongue

that

Shakespeare spoke is not always
we speak in everyday life.

the tongue

Other mistakes are of frequent occurrence which, though not necessarily ludicrous, have an interest of

own, as showing the difficulties
which natives of India have to con-

their

learning English, or the
the\^ acquire their
I'^nglish vocabulary.
On one occasion a burly Parsee Inspector, who
had been deputed to the scene of a
highway robbery of the mail, met with
a railway accident on the way. The
train in which he was travelling was
literally blown over by the force of
the wind on an exposed part of the
Kathiawar coast, and he described the
occurrence in the following telegram
by
"Train upset near G
to me
heavy gusts, myself hurled, proceed
scene robbery to-morrow." The accident was an unusual one, and the
word "up-set" was not, perhaps, the
right word to use in describing it.
while the epithet "heavy" was misplaced.
The telegram, however, gave
a vivid account of what had occurred
and for graphic force the two words
"myself hurled" could hardly be bettered, bringing up, as they still do, before my mind's eye a vision of a stout
man, with flying skirts, shot through
I
space and sprawling on the sand.
will give only one other Instance, and
that a generic one, of mistakes of this
character. The word "drown" is constantly used by natives of all parts of
India for the sinking of a boat, and I
have myself received numerous reports by telegram and letter that mailboats or mails had been drowned at
sea or in rivers. The mistake, which
has a comical sound to English ears.
In Urdu, and in sevis instructive.
eral of the vernacular languages of
the country, the same word is used
for the drowning of a man and the
sinking of a boat, and it is only nashould be a
it
tural, therefore, that
common mistake to use the same English word in both cases.

tend with

manner

in

in

which

:

I close the present article with an
account of one of the quaintest inci-

dents in

my own

experience, a tete-a-

:

STRAY STORIKS VRn^\ IXOTA
dinned which I had some years
ago with the old Jam of Jamnagar in
his fortress palace on the coast of Katete

thiawar.

The

Jam

at

that

time,

though no longer young, was still
vigorous, a Rajput of the old school,

some eccentric hobbies of his
own, and closely wedded to the routine of life which he had laid down
with

for himself, but always glad to wel-

come an English

officer.

arived at the palace shortly before
six o'clock in the evening, and was
ushered into a small room, where the
Jam was seated in the midst of a
wonderful array of cheap, modern
clocks, the collection of these articles
being one of his hobbies.
Then as
the hour of six was "clashed and hammered" from a dozen clocks, all striking at once in that confined space, he
lifted to his lips from a table as his
side a small silver cup, and with an
apology to me, drank ofT the contents,
infusion of native spirit
a strong
scented with roses.
Having done
this, he explained with some pride
that it was his invariable custom to
take his first dram for the day precisely at that hour
a statement which
was received with a chorus of approval from the kinsmen and others
who were present. To drink by the
clock had evidently been raised to the
dignity of a virtue
in
Jamnagar,
though, to do the Jam justice, he was
just as methodical in his early rising
and his morning orisons, as he was
in his evening potations.
short conversation followed, and then the Jam
took me by the hand and, followed
by the kinsmen, we passed hand-inhand into a long, dimly-lit corridor
where dinner was served. The Jam
sat at a small table towards one end
of the corridor, with a cluster of kinsmen and attendants behind him, while
facing his table a separate table had
been placed for me about ten yards
away.
As a high-caste Hindu, the
Jam was precluded from taking his
meal at the same board as his guest,
and I was provided with an excellent
dinner cooked in the European fashI

—

A

The

ion.

ings, but

corridor was bare of hang-

down one

side, half in

shade

were ranged the
picturesque figures of the Jam's bodyguard, fierce-looking Rajputs, armed
with shields and spears from outside
came the wailing of native music, and
amid these strange surroundings we

and half

light,

in

;

sat

down

to dinner.

During the early stages of the meal
the Jam sent his private secretary
several times to ask whether every-

thing was to

my

liking, but later he

own genial inacross the intervening space,
inquiries which might, perhaps, have
been embarrassing if other Europeans
"Sahib, is your
had been present
began

to call out his

quiries

:

Highness's stomach well-filled?" To
which, with due gravity, I replied
"By your Highness's favor, my stomach is exceedingly well-filled." Still
later, he ventured on his one English
phrase: "Sahib, are you 'appy?" To
which, again with due gravity, I replied "Thank you. Jam Sahib, I am
quite happy."
Then he sent me a
:

glass of his

own

special

was delighted when

I

liquor,

and

him

that

told

the drink was very well for Rajputs,
but was far too strong for Englishmen and certainly it came nearer to
the Irish member's description of the
House of Commons whisk3^ that it
went down your throat like a forclilight procession, than anything I harl
Finallv the old
previously tasted.
Chief rose, and with all dignity and
decorum proposed the health of Queen
Victoria, who was then on the throne
Mav the
"Rani Sahib Mubarik!"
I stood up
Lady Queen be blessed
at once, and we two loyally drank the
tht
toast, which v. as acclaimed by
kinsmen and retainers, while the mer.
;

!

of the bodyguard clashed their

and spears together.
ner being over, the

After

Jam and

si::

I

passed

out of the corridor together, the

leaning on

my

-ids

that, din-

Jam

arm, and he insisted

on accompanying me to my carriage,
where we parted on terms of great
good-fellowship.
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Our Canadian

Military

Maps

By

CAPTAIN

FEW

R.

])cople

W. STEPHENSON.

who

necesto refer

iind

it

sary

a map in orchr
that they must es-

to

bearings in a strange
community, or to
discover the relative
positions
of
tablish

A

PLANE-TAKLER

their

marked therein,
amount of work is

line can be projected without the great
expense of preliminary surveys. To
the officer on active service, however,
In a
these maps are most essential.

stranj^e country, where the inhabitants
are hostile, he is lost without them
and even when the best guides are obtainable they can furnish but a small
portion of the required information.

With good topographic maps he has

certain places

realize

no

what a vast

entail-

determining the best and safest
lines of advance.
He knows where to
find suitable camping grounds, and
where to look for ambuscades.

in its production.
The value, also,
of an accurate map on a large scale
is
not generally understood in Canada, for, until the Survey Division of
the Alilitia Department was organized

ed

some

five years ago, no such maps
were in existence, covering more than
a few square miles.
In England, on the
other hand,
where the Ordnance Survey has longsince completed the mapping of every
foot of ground on scales varying from
one inch=one mile to twenty-five
inches=one mile, men in all walks of
life have
found how valuable these
maps are. The farmer, sitting by his
fireside, can measure accurately the
number of arcrcs in any field, or see
at a glance just how much orchard
there is on a farm a dozen miles awav.
A person from the country, who desires a doctor to call on a sick friend,
points out on the map at which house
the patient resides, and immediately
the physician knows the shortest and
best way to reach it.
A town is in
need of a new water supply readv at
hand is the greater part of the information necessar\. An electric railwav
;

11)8

difficulty in locating his

defences,

or

There are many cases on record
facts.
During the comparatively recent South .\frican war,
proving these

es])ecially

with General Buller in the

Drakensberg Hills, there is no doubt
had the British officers had good maps
to guide them, the loss of life, due to
sudden surprises of the enemy, would
have l)een greatly reduced.
Canada, in the carrying on of her
military survey, is taking one of the
most essential preliminary steps towards her own defence.

At

the present

moment some

15,000

square miles along our frontier have
been surveyed, and a map on a scale
of two inches to one mile jirepared.
"or publication the map is reduced bv
one half and divided into siieets each
containing about 425 sq. miles. These
sheets fit exactly one on the other, so
that a plan of as large an area as required can be put together.
Rv con\entional signs every liouse. school,
church, mill. hl;icksmith shop, telegrajih or telephone office, etc., is loI

oi'R CANADIAN' ^Il[.^^\R^• maps.

WHERE THE SURVEYOR HAS TO STEP CAREFULLY
showing whether it is of masonry or wood. All roads, streams and
bridges are classified and by contours
with a vertical interval of twenty-five
feet, the height and shape of every hill
is
given.
Woods and orchards are
cated,

marked and

the density of the trees

approximately indicated.

Concessions

and lots are numbered and a great
amount of other valuable information
supplied.

duced

in

It

is

the

only

map

pro-

Canada on which the correct

—

names of

all places are shown,
all
doubtful ones having been submitted

to the

Geographic Board for decision.

Four

officers,

graduates

of

the

Royal Military College at Kingston,
are in charge of the several branches
of this important work.
In the survey division there are but ten men
employed.
During the season, however, when work can be done out of
doors some thirty other surveyors are
taken on temporarily and a few ex-

pert

topographers

the Britsh

War

Anyone who has
that

all

are

loaned us by

Office.

the erroneous idea

government employees have

easy work, or are men much overpaid
for what they do, should follow a military surveyor for a short time. What
with trudging many weary miles a
day over all kinds of rough country,
risking his life sometimes to gain a
position from which to obtain a view
of the surrounding country, and putting up with the roughest kind of
fare,
the surveyor has by no means
an altogether pleasant life.
He becomes, hovv'ever, familiar with a large
extent of territory and, in case of
war, would be of great assistance to
an officer manoeuvering troops in any
part of the country he had been over.
Great care is taken by the officers
in charge to maintain a high standard
of accuracy in the work done by the
survey division. The linear measure-

—
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graphic positions of certain permanent monuments scattered over the
country from twenty to sixty miles
When the country is suitable
apart.
the survey division splits up the primary triangulation by secondary and

work whereby the positions
permanent land marks, such as
church spires, towers and tall chimtertiary

of

all

neys, together with a great number of
road crossings, are determined. The

calculations in this work are extremely complicated, as every factor which
might possibly affect the accurate location of these points on a projection
has to be considered, including the
spheroidal shape of the earth, height
of points above sea level and temperature when base lines were measured.
On the triangulation it is often necessary for purposes of observation to
erect high towers of steel or wood over
the monuments above referred to. The

towers are sometimes sources of great

SIONALLTNc; BV HELlOfiRAPH TO A

STATION FOHTY MILES
inents will be based

curiosity to the local inhabitants.
are built for the simple object of

AWAY

on a primary

tri-

is being carried on
by the Department of the Interior.
This establishes the relative geo-

angulation which

They
mak-

ing it possible to see over intervening
obstructions
from one permanent
monument to others so that the angles
between them can be measured.
When the country is not suitable for
secondary or tertiary triangulation the
fixed primary points are connected by

i
INSTRUMENT VSED FOK MEASIUINC ANGLES
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a network of transit traverses, the distances being measured very carefully
with steel tapes.
In this way the

whole country
vided

into

to

blocks

be surveyed

is

di-

bounded by care-

surveyed traverses.
All other
information such as railway, canal, and coast surveys is made
use of when found to be sufficiently
accurate.
The points located by triangulation, boundry lines and
all
other contained information in each
block is then plotted on a plane tabic
fully

obtainable

^1

sheet.

While

the

men engaged

to

run the

transit traverses are in the held, other
at work establishing the
heights of numerous points throughout
the country above sea level. The number of feet that every road crossing is
found to be above the sea level is
painted on a nearby fence or telegraph pole or in some other conspicu-

parties are

ous place.
The plane tabler

is

now ready

to

commence work and by

travelling over
every road, plodding across country

FILLING IN THE ROADS

WORKING IN AN AWKWARD PU.SITION
ON A WATER TOWER

and climbing into all kinds of dangerous positions, he fills in the informaHe
tion given on the finished maps.
us^s the plotted transit traverses,

rail-

BETWEEN CONTROL LINES
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roads, etc., as control for his work, together with any triangulation station^
which may have been located therein.
His linear measurements along roads
are made, where practicable, by the
automatic counting of the revolutions
of a buggy or bicycle wheel, the cir-

cumference of which is known.
During one season's work each of
these plane tablers walks or drives
about 2,500 miles and surveys 400
square miles of country.
On them,
more than anyone else, depends the
accuracy of the detail, and as there
are very few experienced plane tablers in Canada, it was found necessary
to bring to our assistance trained men
from the Royal Engineers of the British army.
It is to be hoped that some
arrangement will soon be made whereby men in our own permanent force
will be trained for this sort of work.
During a campaign there would be
a great deal of special work, such as
positions, fortifications, etc., for

such

men would

which

be especially adapted.

A

is

customary

England and

in

very low price.

Although a large part of the Empire
has already been surveyed, and India
has left us far behind in this work,
Canada is not the last of the over-sea

Dominions to realize the importance
of having accurate large scale maps
of her frontiers, at least.
Australia
has recently followed our example and
a thoroughly organized survey division
is now being formed in that country.
Closely in conjunction with the
Survey Division is what is known as
the Corps of Guides, two members in
the former being officers of the latter.
The corps is formed of civilians from
all parts of the Dominion, who are
particularly conversant with the districts in which they
In
case
live.
of war they would be invaluable as
guides for bodies of troops or in
reconnaissance sketching, mapping or
charge of reconnaissance work.

Miracle of Genius
By Sidney Smith

^~t ES,

he

is

a miracle of genius, because he

is

a

miracle of labor; because, instead of trusting to
the resources of his

own

single mind, he has ransacked

a thousand minds; because he makes use of the ac-

cumulated wisdom of ages, and takes as
departure the very

last

line

science has advanced

;

object of his

assist

Nature,

life

to

in

the United States, Canada's military
maps are furnished the public at a

his point of

and boundary

because

it

to

which

has ever been the

every intellectual

g-ift

of

however munificent and however splendid,

with every resource that art could suggest and every
attention that diligence could bestow.

The New Transportation Building.

CANADIAN
THEEXHIBITION,

NATIONAL
after

another

phenomenally successful record,

now

It is an
a thing of the past.
institution of which Canadians have
reason to feel proud for the large
share of attention it attracts in all
parts of the world, and also for its
thoroughly representative and disIt is an
tinctly national character.
enterprise in every way worthy of the
splendid progress, wealth, resources
and advancement of the Canadian peois

ple, and yet is becoming each year
more cosmopolitan in scope, character

and purpose.

All provincial jealous-

have disappeared all local feeling
Opposition has been
has vanished.
lived down and there is not a resident
of any province or urban centre in
ies

the

;

Dominion but

is

fer to the greatness

not pleased to re-

and comprehen-

siveness of this big national asset, and
the world-wide attention it calls to
Canada. When one considers what
art, industry, science and agriculture

have done to mass such an educative
and entertaining undertaking, extending over two weeks, and attracting
hundreds of thousands of people to
witness it. little wonder interest was
at its highest pitch and foreign visitors marvelled at what is done bv no

wide-spread special effort, but is carried out each year as naturally as the
harvest grows or fruit ripens.
The Canadian National Exhibition
is the occasion of the great holiday
on the part of thousands and thousands of people.
One admires their
judgment and good taste in taking a
vacation in such a pleasant month of
the year as September and having
such a worthy and interesting objective point as the Exhibition. The high
water mark was reached this year,
not onl}' in attendance, but in the
quality, variety and completeness of
the exhibits, illustrating the life, ac-

and intelligence of Canadians a?
and the strides made in many
lines of endeavor and
achievement.
New buildings are added annually,
but the old ones still remain more
tivity

a whole,

congested.
The displays are educative, helpful
and enlightening, and
there is an entire absence of the frivolous and the deceptive. This is the real
reason that the Exhibition and all
those who make displays get such ex-

and so much profitable
There is none of the fake
element, and every exhibitor has something real and true to show the people, who, in turn, recognize merit and
cellent results
publicity.

capability.
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THE WRITERPRESS EXHIBIT.

drawer are furnished
with each machine. It was noted that
the
Writerpress
would
underline
single space letters which some higher
priced machines will not do.
The
Writerpress, which is manufactured
by the Canadian Writerpress Company, Limited, 33 John St. South,
Hamilton, also possesses many other
features which must be seen to be
adequately appreciated.
The highest endorsation of the efficiency of
as an accessory

One wonders if the age of invention and perfection will ever cease.
In the line
of business appliances
every year brings forth niarvels, and
It methe latest is the Writerpress.
chanically typewrites 2,000 personal
letters an hour and prints office forms,
using any kind of job type or electros.
It is the greatest convenience in the
office as it saves time, money and

machine

the

number

the large

is

pleased
patrons.
The capabilities of the
WViterpress are practically unlimited and every

and

of

satisfied

language
al])habet,

|Kl|l£--jGhe Ch«/id!

its

that has
an
can be printed

on

this truly v.'onderful
invention. This is a feature which alone renders
the machine invaluable

Mf^NUFACl.

to export
houses and
any others who desire to

circularize foreign

respondence.

A

cor-

personal

is the best way to
get results in many a
business and with the

letter

Writerpress
is

this

problem

easily solved.

It

will

produce as many copies
as desired and the last
will

'be

just

as

bright

and readable as the first
every one exactly retypewriting
sembling
and even an expert can-

—
'I'llC

not

WlitcipiCSS iMK.th.

;

tell

Another
that

labor.

It

is

so simple in construction

that any boy or girl can

run

it:

It

and delivers an entire page
one o])eration. The difference between operating a \\'riteri)ress and
a typewriting machine is that the latter only ])rints one character at a time
while the Writerpress jirints an enl)rints

at

tire

to

Type and ribbon are made
match exactly the work of any
page.

tviicwriter.
111

Two

tyi'tc

cases as well

tor

is

running

the

while

oft'

difference.

advantage

one

is

operajob. another
the

form may be
letter
or
different
for
the
type
set up or
This
distributed.
forms may be
is a distinct advance over other maType forms may be taken out
chines.
of the Writerpress without disturb-

circuhir

ing them and held intact. With each
machine there is a guarantee for one
The Canadian Writerpress
year.
Company are pleased to give demon-

A GREAT AXXLAL

— —

just the same as
strations at all times
and afford
they did at the Exhibition
the fullest possible information without tile inquirer being placed under

the slightest obligation.

FAIR.

while throughout Ontario the proporXo highis practically the same.
er testimony could be paid to the work
and worth of the Underwood. The
greatest achievement and triumph of
tion

is probably the Underwood Billing Typewriter, with its speed, convenience and adaptability. It provides

all

UNITED TYPEWRITER COMPANY'S
EXHIBIT.
means elimination
Systematizing
and concentration to-day as it never
The most progressive
did before.
and advanced enterprises of the world
are tho^^e fiMinded on the most per-

the latest

and most approved method

for progressive business
plify
their

men

to sim-

and systematize the entering of
orders and the making of their

bill>.

°0Q

BillInc

typewrit

Display of United Typewriter Co.
feet system.
One of the most comprehensive and educative exhibits ever

made

in Toronto in the line of effiand time-saving office equipments was that of the United Typewriter Company, in the ManufacturThe Underwood Typeers' Building.

cient

writer, the centre of the display,

is

ac-

knowledged the greatest, most rapid,
durable and versatile machine in the
world. Ten years ago there was not
To-day
an Underwood in Canada.
there are more of them in use in Toronto than all other makes combined.

Another important

office

adjunct

is

By its ease of
the Envelope Sealer.
operation and rapidity, fifteen enevery
sealed
velopes are
securely
seven seconds, or about one htindred
Any boy
and thirty every minute.
The machine is
or girl can use it.
simple, effective,

and durable.

one hundred were sold the

first

Over
week

of the Exhibition.
In the time and
labor saved it will pay for itself in a

few weeks.

Among
fice

the other conspicuous ofdevices in the display of the Unit115
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ed Typewriter Co. was the Flexotypc,
which makes perfect typewritten letters at a cost of fifteen cents a thousand, and will do office printing from
saving of fifty per
electros at a
It possesses
cent, on regular prices.
many exclusive points that no other
machine can boast of.
The Rotary Neostyle, by means of
which from one typewritten or handwritten original, two thousand copies
of any size can be produced the Auto;

annual printing bill and at the same
time prove conclusively how you could
get better and more satisfactory results, would be welcomed as a busiThis is precisely
ness benefactor.

what the Gammeter Multigraph does.
In all well equipped and progressive
establishments it is as essential as a
Lclephone, a safe, a bookkeeper or a
desk, while its possibilities are infinitely greater and its results much
more extensive and far rcachins: in

MULTIGRAPH

Whore the Multin-rnph Was Demonstrated.
It possesses a field and scope
measured only by the needs and re-

matic Letter Folding Machine for office use, which folds for small and
large envelopes, at a rate of 6,000 an

character.

hour, and the Simplex Automatic Envelope Sealer are also worth}^ of special mention in the varied and representative exhib't of the Ignited Typewriter Com pan v.

tiple

quirements of the user. It is a multypewriter and an office printing
press

one.

in

Its

operation

in

the

Manufacturers' Building created the
liveliest

large

interest

number

ami resulted in a
There are over

of sales.

hundred and fifty Gammeter Multigraphs in use in Toronto alone and
the makers have yet to learn of a dissatisfied customer.
Scores of letters
a

THE GAMMETER MULTIGRAPH.
An\ person, who would come along
and demonstrate to you beyond a
doubt that he could save you from
fifty to sevcntv-five per cent, in vour
'116

tell

of

its

time,

ing qualities.

money and

labor sav-

Mr. T.

S.

J-

Baker,

A

axxl'al fair.

(;Ri-:Ar

Canadian manager i)f the Multigrapli
Sales Company, was in charge of the
display.

The Gammeter
owner to print

enables the

Al altigraph
all

his

own

business forms, circulars and other matter of a reasonable size, and places him in a position
to obtain in one hour the same amount
of typewritten matter
as it would
take a stenographer working steadily
for a whole month to produce.
Then
there is are additional advantage that
the circular letters sent out are not
facsimile or imitation ones but are real
and genuine
actually typewritten.
The operation of the machine is simplicity itself.
Any boy or girl without
previous experience can run it and is
able to turn out good office printing
without the printer's pay or the prinoffice

stationery,

—

ter's delay.

tribution are

The composition and

dis-

done automatically and

the printing at the rate of three to
six thousand copies an hour.
The
simplicity, durability, ease of opera-

speed,
economy of service,
attractiveness and diversity of use are evidenced by a mere
superficial
glance.
Operated as a
Multiple typewriter the machine produces original typewritten letters at a
cost of thirty-five cents or less per
thousand and these secure directly
traceable business at a lower percentage of cost than any other method.
As an office printing press, the Gammeter Multigraph will print all office
forms up to eight and a half by seventeen inches in dimensions at a saving
of twenty-five to seventy-five per cent,
of the printer's charge. The Universal Folding Machine, which was also
exhibited, is scarcely less wonderful
and useful than the Multigraph itself.
This machine has no equal in its line
and rapidly folds any ordinary letters
in any desired fold, at a cost of two
cents per thousand and at the rate
tion,

cleanliness,

of six to nine thousand copies an hour.
neat little device that sells at $2.50,
is the Saunder's Envelope Sealer.
It
securely closes letters at the rate of
fifty per minute and at an outlay of
only the office boy's time. Scores of

A

these handly

little

sealers

were sold

to

men during the Exhibition.
The Multigraph Sales Company are
always pleased to give demonstrations
and to furnish information without
business

obligating the caller or writer in any
way. Their machines and devices for
effecting economy in any business and
proving that these will be a paying
investment in time, money and trouble
saving possibilities are recognized in
every city and town on the American
Full information concerncontinent.
ing any of the alxn'c devices will be

gladly forwarded from the head office
of the Multigraph Sales Company,
Saturday Night Building, Toronto.

BEATH'S CARRIER SYSTEMS.
The

largest manufacturers of overhead trucks and carriers in the Dominion of Canada are W. D. Beath &
Son, 193-195 Terauley St,, Toronto.
Their splendid display under the grand
stand was so varied and instructive
manufacturers, stockmen and
that
farmers crowded around it in large
numbers. In many of the largest factories, warehouses and barns of the
country Beath's burden feed and litter carriers form an important time
and labor-saving equipment. The system saves fifty per cent, in the expense of handling goods in any factory
or warehouse. It can be installed anywhere. It is well-known that the old
block and chain plan is clumsy, expensive and unsatisfactory when compared with the Beath system. The
can,
by the Beath
loads
heaviest
method of carrier and track, be handled with ease, being raised by means
of an endless chain no dog or brake
;

The conveyers, hoists
required.
and portable industrial railways turned out by Beath & Son need no dedescription, as they are in
tailed
operation in a large number of estabis

lishments and their users have always
found them to give complete satisfaction.

This firm also make the only peron the market.
It is manufactured of high-grade carbon U. bar steel, extra heavy, and the
fect stanchion cow-tie
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absolutely noiseless, has
is strong, simple and
neat, possessing advantages and superiority that no other stanchion can

stanchion

is

no springs, and

boast

first

entirely new,

been patented by Death

&

which has
Son,

is

the

manu-

lieath steel key, for the use of

facturers and shippers. The key is
made of steel, with a heavy U-steel
band, top and bottom, which gives it
great strength. They are light, strong
and durable, come in all sizes, and have

Mr. John J. Withrow,
and directors.
favorable comments were pass-

president,

and the

Many

of.

Something

uig by the directors of the Canadian
X'ational Exposition in honor of the
officers

first

ed by E.xhibition visitors concerning
this work.
It was designed and finished by the well-known Canadian
firm
of
Patterson & He ward, 319
King Street West, Toronto, engravers
and manufacturers of brass and bronze
signs, and is a work of art.
This firm
has a thoroughly well-

m

^•Mm
Toronto'-''^''
CANADA
6!ArnsAii.Hism».E

Death's Carrier Systems.

proven the best shipping package ever
invented, being used by a number of
the largest shippers in Canada.
The
makers cheerfully furnish samples

and

prices.

THE WITHROW TABLET.

A

feature of the Exhibition which
attracted nuich attention was the unveiling of the
Withrow Tablet by
Lord Charles Heresford. This handsome tablet of Greek Ionic design was
erected on the .Adniinistratinn lUiiUl118

equipped plant for turning out of
brass and bronze signs and for gen-

They have never failed to satisfy the most exacting, while

eral engraving.

workmanship and finish have
appealed to all. Their work is in evidence on all the leading banks, whole-

the style,

and

retail

fessional

men.

houses, offices of prochurches, halls, and
other institutions.
In their showrooms at the above address can be
seen the original model of the Withrow Tablet, as well as a great variety
of designs in brass and bronze signs,
sale

A

(IKI-.AT

AXXl'AL

memorial
tablets,
directory
and aluminum letters and
numbers, wood printing stamps, embossing dies, book stamps, soap dies,
etc.
They are always pleased to send
by mail suggestions and ideas for de-

I'AIR.

brass

Stable

plates, brass

Here were

l'"ittings

fitted

Company, Limited.
full-sized box and

up

open

stalls, with every requisite in the
simplest and most carefully considered

styles.

This

coni])any

is

well-known
a regular

Canadian

exhibitor

at

Tablet to the Memory of the Founders of the C"a,nadian Natio'iial Exhibition,
Designed and Constructed by Patte rson & Heward, 319 King- St.
West, Toronto.

Owing to their extensive experience, it is needless to say they
are widely consulted.
signs.

TISDALE IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
In the Process Building, occupying
was the Tisdale Iron

their old stand,

Canada's greatest
fair.
Horsemen
and lovers of the horse never fall to
visit this booth, where they are alw^ays
certain of seeing the newest designs
and latest ideas for the increased comfort and safety of their favorite animal.
The display was under the ])er119
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sonal attention of H. G. Hammond,
the company, whose experience gained by years of special
attention and study of the furnishing
of stable fittings has made him an authority in this line.
His advice is
sought from Atlantic to Pacific by
architects and private individuals who
contemplate building or remodeling.
There is no need to dwell on the
quality of the Tisdale goods.
The

manager of

lii>iiiay

01

tiie

give

ficiency

the

highest

work

standard of ef-

prices consistent
with the best.
This aim, closely adhered to, has given them the premier
position in their line.
The best tribute to their achievements is the fact
that they carried off the Exhibition
prizes for the past four years.
In
working out the comforts of the horse,
sanitation has always been kept
in

—

in

at

mind a convenient stable, artistically
arranged, with tlic horse's health carefully guarded.
A number of orders
were taken during the Exhibition, a
120

noticeable feature being
the large
number of Americans who sought advice and suggestions.
The Tisdale
Iron Stable Fittings Company, Limited, 17 Temperance St., Toronto, will
gladly send their illustrated catalogue
showing model stables and containing
also a complete catalague of their fittings.
This excellent catalogue should
be in the hands of every architect or
person keeping a horse.

Tisdale Stable

aim of the company has always been
to

MAGAZINE.

Fittini,'-s.

AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINE.
Salesmanship
that
delivers
tiie
goods at the lowest possible cost,
and does it promptly, with no
confusion or mistakes and as often a.s
desired, is the most profitable kind.
This is the
reason
why the gre;a
money-earning capacity of slot machines is generally recognized. In the
past many of them arc known to have
been faulty.
They have "balked."
failing to deliver the coin or the gooiU.
and any metallic substance of similar
shape has done service quite as well
as the genuine cent, nickel or dime.

A GREAT AXXUAL
The

result

was perhaps about evenly

divided, for the boys and girls often
cheated the machine by putting in
spurious contributions, while the machine, on the other hand, deceived the
manipulators, because it failed to deliver the goods.
The hot peanut vending machine, manufactured by the

Automatic \ending Company, London, and exhibited in the Process
Building, is as near perfection as any
human outfit can be. The features
wherein it excels all similar devices

I-

AIR.

same time deliver hot peacent dropped into the slot
sends forth a handful of crisp, hot
peanuts in the shell. If the machine
takes in only fifteen cents a day it
will pay over forty per cent, on the
investment, and if it will not average
that much the makers are willing to
take the outfit back. The machine is
entirely automatic and a faithful sales-

and

at the

A

nuts.

man

works day and night. Each
vendor will hold $2.40
worth of peanuts, and the cost of
that

automatic

AUTOMATIC VENDING
"

't^f^sst^i

,

CO.

LIMITED

LONDON.

^-a

Exhibit of Automatic Vendiii'g Co.

is,

that

it

is

guaranteed

to deliver the

goods, or the coin is returned. It also
returns to the customer foreign coins
or those of denominations other than
the one designed to operate the machine, which may be accidently used.

The demand

for the healthy, life-giv-

ing peanut is enormous, but, whoever
heard of a boy or a girl going into
a store and asking for a cent's worth?
The grocer or fruit dealer would not
want to do them up, but by means of
the Automatic Vending Peanut Machine, he can corrall all the cent trade

not more than half a cent
Peanuts are retailed by it
at the rate of
twenty-four cents a
pound, thus providing a liberal profit
to the merchant and satisfying the

operation
per day.

is

customer.

A

hot-peanut-in-the-shell

vending machine will take in more
money than any three gum or candy
machines operating in the same location, as

their

peanuts are a staple product,
in this country amounting

sale

The
Vending Company have
malarge number of these

to nine million dollars last year.

Automatic
sold

a
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purchases, night and day, and the
small amount required for a purchase.
The company has yet a portion of
their stock for sale and the investment is a safe, attractive and profit-

In the smaller cities, towns
chines.
and villages they sell the device outright, but in the larger centres they
place them on
The Automatic

a

commission

basis.

Company

Vending

have also just perfected a machine to
attach to opera seats for the automatic

selling

confections.

of

six packages of

goods and

ed with a five-cent piece.

pany

holds
operat-

It
is

IMPERIAL TOBACCO

An exhibit, elaborate,
pretentious to a degree,

The com-

coin-controllcfl

build

able one.

vcnrling

CO.

unique and

was

that of

v^«<^/

SMOK

V^-x,

h

HASSAN CIGARETTES

ORIENTAL

SMOKE

The Hassan Cisarette

machines for

make

all

to order

purposes.

any machine

They

will

for vend-

ing any special article. .Ml iheir properfect coin detectors
are
ductions
and automatically clear the slot of
bogus coins. Automatic contrivances
which will deliver the goods or return the money, assure owners a large
margin of profit, for "mony mickles
niak a nuickle." while there are other
consideralions in their favor, such as
o\
making
cleanliness, convenience
122

ihe

Te~Fo«IO<

]5oi)th.

Imperial

Montreal,

in

Tobacco
the

Cominuiy of
?\Iamifacturers'

The display was made solehe products of the firm. Hundreds of packages of Sweet Caporal
and Hassan cigarettes and boxes of
I'.uilding.

ly

of

I

Shanu-ock l^)right Plug Smoking Tobacco were used to such original
and effective advantage as to coniuue a ]n"ogressive scene of indusand life.
Here were miniature
boats :\ud >^:o\\> passing up and
si

try

A GREAT AXXl'AL
down

canal,

a

laden

Sweet

with

Caporal and Hassan cigarettes while
a diminutive elevator carried load
after
load
from one busy warehouse up to another. At one corner
of the booth was ins^eniously devised a
well equipped lighthouse of cigarette
boxes while there was created in another corner a tower from which there,
was extended a crane. From the end
of the crane depended a Shamrock
plug. Below was an aerial ladder and
truck. A fireman ascended the ladder,
which was being elevated by two
Brownies, was vainly endeavoring to
reach the plug in midair but failed
every time by a few inches.
Still
he kept up the struggle, which conveyed the lesson to the looker-on that
he must have Shamrock or nothing.

Such a clever" effort in the line of
publicity certainly bore evidence of
foresight, initiative and originality.
Samples of Sweet Caporal and Hassan
were freely given away.
There are more Sweet Caporals sold
cigarettes

to-day than

all other brands of cigarcombined, and the Lancet, the
leading medical publication of the

ettes

world, says that the cigarette is the
purest form in which tobacco can be
smoked. Sweet Caporals are mild and
extra fine, warranted to be of the

Turkish and A'irginia leaf and
to embrace the highest class of skilled
work. The smoke of one of the warehouses in the exhibit bore the magic
finest

words "Sweet Caporal." The Hassan
is a new cigarette with cork tips and
has been on the market only a few
months.
It is becoming a decided

favorite and bids fair to command a
wide market.
It is
the only high
grade Turkish cigarette with cork tips
on the market, selling at the popular

orice

of

ten

cents.

The Shamrock

Bright Plug Tobacco has been manufactured by the Imperial Tobacco

Company (Empire Branch)
years.

fortable

It

is

a

mild,

cool

smoking tobacco

for

two

and comthat

sells

plug or three for a
quarter.
It
smokes
evenly
and
smoothly, afifording the user
every
sense of satisfaction.
The products
at

ten

cents

a

1-\1R.

of the Imperial Tobacco
Company
are leaders everywhere and their great
demand has been built upon quality
and tiavor, value and fair play.

THE TORONTO ELECTRIC LIGHT
COMPANY.
The most

dazzling,

brilliant

and

educative exhil)it that has ever been
made by the Toronto Electric Light
Company, Lin.iited, formed a feature
in the Process Building.
It demonstrated the manifold possibilities that
electricity may be put to in the operation of present-day conveniences about

home, office, factory and store.
There is scarcely a domestic device,
which in the past has been operated
by hand power, but may now be run
with greater ease, comfort and at a
decidedly low cost by electricity not
to speak of the coolness and cleanlithe

—

ness therefrom.

All that

required

is

remove an ordinary electric lamp
from its socket and substitute another
is

to

socket, to wdiich a cord

is

attached.
the

The ordinary house, which has
Toronto

electric

service

installed,

is

have performed in it many
things which the lay mind would never
able

to

dream

of

— the

electric

flat-iron,

the

electric waffle iron, the electric toast-

the electric percolator, the electric
kettle, the electric cereal cooker,
the electric broiler, the electric washing machine, the electric chafing dish,
the electric frying pan, the electric
range, the electric curling iron heater, the electric vacuum cleanmg machine, the electric corn popper, and
many others. Truly this is an age of
household electricity. Then there are
the electric soldering iron, the sewing
machine run by electricity, as well as
the cofTee grinder, drill, cash regiser,

tea

ter,

The display
company included various mo-

and adding machine.

of the
tors,

from one-thirtieth up

to fifteen

horse-power.

The Toronto Electric Light Company. Limited, not only gave many
demonstrations to delighted visitors at
the Exhibition, but daily demonstrations are carried

on

at

their

display
123
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rooms, 12 Adelaide Street East, Toronto.

The company

will be pleased

send to every one using its current
any of the household devices already
mentioned on a thirty days' trial, except such pieces as would be liable to
Simply phone
injury through usage.
Main 3975. Every shrewd housewife
realizes how indispensable is an elecIt soon pays for itself
tric flat-iron.
to

outside of the laundry, while the cost
of operation during the time of iron-

magnets, electric cauteries,

Should any house be without a

ST.

is

no

Perhaps

years

product

more

into

mand during

the

has

than

has

pwDpular

de-

few
condensed
past

The uncertainty

of a
large
centres and the certainty of
the purity of the condensed
brand, to say nothing of its
convenient form for household use, has. no doubt, led
to its popularity.
The name
of St. Charles Condensing
Ct'iupany is probably the one
milk.

pure

flfflflff^i

service.

electric

CHARLES CONDENSING
COMPANY.

come

fl

ser-

now

put to so many
purposes and at such a small cost that
one is not actually needed. The demonstrations of the Toronto Electric Light
Company, Limited, afford a practical
and edifying object lesson of the almost countless possibilities to which
the current in an ordinary house may
be flevotcd to do many daily tasks and
requirements, with such facility, ease and economy that no
wonder thousands of homes
are to-day making use of the
vant, electricity

Toronto

isMkU

etc., indis-

pensable.

'
1

milk

supply

in

mind
first comes
to
when speaking of condensed
which

Their familiar trade
of the Silver Cow Brand
is a guarantee of the acme of
excellence, which the public
milk.

mark
TOROKTOtLI^-',^

have not been slow to recogMany have found St.
Evaporated Cream
Charles
nize.

Booth

of

Toronto Electric

Lig-iit

('

preferable in

only two to three cents per hour.
The expense of electrically operating
all other utensils in the home is proportionately small In business place.';
an adding machine or cash register
can easily and economically be equipped with the electric drive.
Cofifee
grinders and meat chopper.*? may be
connected to the lighting circuit.

ing

is

Physicians, surgeons
will
124

find

and dentists
the electric sterilizers, eve-

a

good

many

ordinary cream or milk on account of its undoubted purity and con-

wavs

to

venience.

They

also find

it

more eco-

nomical than ordinary milk or cream,
as they can use what they require and
])ut

the rest

away

in a cool

place

ti'l

again wanted.

The St. Charles Condensing Co.
have been represented for a number
of years at Canada's X^ational Exhibition and their tastefullv-arran£red booth

A
has come

tt»

tion itself.

GRI-:Ar

AWTAL

be a part of the ExhibiThis year was no excep-

tion to the rule, for the greatest taste

and care were observed in making the
stand attractive and interesting. The
purity of the product was emphasized
by the cleanhness of everything about
the booth, and many thousands of
visitors were treated to samples rendered so delicious that it is safe to
say a large percentage of them, at

IWIR.

Ci)mpany's long ex])erience in ])roviding home comforts naturally has
afforded them a splendid opportunity
for testing
various makes of
the
an experience of more than a
stoves
quarter of a century is wisely reflected in the selection of the "Treasure" line, for no better-looking stove,
nor none with features that make for
best results in heating and cooking,
combined with most economical fuel

—

—

Exhibit of St. Charles Condensed Milk.

least,

this

will

become regular patrons

of

popular brand.

ADAMS FURNITURE
One
made at

of

the

handsomest

CO.
exhibits

the big Fair this year was
that shown by the Adams Furniture
Company, in the Process Building, of
the "Treasure" line of stoves and

In this display were upwards
of 50 different styles and patterns of
stoves, enough to satisfy the fancy of
ranges.

any

thrifty

homekeeper.

tendencies, can be found in the marEvery stove in the entire "Treasure" line carries with it an absolute
guarantee, backed by the makers and

ket.

The Adams

the

Adams

Furniture Company.

This enterprising firm are responfor

si'ble

made

two other

in the

attractive exhibits,

Manufacturers' Building.

In one of these the famous "Macey"
bookcases was shown,

line of sectional

demonstrating the latest developments
bookcase construction. The

in sectional

old

stereotype plain design 'bookcase
125
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Adams

Kxliihitc\l

Furniture Co.

tiv

Ailains Fuiniture Co.

A
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had given way to adaptations of period styles, and in the display were seen

gance that always characterizes their
goods and cause their products to be

complete sets of

known

full

sections,

half-

as

the

"lletter

make"

of

inside-corner sections, etc.,
in Arts and Crafts, Colonial and ChipThis exhibit atpendale designs.
tracted unusual attention.
The "Hoosier" Kitchen Cabinets, a
name likely best known among those
who read things of interest to housekeepers, was the other exhibit mentioned, made by the Adams Furniture
Company. These handy pieces of
furniture combine baking table, cupboard and pantry, saving the busy
housewife endless unnecessary steps,
and bringing everything needed in the
baking operation right at the finger
ends, as well as preserving a neat, orderly kitchen.

sections,

The Adams Company

invited

all

those who were interested in these
splendid exhibits to leave or send in
their

names

for literature, which

be sent to anyone

who

THE TORONTO FURNITURE
Every year
ture

made bv

would

requested

it.

Exhibited bv Toronto Furniture Co.

CO.

the display of fine furnithe

Toronto Furniture

This firm and
output is really in a class by itself.
This has been brought about by the
thoroughness
of the workmanship,
the superiority of the goods entering

"Canadian furniture."
its

into the make-up, the originality of design, quiet dignity, graceful lines and

superb finish. Mr. H. D. Lanz, manager of the company, was in charge
of the splendid exhibit in the IndusBuilding, and the showing was
representative and comprehensive
^lany furniture dealers from all
one.
over Canada always pay a visit to the
Canadian National Exhibition, and as
trial

a

a result of seeing the

Toronto Furni-

ture Company exhibit, booked many
nice orders, while the company was
congratulated on all sides on the superiority and variety of its display. In

manufacture of dining-room and
suites, mahogany and Circassian walnut are the principal woods
used, but for the real tasty and most
decorative furnishings, white enamel
bedroom furniture, such as the Toronto Furniture Company makes, is

the

bedroom
Exhibited by Toronto Furniture Co.

Company at the Exhibition surpasses
In the
that of the preceding year.
distinctiveness, individualitv and ele-
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The patcompany include

getting to be very popular.
terns

made by

mostly

all

this

period styles.

In dining-

room furniture the colonial period
shown appears to be still the leader,
while in bedroom suites, all period
styles are tasty and appropriate. The
company also makes ladies' work
tables, tabourcttes and pedestals, and
numerous other lines, all in tasty patterns, any finish, but mostly in dull
finish.

Inlaid tops are an evidence of

"Canadian Quality," and bears their
trade mark, has already been recognized by the Canadian buying public
in preference to goods imported, is
proven by the fact that a large, new
and modern factory will be erected
and ready for occupation by next fall,
on a site purchased from the city near
the Exhibition grounds.
The present
factory and show rooms of the Toronto Furniture Company are located
at

IOI2

Yonge

Street, Toronto.

The Pollock Cabinet Talkine- Machines.

what the firm can produce in the way
of original and effective work. In two
years the business of the company has
reached every part of the Dominion,
and the merit and reputation of its
goods are known and recognized by
in
discriminating furniture houses
every part of the country. The company deserves every credit and Canadian support for embarking in this
in
country
a
line of manufacture,
^vhere the demand for such goods was
limited, but that their i)roduct. which
the "Better make'" of
is known as
12S

THE POLLOCK CABINET TALKING
MACHINES.
The annual visitor at the Exhibimust be greatly impressed by the
large increase in the
number and
variety of exhibits of Canadian manufacture.
To the 1909 visitor was
tion

given the opportunity of seeing the
Pollock Cabinet Talking Machine, the
only talking machine manufactured in
Canada.
The crowds that thronged
the booth of the Pollock Mfg. Company, Limited, in the Industrial Build-

A GREAT AXXUAL FAIR.
ing were not mere curiosity seekers.

They manifested great

interest in the

Those quite famiUar with the
merits of phonographs of other make
examined the Pollock closely and did
not hesitate to admit its superiority.
The Talking Machine has long since
exhibit.

proven

itself

the ideal

home

entertain-

Xo

one doubts that. The number
in daily use has proven it.
The Pollock, however, in addition
to embodying all the strong features
of other machines, has apparently
er.

of their undesirable feapossesses an individuality
which is at once apparent. The cabinets are beautifully designed and tin-

eliminated
tures.

all

It

ished, making them an ornament to
any music or drawing room. They

are arranged so as to encase the entire
machine. This disposes of the o'bi'ectionable horn, which has heretofore
been so awkward and cumbersome.
Drawers are arranged in the lower
portion of the cabinet to store record

albums and

other

accessories

when

not in use.

Another superior feature of the PolIn
lock is the adjustable Tone Arm.
the ordinary machine the reproduction
of any piece depends entirely on the
machine. The Adjustable Tone Arm
in the Pollock enables the user to
change the tone of the reproduction
at will. The manufacturers. The Pollock Manufacturing Company, Limited. Berlin, Ontario, are prepared to
satisfy the taste of the most artistic
and will finish any cabinet to match
any room or furniture. Their illustrated booklet, which they will gladly
send on request, illustrates fullv their
different models of machines.

every way fitted
and worthy to rank with the gas
range, the telephone, or running water in the house, or any other domestic convenience is the Thermos Bottle.
It means a comfort and luxury
that the world never enjoyed before,
and 'its use is so diversified as to benefit

all

those

invention

who
who

live

in

in

travel,

their

go

0!i

own homes.
picnics

or

fishing

or those
part of their
time in hotels, clubs, or cafes.
No
booth in the big Manufacturers' Building evoked more interest and elicited
such expressions of astonishment as
that of the Thermos.
Over 1,000,000 of these bottles,
which are manufactured by the Canadian Thermos Bottle Company, 12
Shejipard St., Toronto, and six allied
Thermos Companies throughout the
civilized world, were sold in 1908.
What is the Thermos Bottle, and
what does it do? are questions which
the uninitiated naturally ask. It is one
of the greatest blessings of the day
and is a new scientific invention embodying the well-known principle that
heat or cold cannot pass through a

who

pass the

trips,

greater

The Thermos Bottle simply consists of one glass bottle inside
another, with a vacuum between. This
glass vacuum is encased in a nickelplated brass shell for the protection
of the glass.
No chemicals of any
kind
are
used, and the receptacle,
which is always ready, lasts a lifevacuum.

time.

The Thermos

and emptied
ordinary

in

the

is

filled,

cleaned

same way

as an

bottle.

Here is what it does. It keeps any
contents scalding hot for 24 hours and
furnishes hot soup,
bouillon,
clam
chowder, coffee, tea, toddy, hot Sctoch
or any other liquid piping hot at any
hour of the day or night. The Thermos will also keep ice cold either
water, milk, lemonade, ginger ale,
champagne, gin rickey, or any other
drink, for seventy-two hours, and no
ice is used.
For the
the

WONDERFUL THERMOS.
An

hunting and

room and the nursery
Bottle is practically inas it prevents infection,

sick

Thermos

dispensable,
saves steps and always keeps medicines and nourishment at the right
temperature.
The mother need heat
baby's milk only once during the
night, as Thermos keeps it hot.
The
bottles are of one pint or one quart
caoac'ty
and are manufactured in
nickel, silver and gold plate, and gun
metal finish.

Besides

the

Thermos

Bottle there
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Thermos tea and coffee pots,
which are a decided acquisition in any
home, as such a pot will pay for it-

are

Ordinarily "leftself in ninety days.
over" tea and coffee is thrown away,
but with the Thermos pot it is simply
corked up and set aside for future
use.
No matter if both the fire and
the maid have gone out, delicious hot
tea or coffee is ready for use instant-

As

the outside of a
never gets even warm,

ly.

Display

Thermos pot
it

can be

of

set

Canadian

on the table without the usual teapot stand, handle-holder and tea-cosy,
which, with Thermos in the home, be-

come

To

useless.
tell

all

about Thermos

would

require many pages, and a trial is the
best and most convincing lesson, as
actual experience invariably bears out
all that the makers claim for this woninvention
derful
meritorious
rind
130

which, being new, is found as yet
comparatively few homes.

in

HOLLAND LINEN STATIONERY.
Good stationery is an evidence of
discriminating taste, refinement and
culture.
It unconsciously reveals the
ideas and standing of a correspondent.

There

is

no more popular brand

of writing paper on the market than
Holland Linen, and every year it is

Thermos Bottle

Co.

growing

in general appreciation.

paper

made by W.

is

J.

Gage &

This
Co.,

Limited, of Toronto, and their booth
in the Alanufacturers' Building was
beautifully decorated with the various
colors, sizes and styles of this superb

Holland Linen
charming tale, en"A Morning Mission." were
awav and read with much

stationery.

.Vrtistic

booklets, telling a
titled.

C"iven

—
A GREAT ANNUAL
interest.

Holland Linen is a linen
paper with a splen-

fabric-finished

writing
is
the
did
surface.
It
fashionable correspondence medium
of
the
day and is put up in
papeteries,
note
paper,
envelopes,
visiting cards and invitation cards.
Holland Linen is also put up in Christmas papeteries they make ideal holiday gifts, and are a pleasant reminder
when sent to friends. All leading sta-

tionery there is nothing on the market
to-day that quite equals it in quality,
finish

carry Holland Linen, which
comes in three colors grey, azurette
and white. The paper is even in tone,
firm in fibre, and the finish, while apparently rough, is soft and smooth,

—

affording every sense of satisfaction.
The Royal, Countess, Ducal, Oxford
and Billet are the favorite sizes. The
envelopes to match are either pointed
or square. Holland Linen makes cor-

respondence a delight, and

in fine sta-

style

and yet

sells

at

a

THE COMBINED WASHER AND
BOILER.

The

big, bulky,

ing machine

is

cumbersome wash-

a thing of the past

just like the old-fashioned

Linen by W.

tioners

and

popular price.

;

Exhibit of Holland

FAIR.

— and

J.

wash-board

Gage & Co., Limited.

has come the newMcKuen's Perfect washing machine and boiler. The two are
combined in one, making the outfit,
ly

in its place

patented

which is manufactured by the Perfect
Manufacturing Company, of Guelph,
simple and reliable.
light, compact,
Their exhibit

in

the

Manufacturers'

Annex, in charge of Mr. Frank Frank,
proved a revelation and school of inhundreds of women.
struction
to
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Without the slightest inconvenience,
the Perfect washer can be used in the
smallest kitchen, and the washing
completed with this up-to-date outfit
in less time than it cakes to boil the
clothes and make them ready for the
Two lots
old-style washing machine.
of clothes can be washed or boiled at
the same time, without removing the
boiler from the stove, while by throwing either of the lids back up on the

WASHING MACHINE

'

BOILER

'

removal of the boiler
^Made in three sizes,
the Perfect washer enables the housewife to put fine clothes on one side
and coarse ones on the other. The result of using it is easy work, no wear
or tear on the clothes. Another wonderful invention turned out by the
Perfect ^lanufacturing Company is
facilitating the

from the

stove.

the Perfect

clothes,

moved or placed

lifted

clear of the
easily

in the boiler

;

re-

or the

can be lifted oft" by means
wooden handles on the tops of the

whole
i)f

is

and they can be

lid

stems, and placed aside, and a
suitable v.ringer attached to the midP.y means of the
dle of the partition.
taps all the water can be run oflF when
the washing is finished, thus greatly
(.'"olly's
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cleaner, operated

THE PCRFECT

wArm^«"i?.^"
VACUUM
CLEANER

Exhibit of reiioet Maiuil'acliiriny:

Other, the dolly

vacuum

VACUUM CLEANER

L'u.

by hand, water or electric power.
use keeps all the furnishings of

home

entirely

free

from

dirt,

Its

the
dust,

endorsed in
the strongest terms by housewives an
A child can run a
is easily operated.
hanil-power machine. The Perfect is
guaranteed to do just as thorough and
efficient work as the largest ami most
expensive vacuum cleaner made.

germs and

bacilli.

It

is

1

A (iREAT AXXL'AL
THE COLLIER AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC IRON.
Ironiiii^

day used

gery, but not now.

nmghani

Company,

to be

one of drud-

The Collier-CunLimited,

Peter-

of electric irons, table toasters,
Process Building was the
centre of much interest, especially to
the ladies.
A child can use the Collier automatic electric iron
it
is so
hibit

in the

;

AIR.
Another

per hour.

cents

unique

borough, Ontario, have changed what
was formerly a disagreeable task into
one of positive pleasure.
Their exetc..

1-

irons

is

called

The

of their
Tourist.

with a removable handle
weighing only four pounds,
enables anyone traveling to keep his
clothes
neat and
dressy.
or
her
They manufacture over fifty varieties
of irons for house, tailor and laundry
use, from four to 30 pounds in weight.
It

is

fitted

and

The
lier

tric

Collier

Electric Stove,

the

Col-

Table Toaster, the Collier ElecRadiator, and the Collier Electric

Heat Pad are

also inventions

worthy

Display of Collier-Cunningham Co.

simple and easy.
Wherever there is
an incandescent lamp the iron can be
used.
It is attached in a moment and
is sizzing hot in seven minutes.
unique
feature
is
the
automatic
switch.
By simply standing the iron
on its heel the current is cut ofif. This
is a great convenience.
And, besides
regulating the heat of the iron thereby, it saves electricity, as while the
iron is on its end, no current is consumed.
To operate it costs on the

A

average from one and a half to two

of close inspection.

The Collier-Cun-

ningham Company

will gladly furnish

descriptive catalogues for any of their
devices.
They also make the following attractive ofifer:
To any reader

sending $5 to their Peterborough ofthey will send by express prepaid
or bv mail a Tourist Electric Iron.
fice

THE GIPE CARRIER.
Despatch enters largely into the success of any business enterprise. Any133
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thing that contributes to method, order,

between the wheels with equal tension and releases the car from the

for many years devoted
whole time and attention to the
carrier business and has at last attained perfection. There are over thirty

catch at the same time.
When the
car is upon its journey the double
wires at once come together so that
the system has all the advantages and
far greater strength than when a single wire only is used. The Gipe is easy
to operate, requires no repairing and
will save more than its cost the first
year. By its use the merchant pleases
his customers with his perfect system
and assumes no risk whatever, as Gipe

arrangement and prompt service
is welcomed by every progressive concern.
For the swift, economical and
safe handling of the sales in any retail house there is nothing that gives
such a superior and satisfactory solution, of what is often a perplexing
problem, as the Gipe carrier. The inventor has
his

The Gipe Carrier Being Demonstrated.

thousand Gipe carriers

in

use in

Am-

and for the transmission
of cash and parcels from one department to another their equal in accuracy, convenience and rapidity canerica alone,

not be found.
The Gipe carrier
has overcome the weaknesses of all
rubber and cord systems, with their
delays,
and confusion.
breakages
The system has no rubber or
cords and the carriers are propelled by
simply pulling the handle down a few
inches.
This spreads the two wire:
134

in every remanufacturers will instal the system in any store, allow a
merchant to use it for ten days, and
if the Gipe does not give better and
quicker service than any other wire
carrier, pneumatic tubes, cable cash

carriers are guaranteed
spect.

The

carriers

or

cash

registers,

they

will

remove the outfit and not ask the
merchant for a cent. The Gipe CarCo. have their own well-equipped
factory and office at 99 Ontario St.,

rier

Toronto.

—

—

Architecture and Arts.

—

—

Pall

Models

in

Making.

the

M.

E.

Clarke-

Mall.

China Painting for Beginners. Sophie Kerr Underwood Woman's Home Companion.
Concrete Ornaments and How to Make Them.
R. C. Davidson-— American Homes and Gar-

—

dens.

The

Colony of Arts
Bigelow American

and

ByrdclifEe

—

Poultney
Gardens.

The Spirit

of

— Sunset
The Story

California

Art.

Crafts.

Homes

Mabel U.

and

a

City.

Percy

F.

Godenrath

—West-

ward Ho.
The

Mission of
Irrigation. C. W. Pederson
Westward Ho.
The Power of the Mercantile Agencies— Abraham
D. Sallee Saturday Evening Post (Sept. 18.)
A Great Can.adian Enterprise London Magazine.
Extraordinary Bookkeeping and Auditing— Book-

—

Keeper (Sept.)
Up-To-Date Treatment of Accounts Payable. W.
E. Baer Book-Keeper.
Opening Entry in Corporation Account BookKeeper (Sept.)
Advantages of Card Ledger Book-Keeper (Sept.)
Mail Order Trade in India Book-Keeper (Sept.)

—

—

—
—

Seares

Children.

(Sept.)
of

Dutch

Art— St.

Nicholas.

Misunderstood
Raising

Matter With the Militia ? Rupert
Hughes— Saturday Evening Post (Sept. 18.)
The Ethical Value of Military Training. Professor Wallace Stearns Education.
Our First Army Flying Machine. C. H. Claudy
Technical World.
A Reconstructed British Army American Review of Reviews (Sept.)
Hitting Power of the American Navy American
Re\iew of Reviews.

—

Business and Industry.
Losses.

Harvey Preen— System

(Sept.)

Making Invoices Serve
System (Sept.)

as I-edger.

J.

by

M. Cobb

"Fletcher ism."

Van Someren— Ladies' Home

Ivy
Jour-

We

Spoiling Our Boys Who Have the Best
in Life ? Professor Paul Van Dyke—

Chances

Scribner's.

—

Cutting Out the

Children

Harrison-

nal.

Are

—

—

Journal.

Fletcher

the

Elizabeth

Children.

Home

Ladies'

Army and Navy.
What's

ward Ho.
Advertising

—

Lippincott's.

French

Gleanings From Business Fields. Thomas Drier
Business Philosopher.
Chicago as a World's Market. George W. Sheldon—World To-Day.
The Kettle River Valley. G. R. Belton—West-

—

Decorating China With
Roses Correctly. Sara
Wood-Safford Ladies' Home Journal.
Modern British
Art. M.
Irwin MacDonaM—
Craftsman.
Lessons in Practical Cabinetmaking and Metal
Work Craftsman.
Interesting Modern French Work in Jewelery and
Engraved medals— Craftsman.
The Layman Art Lover. Jane Dearborn Mills—

Education and School Affairs.
The Value

of Classics

—Outlook
Social

(Sept.

Education.

in

Engineering Education

18.)

Colin

A.

Scott,

Ph.D.—Edu-

cation.

Philosophy of
the Elementary Language
Course. D. W. La Rue Education.
Arithmetic as a Science. Willard A. Bartlett—

The

—

Education.
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r.l'SY
History in the Elementary Schools.
W. Heermans— Education.
Origin

of

the

Norden

—Van

Common

School.

MAX'S MAGAZIXE.
Josephine

Van

Warner

Norden

Magazine.
The College of the City. John H. Finley—Van
Norden's Magazine.
Educating
American
Manufacturers. L.
S.
Johns Van Norden"s Magazin*.
Training for Industrial Efficiency in New England Advertising and Selling.
Alibreviated Utilitarian Studies. Arthur Inkersley Overland Monthly.
Technical Education Abroad Business World.
Winchester
College
in
the
"Seventies. J. E.
Vincent Corn hill.

Episode. William J. Locke Saturday Evening Post (Sept. 2L)
The Danger Mark. Robert W. Chambers— Sat.
Evening Post (Sept. 25.)
The New Governess. F. Marion Crawford— Pall
Mall Magazine.

—

—

—

—

—

Essays and General Literature.
The

Most

For the Workers.
The Girl in the Bank. E. Mallett— Book-Keeper.
Living Guaranteed to Every Honest Man. Anne

Hard—Technical

—

ness Philosopher (Sept.)
The Vice of Work. William

Interesting

Masson— Lippincott's

L.

Magazine.

Summer Day

Philosophizing.

—Overland Monthly.
The Meaning of Dreams.

Do

Health and Hygiene.

Berlnger

Arthur Loring Bruce

Short
M.D.

— Ainslee's

Charles

Battell

Loomis

Smith's

Magazine.
and Physical Degeneration. Herman Erskine Saturday Review (Sept. 4.)
The Other Side of Mortality. Henry Mills Alden Harper's Bazaar.
C);ii>ortunity.
Elbert
Hubbard— Business Philosopher (Sept.)
Disappointments. George
Landis Wilson Business Philosopher (Sept.)
For the Man With a Grouch. Paul J. Barrett
Business Philosopher (Sept.)
Vr(r('tarianism

—

—

—

The Theft of Truth— Young Man.
Serxice and Reward. Theodore Roosevelt — Young
Men.

—Woman's

Hutchinson.
Magazine.
of Doors. Edith Hartley-

Home

Out

Slept

I

Children.

of

—

Woman's Home Companion.

Ma-

An
Gathering.

the Health
Kilpatrick Education.
Cuts to
Health. Woods

Desk and

Principal

How
William Armstrong

gazine.

Moss

(Sept. 25.)

The School

-.Ainslee's.

On

:

Swett Marden— Suc-

Magazine.

Musicland.

—

—

Around the Bridge Table.
In

Physical Culture for
Girls.
Doctor Lilian L.
Beatley Ladies' Home Journal.
Sea Sickness
The Worst Peril of the Deep.
Woods Hutchinson. M.D. Sat. Evening Post

H. Addington Bruce

Success Magazir.e.
It to a Finish. Orison
cess

Pierre N.

Marion Reed— Busi-

ness Philosopher.

—

Thomas

World.

and Type-Setting. Anna Steese
Richardson^-Woman's Home Companion.
Workers and Workless— Sat. Re\iew (Sept. 4.)
Your Work and You. Glenwood .S. Buck BusiProof Reading

Thing
in the World.
Rupert Hughes— Red Book.
Vi.-uon
the
Source of
-Achievement. Mary F.
Roberts Craftsman.
Politeness.

—

An Old-World

Invalid's

How

Pleasures.

H.

C.

Bradley

— Wo-

Home Companion.

man's

Keep

to

well

in

the

Woods.

W. R. C.

— Outing

Magazine.
How to Get It. Rev.
Poise.
and
Nervous
.Samuel McComb Harper's Bazaar.
Sane Treatment of Wrinkles— Harper's Bazaar.
Asepsis in the Home. John Lewis Meeker, M.D.
Harper's Bazaar.
Treating a Rattlesnake Bite. R. L. Williamsliatson

—

—

Recreation.

—

Transmission of Disease American
Hereditary
Review of Reviews.
Some Facts About Leprosy American Review
of Reviews.
Health and Athletics— Literarv Digest (Sept. U.^

—

Fiction.

House, Garden and Farm.

The Personal Conduct of Belinda. Eleanor Hoyt
Brainerd—Ladies' Home Journal.
Engiged Girl Sketches. Emily Calvin Blake

Planting Peach Trees in the Fall. Thomas J.
Steed Garden Magazine.
Forcing Bulbs for Winter Flowers. W. G. McG.
—Garden Magazine.
English Effects With Hardy Climbers. Wilhelm
Miller Garden Magazine.
The Feathered Hyacinth. T. Mc.\.—Garden Ma-

'-adies'

Home

Journal

.

Forbidden Guests. John
Corbin — Ladies'
fome Journal.
The Man Who Went Back. Woolsey R. Hopkins

The

'

— McClure's

—

—

Magazine.

gazine.

Pioneer Goes Suffragette. Helen Green— McClure's
Magazine.
The Problem. Oscar Graeve— McClure's Magazine
The ChHd of the Mist. Allan K. Stuart—West-

How

ward Ho.
The Romance of a Coal Dock. Charles Df.rian
Westward Ho.
The Modern Politician. Charles Lowe Swift
\ew England Magazine.
Phinens and the
Motor Car. E. H. Porter
New England Magazine.

The Reclamation of the Old (^olonial Farmhouse
C. H. Hooper—Tountry Life in .\merica.
Desert
Farming Without Irrigation. John L.

the Hardy
Border
Cameron— Garden Magazine.
the Hvulson.
Historic House
on

Plant

to

Fall.

Robert

An

Curtis

Natalie

— Craftsman.

Cowan— Technical World.
Forcing. Dr. -Mired
of Plant
Novel
Method
Grandenwitz Technical World.
Agricultural Oppnrturi'ies in New England. G.
F. Vourse- Advertising and Selling (Seit.1

—

—

.
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L)F

—

OTHER

Chance to Make Big Money in Apples. W. \V.
Williams — Advertising and Selling.
Roots During
Caring for Cannas and Other
Winter Am. Homes and Gardens.
A FMorida Fruit Farm — Am. Homes and Gardens

—

Life Stories and Character Sketches.
The Most Powerful Man

in America.
Burton J.
Hendriek McClure's.
An Afternoon With Walter Crane. M. Irwin
MacDonald Craftsman
Mrs.
Mary Baker Eddy. Alfred Farlow— New
F.ngland Magazine.
The Wife and Son of Henry Hudson New England Magazine.
A Philosopher Chancellor. Frederic W. Wile
London Magazine.
Joan of Arc at Chinon. Marion Harlaud Wo-

Town

Planning or
Town-Training '.'—Saturday
Review (Sept. 4.)
Are Our Prisons Commercial Betterments. G. J.
Griffith— Business

Team

Work

—

—

Home Companion.

man's

M. S. McLean-

Names That Still Live.
Van Norden Magazine.

Old

Hollanders

Representative

in

America To-Day

Van Norden Magazine.
McCormick
A Pioneer of Big
Casson— System (Sept.)

Business.

:

H. N.

Father's

a

—

Talk With

Little

Ladies'

Home

Americans.

Marie Corelli—

.Journal.

New York. F. Hopkinson
Smith— Ladies' Home Journal.
The Vampire of the South. Marion; Hamilton
The

Insolence

of

— McClure's

Carter

How

Get a

to

Sat.
Offteial

— Technical

World.

the Moors.

of

Magazine.
In the West

End.

Kingland— Pall Mall

J.

Pepys—Pall Mall Ma-

Mrs.

gazine.

What New England's Newspapers Can do for
New England's Prosperity — Advertising and
Selling.

Some

New England
and Selling.

Possibilities

— Advertising

F. D. Cornell— Sunset

Utility of the Eucalyptus.
(Sept.)

A Unique

Prison

M.

Cell.

H. R. ChamberAfrica.

N.

D.

Ma-wv- Forum

(Sept.)

The

and the Ne.xt
est—The Forum (Sept.)
Tariff

W'

Holland's

Campaign.

H.

L.

Possessions
in the Western HemisT. Greidanus— Van Norden Magazine.

phere.

Terrorism

in

India.

Saint

Nihal

Singh— Van

Norden Magazine.
The War Game. Henry

Jay Case— Van Norden

Magazine.
Paternal Institutions in

Greece.

G.

Power
in
the
Washburn— Chautauquan.

W. Cooke—

Hudson — Overland

Monthly.

Orien.t.

George

—

Parliamentary Collapse in Greece Saturday Review (Sept. 4.)
Darwinism and
Politics. Sidney
Low— Fortnightly Review (Sept.)
China in Trarsfor'mation. Archibald Colquhoun

—Fortnightly

Review.
Imperialism.
Granvelle

Review

The

— Contemporary

(Sept.)

Persian

Revolution— Contemporary

Review

(Sept.)

Problems
Review (Sept.)

Racial

cott's.

The Presoimption of Innocence. Arthur C. Train
—Sat. Evening Post (Sept. 18.)
The
Adventures
of
a Suburbanite. Ellis P.
Butler — Country Life in America.
New Luxuries Keep the People Poor. C. F'.

The Call

Europe.

European E.\pansion and East
Harris— Forum (Sept.)
The Persian
Situation. Edwin

Maude Radford Warren-

Title.

in

— McClure's.

Roman

Magazine.

Evening Post (Sept. 25.)
Insolence. Frank
M. Bicknell— Lippin-

Carter

lain

Mohammedan

Journal.

A

and Commercial,

Political
The Ominous Hush

?— Ladies' Home

Rights

in

Chautauguan.

Miscellananeous.
What Are

Philosopher.

Municipal Progress. E.
M.
Skinner— World To-Day.
How a Library Woke up a Town. Sarah B.
Askew House and Garden.

—

—

MAGAZ,\l-:s

in

Hungary.

Contemporary

Railroad and Transportation,
Railways of Italy. C. F. Beach—Moody's
Magazine.
Canada's Railway Commission. W'. R. Givens—
Moody's Magazine.
A Unique Rai'lway. R. Sinclair Westward Ho.
Motor Car Developments, With the Coming of
the Aeroplane. Major C. G. Matson Badminton Magazine.
A Century of Steam Navigation. S. Ward
Stanton Travel Magazine.
With the First Train Into Nyasaland. Mary
Bridson Travel and Exploration.
Three Hundred Miles Overland With a Steamer.
W. F. Nixon Travel and Exploration.
The Position of English Railways. W^ M. Ackworth North American Review.

The

—

—

—

—

—

—

Municipal and Local Government,
Religion.
The

Municipal

Government —

Problem
The
Outlook (Sept.

Form

:

Safeguarding the Public Services

of

City

the

New

Mr.

18.)
:

How

York Commission is Working Out Its Task.
J. S. Kennedy — Sat. Evening Post (Sept. 25.)
How to Have Good Dirt Roads. D. Ward King
—Technical World.

Alexander's
Journal.

New

Gospel

Hymns — Ladies'

Home

A Modern Nonconformist On Early

— Saturday
Spiritual

Review (Sept.

Forces

in

India.

Christianity

4.)

Rev.

N.

MacNicol

Contemporary Review.
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Christiauity and Subjective Science.
lard Contemporary Review.
Are the
Colleges
Undermining

—

Players

Faith

Eight Strong Scenes From the Eight Strongest
Plays of 1909— Woman's Home Companion.
Drama Under the Dog Star. John A. DreamsVan Norden's Magazine.
The London Stage. Oscar Parker—English Illus-

and

Morals ?— Current Literature.
Financial
Crisis
the
of
Churches— Literary
Digest (Sept. 1.)
Catholic Enmity to the Saloon— Literary Digest
(Sept.

Literary

11.)

Aspects

Age (Sept.

Testament— Living

Old

the

of

—London

Collisions

Impossible.
World.

—Technical

lyle

World's
G.

The

Best Alcohol

Magazine.
Sidney S.

Literature

Made From Sawdust.

(Sept.)

of Scientific

Dogma— Current

Liter-

Howe—New England.
New Sport of Flying. Augustus Post—
Life

in America.

—Country

Etiquette

Game

James

Summerin.g by

Bryan— Pall
Some Methods

Life

Paradise

in

of

America.

the

New

Ontario.

Curwood — Book-Keeper.

Oliver

Subterranean

Fires.

J.

Ingram

Mall.
of

Fishing in China.

—

Surgeon G.

Moir Badminton.
Larger
Shore
Birds,
From the Sportsman's
Point of View— Badminton.
Developments With Bat
and Ball. Sir Home

Gordon— Badminton
Game Birds at Close Range. Herbert K. Job
Outing Magazine.
Turkey Tracks in the Big Cypress. A. W.
Dimock— Outing Magazine.
Hunting the Adirondack Grouse. Todd Russell
Outing Magazine.
Rifles and Shotguns of To-Day.
Charles Askins
Outing Magazine.
A Tenderfoot Goes a Hunting. Stephen Chalmers Outing Magazine.
A Lady's Hunting Trip. Mrs. A. G. Adams
Rod and Gan.
Fish Culture in Newfoundland. H. M. Mosdell—
Rod and Gun.
Deer Hunting on the Moira River. Ontario. W.
H. Allison— Rod and Gwn.

—

—

The
Some Dramas

of

Stage
Ladies'

of

the

Theatre.

the

Day.

And

Home

Its

Louis

People.

V.

De Foe

Annie

Russell-

Journal.

—

Lippincott's Magazine.

Hartley
Liter

Asia Minor.

in

Edward Noel—Wide

World.

With Pen and Camera in Nigeria. F. W. Emett
—Wide World.
Farthest South
The Dash for the Pole. Lieut.
:

Cameron—West-

Three Old

Dutch

Roads and the Houses Along

Them— Country

Life In America.
Glorious Old Georgia— National Magazine (Sept.)
America's Hardest
Working River. Wlnthrop
Packard— Technical World.

New Steamboating on

the Big Muddy. Charles
Dillon—Technical World.
North Pole Reached at Last. William T. Walsh

— Technical

World.
Real New
England
of
To-Pay. George
French Advertising and Selling.
Oregon's Marble Halls. Joaquin Miller— Sunset
Magazine.
Bournv'lle, the Model Village English Illustrated (Sept.)
Mexico's Unhunted Wilderness. Dillon Wallace
Outing Magazine.
While
Comfort
You Travel. Edward Hungerford Outing Magazine.
How An Explorer Can Know When He Reaches
the Pole. Anthony Fiala— Travel Magazine.
The North
Shore
of Lake Superior. Martin
Hunter— Rod and Gun.

The

—

—

—

A

Successful
Moose Hunt in Quebec. H. A.
McCrea Rod and Gun.
The Characteristics of a Fine Backwoods' Guide
—Rod and Gun.

—

Women

and the Home.

Decoration of Walls. M. B.
America.
Women as Business Builders. E. W. Gearingj
Book-Keeper.
Colonial Interiors. .\. Raymond Ellis Woman's
Originality

Edson

in

the

—Country

Life In

Home Companion.

The New Boston Opera House. Eben D. Jordan
New England Magazine.
The Theatre's New Rival. Day Allen Willey
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Side

—

Stage.

Red Book.
The

Paul

Girls.

ward Ho.

—

The Big

Struck

Shackleton^-McClure's.
Rails and Trails. Agnes Deans

Around the Hunter's Camp Fire. C. E. Reane
New England Magazine.
Hunting Wild Bees in Vermont. Marshal 0.

—Country

Stage

to

Travel and Description.
A Wanderer

Sports and Pastimes.

Golf

(Sept.)

Talk

Business

H.

ature (Sept.)

The

Hypokrites—

ature.

Car-

The Work of the Illuminating Engineer. D. C.
Shafer— Am. Review of Reviews.
The Artificiality of Man's Sense of Space— Current

Public.

Davis—Everybody's Magazine.
The Evolution of Clyde Fitch— Current

Hunting— Technical World.

The Tyranny

the

Armstrong— Success Magazine.

and Warfare

Making

trated
Straight

11.)

Science and Invention.
Science

Who Draw
London Magazine.

E. M. Cail-

—

The Ijibrarian and the Woman's Magazine Woman's Home Companion.
Furnishing the
Nursery. Edith Haviland Am.
Homes and Gardens.
The
Meaning of Plome Economics. Helen L.
Johnson Harper's Bazaar.
C
.\nomalous Position of Unmarried Women.
Shipman — North American Review.

—

—
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THE THANKSGIVING DINNER
will be

incomplete

When near our Store

a Glass of Soda, or a

cup of our Hot Chocolate will refresh you

130-132 \onie

St.,

Our Candies made on

Toronto.

the Premises

2^-25

The embodiment of Reliability.
Safety, Service— every sale means
a satisfied customer.

2

H.P. Bare

2mj
n
"• ^'
— and

$29

Completelj' equippeil,

ready for

installiiife'

ds^c
V**0

YOU

we

will ship
the smoothest,
handsomest, best finished, easiest ojierating engine kno«Ti in the industry. Order
this engine for immediate shipment, or

send for the catalog showing

full line.

THE CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR
1339 2nd

CO.

Ave.. Detroit, Mich.

DR.E.LRIVENBURGH
Tuition

Private

A

RECTOR

England

will

two or three spare

give private tuition

one or two English or French Canadian boys of about 9 to 12 years of ag-e.
He has had extensive experience as a
tutor.
This is an excellent opportunity
for parents who wish to g:ive their boy
to

the advantage of a strictly private yet
thorough education amid the healthy
and beautiful surroundings of rural
One hundred
England.
pounds a year. Copies of references
may be secured from the Busy Man's

Terms —

Magazine.

Address

10

all replies to

''RECTOR

"

MAGAZINE
Front Street East, Toronto

c/o

PROPRIETOR

Toronto Institute
and Sanatorium
595 SPADINA AVE.

of an Engflish country

parish, having-

rooms,

in

BUSY MAN'S

Institute for the Treat"
mentof Stuttering, Stam'
mering. Hesitancy, Lisping,

Suction and Exhaus-

tion of the Breath, and
all forms of Speech Im-

pediment where there is
no Malformation of the
Vocal Organs.
We also treat Mental
and Nervous Afflictions
by Rhythmo and Light
Theropy.

READ THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIAL
RIVENBURGH, 595 Spadina Ave.. City.
Dear Sir— After having been a stammerer for thirty-five
years and then being cured by your course of instruction,
you can imagine how much I feel indebted to you. My only
regret is that I did not meet you twenty years ago, so that
many an embarassing moment and unpleasant experience
would never have happened and a great handicap removed
DR.

E. L.

from

my life.

Your

instructions are so simple

and easy that

I

am sme

if

you make yourself known that your success will certainly be
Yours respectfully, N. YOUNG,
assured.
276 North Lisgar St., Toronto.
Best of city references and endorsements from all parts of
the United States and Canada.
Call and see what I can do for you.
Patients coming from a distance may secure rooming ac-

commodation in Sanitarium.
Write for names of those who have been cured.

DR. E. L.

RIVENBURGH

Residence, 593 Spadina Ave.

TORONTO, ONT.

Edison Business Phonograph.

THE

business man is generally ruKhearly morning until late in the

average

ed from
afternoon.

Any labor or time saving device
enable him to do his work more expeditiouiily with
less
mental
physical
and
that

will

—

and there. The Edison Phonograph
makes no mistakes and avoids complications.
The machine enables the user to make corrections or add directions at any part of the letter.
A stenographer can accomplish much more
with greater ease under the Edison method than
by any other. A business man must necessarily
spend a certain portion of the day attending to
finished then

communications,

but

Phonograph the time

by

Edison

the

Business

of only one person is tak-

Any stenographer can type

en up, not two.

let-

from a phonograph but she can not from
another
stenographer's
notes. If an error is
missed in typing or if a word is missed the
phonograph is easily stopped
it
waits, goes
back or repeats. From both the transcribing
and dictating end this simple and useful office
equipment saves time and avoids delay, prevents
ters

;

DICTATING TO

TIlKoltili TllK

l'H(

iNOCltAni.

at the same time quite as effectively
eagerly welcomed in this day of haste and
pressure. The telephone, the typewriter, and the
adding machine are great advances, but even
these are being surpassed in convenience, simstrain and
--is

and economy and economy of time. One
marvels of the age is the Edison Business Phonograph in that it saves hours daily
of the time of a stenographer allowing her to
proceed with other work while it permits the
office manager or departmental head to answer
his heavy mail by one reading. He can dictate
in absolute seclusion, at any desired speed, free
from interruption and with the conviction that
his exact words will be recorded not guessed
ax. The labor
or duty
is
of correspondence
plicity
of

the

—

140

TRANSCEIBIXt; lUd.M THi;

errors

liams

and misunderstandings.

& Sons
to

prove

naiAlMl.

The R. S. WilYonge St., Tothe Edison Phonograph in any

Co.,

ronto, will instal
office

IMli )N(

its

Ltd.,

merits.
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That Fits
inTlbur

Vest
PocRet

A

great welcome has bsen given our

C

New

Pocket Edition.

Men

everywhere are talking about it. Hundreds are buyLive dealers evervwhere are showing- it. It is conveniencc, that counts most with men who use the "Gillette"
It meets a worldthey regard it as a remarkable invention.
ing-

it.

old necessity in a

C

The pocket case

new and

better way.

heavily plated in gold, silver or gun metal. Plain polished or
richly figured.
Handle and blade box either triple silver plated or 14k gold plated
ho blades are fine. Prices, $5.00 to $7.50.
is

Yoii will see Gillette signs in every store

THE GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR
Office and Factory, 6

CO.

OF CANADA LIMITED

Alexander Street, Montreal

•GiH«tte

KNOWN THE
Say

3 St.

where the razors arc sold

yciu

saw the ad.

in

WORLD OVER

Busy Man's.

BUSY MAX'S MAGAZINE.
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HOTEL DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL HOTEL

SNOWDEN HOUSE
Tourist and Travellers' Hotel

Mrs. E, Cooper, Prop.

The Leading

Travellers' Hotel

D.

ERASER,

Accommodation.
Phone
Free Bus to all Trains.

King Street West, Oshawa

GLOBE
HOTEL
COLLINGWOOD, ONT.
Hotel in Every Respect
Commercial and Tourist Trade

First-class

Specially

Adapted

for

H. H.

SMITH. Manager

G. R.

^be Queen's ffotcl
CHAS. COLITON.
-

-

Proprietor

ONTARIO

-

NB:W city HOTEIL
THOROLD, ONT.

ONT.

THE TRAVELLERS' HOTEL

141

The Leading Commercial Hotel of
Oshawa. The Travellers' hotel.

OSHAWA

THE
ACTON
ACTON,

PETERBOROUGH

Prop.

First-class

The Hotel

travelers stay at.
Best
for transient and automobile parties.

BIGGAR. Prop"

all

Close connection with Niagara,

St.

accommodation
Catharines and

Toronto Railways.

RATES-Sl.SO

WHEN

IN

to $2.00 per

day

J.

J.

HALLIDAY,

Proprietor.

DETROIT STOP AT

HOTEL TULLER
New and Absolutely Fire-proof
Comer Adams Avenue and Park Street

Hotel

St.

Francis

(Late the Oriental)

Yates and

Government

Streets

VICTORIA, B.C.

Most Central Location

in

City.
Remodelled and Refitted Throughout
Everything First Class
i

Change of Ownership
and Management

Entire

KVEKY
KOO.M
H.\S A
I'KI
VATK
HATH.

European Plan.
L.

W. TUM,Ei;,

Rates: $1.50 per
M. A

I'lnpri.I.ir

Every

J. E.

Day and Up.

SHAW,

American Tourist Pafronage Solicited

MUSGRAVE,

Manauor

advertisement

on this page merits your attention.

Prop.

P.rSV MAN'S MAGAZIXK.

Build Your
Now is
Our

Own Boat

the time to begin— and haTe it finished, ready to
by neit summer.

KXOCK-DOWN FRAME

and

143

PATTERN SYSTEM

sail,

makes

it

a simple, easy and inexpensive matter to h> ild your omi lioat. With
each frame we svipply thick paper patterns for n<n)ilds and plank
inp. complete printed instructions for settinc up and full drawini-'
of cross-sections
Our system is so sini)>le and perfect that yon
can't go wronp.
Cruising and speed laimches from 16 to 30 feet in
stock.
Hulls furnished ui any static of completion.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG^

Robertson Bros.
Boat and Launch Works

Foot of

Bay

St.

HAMILTON, CAN.

-

-

Going Hunting? You'll Need a Gidley Canoe!
Gidley Canoes are preferable to any other make simply because they are stronger,
steadier and lighter on the portage than any other make. You are perfectly safe in
a Gidley Cance and you can make splendid speed.

Let us send you our Catalog.

H. E.

GIDLEY

A

&

A

postal card request brinf;s

it

by return mail.

PENETANGUISHENE, ONT.

CO.

NcAV Manual for

Game

Big

Contains Chapters on

''Moose and Caribou"
the most complete big game hunter's
It is brimful of
manual yet published.
interest for the experienced aportsman
and solid instruction for the novice. The
territory described is in a newly opened
portion of Quebec where moose and

Camp Equipment.
Camp Management.

is

Hunting and Woodcraft.
Ammunition and Rifles.
Personal Kits and

Hunters

Camp

Supplies.

caribou are together in

Game Laws,

an exciting

The book is published in
the interests of the Canadian Northern Quebec Railway and five thouabundance.

With descriptive notes on
new territories in Northern Quebec, and over 150
illustrations.

sand copies will be distributed without
charge, upon a written request.

All requests for free copies of "Moose and Caribou" should be addressed to the
Information Bureau, Canadian Northern Railway System, Toronto, Ontario.

Don't

fail

to

mention Busy Man's when writing

adv.ertisers.

r.L'SV
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You can't
You ma\ have

tell

tried all or nearl\-

Brands of Bacon, but

all

M.WS MAdAZIXE

if

Fearman's Star Brand

BACON
was not among the number, you
It is the
have missed the best.
highselected,
carefully
product of
est grade Canadian hogs, and is
sugar-cured under government inspection.

W.

F.

Fearman

Refuse siibs.duU's.

Hamilton, Ont

Co., Ltd.,

When properly
prepared and administered

BORDEN'S

EAGLE
.tWcbarles cream

BRAND
ST.

CHARLES EVAPORATED CREAM

rONDENSKD

STANDARD THE WORLD OVER

MILK

Always Ready
Insist

Makes the

Safest

Food

for Infants.

The Original and Mandard Brand

Send

for

IU)f'l<

on Inlnnl

fcr

52 years

•

Manufactured by

Charles
Condensing Co.
St.

Borden's Condensed
" LEADERS

WM.

H.

t)F

um.lTY"

DUNN,

ESTARl.lSlltl)

IS,"
Iii'iersoll

Salfs ReprPsoniMivc

S;\v

Montreal

yo\i

spr-

C^anada

the

ad.

in

Hiisy

Never Fails

on securing St. Charles Brands
from your Grocer

I'tcdin'j

Milk Co,

-

Mans.

Ontario

—
I'.rSV

MAX'S MAdAZlXR.

Manufacturers of

all

kinds of

Leather Goods

TRADE HARK

Trunks,

Harness,

Saddles,

Valises,

,-/--

or write for information

call is solicited

Your Camping

Outfit

—

--/^r/^m^u/rrS//'//?//^,

FtrV\r
Etc.,
Etc.

A

M5

Notre Dame St West, Montreal. car

Not Complete

is

WITHOUT A SUPPLY OF

BLUENOSE BUTTER
IN TINS — KEY OPENERS

Everyone

who

has used this butter is delighted with its rich, sweet quality. If you want satisfactory butter for
will forward it quick by express if not in his stock.
the w^oods insist on your grocer supplying this brand.

We

TT^H

QlVf X
>31t1X

PR
OP'nrOR
X rVvyV^
A V-/IVj

Xr
OL

JTJ.

"

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA
THE BLUENOSE PROVINCE

Down Your Meat

Cut

You and your

children

Bill

want the most

nourishing and palatable food.

Beans cost one-third as much as beef
and pound for pound are more nourishing.

CHATEAU Brand
BAKED BEANS
the perfection of cookery done
under the most favorable conditions in
are

CLARK'S model

kitchens.

"Chateau Brand Beans" as you get
them on your table illustrate to the full
the possibilities of bean cooking.

WM. CLARK

At Your Grocer
10c.

,

15c.

and

20c. a tin

It

is

to

your

Manufacturer of

advantage to mention

Busy

-

-

MONTREAL

High-Grade Food

Mc;n'f

Specialties
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''And then to breakfast
with what appetite you have.**

-Hcarr vni.

For the first meal of the day there
thing more nourishing and tast>'

nothan

is

Upton's Orange Marmalade
The suggestion

which only senes to give a
makes it an ideal and appetizing
breakfast accessory, which is easily digested.
Upton's
Marmalade is absolutely pure, and is made only from
the finest Seville oranges procurable.
Ask your grocer
of

bitter,

zest to the sweet,

for Upton's.,

The T.
ilainilton

L'prr)n Co.,
-

Limited
Ontario

—
M'SY MAX'S MAGAZINE.

U7

TheTog Layer

T^he top layer
in the be%'er>"thinii

apples is generally the best
"top la>er" is ahva>s the best in

in a barrel of

The

'.

^x^^pr

ni a

SHREDDED WHEAT BISCUIT
^^ hich

is al^^

a>

s

the

same

all

the

through, clean, whole-

a\

%\

some, nourishing— made of the hole \n heat, steam-cooked,
shredded and baked in the cleanest, tinest food factory in
the ^^orld— just the food for the Autumn days when you
are tr> ing to store up strength for the rigors of the \N inter.
Tr\' it for breakfast ^^ith hot milk, a little cream and a
dash of salt.
nn

'.':'-;-

"

savory S}v*Ve..

:.c-d
.

,^>.-r..

The

Nothing po dcliciou^ly

Slir«<33e-d \^1>e^j>t Buiciiit.
r

.

•>.
.

;

All

THE MEAT

IN

S.S.T

me-att., T-ef-e-tab)e»

CO.

Ltd.

\N

T.--

Siw

lilt

is,

made by

'w-bolciMtine

A}«-ay£ beat tbe

or fmit&.

THE GOLDEN WHEAT

THE CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT
To:.'

»Afe oyKter

XH'ix'At Biscuit "basket*,'"

i.i,

IB

Bbsj- ]£«&*«.

NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

BUSY MAX'S MAGAZIXE.
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A

Very

PICTURE

Interesting

MAKING

Department

as easy as

is
of this magazine
tising-

be found condensed

will

advertisements, properly classified,
to

buy,

or

sell

Adver-

Classified

the

is

There

Page.

exchange

all

PICTURE

offering

manner

oi'

TAKING

things.

Condensed

by the

Classified

Advertising
In

Busy Man's Mx\gazine

the

effective

way

of

buying

selling,

changing new or second hand
to business

KODAK

a very

is

SYSTEM

ex-

or

articles useful

men and women bringing to
who are looking
;

gether vacancies and those
for

positions

and

:

for

buying

or

selling

cost of but four cents a

novice can produce in full
daylight, negatives equal to those
the

word you can put

your proposition or application before thousands of business people

and

in

over

A

Europe.

classified ad, in
is

bound

because

it

room method.

and

Anybody

the Busy Man's

reach

to

produced by experts by the dark-

Canada

the United States, Great Britain

Magazink
people

all

reaches

prints on

interested

thousands

KODAK FILM TANK

With the

At a

businesses, securities or real estate.

can

make

first-class

VELOX (there's

a

grade

for every negative)— any time and

oi'

by any

people near and far from your locality.

FOUR CENTS A WORD

light.

Let us send you copies of our booklets

"

Tank

Development" and "The Velox Book."

Send in your Ad. to-day.

CANADIAN KODAK

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
10

Front Street

E.,

LIMITED

TORONTO

Kvery

advertisoiiUMil

TORONTO.
on

this

page merits your attention.

CANADA

CO.

l'.lS^'

MAX'S MACAZIXI'
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KALIFA"
THE
EGYPTIAN CIGARETTE
OF QUALITY
HAND ROLLED
15c. Per Package

Landau

&

Cormack,

Montreal

Limited

The High

Velocity of the

Ross Sporting

Rifle

"

The Indian Field," the great sporting paper of India, says of
the Ross Sporting Rifle, comparing it with other rifles of worldwide reputation (April 15th, 1909):
"The highest speed yet attained by sporting rifles is about
3,050 feet per second, and this has been got by the Ross Rifle
of .280 bore. This wonderful rifle gets this high speed with a
140 grain bullet, which gives it tremendous power for its small
and renders the judging of distance quite unnecessary

calibre

within sporting distances."

Sportsmen

If your dealer does
supply you direct.

fully appreciate this feature.

not keep Ross Rifles,

we can

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

ROSS RIFLE
Don't

fail

CO.,
to

Quebec, P.Q.

mention Busy Man's when writing advertisers.

1
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A

Canadian

Selling

Agent

Wanted

Rolls-Royce Victories
1907
Ormond Beach Races
The

Rolls-Royce

Miles Gold Medal, Florida

12

the Five Miles
Record for all petrol cars of 60 h.p. and under;
time, 4 min. 52 sees.

broke

Gold Medal offered for a 12 miles
match between a 20 h.p. Rolls-Royce and a
Winner, 20 h.p.
30 h.p. American Car.
Special

Rolls-Royce; time, 13 min. 12 2-5

World's International Championship
The Rolls-Royce, competing against cars of
far greater horse power, won for Great Britain

sees.

Scottish Reliability Trials

The Gold Medal

the bronze statue for the World's International
Distance, 20
Car Championship.
miles; time, 23 mins. 12 sees.

for big cars

was awarded

to the Six-Cylinder Rolls-Royce.

Touring

1907-8
The

15,000 Miles

The Dewar Trophy

Non-Stop Record

The Dewar Trophy, awarded

annually by the
Royal Automobile Club for the most meritorious long distance performance in each year,
was unanimously awarded to Rolls-Royce, Ltd.

A

Six-Cylinder Rolls-Royce, under Royal
Automobile Club observation, covered 15,000
miles with only one minute stop (for petrol
tap), or 14,371 miles Non-Stop Record, and no
signs of wear to either engine, gears or main
"Two years' work in seven weeks."
bearings.

The

The Great

The Six-Cylinder Rolls-Royce was easily
winner of its class by no less than 44 miles;
was
was the fastest car on the hills in its class
the most economical car on petrol of any car in

work done on the
including cost of making

cost of fuel, oil and

all

car during this trial,
the car equal to new at the end of the trial was
^93 15s. lOd., or under ^^48 a year of 7,500

;

having made

the extraordinan.- record
the trial,
of 40-98 ton-miles per gallon, equal to 20.
miles, per gallon tliroughout the trial, a result
probably unprecedented in any all-round trial
ever held ; also lost less marks th.m any car in
the trial of more than 21 h.p.

miles.

The R.A.C.

Certificate further

shows

tliat

a

can be nm at under
$750 a year (of 7,500 miles), including petrol,
oil, tyres and all repairs.

40-50

h.p.

Rolls-Royce

Address

:

2,000 Miles Trials of the

Royal Automobile Club

The above Trial included 20 miles
200 miles race on BrookLinds Track.

of timed hill-climbs

ROLLS-ROYCE, LIMITED, London,
("iitalouups

on

.\piilii.-;itioi>.

Ii=
Say you saw

tht-

ad.

in

Busy Man's.

Eng.

and

a

—
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The TUDHOPE-McINTYRE
The ideal family carriage. The one carriage that is always ready when you are
that will take you anywhere that a horse
can draw a buggy that will climb any hill
that a horse can, and run easily through
sand, mud and snow that the low-wheel,
high-priced automobiles cannot negotiate.

$1,000

—

The
make

high wheels and solid rubber tires
Motor Carriage unequalled for

this

No danger

comfort and safety.
punctures and blow-outs.

solid

of

16-18 horse-power, double cylinder aircooled motor Chapman double ball-bearing
axles, solid rubber tires, horn, 3 lamps, extension top, fenders and running boards.
Handsomely finished throughout— a luxury
to ride in— and fully guaranteed.

—

Model

T

New 1909 Catalogue illustrates and describes the complete line of
Tudhope-Mclntyre Motor Vehicles ranging in price from $550 to $1,000.
Write for a copy.

The TUDHOPE-McINTYRE CO.

Make Yourself

Dept. b.m.

a Sales

Orillia,

Ont.

Manager

INCREASE YOUR INCOME
Put a salesman on every busy comer in your neighborhood. Build up a force that will
for you day and night— that will turn in big profits— that will give you a commake you
fortable surplus over your regular salary— that will develop an income to

work

financially independent.

The KIRK PEANUTVENDING MACHINE
(Made

also for the

automatic seltins of candy, rweetmeats, etc.)

paying— the most easily started and developed proposition ever offered to you. You can start as small
1 machine or 100 will earn the enormous
as necessary— you can make it as large as your ambition carries you.
Do you realize what a
Do you see the wonderful possibilities of such a proposition to you
dividends of 217%
You can work it along with your
great opportunity is placed in your hands, if you will reach out and grasp it
A few minutes' time, a little pleasant work is all that is
present occupation without the least inconvenience.

,^^^
"»*^""
„

is

the biggest

>.

>.

You can then, devote your entire time to it, operate a big bu
necessary, until the business grows too big.
enormous profits— that will grow
ness of your own that will be steady, permanent— that will bring

indefinitely.

IZTZZsoftesiimoniais
One of our thousands of teSlimOnlalS
Am

operating 100 Kirk machines in
which net me S65. 00 a week,
Have seen most of the so-called peanut vending machines, but am glad to
state, the Kirk has them all beat to a

this city

Herewith check for which
another 100 machines immediately.— S. W. Boyson. 849 Washington St.. Boston, Mass.
frazzle.

ihip

¥/•

1

Kirk

!.

I

j^jj.jj^

Mfg.

Let US show you the profit -l\Vl:L^°,LrthfKTr

BosSn!

Mass.
any other vending machine
Read the great success that
Gentlemen:
o,j ^\^^ market— its tremendous earning powers.
immense
what
without
Figure
out
me
Send
others have had and are having with the machine.
obligation on my part,
Carefully consider our big sample
profits are yours, if you want them.
machine proposition that will enable you to prove absolutely the truth of .• your booklet on vending
.'
Don't let
machines and your special
o^^ claims and the wonderful possibilities of the machine.
neighborhood .•
free sample machine pro([jjj proposition get by you or somebody else in your
position.
Write today now— mailing us the
^jn g^, ;„ ahead of you.
page
and
.'
turn
this
you
before
coupon in the corner. Clip it off
^^^f.
let us tell you the whole story.
^^^^._^^ ^^^^.^^

'

When writing

.^^

durability, beauty, superiority over

.•

.

—

Lompany
ManumctunngA P^^.>.™«„
liT

si-

3431 Old South Bldd.. BOSTON. Mass.
Depi. a. 634 si. james st.. Montreal

advertisers

kindly to

' \\\'''
Address

mention Busy Man's.

—
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the

Comfort

and Satis*
faction

that

Woolen

Wear can

Comfortable

give in

both Over-

wear and

Underclothing

Under-

wear are
found

^

Jaeger

Wool Goods

fl

Jaeger Golf Jackets are comfortable
and fit perfectly, as well as having a
distinctive style, from $4 to $7.
Jaeger Sweaters, in all sizes, with
or without collar, for rowing, cycling,
golfing, tennis, etc.,

from

SI. 50 to S5.

Jaeger Motor Jackets, heavy, fleecy
knit, camel hair shade, double-breasted.
5-inch stand or turndown collar, three
pockets, S12.

Look

for

JAEGER

trade

you have been

If

\N'earing

cotton underwear because you
dread that irritating tickling in
ordinary woollen underwear
just try "CEETEE" Pure Wool
Underclothing and you will
never wear any other make.

in

mark

Our

secret shrinking process

removes all that irritating foreign
matter and makes "CEETEE"
soft

^

and velvety to the skin.

"CEETEE"

fits

perfectly,

being knit (not cut and sewn* to
the form and is absolutely unshrinkable. It is made from only
the finest Australian Merino
Wool and Silk and Wool and is
the most comfortable underclothing on the market.
tj

"CEETEE" in medium weight

the right underwear for this
season.
is

We

manufacture in all sizes
men, >vomen and children.
Ask your dealer to show you

IJ

for

"CEETEE."

THE
JAEGER UNDERWEAR

C.

TURNBULL CO.

10 Adelaide West
TORONTO
Also at Montreal and Winnipeg
Pon't

f;ul

to

inrntion

Busy Man's whrn writinp advcrtisrrs.

MAGAZIXE.
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It

is

of the

first

."Iv")

importance that you judge Semi-ready

Tailoring by a Semi-ready Garment.

Many
If

have been misled by imitations.

you once

live in a

Semi-ready

never be persuaded to accept
tailoring.

And

overcoat you can

way

of high-class

the price starts at $15 with varying stages

of quality up to $18, $20,
that, too.

suit or

less in the

Send for the

$22 and $25.

Style

And

Book.

Semi-ready, Limited
472

Guy

Street.

Montreal

Charles H. Nelson. President

Say you saw

the

ad.

in

Busy Man's.

better than
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THE DEACON OUTING SHIRTS
Fit and wearing qualities not excelled.

Finished in every

detail.

All fabrics used in their manufacture are the products of

the world's best mills.

Ask Your Dealer.

THE DEACON SHIRT

MANUFACTURERS

CO.
Ont.

Belleville,

H.Boker&Co/s 'Radium

Price each,
$2.00

A Gentleman's Razor
(A Real Razor— A Man's Razor
The "Radium"

— and as perfect as human skill can produce)

an honest razor, hand forged from the finest Sheffield steel by men expert in their craft,
it is a masterpiece of the steel maker's art.
(It passes through many operations, the most skilful experts
being employed in every department.) If will last a lifetime under regular cir..*, and will give you the
easiest, smoothest and mest delightful shave you ever had, a real shave — not a scrape.
is

Write for our free booklet, "Some Pointers for Gentlemen

McGill Cutlery Co.,

PRICE
$2.00

AND UP.

Re^d.

Who Shave Themselves'

Montreal, Que.

Box 366

P.O.

STAR SAFETY RAZDR
The STAR SAFETY
The fact that if has
be

RAZOR is the only one that give» entire tatufaction.
FORGED BLADE like the old style razor which can

a

STROPPED AUTOMATICALLY

and

will

LAST INDEFINITELY,

prove,

that there is no need of continually buying blades and guarantees the Star to
be the BEST and most INEIXPENSIVE razor on the market that gives universal
satisfaction.. Five million users in the past thirty years are positive proof of this

statement
No ROUGH EDGES to IRRITATE'the FACE; the blade is guaranteed to
shave the HEAVIEST BEARD without causing irritation or discomfort. A
quick, comfortable and enjoyable shave is assured the user.
Catalogue on request.
KAMPFE BROTHERS, u R^.!- St NV., York City.

COMMON SENSE KILLS

KING EDWARD

MICE.,

ES.

SUSPENDERS
A\^
-^

TfIS

be Kivd si

aliyirojt-clixss

E.

jterlJH
Suspender
Berlii).Or)lairio

PULLAN

Most reliable junk dealer in the city, king of wa*te
paper business, buys waste paper of all grades in any
quantity, also rags, metals, etc. Orders promptly attended
to.

Best service guaranteed.

2-8

Maude

Phone Main 4693.

St.

W_
TORONTO

and 488-490 Adelaide St

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE.
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This 7-iewel "I-T" prac-

of

the "I-T" works because they

priced

—

are of the finest type in the world
the
" I-T " is known as an Open

any

equals

tically

watch.

high-

sells

It

for

$5.50 because Ingersoll methods
work wonderful savings.
whole

A

Bridge A/of/e/ which is the besi design of
movement. Compare its wide-openness to
most others, no matter how expensive;
you can see it all the repair maui
can get at it
there's no
bad work covered up
"
by " full plates
or ••3/4

big factory

is

devoted

Others make

30

one of

;

;

its

kinds.

kind

It's

the only

made complete

and

case

one watch.

to this

all,

and guar-

anteed by one
factory.

plates."

r**.

-%,.

m#

Lm
Sold only

The

in the reliable

"I-T" Story

^Fortune cases.

Handled
sively by

is

excluresponsible

jewelers;

or

prepaid by

*5

expressed

$1

11

in GoldPilled Oase

Open Faoe

for

Booklet No. 26.

us.

^itkel

interesting

— Send
n Gold-

Filled Hunt
$1 9.50 ing
Case
i

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL
& BRO.
200 McGill

St.

:

:

Montre;

I

—
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THE

KELSEY
Warm

Air Generator

Last Word in the methods of healing
an easy matter to make a fire and create
heat, but to ci-eate thegrejitest amount of heat,
is

tlie

Tt is

to use the least

amount

of fuel, to send the heat

to its proper place in proper (luantities,

is

the

problem that has been solved most effectively

by the KELSEY.
Churches, Schools, Halls, Dwellings, etc., can be heated by the Kelsey
System with a supply of coal which with any other system would be
wholly inadequate.
Write for

Illustrated Booklets, etc.

THE JAMES SMART MFG.
BROCKVILLE,

y

ou

can't

CO., Limited

ONT.

-

conceive

the amount of solid comfort and real artistic appearance
obtained if a

Milton Mantel
be installed in your "Busy Man's
Den." On a winter's evening,
with your book or abtruse problem, the artistic touch these mantels lend to the room is the most

soothing thing imaginable to the
refined taste. Let us send you our
illustrated Catalogue. The prices
are most moderate.

The Milton Pressed Brick Co.
Limiird

i(Largcst mfrs. of Pressed Bricks in Can.^da)I

Head Offico

Every ndvertisciiu-nt on

tliis

pago

merits

your

Toronto Offiio

:

MILTON,

Out.

attention.

75

Yonge

:

St.

1U'S>'

MAX'S MAGAZIXE.
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Figure up your Coal Bills!
and compare the total expense with the comfort (or lack of it) that
your furnace has produced. That's the way to judge a furnace. It
is a well demonstrated fact that the

"HECLA" FURNACE
gives morel comfort for less fuel expense [than any other heating
system on the market. Its construction promotes thorough fuel combustion, and provides for adequate radiation of the heat thus produced.

The Hecla

Steel Ribbed Fire-Pot has been proven
by severe tests to result in an actual saving of
over 13 in the amount of fuel necessary to produce a comfortable heat throughout the house.
It never becomes red-hot, and will easily last for
The Hecla Cast Iron Combustion
a life-time.

Chamber
pot

and

practically a continuation of the firewill out-last any chamber of steel

is

Not the least of the advantages
possessed by the Hecla are the Fused Joints
used exclusively by this most modern of houseconstruction.

warming

apparatus.

The

old-style 'joints

and bottom and

between the

cast-iron top

steel sides of the radiator

become

THE HECLA ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET
should certainly Ibe [read Tby all intending
purchasers of house-heating apparatus before
any purchase is made. A copy will be mailed
free to any onej requesting it.

^WRITE TO-DAY FOR A COPY.

Clare Bros.

&

Co.
LIMITED

Preston, Ont.

Don't

fail

Winnipeg, Man.
to mention

soon

disconnected owing to the unequal
expansion and contraction of the two metals.
But ow^ing to the Fused Joints, such accidents
cannot occur in the Hecla Radiators. The result
of this feature, combined with the many other
specially evolved features of Hecla construction
is a furnace not only economical in fuel consumption and highly efficient radiation, but
always perfectly 'gas. and dust tight.

Busy Man's when

writing'

advertisers.
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To Look for

in

Choosing a

WARM AIR
FURNACE
Point No. 1

— Accessibility of Flues.

will operate

it

choke, and every flue

is

furnace, thus assuring

Point

No-

air

furnace

is

of heat for

minimum

of coal consumption.

Iron and steel expand and contract at different temp-

Joints.

joint in the

tively provides for this

"GOOD CHEER"

is the only joint which effecuneven contraction, while remaining perfectly gas and dust proof.

— Complete Combustion.

Your

pocket is heavily affected if combustion is incomplete.
The
CHEER" has
an air blast ring around the top of the fire
pot, through which air is drawn and mixed
with the gases and carbon given off, thus
ensuring complete combustion.

"GOOD

Point No. 5

warm

has no crooked or diving flues to

easily get-at-able.

maximum

— Effective

3

The cup

Point No. 4

average purchaser of a

.

The

eratures.

The

"GOOD CHEER"

— Radiating Surface An important point the size of the radiating surGOOD CHEER" has far more radiating surface than the average

Point No- 2
face.

The

himself.

— Reasonableness

of Price.

A

furnace that will do all this for you should
be worth its weight in gold. The
will perform all it claims to do,
and the price is very moderate when everything is taken into account.

"GOOD

CHEER"

We

would

our

illustrated

sending you
booklet telling you all about

like the pleasure of

"GOOD CHEER."

THE JAMES (STEWART
Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Woodslock, Ont.

""'•

IT

."s

Wiiinipefl,

to

voiir

Man.

to

-nirntion

'^iisv

"SliMi

:
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SOVEREIGN

99

HOT

WATER
BOILER
T HIS

is

the

only house

show

apparatus that can

and

why

reason

plain

more heat from

heating
clear

a

should

it

less coal than

give

any other

furnace available in Canada.

The reason
The proof

that

is

is in

larger

first

section.

the satisfactory perform-

ances by ''Sovereign" boilers everywhere
in

Canada.
BOOKLET FREE TO ANY ADDRESS

MADE BY THEJ

TAYLOR-FORBES COMPANY,
HEAD
OFFICE

Limited

WORKS

GUELPH

FOITNDRIES

IBranches and Agencies

TAYLOR-FORBES CO., 122 Craig St. West, MONTREAL
GENERAL CONTRACTORS' SUPPLY CO., HALIFAX, N.S.

TAYLOR-FORBES CO., lOSS King St. West, TORONTO
TAYLOR-FORBES CO.. 340 Pender St., VAJSTCOUVER
MECHANICS' SITRPLY CO.. QUEBEC
THE BARNES CO., CALGARY, ALTA.

Say you saw

H. G.

ROGERS,

531

Dock

VULCAN IRONWORKS,
the

ad.

in

Busy Man's.

ST. JOHN, N.B.
Limited, WINNIPEG,

St.,

MAN.

MAWS MAGAZIXK.

P.L'SV

i6o

Booklet

There are no Strings on me

for
No Side Lines
or

am

I

and am

perty,

a specialist

If

time.

If

many
to

me

in this flourishing city, write

be pleased to furnish

shull

have established

Condensed reports of Canadian
Companies having listed securities.

record

in

outside clients

Range

to-day.

munity.

tell

about

yoj

my

standing

in the

prices

Bonds and

of

five years.

General Information as to
various classes of investments.

who have invested their money
my agency. Any reputable

Write to-day for maps, descriptive

rf

Shares for

you the addresses of

good advantage through

citizen will

Reference

containing the following:

you are looking for the cheapest property

money can buy
I

I

"good buys"

issued a 70 page

Investors

you need money, more than the pro-

the property with me.

list

We have

Business

Real Estate

in the

Investors

time

touch with both the buying and the

in close

reputation for d'sposing of

a

my

monopolize

to

selling public.

hamper me

to

com-

If

literature,

the

you own securities this

booklet

will

prove of interest.

etc.

A COPY WILL BE HAILED UPON REQUEST

GEO.
Suite

H.

ADAIR
A. E.

102 Cuthbertson Building,

Cities

Investment Agents

Real Etlate Association

King

DON'T
BELIEVE YOU

of the many services you can command
by joining this Association.
Ist.

You can have any

2nd.

You can have our

Co

NEw^-:::^YORK

insolvent's

books examined.

Bank

assistance

You can be advised whether
or not you should accept
a compromise.

4th.

You can have any
collections

or

all

your

ably looked

after.

5th.

or

$350

for

the above, as your business

on

security

United

profits.

Lists

current
for

may

present

banks

let

us send you a Booklet

We

?

and upon

The

growing towns

for

busi-

operations for
Our customers

invest

convenient

moderate

in

largest

in

installments.

investment

business of this character

as in established

over forty
the world
discriminating
thousand

dividend

Won't you

entirely

demand

amounts and pay

1

in

depending
public

ness

Our

opportunities
ua
investment m new
s

jl

Ji

'^tocks in

Stales.

Class

We specialize stocks

Banks
and Trust Companies
located anywhere m
sale of

•

Industrials

•

as well

demands.

High

and

Trust

m\\ Complete facilities
purchase and
jj for

un u

You can pay ^50

and

Stocks

Co.

where

proving fraud
fraud exists.

in

3rd.

Toronto

St. East,

INVESTMENT
SECURITIES

WE
know

CO.

LIMITED

FORT WILLIAM, Canada
Member Twin

AMES &

- paying
banks.
quote lowest prices.

in

customers.
pamphlet "No. 373" setting
taci* regarding Bank Slocks as •n investment.
mail you our current list

Dominion Mercantile

Write

Protective Association

for our free

i;i:iN^\\

I

Phillips

J5S

Place,
Kvory

M M^ISON

Montreal.
;nlvortis(Miu-nt

(in

forth

the

will also

Sterling Debenture Corporation

Limited

14

We

this

page merits

ii

Sin \KI

your

attention.

iv

r.i

ii.l'iNi:

M

\\

HOKK

™

